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City of Pocatello, Existing System Hydraulic Schematic · 
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WAM DE.PAR1'11Etl.l.' 1m11LY !lEPOU'r • oo rom 1961 
! . ~i{bg/97 I 
I 
lltN 011' Z9lJNll main lina oon11truDtian wring the mnth inclu.ded1 
Th:! Mink Creek line projoat was continued mid cor.platod mccapt .lb:r.- IIQDa B11t1c1pated 
trench.maintenance. Old wod pipe, brush, and vasta materials wra cleaned up ard 
hauled avay. '.!:ranch and r~t ot ~ wa.11 atl'siwitened up, trust.las w:ru pa:!nte~ a11d 
the creek :lntalrs catoh-baeins and ec:niens 'Wlilr& :repainld and cleanad. Vt:ilve boxes -wam 
:bultalled an air and lll1l.d valves, and fences wze rebuilt where taken dawn to allow 
_conatl'mtiOD. · 
A 36'1 re:!nib:roed concmto pipe· -waa installed at tho nsv 2,000,000 gallon m.!lel'W:!l' 
as a drain and overtlow llnB. other work at tho new tank :lmluded ph,Ys:lcal tm·pection 
. 0£ tba lt>cation .and dept.ha or the e:xiating lines, hauling pipe and fittings to 
stookp!l.es in ~- araa, and otlmrwiso prepa.r:lng t.o pl\mlb :tn tha nw tmk. 
Water £ran tis creek oources totaled h6, 796,000 gallono in October. Septembor, 
111th O:lbson Jack onq coming 1.n, .except for tho last. two da,YB when tho nav l1na vaa 
in opan.Uon• totaled 11, 626,000 gall.0ne. · · 
· llu1'1ng the !llant.h, lJB,574,ooo glll.lona or vato:t" vas oonlJ.llll3d .fl'Cm the S)"lltem. 
<kla main l1llll leak vu npatred at. 1800 E. Clai:k. 
7 nev aani.ao llne1 w:m !Mtall.Gd at tbs following loaat10na1 
. 1$0 Ii. Eldredge 6oo N. Main (llill.111 Bros. Used Car lab) 
lDJ9 s, 5tll Dannock Hotel li:ltel (100 s.aar.rield) 
li2B a. lOth · . · JB13 !141111thome 
1L08 N, Arthur 
. . .
8 Hn-ice line1 aw runowd at the .following looat:l..or11u 
l.122 11. llarr:!aon 
1017 s. $th 
1ll2 H. lla:trilon 
820 Mo Grant. 
h$4 s. htb 
s>Ja w. Center 
1055 s. Hain 
S8 Colgate 
J2S M. l6tb 
2J4 Cot.tap 




WATER DEPAii!l.'HWX K.llltlILr REPOR'l' • NOVEit.JER 1961 
llav or lll!l1n 11ao collat.N:lt1QJ c1.ma1at.ed o.t1 
· aid a l'll!IV wt.er line £ro111 lbrloy L.n9 . md r.u1nn Road nort.h on !brlo;y to and thelt 
wart along lot lints 4 - ~, lru.rley Trr.ota_. into Lou. Ave. to a po:!.nt U.• w,u,t o! ths 
&aat end or Lou. t.ve. At th.1& po:lnt on Lou, a onci in:h coll!lllction ws mde to th! 
private syatom Hffing Lou Ave. to provide vatcir temporari:q. On lbv. 2li., tllAII wparai::, 
line .i'J.'llal Cbu.bbuck va• dialonnected. 
Fire h;yl:h,ant.& were ins~lled at the east end or Lau Ave. gntf on llurley I.me 
apprax.lmatel;y 7001 uorth 0£ Quinn. Pips and a r,11te val.'11111 W.1'11 po:lnted north on llu.rlo.r 
at Lot Linc 4 • S, to raoilit.te future.ontension to tbs north half•or Hurlo;y La,lill, · 
All pj;e used vas 611 caot iron. The city1 11 11tockpili, or &1 c"st iron pire was e.lth;.UBted 
and a !ew borrowd p!licaa wre used~ in order t.o 11reaoh11 l,Qu /,vo. without an o.rt-eoauon 
purohlwe or pip!I. Th!I pipo used :lnclumd a row p.wces or mechanical joint and or open 
n slip,,jo:lnt" pipo. Tllo 11111,tor.l.all list tor t.."Je project :!ncludod1 lli651 or (JI e11Dt ixtln 
bell n:-aii the city•a stock, 111 addition to t.llG r.11o1jority 0£ the now almost utancla:rd .i·,· 
pipe9 tlilo 6'I • S" v.o. • ti.re J;vdrant11,·tw (:p gate valve•, and i"itM.n.gs. l'llallt.1ng Wlall 
nec••9U7 t.o wt.ell tma 1aat 1001 or th~ linll o 
wai.r oons\llllltd £rom th& ll)"Stlll!I dunnc the lllOll* w1111 lll,.J6.!i,.OOO eailollll, or lihil?ll 
6b,2s3.ooo pll an, 11U o'bt&i.rled .n- aur.e- •ta 11C1urcea. 
3 ma:ln line lMlia nn rspaind a\ t.1'MI tol.lowmg l.ocaUtlaa1 . ,., ' 
600 s. 111t 
J(l2hJaaon 
402li Nora 
Elia&r Terr., (E.end of 
· Lw. Aw.) 
1 ~ l.1111 NI ll"lmMd at 
921' v.cwrta 
200 E. D:mnlllville 
17 ae:rviee lim• wn npaued at tbe tol.Jaring locatlona1 
219 s. 61:h J.53 s. 6th 701 s. 19th 
1210 s. Hall1da;J' l.59 s. 6tl1 ~ In!p]mnent 
5.36 ZeneJI' Nate MJrgan Jewalem 131. 16th Place 
106 s. 14th 711 WillAv JBU Jaaoa 
3619 Hcllt1nlo;r S24 w. Gould 4.36 H. 9th 
7S6 Ee timdl:r 2h 7 s. 6th 
6653 
7 
WA'l'ER IlEPARTMM Motlr!!Iil REPORT • JECEMIER 1961 
Nev or nmval oomt:NCtion tor thl mont~ 1":ludadl 
The Venturi tu'l:e!I on tha •well limn and th! •teed 1:lno" 'llora l?IDVed ddwn th!! 
lillll11 to a point north of the nav raS11rvoir 110 that tJ1117 would be :In posit1Dn to 
nitter water 111 the 11c1J1111tld piping arrangement at tbe ra1111rvoinl. 
Tl:a 1811 .feed line va11 :l.natalled rror, the tank and cut into the n .toad 1.1.ne•. 
Dl"ll:ln lJMa we:ra :Installed 1n tm vault• Elld connect.ad to the 36" dra1n l;lne. 
Wolic 1e aontimwlg on hoold.Dg up ti. owrnow lines to tllEI drain line and 
booldnc up th8 feed lme to th8 tank. · 
A Tlllllt vu built on ti. "well l1J:lel' Vl!Dtlll'i and 111 1n the process o! te:lng 
conetruotld at thl •.aied l:!m• ~tud.. · · 
~ the month ll2•8),S.000 gallOnll of wt.er -was COnElll!IBd ffllll the Byl!ltelJI. 
Kdn lJm laalal n:ra repai.rad at tba fol.lmd.ng locati.011111 
600 w. Wh1. tllllJI 
2nd I< Sutter 
Re1111rvo1r Rd. (lB• read lJm) 
Ii mv Nff1oti l:!D8e w:ra izmtalllld at tlw .t'ollcndns J.ooationa 1 - . .. . ' 
~Oba•· 
72 Har Vilta 
78 Kar Vista 
· 670 IJ1gh].gu\ 
4 Hl"r1ca linee veiw :re1111wd at. the fol.laving loaat1011111 
' •• -! 
sos a. 9th SOS s. 2nd 
~ ·a. 9t.b 7li0 N. Jom111n 
9 •rdc• l!me wre :rapaind at . ~ follo1dns locatiDJl8 1 
6SS s. 7th 
937 s. Sth 
926 H. loth 
S.36 E. Hayden . 
.3216 s. Sth 
931 N. lotb 
236 w. Sheman 
906 _N. Main ' 
332 So Onnt 
6 1118ter baX inatallnion :rapd.n vera 1111dll at th, !bllmdng lt>catl..ona 1 
937 s. Sth 
Jli3 N. loth 
Wood 011 WI 8 • Philbin Rdo 




WATER DEB\Rl'l'DIT ttONrllL? I!EPOR'l' • JANUARr 1962 
Nev o:r J."IIMll,ll mah\ lim conat111Ctiml for the 111onth inoludeda 
Cant111Ctiona wm llllldll with steel pips at tla rev tenk vaults md tba valw11 
wen :Snst.alllic:I. 
A ,ault, wu ccmtJ:1.Cted at the "Ffled Lina• venturl tube reli>cation .. - -
Woi'lf -011 p:Spi ail.ju.atiiiltiltti- for the- JUIV tank· has stopped until m:>ni·· fawrable 
alltllm'. -
Total water conmnpt1on was U2,L24,ooo gallo1111. or tbs 122,010,000 eallons 
secured ~ all solll"Cea, 63,532,000 gallCllll 1 or 51.6%, wera !ro111 surl'aca 
'1111-tl!ll' l!l!JPPliat!I, and the balance was pumped rro111 12 lL (16 Welle. Januarr 
3961 water production was 321,12h,ooo gellom, or wh1ell _32,214,0W pl.1.0llll, 
or 10.]$, vu fraa au.rfaco ••tor BOUl.'l:lea. 
3 maS.n line lltaka wze ffJ)IU..'4'9d at tbl following locatioMs 
ln l&C•nt.r 
Bl111tna:l.zo Rd. 
list " I.owjo,y 
1 ll9II •rrb linl waa inatalled at 2126 v .. s. lligh'WIV' w .. 
MD MWioe JJDilll Wff ftllll!IK dul'1ng tbt l!lOllt.h 
8 I.Mlniae lJMll wra repaized &t the follaidng looaUomn 
8li6R.lfld.D. 251-)H,Main. 
l.629 s. 2nd JS.30 Juon 
6)J a. Hltl] 1dq 1026 H. 8th 
939 1. 1.iJlooln !ith 6 Wbtt.m.lD 
S lllllt9r bQ1I: 1natal.la111on npa:ln were made at tba .l.'o;IJ.Qif:Lng looat:l.on11 
.S.30 w. Sublett. WiO Unl'm:'111 t,y Ill'. 
722 Hn]QQ'I( l2JI If. 18th 
Hema 
F:l.n ~ K. okO. 
11.N ~• wzw zepa:l.nd at tbl tollaid.xlg l.acatiomu 
Harr:llon t.. C 11ram 
Hal.'Tilon &. Br'id&'er 
l2th &. ~ 
Harriaon &. Put.n.a 
Bridger &. EIIQ,I• 
l.900 N. $th (bi,:illlln bvrell) 
All !11'9 ~drants m the oity at least once, and t:roublasome and rapainid 
h;rdJ/8n\1 • w l'II re-checked. 
- 6655 
._,. 
wtm:R IEPARrl-Ellr Mom'llLY RElUR'l' - PEIIWARI 1962 
n.v c,r J."8m111l 111&in lizlt ctmat:ruotion £c,r thl 111C1nth inDludeds 
In ntt.empting to start f,lh Wall, the chock valve Wllll found to be .do!'ecti-va. 
Hell {/10 wu 8 robblld" 0£ 1t 111 check Talve which vau inatol.lod :In t/16. It liBB necaaeaIY 
to at.art fl.6 a11 the "W•llJ'Drd." wells wre all flocdod with thll m:ception of ,,4, which 
va11 also unusable becaUDO of riwr vater invacUng the aquUior, probab~ v:la the cae.tnga 
of the other Wlllla. Propamtiona are being rnada n011 to P)llnP WElla 4, S, 6, nnd 7 into 
tho rlwr thrcui;;b a lil011off into tho river from t.ho r18ll. f7 line at tho HeJ.1.,-ard Bridge. 
During tho nood eniorgerx:y-, Weter Dopt. mn assisted in haulinr; ewid, etc., 
and 1n othel' Cit:,. o.pora~ona, 1n at,temptinr, t.o control th8 rivor. Va;!.ve11 •:ora. found and 
checlmd en ·all 1,no._. crosil1n& tlB river so arr:, brokml rivur crooo:lng water 'line coultl bo 
1solAted qlUDkly. Dur1ng the must llllr:ardou11 interveJ.s, men wore k!lpt at the 16" line 
ci,:,eaing at tho bridge .1n ti.ID "wll;rard' ,· ro1~t'V'i.ng llebri.e aa it piled up oga:lnllt the 
bridge. _A praasure rei:orr!Dr 11as conneotod to t!JO v:,stem at _tha ehop ~o that any uneJ!Plained 
drop ill prul!Ure could be inve11tiptad 1.nmecU.ate~. · · · 
Tllll pwnp motoru mid starting equipnont from Mo. 6 end No. 7 Woll11 ware pilled 
snd hauled to Dyklll 1 11 ElBctric, for "baldna". I-la. 7 \Jell oqu:!;,rnont was 1.nscceaoibla to 
oquiplxlnt pl'iar to the h1gb water 1111d lt!SJ it lllO roalized that Mo. 6 co~ bo 1n danger 
the water roN 110 EJV1ft]1' that nothing could 1:o done. No. S 1-.'ell1 :!I motor vaa blocked up 
high 1n tba punipbouat and IIIICtped damagoo . 
Water Dlpt. c19ia', at the end or t!» r.ionth~ -WUN ongagud 1n repairing cla!uge 
caused b:, th!I flood on tie oeuor 1im vh:!r.b goGs to the Savn~ IJiapoaal Pant ~m tlB 
city. TM line, at.end near the l!IOUth of Pccm;ello Cl'Olilk, wsa floated out of the r,round 
:In blO places by the h1$>)1 water. Mear~ thNe days lial'II spellt haul.1ng. gravel uy ull the 
C it;yt II dump t:,iclas ror building M acceos road so thct oquipr.ont could be tllken in to tJm 
jobsite. Tha :r:,i,-u,r wtN wall. on their 1111.y to complatian at tha end or the month, !n 
spit.a o! hardahips iJBposed by tha riwr, vhioh 1D 11bova tha i.nua ·or the bottom or thl 
radug tranah, by thll eatire city• a outfall 1111wm1\0, tv Alameda -ao comiil1: dol4\ 
Pocatello Creek f'1'all their dal:iaged pipa jU8t above, and b:, tho inaco!'aaibility o£ the dEmiage. 
~ tbs 111ontJJ, lJ.3,484,000 gall.0%1!' or water wae consumed f~m ti• a;i,ut41n. 
O! this total, L2,60.),000 8'1,ll.ODII wu obtained flUl1 surface water sourco11. 
Vlltllr tablas at mast ot the well.B sb:lwad a big ru:lse wlJon c!ll!lckud at tha Md of 
the .int.ll. 'Dia t'ol.lcndllg tabla &hovll lltatio lawls. 
Jm. 3l.. Feb. 28. Ra:llla L?Cation 
Well Ml. 4 .).) I 4a 2.31 411 101 ~ l Well Ho. s 281 Ii• 181 8" 9' i,, wall Ho. 6 271 10" * J.61 (/' Well Yard 
Well Ho. 7 261 l" 161 C'I' 10• l." ) 
Wall M:I. 8 ho• 'J' 391 2n 11 111 w. EldNdQI 
Well No. lO 461 sn 1121 2" Ii' .,. 8th & Young 
Well No. 12 361 9• JO' &i 6• .,. 1200 s. lst 
Well No. l5 69' (J' 661 lQD 21 IJ'I 3800 Jason 
Wall Noa 16 401 10" J61 9", Ji I l" 200 E. DDrmevillo 
Wall Noa 18 611 2". 60• W' 4" !lort.bgate Subdivision 
Well HD. 2 431 1• JS• (It * 71 7" Rosa ftlrk 
L· '665fi 
--- • • 
WATER Ii:PARl'l ll:illl' 1:01rrm:;y n.e: pJR'f • HAl!C H 1962 
Nev or nmval IU1n ~ oonatr.ction cDMisted ot:1 
Installed a 11blawo£.fl' on JLn steel llm at tla bridge in tlis Wel.l,Yard. 
'ehis enables fUD,Ping of tho ,loll.yard wolls to w.u1te, 1111d ,11111 ueed 1n cl811D:!ng 
up the wlls after tll>od:1ng. 
Install.ad a llMf la> cbsok valw at IJJJ Wall 
Rapld.nd PllllP ba• at Well 116. 
llllmDwd 1261 of 6" cast rrom along J/16 line -wost of J.owar end ot ValloyvieV 
C01'11111CtAd lint east of 11'11lleyv1aW to ths main on 'ial.Jayviav at Westello. 
Ons (I' x (/1 tappjng too and valvw, 191 - (JI cast il'On p:lpl, and om 22½ deg. 
bond '1111:9 umd, Nlvaging one 6 11 ),in valve. · . 
During tbs IIIDl1th 130,di9,ooo gallons o! water vc1'9 consumod .£l'0m tha system. 
Kain 1.1m llalal wa npaind a11 tbe follaving Joaationaa 
100 H. :i.t 
JOO I. Bonnafllla 
2m,. Pftdl'Ws:lll (3) 
lO riN Nm.ce llnltl Wl."e installed at tbs follcwing l.Dcat1.ons1 
234 S1111ey111dil 
2h60 s. aid. 
911 No Ormt 
200 s. 7th (Preaby.Cfflll'Ch) 
20h Vallllyvid 
433 ll. 6th 
20 -"111• l:1m1 nn :nipaind at tha following looat1onll1 
1120 "· Yoans 
J2liSSoStll 
3S6 s. 7th 
318 s. 6t.h 




9SJ Ko Sublette 
3514 JIIIClll 
707 ff. 7th 
JJJl'9 Svahllr 
1231 Ho Harr:18011 
353b Juen 
Hiter bCIX mnallat.i.ca repain 1111m made at the .rol1Clll1Jlg l00&ti.cna1 
B17 s. Kain 
65S ~1nra1ty Dr. 
1218 Allan lldo 
168 Blrryman 
6l6 11. hth 
3534 J1111on 
617 No Johnaon 
2426 s. 2nd 
JJB No Main 
l.S3S Eo Center 
332 a. Oran\ 
lll Flam1ngo 
733 a. 1'sin 
JSOl So 1n 
L 6657 
Nev OJ' 1'9l'llnl cout.\'\!Ction £cir the month :lnol1uled1 
111.niahld job of t'emOYing 8' cant iron .t'roi:l a loo.a J/16 lw \,,at ot the i-, r 
end of Valleyv:lav. (:Qt of 611 op,u boll pipe vau l'lalwg&d. A Dix inch fire lcy,:!J:'III\t 
wall instllllsd on the end of the 8' o.o, steel whioh crosaoa Vall~iaw at thill point, 
' ' . ' . 
149' of J.2n cut ~ va11 :lnatal:utd on Du.111!1 5tn,et. !'l'0III lh1.vonity Driw'·east. 
Thi! dewlPpo:r• Marehall Bro1. • 1a lum1ah1ng 611 pipe 1n thil •l:IIIOII• · · 
Tia job ot plmnb!ng 1n 1:Jm now tan~, started last fall, lllill ra-commtmced dur:l.nc 
tli, 111ont.h. 5111' of lfJl cast iron T.J., pipit lil!d the following fittings were used •.. Faur 
l6" 22½ i:tng. b!lndll, Qlle 1611 g.ite val-ve I one 1& teo• and tw lo" fiange x M,J, adaptel'!I, 
Working on th!! over.now line fi,:,m the new tank coruiitction 1J::l t.ha dn.1n l1na 
1natall11d lut £all, 
A IIIUom:,' build1ng va11 conati:uotad at ti. ns111im>ira to house l!lllterltig 11nd 
obloril:at:l.an equipmtnto 
During the 1110nth, 166,098~000 g,all01111 ot water wre corui'Wll!ld tram thll -,.tm. 
obtai.n!ld !'1'CIIII acn=aa aa folJDwa 
n,,'l.t"t:r. 9J-L
1
000 Wrf/il"Z.. ~'1!,;z,'!uO 
wtt1y,,Ji.J.,1,. 1?, ,,,,,,a w,tt*'- 1~ l,nv, oao 
20 um l1DI lllm vera :repainld at the tollGldng locaU.01111 
lllCiO B. !IDMl'l'illa 
l'@II.i.nl & Blla811 
Gould & Arthur 
11>le L1nll & Alaada Rd. 
Center st. Subwy (nplac111d pc. or pipe) 
10) s. 3rd 
2nd & l/'J:Wdnglll 
Alh st.nu 
71.il CWftU 
1546 H, llan1aon 
(2) Rosa Park to Rclldsidlt Parle Steel 
(S) Rosa l'llrk Spr.l.nkling Syatem 
$00 s. Johnao11 
Iniog F»ld (8") 
Rile. L1nt Jld. 
l4 nlV llft'iol l:1Jie1 Vllff :f.natll.lad &ti the i'ollowiag laaatianl I 
120 Dua 
211 s. 17th (Siar.) 
126 s. l$th 
79 Vallllyriw 
2$3 Vallem,n 
490 1111v. llrtw 
WATER llEPARTrt:NT lllttr!ilZ REPOR'l • MAY 1962 
Nev or Z'mllllal 00111t.Not1on £or tba month mcllldeda 
'l'he job or pllllllbing in the nuv tank was complsted durinll ti» nDnth, and tha 
new 2,000,000 g,,llan t'.Qnk im11 put 1n opanition. The mw sei:'V lea lruildincr was ccmpl.:Jtad 
and both nstars and th, chlDrin&tor wai,a inat.allad 1111d are functioning. A small line 
w&ia run up to tJ111 n,w oo1"'11ca houea to pr.,:,vido a way to test :or residual. chlorine at 
that point •. 3301 o! 16" cast iron pipe, ono 16" tee, one lf.jn 45 deg. bend, 11nd one 10' 
gate valve 11era uGUd 1n tieing in the big reaenoir to tie n!!W tank. Otbar l!llljor items 
1n complsting thio ;Job were, i'inishing conuectinr tho tm1k over!l.DI, !:!nee to tm drain 
llneJ rav11111;>ing t!11J d;r:;1in !acilltiea for t111 big reiionoirJ running 11.noa to the venturi 
tube on the focd lino 111d to tlie tul.e on the wallyard l:lna tci the r:ietereJ running th, 
cblorinat,or =tar 11uppl;r l1r10 and the solution feed lineJ f1nioh1ng tha service ll.OUBEI 
whioh inoludod pou~-il1fi tm noor, :l.nsulat:lng th!I =r, sheet.roe king and t..1,1ng tla 
ce1l.1n~ vi..""inr; t..'w building, and painting. 
Thn aurfnco Wlltor tr,ins1dsirl.on l.lro tnminataa in a basin 1101119 diRtanca south 
of the llliddlo n,eervoir, F'ro111 tilie bMain thn water r.oee throur,n R ma'-..or. thon into the 
middla n,aurvoii· tll!'Ough 12" p-lpe. With both Gibaon JQCk end Mink Creek water arriving 
at this ba11in th!I head inpoood by tile basin was inauff.1aient to push •,.1111; increased 
"'1101D1t or water t!troui;h the ni,'\.Or and t,i1rough tr.e 1211 JJipo in':;o the l!d.ddJ.e r1111ervo1r. 
The vaU. ot th.is bllain woro 1'">"ll>tld 11nd p.,u:n,d about 61 h~te~· t.o oecurg U-.o additional 
head nesded to ;,=h the water t\iroucI, th1 r.mtar v.nd inbl the uiddlo reaarvoir without 
O"VW:rtlow J.o11a of water. 
The planned County Nuraoe' iiuma1 e loc.:tion near ti's Bannock Mai.1orial 1loap1tal 
nocHei tatac!. mavL'1g the 0" on l,,1t.h. At. bannock Collnty1 B :reqnoot the line '1111B cut and 
all.lld eaatarzy alang Wh.i:t.nlall fl'9m 13th ~nd llll1trJAJI to lolmor1al. Drl.1111, th.11'1 southerly 
alolll! ful wazsterl.y right o! wy or Memorial Drive tu the inten:aption of l)tll and tho 
preTioua p:lpJ al:lgnment w!lera connection wae made. Tha 195'0 Opell bell pl.pe was· a.l~r,ed 
and rela1d alc:irig with appraxillatel,y ,31.io• 0£ new 8• Tyt;on pipe :In co~lating thii. 
re,:aJ..1iment •. Twci 8• 90 deg. bends, tvo 8" 22½ deg. benda, 1111 13" x 6• t~, a 8" ·gcte 
val'ft, and a. fin hydmnt {located 11pprox:!matel,y 1)01 norther]¥ alang Mlllllorial from the 
NPL of -~on) 111111n al.ao WIEid. -
Rllloftd fire h;?dftnt latal'lll md plum,td tee at )rd and Oould. 
Unl.oadiJlg pipe arriving for 1.962 project.a at (18 well, at tbe I.S.c. parking 
lot ab<ml tha SilDD&lliua, at. F:remont Hllight•, and at tlw Shop. 
Dur1ng the JD011th 235,456,ooo gallone or wtar w:re conaumod tl'IJIII the syetan. 
Soun:ea ot auppJ.r wn u follova1 surrace water auppljjia • JL,57S,OOOJ l..al.l,yanl. Welle, 
so,029,0001 Well i1'2 - 45, 796,0001 Well /13 - L,L65,ooo, ~.au (llIJ - 03,041,000, Wiiu ul6 -),66o,ooos and Well fl8 - 7,0J8,ooo. · 
Kain 11m laaka wn ft.l*ired at the foll0111n&: kloationa1 
2nd &: PndNgW. (2) 
18' at BB•l'T01n 
S new aarvice llnaa we" inatall•d at the £ol.J.Qv1ng l00ationa1 
let Wud Church • (:00 s. 0nnt 
42li w. Sublette 
3908 Havthorm 
923 • 2S N. Arthlll' 
Fmp119 Piu.ic { H. l1lth ) 
L 6659 
--·· ... 
!ltw er w._l coa\l'\llltiaa ta. t.ba 11.oath iDClludlld1 
nal.ild ~ pi.po from eae•nt itut of Vallf!T"ieW Dri.111 out te Vall-,vl.•.v 
jullt abaft Valllyrisw11 iatenectim wtth Weltllllo. Th11 111locat1on Ma11 don11 at ttu 
mmai• a and the dllwloper' a a:x:p!ln... J.lili1 or {JI C.I. T. ,r. and one (l' flJ aleow wre 
u.d. llo attnpt wu audit ta 11alv111 the old pip,• wh~ll l:!Ala ti.1111ath ti. owner' • 
lndtcapillg at 224 v~~w. 
)61 of 411 •• a:x:t1mdld o~t ot th11 atriu1t at lith anol Gould, to oleal!" !dd;nnly 
1mproTSntllt.i. Th.ta •.r.t41u1o~ vaa .fllQlll t,htt old Ii" CI liM tN-t nxiat11d to the old 
propart;y :U.. vld&:ib Nnad W,V.ta111a. 
t11111 pipa !01' l,962 1mpl'(JV"l11umta waa n.ce i'lntd .arid 111\loaded at tha Shop, at 
Fzwi.oat l:lll~ghtlt, at 18 W•ll, ~11.d .at tht I.s.o. Oyiia Parlc:illg ta~! . 
In ooopn.tion with dtovalo~rn, 1-larllhlU L"ro•• arid' Ore21 Ohiic, thll Wrle:r Ullpt. 
inatalled 12w ud 4" pip, ill ~v., UniT<1 mity Vi1ta Sul,divieiori wvl .from the north odt11 
of Uniwr11ty V:l,ata h-011 Stllnl.'oi-d weat to th11 ••111111J1nt on t.1111 eaot •dee to 1.s.o. prop,rt.y,1 
than north 1n th111 •aa-nt to Te.·.r,r St. Pipe J:or tha partidll oi' thill pro.je<1t that 1a11 
1.nstallad on Staatord Aw. ~""' J:\1:.'11 u. ;'Jiu by t1111 de'fflo,pnr.i •nd t.:11eCit7 1'.umuiltad thll 
balancct. Wlum th1a pro;)ect 111 coniplllltlld larp d1avater p1pi, will be cont.irmoua ,fl'CIIII 
t,he north end ot tha City to the llO\lth platt.d l:lml.U of S~1£or<t A.,.., end avail.able 
i'Ol' ext.aa:l.on, po .. ibly to the Hou Pi&~ ~•11 Fald, eY1"1nt11<1lly. Uaad to dr.te 1n th:l.a 
project 1a 14761 of l2• 11a.-~ .i:r<;," "fyt.011 Jouit• pip&, 54' -:it 411 , an.d 14• of er, along 
with two 12• gati nlna, onu l." gatfl valw, ont 6" fire hytb.1,nt, ona l211 tee, om 
l2" x Ji• reduc•r, two 1211 x (P tlla1, 012111 12" plug, and om J2tt 90 ditg. bend. 
Dllrlag tt. Aonth .)2),60$1000 i:,u.lana oJ: wat11r we;rs con.wad fl'OIII tha 11,ataa, 
··-d fro• IOUl'Olla •• folloli'H 
Maia liu llala wra .. npd.nd at tl:w tol.lovlll& localliOll• 1 
300 11:. Owld 
ff.lat N. ot Hlpl.a (ta.-ealc) 
1B' •tell 1.1M (•:lddla to as. Bl•rwir 11-) 
I .. 
l"oln Lim & llemlock 
(on Pala LiM) 
3. 2nd (2) 
l2 •w a"1c• 111111• •n wtlllAd at ti. fol.lowillg looat10ldll 
McXinlet " Xldndg!I (.6.pt. • boil.II 1a All•dl,2 11 ) r,u s.we1 st. 
~00 •• &7tbll 750 Hlgbll Dd Bl.'Tli. 
)622 HUliard st. wt JJ,m.Jc I, lat add. to Uni,.Park 
ES ot LOt 2 1 Bllc. 11 Ct1111t Hill Eitate1 
Portio,i Of W, II • " ft II 
s. portion or l ft n w " 
Lotl " 11 ti • n II n 
PotSa.or wl, lot 2, Blk, 1,cn1t 11111 
Eat.at• 
w .. t portioa of rm, 1, 11 • " 
66GO 
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HA'l'Ell Illi:PARTM&Nr !JlNl'IIL! REPORT • JUI;{ 1962 
Nev or nnswal main line a01111t:uction oons1ated ot1 
Finished extens:l.on ot thll 12" fro111 19th and Terry to the south platted l11l11t1 or 
stan!'ord via I. s. c. property. naterialB llll!ld in this project illcludod JO)' 01' ]2n 
cast iron °tyton joint" pipe, om l2" gate valTe, two 12~ .. liS dllg. bands, one 121 tee, 
one 12" SH) cl.ego bend, one {;JI aloew. · · 
In ooopemtion with Town & Country Realty, 4lh1 of 6• pips was inatalled on Dralml 
:In tho UniVemity V:l.sta Subdiviator1. Three (/1 22!j d!lg. bends, one 6"_ tee, nnd one (Jt 
riri hydrant """ uaed ("111tAlriale tum.1.shed by tho iealtor)~ TW.S pips vaa laid :Ill ditch 
excaTated and ba<:kf'illad by othol'fl, end vaa dam :Ill completing en exc1Bnge or fiipD, otc., 
in getting 12" through Unive:m1ty Vista on Stanrord. · · · · · 
· Thll 7remont Hl!:.l&}its J)mjact wns started and is now nearl,y complete •. Th:ls 
project or :lrultalling cast iron pipe to the nist or the 11ub:U.v1Bion was dom :1n 
coops:niticn Ki. th thll l-!arsh11ll Droa. Agoncy, wile i'Urn:llihed the 111.11;lor aha.re of tie r:iaterials • 
To data 23081 or 8' aast. iron "Tyt.gn Joint", 16101 or 4" T. J ., rive_ 6• gata valves, 
three (Jt !iZII l~nts, two fJt x 4" 1educe~, t~:811 6" teesl one {J1 x
2 
411 t11111, one 4n 6" J 
gat. val.ft, one 90 deg. bend, one I x ap tee, 0119 n Jt tapt .11 toe, and one -l 
22½ dag. beni ha'Vlt blion uurido · . .. _ I! 
l!eplaottd 5501 or 2" filllv. on 1/aJ.l6.f Head with a• cuat mn, uoforo street iJiu;il"Oftllnents. 
A 6' gate val.w VII.II :lnataJ.11,<l at il:ldndge lil!d Vall.oy N. 
2161 or 1<1' aut :l.ron lllll :mstalled aci:t>sa tho intorstate aoMtruct:l.on 1111ar 
tbs Pocatello C~•k Illtexchange. 
A e1x inch tee waa 1nstallod in the Can;yon Driw llnll and e s:lx ineh line run 
out or tile street to a gate valve at tlllt SPL or Canyon, ',;hon continuiull to_ t.iltt temponu'l" 
and of pipe, 21 S or tbe gate valve. This tcia wno in:Jtcllud J].1 east of the Lot 4 ·- IDt 5 
lot lillll and tha line :run :1n on Iot 4 o! mock 5, f1'elllont lle~,hto, for the p111;>oee ot 
providiJlg serv:1.ce to an ana south and adjacent· to F:rmont lleichte. Th:ls was doll!I at 
tlw req.-lt of w. &. Schutt, owner of IDt 4 end or tile adjacent area to be dllveloJ)lld in 
the tutun, and at the upcae ot Mr. Sohutto 
Durlng ~ month, 3621 715,000 G&l,J.ona or ffllter wre consumed fl'0111 the syutem. Thia vaa 
•cured b,n thl rolloving aoUl'IJH 1 
Surtace v ater B11.ppl.J.1 












13, 700,.ooo gal.lone 
39,®8,om gallana 
6,216,000 glllloaa 
Thi!! Jul,y conewaptiClll 1a l0l,615,000 gal.lone under the l"lldonl JJlOnt.b.1 11 co1111unption or 
JuJ¥ 1960 ct 464,3)01 000, and 021S941000 eallons under last JuJr e rigure. 
Water Department funthly Report• Aguet I962 
New or renewal main line conatruotion consisted ot:1 
The project of installing a 6" cast iron pipe to the rest or;; 
the Fremont Heights subdivision was completed this month.Marshell 
Bros, Agency furnished tbs major share of the meteriele, I6I8' 
of 4" ceat iron "tyton joint", 2308 1 ot: 6" cast iron T,J, pipe, 
Five 6" gate valves, three 6" fire hr,drents, two 6" x h" reducers 
seven 6" tees, one 6" x 4" tee,one 4' gate valve, one 6" 90 deg, 
bend, one 6" tept 2" tee, one 4" x 2" tept tee end one 6" 22\ deg, 
bend were used, · 
738 1 of 6" cast iron "Tyton Joint" pipe was laid on Lou Ave, 
One 611 tee, one 611 Pacific States fire hydrant,at the intersections 
of Lou and Yellowstone H1!3hway. 
Replaced 775 1 of 41' lead joint cast iron pipe with 775 1 of 
6" cast iron tyton joint pipe.One 611~ 11 l,e,b, reducer, one 611 
Pacific States Fire Hydrant, one 6"x4 a,b. reducer, end one. 
6" tee was used, 
· 647•6" cf 611 cast iron titan joint pipe was installed on Lilao 
Street, One 6" tee and one i Pacific States Fire Hydrant was placed 
on th• west end of Lilac, · .. 
. . 
During the month, 367,!26,000 gallons of water were consumed 
from the system. This was secured from the following sources: 
51.ll'fece water supplies 















This August consuption ia I, 444,000 more than lest 1',ugust 1 a 1'igure, 
Main line leaks 
Oasis& Canyon 
600 Blook Willard 
500 Block Wilson 
Maple & Washington 
IOI8 South 4th, 
500 West Whitman 
200 North 9 th. 




545 South Johnson 
500 East Cedar 
Ammon & Homer 
Cedar & Polelins Rd, 
following locations. 
400 West Wyeth 
707 Aah 
Birch & Poline 
West Ala11111da Rd, 






Weter ·~epnrtmont l!onthl7 Jleport- :-- e:;,tembor 1962 
New or renewal maln llne conatructlon oonstatad or; 
The 1nduatr1n1 lAnds projeot waa a~erted thls month. To dAte 
92$' of 6" oaat iron "tyton Joint" -pipe w11.s 1nst.,llod. 'h,o f1re-
hydrmta, t'lfo 6 11 gate valves, three 611 teea nnd one 6"x 2" ta;>t 
tee wer• installed. 
During the month,307,3031 000 F,nllona or wntor wore conaumod 
from the a1ato~. Thia WAS secured fro~ the following sourooe. 
.Surface wntar supplies 
Wallyard welle .$,6,&7 
'.'.~.;.::. Well # 3 
Wall# 10 
W•ll # 16 







Thia September conauption la 129,046,ooo t,10re thnn last September 
figure. 
Main l1na leeks wore repaired at the following looationeJ 
Brennen Road 
2400 South 2nd. 
91.$ Drennen 1100 South 2nd, 
.$68 Yellowstone 150 Charlea 
1611 lino 
Reeervoir 
22 New eervioea lines wore inetnlled At the following locations; 




240 Flamingo Dr, 
813 Park._ .;! Lilac 
5 1 Lilac 
8 3 P1rk-
978 H1gbline Rd. 
Blk.J lot 4. Drake 
430 Roosevelt-
1071 l~nta v1at11....---
Blk .l lot ~ Stanford 
Blk.l lot Stan!'ord 
Blk.l lot Btan!'o~d 
Blk.l lot 6 Btani'ord 
Blk.l lot 7 Stanford 
Blk.l lot 8 Stanford 
Dlk l lot 9 Stanford 
Blk.l lot 10 Stanford 
Blk.l lot 11 Stanford 
• I • 
Water Department 1DOnth.ly Report • October 1962 
New or renewal main 11ne construction consisted of; 
The Induatri•l lands project w11e 1nst11llecl to the point where the 
county hns to level some Rround before 1'.: Cf'ln be completed. 231i1 o!' 
611 ceet Iron "tyl;on ,1oint11 pipe and one 6"X 10 11 reducer WAS installed 
this month. 
The Ross Perk sprinklin~ system was sta~td thee month. To dateJ 
1366 1 o!' 611 ca•t iron 11 t:,ton jolnt" pipe, 2711'1• o!' 4" C.I. T.J. pipe, 
41841 o!' 211 g11l1wini,:ed pipe, 04 1 of l'l: galv', pipe, one 6" gate valve, 
six 4n gflte V'llves, three 211 goto valves, two 6" X 6" teea,fou1• 6"X!i" 
tees one 4"X4" tee 27 - 4"X2" taee ten 6"X?." tees six 4 "JCl¼- 11 tees , , , . ' ", 
six l\" b:r 90 degree bends,four ?." h:, 90 clefr,roe bendsr, six 4" plugs, 
four 4" l15 degre11 bends, one 6" 45 deeree bend, o':le 4' 22\ degree bend, 
eight lltxl\ tcun,, three l\"xl'¼- 11 tees, one l\·" 1i5 degree bend,· one s .E,B. 
reducer, 15- 2"xl\" 90 degree !.,ends, three 211 :xl\" teas, seven 2 11x2"teas, 
and'l2 quiok coupling valves have been.installed. . 
About ,3,36 1 or 6" steel l.ine was killed on Cherry lane 11nd the 
intersection of Hyline road and meadow brook. 
Puring the month 160,001,000 gallons o!'. wa tor were consumed from 
the system. This was eeourad £rom the following sources, 
SU?'£ooe water supplies 
Well. rard wells 5,6,7 
Well # 2 . 





Thia October oonsu!Jl.·Jtion ia 21,427,000 more than last Octobers 
figure. 
Main line le4ks were repa1rod at the following·looat1ons; 
Dav111 Drive 
971 Park 
1600 s. 2nd• 
1700 s. nd. 
Lawton ~ 2nd. 
Hy-line Road 
Maple~ Rannolph 
Dedsr &: Park · 
6664 
• • 
WAml DEPARTMF.IIT MONl'JILY REPORT - NOVEMBm 1962 
Nev or NnlVlll main UM conatruotion consilllted or1 
260• of 2• copper, one 211 gate valve, and 101 of 61 pipe waa inst.ailed· at tbs 
Old Fairgrounds on the Industrial. Landa ProJeot. 
lbe RoH Parle Sprinkling System was ccmpleted thi11 month. 67 1 of 6• ca.st iron 
"'l'yton Joint" pill!~_1a1 of 4" ceat iron •Tyton Joint" pipe, on,:i 6" x 10• s.E.D. 
Reducer, one 6• 2z,o,, bend, one 6" x 4" redur;er, one 6• Paci.tic State11 Fire 
Hydrant with auxill.1117 gate va1ve, tvo 4• gate valve11, ona 49 - 22½0 bent and 
l8 Tal.TII ~ tut.al.led during the 11011th of Hot ~. 
S41 o.t 4• iead ,1o1nt pipe vu inlltalled on Poole Street. 
The 16• line to the Litt.a Resel"VOir vu !nit and plugged,; 
Dur:f.na: the 1110nth 117,489,000 gallons of vat.er ware consumed fraii ti:. sy-atem. · 
'lhi• vu ••cured tram tha tollOldna; aourco•• 
Surtaae water aupplle• 
Well 14 
"Well Yard Wells #6, 7 
Wllll 12 
Total water lost duo ta leaks, error on "llisr readings, vaehinga, etc., 9,0li4,000 
gaUODllo · 
Tll1a November CCJ118U111Pt.l.on is 6,124,000 gallons mare than last Ho~ber111 n.gure. 
Main line lellcs vve ropdnd at the foll.aw1na: lacat1ana1 
lSOO Harth lat 
1600 Harth 2nd 
700 Bloclc Poale st. 
Rumbolt and 2nd 
Pole Line and Ash 
426ButTUTJ' 
Pola Line B.o~ 
600 Bl.oak Ztmer 
1400 Blk. 'Iellowlltone 
B• Line tor I.s.c. 
400 Block Wal.nut 
200 Block Pocatello .\"99o 
Pine &. Fil.more 
900 Blk. North 11th 
JZ nn Hl'Vice llnu vve 1.natelled at ti:. follov1ng l.ocat1ana1 
Blll:. J. • Lot 19 • Drake 
BJk J. - Lot-16. Tulane 
Blk. J. - Lot 17 • '1'u1an9 
Blk. J. • Lot l8. Tulane 
Blko I. • Lot 1 • Stanrard 





Blice ) • Lot 8 • Laven1t._ 
7Sl Richland-
164) N. 2nd 
1744 Pocatello cr.--
80S Park Lane__. 
61,S Park Lanr 
62? Perk Lane...-
8)9 Pm Lene,.. 
BS7 Park L8ne" 
916 Park Lene/ 
906 Park Lane/ 
6$2 Parle Lane-' 
905 Park Lane,... 
917 Perk Le.no,,,. 
7~ Parle Lane...-
768 Park Leno_,.. 
776 Parle i.-.,..-
606 Park Lane/ 
816 Park Lane_,.. 
828 Parle Lane,...-
8h0 Park Lane__... 
2400 Pola Lina Road ( 2") 
L 6665 
WATER DEBAR'l'MENT MONTl!I4'.' REPORT- DECEMBER 1962 
Th8re were no new or renewal main line construction thia month. 
During the month 119,465,000 eallona of water waa produced and 
109,226,000 gallone conaumed from the system, This was secured 
from the following aourcea. 
Surface water eupp.liea 
Well yard wells f/6&7 




Total water lost due to leaks, error on weir readings, washings, 
etc.,· 9,819,000. 
This December consumption ie 3,209,0UO ~allone lees than last 
Deoember 1a figure, 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the 
100 block East Bonneville 
Oakwood and Melroae 
100 Blook Maple 
following looationa; 
Hawthorne and Li!ac 
Broken by Pocatello Const. 
600 Block Jenaen 
There were no new service lines installed thia Month. 
4 service lines were repaired at the tallowing loaationa; 
1886 East Oak 
1190 Eaa t Oak 
1344 East Alamsda Rd. 
620 East Eldridge 
19 service ~inea were renewed at the tallowing locations; 
1663 Homer 
1415 N. Ga:rfield 
1425 N • Gar :r ie ld 
932 W, Young 
510 lJ'tan11bury 
524 Stansbury 
1640 S, 4Th, 
ll27Eaa t Alameda Rd. 
1354 N •. Garfield 
141 Spenoe 
905 Eaat Hayden 
915 East Hayden 
923 East Heyden 
1301 El Rancho Blvd. 
600 S, 11 th. 
525 W. Day 
435 W. Day 
436 Park: 
100 !:Ilk. E, ~laple 2" line t6 
School shop. 
Meter and curb box installation repa1res were made at the tallowing 
location1; 
257 Valley Vie,r 
3982 Hawthorne Rd, 
1426 s. 4 th. 
209 11, Johnl!On 
320 N, 11th, 
727 Cherry 
536 w. Whitman 




1145 E. Fremont 
771 Cypress 
3980 Hawthorne 




/ ,/ATER DEPARTMENT 
;,Ol!!HLY 1lEFORT FOil JAlll:ARY 196) 
There vas no new- or renewal 1nainline construction this month. 
During the month 131,139,000 gallons of water produced anti 117, iJll,001.i' i:allons of 
water con~umecl from th-a system, Thi~ was secured from the following sources. 
Surface.Water Supplies 





Total water lost due to len!c:i, error on weir readinr;s, wanhine, etc., 13,401,000 gallon:i. 
This January consurr1pLion is S ,314,000 gallons more than last January-' s figure., 
Hain lino l~al::,; wen, repaired at the following locations t 
100 Blk, .;, Pille 
.Pine r, Randolph 
Canyon ,< Oasis 
rellovstona & Cednr 
600 Blk. E. Bonneville 
Pocatello Cr. Rd, 
736 I,'. Bonnev1lle 
Thore V9r9 no new service linEII 1.netallad this month, 
9 service 11.nes repaired at the i'ollovlng locations1 
220 Thurston L&bru & San Anita 
459 N, 10th 
ll.4) N. Harrison 
1700 Blk. s. 2nd 
712 A11b 
Collei;e lfarkat at 8th !c Halliday 
1136 s. )rd 
3506 Helfthorne 
14 eervica lines renewed at tha follawillg placeu 






936 El Ranaho 





738 'W, Bonnarllli 
742 W', Bonnerllla 
Kater anci. 011rb box installation repairs ware made at the !ollaving locatians1 
lll B. El.dredge 
121 Havard 
200 Blk. N, 3rd 
1021 B, Whitaan 
584 Jensen 
L 6667 
l!ev or renewal construction consisted of1 
Repairinc of 12" eteel p:!.pe on Gibson Jack Creek '1ith 2 Dresser c::uplen:i 
and 171 of 12" steel pipe. · · 
·sa.lvaging of appro.ximat.aly 3o61 of 4• cast iron pipa at the Old ~unty 
Fairgrounds. 
During the month 1101 776,000 eallons of vater vere conBU111ed from the 













There vare 123,J6li,OOO gallons produced vi.th 12,588,000 gal.lone lost due 
to leaks, error on vier nadings, washing, ate. 
. . 
MB.in Una leake wai:.e rapairad at the following· locations a 
141 N. Johnson 
[iOO Blk, Riehl.mid 
500 Elk, ll • Clark 
600 Blk. W. Whitman 
Eaat Bench Rd. 
Peterson Well 
647 W., Day 
JOO Blk. E. Bonneville 
400 Blk, !!:. Bonneville 
11 nev eernco llnH were 1nsta.lled at folloldng locatiomu 
1682 Syrinp. ./ 
Blk, 3 - Iot l • Drllil:e st • 3942 Hora 
• • 2 n • BU:, 2 • Lot 2 - Drake 
It • ) It • It It 3 , 
It II 7 • • • It h It 
It It s • 
• It 6 " 
10 1111mce lines wre repa.1..red at. the tallowing looat.1.cnet 
26ol Pole Lina Rd. 
:,636 Jaam 
735 w. Bcllllnille 
17)4 Mont.a Vi.at& 
750 w. Wyeth 
)16 S, Johnson 
Ind. Landa 
852 Pane Lane 
454 ll. 8th 






WATER llEPART:-lENT :tOIITl!LY REPOR'r FOR rl.l\RCII 1963 
lleW' or renewal construction consi!!ted of1 
A project of layinr, 100[\1 L.J. 11 11 c.r. pipe, one 4• valve, one 6 11 valve, one 
611 x Ii• tee, one 6• x 4• reducer, one 10• plug, and ono 911 LS deg. bond wae 
started and ccr.,pleted frrnn lllghland Golf Courso Booster ::;tation west on Von E1rn Drive. 
A projact of lRying 12241 of 6• T.J. C.I. pipe, two 6• pumper fire hydrants, 
two 6• fire hydrant valves, and one 6• tea was started and cx,mplated on Kinghorn 
Ro&d tld.s month. · 
61 steel line W'&e oonneated to 12" c. I. l.ina at Well #24. 
A 21 copper line W'llll _installed from the end of s. 16~ to Bonneville Park, 
During the month 147,961,000 g..Uone of wter were consumed fr0111 the syats, 
secured from the following eouroee1 
Surface 1111ppliee 
Well #2 
Wellll fli, 61 & 7 








2791 000 eet.im&ted 
Thia Maroh figure 1• 17 ,9121 000 gall.one mon than lut· March figure. 
Kain line leak.a irare rap&ired at the follaving looatione1 
Ea.at Alameda Rd, 
1363 Jane 
1200 !Uk. s. 2nd 
Tendo7 School Al.anieda Rd, 
200 Blk. ::l • 1st 
700 Bllc, s. lat 
700 Blko So l11t 
Von ;;la Dr. 
1L nev 11em.oea 1111re installed at the following looatione 1 
Lot 3 Bllc 3 • Drake 
Lot S Blll: 3 
Lot 6 Bl.le 3 
lot 1 Blk 3 · / 
1760 Pocatello Creed Rd." 
47 Purb7 
8JS Cottage 
306 s. 12th ,.#/ 
Luoille An. / 
1616 Syring& v 
l.628 SJr,tnga / 
1636 Syring& V:, 
1683 Syring& v / 




\i.HE\l it:r:.:u:s:, r l:O!lTHLY IIZf'OHT FOi! Ai'HIL 1963 
......... ·.-ii: .... ,:· !• r. • :.:~f:.-~~ .· 1 1"1 ·.,m:-.. ,llnt.J.(•!I ,,f ~- !~ 11 \w·r:.naure 1,eduainc: v,,J.ve on 
,1,, .. l,,,i,.:1~ .. -. ,c.:a .. ,.d.i:· •;ui .'iJ.;i:;mrln. ~yst."-J:n n.!", -'-~·!t:.ti n••d :.'rL.ico; st • 
.. ~Lri11;: t•,.., r·•:q 1~ J•:,~,;· .,::/\:.: .'/~.?.loD::; ,·,f ..;:-:~o;· ·,,..:!f1~ i!OHSI.U•ted from tha: 3,Yll\:iem, 
n.11!Ul'CI'] ~-~. :. i '! ~ foll-:~·: i :·1;.,· ro,urC':!O: · 
~:1rf2cn .'..:'T?'.li~Ji ~: ·.:-alls L,6, L 7 
::ell /.12 










This April figure is 15,833,000 gallons more th!ln laet Aprll figure. 
Main line lea.ks were repaired at follOlllllg locations, 
Pole Line !, Birch 
7th & H~n 
Donrunille '• ?nd 
Pole Line Rd. 
9th & Terry 
500 Blke s. Arthur 
lat & llall1d&;r 
W!iitman & Johru!on C3) 
JOO rllk.. :J • lat 
500 Blk. S. 2nd 
600 W1111t Cla.nc: 
700 illlc. C:,pres11 
36 nsv 11ervic1111 were inl!lta.l.led at f'ollovini locations 1 
587 !Cinghom 54J Kinghorn 
561 • 20S FNdreKi,11 
577 n 3897 H&vt.home 
566 • 7)4 C)lpreaa (lnl1ll!ner line) 
560 n 2u 1 R1 Tllreide 
S72 • 262 Packard v"' • 
· 564 n 1707 S,ringa ~ 
518 • 1671 • ./ 
5J6 n 1659 • / 
554 n Between 1636-1650 Syring& 
595 n 1650 Syrlnga v' 
567 n 1623 n V 
10 ael'n.oe11 wen renewed at !'ollotd.ng locationsr 
967 Eaat Pine 
191 Charle• 
1365 Ammcn 
2u26 s. 2nd 
2u3-h5 s. Garfield 




1852 s. 3rd 
1708 Syring& .J 
176 Lc:iu . 1w
1 
170 • l ~ ,,1,1 
1S4 ft }! q,v· . 160 • 
146 n '!, I\ 
157 • 
16) " 
1J5 • / 
1960 Benci!i Road 
3953 Nora 
524 s. 6th 
\.. 6670 
. ,,. ' 
,/ 
WATER DEPARTifrnT MOIITIILY REPORT FOR l!A.I 196.) 
Rn or renswal conatruction oonsietod 0£1 
Lowr 411 c. r. across Oak St. at 12th pri_or to the installation or atom 
aawer. Two 90 deg. banda 1 two 45 deg. bonds and· 18 1 411 pipe ware uaod. 
Installation or 6n c. I. service line to Army-1/avy Ro serve Conter at II .o.P. 
One 12" x 6• tapping tea, one 6• tapping valve, 71-6• C.I. pipe and one __ 
6• sleeve were ueed 0 
The project of l.aying-6• c. I. pipe on Industrial Lane was completed this 
month, using 3601 or 6• c. I. pipe, one fire hydrant and valve, and one 6• 
tee. 
Ineta.llation or 8 11 interconnection between Pocatello and Alruooda \·Tator Systeti!3 
waa start<ld and coinpleted this month, using one 8• x 12" tapping tee, t110 8• 
tapping valves, three 8• ;10 deg. bends, tlro 8• 11¼ deg. bends, 441 8• c. I. 
pips, two O• ng. x m. J. adapters, one O• pressure reducing valve, one 8• x 
0" tapping -· <!'/, ., ,; /.S·! r,4 ,..r/ 
TE/!" 
Tha project o>I illstall:ln1i- sprinkling system at the Ii. o. P. Park was 11tarted 
tt,.111 month. ·ro date 5221 or 0• c. I. pipe, llll8 1 or 4• c. !. pipe, ten 4• x 
li'' teaa, fi·,e 8• x 4• croooos, ai1d seven 411 plugs we1·e used. 
114,(v,..-
Instal.l 4• C 3 ; if at intersection or Wayne and Cedar to kill 3 bloclca 
or 6• stoel pipe on Cedar St. 
A project or extending 6• c. I. pipe east on Poplar St. was started and completed 
this month, ua1ng one 6• ·,aJ.ve, 1601 of 6• c. I. pipe, end one 611 x 2" tee •. 
During the month 234, 922,000 gallons of water ware conellllled frO!ll tha SY!ltem, secured 
from tha rollawi.ng aource111 
Sur!aae 11Upplit111 and Wells 4, 6, & 7. 
Wall 12 
Wall #10 


















,/AT En D,;Pi\ilT:-D;NT EO!ITf!LY lFlJ'OilT i', ·n JIJI-1)3 196.3 
New or renewal construotion consisted of1 
The projeot of installim: fl" c. I., 6• c. I., 4• C. I., 2" .:alv. and l-~11 r,alv. 
mainlines and lat13rus was c:omplP.ted this l'!onth, To date 3601 of 8° c. I. pip.,, 
1"201 of 6• c. I. pip~, 241lB• of I,n c. I. pip<!, 22(\21 of 2" aud 1?;• galv. plp.'J, 
thre9 6 11 x [in crosses, thre9 6n x 4• crosses, twenty ei,::ht 4• x 1½• teos, fiye 
4• plu&e tapt 2", tlJO 4• plugs, one 12" x 811 tapping tee and one 8• tapping 
valTII w-,re used. rl,o,I'. r/1e..-
The projo~t of lowering 12" c. I. at Oak and Day, 4• at Day and Garfield, u• 
at ~ and ll ayes, 8• at Day and Grant, and 2" nt o,ey- and 2nd was started and 
completed thh month,· Two 12" 11½ deg, bends, eight 4• 90 deg, bends, four 
8• 90 deg, band11 and 501 of 2• copper pipe ware W1ad. 
Tll!t project of replacing 4• 11teel >lith 8• C, I. _on Yellowstone between Pelll"l 
Bild Inc\uetrial Lan& w11s 11tarted this month. To date 1400• of 8• c. I., three 
B• x 6N teD1 and one !ire hTdz'ant were u11ed, 
During the month 236,572,000 gallons of water ware oonBUl!led from the eystmn, secured 
from ti. following aou.rae111 








-- Well 125 
IIPRR Interconn. 
Thia Jumi tigurw h B7_,113,000 101111 than laat June1a figure. 
Main line leaka nn repaired at. tollowini: locations, 
73,815,000 










Stanford & Yale 
3751 Rora 
700 Blk • Birch 
7th & BonnevUle 
2442 s. 2nd 
Well !ard 10" line 1300 s. 2nd 
U nn Hrv1aea vere installed at !ollowina locatian11, 
3• at llOP tor AzTrrf' !la'l7 Reeen-o Center 61 Riveraida 
13§~ ~~g,...,- Blk. 7 Lot l~lamingo ,1,I 
609 E, Cadar _, 11111•f 
U2 Lou 1121 s. 4th G , " 
230 s. l)th / 854 Cottage ~,,,.,. 
l¼• a.t 120 FainrlT Dr. L/D.s. Seminary 616-626 Moreland/ 'l -
1 
2" &t 1440 Laka"l'iov Dr. L.D.s. ChurohV · 
'- 6672 
i ! 
WATER LEPAl!Ti·OOlT iXJll'rllLY RER)RT FOR JUI,.! 1963 
Mew or Rene11al Construction Consisted or, 
Tho project of replacing li" steel pipe with 0 11 c. I. on Yellowstone l!l.ghway 
was cOl'lpleted this month. lOll• of 6° T. J. c. I., llb.• or 8" T. J. c. r., 
5'4• or 4" T. J. -::. I•• two 8• valves, two 611 f'lg. x M. J. val.vos, one 4" 
va.lvo, one 611 x 6" cross, two 8• x 4• toes, one 6• plug, one 4• 90 dsg. bend, 
two 4" c. 1. to o. D. couple:lle, ona 4• steel coupl.er and ono 611 pres:rure 
reducing valve, WBre used this month. · 
The ?NJact of replacinr, 6" 11teel piJ)!! with·. 6" c. I. pipe was started and 
cor.1ploti,d chis '-'"ll~h. 1,301 0£ 611 T. J. C, I., 60• 0£ 4w T. J. c. r., 
twa 6rr x f. 11 tees, two (.,n x 4" tees, two 4" valves, two 6• valve a, two 6" 
45 deg. b:,ndr;, a:ic 6~ sl.tlan, one 611 c. I. to o. D, coupler and two 6• 
F. H. and valvoe were u11•d• iJ.,,.;,;,; i!a4'd 
Made 611 tap on John:n;r creek: tor Wendell Marshall. 
Du.ring the month 627,211,000 gallona of water were cons111:ted £roll\ tha e:,stem, eellUNd 
fro111 thtt following sourcon: . 





















7 , 750,000 est. 
279,000 eet. 
ll,786,000 
Thi.a Jul,Y' tigtll"S 111 26b,b!l6,000 gallon.a more than lal!lt Jul,y•a figure. 
J.6J,B021 000 gallons or th111 rigure were oon11U11111d in th& Alcneda Ania. . ' 
Main lin• leaks inlra ropdrod at tollolfiug looatJ.011111 
533 H. 1$tb 
1000 E. Pine 
N. O. P. Park 
500 Blk. W • lf,eth 
Fillilora & Oak 
5th & BonneTilla 
1)21 Ammon 
843 Buuel 
lJ new nni=• 'IIILnl inatal.lod at fol.laving looat.1.011111 
209 App&loo1a ./ 1253 I. ~ 
Fort lfllll l'lltP..,ie& Bench Rd. •·· ,.,,,,-:, 
7ll Riehl.and· Two J• tor Rlghhnd High School 1/ 
359 Lincoln 1 3801 Jaaon 
1217 Le.rln• , 316 w. Hal.lid-., 
843 saniu111· 3911 Havthome Rd. 
,. 
L 
HATER nill'ARTME:l'f t1011T1!.LY REronr FOR At:ausT 1963 
llew or Renewal Construction Consisted of I 
Tho project of r'?pl:i•!lng I:• st.,ol wlth L" T. J. c. I, pipe on Charles St. 
was ste.rt1J•l ""cl compl.otod tltls ,nontl,.. 791~• or 4• •r, J. l., I. pipe, one 
411 v~J.v'!, nnq S,D rl~g., one hS deu,, four 22~- cl°"g• .s.rirl h• plug were usecl. 
· · j'//ek'r.e,J 
The pro,Ject n! rnpVtcinr, 4" steel ,-r.1.th h" r. J. c. I, pipe on Clw!d>las st. 
wns ftarterl and compl.eted tlil.s month. 3501 or 4• T. J. C, I, pipe, one 
4• valve and one 4• plug tapt 2". 11ere ueed. 
The project or lOlfering water mains prior to the storm sewer project at 
the south end or town vas etart'ld th111 month. · To date the wat8r 1118i:111 at 
tallowing locations have been lowered. 
6• lllSin at 4th and Dunn, two 611 45 deg. bends were Ul!U!td. 
6• main at )rd and Lavton, i'our 6 11 45 deg. bends and 10• of 
6• c. I. pipe waN used, 
10" and 1211 main at 2nd and Sta.nabury. 
10" main at )rd and Putn11111, two 10• 45 deg. bends were used. 
14• main on lat and H\lllbolt. 
6• fire l.tne was install!ld for All:ertson•e Store at 861 Yellowstone. 
During the month 521,4)4,000 gallons of water were coneUlll8d from th" aY3tam, secured 
from the following sources 1 
• 


























This August figure is 14li,J08,000 gallons more than last August• s fieure, 





WA.TER DEPA.RT'.©lT HOlITHLY llEPORT .FOS. SEi'!E>l;ilBR 1963 
tlev or Raneval Main Line Construction Consisted 0!'1 
Lover 1011 c. I. main ~.t llumbolt ,, 2nd prior to atom sewer. Six 10" repair 
Id. ts were used. 
. .. 
Lower 10• c. I. !'lain a~ Lawton e.:. 2n1 prior to at::irm sawer, F.:iur 10" repair 
kits were used. 
T..011er 6• c. I. main in e asor:ient betsleen Weatello IJlvd, and Mu Vista for 
Seiranth Lay Adventists Church. Two 6 11 45 deg. bonds W81'9 used. 
Abande>n ,Sn stceJ. water main running north from 871"inga St. to Highland 
Ool.f Course Dooster f.tAtion, 
Lay 90' or c" c, .i • matn on tiest el.dredge. The pips was b:,ugi1t and t.renoh 
dug bJ' ;ici.elland and the City leyed the pipe. 
A 4• valve wae cut in h 11 steel main on Los Altos W.ay. 
During tha r.1::inth 2J'J,O!il,OOO gallons of Hater were consumed ft"Om the syatem.1 secured 
from the folloldng sources. 
























Thi!!,. September figure ia ·,1 $262,000 gallons leSI! than last SapteP1be~ figure. 53,599,000 
gall!m11 of the 2301041,000 gallons vere c?1111tined in the Allll!!Od& Area • 
• 
Main lina l11m wra repaired. at tcllollin11 locatiOM, . 
400 Bllc. Richland 
6• 11teel on Tan117 Lane 
700 Bl.le. Jeft11rsan 
1700 Blk. 3.rringa 
962 B. Oak 
Cedar & Monl.And 
1000 Blk, S. 3rd 
Maple & W~11 
900 Blk, w. center 
2nd & Lawton 
AlU1eda Shop 
12 nev 11111"1101111 ve:na in)talled. at follatdng lo.cation11, 
1855 S,rringa j · 3444 Hawthorne Rd, 
1425 Monte Vi11ta 555 N • Main , 
8li8 Sw:l,aher Rd. Dlk. l Lot l Mll.l'Ol'fll!t Add, ,/' 
' 1h21 E. 01811 D!k. 3 Lot l Marcre11t Add ••• 
lhlh AlnmOl'I J Blk. 3 Lot 5 Marare11t Add. ,. 
. 433 Warren !llk. 3 Lot 7 M&roreat Add.,,· 
I 
I I 
WATER DlPARTrllNT HONTHL! R!l'ORT Jl'OR OGTOSlll l.96) 
J!ew er Ren41val Hainllna C.lll!ltruetion C•nsiatea ori 
A pr•J••t er la)'inz; 6201 •f 6" cast ir•n f)iJH! on ValleyT.1.e1r was 11tartoti and 
copleted thio aionth, One 6• tappine; tee, •ms 6" tappinr; nlve, one Gn 
ll¼ dee;, bend, amt 9Ile 6" tee 1111ra use,i, 
Replace J lane;ths •f 1211 C, I, pipe on Quinn Ra. that vare breken bT l'•oatelle 
CenatNntt•n Ce, 
neplace l)' 11! 12" c. I. pipa •n Quin:\ n.i, md. Mcltinlet broken b;r l'\t0&telle 
Const.ruction Ce. 
A pNjeot er la;rinr: 2001 e.t 2" cepper pipa .froJII JaekHII '!'urn .l.r~wul h tho ond. 
of the oil .on Los Altes W:i.y ;,ae .starte,t ant ee1tpleted this n•ntll, J. 2" prel!ll!lll'e 
roducinr: r.u.ve 1r&a inatal.le!i, in this line, 
A pr•ject of la,,inr; hSO• of Jtn caat iren pipe •n Spenoe wa• startec amt ee111pleteol 
this month, One 4" Ta J. pluc, ene J,,n 22ft clei:, bone, ene 411 ,ate nln wex-e IIHol, 
Dl.lrinC the ••nth 259,63),000 call.ens •! water vere C111111U11etl tr ... the a;rata, aeauNt 
i'r.a the hll•vinc: aeurees, 




.... 11· #].!I . 

















Thia O•teber ficure ia 99,8321000 &allcna a•re than last 0etmber fii,ire. 
6S,S991000 1:11.Uoru; .. r 1.he, :?S9,BJ)1000 c11).l•ns were cnne,UJtetll. in the J..llll!U!lu. Are&, 
Main line le&lca ven npdrcul &t tellelfini: leci&t.hn•1 
ltll.ina7 ,~ 
lSS :1,.n .. ,oo lllt. lllllat'II 
l<il7 m,.ahone ~ 
224 Appal•••• 
)953 Hawtherne Rll...-· 





WATER DBPART!1EIIT MONTi!LY REPORT FOll llO'ID!BBR l96J 
t!ev or Rene11al of l'.llinline Con11truction con!!111ted ot't 
Insta1la.tJ.on of i!." pressure rednoing valve at Ca.nyon ~, 0asi11. · Q,ie 6 11 pressure 
reducing valTeJ two 6" flll• x M. J. YAl:res, one 1211 x 6 11 red. and 141 01.· 6" fl. I. pipe 
vere uaod. 
In:stallod 39t,, ot 6" c. I. pipe on Lak1niev Drive for Mcl.ell:md !.u::iber. 
Durlna thl! r.:ont.h ll,l,:?J6,ooo 1ra.llo1111 or 11ator were conal.llllod fr0111 the 9111t11l\l, 
aecll.N>d fro• tho fcllov.L~ll sourcos. 










Thia tloveti.r tlgure ill 2J, 747 ,ooo ll'IDre than lo.at ~-ntMber Iigure. 22,972,000 
gallon• of tha lul,236,ooo g-.llona wora com1umed in t.ha Ala,,,edo. Ana. 
Ha1.nlul• let.lea war• r11p11.i.Nd at follOld:ng l.ooations, 
2li00 Bllc. So 2nd 
500 Bl.le. R1dp 
300 Ill.le. R:1.c.'1land 
s> new !'!Irr.lees vera installed, 
lJ26 In.a " / 
17 20 Syringe V' 1 
,SOO FilJtor. 11 / 
13 21 Lalc:ev:1.ew Dr, 
l.)li.6 El Ra.noho v 
18 HfflQII Un,1 """ Nnlllfadt 
540 Randolph 
1215 a. 4th 
l5J0 Haur 
12]$ s. 4th 
6Jli Richland 
liS2 s. 6th 
238 Wuhulgton 
1528 s. 4th 
757 Bl Banoho 
1200 fllk. s. 111\ 
500 Bllc. Riehl.and 
600 Bllc • E. Pina . 
1719 Syringe,/ 
207 W. Eldredge 
5b9 flYda v 
l.62S R>1ey ./ 
333 w. Center 
120$ s. bth 
523 w. Clould 
682 Rlohl.and 
1317 Hont. Vi•ta 
122 Parle 
2bO Waaltl.ngton 
lOS Park .st.. 






WATER DEPARTMEtlT HOMTl!LY' REroR·r i'<)R llECFl-lBER 196) 
Hew or Renewal of l~ainline Construction consi11ted oft 
Lowerin,:; or 6•. c. I. water line on Indu11trial Lane !or 11ewar line, 
• 
Inetallat.1.on of 1211 x 6tt tapping tee and 6 11 tapping val:ve on discharge line 
frO!ll West llon :' ,ank, for l:l.•H:'els J:'lc. 
l).iring th•3 r,icd,h 11,4,084,000 F,allcne of water ,mro conslD!led frolll t-1!9 :'1Y?Jtem, 
sec~d !'rm tha t'olloWing aource11. 
SUr!'aca SU.pplloe ,lo Wells 4, 6, & 7 







Thi~ Decombe:- ~gure is Jl1,l.iSfl,oOO r.ru.lons 1:1ore than lWJt fleoeJ:lbi,r ,!'j_gure. 
2.3,9251 000 gallons of the 144,0841 000 gal.lons were cansu,ned in the Al.mneda. 
Aree.. 
Mainline leaks wero t·epaired 11t foUO\ling location~: 
Nono. 
4 nBW aervioes 1rera 1net.alled1 
Blk. l Lot J~ 2nd Add. to El Rancho.,% 
I Lot .hl IT II I IT I ~ 
n tot 40 n ff tt ff n 
161 P'oot Hill Ul.vd. 
5 nrvice lines wre renaved 
122 w. Young 
862 !l1 Ranaho 
ll.li flao11eV11lt 
4 70 Packard 
457 Weat Carson 
7 HJ'Yice lines nr11 repaired 1 
721.i s. 19th 
llOS Che1"17 
420 B. Center 
1475 Los Altos Way-
Meter and curb box repair11 were 111ade at 1 
a.t.t Val.,. M, & o. 
Honts. 
2li4 s. 19th 
931 E. I.andor 
722 N. Jahnson 
·, 6678 
-
WATER PEPAitT:IENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR JANUARY 1961' 
No new or renewal of main line c:onstruc:tion. · 
Durinr, the month lu9,286,D00 gallons of uater were c:onsumecl from tha s;rstem, secured 
from the fcllcWing eour·c:el!I: 








Thil!I ,January figure !s 31,546 1 000 gallons 111cre then last Janua.r:r figure. 
22,l.L0,0OO 1-;allons of th'l 149,286,000 gallons were consumed in the Alameda 
Area. 
Main IJ.na leakl!I were repaired at tallowing loc.ation111 
Johnson h Clarie ( 2) 
Chapel & Pllllller Lane 
South Sth 
2 new aemaea were 1n1!1talled1 
Blk. 3 - Lot 6 - Monte ll"il!lta Dr. 
1639 Jean 
SU'Tioe llnea ronevad1 
None 
10 eem e9 lines wen repaired 1 
225 s. lath 
7hh S. Main 
ll.55 El Rancho 
. hSo s. lath 
1616 s. )rd 
Mater 11.11d CUrb B ox repa1n were lll&da a.ta 
758 N. 7th 
l.S30 ll". H&rr111on 
Gate Valn M. & O. 
Val.ft bm: npai.red at 3rd & Halliday' 
Fl.re ll)'drant M. & o. 
Cheak !'ire ~t 
!Ulpair tir. hydrant at Grant & Clan: 
.355 Wel!t !!allide,y 
135 s. Harrison 
900 "!ollavstone 
767 W". Ced&r 
905 s. 5th 
SJS s. 9th 




WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR FE!lRIIAllr 1964 
tla nev or renewal ot l!lllin line oonetruot.1.on. 
During the 111011th lbo,610,000 gal.lone of water vae COl'!l\lllled fr~. the ey11te111, eecurod f1•am 
the follow:l.ng aoura•a1 








Thia Febrwt.:!'1 figure ia 29,6J4,ooo gallons 11101'9 then lest February figure. 22,h6J,OOO 
gallons o£ ths 1401610,000 gallon,:, wa5 corurumed in the Alameda Area. 
Main line lallk:11 repairlld. 11.t following locations 1 . 
JOO Bllc. N. 3rd Pearl l: !lillne Rd. 
HurhT Lana & Quiim 1'506 S. 2nd 
Fredregill bl'Ok!!n by G&a Co. 
l n!IW semce was in11tall11d at ll.ha Fem. 
l semoe line renavad at 374 Jef!eraon. 
13 11'11Mic:i1 lin1u1 repaired: ., 
109 Von Ela! Lane 
l0l9 Y1Uowat01U1 
843 N. lOt.h 
736 Myrlla 
7lb Janeen 
3Ll a. 6th 
Mowr & CUrb Box repair• were 1118.da at, 
460 N. Lincoln 
hoo Ne 13th 
oate ValTII K. &. o. 
1007 Yallwstane 
1B26 E. Clark 
228 &aperlal 
225 w. Carson 
lbl.3 Monte Vi11ta 
Club Haven 
NP library 
259 s. Johnson 
13h Ida.ho 
!!aplac• TalVII box 3rd and !l&ll1day . · 
Clean out TlllTe bone at Walnut & Park:, Maple !, Parle, Wa;yne & Wal.nut. 
!'ir!I F!;rdra.nt H, & Oo 
Rap, F, H. at Cl.rk & arant 
R•P• F. H, at 2nd r. Dillon 
RAlp, 1, H, &t. r.ut fhmbol.t 
Att.apt to l:'llpl.&011 P. R, &t Park & \falnut 
Cheak F, f!. aouth ot Cl.1,1 






.... , •• •\••;;fl 
WATER DE!'AR'l'!iENT MONTHLY R&POJtT FOR HARCU 1964 
1:0 new or renewal of ma1.nllno construotion. 
Dw:1.nr. the n,onth lS5,67h,ouo i;allona of water was conslll'l8!! frolll the sy11tem, secured 
from the following 0011.l,"cea. 
Surra.ca Supplie,s ;,. Wells f.. & 7 
Well #2 






'l'hi_s ~arch :ri,!ure 111 7, 713:,GOll gllllcl)s l'ION ths.n last Maroh .figure. 26,6)7 ,ooo 
gallun11 oi: ~he 15:;° ,67h,ooo ga.llona vae con:.Ul!!ed in the .Al.amecl.a Are,.. 
100 31.lc. Charles 
700 Bl.k. CypN,1111 
Johnson & Halliday 
, aervica li11e11 vore insbl.led IOt follo·,n.ng locations t 
1760 S;ri'inGa./ 1680 Den•h y./' 
1690 llench Rd • ../ lW llenee ./ 
;5603 i!avthome !l.d. 720 I/est Yellovstone 
6 Hrvill!I l.ina11 were renewed a.t l'ol.J,ovinli lo11a.tio11sa 
1345-47 N. Heyes 
2$0 !i'ranklin 
856 Enoino 
219 s. llayea 
.332 u. J..inooln 
l)fl9 Santa Ani:t.& 
3&6 Los ,\ltoa Dr. 
5h4 s. ll t.il 
10 Hl'Tioe lines Ver& rapaire,l P.t followi.l:\e locations: 
lbl.6 Monte Vista 
lhl) Alameda Rd. 
7$4 N. Ma.in 
928 N. Main 
103h N. 9th 
6)6 s. lat 
~34 Buohanen 
2$$ s. Jolmson 
7)2 ll. )t.11 
llB Cot tonvoocl. 
22$ E. i,itnaa 
7)1 s. lfarrilf<l!l 
I.s.u, Maintenance Ya.rd 
U4 Roosevelt 
646 11. Main 
J.A.C.L. Dl.d.ldinC 
1026 N. 9th 
1009 H. Hayea 
)9, s. lleyell 
1326 Iria 
546 :3, Milin 
156 H. lhtb 
U20 s. 2ml 
1.. 6681 
,, 
ilATIII DRPARTHENT MOllTIILI REIQR.T FOR APR.IL 1964 
lfo nn or reMlllll. at Jll9.inl.ine c0n11truotian. 
Dllrlng the 111onth 180,847 ~000 gallons 0£ water was cans\111\o<l frOl!I the aystem, secured 
!ran t.he !allowing sourcea. 
SUrtacs supplies & Wells 4, 6, & 7 
lfoll #2 
tiell #10 









Thi11 April figure 111 2a,5B2,ooo more than last Apri.1 1 s figuro, 33 ,3B0,000 gallons of 
the 180,847 1 000 gallons was consllll\ed_ i;i. t.he Alimeda Aroa.. 
Mainline leaks were :repaired at the £oUoving locations 1 
2700 Bllc. s. 5th . 
500 Blko Wilson 
109 Tai't 
200 Elk, E. w.inut 
1100 Bl.k. s. 2nd 




15 new ssnice linea. were installed at £olloving locations 1 
.now. llalc/ Shu 1t1.ohland;::: 
ll1,S B. carter S.L. 1798 Syringa 
1789 Syrinpv' 1331 Ysllowi.toneV 
lQU ltllciwood.V 218 Cottonwood_.;-
745 S, ':,th 642 ftichlandV 
618 11:1.ahhnd~ 1706-lh-20 ~. Csnhr 
600 !tiahland - / '570 ftichland V 
521i W. P1nll V 
lu service linea were renevsd at follovin& loe:ation111. 
109 T&tt 
1022-26 Raat Terr,-
lSjJ, 11. Clazo.fio.ld 
43.5 IJTda 
1135 B. carter 
Hal.11•11 Ball Park 
815:rilaore 
· 840 w. Fremont 
344 Yellowstone 
338 Waahington 
1229 El l!ancho 
936-46 E. Sublett• 
638 s. 7th 
1820 s. 4th 
22 aerna• line• vere repaired at f'oll.Ollin& loaations 1 
550 s. 9th 
529 w. Xl.dredg• 
415 E. 01.llon 
855 R. llhitaan 
157 5, 111th ', 
220 H. Art.bur 
531 H. Sth 
531 s. 2nd. 
610 Paole· 
705..JS s. Arthur 
)S6o Havthom• M. 




830 R. 9th 
235 s. 16th 
744 R. 11th 
1312 ilaasd& Mo 
655 R. Garfield 
42S w. ear·ter 




lfATl!l DilPll7Hill1' MONTHLY REPOJ!.T FO!t it\.! 1964 
~ew or lenew&l •f Kainl1ns Construct1on oonsistad e!i 
A ~jeot of installing a 6" G. I. line in thn !l11nnoclc County Fair an.uncle was 
starl.otl anJ. cmnpletod this 111onth. 
one 6• tapping toe. om, 6• tapping v:i.tv.:o, ti-to 6tt .t'lanF,11n x !I. J; ~dapters. one 
6" oompollll-:l !".oter, five 6 11 x Ii• tee:s, rive Ii" i"J.g. x M. J. valves, fi'fll 4n steel 
90 deg. bends, ~!fl> 611 !·I, J, t•-,11:.i, :me ,S« r. !i., one 61• '1.. J, plug tapt 2", one 
2• valve• ~·ro val vr, boxes nml Z2001 of 6" c. I. pipe vere used. 
The prw,jl!'tlt of ,•.,newin~ st-!el pipe \11.th c. I. pi.pe on Amr.I.on St. was started this 
month. To d,ite l,l8• ,,£ 6•1 'l, 1, pipe o.•1d on,, 6" ,,alve hevu been uEu1d. 
Durlnc: tb!I mont.h J/iR 1 20)1 00() (lllllons of watar ur.ro r.onsunod fl'ffl!I tt-3 BJ71'tem, sscured 
iro111. the rallovi111 !IO!ll"Cl!l'. 
surr,u:111 Zu::rollos :, Wells 6 .,; 7 










tl, P, 'IC., It, 
67,689,000 
10,0.30,.000 










This-May tii:ure is llJ,2111,·JOO gallon11 1M1re than l'l.st H,.cy-1~ figurrt. a1.0llJ,Cl'J\l 1,tsllons 
•t·th11 34tl,20J,OOO ~allena wore conallll!e~ in the ~l.sllteda. Area. 
Mainlin1 le.u::11 wore repaireti. at .f•llriing l•oati11ne 1 
165 lw!iolph 
2li42 s. 2n, 
JQOQ Jlllc. Kavt.borne Itel , 
:,2 11.1111 1emo11 "'"' i.lustall.M at t.iltnd.ll« l•c•t;j.-
400 Jill:. B. Bonneville 
729 Oypre1111 
400 lll.k • N1 • 16th 
6683 
/ ,,,. . 
WATE!l DBPARTHENT lDNTHLI IIEKIR'l' FOR JUllE 1964 
R1111 or renewal ot main 1.1.ne coru,truction con11i11ted ot1 
:l'bl project of reneving ateel pipe '111th c. I. pipe on H001er, Ammon, Jano, and 
ffTde was continued during the month. To date 41711 ot 611 c.r. p.1.pe, 774• ot 
ltn C. r. pipe, throe 6• gate valves, sewn 611 tees, 1'1Te 6n x 4" tees, two 6" 
4, deJ. bonds, two 6• tire lzy'drants, two 4" 1'lg, x M.J, wives, one 4" presS1Jre 
reducing valve, two 4• 22 deg. bends, one 4• 11¼ deg. bend, one 4" gate valve 
ha'Vll been UBad, 
Installed 1211 x an tapping tee at Fllter11on Well. ·, 
Cut 1n 8" valve on Sn llnc1 on l.)th and Terr;r and ate.rt removing B11 Una £or 
reloaa ti.on, 
Install 360• 0£ 4" C, I. p.1.pe and two 6" x 4" reducers on 1800 Blk. E. Bonne'VUle 
replacing ths 11xieting 2• galv&n.1.11ed line, 
Du.ring the month 271,,26,000 g&llorui ot -te:r wen co.no'\mled tram the eyatam, 
seau:re4 t:rom the i'ollov:1.ng HUl'CkHI 1 






















J4, qs4,<>oo G4Jt, M,RE ,-µ,i., 
'fh111 June t.1.cure 1,- 211, j!fl!l¼PM iir~•i"1il11 :ilw1-1A11t June's figure. 
gallo.n1 o! the 271,52&,ooo· gallons were aanaumad in the Alameda Area. 
Main Lina leak~ v11re rep&1.:re4 at the i'ollwing looation111 
7.J; l"fi,1 000 
69.90,:..,,..,,-, 
400 Blko N. loth 
aarrettv&T & llaple 
soo l!llt. F'rllllltlln 
Rall1da;r &. Hl.>"e• 
Hamer Dr. 
200 Blll:. lloc,11eftlt 
200 Blk. 1'hur1ton 
S'J.2 Fa1n1Cllt 
ll nfi 11e"1cot linH w.n i.net&lled at t.ha tolloving loaat.toruu 
6,6 s. 2N." 1133 If. Otbt ./ 
12&6 JD. !anam.,.. ./ . 1661 Kmte Vl•ta" 
Ille. 2, Lot S,I.lkllnw)leichtl" 645 s. Bth"'.,, 
Bllc.2., x..t 3, ~n-~1aht•" 1h28 Yellawetoa'" 
m. 1.1.ot 6,Lalce"fi.v cht.11·· 1.s.u. nl.11penao:ry- v· 
m. 2,tet 1., Iann- i1ht11'· 
.__ 6684 
1 
/ • - , • WATER DICP.lllTMENT MoNTIILY REPORT iUR JULY 196h 
New or reneval of •1nl1n• coru:truot.1on consillted ot, [ 
Tbs project ot :renw.l.ng 1teel pipe with C.I. pipe on l!0J11sr, Ammon & Ja:rJQ va.:s 
c0111pleted thi11 month Id.th installation o! one 6tt pressurs red. val.ve, two fig. 
x m.j. 611 valvee on 1nter1ootion ct Homer and ;\.mri!on. Ona 6• p::er;suro l'E!de 
valw, two 6• .flg. x m.j • on Htllller st., two 6n pnsl!Ul'8 red. valve, !au:r 611 
!'lg. x m. j. val.VIia on Alllmon St. 'l;'he connection bat.ween tbs lb" steel. Jrm _. 
the t.«nk to th& nev C. I. water l1rut wa Mde US1ng one 12" tee, t1fO l2" x 6n 
So Ee B • .Red., one 12" lllo j. val.Te, 181 o! 12• C. I. pipe, one 12" 22½ deg. bend 
and Clie- irtelil. lb• to 12• red. · · · - - -
Lower &n a. I. pipe at intersection o! ]$th and Olk prior to· stoni seirer projisot. 
Lcniu' 2• water line at Freinont and l5t.h prlar to st.om 1ever projeot. 
Lower 12• and 6• water lines at 01.ark aml 15th prior to stol'l!I lll!Wer project. 
Replam in salT. pips Vi.th 6" c. I. on south end or 3rd pr:!.or to straet von:. 
Sal.up h86t or 8• c. I. p1pe, one 8• tee f:rOIII Saardino Park. J 
Dul"ing the 111011th 630, 7<;7 ,ooo g&ll.on11 or water vere cm:111umed, !'rOlll the s1st11111, llllOUNd .from 

























10, 797,.000 · 
Thia JuJ.T ~ 11 3,586,000 ll!Ol."11 than laet JulT• s figure. 178,838,000 gallona 
of t.111 6301 197,000 pllan11 nre oons1-d 111 the Alaiiaeda Area. 
M1jnJh,- llake wra 1"eJ)llirwd at. thll !ollolfi.!Ji 1-t1on111 
15th & liqda 




H-r & .bmm. 
lbOO Blk. S • 2nd 
L 6685 
·-
Villll ~ MONTHLY ll&IUIIT FOR AUGUST 1964 
ubo• ot lh• at.eel vu installed .rraa El Rancho to Scardino Park OIJ F&'lt La.ne. One 
LS deg. bend .inti. one JO dag. bend vere u11ed. 
During the month 559 ,JBJ,000 p.l.lons of water irera uonslllllad ti.-om the eyetllln, secured 
























c! 1 ll::!01r~ 
Thill August f.i.,. .. 1ro .i..i 37,91:;>,:100 t:nllcns ~,ore ths.u last A,11.;u,it•s rinw:e. l&.;!1 Jli~,OOO 
gallons of th-3 SS'9,383,000 gallon:, were consumed in the A1am1da Area. 
HM.nllne leak11 V'SJ:'8 repllirecl at the following loi;at:!.ons1 
500 llllc, M. Kain 
Davis Ddv.t 
Ar.oi!on P'lrk · 
Johnaon « Custer 
boo r.. llonnovillo 
28 00 3lk • Poleli...a 
Tarr:, k llomorinl Dr. 
59 nsv ner'1co lines vere installed at follo1d.ng loca.tions1 
379 Faizwa,r Dr:""' Bllt. 5 ./.Lot ~ 
Bllc, !. - Lot Ii ,_.. tot 5 .:%"'t 6 ,/ 
Lot 6 '; lot 8 V Lot 7,_-,.Lot O , ,. 
Lot 9 ~t. ll"' . Lot 9-c:; I.Gt 10 V 
Lot 12 • Let 1) / Lot ll'"~t 12 v 
tot l!. .-::, Lot lS Lot 13 en Fern st.. 
m F&m st.. 
6,3 s. !,th<!> 
2h6 s. St.ho, . 
1827"::: 108) V 
1961""'::: 1932 v 
1922~- 1912_-v 
1a&a - 1a12 v-
1u4a ~191.i2·v 
1952"" 1962:"'. 
1972 i:: 11141 ,.,,. 
Mante Vii,t. Dr.,,-
180 1. Or11't1tll 
713 r:ot,t.11.1,;e" / 
Bl.le, e. Lot. ·2!,1 1st Add. Para.mount 
llllc. 2V'- tot !f;- Lot 6...., 
l'At 1 • Lot. ll •.)iot ? ':::., 
Lot 10 .7 Lot ll:.;, I,ot J.li_.,. 
BJ.le. 4,:::, Lo~ 2)..:; Lot. 2.li __, ~ 
Lot 28 • tot 29 :;, Lot JO .,1 .Fr;,. 
LIit Jl -;;;; Lot 32 • !Rt 33 
Lot 2, > m 2, Lot. 12 ..., 
Lot lJ of' Eaat Bllnoh Subtl, 
8116 ?eUevatone .,,..-
8 service lineo van re11GVed at. the .foll,:,lling looa.t.1.onu 
6686 
-
lfATER DEPAR'l';IE!lT MOHT!!LY REPORT FOR 5EP'l'i'11BER 196lt 
1/ev or Renawal of Mainline Construction Consisted Of1 
Lowering of 4• c. r. main a.t 8th and Halli~ prior to new sewer proJoot. 
Tllo ltS deg. bends and tllo 22½ deg. bend.II wra uaed. 
2701 of 6" c. I. pipe va.a installed on 400 Blk, of lfyde flt, 
Maka connection frOlll old steel maina to new c. Io mains on Oha..rlea, Jack.son, 
Spence· and H,ydo st. 
Durlng the month 412,056,000 gallons of va.ter WBl'tl COnBUI\\Bd from the iiyiitim, aecu:rad 

























This September figare is l.82,Cll.5,ooo gallons more than ln.st September1 a figUre. 
12,, 7.Sh,000 giallons of the 412,056,000 gal.lone were conslllll8d in the Alalnada Area. 




WATER DEPARTHF.llT HO!lTHLY llEl"ORT FOR OCTODER 1964 
Nev or Renewal of Mainline Construotion Consisted Oi'1 
Installation of 324 1 of 811 c. I. pipe and four 811 90 deg. bends for Idaho 
State Universi t:r at 9th lr. Lovejoy. 
Installation of 6• c. r., 4• c. r., 2" galvo and lS" galv. pipe for sprinkling 
s;r11tem at llco.r<'.ina Park. 
During the t:1onth 26·,,02,,000 r,;allons of wat.ar were consUJ11ed from the 11:r11t8J!l, secured 
from the i'ollo:rim; loaations. 
















This Octobeli figura is 7 11921 D00 gal.11,:i,i n11"Jre than lo.at October' a figure. 611 636,000 
gallons of the 2f"7 1 025,0rJO r,nllons was conaumed in tha A:i.mned& Area. 
l!a1nline lcaks w~ repaired at following locations 1 
400 Blk. S~ 4th 
95 Toponc& 
540 S. G&r.t'ield 
Linda & Al&Mecla Rd. 
Tanney Lane _ 
4011 Rlk:. Richland 
20 nev eemae Unaavere installed at £oUaving locations, 
730 l!:o Clark O , ,/ v ._,1365 ~aunt::, 
!Ille. 2 - Lot l - Lot 2 • wt 3 - Lot Ii • Lot 5 • Lot 6 
Lot 7..,,._ Lot e ..,,_ J.ot 9 ~ _J.ot. 10 .... ; Lot 11 .... _ Lot 12 .... ,. 
Bllc. 1 - Lot 16"'& Lot 1 of West 3enoh Subd. 
670 Zaner • 2400 Garn,t rlq 6" £ire line ,, 
641 Cottage• 1406 • 10 B. Wyeth o 
19 aarvice Unoa ware Nl!IIVed at following loc11t1011111 
2cS E. Walnut 
635' s. 8th 
473 Franklin 





1630 s. 4th 
544 8. H ay91 _ 
389 Penihing 
422 ». 7th 
ll)4 VeNlugo 











WATER DEPARTt·IE!lT IIOHTl!LY RE FORT FOR l/OVE;!BE!l 1964 
No new or reneinil ot ma.inline construction. 
During the l!IO!'.th oi Novel!lber 147 1 O38,000 gallons of water 'llere con1111111ed Crom the system, 
secund from the following locations. 
Surface Supplies t, Wells 114, 6 &. 7 




This llovember figure is s.002,000 11allons 1110n than last ?lovember 1':l.gure. 
32,274,000 gallons of tha l.li.7 ,oJ8,000 gallons was consumed in the Alameda 
A.Na. 
Ma1nl1n.e le&ka were repaiNd at :t.'ollowing lacationiu 
15th It 'I'er17 
Bl.dredge & Moltinl.e:y 
1st~ Lowjoy 
300 Blk. kit. Bonnerllle 
2nd & Frednp.11 
6th & Clarie (2) 
500 Blk. Mol."91And 
600 Blk. l•et Clark (2) 
900 Blk. B. Pine 
B nev aemoe lines were 1rutt&lled at. tallowing locationaJ 
' . v 
Jilk. '6 - u:it 11 - El Ranoho 2nd Addn. 82) W. Franont v' 
190 Jeff'el'!lon ..,-549 Packlu:'d v' 
Pine ·Arts Bldg. I. S. U .C' 
!Ilk. 5 - tot 4 - FNlllOnt llsighta o 
!Ilk. 7-Lot 10, El Rancho 2nd Addn. '-'. 
Blk. 1-I;ot h2,El R11naho 2nd Addn • ..., . 
12 senioe linea· ver11 :remived at folloid.ng locat.ionlll 
1097 Ch•l'l7 Lane 
245 .s. Jrd 
238 Idaho st. 









6 aervice line1 vere repaired at following loc11.tiom11 
128 llo 11th 
n?-19 s. Sth 
360 s. 4th 
Jh5 Buohanan 
903 Ko 11th 
220 Jetfersm 
Meter ,~ curb box :repairs veH made at follOl>ring locstionas 
llll. 1)11.rtmouth h3J Curtis 
1202 Slliaher 
124 So JOT.9,;l!'l 
1500 s.: 5th 
lllk. l•Lot42 - El Ranoho 2nd Addno 




Water Departl!l8nt Monthly Report for December 1964 
Mev or Renowal or Ma:1.llline Conetruction Consisted Oft 
A project of installine; 6n c.r. main east on Terry St. from Un:l.vernt:r nr. 
for Wendell Marshall was started and c0111pleted thie month. 6fi8r 01· 6• T.J. 
c.I.P. was used, one 6" gate Yalva, one 6• x h" tee, one 6• x6" tee nnd 
one 6• fire Jvd,rant and awcilla.r,r valva. 
A project of ntlocating an c. r. ITUl.ln on s. 13th for r. s. u. -was st.art.ad 
o.nd to dato 1621 or B" T .J. c. I, ?. a.nd one B• 90 dee;. band h".la been 
installod. 
During the month 0t December 148,BlJ,OOO gallons of water wa11 aon.~t1111ed !rOI!\ the system, 
aeeu.red t.l'or.t the foll,;,Wing locations. 








'l'h:l.e Daoamber !:I.gun, is b,7291000 gl'lilon11 more than last Decernbel:t !igum, 
J(,,lil0,000 1111.llons or the l/11:l,!1131 000 gallons was consumed in t~ie Alameda 
Area, 
Mldnline leaks were repaired at .follawing locations, 
800 l'll.lc. Va,yne 
9th & Sublette-curb line 
6th & Clarie ,. 
800 Blk • Jef'.ferson 
9bl W~e 
700 Blk. Wlo/ll9 
b new sel'\lice11 were i:net&Ued at rollaving locatiomn 
)2$6 Higbn;r W'Ht (2) 1246 El Ranoho 
Jr. High School on r.a11t Terry 
6 aervio• lines Wei"(! renaved at following location111 
275 Soren110n 
b)l s. 6th 
6J5 Riohland 
Jo4 H. 12th 
409 s. 11th 
121.5' E • Al11111ed& Rd• 
9 ••ma• line• were nrp&ii-ed at tollmdng lacation1111 
1053 E. 1-Allnut. 1015 r. Brea 
)5~ s. GJ:m\ l2J7 s. Lswil 
734 w. Cedar' llJll s. )rd 
lot. J,Blk. 6,Elbnoho Verda 270 Thur•ton 
1100 llllc s. Jl"d 
Meter & ourb box rep&lra ve:re made at !olloviJ!.g locaticru, 1 
1,1 s. lSth 
2700 s. ;th 
252) Pole Lin• Rd. 
1.31 If. 5th 
6690 
WATER DEl'ttRTIOOIT MOIITIILY REPORT FOR JAMUARY 1965 
New or Renewal of Mainline Construction Consisted Of:1 
Th9 project of relecating 8" c. r. main on South 13th for r.s. u, wae 
completed this l'IOl'!th, using 5941 of 811 c. r. pipe, one 811 x 4" tee, and 
two 8" 45 deg. bends, ____ _ 
I! 
During the month of January 159,5ll,OOO gallons of water wa11 oonsumed from the system, 









Thill J1111uar;y !':I.guru is 10,225,000 gallons mre than laet Januar;y !igure. 
)7,4251 000 gallons of the 159,Sll,OOO gallons wa11 coneumed in the 
il&ln&da Area. 
1'•1nl1no, lei.Ice vere repaired at folloW'ing locations, 
llOO Blk. a. 2nd 1300 Bl.k. s. 2nd 
900 Blko East Maple 1642 s. 2nd. 
700 Blko W&1R• 
3 nev 1111rvio11• ven installed at :!'ollawi.ng locations 1 
4• to lie" Girls Dormitorr r~ s. u. 
4• fin 11.ne to Nev lll..rlll Dornitor:r r. s. u. 
509 Wilson 




13 HfflCI lJJl•I 1181'9 repaired at 1'olloving location&I 
519 H. 11th 
440 B. Carter 
306 s. 7~ 
Slu.-145 I. W19th 
71.4 H. Linooln 
tot 20, Blk. 5, El Rancho Verda 
121 Mo 16th 
227 H. 9th 
1005 s. 4th 
2Wi0 s. 2nd 
745 H. 11th 
1160 Fem 
660 Parle Lane 
Meter and curb box repairs were made at !'ollawing locat.1.011111 
714 u. 16th 
3i7 Tart 
270 Thurat.on 
)10 s. 3rd 
1437 E. Wyeth 
429 N. 5th . 
190 Jafterson 





WA'..l'E.R DEPARTl!ffiT MONTHLl' REPORT FOR FEBRUARY 1965 
Mo new or renewal of mainline construotion. 
During the month of Febru.a:ry lli6,898,000 gallons of ws.ter was consU111ed from the system, 
sacurad £:!'0111 tha following locations1 · 








'l'h1s February f1gura is 61288,ooo gallons MOro than laet Februacy figure. Jh,629,000 
gallons of tlis 146 ,698•000 gal.lone was consumed in the Alameda. Area. 
Mainline leaks were repaired s.t follOldng locs.tionn 
900 · lllk. Wayne 
11th f• Benton curb line 
900 Ill.Ii:. Tane:r· Lane 
lll't &, Bonneville · 
. JOO Blk. Moreland 
300 Blk. Moreland 
Nev 01r1s Dorm, (2) 
h new 1uirv:lce11 '11'111'8 in11tsll11d at following locationa 1 
475 Y11llo:w11tone 
111 &t il11"trt 
33P6-08-10 Pole.Lina Rd. 
639 Ho!Cin1e7 
8 uemce line1 'ill!IN renewed at follovi.ng locaticne 1 
1616 Monte Vieta 
116.S &!oino 
498 Waehin.gton 
16S9 Mente \II.eta 
· 1203 E. Levie 
527 Filmol'9 
· 771 Cyprea11 
112, Encii.n• 
7 umce l.illa• Wlll'II Npai.Nd at foUowing locatione1 
369 Flli.rn.T Dr• 
lOJ4 La BNa 
Uo6 m. Cent.or 
,40 N. 9th 
792 cn,n111 
h28 MoltinJ.e7 
13)8 N, ONnt 
Mater 1111d. curb box rapair11 were madll at t'ollow1ng locatl.one 1 
370S 1':Jle Line 
l10 Eldredge 
l4l s. 9th 
51 Ra:fine 
251 II, Main 
1132 E • CJ.ark 
JOJ S, 2nd' 
Gate Valve M, & 0, 
None, 
J!Jl9 Ja11on ·· 
1 aa 11 • Oe.r!'illld 
l3J8 N. Grant 
168 BltrJ'1l!IM 
624 s. 6th 
Wil RQ011enlt 
6692 
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WATER DEP/1.RTt.lEllT HOIITHLY REfORT FOR 11/1.RCH 1965 
l'riw or Renewal of Mainline Construction: 
The project of. installin(l l.l.• steel pipe from new well at Industrial Lane ,, 
'lcKinley to nc11 reacrvoir c!l.!lt of llighlBlld Golf Course, To <lat.a 17601 of 14• 
stofll pipe h,is been installed. 
r.urini: the month of t-iarc:h·1c;,,6o0,1JOOgalions of water WaG co1i1nJ111ed··rrom-the 









This March figure is 9,9JL,OOO gallons more than la.,t; March .figun,, 39, 745',000 
ga1lons of the 16'5,6CJ8,000 gallons was consumed in tho Alameda Area. 
Mdnll.ne leaks weN repaired at £ollo'Wing locatiorun 
B• line at. Colloga 
JOO Dllc, S, 1st. 
2nd ,, Fredrouill 
JOO flllc, W, Clark 
Fredregill & 2nd . 
Los Alt.as Wa.y-
8)9 Yeliwstone 
Old Port.neut Parl< LiJ10 
9 nev aenicas wen inst.al.led at £ollowing locat.ion11 I 
355' S, Art.bur 1661 Bath v' 
1)$2 E, Cantor 1)19 Pooatallo Cr, Bench Rd,i/ 
131 S, 9th 925 Wilson.../ 
l Creighton 3920 S, 5th 
2700 s. '5th 
12 aiil"'lice llne11 vsn renewed at follov1ng location111 
· JL4 s. lath 
951 Enainso 
331' s. lat. 
35'0 Oak 
45'6 s. Jom11on 
207 E, O.dar 
1)2) E, Lander 
1035 El llanoho 
854 El lianoho 
5'35 s. H aye• 
736 West Bonton 
1085 Enoinso 
lJ aemoe llne• wore repain,d at toll.owing locat.1an11, 
153 s. 7th 
456 s. 11th 
956 Dro~ 
1235 s. 5'th 
1056 P&tay 
3541 Vall97 Rd, 
)920 s. 5th 
369 Fairwa;y Dr. 
169 Fuller Way-
2645 s. 2nd 
193 HarLu 
248 N, Hain 
540 s. Jomson 
l 6693 
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WA'l'ER DEPARTMENT MOIITHLY REFORT FOR APRIL 1965 
?fev or Renewal of MAin.U.lte Construction 1 
Installed 32L1 or 6" C.I. pipe, one 6n valve and one 6• fire lzytlrant in 
easement qft eaat end or Syring• st. to Pocatello Creek Rd. . •,, . . 
The project of installing lhn 11teel pipe from new well at Industrial Lane 
f, McKinley to nev r-eservoir eaet of Highland Golt CourBB wae continued this 
month With ,'760• ot ·14n ateel pipe. inatallad. . 
During tho month or April 175',c118,ooo gallons of vater vaa consumed from the system, 
secured from the ·.t'ol:l.orlng, looation111 · · · . 
SUrface Supplies & Well11 fl4,f,6, & f7 
Well #2 
Well 113 . 











This April figure ie ,,7991 000 gallons less than la1t April's figure •. 49,341,000 
gallons of the 175',048 1000 gallons was oonslll!led in the Alameda Area. ,. . . . . . 
Mainline leaks were repaired at follawing loca.tions1 
; . :·,:: •• ~ 'J • ,. • 
JOO Bl.kl ?.Tejoy . Oak & Randolph 
F.nd ~i ;'St~ . :: ' "· · Pine & Pershing 
10n to'·'lll,Jhllnd' B001t.er Statian 
,· ... .,, .• ~~·._ "~ •~-: r' .• , " '·" : .: 
, nn eemce1 wre 1.iistalfed at"'.rolloving locational 
,09 Yellow1iono.,, 
332 F:redrep.11 Rdo 
·.·· · SU·Yel.llVatoile .:/ 
Nev School Pocatello er. Rd. v 
LJl H. 15th 
,.,• _-4' ,,: , : 't ,·.t:<".~· ,•.''i 
17 118"1.crllneif"n:tli'''renmd. iifl'' .f'ollcndng l•cationa I 
, :-..,: 1 C! ' . '\...,'?'" •. :, :t.i?• .,,-~:·;. 'r'i- •i 
-~ •••• 1• :i,·53!)'-P'iliilbn''"" .. ·. : '· 
.. :.,.[ l&.!S:ttellwatone ... 
... w1, 49i"Merel.md.· · 
· ... '.'. · 4;;: Riohlanit 
· · -.;, 46S"'"Rtolll.lnd · 
· "' · · ·• · 441 • Riohlmd ·. ·. 
. ; : ·. 789"MaI1nlor · 
"··. . ', 370 tilir Altos Dr. · 
: : :.:·. ' : ·' 7loEl' Ranoho · 
• ! 0 .... , ' ' ' ,"'I•:' ' V • 




· 477 Riohlanif 
U7 Richland 
. ·290 E. Oak 
·• 405 Fa.irmont 
16 aem.ce· line11"vere repaired at following loa&tion111 
'•:•• •1 \ :' ~::. :•i• ! I• ' •, ; • ~ • •,•· 
6J) Pools . · : -
1123 11. Main 
. , .. 
6694 
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WATER DEPARTfDT MONTHLY REPORT RJR lfAI 1965 
!lev or Renewal or MaJ.nline Construction1 
The project of installing 11• steel pipe from new well at I.mlw,trial Lane 
and McKinley- to 118'11' Be11er1roir east or Highland Golf Course was continued this month 
with 69801 or 14• 11teel pipe installed. 
Durin!l: the month of Mey 31315491 000 gallons of water was oonS\mled !'rom the 
s:,11te111, 1111cu.red !'ram. the rollow'i.ng locatian11 s 





WeU i2o-A. & 20-!I 
















This May figura is .)4,6Sli1 000 gallons l3se than lut Ma;r'e figure, 105,244,ooo 
gallons or ti. 3l3,S49,000 gallon11 va11 consumed in the Alameda Area. 
l-!a1nl1ne Leake wrs repaired at rollO'Wing locatioruu 
700 Blk. \18.J'lle 
1700 Bllc. s. 2nd 
Gould &c Main 
700 Jllk. Wilson 
400 !IUc. \lilaon 
500 Blk. E. Pine 
2 - 700 Blko S. 1st. 
5 new 1111:rdce• vers installed at following locat.1.ons1 
SSS s. Gt-ant 
40 Toponca 
93 St.an.tori 
3SS s. Oarrield 
Airpert Car Race Track 
8 1111"1.ce line• vere renewed at following locatiomu 
405 Park 
lll? s. Sth 
1031 N • O&rl'ield 
l22S E. Alameda Rd. 
630 W. Maple 
12$2 N. H~e 
1334 "· Garfield 
l41!i N. Garfield 
6695 
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HATfill DEPART'·lrn<l' f.!OtlTHtY HEI'ORT FOR JUllE 196~ 
!lew or llanewal of Mainline Conetruotion1 
The projoot of lnstallins:; lbn steel pipe from new well at Industrial Lane 
~ml 11cKinley to neu reservoir east of llighland noli' Course was continued thia month 
with 960• or 1h11 stoel pipe installed. · 
The project of instolllng 11" c. I. water line on Ruby street, before street 
improvements• was atru:ted nnd completed with the im,tall.ation oft :,li.B• of' 411 c. I. 
pipe• one f,n x !,» tn.ppint: tee; one 4• tapping valve; one 4" ·22½ deg. bend; one 411 
fire . hydrant a.nd or.e Ii." T. J. plug. 
· Tho project of installing 4° c. I. water line on 300 Dloek 110. 17th, bofore 
t
at improvements, waa starte. d and canpleted with the installation of J96t of 4• 
• pipe• one 411 valve and one 4" tapt 1}" tee. 
The project of replacing 6• steel with 611 C, r. pipe on Monte Viata was 
ted before stre9t improvements; to date 1536 1 or 6• c. I,; two 6 11 valveeJ two · 
611 tees and one 611 fire h,Ydrant installed. 
Replace 2" galv. with 404 1 of 2" copper on the JlOO lllk, S, 5th, · 
Replace 2" galv. with h" C. I, in the intersection of 15th aud Fremont and 
and Lander beforo Street improvements. 76• of 4" c. 1 •• two !,n valveeJ two 4• 
g, bends; two 4" plugs and one 6.• x 411 s. E. B. llsd, 
Dlring thB month of' June 460,207 .ooo gnllons of water Willi coruilllll8d !'ran the 
• aer::urad i'rO!'I the t'olloWing locatioran 




















16 .484 • 000 
934.ooo 
Thia June figure ia J.881 6811000 gallons more than lnet June•a figure. 140.311.000 
gallons of the 4601 207 1 000 gallons wa.11 conaU111ed in tllfl Alameda Area, 
MUnllna leak:11 were repaired at £ollowing locationa1 
2nd & Fred.reglll. 
llc:6 Cherey Lane 
l.!ypress & Pole Line 
Highland Go1f Course 
-- 6696 
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Water Deparirnent Monthly Rsport for Jul,y 1965 
tlav or Renewal of Hainline Conatruction, 
Install 611 x h" tapping toe, Ii• tapping valve and Jl,21 of 4° (;. r. pipo on Dwm st. 
at end of O!!netery. Installed to run water into suri'ace water ditch •.. -· . 
The project of replneing 6• :::tee). with 6• c. I. on Monte Vista wae cc,npleted with 50, 
of 6• c. I. pipe, one 6" H. J. sleeve, one 6" PacU'ic ::itatee valves and one 611 90 deg. 
bend. 
The project oi' installing 811 - 6" m1d !i• c. ! • pipe on Fairway !lr. arid Fairwa:y Circle 
started thls mont-,t. ~·•J d?.te 21,831 of ll" c. I. pipe, 6001 of 6• c. I. pipe, 020• 
• c. r. pip-", ouo 1: 11 H •. ;. tee, four 6 11 x 6 11 M. J. tees, three O·• II. ,1. valves, 
e 011 .x 4,, H. J. 'ier~, thre-. r,• l'ar,ifio states fire hydrants, two 6• M, J. valves, 
o 6n M. J. h5 tleg. hands, two 611 tapt l?t• M. J, tees, one 6" M. J. toe, one 6 • x 411 
• n. red., two 4• M. J. valvaa and one U" 45 deg. bend has been installed. 
During the month of July 535,211;,,ooo ga1Jims nf watP.r waa consumed frCJ11 tie 
secured from the following locations: 
f 
Surface 5uppllce ,.,. Welle 1,14 - 6 & 7 
Well #3 
· \fell t.'10 
Well /112 
Woll. {./16 
\/all lfo. 18 







uly figure ia 95,579.000 gallons less than last July's i'iguni. 
5J5,2lil,OCO waa consuned in thil Alameda ,\rea 
l(ti,761.1 000 gallons 
M e leaka were repaired at following locations, · 
118 Cha.se 2400 s. · 2nd 
Alrvnon Park - 14" ateel 14" line to New Tanlc 
17th & Cla:nc 15th & Lander 
El Rancho J.4n to Nev Tank JOO Ill.le;. Warren 
!"airway nr. & Von Elm 12n ateel R0B11 Park 
1200 B lk, s. 2nd 100 lllk. Moreland 
Bannock ,, Connor 1000 Blk. East Terry 
27 new services were inatalled at following locat.1.on11 1 
1510 s. Jrd 1457 s. 2nd 
996 Cottage 1020 !lBnee "' 
911 N • Main 30 Debbie 4 : 
5 services on Monte Vista to vacsnt lots.,, 
5 servicea an Ren88 to vaOlll'lt lots v 
3 services on Rubf to VaOlll'lt lots v 
Vacant lot on 300 Blk. !lo. 17th 
vacant lot an 1700 lllk. E. Clarlc 
.3620 Hawthorne 
357 Vall.e;yvi.ew · 
29 Debbie 
J6li R0090velt .,; 
331 Valle;yvi.ew 
18 Debbie 6697 
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WATER DEPARTMEHT MOlm!LY RF.FORT FOR AUOUST l,'6$ 
New or Renewal or mainline oonetructionr 
The project of installing lh• c. I. discharge line from new tank was starte•l and ..:u-,1ploted 
this month. 1955• of 14• C, I., two lli" cross valwa, two lli11 x 811 red., ona 14" x 6• 
red., three 811 gate valves, one 1411 22½ deg. bend, one 1h11 '15 lleg. Y 1.,r-.uu:h 11nd two 1411 
45 deg. bends ~ere used. 
The project or installing 8•, 6• snd 4• c. I. pipe on Fairway Dr. snd Fairway Circle was 
completed this month. 709_1 or 8". c. I., ono· 8• gate valve, 100• of 611 C. I., one 6• 
11 J./4 dell• bend, one 611 gate valvn, JOO• of' l½" copper and two 1¼11 valveo were used. 
The project or r..placing lli• etoel pipe w1th 1411 ductile c. I. from Hyde st. Booster 
Station to water tank was started this month. To date )70• of lli" ductile c. Io p1pe 
has been inotalled, 
During the month of August l1!P,6dl,OOO sallone of water was cons\Jllled fran the syetan, 
secured from the folloWing locations: 
























Thia lmguat figure 111 99,702,000 gallons lees than last August•e figure. 1~2,57),000 
gallons of the 459,661,000 wa11 consumed in Al111118da Area. 
16 new service11 wera in11talled at following location.a r 
L.n.s. Church Quilln & Hawthorne 
1'188 Los Al t.o11 Way ./ 
1270 Santa Anita.,, 
1267 Sazrta Anita v' v' 
1251 Bantu Anita 
31.iOO s·. 5th 
541 Yellowi,tone ./ 
1256 Santa Anita./ 
412 Fa:l.lW&f Dr O v 
10.,6 ?I. 9th · 
1273 Santa An1 ta v' 
1259 Santa An1 ta../ 
978 Malibou -
157 s. 18th 
Bll:. 7-Lo~ 20, Sm ta Anita../ 
400 F~ nr.~ 
16 sarv:I.CJ!I lines were renewed at follOWillg locat1on111 
1)7 Wilson 
93'1 w. Clanc: 
337 W. Heyden 
1201 E. Alemed& Rd• 
11)5 E. Alameda Rdo 
2)7 Taft 
1619 s. 4th 
472H,rde 
95S N. loth 
348 Richland 
1216 E. Alameda Rd. 
1175 E. Alameda Rd. 
1755 Beth 








WATER DEEA.RTMENT M0?i'l'HLI RE.RlRT FOR SEPTEMDER 1965 
Nev or Reneval ·or Mainl1ne Construction Consieted oti 
The prnjcct of replacing 1h11 &tael pipe Id.th J.hn and l21t ductile c. r • pips 
from Hyde st. Booster to ea.st side of Interstate was cont.lnued thia manth 
with lh831 ol 14" ductile C. I., 56)• of 12" ductile c. I., tvo lh" gata ve.lvaa, 
one J.hn x 12" tee, one 1411 x h" tee and one 111 gate val.vs being installed. 
A project of inst,alling a li11 tee, Ii" gate valve and 531 oi' 4" c. I. tor blov 
off line from tin line to Jr. High School on Bucklild.n lloo.d was eomplotad thi.a 
month. 
A project of installing li. 11 c. I. on 600 e.nd 700 Dllc. ot s. llal'Tiaon ~,as etllrtod 
th1s month. To dllte 6:,511 o.f 4" ;; • I., tvo Ii" tees, one 411 T. J. plug and or.a 
4" fire ti,drllnt baa been inatalJ.ed. 
During the m~th ot r,aptember 288.,0$2,000 gal.lone ol water was a:>lll!lwnr.d i'rDlll the syatam, 
saau.red fl'OIII tho .following locations, 




















This September figure is 124,004,000 gallone leas than last septemoor 1s figure, 601 207,000 
gallons o! the 2ea ,o,2,ooo gallons waa consumed 1n tha Alameda A:rQ. 
80 nev tierv:l.01111 wei:,a installed &t tallowing locations 1 
~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-,~-m-stio -·sso - 560 - SQ.; - 495 - 1ia3 - tin._ 4S3 - s,5 - ;a9 - L11 -
429 • li4l F&UWll,Y ll:l'1 Y11 . 
120 • 13li • 100 • 117 • 120 • l3li • 142 • 156 • 1)3 • 127 • 121 • 
m-m-w-~-~-~-m-1N-W-m-121 
Fainlq Circle 
Dllc« l0 • Lot 23 • Lot 214 • I.l:>t 25 • Lot 26 • Lot 27 • Lot 28 • 
tot 29 • tot 17 • Lot 10 • uit l9 - Lot 21 • u:,t 22 - Lot l$ -
lAt 16 2nd Addition to Pllnmount. . 
Hlk. 8 • lAt 23 • Lot 214 • wt N • Lot 27 • Lot lS - Lot 12 • 
JAt U. • Lot 18 • Lot 19 • lot 20 • I.Pt 6 • Lot l0 • Lot ll -
JAt 13 • Lot 14 • 2nd Addition to Paramount 
800 N. 6th 
6• !inl tor Old F&:I. thf'Ul on Hawthorne Rd. 
6" tor Westwood. Vill1g11 
Slli P1M 
149 s. 14th 
6699 
.. . nr.-" f, 
. • .I 
·~w or .llanewal. of M?inl:ine ~truof.iqn clinqis'¼d 9,i',~ 
'l'lie· iro.i~cj;· of'. :i.n~iw Jin c .•. I. on 60:c! anq 7,QQ n:L!c. ~~- Jiar.r;Lll<:m wall CQll1ple!t?ci. 
usi11~ l02'' oi' 411 (l. I. ~pe~ C/l:1!1, 4" gate val'\!'8 .u,.d one. 16/t X' 4« rod. 
Install,ed 6" pi.essuia'. reducµ:fg ·wlva ·on ·611 w.fisr JJ.xie '1:iatwen. :ioo e,nd liOO mic. 
Jlo,~ .!n' • . 
LQwiJr 12" Matet l:l,J;l'i! a,t, .l!Jl!.~ ~ti Mo~l;!Uld !'Qr' .a~ se•r~t• 
D'.i.ook lJ.ili wo;tor l::il1,'i! in conduit undc.r IntQrf)'t;atA;i air /Unn\OTI Parl;c. 
Illlril'lg tlia mi.d1tl1 'df .October 2;12.,r;75 ,ooo gall?lis of' w~tar l/ll.s eonsliil1ed :fl'.{Jlli 1;1i., aya~, 
i!EI0\¢~1 !t"\lll' the fo:nowttit: lq(:Uit~~ons t . 
·Tltl.D Qcto~r f'i!N):'!l ·ii; 3:4.150,0Q(t ~:µum, it= th;a;, la$ OQtobtu••u f.f~,- 4?~76J~()Op 
·..;Q_a;ui .Qt: :tJl!ll 2j2,,.Jl7~,0Qd ~{ill;ot\B ~S ,,COµm)inoa in too .,U~jl,l ~. 
h2 new sEirvines wst.'11- ins·taliod a£ i'oJ.low.l.n!; locntions: 
16 sel,"li;Lceil at, Westwcc.d Villa.ta 
5.33 '(lei,!.. ~ . . . 553 C!?t.tage . 
Blk. ·;; - Lot 27, ro.t 26, wt. ::5, Lot gj,l uortbgatG Add. f/1 
1015, 1126, 11:UJ, J.05h, 10!6, 1034~ 1Q:l6,, 1018, 1023, 10.31, IOI~), 
II);;;,, l1®, 112:;I. and 1131 .Mslibou · · 
6,30 Industrial Lnna · 1325 Pal.mer Lane ..I 
fi15 Yc.llo<n!tMa ,_,. l?.J:6 S, '1th 
527, s. l.2tll 
ll), i:!8:t:nce lt,ne!3 t1Ql"EI. ~t1a<l ail t'<1:l,'.l.l;lifing ,.pcafiio,rl,': 
60$ s. 111n;-1':f:.son 
61,) s. mu·rl!!on 
7J5 S .• !~son 
67:i Richland 
(2) lJlO Willard 
629 5, lfa1'rl.a911 
731 s. Harrison 






WATER DE TMEIIT MONTHLY REFORT FOR N01VEMBER 1965 
Nev or Renewal of MRi:nliru, struation consisted or, 
Raise 12" water line at 12th and Oak for stonn sewer. 
Cormeot 6" lines on east and waet aide of Highway JO and l!aple qt,. to 
12" line under higlNay. One 12" x 6n A. D. red., one 12" x 6n teeJ _ 
one 12" M. Jo plugJ one 6• H. Jo valve and 18• of 12" c. I. pipe was used. 
D.iring the 111onth of November 162,482,000 gallons of "'8ter was cona11111ed frcn the~ a:•etem, 
eecured from thll following locations, 
Surface Supplie1 & Wells #4 - 6 - 7 
Well #2 










This Nov0111ber figure is 15,h4L,ooo gallons u,ore than last llovanber1 e figure. 17,940,000 
gallo118 of the 162,4821 000 gallons was consU111Bd in the Alameda Area. 
13 new servi.ces ven inst.all.ad at follcn,ing locations, 
1911 Appalooeav' 
on fire line 630 Ind. Lane 
157 FaJ.~ Clrale v 
82S Jesm.r' 
2cn 11. Sth 
395 Pershing./ 
13 eerrice lines were :reneved at following locations 1 
246 Wa:,!le 
126S Monte Vieta 
141 '1'11.tt 
220 s. 4th 
lS7 Roo111vel\ 
794 Will.ard 




224 a. lith 
121 Rooaevalt 
744 II. Harrison 
16 sernoe lines van repau-ed at following locational 
7S2 Puk Lailll 
1226 Lavina 
Uo6 E. 'l'llr17 
lOuO N. 9th 
1236 s. 4th 
716 Hemloa1< 
708 N. 8th 
870 Highland. 
1o6 a. 13th 
171h Hl".bbard 
720 81.roh 
325 W. Clark 
325 Fairway 
443 No 16th 
310 Val.le)'Viev 






. ., • 
WA.TER DEPA.RT!fil<T MONTHLY REEORT FOR DECEMBER 1965 
Nev or Rene-val of Mainline Construction Consisted Of 1 
CoMection of 611 steel to 1011 c. I. main at Pocatello Creek Rd. One 10" x 6• 
tapping tee, one 6n tapping valve, 15• of 6• c. I. pipe and one 611 c. I. to 
6• steel coupler was used. 
6 11 interconnection of Pocatello and Alameda Sy11tems at Pine and Moreland. 
One 6• pressure red. valve, one 12" x 611 tapping tee, one 6• tapping valve 
and 01 of 6• c. I. pipe was used. · 
JJuring tho month of J'bcember 15)1047,000 gallons of water wa11 _conaumod from the syetem1 
secured from the following locations1 · 








This I:eccmber figure :ls 5,0J!i,OOO gall.one more than la11t Decembor1 3 !11,,ure. 
Main Lille break11 4 
3 new services were installed at follow:l.ng locatiomu 
2000 !lonte Vista 
910 ,Tefferson 
·20022 Monte Vista 
101-. 
4 service lines wem renewed at following locations: 
5JL-uo M. 5th 
967 C::i.hoon 
lJ aerviw lines were repaitied at following locations, 
7JO N. ~th 
J<13 E. Lawton 
605 11. Hayes 
0th & Lovejoy 
6$0 ll. Main 
132 H. {ftnt 1212 E • Cl.&:rk 
1016 Cahoon 
305 s. 7tl! 
1655 s. 4th 
71,4 N • llani11on 
P.M.de;er & Harr:l.11on 
B!,O N. Lincoln 
111 Randolph.., 
402 Ma!Cinley v 
6702 
. ·-·--·-,--,..,., .•···· - •. -~.-· •• _.._ - .. !.- ~ .- • ---~------ ~ ~ 
WATER DEPART:1EJIT liOIITl!LY ltEFURT ran JAflUARY 1966 
trew or Renewal of f·lainline Construction Consisted Ofr 
Installed 2001 of 6 11 c. I. on east sicle of fli.ghland Golf ·eourse connecting 
Golf Course to new tan1<;. 
Installed 501 of 011 C. I. on north und of C'.olf Course connecting -Golf Course 
to new tank. 
During tta month of January 150,39L,OOO gallons or wetor uaa consumed from tho system, 
secun,d ft-om tho .follc~-I.ng locations: 








Thie January .'.'i11w·0 iJ l,U7 1 000 gallons less than last Janua1-y•s figure. 
1,310,00::i gallons of the 15fi,39L,ooo gallons was all that was produced in 
Alameda. 'fhg rest or the water consumed in Al.alnedd came fran the Pocatello 
Sys~. 
Mainline leaks were r,apai.·ed at following looati,.1m11 
Garfh: :d C< WI d tin an 
300 !llk. II• Ma·:.n 
trev serv:1.ce lines were installed. 
Ilona 
L servico lines were :.:'8newed at .following locations I 
60'.5 n. 13th 
963 Patsy 
Clark & 2nd 
1000 lllk. s. 2nd. 
830 E. l-lapla 
917 w. Young 
10 service lines were repaired at following locatio1is1 
132 11. Grant 
602 s. !lain 
637 w. lhy 
Dillon 1, 6th 
1000 YellCllfatone 
1619 s. Lth 
618 s. 4th 
224 W • Carter 
1426 E. Canter 
1000 s. 2nd 
Meter and Curb !lox repaira vere mada at following locations, 
19!i2 Monte V:!.ata 
1500 Blk. Eo Hayden 
Cate Valve 1-1. & o. 
Locate valves on Jensen, !!illiard & Ridge 
Dig up valve on Fairway Dr. 
· 1036 No ll~II 





WATER DE.PARTKENT MON'THLY REPORT FOR FEBRUARY 1966 
11ev or Renewal. of Ma.:l.nllna Construct1 cm Consisted of 1 
CQ!lpletin& the job o:f.'. mm1eating Highlanc! Golf' Course E:yst.;:111 to tl'M!I new tank line 
with 6• c. I. pipe. One 611 x 611 :r. 611 x 4• steel cross, one 611 c. I. to steel coupler, 
one 4" steel coupler Md two 6• at.eel couplers were used. 
During the month of Fabru!U')" 145,316,000 gallons 01' water were co11.11um.ed froin the 
system, secured f'roin the .!'ollawing locations 1 · 








This February .fi~e is l,Sll01 'l00 gallons leas tr.an last February .figure. 649,000 
gallons of tll'l lh5'13161000 gallons ware all that were producad in Allllll£lda.. !'he rest 
of. the water cariSl.U!led 1n Alameda. Area cL'me i'rOl!l the Pocatello system. 
Mainline leak11 were repaired at followine locationai 
1000 nlk. s. 2nd 
500 lllk. w. (;lark 
2 new service llnse wero inotallod: 
400 !Uk. s. lat 
600 lllk. W'. Clark 
3771 Hawthorne Rd. 
2 serv.l.ce lines wel'l'I renewed at following location111 
486 WBl'lhington 254 ~. Pine 
B serv.l.ce lines wehl'I rvpaired at follOtdng locat1ms: 
1321 Amln'll'l 
95'1 R. <Jall1dll.;r 
1900 ll. ilarr:l.son 
15 Ha.rva.rd 
3636 Hawthorne Rd. 
90 !'rake 
2lfl s. 17th 
32b tr. hth 
Matar and curb box nipe.irs were 1111.tle at following loca.tiMar 
lt32 S. Lincoln 
445 M. 12th 
G&te valve M. 4' o. 
napair valve 1.t Main & Lovajoy 
Fire H,ydrant M, & O. 
napair F. H, at Cedar &: Richland 
FlUBh r. R. at 200 lllk, Ta.ft 
Check F • H. at 2nd &. Carter 
67D-:] 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY RF:R'.lRT FOR MA.RC!! ls,66 
Nell' or llenewa.l 0£ MAinllne Conetrootion Consisted ot1 
Relocate u" wa.ter line at Riverside Goll' Course. 218 1 of 4" G. I. pipe, 
four u11 ltS' deg. bends, three u" 90 deg. bends, one 4" L, J. croaa and 
OllEI 411 ta.pt 2" tee were used, 
nurtng the month of Ma.rch 168,r,?lt,ooo gallons ot wa.ter vas consumed from tl:e system, 
secured !roll'/. the following locations 1 
Surface supplies and Wells #4, 6, & 7 









This l!arch i'ii:ure is 31 316,ooo gallons more than last t!Arch•s .l'igure. .)()1 0921 000 
eallona of the l6tl1 92lt,OOO gallons va.a all that was produced in Alameda Area. The 
rest of the water consllllled in the Alameda Area. came from the Pocatello System. 
Hainline leaks wre repaired at following locat.-1.on:n 
120 tl. Ila.yes 
9th&: Young 
Arthur & Gould 
100 Jllk. N. t!ain 
!too Blk. Richland 
6 new aerrl.<1e liruls were installeda 
Idaho Power Substation 
661 W • Cedal" 
)$00 Hawthorns Rd. 
Cedar& Pershing 
6oo Blk. Willard 
15th & Terey 
4" at I.s.u. campus 
112 N. 13th 
1154 E. Cedar 
135' Valleyview 
17 service lines were renewad &t toll.owing looatioru,1 
926 WillOll'lane 
674 We11t Pine 
L1B Randolph 
Slio &: 5lt4 s. Hayes 
lto!.i W • Ma.Jl]J, 
lt02 MoKinlq 
16) Willard 
628 W. Custer 
177 Filrnora 
1026 Willow Lane 
3lt6 Morel.and 
ltS2 E. Cedar 
630WWard 
910 N. Lincoln 
232$ s. 2nd 
21i1i, s. 5th 
1268 E. Walnut 
16 urvioa lines were repaired at .following lo0atioru11 
133 S. 2nd 
121 Fairway Circle 
119 Appaloo11& 
722 II. Johnllon 
1,6 SP.9nce 
929 Ii~ Lincoln 
1240 Lavine 
900 lfighltm d 
lt'ih3 N. 2nd 
1106 E. Terry 
538 H. 6th 
!i2l B. Center 
734 H. 11th 
1009 If• 11,qes 
15'7 Fairv&y Circle 
1200 Blk. s. Sth 
6705 
J 
- .,BR DEPARTHEllT t!Otr.l'HLY RSl'ORT FOR APRIL 1966 
,e,w or Ranawal of Mainline Construction Consisted or 1 
ileplar:e 2J!>' of 12" steol pipe Vi.th 1211 C. I., throe 12" ·1 •• r. 1,~i.e wlvesJ 
t)JO 12" ii. J. tees and_ one 12• steal to c. I. coupler at f;i;ise;<voir 113. 
Remove 3",water line from bridge at !.rv:!.ng Field. 
J>.alocate 4" water ma.in in easement at 61.h Northland. 
~m,t-111 1,r,, of u" e. :r. pi.po; 162• nr 10" c. I. p:I.Jl"'J one 811 N. J. gnte valve 
,.ntl ooo 1011 :i, J. gato valvn on 1700 Md 1800 Dlk. or !lorth 111!.)'l!le. l!elocation 
or m.1.tor ?".a.-1 .. n prior to Rive1• f'roject. 
l)mi.ng the n,;,.tl· ,,f. i,,.l'll .1.·;7 ,298,000 gallons o.f water 'lln/1 con!11.lll'W<'l t'ro111 the syate111; 
secured f1·01, th,, :'dJo:;i.11,_0 loca.tlo11s1 






















'\"h:l.11 /\prll tigure is 1<'2,250,000 1:allons 1110re t!,a.11 lnst Apn.l•s fi1,'lll'e. 80,895',000 
1:allons ot' the 297,298,000 gallons llas consumed in the Alameda Area. 
2)3 g'll.lonn ,.~,r !•:rr,or,, b:.oocl 011 <,!1,i CJ·,a,,li,l· ";: Co;,o 1e1·1:9 estimated populatian of' 
l.i2 ,500, · 
Hainline 1eaks ware :repaired at. following locationu 1 
500 lllk. N • 9th 
600 Dlk, E, i3onneville 
JS new 11ervi01t lines ware installed: 
4)1 Willa:i-d .r 
.3/4 • at Airp:,rt 
1100 lll.k. Pooatello er. Rd • .1 
53 Debbie 
370 ll ~ Pine.I 
6!i8 s. 9th 
~\" euruner line Old Alameda Soop..! 
l• .112tt at Airport 
llonne'Yillo ~. 2nd 
941 Wa,yne 
299 Fairway Dr• v 
1102 Anlnon:.; 
41 Debbie 
1021 Redvood ., 
ll.9S Pereld.ng .; 







WATER DEPART'·IBHT MOHTIILY REPORT FOR HAY 19(,6 
new or Renewd of mainline construction consisted of1 
Connnctim of 1L11 ,luctilo uatP.r rn,<1:!.n at Pine & llfda llooet9r lltation, F.aet 
Side of Inte.retate r, at l\runon St. One 1.L11 .35 deg. steel bend, one J..Ln steel 
to c. I. coupler, one J..Ln ateel to eteol coupler, .361 of 1h11 c. I. pipe, one 
lh" x 12" A. ll. Red., one 12• rl.g. x II. J. adapter and one 1211 flg. valve 
wa1 used. 
Project.of installing 6 1• c. I • .and 4" c. I. on l1almont was started and 
completed this 111onth, using l,Jfl 1 or 611 T. J, c, I. pipa, 316• ot h" T. J. C.I. 
pipe, one 6n t~. J, val.-e, om, 611 fire hydrant, one 611 M, J. tee, one 6" x 4• 
S, E. n, Red. and one 4• '.I.', J. plug, 
During the month of May 484,636,000 gallons of water ve.i, con51l1118d 1':ro111 tha ayotem, 
aaoured !ro!II the following locations, 
























Ttrl.s May figure is 173,0071 000 gallons more than l.aat Mey 1 11 figure. 133,5li5,000 
gallons of the LB4,6Jli,OOO gallan11 wae con11umed in Alameda Area. !lased on the· 
Clwnb!ir of Col7ll!erae eatilnated population of h2,500., 'Chere wu 368 gallons of water 
per day per penon oon11U111ed i'rom the s;yate111, 
Mainline lf;ak11 wera repaired at following locations, 
300 lllk. s. lllt 
Almeda Rd. t,, Jei'i'er11on 
1J8 Randolj'h 
ll nev semoa line1 vere in11tal.led1 
u" at I.s,u. Girl•11 Iona P2 
42 Debbie 
66 ~bbie 
4° !'or Int11r11tate South Park 
917 E, !AveJey 
4• 650 N. 7th, St, Anthonr Hosp. 
200 Blk. H, 2nd 
'lbr17 &. Y.emorial Dr• 
3/h" Bank Jlldg.Weatvood Vlll.a.ge 
S4 Debbie 
JL.OS- S, lla.7ea 
611 Fire Line 917 E. Lovejo:, 





WATER DEPARTMFllT MONTKLY REPORT FOR JUNE 1966 
N61f or Renwal of Mamllne Con.atruotion Coneiated 01'1 
llelocate an watAr line on Whitman Street Bridge, four 811 45 deg. bends and cne 811 valve 
wa11 used. · 
Project or installing 6• c. I. water l1lll1n !'r0111 1411 tranemission line in AmmOll Park to 
La.kev:!.ev Drive was utarled this month. To date 186• or 611 c. I. pipe• lh" x 6" tapping 
tee, one 6• tapping valve• one 6• flg. x m. j. adapter, one 611 pressure red. valve, one 
6tt Og. x 111. J• valva, two 6 11 22t deg. bends, one 6" m. J. cross, t.wo o" m. J. p1ug11, 
one 6tt m. j. valve. one 6" m. J. tee and one 6" fire hydrant w/vaJ,:.'8 11a11 used. 
Dlring the mootn 0£ JUM Sh!i .655,ooo g!Ll.lons of 'I/at.er waa consumed h-91'1 the .s;yi,tem, 
secured i'l'olll the t'olloving looatiomn 











Thiu June figure is 85 ,J.148 ,ooo gallons more than 'last J\lna I s figure. 156.,441,ooo gallons 
of tha 5115,655,000 gallons wns consumed in the Alllll16d& Area, nas<1c'. on the Ciwr1ber of 
Canmerce e11t1Jnated population of u2,500,thers va.a u28 gallons of water per per11on per d.a,Y 
COM\ll'l8d fro!,\ the syatar!. 
Ma:IJll:lne leak• were rvpail'l!ld at i"ollowing locations I 
2100 Blk. Se 2nd 
JOO Blk. P.iahl.and 
1000 Blk. R. M'aple 
10 new Hl"Yia• llnss were install.ad, 
L.• • 650 N. 7th, r-t. Anthony Hoep. 
8uu E. Center - .futw.il w,e 
200 Roeewodd ./ 
275 Myrl .,.. 
400 m. a. h.t 
2 on Glln'9tt. W~ 
JOO Bllc. lliohlllnd 
u"-Oanter st ,, Interstate 
279 Fairwa,yV' 
Jll s. 6th 
6.58½ 11. 6th 
1156 N • Arthur Vacant lot so. ot' ll7 N. 6th 
J4 nrvice lines were renewed at following locations 1 
lJB N • Arthur 
uJO Taft 
209 s. 6th 
3J6 s. 6th 
1.i25 s. 8th 
215-17 ll, Hayee 
002 Mollnl97 
647 ll. 6th 720 N. 6th 
7$8 M. 6th 505 N. 6th 
JJl Pershing 5l6 N. 6th 
360 Yellowstone JOO !llk.M .6th school 
326 Yell011atone 826 Wilson 
J58 Yellowstone 916-26 Ff.nonnsVillo 
Jh9 Pershing ShO s. 8th 
61.io s. 6th 
2 - C!'Hmial Hall S,Bth 
flesidsnce Hall s.0th 






WATER DEPAR'I"0!T MONTHLY HEroRT FOR JULY 1966 •. 
Hew or Renewal er Mainline C<lnstruotion Consisted or, 
Project or inat&lline; 611 c. I. main rrom l.4• tranmniaaion line in Amon Park 
to Lakeview Dr. was COJllpleted this m011th, using 130' or 611 c. I. pipt. 
Project of installin,; 611 c. I. p:l.pe on S11111uel and Jason llas started and · 
completed this month. 15901 of 611 T. J. c. I. pipe, five 6 11 H. J. valves, 
tvo 6tt r.. J. tees, tllo 611 M.· J. 45· deg. bende and one 6• stemner tire 
~drant v.!.th Yll.lva was used. 
Lo\,ar 0" c. I. rrul.!n on 100 l'llk. !'!Ire~ pr:l.or to atom sewer project. 
Tllo u11 l-!. J. 45 de,t. bends wen used. 
Lover u" st,,el ,.ab, Rt. l'J.m and Pcrah:!.ng prior to otol'II! sower pt"Oject. 
Four 411 steel 45 deg. lxm<.111 Md eight 4• ste"l couplers llere used. 
llur:l.ng tl;a month <>f July ·pg /'il1?. 1 00(J 1:nllc;ns of water was consUJ!lerl. from the system, 
secured .from the follO\liw, lQCa Uono : 






Well. #16 . 

















This July figure is 1931li64,000 rnore than last JulJ''B figure. 2121!/6!l,OOO gallons of 
the 728,6021 000 gallons was ·con111med in the Alu!eda Area. Based on th!! Chamber o! 
ea.merce•s estimated population o! 42,S00, there waa 560 gallons o! water per person 
per ~ eorurumed tr. the 11711t.e111. · 
Mainline leaks n:re repd.:red at, following locationa 1 
Gib 11an at. Portneur Pl1rlt 
Cedar /lo Washington 
600 Blk. w. Clar!c 
700 Blk. s. 7th in alle7 (2) 
Arthur &: Buell 
Loa Altos Wa;y 
700 Rlk. N. Grant 
9S Toponce 
700 Rlk. E. BolUlev:Ula 




WATER DEPART!iFllT IMO}ITHL! RF.FORT FOR AUGUST 1966 
Nev or Renewal or Hainline_ 9onatrueti011 Consisted or 1 
Lower ion steel main and 6n c. I. main at 1-!aple Md Pershing prior to atom sewer 
project. Eight 10• steel couplers, rour 4• steel couplera, two 6n 45 deg. M •.. J. 
bends and rour 10• steal li5 deg. bends ware used. . ' 
Lower Sn c. I. main at Walnut and Pershing prior to etonn sower project. Four 8• 
45 deg. M. J. bends, two 6n 45 deg. H.J. bends, one Sn sleeve nnd 151 or O• c. r. 
pipe were used. 
Project or installing 6 11 c. I. pipe on 400 lllk. Pershing was started and complete~ 
this month, using 6201 or 6n c. I. pipe and two 6• valves, 
IJ1Btall temporary 14• steel main at 4th St. and Riverside Dr. 
Salvage 200• of 10• c. r. pipe at !ith st. and Riverside Dr. 
Lm,er 12• c. I. maili at Pine and Pershing prior to stonn sewer project. Four 12" 
45 deg. M. J. bends, one 12" sleeve and one 12• x 611 teo were used. 
Lower 8• steel line at Cedar and Pershing prior to etonn sewer project. 62• or 6• 
c. I. pipe, two 811 45 deg. M. J. bends were used. 
During the month or August 62) 1 379,000 gallons or water was cona\lllled fI'OJII the system, 
aecured J:rom thll following locations, 
Surface Supplies ,, Well #4, 6 & 7 
Well (I) 
Well QlO 
Well 1/12 . 
Well (ll6 
Well 118 

















Thia August figure is 163,690,000 gallona m::,re than laat Auguat. 177,669. gallons 
of the 62),)79,000 gallons was consll!led in the Alarneda Area. B!lsed on the Chamber 
of C0111111erce 1 s estimated population of IJ2,$00, there was 473 gallona of water per 




WATER DEPARTMEtlT MIINTllLY R!lroRT FOR SEPl'EIUJER 1966 
Nev or !lemnnil 0£ Ma.ipline Construction Consisted Of 1 
Project of inatalllnr, 12• ductile cast· iron on Maher Road and umler Interstate was 
started and co~leted this month, using 16251 of 12 11 o. c. I• Pipe, two 12" valves, 
one 12" x 611 cross, one 611 valve, 14• of 6° c. Io l"ipe, ono 611 90 deg. bend, tw 
12" x 6• tees, one 6• JI.· J • plug, one 12• 11.- J. plug,- one 611 fire hydrant with 6ri·-
Kennedy valve, me 12• tee, one 12• sleevv and one 12n 45 deg. bend. • 
' 
Remava old 1611 a. 1. and 14" steel pipe from river cn,ssing at Woll Yard :1n preparation 
to installi.ng new river oroslling. 
Dlr1ng the month ~ September )87 .091,000 gallons ~ water was COl1Blll1lBd fran the system, 
or 12,90),COO gals. per day, secured fran the follOlling locations. 





















)9 ,626 ,ooo 
20,69$,000 
Thie September figure is 99,039,000 gallons mort1 than la.st Septelllber. lab,SJJ,000 or 
the J07 ,091,000 gallons wa.e consU111ad in the Alluooda Area. lli\sed on the Chmnt:er of 
CQn111Brot1 eatiNted population or b2,Soo, there was JO) gallons or we.tar P3r person per 
day consumed i'X'olll the S711W!lle, 
MainUne leaks were repa:1.red at following locatiamn 
Terr)' l!.t Memorial Dr• 
Arthur & Unds 
7hS W&7111!1 
400 Blk. MorelJmd 
Riwrllide Colt Courae 
!LOO mk. N. l11t 
soo Blk. s. Sth 
Moreland &: Birch 
500 Blk. s. Hain 
8 new aem.c• lines wara inatall.ed a.t folloWing location111 
477 Ta.f't./ v' 196 llixon 
.3" fire line BSS Yellmiatone l" - 855 Yellowstone,/ 
#2 Fire Sta.tion Blk. 6 • tot 2 • 4th Addn. to College Terrace 
)19 Cre11oent Dr. Ol,71npio Pan: 
6711 
' / 
l·/ATBI! UE!'ART:·tr-:ll'l' MOIITHLY MFORT FO!t oc·rollER 1966 
Hev or Renewal or Mainline Construction conaisted or: 
The project or instal.ling nw river crossing at 4tti flt. and Riverside was completed this 
nonth •. .35 1 or 611 c. I,, 84• of 10" C, I., one 1011 x 611 red,. two 16" stool to 1011 c. I. 
red., two 1611 steel couplers, one 10" slsove, ano 1011 valve, one 1011 90 dee, bend, two 
10" 45 clsi::, llnmls were uood. · . 
The project of installina nnY river corseini;: at. Holl "lard va:i completed thin month. 95, 
01" 1611 D. c. r •• )IJI ol; 1.1" r.. J •• one 16" c. r. hS dar,. oor.d, two 1611 11t11el 45 deg. houd, 
one l(,n steel f.5 cleg, bend, tuo 1611 steel to c. I. coupleru, OI!e l6ff x !',11 tap¢Jlg tee, 
one ll" ta.ppi.n.r vRJ.ve and one l)u llteel to C, I, coupler. 
l>lrl.ng the montl! or October 237,945,000 ga.llons of wat.or was conS'Ul!lod from the systeni, 

















Th111 October figure is $10701 000 gallons more than last October. 67,050,0l:Xl or the 
2)7 ,9lt5,000 flallons was cona\Dl\cd in the /\lamed& Area.. !Ja.sed on the t:ha1uber of' Connerco 
ostimated population of h2 ,5110 there was 107 gallons of water per person per day · 
consumed from tha system. 
Mainlin& laala! were repaired at follo.d..ng locationaz 
Riverside· O:>lf Course 
Colorado Ave. 
1600 lllk. s. 2nd. 
1100 Illk, s. 2nd 
Yel101,stone t, In<lustrinl Lane 
7 nov aerrl.ce lines were installed at following locations: 
2 • 1002 Samuel 
7C15 Yellowstone 
3856 Hawthorne Rd. 
400 E, Whitlnan 
sao Roo11evelt 
645 lf,rde 
5 service lines wrs relll!Ved at !olloving locatio11,11: 
34J Fredregill 
225 Wilson 




/ .,. . ·- - -
Water Department Monthly Report for November 1966 
new or RenSlfj of Hainline Construction Consisted of, 
Installed 11.30' of 411 C, I, pipe, two 4• valves, two h11 45 deg, bends, one - -
[irr 22½ deg, bend, four 411 tapt 2" tees, one 4 11 tee, one .311 valve, one 4• 
tapt .3" plug and one li • 90 deg, bend at RiTersids Gol!' CtlurB!!, 
Installed 14• altitude valve at Highland Water Tank, 
· curing the month of' llovember 167,.354 1 000 gallons of' veter vas conslllll8d f'rom the system, 
or 5,578,000 gallons per da,y, secured from tre following locationaa 














548,o pounds j 
chlorine 
Thill November figure is 1,0721000 gallons more than last November, Baaed on thll 
Chamber of C<Jranercs estlmatad population of 421 500 there vas 131 gallons of water per 
person per ~ con!lllllled frm thll 11711tana, 
Mainline lealca were repaired at following locationsa 
131 s. 18th Canyon Dr, 
14• steel Yellowstone & Industrial. Lane 6• Highland Boaster Station 




2495 Garrett wq./ 
3840 Haltthorns Rd, 
1424 s. 2nd 
576 w. Kaple ./ 
8 serrlca liJles ware :renav•d at . following locations 1 
1132 E, Levis 
311 W, El.Ill 
6J5 El Rancho 








HATER DllPART!•IP.NT !ION'rHLY llRR:JRT FOR DllCEi·ffillR 1966 
''aw or '!enewal of Mainline Construction consisted of: 
None. 
luring the month of l'ece,,nbcr 159,961,,ooo gallon!! of W'l.ter wa,;i consun:eC: from tha S".f:stem, 
,,r 5,160,129 gals. per rla:,, Deicured f'rom tm following loc.::ition11. 











'£his fleceml,,;Jr figure> :!.,: 61 1171 000 gallons mora l;han l!!at neanrnber. Flaeed nn too 
Chaml:sr of Commerce estl.l'lated pppulation or '12,500 Lh!ere was 121 gallons or water 
per person per di!¥ .cor.t1UJllf!d from the ayatern. 
'.•!ainllne leakll were repaired at following locations 1 
600 Blk. Gott~ce 2500 s~ 2nd. 
2 nev service lines w .. ·e instill.led at ;following loeat1ona 1 
3703 Pole Line Rd. 6 11 fire· line St. Anthony 1/ospitaJ. 
4 service linee ware !"'!newed at following lMaticn!l 1 
2A6 F. •• '11:unectn r.d. 
6JB Waet:. !!11.pla 
1116 Ii. (;-.rant:. 
lltih J!l. Pine 
10 service linee ware ropa.tred at .f'olloWing locatiomll 
6h2 E. Clark 
40) s. 9th 
5 91 Zener 
7£l& Northland 
)SO s. 10th 




42;) \';. ':iil..l.tman . 
Matar and ourb box: re~ were made at !'ollowing l,OQ&t.101\11 t 
lh7 N. Johni:'ln 
El.111 I: Je£ter11on 
135'1 El. Raw::ho 
25h8 s. 2nd 
1h24 s. 2nd 
992 Cott~ 
21.i1 n. nth 
715 S • Ga:ri"iald 
770 w. (-uda:r 
11 i, :<::. rr1rfield 
61S' l::l Rancho 
6711 
---·· ..... . 
WATER DEPART--lENT MO!THLY REFORT FOR JANUIIR't' 1967 
Nev or Renl!Val ot MBinl!ne Conetn.iotion Consisted 0/1 
None 
During the month or January 167, 90$, DOO gallon!! or water 11aa conswned .!rem th! 111stern, 
or S',lilJ,061. gale, per _day, secured !rom too followin@: locations. · 
Lbs. Chlorine Used 












This January figure :is 9,511,000 gallons more than last January. !laaed on the Chamber 
or Ca,,merce eati!"!!lted population or u2,s- ,o there wa11 127 .36 gallons o.r i,ater per peraon 
per~ oonsumd from the !!IYl!tem. 
Mainline leaks wre repaired at tollold.11g locationa 1 
1300 Blk:, Monte 'list& 
1900 Blk: • I". 2nd 
JOO !!lk:. ll. Main 




l nev pr,,ice line was installed at .!ollowing locationr 
139 Nixt11 
h service linea 11ere renPed ·at !ollori.ng l0Cl&tion111 
1)26 E. Fremont 
L.!$8 Fainiont 
Sha Weot Pina 
1012 s. Jrd 
8 1111"1.ce lin<11a were Mpaired at tollOWing looat:iomn 
ul6 N. Jrd 
1329 Monte Villta 
9$2 u. ~h 
lU2 Pocatello Ave. 
3749 Jason 
1105 s. 3rd 
1019 E. Hqden 628 s. 5th 
Meter 1111d Curb Box repaire were IIUlde at rolloving looations r 
4 71 Fair,ray Dr• 
1161 Spruoe 
334 N.' 13th 
BJS El Ranoho 
.. 
6715 




WATER llEPARTtlENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR FEBRUABY 1967 
Nw or Renewal of lfainlina Conetruotion Con11111ted or t 
Salvage 1000' pf 6• c. I. pipe on Sldalutr Rd. 
Tha project or installing 16• c. I, and 12" c. I, from Rosa Park ,ells to 
Stanford wu at&rted thia month, To date 6661 or 16• T. J. D.tctile c. I. 
Pl.pa, one 16" M. J, valve and one l61t x 16• M. J. Tee have bean ueed~ 
nu-ing tha month or Fe'3ruary 150,518,ooo gallon11 or water was con8Umed from the syetall!, 
or ,,375,6h2 gala. per day, aecured i'rom the following locational 
Surface Suppliea 












567 .s ],b11. 
Thia February figure 111 ~1 2001000 gal.lone mon than la.st February. rliieed on the Chamber 
of COllJllerce e11timllted population of 42,500 there was 126.49 gallons of water per person 
per day oonaU!lll!d from the 11yate111. 
M&inllne lell.k:11 WNI repaired 11.t follawing locatione 1 
600 Blk. s. lat 
:noo 8lk. Pole Line 
joo Blk. We11t Clark 
300 l!'aat 8onnav.1.ll.e 
1100 Jilk. S • 2nd 
Sherman & N. Arthur 
800 Weat OJnter 
200 Blk. )!. 13o~ev1lle 
5 new eenioe lines were installed 11.t .toll.owing looationa., 
8~ N. 8th 
8;8 Weat Center 
625 Y'ellowatone 


































WATE;R rniPAR'IME:N'I' MONTHLY REPORT FOR :iA.R.CH 1967 
, 
Nev or Renewal of Mainline Construction Consisted Oft 
The project of i:istall1ng 16• c. I, And 12" c. I, from Ross Park 1!\!lle to 
Stanford waa contLnued thi11 month. 96!!1 of 16 11 ductile oaat iron pipe and 
one 16" Yalve h&.ve been used, · 
The projeot of lowering 6n cast iron main at 15th and O!nter prior to st.om 
sever project ueed !.'our 6 11 li.5 deg, benda, 
tm-ing the month of Mal'Ctl 172,llt9,000 gallons of vater vae consumed from the system, 
or 5,553,193 gals, per dlq1 secured from the following source,, 













This March figurs b ),225,000 gallon11 more than last month. Da11ed on t.ha Chamber of 
Commerce estimated population or: hc!,500 there was l)0,66 gallons of water J)Elr per.son 
per d&y con~UlllOd fro!II tlie 11:rstem, 
Mainlln• leakll were repaired at foll.o\ling locations 1 
1200 Blk. N, lat 
600 !!l.k, Cottage (2) 
Center~ Jolmson 
Mink Cr, Line 
2000 Blk, S. 2nd (2) 
Hayes !< Connor 
Willow st •. 
lioo Blk. Wil.tlon 
10 nev 11ervice linei, 'lere in11u.l.led at follinring loeationst 
53k West Young 
1))6 &. Whitman 
526 B, Levis 







16 1111rvice llnaa W11re renaved at folloving locations 1 
522 N. Bth 
906-26 E. Wyeth 
lleii !I', t:8.71111 
712 s. 9th 
4)2 s, 2nd 
)12 E. HalU<la;r 
9SO s. Main 
llOS Yallovatone 
505 N. 8th 
. 501 .N. 8th 
720 s. 9t,h 
422 s. 2nd 
410 s. 2nd 
905 s. 2nd 
926 s. 2nd 




Wahr Department Monthly Report for April 1967 
~rev or Renewal or Mll.inllne Con11tniotion Con1111tted Of 1 .. 
Th! projeot·of installing 16 11 C. I. and 12" c. I. from Rose Park Wells to 
Stanford va11 oontinued this month. 2141 of 16" c. I. pipe, 1296• of 1211 
c. I. and one 12" LS deg. bend were installed this month. 
D.lrin!I the month of April l:nl,9521 000 gallons of water was oonswned rrom t~ system, 
or 6 1631 1 733 gals. per day, secured from the rollov1ng 11ouroe11. _ 









a1,37a,ooo s, 722,000 








. 121i.o lb11. 
This April figure is 98 1 )Ll'i 1 CX)() les11 than last April. flaeed on the Chamber or Commerce 
e11timated populat1!)11 or 421 500 there wa11 156.di gal.lone of water per per11on per day 
conllUlll9d rran tha 11ystmn. : 
Mainline leaks ware repaired at tollov1ng location111 
6oo Bllc. Cottage 1531 s. 2nd 
16 nav 11ernca lines were installed at folloving lacations1 
1003 W. Custer./ 
378 Roo11evalt 
4317 Oplll 
1324 s. 2nd 
232 Northgata 
1645 N • cald'ield 
. 786 Cottage 
925 Belmont 
215 W. Cedarv' 
388 Ro·o11evelt./ 
3L6 w-. LoTejoy 
1327 s. 2nd 
238 Northgate . ..,/ 
285 E. Alameda Rd. 
772 Cottage· . 
1250 Perishing v' 
2L service line11 wen Z'llnaved at rolloving location111 
L28 M0Kinle7 
1060 W. Cu1ter 
630 MolUnle;y 
1300 Blk. S. 2nd 
l.420 s. 2nd 
~7 s. Hain 
227 s.· Johnson 
422 s •. Arthur 
458 s. i\rjhur 
419 s. Arthur 
424-26 W. BBnton 
)28 Stan11blll")' 
238 E. Dillon 
1256 s. 3nd 
160 Pan: 
454 No 4th 
1424 s. 2nd 
195 Washington 
416 SI Art.bur 
44:! s. Arthur 
650 w. Sub1Btt11 
427 s. Arthur 
Bonneville School 
755 N. loth 6"118 
WATER DEPARTMEJ;'l' MON'.t'HLY REPORT FOR MAY 1967 
Navor Renawal or Mainline Construction Consisted orr 
'!'he project of installing l.611 c. I. and 12" C. I. from Roaa Wells to Sta.nf'ord 
wea continued thil! month. 17110• of 16" steel, one l.6" hl deg. steel bend, 272' or 
1011 c. I., !$2 1 or 1611 c. r., two 1011 hS deg. bends, one 10• valve, orie 16 11 cross, 
one 1.6• 4S' deg. bend, one 161• x l.011 s. E. B. red., three l.611 x 12" s. E. B. rad., 
one 16" valw, one 12" rove, one l.6". toe, one l.6" ;x: 6 11 tee and one 1211 x 1011 tee 
were installed th:l.a mr.>nth. 
·' Inata.11 1601 of' l.4• steal pipe tor ditch water at 8th •c Denton, · 
ll.l:ring the month of' !fay 3291226 1·'()0 gallons or water was consumed rrom the system, 
or 10,620,193 gal.11, per dq, co!Ulwned fr0111 th!I £olloWing source111. 
Surra~ Suppllo• 
liell /12 . 
Wall• i!'h and #6 



































, 9~0,0 lbs, 
Thia M1t1 f111'11l"8 is 15S,ulO,OOO leaa than lut May. Based on the Chamhlr of Carnmerce 
estimated popul&t.i.on of 1i2,soo there vu 249.88 gal101111 of water per person per day 
oonnmd frca ti.·waw. :,•. 
• • ','!~., 
"11~nl1M ,ea11:1 vare reP'ired at tolloving locationar 
Aa041111 blltnan Aah & Birch 
fftda&~ 
Roi,1 Pak 
15 new NniCII line1 vare in1tallad at following looationas 
1967 s. 2nd ror future uae 
3510 RI.VaJ )0 Woat 
lO!il s. bib 
1386 Holllllll 
1282 B. Pina 
S71 Cottage 
3 in ?lorthgate .Add. Cll.'t'o#l 
12,0 Pershing 
1!$12 E. Clari: for i'uture uae 
660 Zener 
86S Cottage 
210 No hth 
1000 Blk. E, Yotmg 
6719 
, • • {I 
~'-· .,.,, 
WATER DEPART!IENT MONTHLY REFORT FOR JUNE l,67 
JA 
}' ~ or 11aneval of l·lainline Construction Consiated 0£1 
~'. 
'. 
:;- . . Thi project of installing 1611 c. I. and 12" C. I. from Rosa Parle Walla .to 
?ti}\lnford was continu11d th111 month. 135' or 12" c. r., one 16" x 12" s.~.B. 
--~~~ _16• ~. I. to 16• eteel coupler waa used. · 
•• ·...l .... ·i~ .. ,, 
~- ·-;.-~~Jaat ot replacing steel !later main on Maple Street !las started this 
,,.,,,. d•te LU• o'6• ,. ,., 216• ., O• c. ,., .S• one• c. ,., nw 
:·,;6 · .• , Olle 10" valve, one 6 11 cross, one Bn x 411 tee, ona 8 11 tee, one 
·: ... .-;.~ -. ·'1:'.iSU-~d-· •• one 10• x 8 11 LF.B Rad,, two 6" c. I, x Steel couplers and 
(/. _: ~.. :F~'-aI• f:11~111 coupler have been installed.; 
' i~~4lt.~f~~tot . .".1111l11 28$,197 ,000 gal.a. ot water was conSUJn8d from the system, 
·~-:tf~y~SQ6~S~1· plao · per da,y, coneumed 1'r0111 the i'ollowing aourcea 1 
' ,·. t .. r.:.:,. -~j:-: . . ~ :- ·-·· :. 
·. ·... ,. · :· · · •. '·· · Lbl!. Chlorine 
# •I,' • :,,: 
'··surtaae &Jppll~, 
. - .. 
1 : ... ' 
,.- W'ell #2 · L_::.__· _,,,· ,,>----......:.:~~ 


































Thia June figure is 26o,4S8,ooo less than last June. Baaed on tha Chamber or 
Commerce estimated population or t.2,,00 there wal!I 223.lt.4 gals, or water per 
person per day consumed fro111 the ayatem. · 
Mainline leaks were repaired at following locations, 
1800 !Ilk. N. 2nd 
1000 Blko N. 9th 
Ho.in & Custar 
400 Blk, N. 16th 
Poplar & Euclid 
967 'L'ane;y Lane 
1100 Blk 0 S 0 2nd 
1$ nBY service lines llere installed at following locationst 




St6 West 1:J.dredge 
754 !I, Arthur 
Fountain in Tydeman Field 
77 Orchard 
catholic Seminary Bench Rdo 
162 Hawthorne ~va. 







HATER DF.PARTMF.NT HOtlT!ILY R!l:roRT POR JU.IX 1967 
NW or RGnewaJ. o! Mainline Construotion Consisted oft 
The projoct of replacing steel water line on Maple was completed this month, 
using 1100' or 611 C. I. i,l.pe,-170• of 411 c. I. pipo, cne 3" x Ii" eross, four 6" valves, 
five 411 valves, aix 8° X d" t1:1ee, eilt 6ot Xu" SEO nd,, tito 1011 x 611 SEB red,, 9 valve 
boxes, five 4" c. I. to 4" steel couplers. . · . . . 
Inetallat.ion or 12" C. I. from Rosa Park to stanrord continued during Jui,-. 
1277 1 of l2" ductile pipe, two 12" valves, three 45 der,. ~. I, bands, one 1211 pressure 
regulator, two 12" x 6• tee.:i, one 4" valni, one 6" x 4 11 SEB red., th.""i!e v&lve boxes, 
one 12" 111ech, plug, ona 6 11 moch, plug were .installed, · . 
Durtng thlll month or July 642,oli2,000 gals. or water were consumod .f'%'0111 the eyatem, 








. Well NJ.6 
w,111118 
































Th111 J~ figure 111 86 ,6ho,ooo leae than laat Jul;y. · Based on the Chamber or Commerce 
estimat,,d population of 42,,00, there wore 4ll:.84· gals. of ·,ater per person per day 
con11U111Bd b'om the s;vatem, +e ?, 3 
K&i.n LiNI Laak• WIN repaired at .following loeation111 
1234 s. 2nd 
15th & FNmont 
2100 s. 2nd. 
Mil.pl11 at Willard 
1900 s. 2nd 
2200 s. 2nd 
Nine nw s•nicea were inatallad u follov111 
1h07 s. 2nd 
hb1 Yellowstone../ 
1365 s. 2nd 
3,li Sley line 
ll&med& lid. & Hanhorne ( church) 
1235 s. $th ,2, Wl;yne/ 
900 E, Clarie 
71) s. Harrison 
6721 
-- • • WATER !lEPARTrmlT MONTHLY REPOR:t' FOR A.UOUST 1%7 
- Jin or RenllVal or Mainline Construction Consisted or, 
Installation of 16n !Ind 12 11 c. I, from Ross Park \,,lelll!I to Stanford was co11pleted this 
month. 6721 o{ 1211 duatil• c. I. pipe, 185 1 of 16" 1teel pipe, 332' of 16" duat.Ue 
c. I, pipe, ~ 12n 45 deg, bends, three 12" .x 611 tees, thras 1611 li5 deg, bendl!, two 
1611 o. D, ata•l coupler• and tvo 12" 90 deg.. bends were uaed, 
The project ot replad.ng 811 C. I. across Car11on St, Br:l.dge va.e started and o::imp:L,ted 
th:!.11 111onth, 21.tli• of-8" _c. I., two 8 11 ll 1/4 des, bend!! and three 8" 45 dog, bends vere 
Ulllld.. t · 
During,. the month or Augul!l't 67R, 704,000. gallons o! water vere oons1111ed tn:m,. the 11111ta111, 
or 21,893,677 gals. p,,r d&)' aecul'l!ld from. thll following aouroee. 
•' ,••, 
Lbs. chlorine 
l{,'~' ... ,, 
Surf'IO•:~upplie• . 106,101,000 Ii,~ Well IJ Bl,291.i,ooo 26 
Well i7F· s,1.i,1,000 · 12 
Well 11.0. 101i,s11,ooo 354 Well ·#12'. 26,$80,000 83 
Wall ll.S·. ' 5,568,000 - , 
Well IJ.6·. 117,b9B,ooo 
394t Wall '111' ,· ... hS,825,ooo 157 
Well #20A tc 208 21,660,000 80 
· , ., WeU#Zl: .. ,. 50,SBl.i,ooo 189¼ 
Well i!'22 29,S6li,ooo 116 
Well 123· . li9 ,637 ,000 179 
Well #27 lh,371,000 llil 
2420½ lba. 
This Aug-ust r1.gure 111 S!>,325,000 gal,i, mol'I! tht.n lHt August. Based on tm Chamber or 
Commerce estimated -population of 1.i2.soo there lfera 515,1$ gall. of v&ter per person per 
d&1 eoneumd trm. tha·. 911tem, · · " · 
\ ··." I,"\,'! ••t !iJ ) ,:, •"' • • ; 
Ka.in Un• \ealtl' lfera,·nl)llll'8d at tall.olfing location111 
1~ 1' i,_~-; :~ • ~:' I 
1500 s. 2nd 
· , ... ·fl 21.00· s.·.·2ndi (l!) ·· 
600 Bllc, Wilaon 
700 Blk. Poole 
. ~· : ·;, 
.... ; . ,. ,. ... _ .. ., .• 
,. .. ·:,t~ 
1200 lllk, N. Main 
· · 400 Bl.It, Wilson 




< ' • • 
\'/ATER DEPARTMENT l\Qi·JTHLY REPORT FOR SEFTEKIER 1967 
. New or !knewal. ot Hainline Conatruction Conailllted ot1 
Cut 8" pipe and imtalled !1ttinga 11.t PocatollD Municipal Airport for highway 
001111tru.otion. 1111ing 2 8• C.I, Sleeves, 4 811 G.I. Rings and gukJita. 
Cut and blocked 4• line at Willow lllld Sublette using 411 aleeve' and 4n M.J. · 
Plug. · 
Made 2 8" Tappina Tees and 2 6" Tapping Valves on a• line on Fairway Drive. 
Starte4 replacement ct 1411 Steel Un• from pwnp station at. Flim•>ff-Park on 
Eaat Pine Street to Booater Pump Station at Pina and Hyde Streets, To end of 
month we have,l.afed 8461 of 14" C,I, Pipe. 
During the month of September 457 ,6J6,000 gallons of wter were coruh,med from 


































114 .. :zsj 
116 .AL 
1575 "tb•· 
This September t1gure is 701 5451000 gallons 1110ro than laet Septl!lllber. Ba,ied on 
the Ch1nnber ot Com111erce aetimated popwtion ot 42,500 there were .)58.9.) gnllon:1 
or water per penoa_,P'/1' ,.d11_1.:,~o"'~.!~~ ~~~ ,a;yatem. ,. 
~ Lim1 lflllb veH npair41Cl at. t.h• rollawing J.ocat10111S1 
' •• < • • .. 
(Nona) .,_ .•• ,~,: a• .• ,.n ,., ;. ., . _ .. ,., :,,., 1_ 
41-nw 1em0e 11.n• inlltill41Cl at t.h11 following locat1ona 1 . '. ,, . ·~.: . . ~ 
( 341 Nor'-'tgate. il. Addit,ion .· . . . . . 
(3) Idaho.St.ah .University. . ..· 
J7l5..:, ll&wtb.o~: lj9.,~- :,,,, ... .. . 
· ..• ·,: •. :· i . 
1002 Samuel 
Lois Lane 
261 V alle;yview 
·6'/23 
• • 
•' WATER DEP AR'l'HEIIT MOB'l'HLY REPOR'l' roa O:CTOBl!R 1967 
Nw or Renwal ot Kainllna ~onstructi~ ccmiiiated ol1 
Laying 1334 taat ol 1411 T.J .C.I. pipe from Pump Station 11.t Fa.imew Park on £a11t 
Pin• to Booater Pump Station at Pille and. HJ'de Streets. !)ii.ck filled Id.th gravel, 
taa:ped and. watv trench re-eUTfaced. 
During t.ha m.on~h ot Oeto~r, 210,825,000 g&l.l.on11 of water were cQ11e11111ed from the 
e,111t•, or 6,000,806 gallons per da;r Houred frcrt1 the follcr11i.11g eo11l'oe1,. .. . 
Sur1'1.oe SuppU,.e 












. . , - l"'ll'tt~, 
'l'hi!r oat.oher figure ill 21,120,000 gallone less than last ootoher •. ll&1111d on the 
Chamber of Ccmaerc• estimated populaticn of ~,500· there were lS6 gulOM of w.ter 
per P'l:r'IIOD. per dlll" OOllllumed. .from the system. · · 
;:, ·,::': :', ;I • 1,-~· 
HI.in Lim.Luka wer. Npa.iNd &t the tollcnd.ng loc-.ticeJ 
• • : • ' • t l " • 
l8th &lld. D1.vi1 Drive· 
A.lamed& Road and Jef.1'ensai 
·:.:::;_"~"'::·,~. .·' ··~. ·~·. ··'· -.... ' 
Texaoo: St.&Ucn. 4th &. : a.xiton 
Ameria:a., Oil 4t.h le Bonton · · 
1048 Kl·B&noho Blvd • 
1680 Benoh Road · · 
Polellne ROl!ld. am Birch 
• • • J • • • 
. : . ''": ' 
lll.8 Ell i!Anoho Blvd, 
758 Ebon;r · · 
Cont.er St, Tank (4" for Interetate) 
.-.:.1,;;1;1::;,, •. "\ . .. ,'" ,: . '.. . . '' ' 
lD •«rri.CIIJil.inU.1':iNl):reutWd..~t th• .t'olloviilg laoat.iomu 
i'lu.~i:i'i!I'.~ ?, :; 0 :~";i::: ~w[':O, :.·• ::"~ 
)!>) S,out.b·,&t.h-'A.T1.•i.:,,.-;'. .. . 
636 w •. ,.t..Vhitm.a. , .... 
219 W111U41 , . .,, 




10'6 South 4th Ave. 
2'7 North l0t.h Av,. 
24' lfol'i-h. lOt.h An. 
2l. S«rri.O.Llinea :WNI. r,p,.1:rlld 1.t .t.he rol.lcliiJ!g Lo111.t.ioruu 
!3,.<il!- .« .• ;,.:· • ,. 'f ~~ •. , 
580 W111tr Cl&.!N. 
555 South .2nd. Ave. · 
75!> Nort.h loth Ave 
310 Randolph 
l!i26 East -P'rmoont. 
1333 Lllkm.cnt 
191 South 16th Pla.c.e 
454 North 10th Ave. 
lD32 Weat. Cl.ark 
Highhnd Gol! Cour11e 
U7 Fredl'llgill Road 
904 Cresoent Drive 
1265 East Poplar 
1026 Ea.et C911ter 8t. 
939 P&ts7 Dr.!. VI 
525 LU.all 
634 Perahing 
1310 lut /JJlml!da Rd. 2, Willawood 
716 Cherry 




WATER DEPARTMEllT MONTHLY REPORT FOR NOVEMBER 1967 
.... ,.-.. ,. ~ Nev·or R.neval. or Mainline CoilBtruction'·consisted 0!1 
La)'ing 91,4. !eet ot 6• C.I, pipe on South Fourth Extension thus completing line 
fram_.w)lere_ plugged on 11outh end to end of' 4" llns et north· end. 
- .. ". -~. ··, . 
At,))q and Grant lcwered ~atirig J6 feet or 8" C,I, pipe 2 feet and inst11lled 
41. .t1e.t o~ an C,I, -pipe,.coiG'i1at1ng 8" llrie on Gr&11t tc. 8• line on Eaet Street 
vhioh wu taken out tor riTer project, 
... :oti-i- fll :1 .. -: -:T4 ' , • 
Durln,f the month ot .NoTember, 167 .895 ,ooo gll.loM or water were collllUIUed from the 
·~~ or. 5,~96,500.p.r __ dq 1ocured !rem-the following oourcee, · · · · 
Slll'tace Supplies ~4 













Thia- Nov-b•r figure ~11 541,000 gall.o11B more thl!lll last November, Based on th11 
Chamber ot Commr0e estiinatcd population or 4),500 there were U~.65 gallons ot 
-ter. P.'!r,~on per day conawned !rem the e;vatem, · . . .... . . ... - . :: . 
. . . 
~~MIA ,~re repaired at the following 1oc11:t1on1 
\72 1, .. t.r,:~ . -~ -, .......... ,..., . . ' 
:asq~N-...i~: (~i-~4lllllnt) 
700l~i~Uth1l.lt.,;st101) :'; 
,~··.~n-t~·..:,.;-, .... _.;. ·· ,.,.. · ~-· · · 1.,,1·.-c • 
2 ~ 1!1~\le,linq ~~ ,installed. Ali the 1'ollowing location, 
976 ,P,1;t,lg•, ·- .... - ... · 62s But· rrem:,nt. . . 
,.:, e:,,'!·.,., {,·~ ~--·.·:· ... , -..;· '··'· ., , 
9 ee~ae Un•-'!l!'re-~enw.d at the fol.lowing locationeJ 
..,-4 -N·--- . 00 
' ~"I 'il ~;., ~···· ... : .'\• : ~-~· .. u:......:.: ..,_J,i_;..A ._ · 1935 South 5th t-.-.- _... .. ,....,,.., ,·.--·:. · .. , .. 1 •• :· , .. :,. 
\~Oar.Ci&Ld,~_,. -- ., 
178 l~_;_S,r:.et..,,. !-i?, •• ::'.· ·, ··:-· · .. · · 
269,Jlo~th cli-d_.• • · ,,-,: : •; ,,.,. 
·· · -925,ilat Walnut 
435 South Jo)lnson 
508 Fredregill Road 
C'l'71 &,.'C.'lC,_L.., l-"'-- ·1 r·J ',.,; .. ,, .- • .,..Jt ~'1)11'.,'1,~.., .Atri;~-..;- ' .... . . ' f""~"'-&-c:n '!'}.'1 ~! .. ,.,,.,. TJ't~(····°'•l ,i:Ji'c·' ,•,,•~ .· 
~i),j>.;,trli_ ¥.11!1& ~ ~~ 'at. the following loaat1one1 
,·-.·1·,,-..:i' ::..:.tt!r .. ··., ·.-,.,: {r•'t: c.- :r:l"; .. 1 •- '-r . .... 
7lS."1'1r,,.... · .;47 North 6th 
83-·ij•tello. ., ;~ and l(yeth 
3.30 . .Eu-t. IDV11jo7 . 835 North Kain 
0 1 Jtva. (Bort.h Main) . ; -~ Baat Benton . 
~ It Arthur (Motor Bank) -155 Weat. Kl.dredge 
838 North Lincoln , ·.548 North 13th · . 
1435 -South 2nd ~ ,·,i11.69 .Pal~• Road ,.. . .. . . . 
78 Prl.nceton 
945 Horth. 9th 
6o5 South Harr.I.eon 
1521 douth 5th 
1506 :&st W:,eth 
925 East SUblltte: 
• 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY niPORT FOR DECEr..SER 1967 
·New or Renewal of Ho1nline Coo6truotion consisted ot: 
Laying 115 feet of an C.I. pipe undone 22~ degree bend at 1ntersect1oo of 
Grant and Day Streets, thu~ completing a oirculating line from Grant to 
Ha.yea Streets Mhich wae removed previous tor river proJeot. 
During the month of December there were 169,048,000 gallooa of water con-
aumad trom,t~e system, or 5,4SJ,161 gallons per day aeoured from the fol-
lo1d,ng,'. so1u.-oes .• · 
Surtaoa'. Supplies· if4 
Well•,#2, · . 
Well.'.,#7,,,: · .. 
· weir: #2'/". ,. 











Thie December flgures is 9 1 084 1 000 gallons more than last December. Based 
on the Chamber of Commerce estimated popula~1on of 43,500 there were 
125.36 gallons of water per person_pe~ day consumed from the system. 
~ .. : t.' ••• ~ : • • ' 
Mairi,:·,Line,Leaka,·111ere repaired at the followlng looatious: 
2,J ff~.~:As , • :! ~~.~•:• 
lat •-~r-.. , .-. . ·• .,. ·0 : l-:· 
100 l51.-aor.th~nwr . ... 
800::-:'Bl'.oolc~·We 1!1'1.::Bridger:. · · 
.'<r~ ... ,~..,; • I> ' • 
2 Hew aervioes lines ~ere installed at the following locations: 
: ,·.··.i.~.~. ·;\·,.,r,, t. · ~:· 
961 B1gbl1ne 
29· Cre1a;b11ol1 · . 
• • ·:.-: f . 
-!i Serv,ioea. were ret1etted at the following looationa: 
... ' ... ~. ;'l, ~ ~. !,• •'. • - • . 
'l2llhMea.,owbrook ,.,, : · 
·5:,6 -S~t.m:,U th-.; :· · --,: · · 
lJ~2lEt.1t,1,Center ·. , ·· · · 
• ' • : ·~-- • .. ,' ..,. .... • • I' • • ... 
. 605 EL° Banoho 
.· ·.1065 Euoino 
14· SitrV'icie-· Linea were -repaired- at the following looationai ..... , .. . ' 
660 North. 6th 157 South 18th · 
288 Thurston Samuel st. Tra1ler Court 
1006~,souiin..4tll J4S south. 2nd 
J6J;l MC!l'S n, fl'Y · .. · llOS Ea.at Sublette 
·8k4icKtn!t:l!l•<ilarfJ.fl_l4.". · , .. . -SZ.01 W4!a11. Ioimg· 
~e~1:r• }ll,t,;;;'.:~~:.i.u; ,:,r. ?·:~~ 'Jr,\ ~.~-..·t<t• :-
~k·d.s ;a• of r~::-e~· ,: ,,; ~ . 1• ... -0 
(:!ow out 
~' l.ow ~.\,.!.~ 







1'4.':\ ~ ' 
~:~ . .:. 
: .. .i: ....... 1;.~., ... ·:• ~. ":~~ :. 
l"f>..l. ] ~6 : .. c, :·.n ;, .. ~."';~; ":. ,; 
!.~nft .,, .. ,_.;l'f:, ',;...,:~ r:tu· ': ., ... ::: r: · ,,:·~'. 
.1J,a ..... ,~1v~ t10X-i ,',r;i~~: tit:· .: •. ::~··.r 
6J4 Pershing 
2102 North Harrison 
156 North.Jonnson 
80J South 5th 
, 6726 
(None) 
• • VIATER DEPARTMENT J\IONTHLY R!!PORT FOR JA.NUAf!Y 1968 
New or Renewal of Mn1nline Construction consisted of: 
During the month of Januarr 172,219,000 gallons of water were consumed 
from tha·s1stem, or 5,555,451 p~r day wns secured from the following 
11ouroea; ··- ... 
. ~. . . ~ ' ,· . 
. . . 
su;t~oe:sup111iae·i114 
'1111:1r:12 :: · ' · · . , · 
we11i;~17 · 
We1l--#27 
, . ':· - ,• .. . 
7h;34o,ooo 
!JS,379 ,ooo 
· 1i1 .-18'1,000 -
2 •. :u6,ooo 






-1,.-,3""2"'1-:--. 0 lb 9. 
Thia·January figure is 4,31~,000 gallons more than last J~nuary, Based 
on·the:Chamber of Commerce estimated population of 43,500 there were 
127i7l'gallons or water per person per day consumed from the system. 
:.-..,.-.:cl.€'::."'. t.; . .-, :•••• •._,.. •. •: ~, I • ',' 
,-1n,':Lf:n• ·leaks: wer.e, repaired at ·-the following locations: 
:.-F;,I~ -7c Z~it .., ... ·::: ~·l,·l•·· · ··t ... :·- ~ .... :. 
l:3,38•;'8ijutJ:i,•2nd ~ :. ,• ~ r- . >. .. 
~~- 'l -..,. ,'1\:"'"" • l"; ... • •r>• r L.. . ', " . ,P> •• !~"' ,;·· .,. • .J. ..... ' - • • •• ' • • • 
it'lf,e
1
~"S~r,vio __ • -~il'!e~' ire2"e 1nit~ led:~~ the following loa,it1ons: 
:rt.,,.. •. ,.1.,.,·.1~-., ... 1• .• ,.,,. , ..... ,,.1J, .• 
aa. <! • + - • • • • ' • 1i~oottiage.t1~~- :··?·r!u; 1 ,, ' \ ... h'!f t:w• ·,;•. 
261hlfir,ll~t· ·•r,,-;, ·., -~ - -' ... , :,_. --~. -~ ·. 
2S8 ll'oiit~gat.~' ,.,,,,,.-.. -·,. : . - ., :,·.-,,:--,,.,:. 
2iro()t}Bfoelc,,onr.S1>utb:>l!th 1•(•2)· r-'' ·: r!~. 
6.~1ilrit· ~ C--·~•P: -~ ........ -};' p.,•; . 1 ~ .. Cl : ,H,h~ ., 
i~seitv!ce:·~~~ ::;.~.;.d·'at l'th~ t~ti'~~ing looa tlon: 
CrreitJ..:flly .:~ <J:w:.· :·!!"J.d .~.,, .••"!.:!.r-... ,.~ ·:' • ·< ~ t:;,l ·-,. ~ · 
;6Sll!li.ndolpn,1:-i:~-::J. ! ·-:--.. ,,· ,.,. ,._ , ... ,. ·.·, -·:,,·.,. 
· 16:sel""t!ce Linea were repaired at the following locational 
142tsouth 'l'l.-th,11·; l'~c' s 
63Q~1ror:th·'Miin-'' c ··~ • -,·.,1 , 
356··.Woz,tb,.Sth·,., .. - ~ -. ., , ·,. 
23611ro.rt&-·Sth·,-. , · 1 , . 
455 Borth·-1'6tbi).··• 'h· •• :' 
1374 :S-paul:dlng·· · · · , .. · 
75) South .$th · 
414 South Gar£1eld 
.• :-'?r ';..•),' ~ 'wl i. r ••• 
1331 South 2nd 
1521 South Sth , 
1112 Pocatello Avenue 
229 Flamingo Drive 
945 North 9th 
J596 Hawthorne Road 
419 South 11th 
157 Fairway Circle 
~ter and Curb Box repairs at the .following Locations: 
l~1 ;;i..,ll,:.: ,,·. : !,;'· -~ :-.: , ! • .. '" ... 
2)J fei.la .,., ,,_ ...... -:., ··· :;;·, 
l13,!la~Likev1ew:·.~.-:, !: .. :· ll'f#.i,.:i 
l]:o•,Jtooetello -Hai@hta··. ,1~ -., .· :.: ·.· i ·· -- ; · .. 
n':JJ ir~t ... 1'!,~,0 .. : ·-n1,1 :.nt:!?¥;:ti .) "J. ~:, :- : .. •r:~.1~ 
Gata Val've•~M. &t.O; .. · ·, '! 
5·l·t r.n1t :·:; ~:·:,·,: n.~-i :· ... ·-·!~:~.id,itt (H.~ :"'~>!'="'" 
qOO Valeyview,,,raised V&lve box 
lOqO Ea.at Terry,, .• Replaeed valve lid 
, · 6~(27 
C • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MOltTHtY REPORT FOR FEBRUARY 1960 
Kew or Renewal or Mainline Construction consisted or1 
': "'.. •• .. •• .;1 •• t . ' .•. ~ 
ftione) ". :'. ... ' .. 
. • • ! . t 1 ,. • • • • ... 
l •• '•. .... • .. .. .... 
During the month or·Februarr; 168,772,000 gallons of water were consumed 
from the system, or 5,619,724 par dar was ~eoured from the following: 
SIU't'aoe Supplies #4 
Well #2 . ' · ·· 
Well #7·, · · . 
Well' ·#12 ., 
Wel1'#27 
•• ·1 :~ • '. 





... 1 869 000 . . ' 





Tbfs'·Fl!lbruary figure 111 18,254,000 gallons more than last February. 
on-th• Chamber of Colll!1laroe estimated population of 43,500 there ware 
gallons :or wa tar per· pel'son per dsy· consumed from the system. 
,.·; :-:·.·~· ·, .. :·· •\";. ~ ~. •.'')•"' .. _,. ' .. ·. .. .·· . 
la1n··l1ne leaka were repaired at the 1'ollowing looation1u 
l0Ca1{ ·:::~~ ::!. ;:,;!::· .... 'C;t,<_.:·-· ,- •.• • · · • 
Buvar4 tand"'·Stan!'ord<:."' · 
Poit:i:Irui l"and :Biroh"' ·· ! ,\' 
:·::J+ t"!>:·· ... f ....... - .,,.,. ., : !", -
19 New service lines were installed at the following loo~tiona: 
• ,l \: .,,)· ·: ·:' .:, .J .•i 
85h Cottage 1800 Block South 4th (J) 
926'0ottage·· ' ··19oo·'Blook' South 4th (2) 
950::Cottagii~·. · ·1423 Raat Lander 
2000 Blook South 4th {2) 521 East· Logan 
447--F.ai''ti'T.e.wton · · '"l'2U City Creek Road 
1206½ East Rumbolt $24 Ee.st Stanabur7 
440tEaat' Sutter· · · · · · ... 43; ·E~a~ Lewie 
52Sl::J:a:atr Cartel""· ., 1: ·,. ·' · • ' · · · ·• •· . 
:~~-~~\tt• tt-.h::~ .. , ..::.•: .•• ''t'·.~C~-- f ·-: ,,. '· ··:!· ~!--
4·:servioe'·ltnea ·were"-ranewed at· the .following locat1onu 
::-.\~f"'!"!l-:H! :!.. : ',,;:;,_-.~· ,,., , •• -:.,~ .. ~,,.·;~ '.' '· .• ·· ~ .• ·.,~ •• 
if;S La.T!n1:,I)z-ive t::,~ ,d :· · .... ' ' · '. 210 South Fourth 
21;.S:-P.fal'l '-1:!t~;et u, '., · ;.:-- ,, .. · ·: 138 · Wayne . · 
.•. :~ ...... J: . •. f-•"'' ' .•. 't•/' .•. ,., ... , ........ ~., 
J.4 "Sel"Vioe ,)ins•: were· _repaire_d at the .following looa. tions i 
: :, «! ~"' .• . --. . . . • • • • . • ~ . • • • • • •. . 
926 ,East Brtdger 1006 South Fourth 12h6 North Main 
222 Weet Gould 653 Wort~ Seventh 246 North Eighth 
1832 Poe~tello Creek Rd. 1019 Dolbeer · 20.!, Wil110,n 
954 Wea~_Clark· · 122 No~th Fourth 413 South Ninath 
187, Oottoriwciod · · ··' .. .,29 :Eaetf'SutteP · 
,·w .. :, ;. L,:• "t.:1.1~..... · · • , , · ":.,1· · 
~ : ,;h ·~ t~~\},i'. ,. ~: I,, 
;_ ~- ·. r!rJn-· .. 
• ; ' '·' • • "''· ~ , •. I 





• :WWW :;. 
; 
. 
·. · ,.. WATER" DEPARTMEN'l' MONTHLY REPORT FOR lfARCH 1968 
N&1' or··rienewal'of 11'a1nl1mi Oonatruction cons1etad of.'j' .. ~ . . ...•. :-.. ' ' . . . 
Layed··l.52' or 6 11• C.I. pipe el}:llt from 1ntareaction of Samuel _and Opal· 
Street11'·and installed one 6". gate y_alve. . . 
. { ·.- - ; . . 
Dur1ng'the znonth of :.larch, 190,431,000 gallons of water ~as con1iumed from 
the. system, or 6,142,935 per day '!l'aa decured from the !'ollow1ng1 
··· · Lbs. Chl"rine 
S:urfe.ae Suppl1ee #4 & #6 . 7!.t.,299 ,000 95q,0 
Wel:l 112'.:' 48,219,000 149.!, 
Well In · · 35 ,.568 rOOO 109. o·. 
Weli #12·· . 28,526,000 ,.,99.0'., 
Welt ~7 3,619 1 000 ~•2 
13 .o lbs. 
This Marah 1'1gure is 18,202,000 gallons more than last Mar-oh. Bl'.s;,d on 
the Chamber of Commerce estimated population of 43,!500 there wore .141.1 
gallons of :water per person ~er day oonsu!ll8d from the system. 
V ., ., ; ' • . 1 !', •• 
Main line 'leaks ll'ers repaired at the following looat1on1u · · -,:, . ·· ... \ . . . ,. .· . ., . . 
641 ·. Parklane · · · 
(3) at lSOO Block South Fourth 
First and Carter . . . 
ArthUJ' and Day · 
Poleline and Cedar 
. First and· Halliday 
,600 Block Parklane 
••• ·:: I /:,,:.:-•1 ~ ' 
10.'N'ew: serv1.ce · 11ne1;1. ll'Bre 
··~· ·.:.."!"".:.~-;: .,,:· 
2o·oi:' so\ith".'I"if'th 
35~ ai-~e't ..tori· s:e:· 
I 'Qfl ••,,.•1 looj.. l'. " .... ' ·-
273 _1,'ql~1.'1ne·l Road 
Pocatello Ck & Bench · ·.;; '""<#• t ,:.r Rd. 
100 Block South Johnson 
··~· • . • ' " I • : .,. "' 
inetillie_d: _11.t 'the !'olloll'ing loo11t1oris: 
.• , • ,:::. • •••• : ~. • • t,. : • ' ,., 
,. •' '· .·' •;·,····" '· 15 Valley·V1e11 
··· ... : ~ ~ .. :·714,·cottage Ave.· 
'· · ·· =· · 6.15· Randolph 
.. ,, ·. · 1022 J:':gst Poplar 
· " · · 2100 · Black South Fow th 
'.] "."' ,-: ·~: • . .,. ::'7·}; .... , .. ~ 
4i,Js~~v1~~ li~e11 
• •;1 :-,t~ .. ~?' :! , ll'Brll reneweu'at the'·t'ollOWin1flOOatianat. . !"':\ i 'l_.: ' • •'; • •• l: '•• '" I \ · • •; 
'i1.33=-s-outh·Fifth 
258 ·Rooe'evel t 
1620 Soutn··Fourth 
15)8· South.Fourth 
644 West Ma-pl11 
1)45·' South Fourth 
855' Bl" Rancho 




111!>.· Soqth · Fourth 
lOlfl"Btiuth" Fourth 
'162~~d~tJ:i' :Wi1h 
1857·South Fourth q% Crescent Drive 
135 Park' Ave.· 1~6 Park A.ve. · 
1·559'·South Fowth 1525 South Fourth 
1518· ·South Fourth . Emerson Sohool 
1430·, South Fourth 1417 South Fburth 
lJJS-South ·Fourth · 1317 South Fourth 
2607 · South· ·second 1338 South Fourth 
1322 South--Fourth · 193S South Fifth 
·1639· South Fdurth 350 Roosevelt 
,J4c,· W11shington· 1236 South Fourth 
1153 South ·Fourth 1154 South FoUl'th 
1120 ·Souto Fourth · 1032 South Fourth 
.914· South Fourth · · · 1037 South Fourth 
;·:::,~ '~~·,:• C\~r.'b ~-.·.: 
... ...,.. I -· 
.·. WATER DEP~RTMENT MONTHLY .REP011T FOR APRIL 1968 
s'.::-t, :·:.:,:.;.. . . . . .. . . .. . . 
Ne·w'.oi "Rene118.l o:C Mainline Construction· ooneietod of I 
:1):: ' .. l,)Ct·: • ~·, '•• .· .. 
Laying 504, of l,n G.I. pipe on South Fourth Avonue from 45 degree bend 
on 611 line back of Ford Johnson's to 4" Gate Valve South of Crescent 
Drive. . , 
~-~~ ~ ~1:.~'-. . ., . . 
700'-B1c:tok··or Ea.et· Pine put·· in 14" "T" a.nd 14" 90 defFee bend nnd two 
121t',c i4.~'s.E.B. reducers. Blocked: "T". Put ln-14 1 0 of 12n C.I. pipe, 
Hpoked.;u~, ~o ~,cls.t_ing 12n Iowa viii. ve. ·· 
) ) . :. ,. , : ...... 
P1n·e anct·Hyde Bo'oster Pump, out old 14 11 st~el line and plUf3'l"<l• Lryed 05 1 
of· 14" c·.;I, Pipe end 2 14' 45 degree bends going into boostf'!r station. 
Put :in.So• of 6 11 c.r. Pipe and 2 11¼ degree bends going into booster 
stetion.; . 
. Afh,cirt·Fdug o~t a~cf layed-~70; ~£ 
6n tapping ''T" and one 611 tapping 
Hydrant·and valve on end 01' line. 
6 11 • c:I: Pipe for tl'ap club, ustng one 
valve,· Hooked up one 611 Iowa Fire 
Layed 240 1 of l" copper Qlne to Trap 
Club. . 
' .. . '. 
Layed:678~ of 4" c.r. Pipe on JOO and.400 blocks 01' North Fourth Avenue 
aocount•· old line was deteriate~ •. Used two 11\ degree bends, two 411 
gate- va·lves and one 4" "T" •.. · .: . . ... 
. . . ·:, ~ ;', ! , .... :_ . ,.' ',. . . 
c:iai-k ;il°rid·1orant :put in 12" line under flume for river project. 
. . . . :~ . : • .·:. '·'. . 
. ... . ' ' . . ,·. . . ' ~- : ' . i . . ' 
Du'l'ing-:>;the''DDnth or April 264,121,000 gallons of wAter 1'!1S consumed from 
the system or 8,004,033 gallons .per day wai:t·seoured from the roilowing 
sour.cesr· · · 
.;. ! ~ .- '~. -~ . : . . 
... t :.: - ;.::· : :°"• • 
·-·~-~-· :> . . t:~: 
. -~~ . . .. - ' 
Surface· Supplies, 
Vlell' .. #2: . 
Weil~ j7: .. , ' . 
Well·.,!ll0 ..... 
Well;_,1*12 .: . . . 
Well ;,#20A;&; 20B ,· , 
Well:~#21 '~- · 
we11·~n122 1'. ···•. · 
Well, .:#-1.7. .. , . .. . 
. . 
\Yell #4 & #6 72,630,000 
21,022,000 
' 5 ,650·,000 
21,oss,000 
89,909,000 
. ·l ,430 ,ooo 
·10 ,654;000 
25 ,.J~ 1,000 ·. 
10,430,000 
Thia April., figure .1e 6S ,169 ,000 gallons more 
the·Chambel' of Commerce e~timated population 
gallons of·water per person per day consumed 
.. ' .. 
Lbs. Chlorine 
778.0 
. · 61.5 ... 
., '10~ O 
92.5 
2aa.s 
4~0 . •·,• J6 S . .... :'?ti:~ 
1419~5 lbs. 
than lseti~pril. Ba.sad on 
of 43,S00 there were 245.0 
from the_ system. 
• • : • ' ~. J_ 
Mafn1:1n~ ;i;~~ks were repa.ired'.~t the following location11i··,··· . . . ~ . . . ~- ~ ~ . 
. .. .... : ~ 'I ~ 
· _ ... . : ... 





WATER DEPIIRTME'NT MO?ITIILY REPORT FOR MAY 1960 
. ·~ ... ' . , . 
New or Rene...al of Mainline C9nstruct!on cona!stod oft 
Building Vault at 17th and Clark. Installing Pressure Regulating Valvo, 
tlflO 8" Gate Valves ·and valve boxes tor aupplarnental working ot booster 
station. ' 
Pocatello Creek Road end Fail:'Wey Dr!v_e installed 1211 x fl." Tapping Tee 
on 1211 main. Installed 6" gate -valve and box for Em:pix:e- Construction 
Ooll!,'l')any • 
. ·:~ \i-1 :•' . 
Pine and Jefferson dug out steel orosa whioh connected olll 14" steel 
· tranamiasion line and 10" main on Je!'!'ei-aon. Put in 8• of 1011 C,I. 
pipe and hooked 1011 line back up using l 1()11 sleeve • 
.. : .; "l'..... . ~-.~-~"':· :· . . · ... ·- ".. . 
ri;!1~~, the mnth 01' May- 4oa,437,ooo gallons of water wee consumed from 
the system or 13,175,307 gallons per day was seourod fr~m the.following 
SOUJ:Cesi . . . .., 






Well .. #16' 
Well ll8 





:' ' ; ;· : _,; 










2$. 795 ,ooo . 
· 6,l.!72,000 . 
45,699,000 ' 
i4,B7S,ooo ·.· . . . "· ., 
Thi11··M~y .r!gure ls 79,211,000 ·gallons 11¥)1'.'8 than :J.ast ·Ma;r. Based on the 
chamber of Coll!ll\8roe estimated population of 43,500, there ,iere 302.9 
ga+l~ne.of water per person ~er day ognsumed·trom.the system. 
·'.·."1 '~~· ._ •• :J ··"• • , •t•' :, .• ! ... ,, •. ~ .• '··~: ... 
Jla1nline teaks were repaired at the following locatlonsr 
:;i-\.te, ",1:;l:...i, ·:·, ' f:,. 
717 C:rp:roa11 Pal.mer and Chane1 
aoo:·,Bl'O'ek:·so;·l·pourtb z:,. 1 ~,., G&_\'rett''Wa:,··a~ Ai& ,,, 
&jut6"'Ra'yae ·"ani:l""D!tms.n '·' " ... ' Grant ant! Day·:·'.. '' • 
~S'O South ) 111ret ::" ·· · $00 ·, Blook 'Ea.et 'Dlllm ~-- · . .,, ·' :, '·'' · 
.w.Uth C'..~·1r: ;.·. ·'( ··<>t 1r.,,·,:~-r · .... ~:r- ~:;,;, 
~l!'li'ei~Sijl'."Tj,oe L1riee were In~talled='at tl'ie :tollowJ.ng looations1 -~:•t:,::·.., 1~'.:,"'. -~'-}'".,-. r•'"J}~: 1 .. t,: ;-;:.~ "": · .... 
Pi:rf o.r':to1r ,S'Blook 2 Un!vel"il':ttf'P.ark~i'ourth A:dditioria 
1002 East Cedar lUgtiland High Sohool 6!;:4 West pine 
Texaeo:stn. ·po·ca.Ck.Road 4'30 Byland· on Foothill· (2) lots eaat of 570 
$24 Mck1nle;r on Roosevelt Airport Trap Club West Maple 




: . : -· .,,_,. .~ ~ ..... . lfclrta; ..,,....... . ~ ---. 
Dur1iig th9 mont.h at J'Wle 492,383,000 gallona of wtff WU consllr.llld i'ron the IJ1lltm 
or l6.4l2,766 gallons P9l' <la, waa 11eoured. fJ'Clll the 1'cllowl.ns aouroesi , •. 














646 North !t!Qvs 
6.l.8 North ll!qva 
606 North !lqe11 
55/t Rorth HA:e• 
.546 North !lqea 
538 Horth Ha,r11a 
/i2,2 North Hares 
Sl+S Hol:'th 11&.res 
s1;. Joaoph Sabool 
325 J e.r.tenai 
343 J eflc-11011 
355 Ho~ l- 6732 
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WATER DEPARTMENT l~ONTHLY REPORT OF .nJLY 1968 
New.and .m,.inlina conet:ruotion consisted or, 
Dug test holes on Cedar and Wayne; Cedar and Parkr and Cedar and Randolph 
to determine elevation of mains. .. . _ 
Cedar and Willard lowered 6n main for storm sewer oonstruotion. 
Cedar_ and Jefferson clug· out 1211 main. Cut and plugged. 
Cedar and Park lowered 4n main for 11torm sewer construction. 
Cedar and Randolph lowered 6n main for 16" storm sewer oonstruotion. 
Cedar and Washington l.>w~:red 1211 main for storm sewer construction. 
700 Block·- Jefferson dug out 4" main. Cut and plugged. . . . 
Jefferson and Pine dug out and removed 6n steel line and replaced with 
33 1 or 6" c.r. Pipe. 
Jefferson and Poplar dug out and removed 4" steel line and replaced wl th 
34, o,r· 4" c.r. l'ipe. · 
During the lli:Jnth or Jul:; 7J8 ,625,000 gallons or wBter as consu1ned · from 
the syatem or 23,826,612 ~allons per day was seoured from the f:ollo,dn~ 
aouroes I' 
Surr~oe supplies, Wall #4 & #6 








Well /120A& #205 
Well ·f21· 

















Lbs or chlorine 
1256.0 
97.0 












This figure ls 96,503,000 more than last July. Based on the Chamber or 
Comneroe estimated figure of 43,590 population there was 547.7 gallons 
of water per person per day_ooneumad from the system. 
Ma1nlinele~s were repaired at the following looation~, 
. ', . ' . 
Fourth.and Clark 
Gould. h•t.ween Arthur .. &: !4ain 
FoUl'th'and Center' 
-~-800;';',9::: t-0$)':7-'~d;-~~t+-~ . 
, .. -·- •' . ·i· 
·oarr1aon Hall r.s.u. 
200 Blook South Fourth 
River orosaing at Clark Street 
" .
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. WATER DEPAR'OO!m MONTHLY IIBl'ORT FOR AUGUST 196a 
' .. . "'. . ·"" 
lift amrl · 1111 nl1 n,. cC11U1t.nu:tion aonaist.ed o! 1 
Dug OQ1; 10" :it 12n cro111 on Jerferaon NGrth ot Poplar. ·Located 1011 maj,nllne valve : 
Saut.ll·or crose and llhut dovn main. Cut out cra111 and layed 4011 0£ ion C.I. Pipa 
llart.h to Cedar Street. Set 1811 croaa at interaection o1'. Jerteraon anci Clldar. · 
Reduced oroe• to 6~ goin·Hort.hJ 1011 gain& South! 1611 gains West and lef't 18" going 
Eut. ~ 36• of 18• c.I. Pipe to the Eut R/W of Jei'fereon and plugged there. 
Lqed 61+• ot 16" C.I, Pipe·weet. on Cedar an:l:tied into l2" Steel line lllling·a · · 
16n x 1211 Cast. to St.eel coupler, Sat. A 16" gate valve on the West R/1·1 o! Jerrereon, 
I.qed. 162• o£ 611 C,I, Pipe Nort.h on Je.l'!enon and Uod into J.,11 st.eel line 011 Jefferson, 
5n & 611 Fir&·l{Jdrant and valve on the· Rortb Heat corner of Cedar and Jef.l'erili:m.. 
set. a 6" gai.e valvw on main lin•. ,3uat :lfort.h· of Fire Hydrant. P'lllobed · and at.erilis:ed 
all DnlT,~ecl pipe• . ·,_ . ; ·' · , · < •" 
.-: .. -~J-.,.;:",lt'_1a·J ~·;::-' ··:· . . '-•,""l.!•.,1 .;/:1t,·. ~·!1•" : .. _. 
lnAalhd · 6~ Hnioe am J.On i'1re ·llnil tor xn.rt. Food on East Quinn, ·ua1ng a 10" 
t&ppins t.u and. va.lve. Tunneled wider higb'llll1 and J.s.;,ed 61+1 ot 1011 c.:t; · Pipe. · 
Inatalled-·a 010• tee ud plugged.• it We11t. Plrt 1D a 1811 bll.l.d,y ¢ inatipled & 1011 x . 
611 tee and put in i. 6• Ima Fire Hydrant and valve. Put 'in a 51 baldy and installed 
anothc· J.0" :a: 611 tee for 6 11 1111rvioe line' into nul.t. Install.ad a 10" tee tor 1011 
.tiN·l:ine:into vault. Plugged tH Baat to:r .tv.ture Wle or extendina line. · 
.. ·: ·. : .. ·.~.· .. :.·~· . ,, ..• •i'' 1 ·~ • • 
Duriilg''th• IIOnt.h ot A'Q8U8t 404,678,000 gallou ot 11&ter was conBUllllld 1'rall the 
w.,.1~• 'OZ' 13;,054,129 per dq wu NOUNcl traa·the following aourc1111 
·:~:::.~·· ..... , . ·: ... 
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WATER DEPARTl.m:NT MONTHLY RF.PORT FOR:SEPTEMBER 1968 
.,:; ... :•. 
New and-Mainline construction consisted· or, 
. . : ·-;.-..•: .. · : ·: . . .. · . .·. . . . 
Oak Street, Randolph t_o Wayne du·g out existing steel line and replaced . 
with 646' 6" of"6" q;r. Pipe;_ Use_d 5,411·or 4" c.r, Pipe; l 4",flang_e, by 
M.J. ReduceI,'J l 6". C.I. x Steel AdaptoI.'J 2 411 C.I. :,;: S_teel Adaptors~ Set 
new 6 11 gate viil,,ve at Oalt and Randolph,- Checked pipe-at 'intersections of 
Oak. and Warren,: Willard a,nd Washington which wa_a all C.I. Pipe, Set new 
4".'gate-viilve at Oak and Wayne, · . · . . . · 
East- Quinn.'·for•'Kraf-t Fbods put in 6 11 meter using 3'. ot 6" C,I. Pipe. 
Built·-viiul t footing~, '?,"!3-ulj; and·_ tp~; ,: · ·· · 
• • .. .; .·.,,-; !"'t •• • • • • • • ' • • •• • 
Eldredge and Conlin for School Diett'ict #25 installed 10"x6" tapping tee 
and 6" tapping valve, Le.ye_d.42' of'!';6" C,I, Ptpe accI,'oss Eldredge and . 
plugged·-line !',t·end, _Se_1; valv,.bo:x over gate_ vaµve, · · 
~~~ta{i~a i 11 ~~~s~ure ;illief v~ve -~t Premont Street Pu~p Station. 
·:· (. . .. ~ . . •'iii • :· . . ' -. . . • • . • • " _: . . . ••. 
DW:1ng the mont,h of .September 344,282,000. gal~one of water was consumed 
fro111'the syete111 or 11,476,066 gallons per day was seoured from the following 
eouroest. _ . 
~~1-: t1nd (is2f::·., ·. ·_.. · · 
Surfaoe supplies & Well #4 87,h08,000 
Wel·l· /i2 • -• ,·.. ' ' ·,.. . . 16,889,000 
11et1 -13,--.,ic ': ,· .. , ·. . 54 ,4a2·,ooo. 
weii .!l'.1:2:: -- -: · · ·: · ·70, 3$~,ooo 
we11.JN15.i:·a---.,: -:- ··1;·.-· .. • ·' 13,9q~1 000 woiJ11-:,i6:i~r,,· .. _. ... ,:; . .-: · ··10 509 ooo·· 
wef1ri~ra~-~>:,. _:_·) ·,., '' 1• · ·1a'176'000 
wei:I :i,20·A,1& 20B ,, •) . .. · . · · -10·'·012!'000 
W. ·n' ""21·:-.,,~ , ... ' , .. , ·· · · ··37'816 1 000 e t'rr •" ~ O,• I • • • ' • • • 
Yiei·:t-J22-?:, ·_ ,.,.,.. , .. ,.. · ·· 14'01a'oo0' 
Weil i'.f27;\'.· · :· · 10: 702 :qoo . .r. ! •• ,:- , ;~ • . : • •• ' 









Thia: figure· is 113,'354~000' less t11iu:i· last September. Baaed on the Chamber 
or _Co=,ero.o .e~ti.raat~_?-·figure ·or,43,500 _population this was 263.8 BBllons 
9f .w~ter::p!-;:'?.(!~ll<?_~;t,e~- ~a~----~e9~;-~d. ~rq'~-- the . s yet~~· . 
. , , .. ,Q, "'1:.a.l"'.., .... -.. J. .... ~E> ...... -••• ~, ..... I 1•,a. •. A·, ... ·, . , , , 
~-£4!~f1 f1~~~;iii~-~~-=~p~~f e~,:;'! ~;tl~~-;1'1f ~owing''loc et ions: 
100:Block:·-weat Eldt'edge · Lewie"'and ·aarfield Mink Creek Line 
600.Block Park Lane 1000 Block South 2nd Oak and Randolph 
3196' .. ~c;,1;_1.th 5th. • .. ; .. Soardim;, Pat'k. !loo Blk West Bridger 
9._9~3Bf,lf~;~~!,;,t~~~i-;,>··, ,c i ~~.~:~~~~~YD!·~·- ~,:·-··.: ; ; 
T':~Nr.t~r,i~f~ea ~ie~f fµs~aJ~~~-~~t ~.ha :/o~~~!Ing loc 11tions 1 
351$~;Haw~~rne ~o~f .... ,·:'·;'"38~0;Je.&?on'Avenue .(3)' 4217 Opal Avenue 
228J. ··South· Fairway· Dr,·· · · -· 2341 So,· Pair.1',lly' Dr, 
6'/35 
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YlATER DEPARTUENT MOMTIILY REPORT FOR OCT013ER 1968 
r • V ' , • • • . . 
Rew 'and Mailine construction cosistad ofz 
<il'.itttn-;-R~·i'<i"'at 'N.o.P~ dug out 1·2·1 11na and 1nsta11ed a 1211 tnnping tee & 
12".'' ta-pp1ng 11alve. layed lli6 1 of 1211 C. I. Pipe and hooked into the N.o. i'. 
s1,11.tE!m us1ng a 12 11 tea and 2 12". x 8" S,E,B, Reducers, Sterilized line • 
• .. .. , t •• 
;. "' . . , . 
Lu011te '. & Beth dug out and .i'll1m1ne.ted 6" oro!)s and pressure regulator 
valve·. Put' in !)f ot fl" a. I. Plpe; 1 811 X {l" X 611 tee; 1 .0" X 611 redu.oer; 
1 611 so·lid .sleeve, Set 611 valve baclc 2•r,. Se.t valve ·box and. beokf1lled. . 
, .. 
Fern, & 'Alameda. Road cleaned: ·up anci picked up used material and 1netal led 
ne.~- 611 P.r~_s13ure regulator valv.e,. Built vault for valve. 
,,.>.) ,.J.>:.... " . • . ' ~ : ,. .. , :- •:,• ..,. .. : .... ,. . .. 
Monte ,Vist!!-"& Jessie cleaned. up_ and .picked up usc;id matE!r;ial •. Set new 6" 
pressure regulator valve and built vault for valve, 
.,,..,,.!'l!t:, ~--~·····~-- • ....... ~.:, ~ .•.. 
K ra.ttf' Foods took out 1011 MJ x FLO valve •. Put in 12" baldy, Picked up 6" 
and,, 1.01t pipe end took to Al11.121eda .. Sl'.lop .. Removed form. in vault, 
'. -.~ .... ; : .... ·: : ~' . . ... ' . . . . 
N.O;P.' at'SouthOats removed 8 1• meter and 0" pressure reguJa tor valve and 
2 8~ steel baldys with flangea, Took pressure regulator to Petersen Well, 
Put meter 111, shop, Installed 9t of 611 C ,I, Pipe and 1 8". solid sleeve, 
Ster111.z,e.~
1
· ,ma.1.n, .•.. , . . 
• I ..., ,., ... • -'• .. , .._, 
Alriort, 1nata1le4 p~mp...motor and qb~ft and lnstslled eleotr1oal panel 
for 'opera t fng ea.me at \Yell #1·. , · 
· ~7 ,'f;I) • .;:~::~ :- .. ·•. • , . •••• ~- .. • .. ;_ ... : i""; •• '\ 
. t ~ t, •• l .. • • . , • . • • • ; • 
Dur:1'.ng :the· month· of October 246,)04,000, gallons of water-•,wns consumed 
from tb.e .. {lyetem or 7,945,290 gal lone per day was.· secured from tha follow-
. 1ng: 11our9611. , . . ,.. .., .... , 
-;,f. • '·'l~J •. (I, ,•. ·'. •· •• 
·~:-, 7: .... 10"'-~l · . ·. ·•. •.:·. ,, 
~ ·;-,. ·~ ,.. .. ·: ~ 
Slll'f~oa,,suppllea.& Well '#4: · ,:. · · 78~227,000 
W~ll f2, !!c.:., · . · · ,, ;, ···' , · · . ,52, 762,000 
Well:~:11~-, '' ,., · ·· ' ' 21,069 ,OOO 
Welll:1#121,;,l ::;, ·.,, -· · , ... , · .. ' ·~"- • h.$.95,4,000 
WitlL 11> t-'~h ', .,-. ··.1· ..... '-·,, 6, 417,000 
Well?' f.3;61: ·':n::,' ,; .; :·, .,.,, .. '· c·,··· •· ,S,998,000 
W•l:t il20A ;ai• 20B' · · · · · : · · 11 ,382.,000 
Welll #21. r.,: 111~,: · .;· " l'"" ,. '".··· · · 16 ;22,S ,OOO 
. •:- ri-:· .. :-t!~ ., .... · ~-···~ .. : .. ; 
., , -:,: .. : .. ,.i:l~:n ·.,:.··:. : ,\: ~~ .. ·" t:-,·: • ' 
Lbs of Chlorine 
909.5 






1,446.5 lbs • 
~S,:~ ,t-1'~o-)21il ''35.Ji79 ~001:f ga.l;L~rus, ·~re than last Oo tober. Based on the 
Cham!:ie?';:of po_mme;r:ce .eat_1mate~ ;'pqpv.lat1on figure of 4),,500 this 1n1s 
182;,7, gallo.rs of wat_e,r;·PE!~. p,er.11qn per day seoured from the system, 
• • i I ; J;1 • l .... • . , , • . '• •... ·., : ,, •• t 
Hii.i~:1.n'~11~alt1s were 'rtipaireh ·~t·'tfi'e 'f~ii'owing looationa: ·:~r,--wcat ·'-'i~.1.~ , .. ,?:1.~7~t -.~r.:-a, · ., 
• • ' l ,_,, __ ..,, '!,. "'··- .,,, •• t ·~·. 1 ,. ,. ,, .... ~ .. ; ..... .- • , 
90CfTJIT6ok 'Tahey·Lanil' · · Easement between Dogwood & Cypress 
1680.Benoh Road Grant & Ouster N,O,P. Tee 
200 East Bonneville 
6736 
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• a , WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR NOV"PJABER 1968 
Neu and•Mainline oonstruction consisted of:. 
: . . .. 
Airpo:bt dug out 6 11 C,I. main and installed 6" tapping tee and tar,iping 
valve north of #2 \Vall. Installed 6" pressure roliof valve and vault 
to•..handle any surge-caused by new variable sp~ed pump. 
Kr.~t ;Fo.od :on Yellowstone. tiad 1011 fire lirie .vAlve to 10" C. I. maihlino·-
b~l:;;1.1 with. ,tb.re11.ded.·11took: ,so ·:valves could. be turned on. 
-~:.:1 ~.r':). ~ ... · ...... -.:.,: ':·, . ... , ..... , ... ' ... · .... '.. . . ... 
8tlr and ~Terry made ,a. 4" tap on 8"· line ·in·steam tunnel· for I.S,U. 
, .. : ..- l-, 1 r~ :,· ~-- ;: , • • \ • • ••• • ,. ~ : : r~ ,' - t , . . : 
Shut do-.n- and.-abandoned 4"-·steel ·main main on Moreland from Pine to Cedar. 
'l'hi:111,o_qmpletes -the -abandonmsnt of this steel :line on Morel!lnd, 
:' 1~ ::.::- ." 'i ! · : >i>')'; • . : . 
. !1j2~ .so. ·J-::,::.- -;~, .... : ... ,~- -... ,. :.· . 
D)lM;ner:.the.-nxinth of· Noveniler 162,844,000 gallons of WEiter .W!lS consumed 
f._r:qll\ the ,a-:;s.tem or 5,428,133 gallons pnr day vms secured· from the follow-
ip-Jt IJQ}.\%'0°1!1.!l;I 
•i5&·w~·trt.''l.~q i ' I 
;. -:-; ,.,_ ;· ·:·, ·· Lbs of Chlorine· 
Sui_,i'a~e eu~pliee•& Wall #4 74,659,000 1,252.0 
Welu. 1-il'2'~· :,!,,-, ,.·,. ~ .. , 49,471,000 150,0 
nJ:.tl 17>:ta:il lr.·· ·,,,. ·• . • • 27 ,964•,000 89,5 ' 
W'alil~Al-raf.r20B···,·. ·· -· .,. · ·4·1 760,000 18,o 
Vfall r1-Z7 !,r,h '.,. · · 5,990 ,ooo 26,·5 
·:'.\',:~\'.:_[:'''.,,..:_'.. ,.· ...... · . .. .: 1,536,o 
This fijfuro. is 5 r051, 000 gall.ans lees than last November, Baaed on the 
Chamber·of·Commerce est11118.ted population figure of 43,500 this wee 127,7 
· S!"Ji1':flP.!!t o_f <.'!llter per.·: ·.PP.raQn, ,par- d_e,-, .Bl!~u.r.e4. :from the system, 
•1:1":"'•f: .. i,".1 !: -,:-•,_ ~ ... L,,.~::1~:1• -;'•,1•!••1•.1 ~r, .. :~,7.:(z:•,~•.,!: 
111!",ip_1;n~,t+~~1<1: _were_---r11_RB~ra~_,9i.t :~,h~_.,.f_o;L;L~ing locn tion111 
•I iJ ,., ,._ ('O I J • .• ; • • ' ; I • •., ' ,, ,; -,. : - - .,,,• :~ •• • 
A,lry!)r~/i.1 , ~i.n . . .. ,; . 600-':s,~ook. \'!1lson 9th & Whitman 
'"•··:•!r.t-:,~r,~ f·· , .. · .... ···:, • i ,· ,.~ •' ,:"-" ';.,,l•·•:,r\f" 
6. ~l!.1l,1B,t:-)l'-~!l~~<Y'"X:e -in~tal;L11d at, ,th!l--;Pllow 1ng ,10catione 1 .. . 
73'5~.)'.'ei:1.b:~~h;·:;'· •. '. -~·. ··' ... , '·934 's~aiii-;;{'"-'' Well Yard (Bevins) 
l?~~i!\:.m:~P :P~i.llfttl , ... ·,1, · . , ( 2). 100.9, Bl,oP,k ,Samue:L , · ,, ..... : . ,-
2_,c£ji".~~i;.1' ~(in'.~'f ,~/-e ·~ei~.~~~:;~ t. ,th.~ i'~ q~ ;Lq ;.i ~g. 1 ~~ ~ ti on!I I 
.• ,,.., ..... ~._!~·!:;-··!· ....... ~ , ··~ ~' :-:--',•.:., •· ... -; •,: .... ·,.· l 
374, Wayp~ •. · . · , _622 Morel!'-nd . 
33} N9 •. , .15th . 672 Mor.eland 
640: b!o;,.el_e.nd . 220 Warren . 
19(>',Waf!!hl.ngton Alameda l'ark 
555::No • ."lOth . · 10/Jl !fast. Hayden 
350.1,Lo.11 .Al.toe · 826 Broadway 
52't_·'rt,aet' Carson 533 West Carson 
556 Moreland 
684 West Pine 
186 We:ih ington 
954 So, 4th 
1074 Meadowbrook 
229 So. Garfield 
1.. 6737. 
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WATER DEE' ARTMEUT MONTHLY REPORT FOR DECEMBER 1968 
-Jlew·,:anclr•Jla1nl1n• conatruot1on oons1ated of', 
. l:'2B.$. Lti. .. : . · .··· ~ ... ' , .• : '·· 
• •••. $:, • C • , :, • • , 
·: 1-~~ "!:c • · • · · " : · ' · · · · 
D~1l:l8 the· month of Deoember 157,287,000 gallons or wntor was consulll8d 
rro·m th• system or, 5,073,774 gallons per day was secured from the 
tollowl.ng·souroesf 
·. ·_.; ·- "; 
Surtaoe supplies & Well #4 
••111, ,2: ._,, · 
Well 17 
Wel:l; 127 ' 










1450.5 ibs · 
Th1s figux-e·1s· 11,761,000 gall~ns less than last December. Based on.the 
Chamber ~t Commeroe esti!llllted population figure or 4J,50~his wae 116.6 
gallons of''ll'!ilter per person.par day secured from the system. 
,,.j.,f~,.:~ I ';,~-.! : . •. ' • •, ' . , . 
tda-t'nl:ine 'leaks' were re'pa1red at the' ·rollowing location,u 
.· ,":.~~>;::, i{'<!; ,,~. . , •••••• ·: • •· •• , , 
100-1Biock•Weat -El.dredge Park Lane at bend {none) 
ntJ".{.:!)l~'t~:. 1.J.'· •. :. ;11•,' '. 
l}B"11,t:!!jlil'T"i'Oe 'linti. 'w~s''instelled at the 1'ollow1ng loo at ions f 
;,',t~ • f' ;j(t ':'t,h•~ ¼ ~-., .. ~• -.1, ;fU;.~• ... .., . • ' · 
2474~~th1•'F1rat "Aite/' ·· : <': •' ~ 
.'L,.1,•11!-C 'f:;,:_~'7,-:,.: '·t '!~.,~ 
6'1!,n1ce·l1nes were l'enewed at the follow'ing locetiomu 
'' ... ~ 
6'29"·'8tJ' Main 2~1 No, Jrd 332 No. 11th 
,56 Randolph 408 Tart J25·W, Clark 
• J . ,,i ••• 
12:servto11i11nee were ropaired at_ ~he following l0011tion111 . 
. ':·t ,. (i .:;. ''' • 




131 No. 5th 
1947 So• 5th . 
556 E. Cedar 
53.3 No, 12th 
139 No. 5th 
4009 So. 5th 
921 E. Custer 
1261 No. Main 
1.. 6738 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR J~NUARY 1969 
Hiw ~~4:)lainl1ne~ 110.rk oonaisted of1 
·.;. 1 '? :.,~"'-~·--· .. : ., 
(ii~1111);'.' :': '·. ,.· 
t 'I'. ••• 
During the month ·of ·jariuary -166,934,000 gallons of water was consumed 








Lbs, of Chlorine 
1141.0 
154.o Well 1/2 .. , . 
Well /17 • 104,5 
we11 ·,21 ·· 51.0 
1450.5 lbs. 
This figure is $,285,000 gell~ns less than last January. Based on the 
Chamb~;, of Commerce est1!113-ted populat_ion figure of 43,$00 this w.ao 
103.Q.gellons of ~etar per person per day secured from the system. 
. . . . . . ' .. , ... -:,, . •,.' .. . ' 
Mainli·ne ,.leaks were repaired. at the. foi!llowing locations 1 .. ; . ~ 'u: ·.:· ._. - . . . . ! .. . • • ' 
.• ' ..... .If .• ' . - . 
1500 Blook Spaulding .100 Block Northgate 600 Block Wilson 
7th and Lander Main and Whitman .Delena W, of Everett 
Whitman and Johnson 800 Blook Walnut Poleline, and Birch 
Maple and Garrett Way Harvard !nd Stanford 702 South lat 
1,'.;Ne-i'..:@ef."l'~~~--.Line :was insJ;alle~ at ;tl!e. following location1 
;_ ":" ... ..,,~- ltr~· .. ,·, 1 · : ·. ~ : . · ~.,. ::', ... :->t ·= ·.: ;; '. · · · • • 
61~t.Yel1ows~<;:n:le .. - 1 ..•••• · ,.,.~- ,, ..•.• ,., •• , .. ~7't; 11 ~,..!"1iJ Cit , , , • • ,, ,I,•· , , , . • , • 
i)''I~~ • .., ... - •• :· · :· ,·1·-··· ~·,·. 
~-~~~I'"!:;~e ·tines .w~re .rene~d-:~t _tqe. f1;1llowing locations: 
408.Eaet.,'l'erry 415 So. Johnson 1208 so·~ 3rd 
1133 Bo •. Main 133 so. Hayes· 415 'l'aft_ 
~-~Q.i·J!~~"'H8:t;ri,o,~~, ,,.~t.,, 1;.$3/~.af~ ,,,... :~ ---~ 
· ... 't"'-'·, ... !'\, .... , .i- •,,.,1,,.!,, .• ••. , •• ~ ··-.~· J.'11 , ••• ,, ...... 
:it1~~r,v~J.~ ·Li_no'!':,-.ere ,i;:eP.11,ire.~; it11jhe. fo~:).ow1ng lace tions r 
• • ._..,. •• • ._ !I • I.(" ...... •• ~ • ~ • •• • "I • •• I 
Jli,,?(o, .. 14th' · ·. , .1301 Monte Vista 
14 0 Blook Paramount 125 So.·13th 
Jl N:o., 4th 1143 So, 3rd 
630:'Perehfng. 1044 No. Harrison 
408 so. 4th 





WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR FEBRUARY 1969 
New and Mainline '10 rk consisted o.t': 
(Hone) 
During the month o.t' February 
.t'rom the system or 5,329,964 
lo'Wing aouroe11 • 
• ~ .. I ~ • • • 
•. ·. :: . ! .' • 
siirtao'a:.,11upplle11 & we11 · #4 
Well ./12. 
Wel.l #7 .-. 
l_ia_ll. 11?1 
149,239,000 gallons o.t' w~ter was consumed 











... : . ·1364.0 lbe 
·, .. 
This .t'lgure ls 19,533,000 gallons less then lest February, Based on 
tbe Cbambar o.t' Commerce estimated population .figure of 43,500 there wAs 
122,52 gallons or ..ator per person per day secured from the system, 
I'•. • .:, 
Mainline leek11 were repaired 
: ,•:r; ";7.s-:eit .,. ... ·::._ . :~'. 
Ro.111e,o~dr.and li'oothlll 
~,;, l,P•~.C, .. ! · ·· •· 
at the following locetloris 1 
3 np,,i aerv1ce. llne11 11t1re installed at the following locntlons : 
l "''.::.' 
3554·,Jaaon· 935 South let 185 West Bryan 
~· • i, ;_ • 
3 aervloe lines were renewed at the following locatlona1 
::~.~ ... .. ..,,.:"")( :. ; .... 
827 North Ills.in 744 So, Hayes 1518 No, Harrison 
: ~ ,~ ··-~ ! . • ! _: 
Ii siirv1ce-;llnea were repaired at the following locations1 
: ~~ (' .,, -;_ ~ I •, !'.•'• ' 
6jO,·Fairwsy·Drlve 820·-No, !Iarrleon 209 So. 18th 
1209 ·No •. Herrioen 1158, No. Harrison 
843• Ho. :10th 93 Westello 
lll West Groeley 
-.U29 Wo. Garfield 
107;::l'uraoo ,··,. , 456-No. 14th .. 
~l1•1"f'.t;:-i~1l: •1-•'" •:1:.l!i', ;:_:~ · •.... • '•P'l I.· .. ·.•·. ::. ..... t • 
M11t•l'~and1.0ul'b•- boxea. were repaired.! at,.tha'· 1'al1.awlng looetions 1 
;-,J"H·!·.l;:'-1~ :,:~~-• 'jlJ~t ll.'L:i ~ : ·/;";;,•! -~~;~• :: .. : ,• 
,3!,!,ShJJU!OD pub1con!.n11• ourb'boxnlldw. '"'" : ·· ·· • ·-,., 
444 ,o, ~Gth,:ra-plaoed .6rtg1n~l,me.ter:'.bax lid•·· ,·i_,. •• _ -·· 
~9,l~ l'.ol,llne~Road, renewado;;meter box.Era--· : :. ·: -.·' 1· ·:· . 
q6!i,i'l1l·l•rd~·dug· out,iou,..bt-box• and rea,;:?over- ,v•lve 
JS4 llc;,.?.5th~l!!epa1red•mete:11 lid 3-:~: b;··, ·_., ... ,. t-:,-··: t. 
40$,:Bl:4r•4s•a'aloiitoat,; ourb7boX.P ~ '.-!,•. ·: ,· ·• · , .. , 
443 ?lo. l;Qttl~blowr.oull,.ourl),,'00:111 !1• -~ l.,"l 
l:$31 l{q; tA~tb1.1:tnio11tal:ledfoonoi-•t•'.me.t6r l,l ld 
1.1&at:No•,;Grant lowe-r,ad-,m1te:i, .. in11tal:lation to grade 
l729!'llio.GGarf1tld :obeoked,·ourb ,box whloh•wes full or rooks 
1S431"':lfoi11Ma.ln:-repl 11oed ,-oement .;si:de11alk lid 




l','AT:11 DE:PARTMEMT MOIITHLY REPORT FOR MARCH' 1969 
" l~w and Mainline work oonaisted ofr 
{None) 
During the Month of Maroh 180~400,000 g~llona of water was conaurned 
from the system or 5,819,354 gallons per day was secured from the following 
souroei,., 
.. 
Surface supplies & Well U4 
Weil: #2: 
Well fJ.7. 














Thia figure i~ 10 ,O 31,000 less than last ft.arch. Based nn the Chamber 
of Colllllillroe estilllllted population figure of 43,500 there was 133.77 gallons 
· or water per person per day-·seoul'ed f:,;,o.n>. .the system. 
f ...... • •• • ~ - • • • • • ' 
tfainline leaks wal!'e repaired at the following locationat 
. . 
400 blo~~·or East Bonneville 900 blook of Taney Lane 
· ... 4- New Service lines we:,;,e installed at the following loca,tio_na.: 
' •• ; : • 11• . .. • • • • ' ' 
730 Eaat.·Cedar • 177.!>·Betb 206 ·East Br713-n 
29.!,0· So.,· 5th ·· ,: ,,, ·· . 
6 Service lines were renewed ~t the follwoing locations: 
. . ;, ··~ ' ,' 
1.37 Washington 
212",lfo. 12tb · ·. ; 
• ? ?'. ;• !i ~• :.. ,' n "• I :; 1 ' ; I"' 
440 Jiellowstons 
13$·, andolph' " 
1 , \ 0 1• '1 ' \1 ,, I• 
7.54 So. Main 
31.2 Park Av.e. 
· · .. 14 Service· line• were·'.repaired• 11t the following locationiu 
' ·,~~ ~! ·~~·I,:~' ~~·. 
835 so. Harrison 
2167 Gai-rett. Way··. 
2370 So. 2nd 
Fl•intnaot'l'r'a11•~·Court 
0,39->Ncr..alOth · ":, ... ,, ., · 
I !. ::a"'t.~,,-• '• • •• . ' 
1028 So. Main 
144 No. 11th 
1425 E. Hayden 
118 So. Main 
403 So. 9th 
Church 100 No •. 
355 So. 7th 
lJJ So. Hayes· 
2.39 So. 9th 
'.:Mat~r- & Curb boxes ~e,:re repaired .at the following loo11tiona: 
., m,3i •.,1J :·.., n•,:·· 1,,: l" , :",;·~·, . i 
9 ,375Bellmbnt:,Ntilaoe,btop·rpart of oul'b box 
.340 Eawtt0lark'0replacred meter box· lid 
408 No. ArtbUl' replaced cement meter lid 
3530 ifiwtborner Rc~·!a.ug,:,u-p and reset ourb box 
835 Na,·Harr1son-cleaned out curb boz 
i06.7s.1U1eb.'>Rit;1·N-pa!T'l'!d1llloter box and sat new lld 
13&:lboaytwg.ou~curb boil: and reset 
4:29otro\i;:l0tb·:blow out ·ou.~box 
1216,:,E'. Clark.·blow~out.;cw:ob~ box 
6th 
L 6741 
- • • 
~~tor !~~,DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR APRIL 1969 
~84 ~1'!!~4lf\~,,..).n!1n~ 1t0rk consisted of: 
I.Q.i'tlli;d ''12" O.'T .'J.'.J' .c. I. main on West Quinn Road from Hawthorne Road to 
Poleline Road. Installed 2,485 feet of 1211 pipe, 81 feet of 6" o.r. pipe, 
l 611 q11te Valve, 2 12" Oate Valves, aet 2 6" Fire HydrRnts wlth valves, 
t111!Pt4','~4.)i ~ck.filled .11~th gravel. 
. .i ...... ~, i,, • • • • • • • • • • 
.... During the IIIOnth of AP.r11, 307 ,486,ooo gallons or '\l'llter was consumed 
from the system or 10,249,533 gsllens per day was secured from the follow-
~~ !~~~-"~~-', :~ .. : ·.: •' .. . ."; 
.: ·:t:..~-- .. . .. .• ,,.,.., ,r ' .. ~ '·. 
~ ,•, .. ~'.l"~ i• ' ' • • ,.t 
i\1J::fJP,t~UP.plL11 & Well #4. 59,618,000 
;t,ll; 2t<.', ,. . Jh,903,000 
w11:10 3!,"' ,..., . i6,693,ooo 
.Well 12~.i, . 120,453,000 
Woll,. 1_6,._ .~ -. . 15,li86,ooo 
We;J,l:;. l~ir,'"· : : 13,603,000 
Will, o.t,,~,20B. 8,190,000 
··~1i-121;;.,; . , .. ·: 8,466,000 
\'l'isil,l~ ~ ':,,. ··- 11,913,000 
Wel!.1, :;a7~ · .- 17, 75,9 ,OOO 













. . . . ·~ ' 
-:··· -'l'his figure ls 43,365,000 111ore than lut April. Based on the Chamber 
ot CommlsDDI estimated population figure of 43,500 there.was 235,62 gallons 
of·.watel" .. pe;r person per day- secured from the system, 
: . · ... ~·.~·,J.,.. . . . . ... .., . "'. 
Mainline leeks were reported st the following locations:. 
;:"tf..:J . . =.1 ~- .·.···• ·. ,. 
1100 blook East Terry. 1200 blook So.- Grant 
Olubtl)Grant,·,,· ;·. .· ·:, ·. · · .... Riverside ,Ool,f Course 
:' .' , ~. ~,.,,.fn.:;:a : •' • • > • • I • • ~ ~ • 
· .'·:·;!l.1'?,New.,Se"lces wero installed ·at the follo'llllng locations: 
..... ,,.f'I, .... , .•. t- " 
7i.4½ o'~tt•ge ·Av~./"· Airport Fire & Rescue .:i" · 1044 Wilson ( 2) ,,., 
311 West Qui;Jn ll~ · 383 West Quinn llf 389 We11t Quinn 1/,i 
4115 West. Quinn 11.f 141 East Elm ,,.,, 3894 Hawthorne Rd, ., ·· 
280 Roo•evelt 11., 873 Jessie I'' 
~~-s.t-s .vai···""• .. ,.. .. .. . 
5 .SeJ"f.ioea were renewed at the tollowlng locations: 
• •. '',·:'. 71"')::Jtl,l:it·•: ',? ;1,.g.,•., !";:'.-, •, •I 
925. East Halliday . · . , · ·.791 Mo Kinley 1155 East Center 
~92'. 1i1o ·liinJ.111 , ! , .. ,,.; ·J:~, :J .i ;.,@o. -.~J:Ul.ql-pb -.·, ,,, ... 
l't,'t! ,;• ~~P""-0~"."~'\ -,4.l:
0
• ,,·~ •"';,"'11',,. '!:Hf' ".,",tl•,,1•:• i,: •, , • 
· ::·22:,Serviaee ·1111r~. repaired at, the following_ looationiu · 
. . . r-.... · .,· . . ,. 
1250 Swisher Rd. 
754 No.-.,llein 
1857 So. Third 
529. ·so,, Seventh 
JJI8 Poleline Rd, 
129!,. Lavin• 
804 East Center 
1709 Bench Rd, 
, .. . . . ... .. 
Kane Building 
2607 So, Second 
1436 East Lander 
5qo Universit1 Dr, 
23S So, Seventeenth 
80$ So. Third 
1440 East Wyeth 
643 South Fourth 
754 Ii'o. 'Main 
1603 So. Third 
160 16th Place 
912 No. ,tlnth 
1139 East Benton 









WATlil! DEP4RTMENT MONTHLY REPOll'l' F()R 'MAY 1969 
'. .., --~ . , . .. 
New and Mainline work oonsisted ·or·1·· 
' 
Took out ne\v Iowa fire hydrant on Wt119t Quinn Road and replaced with ma..!e 
. up.Paoifio States Fire hydrant .,iltb, three foot barr.sll account barrel too 
l~ng,, qn new fire 1:Jydrant. Tampe~p.nd filled d th gravel and pat_ched 12" 
mafn'line trench, Bterillzed matil'. and flushed out, Line put into service, 
Thie completed work on 12n main on'West Quinn Road, 
Bega!:\ instnllation of 12" main 1n South Park Area, Layed 3,916 1 o±: 12" 
D,T.T • .r.c.r. Pipe; 6 12" :.!.J. Gate Valvea; 1 12" r:..J. Plug; 4.12". M.J. 
45 degree bends; 1 12" i~.J. TeeJ .5 12"x6" tf..J, Tees; .3 6" Fire Hr,dranto;-
112" i\l,J, 22\ degree Bend; 1 12" ll'ff degree l.!,J, Bend; ,52 1 of 6 1 'l',J,C,l. 
:Pipet l 6 11 22\ degree M,J, Bend; l 61 r.t,J. Tee; 3 6" l!'lg x M.J, Valve9; 
l 12 x6"'.' M,J, Cross; .5 6" M.J. Gate Valves and 14 ~lain Line-Valve Boxes, . . 
Ind~a'tr.ial Bnne in 20 1 easement North made 011 tap on 1011 main for Ki lllan 
:Plumbing Co, ~ 
, · Durlpg the Month of Atay 6.36 ,523,000 gollone of wet~r was consumed from th. ~ 
· s1•t!'m ,C!r 20 ,5.33,000 rallons per day was sec2•ured from the following GOLU'<. :. 
' ·.,, , ... :, 
' . . 
: ... 
"'I. . •• 
··· r · 77,6JO ,OOO 
40,722,000 
























Thia figure ia 220,086,000 gallons more than last May, Based on the 
Cha~er.,of Commerce estimated µopuletion £1gure of 4.3,.500 there was 472, 
ga,llp11s o.f •.ater pe:r pereon per day securod from the system, .. :· . . . 
~in Line l.eaks we!'e · rGported at t)le fol lowing loco tions 1 
i87 Melrose 
70(1•Wesi;. L!i•i,s 
· Poleline ·&:·'Alameda· Rds. 
Yellowstone & Pearl 
2414 So, 2nd 
• 'J • • 
JOO No. 10th 
400 Blk. So, 7tl! 
811 Cottage 3/4 11 
6'143 
• • 
WATER DEPARTMENT t~ONTHLY REPORT FOR JqNE 1969. 
New and Mainline v;ork consisted oft 
South Park la.yed 2,590 1 of 12 11 D,T.T,J.C,I, pipe, 105 1 or 6" ·T.J. pipe 
and 12' of 11" C.I. pipe, Set 6 6" fire hydrants, 5 1211 M,J. Gate Valves, 
6 611 Flg, x r,l,J. Gate Valvee, l 6"' M.J. Gate V"lve, l ~11 11.,J, Gate Valve, 
6 1211 .x "6 11 1-1,J. Taos, °l 1211 x 611 Flg, x M.J. Tea, l 121 JC q11 M,J. Toa, 
l 4" Split Sleove, l 4" 22 degree bend, l 1211 plug, l 6'1 plug and set 13 
valve boxes, Tamped, backfilled and cleaned up, Fluabed and eterilizod 
main, Changed over sez,vioe lines to 1211 main, 
Riverside Golf Course dug out 90 degree bend in field and cut off end 
plate~ Replaced coupler and reset pipe and blocked. Dug out and turned 
pipe in river at irrigation pump stetion, Took out pump and cheoked out 
at shop, Put back. · 
During the month of June 438 • 7lq ,000 gallons of wa tar ,pas consumed from 
the 1y~~em or 14,623,000 per day- was secured fvom tho following souroaa: 
Burf•ce suppliee & Well #4 
Well /12 
Well .#J . 
Well· .110 
Well .. #12 · . 
Well. #16 . 
Wall fl8, 































Thia figure is 53,669,000 gallons less than last Juns. Based on the 
Challi:ler of Commeroe estiinated population figure of 43,500 there waa 3.36.16 
gallons or water per person per day aooured from the ar,etem. 
Main Line Leaka were repaired at the following locations1 
15Jl So. 2nd . 
.)800 So •. 5th 
400 Blk w. Gould 
689 Willard . 
1819 Sy-ringa (raer) 
4 »•~ Servioes were installed at the ro1iowing locetions1 
1517 Ee.et Elm l" 935 No, G•rfield 3/li 11 Sexton Bldg. Cell\8te1•:r 1 11 
16th.flac1 & Bonneville 411 sµmmer line for r.s.u. .. . 
.. ' 






1225 E, Wyeth 
124 Mc Kinley 
" ,,:, .. ~ .. • • .·, 
WATER DEPARTMEUT MONTHLY REPORT FOR JULY 1969 
New and Hainline work consisted 0£1 
South Park at Nora and Dolbser dug out and tie two 611 ma.ins onto new 
12" main and set two mainline valve boxes. Dolbeer and Jason dug out 
and tied 611 main onto new 12" main and set two ma.in line valve boxes. 
Samuel from Stookllllill West layed 349' of used 6n M.J.C.I. pipe and tied 
ontp e~isting 611 main on Sall!llel. . . · 
During the month of July 737,683,000 gallons of water was consumed from 
the system or 23,796,22$ gallons per day wee secured £rem the £ollowins 
eources. 
Surface supplies & Well #4 




































This figure is 942,000 .. gel lons less then le.st· July. Baseon t.he Chamer of 
Commer.cs estimated population figure of 43,500 there was 547.03 gallons 
of water per person per day secured from tho system. 
Main Line leaks were repaired at the follovinB locationa: 
142 Ravine 1400 East Fremont Noz:,a. & Dolbeev 
2 New eervi4e wore installed ~t the following looet1onst 
tot 1,3 Blll:. !, F.relllOnt Heighta .t" ;32!, West Clerk ," 
8 Service lines were renewed at the £ollowing locetionas 
6115 South Heyee 
278 Taft 
220 .. Ran~ol ph 
1042 Patsy- Drive 
13) Ta.i't 
224 Randolph 
640 South Grant. 
636 Washington 
· 14 Services •ere repaired at the following locati-ons s 
1423' Spaulding 
10.39 Eaat Wyeth 
7)6 Balsam 
S46 _South Fifth 
284 Hyde 
Hong Kong Cusine 
3625 Poleline Rd. 
1156 East Center 
23S North Tenth 
338 Yellowstone 
232 No.. Fifth 
• • = 
WAT::R DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR AUGUST 1969 
New and Mainline w:,rk oons1sted oft 
South Main Extension l11yed 505' of 6" C,I, Pipe from bridge south, Set 
one 611 M,J. Tee at end of line and plue;ged line south, Set one 6" Iow11 
Fire Hvdr11nt and 6" Peaific States Valve and set valve box, Backfilled 
and aleaned up, Leyed 136 1 of 6" steel pipe across bridge and hooked up 
a 6" 45 degree steel bend on each side of bridge using one 611 Smith. 
Blair Coupler to hook up steel to aast pipe, Hsvn•t reaeived o.~. from 
railroad.to finish line thru their property, · 
Redhill Road at r.s.o. Leyed 270' or 1011 C.I. Pipe and set one lO" 45 
d!lgree bend, 
During the month or August 698,679,000 gallons of weter was consumed 
from the sys tam or 22,538,032 galls per day was seoured from the following 
sources, 







































This figure is 294,001,000 gallons more than last AuBUet, Baaed on 
the Chamber of Commerce estimated population figure of 43,500 there was 
518.11 gallons of water per person· per day eeoured from the system, · 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locat1onst 
Upper level Ross PBrk 
Harvard & Stanford 
400•,Blk No, Grant 
Pine & Morelend 
Maple & McKinley 
2011 So. 2nd 
4 New 11ervices were in~t~lled at the .following locst1onsl 
200 Berryman Rd, 3/4" 
Jl6 No. 7th 1" 
FIRE Sta. #2 111 726 E. Sherman J/4" 
4 Serv1de lines were renewed st the following loc,etiona1 
Will1all18ons Body 
745 No, lltb 
1230 Meadow Brook 645 Willard 
15 Services were repaired at the follo1d.ng locations I 
418 East Love joy 
36$1 McK1nl ey 
750 South 3rd 
236 North 5th 
1278 Ravinl()~ 6 
500 East Hayden 
• • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTi!LY REPORT FOR SEPTEMBSR 1969 
New and Mainline work consisted of: 
Redhill Road at I.S,U. layed 1,980 1 of 10n T.J.C, I. Pipe, s·et· onli 10 11 
te,pping tE'e end vg_lve at 13th and Redhill Road and t<.1ppad into 1011 main; 
Used one 10 11 90 degroe M.J. bend, one 10" U.J. gete valve, two· main line 
v"lv9 boxes ·and lids, four 10 11 4.5 degrJ?e bends to go under the sBnitary 
sewer on T~rry Strz,:it, t•ne 10"-x 8'-1 3,B.B. rei'"cer, ·one 10" solid sleeve
1 one 10 11 J.M. split sleeve, one )3" repair olamp, one 10 11 M,J, tee, one 10' 
M.J, plug, Flushed line, chlorinetod and tcsted line and is now complete 
except for tamping, I ,S. lJ, is Pesponaibla for patching this wa tep cut. 
/It South Mein Extension, layed .5.58 1 of 6" T.J.C,I. pipe, Set -6" tapping 
toe and vr;ilve at the r9ilroad and tapped their 6" main, Uaed three 6" 
90 degree bends to line up wlth.tunnel liner, one 6" 4.5 degree bend, one 
6'' M. J. tee, one 6 11 M, J. plug, two 6" 45 degr-ee a teel bends, - .5 1 of 6" 
atllel pipe, ·one 6" steel to cast iron coupler. Sot one msin line valve 
box and lid, Flushed line, chlorinated end tested, Tamped end backflllod. 
· Line ia riow· complete except for patching dlil cut at the Wagon Wheel.· 
During the month of September 409,646,000 gallons of water ·was con-








Well #20A & 20B 
Well' fil21 
Well ,¥22 
- Well t/23 
Well #27 






















. 90, .5 . 
2,491,.5 lbo. 
Thia figure is 145,364,000 gallons more than last September, Based 
on the Chamber of Commerce estlmated ·i,opulation figure of 43,500 there 
was 375,20 gallons of wate:i- per person pe1• day aecured from the system, 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following looetions: 
Cedar arid Poole 
14" Bcardino Park 
8th & Redhill Road 
600 Block East Dunn 
300 Eaet Bonneville 
3100 Poleline Rd, 
.53.5 Jefferson 
9th & Terry 
2 New Services were ina't,slled at the following locntiona: 
699 Fairway Drive ( 3/4") .340 So, 1st ( J/4" l 
1. 6'74 7 
~· 
F" , 
(i· • • 
WATER DEPARTMENT.MONTHLY REPORT 
OCTOBER 1969 
Mainline work consisted ot: 
I,S,U, at housing make 4" tap on 6" main. 
Wes.t Bench .Reservoir took out 2 14•r gate valves and put in 94 1 of 14" 
steel pipe and installed l l.li"' gate ve1lve, Used one 14 11 coupler and 
lay11d 9!>' of 4" Ol!lst iron pipe, Used one prefab 8"' steel to 4 11 cnet 
iron reducer and set l 4" tee with 2 4"' plugs tapt 2"'. 
During the month of October 222,427,000 gallons of water was consumed 
.t'rom the 11:,-stem or 7,175,064 gallons per day was secured f'ro111 the follow-
ing sources: · 






















1,.5lJ • .5 
This figure is 23,877,000 gallons less than last Ocotber. Based on 
the Chamber of Commerce estimated po-pulation .t'igure of 1:JJ,500 thore was 
164.94 gallons of water per day secured from .~he system. 
A\:l.rport water consumption for October was 2 1 219 ,ooo gel lon11 from Well 
El using 7 pounds of chlorine. · · 
Mainline leesks were repaired st the flllow.1.ng locations! 
733 Bireh 80;, No. 9th 7th & Young 
70Q Block·S?• 1st 
4 Mew service lines were installed at the following locations: 
So. Main Ext. 3/4" 
601 I~dustrial Ln. l" 
Holliday Inn 2"5.L. 601 Industrial Ln. o" F,L 
J Service linee were renewed at the following locations:· 
760 s~. 10th 1033 Deon 2.36 No. 5th 
14 ~ervices were repaired at the following location8: 
584 Ridge 
Highland Catholic 
1007 East Fremont 
195 Washington 
1226 11!:ast Lander 
130~ No. ftl.a in 
Center 161;, Monte Vista 
708 No. 13th 
P , I. P. .trmory 
·' ·90!;: Ho. Haye a·· 
138 McKll:.nley 
5~0 So. Btb. 
2211 Garrettwa:r 
16.3,$ S9. ~rd 
l 6?48 
r ·. . 
~ '· • • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MOlfl'HLY REPORT FOR NOVEMBER 1969 
H&1n Line Work: consisted oft 
(Hone) 
During the month 01' November l5818901000 gallons or water wa11 consumed from the 
s;yatem or_ 51296,333 gallone per 'day' W8l!I eecu:red fl'Om th1J. following sources. 














Thi11 tigure ie 3,954,000 gellone lees than wt November. Based on the Ch!llllber 
or COllllllOrce esUmated popul.ntion figure of 43,500 there was 121.75 gallons o!' water 
per.person per d.q secured. from the e7J!ltem. 
Airport water conewnpt1on tor Nofllllber waa .3,8;6,000. gal.lollll'. us:ing 13 pounds ot · 
ohlorine.. · 
Ma1nlin• leab wre r-ep&ired at the following loc&tiona1 
2500 Block South 2nd. 400Weat_W)l1tlll&n 127 Melrose 
2 How Servid lines WNI installed at the .f'oll.O\dng locationa1 
521 Iellawstone Ave. (211 ) 22', South Garfield. (1") 
. ,, .. 
· ·:·, 2 Bemo• lines wre reMWf!Cl at. th• following location.st 
; ~ .. :.: :.·.. . 
2,0 Hol"\h 11th 345-Soutb loth 
. -~. . . . .. , 
<J· Service linn were repail"6d at the tolla-.dng locatiorui I 
284 Sorenson 
72.S llo&"th Main 
3.32 °Hort.h 10th 
. . 
-~ . . 
9/J, Nort;li. lOth 
ll7 Tu.r&oo 
llO.S Sout)I 3rd 
1901 Sou11h 4th 
1.25 West Whitman 
2Yf South 4th 
.. Meter and curb Ba»N, WNI rep&iJ"lld at. tho tollOlfing locational 
200 But. Sutter blow out. curb bm: 
1048 Dalbeer Blow out. curb box 
.328 :WilJ.ud l:tlalf out curb box 
1264,LaV:1.nrhoolc up· eemce lino and install curb bo:a: 
lS0 :.Put-·ift. · dig gv.t, and re11et. curb box 
.332 ·South; l.oth, Inatall nev mter lid 
U9 ;Rortlt loth olun ·out. curb box 
3t+5 :Sout.b: 9t,h clan out: mter box 
]J2) l(ont;e :Vista pii on new meter lid 
Induatrial Lane put. nfl'M' vault; lid on vault. 
234 Taft dig out and reoet curb box 
1028 Ka.at. lllyd.en changed mt<lr lid 
C 6749 
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1/1!\TER DEPA.RTMEl!T MONTHLY REPORT FOR DECEMBER 1969 
Main Line 10rk consisted of: 
(None) 
During the month of December 167,055,000 ga lons of wstor was 
consumed from the system or 5,388,871 gallons per day was decured from 
the· followi~g souroest 














This figure is 9,760 ~000 gal lone· more than last December. Based on 
the Chamber of Commerce eetimated population figure of 43,500 there. was 
126.18 gallons of water per person per day secured from the system, 
· Airport water oonsum.ption for December was 7,066 ,·ooo gallons using 
23.0 lbs, of chlorine. Reason for sharp increase of water consu~ption at 
the airport was due to new W,P.C. disposal plant taking care of a1rport 
sewage. 
Main Line leaks were repaired· at the· following lc;u:ietions 1 
2100 So. 2nd 
67 Velleyv1ew 
.. 
1100 So. 2nd 
935 Brennan· 
800 No, Lincoln 
4 New service lines were installed et tho following locations: 
305 Northgate ( J/4") 
790 Filmore (3/4") .. .,.· .. 
,311 Northgate (3/4n) 31 7 North gs ts ( J/4 11 ) 
5 Service linea were renewed at the follow1ng locations 1 
749 Grace "Drive 




if.Service lines were repaired et tho following loaetiona 1 
961 Hiltne Rd. 
418-28 East Lovejoy 
916 East Halliday 
495 Yellowstone 




1250 Swisher Rd. 
1619 So, 4th 
4th and Lewis 
133 Taft 
835 East Halliday 
625 East Rumbolt 
1046 East Lander 
Meter end Curb boxes were repaired et the following locations: 
' .. 
405 ·Foo.th111 ·a1v 1d. raise meter installation and insullate · 
651 South 5th raised meter.installation end put on new sidewalk lid 
1039 _D~on f.aise~ meter installation to grade . 
. Cona·olidat•on Freight· Ways· raised meter .'inst el lation to gr_ ade 
3058 ·:Polel?na Rd, raised ma~er installation to grade \.. 6 7 5 0 
20> "Nc:irthgate · raised ·meter install:atlion to grade 
• • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR JA.'lilJARY 1970 
Main 11ne work consisted of: 
(Nona). 
During tha month of January 172,430,000 gallons of wRter 'ffll.S consumed 
from the system ~r S,562,258 gallons. per day- was secured from the following 
80Ul"Ol;I': 














This figure ia 5,496,000 gallons mol'e than last January. Based on 
tho Chamber of Commerce estimated population figuro of 43,SOO there was 
127,86 gallons of water per person per day secured from the system •. 
Airport water consumption for January was 5,349,000 gallons using 1s.s lbs. of chlorine. . 
Mein line leaks were repaired at tho f~llowing locations, 
500 North "Johnson 
SOO Eaat Bonneville 
., 
S4~ No~th Johnson 1913 South 2nd 
1 new service line was inetalled at the following looation; 
' 
3208 P.olel!ne ( l ¼") . 
2 llB?'vice linae were _renewed at the following locations: 
618:-south 4th 1136 South 3rd 
10 service lines were repaired at the following locationa: 
l9S5 South 2nd 
44S West Clark 
l;SS East Center 
1400 North 1st 
618 South 4th 
161!, North 2nd 
6:,0 South Grant 
208 South 13th 
1913 South 2nd 
477 Randolph 
·Jl!&ter & Curb boxes were repaired at the following looations: 
113$ El Rancho put on new meter box lid 
926 Willow tans dug out meter installation & reaet account boxes broke 
when-owner renewed his ael'v1ce. · 
8l<f ll'o. ;11th obanged llillter box lid_~ · 
26- Mar V1ata changed )llttts:r box -lid' · · 
129~·East· Eldredge dug ,'!Out· curb. box and replaced 
2211 Hiway West replaced meter lid 
Fa.glee Hall replaced meter lid 
1$0 '!'aft put on new curb box lid 
• • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR FEBRUARY 1970 
Main line work consisted ofl 
(Hone) 
During the month or February 156,501,000 gallons of_ water was 
from the system or 5,589,321 gallons of water per day wes secured 
consumed 
from the 















This figure is 7,262,000 gallons more.than lest February, Based on the 
,Chamber of Commeroe .estimated population figure of 43,500 there w0s· 128.~9 
gallon• of water per person per day sec1.11'ed i'rom the system. 
Airport water consumption for February wae 4,918,000 gallons of water 
using 15,0 pounds of chlorine. · · 
,, ' 
Main line leaks were repaired at the following looationet 
618 We.l!t Clark 
5th. ea·DUllil 
300 Vieat Gould 200 East Gould 
. ~-
No 'ne,i ·servi·4.e lines were installed, 
No :·service 'lines were renewed,-a'l; 
~ :: • • ··- .. ,t~ . • •• • • • ,-.:f,i,, 
5 Sa~lce lines were repaired st the following locational 
.. :-,•·!:~ . 
337 Flamingo 
556 ~o~~h 11th_ 
464 Fairway Drive 
408 Stansbury 
1154 East Carter 
Meter~ Curb boxes were repaired at the following locetionsr 
)19 North Johnson cleaned out curb box · 
424:~out~'.o~rrield replaced meter lid 
38ll". tJa·i,orr·:repl&.oed me tar lid 
J.32, ;Nor.t~.,~~ ~eplaced. ·iia.et8r. lid 
124~30' l'lo]$h. ·"J.%'thur_· :rene,ied. our.b box lid 
20S Rapdolph r~newed.curb box lid 
666 Fairway Drive lowered meter installation to grade 
628 West Custer lo,iered meter installation to grade 
244$. ~outli 5th raised meter installation to grade . 
Anderson Servioe on Poleline raised 1118ter installation to grade 
Oon1olideted Freight raised ~eter installation to grade 
78$·: Eb·onr.· raised me.ter, in11ts.llat_1on t_o grade 
204'Park-~low out ourb. box and put.on new lid 
420: Ba;i,"t ·Poplar' blow out Clll'b' bcix :. ·_ . ,' 
·.· -~·- ~ . .. . 
6752 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
FOR MARCH 1970 
Mainline work consisted ofr 
·t-'· .. 
(None) . ·· 
-Doring the month of March 176,554,000 gallons of water was consumed 
from the system or 5,695,290 gallons of water per dsy was secured from 
the following aources, 














This figure is J,856,000 ·gallons less than last March. Based on the 
Chamber of Commeroe estimated pppulation figure of 43,500 there w11li 130,92 
gallons of water per person per day secured from the system, 
Airport water consumption for March ,..es 4,540,000 g,;illons of water 
using 12,0 ~ounds of chlorine, · 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
658· Sciuth:l11t 
. ' . .. . . We~t.Bench .Reservoir 
6 Ne'!' service lines were installed at the following locations: 
62J West Gould (3/4") 
422 East Tarry {3/4") 
1140 South 2nd { J/4") 
r.s.u. <4" s.L.) 
21'}6-118 No.·· Main {l") ( 
544 Packard {3/4") 
l; Sal'vice line ·well renewed at the following locations I 
264: P er11hing 
• - ' 1.-' . • . 
·10 Service lines were repaired at the following locations: 
.1,. ~- '! . 
1305· South )rd 
)23 North Main 
1423·Spe.ul~ing 
658:south lilt· 
. • . • 7 ··..: •• •, :·,:-; . 
1050 No, Ma.in 
250 Nol"th 5th . 




Mater ·a,·,curb Boxes were repaired· et the follo11ing locations: 
. . '· . ,:,;..· ·: \ i. r 
92lJ;Welit:Cullt!lr·replaoed meter·.lid . 
S'OQ-=Jci:rth Stli~re-plaoad mater 1lid . . 
700 W&iitl'·SupI~1;te in11talled m,ter lid 
8)4 ll'ol'th'i(!rant -put on new ourb box· lid · 
l!i49 'Nor~h 1),r~hur rapl11011d sidewe],k concrete lid 
: ;(7_ ... ~. -..,.~,'J'1 · . : '. . -~. . . . . 
446 · Fairway'1inst !!l:ied new meter box· 
105 Valleyview dug out and reset orub box 
6753 
W4TER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR APRIL 1970 
Mainline Work consisted ofr 
East Terry Street at new booster station layed 924 1 of 8" T,J,C.I. Pipe un 
easenu,nt across school district property to l\,M.I. property-. Set 1 8" gate 
valve, l main line gate valve box a.nd lid, 1 8 11 x 611 tee and 6° plug north, 
Set. l 8'1x6" tee and 1$1 of 6n C.I. Pipe to 6'' l'aoU'io States Fire Hydrant, 
Set 6.11 Firs Hydrant and block and used l 8" plug at end or line at A. M. I. _ 
propitJ'tJ. 
. . 
Took in 880' of 6w c.I, line at ran £rom fire hyrlrRnt just eest of inter-
state on East Terry Streat to East Gate Nurei ng Home. Al so took in 6 11 fire 
hydr~t.at Nursing Home. 
During the month of April 218,731,000 gallons of water was consumed 
£ram the system or 7 ,291,0JJ gallons or water per day was secured from the 
following 1ources, 
Sur£aoe Supplies & Well #4 
















This 1'igure is 88,755,000 gallorui less then le.tit April. Baaed on the 
Ohamber 01' Commerce estimated population 1'1gure 01' 43,500 there was 167,60 
gallon1 q~ 'Ml~er per person per day secured from the system. 
Airport water consumption 1'or A-pril was 4,659,000 gallons of water 
using, 1-3. o pounds ot chlor:!.n e. 
·-. , .. , ' .. " ~ . . 
·!le.1nlint leaks were repaired at the 1'ollow1ng locations! 
,• .. 
510 \'feet Whitman Williamson Body & Equipment (Garrett Wayl 
4 Hew asrvioe lin1111 were installed at the following loc.etions1 
JJl4 Ma K1nle:r (J") 
1650 Jean St. (J/4") 
Chads-W.1.laon & Cedar 6 11 F .L, 
Property at West end or Lilao (l") 
l servioo lines were renewed at the flllowing looationer 
825 Ea3t l'ine 1050 Eaet Lovejoy JlS Randolph 
l 7 Service lines ware repaired at the :following locations t 
602 South lat 
834 North 8th 
100 South Arthur 
518 South 10th 
1525 East Fremont 
Wayne· & Elm. (2) 
1006 West Clark 
6,52 North Johnaon 
11 Stanford 
528 South 10th 
1705 East Terry 
403 South 9th 
1539 East Lander 
1935 South 2nd 
458 East Center 
207 South Hayes 
" 6'754 
• 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REIBORT FOR MAY 1970 
Main line 'l!Ork consisted of: 
In11telled 6" tripping tee and vel ve on 6" C. I. lin'3 .:m the North side of 
Terrr, and set main line velve box and lid. L11yod 101 1 of 6" T.J.C.I. Pipe 
to 8 1 x 6~ tee installod on 8" line out of booster station, Used one 6"--
solid sleeve. 
Instl\lled 4" tBpping tee and vslve ·on 4" service to :Franklin Jr. High · 
School at west side of vailt. Set main line vBlve box and lid, Leyed 
191 of 4" T.J.C,I, Pipe to booster station. Used one 4" 90 degree bend 
and set one 4" Flg, x M.J. gate valve a.t booster atation. 
Duke and University Drive installed 1211 tapping tee'and·valve and made ' 
1211 tap. Set me.in line valve box and lid. Layed 1758 1 of 12" Il1.T.T,J,C1 
Pipe south on University Drive to Terry st. and then east up Terry st. 
to Booster Station on East side of Interstate Hiwey. Used two 12" 45 
degree bends sod a 1211 x ¼T baldy to go underneath p_ower cable and over 
6" C,I, water main and 12' sanitary sewer. Set 90 degree bend at south 
aide of Terry St, and University Dr. At booster station set 12 11 tee 
and 12 11 x· 8 11 reducer, InstBlled 1211 geto valve and extended 1211 D,T.T,J. 
O,I, line 12 1 east ot gAtei V131Ve and 9lugijed with 12 11 T.J. plug. Ran 
from 1211 x 8" reducor' and installed one 8 11¼ degree bend and"leyed 
301 of 8" T.J.CI p-&.pe, Installed one 8" Flg,x M.J. gate valve. Blocked 
all t~e11 and bends with concrete. 
. . ...... • . 
Dul'ing 'installation of -pipe cfompleted cinder block bo~ster st ntlon pump 
'house. Installed a 100 H. 0 • Pump and a 25 H.P. Pump and installed fittinBs, 
· ·nuring the month of Mey ))6,802,000 gallons of w"ter WAS consumed 
from the sy11tem or 10,864,580 gallons of water per doy wss secured from 







Well ·#20A & 20B 
Well' 121 . 
Well 1/23 · 
w·ell #27 






















This figure 111 299,721,000 gallons less· thsn lRst May, Based on the \ 
Challlber of Co=erce eatimatsd population figure of 43,500 there was 249.76 
gallo:'ls of water per person per day secured from the syetem, 
Airport water consumption for Mey was 6,799,000 ._~al lone of water using 
22 poUl\_ds,of chlorine • . ' . 
C 6755 
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WATER DEPARTMENT :,t"NTHLY REPORT FOR JUNE 1970 
Yain Line work consisted of: 
/ 
l'!cK1nley at Industrial Leneand south. Inatelled,296 1 of 6" D.T.T .. r.c; r. 
?ipe, Set one 6" M,J, Tee: three 6" Gate Valves and valve boxes; one 
4" x 6" M.J, Tee and one 4" M,J, Plug. 
Finished irtatsllation and put into operation Terry Street_Booater Ststinn, 
During the month of June 527,354,000 g11llons of weter w.~s consumed fr•c: 
the aystom or 17,578,466 gallons of weter per day WAS secured from the 
following sources, 






































This figure is 88;940,000 gallons more then last June. Based on 
the Chamber of Commerce estimated population figure or 43,500 there w11s 
404,10 gallons of water per person per dAy secured from the system, 
Airport wAter o~nsumption ror June woe 6,827,000 gAllnns of w11ter 
using 20 pounds or chlorine, .. 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locationa1 
Block #45 in alley 
200 Wast Center 
Ess~ Terrf_at Booster 
500 Blo.ck No. 
670 Willard 
Station 
Main 300 West Gould 
Pine r, Jefferson 
6 New service lines were installed et the following locetione1 
422 Eaat Clark (2") 
1701 Benoh Road (l?t") 
237 South 7th (l") 
1J08 Lavine (3/4") 
1500 West Harrison (l") 
1378 Lavine ( 3/4") 
13·service lines wore reriewed st the rollowing locations: 
3331 Polaline 
247 No. 9th 




325 East Dunn 
155 Willard 
401 Roosevelt 
444 So, 11th 






WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR JULY 1970 
Main line work consisted ofr 
.Oasis & Canyon instAlled new pressure regulating v9lve, 
Fremont at Booster Station installed new pressure regulating valve, 
1374 El Raricho instRlled new sir relief valve, 
During the month of July 597,368,000 g11llons of we tar_ 11as consumed 
from the system or 19,269,935 gallons of water per dRy was secured from 






































This figure is 140,315,000 gallons less than last July, Based on the 
Chamber of Commerce estimated population figure of 43,500 there was 442,90 
gallons of water per person per day secured from the system. 
Airport water consumption for July was 8,636,000 gallons of water 
using 21.5. pounds of chlorine, · -
Mainline leeks were repaired et the following locations! 
1555 East Hayden 523 West \Vh1 tman Industrial LRne 111 " 
West Bench Reservoir 18" 
7 New service lines were installed at the following locations: 
1392 LRVine ( 3/4 11 l 1001 Samuel (2-1 11 ) 610 Park Lene (3/4") 
1150 East. Poplar ( 1") 910 Jessie ( 3/4 n) 918 Jessi!' ( 3/4") 
8 Service lines we~e renewed at the following locatione1 
524 North 12th 




4_09 Willard ,· 
7 34 Jefferson 
015 El Rancho 
llService lines were repaired at the following locations: 
897 Washington 
708 North Lincoln 
1356 South lat 
565 Jefferson 
34.3 South 4th 
702 Cypress 
553 South 10th 
Hanger Bldg, at 
42 Creighton 
1,530 South 3rd 
362,5 Poleline Rd, 
Old Airport 6'757 
• • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR AUGUST 1970 
Mainline 110rk consisted of1 
15th & Bonneville low<:l'ad 611 main for storm se'lfer construction. Used 4-
6" 45 degree bens.si 6,5 1 of 6" C,I, Pip and 20 1 of threaded stock. Lowered 
611 fire hydrant line !'or storm sewer construction using 4 - 611 45 degree 
bends; 5 1 of 6• c.r. Pipe and 16 1 or threaded stock. 
During the .month of August· 699,255,ooo gqllons of water was cona.umad 
from the system or 22,556,612 gallons of 11~ter per day was secured from 
tbs following sourceat . 






































This figure is 576,000 gallons more than.last Ausuat. Based on the 
Chamber or Commerce estimated population figure or 43,500 there ws.s 518.54 
gallohs of water per l)erson per dn:r eeoured _from the system, 
· Airport water oonsu111ption for August was 7,770,000 gallons of water 
us1n~·23.0 pound• or chlorine. 
. . 
Mainline lea~a were repaired at the following loaationa r 
Washington & Walnut Maple &: Garrett Way 
End of Creighton at turnaround · 
Poleline Bet, Ash &: Bi:ral 
5th & Lovejoy 
9 New service lines were inatelled 'et the following locations: 
Bonneville School 3/4" 
32.5 Northgate J/4" 
306 Northgate 3/4" 
261 Northgate J/4" 
32'1 Northgate 3/)i" 
266 Northgate 3/4" 
330 Northgate 3/4" 
316 Northgate J/4" 
11th & Carter (ISU) 4" 







8.55 South 3rd 
9.50 West Lander 
10 Service lines were repaired at the following locations1 
253 East Pine 
214 Nixon Road 
220 Delano 
425 South 11th 
l+.50 trorth Main 
202 MoKinley 
.515 East Benton 
1531 North Harrison 
1234 East Lander 
803 South 5th 
6758 
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WATER DEPARTMBNT MONTHLY REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 1970 
lla.inline 'IIOrk consisted oft 
(None) 
During the month of September 353,179,000 gallons of water was 
consuned !'ram the system o.r 11,772,633 gallons of' water per dey waa 
secured from the following sources: 





























This !'igure is 136,467,000 gallons less than last September. . 
Based on the Chamber or Commerce estimated population !'igure of 43,500 
there was 21Q.63 gallonn of water per person per day secured from the 
11111te~ ·• 
Airport water oon15.umption for September was 6,471,000 g11llons of 
water u_s1.ng 20.5 lbs •. chlorine. 
Mainline leaks were repaire~ at the following locations: 
57 Greenwood 
100 North 3rd 
Johnson&: Clark 
Well /127 
1006 North 9th 
Irving Field 
Poleline bet. Ash & Birch 
Pine. & Franklin 
862 West Bridger 
10 New _service lines were installed at the following locations: 
1382 Lsv1ne 3/4" 
625 Cottsge 3/4" 
3187 Poleline lt" 
224 Sou_tb.,Arthur 3/4" 
1155 East l'oplar 3/4" 
125½ Cottage 3/4 11 
636 El Rancho 3/4" 
1450 McKinley 3" 
1345 Hiline Rd, )/4" 
49 Colgate 111 S.L. 
1$.S~rvioe lines were renewed at the follo1':l.ng locational 
457 Randolph 
416 South. 9th 
822 East Fremont 
412 Mc Kinley 
7$6 .. South let 
$85 Hyde 
213 Wilson 
193 Charles l'l, 
201 Wilson 
226 Rooaevel t· 
746 Grace Drive 
408 North 7th 
1334 South $th 
3829 Nora 
325 Perk-
17 Service lines were repaired at the following locational 
1252 East Pine 
333-53 East Terry 
1304, South ~th 
5 
1150 East Poplar 
2414 South 2nd 
870 Jessie 
1155 East Poplar 
1006 North 9th 
3829 Nora '6 'l' 'f." 1a . -~"' 
• • ~ 
~ ','il\'l'i::R DEl'A:l'l'1.'.i:;ti'i' 1,iOH'.l'HLY r;~il'Cl!il' FOR OG'.l'OBJi:H 1970 
l.luinlino \.Ori< cons 1. :it Oli eif r 
(Mone) 
Du·C'ing t;r:: 1wni .. Ji of ('JtL,t,·.~;· ?31+,022,oon c:,J.lon:.i of 1·;2te;, 1·::rn comrn1;,:1d 
f1•om the syat.et.i or1 ~, P!;i1t; ,'J'J6 t~f;'.1lonG r.1f -;-;.::1tor- poP cl8J ,·:r.r. :;-oc.:\1:i:1od frola \~bu 
tollo~·~ing SCl1L"CI)!>. 
Surface SUJ?.pllo:.-< & 









119 .259 ,ooo 
18,J.O'l ,ODO 
J.2,836,000 





This f1.~ttl'0 h 11,?9~;,000 !;;~llo1w m:n•o tlmn lnat Or.tQbu1•. Bn:;wd on 
the Ch:rn,lJ>:t> .,,f Cc>1.w~1 .. cr: c:;ti1;.·J\,od vot>lulnblon fl.t;ui•o of ¼J,500 thol't' ;;D.~:i 
il:t3,5h gnllom1 of wn~cl' ])Ol' poi•:.on p\'!r d1iy :Joc1.11•eu f1·am tho system. 
;ildi.,:t"S- /7:l.fy_ ' ' . ' 
/lh•pvrt ·,wtr:::- c:onnm .. p~1on for Ootobo1• ,;ao l,,290,DOO gnllo::::i u!' v;a\;,n• 
uuing 1.3,0 lb::, of chlo1•inei, 
M,1in lir,,1 ·1Ctlk3 ,-;ar.:1 1•opo.ir•0d 111: the follo\'dng locations: 
!i:irtk Cr•eel: @ ,Tohnny Ck. Rd, 226 DaJ.ano 
1 lia11 so1•vi<·" 1111s installed i;,,t l;ha follo...-lirtl! loc;ition:i: 
130 So, 5th 2" 
6 S!lrvioo lines wcr,.> r,mowad ·nt ths 1'ollo;·1ln3 locationo: 
57 Grc:on·;;ood 
/.i?l Ro.mlolph 
539 East Bonnoville 
830 llo, ll:11•,•11.1011 
6!,0 lfo, 7th 
835 l!o. /fain 
13 Sorvic<J linos woro repu:t·.•ed a.'.; the following locations: 
7&0 So, 10th 
110 Fo.:1.rway Cirolo 
351? Vo.lley f!d. 
111.5 So, 10th 
253 Wingo.to 
273 P nr:, 
877 Richland Dlvd. 
910 So.im.1el 
756 No, Garfield 
J.4!11 Sµuul n:tne 
lJ.65 U:n!'l t Ceidar 
178 Taft 
10.9 Tut't 




5th & Prisd1•c•t;lll 








Mainline \'iol'k con3i!ltecd of: 
!,i;mlcipal Airport in~t~l.l~,cl on~ 6 11 \;.gppins tc,o &. Vtilvo, ono 6 11 C,I. tc:o, 
0:10 &11 C,I, solid sl:cvu, ono b11 g1,to vuJ.-:o and 31 feet of b 11 T,.T,C,I, 
pipD from 6 11 line of •;;c,lj_ /.<2 to_.;·::i.tor t~nlc d1•nln ll n;, account moto1' in 
Well //1 bu1•nt out nnd Lhic will fill t(mk from \'loll t'2 imtil ropDlro con 
be ma9c on motor, 
Hilim, t,, El Hencho inrJt1,llcd ono 14" l~lc, v~lvu und two ~r,i:lth Dlnl1• coup-
lers on 14" l;ronsr,1J.:rnion lino to Highland Tntik. Connoctctl 2" mu inifolcl 
from 14 11 to lo" lino fo1• d1•aini,r1G nnd fill:i.nrs trantirnl.ssion lino, 
Well #27 dug up old 72 a~croo ato~l bond on 14'' transrnios~on lino and 
instvllcd nt.,w h~nvy duty ·r;.~ ckgrco otocJ. b-Jncl, Soul;b East cornet• of 
Ml tc,halJ. 1 s P1•,:,por•ty clue; up old 9::, degree 11tcol bend on lit 11 tl'Ell:Jrr.lscion 
lino and ln9Lullocl na~ l1a9vy duty 90 docrco atccl bend. North Etst cb1'nor 
of. Uitcholl'::- ?ropr,rt:r diif, up oJ.d 90 clcc;1•00 ~to(,l bund nnd i1rnti1ll0d 110·11 · j 







bben:dl on 14" tr,mn,ais:.iion lino nncl inBtallod m,w lleevy duty .J 
agree s·ec on, 
Durin~ th-:i monl;h of llo•1om'ocr 175,555,000 gello1rn of ·.-,ator ..-~s oonoum,,d 
f1•om the sy::~or:1 or 5,051,BJJ gnllons of weta1• per• <1£y wc,s sccu1•.::cl from tiw 
following s oia•,:.o s: 














Thls figm•o is lb,b65,000 gnllon:i more than last Novombe1•, Eased on 
tho 1970 population census figu.1•0 of 110,036 tht>ro mis 146,lb gnllon:i of 
Tioter per person par day secured from the system. 
Airpor I; wa te1• connumption for Noverrber r.as 2 ,l 7lh000 gallons of wobo1• 
using 0.0 los. of chlorine, 
Main line leaks were repaired at tho following locations: 
(Nono) 
3 Ne..- service lines woro im1talled at the following locel;ion3l 
609 W. 1!aple (_6" F.L.) G, & K. Machinery 3/~" 711 No, 6th 1••• 
7 Sorvico lines uero renewed at the followinB locations: 
1157 Uc K inlc:, 
507 Cre scent, D1•. 
11J6 So, 3rd 
.505 No. 13th 
1410 East Cl al'k 
538 No, J.Jth 
731.No, 5th 
~ 6'7'61 
• ' . • 
, 
\'/i\'rgri Dl:11 /i!!fi,,f:,,!T UONTilLY n;,;poH'l' FOP. DECEMBT::Fl 1970 
Mr.in Line 1qork consisted of: 
(None} 
Du.ring the mont,h of D:,,.,a:,;b~i· 171~,267 1000 c;,~. lonr. c>f v,atar 1·1ss consnr,nd 
f1•om tho sy:it0:1i 01• 5,,6;2J.,~.l6 [;:J.11:ons of v.ata1• par day w:;,:i S!:iCUPad fi•ont t,!io 
following sotn•cco: 







17 ,[~07 ,ooo 
'.l'his fic;ul'a io 7,21?.,noo· m01·0 thttn ln:::\; Dsce1,,"::Hll', !3~.scd on tho J.970 
population CGnsu::; of L10 ,036 thorc \'1as 1!10,L1l r,;ollona of ;·;atop per pe1•doi"l 
por dcy secu1•od fr•orn tho !iystor.t. 
Airpo1•t 1•mtor con~nq>tion for• Docernb1a,1• 1·;::is 7,066,000 gcl. lons of 1·1at~r-
using 23.0 pouncl:i of chJ.01•ino. 
Mo.in lino l(>r.'.cs were 1•cp:iired nt tho follo•,'ting locations: 
Industrial Lano ut Mltcholl 's (1L1"} Hlline & El Hnncho (6"} 
0 Nor, om•vico lino:; r1cro instclle,d _at tho follol'1ing locations: 
0 Sor~loe lines uore ~onowcd at tho followine lobo.tions: 
6 Servi co linos ,:c,ro 1•opairocl at tho fol:lo•:ilng locations: 
1157 Wost Bonton 
1323 East Fremont 
798 Ebony 
2820 Pololino Rd, 
3J6 So, Lincoln 
354 So, 7th 
Mater & Cl\rb boxes ,·1E,1•a repaired at the follo\·1ing locations: 
Rtd sod to g1•ado: 
2nd&: Lawton 
1315' No. ~l!!.in 
Lo~ared to grade: 
.5th & Bonton (SW cor,} 
1042 Patsy 
1021 PstoJ 














YI ATER DE!' AR'r!;tE::l'r l,l,'.)i'lTHLY REP ORT FOR JANUARY 1971 
Mainline work conslstod of: 
(None) 
Durin13 tlle:month or Janu'.lry 1B4,07a,ooo gallons of water was consumed 
.from the system, or 5,941,225 gallons of ,1ater por day wes s~cured from 
the followl. ng sources: 
















· This .fi(sUl'O is 11,648,000 gallons more than last Jsni1ary, Based on j.· · 
the 1970 population .fii;ure of 40 10)6 thera v1as ll18,39 gallons of \•ater 1 
per person per daj socurod from the systom, ~ 
Airport water consumption for January was 5,349,000 gallons uslng 15.5 
po_unds of chlorine, 
Mainline leeks were repaired at the following locetions: 
Johnson & Whitman 
3rd & Center ' 
Rivel'side &. :}roenwood 
1500. East ':iyeth 
Alameda & Monte 
16th & Clark 
2nd & Fredt•ogill 
Viste. Hayes & V/hltm:m 
Industrial Ln, at Mitchell' 
O services were installed 
1 service was renewed at the following location: 
245 East Gould 
12 services were repaired at the following locations: 
646-50 No, Arthur 
75'1 Franklin 
)28 No, Jrd 
Itex Bldg, on VI. Center 
408 No. ~1ain 
159 So, 11th 
707 No, 7th 
855 So, )rd 
9li0 No. 8th 
113 So. Garfield 
862 Dolbeer 
4009 So. 5th 
? Meter & Curb boxes were repaired at the following loc,;itions: 
Raised to grade: 
77 Oaknood 
745 No, 7th 
1705 No, Garfield 
Lowered to grade: 
852 No, 8th 
807 No, 6th 
535 So, Hayes 
850 No, 7th 




\'IATEH DSi' /\R'.l'l,iS!IT lt,Oii1'l!LY R2POil1' FOR FE,'BRUARY 1971 
Mainline 1·1orlc consisted of: 
(None) 
During the r.::int-h of February 163,bOO,ooo g;,llom: of r,9tor \7£!1 con3ur.?3( 
f1•om tho s~·!:tcm or 5PlH~J,lli2 g.1cllon11 of wat9l' pt•r day was SOCl!PEHl fr·or.: th,, 
following sources: 














This figuro is 7,107,000 g2llons n::ire thP.ll l_ast Feb2•ua1•y •. Bat,or:l on 
the 1970 populo.tlon figure or 40,036 tha1•e wa11 14.5,94 gallons o:f mltor pc,1• 
porson per day secured from the system, 
Airport ·,mter comiumytion :for Feb1•u!!ry w,ii:: !i. 918 ,ooo gallons o!' w~.te:r 
using 15,0 pound& of chlorine, 
Mainline leaks v1ere repaired at the :following locatir,ng: 
2100 So. 2nd Ave 100 lio. 6th Ava. .522 So. li:t Av0. 
3 Now sorvice lines were installed at the following locations: 
245 V/ayno ( 3/4 11 ) 10911 Vlil11on (l") 860 East Alameda ( 3/4 11 ) 
2 Service lines were renewed at the :following locations: 
606 So, 7th 925 Vlost Lewis 
7 s·erv1.ce line11 were ·repairod at th<J :follow:!.ng locations: 
2118 So, 12th 
517 Skyline 
11th & Benton (SW corn,} 
1123 East Halliday 
1010 Mo. Arthur 
1509-17 So, 4th 
1423 Es.st Center 
Mete?' & curb boxes were repaired at the following locations: 
Raised to grade: 
2S6 No. 11th 
u08 No, Main 
6JO West Hayden 
Lowered to gra~ i!: 
S24 Wost Cui:ter 
542-44 No, 10th 
241 So, 2nd 
321 Jefferson 
1437 East Wyeth 
726 \'fest Hayden 
349 Pershing 
1371 Yello.,,stona 
241 So, )2th (2) 
7S7 Randolph 
10th & L11r.dcr (Si1 corn,) 




VIATER DEPARTr,rf.'7iT MON'l'HLY REPOiU' FOR MARCH 1971 
Mainline work qonsistad of: 
(None) 
Du.rinB tho month e,f' l,hirch 190, 3'l7 ,000 gallons of w4tn1• ·r.as consumed 
from the syshem or 6,141,193 gallona of r,ater per,tlr.y wus seou~od from 
the follow:tng sou.x•o,;is: · 




Viall #27 · 











1353, 0 lbs, 
This figure is 13,82J,000 gallono n:oro than last March, Dosod on 
the 1970 population figuro of 40 10)6 there was 153,39 gallons of v.-stor 
per person per day secured from tho system, , 
Airport ,·1ater consumption for lfarch ,1as 4,540,000 gallons of water 
using 1) pounds or chlorine. 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the i'ollowing locations: 
2500 South 2nd 
Day and Grant 
Well Yard 
lb5 South )rd 
2800 Poleline Road 
5 Neu service lines v1ere installed at the follo~1ing locations: 
500 No, Johnson ( 1 "S, L.) 
1010 Pooa, Ave, ( l") 
", 
250 Park (l" s.r..) 
603 Ridge ( Ji4't) 
711 No. 6th ( 4 11 ) 
9 Servico lines were renewed at the rollowing locations: 
634 No. lJth 
11123 Margu'alri te 
501 Richland 
44& No, 7th 
1057 Yellov:atono 
625 East Hallidey 
819 East Wyeth 
Texaco on Madison 
606 So. 5th 
11 Servido lines nere repaired at the rollowing locations: 
2550 So. 5th 
648 No, !,th 
141 Berr:,ma.n 
1)21 East Oak 
1935 So, 2nd 
848 Broad,ray 
30/t No, 12th 
.8S4 No. Mo.in 
401 Parkway 
3Jl Tiest Lovejoy 
408 East Dillon 
Meter and Curb Boxes 1'/ere rope.ired at the .follo·ning: ·, · 




525 Fairway Dr, 
14116 Spaulding 




YIA'rI~ll DEl'AHTME::JT MON'l'flLY REPOllT Pon ~ RIL 1971 
Mainlino work consisted of: 
Ll\yed 182 1 of 4" •.r,.r.c,r. Pipe on O!:k f1•om Mc Kinley to alloy,ea::it,· 
This will supply norvico to \'lest\'/ood VJ.llue;0 S.E. corner, 
Oak. nncl Po1•nhinr, J.o·,,~1·oc1 12" rt., J ,C, 1. Pj_po ll" for hh;ny conntruction. 
Oalc and l'la!'ron lc,·,-.·e1•cd 12 11 L. J .G. I. P 1 po 8 11 !'or hi way con3 true tion, 
Ifurine; th9 month of /,pril 2)2,72),000 ~nllons of ,rnter wa::i consun:;id 
from tho systor.:i or. 7,757 ,!,JJ gallor!/l or y;ator por day wes scc\n'ed from 
tho following sources: 


























This figure is 13,992 000 gallons more than ln9t ~pril. 
1970 population fi[,'1.ll'O or 40,0)6 thBre wan 19), 76 gallons or 
porDon per clay s13cured from tho system. 
Basoa. on the 
water pr,1• 
A1irpo;rt y;ater conuumption for Apl'il 1-;as 4,659,000 gallons of wator 
using 1),0 pound of chlorine, 
Mainline lo aks wore rep sired at the following loc etions: 
Grant &· Day 
Johnny·creek 
)06 No. Main 
/;:rthm• & Lander 
500 Block of Wilson 
Jl'.rthur & Fremont 
8 New service lines were installed at tho following locations: 
410 So, Main (6 11 F,L.) 410 So. Main (l½"l 823 Yallowstono (J. 11 ) 
1440 Paramount (3/4") P.I.P. Bldg. //12 (?.-1 11 ) I.BOO Garrett Way (ll") 
Memorial Drive at Human Dovolopmsnt Canter ( J") 
5 s·ervice linoo were l:'onewod at the follo,~1ng locations: 
651 No, 13th 
J04 No. 3rd 
182 Rooseevel t 
650 Ho, /trthur 
24 7 Washington 
20 Service lines were repaired at the !'allowing locations: 
2700 So. 5th 
1656 .F.•st Bonneville 
730 Pat'Vt Ave, 
Carson: St, Bridge (Parks) 
122 llo. John~on 
404 Northland 
279 Fairway Di·. 
1826 East Bonn~ville 
4)6 Uo. 8th 
1510 So. 3rd 
154 Trailcreek Rd, 
176 Fair?1ay Dr, 
261 Wingo. te 
li?.7 No, 12th 
16110 So. 4th 
G765 
WATER DEPt\R'l'1f.El-l'r M0l<'l'l!LY i!EP0H'r JP0R fMY 1971 
Mainline •,•10?•k con!li:stocl of: 
(Nono) 
During tho m,:,n th of i,l.,y 336 ,!i82, 000 (:;JJ.llons of wH tor wall con:n1raed 
from the system or 12,J.16? ,161 g:illonn of \·;ater poi• d:q m13 !!Ocurct1 from 
the ·follo_·.~in& sources: 





\'le 11 1;16 
Well #l!l 








108 ,l107, 000 
24,;,99,000 
211,598' 000 

















This figuro :I.ii [19,630,000 gallons m-;iro than lo.:it May, 
1970 population figuro of 40,036 thoro was 311.39 callons 
parson per day se~.urod from tl10 sys tcm. 
Bnsed on tho 
c ~ y;n_t e1· per 
li-irport vm tar con:mmptl.on for May •:111 s 6,799 ,000 gallons of wa to1• 
using 22. 0 pounds of chJ.orino ,. · 
Mainline lenlcs woro rep9.irod at tho follO\':ing locationi,; _ 
1708 PocDtollo Cr. Rd, 
Codnr & Yellowstono 
525 gnat Clark 
7th & l3onnoville 
Godar & YJarron 
' . 
6 New service linc3 wore installed at the following locationn: 
So, Main {Yiagon Whoel) 3/4" 
4040 Hawthorne Rd, 1 11 
544 East Benton 1 11 
300 East Chapell½" 
770 Fil moro 3/!1 11 
779 West Ced~r 1m 
·;; Servlco li_nes wero renewed at the following locations: 
!136 No, 8th 
2114 Park Avo, 
1155 No, G~rfiold 
~80 Randolph 
1280 East Alameda Rd, 
L -6'767 
WATER Dl~PART1f:EHT MOHTHLY REPORT FOR JUiIE 1971 
Ma1nl1no worl~ con.sisl:oci of: 
(Nono) 
lJ\rring th,1 rn:rnth of Jun::i 5.23 ,1113 ,ooo gallons of water v:os eonsum'!ld 
from tha system o?• l 7 ,1{4 7 ,ODO gallons o:f water por day was soc11r.ad fr·om 
tho :following aourcil3: 
Lba,Chlo1•ina 
Surface supplies & Well 114 
\'tall #2 
84,668,ooo 





































This :figm•a ia 3,9111,000:g!.lllons less thon lnsl; Jun"• Bnsed 011 th9 
1970 pop11l!ltio11 figure of 40,036 l:hGre v1as 435,78 gallon!! of water par 
parson par dny socurad from the systam. 
N1rpo::>t water con~umptiun for June 1,as 6,827 ,ooo gallo11s of r,ater 
using 20 lba. or chlorine. 
Mainlino lesks wero repaired at the following locations~ 
Scardino Pnrk 
727 Dogwood 
Main & Carson 
Oak between Wilson & R,R, 1136 So, 2nd 
!SU Garrison Hsll 182$ So. 2nd 
600 Block E. Dunn (2) 
8 Now service lines were installed at the following locations: 
1264 Palmer Lano 3/4 11 
Jl1l So, 7th 1 11 S.L. 
ll107 Yellowstone 211 
2271 So, 5th J" 
1001 Samuell" 
17-19 Rice 1 11 
1136 So, 2nd 3/l, •t 
808 So, 2nd 3/4 it 
8 Service lines were renewed at the following'locatlons: 
504 So, 8th 
617 Poole 
266 \'1ashington 
1006 No; 9th 
166 Tt1.ft 
165 Roosevelt 
lulO So, 2nd 
467 Willard 
10 Services ware repa,.re-i at the following locations~ 
Add 830 E. Fremont ·961 Hlline Rd. 
204 Nol' thga te 
617 No, 10th 
Lot 5 Blk 4 Lamar 
357 No. 6th 
P,!.P. Bldg, #3!, 
500 So, 11th 
6JJ Swisher 
1005 V/est Clprk 
• 
G ... , '.'" ') j 
l 
-
WATER DEP ARTi,lEHI' UOllTnLY REPO:':'l' FOR JULY 1971 
blainlina 1·~ rk consistsd of: 
(Nona) 
During tho m~nth or July 764,688,000. gallons of water was consumDd 
from ths sys tern or 24,667,354 gallons of "a ter pel' day was socured froni 
the following sourcos, · 







































----19. 6 • o . 
-lj65-0 lbs. 
This figure is 16,732,000 gallons more than last July, Based on the 
1970 population figm•a of 40,036 there uas 6U,,12 gallons of' w,i.ter per 
person par day secured frotn the system. 
A\:l.rport water consumption for July was 4,835,000 gallons of water 
using 23,0 lba. of chlorine, 
Mainline lealcs were 
!,th & Wyeth 
I .s. u.. East Terry 
S New Service Lines 
2209 Garrett War (3/4") 
636 Ridge ( 3/4 11 ) 
re;1aired at the following locations: 
850 Broadv:ay 440 University Drive 
were installed at the following locations: 
So, Main Ext. (3/h") 1710½ E, Wyeth (l"] 
Boise Cascade (8"F.t.) 
3 Servic~ lines were renewed at the f'ollowing locations: 
424 No. 11th 1015 No, Harrison- 469. Randolph 
13 Service lines were re?aired at the following locatio~s: 
408 No. 10th 




432 so. 11th 
1256 E. Whitman 
56 Creigliton · 
804 No, 7th 
535 No. ~rthur 
ll th & Whitman 
351 E. Lawton 
410 University Dr. 
1.. 6769 
. ~ 
.t\ I 'I 
.. ""t ! 
, J, , 
. • : t, J .. ' 
'· 
-· . ·-
WATER DBPAR'l".'.;3Nr i,::JllT!lLY 1mroRT FOH .I\.UGUS'L' 1971 
Main lino woI'k consliil;ad of: 
' 
Lay-od 265 1 o!' 811 T,J,C:.I. pjp:i no1•'.;l1 from end of oxist!ni:; 0" on 
Yello•1:stona. Inst11!J.~d oHo 3" m<J.in lino valvo·nnd vslve bo,: on this 
line and connectoti bnc'.·: into h11 st-eel ljn0 \'/1th Cl" x 4"' tee, 6' of 
11 11 C.I. pipe, ono !1" 90 <lagl'ee bend nr1d 4 11 steol to eat:t iron dross<Jr 
couplinr,, · 
In::it,.llod 8" tnp;,int; too and valve on Yello·:,iitono 5 1 North of 
South sid"' of 15 1 o .. oor.11nt at north or.d of Pai1•g1•oundo Addition and 
sot l!l!l.in lino val-...s box and lid. L!i.yed L15CP of 8"' T.J.C. I. pipe L,p 
easement, Installed 8 11 x 6 11 teo to connect b" C.I. de<.!d 1;,nd line on 
. Pershing, Installed b" x 15'' baldy and ono b" main lino valve and 
Vlllve box at no1•th end or PoI'shing, 
Durine; tho month or K-ugust 71;:,208,000 gnllon:i or ·r.ator wi;:i con-
aumad from tho system or 23,07),lol gnllons or water por day r:as so,::-
urod from th':l follo·::ing SO\U'Cos:-






















10 ,Ii 77 ,ODO 
74,38!J.,O~O 
50 I 71.6 ,00-'.) 
61,915,000 















This figure is 16,0lJ,000 gallons moro th~n last ~ugust, Sased 
on the 1970 population census figure of 40,036 there was 576,31 
gallons of water per person por day secured from the system, 
Mrpo t•t v,ater consumptlon for August was 4,565,000 gallons of 
water using 14,0 pounds or chlorine. · . 
·Main line leaks wore repaired at the following locations: 
654 \'fos t Ceda-r 
Airport 10th & B St, 
7th & Clark 
Alley 11.t 126 Roosa•rnlt 500 Block Pa_ekarJ. 
Moreland & Cedar Washington &: Oedal' 
Elm be tr1een Taft & Roosovel t 
6 New Sorvice Lines were inttallcd at the ::allowing locations: 
554 Paek!!rd (3/4" l 
1500 No. 2nd ( 3/4") 
950 So. Ma.:n (l") 
. 831 No. 12th {1 11 } 
309 No. 8th (1 11 ) 





L,;.yed 253 r· or 0" 'r, J. c, !.. Pl.po on eo.s•Jm-:,nt north or Fnir,eround:i 
Addition In.,:-~11r.~ ,-,:,n 8" ,, .. ,, . ., '''"-1,· 0 0" r.-,st ,...,.,,. o" , 11,~ •. r,iu~,.,..,d • .,, .·~1-~ . ..,1~ ... ~ • c.,·~,V• 'f, ... 1-..- jll .;,;.._"'\., ... .., .L ._ ~\,,, <J. .t::,,~,... · 
lino .. ln.'.Jt~ll~-·d hO' or 6 11 G,I. Pipe, ~-::o 5 11 >: 6° tt?e~, t 1Nc 6 1 gc.ta valve3 
and hookr.,1 doc.d e.n:l. b" m3 in.; r.t t m1:J of ;,,'lt'gt1::-i ~o and Veda to 8 11 m'"\in 
in enser,,ent, Jnstallotl one 6 11 Pa,;:lfic Str':~s ::'.it'" Hydrant at ?lor"th en:'i 
of Veda, Stor1li.:.sc!. n:atn, fluoh-3d out an!'.' put into operati,;,n, 
West ontl of Viillo)!vi,,w in!!l:alled h0 1 _c:,:f 1611 sto:il pip':l for tank 
overflow to prevent under-mining of gull,-, 
;,v" 
Laycd !160 1 of :I:=" st;iel pip,) on :.rlnk Cr:~o:--: L!n,11 to re-olacn old 
12 11 • Instnllap. 40 1 of ~lr. sl:eol µJ:pe to act as o:llvsrts ·:rhot'I) lin9 
crosses gullies, Stopp,.)d dis:31n5 on the )O'th oooount of snow & mud. 
During the Mr,nth o:: s1:,tc:·i~or 321,516,000 gll.llonz: or weter '.',as 
consumerl from the :iyst<'?~ 01• 10,717 ,.200 gallona of v;att'l:r por clay wus 
sec1.1rod. from the follo'111ng so\1rco,;: 

















6 ,5115 ,'JOO 
19,658,000 
55,536,000 
This figure is 31,66J 1000 gallona less than last S~ptember, Based 
on the 1?70 populatiqn fi.~-ire of 40,036 there r,9s 267.63 e;allons of 
water per parson per day secured from the system. 
Airport water consumption for September was J ,504 ,ooa gallons' of 
water using 15,0 pounds of chlo~inu, 
V.aln line leaks were repaired at tho following locations: 
JOO blk, E. Clark 
2nd & Fredregill 
9th and Sh~rir.an 
I,S,U,@ LDS Inst. 
Poleline (bet,Ksh & Birch) 
7 ?lew servico linos ·;;;ir~ insc!!ll.ed at the follo71ing loca!:.i-,ns: 
2000 So, Fairway (2") 
506 Warren ( J/4") 
Lot 15 Blk K Univ. Park 
j712 l'!a·.-,t;hoi•n!l Rd, (Jih") lOhli S·.1!.aher 
Lot 7 Blk IC Univ. Park {l") 345 \'lillard 
( l" ) 
{ 3/4 ") 
( J/4 II ) 
,,. 
V/ater Department ~'.:mthl:t raport for Octoti"or 1971 
M~inlino work oonsi:;ted of: 
(.· ·.r.a.yed J500 1 of 14 11 steel llne on ;,link Croek Line to replace old 1211 
steel, Proj'lct not oo:nol~te oil v.:t, ,.,.,.,., ,.., ,.-,,.,, • "· ar ,.1,,,,..,# ""' 1t.· .._. . ., ' " 
d,llll"d ,t,1,111;1-s 1-V"~·",:,Je / 1- t.. .. J:~,;, OtU t,:Q~i.,-.J r.,- .. (,,u· 4~i. P-,,ill,_.,,,,-r). 
During'the month of Octo:,;,:r 225,966,0CO sallons of ~,qte?" ,,as consumed 
from the system or 7,289,225 gallon,1 of water per cay was secur'Jd from 
the following sources: 
Surface supplles .:.: ;'foll #4 
Well #2 . 
Well #] 
\'foll #12 
























This fisure is 8,056,000 gallons leocr than last Oct•.>bsr, Bas9d on the 
1970:.po'l)ulation figure of 40,036 ths:r.e t1as 182,o~ g<1llons of water per 
person par a~y secured £ram the system, 
Airport w:i.ter consumption for October was 2 1 624,000 gallona or ~1at;:::-
using 10.s pounds of chlorine, 
/,lainline leaks •11ere repa.1::-ed at the following locations: 
Pocatello Creek Rd. & Hilino 
862 Jessie 32:, Film:ir9 
9$6 Tane7 Lane 
1BJ2 Sy:ringa 
28 Ne-:v !Hir•1ioes were installed at the following looationD: 
153 'ilest Cedsr (3/h"l" 169 Hurla:, Ln, (3/4 11 ),, 
P.I.P. Bld;;. #3 (l") , 736 ::!9.st Custer (l!"l' 
)860 Yello·.-,st;;n9 (b" }"' 
Pocatello H6ights (l'')' 
Poca, Heights (1 11 S,L.) ,, 
Lots i6 - 26 Block h 1st Add, Paramount (11 3/4") 
Lots l~ • 2] Sloc\c:, ls~ Add, Paramoun~ (10'3/4")/ 
4 Ser·.rico l!o.es were renei'iad at the following locations: 
160 Spruce 617 Mo. 10th 3683 Hawthorne 
956 Ta:1ey Ln, 




:.; ;.~;, r-, --;-::• :',"',,':) -·- - ... - .... -. 1 :-,71 - • I -
!,ial11lin:1 ·::C?rl: ,~o:,.::::.zt,,d of: 
Lii.yod 1,oiic 1 Cll J.1.:" ~·~i.:ol -.,:tp,~ ~n· \;h<i l,'.lr.k Creek line to rcplEC<' 
old 1~ 11 str.r:.) .. "l'"•.1:: \H"1).;!..:J:; is no::; com?lct~c c:<C~?t for m3.'k.1:1~; the con-
noction into th0 0:-:11,t.::i::: J.ine ·:!h~cll ,,,111. not: l'>c don,) \mt.11 n'3:ct !';;rin<:, 
ReSot a~l fC':tC~. tn~oin· i:1n·:;=i (u_n~_in~ this pr-OJoct.. 
Durine: th,1 r,-~n!;h of :-ia,,c:r.\J,)r 191 1 (,'.)o,000 gallons of 1•·ater :1·;1.s 
consumed· fr•o:n ths 3y~te::i or 6,3~6,':JJ3 1Hll'Jns pol' day V!P.S se~'-t!"ecl f! 1 or11 
the follow!n~ nouracs: 
Surfac:o Suppll.:i~ 1,: \'!ell ~!l1 . 
Viall #2 
Well #27. 







2 3, 0 
_J._82, 5 
1,251.0 lb !l, 
This fi~>~re is l(,,'J53,000 ,9llons c,0re th:in l9s~ lfo 0rorr.'Jer, Bo.sec, 
on thci 197:J populatior consu3 or Go,036 t:1-:,re ·.•:i;s 159.52 g<1llons cf 
water par porson per dny· secured fr~m the syste~~ 
ltirport ·r'\ter co:,sumption for lfo1:e1,\'oer wes 2, 716~000 gallons r,f 
water usin3 8,5 lbs. of chlryrino. 
Uai.nline lA~l-:s ·::ere repaired et the follo:,.,1ng loc9tions: 
29 Vlestello Mink Croek Line 
7 New services were installed at the follo~ing location~: 
6J6 Cottage ( J/4") 
565 El Rancho ( l") 
29 Rice (1") 
)22 Skyline ( 3/4 11 ) · 
316 No • 7th ( 1 11 ) 
186-88 Willard (l'') 
1011-c Deon (2") 
) Service lines were renewed at the following locati~ns: 
1255 So, )rd 75~ No. lOt.h 430 Crescent Driv~ 
7 Service lines were repaired at tha following lac~ tir,ns: 
1018 No. 9t\1 
425 West ;·;yeth 
584 Ridge 
318 Fredr~~ill Rd. 
627_No. 11th 
1033 No, 10th 
715 West Bonneville 
~ 6773 
-
WATER DEPARTUE11T l,10,ITHLY REPORT FOR DECEt,BER 1971 
!/iainline work cons 12 ted of: 
(None) 
Durin~ the rront,h of n·occr.:001• 19&,636,000 gallori3 of vrate1• ,1as 
com,u11:·3d from th<l syst,;;1:i or 6,343,096 gallons per day was sscured 
from tho follc7;inr; sources: 
Surface supplies & ','/all 1,!4 
V/ell;\!2 
Well #27 











· This figuro is 22,369,000 gallon3 moro thnn last Docernber. Ba~~1 
on tho 1970 population of 4,036 thora was 158.43 gallons of water 
per person per. day secured from the system, 
Airport consumption for Dccerrbc1• •:,as 2,929,COO gallons using 
9.0 pounds of chlorine. 
Mainlino leaks were repaired at the follovdng locations: 
Quim1 Rd. &: Hurley Ln. 1100 Block E. Terry 
21 N13W servico linos were installed at the .Collo·,1ing looations: 
Lots 12-20 Block 3 !la.rarest 1st Addition (9 - 3/4") 
Lots 1 -11 Block 4 1rarcrast 1st Addition (11 - J/4'') 
169 Park Avo.· J/4" 
2 Service lines ~ere renewed at the follo~ing locations: 
351 East Lawton 10;,l No. 9th 
6 Service lines were repaired at the following locations: 
725 W •. Bonneville 
784 Poole 
200 Blk E, La~ton 
262 Franklin 
3208 Poleline 
1306 So, )rd 
Meter & curb boxes were repaired at the following locations: 




WATER DEPARTi,IENT l,ION'i'HLY REPORT FOR JANUARY 1972 
Mainlino no1•k consisted oft 
(None) 
During tho month of J:i.nuar:, 200,599,000 gallons of water was con-
SU!!i9d from tho systen or 6,470,9)5 g11.llons per day nes secured from 
the following sourcos: 
Surface supplies&. Well #4 
Vlell #2 
Well #27 










1646, O lbs. 
This figures is 16,521,000 gallons more than last January. B:i.oed· 
on the 1970 population figure of lio,036 there ;;as 161,62 e;allons of 
water per person per day secured from tho system •. 
Airport consumption for January was 2,211,000 gallons ·of wa tor 
using 9,5 pounds of chlorine. 
M!l.inliilo lee.ks were repaired at tho following locations: 
Carson St. Bridge 
Imperial&. Sunnyside 
. . 
1234 ,lo, Main 
1)05 So, 3rd 
No now servico lines were Jnstalled: 
195 Charles Place 
2 service lines were reno~ed at the following locations: 
1048 East Benton 1105 So. 3rd 
·-· 




3526 Valley Road 
102 Je!'!'e rson 
905 So, 5th ' 
1305 So. 3rd 
205 Sunnyside 
1134 No, Main 
3113 Dahl 
Meter and Curb Bo.xes 'l'lere repaired at the following locations: 




7th&. C~nter (conoco) 
830 East M:i.ple 
Wagon Wheel (So, Main) 
619 So. 11th 
245 E. Gould 




630 No. 6th 
505 No. 5th 
240 No, Haye:1 
245 East Gould 
'Maple &. Yello,vs tone 
1338 So, 1st 
713 So, Hayes 
923 No. Arthur 
1979 Monte Vista 
1513 So. 5th 
963 Malibu 
139 So. Main -
(Sinclair) 
• • 
WATER DEP AHTl.IBUT IWN'l'HLY HEJ'OH'i' FOil FFBHUARY 1972 
Mainlino ...:ol'\, con:;ls tad or: 
(Hone) 
Durine tho month of Fobrm\ry J.9h,057,000 fi!\llons of mit,or was 
con3um'od frorn ths system or, 6,691,620 ga.llons por day ,ms soci:u•od 
from tho follo·.,ing sourcos: · · 
Surfgce oupµl:i.os & \'loll f/4 
Well #?. . 
Vlell #27 
P., I ,P. Woll #1 
75,850 ,ooo 
47,066,000 








This f5.guro is JO ,l1l1<J ,oob gallonii moro than lr.s t FobrU,'lt'Y• Based 
on tho 1970 population figure cf' 40,036 thel'c was 167,14 gallons of 
wa tar per parson per day socurod from tho system, 
J>.\irpo1•t consumption for February was 2,217,000 gallons of water 
using B,O lbs, of chlorine, 
Maihlino le ales ,1oro repairod at the following locations: 
Clark Stroet Bridge 
169 Park Ava, 
114 Nixon Road 515 Jofforson 
4 New zorvice linoa were installed at th!l follo,:ing ·loc;;i.tiops: 
236 Toal J/4" 243 Tenl J/4"'·· 
3 Service lines \'tare rone,·1ed at the followi_ng locations:. 
1525 So, )rd 643 No, 12th 506 So, 5th 
6 Service lines woro repaired at the following locations: 
169 Park Ave, 
6th & Putnam 
1150 Ea.st Clark 
139 No, 5th 
946 No, 10th 
128 Nixon 
Matero & Curb Bo:r.os uere repnirad at the following locations: 
Meters were frozen, tho.wed nnd insulated al; the following locations: 
)B04 Nora 
65) E. Center 
245 E. Gould 
13114 So, 4th . 
129 No, 2nd 
963 lf.a.libou 
251 No, lb.in 
222 So. 2nd B45 Hydo 
'626 W, Dny 643 So, liarrison 
1737 No, Harrison 1215 E. Alameda 
504 E, Center 316 Northgo.te 
328 So, ~th 39 Cottom.cod . 
450 No. Main 535 Jefferson 
854 Cottage 141i6 E, Clc.1•k 
13 7 So. !lain 
633 So •. Hayes 
153 No, HElyes 
331 \'I, Lovejoy 
542 Pershinc 
245 E, Gould 
2167 Polelino 
. L 677:6 
• 
._/ ·-
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972 
'Jda1nl1ne '9,0rk consisted of: 
(None) 
·· During· t;ha month or !,larch 246,028,000 gallons of water was consumed 
from the.system or 7,939,612 gallons per day was secured from the fol-
lowing scn.\rces~ -·· ..... 
Surface supplies 
Well #2 
& Vlell #4 58,212,000 



















971.0 lbs • 
This figure is 55,651,000 gallons more than last March. Based on 
the 1970 population figure of 40,036 there was 19B.31 gallons of water 
per person per day secured from the system • 
.A:-irport water consumption for March was 2 1 197 .ooo gallons of water 
using B.o pounds of chlorine. · 
Meinline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
Upper Level Ross Park 
544 Fairman t 
325 Northgate 1900 So, 2nd 
5 New service lines were lnetalled ·at the following loca.tions: 
140 Highland (L'!) 
630 Franklin (1½") 
864 Washington (l") 864 Washington (l") 
3736 Hawthorne Rd, (3/4") 
9 Service lines were renewed at the following locations: 
531 No, 7th 
250 West Maple 
340 East Putnam 
319 So, 10th 
1603 So, 3rlil 
1250 East Lewis 
956 West Clark 
602 Franklin 
270 Taft 
12 Service lines were repaired at the following locations~ 
Poca. Heights #11 
815 Poleline 
1119 No. Ma.in 
3112 Hubbard 
103 Howard 
1354 No, Garfield 
1453 No. Harrison 
534 No, 11th 
127 Berryman 
1235 No. Arthur 
1836 So. 3rd 
3860 Yellowstone 
Meter & Curb Boxes were repaired at the following locations: 
(Raised to grade) 
P. I,P. Bldg. #3 755 No. 10th 757 El Rancho 481.··university Dr, 
C 6"7'77 . 
WATER DEPARTMEUT MONTHLY REPORT FOR APRIL 1972 
Mainline work consisted of: 
kt 3230 McKinley installed one 8" x 4" tapping tee and a 4" tapping 
valve and layed 35 1 of 4" T.J,C.I, Pipe. 
Mink Creek Line at the end of Juniper Dr. replaced 238' of 1211 
steel pi~e with 36 1 of C.I, Pipe and 202 1 of D,T,T.J,C,I. Pipe and 
lo:wered approximately two feet using one 14" stl to 14" C. I. coupler 
and one 14" C,I. to 12" steel coupler. · 
Mink Creek Line above Johnny Creek Rd. oonn.ected new 14" steel 
main, layed last fall and hooked into line replacing old 12" steel 
line using 274 1 14" steel pipe,· two 12" x 411 steel oouplel;' and two 
1411 steel couplers. Layed 36 1 or 8" L,J.C,I. Pipe to act as culvert, 
During the month of April 317,520,000 gallons of water was consumed 
from the system or 10,584,000 gallons per day was secured from the fol-
lowing sources: 






























This figure is 84,797,000 ~allons more than last April, Based on 
1970 poplulation figure or 40,036 there was 264,36 gallons of water 
person per day secured from the system. 
Nirport water consumption for April was 2,945,ooo gallona of water 
using 7,0 lbs, chlorine, 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
~lley No, 200 Walnut Mink Creek Line 
700 So, 1st Xve, .Elm & Randolph 
Gibson & Arthur 
8 New service lines were instal.led at the rollowing locations: 
1016 Swisher Rd, J/4" 
$J-55 Creighton 2-31411 
3260 Mc Kinley 3/4 11 
637 Packard 3/4" 
421 Grirfith l" 
2405 Garrett Way l" S,L. 
437 Grirfith 111 
13 Service lines were renewed 11,t the following locations: 
436 East Bonneville 
77 Foothill Blvd. 
647 Randolph 
343 No. 10th 
253 So. 4th 
288 Thurston 
Mink Creek ( 2'} 
131 Park /f.ve, 
1335 East Lander 
533 No. 12th 
222 So. 6th 
950 Meadowbrook 
• • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY RE.1'0RT FOR MAY 1972 
Mainline work consisted of: 
'/(. I 
Vies t Bench Roservoir replnced ~ 1 of lb't steel pipe e:,!11 95' of 
-6,11 • I J pipe and used tv;o 16 11 dresser couplers, 
During the month of May 533,113,000 ~ailons of water was consumed 
from the system or 17,197,193 gallons per day was secured from the foll.ow-
ing sources, 







Well #20A & 20B. 
Well· #21 
Well #22 
Well #27 . 
P,I.P. Well #1 


























This figure 13 146,631,000 gallons more than last May, Based on 
the 1970 population figure of 40,036 there was 429.54 gallons of water 
per person per day secured from the system, 
.A'.irport wAter consumption for May was 2,319,000 gallons of water 
using 8,5 pounds of chlorine, 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
Mo Kinley & Maple 976 Cottage 600 Block \'/ayna 
Grant & Clark 10th & Custer 1672 Poca. Creek Rd. 
Von Elm Lane 
8 New service lines were installed at the following locations: 
P,I.P. Bldg, #37 (1 11 ) 147 No, Grant (3/4 11 ) 
Cedar's So, Main Ext, (l½") b40 East Poplar ()/4 11 ) 
3230 Mc Kinley (l½") 56 Creighton ()/4") 
938 So, 2nd (1 11 ) 
4140 Stockman (l") 
7 Se,rvice lines were renewed at the following locations: 




1006 West Clark 
660 East ·cedar 
346 Mo Kinley 
815 East Cedar 
11 Service lines were repaired at the following locations: 
746 East Center 
618 Richland 
1398 Santa Anita 
5th & Lovejoy 
1255 No, Ar.thur 
1303 East Center 
631 So, 7th 
666 Yellowstone 
438 No, 15th 
351 Foothill Bl vdc ..,
79 LDS Church Pi'i~1ceWon 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR JUNE 1972 
Mainline work consisted or: •.. 
(Hone) ',,.' 
/. 
During the month of June SJS,012,000 gallons of water.was consumed 














P..I~P. Well #1 

























130 • ., 
184,, 
2662,S. 
This fi15Uro is 11,599;000 gallons more than last June, Based on the 
1970 population figure of 40,030 there was 445,44 gallons of water per 
person per day secured from the system, 
·Mrport water consumption for June was 3,917,000 gallons using ll.O 
pounds of chlorine. 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locationsr 
655 West Whitman 
16th & Bonneville 
260 So, 4th 
950 Taney Lane 
23) Tangger 
Portneuf Park 
So, Fairway Drive 
1720 Poca, Creek Rd, 
9 New service lines were installed at the following locations: 
J.054 Swisher 1/4"' 
278 Teal 3/4" 
925 Wilson l½" 
4785 So, 4th 3/4."' 
828 Jefferson l" 
148 Nixon J/4"" 
1JJ6 so. 5th rsu 2 11 
1040 Cottage J/4 11 ' 
2530 So, 4th 3/4" / 
12 Service .lines were renewed at the following lo cations: 
701 East Center 
578 Filmore 
941 Park Ave, 
1024 East Bonneville· 
1036 East Halliday 
407 V#yldVIOod 
254 Mo Kinley 
329 So. 10th 
219 tro. 13th 
1397 Santa Anita 
258 Ma Kinley 
241 Roosevelt 
,...,, ... ;-., 
\!) ; 01:.} 
• • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR JULY 1972 
Mainline work consisted of: 
Lowered 4" C,I, line iat I.S,U, Spud Bowl. on Rumbolt for storm sewer 
crossing, Used four Ii" 90 de81'ee bend!!, seven foot of 4" C,I. Pipe, 
.. one 4". Skinner B.ell .roint Repair Clamp. _ . . 
3rd &: Fremont raised 4" C.I. Pipe 8'.' for storm sewer. 
During the month of .ruly 720,097,000 gallons .of water was consumad 
from the oystem or 23,248,290 gallons per day was secured from the 
following sources: 
Surface suoplies &: Well #4 






Well t/20A & 20B 
Well #21 
Well /122 . 
Well #23 
Well #27 



























3427,5 lbs • 
. This figure is,43,991,000 gallons less than last .ruly, Based on the 
1970 population figure of, l!O,O.)b there wss 580.b~ gallons of water per 
person per day secured from the system, 
· Airport water consumption for July was. 5,318,000 gallons, using 
17,5 lbs. chlorine. 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
Clark St. Bridge 
15th & Heyden 
1500 So. 2nd 
, 1538 East Ha'yden 
767 Birch 
600 East Bonneville 
172 So, 15th 
20 New service lines were installed at the rollowing locations: 
3919 Hawthorno Rd. 3/4" 
648 So, 0th l" 
688 Randol;ih .3/4" 
1230 Yellowstone 2~1 1' 
54 7 W. Eldrodge l" 
4000 Blk Nora 8-314" 
Airport 3/4,. 
P,I.P. #37 l" 
500 Blk 'Y. Eldredge 3/h" 
736 East dus,ar b• F.L. 
4530 So. 5th 6" 




WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR AUGUST 1972 
Mainline 'IIOrk consisted of: 
Hayden, 13th to 15th replaced old 2" galvanized ltne with 4" C.I. 
Pipe using, 714' of 4" 'l'.J.C.I. Pipe, one 4" x 4" tapping tae, om, 
6" x 4" tapping tee, two 4" tapping valves, one 4" C. I. Sleeve and 
two main line valve boxes and lids. Sterilized main, hooked up ex-
isting services to main end.put into operation, 
· 1500 Block of East Fremont replaced old 2" galvanized lin, with 
4" C.I. Pipe usingt 309 1 of 4" T.J.C.I. Pipe, one 12" x 4" tapping tee, 
one 4" tapping valve, one 4" C.I. Sleeve and one main line valve box 
and lid. Sterilized main, hooked up existing services and put·into 
operation, · 
During the month of Au!,Ust 604,000,000 gallons of water wes con-
11umed from the system or 19,48J,870 gallons per day, was secured from. 












Well #27 . 
Well #1 (P.I,P.} 
& Well #4 89,600,000 
43. 840 ,ooo 


























This f1gure is 111,268,000 gallons less then last Augus·t. Based on 
the 1970 population figure of 40,036 there was 486,65 gallons of water 
per person per day secured from the system • 
.A!irport water cons ump tton for Acugust was 4 ,oq6,000 gallons using 
15. 0 pounds _of chlorine. . · 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
1002 East Clark 
736 BiX:oh 
So. 4th@ Ford Johnson's 1st & Center 
11 New service lines were installed at the following locations: 
610 Industrial tn. 1'~ 
507 ·Pershing 1 11 , 
lf+OS Lakeview 314 "• 
Syringe School 2"· (S. L,) 
777 Filmore J/4" · 
1356 So. 1st 3/4"· 
1265-67 Hiline l"' 
257 Valleyview J/4 11 • 
1800 Garrett Way l"' 
415 So. 2nd 2" · 
920 Dolbeer )/4 "· 
i'i:-''1/~?, 0 J ~~ .. 
• • 
WATER DEP ARTMIDIT MONTHLY REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 1972 
Mainline work consisted of: 
Westello Blv 1d. connected two deadend lines between Toponce and 
Mounts.in Drive and bet?1een Mounts.in Drive and Hillcrest, Used 384 1 of 
6 11 T.J,C~I~ Pipe, two b" gate valves, two b" tses, two 6 11 14,J. plugs,· 
two mainline. valve boxes & lids~ Sterilized and put intQ operation. . . . . 
· Added 1,285' of 811 T,J,C.I. pipe, two 8" gate valves, tll'o· 6" fire 
h7drants, one l:> 11 gate v~lve; 28 1 of b" T,J.C,I. pipe; one 6 tapping 
valve and one. 10" x 8" tapping tee layed on South F4irway Ori ve eon• 
nec:ting end of 8" line to 10" line on Primrose •. ·, 
Added $10 1 of b" T.J,C,I, pipe, five 6" fire hydrants and two 611 
gate valves to upper end of South Fairway Drive for Third Addition to 
Fairway. 
During tpe month_ of September }~2,912,000 gallons of water was 
consumed from the system or 1Q,7b3,733 gallons per day was secured 












Well #1 (P, I.P) 
& Well #4 81,373,000 
· 1~.110,000 
























This figure is 1.396,000 gallons more than last September. Eased 
on the 1970 population i'igure.of 40,036, there was 268.85 gallons of 
water per person per day secured !rem the system. 
A:J.rport water consumption was 2,685,000 .gallons using 10 lbs, of 
ahlorine. 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
817 So. Main 
710 So. 5th 
162 Wilson 
5th & Bonneville 
JOO No. Johnson 
10 New services were installed at the i'ollowing locations: 
536½ No, pth 3/4" 
1S3 Fredregill l'' 
· 344 Skyline 3/4 11 
710 No. 5th 4" F.L. 
640 Ridge 3/4" 
840 Mo Kinley 3/4" 
301 Valleyview l" 
125 Lakeview l" 
1410 Yellowstone Jill" 
710 No. 5th l" 
WATER DEPARTr:.ENT 1,!"il'fl!LY R:·:POR'.r FOR OG'£0BER 1972 
Mainline work cons is tod of: 
HUD project •:1SF ID 10-?6-1002 workod on building well houso for '.'iell 
#28 and Barton-Road Booster. 
During tho mnnth r,f C1ctobc1• 2h5,9511,COO r,11llons of ,711ter was cnnnmncd 
from the system or 7,934,000 gallCJn!I per day v,os socured from the fol-
lowing sourcos: 
Surfoce supplies 
Viall #2 . 
Well /116 
V/oll #20A & 20B 
wa11 #22 
Woll #27 
P.°r.P. Well #1 





14, 92[•, coo 










This fir,urc is 19,908,000 galloqs more thnn last October. BRsecl on 
the 1970 populatinn figure of 40,036 thero ~as 198.17 gallons of water 
per P"_rson per day securod from tr.o· system. 
Ai.irport water consumption wns 3,080,000 gnllnns using 12 pounds of 
chlorino •. 
Mainline leaks ware repaired at tho following locati~ns; 
1856 Pocatello Creek 1000 Patsy 
62 New service lines were installed at the following lccati•ns: 
Fairway Dr. 157) l" 
1354 Spaulding Ln. !1,1• 
160 Hof fmsn 3/4 "· 
355 Skyline 3/4" 
1060 Yello\1s tone 3/4" 
333 Roosevelt l" 
6 Service lines were rep~wed at the following locati,ns: 
845 East Wye th 
653 Washington 
439 East Halliday 
239 East Chapel 
143 No, 10th 
422 So. Ha:1es 
9 servico linos were repaired at the following locations~ 
1246 Willard 
1525 So, )rd 
138 So, 12th 
153 So. 3rd 
79 Mo1;ntain Dt', 
515 Northlar.d 
1605 No. G~rfield 
436 East Yihi tman 
456 Wost Sherman 
Meter & Curb Boxes wore reps ired at the following locati..,ns: 
(Raised to Grade at:) 




3567 Val 1ey Rd. 
WATER D;;J'A!l.TMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR NOVEMBER 1972 
Main.:line work consi ted of: 
Hud Project WSF ID 10-26-1002 11orked on building Well House for Well 
#28 and Barton Road Booster Station, Layed 1,497' of 12 11 T.J,C,I. Pipe 
from Well #28 north to connect into system. 
1300 East Cedar replaced old 2" galv. line with 286 1 of 611 T.J.C.I. 
Pipe using one 4" x 4" tanping tee, one 4" tapping valve, one 4" P.E. x 
611 M. J. Adaptor and one br, fire hydrant, . 
1200 Lavine installed $0 1 of 611 T.J.C.I, Pipe and one 611 gate valve, 
During the month of November 194,626,000 gallons of water was con-
suied from the system or b,487,533:gallons per day was secured from the 
following sources, · 
Surface supplies & Well #4 
\Vell #2 
Well #27 
P.I.P, Well #1 
77,81.5,000 
46,064,000 
7 ,1 ·,.5 ,ooo 
63,.582,000 






This figure is 3,018,000 gallons m(lre than last Uovember, .Based on 
the 1970 population fi~ure of 40,036 there ~as 162.04 gallons of water 
per person per day secured from the system. 
Mrport water consumption was 2~179,000 gallons using 6,5 pounds of 
chlorine, 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
500 West Whitman 
5 New service lines were installed at the following locations: 
9.53 No. Main (1 ") 
54.5 Wilson Cl½") 
740 A'sh (l") 
1071 Renee (4 11F,L.) 
P,I.P, Bldg, #37 (l") 
2 service lines were renewed at the following locations: 
642 El Rancho 7.52 Grace Dr. 
2 service lines were repaired at the following locations: 
725 No, 10th 720 So, 8th 
6'/85 
• • 
WA:TER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR DECEMBER 1972 
Mainline work consisted of: 
HUD Project ~~F-ID-10-26~1002 made connection from pump to dis-
charge line in Well #28. Set pump motor and ba.se; connected surge 
control valve and set control panel and electrical equipment. 
Dug test holes for 12 11 main continuation. East Center, 18th & 
Bonneville, Banton Road end st Prenklin Jr. Hi unloaded 12 11 & 16 11 
D,T.T,J,c.r. Pipe for project. · 
Berton Road Booster Station installed two starting panels. 
During the month of December 205,169,000 gallons of water was 
consumed from the system or 6,618,354 gallons per day was secured 
from the following sources: 
Surface supplies & Well #4 
Well #2 
Well #27 











This figure is 8,533,000 gallons more than last December. Based on 
the 1970 population figure of 40,036 there was 165.31 gallons of water 
per person per day secured fro.m the system. 
· Airport water consumpti'ln was 2,674-~000 gallons using 12.0 lbs of 
chlorine, 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
Mrpo:i!t 1200 So. 2nd ' 
8 New service lines were installed at the following locations~ 
560 Hyde 3/4" 
596 Hyde 3/4" 
104 Berryman 3/4" 
566 Hyde 3/4 11 
2200 E. Terry 6" F.L. 
110 Berryman 3/4 n 
58 Hyde ,3 ~" 
475 Pershing 3/4" 
2 Service lines were renewed at the following locati~ns: 
935 So. 3rd 317 So. Jrd 
4 Service lines were repaired at the following locetinns: 
423 No .. 9th 
208 So, 8th 
1660 No. Garfield 195 Imperial 
, 6786 
• • 
\'/ATER DEPARTMENT MOllTHLY REPORT FOR JANUARY 197) 
Mai'nline work consisted of: 
HUD Project ~SF-ID-10-26-1002: South 2nd at Ross Park blasted rock 
from trench so we could finish laying 12" line from Well #28 to connect 
to system, Layed. -- - .- . - - _: - - ---
Franklin Jr,- Hi. and Barton Road unloaded 16" T,J,C,I. Pipe.-----
Well #28 insulate inside of building, Installed meter, chlorinator, 
and.surge control valve,· 
Barton Road Booster Station installed pot pumps, and motor, Set 
surge control valve, check velve and relief valve inside of building • 
.-
Other work included started drilling Well #29 at Willard & Walnut 
on the 9th of -~he month, Drilled to 150 1 1111 per contract and s~erted 
drilling into 2nd 150 1 • End of- month had drilled to 172 1 • 
During the month of January 20),228,000 gallons of water was con-
sumed from the system or 6,555,741 gallons per day wes secured from the 
following sources, 
Surface supplies & Well #4 
Well #2 
'1/EJll #27 











This figure is 2,629,000 gallons mar& than last January. Based on 
the 1970 population fisure of q0,036 there was 163.75 gallons of water 
per person per day secured from the system. 
Alirport water consumption was 2,002,000 gallons using 7.5 pound of 
chlorine, 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
611 Wayne 
Poleline bet. Ash & Maple 
109 Von Elm 
600 Wilson 
Arthur & Love joy 
422 No, 18th 
2 New service lines were installed at the following locations: 
169 Hurley Lano ( ) 11 ) 130 So,· 16th (l") 
4 Service lines wore renewed at the following locations: 
18J Wayne 
456 No. 15th 
712 East Poplar 176 Randolph 
-- 6787 
WATER DEPARTMEHT M0NTHI;,Y REPORT FOR FEBRl/ARY 1973 
Mainline work consisted· of: 
HUD Project WSF-ID-10-2b-1002 Bartr,n Road Booster dug out trench 
for electrical conduit, Installed roof drain on bul.ldine; and worked on 
roof. Cut and welded window f:-cmes and weld on screens for station, 
Painted pip!ng and installed scales for chloninator. 
a 
Pine and Hyde Bobst er installed 150 H.P., · 1500 G,P. M, Pot pump and 
motor, 
Scardino Park dug out trench and connected to lC" line to run 8" 
line to El Rancho. Used one 10 11 x 811 tee, one 811 x· 6 11 tee,. 1(, 1 of' 8 11 
c.I. Pipe, 7 1 of 6" C. I. Pipo, one 8 11 gate valve, or.a b" go.to gnlve, 
one .6" plug and one 8 11 plug, 
During tho man th of February 188 ,lr57, 000 gallons of we tar was 
consumed f'rom the system or 6,730, b07 gallons per day was s.ecured from 
the f'ollowing sources: 
Surface s_upplies &: Well t/4 
Well'#2 
Well -#27 
P,I,P, We-11 #1 
76,750,000 








152i. 0 lbs. 
This figure is 5,600 1000 gallons less than last Febru~ry. Based on 
the 1970 population f'igure of' 40,036 there was ·168,ll gallons of water 
per person: per day secured from the system, 
Airport water consumption was 1,971,000 gallons using 6,0 pounds of 
ohlorine. 
Mainlihe leaks were repaired at the following locations:. 
900 West Center 700 West Lewis 1600 so. 2nd 
1708 Pocatello Cr, Rd, 100 No, 17th . 
6 New service lines were ins tel lad at the f'bllow1ng locations: . 
I 
1450 Yellor,s tone 3/4 11 550 Hyde 1 11 ' 205B West Grif'fith 
Sl.10 W, Eldredge 3/4 11 110 Valleyview i'" 3036 Pololine 3/4 11 
2 Service lines were renewed at the following locations: 
750 East Poplar · 840 Vies t Wyeth 
5 Service lines were repaired at tho f'ollowing locations: 
245 No, Main 
1024 East Bonneville 
1323 So. 2nd 
38 Maplewood 




' ' --· 
VIATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1973 
Mainline work consisted of: 
HUD Project: VISF - m - 10-26-1002 Began construction of Moonlight 
Road-from Eastgate Nursing Home by Burgraph Construction Co. 
Barton Road- Booster Statinn inst11lled suction side or booster station. 
Installed 11i,8 1 or 1611 T.J,C.I. Pipe, 24 1 or 12" T.J.c.r. Pipe, 3 1 or 6" 
T.J.c.r. Pipe, 14' or 6 11 steel pipe, three 16 11 x 12 11 tees, one 1611 x 6 11 
tee, three 1211 gate valves, one 6" gate valve, one 16" 90 degree bend, 
and one 16 11 plug. Set 6" relier valve, 
Ross Park at South Second Avenue t:inished _laying 12 11 transmission line 
to existln~ system.and hooked onto 10" line over the top of Ross Perk. 
Also set 6 1 £ire hydrant o.t the south of Well #28. Used 849 1 of 1-2 11 T.J. 
C,I. Pipe; three 12" gate valves, one 12" x 6" tee, one 12" M.J, plug,· ic_-_· 
one 1211 sleeve, 51 1 or 10".T.J.C.I, Pipe, one 10 11 gate valve, one 10" 
sleeve, 11 1 or 6" T.J.C.I. Pipe, one 6" Paci£ic States Fire Hydrant, one 
6 11 .-t:ire hydrant valve and set rive mainlins valve boxes and lids, -;; 
Installed 1 11 drain line £or 10" line over the top or Ross Park, Flush-
ed ou~ line and all complete except £or sterilization. 
Regular work: Scardino Park at booster worked on line to El Rancho 
using 36 1. or: 8 11 T.J,C. I. Pipe. Installed 8 11' pressure regulating valve 
with 3" bypass using two 8 11 £1 tting adaptors, two 8" x 3" tees, two 
8 11 buttert:ly valves, one 8 11 pressure regulating valve, two 3 11 flanged 
gate valves, one 3 11 t:langod regulating .. valve, two 3 11 flanged 90 degree 
bends. Poured rooting £or vault_and cut out sod to continue line. 
Well #21 filled in floor with gravel and poured and t:inished con~rete 
t:loor. 
Well #3 put new valve seat in 12'~ gate valve. 
Well #29 drilled to 340 1 with no improvement in strata. Will swab out 
well and test. 
During tho month or March 213,509 ,ooo gallons ·or ,;ater was consumed 





l!.I.P, Well #1 










This £igure is 32,519,000 gallons less than last March. Based on the 
1970 populotion £igure or 40,036 there was 172,03 gallons or water per 
person per day secured rrom the system, 





v,~:rr::R DEPA:lT,,,r,;:11· ;:;OI!'f;!;:,Y HSF:1!11' FOR APRH, 1973 
Hl1'.l Project ·;;:;F'-,D-l.0-21:,·1002: t.::Jnt1liri;ht rolld CTonr.tPuction bJ Bu1•gr~,ih 
Cnn~t!'uction Gn. ccn::pl0i;-JU. 
Stot'ili!-:.:.icl 1? 11 l:!.rH.' (.'il ~ci1.il:h 21::.C1Jnd n.f; Roa!l Pn1•k rind is O..l!~eody :!.n 
optH'8. tion. 
Ba.rtcn ll,:;:.1-:! n.:,~~t r-:t"' S'l;~t~ic-r, innt.r1lJ.0 1.i diBcbari,:o side of 'booster t:tnU 
startotl la:-.·'11~ 11," :.,"<'lcm.1.~~l-.'11 J.in<:! to tanlc !:itas. Infltallcti <J9o 1 of 
16 11 D.T. PJ~~ 1) 5 9 1 of l.~1
11 D.'11. Pt~)r:, 1 3 1 of b" D.rl'. Pipe 1 two 16nxlQ 11 ..'(J_l) 11 
t,:e::, one 1/,'':,,,";:16" t:!>e; two J.i:,f, clans ;~50 gate vnlves, thr0e 10 11 cla:;s 
250 Hate va\~u3, non~,, CTla~s 250 gRtc VAlve, on9 16'' class 250 90 do-
r;rec bend 111!d ono lb" pl ur;. 
Install~d lb" rccnrdev antl v~ult for some. 
Other ,·:or·ic: 10(.,;., l:l Ram,hc .lnstaller\ plpe ttnd fittings to connect 
to Scnrdino !"orok Boo:itcr. Lay,,d 175' of U" 'l'.J.C.I. Pipe, one !3":r.:8" too, 
t,,,'.t, 6 11 P.~~. t,o 1J 11 ,·111,T, rP-duc~·e5_1 on!l 6 11 no].id ~loevo, one U11 g~te \'":-Jlvo 
and hool-'.od uµ to pru::suro ror,ulatlng st!ltion, B>1clci'illed and cleaned up 
antl planted grns~. 
Viall #29 perforotod and s·11,il.Jhed out cn:<ing. Swabbing fop 72 hours. 
Sl:Rrtod i;c:;\; pumping .and tost pum!)ed for /~U houri,. Shut dow:i for 21( h•Jurs 
e.nil started te:-:t p•1111pi11g ll(oain, Hot complcto yet, 
153 South 7th Avo, rcplacod two section (32 1 ) of 4" C,I. Pipo. 
Durinr- th<'.! month of April 2(,2 ,ti66,000 e;r.llom1 of wRtor wa.~ cons\\mod 
from the .~;rntem or IJ,882,200 gallons pe1• dny was secured from tho fol-
lL lling flOUl'COS: 













12, Olro, r:r.:o 
1/i,035,000 











'l'his i'i,0 ~;ro is '.;~'. ,0!.=1, ,OUO gollon:1 ] cr.n thun l.a~,t A:!)ril, iln:IEld on tho 
l'J70 populr.t.ion ficu1'c of )io,oy, thorc-, ·,,!'l!l 221.l!S gallons of vrntor• per 
person per tlsy securf.'d. ft•om t.he system. 




VIATE!'l DEPAR'!';,'.E!:T ;,iO!!THLY RE?ORT FOR 1,IAY 1973 
Mainline work consisted of: 
mr.:i Project '.'iSF'-ID-26-1002: Laying tro:!nsmission line to tank sitar., 
Layed 7,601 1 of lb" !l,'l','l',J,:::.r. Pipe, inotalled three 16" class 250 
gate valves, fire 16" class 150 gate valvos, one 16'' class 250 tee, one 
16" x 121' P.E, x :,i.J, racucer, c-no 12" class 250 gate valve, two 16" x 
6 11 x 16" teon, cne 12" plug, two 6" gate velves, ~3 1 of 12'' C,I, pipe · 
and 36 1 of b'' c.r. pi?9, 
Finished v~ult for recorder at Barton Booster Station. Also finished 
roof en Barton Boostor, 
f.11tchall Construction Cc. began worlt on tank sita fou."ldations. 
Other work: Tool: in 1,030 1 of b" c •. r. pipe, two 6" gste valves and 
two 6" fire hydrants when Goodwin Constructi'>n Co extended 611 line west 
on \'/est Ceder to Colorado and then south on Colorado for G.K. Machinery 
Building, · 
Took in 36 1 of 6 11 C, I, pipe on 1200 block of Pershing when Mac Beth 
Plumbing extended main to serve 1220 &. 1222 Pershing, 
Finished test putnpl.ng of Well #29 
During the ~onth of Mey 567,171,000 gallons of water was consumed 
froin the system or 18,295,838 gallons per day was secured from the fol-
lowing sources~ 












































This figure is 34 ~058,ooo gAllons mo::-e than last MA'/. Based on thn 
1970 population figure o.f 40,036 there was ~56,98 gallons of water per 
person per day secured from the system, 
Airport coneulllPion ·was 3,174,000 gallons of water asing 10.0 lbs. 
of chlorine, 
- 6'191 
..... . - • • 
WATE..q DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR JUNE 1973 
Mainline 10rk consited oft 
HUD Project VISP-ID-26-1002: tayed t1•e.nsmission line to tank site 
from Baz•ton Road laying 5110 1 of lo" D.'l',T,J,G,I, Pipe, Befp:m laying return 
line from Eaot Cento1• Street E:xchange.ftaved ~,050 1 of 12 D.T.'r.J.C,I, 
Pipe. Set three 1211 gatli valves and instailod two 1011 pressure regulating 
valves, Formed nnd poured concrete vaults for regulating valves, 
1i'ormed and poured f.'ootins and vaults for air relisf valves on lo" 
transmission line, 
Other vmrk: 400 Fairway D·rive layed 126 1 of 1011 T.J.C.I, Pipe up 
easement for P aI'kS Department. 
Took in 47' of 10" c.r. Pipe, one 1011 gate VRlve and one 6" gate 
valve to Grand Central aI'ea. 
Took in 905 1 of 611 T,J.C:.I, Pipo, one 6" tire hydrant and three 6" 
gate valves on Iris and Sego inst~lled by Goodwin Construction Co, for 
part of Sunnyvale Second Addition. 
Idaho StI'eet capped l½" main line account leaking a.t east end. 
During the month of. June 656,650,000 gallons oi' water vres consumed 
from the system or 21,868,333 gallons per day woi: secured from the i'ol-. 














Vfoll -/11 P.I.P. 





























2790. 5 lbs. 
This figure is J.21,6J8,ooo gallons more than last June. Based on t,he 
19"/0 population figut•e of 40,036 the:ro woi•e 546. 72 gallons of water per 
perasn per day secuI'ed from tho system, 
./1:iI'po:-t consttmpt·l,,11 was 4,147,000 r,allons of w,,tcr ur.S.ng 14.0 11.rn. 
of chlorine. 
• •• 
Vl/\'l'ER DK'./.Hl'Mi•;wr l-\OJ,!'l'ilLY nm•or('r !-'OH JllLY lC/73 
Jiacl l"ro-icHd; WSF'-T!1 •. ;~r'.1-l'J02: At Bflt·to1' Roo:1te11 B t:nt:i.:-:n l:1n·nod rrn.t.cr-
into Iino th:·il bo,;,~1.,,.. ::r:,1 d,c,:,1-:;"\ f'or, ].c,r,11·:·. •·nd f')tlll!H:d l..ino 1,o 6" hJ,.·,· 
i.":f.<:. Pin·1 •• :[;, ... 1~:t}PZ~ \~;~ '.£·Jhn1·.i·:n ll1~u .f' 1 oiii C,:...nt,4 r· ti~.~c!n\:.J::xchnn~;,r. (:,uJI; 
c1f 1-'1•0,?v;Ry on ~f-;::,•o .... fqY~li"·,.? i\7l'J J°1'{•:I r-:a·~:-1~ ·:·,n .. ·r·y C"Jn r,:1..•or,l:i.~ht. r,:i:,nt.l 't;i:, int:n1·-
sr~ct,i,;,ri of 8t-r'f~ats ]::·~r.li!!~.: '/,l:H,3• ·of 1~ 11 1,. 1~ 1::r.,J.C,T. Pi.po. Sut. ·n')Ven J.;_~" 
C"0 '''Q "nlv O tu•r1 l''°"'"n"'r" ., ... ,-,,•<n" ,..,),,-,,. t-( l'JU tn,,n r.no '];>II '10 ), r:,"~ ir,1 C,.;,, ..-· , •••••• ~1,_,,,_t;,,.1, .. ,:~1.,,c;1 v·,-·~•,, n.>.c-~ ... ,J'-.:,J\.. •••• ~ , .... 
[jl"'C't bond :tr..l c,nn 1.2·1 11'1 .1 • :ilL,;~. !·1'0Tt!J'"1nd ~UH~ p0nrC'tl fC\o1;inF; for thn t,;·c~ 
p11 er.r.u1·-:. r~.:;,1 ·J s t:inr-: n ~~L: Li vuo •tnd ~·c:f•rrr~-i<l f'c:,tlr~dFlti1JU 1'c .. ::• l:hr; ls t • 
. ·OtCl'fl~ .. war1i: J.ncJ.1.:rl~,1: Luyt;!) 065 1 of 10 11 '11 .,T,C.Tw Pipe· t'r'om w~:11. 111n·~. 
c:bnsed. fr:··m Srd!;o1. .. i·t..:ll11. T1,~t. 1111tHl 0110 J.0 11 gota v11l;n .. ", on~ 10'1 45 rl1:11_7'UO 
b~nu! and O'P' J.:1 11 90 d.•.,r;rt!•.i h!.:nci, L:i.ne c-.or,:ple1:od ·;·.c, n,,rth s1aG of Fai:t"1,•n·:r 
and nn' ·- l ., .. t·c, ··,.~ c,,,- .. ,-,r·'· 0-r1 tn (l" ] '''" 1·0 tJi~hlnr,,1 Go] f c,•u•·so ill ~tI·cc•· \.'.1:J•I,-.• ••, ~. ,,•,.•,_.,,., ••• J.-, ~ •I"> 11, • • V• . , 'I'• ~-
WrJll /ii.=) in~:t'.nllor.': h'' d;t ~;r;i·1ft·r2,:o in i.::nr.;1.ng and ;!" cblo-:--i .. 1ntox• p:i~>o. .·· 
Dug ou.t f,:H' .:.·01 .. ~odnt::Lon :u,..c~ sump drnin. }11 c.,r•m·~d ond po,._u•od f'ont;inp;s antl. • 
founcls.tion to JJ'..lm? hou~(!. ~ 
Dur•ing tllr. 11in'.:tr1 cf Jul)y 703,879,000 gBllon11 of W!ltor v:N1 cons11med 
r~om tho syntom 01· 22,70~,771 gallons µor day w~o secured from the follow-
ing ilources: 






\"/ol J. {,!H.\ 






Well #1 (P.I.P.) 
91,21!3,ooo 
27,068,ooo 
78 ,o&S ,ooo 




























'fhis fir,nre,l.a J.6,818,000 i,nl.lons loss than last July. Based on the 
1970 populat::Jon figure of 40,036 thero v:t>S 567,13 r,allons of water pe1• 
peroon por dE>J secured from the oys~om, 
A•lrport -~~,nsuinp~.ion was 6,722,00_0 gellnno of wat.er using 21.0 pounds 
• of <'-hlo1•inFl, 
Mainllno leolc1:: wor·~ repoir·cd at tho follo111ng locRtions: 
560 Po.qkar<l Y':'llowstrma & I!:dustrinl Lane JOO No,•1.;h :,:al.n 
, 6793 
·-~ 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR AUGUST 1973 
·. Mainline ;,ork oonsi s ted of: 
HUD Projoot WSF-ID-2b-1002: Fitiished vaults for pressure ~egulnting 
valves on Monte Vista. Layed transmission line from lower t11nk to upper 
tank and layed distribution line from the1onlight Road &. Monte Vista to · 
Upper tank laying; 1,363 1 of 12" D.T, Pipe;: 2,970' of 16" D ,T. Pipe; 
set two 16" gate valves; one 1611 45 degree bend; one 12" 90 degree bend; 
two 12" gate vslves.; one 12 11 tee and one 1211 plug. 
Layed line west from east side of insterstate on Center Street under 
interstate and under north & south on-off ramp and tied into 12" main 
at 19th & Lewis using; 1,090' of 12" D.T. Pipe;- two 12"-gate valves; 
one 10 11 pressure regulating valve; two 12" tees; two 12" ;,; 12" ;,; 6" tees; 
one 1211 plug and one 6" P.S, Fire Hydrant. Finished vailt for pressure 
regulating valve station. · 
Chicago Bridge & Iron completed construction of lower 3,000,000 gallon 
steel tank, thus completing thei.r part of project. 
Barton Booster Station was painted inside. and out. 
Other work included: 
Connected well to Highlend Golf Course ·1ine, Installed air valve. Lay 
52 1 0£ 811 C,I. Pipe: one 8" 22½ degree bend;: one 1011 x 811 reduaer; one · 
811 sleeve and one 8" plug, Put into operation, · · 
Well #29 poured. and finished floor of pump hou.se. Set cinder blocks 
finishing walls and £armed for concrete roof, 
During the mont~ of August 729,536,000 gallons or water was consumed 
from the system or 23,533,419 gallons per day was secured from the fol-
lowing sources: 













P,1,P, Well #1 





























3,281.5 lbs •. 
6794 
This figure is 125,536,000 gallons more than last August. Based on 
the 1970 population figure of 40,036 there was 587.80 gallons of water 
per person per day secured from the system. 
Jtirport consumption was .5,034,000 gallons of water using 15,5 pounds 
of chlortne, 
Mainline leeks were repaired at the following locations: 
1900 So, 2nd 
P.I.P. Dldg. #36 
Well Yard 510 So. 1st 
133 New service lines were installed at the following locations: 
. 640 P'ershing (l") , · 
So, Fairway (46-3/4") · 
3730 Jason (l") 
354 E, Dillon (l½") 
850 E. Center (3/4".) 
9 32 W. Custar {l 11 ) 
1257 Yellows tone ( l½") 
809 So, 4th (2-211 ) 
580 Roosevelt (6"'F.L.) 
Fremont Heights (77-1") 
350 E. Dillon (l½") 
6 s·ervice lines were renewed at the .following locations: 
1331 No, Harrison 
738 Ebony 




15 ~~rvice lines were repaired at the ~allowing locations: 
258 Mc Kinley· 
210 Jones Drive 
1537 So, 2nd 
,505 No. lJth 
923 Renee 
551 Fairmont 
·167 West Bryan 
541 So, 10th 
849 No, 12th 
357 No. 8th 
555 West Center 
3555 Hawthorne Road 
106 So, 13th 
726 West Hayden 
809 So. 4th · 
Meter & crub boxes were. repaired at the .following locations: 
(Raised to grade at) 
840 West Center 
1320 Fern 
(Lowered to grade at) 
327 Roosevelt 





1548 So. 3rd checked on broken vault top 
1209 Willard replaced broken meter box lid 
682 Randolph 
1206 East Poplar 




Hud l 1rc:;·:·~l. v~t~?-'.if) <.:.L·-~1.i)(I, .. ~: r~t t1Nt11: :~:i t,r:;: {"'.01:·r.:•11~·.:.(;d nrrnd lil..r,r..i,H 
inc; in:::i.1.<l£·-· t)l" t., ··,1:r. t1:.i1:: r. t•.t 1-;~.,J r,~·.ir~t.:1.rir~~ l·r·ri.cin l:,.•:1<1 :"i.ur; up t.hrct.: J .. (.a 
gRte ,,nJ.vr)~·t~n·1 ~~c.~ li!'•~11J.i:,o vri)vr:, 'f";~):,:c: .. 
Al: loVJ-3l ... i~r-111: !1:il,t· :1:i;1t:,11 .. ,t. :r1 l1l1,I\'.' t:fj' r1rni id, }:'.1,1,.~t. 'I'~:r•r·y lt1X''"-.d 
lD' <.1.r 0 11 c .. r. ;,:ipr. t1n ,~.1,.1·,; urr. H!:~J TYL'?t!F-~ n~~ l'½:1·,·t:<11: Hn-1.H~t~:1· :;~~r:tt,:,n 
to fiJJ.. l(,t1 J'\..J\(:!.~ i.,,, 7r ~.-t:r· l,·:1n'-: ta,(: J?J..u::h\:!"1 ~1"1\i.. Jt," JJ.r.c-\:-. 
E'll.st Gent.,-,. rd; J!il.'·,'!t~·id~:: ·rr.·;;tH! (,~1.3' rd' .t;'.:' 11 }1.T,'1',,Lf1.I. \:3..vn 
m1der, 1.nf.t1.:ij•:.~i·ni-!:~ J1·r.t:~·r l•i~~ {lfle :12 11 ?(;?; dfF.''''::>•:l hcn-:1 ;\1'd nrn·; 1? 11 n} 1J~·.l'1 , 
Lino oor.,pl.c-·Lel.1. :.!:,rlr;:i t,.,,, 3,/~ u t:?t.Jn t".i; r1 1a? 1;·1.1at~tUl>.:l r-u;;nl!:Lt.:i.ne v1-tl1T6!.i, 
Oth(,ll:~ y,~n·1r ll'Glt1Uc:•.l: Wr .. ll t';~9 )i;1~ldc,d. ,~Gba1' ;ln roop:t pcnP·Ud · J\nd 
fjniGhoO n5nn ) .. :i,."'C::.t 0f conr.reto ·:in 'l."'1.,or fn.1c:t:i""n• Po int1jd inn'1<3u ot"' 
well huu::0 Hn,i ius!~t,1.ixr\ ,;indo":i::;. Sat ptn·,~~1· TJf!rte:1 inniUe. F'or1!:t1d, 1~9t;t·-
ed puu;p bo.se t•.nd 1'1ni gJ-:r.H"l,. 
Du-:•~.nr: t1;r:~ 1r.'.>nth , • .r n~.n:d.c1r.ht::P 31lt021 t 0")0 t~r.llnns c.,r Wi~.'i:..r:1· wn3 cPn~ 
!<1rn11·d fl'o:,: !.l;'J 1.:ynteui or lC' ,367 ,J(,(, f~'1l.lon.:i of waLer- per s.,y- vms secllr-
e:.<l 1'ri.i:n the i'c,llowi ll[,~ S1.n1:rcn:.:. 
)"Jb:i. t_;jtJ~!r'1rt.o 
3U1"fcc.,1 DUp:,"-1 J <:S & Wt~ 1. i. J/~ 76 ,oBfl, 0(,0 rr:1i:i.o ,, 
Woll J!? 13,Y(O,OOO "1D ½ ,, ·- .,.I ••• 
Well i!l2 .32,8l1S,.odo 10,:.0 
Vfoll if:L6 1,298,000 l1 • 0 
Wall #J.fJ 3,5'(0. 0()0 10., 
Well /f20A t.:. 2UB 20,614,000 7~.o 
Well 1!21 n,279,000 :n.o 
Wtll] ff2?. 11 ~03'(, 000 JIJ.5 
\Voll #?.1 l~,3fll,OOO · !18,5 
\Vell #2R 6 t437,000 )99.0 
P.I.P. 'ilell /)1 · 6.3,102,000 J.IJIJ.O ---2116!1 ,/') lbs. 
This fii;ura ii: 11,8')1 1noc goJ.Jon$ lo.?9 t::han Io.zt: Sept::<:1ml;isr, IT11.110cl 
on t.ho 1970 pnpul:,tion .n.,:,uJ<o ot' l10,0:;c, t.t1two wns 2SD,9~ S!ll:!.r,nr, c,f 
1Vat;er psr person par dny S(lcurc·d f:r;nn tl:s syst::0111, 
Mrpor!- ovn!'.unrpt:l,,n 1•1.t:: 3,11.0,000 u;uJ.lcrns of' wul;er ua:!116 10,0 Jbr., 
of' chlo.i-ino, 
1900 So, 2nd 
5f50 :'r.h'mont 
Pvr:.:i~:. CP. !!::r.c11. (2) 
1701:.l i'or::~. Cr.TM. (2) 
2360 So, 2nd 
Ge.r:fi ald 3, Lewi a 
714 Cot t::,.ge 
WJ\TF.R D:S:PJ\.RT/,1.-~i,'l' lf.C•/iTfp:,::- R,;:PoRT I-'OR OC'l'OBER 1973 
lfoinllr,!l work con~i s tod of: 
HUD Prc-j,·nt WSP-!D,-;>G-lOO;,: H~pair~.<l l<,,.ks a\, ~ctrton BoM,ter and 
at BArton Hc&d ecst or inL~rutnte, 
D1J.ka e., Uni•;,:,ri::it:r ::r:31:Hl.lcd 6'' by pr.:;:; frc,m north :;3do of vr-,lvo at 
norl:h sirl0 of l>nlrn to f,c,u,0h v1de or Duk0 r,o'.lt.h of prossuro 1'::('_1tlat:tnr; 
st:nt,ir:111. Dur; out a.nd irwt.o.llod r1·<.l!;SUl"'CJ r-Ggnlat:l~~ titat1on. ~~ot pres-
SUPe r&1;;u1aU.!ll:. V!>lve, 1.1 1 nf 12" 11,T. pip'J c•.nd m1e 12"x6",cl?" \:ee. 
Lowor ton'., oito lnyc,d J.02 1 of 16" D.'.i', pipe from r,ump hc,use usinp; 
ono 1.6 11 h5· cler:N,e bend and one 16" slee1;,,, LRyed lOB' or 12" D.'r. pir,c 
ft•om 1:anl: ovorrJ.o" to t'.rA.l.n pun,p. Formed, pourGd enc flnishoo v"ult 
fer drnin line. Formed, poured &.nd fini.~hod vRult tcp, Formed pad fol' 
electrical tt•nnoformer. 
Up,iar tank site hooked up 12 11 and 16" lines, LAyed 62 1 of l{, 11 D,'r. j
0 
pipo, 51 1 of 12 11 D.T. ?ire, one 1611 S.F.:.B, cnuplor and one 12" sloe,·"· 1 
Other work:· Well. //29 ins tel.lad chlor:!.nation hose. Ins tolled pump ·f 
motor, nnd well column. Dug out and instollcd !1" concluit, 
Hl.ghland ae~;'\l;ourse Well :l.nstslled check valve and 'drain line, 
Samuel & "~•-·tl'rntalled 6 11 :x 6 11 tPpping tee and valve. Lsyed 36 1 
or 6 11 C, I. pipa to nnrth right of way or Samuel for new line on Jh :l,g(;y. 
Contractor to oompleto line from that location, /h <'Jd,..'-••'-
Larkspur pluggad 6 11 main 1.8 1 · east or east prope1•ty line of Ramada 
Inn. 
During the month of October 260,755,000 gallons of water was con-
sumed from tb.~ sy!l torn or 8,411. ,451. gallons per dsy was secured from the 
following sources: 
Surface suoplies & Well #4 
V/oll i,12 • 
Wall #12 




l'. I.1', Well //1 
136,648,ooo 
- 36,h11,ooo 




20, 7l(,' ,nrio 
(,6,039,00:') 
z:ios. Chlorine 
1341.. 5 ., -
102.0 







'l'his fi,.:n•o is 111,clOl,OOO ,.;1,Jlons ?o~,pr-, t.hnn lt•.~t Oi.:t.obor, f'-ased on 
t:10 1970 Vl'P'·':;.,,tion fl r,\:re, oi' !1t: ,03(, thcii't: wr.u 21.0, 09 g!lllone of water 
p~i..., P'~r-son per U~y sec~n·,·c-d f1 1 olt'! 1.ho sysi,,~m. 
fr:l-r-.:>o'i"t, c,)nRnr.n~t"\."'n ,·:ur.; l.9L3,C'00 gn·.::-..<.1 ns of \'!9.tcr, using 0,.0 pouucJs 
of chlo~1na. · 
l 6797 
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\VATBI! DEP AR1'f,rr;:,1•r fr!0N'ri-11,Y llSP0R'r POH NOVEIIH"'..'l 197 J 
Mainlino v10rk consisted of: 
ilud Pro lect Vl~•F'-JfJ-?6-1002 ·at lov:.-,r timlc rd ta dug out and J.nyod 
J')O\l'P.7' S i,;,ni!l cnbJ.c. 
st .. rl) 5-,ad t!n·oo ml J.'!).011 a.no t,,.,-,, milli.nn ('.!ll.lc,n t;enk:.. wnd rot,ir~1 
lino to •rorr;v- Str-cf.l· .• !-'lut•l·,,~d nt.:t and fi.lled lcn,:,r- or t.hree million 
gnllons tiwlt and cut into -":>'~1·.r,,in on Hov,;in!;"r 1::, 1973. · 
Chcc\kcd lG" lino for l<i?.)rn an!J cut ;,ioonlight Road for wute;r l"Llll 
off. 
llaullld sle.r; tc r:.00!'11:i.gh t Road hauling 1:4 J.on.ds. 
Project now completed. 
Other woI'k: Well ;'/29 c,rnnectcd J.2 11 steel pl pe to pu1r.p disch~rp:o 
and surge contI•ol valve. 
DuT'inv. the rnont:n of :im•C1mb0r· 206,97),000 !',Allons or wAter w~s 
consumed fror.1 tho uyt,er.i oi.• 6,399,100 r;nllon:i per ·aay- was securotl from 
the following so,wces: 
















ThJa figm,o io J2,3h7,,000 gall.on::i more thnn 1':rnt Novornber, Basud 
on ths 1970 populotion figm•e of 40,036 tbo.rn y:H3 172,32 gallons of \VGtor 
per pertlon per day socur~d from the cystem, 
/Hrport consumption ~ns lp707p000 ggll:)ns of l<'ator trnl.ng 5.5 pounds 
o:f chlorine, 
Ma in line loal:s ,1e;,:,o :repo iPed u t the :fol lnwing loca t:tons: 
Univerl3i ty- Drive & •ro1•:--y St1•eet 
8 New Servitlos we1•e 
I 
DJ(, P·ark Ave. (1 11 ) 
860 Jefi'erson (1 11 ) ' 
1144 No. Lincoln (J/4 11 ) 
installec.l ut the follo'liing loc<J.tionst 
/ / 
970 Hiline Jld. (l"l 850 Jo.fferson (1 11 ) ,, 
1050 YoJ.l0\·19tone (2"s.l) 900 Ystor,1, (l-:~ 11 s,l.) 
224 VI. Ca!•ter (3/L(") ·· 
1 service line w~s ronowdd at the following location: 
l.Jf37 Lav:l.no 
6 Servlco lines were 1·Ap11ired c.t the follow inf, loc1!tinns: 
265 Frfmkll.n 
1131 ilo. Lincoln 
~92 Ric'.!f.B 
S/1 l1 Zen c:1· 
11!2 No. 17th 
322 s,~. 11th 
WATER DEPARTMEN'l' MONTHLY RE?ORT FOR DECEMBER 1973 
Mainline ,o rk consisted of~ 
t 
Well #29 connected piping and drilled hole in puinp base. Installed 
water control and 5 kw tr~nsformer.-Sot 2'1 pipe for meter and installed 
hooded vents for pump house. Made connections for w;,ter lube and surge 
control valve. · .. 
Airport Well #1 removed ges motor ·from pump house and Street Dep•t. 
used this on their rotory snow plow. 
During the month of Decen-.ber 203,352,000 gallons of water was con-
sumed from the system or 6,575,671 gallons per day was secured from the 
following sources: · 
Surface supplies & Well #4 
Well #2 
Woll #27 










1,765 ,0 lbs, 
This figure is 1,317,000 gallons loss than last December. Ba~ed on 
the 1970 population figure of" l10,036 there was 164.25 gallons of water 
per person per day secured from the system, 
~irport consumption was 1,491,000 gallons using 4.0 pounds of 
chlorine, 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
2nd & Humbel t 
400 So, 7th 
University & Terry 
Grant, & Whl.tman 
Mt. Moriah Cemetery 
Cedar & Yellowstone 
1500 So. 2nd 
11 New ~ervices were installed at tho ·following locations: 
1342 East Poplar (l½") 
3964 McDougall ( 3/4") 
664 Franklin (1-/;") 
707 No. 12th (1 11 ) 
3950 McDou~all (J/1~ 11 ) 
4006 r.lcDoue;all. ( J/4 11 ) 
666 Franklin ( l½") 
1435½ So, 2nd ( 3/4 11 ) 
)960 McDougall ( 3/4 11 ) 
1)16 E, Poplar (l½") 
668 Franklin ( l½") 
2 service lines were renewed at the following locations: 
692 Washington 221 Ho?iard 
6 Service lines were repaired at the following locations: 
455 So, 8th 
415 So. 7th 
1205 So. )rd 
1118 So. )rd 
2501 So, 5th 
Hawthorne & Quinn 
6·199 
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WATI::l DEPAR'l'n:EN'l' l,,ONTHLY Hiii'CliT F0H JJ\ll!J,'8Y 1974 
Ma inlir:e v1ork con:i is \;ed of: 
'I/ell Yard Bo,;,ster puJ.l.<id 60 I!.P. motor ~.no d1snantl,.Hl, In9 tel led nev1 
lrnnrini.;s e.!:c.l r<,-f,r,31llJ'b.l.cci 1111d painted. t.:rncmhled 100 a1,,p switch un•l 
in:itnllfd in bon:.:tel' sLfltion. Heplaced b0 H.P. motor and tested oo:, , 
Fremont Booster ?ump f:'l replaced beerinr;s. 
, .. 
Lowor East. Bench 'funk Booster Stqtion put pot pun,ps back. in µla!!e 
end ~llcckod fciz• luaks. 
D'nring the 1n0n'l:h 
sum'3d from thfi syRt111~! 
following sourcns: 
nf ,iRn11arr 209,8).2,000 ,;9J.J.ons of water wns con-
er b,'/69,09'/ e;allon11 p,;,r day was !locured flD'om the 
Surface supplies 
Well (!2 
Well #27 . 
Well f/1 1-'.1.P. 









This figure is 6,614,0D0 gallons morn than -last ,Tnnuary, Rasotl on 
the 1970 µopuJ.ntion fi.1;ure of 40,0J6 thnre woo 169,09 gallons of' ,::ntct' 
pc!' person p,;,r day secured fl'orn the syst;em, 
Airport consuinpt1,,n wns 991,000 _gollons of wnter u.sing li.0 pounds 
of chlorine. 
Mainline leuks were repaired at thl' !,'ol.lowine; locations: 
100 No. Art.bur 
1618 So. 2nc'i. 
1420 So. 2nd 
838 Vfost Bridisor 
1900 ::',o. 2nd 
A'lameda & Fern 
0 Now service lines were installed 
1500 So, 2nd 
El Rancho fr. co11al 
200 lfo. 2nd 
3 Services were renewed at the following locations: 
245 North l,.a in 824-38 W, Bo1meville 20l1 North M,d.n 
-9 Servico n.nos wore, repal!'ed at the !'ollov,ing loca'bicmo: 
247 East Cantor 
204 North Main 
3747 Blue Grouse 
635 \'/, G2•ecley 
11'.;/f. SOU th l\ th 
1323 East Clal'k 
1065 Encino 
3634 Jason 
618 North 12th 
6800 
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WA'fER OEPARTi.lE!iT 11.DrlTHLY REP0RT FOR FEBRUARY 1974 
Mainline vo rk consisted of: 
. . . I 
Airport #1 and #J pu:r.pfl at booster station inst11lled tv10 8" butterfly 
valvos inside of booster etation, 
Well #27 c.iomantled surge c,:,ntrol VP.lve a.nd cleoned loose diaphram. i 
~ . 3 ' Removed :f?. pump at East Bench M gi,llon tank and rewelded. pot, 
Painted F.~st Bench Booster Station and installed guages and safety 
chain. · · 
Woll #29 dug out Voult, Ho,:,lced up flimp;es and orfice. Installed_ piece 
of 12 11 pipo and 12" goto valve juot wast of vault at pi,imp h0nse. Plumbed 
in meter. surgo control valve, pro lul.io and ~,ater control and finished 
plumbing • ./ 
Alameda 'l'ank otring signul cable and run under interstate. 
Highland tank ste:rt trench for signal c11ble to Scardino Booster. 
During the month of Febru11ry 189,729,000 gallons of water was con-
sµmed from ths system or 6, 77o,0)6 gallons per d!ly was secursd from the 
i'ollowl.ng sources: 
Surface Supplien & Well #4 
Viall #2 
Well #27 











This ,figure is 1,272,000 gallons rn~re than l~st February. Based on 
tho 1970 population figure of 110,036 there :was 169,25 gllllons or water 
per person pe>r day secured from the system. 
Airport .consumption was 1,J48,000 gallons of woter using 4 .5 pounds 
of chlorine. 
8 Mainline leaks vioN1 re.paired ot the following locations: 
16l17 So. Fairway 
200 No. 2nd 
)OJ East Bonneville 
1300 Block Parainount 
3rd & Putnam 
500 So. 1st 
1720 Poco, C~eok Rd. 
2000 So, 2nd 
9 New services were installed at the following locations: 
255-59 So. Johnson (1 11 )' 820 E..is t Young (l '' >' ;w36 Swisher .. (3/4 11 Y 
1100 East Corlor '11'. 11 (lf!''(,1100 E, Ced,ir "t:1" (l,1" 11 ) llCO E. Ced:tr "C" \L~"f 
1100 East Cedar "D" (l&-") l.;4?. No, Art.bur (li") 1}50 Yellowstone (3/4 ') 
680.,l 
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ilATER Dr::PAR'l'i,E'.f1' M!::tl'i'i!LY RSPOR1' FOR MAR';H 1974 
Melnlino work cons\st6d of: 
q00 !Hock of '.':t11ara inst,-L!.r..cl S7h I of 12'' D.'l'.'1'.J.C.r. 1:'ipe/ 2~' of 
0"' D.'l','J',J.C.J. l·::.po, c;3, of b" 'l',.T,C,I. Pin<-', two 12" b'.1tte1•fly vnlvos, 
on1;1 12" f,nte V'l\'lo, one '3" E'.!t(l vnlvo, t~!o I>" fire hydronta,:one fl" f:.eo, 
on<> 16 11 teo, one 12" x !l'' rerlucer, throEl 1·2 11 x 16" l"educers and two O" 
C.I. to 8" ~teal coupler~. 
Dug trench antl inst~lloc ~igµal cable from Scardino Booster Stntlnn to 
Highland Tank, 
Wold pipe at airport and installed ll">W ;:O H.P., 500 G,P.1,1, PACO Pumo 
in booater statinn, 
Picked up pump at Dyke's' Electric anrl inst~llad at Satterfield Viall 
for Highland Golf Course. 
Durinp, tho month of M!trch 21J,681,0Q0 g1>llons of w,;ter wns cons\ur.ed 
from tho sys tom or (.,, 892, 9 J6 gal ~ons per dn.y t1as secured from the fol lowin~ 
sources: 
Surface supplies & Well #4 
WeJ.l i/2 
Well /127 











'I'llla figure is 172,000 S"lill:ms more th!ln lllst March, 13est;d <1!1 tho 
1970 population figure o!' 40,0Jb there was 172,17 g11llons o:: wstor per 
parson per clsy secured. from the syatem. 
tdrport ?1::iter cono11mpti,n wi,s 1,291,000 @;"llons usi::113 4.5 pounds :>!' 
chl9rino. 
5 11.;inlino loaks were repaired a I; the folJ owing loc" tions: 
Custer .~, Lincoln 
Arthu1• & D,i:, 
730 North Garfield Main & Clark 
Alam;,do bc:t\<een Fe.irban!~s ,lnd Ever~tt 
16 New services we1·0 insti,lled ot the following loc 0 tlons: 
q002 Yellcr,l't-,ne (JJ") 736 So. 10th (3") 
2nd Add. l{.a.z•villo. (11-3/4") 91':,-21 Rod~:ood (1 11 ) 
5JJ E,st Clar~ (11 11,.t.) 
31) We".t Cod~r (l'') 
8 Savice l!n,3s we-ro ren!ll!'ild at tha f.ollowtni; loc:9ti">na ! 
'· r.:'<J Yle 3 t 'Quir-1.4."i 
126 ~/ills.rd 
~13 Ea:;t Chapol 
?.27 PP.rlc Ave. 
6lt~ 110. l;)tr1 
205 Park ft..vo. 
J~6 Randolph 
· 408 Eest Dillon 
6802 
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WATER DEP~R'r:,!E1,T i~ONTHIIT REPORT FOR APRIL 1974 
Mainline v.ork consisted of: 
400 Block of Willard sterilized, flushed and put into operation 
new 12 11 main. Shut down old 4" main and filled rn'3.in lino val•re ho,:es. 
3ri & Lovejoy renewed 30 1 of old 4" c.r. Pipe and ins~alled new 
6'1 gate valve; replacing old 4" gate valve 111hich was removed. 
Set up Well #27 and Scardino Booster station on· signal wire with 
Highland T:i.nk. 
El Ranch:> t, Holman inst;alled 6" pressure regulating vel·Ja and 
built vault for same, 
South and ~f Santa Anita installed 6'' tapoing tea and valve to 
connect 6" c.r. main for south encl of Lavine. 
Water Der-iartmant She>.;, 306 V/gst Pine installed 4" tap?ing t.ca and 
vJJ.lve and layed 54' of 4" C.I. l'ipt to new addition or building. 
C,uinn Road west of Hawthcrne Road l.ayed 364 1 of 12" D,'l',T.J.C. I. 
Pipe and plug~ed, 
Tested W!!ll #29 and pumped out through fire hydrant, 
. Ran sir,rul cable from Fremont Booster towards Vies~ Highland Tank 
following south side of Ganyon Drive. 
Fairway 4th Addition made 4 3/4" taps on 6" main for Bengal Const. 
Co.· so they can chl.orim1.te line. 
During the month or Alpril 274,426,000 gallons of wa tar was con-
sumed from the system or 9,147,533 gallons per day was secured from 
the foll~wing sources: 































This figure is 11,960,000 ~allons more than last April. Based on 
1970 population ri~ure of 40,036 there w~s 228,48 gallons or water 
porscn per de, secured from th:i s:;etem. · 
-- 6803 
• • 
Airport ~.--ter consu~'tptinn was 1,0.?.6,00Q gallons using J.5 llio. 
of chlorine. · · 
9 mainline leRkS were repaired o.t the following locations: 
500 \Vest Clark 
Willard ~ F:ll!l 
1134 Verdugo 
100 llorth Garfield 
3!1B West Clark 
900 E11:it Pine 
.500 West Y:hi tman 
400 Wes~ \'fuitmsn 
700 West Bonneville 
41 Naw service~ were installed ~t the following locations: 
/ 
216 E~st Lawton (3/4") 935 rlayne {l"S,tY 
3520-29 ;,icKin1.:;r {l")" 1C02 S.::.muel (2")" 
046 RiC:ge (l")" ·. Northgr,t~ 2nd Addition 
1154 Doi beer (3/4" ),... ,. 
486 Yellowstone {4"F,L. 
( JJ1-3/4 II)' 
24 Services \,ere renewed at tho foll.owing locations: 
320 Vlarren 640 No. 12th )37 iro. 12th 850 Willa.rel 
111, 1,:~. l l~rJ 1!6): tt;t. ll are 4 72 'lflllnrd 41:G Willard • ! : t 
l.!90 f,1Lle.rd 4li S \'iil lard 4::5 ;n 1111.1:'d 1.ie~ '!ii l. larc 
!~05 Willard 41) 11:11·.ard 1)2) F.. rremnt 1)8 Rand,:,l ?h 
2;(, Fairb.i:,l,,> l.11:5 El f?.qnc?-ic l:,fi no. lc:th 151 Fairba.nks 
.515. i-.orthle.r,d 1236 So .. ?.nc. 592 P. ldf.!:El c4ri i:::. Lawto:1 ~ ~ 
19 Services \VP.!" a re pe 1 ':'"e d at the fol]owing locl'!t i,.ms: 
633 \'l, C:.irz.:in 
702 Sr,, ltt 
3504 Jason 
296 Yellowstone 
234 So. 19th. 
.136') !T'.llt:,an !J2~ VI, 1.'lhitr:-,an 
tot 32 ,;:arvilla 592 fllc.;,;c 
444 E. Gould 6JJ E. Vihitman 
651 No. 13th 1424 So. 1st 
LDS Quinn & Hawthorne 
!10? \'/11 lR:>d 
~?2 No. 9th 
1,~-5 NO~ 'farrison 
1342 No. Hayes 
400 Yellowstone 
Meter & Curb boxes were repaired at the following 'locations: 
(Raised to grade et:) 
.934 Highland 
820 E. Young 
2nd& Lewton 
(Lowered to grade at:) 
1047 Shoshone 9$7 No. Garfield 
(Blow cut curb boxes at:) 
429 Wyldwood 983 Brennan 
761 Balsam 
665 Pershing repaired meter box lid 
1J6h Poplar replaced missinB vqult lid 
1460 Iris replar.ed mi~sing ineter box lid 
3766 Blue Grouse rP-p&ired meter box 
2075 So. Fnirway replaced broken meter box 
198 Wa1ne dug out end repl4cod curb box 
450 ctrtis re~ot looso meter box lid 







WA'l'ER DE:?!\RTf,:ENT MONTHLY REl'QR'.1' FOR MAY 197!1 
Mainline work consisted of~ 
Upper East Bench Tank mnde 4" flg. com,cction for sterilizing and 
flusheci. lines at 2 mil lion gallon tank. Sl;erilizecl 12" main from 2 
million g~llon ton~ to below J million gsllon tank and fro, 2 mill!on 
gRllon tank to 19th !·.,,enuo. Flue.hed out lines and fillsd 2 million 
gallon tank to 6 fest. 
Airport repaired contr~! ?Unols at wells and booster st~tion 
account power lines hil.t by sky diver anC:. blew out circuito in th9 
panels. 
West Bench reservoir cepped 12'' steal line and dug out 18'' ateel 
line so cont.ractor csn begin work on .5 million gFtllon tank site. 
Dur.inf~ the month or May, ~02, 232,000 g11l lons of water was consumod 
from the sy!l tom or. 16,201,032 gol1ons ·per day was secured from the fol-
lowing source~:· 
Surface supplie~ & Well #4 
























2511 • 5 
58.5 











This figure is 64,939,000 gellons less than lRst May. Based on 
the 1970 population figure of 40,036 there WAS 404.66 gallons of water 
per person per day secured from the system. 
Airport water consumption was 2,913 ,OOO gRllono uoing 14. 0 lbs. of 
chlorine. 
Mainline leAks were repa1.red at tho following locations r 
2200 So. 2nd 
Quinn &. Hawthorne 
1708 Poca. Cr. Rd. 400 West Cedar 1205 So. )rd 
West Rench Reservoir East Bench at 2M gel. tank 
96 New service lineo woro installed at tho followi~g lo~Ations: 
429 Tef'u (1,/;-'') 
Falrwsy 4th (7-1'') 
20h V/est Cedar ( )/!;") 
1254 So. 5th (l¾") 
4G~ Yellow~tone (l½") 
S0!1 Cott~r,e (3 14" l 
210 \'fost Ged,.1• (3/4") 
&Bo West Ced9r (l\") 
Pairwav ~th (80-3/4") 
691 Jofferson (311:") 
J26 West Ced~r {lt''l 
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WATER DEPARTMEHT MONTHLY REPORT FOR JUNE 1974 
Mainline work cons.is tad of: 
West Bench at 5 million gallon tank site excavated out dirt end 
hauled gravel bock in for footings and founqation. 
521 Richland dug out and plugged off old l¼" galvanized line that 
was pert of the old Riehl.and Townsi te line. 
Airport me.de 4" tap on 611 main for rdnho State University. 
Airport re-routed 8 11 line around Mc Nabb 1 s property. O.wner furnished 
pipe, end fittings. Installed 8 11 tee and one 8" gate valve. Re-connected 
his 3/4 11 service to new line. 
· Repleced 6" steel line in the 700 and 800 blocks of Wayne. Layed 
1,298 1 of 6" C.I. Pipe, 53' of 4" C.I. Pipe, three 6" gate valves, two 
4" firo hydrants, replacing a:,ciDting fire. hydrants •. Sterilized m!lin, 
flushed out and conne~tad services to new main and put into operation, 
Set pressure regulating station on Ada Street. 
During the month of June 732,101,000 gallons of water was consumed 
from the system or 24,403,367 gallons per doy was secured from the fol-
lowing sources: 








































3004 .o lbs. 
This figure is 75,451,000 gallons more thon last June. Based on the 
1970 population figure of 40,036 there was 609.54 gallons of water per 
person per day secured Crom the system. 
It might be noted that several high temperature records 
tho.t ,:e!'e set in 1940 an-::-. t-hat; s'3ve:r~l nflw rer.ords were set 
month when the temperature reached 98 to 100.degrees during 






Airport consumption was 5,740;000 gallons usi~g 20.5 lbs, chlorine, 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
1921 No, Harrison 2nd & Fredregill 700 Yellowstone_ 800 Wayne 
7 New service lines were·installed at the following locations: 
815 So. Main (l½") 
645 So. Main (l"l 
E½ Lot~l7 Blk.3 Taney 
680 West Cedar (l½") 1690 °No. Heyes (l½") 
1135 Yellows tone ( 3/4") East End Poplar ( 2") 
Tracts (3/4n) . . 
23 Service lines were renewed at the following locations: 
610 East ·Halliday 
355 So. 10th 
560 No. Grant 
743 Wayne 




. 546 No, 5th 
2537 Valley Road 
556 \'/est Greeley 





429 No, 7th . 





620 East Cedar 
16 Service lines were repaired at the following locations: 
1036 S11ish&r 
1353 So. 2nd 
622 So, 6th 




408 So. 4th 
853 Vlayne 
1042 No. Garfield 
765 Wayne 
746 East Center 
928 No. Main 
2312 So. Fairway 
735 Wayne 
428 Filmore 
Meter & curb boxes were repaired at the following locations: 
(Raised to grade at:) 
358 No:· 11th 
2043 So, Fairway 
226 West° Carter 
1869 So, Fairway 
(Lowered to grade at:) 
1127 Malibou 
3766 Bluegrouse f;l9 West Gould Hiline & Poca, Creek 
(Blow out curb boxes at:) 
992 Cahoon 
480 Randolph 
212 West Eldredge 923 West Center 
10th & Fremont N.E. corner replaced curb box lid 
823 West Lewis ·replaced concrete meter box ring 
512 West Carter cla aned out curb box 
546 So, Main replaced broken meter box lid . 
87 Westello tightened meter box lid 
Hyde & Jane repalced pressure regulating vault lid - ·6807 
l 
-. .-
We.tor Depar-tment Monthly !lepo1•t fClr Jt1l:r 19711 
Uainlino work conslatod or: 
Took in F.;:!:r~.~::r E1t1.1t.i::r. J1\:h f,,Biticm w<:lt~r- ~ystem 11hich inclur:lod 
air,;bt b" firo h,drtant~ •.-;!.~h v~:L·,c,:., c1i;'1~een 6" e;oto valves and bo:r.os, 
d4 ·05 1 r· 11 "'·c· 1 nn , 0 0 0 • • u • • 1. r, po, . 
Poplar & H:1tle tut•nou of.l' n;.,:i.nlino r,~d;o valves ,10 Bong:i.l Cons 11;, 
Ci:>, 00:.11<.l tic into L" m~in :'or f:nat Bidgo Est11tos wator oyntom. 
Airport rapair~d bao,tcr statian pnnals nocount power 11111 hit 
by sky divo1• o.gaL"l, 
500 Block of ':/03t Eldrodi:;n. n:~1do i:ap for chlorin!ltion so contr1?.otor 
coulcl :.t,1ril~zo ::::.;.n en l:.ocnl Improvement District Ho, 1011, 
Amr,,on !'n~•;( n:arJn 6" \;~ and sot J.l-1 11 ,;: b" happing toe 11.nd b" t~pi;,ine; 
valve JJor Ben.~:i.1 Constr·uction ·Co. 1'01• E.o~t Ridgo Vlnter system. 
Duri:ic tlm r.iori th or July oo,;, 700 ,ooo g!lllona of w,;,tcr. m,a con-
sum9cl fro1,1 1:hu o ys tem Cl' 25', ?92, 90.3,,;rtns aooured fr-om th•l fo.llowin3 
9<:,Ul'C6 S; P..-~ tuy. 












P. I. P, #1 
106 .i,m,, ooo 


























This figu?'e i:i 101,901.000 gr.llons mor·o th::m lost July. Brised on 
the 1970 populat.ior. figu:::,e o1' 40,03& there wos 649.24 gollona of water 
por parson psr da7 aecurod from the ayatem, 
It might b9 noted tiiet his month w11!l unusually dry r<l th no l'!lin-
fall. (. 14 cf en inch of rainfall for thG mouth. ) 'l'ompera tures ranged 
to 95 to 98 dcg.-oes daily, 
Airoort consumption was 6,9Cb,000 gallon:. of water using 27,5 
pounds of chlorir.e, 
68_08 
WA'fER DEPART:,;E}IT M0N').'HLY R:i.'PORT FOR AUGUST 1974· 
Mainline work consl:it9d of: 
r:emovocl J.00 H. r. 1,(otor from Fl'omrmt Boost or and took to Dyk~ 1 3 
Electric ac"ount burn_t out. Ur,ed two bO H.P. st~nd by motors until 
repairs coul<l be m:ide. In::it1Jlled ufte1• ropairs and put baclc into 
· opero. tion. · 
Well #10 pulled submeruible pump, m"ltor and column and took to 
Dyke's Electric o.c,:ount burnt out. 
Well Yord Dt>oster removed o lecLrical oquiplllln t in propo.rati0n to 
building now pu1rr;, house. 
100 EF1st 111.an~tlR Hoad irnitulled.10 11 x 10 11 tapping tee nnd v elve 
far New Pocatello ~all. 
Boo_ Yollowztonc irt:::tallod Cl" JC ,0 11 tapping tee and valvo for New 
Poca ttillo I.loll. 
200 Enst Cedar cut in 011 C.I. Tee, 10 11 ' JC 811 coupling !l."ld 10 11 gate 
valve for New,Poco.tello Mall. 
If.onto Vl!ite & ,Tolan tm•nod· off ,noinline ,•elves for Bangal C•ms I t:. 
Go. to hoo\c onto main l'or rextonsion of '!'Inter main on Marcrest 2ntl 
Addition.· 
During the rJOnth of Aue:ust 690,290,000· c;ellons of w~ter was c'Jn-
suuiod frnr.1 tho syEl tem or 22 ,?&7 ,419 e;flllons per day wns seourad l'rom 
· tho following sourcea: · 








































Thin figure is 39,246,000 gallons less than last.August. Besod on 
tho 1970 populntion fi~ure or 40,036 thore '1"799 556.18 gallons of 
wa tor per pP.r~on par doy secured from the sys ~om. 
Airport consumption was 8,665,000 gnllpns using 34.0 lbs. chlor!no. 
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Water Department monthly report for September 1974 
Mainline work consited of: 
Well Yard built new cinder block pump house for booster station 
Well #2 at Ross Park built new cinder block pump house for well. 
Hurley &. Yellowstone rr.ade 1011 tap on 12" main for Empire Construction 
Co. for New P.I,P. Warehouses. 
South Von Elm & Primrose disconnected 411 m!lin from 6 11 main and hooked 
6 11 aiain onto 10" main. Eliminated 4" main altogether. 
East Bench ·Booster Station instelied pressu1•e recoreder. 
During the month of September 531,416,000 gallons of water wes 
consumed from the system or 17,713,933 gallons per day was secured 
from the following sources: 





































This figure is 220,397,000 gallons more than last Septelli!Jer, 
Based on the 1970 popul!!.tion figure of 40,036 there was 442,45 gallons 
of water per person per day secured from the system. 
~irport consumption was 5,98),000 gallons of water using 16,0 
pounds of chlorine, 
Mainline le gks were repaired at the following locations: 
ISU Garrison Hall 
400 West Ylhi tman 
l400 East Clark 
600 \'lest Sublette · 
1000 East Maple · 
100 North )rd 
Yunicipal Airport 
47 New ~ervice lines· were h1stalled at the following locations: 
Highland Hi (4"F,L,) 
804 No. Arthur ( l½") 
Municioe.l Airport (1 ") 
W.end Oakwood (2"temp) 
lJB0 E, Poplar (l½"} 
767 Filmore (1 11 l. 
1j4 No, 6th (4"F.L.) Marorest 2nd (27-3/4") 
1224 Pershing (J/u") PIP Bldg, #10 (2-3/1~") 
East Ridge Est, (3-1"} 3444 Hawthorne (2"sl i 
155 Franklin (1 11 ) 41~ E, Center (4"FL: 
1)62 E, Poplar Cl½"} 42ti0 Yston~ (U~ 1 J) 
115 So, 15th {4 .. FL) 1505 Ridge ''{)r,O~.!.JJ 
Water Department Monthly Heport for October 1974 
Mainline work consited· o.r: 
Richland nnd Poplar killed tno 2 11 mains at the 4" otoel 1no.l.n, 
This should have the old Richland gystem eliminated, 
.397 Valloyview dug out 6" 11111.in and inaula ted account shallow 
dopth. 
nepaired regulator bock of Pins and Hyde Boos tor 
Wired Well Yard Booster Station and W.:>ll #2 and hooked to powe1·. 
•rsrry Street Bool'!tel' Station just aost of Insterstate installod 
12 11 x 6" tgpµing tee and ·b" tapping valve imd 1nado connoc tion from 
12'' m!lin Ii t son th sido o.f 'l.'arry to tho 6" in11 ir. at the north side of 
Terry, Eliminating Terrr Street Booster Station, 
'l.'his month we took in lforthg11to 2ncl /1.dtll.:tion Tlhlch included 2,.3JO• 
or 8" C,I, pipe, 4,185 1 of 6" C,I. pipe, six 8" g~to valves, fifteen 
6" gate valvos and ton 6 11 fire hydrnnts, 
Took in East Rlclgo !~states which included 3,977' of 6 11 C,T,· pipe, 
eleven 6" gate valves and four b" fire h:,drsnts. 
Toole in Ponderella Gardons which included 450 1 of 611 Cl.I. pipe, 
one 6" gate valve and one b" 1·ire. hydrant, 
At South Von Elm we made two 611 taps on 011 main and one 0 11 tap 
on 10" 111E1in for fire hydrants to be installed by Empire Const1•uotion 
Co, ·-· ··-
During the uionth of October .305 ,8911,000 gqllo11s of wata1• v:as c'>n-.. 
sumed from tho system or 9,B6'{,548 gallons per day was secured from· 
tho following sour~as, 






















Lbs. Ohl or inc 













ThiR figure is 45,139,000 gallons more than last October. Based 
·on the 1970 population' figure of 40,03& ~here was 246,47 gallons of 
water per person per day secured from the system. 
kirport consumption was 2,897,000 gallons of water using 9 ,5, lh:J. 
of chlorine. 
Mainline leeks were repaired et the following locati~ns: 
1700 North Arthur 
100 So. 2nd 
1720 Poca. Cr. Rd. 
10th &: Terr.y 
1798 Poca Cr. Rd •. 
27 Ne" services wero ino telled at the following locetiono: 
. . I 
1570 Yollowotone J6" FL.) 630 Ridge (3/4 11 { , P'ontlerella Gard. (8-3/4 11 ) 
115 So. 15th (2") . 3411 Poleline (l")' 32)0 Mc!Cinley (2-11" V 
647½ \'lost Pine (3/l1"V 204 Park "Ave. () A.i"Y 1500 Ystone (l"Y 
EaGt Ridge -Est. (7-2")/ 414 E, Center (3/4"V 650 Parle Ln, (1 11 V 
141 W, Chapel ()/Ji")/ · 
7 Service lines were roriewetl et ths f"ol10_"1"1ing locntio,ns: 
· 557 Richland 
422 Franklin 
1252 E. Hayden 
4113 Peirrnonl; 
24.5 Warren 
2555 no. 2nd 
. 234 No, 9th 
11 services ware repaired at the following locetions: 
646 So. Uain 
936 Cahoon 
954 So. 4th 
401 No, 5th 
1626 No. Arthur 
P,I.P, Bldg, #C 
So. and Cemetery 
910 Highland 
730 Balsam 
!165 West Cedar 
l46 So. 17th 
Meter end curb boxes were repaired at the i'ollol!ing locations: 
(Raia&d to greda at:) 
3711 Do,•e 
2025 So. Fairway 
300:~Pel'k Lone 
255 Warren 
1732 So. Fairway 
1881 So, Fairway 
1000 Perk Lane 
(Lowered to grade at:) 
246 no. 11th 460 So, Lincoln 
(Blow out curb boxes et:) 
950 Willow Lane 848 Broadway 
2150 So. FeirwRy 
1709 So, Fairway 
106o Jer,n 
169 Warren 
2&4~ So. Fair"ay 
2419 ::io. Fairv1ay 
2534 So. Fairway 
150 W, EJ.dreclgo 
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Water Department Monthly Report for 'November 1974 
Mainline work consisted of: 
Alameda Tank weld two bullet holes in tank. 
· Well #16 removed motor and pulled up pump to install chlorinator 
hose, 
200 Block or south 20th blocked 12" tee, 
Pin6 and Moreland repaired pressure regulator, 
Fairway and Hiskey worked on pressure regulator. 
T~rry Street Booster Station installed three curb 3tops tor drain-
age cystem. 
Cemetery Booster Station· pulled 12!, H,P. pump motor and set up drain, 
Vlell #29 disconnected·2!,0 H.P. motor anii took to Dyko:s Eleotz:ic 
for repairs, · · 
Two million gallon tank on East Bench rra.de .3/4" tap anli co1!necteu ·. 
~•pi.., ... -!"o~ · s'4 e"'I"'!°'"' -::t,""te,... · ·· · r-- ..... 0 - - -o-.. -- ... ,i ~ -· 
Drained 16 11 .steel line over Red liill froin Cemetery Booster Station, 
, Fern and·Alamede repaired pressure ~egulator. 
Installed 12 11 gate valve on 1211 C,I, line upper level of Red Hill. . . . 
West Quinn Road leyed 3,899 1 or 1211 D.T.T.J.c.r. Pipe. l!,O• of 6'' 
C,!. Pipe and 2 1 of 6'' D.T.c.r. Pipe, Set nine 1_211 :.tl2"x6'' tees, four 
12~ butterfly valves• one 8" butterfly valve• eight 6" fire hydrants, 
two f,lt· M.J. plugs a!l.d one 1211 M,J, plug. Made .3'4" ta-p at Hawth,orne 
Road, sterilized and flushed out w~in. 
During the month of ?t overnbe?' 209,734,000 gallons of 
consumed t:ro1:1 the system or 6,991,lJJ gallons per day was 






Well #28 · 
l'iell #1 P,I,P 












This figure is 2,761,000 gallons more than last November, Based on 
-::,e 1970 y:rti'.U.!lt!or.. f!g'ci:-e r,f 40,0J6 tr..ere ~a!! ·11h.6C: S-'ll.lcns of w~t.~:-
per person per day sec•.i.red from the system. 
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kirport consumption for Novemer 'llfiS 1,715,000 gallons of water 
using 6.0 lbs. of chl~rine. 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
Wayne & Cherry 
141 No. Johnson 
200 Sou th 20th 127 Charles Place 
47 New services were·installed at the following locations: 
Oakwood Manor ( 611 ) 
Boo Yellowetone (4-2") 
.P.I.P. Bldg. 14 (4"F.t~) 
Sunnyvale 2nd (12-J/4") 
Irft Park so. Stl;l. (2 11 ) 
845 Ylest Yibitman (l") 
333 Hurley Ln. (3/1.i"} 
536-38 So. 10th (l") 
Sunnyvale '2nd ( 2-l½") 
Boo Yellowstone (10-l" 
.711 Svlisher (3/4") 
Sunnyvale 2nd (7-2") 
Sunnyvale 2nd ·(5-l") 
3 Service lines were renewed at the f_ollowing locations: 
East Ridge Estates 725 so. 10th 
10 Service lines were repai~ad at the following locations: 
93.5 East Center 
318 so. Garfield 
!,98 Jensep . 
1132 East Poplar 
1023 Yellowstone 
30 Cornell 
22.$ So. 10th 
674¼ West Pine 
l02t., Cahoon 
Blu~ Grouse 
Meter & Curb Boxes ware repaired at the following locations: 
(Raise to grade at) 
233 Warren 
J.45 Parkview 
(towered to -grade·at) 
269!, Lois Lane 
1224 Pershing 
924 Park Lane 
2690 tois Lane 
(Blow out curb boxes at) 
JO Cornell 394 Warren 
3.)8· ·Lark t~ne che.oked. mete·r in box 
East Ridge-.Este. tea 
P'ocatello Mall 
Po_catello Hi School on Garfield replaced concrete ring on. meter ·box 
Fire Hydrant M. & o. 
· 575 Kinghorn repaired fire hydrant #13 account hit by auto 
1014 Hilina Road repaired fire hydrant #147 
Cedar &-Florence remved fire hydrant #201 
' 
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Water Department Monthly Report for December 1974 
Mainline work consisted of: 
Clark Street bridge removed old 12" C.I. Pipe and .replaced with_ 
61 1 of 12'_' Steel Pipe. 
Replaced 33 1 of 12". c. I. P•ipe on West Quinn nccoun~ deffective 
length of pipe. · 
Dismantled surge control valve, pressure relief valve in the 
Cemetery Booster and stored in new Water Shop. Blocked pipe inside 
of booster.station. 
Replaced 250 H.P. motor in Well #29 after repairs. 
Replaced faulty relay 1ri Well #27. · 
During the month or Decenber 214,791,000 gallons of water was 
consumed from the system or 6,928,742 gallons per day was secured 
from the following sources: 

















This figure is 10,939,000 gAllons more than last Decerrbe1•, Based 
on the 1970 population figure or 40,036 there was 173.06 gallons of 
water per person per day secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 1,422,000 gallons using 4,5 lbs. chlorine. 
hlsinline leaks were re-paired at the ro llowing locations: 
151 16th Place 5th & Whitman 1215 So. 4th 10!,3 E!),St Pine 
200 E. Bonneville 400 Tari; 
No new services wers installed in DecelliJer 
2 Service lines were renewed at the following locations: 
429 so. 12th 348 No. 9th 
9 Service lines were repRired at tho following locations: 
700 Jcn~cn 1505 E. Ridge Dr. 
1215 So. 4th 3731 Sandpi-per 
165 Fair-ay Circle 
633" E. Whi t:-:::in 541 E·. \'/hi t!!'.9n 
1217 Lavine 3625 McKinley 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REk'ORT FOR JANUARY 1975 
Mainline work consisted of: 
Repaired pressure regulating valve on Jane, Blod air from lines at· 
Jane and Ammon, 
Changed pilot control on pressure regulating valve at Mento Vista, 
Removed ca.sing from Cemetery Booster Station. 
Repaired solenoid #1 pump at Barton Booster Station. 
During the month of January 219,259,000 gallons of water was 
consumed from tho system or 7,072,871 gallons psr ·dey was secured f1•om 
the 1'ollow!ng sources: 
















1800. 5 lbs. 
This figure is 'J,417,000_ gallons more thttn last J11nuary. Ba!led 
on the 1970 population figure of 43,0)6 there wes 176,66 gallons of 
water per person per d~y secured from the system, 
Airport cons,imption was 1,504,000 gallons o:f water using-.4.0_ 
pounds of chlorine, 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
400 Hyde 
Arthur & 'ilye th 
2020 'East Lewis 400 South lat 
2800 Poleline JOO South 1st 
Wilson l'.e Pina 
2 Now services wore install'3d at tho :follo.,ing locations: 
Bucyrus Erie-So, guard Station (3/4") Bucyrus Erie-'>'f, Guard Sta, (3/4") 
3 Service lines 1Vere renewed at the following locations: 
147 Roosevelt 843 No, 10th 735 VI. Sublette 
8 Service lines were repaired nt tho following lo cit tons: 
470 West Oo.1-c 
234 So, 12th 
355 So, 10th 
424 So, Johnson 
lltl2 Lavine 




·· . ...., -~ 
· WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT FOR FEBRUARY 1975 
Mainline \l,'Ork consisted of: 
Well Yard dug up two 16'' r.nins to check size and elovation. 
Installed two new morcois e.t tvro million gallon tank on the East 
Bon~h, and ch~cked running. 
Set up l)l'essure recorder in Woll #22. 50 lbs, Set regulstoro going 
into Alameda system o.t 80 pounds, 
Changed motor in chlorinator booster at the City Reservoir !l.nC 
installed 2 11 drain l:lne, 
Airport Bcoster Station changed 3" check valve to a 311 hydraulic 
check val:il:e~ 
·Nada repairs to control panel at Scardino Booster Station. 
During the month of February 197,808,000 gallons of water was 
consumed from the system, or 7 1 064 ,571 gallons per day was secured from 
the followin8 sources: 

















This f igura 1 s 8 1 079 ,000 gallons more than last February, 
Based on the 1970 population fi{3Ura of 40,0)6 there ~as 176,46 gsllonB 
of water per person per day secu1•od from the system, 
Airport consumption was 1,421,000 gallons of water using 4.0 
pounds of chlorino, 
Mainline lee.ks were repa_il'ed at the following lo.::s tions: 
652 Park Avo. 4th & Riverside 1856 Poca. Cr, Rd, 
6 Nell' services were installed at the folloT11ng locs tiona: 
670 Park Avo (3/4"J 1706 No. Main (l") 311~ l'oleline (2-2"). 
624 E. Center (4"F,L,) 624 E, Cantor (l½"l 
4 Service lines T1ere renewed at the 1'ollowing locA tions :: 
428 Jfo, 12th 1135 So. 3rd 827 W. Wyeth 477 Wyldwood 
J Service lines were repaired st the follow1ng locations: 
746 So, 2nd 275 Hofftnan 133 So. 2nd 
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Water DeparL1.1ent Monthly Raport for March 1975 
Mainline work consisted or: 
Moved 250 H.P. Submersible Pump from Dykes to 1'/ate!" Department Shop. 
Airport worked on jockey Pump, 
Bench Road II: South Von Elm layed 797 1 of 6" T, J,C.I. l:'ipe, one o" 
butterfly vnlvo and oi:ie 10" x 6 11 M..J. Hedltcer, repla.cin,; 6" ste'!!l 
line· fr•om Highland Booster at South 1lon Elm to Bench Road, This 
elirninllted old l~·· steel m,1in on South Von :Sl;n and old booster' station. 
Conn~ct,;1u 611 into 10" of South Von Elm, Instellad 6" pt'c,s11ure r.,g-
ulating valve and VP.ult for s~m-a. Sterjlized, flunhed and put line 
into operation. 
100 Block of East Elm ·tn Pershing i:.nd Elm, thence to Porsl;ing ar1d 
Mnple installed one /l" :;,: 6 11 t11P1;ing_ tel!l, one 6'' toppinii Valvo, le:.yed 
8!10 1 ot' 6 11 T,J,C,I. Pipe, one 6' 90 deerce bend, one 6 :x 6" tee, one 
6 11 r:,J, :x 4" P.E. Ri,r.iuc.er, one 4" slec;,o and one 6" Psclfic States· 
Fi1•e Hydrant and valve, Ster!l!.zed and flu.shed ne'!'I mniil, Connected 
services to new mel.n and k 11::..cd u II steel main in the 100 block of 
Pershing, ·This eliminated old 4'; ·Steel main frQm the 100 block or 
Pe1•shing to Maple and Pershing t1hero we connec tec;l into 411 C, I. main. 
Toole in 2,7' ot: G" T.J.C.I. Pit;'<!, one 6" g'lt& 1ralv& and or,& 6" fire 
hydrant inntalled in the 500 block or· West Eldredge by contrncto·r. 
Du:;,ing the m.onth of 1,iflrch 222,907,000 gallons of v,1,ter was con-
aumod from the system cir 7,190,548 gallQlls per day was secured f't'om 
the .rollowlng sources: 




P.I.P. Well #1 
66,.371,000 
50,611,000 










This figure is 9,226,000 g11llo~s more than last !,1nrch, Based on 
the 1970 population flgureo.i' 40,036 thorA was 179.6 gsl lons of .,,s.ter 
per person per day s eoured fron1 the system. 
Airport consurr.pti-,n was 2,09;;,000 gell':l:HI of water1• usjng 6.5 
pounds of chlorine. 
~sin11ne leaks we~e repairod nt the rollowlng locations: 
Iris Street 200 Horth 2nd 
East Be.-ieh at 2M gellons tank 
2nd & Fredregill 
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Water Department Monthly Report for April 1975 
HJinllne work consisted of: 
Hell #10 put In plate for submersible motor, 
Airport· dismantled jockey pump, replaced bearing, and turned cooHng fan around, 
Hiskey Street unloaded 18'' pipe for project. . 
Washed and bleached all four sections of reservoir #4 and two sections of 
middle reservoir. 
Repaired meter and surge valve at Well #18. 
Old reservoir #1 dug out for vault and pressure regulator. 
Wei 1 yard installed two 10" X 16 11 tapping tees and two 10" tapping valves fo1· 
new booster station. Dug out pot for pump and poured concrete, 
During the month of April 231,996,000 gallons of water ,1ere consumed from the 
system or 7,733,200 gallons p~r day were sC'cured from the follo.iing sources: 
Surface supplies & Well #4 
Weil ffZ 
Well #12 
Wel 1 /127 
Wei 1 /128 







This figure is 42,lf30,000 gal Ions less than last April, 
population fl gure of 40,036 there .ias 193.16 gal Ions of water 









B.ased on the 1970 
P.er person per day 
Al rport consumption was· 1,374,0DD g~l Tons· of water using 4.S lbs. chlorine, 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
Ma ln & Wyeth 
1100 So. 3rd 
WT ngate .& Heron 
1525 So, 2nd 
4oo so. I st 
8 liew Services were lnstal led at the fol lowing locations: 
547 Wayne ( l ") 
884 Bryan (3/4") 
Alameda Park (4"SL) 
440 East Ccnte r ( 1 ") 
636 Pershing (2") 
676 Zener (3/lf") 
10 Services were renewed at the following locations: 
251 No. Hain 
742 Birch 
655 So. 10th 
627 w. Hal llday 
905 So, 5th 
1525 So. 2nd 
2370 So. Second 
1369 LeVine · 
IS Services were repaired at the following locations:· 
2525 Ada 
217 Cottonwood 
209 So, 13th 
742 81 rch 
935 So. 3rd 
318 So. 6th 
221 So. 13th 
884 w. Bryan 
1125 E. Lander 
Animal Shelte1: 
1337 E. Lewis 
856 No, 8th 
5th & Terry 
874 w. Bryan (3/l;' 
755 Ho, Main (1 ") 
827 So. I 0th 
· 645 So. 10th 
.2464 So. Fairway 
426 So, 9th 
194 Jones Drive 
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Water Department Honthly Report for Hay 1975 
Hainline work consisted of: 
Well #10 Installed and removed submersible pump and motor. 
Well Yard Booster Station bui It pumphouse, hauled panel from Cemetery 
Booster to Well Yard and Installed and tested pump and motor. 
Fairway 5th Addition on Butte Street laid 2443 feet of 18" C. I. pipe and 
Installed 3 1811 butterfly valves, I 18" x 611 x 18" WYE, I 1811 x 18" x 611 x 611 cross, 
I 1811 x 811 cross, I 18" x 1011 cross, I 18" x 611 tee, 2 10" P.E. x 6" M. J, reducers, 
2 1811 plugs and I 6 11 11, J, plug. This main was ster111zed and flushed. 
Reservoir - West Bench laid 2" pipe for chlorinator and wash line. 
East Bench, Alameda Tank, and East Center unloaded pipe. 
Farr-ens Subdivision installed. 3 8" x 611 tapping tees and I 6" x 6 11 
tapping tee. , · 
During the month of Hay 340,684,000 gallons of water were consumed from 
the system or 10,989,806 per.day were secured from the following sources: 
Surface supplies & Well #4 
We 11 lf2 
We II # 12 
Well #16 
Well #18 












,. ' We 11 #22 











. ·~·,.: ' ... : .. 
We 11 #28 
We 11 /129 
This figure is !61,548,000 gallons less than last Hay. 
population figure of 40,036 there was 274.5 gal-Ions of water 
secured from the system. 
' . 
' .!.§1...i 
980 .• o 
Based on the 1970 
per person per day 
Airport consumption was 1,535,000 gallons of water using 4.5 lbs. chlorine. 
l'\alnline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
521 East Dunn 
200 Kl ng Strce; 
B & E Big Gun Bldg, 552 Fairmont Ave. Ross Park 
12,,New Services were Installed at the following location,s: 
558 Richland (I") 
Old Al rport (J/411) 
675 Yellows tone (3/4") 
Airport B.L.H, (3/4") 
427 Lark Lane {411 ) 
Boo Yellows tone {I½") S.L. 
971-73 Jessie { I") 
1400 Bench Road {I½") 
1230 Pershing {3/411) ,· 
220 West Map 1 e (3 /4") 
4280 Ye I lows tone {2·3/4") 
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Water D!!p.;rtnent ~bnthly r-e]X)rt for June 1975 
Mainline work consisted of, 
600 Dlock Wayne laid 558 !:eel: of 6" C. I. pipe and inst:alled 1 6" butterfly 
valv<;, 1 G"x 6"x 6" tee, J 6":{ 6"x l~" tee, 1 flange x C. r, couplinq, 1 6" stc,.,1 
plug, 1 6" steel x 6" C. I. L"OUpiing. Main wai; sterilized and flushed. Servi,;<:: 
chanq€.-d and connected to nL"W main. Rt:!newed 2" line with l!;" coppa:r at 600 Waynu 
at wc,,;t all~,y. Tied in 6" line to 4" in alley. Eauled in three loads of gr,wul . 
\·.ell fflO installed purop ,il/1d m::,tor. , . . . ___ , _ . . 
Fairway 5th Addition sterHization tap on lB" ,main on lli,;key Street. 
Air;:ort laid 542 feet of 6" C. I. pipe and installed 1 6"x 6" tapping tee 
and.valve, 1 6" 90° Ell, ·l 6" tee, l. 6" M.J. plug, J. 6" P.S. fire hydrant 
and valve, .and 1 valve bo.x. a1.in was sterilized and flushed. 
Upp,,r Icvel-Ncll Yard made road for, na,w pipeline. Laid 116' of 16" pip2 ar., 
installw 1:-lo" valve. 
Well Yard !:Q::lster S t:a l:ioh Hniishoo building top to purnphouse. 
East Bench Tank rr.ilde 3/4" tap,fn 16" main. Ral1 signal system fi:mt vault Le 
vault. · ' ., , 
. During the rronth of June S82,!Y37,000 gallons of water were consumed from 
the system or 19,431,233 per day were secured ,from l:11e following sow:c:es: 
Lbs. Chlorine 
Surface supplies 
well tt2 · 































PIP Well ffl 






63,609,000 186, 5 ,.1,3t 'l D -1,m:o- . 
This figure is 149,164,.000 less than last June. Based on the l!J70 
i:.opulation figure of 40,036 there was 485,34 gal~ons of water per r:erson 
per day secured £rom the system. 
Aiq:ort consunption was 4,403,000 gallons of water using 13.5 lbs. chloriH 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations, 
tleth & Renee 
20th & Lewis 
600 Blk. wa.yne at Alley 1600 No. 2nd 
142 New, services WGre installed at the following lc:x:,ationsi 
6BO !-brelillld (3/4")' 1730 Nest Quinn (8")"" 301-383 Packard (l") • 
1615 \\\:!st Quinn (3/4"J • 1026 Dolno11t (3/4"), 385-389 Packard (l"), 
Alley at Oakland (1" s.L.} 28- l" Fai.rway St::1 l\ddition, 





Water Departrrent l>bnthly Rep:irt 
July 1975 
Mtinline work o::msisted of: 
West Heservoir laid 1674 feet of 16" pip,2, 162 feet of 4" pipe; 8 feet of B" pipe, 
410 feet of 12 11 pipe,. and 8 feet of 64 11 pipe.· Installed 1 8x8x8 tee, 1 12x8 reducer, 2 12xl2x12 tee, 1 16xl6xl6 tee, 2 30 ells, 3 16" 45° ells, 1 4" 45° ell, 1 16x4 tee 
2 16x14 tees, 2 14" 90° ells, 2 14" flange butterfly valves, 2 14" flange x M.J, 
couplings, 1 16" M.J. butterfly valve, 1 18 11 flange x M,J. CO\.'f!ling, 118 11 butterfly 
valve, 1 4" p;s. gate valve, 1 2" x 5½" galvanized ·nipple, 1 2" compression cou;,ling, 
1 4" M.J. plug. Assembled arid installed 14" pressure regulating valve. Sterilized 
line. . . . . . .. 
F.ast Bench-upper tank run .2" drain line. ·So. Von Elm repaired darraged.cables. to 
signal, svstern. _ . . 
· Insi:alled, hooked_ up and tested probe on top of tank at airport. Flushed new main 
During the nonth of July 735,626,000 gallons of water were cnnsurred from the 
system or 23,729,871 per clay were secured f:rom the following sources: . 
· Ibs. Chlorine 
Surface supplies & Well #4 & 6 · 94,182,000 321.0 .. 1acio ·= ib//,o 
Wel! #2 35,283,000 109.0 
Well i3 66,951,000· 185.5 
Well ilO 56,143,000 160.0 
Well il2 101,501,000 290.5 
Well il6 50,665,000 
Well #18 42,818,000 
Well #21 39,353,000 
W::!ll j!22 30,000,000 
Well #27 57,885,000 
Well 1128 · 25,238,000 
Well 429 67,260,o"oo 









This figure is 70,154,000 less than last July. Based on the 1970 population 
figure of 40,036 there was 592. 71 gallons of water per person p;,r day secured 
from the systan. . 
Airp:)rt cnnsmption was 9,445,000 gallon.,; of water using 26 lbs. chlorine. 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
1856 Pocatello Creek Road 1678 Pocatello Creek Food 529 South 7th 
1444 ~ 4th 200 Blk Taft & Wilson 
61 New Services were installed at the following locations: 
883 Renee (1") ./ 750 Filnore (2 - 1") / Street D:pt. Shop (l") _,,,. 
2405 Garrettway (l½"l / Airport Hertz Bldg. (3/4"), Trailer at B - E (3/4")...-' 
1013 Cblbeer {l") ,- 1154 McKinley Cl½")/· 1900 Blk. W. Quinn 18") / 
424 South 7th(!" S.L.)/ Harrison & Halliday (l")-' Farr-Ens Estates(4B 3/4") -· 
( 1 - l") ,. 
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water Oepartnent M:lnthly 1eport . 
August - 1975 
Munllne ~rk consisted of: 
~ tank East;; Berdl nede 3/4" tap. l!eservior pulled out 2" galvanized 
line. City reservior laying block for vault. Installed 126' 18" D.I. pipe,. 
176' 16" o.I. pipe, l-9oll 16" ell., 2-220 18" pipe, 1-18" butterfly val.ve, 
1-16" butterfly val.ve. J>eservior installed fittings and pipe and laid block 
for vault. 1-18 x 18 x 16 tee. Feservior 180' 18" .pipe. West.-Reservior 
carpleted vault. 200 block Warren 414' 6" C.I. pipe, 1-4" gate valve p.s. 
1-4" J:le'<x 6" M.J'. Eeiuoer. 100 and 200 block Wari:en 378' 6" C. I. pipe, 
1-6" x 6" tee, 1-6" butterfly valve, 1-6" valve box. Maple and War= . 
1-4" P. s. gate valve •. 100 Block warren 432' 6" c.r. pipe. 100 and 200 block 
warren !l'ade 3/4" taps and sterilized line. 200 block Warren killed old nein. 
. . . . 
During the ttDnth of August 650,247,000 gallons of water were cansured frtm 
the· syst:en or 20,975,709 per day were secUJ:ed £ran the foll.owing souxces: 
lbs. Cll.orine 
• ....• 










322. 5-t k]lj.;i ~ l5c.,i/, • 
130.0 
Well• i3 



























'1his ficjure is 40,043,000 less than last August. Based en the 1970 p,pula-
ti.on figure of 40,036 there was 523.92 gallais of ~ter per pei:son perday 5eClm!d 
fl::t:rn the system. 
Allport CXIIISaiption was 9,136,000 gall.ooa of water using 28 lbs. of chloriue. 
!einline lellks were repaired at the fol.lcr,,dng locaticllls: 
10th and Bridger 
B E between bldg. 36 & 37 
Iovejoy and S.E. comer 
844 South 9th 
876 Panoolph 
10 New Services were installed at the following locati.oos: 
1416-18 Jensen ( l"l 
1420-22 Jensen ( l"l 
1424-26 Jensen (l"l 
Nati.anal Car 93ntal Aizport (3/4"1 
1232 So. 2nd ( 1 1/2") 
1234 SQ. 2nd ( 1 1/2") 
s.w. comer of Quinn ibad 
1238 E. Benta!. (3/4") 
1717-21 SO. Von El; 
(l"l 





Water Dei;,artrrent !>bnthly ~port 
Septerber - 1975 
Mtinline ;.urk consisted of : 
,, 
100 Block Warren hook to 4" off Oak, 1-6' x 4 M. J, Reducer, 1-6" Sleeve, · 
.20'-6" c. I. pipe. 
200 Block warren hook fire hydrant to new 6" ·main, dug up 4" plug, 
300 Block Warren lay pipe and install fittings, 1-4" valve, 1-4" P.E. x 
6" M. J. Feducer, 1-val.ve box, 360 1 -6" c.r. pipe, lay pipe and tap main to sterilize, 
strip oil, 1-4" sleeve, 1-4" M. J. x 6" P.E. Reducer, 12'-4" C. I. pipe 
400 Block Warren lay pipe, 432'-6" C. I. main, lay pipe, 90'-6" C. I. pipe,· 
blew off 6" C. I. main. 
452, 454, 464, 478 Warren hook service to new main. 404, 412, 433 Warren 
oook to new 6" C. I. Main. 441, 457, 467 Warren hook to new 6" C. I. Main. 
Pocatello Creek Foad (1678) repair leak on steel main. 
Walnut and Warren repl~e pipe and fitting, 146'-6" c. I. pipe, 28'-6" C.I. 
pipe, 1-8" a:orss, 2-6" Butterfly valve, 1-8" butterfly valve. 
303, 470 Pine hook service to new main • 
. Pine and Warren h=k 611 nain on Warren to 12" on Pine. 
:During the nonth of Septenber 512,974,000 gallons of water were cnnsured from 
the system or 17,099,133 per day were secured from the following sources: 
· lbs. of Chlorine 
Surface supplies and Well ~4 & f/6 . 90,738,000 1516.0 
Well i2 . 49,520,000 155,0 
Well HO 28,707,000 85.5 
Well#l2 82,919,000 233.5 
Well #18 49,310,000 130.0 
Well.#21 26,343,000 90.5 
Well #22 29,916,000 88.0 
Well #27 35,184,000 116.5 
Well #28 32,779,000 84.0 
Well #29 14,275,000 40.5 
Pip Well #1 73,283,000 195.0 
.~: 2, 734 .. s 
'lru.s figure is 18,444,000 less than last September. Based on the 1970 
r;opulation figure of 40. 036 there were 427. 09 gallons of water per perS!Jn i;er day 
secured from the system. 
Airport cxmsumption was 5,879,000 gallons of water using 18.5 lbs. of chJ.orine. 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the following locations: 
100 Block South 1st 
9 New Services were installed at the foll0wing locations: 
Avis Car wash (3/4") 
ArrnyBldg. P.I.P. (l") 
3rd & Could (3/4") 
3152 South 5th (l") 
1706 North Hayes (1 1/2") 
1023 Yellowstone (11/2") 
tlighland P,U.D (2") 
1001 Yellowstone (1 1/2") 
980 Nixon Ibad (3/4") 
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Octob.~r - 1975 
!•~z:r::L ei2'.nch r~~!se~\:-::-,d.l', J 1.q i,,no' oE 11e·~-; 1.4" !3t"c:1. pipe, & 265 1 c...lcl. 
lUOa bled-:. vf ~~~ ·:'~..:mch·•, i:E··,:,I ;:.0-2 .. Mt·~1: pres~u-i-1 rc(J'..1.latnr. 
JU g~·.d10 r~ Hr,lm.,n. ir~::.!;~11 2-G 11 tapping tees ;i.b,:,ve· & bl:!lOio! P.rt. 
sta.ti.<-iri fCC pl-c~:-;ul:'1;~ 1:~lii?i: \·~ult~ . . 
:Cl Hand'IO & noJ.rnim, i:"J~,t.al l ~~ 11 prct:~u1x? rel_ie1: va:! V·Z:. 
. • :Z'fj, ,.,~ ...... ~ 
Durin~r tJ?i~ :n:1nth nJ: c/.:1:"i:'C·r~ 2S''.',9j8 1000 0c·_110ns of i;-.2t·.~r.were. r.:nriturn2J 
fro1n Ch? Wf5te111, ol· Y, C.°17 ,-3:51. S~ gcilJ.ans tel t.1:ly, 1.,h!i:.·e •;12c.i..trf""_tl from 
the fu 1.1.o,.;.i.n9 s0urc.~s: 
Su1:fc.1·~. ~-:'!..1pp1.5.c~ h N· .... ll 8 .#'1 & . ffG 
Well· 11:1 
Well HO 






r.I.P. l~r-,ll #1 
'1'01'1\lS: 
























20) .• 0 
2052,0 
'fhis fig1.•xe is 5. S9G, 998 lm;s than last October:. B..75ed on l:lw, 
1970 population 'fig,.1..:.i of 40,0JG, thera wari~ 2,n;12 gallons c,f wate:..· 
_p:r person, per day ,secure<:1 from the system: 
Ai.1110rt consT.UTr,,tion 1·13s 3,259,000 gallons of wata.:: using 10 lb:;. 
of cllfo:dnr;,. · 
M!!inlinc leaks >1ere repaired at the following locati=, 
500 block fuosew.lt' · 
32 New ~exvices 1-.B:,:e installed at the follcrv1i.ng locations: 
1200 Yell0<·mtc:,e (1 1/2") 1007 Yellowstone (l") 1321 N. nai:risori(l"l 
927 Yelle1v1stcne(3/4") 
180 ti. 17th. (3/4") 
3-(3/4") Renee St. 
3-6" fire lines (r:iucyrus Erie) 631 llvde (l") 
ll00 Yellows'tone (l") 1718 :l. u;v,1s (1 1/l") 
8··(3/4") Hano::>cl~ Place 0-(1") lldJloock Place 
2-(2") Eas\;.ric.ige 
19 Services were rep,,i.rro at the follc,.,,in9 locations: 
707 Franklin 
445 N. 12th 
923 r•:. &nton 
~ 7 7 1-/y J.dM:Jod 
M,1 Ln & Center 
l.524 E. Clo.rk 
ll!i8 N. 10th 
242 Gem 
331 S. Garfield 
93 Stanford 
446 Faitway 
1055 S. Pai..cway 
7 34 N. Grimt 
2626 S. 2nd 
504. s. !lth 
1449 s. 3rd 
1300 Block- S. 4th 
2350 S. Fuii:way S S 
2 5 978 Cahoon ' 
\ 
IOO'ER DEPARI'MINI' Mlfl.'HLY REPORr 
Noverrber - 1975 
Mainline 1-x>rk mnsisted of: 
Highland S\Jb--:division, nake 6" tap on 14" main. 
During the rronth of Novcrrber 218,475, 000 gallons of water were consuried 
.i1:0m the system, or 7,282, ~00 gallons per dny, were secured from the 
following sources: 






LBS. OF Q!LO!llNE 
262 •I- I l- ,...._ 
124.5 
Well i/27 · 57.5 
Well #28 23 




218,475,000 65lF.5 , sa,.,-1,.,u 
0 
'Ihis figure is 8, 74 lt:Ore than last November. Based on the 1970 
p::>pulation figure of 40,036, there were 181.90 gallons of water per 
person, per day secured frcm the system. 
Aiq::ort o::>ns\ltli'tion was l, 971,000 gallons of water using 7 lbs. of 
chlorine. · 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the 
301 East O!ai;el 
following locations, 
So. 2nd 
40 Davis 200 block N. 18th 
3rd & Bonneville 
7 9 New Services we,;e installed at the 
Cerretery (2") 
following locations: 
14, 18, 26, 30 Rice (3/4") 
Stcx:kman Bd.-3- (l") .. Hewlett Dr. · (l") 
Bucyrus Erie bldg. ftl9 (l") 
725 w. Sublette (1 l/2") 
4869 s. 5th (3/4") 
2575 l?oleline Rd. (3/4") 
325 East Putnam (4") F.'--
Viewpoint Sub-di vision-65-
11 Services were repaired at 
1531 s. 2nd 
306 N. 4th 
636 1'1. 14th 
3960 Stccklnan lid. 
3765 Jason 
the following locations: 
10th & Clark 
1274 YellaHstone 
Nora & D::!lbeer 
1510 N. Arthur 
152 N. 18th 
Yellowstone at Fisher Gas 
3 Services were .enewed at the following locations: 
826 E. Center 324 E. Center 
830 Jones Dr. 
11:ter and curb boxes were repaired at the following locations: 
MISIID 'ID Glll\DE: 
2535 l\da 642 w. Cedar 
(3/4") 
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WA'ffiR DEPA..~rn,Nr ~O.'ffi!LY REPOiU' 
Decelrber - 1975 
r-tlUNLINE !'[JRK CJNSIS'rED OF: , 
Took in Fairway 5th subdivision which inclu<lecl: 5705' of 6" T.J.C.I., 
2790' of B" T,J.C. I., 3-18" gate valves, 9-B" gate valves, 27-6" gate 
valves, 14-6" fire hydrants. 
Took in Farr-ens Estates subdivison which included: 2105' of 6" T.J.C. I., 
6-6" gate valves, 5-6" fire hydrants. -
Took in Grove II (Eastridge Subdivision) which included 1-6" fire h~•drant. 
During the nonth of Dcceil'ber 196,677,000 gallons of water were consurred from 
the system, or 6,344,419.35 gallons per clay, were secured fran the folla.~ing 
sources: 




















This fiaure is 18,114,000 less than last Decerrd:li?r. Based on the 1970 EXJpula-
tion of.40,036 there were 158.47 gallons of water per person, per clay secured 
from the system. 
AirEXJrt consumption was, 1,510,000 gallons of water using 6 lbs. of chlorine. 
:tAINLINE LEAKS \'lERE RE?AIREi) AT TIIE FOLLaITNG IJ:CATIOtlS: 
2100 S. 2nd. 8.E. Building 1116 
1000 Block of S. 2rrl. 220_0 Block of 2. 2nd. 
St.'1 Ii Lander 600 Block of W. Clark 
~ . ;Y5 NEW SERVICES WERE ItlSTALLED AT THE FOLI!HING IDCATIONS: 
The Highlands Sub:livision-34-(3/4") 1220 S. 2nd.-(l 1/2"] 
The Highlands Sul:xlivision-(2") 1230 S. 2nd,-(l 1/2") 
1602 s. Von Elrn-(2") 2611 s. E'airway-(1") 
The Highlands Subdivision-6-(1") :;,;,. '>7 1.,,,""1-.;-(1") 
13 SERVICES lfill1E REP,'URl:D AT TUE FOLI.a•IING LCr..ATictlS: 
Paranount & Hyde Ardella & Lucille 
716 W. Cedar 1240 Alaneda 
227 S. 9th 851 t'I. Eldredge 
255 Riverside 605 s. Harrison 
93B E. Bridger 946 E. Bri<lger 
144 s~ 14th. 1100 Yella..istone 
1730 N. Main 
4 SERVICES \,ERE RENEh'ED AT TIIE FOLID.'IING LCCATIONS: 
2501 s. Fairway 1356 Ridge 
326 vi. Center 941 Will™ Lane 
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v" fNNLI:!r:: i·,tl~\ COi:-JSJS'l'!·:!J l)F: 
c,:c.'t:! !...ll'CT'!_.) lnus:;;:-in:_jl:,uUc.'\] G'' r11·1~l 3° q,"'l(:•.') 'Vd1V•.""c;.. I:·1sl;,J led ne.-.· 
, .. ri~ing • .1.10 volt ]ighls i. p]US/!L W\·.HJ;,~d c;n nltitu:Ja Vitlvc. 
During t.rn·: :~c·nU1 01: ~·1,:ain,,1.y 214,G95,000 ~Iu1J,>l1;:; nr vm1r:rw~·,·n~o.ms~.1n(id .i·:u,1 
thO: 5,\':..b,•mr 1.:1."' fi,92!J,[;,J$ lji.tJ.lc:,:1:.; 1-:•.,:.:• dil'/ \•:CJ.'e ~GC!!(,Z:,d 71:0,n lht~ (<..•llc.;.d.rn_r 




P.1.1'. '.'>bll ,U 
l,11\T.,!..t)~·JS cn~r;e,:-.1,·1.1 -- ·--- __ ..... ----
91,098,000 
37 ,l :.l,00(\ 
17 ,56:?,0,IO 
G,n,;7 ,000 
52, 01:rt, (H:'O 
:;n,4, f,95, oou 
1,un;.s 
1.37.5 




'lhis figLtre ls ti, 364, f)~O q:il lons lMss t!'mn Ln .. t;;t \1'il.m .. urry. Hused on th1: 
1970 ;x.1:mlr.l.ti.nn [igGr.P 01: 4:J,nJfi, 1hotc.? was 172.~9 gallons t,f water l:,"(¼C 
~rson, tx~•:- day ::iE-!~:u1·r.•.:1 f;--,:;111 t.1o SVHtC'm .. 
Airi::ort ccnsUTl(,l:bn "'-"B, l,356,0U(l <J<1llom:. us.lng 7.5 lbs. of chlorine. 
llii'\INLDlr: LPJ\KS [-/[;RE !l\lf.'I\IRl::f> Nl' 'l'[iE F'O.tJ.(Y.l.ft~G TJX.,"\'l'IO:.is: 
'!'rail Ci:cd: r, Ri vorsidt, .,.,- G5!i Cree 
3736 O:,ttlirs'.11 124 \lru.J.oyvi,,N 
6 NEW $C:RI/IC.'RS \•:me WS'rl'lt.r .. LU l\T Tl IE FClLLOWit-K; LCCATI0:1s: 
JAGO Yellowst.onP. (4" f'.f,.)·' 14(i0 YellovJ,stone (3/4")" 
917-49 1'.cr.c!e (l")"' B1icyrus F:de //12 {2")/ 
3515 Jm,on (l")/ 900 YellCIIIStcnr. (4" F".L.)"' 
3 SERVICES NERE HENE,1,fl l'/P TilE FOLLC,,•/lt,!G r..o::::l\'rIONS: 
908 Wilson 912 :vllson 
237 ~Jayne 
G SERVICES \·1£!<E lll.l'AIRRl:l AT 'II fl:: FOT J.llNJ !«; [CC'\'l'I0:,1~: 
'153 Parle 725 £. Bi:idc;e, 
851 So. 5th 3736 cardin~l 
730 No. Arthur 1236 1::. Cl.::rd: 
METERS & CURB OOXES \•/!.:Hf, TU!l'All::ED ,\'l' 'l'llli FOLW11t.:G J:L~Tl01lS: 
R.liscd to 9rade: 
SGS Randolph 
1240 Lavine 
J c\,JCre<.J to g l·aue: 
9GO Luci.He 






343 I::. ibnncv.ille 
6828 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
FEBRUA.RY - 1976 
MAINLINE I/ORK CONSISTED OF: 
,• Clearview Tank: Work on Pilot for Altitude Valve, make repain 
and clean Altitude Valve. 
During the month of February 204,155,000 gallons of water were consumed 
from the system, or 7,039,827 gallons per day were secured from the following 
sources: 



















1,424.5 LBS • 
This figure is 6,347,000 gallons more than last February. Based on the 
1970 population figure of 40,036, there was 175.99 gallons of water per 
person, per day secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was, 1,520,000 gallons using 6 Ll!S, of Chlorine. 
MAINLINE LEA.KS WERE REPAIRED AT THE 
1,000 BLK of So. 3rd. 
100 Blk of Imperial 
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
B. E. Bldg, 05 
•-· Cactus Drive 
2 NEIi SERVICES WERE INSTALLED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
93B So. 2nd. (2") 1850 No. Arthur (4 11FL) 
3 SERVICES I/ERE RENEWED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
456 Wayne 375 McCormack 
159 So. 11th 
12 SERVICES WERE REPAIRED AT Tl!E FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
535 Crescent Dr. 
631 So. Main 
Boise Cascade 
153 Grant 
1552 E. Terry 
Jl.E. llldg. lJ5 
1st & Day 
2455 Butte 
133 Plateau 
B.E. Bldg. #5 
234 So. Main 
810 Jefferson 
METERS AND CURB BOXES WERE REPAIR.ED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATION: 
Blew curb boxes out: 
425 So. Johnson 
285 Randolf 
Replaced Meter Box Lids: 
453 So. 6th 
300 Blk W. Center 
Repairett Curb Box: 




Ford Johnson's So, 4th 
6829 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MARCH - 1976 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
' 
v- Cree pump - 80 Hours, Anderson - 225 Hours, Tank Booster -
186 Hours. So. Main Ext layed 5,554 feet of 12" pipe, So. 
Main Ext 4 - 12" Butterfly Valves. 
·.' 
During the month os March 212,587,000 gallons of water were 
consumed from the system, or 6,857,645.16 ·gallons per day 





















This figure is 10,320,000 less than last March. Based on the 
1975 population figure of 42,565,000 there was 161.11 gallons 
of water per person, per day secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was, 1,525,000 gallons using 6 LBS. of 
chlorine. ' 
MAINLINE LEAKS WERE 
Walnut & Willard 
Hayes & Connor 
REPAIRED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS, 
Scardino Park 
6th & Putnam 
. 12 NEW SERVICES INSTALLED AT THE 
206 W. Maple (1 1/2") 
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
1205 Yellowstone (l l/2") 
675 Jefferson (3/4") 2281 E. '!'erry (l 1/2") 
800 Blk S, 2nd. (l") 
Bucyrus Erie #42 (l") 
1850 N. Arthur (3/4") 
905 Yellowstone·{! 1/2") 
· 1645 Jean (3/4") 
1705 N. Garfield (3/4") 
4850 Bannock Hwg, (3/4") 
423 E. Dunn (l l/2") 




620 N. 9th 
RENEWED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATEIONS: 
1043 N. 9th 
416 Wayne 
24 SERVICES WERE 
5008 Apache 
604 s. 8th Ave. 
115 N. Main 
1007 Yellowstone 
1176 Lavine 
121 s. 9th 
121 s. 9th 
REPAIJ;illD AT THE FOLLOWING 
850 s. Main 
206 w. Maple 
1600 s. Von Elm 
1207 McKinley 
3315 Poleline 
,/ 4 84 7 Mowhawk 
LOCATIONS: 
2671 s. Fairway 
2.4 24 ~. Fairway 
800 s-. 2nd. 
781 Fairway 
Eldredge & McKinley 
,/4801 Coman:;hefiSJO 
• 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
APRIL - 1976 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Cree pump - 35 Hours, Anderson - 393 Hours, Tank BoO'Ster - 176 Hours. 
so. M<!,in...Ext. layed 652 feet of 12" pipe, So. Main ext. 2-12" ButterfJ 
~es, Main & Putnam layed 77 ft. pipe, Installed l-6" Kennedy Valve 
on west Quinn •. Clearview Ave. layed 462 ft. and installed 1-6" 
~-tapping valve, so. Main killed old 6"· line intalled to 12" line, 
College & Johnny Cr. - installed 1-6" Kennedy Valve, College Rd . 
. Layed 323 ft. 6" pipe. 
During the month of April 240,824,000 gallons of water were consumed 
from the system, or 8,027,466 gallons per day were secured from 
the follow~ng sources: 
Gallons Consumed LBS. of Chlorine 
Surface Supplies 66,775,000 l88½ 
Well i2 47,718,000 l5ll:; 
Well tl2 5l,46l,OOO 159½ 
Well t27 lB,479,000 54 
Well 128 6,771,000 25½ 
P,I.l?. Well fl 49,620,000 158½ 
Totals 240,824,000 73,. 5 
This figure is 8,828,000 more than last April. Based on the 1975 
population figure of 42,565 there was 188.59 gallons of water per 
person, per day secured f.rom the system. 
Airport~consumption was, l,629,000. gallons using 6 lbs. of chlorine. 
MAINLINE LEAKS 
200 s. 4th 
So. Main 
WERE REPAIRED AT THE FOLLOWING 
Airport C Street 
1900 Blk S. 2nd 
LOCATIONS: 
960 Tanylane 
, .. Clearview Ave. 
21 .NEW SERVICES INSTALLED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
324-28 w. Cedar (l"l 320 S. 11th (l") 1375 City Cr.2-l" 
57-59 Foothill {l") Holman 2 ed. 10-1", 4-3/4" 
Temple2-3/4" 
9 SERVICES WERE 
765 Eldridge 
1525 E. Fremont 
440 Washington 
29 SERVICES WERE 
, 5055 Apache 
875 Lucille 
3622 Hill.iard 
0 5035 Apache 
717 s. 3rd. 
2201 S. -Fairway 
2379 s. Fairway 
RENEWED AT THE FOLLOWING 
779 Eldridge 
940 Garfield 





Blk S. 3rd 
Eldridge 
N. 10th 
REPAIRED AT THE FOLLOWING LOGATIONS: 
. 4970 Apache 
1645 Jean 
Fisher Trailer Park 
2615 Fay 





• 230 Willard 
353 w. Terry 









WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
May-1976 
' MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Booster ffl - 357 Hours, Booster #2 - 9 Hours, Anderson - 125 Hours, 
Cree - 309. / So. Main Ext. - 4,116 ft. of 12" pipe, 3- 12ff Butterfly 
Valve, Monte Vista & Booth 610 ft of 12" pipe 140 ft of a• pipe, 
1- ·8" Butterfly Valve, 1- 12" Dutterfly Valve. 700 Park Lane-
repair a• Cast Main. Industrial Lane[Mitchel Const.)- Install 
1- 6" Tapping Valve. So. Main 1-6" P.H., 1-6" Valve, 10 ft 6" pipe 
During the month of May 460,386,000 gallons of water were con-
sumed from the system, or 14;851,161 gallons per day were secured 












































This figure is 119,702,000 more than last May. Based on the 
1975 population figure of 42,565 there was 348.91 gallons of 
water per person, per day secured from the system. 




WERE REPAIRED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATI9NS: 
Bucyrus Erie Lovejoy and 3rd 
BOO Blk N. 8th 
54 NEW SERVICES WERE 
1777 E. Clark (2") 
Main & Center (3/4") 
301 E. Gould (3/4") 
INSTALLED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
Lander Ii Main I 3/ 4" l ,_..4545 Johnny er. ( 3/ 4 
333 E. Hull\bolt (l½"l Kim Drive(l"l 
Philbin & Quinn (l") 1172 E. Fremont (l") 
Fairway 6th(8-l") Fairway 6th (37-3/4" 
17 SERVICES WERE RENEWED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
745 Mckinley 627 s. 9th 228 N. Main 
224 N. Main 233 N. Main 241 N. Main 
258 N. Main 257 N. Main 100 Blk N. Main 
302 w. Center 126 N. Main 128 N. Main 
1142 E, Lander 139 N, .Main 134 N. ~~i~832 
138 N; Main 144 N. Main 
0 
June - 1976 
/ MAINLINE WJRK rolSismD OF: 
Continued laying pipe dawn Bannock High\olay to Anderson Well. . 
Pipe: 1,564 ft. - 12" pipe ·· ·· Valves: 2 - 12• Butterfly t,alves 
36 i:t, - 811 pipe 2 - 611 valves 
46 ft. - 611 pipe 
Fix:e Hydrant: l - 611 Fil installed 
Began laying pipe from 2,000,000 gal. tank to l'Dnte Vista PDad. 
Pipe: 1,188 ft. - 12" pipe Valllt!,H 1 - 12" Butterfly valve 
Bo:>ster #1' Indian Hills - 471 Hours 
Booster #2 :tnd,tan · ijj.l:ls - 8 2 Hours 
1-\nderson ~.l:lills;- .llfi . .lklurSl' {cl.ll:!\e\.l off 6-20-76) 
Cree Indian Hills - 373 Hours 
During the m::ll'lth of June 603,167,000 gallons of water was CO!lSl.lred frcm the 
system or 20,105,566.67 gallons per day were secured from the followjng sources, 
Surface supplies 
Well i 2 










PIP # 1 
'IOrJ\L 















'lhis figure is 20,230,000 liore than la.st June. Based on the 1975 .pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 472. 35 gallons of water per person, per day 
secured f:i:,:m the system. 
Airport coru;wpti.on was 3,357,000 gallons using 15 lbs. of chlorine. 
Mainline leaks were repaired at the follo.ring locations: 
967 Pine 838 w. Bridger 1215 McKinley 
1642 s. 2nd M:ihawk Jane & Amron 
400 Blk W. Center Arthur & Center 611 Wayne 
200 Blk Yellowstone - Repair Bands 2-4" 100 Blk Yellowstone 
Wilson & Maple Tighten repaired sleeve 
6933 
W~TER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JULY ..: 1976 
MAINLINE WORK.€0NSISTED OF: 
Continued laying pipe to Monte Vista Road. 
Pipe: 5,154 ft. - 12" pipe Valves: 
Began laying pipe on Booth Road. 
Pipe: 1,026 ft. - B" pipe 
Booster 01 Indian Hills - 580 Hours 
Booster #2 Indian Hills - 129 Hours 
Cree Indian Hills - 464 Hours 
5 - 12" Butterfly valve 
1 Pressure Reducing valve( 10") 
During the month of July 824,689,000 gallons of water was consumed from the 
system or 26,602,870.97 gallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
Surface Supplies ., . ·. 
Well 0 2 •"! rCI r r,. .,t:) 
Well II 3 'J..;-l~t", l\ l..,_~~~ 
Well /110 I f' .. !') ., :J._ ,,. .... c-
Well /112 ·; •• 'I") ·, r."':,:,. 
Well 016 •1. ~("C' -· 






Well 022 rCl".'n· ~.tJ,t'-
Well 112 7 ~,.,:,I:- ... :?.~~!\_,. 
Well 1128 ~I 00 I "0" 
Well 029, :)... "} o0i 
'!,, ·:, .. 
,' 9,.l)C' 
































This figure is 89,063,000 more than last July. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 645.82 gallons of water per person, per day 






Airport consumption was 4,511,000 gallons using 16.5 lbs. of chlorine. 
HAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations; 
Jefferson 1672 Pocatello Cr. Road 
Wayne 1798 Pocatello Cr. Road 
Bridger Monte Vista Ext. 




WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
AUGUST - 1976 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Finished. laying pipe on Booth Road 
Valves: l - 811 Valve;· l - 6" Valve 
Began Laying pipe from Monte Vista Rd. 
Pipe: 3,362 ft. 12" pipe 
Began laying pipe at B.E. 
Pipe: 388 ft. 10" pipe 
Booster #1 Indian Hills - 492 Hours 
Booster #2 Indian Hills - 133 Hours 
Cree Indian Hills - 343 .Hours 
to Alameda.Water Tank 
Valves, 2-- 12" Butterfly valves 
Install 1-- 900-12" Elbow 
Valves: 1-- 10" Valve 
During the month of August 553,808,000 gallons of water was consumed from the 
system or 17,864,774.19 gallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
Surface Supplies 
Well ff 2 







































This figure is 96,439,000 less than last August •. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 419.71 gallons of water per person, per day 
secured from the syste~. 
Airport consumption was 5,059,000 gallons using 13.5 lbs, of chlorine. 
MAINLINE Ll:.AKS were repaired at the following locations: 
456 N 15th Maple & Hyde 580 Fairmont 
500 Blk, W Bonneville Cactus Dr, 
91 NEW SERVICE LINES were installed at the following 
(3/411 ) 
(3/4 11 ) 
Horizon Subdivision 
52-3/411 lines 
Lakeview Heights Subd. 
14-3/4° lines 
· West Haven Subdvision 
10-3/4" lines 
1010 Yellowstone (1~11 ) 
1715 N Garfield 
407 Randolph 
Troubled Acres 
Lt.1 Blk. l} 
lt.3 Blk..2 (3/4") 
6191:f Park (3/4") 
540 Pershing (3/4") 
locations: 
241 Melrose 
1415 S 5th 
B.E. Bldg. 1/16 






















WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
SEPTEMBER - 1976 
MAINLINE won CONSISTED OF: 
Finished laying pipe from Monte Vista Rd. to Alameda Water Tank 
Pipe: 186 ft. 12" pipe Valves l - 8" Valve 
1 - 12" Valve 
2 - 1211 P.R. Valves Install 1 - 90° Elbow Replace 4" Valve in Regulator 
Finished laying pipe at B.E. 
P_ipe: 111 ft. 1011 Pipe 
Began, laying pipe above Butte St 










During the month of September 473,984,000 gallons of water was consumed from the 
system or 15,799,466.67 gallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
Sur!ac" s·upplies 
Well I/ 2 
Well #10 
Well .1112 





















LBS·. OF CHLORINE 
251.5 
.138.5 










This figure is 38,990,000 less than last September. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 371.18 gallons of water per person, per day 
secured ·from the system. 
Airport consumption was 3,343,000 gallons using 9.5 lbs. of chlorine. 
MAINLINE LEAKS were 
1214 E Maple 
1156 E Maple 
1790 Poe. Cr. Road 
repaired at the following 




1200 E Maple 
Monte Vista Ext. (2) 
1684 Poe. Cr. Road 
l60 NEW SERVICE LINES were installed at the following locations: 
Rendrrson Subdivision 
22-3/4" lines 
J 12- l" lines 
Hillside Subdivision 
J 107-3/4" lines 
' 3- l" lines 













2780 Bannock Hwy, 
2785 Bannock Mwy. 
860-62 Lucille 
255 S 18th 
235 s 19th L 
Lt.1-lllk.2 S. 19th 
(3/411 ) 
(3/4") 




WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
OCTOBER - 1976 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Continued laying p~pe above Butte St. 
Pip_e: 925 ft. 18" pipe Valves: · 1.:.. 18" B.F. valve .. 
Booster UL Indian Hills - 326 Hours 
Booster·n2 Indian Hills - 0 Hours 
Cree Indian Hills - 139 Hours 
During the month of October 281,120,000 gallons of water was consumed from the 
system or ·9,068,38~lgallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
Surface Supplies 
Well U 2 
Well DLO 
Well Ul2 
Well U 18 






























This figure is 608,967.14. less than last October·. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 213.05 gallons of 'water per person per day 
secured from the system 
Airport consumption was 2,634,000 _using 8.0 lbs. of chlorine, 
MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
1684 Poe. Cr. Rd. 
1200 E. Maple 
1422 Poplar 
Juniper Dr. 
Monte Vista Rd. 
1200 Blk, S. 2nd 
110 Blk. N Harrison 
Alameda & Brennan 
1578 Cottage 
209 NEW SERVICE LINES were inst·lled at the following locations; 
Tiffany Park Subdivision 
• LOB-3/4" lines 
. 16- l" lines 
Anderson Subdivision 
• 24- 1" lines 
Syringa Subdivision 
4- 2" lines 
• 1- L½" line 
Sunset West Subdivision 
. ·· 24-3/4" lines 
· 11- l" lines 
Horizon Subdivision 
· 6-3/4" lines 
· 1270 Aspen (3/4'') 
1340 W Quinn Rd. (3/4") 
· 1004-1010 Booth ( 1'1") 
2 Rice 
· . 4 Rice 
16 Temple 
18 Temple 
237 W Cedar 
Opal St. 
N Side City Cr. 
• '·:;' 1rlrru .. ~1r,t 






( l '.') 
( 1") 
( y,,·) 
\ :1. " ·1 
6837 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER - 1976 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
• 
Continued laying pipe from above Butte St. down under Interstate 15: 
Pipe: 1,044 ft, 18" pipe 
Booster Ul Indian Hills -
Booster ll2 Indian Hills -




During the month of November 240,554,000 gallons of water was consumed from the· 
system or 8,018,466.67 gallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
GALLONS CONSUMED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Sur face Supplies 93,652,000 294.0 
Well II 2 45,617,000 139.5 
Well //18 33,808,000 105.0 
Well #27 20,808,000 69.0 
Well 1/28 10,641,000 30.0 
PIP Q 1 36,036,000 110.5 
TOTAL 240,562,000 748.0 
This figure is 22,087,000 mare than lastNovember, Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 188.38 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 1,799,000 gallons using 5.5 lbs. of chlorine. 
MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations; 
W. Quinn Rd. at Tiffany Park Subd. 662 Moreland 
28 NEW SERVICE LINES were installed at the following locations: 
3725 Poleline (3/411 ) 650 N 4th ( l") 
Evergreen Estates 288 Willard · ( l") 
6-3/4" lines 5100 Plnyo'n ( l") 
1200 Yellowstone (3/4") 2041-42 MonteVista - ( l") 
986 Taney Lo. (3/ 4") 5155 Pinyan ( l") 
B-4, L-7 Cheyenne (3/4") 5185 Pinyan ( 1") 
B-6, L-7 Cheyenne (3/4") 5209 Pinyan ( 1") 
205 Willard ( 1!..i") 1827-29 S Fairway·, (l") 
1162-68 McKinley (1!..i") 1410-12 Primrose ( l") 
2561 Garrett Way (l!..i") 120 N 12th (l") 
1448 Lakeview (2") 765 W Cedar (½"7 
1460 Lakeview (2") 1415 Bench Rd. (4") 
-- 6838 
' 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
DECEMBER - l976 
MAINI•INE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Continued lay1._ng pipe from above Butte St. down under Lnterstate l5: 
Pipe: l,004 ft. l8" pipe· Valves: l - 1811 B.F:·valve 
Booster i l 
Booster.#2 
Cree 
Indian Hills - l37 Hours · 
Indian Hills - -0- Hours, 
Indian Hills - 78 Hours 
During the month of December 226,717,000 gallons of water was consumed from the 
system or 7,313,451.61 gallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
GALLONS CONSUMED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 99,153,000 252.5 
Well II 2 48,644,000 l50.0 
. Well Ul8 24,202,000 73.5 
Well 127 12,236,000 41.0 
Well na 8,452,000 24.5 
PIP u l 34,030,000 96.0 
TOTAL 226,717,000 637.5 
This figure is 30,040,000 more than last December. Based on the l975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was l 71. 82 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 1,808,000 gallons using 5.0 lbs. of chlorine. 
MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
Garret Way & Colorado 
535 11ilson 
Sierra Dr. 
Eldredge & Hawthorne 
1242 N Main 
94 NEW SERVICE LINES were installed at the following location's: 
East Village "" 1440 Lakeview 
"'69-3/4'1 lines ~1155 Yellowstone 
,.. 4- l" lines • 2030 Ardella 
l- 3" line • 2143-45 Ardella 
Syringa Terrace •L-3,B-3,Cheyenne 
v8- 2" lines -L-4,S-3,Cheyenne 








3 METER & lNSTALLAlONS ONLY we2installed at the following locations: 
1066 Yeilowstone 
" 2 - 2" meter & installation 





WATER DEPART~IENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JANUARY - 1977 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
• 
Continued laying pipe from above Butte St. down under Interstate 15: 
r- Pipe: 324 ft. 18" pipe 
Booster 01 Indian Hills - 134 Hours 
Booster #2 Indian Hills - -0- Hours 
Cree Indian Hills - 85 Hours 
During the month of January 229,312,000 gallons of water was consumed from the 
system or 7,397,161.29 gallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
Surface Supplies 
Well U 2 
Well U27 
Well #28 









LBS, OF CHLORINE 





6-R.O 1 'i~O 
This figure is 14,637,000 more than last January, Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 173.79 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 1,941,000 gall'ons using 5.5 lbs. of chlorine,· 
MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
Poplar & Franklin 
1000 Blk E Terry 
47 NEW SERVICE LINES 
Sagewood Hills 'Subd. 
915 N Main 
330 N 12th 
were installed at 
300 Blk. W Clark 
726 W Whitman 
the following locations: 
5249 Mohawk (l") 
45-3/4" lines 335 E Center (in basement) (3/4") 
3 SERVICE LINES 
217 S Johnson 
8 SERVICE LINES 
406 N 8th 
1100 E Poplar 
862 Randolph 
FIRE HYDRA.NT M. 
Pearl & Willard 





Jane & Ammon 
Alameda at Shakeys 
Chapel & Willard 
Mai!! & Center 
RENEWED at the following 
765 Bryan 
REPAIRED at the following 
976 Nixon 
4976 Clearview 




729 W Center 
1129 N Main 
- Replace "O" Ring and top gasket 
" " 
.. " 
" •• " " 
" " " " 
" " " " 
" " " " 
- Repair Stem 
l ·6840 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
FEBRUARY - 1977 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Con~inued laying pipe fro~ above ButteSt. down under Interstate 15: 




fl Indian Rills - 136 Mours 
#2 Indian Hills - -0- Hours 
Indian Hills - 73 flours 
During the month of February 209,996,000 gallons of water was consumed from the 
system or 7,499,847.14 gallons per daf were secured from the following sources: 
Surface Supplies 





LBS. OF CHLORINE 












This figure is 5,641,000 more than last February. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 176.20 gallons of water per person per day 
aecured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 1,558,000 gallons using 5.5 lbs. of chlorine. 
15 MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
1524 E Lander 
900 Blk. So, 4th 
917 W Center 
400 Blk. Jefferson 
1L34 Yellowstone 
2300 S 2nd 
914 W Eldredge 
902 S Grant 
358 N Grant 
246 Taft 
5 NEW SERVICE LINES were installed at the 
Yellowstone & Quinn Rd. 
580 W Clark 
231 S 8th 
590 Randolph 
Walnut between Willard 
and Washington 
following locations: 
5161 Bannock Hwy. 
943-45 Buchanan 
(3/ 411 ) 4313-15 Iris 
(111 ) 1449 N Art:hur 
(1 11 ). 4303-05 Iris 
(3/4") 
(l") ' 
7 SERVICE LINES were R&NEWl!D at the following locations: 
43L s 9th 










345 N 10th 
( 4") 
(I:!.") 
22 SERVICE LINES were RJ:;PAIRED at the following locations: 




2nd & Stansbury 
1039-41 Redwood 
B-1, L-10&12 Ranier Dr, 
580 W Clark 
2460 S 2nd 
Pol line & Cedar 
2745 Lois Ln. 
120 S 11th 
104J-45 Redwood 
B-5, L~lO Ranier Or. 
40 40 Diab lo 
. Appaloosa & Butte 
J58 N Grant 
590 Randolph 
1100 Yell011stone 
B-5,L-25 E, Village 
B-3,L- 4 E, Village 
' 6841 
.,.. 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
Marich - 1977 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Conxued laying pipe froro I-15 to McKinley (N, E, \later Improvement Project) 
Pipe: Lay 2,884 ft, 18" pipe vValves: 1 - 18" B,F •. valve 
Well U2 - Installed 2-1" 
Booster #1 Indian Hills - 151 
Booster 02 Indian Hills·- -0-





tlnstall 1 - 90° Elbow 
Hook-up new control panei DlO Well 
During the month of March 233,296,000 gallons of water was consumed from the 
system or 7,530,225.81 gallons per day were secured from the follwoing sources: 
Surface Supplies 
Well # 2 
Well #27 
Well 1/28 









LBS. OF CHLORINE 





7 Q.h-0 / S :,,I 
This figure is 20,709,000 more than last March. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there·was 176.91 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 1,370,090 using 4.5 lbs. of chlorine. 
9 HAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
345 N 10th 
Airport to Trap Club 
Bench Road 
•• 
Garrett \lay & Colo. 
300 Blk, S. 1st, 
954 S 4th 
~NEW.SERVICES were installed at the following locations: 
Willard & Walnut 








Riverside Golf Course (l") 
2235 Poe. Cr. Rd. (l") 
1355 Pershing (3/4") 
5125 Pinyon (3/ 4") 




2227 Poe. Cr. 








29-3/ 4" lines 
Hiline & McCormack 
Hawthorne Terrace 
2- !!1" lines 
1735-37 Ardella (l") 
4 - !½"Lines 
3936-38 Teal (l") 
3 - 2" lines 
llOO Poe. Cr, Rd(4") 
4 SERVICE LINES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
938 E Lander (½") 890 Taft (½") 657 Randolph (½") 




WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
April - 1977 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Continued laying pipe on Butte & Bench 
./Pipe: "'tay J, 978 ft. 18" pipe 
. • Lay 56 h. 611 pipe 
Install: ,,- 1-90° elbow 
..-2-221,0 elbow 
Rds. (N. E. Water Imp rovetr.ent Proj.) 
Valves: ,..Install l-18" B, F. valve 
"'Install 1- 6" gate valve 
Install 3-18"x6" tees 
Yello'1stone & Cedar: Plug 6" steel line and extend 8" c. I. to property. 
700,800, & 900 Blk. YellO'Wstone (ALA. Rd. Pr?j,)--inatall 3 new Fire Hydrants 
Highlan_d Tank: Repair signal cable 
Booster U °Indian Hills - 314 Hours 
Booster 82 Indian Hills - 49 Hours 
Cree Indian Hills - 180 Hours 
During the month of April 385,658,000 gallons of water '1as consumed from the 
system or 12,855,266.67 gallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
Surface Supplies 
Well II 2 
Well 9 J 
. Well 910 
Well DlZ 
Well #16 























LBS. OF CHLORINE 














This figure is 144,834,000 more than last April. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 302.0L gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport cons!Jlllption was 1,553,000 using 6 lbs. of chlorine. 
7 MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the folli;,.ing locations: 
608 Whitman 
1744 Pocatello Cr. Rd. 
500 Blk S 7th 
800 Bllr. Yellowstone 
1856 Pocatello Cr. Rd. 
1672 Poe. Cr. Rd. 
Garret Way & Maple 
24 NEW SERVICE LINES were installed at the follrn.ring locations: 
•' 1005 Dolbeer (3/4'')' ·' 1144 Freeman (1") 1 r'2651 Garrett Way 0'1")" 
e 1056 S Main (J/4 11 ) • r 2833 Bannock lh•y. O")' •' Jason (2-11:1")• 
,. 755 Aspen (3/4")' · 840 E Alatneda (L"); ,. 900 Blk.McKinleyOl:i"h 
,,. 2049-51 Ardella (J/4") ' • 350 E Cedar (l")J ·'Creekside Subdv. 
PJason & Swisher (2") '958 Lott Rd. (l")-' 8-2" serv •. 
P 212-18 Hoffman (l!:i")' 
f 220-26 Hoffman ( L½") : 
,, Hoffman (1-6" Fire Line) 
L. 6843 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
May - 1977 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED.OF: 
Continued laying pipe for "-N'-'.-=E.c... _W"'-a=-t=-e=-r"--'I;;;mc.p;..:rc::0'-'v-=e=ma=e=n-=t_P'-r"'o"'j"'e:;;;C:.;::.t : 
Butte: 
I'. 
I • • 
"Lay 176'- 6" pipe 
'Install 3-F.H.& valves 
Lay 678 1 -18" pipe 
McKinley: VJ.,ay 2,502' -18" pipe 
.,.Install 2 -18" B.F. valves 
/spaulding: 
VE. Quinn: /Lay 1,780'-18~ pipe 
,.-Install 1 -45 elbow 
/ " 1 -40° elbov 
,.,..,. l -90° elbow 
..t" l -18" .B.F. valve 
v" 11 1 - 811 B. F. valve 
Yellowstone & Chapel: Install F.H. 
" 1 - 18itl2 reducer 
I"" l -90° Elbow 
" l - 18xl8xl8 tee 
McKinley & overpass: Install 1-i2x12 tee 
Highland Tank: ,,,-Lay 1S2' •18" pipe 
Tie 18" line into tank 
Replace 611 steel main with cast iron 
'.follows tone & Alameda: Move 6" F.,H; 
Booster u l Indian Hills - 212 ii.ours 
Booster u 2 Indian Hi1ls - 134 Rout's 
Cree Indian Hills - 2 lJ.?Ut'S 
During the month of May Joj,963,000 gallons of water was consumed from the 
system or 9,805,258,07 gallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
GALLONS CONSUMED LBS, OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 76,915,000 238.0 .. 8'.S"t'. ~,.. 
Well U 2 29,084,000 88.0 
Well I J 41,803,000 124.S 
Well #12 47,290,000 143. 0 
Well 1/16 1,218,000 3,0 
Well 1118' 7,618,000 2S.5 
Well /121 S,263,00 18.0 
Well #22 12,082,000 37.5 
Well 1/27 22,492,000 66.5 
Well 1128 8,919,000 20.0 
PIP II l 51,279,000 169.5 
TOTAL 303,963,000 9+.H-5 1,,;'{.0 
This figure is 156,423,000 less than last May. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was. 230.36 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 2,525,000 using 7 lbs. of chlorine. 
3 MAINLINE LEAKS were 
Maple & Byde 
repaired at 
1200 E 
the following locations: 




WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
June - 1977 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Continued laying pipe for N,E. Water Improvement Project: 
Lay V886 1 -18" pipe -Tie 18" line into Spaul~ng Pump House: -
..,-270'-18" pipe 3 -"658 1 -12" pipe 
...-30'- 8" pipe 
"-34' - 6" pipe 
Install: .,...1 18" B,F. Valve 
V l 1211 B.f. Valve 
/ 1 - 10" B.F. Valve 
'1 - 6" G.V. 
"1 - 6" f.H. 
Booster U 1 Indian Hills -
Booster# 2 Indian Hills -
275 ·Hours 
41 Hours 
160 Hours Cree Indian Hills 
Lay 12 11 B,f, Valves 
.,-72' -12" pipe ..... 1 - 6" B.F, Valve 
..,,18'- 6" pipe ., 3 - 1 Z" Gate Valves 
..,, 1 - 6" Gate Valve 
Replace bearings & pig-tails #3 
pump, Freemont Booster Station 
During the month of June 554,274,000 gallons of water was consumed from the 
system or 18,475,800 gallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
GALLONS CONSUMED LBS, OF CHLORINE 
Surface Sup plies 74,.790,000. 221.0 ¥- 'ii'~/ 
Well# 2 24,468,000 . 65.5 
Well II 3 69,651,000 199. 0 
Well fflO 40,795,000 110.5 
Well 112 97,572,000 281. a 
Well #16 38,858,000 113.0 
Well #18 42,677,000 140, 5 
Well 621 22,6lj9,000 77 .5 
Well R22 22,415,000' 70.0 
Well ll27 47,239,000 144,0 
Well 828 14,232,000 39. 5· 
Well .029 7,895,000 21.0 
PIP U 1 50,993,000 157.0 
TOTAL 554,274,000 1~.5 !,. 'I fD • ~-
This figure is 48,893,000 less than last June, 
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 434.06 gallons of 
secured from the system, 
Based on the 197 5 pop-
water per person per day 
Airport consumption was 3,360,000 using 9 lbs. of chlorine. 
12 MAlNLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
2nd & Fredrigill 
133 Fullerway 
420 N 10th 
600 Blk, W Clark 
966 Taney Ln. 
200 N Grant 
303 N Hayes 
400 Blk. W Clark 
5001 Mohawk 
18" N. of Highland tank 
Willow & Sublette 
Main & Benton 
C 6845 
• 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
July - 1977 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Completed N.E. Water Improvement Project: 
Reset 18" mainline on Quinn Rd. from Hiline Canal 
Sterilized 18" line from Butte to Eldredge 
• 
Began laying pipe on Pocatello Cr, Road: 
'J,ay 
"1nstall 
2,004'- 6" pipe 
6 - 6" B,F. valves 
, /Install 2 
Sterilize 
Yellowstone & Cedar: Renew 8" line and F. H. 
Repair Chlorinator Wells 13 & 24 
Booster 01 Indian Hills - 692 Hours 
Boo?ter #2 Indian Hills - 122 Hours 
Cree Indian Hille - 452 Hours 
- 6" F,H. & tees 
61' mainline 
During the month of July 681,238,000 gallons of water was consumed from the 
system or 21,975,419 gallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
Surface Supplies 
Well I 2 



























LBS. OF CHLORINE 














Thia figure is 143,451;000 less ,than last July. Based of the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 516.28 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 5,141,000 using 13 lbs. of chlorine. 
5 MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
600 Blk. W Cedar 
600 E. Dunn 
2607 S 2nd. 
HcKinley & Z St. 
Johnny Cr. Rd. 
,· 6846 
-· • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
August - 1977 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Extend mainline on Jessie St. ···· E.-Quinn & Yellowstone 
I Lay 324' - 611 pipe 
/install ·2- 6" valves 
.; Extend ',f8" pipe 60' out from 
18 x 8 Tee . 
Well # 15 
Kill old 6" line into pump station 
Install adapter 
Airport 
Replace well signal cable 
Booster 01 Indian Hills - 665 Hours 
Booster #2 Indian Hills 137 Hours 
Cree Indain Hills 411 Hours 
B.E. Well 
Install 12" reducer 
Resevoir 
Fi>< leak on½" line 
During the month of August 613,105,000 gallons of water was consumed from 
the system or 19,777,580.65 gallons per day were secured from the following sources: 
Surface Supplies 
Well ll 2 
Wall H 3 
Well 1/10 
Well D 12 
Well nt6 























LBS. OF CHLORINE 













This figure is 59,297,000 more than last August. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 464.64 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 3,479,000 gallons using 10 lbs. of chlorine. 
10 MA.INLINE LEAKS were 




repaired at the following 
800 Blk. S 3rd. 
960 Taney 
1242 N Main 
locations: 
1300 N Main 
1200 E Maple 
900 Santa Anita 
" 6847 
• 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
September - 1977 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF:: 
Extend mainline at end of Yellowstone Ave. Extend mainline Montevista 
vLay 658' - 6" pipe 
\Install 2- 611 valves 
I ,/ I - 8" ,a...-Lay 2,262 
, Anstall 3 - 8" 
,/Lay 18 1 - 6'' 
'Install 1 - 6" 









/, Renew 6" line (Lucille) 
. Put line into service 
Jason St. - Mainline 
Install DI & 2 Boosters, Well #31 put J1,,ay 468'-12" pipe 
J
~Install 2-1211 B. F. valve 
Lay 22' - 6" pipe . into service 
Repair signal cable Highland Booster 
Drain Well 029 for winter 
Tie 611 into 12" line from well 
Cut & plug 6" steel line (North) 
East Village - Turn 18" valves on 
Booster 01 Indian Hills 
Booster ,02 Indian Hills -




Replace chlorine auxilary valve 
and line at /12 
During the month of September 424,919,000 gallons of water was consumed from 
the system or 14,163,966.67 gallons per day were secured from the following _sources: 
Surface Supplies 
Well # 2 




























LBS. OF CHLORINE ~ 














This figure is 49,065,000 less than last September. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 332.76 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 




WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
October - 1977 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
HUD Project on Jason St. So. Grant Extension 
Sterilize -12" mainline &· flush off 
Replace blown out plug 
Cut & plug abandoned &" line 
Replace11 0 11 ring & stem on pump valve 
at Barton Station 
Repair signal cable on Butte & Douglas 
Drain for winter: Well 113, 12,21,22 
Booster Ul Indian Hills --&37 Hours 
Booster #2 Indian Hills - 49 Hours 








- B" pipe 
- 8" B.F. valves 
- B" M.J. plug 
- 6" pipe 
- 611 F.H. valve 
- 6" Fire Hydrant 
on 12" tap tee & 
During the month October 271,812,000 gallons of water was consumed from 
valve 
the system or B, 7&8, 129. 03 gallons per day were secured· from the following sources: 
GALLONS CONSUMED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 
Well U 2 
65,890,000 205.5 ~ q,q • .:,' 
Well 1116 
Weil Ul8 
Well U21 (drained for winter) 
Well 027 
Well 1128 










This figure is 9,308,000 less than last October. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 205.99 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport_ consumption was 2,839,000 using 7 lbs. of chlorine. 
7 MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
10th & Lewis 
Iris 
900 Blk. Willow 





10th & Bonneville 
Samuel 
were installed at the following 
2845 Poleline 
1813 Cottage 
2645 So. 2nd 
1002 E. Poplar 
28 Willowood 
Pocatello Cr. Rd. 
locations: 
l½" 4280 Yellowstone 
l" 4020 Yellows tone 
3/ 4" LOBO So. 1st 






- • • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MO~THLY REPORT 
November - 19 77 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Sterilized 811 on So. Grant Ext. 
Plugged 811 lin" at. Bannock HII'}', and 
Donrich out of Anderson Well, ran temporary 
line to houses. 
Blown fuses on Jockey pump, 
trouble shooting system to Jockey 
pump. 
Repair micro switch@ Well 127. 
Booster Ul Indian Hills - 406 Hours 
Cree Indian Hills - 102 Hours 
During the month of November 204,646,000 gallons of water was consumed 
from the system or 6,821,533.33 gallons per day were secured from the follow-
ing sources: 
Surface Supplies 














LBS. 0 F CHLOltll'lE 





This figure is 35,908,000 less than last November. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 160.26 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 2,072,000 using 6 lbs. of chlorine, 





9th & Custer 
Butte & Douglas 
1003 Diablo 
1200 E. Poplar 
62 NEW SERVICES were installed at the following locations: 
'1510 llench 
3-2" 
0 ll20 Yellowstone 
, 1022 Dolbeer 










8 SERVICE LINES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
1566 Randolph 
i 932 Lott Rd. 
· 920 Lott Rd. 





23B McKinley 409 8 Don rich 42 So. Tech Farm 
6850 
- -
WATER D&PARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
Dec.ember - 1977 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Place new packing and gaskets on small Freemont nooster. 
Replace leather gaskets in 30AWR Ross valve at reservoir. 




01 Indian Rills - 215 Hours 
#2 Indian Hills - 0 Hours 
Indian Hills - 93 Hours 
During the month of Dece~ber 209,025,000 gallons of water were consumed 
from the system or 6,742,741.94 gallons per day were secured from the follow-
ing sources~ 
Surface Supplies 





LBS, OF CHLORINE 












1, 306. 5 
This figure is 17,692,000 less than last December. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 158.41 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. · 
Airport consumption was 2,135,000 using 7 lbs. of chlorine. 
5 MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
5th & Clark 
929 Northgate 
Cactus (2) Fern & Alameda 
30 NEW SERVICES were installed at the following locations: 
268 Cottonwood (3/4") :' 800 Yellowstone (1~") , 1219 Yellowstone (1") 
275 Melrose (3/4") 1066 Yellowstone (3-2") ··Hilton Inn (4") 
5056 Mahagony (3/4") 747 N Johnson (l") 
Syringa 1st 
20-3/ 4" 
2 NEW FIRE LINES were put in at the following locations (City made taps only) 




WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
January 1978 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Began laying pipe on Johnny Creek Rd. 
Pipe: Lay 990' - 12" pipe 
Booster #1 Indian Hills-219 Hrs. 
Booster 12 Indian Hills- O Hrs. 
Make 12" lt 12" tap Cree Indian Hills- 95 Hrs. 
B.eplace 3/4" line at Creek basin chlorinator 
Repair signal cable to Highland Tank 
Pull 800' signal cable into TV Cable conduit 
During the month of January 213,649,000 gallons of water were consumed 
from the system or 6,891,903.23 gallons per day were secured from the follow-
ing sources: 
Surface Supplies 
Well II 2 
Well 118 
Well #28 









LBS. OF CHLORINE 






This figure is 505,258.06 less than last January. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 161.91 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 3,174,000 gallons using 8 lbs. of chlorine.~~ 
4 MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
192 Charles Pl. 
M<:Kinley & Z Street 
-(18" trans. line) 
So. Von Elm 
-(14" trans. line torn 
out by contractor) 
Oakland 
18 NEW SERVICES were 
i Maryzelle Subdv. 
installed at the following locations: 
11-3/411 
,i 1756 Hawthorne 
2-3/4" 
:, 565 Washington (3/4") 
371-73 Foothill 
2350 Loaine 
(l") 2326-28 Darrell Loop 
(111 ) • 17 55 Jean · 
2 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
925 E, Custer (½") 142 Franklin (3/4") 
12 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the folowing locations: 
275 Melrose {2 times) 765 Balsam 
948 N. 10th 1636 Troy 
600 So. 3rd. 1415 Bench.Rd, 
192 Charles Pl. 304 Northland 
736 N, 8th 
316 So. 9th 





' WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
February 1978 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Laying pipe on Johnny Creek Rd. 
Pipe: Lay 2,124' - 12" 2' - 6" 
Booster 01 Indian Hills-178 Hrs. 
Booster 92 Indian.Hills- 0 Hrs. 
lnstall ,2 12" BF valves 
,l - 611 gate valve 
Cree Indian Hills- 73 Hrs. 
,1 - 6" BF valve 
l - 12:,,;12:,,;6 tee 
Overhaul chlorinator.@ #10 
Pull Well 1/31, install 85 1-14" suction casing, 85'-chlorinator hose. Run 
test for 35 minutes. 
Started construction on Johnny Creek Booster station. .. 
During the month of February 196,951,000 gallons of water were consumed 
from .the system or ,7 ,033, 964, 28 gallons per day were secured from the follow-
ing sources: 
Surface supplies 
Well 11 2 . 
Well !'18 
Well /128 









LBS, OF CHLORINE 




2 7. 5 
1,199.00 
This figure is 13,045,000 less than last February. *ased on the 1975 popu-
lation figure of 42,565 there was .165.25 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport consumption was 2,562,000 gallons using 5,5 lbs. of chlorine.J, 
' 5 MAINLLNE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
1005 So, 4th 1500 So. 2nd Alameda Rd, 
8th 6 Center (12") 300 So. 1st (1011 ) 
2 NEW SERVICES were installed at the following locations: 
1641 Chokecherry (3/4") 181 Industrial Laqe (3/4") 
' 6 SERVLCES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
966 Taney (3/4") 247 Myrl (3/4") 
(¼") 421 N. 8th (3/4") 2535 S, 2nd 
10 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the 
963 Diablo 
1269 W. Alameda 
1004 s. 4th 
2257 Diane 
1520 Kinghorn 
422 N. 10th . 
followins locations: 
1041 N. Garfield 
1345 Hiline 
264 7 s. 2nd 
635 E '. Benton 
360 Pershing 




WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
March 1978 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Laying Pipe on Johnny Creek Rd., Sunset & Juniper Hill Rd. 
. Pipe: Lay 4,230'-12" pipe ~nstall: o-12" B.F. Valves 
B'- 6" pipe 4- 6" B.F. Valves 
·l-12xl2x6x6 M. J. cross 
,.l-12x6xl2 Tee 
Booster 01 Indian 














La:ting pipe for Portneuf Towers - W.•. Da:t & Gould Streets 
Lay 450•·- 8" pipe Install: 1- 8" B. F. Valve 
l '- 6" pipe 1- 6" B.F. Valve 
l '- 4" pipe 1- 4" B. F- Valve 
1- 8x8x4 Tee 
(Tie into old 8" line.) 1- 8x8x6 Tee 
Well #2, Ross Park; Fix leak on flair on service line to well. 
Disassemble Well U.J 1 and pull. 
W. Day St.- Repair broken 6" drain pipe 
Install new packing in pump, Replace upper & lower bearing and 
rewind motor at PIP. 
Replace 6" chlorine iine at feed line. 
Replace chlorinator at Well #22. 
Remove chlorinator at Well #16. 
During the month of March 230,660,000 gallons of water were produced 
from the system or 7,440,645.16 gallons per day were secured from the follow-
ing sources: 
Surface Supplies 
Well # 2 
Well #16 
Well # 18 
Well U28 










LBS. OF CHLORINE 







This figure is 2,636,000 less than last March. Based on the 1975 pop- . 
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 174.81 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport production was 2,484,000 gallons using 6.5 lbs. of chlorine. "'' 
6854 
-
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
April ·1978 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
._ 
Laying Pipe on Johnny Creek Rd,, Lance Dr, .& Juniper Hill Rd. 
Pipe: Lay 1,080 1-12" pipe Install: -6-12" B.F. Valves 
- 10 1 - 6" pipe -2- 6" B. F. Valves 
w. Quinn@ Well 032: 
Pipe: Lay 54'- B" D.I. 
Tie into well line 
Make B" x 12" tap 
Replace 1000 1 signal cable @ Airport 
Change bearings UlO & #12 meters 
Test run Well #31 8 timeR 
Sterilize 8" line from Gould St. to Day St. 
Test run Well Q32 
Install valve on chlorinator@ Well 032 
Start Well 822 
Booster Ul Indian Hills • 27 5 Hrs. 
Booster 112 Indian Hills a 0 Hrs. 
· Cree Indian Hills a 110 Hrs. 
During the month of April 263,057,000 gallons of water were produced 
from the system or 8,768,566.67 gallons per day were secured from th_e follow-
ing sources: 
Surface Supplies 
Well # 2 
Well 1116 
Well 1/18 
Well 022 (started 4-19) 
Well 028 
Well //32 






















This figure is 4,086,700 less then last April. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there wes 206 gallons of water per person per day 
secured from the system. 
Airport production was 3,189,000 gallons using 7 lbs. of chlorine.""-·~·/ ....,v, 
BO NEW SERVICES.were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
J 
Crestview Subdivision Indian Hills 6t.h Subdv. 2121 Colonial (3/4") 
_,il4-3/ 4" 25- l" .J 2722 Kristen (3/4") 
\ 8- l" ~ 1410 Lavine (3/4") 610 W. Pine (3/4") 
Surrey Ridge 1412 Lavine (3/4") 1221 Lilac (3/4") 
~22-3/4" •. 598 Willard (3/4") 950 Dolbeer ( 2") 
J 1- l" 1040 So. Main (3/4") j 144 Wilson (4") 
6855 
--
WATER D£E'ARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
May 1978 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Laying Pipe up Johnny Creek Rd, to new Johnny Cr. Tank 
Pipe: Lay: 108 1-12" pipe Install: 4-12" valves·@ tank 
2,070'- 8" pipe· 
44'- 6" pipe 
100'-10" pipe 
ol:-12" B.F. valve@ Booster 
,3- 6". B. F •. valves 
Start II 12 6 21 
200'- 2" pl.astic pipe for 
vault drains@ tank 
Repair power line at reservoir 
Pull well 1127 
Install new oriface plate well 032 
!look 10" line to 18" @ well U27 
Start well 629 
Tied into Johnny Cr. Tank· 
.,,4- 811 B"' F. valves 
-~- 6" Fire Hydrants 
-1-1011 Valve 
-2- 811 Tees 
Boos te.r II 1 
Booster #2 
Cree 
Indian Hills m 535 
Indian Hills 2 27 
Indian Hills= 211 
During the month of M/ly 347,200-,000 gallons of water were produced froin 














LBS, OF CHLORINE 
203.0 



























TOTAL 347,200,000 1,081.5 
Thia figure is 43,237,000 more than last ~ay. Based on the 1975 pop-
ulation figure of 42,565 there was 263,13 gallons of watet per petson per 
day secured from the system, 
Airport production was 2,731,000 gallons using 6.5 lbs, of cholrine, •:; ..,, o.,IA..,,~ 
3 MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations: 
20th & Bonnevill.e (trans. line) 730 W. Bonneville 1030 Sage l (4t'J856 
-' ~-...... • • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
June 1978. 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Johnny Creek Rd. 
Pipe Lay: 686 1 -8" pipe, 638'-6" pipe. Installed: l-8" M.J. valve, "2-6" B.F valves, 
3-6'' Valves, -l-6" Fire hydrants, ·2-6" Tees,signal cabel from.vault to Johnny Creek 
Booster, suction override and gauges-Johnny Cr. Booster, 1-P,R, valve.Tie new 6" into 
old 6" east of sunset. Tie into 6" cross @ Juniper Hill and Shane, Tie in 4" line @ 
Shane. Tie in B" into old 6" @ Johnny Cr. and College, Install mercoids Johnny Cr, 
tank. Paint Johnny Cr. Tank, repaired leak on bell@ Well yard. 
6" on L2" tap to install Fire Hydrant-Johnny Cr. and Sunset, 6" on 6" tap-hook 
into old line Johnny Cr,-So. of College, 6" on 12" tap to install Fire Hydrant @ 1400 
Sunset, 6" on L2" tap @ Juniper Hill Dr. and Lance. Sterilized L2" Johnny Cr. Hooked 
up orifice line, reversed orifice plate on 12" _line @ pump st., Start Johnny Cr. 
Booster. 
Booster Q 1 Indian Hillsg 335 Hrs., Booster# 2 Indian Hills= 58 Hrs., Cree Indian 
Hillsg LBS !\rs. 
Plug old 6" line thru Railroad Tracks. Plugge~ -2nd & Lovejoy.a" on 12" _tap @ 2nd & 
Lovejoy •. Sterilized 6" @ So. 3rd. 
During the month of June 649,878,000 gallons of water was prodirced from the system 
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This figure is 95,604,000 more that last June. Based on the 1975 population figure 
of 42,565 there was 508.93 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,485,000 gallons using 8.5 lbs. of chlorine. ~" , .. ,,,,, ..... .., 
-
WATER DEPARTMENT MGNTHLY REPORT 
July 1978 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
Johnny Creek Rd. 
Plug 4" main at Johnny Cr. & Juniper-removed cross and tie into old line. Repaired 4'' 
main on Sage Dr. Tied into old line at Cedar Lake and Johnny Cr. Tied into pressure 
regulator then into old line at Johnny Cactus. Plugged 4" main at 1175 Cactus. · 
Cree- Indian Hills• 86 Hrs. 
So. 3rd. 
Pipe Lay: 646' 611 pipe. Installed: 2- 6" B. F. Valves, l 611 F.H. ,3rd & Putnman plug 
in tap, 3rd & Dunn plug in tap. Repdred leak on main ( 3rd & Sutter) used 2- 4" 
Solid sleeves, 3' 411 C. I, 
Hawthorne; 
Pipe Lay: 1,268' of 6" pipe. Installed: 1-6" valve, !-~" Fire Hydrant Valve, J-6" 
Fire hydrants, .2-6" Tees, 2-611 Butterfly Valves, l;-6"M. J. flanged valve, 1-6" Ty ton 
joint plug.611 on 12" Chlorine tap, 3/4" chlorine tap. 
Well 15 
Set up 12" pipe out of well and orifice vault(54'pipe). Installed-Orifice plate in 
vault for meter, l-12xl2 cast steel coupling in orifice vault. Dug and put in footing 
for vault. 
Sagewood Hills. 
Hade 2- 3/4" Chlorine taps. 
During the month of July 811,559,000 gallons of water was produced from the system 
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This figure is 130,321,000 more than last July. Based on the 1975 population figure 
of 42,565 there was 615.04 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 4,606,000 gallons using 8 lbs. of chlorine. •11 ,.,,,,1.,u,.,_ 
6 MAINLINE LEAKS were reapired at the following locations: 
1234 E, Alameda (Tendoy School), 1168 W. Eldredge, King St.(Keebler Co), 419 E. Dunn, 
2500 Blk. So. 2nd,& 3rd. & Sutter. 
6858 
MAINLINE WORK CONSISIED OF: 
, __ 
WAIER DEPARIMENI MONTHLY REPORI 
August 1978-
Booth Road: 6" on 8" tap. Layed 9 1 of 611 pipe. Installed: 611 tapping valve, 6" P. S. 
Fire Hydrant, l-6x8 tapping tee. 
South 3rd: Installed 10" M.J. cross, 2-10" x 6" M.J. reducers, 10" solid sleeve, 2 · 
6" solid sleeves. Pipe layed: 82' of 6" pipe, 12' of 12" steel pipe. Repaired storm 
se.,er. Raised valve boices knocked down by street department; 
' Warren: Removed old service, Pipe Layed: 1,278' of 6" pipe. Installed: l-6"steel coupling 
1-611 butterfly valve, 1-6" M.J. tee for fire hydrant, 1-6" M_.J. valve, 2-6" M.J. plugs, 
1-6" fire hydrant, Made chlorine tap. 
Hi-Line: Made 8" on B" tap. Installed 1-8" valve, 1-8" tapping tee, 3/411 chlo,:ine tap. 
Boise Cascade @ Airport: Made 611 on 6" tap for fire line. 
Cree-Indian llills- 68 Hours, 
During the month of August 723,653,000 gallons of "ater was produced from the 
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Ihis figure is 110,548,000 more than last August. Based on the 1975 population 
figure of 42,565 there was 548.42 gallons of·.,ater per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 3,899,000 gallons using 6 lbs. of chlorine. 31 manhours. 
7 MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at ~he follo.,ing locations. 
So. grant & Idaho, Maple & Filmore, Ca~tus Dr., Sage Dr., 400 Block Iaft, 153 Valleyview, 
· 556 Randolph. · 
6859 
-· 
KAINLNE WORK CONSISTED OF: 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY· REPORT 
September 1978 
AIRPORT ( AGRICULTURE BUILDING) :Killed 2" galvinized line at main, 
WARREN: Tie new 6" pipe into 811 steel. Material used: l-611 Ell, 
CHEYENE & BANKOCK HIGHWAY: Made a 611 on 8" tap. Pipe layed: 54' 
1-811 M,J, tee, 2-8" couplings. 
of 6'', 2,880 ' Of l_O", 60 1 
of 12". Installed: 1-6" tapping tee and valve, 1-lO"solid sleeve, ·1-10" M,J. reducer, 3-10" 
butterfly valves, 1-12" H,J. reducer, 1-:-12" plug, 1-12" tee, 
986 E. POPLAR: Repaired 4" steel main. Pipe layed: 4' of 4". Installed: 2-4" steel couplings. 
CREE: 34 Hours. 
During the month 'of September 394,238,000 gallons of water was produced from the system 
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This figure is 30,681,000 less than last September. Based on the population figure of 
42,565 there was ]08.73 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,677,000 gallons using 6.5 lbs. of chlorine. 30 manhours. 
6 MAINLINE LEAKS were repaired at the following locations, 
So. Grant (Well Yard} 
900 Blk. Of Wayne 
Ross Park (Upper end) 
7th & Benton 
469 Randolph 
Alameda & Jefferson 
Pipe Layed: 10' of 4", 1 length of 10", Installed: 2-4" steel couplings, 2-4" solid sleeves, 
2-10" sleeves. 
·-. 
MAINLINE OORK O:lNSISTED OF: 
WATER DEPARI'MENr M:N!HLY REPORl' 
October 1978 
Bannock Highway: Installing new water main. Pipe layed: 3606 feet· of 12" pipe, .«O feet of 
611 o.I. pipe. Installed: 6-12" Butterfly valves, 4-:U" M.J •. teE1s, 2-6" Butterfly valves; 
1-6" M.J. plu;, I-valve l:ox, 1-12" x 6" M.J. tee, 1-12" Tyton plu;, 1-12" push in plug. 
Made. one 3/4" chlorine tap. 
Bench Rd. & Shetland:M3de a 6" on 6" tap. Installed: 6" trueller gate valve, 1- mt.eller tapping 
tee. Made a 3/4" sterilization tap. Material used:_ 1-3/4" =,:p. stop. 
Hawthorne Rd& Iayed 378' of 6" pipe. · Installed; 1-6" Butterfly valve, 1-6" P.S. fire hydrant, 
1-611 M.J. 90 Ell, 
· 500 Block on Wilson:Repair leak on bell. 
1000 Block North 9th: Repair mainline leak: Material used: 2-4" solid sleeves. Iayed 5 feet 4" 
of c.1. pipe. · 
1100 East Ten:y: Repair rrainlJne leak: Material used: 2-6" solid sleeves, 3feet of c.1. pipe. 
Cree-Indian Hills: 17 hrs. 
Maintain purrps. 
During the l!Ol1th of October 359,034,000 gallons of water was produced fran the system 










































This figure is 87,222,000 m,re than last October. Based on the population figure of 
42,565 there was 272.10 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,095,000 gallons using 5.5 lbs.· of chlorine. 32 1113nhours. 
61 NEW SERVICE.S were installed at the follCM.ing locations: 
Surrey Ridge 1st addition: 57 all 3/4" 1377 
5175 Bannock Highway (3/4") 630 
2490 Bannock Highway ( l" ) 
w. Quinn 
Washington 




MIUNLINE ~BK O'.l',lSISTED OF : 
-, 
WM'ER OE'l?AR!:'MENT M:m!ILY REPOR!' 
Noverrber 1978 
('HIGHWAY 30 WFST: In.stalling new water mtln. Pipe layed: 3247' of 6" i;>ipe. Installed: -2-6" 
Pacific States fire hydrants, ,5-6" M.J. butterfly valves, ,2-6" flanged M.J. fim hydrant 
valve, .1-6" push in plug, 8·valve bolaas·, 1~4" tapping valve, 1-4".x 4" tapping tee, 1-4".x 6" 
M.J. reduoer. Made a 4" en 4" tap. 
fM)HAWK & CLE/\RIIIEW: Cut and plug 6" line. Plug 6" line at Clearview booster. Cut and plug B" 
line, Plug 811 line at Cleaz:view booster. Materials used: 1-6" M.J. solid sleeve, 1-6" M.J. 
plug, 2-8" Tyler push in plugs. 
SHE'l'LAND HEIGHTS: nade 4-3/4" taps and 6-1" taps. 
tVE.L'IW: M:lde a 6" on 6" tap. Pipe layed: 9' of 6" pipe. I.nstallsd: 1-6" tapping valves, 1-6" 
Pacific States fire hydrant. 
A 72 STl\NFOAih Made a 4"cn 4" tap. Pipe layed: 131 of 4" pipe. Installed: 1-4" tapping valves, 
1-4" tapping tee, 1-4" fire hydrant. 
11400 Hl\Wl'HOmE: Made 1-3/4" 01.lorine tap on 6" main. 
I 81\NNCCK HIGHWAY: Put U" plug back in line • 
.(2445 SO. 5th: Installed 4" fire line tap. Material used:l-16"x 411 Smith Blair tapping tee, 1-
4" Kennedy tapping valve. 
During the IrOnth of Novenber 227,090,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
sysb;ml. or 7,569,666. 66 gallons per day p:i:oduced fl:att the following sources: 
GAI.I:alS PFOJUCED LBS OF Cl:lIDRINE 
Surface Supplies 45,946,000 185 
well 12 48,442,000 132 
weu i4 21,698,000 
Well il6 ll,572,000 36.5 
Well #27 7,933,000 27. 5 
Well i28 10,883,000 33.S 
Well #32 58,472,000 182.5 
PIP Well il 7,855,000 24 
cree Well 14,289,000 




M::inthly P.eport (Cont.) Page 2 
This figure is 22,444,000 rore than last Noverrber. Based on the population figure of 
42,565 there was 177.84 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Ai:i:port production was 3,025,000 gallons using 7.5 lbs. of chlorine. 37 1!13l1bours. 
U NE.W SER/ICES were installed at 1;he foJ..:.c,,,ing locations: 
Shetland Heights !Dt 1 (3/4") Shetland Heights 2" 
Shetland Heights Lot 2 (3/4") Shetland Heights 2" 
Shetland Heights !Dt 23 






( l" ) 
10 SERVICES were .RENEWED at the follcwing locations: 
1920 Bonneville 
2349 Bannock Highway 
200 So. M3.in (deduct) 




( l" ) 
( 11:i") 
1241 Jensen (3/4") 170 So. 9th ( ½" ) 
1007 E. Sublette 
3400 So, 5th 
1733 sa·. 5th 
1334 No. Arthur 
( ls" 
( 1. ) 
( ls" ) 
( ls" ) 
8 SERITICES were REPAIRED at the follc,,,ing locations: 
Shetland Heights 
1429 So. 2nd 
2065 Kenneth 
90 Stanford 
Meter M. & O. 
'3,284 Meters were read 
ilBl t>eters were re-read 
ffeS t>eters were repaired 
,2· t>eters were frozen 
Valve M. & O. 
( 2" ) 
( 1 n ) 
(3/4") 
( l" ) 
467 Park 
933 t-Eadowlu:=k 
537 so. Johnson 




( 1:i" ) 
439 No. 12th ( l" ) 
786 Bcyan (3/4") 
251 NO. Grant . (3/ 4" J 
390 Yellc,,,stone-twice (3/4") 
Meters were changed 
Meters were installed 
t>eters were renoved 
Ma & Hiskey: Tore a= 6" valves to rerrove sticks. installed 2-½" curb cocks to test pressure. 
Bannock Highway:Re-set valve oox. 5th & Benton: Replace valve 
t-bh.al.<lk.: Bla..r out valve oox. 69 lbsewood:Blow out valve t:ox, Raise 
3rd & Crescent: Replace wheel valve handle on 2" line. to grade. 




--------~----:------------:---····--- --· ···-··· .. -- • • -·· 
WATER DEPARI'MENI' MNl'HLY REPORl' 
Decerrber 1978 
HIGHWAY 30 WEST: Tied new 6" line into tee at fire hydrant. Pipe Iayed: 54 1 of 6" pipe. 
Installed: 1-6" Butterfly vlave, 1-8" x 6" reducer, 1-90° Ell. · Made a 3/4" sterilization 
tap. 
SUE ROAD: Pipe Iayed: 526' of 6" pipe. Installed: 1-6" Pacific States fire hydrant, 
1-6" flanged x M.J. pratt valve, 1-6" M.J. 9o0 ElJ..t-Bde a 6" on 12" tap, hooked up 6" line. 
Installed: 1-12" x 6" Kennedy tapping tee, 1-6" Kennedy tapping valve, 1-6" M.J. solid sleeve. 
Made a 3/4" Chlorine tap. 
~ &. OPAL: Installed a ll:i" gate valve. 
Maintained Puirt?s. 
During the rronth of Decercber 218,747,000 gallons of water was produced £ran the system, 
or 7,056,354.84 gallons per day produced £ran the following sources. 
GI\LIDNS P!ODUCED LBS OF OIWRINE 
Surface Suppl31s· 44,608,000 708 
Well# 2, 50,222,000 137 
Well # 4· 38,537,000 
Well i 27 7;428,000 25 
Well# 32 61,883,000· 191.5 
Well # 28" 9,829,000 30.5 
' PIP Well #1 6,224,000 19.5 
·218,747,000, 1,111.5 
'!his figure is 9,722,000 l!Dre than last DecerrtJer. Based on the population figure of 
42,565 there was 165. 78 gallons of water perperson per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,742,000 gallons using 13.5 lbs. of chlorine. 38 Manhours. 
6 MAINLINE LEI\KS \ole:ce repaired at the following locations. 
Sage or., 4912 M'.:>hawk, Foosevelt & Pine, so. 2nd & Bonneville, 300 No. 8th and 838 W. Bridger. 
I NEW service was installed at 4747 Clearview. (3/4") 
6864 
MAINLINE WJRK CCNSISTED OF: 
• • 
WATER DEPAR!l1ENr M:Nl'HLY REPORI' 
Januru:y 1979 
llnthawing frozen ma.ins in the .City area. 
Pepairing 22 Mainline leaks at the follo,;ing locations. 
Filllore & Maple 3rd & Dunn 
1400 So. 3rd 1400 N, Main 
400 W. Claxk Johnny Creek 
79 Foothill 2864 So. 5th 
529 N. Johnson 525 N. Johnsen 
Wyeth & Johnson 700 Cypress 
400 Bile. Jefferscn 6th & Lewis 
2nd & Benton 
941 W. F:renont 
300 w. Gould 
1230 So. 2nd 
7th & Clark 
605 So. Harrison 
3742 Oriole 
72 3 W. Ie.-lis 
During the rronth of Januru:y 242,333,000 galloos of water was produced from the system, 
.'or 7,817,193.55 gallons per day produced fran the foll.a,/ing sources. 
7 
G/\LIDNS ProDUCE:D LBS OF O!LORINE 
Surface Supplies 45,299,000 706 
Wall j/2 49,508,000 150.5 
Well #6 37,173,000 
Well i16 24,703,000 70 
Well i18 3,230,000 28.5 
Well t2B 10,258,000 30 
Well i32 62,034,000 · 192.5 
PIP WELL!ll 1,410,000 . 4 
242,JJlftiOO 1,181.5 
, 
This figure is 28,684,000 rrore than lasJ/Januai:y. Based on the papul..ation figure of 
42,565 there was 1B3.65 gallons of water o/ person per day produced from the system. 




MAINLINE \'ORK o:NSISTED OF: 
WA:l'ER DEPARIMNI' tOffl!LY REPORl' 
Feb:ruacy 1979 
s6. Grant Ext: Dig test holes to check frozen nain, unthaw 8" Illllil, cut 4 '. of 8" pipe 
and repaired with 2-B" solid sleeves. 
8th and uawis: Pepair 8" sewer line. 
t>b. Arthur: Killed old 4" mrin line. 
Alaneda & Jefferson: Plug 2" line. · 
300 l?ocatello Ave.: Replace 6" main. 
City Area: Unthaw frozen mains. 
During the llCl!lth of Februazy 232,468,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 




























This figure is 35~ 517,000 nore than last February. Based on the population figure of 
42,565 there was 195, OS gallons of water per person per day produced fran the system. 
Airport prr:duction was 3,138,000 using 2.5 lbs. of chlorine. 49 rran hours. 
6866 
MI\INLINE w:>RK CDNSISTED OF: 
WATER DEPARI'MENT !OmlLY REK>Rl.' 
M'\lCH 1979 
~en Rd.: 1-ade 6 11 on 12" tap. Pipe layed: 756' of 6". Installed: 45° ell, 1-6" Kennedy 
tapping tee, 1-6" Kennedy tapping valve, 1-6" Pratt fire hydrant valw, 1-6" Pacific 
States fire hydrant, 1-6" M.J. tee, 1-6" M.J. plug. 
· v{oo Blk. Pocatello Ave: Replaced 6" rrain, Pipe layed: 306' of 6" ductile. Installed: 1-6" 
solid sleeve. 
900 Blk. W, Frem::int: Kill old 4" .line. Material used: 1-4" solid sleeve, 1-4" plug. 
1800 Garrett Way (Safeways') : M3rle a l" tap on 8" line. 
Bench Rd.: Installed a 3" rreter vault. 
During the rronth of I-arch 252,010,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 
or 8,129,354.84 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Gl\1.IrnS PRODUCED LBS. OF OiIDRINE 
Surface S1.1pplies 24,352,000 1B0.5 
Well #2 50,510,000 138.5 
Well #6 34,880,000 
Well #16 51,743,000 160 
Well #27 7,963,000 27.5 
Well #28 10,408 ,ooo 32 
Well l/32 60,374,000 180. 5 
Well #31 1,200,000 
PIP \'ell u 10,580,000 Jl.5 
252,010,000 750.5 
This figure is 21,350,000 rrore than last M9.rch. Based on the population figure of 
42,565 there was. 190.99 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,726,000 using 8 lbs. of chlorine & 88 nan hours. 
6867 
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WATER DEPARIMENT M:Nl'HLY RE:PORI' 
J\pril 1979 
~O ST:Made a 6" on U" tap. 1-Bde a J/4" sterilization tap. Pipe layed: 846' of 6". 
Installed: 1-6" Pratt butterfly valve, 1-6" flanged x M.J, tapping valve, 1-6" M.J. tee, 
1-6" Pacific States fire hydrant, 1-45° Ell, 1-6" 900 Ell, l-6"x U" tapping tee, 1-6" 
22½0 M.J. Ell, 1-3/4" corp. stop. 
~g( ~yes & w. carter: Pipe layed: 502' of 6" D.I. Installed: l-6"x 6"x: 6" M.J. tee, 2-
6"x 6"x 4'.' M.J. tee, 1-6" butterfly valve, 2~6" M.J. Pratt valves, 2-6" Pacific States 
fire hydrants, 1-6" Pratt fire hy?Iant valve, 1-6" tee for fire hydrant, 1-6" M.J. solid 
sleeve; l-6"x 4" pl~ end M.J. reducer. Repaired sewer line. 
/4nnocJc Highway & Allen Prl.: Made a 3/4" sterilization tap. Installed 1-3/4" oorp. stop. 
~rtneuf Colf Estates: Du<J hole for 6" ttEter. Reset 6" neter & flush system. Dug up and 
reset valve rox: on 6" tap. line. Pipe layed: 6' of 6". Installed: 2-6" butterfly valves, 
2-6" flanged tees, 1-6" cast coupling, l-2"x 4" plug. 
~t Bench Eoo,ster Station: Made 3-12" on 16" taps for lines into new punp station. Tied 
J-12" lines into rooster out of U" tap valves. Pipe layed: 18' of 12", 3' of 6"D.I. 
Installed: J-U"x 16" tapping tees, 3-12" Kennedy tapping valves, J-12" cast x steel 
oouplings, l-12"x 6" M.J. tee, 1-6" M.J. 9o0 Ell. 
1744 Bench Rd:Dug up and repaired leak on repair band. 
D.Jring the =nth of April 304,689,000 gallons of water was p:coduced from the system, 














































This figure is 41,632,000 rroi:e .than last April. Based on the population figure of t 
42,565 there was 238.60 gallcns of water per person per day produced from the system. • 
Airport production. w.as 2,824,000 using 4.5 lbs. of chlorine and 57 nan hours. 
7 Ml\lN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the fy>}.l0111ing locations: 
715 Biroh 
1215 N. Mun 
8th & Sublette 
1744 Pocatello Creek 
700 E. Clark 
3 NEW SERVICES were rnSTALLED at the follCMi.Ilg locations: 
Portneuf Golf Estates 6" 3834 Jason l" 
21 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
778 & 782 Birch 3/4" 1356 .So. 3rd. 1/2" 
256 & 254 N, 10th 3/4" 1225 E. Whitrran 1/2" 
1045 E. Frenont 3/4" 1056 Fai:d:anks 3/4" 
12i5 N. Main 1/2" 1440 E. Wyeth 3/4" 
6405 so. 1st 3/4" 1125 E, Lander 3/4" 
1105 & 1115 E. La.ruler 3/4" 640 N. 12th 1/2" 
4046 Yellcwstane 3/4" 753 N. 8th . 3/4" 
1790 Pocatello Cr 
1109 B'.loth Fd. 
154 Park 3/4" 
148 Melrose 3/4" 
·931 E. Lander 3/4 
ill So, 16th l" 
424 Taft 3;4· 
238 so. 11th 3/4' 
647 w. Day 1/2' 
777 Balsam 3/4' 
9 SERVICES were RENEWED & a:x>KED 'IO NEW MAIN at the foll.owing locations: 
1067 & 1069 Allen 3/4" 1349 Allen 3/4" 713 so. Hayes 3/• 
744 l:; So. Hayes 3/4" 709 59. Hayes 3/4" 703 So. Hayes 3/1 




WATER DEPARI'MENI' IOl'I'HLY REPORr 
MAY 1979 
I 
!ZIT.I' CREEK_BCDSTER STATICN: Pipe Iayed:_ 7 1 of 6" D.I., 30 1 of 10" D.I. Installed: 3-10" 
gate valves, 1-6" gate valve, 1-6" M.J. 90° Ell, 1-lO"K 6" M.J. tee, 2-10" H.J. 45° Ells, 
1-lO"K 4 11 reducer, 2-14 11 K 10" M.J. Y's, 1-14" Trans. coupling. 
~IE ST., LCS ALTOS & LOS AL'IOS WAY PROJECT: Pipe layed: 1620' of 6" pipe, 6' of 4". 
Installed: 1-6" Pacific States valve, 1-6" coupling, 1-6" coupling/weld plug~,- 10-6'!-Pratt 
butteJ;fly-valves, 2-6" M.J. crosses·;' 4-6" M.J. tees{ 1-6"_ push on plug, 1-6" Pacific States 
fire hydrant, 1-6" M.J. plug, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 1-6" M.J. 221s.0 Ell, 1-4" steel 
transition gasket, 1-valve box lid. Made a 3/4" sterilization tap. 
RESERVOIR: Repaired leak on 2" line. Material used: 1-2" corrp. cnupling, 1-6" nipple, 1-2" 
plug. 
BllNNOCl< HIGiWAY: Made 2-6" water taps. 
1756 POCATELID CREEK: Dug up and installed a repair band. 
ouring the rronth of May 602,726,000 gallons of water was produced fran the system, or 
19,442,774.19 gallons per day produced from the foll<:Ming sources. 
GI\LWNS PRJDUCED LBS. OF OII.ORINE 
Surface Supples 60,020,000 213.5 
Well #2 33,842,000 91 
Well #3 38,347,000 105 
Well uo 39,586,000 134.5 
WEll ffl2 99,714,000 285.S 
Well us 21895,000 9.5 
Well U6 62,317,!)00 198.5 
WEll U8 17,746,000 58.5 
Well #21 23,917,000 95 
Well ff22 16,185,000 51 
Well #27 30,972,000 102.5 
Well #28 30,752,000 80 
'- 6870 












LB.S. OF O!UJRINE 
103 
182.5 
· 107. 5 
I YI~'·: 
This figure is 255,526,-000 !lDre than last May, Based on the p:ipulation figure of 
42,565 there was 456. 78 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 4,004,000 using 16 lbs. of chlorine and 35 man hours. 
9 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
UDO Bll<:. So. 2nd 
777 El:ony 
702 So. 1st 
1156 E. Maple 
919 E. Pine 
Hawthorne & Ridge 
9 NE.VI SERVICE.5 were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1531 Zener ( l" ii 
4230 Stockman ( l" )I 
1011 Pocatello Cr. (1~") 
170 E. Quinn ( l" )! 
3134 So. 5th (3/4".J • 
929-31 W, Clark ( l" )! 
16 SERVICE.5 were RENEWED at the following locations: 
736 N. 8th (1/2") 336 w. Terry (3/4") 
446 So. 9th (3/4") 608 Willard (3/4") 
1256 E. Maple (3/4") 1255 Los Altos Way (3/4") 
1455 Los Altos way (3/4") 525 Washington ( l" ) 
1465 Los Altos way (3/4") 436 McKinley (3/4") 
148 washington (3/4") 
535 Jefferson 
1623 Jade 
w. end of Ash 
1100 Booth Rd. (2") 
·777GolfDr. (3/4" 
1134 Yellowstone (3 
210 W. Conner (1/2" 
868 Willard (3/4" 
823 E. Lewis (3/4" 
945 N. 9th (3/4" 
320 N. 11th (3/4" 
14 SERVICES were RENEWED & HCXJKED TO NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
184 Idaho (3/4") 182 Idaho (3/4") 180 Idaho (3/4" 
178 Idaho (3/4") 160 Idaho (3/4") 134 IdalD (3/4" 
164 Idah:> (3/4") 100 Idatx::> (3/4") 754 So. Hayes (3/4" 
294 Fair!lDnt (3/4") 295 Franklin (3/4") ll06 E. Maple (3/4" 
1114 E. Maple (3/4" l 1156 E. Maple (3/4") 
' 6871 
,,j AfJ1'CS & !DS i\LTCS 'ilNl PROOECT: Pipe layed: 
valves{ 4-6 11 plain end x 4" M._J. reducers', 1-6" 
boxes catplete, 
54 ' of 6". 9' of 4 •. Installed: 5-6" butterfly 
steel coupling", 4-4" steel coupling/, 5-valve 
,,w/ 7TH PIDJl!X:l':Pipe layed: 486' of 6"( Installed: 3-6" butterfly valve/. 1-6" M.J. cross( 
1-6" M.J. tee/ 
WELL YARD: Papai.red leak on 10" nain. 
Maintain Purrps 
During the 11011th of June 730,314,000 gallons_ of water was p:i:odtced from the system, or 
24,343,800 gallons per day produced f:rom the following souroes. 
GI\LirnS PFOllUC!ID LB.S. OF OlLORINE 
Surface Supplies 97,238,000 827 
Well #2 27,222,000 72.5 
Well #3 71,076,000 217 
~lall uo 76,249,000 244 
~ll U2 60,087,000 180 
Well #16 53,292,000 166.S 
Well 118 25,151,000 · 72 
Well i!21 24,987,000 a:i:.s 
Well i22 24,700,000 77 
Wall l/27 8,554,000 28 
wan 112s 38,167,000 96.S 
W:!ll i29 50,369,000 137.5 
veil Bl 63,397,000 170 
Wall #32 59,734,000 182.5 
PIP WELL 32,851,000 99.5 
Cree lllell 16,240,000 
730,314,000 2651.5 
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This figure is 80,436,000 nore than last Jl.ll'le, Based on the populaticn figure of 
42,565 there was 571.90 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system.· 
Aii:port p:ttiduction was 5,796,000 using 17 lbs. of chlorine and 31 m.nhours. 
10 MAIN LINE !..EAKS wei:e RE:PAillED at the following locatiCl'lS; 
1516 Spaulding 148 Washington 
525 Fi:anltlin 
936 E. Center 
So. Grant & Clinton 
1534 So, 2nd 
1756 Pocatello Creek 
36 NEW SERVICES we.ta INSTl\LLEO at the folkMing locations: 
155 E. Griffith (l"l 1325 Pershing (3/4") 
4830 Kim (Jk"l 
5621 .J3annock Highway (1") 
1800 Garrett Way (3/4") 
Mt. M:!adows Sub::livision (20-1") (4-3/4") 
2015 So. Grant (1") 
721-25 SWisher (1") 
. ' 
. 5015 fuhawk (2-2") 
18 SERv.ICES were RE!ilEWED at the folla,;ing locati~: 
394 Frankl.in (3/4") 651 N. Arthur (3/4") 
936 E. Center (3/ 411 ) 
1458 loS Altos Way (3/4'') 
826 E. Center (3/4") 
Terry' & Stanford {2") 
1676 Kingho.m (l") 
915 E. Center (3/4") 
9 38 E. Center ( 1/2") 
280 N. Arthur (3/4") 
1007 E, F.i:em::int (3/4") 
1021 E. Frerrcnt (3/4") 
356 So. Hayes 
792 Wilson 
915 E. Center 
2445 So. 5th (3/4") 
717 swisher (3/4") 
433 SIE (1") 
1031 Belrrcnt (3/4") 
350 Randolph (3/4") 
2445 5::). 5th (3/4") 
824 E. Center (3/4": 
426 So. 9th (l 11) 
708 Birch (3/4") 
204 N. Johnson (3/4' 
22 SERVICES were RENEWED and HOOKED 'IO NE.W MAIN at the following locations; 
1206 E. Maple (3/4") 294 Franklin {3/4") 1214 E. Maple (3/4":· 
1256 E. Maple (1") SUJmer line 303 Ios Altes (3/4") 295 Hyde (3/4") 
323 I.as Altos (3/4") 1256 E. M3ple (3/4") 1418 E. Maple (J/4") 
1478 Los Altos Way (3/4") 1488 Los Altos Way (3/4") 310 Los Altos (1") 
1468 Los Altos Way (3/4") 1428 Los Altos way {3/4") 313 Los Altos (3/4") 
1425 Los Altos Way (3/4") 
1465 Los Altos Way (3/4") 
Los Altos Way tot 8 (3/4") 
1445 IDS Altos way (3/4") 
:tos Altos way :tot 7 (3/4") 
1438 Los Altos w. (. 





WATER DE.PARI'.MENI' IOC:NTHLY FEl?ORI' 
July 1979 
1£ 7TH ProJECI': Feplacing min line. i386' of 6" pipe layed. Installed; 4-6" butterfly va1'ieii, 
2-10"x6" tapping ~ 2-6" kennedy tapping valve&'; 3-6" solid sleeves,( 2-4" M.J. solid sleeves 
2-6" M.J~ tees'( 1-4" X 6" reducersYl-4" plug( M3de 2-6" on 10" taps. 2-3/4" sterilization taps 
~ PLIIZA:-PCX::.M'EUD CREEK: Made 4" on B" tap for fim line. Made 3-6" on 8" taps, Insl:alle 
3-6" tapping valves. 
OW ORCHARD SUBDMSirn:Made 2-3/4" sterilizaticn taps. 
During the m::inth of July 882,992,000 gallcns of water was p:i:oo.uced_f:i::om the system, or 
28, 4 8 3, 6;12 gallons per day produ=d from the follo;.dng sources. 
GIUI..CNS POODUCBD LBS. OF OilDRINE 
SurfaO! Supplies 81,884,000 369.5 
Well t2 32,531,000 90.5 
Well il3 74,840,000 217.5 
!>ell illO 95,604,000 215 
Well U2 99,352,000 298 
!>ell 1116 61,571,000 198 
~l #18 43,071,000 138 
~l #21 30,565,000 82 
Well 1122 31,000,000 96 
W!ll J28 48,444,000 129.5 
Well 1129 70,652,000 199.5 
Well #31 92,828,000 272 
Well #32 61,436,000 186 
PIP \\ell 41,649,000 123 




~bnthly report (cont. l Page 2 
This figure is 71,433,000 nore than last July. Based on the p:>pulation figure of 
42,565 there was 669.18 gallons of water per parson per day produced from the system. 
Aii:port p.i:oduction was 5,771,000 gallons of water using 14.5 lbs. of chlorine and 29 
nanlDurs. 





316 N. 9th 
Maple & Fil.rrore 
Ceaar & Mc.Kinley 
600 W. Sublette 
141 N. Arthur 
93 NEW SERVICES were JNSTI\LLED at the foll.awing locations: 
5023 01erokee (3/4") 315~ So. 7th (3/4") 
Alrport ( l" l Old Orchru:d Sub. ( 51-1") 
CedarvieW' 1st. Sub. (16-3/4" l 
17 SERVICF.<l were RENEWED at the follc:Ming locations: 
341 So. 7th ( l" ) 731 Grace (3/4") 
950 No. 10th (3/4") 338 Wasnington (3/4") 
235 So. 3rd (3/4") 720 So. 9th (3/4") 
357 N. 8th (3/4") 338 Pocatello Ave. (3/4") 
1226 Jensen (1/2") 648 NO. 5th (3/4") 
638 N:J. 8th (3/4") 156 NO. 11th (3/4") 
33B Wasnington 
Cedar & Poole 
N. Arthur & Sublette 
Weil Yard 
2331 Bannock l!Wy. (3, 
Northstar Sub. (22-3; 
734 Grace (l/2") 
409 So. 14th (3/4") 
712 So. 9th (3/4 11 ) 
105 N. 11th (3/4") 
1062 Evexett (3/4") 
50 SERVICES were .RENEWED and HlXlKED TO NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
655 So. 7th ( l" ) 654 so. 7th (3/4") 540 So. 7th (3/4") 
635 So. 7th (3/411 ) 631 So. 7th ( l" ) 638 so. 7th ( l" ) 
, 630 So, 7th ( l" ) 541 So. 7th (3/4") 529 So. 7th (3/4") 
554 So. 7th (3/4") 
7 36 E. Benton (l/2") 
509 So. 7th (3/4") 
425 So, 7th (3/4 II) 
· 444 So. 7th ( l" ) 
424 So. 7th S.L. ( l" 
405 so. 7th (3/4") 
544 So. 7th (3/4") 
517 So. 7th (l/2") 
506 So. 7th ( l" ) 
415 So, 7th (1/2") 
435 So. 7th ( l" l 
406 So, 7th ( l" ) 
250 E. Halliday (3/4") 
449 So. 7th ( l" ) 
520 So. 7th (l/2") 
753 So. 7th (3/4") 
488 So. 7th ( 111 ) 
424 So. 7th (3/4") 
354 So. 7th ( l" ) 
306 So. 7th (3/4") 
6d75 
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WATER DEPARI'MENI' MJNI'HLY REPOR!' 
AUGUST 1979 
i4:>. 7TI! PRCIJECT: 11epl.acing rrain line. Pipe layed: 23' of 41•, 83' of 6""./ Installed: 
14"x6" tapping t:E.e'{ 1-6" tapping valvrl; 1-3" 90° Ell~,,l-3"x4" flange reducer:-' 1-6" 
900 Ell( 1-4" butterfly valve, 2-10" solid sleeve11.2-6" M.J. solid sleeves-;' 2-6" 
butterfly valvesVl-4"x6" reducer( l-4"x 6" M.J. x M.J. reducer';' 1-4" flange valvev-
Made a 4" on 6" tap. 
J!f,Rro:-1 fO.I\D:Made a tap on 16" transmissicn line & 4" line. Pipe Layed: U' of 6". 
Installed: 1-6" tapping valve, 1-4" tapping valve, 1-16."x 6" tapping tee,· 1-6" 
900 Ell, l-4"x 6" reducer, 1-4" tapping tee .. 
L~Rl' WELL:Cut out old 900 replaCEd with 8" tee. Pipe layed: 15' of 10" pipe. 
Installed: 1-10" butterfly valve, 1-10" solid sleeve, 1-8" solid sleeve, 1-8" tee, 
1-S"x 10" M.J. reducer. 
~T BENO{ OC.OSTER:Installed fire hydrant line: Pipe layed: 834' of 6"Y42' of 2"./ 
Installed: 2-6" tapping tee9( 1-6" tapping val#, 2-6" M.J. 90° EllY 4-6" M.J. tees( 
2-6" Pacific States fire hydrants{ 5-6" butterfly valves'; 1-6" 900 bend';' 3-6" plugsr" 
1-2" gate valve/ Made a 6" on 6" tap. 
~ & CIARK:Installed new fire hydrant w/valve. Material used: 1-6" M.J. valve, 
1-6" Pacific States fire hydrant. 
iJefni & SUBLEITE:Installed new fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 6' of 6" pipe. Installed: 
1-6" Pacific States fire hydrant, 1-6" Pratt M.J. valve, 1-6" M.J. solid sleeve, 
1-valve box. 
WES'lWXlD ~: Made a 4" an 8" tap. 
1545 JFAN:Made a 3/4" sterilization tap, 
During the nonth of August 620,091,000 gallons of )'later was produced fran the 
system, or 20,002,935 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
6876 
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Gt\LWNS POODUCED LBS. OF QILORINE 
Suface Supplies 64,307,000 846.S 
Well #2 25,211,000 69,S 
Well #3 . - Gi, 512,000 
--~-- ~-
165 
Nell #10 36,888,000 102.5 
Well #U 76,788,000 236 
Well #16 44,097,000 143.S 
Well #18 19,994,000 66.S 
Well #21 22, 1911000 71.S 
Well ,j/22 24,200,000 72,S 
Well i27 7,850,000 21 
Well #28 31,041,000 96.S 
Well i29 24,239,000 76,S 
Well #31 36,603,000 117 
Well #32 60,469,000 173 
Cree Well 16,664,000 
P.I.P Well 67,746,000 199.S 
· 620,091,000 2,457 
This figure is lll3,562,'000 less than last August. Based oo the population figure 
of 42,565 there was 469. 93 gallons of water per peron per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 4,407,000 gallons of water using 10,5 lbs. of chlorine and 
25 mmrours. 
13 Ml\IN LINE LElll<S were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Alameda & Jefferson 920 E Pine 
Well Yard 10th & Cla:dt 
35 Westello 
Taft & Elm 
170 Fullei:way 
1025 N, 9th 
700 Blk. Ash 
10th & Halliday 
Barton & 5th 
315 Filllore 





MAIN LINE WORK: 
._,,_ 
WATER VEPARTMEI-IT MONTHLY REPORT 
SEPTEMBER 19 79 
QUINN 6 TEAL: Ma.de a. 8" on 12" :tap 
~~ ROAV: Lay _S" .tJuzn.hrni .. M.«in Une. P.i.pe £aved: 432' 06 B" plpe. IM:ta.Ued: 2-8"x 14" 
CM.t ;c <1-tee..t. coupUngo. Ma.de a. I" :ta.p. 
VUILlng .the. man.th a 6 Sep.tembe.Jt 619,967,000 gaUoM a 6 Wa..te.Jt. VJa<I pll..Odu.ce.d 6Mm .the 
<1yo:tern, oil 20,665,566 galloM pell do.y pll.Oduc.ed 61Wm .the. 6oU.owag ooWtce<I. 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS. OF CHLORINE 
SU1L611r.e. Suppliu 54,140,000 317. 5 
Well H2 25,241,000 72. 5 
Well #3 63,393,000 172. 5 
Well HI 0 12,950,000. 34. 5 
Well H12 86,979,000 272 
Well# 16 60,250,000 195 
Well # 18 29,793,000 81 
Well #2 I 25,245,000 89 
Well. H22 2 9, BOO, 000 90. 5 
Well #27 2r, 703,ooo 69.5 
Well H28 33,746,000 113. 5 
Well H29 3 1, 327,000 97. 5 
Well H32 58,935,000 183 
PIP Well. 70,235,000 206 
Cll.ee Well 16,230,000 
619,967,000 1994 
Tluo f,.lgU/1.e. .i.<I 225,729,000 Molle. .thM .t'.a<1.t Se.p:ternbe.Jt. Ba.<1e.d on .the popul.a.ti.on 6.i_gWLe 




A,i;r.pod. plUldu.ctlon. wa.6 5, 85 7, 000 galioiu o 6 wa-t:e/t tr4htg I 4. 5 lbll. o 6 chto4Ule ,md 
11 man hoU/1.4. 
IO /JAI/.J LINE. LEAKS Welte. Rf.PAIRED a..t .the 60Uow.ln5i loc.a.tionti: 
Alameda. 6 Je66Won 700 No. 'I-th I.It 6 Putnam 
2nd 6 Putnam 
No. G,um.t Ii Va.y 
9-th 6 Subutt.e 
1700 So. 4-th 
132 Va.U/IJ]v.i..w 
8 NEW SERV.ICES Welte INSTALLED a.t -the 60U.ow.i.n9 loc.a.tioM' 
1657 Jean (!" I 1556 Benck (2"J 
We.o.twood Vllio.ge [5-3/ 4" I 
24 SERVICES We/I.II. RENEWEV a..t .the 6oUOIUi.ng loc.a.tioM: 
15 5 E. Suble..tte. [I /2") 77 3 W. CedtVL ( 3/4") 
815 No. II.th 11/2"1 
458 No, LhtCD!.n. (3/4"1 
916 No. 10.th (3/4"1 
6 85 Rctndolph ( 3/ 4") 
1124 E. Ce.nte/1. (3/4"1 
Old Olt.Ciuvtd Subd.lv-i.6-i.on ( 6- I" I 
1050 E. Cla.ttk [3/4") 
448 No. Lhtc.oln (3.4") 
100 W. P,Ute, fl") 
503 W. P-i.ne (3/4") 
226 No. 12.th (3/4"1 
13 SERVICES we11.e REPAIREV a.t .the 6ollowllng loc.a.Uont>: 
980 Taney La.ne 
9-th Ii Cu.1>.telt. 
39 35 DoMl.ch f 3/ 4" I 
5265 Mohawk [3/4"1 
IO 2 5 Mc.J<.,i.nlCl.!J I 3/ 4" I 
855 W. Wye.th 13/4") 
1009 S6. 2nd (I") 
706 No, 10.th 13/4") 
305 Noltthi:.and (3/4" I 
1038 No, Gan.6,i.e.ld 11") 
513 No. 12.th 11/2"1 
907 W. Ce.nte/1. ll/2") 740 Myl!.U.e (3/4")· 
980 Ce,i.te.,ual VJL. (3/4") 
AutpoJL.t: I 2" I 
I 061 S4BeJ<JOod II½" I 
METER M. Ii 0. 
9, 109 Me,teM We/1.e JLe.a.d 
196 Me.tvr.l> We.JLe di.rutge.d 
17 T e.o.t me.tw We.!te. JLe.a.d 
FI RE t-:YVRANT M. 6 0. 
1006 So. 111.t (3/4"1 1207 So. 2nd (1 ls"} 
3898 IIOJLlll/,6hoe C-1.JL. (3/4") 1707 G.ta.c-i.e.JL. {3/4") 
1349 AUe.n !3/4"1 903 Wayne /3/4") 
4 3 Me.t<!lto We.JLe. U!.4.ta.U.ed 
9 4 Me.te1to We.JLe. 1te.pa.bted 
268 Me..te.JLI! WVLe. JL<?.-1!.e.a.d 
6 Me..telt<I we.JLe JLe.mo ved 
Je.66e.JLl!on 6 /.bpte.-Repailt. bl!.Oke.n 6,1.JLe. hydlt.an.t 




WATER VEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
OCTOBER 19 79 
MAW LII-JE WORK: 
320 W CENTER: /.hde a. 4" on 8" .tap. 
645 w. HALL1VAY:Repa.Ute.d 2-4" -6el<le/L .U.ne-6. 
600 w. CLARK: Rep/1.,()L leak on lea.d be.ll 
WELL YARV:Repa.ui. lea.ded be.U., Pµ.t 16" bell_11..e.pa,Ur, cf.amp on 16" .te.e 
) @RESERVOIR:Repa.ui. lea.k on 12" Une to tank. Plpe la.yed;4' 06 12". Ma..telz.i.a.l ut,ed: ~ 
1-12" P/Ul-tt bu-tte11.6.ly valve, 1-12" l>o.U.d 6-leeve, 1-va.lve box. complete. 
BANI-JOCK H1GHWAY & MATTWOOV:Ma.de a. 6" on 12" ta.p. 
Vu.lWlg .the man.th 06 Oc.tobell. 398,390,000 ga.Uoltl> 06 wa..te/1. wa.1, pll.Odu.c.e.d 611.0m .the. 
l> yl>.te.m, OJI. 12, 851,290. 32 ga.Uoltl> pe.11. da.y pll.Odu.ce.d 611.0m .the 6ollow.i.ng l> oUJLce.6. 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS. OF CHLOR1NE 
Swr.6a.ce Suppl-le!> 56,498,000 Z13. 5 
We,U HZ 47,555,000 142 
Well H3 9,523,000 26.S 
Well H12 37,958,000 238.S 
Well H16 S8, 870,000 199 
Well HIS 8,BS0,000 27 
Well H21 9,712,000 3S. S 
Well H22 11,900,000 3S. S 
Well H27 11,175,000 36. S 
Well H28 27,623,000 2 36. S 
Well H29 7 I 6 30 I 000 2S 
Well #32 31,413,000 96 
PIP Well 69,910,000 237.S 
C11.ee WU 9,713,000 ------
39 g I 390 I 000 1609 
Th.ui 6,lgUJLe .U 39,356,000 mo/Le .tha.n la.1,t Oc.tobe/1.. Ba.1, ed on .the. popu1.iLti.on 6,i.gUAe. a 6 
42,56S .the/Le wa.1, 301.92 ga.Uoltl> 06 wa.te.11. pell. peMon pell. da.y plWduced 61Wm .the -6!/6.tem. 
Avr.polLt p11.oduc.t.i..on wa.l> 6, 898,000 ga.Uon.<1 a 6 wa..te.11. r.u,,lng 14 .lbl>. o 6 ch.lolLi.ne a.nd 
2 8 llW1. ho Wt.Ii. 
6880 
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WATER VEPARTMEIIT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER 1979 
i/4011.t We,U'.; Pu.t ht new 8" .U1te., P.ipe. laye.d: 10' 06 8" pipe.. Iw...ta.Ue.d: 1~8" M.J. 900 
EUJ/ 1-8" bu.t.teJLf,R.y va.i..ve.J(' 
,µ{u:on Rd.:T.ie. bLto 161.12 ILe.du.c.eJL on -Ota.11-<11r.l.1<1.ion Li.rte.. P.ipe. Laye.d: 828' 06 12" pipe.. 
Iw...ta..U.e.d: 12"1.6" M.J. Te.e., 1-6" 6-i"-e. hydluut.t val.ve., 1-12" M.J. bu..t.teA6,f.y va.tve., l-6" 
Pa.d6,ic. S.ta..tu 6-i"-e hydtta.nt, 1-12" pu..6h .in plug. Made. a. 3/4" ChloJi.i.ne. .tap. 
Poc.a..te-U'.o CILe.e.k:Ma.de. 3-3/4" Ch£.o11.Ute. .ta.p-<1 60"- Ca.mpbill CoM.tlttLC-Uon. 
1 -ep,fy. Une. Rd. Ir1-<1.ta.U.e.d 1-6" bu.t.teA6ly val.ve., 1-6" M. J. <10.f..id <1le.e.ve., P.ipe. La.ye.d: 2' o 6 6". 
t!a.n.noc.h. H.ighway:Ma.de. a. 4" on 10" Ta.p. 
Nw RueJLvo.i/1.: Ma.de. a. 1 / 2" .tap. 
Vu.lL.ing .the. nron..th. o 6 /1/ove.mbe.lL 2 37, 9 I 4, 000 ga.U.oM o 6 Wa..teJL Wah plLodu.c.e.d 6Mm .the. .6 y-<1.te.m, 
OIL 79, 304,66.667 ga.UoM Pe.IL day pMdu.c.e.d 6/1.0m .the. 6oUow.i..n.g '->OtLILC'.e.-6, 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS. OF CHLORINE 
StLIL6a.c.e. Suppf..iu 66,221,000 744 lb'->. 
Will #2 48,540,000 144 lb<!. 
We.U # 16 50,259,000 161. 5 
Will #27 11,082,000 37 lb1.,. 
We.U #28 12, _33g, 000 39. 5-
Ule..U # 32 628,000 -0- . 
PIP Well. 48,846,000 160.5 
237,914,000 1,286.5 
Th.LI 6,igtLILe. .i-6 10, 824,000 mo/Le. .tha.n £.cu,.t Nove.mbeJL. Ba<1e.d on .the. popula.tion 6-igWLe. o 6 
42,565 .the./1.e. WM 186.31 ga.lloM 06 wa.teJL pe.lL pe./L6on peA day plLodu.c.e.d 6,'i.om .the. <1y<1.te.m. 
6881. 
• • -2-t:; J.lon.t.hly RepolLt I emit. J '· 
Autpolt..t plt.odu.cti.Qn WM 4,245,000 ga.U.oM 06 wate11:. Ll4.Utg 12. 5 lbJ. 06 cliloWte and 
40 man hotJlU>, 
9 MAIi/ L l,4E LEAKS We/t.e REPA! REV at the 6oUow.£ng loca.Uono: 
1859 Pocai:e.Uo Ck.eek 400 B&. So. 14.t E11d od Ho66man S.t • 
1744 Pocai:el.l.o CILeeh. 
1700 So. Von Ehn 
. 200 6.lh. so. 4th, 
Znd 6 Fti,e,d/teg,Ut 
22 NEW SERI/ICES wvr.e INSTALLED a.t the 6oUow.lng loea:ti.ow.,, 
?.766 Bannock /Ughwiuj (3/4") · 4105 Hawtl101Uw. {3/4"! 
573 Rooi.eveU (3/4"1 1675 Shane 11") 
666 Cheyenne 12") 
Bo.i.&e C&co.de @ Ai.Jr:polLt I I" J 
CedaA Lake Subdlv.i.&.lon 10 (I") 
1775 Hampoh.i.A.e ( 1°) 
1565 HamP<1h.lite ( I") 
12 SERVICES We/U!. REHEWEV at .the nollolll.i.ng .loc.a,t;ion.1,1 
Alameda 6 Je661!/U,O/t [Ten.dog Schoal) (2") 436 Fa.uunottt (3/4"1. 
258 Co.ttoAAJood I 3/4" J 426 So. G.l!.al'Lt II /2" I 
120 So. 11.th (3/4") 632 So. 9th (314") 
203 E. Whitma.n {I"} 745 CheNty St. I 3/4") 
1 3 SERVICES Welti. Rf PA IREV a.t the nollowhtg .lo ca.tlonJi: 
652 liO. 14.th l 1" J 
627 i.J. GJuuit (1/211 I 
332 1'. 5th ( I" I 
852 rJoltthga.t.e. I 3/4" l 
888 Mt. Mc.GI.W!.e ( 3/4" I 
l,lffiR M. 6 Q. 
9-15 Muell.I. JUl./1.d 
8 1 Me..te/14 ILe.pa.l,u.d. 
FIRE HYOWIT M. 6 0. 
645 W<1Men ( 3/ 4") 
521 E. Loga.n. (3/4") 
536 ii. 15.th 11/2" l 
3817 Noll.a. !l/2") 
iilttl?MCo.t-Se..t out 6 p.lc.k. up 6,ULe. hydlw.n,t meteJr. daily 
iiu.tte 6 lliJ.key-Set out 6 p.lc.k up &l,te hyd/La.n;t metvr. dali.y 
ML McG1.W1.e-Set. out 6 p.lch. ~ hyciluut.t met.eJr. dali.y 
10.t:h 6 Ha.l.Udtuj-Rep,l;ac.e nozze.l co.p on 6,ULe. hyciJr.an,t 
FIW!k.Un. 6 !Um-Replc:tce nozzel cap on 6,ut.e hyciJr.an,t 
Me.molLiA.l OIL, -Repwr. blLOken ~ hyditan.t 
800 So. Main 
176 Wayne 
3235 Pole. Ll.ne ( 3/ 4" l 
2235 Galt!tet.t Way (3/4") 
2300 Bu.tte I r J;") 
480 Roo'->eve,U ( 3/4 11 ) 
t,U So. 9.th (3/411 ) 
626 E. Lewi.4 [3/4"1 
405 So. 5th ( 1/211 ) 
IZ6 So. 11th (3/4") 
n CoUonwood (3/4") 
4858 rla.vaho (I") 
61 B So. 4.th 11 /2 11 J 
4 3 6 F abuno YLt (I / 2 " J 
2 9 Me.te.M changed 
315 Met.eJr.o ILe-M.a.d 
6882 
-
MA.IN UNE WORK: 
--· 
WATER VEPARTMENT /.kJNTHLY REPORT 
V!:CE/.18ER 1919 
SAGEWOOV HILLS SUBVIVlSION: !utde 6-3/ 4" <1teJLW.zalio11. ta.p-6. 
LJ'.OLE LINE RV. & ALA/.IEVA: Lay 11ew 6" ma..i.1L. P.lpe &!.ye.d: 12' of., 611 • IM:ta.Ued: 4-6" M.J. 450 
e..UA. 
' l)i!tVAR 6 MORELANV: Cut out. old .12" geM valve. IMta.l.l.ed: 1-12" bu.t.te.11.f,e.y v.:t.lve, 1-12" M.J. 
40Ud <!>le.evu. 
tfJQIE Ii MORELANV:Cu:t ou.:t old 12" ge.M val.ve.,.uu.ta.U.e.d 11.ew one. Pipe .l.ruJe.d: 6 1 of., 12". 1iv..~, ._i 
1-12" bufte.Jt/.,ly valve, 1-12" <10.Ud 4.l.eeve. ~ 
VU/U.11.g the mon.tlt 06 Ve.c.e.mbe.Jr. 250,252,000 ga.U.oM 06 Wa,(:e.Jt wa.<I pJr.Gduc.e.d 6Mm .the. ,1,y,1tem, 
OIL 80. 726, 45. 16 ga.U.011<1 Pe.Jr. da.y p!r.Oduc.ed 6Jr.Om .the. 60.u.aw.lng ,IOU/r.Ce<I. 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LliS. OF CHLORINE 
SURFACE SUPPLIES 10,615,000 'l.GO lb.1. 
WELL #2 49,665,000 149. 5 .t.b.1. 
WELL #16 52,214,000 153.5 ib,1. 
WELL #21 11,541,000 39.5 tb,1,. 
WELL #28 10,813,000 35 ,tb,1, 
WELL «32 999,000 3 ™· 
PIP WELL 54,405,000 184.S ib6. 
250, 25'l,OOO 165 ib<I. 
Tw 6,lgWte. .i:.11 37,505,000 moJr.e. .tha:n ~.t Ve.c.e.mbVI.. Ba.& e.d on .the popu!.a.t.i.on 6,lgMe o 6 
42,565 the!U!. 14/44 189.65 .9a.U.on<1 06 Wtlte.Jr. pell. pVtJan pe/l. day pJr.Oduc.e.d 6Mm the 6tJ6te.m. 





WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JANUARY 1980 
VW'Li.ng .the. mo11,th o~ Ja.nua/!Jj 2;46, 736,000 gatloM al, wa..t.e.Jt w.u. pJWdW!e.d l,JWm .the. 
&y&:tem, o-t 7,959,226 ga.U,on4 Pelt da.y p!Wduc.ed l,!Wm .the 40~9 <10U1U:.e&. 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Swtl,ac.e Suppli.u 6. We,U ~6 72,978,000 192. 5 
Well. #2 ~8,517,000 143.? 
Well #16 49,657,000 154. 5 
Well lt7 10,639,000 34.S 
Well. 128 10,034,000 28.S 
Well # 32 253,000 
PIP We.U. · 5416581 ooa 180,S 
246,736,000 734 lb&. 
Tw 6.i,gwi.e .U.. 4,403,000 mo-te. :than .f.a,/,;t; lanuaJ!JJ. Ba&ed ott .the. popu.la,t,i.on. 6-41wi.e 06 
42,565 .thVLe. wa,o 186.98 gall.on& o& Wa..te/l pl!JI. peMon. pM ,;/JIIJ p.1!.odu.c.e.d 6Mm .the. ~y~.tem. 
Ai.ltpoll.t ptWdu&i.on. wa.1 3,149,000 ga.U.DM al, Wt:W!.I!. u&.i.ltg 12 lb4. ol, clt.t:o,wi.e 11J1d 38 
manh.oWL!i. 
6 1#.IN LINE LEAKS We/1.e. REPAIREV a;t .the. 6oU.ow.ui.g loc.a.Uoru.' 
314 W. Clallk 1531 Spai.t.ldA'..n.g Ln. 
59 Colga.te 
I NEW SERVICE Wa.& 1NSTA.LLEV a.t .the aollow.ui.g loc.a .. t.i.on.: 
1201-1229 Boo.th Rd. 12"! 
3 SERVICES We!te. RENEWED a.t .the l,oU.Ow.u,,g loc.a.tloM: 
4046 Ye.U.OW&.tnn.e I 3/4" I 1345 H.Uin.e 13/4" I 1439 Sa/Ut.togct [3/4") 
6884 
MAINLINE WORK: 
··, ... · 
WATER VEPAl<l"MENT MOHTHLY REPOl<f 
FEBRUARY I 9 8 0 
A-f.amde.dtt Ii Veltuio: Ra..u.e nu:u.n,Une pipe: P.lpe. £a.y11.d, 30' 06 12". im.tall'.ed: 4-45° EU. 
OUILUtg .the men.tit O 6 Febl[.UIZJ!!! 2 30' 889' 000 ga.u'.011.1> 0 6 WUVL Wa.6 pllOduce.d 6Mm .the. 
,1,y,1,.tem, Oit. 7,961,690 ga.U.on1> pelt da.y pll.Ddu.c.c.d 61[.om .the 60.UOw&Lg ,1,aUAc.e.o. 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS. OF CHLORINE 
SUA6ace Supp.f.le.o 80,046,000 673 Lb,1,. 
WeU "2 45,996,000 131 Lb,1,. 
Well "16 34,813,000 111 i.b,1. 
WeU H27 8,800,000 30 Lb,1,. 
WeU YU 9.848,000 28. 5 Lb,1. 
WeU #32 ·1,012,000 4. 5 Lb,1,. 
PIP WeU 50,3741000 168 Lb4. 
230. 889. 000 1,152 Lb,1,. 
Tluo jig= l6 I, 579,000 le.M .thM la.6.t FebJr.w:I.Jly. Baaed 011. .the popultLtion 6,/.gUll.e. 
06 42,565 .th.Me WIZ,/, 187.03 g~ol!,/, a£ wa.te.Jt PM peMan pM day pllOduc.ed 6Jtom ;the 4y4.tern. 





1555 N, Ma.ln 
A.\h & B.vu:lt 
Wal ycvc.d 
3 NEW SERVICES wui.e INSTALLED a.t .the joUal.ll(.ng lDCAtlon1,: 
C e.da.Ji. /J Wa.1> /1..ln.to n 
540 N. Gluvt,t 
Ce.me.tol<y 
1146 N. Ha.11Jtl6011 13/ 4" l 5333 Ba.mock. H.i.9/wa.y 13/ 4" I 1786 HU/tle.g VII.. [ 3/4" I 
5 SERVICES WeM. RENEWED a.t .the 60.U.0~ loCAtlan4: 
955 w. A£a.medtt (l½'I} 
724 N. 7.th (3/4"1 
540 N. Giumt (112") 
69 8 wa1ihb1.t.on. ( 3/ 4" I 
836 N. 11.th 13/4" J 
6885, 
' "I ' -~ 
·4· .... .. .. --~· ... ;. • • 
MAINLINE WORK: 
WATER VEPAIITMEIIT MONTHLY REPORT 
MARCH 1980 
A.ln.me.d.a S Mc.K.lnle.f!: RIU.<le 811 ma.in. P-i.pe. lruJe.d: 14' a o 8". 1/'IQ.ta.U.e,d: 4 • 8" 4 s0 b e.n<U>. 
2020 -Poc.a..tillo C11.e.e.k: /.Id.de a 4" .tap. 
Sa.9e. VJt..: New maht li.ne. .i.111,.ta.Ua.tian: P.lpe la.yed: 120' 06 h". Ziuta.U.e.d 1-h" Pac.i..6.(c. 
S.ta.:tu l,ute hydlt.an.t, 1-6" Iowa ga.te. va.lve, 1-90° bend. 
VuM.ng :tlie. mon:tl, 06 MaJ,t.ch. 240,718,000 g<t.Uon4 06 Wa.teJt Wal> pMdu.c.e.d 6Mm .the. 1,y,i,.:tem, 
OJt. 1,165,091 galf.oM pe;i. day pMdu.ced 6Mm .the. 6oUow-i.ng -6DWU!U. 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS. OF Cf/LORINE 
Swr.6a.c.e Su.pp.Ueo 111,146,000 320 .&4. 
Well H2 49,515,000 140 lb-6. 
Well tit, 3, 162,000 10.5 lb4. 
Well. ~27 11,951,000 4 I. 5 .t.!u, • 
Well NU 10,321,000 21 .t.b.6. 
Well. d32 8, 140,000 29.5 lb,i,. 
PIP IJ/ell 45 811 000 169 lb4. 
240,718,000 131.5 .f.b-6. 
Tlw. 6.(gUJte -ii., 11,292,000 le-64 -throi W.:t Ma.11.eh. Ba.oed an .the, popu.l<:ttwn 61.gMe. 06 
42,565 .thVLi!. wa.o f82. 43 gaUOM 06 Wa.te.lt pelt. pwon. Pe.It. da.y plt.Odu.c.11.d 61tom .the. 4y4.:tem. 
Ai.ApM.J:. p1toducti.on WM 3,783,000 gaUon4 06 wa.te.Jt. I.L4.i.ng 14 lb4. 06 ch.e.olti.1111. and 
38 manh.ou.Jt.4 • 
2nd 6 Land« 
141 A4h 
310 IU.chuuid 
1135 E. Bonne.v-U..ee. 
632 E. Bonnev.l.e.te 
2500 So. Znd 
4932 Mohawk 
Elm Ji Mc..K,wi.ey 
A.ta.meda Ji 011.l.ano 
428 E. P.ine. 




WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
APRIL 1980 
Sa.ge & Ca.c.tiu, Dtu.ve: Replawig 1na-&t. line. 2,244' oil 611 p.i.pe, ·In.1i.talled: 5- 611 bu.ttvr.frl.1,1 
valvu, 5-6" Plr.CLtt il.i.M. hydlum.t valvu, 5-6" Iowa il.i.lr.e hyd!tan.t!i, 2-450 il.i..tt.i.itg6, 2-6" 
22½.0 il-Ut.i.ng6, 3-Valve boit rutd Udh, 6-6" M.J • .teu. 
2288 H.i.6gey:/.'ade 2-4" .ta.p6. hu..ta.U.ed: 2-4" Kennedy .tap valvu, 2-4" .ta.pp,i.ng 6£.eeve.1. 
1415 Bench Rd.: Ma.de 4-1" .ta.p6 on 4" ma.in. 
Dwwtg .the moil.th oil Aptu.l 327,665,000 gall.on.Ii 06 wa.teJL Wa.4 plLOdu.c.ed ilMm -the 61,16.tem, 
OIL 10,922,166 gall.on.Ii petr. day ptr.odu.c.ed iltr.am .the iloUaw.i.ng 60UILC.U. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
SWLilac.e SuppUu 75,445,000 248. 5 · 
Well H2 48,132,000 147 
Well H12 33,518,000 108 
Well H/6 42,573,000 145 
Well H21 6,705,000 36. 5 
Well H22 12,900,000 41 
Well H27 24,280,000 104.5 
Well H28 12,644,000 37 
Well H29 7,990,000 28 
Well H32 57,563,000 19 8 
PIP Well 5,915,000 28 
327,665,000 1,121.5 LBS. 
Th.i.6 6,lgWLe -i.6 22,976,000 motr.e .than .lo.l,.t Aplli.l. BMed 011 .the papu.la.t.i.an 11.i.gWLe oil 
42,565 .tltetr.e wa6 256. 60 gall.an.Ii 06 wa:tetr. petr. petr.6011 petr. do..y ptr.adu.c.ed 6tr.am .the 6!/6.tem. 
Altr.pa,u; p1Wdu.cu.on Wa.4 3,397,000 gall.an.Ii 06 wa:tetr. IJ.6.i.ng 12 lb6, 06 chlo!L(.ne and 
33 man/ta WL6 • 
6~87 
-
MAIN LINE WORK: 
--- ·-· 
WATER VEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MAY 1980 
We.1.t Bl!idge.Jt.: 1 M.tai..Ung new ma.ut Une.. P,lpe. -la.ye.d: 1, 120' o 6 6" p,i.pe.. Iru,.ta.Ue.d: :J'-6" 
P Jta.U. 6,Ur.e. hydltan,t va.tve.1, ";;-6" Iowa 6,Ur.e. hydMn.:tl, , 1-6" 90° elbow, 5-6" Vlt.e,\6 e/1. b u.t.:tu.-
6.ly va.lve.1, 2-6 11 CJt0<1<1v.,, 'tf.-6" Paci.6,i.c. S.ta,tu ga,te. va.tvv.,, 8"x 6" M.J. C.1tM<1, 2-8" <10Ud 
.i.le.e.ve., Z-8" 1 owa ga,te. va.lve., 1·-6" /.I. J. Te.e., 7-vai.ve. boxeA, 1-6" .ioUd <1lee.ve., 3-4" <10.Ud 
<1lee.vv., ,4--611 x4" Jr.educ.e/1..1. Ma.de. 3/ 411 <1.te.JtiUza..ti.on .tap.· · 
Wu.t Lewi.I, :Made. 6" .tap on 12" mun and -ln.6.ta.Ued new ma,i.n .u.ne. p,i.pe. 320' 06 6" p,i.pe. 
Irw.ta.lled: 1-6" Kenne.di} .ta.pp,i.ng va.lve, l-6"x 12" Kennedy .ta.pp-i.n.g .tee, 2-Va.lve boxe.i, 
-·----··-- - ........... __ --------------------- ........... ---····o· ---·······-··-··--·--"·-----· -----·-···-.. 
1-6" PJr.a.tt 6,i_Jr_e hydluut.t va.lve, 1-6" Iowa ~ hydltmt.:t, 1-6" 90 6-i,tting. Made. 3/4" 
.i.te.JtiUzati.on .ta.p. 
1455 Que.n:Mtde. 4" .ta.p 60.1r. new 6,Ur.e. Une.. 
Ranc.h VJr.. S Sk.vUne: Irw.ta.Ued 1-4" Kennedy .tapplng valve.. 
Vu/ting .the. month 06 May 339,575,000 gallon.I 06 wa..te.Jr. wa.i. p!t.Oduc.e.d 6Jr.om .the. <1y<1.tem, 
011. IO, 9 54, 032 gallon.I pe.11. day pJr.oduc.e.d 6Jr.om .the. 60.Uow.ing <1OU1t.c.e,1. 
GALLONS PROOUCEV LBS. OF Cf/ LORINE 
Swr.6ac.e SuppUe.1 66,690,000 2 30. 5 
We.U H 2 47,118,000 /38,0 
We.U # 3 5,911,000 21. 5 
We.U H12 33,166,000 9 3. 5 
Well #J6 52,475,000 183.0 
Well #21 9,022,000 49.5 
We.U #22 13,550,000 40.0 
We.U H27 2 4, 618,000 108. 5 
We.U #28 15,005,000 44.5 
We.U H29 6,522,000 21. O 
We.U H32 59,792,000 213.5 
P,i.p We.U 4,216,000 17. 0 





• • Mon.th!!/ RepoM: I c.on.t. ) -2-
Th.lo 6.i.gulr.e .{-6 263,151,000 leh~ .than l.a.6.t Ma.!J. BMed on .the popu.la.uon 6.i_gulte 06 
42, 565 .theJLe Wa.6 257. 35 gall.oM o 6 wa-teJL pe.lr. pe.Mo11 /Je/L OO!/ p/J.Odilc.e.d 61J.om .the. 6!{6.tem. 
MApoM: p/J.Oducti.011. uxu 3,521,000 gall.oM o 6 Wa.te/1. Uh.i.ng 13. 5 lb&. a 6 c.hl.oJWte and 
4 O rno.nhowu,. 
4 MAIN LINE LEAKS We/Le REPAJREIJ a.t .the 6oUowmg loc.ation&:. 
So. Von Elm 1808 Poe.a.tel.lo Cir.eek Rd. 
11& 6 112 W. Gould 
6 NEW SERVICES Welte. INSTALLEV a.t .the 6oUowi.ng loca.t.i.on&: 
1455 G,Jen (2") 1 860 Ra.lneJL I 3/ 4" I 
3 o 01r.cha11.d I 2- 1" I 
36 SERVICES We/Le RENEWEV a..t .the 6oUow.i.ng loc.a.ti.oM: 
4580 Johnn!} C1teek (J"I 
970 Sage I 3/ 4" I 
116 3 Ca.c.ttu. I 3/ 4" I 
4210 Johrut!f C11.e.e.k [3/4") 
82 Haw.tho1r.1te Ave. I 3/ 4" I 
545 So. Jolll'L<lon I 1 /2" I 
644 w. 8/J.1.dgeJL (3/4") 
810 N. /Jaui. 13/4") .. 
745 w. B/J.1.dge/1. (3/4") 
4 17 Pa.c.ka11.d I 3 / 4" I 
746 w. BILi.dge/1. [3/4"1 
8 37 w. B/J.i..dgeJL ( 3/ 4" I 
1225 C<tc.tllh (1") 
1075 Ca.ct.11.6 I 1" I 
1185 Ca.c.tu.6 11" I 
11 7 0 Ca.c.tllh (1") 
1160 W.i.Ua.lJ.d [3/411 ) 
635 W. BIJ..i.dgeJL 13/4"1 
638 w. BIJ..i.dgeJL I 3/4" I 
735 W. BIJ..i.dgeJL_ 13/4"1 
736 W. B/J..i.dgeJL 13/4") 
841 w. 8/J..i.dge/L l3/4"f 
835 W. BIJ..i.dgeJL (3/4"1 
1048 Eve/Lett (3/4") 
14 SERVICES We/Le REPAJREV a..t .the 6oUow.i.ng lac.a.ti.on&: 
422 N. 1 O.th I 3/ 4" I 3 880 Hende.lU>on I 3/ 4" I 
253 Va.Ueyv.i.ew 11" l 
749 Ewi.ch 11"1 
424 Ta.&,t 13/4"1 
1425 E. Lwi-6 11/2"1 
351 E. Lawton 11"1 
4280 YeUouu..tone I 3/ 4" J 
415 So. 7.th [1/2"1 
2 380 Pole Utte I 1" I 
T e/l/t4ce & Sunlr..i.6 e 
1633 0.tympllh (3") 
1060 Ca.ctllh (J"I 
1175 Ca.ctu.6 11"1 
1 140 Ca.c..tu.11 ( 1" I 
1041 GII.O.!f 13/4''.) 
541 So. JohMon [1/2" 
655 N. Ha.ye& 1_3/4" I 
190 E. G1t.<.66Lth ( 3/4" 
12 o w. BM.dgeJL ( 3/ 4" I 
974 W.i.Uow La.ne [ 3/4" 
826 w. BM.dgeJL (3/4"1 
830 w. BM.dge/1. [3/4"1 
426 So. 9.tlL (J"I 
17 8 3 MoJtn.i.ng GloJty I 3 / · 
556 So. 6th (3/4") 
711 Ebony (3/4"1 
1 841 Ve.Jr.by I 3 / 4" I 
6889 
• -
MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER VEPARTMENT MOIITHLY REPORT 
JUNE f980 . 
Booth 6 Poc<Lt.illo C1u?.ek: E>:-tencUng m,un Une. P.lpe l.a.yed: 600' 06 6". I11.1r.ta.Ued: 2-6" .teu, 
3-6" V~H)L bu.t.teJL6ly valvM, 1-6." M.J. 22½0 bend, 3-6" TyleJL pr.u.h on plug6, 1-6" Ke.n11eciy 
g'1-te. valve, 3-valve boxM. 
Cr.u.teJt & GJumt: I11.1r.talled new 6" Iowo. 6.ute hydlutn.t: Mo..te.Jt.ial. r.u,ed: 1-6" .P11.o.t.t bu.t.te.1t6l!J frur.e 
hydlutn.t valve, I-valve box. 
Johll.Iron 6 Hall.iday: Mll 8" mo..in. ·I11.1rta.Ued: 1-8" ,i,oUd 6-leeve, 1-8" plug. 
1800 Ga.Me..tt Wo.y: Mo.de o. 4" .to.p on 8" ma.in. 
CedM Lo.ke Rd: Ma.de o. 6" .tap on 6" ma.ut. 
Co.t.ta.ge 6 H.i.ghwa.y 30 W.: Mo.de 6" to.p on 6" ma.in o.nd lo.y new 8" mw. P.lpe l.a.yed: 80' 06 8". 
IMta.£1.ed: 1-6" Kennedy to.pp.i.ng valve, 1-6" Uuilleiz. .tappi.ng .tee, 1-6"x 8" 11.educeJL, 1-8" 90° 
e.lbow, I-valve box. 
VWLlng the month 06 June 592,939,000 gallo~ 06 wa.teJt WM pMduced 6Mm the 6yH:em, 
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Mon.thly Repo)(.t (r.on.t. I -2-
Tliu. 6.i.gu.Jte ~ 137,375,000 .t'.uo than .t'.o.lt June. Ba.6ed on. .the popui.a..ti.on. 6-i-gWLe 06 
42,565 thvr.e !'la.I 464. 34 9a.Uo,t1i 06 wa.te/1. pe/1. pe/1.oon. pe/1. da:y p1t.odu.r.ed 61t.om the <11p,t(!Jfl. 
Avr.pOll..t p1t.0du.c.ti.on. wa.1 S, 244,000 ga.U.orv.. o 6 wll-te/1. u..i.i.n.g 19. 5 .t'.bo. o 6 r.h.t'.olUl!e a;n.d 
33 11W!hOUIU>. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS we11.e REPAIREV a.t the 6ollow.in.g .t'.or.ll-t.i.ono: 
CAAyon 6 Oao.i.o Avr.po)(,t I o.t'.d well hou.! e I 
1768 Por.iu:ello C1t.eelz. 463 Je66eJt.6011 
9 NEW SERVICES we1t.e INSTALLEV a,t the 60Uowb19 .t'.oca.tlo,v..: 
1621 Agate (3/4"1 2520 So. 5th [ 1½" I 
1122 Yellowoton.e (l"I 986 Mt. Mr.Gu.iA.e 11"1 
1800 GMJt.e.tt Way (3"1 S.L. 1906 Cottage 13/4") 
14 SERVICES Wl!IU!. RENEWED a.t the 6oUowA'.ng loca.tlono: 
13 8 N. 2nd I 3/ 4") 2306 Poc.a.teUo Cit.eek. (I" J 
430 Pevtk (3/4") 735 W. LewA'.o 13/4"). 
434 W. Ha:.lUda:y 13/4") 
27 5 F/ulnk.Un. I 3/ 4" J 
333 Wayne (3/4"1 
815 E. Ce.n.te/1. ll/2"1 
722-728 W. LewA'.o 13/4"1 
210 Mc/wt.ley 13/4") 
24 SERVICES Wl!IU!. REPAIREV a.t .the 60.U.OIIIA'.ng lor.ll-t.i.oM: 
1332 N. Gl!ant I l /2" I 352 8 Haw.t.h.olOl.e I l /2") 
1161 Simta: An-Ua: I 3/ 4") 
2145 Mvii.go.ed ( 2" I 
932 Lott 13/4"1 
1450 SMll-toga: . I 3/ 4") 
1544 SIVl.atoga: I 3/ 4" J 
604 So. 19th I J!," I 
Boo.th 6 Poc.a.tello Cit.. 12-l!i"l 
METER M. 6 cl. 
10,148-Mete/l.l, we.Jr.e 1t.ea:d 
20-Mete/l.l, 1t.epa,ili.ed 
4-Mete,w 1t.einoved 
1819 RILi.n.e.Jr. I 3/ 4") 
, o o tr.cluvt.d I 1 " 1 
13 30 J un.i.pe.1r. 11" I 
525So. MILi.n. 11") 
311 Stanobu.Jt.y 17/2"1 
431 N. 16th ll/2") 
Blk.. 6 Lot 24 Kln.ghoJt.n. 17" I 
39-MeteM .ut1ita:Ued 
274-Mete/l.l, 1t.e-1t.ea:d 
/.!ink. C1t.e.ek. Rd. 
-919 E. P.i.n.e 
1915 GMndu.i.ew I l" I· 
500 Blk.. W. CedM 13/4") 
343 E. Map.t'.e I 3/ 4" l. 
229 Roo<1 eve.et I 3/ 4" I 
558 So. GM6i-eld ( 3/4" I 
152 F/tank.Un 13/4") 
725 W. LewA'.o 11½'') 
302 W. Cen.telr. 13/4"1 
180 7 Ra.i.nllll I 3 I 4" I 
43 Vuke I l") 
105 N. 11th 13/4") 
1306 So. lot 11/2") 
632 So. 9.th (7/2"1 
2649 So. FIU.)l};)a:y ( l") 
l 2 7 Fu.U.eJt.WCI!} I 3 / 4" ) 
89-Mete/l.l, changed 
17-T e,1,t mete.11.6 1t.e£td 
'" 6891 
-. 
MAIN LINE WORK; 
-· 
WATER VEPARTMENT MONTHLY RE PORT 
JULY 1980 
Plulb.in Rd.: LaJJ new ma.in ;to Ma.lt Plruit:: 3,940' on 8" p.i.pe, 240' on 611 p.i.pa. laye.d. In.1.;talta.cl 
5-8" VJtU<\e/1. bu;t.tMnti/ valve&, 7-Valve. box<?.&, 1-8" 40li..d <1leeve, 8"x 6" .te.e., 1-8" pUl>h .itt plt 
1-f,'' VM.64e/l. 6.ili.il. hydlu:uit valve, 1-6" Iowa. 6,ili.e. hydlta.n.t, 1-6" IJ1UU>4e/f. bu.tte.11-6i.y valve., 1-45° 
bend. Mo.tie 3/ 4" 4teltf.UzaUon .t.a.p. 
Chokeche.Jvu/: Lay new ma.in: I, 994' 06 6" p.i.pe .la.qed. I,v.,:tall.ed: 1-6" Ke.Medy tapping valve, 
1-611 Muell.Vt .t.a.pp.i.ng 4f.ee.ve., 1-6" 450 bend, 1-6" V/J.U4il./J. btLtte.11- oi.!{ valve, 2-va.i.ve boxu. 
Made. 6" tap on 611 tine. 
ai.Ju:U.e V11-.: Made. 8" :ta.p on 1 O" ma:..i.n. 
VWWLg the month 06 Ju.ty 827, o 17, ooo gall.ol!h 06 watil./J. wa,i p11-odu.c.e.d 61Wm the. 4!/4tem, 
011- 26,671,968 ga.i.i.on<I p'1./I. day pMdu.~d 6Mm .the 6ollow.ing 4QUIJ.C.U. 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS. OF CHLORINE 
SU1L6a.c.e SuppUe.i . 94,155,000 300. 5 
We.U ;2 42,770,000 119.0 
Well ;3 63,152,000 159,0 
Well H/0 66,983,000 159.5 
We.U 112 JOZ,069,000 299,0 
Well 116 55,344,000 162. 5 
Well H/8 29,042,000 105. 0 
Well f2l :SZ,690,000 105.0 
We.U. i22 34,500,000 102. 0 
Well #27 42,739,000 143.0 
We.U. #'lf, 50,941,000 146.0 
We.U. #29 53,967,000 · 152.0 
We.U. ·; 31 43,084,000 135.0 
We.U ; 32 61,429,000 183. 0 
PIP Well. 36,681,000 125.5 
C1J.e.e 11/e.U. 15,942,000 
We.1t Bench Boo&te/J. I, 196,000 8. 5 
827,017,000 2,404.5 LBS. 
L 6892 
Mon.:thly ILe.polLt ( con-t. I 
Tw M,gWle. .u 55,975,000 .C.e.o~ .throt .fiu.t Jul.!f. &u,e.d on the. popul.a..ti.ott 6,i.g!.Vr.e. 06 
42,565 .th.eM. ~ 626. 76 gail.ono 06 wa.te.Jt pe/1. pe/t.6on pell ~ piLOdu.c.e.d 6Mm the. l>!{l>te.m. 
Ai.ltpoM. pMdu.c!.,t,i.01i·t»U 4,903,000 gaUon.;·06 wuvc. w..u19 18 lb!>. 06 ckla!Wie. =d 
31 nwiltoU/16 • 
8 MAIN LlNE LEAKS w~e. REPAIREV a.t the. 6ollow.ing toe.a.ti.om,: 
145 I Co.tta.ge. 600 I CoWLttty Club VIL. 
Mohawk 8 Mohawk Pl. Ce.dM 8 Pou Une. . . . 
2601 So. 2nd 4991 Ckl/.lUJke.e. 
8 NEW SERVICES Welte. INSTALi.EV a..t the. 6oUDwlng laca.tlont,: 
21S Ta.a.t (l"I 261 II. Buchana.rt (3/4") 945 W, Cu..6.te.Jt (3/4"} 
-2-
1199 Sw.i.lihe,t (3/4"1 
1051 N, 9th (S. L. I" I 
1400 CU.y C"-Uk 11" I 5614 Cou.n.tlty Club VIL, l 1") 
So Ba:nnock IU.ghwa.y { 3/ 4" I 
17 SERVICES we,te. RENEWED at. the. aoUo~g loca.t.loiu: 
102 N. Ma.in (3/4") 241 PM.k (.3/411 ) S04 II. 1th l.3/4") 
1509 So. 4th (!"] 45 S:bmooJtd I 3/4") 334 ll. 13th 13/ 4" I 
369 Wo.yne. I 3/4" I 19 3 Randolph I 3/ 4" l 191 Randolph ! 3 / 4" I 
437 Ro.ndolph ! 3/ 4") 31 lfwwa/td I I" I SSS II. Sw:hanan. (3/4" I 
4997 Che.Jtok.e.e. I 1" l 325 f. Vuiui (3/4"l H6 Ebony (3/411 I 
930 So. 4th 13/4") 924 so. 4th I 3/ 4" I 
32 SERVICES We/U?. REPAIREV a.t .the. 6oUow.i.ng loc.a:tlon1,: 
495 Ve.llow.1.tone. I I" I 1451 Co.t:ta.ge. (3/4"1 230 So. 1th !3/4"! 
4tz N. Galta.le.ld I 3/ 4" I 550 So, 9th ! 1") 6001 Cof.U'ltlt!J Club VIL. (3/4"1 
5916 CowitAy Club VIL. (I"} 6025 Col.llW!.;/ Club VIL. {I" I 1406 N. Ma.ln. (l"J 
868 Wil.£.aJtd 13/4"1 1109 600.th 12") l !6 6 Chwr.chh,i.U. Vawn., 13/4" I 
2695 Cc:u.t.te. Pet.tk W1:t!f 13/4") 42 3 P/1/tkwruJ 13/ 4" I 515 So. 8th (3/4"1 
1111 LMcaA.te.Jt I 3 I 4" I 1035 Ye.UoWo.tane. 13/ 4'' I 1900 N. lf/lJ!ltl&on Ii" l 
626 w. Calt601t 13/4" I 2031 Sa.ndy {3/4"!. 100 Blh..N.2nd 13/4"1 
A.i.Jl:paJtt [ I /2" I 1456 SaJ1.a.to9a. 13/ 4" I 1510 Galdut Ga-te. 13/4"} 
2105 Calol1-i.a.t Ln. (3/4"! 1445 Choke.cheJtJtY [ I") 830 E. La.nde.Jt 11 / 2" I 
930 Sa. 4th (3/4"1 362 N, Ma.u,. 13/4"] 3 9 l O ffandw an l 3/4" I 
Ce.daft Lc.b.e. Rd. 12-1" ) L 6893 . 
MAINLINE WORK: 
WATER VEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPOITT" 
AUGUST 1980 
B.ur.di.e. Rd, 6 Ce.n.te.,t .s.t.: Ma.de. 2- 3/ 4" a.teJLlli.za.t.i.on .ta.pa, 
Sho,1ihaM 6 TWLn: Ma.de 6" .tap 0,1 6" ma.ln.. T.le. .ln.to 6" ma.ln. 1M.to.lle.d: 1-6" MueLleA .ta.pp-i.Ytg 
valve., 1-6" .ta.pp.wg ale.eve., 1-va.e.ve. box., 1-6" M. J. zzii0 be.11.d. 
Tvhe.e. 6 Hiline. Rd.: IM.ta..Ue.d 6" Pac.in.le. Sta.tu oi.Ae. h!ldlumt 6011. W. P.C. !,u;teJLi.afA: 1-6" 90° 
bend, f-12"x. 6" 6,ute. h!lclttrut..t e.X-te.M.lon., 1-24"x. 6" f:..u,.e. h!fdltan.t e.ue.M.wn. P.lpe. La!Je.d: 20' 
06 6" V.1. T!Jhe.e. School: 1M.ta.Ued_ 1~6" Paci6.lc S:to..tu 6-i.Ae. h!Jclttrut..t. Ma.te.11..la.U u.6ed: 1-6" 
SmUh BilWt. 6-lan.ge. adap.teJL, 1-6" 6.ll!.e. h!fciltan.t. P.lpe. .ln.ye.d: 7' of:. 6" p.lpe.. 
VWL.lng .the. man.th of:. Augu.6.t 678,010,000 gal.eon6. 06 wa.teJL wa.i. pl!.Oduc.ed 6Mm .the 6!f&.tem, 
011. Z1, 871,290 ga.e.loM peJL da!i pl!.Oduce.d 611.0m the 6oU.aw.lng &oWLcu. 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS. OF CHLORINE 
S!.Ll!.f:.ace. SuppUu 94,580,000 320.5 
Well HZ 39,215,000 109.0 
Well H3 63,864,000 159.5 
Well HIO 34,610,000 110. 5 
We.ll HJ2 80,751,000 237,5 
we..u H/6 44,115,000 129.5 
Well H18 23,217,000 83,0 
Well H21 27,818,000 85.5 
Well H22 30,750,000 Z38.0 
We.ll #27 38,259,000 149.5 
Well H28 39,781,000 120.5 
Well #29 37,846,000 109. 0 
Well H31 21,696,000 53.0 
We.U H 32 61,319,000 191, 0 
PlP Well 28,845,000 99,5 
C Ile e. We.ll 10,448,000 000,0 
Wut Be.nc.h Booa.teJL 896,000 3.0 
67.8, 010,000 ..... -- -_, -, ' .... ~ 6894 
• • Mon.t:h.l:g RepoJLt I cont. J -2-
Th.ii, 6-i,gwr.e. -ll. 57,919,000 moJt.e .than la-6:t Augu.tit:. lla.6ed on the popu.f.a.lion 6,i.gUIU!. 
Do 42,565 .t/te/f.e. W/l.6 513. 83 ga.UoM OQ wa.tvr. pe.Jt. pe1L6otl. peA da.J.J pMduc.ed 6Jr.om the <llj<l.tem, 
Ai.Jrpolr.t. pMdu.c,ti.on Wa<I 5,556,000 gaU.rm.ti Oo wa.tvr. u.o.i.ng 20 Lbo. OQ c.hlolr.i.ne. and 
9 .. .MAIN LINE LEAKS we1r.e RE PA I.REV a.t the qoUow.i.1!9 lo ca:ti.o;u,: 
Vebb.i.e. Vlr.i.ve. 
2nd 6 Bo1111e.vill.e. 
3000 Ame.lr.i.c.an Rd, 
Maple. 6 MoJt.e.lan.d 
1/Jaolwtg:ton S Oak 
315 FUmoJt.e. 
2 NEW SERVICES we11.e. UISTALLEV a.t the. 601.£.ow-i.ng loca:ti.orv.,: 
14 8 &vi.tan Rd. 12" l 4041 Mowi..ttwt ~oop 11%" I 
15 SERVICES we1r.e RENEWEV a.t :the 6oU.o~g lac.a.ti.ant.: 
833 E. E!alli.do.!f !3/4"1 81 Vebb.i.e ll"I 
951 W. CWtk I 3/ 411 l 345 N. 5th 13/ 4" I 
1419 Monte Vio:ta. 13/4"1 
540 So. 9th I 3/ 4" I 
860 N. GJUULt (3/4"] 
408.So. 4th 1314"1 
200N. 5th (3/4"1 
1110 E. Lew.i..\ (l"I 
16 SERVICES We/Le REPAlREV a.t .the 6oU.Oll.l(.;ig loc.a.ti.oru,: 
241 N. GIW!.t [3/4"1 1338 Sa.Jta:toga. (3/4") 
856 So. 211.d f 3/ 4" I 
256 N. 12th (3/4") 
3444 HavJthoJt.n.e {Z") 
'656 So. 4th (l/2"1 
1137 E. La.ndell. ( I /2" I 
METER M. & 0. 
9,895-Me.telt.4 wvr.e Jt.ead 
145-Me.:telt.4 t<le/l.e changed 
VALVE M. 6 O. 
322 J e6 6vu.on (1" I · 
960 So. 8th ( Z") 
239 E, Cha.ple. (1/2"1 
501 N, Ma.in. (l/2") 
279-Me.te.JW We.11.e. 1t.e ·1!.11P.d 
' ( 
102 3 N. GMQ.i.ehi 
1120 Poca,te.llo CIU!.ek 
1th & Landvr. 
1428 E. Lw.i'..o [3/4"1 
1642 Sa. 211.d [3/4"1 
Re.6elr.vo.i.Jt. ( 3/ 4" I 
406 Roo6 e.ve.U I 3/ 4" l 
1063 Gita.I} (3/4") 
·1356 Je11.<1en {3/4"1 
1244 So. 4th (3/4") 
1187 Co:t.tage ( 3/ 4" I 
250 N, 5th (l"J 
5866 Counbr.v Club Vlf.. (I") 
29-Me.teM We.Jt.e. Jt.epa.i.Jf.e.d 
829 WUl.a.Jt.d-Repwt Ma.in. line. Va.lv4!.. 2nd 6 Vunn-Blow out !1l<Ul1 line va.lve l:ox., 
lkLfu 6 Yow,.9-Repwi, bJt.oken 6,i.Jt.e hydlW!.t va.lve. Ma.in Ii Cu.o.tu-Cle.an ou.t valve. 
900 Blk. So. 9th-Repwi, 4" wh41.elga.te. vla.ve. So. 8th(Co.l.otti.al f!aU)-Repla.c.e 1%" va.lve.. 
" 6895 
-
MAIN LINE WORK: 
-· 
WATER VEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT" 
SEPTEMBER 19 80 
9th SbLee-t P1tO/ect:1ito.taUi.i1g nw m<LUt t.i.1te. P.{,pe .laved: 1,440' 06 6" p.{,pe, 16' 06 4" p.ipe. 
IM.ta.f..f.ed: 2-6" Kennedy .tapp.i.ng va.tvu, 3-6" Plla..t.t 6-{.lte hvcvumt va.f.vu, 3-6" Iowa. 6-{.lte. hyd!tant& 
5-6" .te.u, 2-6"x.12" Kennedy .tapp,i.Jig .te.u, 10-va.f.ve box.u, 5-6" V1teooe.1L butteJL6f.y va.f.vu, 4"l'.6" 
1tedu.ee.M-2, 1-6" M.J. 45° e.f.bow, 2-4" oot.i.d o.f.eevu, Ma.de a. ch.f.olt.{.ne .tap. · 
VUIUJ'tg .the mon..th o 6 Sep.tembeJL 403,941,000 ga.f.f.ono o 6 wa.teit 100o pltOdac.ed 6/tOm .the o yot.em, 
01t 13,464,700 ga.Uono peJL dav p1todu.~ed 01tom .the. 6of.f.ow.{.)lg &oMeeo. 
SuJt6a.c.e Su.ppt.i.M 
Well N 2 










We.U ti 32 
PIP We.U 
Citee We.U 
Wu.t Beneh Booo.teit 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS OF CHLORINE 
86,825,000 27 8. 0 
37,175,000 133.5 
10,060,000 22.5 
50,995,000 147. 5 
33,640,000 102.0 
5,375,000 18. 5 
18,411,000 70. 5 





58,939,000 179. 5 
11,178,000 37'. 5 
3,789,000 000.0 
746 000 1. 5 
403,941,000 1,408.0 
Tu& ~gulte .i..6 216,026,000 f.uo .than f.a.6.t Se.p.teiibeit. Ba.&ed on .the popu.la.tion 6.{.gU/te 
06 42,565 .theite wa.6 316.33 ga.Uono 06 wa..teit pe.lt peit6on pelt da.y pltOduc.ed 61tom . .the oyo.tem. 




MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER VEPAITTMENT MONT//LV REPORT" 
OCTOBER 1980 
WUlMd: Lay nw mtU.Jt .tine. pipe.. I, 860'. 06 611 , 25' o 6 8" pipe. taye.d. JM.taUe.d: 2-6" PIU!.tt 
6,llte. hydltan:t valvu, 2-6" Pa.a.i.6.lc. S.ta:t:u 6l't,e. hydlttuit&,. 2-6" te.u, 1-6" pt.L.lh .in plug, 6- vtu 
boxu, 2-6" VJtM.!VL bu.tte.Jt6ly va.lve,1i, 1-B" Pa.a.i.6.ic. sta.tM gctte va.tve, 8x8x6" te.e.~I, 1-8" ,1.t, 
coupUng. 
Ph.ilb.in Rd. [NW MaLt ,Plan.ti : Ma.de. 6" tap. on 6" ma.in. 640' o 6 611 p.ipe. !a.yed. IM.tiu:Le.d: l -6" 
Kenne.dy ta.pp.ing valve., 2-6" Mue.U,v,. ta.pphig uu, 3-Va.lve. boxu, 2-6 11 P.1ta.U 6.ilte. hvdltan:t viu 
2-6 11 P11.c.i6.ic. sta.te.o 6.ilte. hy_dltan.t.t,, 2-90° bendh. Ma.de. 3/4" ChlaJWte. ;tap. 
933 Ye.UDW.!tone.: /.la.de. a 4" .tap on 611 mtU.Jt. Inc.tatted: 1-6" Kennedy ta.ppu19 te.e.. 
Vwung the. month o 6 Octob,v,. 339,364,000 ga.Uow., o 6 '"'1-tel!. wa.s pl!.Oduce.d 6Mm the. .:.yllte.m, 
O.lt 10,947,225 gall.OM pe,lt. day p!toduc.e.d oltom the. ooU.ow.ing .!OU.ltCe-6, 
GALLONS PROVUCE'O LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Swt611ce. SuppUu 85,217,000 29t.s 
Well # 2 SO I 698,000 235.0 
Well •rz 21,624,000 84. S 
Wcl.l # 16 19,819,000' 61.0 
Well *21 12,898,000 43.S 
Well #22 11,oso,000 49.0 
Well #27 22,014,000 11. S 
Well #tg 22,533,000 61.0 
Well #29 4,315,000 14.0 
Well #32 60,512,000 183. 5 
PIP Well. 1,154,000 26.0 
C~e. Well 1,894,000 000,0 
W. Bench Boo.! tel!. 856 000 2.S 
339, 36,4, 000 1,136.0 
Th.i4 6,lgWLe. .ill 59,026,(JOO tu,1 thM lal,t Octobe..1t. 6a.4e.d on the. poputa.t.lon 6,lgWLe. 
06 42,565 the/le. WM 257.19 ga.UDM 06 Wctte/r. Pe.Jf. piV1401t p(l.lt day pMdu.c.ed 6ollm the. /;ljJtem. 
Ai.ltpoll.:t pMd1u:.tJ.1:m Wa.4 3,658,000 ga.lfoM 06 Watelt u&.ing 13.S !bl;. 06 c.h.£DJWte. and 
46 manhou!t6. 
l · 6897 
/AAIN LINE WORK: 
·--
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER I 980 
W-U...falul.: l.a.y new l!kU.n line pipe. 200' o 6 6" pipe lrujed. hUita.ll.ed: 2-6"" 4" M. J. 11.edu.c.e,'!-~, 
· 1-4" .1,0,Ud -1,leeve., 1-4" ll.J. ptu.g, 1-4" bu.ttel!.6l!f valve, 1-6" -1,oUd -1,teeve, I-Valve box.. 
Countlty CM. V1t. IM.ta.a new ma..i.n Une pipe.. 140' 06 (,'' p.ipe. !.a.ye.d. I11<1talle.d: 1-6" .1,oll1l 
oleeve.. 
Hilo 6 Choke.cheNLy: Ma!le 3/ 4" Ii I" Ste.Ji.lliza.tfon tap.I,. 
VUM.n9 the. month 06 Novernbe.Jt 232,905,000 9a..U.011<1 06 wa.te,JL WM pltOdue.e.d 6Jt.om the. .1,y-1,tein, 
0/f. 1,763,500 9a.ll.oiu pelt da.y pMduc.e.d 61!.0m the. nollWJ..i.n9 ./,Ou/1.C.e..&. 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS. OF CHLOIIIIJE 
SU11.6ae.e Su.ppU~ 74,878,000 234.0 lb-1,. 
Well rl 2 48,427,000 141.0 lb-1,. 
Well H16 23,519,000 11. 5 lbo. 
Well. rl21 15,835,000 58.5 lbo. 
' 
Well K28 9,469,000 27.5 tho. 
Well. H32 58,222,000 183. s lbo. 
C1tee Well. 2 495 000 000.0 
232,905,000 122.0 lb-1,. 
T/i,w 6,i9U11.e M 5,009,000 lu-1, than !Mt Novembu. Ba.&ed on the popu./!.iLtiD11. 6.i9Wte 06 
42,565 the1te WM l 82. 39 9allon,1 06 wa.tu pe,>L pVt.<lon pe,>L da.y p1tod.u.ce.d 6Jt.om the oyotein. 
M.11.poltt pltOduc.ti.on wao 3,655,000 ga.U.011<1 06 wa.tVL IJ.6.ing 12 lbo. 06 dieolt.ine. and 
4 4 manho UIL6 • 
13 MAIN LINE LEAKS We.Jte. REPAIREV a.t the 6ollow.lng loca.tlolUi: 
Mohawk Plac.e 
Alameda. 6 Je66eMon 
HW!.ley Ii Q.u-i.n11. 
No. 1-ot 
767 "· 6th 
715 Vogwood 
1th 6 C.wr.k. 
Gould 6 Ha.Jr/lMcn 
200 &Ii. •. So. 8th 
4 892 Mohawk. 
Co.fD!u:U:lo Ave. 
8th Ii CM.te.!t 
900 6.e.k. E. Maple 
\. 6898 
MAIN LINE WORK: 
• . -
WATER VEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
VECEMBER 1980 
CoWWty Club V!t.: T.le. .i.n.to 11.x.u.u&ig ma.in. P.lpe. £tlye.d: 20' 06 6". In;.ta.Ue.d: 2-6" but.tVt6l!I 
va.lve.o, 2-Va.lve. boxei., 3-6" S111.U:h 6.1:a.vt c.oupUngi>, 1-6" pMh .ln plug. 
MolUtwlt P£4c.e.:Iiu..ta.Ue.d new ma.in. P.lpe. layed: 296' al 611 • In.1>.taU.e.d: 1-611 Ke.nne.dy ,tapp,ing 
va.t.ve., 1-6" Mue.U.e/1. t.a.pp.i.ng i>le.e.ve., 3-6" 90° bw.d.l, 1-6" PJta.tt bu.ttVt6l!I va.lve., 1-6" Pac.lM,c. 
S.ta.te.o 6,ltl.e h!ldlum:t, 2-Va.l'.ve. bol'.f.<1. Made. 3/ 4" c.htalt&te ;tap; j 
VWWtg the. month 06 Ve.c.embv,. 236,579,000 ga.UoM 06 wa.tVt wa.o p!Wcw.c.e.d !IMm :the. i>!Ji>;f.em, ·l 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS. OF CHLORINE 
SU1t.6ac.11. SµppUu 18,360,000 244.0 lbi>. 
We.U HZ 48,983,000 135,5 lb<1. 
We.U ff 16 12,521,000 38,5 lb<1. 
We.U H21 16,525,000 64, o lb<1. 
We.U #28 9,858,000 32. o to<1. 
We.U H32 60,898,000 201.5 lb<I. 
W. Bench 8004.te.Jt 772,000 3.0 .ebi>. 
Cli.11.e. Well 8!662!000 000.0 lb<I. 
236,579,000 718.5 .eb<I. 
Th.i.<I 6,i.gWU!. .l<I 13,673,000 lU4 .tha.n la.6;t. Ve.c.e.mbe11.. Ba4e.d on the popu.la.ti.on 6igwi.e. 06 
42,565 :th.1/Jte LU:t-6 179.29 ga.U.aiu. 06 wa.te11. pell. pM&on pe11. day p,wdu.c.e.d 6Jtom :the <1y<1t.em. 
AfA.po4t plr.Oductian Wa.6 2, 950,000 ga.Uon.1 a 6 wat.e.Jt Ming '!. 5 lbi> • o 6 chlalt&te. and 
34 manhaW!.6. 
1300 lenVt 
I OZ 5 £ ve.Jte.t:t 
2nd 6 V.i.Uan 
Molwwlt 6 Au:e.c 
941 /,/..i.xon 
751 N. 6:th 
800 B.ek.. So, Ma.in 
2000 So. 5:th . 
'- 6899 · 
·• 
-
MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JANUARY 1981 
,AfJrpo.u:La.1/6WeJtp.i.pe 601tW.P.C. 11,720' a6 8" p.lpe, 720' 06 12" p,lpe. 
Dw1,fog the man.th 06 Jruw.a.JUJ 234,994,000 gaU.on.l> 06 W<U:11./1.Wa.6 pMduc.ed 611.0ni the 61JM.em, 
OIL 7,580,451 gall.oM peJL da.y pMduc.ed 6Mm the 60.UOw-i.ng 60UJLCU. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CflLORINE 
S1.1.11.6ace Supp.Uu 88,146,000 283.5 lb6 •. 
Well. H 2 48,035,000 138. 0 lb6. 
Well. H21 11,648,000 56.0 lb6, 
Well. #28 10,006,000 31.0lb6. 
Well. # 32 58,183,000 190.5 lb6. 
CJtee WeU. 10,979,000 000.0 &6. 
Wut: Bench BooM.ll/l. 1,391,000 2.5 lb6. 
234,994,000 701.5 lb~. 
T h.i6 6.i_g 1.1.11.e .i.6 1,585,000 lll.66 .than f.Ju,.t. JanULl.ll.lj, Bcu.ed 011 .the popul.a.ti.011 6.i.91.1.11.e o 6 
46, 7 36 .the1te W<l6 162. 2 ga.lloM o 6 wa..t:e/t pelt peMon pll/l. do..!/ pll.Odu.ced 61tam .the. ~ IJ<ltem. 
Avt.poltt: p11.odu.c.ti.o1t Wa.6 2,858,000 ga.Uarn. 06 wa.tll.lt ,u,.i.ng 9.5 .f.b~. 06 cht.olLine and 
3 3 man hal.1.11.6. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS Wll./l.e. REPAIRED a..t.·.the. 60.f..f.aw-i.ng -loc:a.tl.011<1: 
150 6 156 N. Jahn6an 
628 !Uchland 
N.i.K.an Road 
5th 6 Sl.lblu.te 
2 NEW SERVICES we1te INSTALLED a..t. the 6oUOUl-lng laca.ti.arn.: 
746 So. 1<1t: (3/4") Ailr;poltt: (F.i.e.f.d All.chll.lt6 )· (3/4") 
10 SERVICES We/Le RENEWED a..t. .the .0oUaW.i.ng .f.oca.Uorn.: 
440 Sa. 10th (3/4") 
1313 le.Me.it 13/4") 
155 N. 18th (1") 
115 N. MMn 13/4"1 
442 Sa. 6th (3/4") 
615 Sa. 10th (3/4") 
540 N. Maht (3/4"1 
301 E. Cha.p-le 
726 W, Whltma.n 
753 Hem.f.ocll ( 3/4" I 
631 So, 10th (3/4") 
730 N. 9.tlt· (3/4"} 
6900 
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MAIN LINE WORK: _ 
• 
WATER VEPAIITMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
FEBRUARY 19 8 I 
.t,', \ .,.~ ... 
• •.' I 
,Aftt.oo/Lt: La.y .1,ewvi p,lpe. 6oJt W,P,C, 580' 06 8"p,lpe., 540' 06 12" p,lpe.. 
520 Ye..UoW-11.tone.: Made. 611 mp 6DJt 6,(.)1.e. line.. 
Vu./Wtg .the. man.th 06 Fe.blwal!y 224,059,000 gaUon-11 06 wa.te.Jt W<t6 pll.Odu.c.e.d 6Mr.i the. 
.1,y.1,:t.1111!, olf. 8,002,107 gaUon-11 ptVl. dtuj pJtodu.c.e.d 6lf.om .the. 60.Uowhig -l>DUJI.C.e.-11. 
SuJr.6llc.e. Supp.Ue.-11 
Weil. ~ 2 
























5. 0 lb.1,. 
656.0 lb-11. 
Thil. 6,lgu.JLe. ,i;, 6,830,000 ,te,1.1, .than la-11:t. Fe.bllLUl/LJj. Bct.1e.d Oil .the. popul.a.tfon 6,lgu.Ae. 
06 46,736 .the.Jte. W<t6 171.2 glllloiu. 06 wa.te.Jt pe.Jt pe;u,on pe.Jt dlly pMduc.e.d 6Mm .the. .1,y-11:t.e.m. 
A.u,.polf.t p,'1.0du.c..tlon W<t6 3,822,000 g<liloM 06 wa.te.Jt.U-11-<.llg 12.5 lb-I>. 06 c.hlo1L-<.lle. an.d 
32 manhouJt.1, • 
2 MAIN LINE LEAKS We.Jte. REPAIRED a.t .the. 60.UOW-<.llg loca-tloM• 
400 Bloc.fl South 1-11:t. 900 Bloch Ell-1>:t. Mllple. 
2 NEW SERVICES We.Jte. TNSTALLEV a.t .the. 6oliow-<.llg loc.a.t.£011,.1,: 
Phi.lb-in. Rd. -Ne.w MaU Pla.n.t ( 1" I 707 N. M.th1111. I 1" I 
8 SERVICES we.Jte. RENEWEV a.t .t!i11. 60.UOw.uig lDca-tlon-11: 
746 Poole. [3/4") 
1314 N. HlltJe.l> [3/4") 
539 N. JohMon { l") 
1240 le.Men 13/4") 
431 So. 6th {3/4") 
529 N. Jolw,011 {I") 
1030 FahuJ<lllfl-11 { 3 
798 Vogwood { 3/4 
6901 
MAIN LIN'; WORK: . 
WATER VEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPO~ 
MARCH 1981 
'..:) 
l,-'IS' >'' ,, . . 
~Ji1.ea.tm11.11t P,tM..t w. P.C- La.!J <\We.ii. p.lpe.: 1,670' 06 8" 6Welt p.lpe, 1040 1 06 12" iwe.l!. pipe, 
I, 190' 06 2" ga.lvruuzed p.i.pe. I,v.,.ta.Ued: 1-s" 45° bend, 1-2" 90° be11.d6, 1-16" ru.pple, 4-12" 
450 be.ndo, 1-8" 90° e..U., 1-8" 90° be.n.do, · .,:, 
f ~: t', • 
:,,.. 
JileA.t Wlu..tman S.t.-IM.tatt 11.ew <1ewe1t Une: 356' 06 8" P.V.C. 
l 427 N. 6.th 8 432 N. 5th-Re.Mu.a 6" 6.ilr.e h!fdtto.nt Une. and Z" >..e11.v.i.c.e.. P.i.pe. tayed: 234' 06 6", 
6 1 o 6 4" P. V. C. It1.11.ta.U.ed: 4" Mae.U.e.11. .ta.pp.&ig valve, 1-4" .ta.pp.i.n9 .e.leeve, 2-6" 90° btndl., 
1-4" i:: 6" l!.edac.e.l!., I-va.lve boi::. 
36 RatgeM: Made 4" ,ti;,,p o 66 ma.in and ii.an 4" p.i.pe. .to 6.ilr.e. hydltan.t. P.lpe .t.a.yed: 20' o 6 4" PaC!..i.6-
sta..te.<1 p.i.pe., 4" Kennedy .ta.pp.i.nlJ va.lve, 1-4" Pac.l&,lc. Sta.tu a.ilr.e. hydJumt, 1-4" .ta.pp.i.ng <1teeve 
1-4" M.J. a.do.pteJt, I-valve box. • 
. WO EaJd. Pi.ne:-_Ma.de 6" ,ti;,,p aol!. ai.l!.e .lute. 
SOS PeMlt-i.ng-Made. 611 ,ti;,,p 601!. a.i/r.e Une. 
Me.moi!..la.l Vl!..:-Made 6" .tap 066 8" ma.in 601!. ai.!!.e-Une.. 
VuJLing the month 06 /.laJtc.h 245,506,000 galloM oil wa:teJL WIU. pi!.odac.ed 6Mm .the <1y<1.tem, 
Oil. 1,919,548 ga.ltoru, peJL da.y plWdu.ud 6Mlll .the 6oll.ow.i.11.g 60WLC.e.<1. 
GALLONS PROVUCEV LBS. OF CHLORINE 
SWL6ac.e Sappl.le.6 91,509,000 306. 0 .eb<I. 
Well. ii 2 so, 019, 000 15Z.5 tb<1. 
Well. ii I 6 1,100,000 3.0 lb.e.. 
Well. ilZ1 22,081,000 69.0 lb6. 
Well ~U II, 082, 000 31.S lb.e.. 
Well. ~ 32 60,E05,000 188.5 lb.e. •. 
Cl!.ee We.U. 1,460,000 000.0 tbe. 
WU.t Be.nck Boo<1.te1t 390 000 1.5 lbe. 
145,506,000 750.S tb<1. 
Tfw. 6,lgUJte L6 4,188,000 mol!.e tha.n l11<1.t /.laJtc.h. Bahe.don the pop!da.tion £,i_guJte o~ 
46,736 thue WM 169.45 ga.ltonA 06 Wa.teJL peJL peMon pelt da.y pMdu.c.ed 61!.om .thf:: <1!f6t&02 
·-
MolLtlt.ty Re.pa/Lt ( cotLt. I -2-
M.JtpOILt pJr.oduc,tlan l«t4 3,889,000 9a.Uanh 08 wa.te.Jr. Uli.i.ng 12.5 l.b4, 06 chl.oJUJte. a.nd 
47 manhauM. 
509 So. Jahmon 
Goul.d Ii 1 .i .t. . 
956 Ta;,.e.y La.ne. 
So. FaA.lu,uay 
ffW!.le.y Ii Q!Wlit 
3 NEW SERVICES Weir.¢ INSTALLEV a.t the. 60.Uawi.ttg i.oc.a..tia!IA: 
888 w. Al.ame.rln.. i 3/ 4" I 
19 SERVICES Welte RENEWEV ctt .the 
936 w. W.clge.1t ( 3/4" I 
238 W, Claltk. I 3/4" l 
602 So, 31td 13/4" I 
504 lloM:h.la.nd I 1 /2" l 
1055 N. Ga.11.6.U.e.d 11''1 
1350 Pe/thlwt.g 13/ 4" I 
406So. 9th 11"1 
900 Wilion I I" I 
508 W. Ca1toan 11/2"1 
426-428 E. CaJr.te/1. I 3/ 4" I 
FIRE HYVRANT M.li O. 
150 N. 31td { 111 ) 
~o.U0w.i.n9 lo a.azi.o 1t1, : 
1081 GIUl.lJ !314" I 
1335 E. Cen..teJr. 11/t"l 
404 So, Ga.11.6,i.e.ld !I") 
5 14 No/1..th.f.tm.d 11 12" ) 
1435 ZWe.lt (3/4"1 
549 Eu.c.Ud I 3/ 4" I 
111 N. HO/!lt.loon (3/4"1 
1511 MotLte. V.l4.ta ( I" J 
800 So. 2nd-Re.pa.iJr. teaky 6-ilt.e hy~ 
:,. 
389 So. Fa.Utwi:iy-Re.pa,i.11. l.e.aky 6,lte hydl!.a.nt 
C.i..ty Meo..-T .lghten. a.nd 1ui.p.ta.ce pa.c.lwr.g 011. 6-llte hydli.a.n.t.6 
VALVE M. 6 O. 
150 Sa. 4th-Re.pa.iA tea.11.y ,m,il\ Une. valve. 
METER M, Ii O. 
9,608-Me,,Ce,!t.6 WeJr.e. lt.W..d~ 
42-Me..telt.6 .i.M.m.U.e.d / 
61-Me.telt.6 11.epa.iAe.d _,-
2 4 8-Me.tW 1te.-1te.o.d / 
4-Me.tell.4 1temoved./ 
17-T e-6.t me.t(')l.6 1t1U1d 
Wu,t Wh-Uman 
1256 Je.tt.<1en 
400 Btk.N. 6th 12"1 
265 iloo4e.vdt 11" I 
238 Ill, Ctalih. (3/4"l 
9 57 Eve11.e-tt. { 3/ 4" I 
1024 Fa.llr.ba.nlU. 13/4' 
725 N. 10th 13/4"1 
244 N. 12th { 1/211 ) 
1049 Rocfl.y Po,in.t (3 
1035 YeUow.1.tane. I 3. 





MAIN LINE WORK: 
. __ , 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
APRIL 1981 
·.' •, 
r \ 1 ·• 
" 
. Treatment Plant: Lay sewer pipe: 2,700' of B" pip~, 2,680' of 12" pipe, 125' of 12" 
galavanized culvert pipe, 125' of 16" galavanized culvert pipe. · ,, ; 
/Country Club Estates; 2,154' of 6" pipe, 17' of 2" pipe layed. Ins~-;,lled: 5-6" Dresser 
butter fly valves, 3-6" Pacific States fire hydrants, 1-6" push in plug, 4-6" H.J. tees, 
2-6" Pratt fire hydrant valves, 2-valvea boxes,· 1-411 solid sleeve, 611 x411 reducer, 5-6" 
repair bands. 
380 Canyon: Made 6" tap for new subdivision: 1-6" valve, 1-6" Mueller tapping sleeve, 
1070 Hi line: Hade 4" tap for fire line 
Fairgrounds: Hade 6" tap. Installed 1-6" Kennedy tapping valve; 1-6" Mueller tapping sleeve. 
Booth Rd.: Made 6" tap: Installed" 1-6" Mueller tapping valve, 1-6" Mueller tapping sleeve. 
During the month of April 311,141,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 
or 10,371,366 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
"GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CLORINE 
· Surface Supplies 73,610,000 253. 5 
Well U 2 44,637,000 146.5 
Well Ul2 18,010,000 56.0" 
Well 1116 43,040,000 134.0 
Well O 18 254,000 .5 
Well U2l 7,840,000 24.5 
Well U22 7,745,000 23.5 
Well 127 2 I, 411,000 63.5 
Well #28 13,140,000 39 .o 
Well 032 59,000,000 174.0 
Cree Well 11,070,000 000.0 
PIP Well 10,508,000 40.5 
West Bench Booster 867,000 J.O 
311,141,000 958l5 iii904 
Monthly report (cont.) -2-
This figure is 16,524,000 less than last April. Based on the population figure of 
46,736 there was 22l.9l gallon.i of water per person per day produced from the system, 
Airport production was 3,128,000 gallons of water using 10.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
32 manhours. 
I 
8 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Alallleda & Jefferson 
Fairuay Dr. 
Country Club Dr. 
Lst & Gould 
163 Birch 
Country Club Estates 
5 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
954 E. Walnut (2") 845 N. Lincoln (3/4") 
1500 Blk. So, 2nd 
1387 Jensen 
865 N. Lincoln {3/4") 
1021 Booth (3/4") So Bannock Highway (l") 
(Reorganized Church of Christ) 
l4 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
341 So. Garfield Cl") 
700 So. 3rd (3/ 4") 
420 Riverside ( l/2") 
l448 Pershing (3/411 ) 
234 Sornsen (3/4"? 
1208 N. Garfield (l/2") 
403 E. Lewis (3/4") 
636 E. Whitman ( 3/ 4") 
724 N. 9th (3/4'') 
516 N. l5th (l/2") 
l6 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
404 N. 4th (l/2") 4590 Bannock llighway (l") 
!166 Cahina (3/4") ll9 So. Hth (l") 
534 N, 5th (l/2") 1253 E. Lewis (l") 
1425 Sunset ( l") 
L451 Saratoga (3/ 4") 
Blk. 3 Lot 6 Mt. McGuire (3/4") 
FIRE HYDRANT M,& O, 
City Area-Flush fire hydrants 
2685 Lois Lane ( 1") 
1155 N. Grant (3") 
1352 E. Bonneville-Repair leaky fire hydrant 
Philbin Rd.-Set out and pick up fire hydrant meter daily. ~ 
City Area-Repair broken fire hydrants 
Canyon & Plateau-Set out and pick up fire hydrant meter daily 
10th & Whitman-Repair fire hydrant hit by car 
Butte & Pinto-Set out and pick up fire hydrant meter daily 
705 So. 4th (3/4") 
931 Taney Lane (3/4") 
551 So, 4th (3/4") 
6000 Evergreen (I") 
2005 Diane (3/4") 
1225 Holman (l") 
613 W, Pine (1/2") 
1547 Golden Gau (3/4") 
341 So. Garfield (l"-s. L.) 
' 6905 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MAY 1981 
MAIN LINE WORI(: ~'-:. 
,/country Club Estates: l, 161' of 6" pipe layed. Installed: 4-6" Dresser butter 
fly valves, 4-6" tees, l-6"x 4" compression coupling, l-6"x 3" compression 
coupling, 1-6" Pacific States gate valve, 1-6" 45° fitting, 3-6" M.J. 22½0 
fitting, 1-6" M.J. fitting, 1-G" Pacifi<.: States fire hydrant valve, .1-6" 
Kennedy tapping valve, 2-6" Pacific St.:li.:l:l;:1 fire hydrant, 1-6" compression 
coupling, 1-6" solid sleeve, 1-G" Cross fitting, 1-6" Pratt fire hydrant valv 
1-6"x 4" reducer. 
;"-'\·\-~L•:} 
/call Well: Install line from 12" main to well house. 6 'of 12" pipe, 44 'of 8" 
pipe. Installed: 8" transl tion coupling, 8" Mueller valve, 12" Mueller valve, 
12 "x 8" M.J. reducer. Started construction of pump house at the well. 
During the month of May 312,761,000 gallons of water was produced from 
the system, or 10,089,064 gallons per day produced from the following sources 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 57,160,000 178.5 lbs. 
Well ll 2 44,873,000 14 7. 0 lbs. 
Well #12 22,118,000 59.5 lbs. 
Well #16 63,023,000 201.5 lbs. 
Well #18 183,000 • 5 lbs • 
Well #21 7,747,000 31.5 lbs. 
Well #22 8,718,000 28.0 lbs. 
Well i27 19,086,000 58.0 lbs. 
Well #28 13,471,000 40.0 lbs. 
Well #32 60,757,000 184.0 lbs. 
PIP Well 5,432,000 19.0 lbs. 
Cree Well 10,193,000 000.0 lbs. 
312,761,000 947.5 lbs. 
· 6906 
• 
Monthly Report (cont.) -2-
This figure is 26,814,000 less than last May. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there was 215. 87 gallons of water per person per day produc1. 
from the system. 
Airport production_was 3,990,000 gallons of water using _12.5 lbs. of 
chlorine and 36 ma_n hours. 
2 MAIN LINE LEAKS Were RE.PAIRED at the following locations: 
2 36 No. 12th 300 Blk. w. Clark 
22 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Crystal Park Subdivision: Lot 1 ( l") 
Lot 3 ( l") Lot 4 (l") 
Lot 7 (l") Lot 9 ( l" ) 
Lot 12 ( l") Lot 13 ( 1 II ) 
Lot 15 ( l") Lot 16 ( 1" ) 
_Lot 8 ( l" ) Lot 10 ( l" ) 
Lot 6 ( 1/ 2 No • ) ( 1 ".) 875 Cahina ( 3/ 4" l 
792 Dogwood ( 3/ 4") 538 Pershing ( lli.) 
36 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
6025 Country Club Dr, (3/4") 6001 Country Club (3/4") 
5965 Country Club Dr. (3/4") 5901 Country Club (3/4") 
5956 Country Club Dr. (3/4") 
414 Northland ( 3/4") 
236 N, 12th (3/4") 
5901 Tee Dr. (l") 
1090 Cahina (3/4") 
1030 Cahina (3/4") 
1225 Cahina ( 1") 
Lt. 2 4 Blk. 3 cahina ( 3/4") 
Lt.3 Blk.l Cahina (3/4") 
946 w. Eldredge (1/2") 
330 so. Garfield (l") 
335 N. Main (3/4") 
5888 Country Club(l") 
5933 Tee Dr. (l") 
1050 Cahina (3/4") 
1085 Cahina (3/4") 
4941 Bannock Hi. (3/4") 
966 Cahina (3/4") 
Lt. 1 Blk. 1 Cahina (3/ 4") 
537 So. Grant (3/4") 
Lot 2 ( l") 
Lot 5 (1 ") 
Lot 11 (l" l 
Lot 14 ( l" ) 
Lot 17 ( l" ) 
Lot 6 ( 1/2 So.) l") 
170 Appaloosa (3/4") 
5976 Country Club (l" 
835 Cahina (3/4") 
318 So. Garfield (l") 
6000 Evergreen (l") 
5866 Country Club (3/· 
1070 Cahina (3/4") 
940 Cahina (3/4") 
751 Cypress (3/4") 
Lt.25 Blk.3 Cahina(3/• 
Lt.2 Blk.l Cahina (3/• 
Lt.l Blk;2 Cahina (3/• 






MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JUNE 1981 
\ I' j " . 
/So.Harrison & E, Lovejoy-(Well yard project), Pipe layed: 1,862' of 14" ductil 
24' of 12" cement pipe. Installed: 3-14" 450. M.J. bends. 
During the month of June 613,520,000 gallons of water was produced from 






































LBS, OF CHLORINE 
196.0 lbs. 
115. 5 lbs. 
75.5 ll;)s. 















This figure is 20,581,000 more than last June. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there was 437.58 gallons of water per person per day produced 
from the system. 
6908 
' ._ ·-· 
Monthly report (Cont.) -2-
Airport production was 3,853,000 gallons of water using 12 ~bs. of 
chlorine and 36 man hours. 
11 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
So. Harrison & w. Lovejoy 
57 Greenwood 
Jefferson & Alameda (2) 
Pole Line & Cypress 
2500 So. 2nd 
99 Greenwood 
28 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
42 Temple (3/4") 303 N.12th (l") 
845 w. center (l") 
725 Aspen (3/4") 
Castlegate Subdivision. 
Lot 1 (3/4") 
Lot 4 (3/4") 
Lot 19 (3/4") 
Lot 16 (3/4") 
Lot 13 ( 3/4") 
Lot 11 (3/4") 
Lot 8 (3/4") 
15 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
2661 Clearwater (3/4") 
250 So. Johnson (3/4") 
940 Gray (3/4") 
514 Willard (3/4") 
116 Park (3/4") 
16 SERVICES were REPAIRED at 
10 50 Cahina Way ( 3/ 4" ) 
17 4 4 Cheshire (3/ 4 11 ) 
29 Stanford (3/4") 
1126 E. Halliday (1/2") 
206 Willard (3/4") 
1356 so.2nd (1/2") 
865 Samuel (3/4") 
676 Aspen (3/4 11 ) 
Lot 20 (j/4") 
Lot 5 ( l") 
Lot 6 (3/4") 
Lot 17 (3/4") 
Lot 14 (-3/ 4") 
Lot 10 (3/4") 
Lot 3 (3/4") 
the following locations: 
457 Park (3/4 11 ) 
806 Willard (3/4") 
826 Jefferson (3/4") 
1040 Gray (3/4") 
2830 Pole Line ( l") 
the following locations: 
1070 cahina Way (3/4") 
722 N.llth (1/2") 
636 E.Clark ·(1/2") 
1135 McKinley (1/2") 
67 Greenwood 11•) 
2600 So. 2nd (2) 
764 Jefferson 
Garfield & Connei 
120 N. Arthur ( 2" 
666 Aspen (3/4") 
Lot 2 (3/4") 
Lot ·18 (3/4") 
Lot 7 ( 3/ 4") 
Lot 15 ( 3/ 4") 
Lot 12 (3/4") 
Lot 9 . ( 3/ 4") 
242 So. Johnson(J 
689 E. Alameda (3 
889 E.Clark (3/4" 
1017 Gray (3/4") 
203 W.Putnam (3/•l 
525 N.Grant (l''l 
1648 Cascade (3/4 
746 Jefferson (l'' 
230 Willard (3/4" 
720 So.8th (l") 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JULY 1981 
MAIN LINE WORK: 
vlst & Halliday St. Well yard project: Lay 474' 
pipe. Installed: 2-12" Pratt butterfly valves, 
45° bend. 
Hiskey & Cassia: Made 3/4" sterilization tap 
Ada & Pinto: Made 3/4" sterilization tap 
Butte & Appaloosa: Made 3/4" sterilization tap 
j, '•' I 
of steel ca;ing, 539' 
2-12x45° angle bends, 
of 12" ductile iron 
2-14xl2 reducers, 1-14" 
During the month of July 945,534,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, or 
30,501,096 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLOHS. PROUUCEO LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 104,480,000 320,0 lbs, 
Well # 2 36,444,000 113.0 lbs, 
WEll # 3 72,648,000 159.5 lbs. 
Well #10 92,090,000 256. 5 lbs. 
Well Hl2 107,793,000 285.5 lbs. 
Well Hl6 59,547,000 168.5 lbs. 
Well #18 33,739,000 110.0 lbs. 
Well #21 37,777,000 9 7. O lbs. 
Well #22 31,312,000 78.0 lbs. 
Well #27 54,365,000 156. 5 lbs. 
Well #28 51,804,000 145. 5 lbs. 
Well #29 61,134,000 154 .5 lbs. 
Well #31 57,033,000 160.0 lbs. 
Well #32 62,685,000 168.0 lbs. 
Well #33 18,800,000 63.0 lbs. 
PIP Well 46,544,000 142.5 lbs. 
CREE Well 16,418,000 000.0 lbs. 
West Bench Booster 921,000 5.5 lbs. 
945,534,000 2,583.5 lbs. 6910 
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Monthly Report (cont.) -2-
This figure is 118,517,000 more than last July. Based on the population figure of 
46,736 there was 552.63 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
~irport production was 4,497,000 gallons of wa'ter using 14.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
43 man hours. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPA[RED at the following 'locations: 
100 Blk. So. Grant 3058 Pole Line 
Conner & Garfield . Alameda & Jefferson 
56 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
715 Dogwood (3/4") 465 Highland ( 1" ) 
Benchland Subdivision: 51-3/4" 
21 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
356 Fairmont (3/4") 1049 McKinley (3/4") 
735 N.lOth {3/4") 165 Wayne (3/4") 
1010 E. Sublette (3/4") 1016 E. Sublette (3/4") 
534 N.5th (3/4") 540 N.Sth (3/4") 
551 w. Pine (3/4") 
441 Stansbury (3/4") 
216 Thruston (3/4") 
911 N. Grant {2") 
207 So. Lincoln (3/4"} 
911 N. Grant (l½" F.L.) 
28 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1043 Patsy ( 3/ 4"} 992 Cahoon ( 3/ 4") , 
742 Cypress ( l" ) 1450 Saratoga (3/4") 
754 So. Main (1/2") 427 N. 6th (1~"} 
1043 Patsy (3/4") 422 N. Garfield (3/4"} 
140 Ful lerway (3/4") 
901 Wilson (L~") 
4877 Navajo { l" ) 
639 So. 5th (11~") 
3631 Hillard (1/2") 
555 Jefferson (3/ 4 '') 
651 N. Arthur (1/2") 
4799 Clearview {3/4") 
355 N. 3rd (3/4"} 
901 W1lson (l¼") 
Harr1 son & Hall 1day ( 1") 
600 Blk. So.4th 
711 N. 9th 
645 Bitterroot { 1" ) 
1-1" 1-2" 
140 Fuller,iay (3/4") 
555 N.llth (1/2"} 
1026 E. Sublette (3/4" 
179 Fairmont (3/4") 
618 N. 13th (3/4") 
944 W. Lander (3/4") 
1063 Gwen ( 3/4") 
1732 Pocatello Cr. (3/4'' 
1350 Saratoga (3/4"} 
1063 Gray (J/4") 
509 Poole (3/4") 
1540 Sunset ( 1" ) 
2323 North Star (3/4") 
916 Gray (3/4") 
1866 Churchill Downs (3; 
872 Bitterroot (3/4"} 
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MAIN LINE WORK: 
·--
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
AUGUST 1981 
/1sT & Halliday: Well Yard Project. Pipe layed: 419' of 14" ductile, 2211' of 15" ductile, 
9' of river pipe. Installed: 1-12" comp. sleeve, 1-12" orfice fit:titig, 2-14" Pratt butter 
valves, 2-14" solid sleeves, l-l6"x14" reducer, 2-16" sol1d sleeves, 1·16" Pratt butterfly 
valve, 2-3/4" corp stops. Made 2-3/4" taps. 
Garrett Way & Moreland: Made 12"x4" tap. Pipe layed: 13' of 4" ductile, 4' of 3" ductile. 
Installed: 1-12"x4" kennedy tapping sleeve, 1-4" tapping valve, 1-4" coupling, 1-4"x3" 




,·Willard St. Replace old main with new: Pipe layed: 1,288' of 6" ductile. Installed·: 1-4" 
reducer, 1-4" 22,.0 bend, 2-6" Pacific States fire hydrants, 2-6" Dresser butterfly valves, 
2-6" fire hydrant valves, 2-6" tees •. Made 3/4" Chlorination tap. 
During the month of August 877,918,000 ~allons of water was produced.from the system, 
or 28,319,935 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 86,625,000 272.5 lbs. 
Well a 2 32,964,000 102.5 lbs. 
Well a 3 73,697,000 171.5 lbs. 
Well #10 87,499,000 231.5 lbs. 
Well U2 105,400,000 283.5 lbs. 
Well #16 48,583,000 146.0 lbs. 
Well 1118 25,666,000 89.0 lbs. 
Well 121 40,615,000 108.0 1 bs. 
Well lf22 31,777,000 89.0 1 bs. 
Wel 1 327 50,850,000 142.5 I bs. 
Well #28 46,833 ,ooo 132.0 lbs .. 
Well 129 52,094,000 139.5 1 bs. 
Well #31 49,551,000. 148.5 1 bs. 
We 11 1132 62,782,000 178.0 lbs. 
Well 133 23,377,000 75.0 lbs. 
'- 6912 
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This figure· is 199,908,000 more than last August. Based on the population figure of 
46,736 there was 605.96 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 6,098,000 gallons of water using 18.5 lbs.of chlorine and 31 
man hours. 
5 MAINLINE LEAKS were REPAIRED'at the following locations: 
786 Dogwood 10th & Terry 
South Von Elm 1200 So. 2nd 
3 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Municipal Airport ( 2" ) 3813 Hawthorne (3/4") 
22 SERVICES were RENEWED at the 
1040 E. Bonneville ~3/4'') 
3534 Jason (3/4") 
356 So. Hayes (3/4") 
786 Dogwood (3/4") 
520 No. 14th (1/2") 
555 Willard (3/4") 
169 Fain11ont (3/4") 
1283 Ridge (3/4") 
following l9cations: 
434 So.'· 10th (3/4") 
555 No. 12th (l") 
47 Riverside (3/4") 
420 So. 6th (3/4") 
779 Dogwood (3/4") 
539 Willard (3/4'') 
575 Willard (3/4") 
22 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
2255-57 Gall (3/4") 543 No. 7th (1/2") 
3457 Jason (3/4") 1755 Hampshire (3/4") 
1055 Howard (3/4") 820 Hubbard (3/4'') 
1455 Chokecherry ( l¼") 950 So. 1st (3/4") 
950 Willard· (l") 575 Willard (3/4") 
535 Willard (3/4") 547 Willard (1/2") 
142 No. 9th (3/4") 152 Fullerway (1/2") 
70 Princeton (l") 
182 Roos·e ve 1 t 
1240 . Cot ta ge (3/4") 
1062 Fairbanks (3/4" 
852 No. 9th (3/4") 
276 Park (3/4") 
1006 No. Ma in (3/4" 
547 Willard (3/4") 
525 Willard (3/4") 
593 Willard (3/4") 
635 E. Benton (1/2" 
1450 Saratoga . (3/4" 
909 Lavine (3/4") . 
817 Wingate (3/4") 
583 Willard (3/4") 
525 Willard (1/2") 
669 Wil 1 ard ( 1/2") 
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MAlN LINE WORK: 
• • 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
SEPTEMBER 1981 
.'Cedar Street: Replace old main 11ith new: Pipe layed: 215' of 8", 973' of 10", 54' of 6", 
Installed: 1-8" 221,0 bend, .6-10" Pratt butterfly valves, 1-8" Pratt butterfly valve, 2-valve 
boxes, 1-8"x 10" reducer, 3-6" solid sleeves, 4-10" tees, 1-45° bend, 2~10"x 6" tees. 2-10" 
solid sleeves, l-6"Pratt M.J. valve, l-6 11 coupling. Made· 3/4" chlorination tap. 
During the month of September 615,388,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 
or 20,512,933 gallons per day produ~ed from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORHlE 
Surface Supplies. 79,600,000 260.0 lbs •. 
Well # 2 27,532,000 86.0 1 bs. 
Well # 3 58,863,000 138.5 lbs. 
wE11 no 50,666,000 131.0 lbs. 
Well #12 77,700,000 216.0 lbs. 
Well Hl6 31,999,000 98.5 lbs. 
Well #18 18,310,000 . 234.5 1 bs. 
Well #21 31,200,000 85.5 lbs. 
Well #22 25,233,000 80.0 lbs. 
Well #27 37,996,000 99.5 lbs. 
Well 1128 23,728,000 75.0 lbs. 
Well 1129 22,952,000 48.5 lbs. 
Well R31 6,887,000 24.0 1 bs. 
ke 11 1132 60,209,000 181.0 lbs. 
PIP Well 37,085,000 113.5 lbs. 
CREE Well 14,945,.000 000.0 lbs. 
West Sench Booster 710 1000 5.0 lbs. 
615,388,000 1,876.5 lbs. 
This figure is 211,447,000 more than last September. Based on the population figure of 
46,736 there was 438.91 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,874,000 gallons of water using 12 lbs. of chlorine and ~O man hou 
• 691'4 
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MAIN LINE WORK: 
• 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
OCTOBER 1981 
• 
) -") I'- .•. -.'7.J... --
i,Eas t Cedar: Replace old main with riew. 1,260' of 10" pipe layed. Installed: 
valves, 4-10" tees, l-10"x6" cross fitting, l0"x 10" cross fitting-I, 2-valve 
2-3/4" sterilization taps. ·,) (~~-,, 
B-10" butterfl.; 
boxes. Made 
McKinley Lift Station: Cut and kill fire hydrant line. Material used: 1-6" solid sleeve, 
1-6" M.J. plug. 
During the month of October 267,886,000 gal Jons of water was produced from the system, f 
or 8,641,483 gallons per day produced from the.following sources. , 
Surface Supplies 






































73.5 lbs . 
745.0 lbs. 
This figure is 71,478,000 less than last October. Based on the population figure of 
46~736 there was 184.90 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,064,000 gallons of water using 9.5 lbs. of chlorine and 38 
man hours. 
4 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPA[RED at the following locations: 




MAIN LINE WORK: 
-· 
WATER DEPTARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER 1981 
Cedar & Jeffreson: Tie in old main to new: Pipe layed: 5' of 10". 
reducer, 1.-10" S(!lid sleeve. 




During the month of November 219,603,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 
or 7,322,7.67 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 67,950,000 230.5 lbs. 
Well # 2 43,843,000 141. O 1 bs. 
WEll #16 3,710,000 11. 5 lbs. 
Well ins 605,000 3.0 lbs. 
Well lt28 9,935,000 . 230. 5 1 bs. 
Well lt32 58,666,000 162.5 lbs. 
PIP Well 18,785,00.0 238.5 lbs. 
Cree Well 15,626,000 000.0 lbs. 
West Bench Booster 563 000 2.0 lbs. 
219,683,000 1,019.5 lbs. 
This figure is 13,222,000 less than last November. Based on the population figure of 
46,736 there was 156.68 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,742,000 gallons of water using 12.0 lbs. of chlorine and 30 
man hours. 
5 MAI~ LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
980 Nixon 2370 So. 2nd 
1777 E. Clark 92 Greenwood 
21 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: . . 
730 E. Cedar (3/4") 715 E. Cedar {3/4") 
765 E. Cedar {3/4") 703 E. Cedar (3/4") 
710 E. Cedar (3/4") 855 E. Cedar (l'') 
697 Wayne (3/4") 745 So. 4th (J/4") 
928 No. Grant (3/4") 310 So. 2nd (3/4") 
1207 McKinley (3/4") 734 Grace (3/4") 
694 ¼ Washington (3/4")· 239 So. Johnson (3/4") 
.. 
1929 So. Fairway (2) 
762 E. Cedar {3/4") 
815 E. Cedar (3/4") 
958 No. 8th (3/4") 
546 No. 15th {3/4") 
325 No. 7th (3/4") 
696 Washington (3/4") 
· 3567 Hawt~orne ( 36916 
MAIN LINE WORK: 
·-
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
DECEMBER 1981 
430 Willard: Made 4" tap on 12" main for_ fire line. 
·, 
I (I ~ I 
I~ : ·~. ,, 
. Cedar & Willard (Well House): Cut out old valve and steel pipe. Pipe Layed: 32' of 10" . 
. West End Glacier: Extend main line: Pipe layed: 280' of 8". Installed: 1-6" Pratt butte 
fly valve, 1-B"x 6'' reducer, 1-B''x 8" tee, 2-valve boxes, 1-8" Pratt butterfly valve, 1-90° 
bend, 1-10" plug.~'\V"- 1 
During the month of December 222,938,000 gallons of water was produced from the system 
or 7,191,548 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surface Supplies · 
We 11 ./1 2 

















LBS. OF CHLORINE 
258.5 lbs. 
140.5 lbs. 
000. 5 1 bs. 






222,938,000 .648.0 lbs. 
This figure is 13,641,000 less than last December. Based on the population figure of 
46,736 there was 153.88 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,902,000 gallons of water using 8.5 lbs. of chlorine and 32 
man hours. 
8 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1003 Diablo 1436 So. 2nd 
907 Howard 
2548 So. 2nd 
2160 Ardella 
2360 So. 2nd 
185 Valleyview 
Main & Bonneville 
6917 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JANUARY 1982 
-· 
During the month of January 233,402,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,539,096 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 83,035,000 238.5 lbs. 
Well 1127 16,272,000 49.5 lbs. 
Well 1128 10,887,000 34.0 lbs. 
Well #32 60,557,000 183.5 lbs. 
Cree Well 16,459,000 000.0 lbs .. 
West Bench Booster 8731000 000.0 lbs. 
233,402,000 505.5 lbs. 
This figure is 1,592,000 less than last January. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 161.31 ga 11 ons of· water per person per day Droduced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,558,000 gallons of water using 0.0 lbs. of chlorine and 
31 man hours. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1424 So. 2nd 
4785 Clearview 
500 E. Sublette 
917 Meadowbrook 
1 SERVICE RrnEWED at the following location: 
626 E. Lewis (3/4") 
6 SERVICES were REPAIRED at 
3579 Pole line (J/4") 
762 Bryan (l") 
FIRE HYDRANT M.& O. 
the following locations: 
403 E. Lewis (3/4") 
774 Dogwood (J/4") 
2360 So. 2nd 
200 .E. Gould 
780 Bryan (3/4") 
27 Columbia (l") 
7th & Center-Repair broken fire hydrant 2082 Bench Rd.-Repair fire hydrant hit by car 
2068 Bench Rd.-Repair broken fire hydrant Lincoln & Sublette-Repair leaky fire hydrant 
9th & Young-Repair broken fire hydrant 
1552 Jensen-Unthaw frozen fire hydrant 
Airport-Unthaw frozen fire hydrant 
6918 
MAIN l!NE WORK: 
-~ 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
FEBRUARY 1982 
3625 Vaughn: Made 4" tap for fire line. 
Hospital Rd. & Birdie Dr.: .Made 3/4" tap. 
During the month of February 221,006,QOO gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,893,071 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 83,045,000 264.0 lbs. 
Well # 2 41,217 ,ODO 121.0 lbs. 
Well UB 1,207,000 4.0 lbs. 
Well #27 15, 181.,000 47.0 lbs. 
Well 1/28 9,564,000 29.0 lbs. 
Well #32 55,201,000 164.0 lbs. 
Cree Well 14,634,0QO 000.0 lbs. 
West Bench Booster 957,000 10.5 lbs. 
221,006,000 639. 5 lbs. 
This figure is 3,053,000 less than last February. Based on the popluation figure 
of 46,736 there was ·168.89 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,944,000 gallons of water using 9.5 lbs. of chlorine and · 
28 man hours. 
2 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Johnny Creek and Juniper Dr. 3rd ~nd Dunn 
1 NEW SERVICE was INSTALLE~ at the following location; 
3625 Vaughn (2") 
7 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
1844 So. 2nd (3/4") 
753 So. Main (3/4") 
1333 No. Main (l") 
the fol]owing locations: 
1206 E. Poplar (3/4") 
340 So. 6th (3/4") 
432 Wayne (3/4") 
352 So. 6th (3/4") 
6919 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MARCH 1982 
During the month of March 236,153,QOO gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,617,838 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surfac•J Supplies 
Wel 1 f 2 
Well na 
We1 l #27 
Wel 1 128 
Well #32 
Cree Weil 
West Bench B9oster 


















2 .O lbs. 
666.0 lbs. 
This figure is 9,353,000 less than last March. Based on the population figure· 
of 46,736 there was 163 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,887,000 gallons of water using 9.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
33 man hours. 
7 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
702 so. 1st 
1140 So. 2nd 
1510 El Rancho 
521 Crescent 
7 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1070 Yellowstone (3/4"} 524 W. Halliday (l") 
4340 Stockman (l") 4360 Stockman (3/4") 
4370 Stockman (3/4"} 
11 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
1736 N. Main (3/4") 1742 'N. Main (3/4") 
444 Fredregill (3/4") 1634 So. 2nd (3/4") 
316 So. 9th (3/4") 311 So. 11th (3/4") 
809 Berryman (3/4") 308 Stansbury (3/4") 
1600 Blk. E. Fremont-2 
655 So. Grant 
4330 Stockman (3/4") 
4300 Stockman (l") 
917 Everett (3/4") 
515 So. Johnson (3/4") 
521 Crescent (3/4".) 
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MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
APRIL 1982 
Johnny Creek & Bannock Highway-Install new sewer pipe. 248' of 8.", 60' of 4" cement 
pipe, 20' of 6" ductile iron pipe. Made 6" tap. 
Cedar & Washington-Tie old main into new. Pipe layed: 16' of 12", 8' of 10", 79' of 6", 
18' of 4". Installed: 1-12'' Dresser butterfly.valve, 1-lO"x 12" reducer, 1-10" solid 
sleeve, 1-12" coupling, 3-6" Dresser butterfly valves, 3-6" solid sleeves, 2-6"x 4" reducer 
1-4'' Dresser butterfly valves, 2-4'' solid sleeves, 2-lO"x 6" reducers, 2-6'' couplings, 1-
valve box. The above work also includes Wayne St., Park Ave. and Randolph St. 
During the month of April 270,470,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 
or 9,015,000 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surface Supplies 









West Bench Booster 
GALLONS PRODUCED 












LBS. OF CHLORINE 
307.0 lbs. 











This figure is 40,671,000 less than last April. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 192.9 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,927,000 gallons of water using 9 lbs. of chlorine and 
31 man hours. 
4 MAIN LINE LEAKS REPAIRED at the following locations: 
182 Roosevelt So. Grant & Idaho St. 1600 Blk. E. Fremont 
Gould St. 
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MAIN LINE WORK 
·-
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MAY 1982 
Cedar & Park-(Capital Improvement Project) Pipe layed: 18' of 6". Installed 1-6" Dresser 
butterfly valve, 6"x 4" reducer, 1-6" solid sleeve. 
Bench Rd., Rainer, Baldy & Glacier-(Capital Improvement Project). Pipe layed: 1,284' of 8". 
28' of 6·11 • Installed:1-8" Kennedy tapping valve, 2-8" couplings, l-18"x 8" tapping sleeve, 
3-8" Dresser butterfly valves, 1-45° fitting, 1-8"x 6" reducer, 2-8"x 6" tees, 1-8" solid 
sleeve, 1-6" 22¼ 0 bend, 3-valve boxes. Made 8" tap on 18" main, bolted on pressure regulate 
and by-pass. Made 3/4" chlorination tap. 
Tech Fann Rd. & Golf Dr.-(Capital Improvement Project) Pipe layed: 1,710' of 6". Installed 
4-6" Dresser butterfly valves, 1-6" tapping valve, 3-6" Pacific States fire hydrants, 5-6" 
tees, 1-6" 45° bend, 1-6" Pacific States fire hydrant valve, 1-6" 90° bend, 2-valve boxes. 
Made 3/4" sterilization tap. 
During the month of May 401,655,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 
or 12,956,613 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 96,136,000 294.0 lbs. 
Wel 1 I 2 44,000,000 115.5 lbs. 
Wel 1 I 3 9,030,000 30.0 lbs. 
Well #12 11,172 ,ODO 32.5 lbs. 
Well #16 31,850,000 82.5 lbs. 
Well n8 10,820,000 38.0 1 bs. 
Well #21 19,467,000 47.0 lbs. 
Well #22 27,529,000 64.0 lbs. 
Well #27 31,568,000 102.5 lbs. 
Well H28 19,216,000 ·54.0 lbs. 
Well #29 8,361,000 23.5 lbs. 
Well 1132 61,004,000 164.5 lbs 
PIP Well 14,327,000 54.5 lbs. 
Cree Well 171175,000 000.0 lbs. 
401 1655 ,ODO 1,102.5 lbs. 
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Monthly Report (cont.) 
. 
This figure is 62,080,000 more than last May. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 277.2 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 5,139,000 gallons of water using 15 lbs. chlorine and 68 
man hours. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIREO at the following locat1ons: 
417 So. Arthur 
Bench Road 
530 No. Arthur 
2414 So. 2nd 
2 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLEO at the following locations: 
3817 Hawthorne Rd. (3/4") '725 Wilson (3/4") 
11 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
637 W. Day (1") 1118 No. 8th (3/4") 
544 No. Arthur (3/4") 
.191 So. 16th (l") 
1116 E. Clark (3/4") 
1264 Yellowstone (3/4") 
851 So. 5th (1") 
358 No. 13th (3/4") 
27 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1218 E. Center (3/4") 1228 E. Center (3/4") 
506 So, 6th (1/2") 530 No. Arthur (1 11 ) 
353 W, Terry (3/4") 138 Maplewood (1/2") 
521 E. Dunn (1/2") 
1826 E. Bonneville (H"l 
1255 No. Hayes (1/2") 
630 No. 5th ( 3/4") 
631 So. 7th (1") 
Von Elm (Golf Course)(2") 
FIRE HYDRANT M.& O. 
1381 Bench Rd. (2") 
738 No. 8th (1/2") 
719 No. Harrison (3/4") 
945 E. Lander (3/4") 
930 No. 9th (3/4") 
734 Cypress (1") 
WPC Treatment Plant-Repair broken fire hydrant 
Center & Woodhill-Repair broken fire hydr~nt 
Butte & Bench-Set out and pick up fire hydrant meter daily 
Mattwood & Main-Set out and pick up fire hydrant meter daily 
19th & Center-Set out and pick up fire hydrant meter daily 
Pine & Jefferson 
Gould & Harrison 
419 E. Chaple (3/4") 
1105 No. Hayes (3/4") 
1126 E. Clark (3/4") 
500 Blk. So. 2nd (1") 
30 Duke (l") 
1115 & 1113 E. Clark (3/4'' 
2216 Tonya (3/4") 
535 tlo. Arthur (3/4") 
1035 Yellowstone (3/4") 
930 Gray (3/4") 
135 So.17th (1/2") 
. 3535 Pole Line (l/2" I 
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JUNE 1982 
Wayne Street- Capital Improvement Project: Lay new main line: P1pe layed: 1,336' of 6" 
1).1. pipe. Installed: · 1-6" Pacific States fire hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 1-6" 
tee, 1-6" plug, 1-6" Dresser butterfly valve, 1-6" solid sleeve, I-valve box. 
During the month of June 659,836,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 
or 21,994,533 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supp 1i es 97,212,000 276,5 lbs. 
Well # 2 30,604 ,ODO 99.5 lbs. 
Well g 3 50,85~.ooo 145.0 lbs. 
Well no 38,647,000 112.5 lbs. 
Well "12 75,689,000 206,0 lbs. 
Well #16 26,924,000 73.0 lbs. 
Well Ul8 23,788,000 7.9. 5 1 bs. 
Well 1121 35,781,000 73. 5 1 bs. 
Well 122 33,344,000 72.5 lbs. 
Well 1127 33,422,000 100.5 lbs. 
Well #28 31,017,000 97.5 lbs. 
Well 1129 37,656,000 93.0 lbs. 
Well #31 16,658,000 49.S lbs. 
Well 1132 60,066,000 166.0 lbs. 
Well #33 9,068,000 31.0 lbs. 
PIP Wel 1 41,815,000 123,0 lbs. 
Cree Well 16,564,000 000.0 lbs. 
West Bench Booster 7242000 4.0 lbs. 
659,836,000 1,802.5 lbs. 
This figure is 46,316,000 more than last June, Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 470.6 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,055,000 gallons of water using 9.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
30 man hours. 6924 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JULY 1982 
100-500 Blocks Wayne. Capital Improvement Project: Lay new main. Pi~_layed: 1,778' 
of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 5-6" butterfly valves, l-8"x 6" cross fitting, 7-valve 
boxes, 2-6" fire hydrant valves, 2-6" Pacffic States fire hydrants, 4-6" tees, 2-6" solid 
sleeves, 1-6"x 4" reducer. Made 2-3/4" chlorination taps. 
South 5th (County Shop): Lay new main .. Pipe layed: 1,786' of 6" ductile iron pipe. 
Installed: 1-6" Kennedy tapping valve, 1-6" Mueller tapping sleeve, 2-6" Pratt butter-
fly valves, 2-6" tees, 2-valve boxes, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 1-6" Pacific States fire 
hydrant, l-6"x 3" tee. Made 3/4" chlorination tap. 
2nd & Gould: Replace old main with new. Pipe layed; 50' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 
1-6" solid sleeve. 
During the month of July 684,783,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 
or 22,089,000 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supp 1i es 89,478,000 255.5 lbs. 
Well II 2 27,319,000 86.5 lbs. 
Well II 3 75,260,000 190.0 1 bs. 
Well 1110 58,862,000 182 .5 lbs. 
Well #12 71,863,000 198.5 lbs. 
Well 1116 32,903,000 95.5 lbs. 
Well #18 10,425,000 36.5 lbs. 
Well 1121 33,672,000 79.5 lbs. 
Well 1122 33,669,000 79.0 lbs. 
Well #27 27,931,000 89,5 lbs. 
Well #28 24,414,000 76.0 lbs. 
Well 1#29 30,844,000 73,5 lbs. 
Well 831 39,767,000 97.5 lbs. 
Well #32 61,621,000 178.0 lbs. 
Well #33 10,487,000 32.5 lbs. 
PIP Weli 39,674,000 117.5 lbs. 
Cree .Well 1615941000 000.0 lbs. 
684,783,000 1,868.0 lbs. L '6'9~1';: . . (;.,\\:,j 
• • 
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This figure is 260,751,000 less than last July. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 472.6 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,636,000 gallons of water using 11 lbs. of chlorine and 
32 man hours. 
8 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations:-
2645 So. 2nd 308 N. 9th 
872 Northgate 
1202 E. Terry 
Gould & Main · 
Cedar Lake Rd. 
5 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Main & Gould 
3134 So. 5th 
799 Wilson (3/4") 3305 Golden (1") - 826 E. Center (3/4") 
_ So. 5th (County shop)(2") 600 Blk. W. Day (circulating line)(l") 
7 SERVICES were RENEHED at the fo.llow1ng locations: 
959 Brennan. (3/4") 
647 W. Day (3/4") 
325 So. 5th (3/4") 
4285 Tech Farm Rd. (1") 
423 Parkway (3/4") 
856 N. Harrison (3/4") 
980 Jones Dr. (3/4") 
39 SERVICES RENEWED & HOOKED TO NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
157 Wayne (3/4") 173 Wayne (3/4") 183 Wayne (3/4") 
193 Wayne (3/4") 432 Wayne (3/4") 431 Wayne (3/4") 
465 Wayne (3/4") 411 Wayne (3/4") 470 Wayne (3/4") 
553 Pine (3/4u) 475 Wayoe (3/4") 471 Wayne (3/4") 
456 Wayne (3/4") 492 Wayne (3/4") 490 Wayne (3/4") 
445 Wayne (3/4") 441 Wayne (3/4") 459 Wayne (3/4") 
421 Wayne (3/4") 450 Wayne (3/4") 382 Wayne (3/4") 
422 Wayne (3/4") 442 Wayne (3/4") 273 Park (3/4") 
416 Wayne (3/4") 369 Wayne (3/4") 374 Wayne (3/4") 
396 Wayne (3/4'') 404 Wayne (3/4") 375 Wayne (3/4") 
367 Wayne (3/4;') 340 Wayne (3/4") 333 Wayne (3/4") 
366 Wayne (3/4") 365 Wayne (3/4") 320 Wayne (3/4") 
354 Wayne (3/4") 352 Wayne (3/4") 330 Wayne (3/4") 
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AUGUST 1982 
-Wayne- A-ve.- Tf~ in old main 1 ines to new froiii Wayne to Alameda: Pipe layed: S' of 4" ducti° 
iron, 104' of 6" ductile iron, 64' of 8" ductile iron. Installed: 1-6" Dresser butterfly 
valve, 2-6" solid sleeves, l-6"x 4" M.J. reducer, 1-4" comp. coupling, 1-4" solid sleeve, 
2-8" butterfly valves, 2-8" comp. couplings, 1-6" Pacific States fire hydrant, 1-6" fire 
hydrant valve, 1-6" tee, 4-valve boxes.· 
Johnny Creek & Shale: Install fire hydrant. Made 12"x 6" tap on main. Pipe layed: 8' of, 
ductile iron. Installed: 1-6" tapping valve, 1-6" Pacific. States fire hydrant, l-12"x 6" j 
~ 
tapping sleeve, 1-valve box. 1 
775 Hospital Way: Pipe layed: 12' of 4" ductile iron pipe. Installed 2-3" valves, 2-3" 
tees. Made 4" tap. 
During the month of August 676,445,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 
or 21,820,806 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 104,487,000 322.0 ~bs. 
Well II 2 28,909,000 89.5 lbs. 
Well # 3 71,204,000 183.5 lbs. 
Well no 18,847,000 4·3.0 lbs. 
Well §12 67,029,000 185.0 lbs. 
Well 116 54,945,000 143. 5 1 bs. 
Well 1118 19,127,000 63.5 lbs. 
Well 1121 43,284,000 88.0 lbs. 
Well #22 34,148,000 96.0 lbs. 
Well 127 38,188.,000 113.5 lbs. 
Well #28 26,653,000 79.0 lbs. 
Well #29 37,495,000 95.0 lbs. 
Well #31 9,316,000 28.5 lbs. 
Wel 1 U32 62,777,000 190.0 lbs. 
Well #33 3,353,000 10.5 lbs. 
PIP Well 37,164,000 105.0 lbs. 
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Cree Well 










This ffgure is 201,473,000 less than last August. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 466.9 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 4,235,000 gallons of water using 14 lbs. of chlorine and 
:n man hours. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Poplar&. Willard 245 E. Gould 
2504 So. 2nd Harrison & Lovejoy 
5 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
620 So. 8th (1") 5500 So. 5th (l") 
134 Warren (3/4") 775 Hospital Way ( 3") 
23 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
742 Cypress (3/4") 301 Wayne (3/4" S.L.) 
1301 So. 5th (3/4") 1624 No. Arthur (3/4") 
218 So. 8th (3/4") 
1268 Ridge (3/4") 
860 No. Grant ( 3/4 ") 
1555 No. Main (3/4") 
862 Randolph (3/4") 
556-548 So. Main (3/4") 
1355 No. Harrison (3/4") 
520 No. 14th (3/4") 
1137 E. lander (3/4") 
510 Washington (3/4") 
428 Filmore (3/4") 
1236 E. Whitman (3/4") 
1118 No. 8th 
2460 So. 2nd 
5488 So. 5th (1 11 ) 
726 E. Hayden (3/4") 
.- 139 Fullerway (3/4") 
1055 Howard (3/4") 
508 W. Halliday (3/4") 
257 No. 11th (3/4") 
1247 So. 3rd ( 3/4") 
820 Hubbard (3/4") 
15 SERVICES were RENEWED AND HOOKED TO NEW r.\IN at the fol1owing locations: 
314 Wayne (3/4") 343 Wayne (3/4") 345 Wayne (3/4") 
503 Wayne (3/4") 533 Wayne (3/4") 565 Wayne (3/4") 
3301 Wayne ( 3/4") 555 Wayne (1 ") 54 7 Wayne (1") 
525 Wayne (3/4") 511 Wayne (3/4") 575 Wayne (3/4") 
591 Wayne (3/4") 543 Wayne (3/4") 301 Wayne (3/4") 
15 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
227 So. 9th (1/2") 431 So. 6th (3/4") 
935 E. Whitman (3/4") 
3275 E.. Center (3/4") 
1271 Ridge (l/2") 
1247 So. 3.rd (1/2") 
945 E. Whitman (3/4") 
1116 So. 2nd ( 3/4") 
1250 E. Clark (3/4") 
646 No. G·rant (1/2") . 
354 Wayne ( 3/4") 
223 No. 15th (3/4") 
Gould &: 3rd (3/4'6 9 2 8 
353 E. Elm (3/4") 
· 160 Fullerway (1/2") 
• 
MAIN LINE WORK: 
• 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
SEPTEMBER 1982 1 
Park Street: Capital· improvement project: Pipe lay'ed: 2,708' of 6" ·ductile iron. Installed 
3-6" fire hydrant valves, 3-6" Pacific States fire hydrants, 1-6". 90° bend, 5-6" _butterfly 
valves, 1-8"x 611 cross fittings, 1-6"x 6" cross fitting, 2-6" tees, 1-6" solid sleeve, 9-
valve boxes. Made 3/4" chlorination tap. 
1591 Yellowstone: Install 4" fire line) 
During the month of September 365,463,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 12,182,100 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surface supplies 
Well # 2 









PIP Wel 1 
















LBS. OF CHLORINE 
272.0 lbs. 
134.0 lbs. 





37. 5 1 bs. 
7 .0 lbs. 





This figure is 249,925,000 less than last September. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there was 260.7 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 2,660,000 gallons of water using 8.5 lbs. of chlorine 
and 34 manhours. 
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OCTOBER 1982 
950 Berryman: Made 4" tap -for fire line. 
Eldredge St. {NOP Park): Install B" gate valve and 8" solid sleeve for Parks Department. 
During the month of October 240,921,000 ga 11 ans of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,771,645 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 102,982,000 270.5 lbs. 
Well # 2 45,220,000 156.5 lbs. 
Well #21 229,000 000.0 lbs. 
Well #27 9,817 ,000 32.0 lbs. 
Well #32 61,456,000 167.0 lbs. 
PIP Well 2,949,000 8.5 lbs. 
Cree Well 16,882,000 000.0 lbs. 
West Bench Booster 11386 ,000 6.0 lbs. 
240,921,000 640.5 lbs. 
This figure is 26,965,000 less than last October. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there was 166.3 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 2,349,000 gallons of water using 8 lbs. of chlorine 
and 32 man hours. 
3 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
700 W. Alameda 1600 So. 2nd 
4 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1591 Yellowstone (3/4") 3660 Highway 30 West (1") 
Blk. 12 Lot 15&16 Fairview Subdivision (3/4") 
13 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
1335 So. 4th (3/4") 1459 Ridge (3/4") 
403 So. 10th (3/4") 405 N. 13th (3/4") 
919 N. 10th (3/4") 920 E. Lovejoy (3/4") 
134 Full er,iay ( 3/4") 
806 N. Harrison (3/4") 
109 Roosevelt (3/4") 
700 Blk. So. 1st 
950 Berryman (1") 
1035 E. Whitman (3/4") 
548 W. Greeley (3/4") 
308 Stansbu-ry 6.930 
243 So. 6th (3/4") 
MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER 1982 
Maple & Park, Walnut & Park-Capital improvement project: tie in new main with old main: 
Pipe Layed: 72' of 811 D.I., 40' of 6" 0.1. Installed: 4-8" Dresser butterfly valves, 
1-6" Dresser butterfly valve, 2-8" comp. coupling, 2-8" solid sleeves, 5-valve boxes, 
1-6" solid sleeve. 
During the month of November 219,416,0DD gallons of water was produced from the 















LBS. OF CHLORINE 







This figii,re is 267,0DO less than last November. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 171.8 gallons of water per person per day produced· from the 
system. 
Airport production was 1,808,000 gallons of water using 6 lbs. of chlorine and 
42 man hours. 
2 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1st and Putnam 756 Wayne 
1 NEW SERVICE INSTALLED at the following location: 
Samuel Street extension ( 1 ") 
7 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
455 Hyde (3/4") 1009 E. Wyeth (3/4") 
523 So. Johnson (3/4") 248 So. 11th (3/4") 
619 Park ( 3/4") 
906 N. 11th (3/4'') 






WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
DECEMBER 1982 
During the month of December 221,001,000 gallons of water was produce? from the 
system, or 7,129,064 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surface Supplies 












LBS. OF CHLORINE 






221,001,000 613.0 lbs. 
This figure is 1,937,000 less.than last December. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 152.5 gallons of water per person per day produced frO!ll the system. 
Airport production was 1,753,000 gallons of water using 5.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
41 man hours. 
8 MIN LlNE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
ElRancho & Hiline 532 Roosevelt 
2nd & Fredregi 11 
18th & Center 
Yellowstone Plaza.(alley) 
Arthur & Lander 
3 SERVICES were RENEWED at the-following locations: 
744 N. 13th (3/4") 388 McCormick (3/4") 
4 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
234 So. 2nd- ( 3/4") 995 Sage (I") 
3877 Horseshoe Circle (3/4") 
FIRE HYDRANT M,& 0. 
6th & Dunn-Replace packing on fire hydrant 
8th & Clark-Repair fire hydrant 
7th & Bridger-Repair fire hydrant 
7th & Young-Repair fire hydrant 
2nd & Carter-Replace packing on fire hydrant 
1326 So. 2nd 
2370. So. 2nd 
715 Balsam (3/4") 
3246 So. 5th (1 11 ) 
-- 6932 
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JANUARY 1983 
1600 Yellowstone: - Ex.tend main line. · Pipe layed: 92' of 811 ductile irori, 2' of 6" ductile 
iron. Installed: 1-8" Dresser butterfly valve, 1-8" solid sleeve, l-8"x 6" tee, 1-8" push 
in plug, 1-valve box. 
Ross Park: Made 4" tap for Parks Department. Pipe layed 18' of 4,'' ductile iron. Installed. 
1-10" tapping sleeve, 1-4" tapping valve, 1-valve box. 
During the month of January ,227,46~.ooo gallons of water was produced from the system, 

















LBS. OF CHLORINE 
270.0 lbs. 
146.5 lbs. 





617,5 lbs • 
This figure is 5,933,000 less than last January. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 157 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,321,000 gallons of water us1ng 7.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
31 man hours. 
5 MAIN LINE LEAKS WERE REPAIRED at the following locations: 
216 So. 11th Hubbard & Myrtle 
Birch & Ash 118 Taft 
7 SERVICES WERE RENEWED at the following locations: 
520 N. 14th (3/4") 916-926 E. Bonneville (3/4") 
613 Randolph (3/4"} 1002 Willow lane (3/4"} 
552 N. Main (l") 
4th & lander 
1-45 E. Fremont (l ") 
438 Crescent (3/4") 
6933 
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' ) 
During the month of February 196,601,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,021,464 gallons per day produced from the following· sources. 
Surface Supplies 











LBS. OF CHLORINE 






This figure is 24,405,000 less than last February. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 150.2 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 1,748,000 gallons of water using 5.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
36 man hours. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Iris & Syringa 155 N. 9th 
356 So. Hayes 400 Blk. E. Bonneville 
1 NEW SERVICE was INSTALLED at the following location: 
5030 So. 5th ( li") 
4 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
524 McKinley (3/4") 721 So. 4th (3/4") 
1103 N. Garfield (3/4") 
7 SERVlCES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1066 Rocky Point (3/4") 3514 Jason (l/2") 
404 N. 9th (1/2") 1144 So. 4th (U") 
4414 Opal (3/4") 
FIRE HYDRANT M.& O. 
781 Yellowstone-Raise fire hydrant to grade 
VALVE M.& o. 
5th & Bridger-Repair leaky valve 
9th & Clark 
1st & Lewis 
1306 So. 2nd (3/4") 
B34 Lott (l/2") 
4400 Bl_k. Opal (l") 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MARCH 1983 
Ouring the lllQnth of March 226,831,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,317,129 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surface Supplies 

















177 .5 lbs. 
000.0 lbs. 
5. D lbs. 
626.5 lbs. 
This figure .is 9,322,000 less than 1ast March. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 156.6 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 1,712,000 gallons of water using 7.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
31 man hours. 
5 MA.I~ LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
2370 So. 2nd 
334 So. 1st 
300 Blk. E. Bonneville 
Pine & Jefferson 
3 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
3575 Johnny Creek (1 ") 4140 Stockman (1 ") 
10 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
1063 McKinley (3/4") 722 Cypress (3/4") 
722 N. Harrison (3/4") 797 Ebony (3/4 11 ) 
207 So. Lincoln (3/4") 305 So. 6th (J/4'') 
516· W. Eldredge {3/4") 
982 Wil 1 ow Lane 
777 Hosp1tal Way (2 11 ) 
1283 Jensen (3/4") 
255 So. 3rd (3/4") 
315 So. 6th (3/4") 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPDRT 
APRIL 1983 
656 So. 2nd-Made 4" tap for fire line. 
2015 So. Grant-Install new f.ire hydrant. Pipe layed: 14' of 6" D.I. Installed: 2-6" 
Pacific States fire hydrants, 2-8" x 6" tapping sleeves, 2-6" tapping valves, 2-valve 
boxes. 
Bannock Highway & Hawkweed-Install new fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 22' of 6" D.I. 
· Installed: 1-6" Pacific States fire hydrant, 1-6" tapping valve, l-12"x 6" tapping 
sleeve, 1-valve box. 
End of CitY Creek-Made 8" tap on 12" main. Pipe layed: 38' of 8" D.I. Installed: 
1-12"x 8" Kennedy tapping sleeve, 1-8" Mueller tapping sleeve, 2-8" ·Kennedy tapping 
valve, 1-8" M.J. 45° bend, 1-valve box. 
South Main & Sue Rd.-Install new fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 7' of 6" D.I. Installed 
1-6" tee, 1-6" solid sleeve, 1-6" Pacific States fire hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve. 
4545 Bannock H,ighway-Install new fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 9' of 6" D.I. Installed: 
l-8"x 6" Kennedy tapping sleeve, 1-6" Kennedy tapping valve, 1-6" Pacific States fire 
hYdrant, 1-18" extension barrel 1, 1-2' extension barrell and shaft, 1-valve box. 
5688 Bannock Highway-Install new fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 11' of 6" D.I. Installed: 
1-10" Kennedy tapping sleeve, 1-6" tapping valve, 1-6" Pacific States fire hydrant, 
1- valve box. 
6th & Dunn-Install pipe for ditch water. Pipe layed: 306' of 4" C.I. Installed: 1-4" 
flange coupling adapter. 
West Clark Street-Capital improvement project. Extend the main line. Pipe layed: 




Monthly Report (cont.) -2-
During the month of April 234,664,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
' system, or 7,822,133 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surface Supplies: 






























Thfs figure is 35,806,000 less than last April. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 167.4 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 1,841,000 gallons of water using 4.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
30 man hours. 
8 MAIN LINE LEAKS were.REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1300 Blk. N. Main 442 Randolph 700 Bllc.. W. Whitman 
Carson Street 
600 E. Dunn 
Moreland & Dogwood 
Reservoir Road 
4 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1646-48 Kinghorn ( 3/4") 
797 Hospital Way (3") 
5888 Evergreen (l") 
10.SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
5820 Turf (l") 1110 E. Pine (3/4") 
1040 Everett (3/4") 121 N. 12th (3/4"} 
2501 So. 5th (3/4") 244-246 So. Hayes (3/4") 
334 Franklin (3/4") 
King & Harrison 
W. Eldredge tt.0.P. Park (2") 
830 Jefferson ( 3/4") 
127 N. 12th (3/4") 
131 N. 10th (3/4") 
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HAIN LINE WORK; 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MAY 1983 
Alameda Road: Install new main •. Pipe layed: 90'. of 6" ductile iron. Installed 1-6" plug. 
During the month of May 346,405,000 gallons of water was produced frOITI the system, 
or 11,174,355 gallons per dai produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 102,904,000 286.5 lbs. 
Well 11 2 44,947 ,DOD 146,5 lbs. 
Well 112 25,064,00D 69.0 lbs, 
Well #16 16,768,000 39 .5 1 bs. 
Well #18 9,232,000 27.0 lbs. 
. Wel 1 #21 15,182 ,ooo 50.0 lbs. 
Well #22 l O ,270 ,ooo . 28.0 lbs. 
Well #27 17,437,000 60.5 lbs. 
Well #28 8,870,000 25.5 lbs. 
Wel 1 #29 13,568,000 31.0 lbs. 
Well #32 62,578,000 169.5 lbs. 
Cree Well 17,638,000 000.0 1 bs. 
West Bench Booster 5641000 000.5 1 bs; 
346,405,000 933.5 lbs. 
This figure is 55,250,000 less than last May. Based on the population figure of 
46,736 there was 239.1 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,350,000 gallons of water using 9 lbs of chlorine and 43 
man hours. 
10 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
So. 2nd & Fredregill 2607 So. 2nd 720 So. 19th 
Pole Line & Alameda 
1436 So. 2nd 
So. 2nd (Ross Park) 
1300 So. 2nd 
510 So. 2nd 
1458 So. 2nd 
1655 So. 5th 
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MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTMENT 1-()NTIILY REPORT 
JUNE 1983 
Alameda Road: Insta)led .new main. Pipe layed: 662' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 3-6' 
Dresser butterfly valves, 1-6" tee, 2-6" Kennedy tapping valves, 1-6" tapping sl,~eve, 2-r j 
solid sleeves, 3-valve boxes, 1-6" 11¼ 0 bend, 1-6" 22½ 0 bend, 1-6" 90° bend, 1-8,'.'x 6" f 
tapping .sleeve, 1-6" plug. Made 2" chlorination tap. ' 
Washington Street: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 627' of 6" ductile iron, 5' 
of 4" ductile iron. Installed: 2-6" Dresser butterfly valves, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 
1-6" Pacific States fire hydrant, 1-6" tee, 4-valve boxes, 1-4" Dresser valve, 1-4" tee, 
1-6" 90° bend~ 6"x 4" reducer. 
,' 
During the month of June 553,154,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 
or 18,438,467 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 100,735,000 271.0 lbs. 
Well # 2 35,903,000 117.0 lbs. 
Well N 3 46,607,000 123.5 lbs. 
Well #10 1,581,000 5.0 lbs. 
Well #12 53,084,000 151.0 lbs. 
Well #16 43,819,000 108. 5 1 bs. 
Well #18 ·17,983,000 60.5 lbs. 
Well #21 17,799,000 60.5 lbs. 
Well /122 32,392,000 94.0 lbs. 
Well /127 37,115,000 106.0 lbs, 
Well #28 21,165,000 68.0 lbs. 
Wel 1 1129 45,367,000 128.0 lbs. 
Well 1/32 62,661,000 177.0 lbs. 
Well N33 11,903,000 23.5 lbs. 
PIP Well 7,953,000 21.5 lbs. 6939 ~ 
Monthly Report (cont.) 








This figure is 106,682,000 less than last June. Based on the population figure of 
46,736 there was 394.5 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,976,000 gallons of water us1ng 4.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
32 man hours. 
5 W\IN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
235 Hewlett 725 W. Bonneville 415 W. Gould 
255 Hyde 
1 NEW SERVICE INSTALLED at the .following location; 
549 Stansbury (1") 
11 SERVICES were RENEWED at the foll owing 1 ocations: 
638 So. Arthur (3/4") 3201 Pole Line (1 11 ) 
1257 Walnut (3/4") 845 Washington (3/4") 
308 N. 9th (3/4") 1020 E. Lander (3/4") 
320 N. Grant (3/4") 956 N. Garfield (3/4") 
·23 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
710 Hemlock (3/4") 1045 N. Harrison (1/2") 
1128 N. Grant (3/4") 162 So. 15th (1') 
925 So. 4th (2") 156 Toponce (1") 
647 Swisher (3/4") 
4944 Mohawk (2") 
1800 Garrett Way (3/4") 
1020 E. Lander (3/4") 
3187 Pole Line (H") 
Opal & Broadway (2-1 ") 
636 E. Hayden (1/2") 
1065 Patsy (3/4") 
9S0 N. Grant (3/4") 
6201 Old Ranch Road (1 ") 
658 W. Shennan (3/4") 
1018 N. Main (3/4") 
208 So. 13th (3/4") 
114 So. 17th (3/4") 
819 N. 12th ( 1/2") 
317 So. 3rd ( 1/2") 
2265 H1skey (3/4") 
647 Swisher (3/4") 
4580 Stockman (l ") 
956 N. Grant (3/4") 
17 SERVICES were RENEWED & HOOKED TO NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
174 Washington (3/4") 186 Washington (3/4") 196 Washington (3/4 ") 
195 Washington (3/4") 193 Washington (3/4") 189 Washington (3/4") 
181 Washington (3/4") 166 Washington (3/4") 168 Washington (3/4") 
157 Washington (3/4") 145 Washington (3/4") 128 Washington (3/4") 
130 Washington (3/4") 136 Washington (3/4") 148 Washington (3/4") 
137 Washington (3/4") 135 Washington (3/4") 
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MAIN LIHE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JULY 1983 
Country Club Drive: Replace main line. Pipe_ layed: 330' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 





200 & 300 Block Washington: Replace main lin,e._ Capital Improvement Project: Pipe layed: { 
1,361' of 6" and 54' of 8" due ti 1 e iron. Installed: 1-4" tapping valve, 1-4'' Mueller 
tapping sleeve, 1-4" 90° bend, 1-4"x 611 reducer, 1-6" Kennedy tapping valve, 1- 10"x 6" 
tapping sleeve, 1-6" 90° bend, 2-6" Dresser butterfly valves, 2-8" Dresser butterfly valv 
1-6" Pacl°f1c States fire hydrant, ·1-B 11 x 611 cross fitting, 1-8"x 611 tee, 1-lO">e 8" reduce1 
1~10" solid sleeve, 1-8" coupling, 1-6" ·fire hydrant valve, 4-valve boxes. 
315 W. Center: Made 4" tap on 8" roain for fire line. 
Dunn & South 5th: Replace section of main line. Pipe layed: 6' of 4" ductile iron. 
Installed: 2·4"x 12" solid sleeves, 4-4" rings, 4-gaskets. 
During the month of July 708,656,000 gallons of water was produced from the system, 
or 22,859,871 gallons per day produced from the following sources •. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 99,440,000 294.0 lbs. 
Well # 2 36,584,000 113.5 l)ls. 
Well I# 3 72,377,000 190.0 lbs. 
Well #10 42,472,000 122.0 lbs. 
Well #12 68,713,000 189.5 lbs. 
Well #16 47,758,000 109.0 lbs. 
Well na 19,517,000 65.0 lbs. 
Well 1121 23,566,000 68.0 lbs. 
Well #22 34,419,000 100.0 lbs. 


































This figure is 23,873,000 more than last July. Based on the population figure of 
46,736 there was 489.1 gallons of water per person per day produced frO!ll the system. 
Airport production was 5,714,000 gallons of water using 9.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
35 man hours. 
3 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1900 Blk. So. 2nd 2000 8lk. So. 2nd 
1 NEW SERVICE was INSTALLED at the following location: 
4320 Stockman (3/4") 
16 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
1302 So. 4th (3/4") 805 Cahina (3/4") 
120 So. 12th (3/4") 604 N. 12th (3/4"} 
1442 So. 3rd (3/4") 1056 E. Lander (3/4") 
317 W. Carson (3/4") 
728 llog,.;ood (3/4") 
436 So. Hayes (3/4") 
315 W. Center (1") 
386 Pershing (3/4") 
27 SERVICES were REPAIREll at the following locations: 
1007 E. Fremont (1/2") 111 N. 2nd (l") 
406 So. 7th (l") 746 Cherry (3/4") 
949 Fairbanks (1/2") 722 Cherry ( 3/4") 
438 Crescent (3/4") 851 So. 5th (1") 
240 II. Garfield (2") 734 Hubbard (3/4") 
323 No. Main (l/2") 438 McCol1111ck (3/4") 
1030 E. Sublette (l") 
331 N. Johnson (1/2") 
1821 E. Clark (I") 
1080 Howard (3/4") 
1010 Cahi na ( 3/4 ") 
3106 So. 5th (1 ") 
526 Randolph 
255 Franklin (3/4 11 ) 
1324 E. Hayden (3/4") 
1038 E. Lander (3/4") 
705 N. 11th (1") 
150 Roosevelt (3/4") 
734 Hubbard (3/4") 
· 727 E. Sherman (·2") 
1229 Zener (1/2'') 
536 W. Wh1tman (1/2") 
240 No. 13th (l/2") 
1326 So. 2nd (3/4") 
5928 Hilo (3/4") 
623 So. 9th ( 1/2") 




City of Pocatello • Water Department 
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MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
AUGUST 1983 
400, 500 & 600 Blocks Washington: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed; 1,798' of 
6'' ductile iron. Installed: 1-4" Dresser butterfly v~lve, 1-4" tee, 1-4'' 90° bend, 1-
6"x 4" reducer, 1- 6" Kennedy tapping valve, 1-6" tapping sleeve, 1-6'.' Pacific States 
fire hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 1-6" tee, 1-6". Dresser butterfly valve, I-valve b 
During the month of August 630,764,000 gallons of water was produced from the syste· 
or 20,347,226 gallons per day produced from the following sources • 
Surface Supplies 
Well # 2 
Well # 3 
Wel 1 #10 




Wel 1 #22 
Well #27 
Well #28 






































103 •. 0 lbs. 










. . • 
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~· . . g~re·is 45,681,000 less than last August. Based on the population figure 
t,,f. , ... 
there was 435,4 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
,~ ;; 
~lrport production was 5,241,000 gallons of water using 13,5 lbs. of chlorine and 
!Ml' " 
n;.hours. 
''1 . ' 
::...,.: 3iwuN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: ...... 
' Mohawk & Mohawk Lane Elm & Sorenson 
' 9 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1989 So. Grant (l") 5925 Evergreen (J/4") 
840 w. Cedar (1") 518 E. Poplar (3/4") 
Poplar & Washington (3/4") 511 E·. Poplar (3/4") 
11 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
166-68 Randolph (3/4") 907 Garfield (3/4") 
918 E- Center (1") 772 Bryan (3/4") 
507 N, Lincoln (3/4") 935 W. Young (3/4") 
1154 So, 4th (1") 404 So. 11th (3/4") _ 
172 So. 15th 
1180 Wlllard (3/4") 
470 E. Poplar (3/4") 
586 Washington (3/4") 
526 W. Sherman (3/4") 
503 So. _Lincoln (3/4") 
3520 Hawthorne (3/4") 
33 SERVICES were RE~EWED AND HOOKED TO THE NEW ~,AIN at the following locations: 
453 E. Elm (3/4") 409 Washington (3/4") 440 Washington (3/4") 
420 Washington (3/4") 410 Washington, (3/4") 400 Washington (3/4") 
485 Washington ( 3/4") 495 Washington (3/4") 498 Washington (3/4") 
486 Washi_ngton (3/4 11 ) 480 Washington (3/4") 429 Was.hington (2-1") 
685 Washington ( 3/4 ") 692 Washington ( 3/4") 469 Cedar (3/4") 
675 Washington (3/4") 686 Washington ( 3/4") 682 Washington (3/4") 
655 Washington (3/4") 661 Washington ( 3/4") 644 washington (3/4") 
645 Washington (3/4") 635 Washington (3/4"). 506 E. Poplar (3/4") 
620 Washington ( 3/4 ") 569 Washington (3/4") 595 Washington ( 3/4") 
575 Washington (3/4") 559 Washington (3/4") 578 Washington (3/4") 
552 Washington (3/4") 562 Washington (3/4") 
5 SERVICES were HOOKED TO THE NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
488 Washington 455 Washington 630 Washington 
636 Washington 585 Washington 
13 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations:, 
1375 Ridge (3/4"} 84B Bitterroot (3/4") 
1065 So. Main (3/4") 1455 E. Center (1/2") 
144 N. 13th (3/4") 1388 Ridge (1/2") 
841 So. 9th ( 1/2"} 
1031 Fairbanks (3/4") 
449 W. Benton (1/2") 
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MA IN LINE WORK: 
. WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
SEPTEMBER 1983 
.·.. ' 
• • •• •; _. I 
Wash1ngton Street: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 49' of 6" ductile iron. 
Installed: l-6" tapping valve, 1-6" solid sleeve. 
400 Block Walnut: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 207' of 6" ductile iron, 
54' of 811 ductile iron. Iristalled: 1-Bu solid sleeve. 
700 & 800 Blocks of Jefferson: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 1,231' of 6" 
ductile iron. Installed: 6-6" Dresser butterfly valves, 2-6" Pacific States fire hydra, 
2-6" f1re hydrant valves, 3-6" tees, .1-lO"ll 6'' reducer, 6-Valve boxes. 
During the month of September ·soB,470,000 gallons of water was produced from the .. 
system, or 16,949,000 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GAllONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies · 91,671,000 263.0 lbs. 
Well fl 2 33,603,000 110.5 lbs. 
Well # 3 47,968,000 132.5 lbs. 
Well #12 51,245,000 121.5 lbs. 
Well #16 50,615,000 148.5 lbs. 
Well na 69,108,000 203.5 lbs. 
Well 121 23,549,000 67. 5 lbs. 
Well 1122 33,112,000 92. 5 1 bs. 
Well 127 31,424,000 · 84.Q lbs. 
Well 121l 18,845,000 68.0 lbs. 
Well l¥29 28,884,000 73.5 lbs. 
PIP Well 10,331,000 25.0 lbs. 
Cree Wel 1 16,B99,000 000.0 lbs. 
West Bench Booster 1,216,000 7.5lbs. 
SOB,470,000 1,397.5 lbs. 
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MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
OCTOBER 1983 
Jefferson Street: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 262' of 6" ductile 1ron. 
Installed: 2-6" solid sleeves, 3-6" Dresser butterfly valves, 1-6" tee, 1-6" coupling, 
3-va 111e boxes. 
City Creek & Skyline Dr.: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 2,646' of 12'~ 
ductile iron. Installed: 3-12" Pratt butterfly valves, 2-12" solid sleeves, 1-12"22½ 0 
bend, 1-6" Pacific States f,re hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 1-12" 45° bend, 3-valve 
boxes, 1-12"x 6" cross with 6" plug. Made 2" chlorination tap. 
During the month of October 253,095,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 8,164,355 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surface· Suppl 1es 
Well # 2 
Well 116 
Well *18 
Wel 1 121 
Well 122 
Wel 1 f/27 
Well D28 
Cree Well 
West Bench Booster 














12,174,000 more than last October. 






. 6.5 lbs. 
189.0 lbs. 




Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 174.7 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,722,000 gallons of water using 7.5 lbs. of chlorine and 






City of Pocatello • Water Department 
P.O. lfoz 4Hi!I • !1112 I·:. Slirr111m1 • l'ol'<llrllo. 1<111/w 8.1201 • (21/M 2:J2.n1 I 
MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER 1983 
City Creek & Skyline Drive interconnect. Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 
138' of 12" ductile iron. Installed: 1-90° bend, 1-12" coupling. 
During the month of November 222,409,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,413,633 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surface supplies 























45. o 1 bs. 
149.5 lbs. 
15.0 lbs. 
639, o 1 bs, 
This figure is 2,993,000 more than last November. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 158.6 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 1,747,000 gallons of water using 5 lbs. of chlorine and 31 
man hours. 
5 MAlN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
800 E. Walnut Park & Cedar 1st & Putnman 
767 Birch Fredregill & So. 2nd 
3 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1150 N. 8th (3/4") Fremont & Johnson (2"l(Parks Department) 
Blk 1 Lot 16 & 17 Tech Farm Road (3/4") 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTIILY REPORT 
DECEMBER 1983 
During the month of December 229,270,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,395,807 gallons per day produced frOlll the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 92,528,000 280.5 lbs. 
Well I 2 46,768,000 146.5 lbs. 
Well na 1,379,000 5.0 lb,s 
Well #21 142,000 000.0 lbs. 
a 
Well #27 36,570,000 119.5 lbs. 
Well #32 31,169,0QO 91.5 lbs. · 
Cree Well 16,416,000 000.0 lbs. 
West Bench Booster 4,298 1000 17,0 lbs. 
229,270,000 660.0 lbs. 
This figure is 8,269,000 mor.e than last December. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 158.2 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 1,970,000 gallons of water using 8 lbs. of chlorine and 31 
man hours. 
2 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
769 Myrtle 475 Yellowstone 
1 SERVICE was RENEWED at the following location: 
1016 Gray (3/4") 
4 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1227 Ridge {1/2") 907 Belmont (1/2") 
1000 Pocatello Creek (l") 




City of Pocatello • Water Department 
l'.O. n11x n6!! • !!02 I:, S/r,nn,.11 • Pornt,1/r,, t,ln/111 R,1201 • (20R/ 2.12-4,1/ I 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JANUARY 1984 
During the month of January 240,890,000 gallons of water was produced from.the 
system, or 7,770,645 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surface Supplies 





Cree Wel 1 















2. O 1 bs. 
23. 5 1 bs. 
190.5 lbs. 
000. O 1 bs. 
17.5 lbs. 
684. o 1 bs. 
This figure is 13,421,000 more than last January. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there was 166.3 gallons of water per ~erson per day produced from the ~ystem. 
Airport production was 3,013,000 gallons of water using B.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
97 man hours. 
7 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
2360 So. 2nd 
2nd & Fredregill 
806 So. 4th 
NO 'NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED. 
160 So. 17th 
800 Blk. So. 2nd 
4 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
334 N. Main (3/4") 1325 Paramount (1") 
746 Bryan (3/4") 
6 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
616 W. Cedar (3/4") 209 E. Lewis (2") 
125 N. Garfield (l!") 436 Fairmont (1/2") 
1305 Paramount 
658 So. 1st 
1452 So. 3rd (3/4") 
186 Washington (3/4") 
1040 E. Hayden (1/2") 
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P.O. Bux 4/69 • 9112 F. • • %,mum• P.1r11trll11. ld,1/111 8,120/ • (U/8) 2,12·43I I 
IIIAUR DEPARl!:ll!ENI!: IDl'lNt!:!l.C!J REPl'lRl!: 
.FEBRUARlt 1984 
Durinn hhe mon~h nr February 219,405,000 nallnns of water ll)as µrniluce~ from ~he 
syshem, or 7,565,690 gallons per oay produceo rrum hhe fallowing sources. 
CiACCl!lN.11 PJll'.'DI.ICED .CB.ll. l!l.F CII.Cl!lRlNE 
.llurface jlupplies 90,465,000 271.5 lbs. 
!Dell II 2 43,384,000 142.0 lbs. 
!Dell #21 391,000 1.5 lbs. 
/Dell N27 1,984,000 6.5 lbs. 
IDell #32 62,772,000 18_4 .o lbs. 
tree IDel l 15,981,000 000.0 lbs. 
roesb Bench Boosher 4,42s,ooo · 18.0 lbs. 
219,405,000 623.5 lbs. 
this fiRure 1s ·22,804,000 more hhan lash .February. Baseo on hhe population fiuure 
of 46,736 hhere was 161.9 gallons nf water per person per ilau proiluceo from hhe susl!ern. 
Airpnrh proouchian was 2,706,000 gallons of ll)aber using 7.5 lbs. nf chlorine ano 
72 man hours. 
6 mAlN CINE .CEAI<ll were REPAIRED ah hhe fallllWing locations: 
314 JD. Clark 1238 N. main Pine & !lyoe 
2no & .Freoregill 111 Princeton 1528 :;in. 41!h 
2 NEJD .l!EROIW were INSl!:ACCED ah hhe following locahions: 
535 E. Bonneville (1 "} lsh Aue. & C Slhreeh (Alrporh} (2"} 
4 :;JEROlCE:il were RENE]l)ED ah the follnwing locations: 
420 E. Hallioay (3/4"} 1240 i!ener (3/4"} 
1322 millaro (3/4"} 
6 SEROICES were REPAIRED 
513 N. 12hh (1/2") 
638 )!a. 9hh. (1/2") 
ah the fallowing locahions: 
1333 N. main (1 ") 
866 w. teoar Cl¼"} 
1545 .llo. 3ro (3/4") 
518 Rilrersioe (1") 
122 .Cou Cl¼"} 
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IDAEER DEPAlltmENt IINJNtHC~ REP~!lt 
!l'AllCH 1964 
During the 111(!11hh of march 232, 129.,000 gallons of mater mas pranu.cd from the 
system, or 7,488,032 gallons per nay proilu.cen from !:he fnllaming saun:es. 
GACOONil POODUCJ:D CB$. ©1 CRt:eRlNE 
jurface jupplies 95,685,000 299.0 lbs. 
Ill.ell fl 2 46,621,000 144 .o lbs. 
!l!ll 11 1/27 4,931,000 17 .o lbs. 
lll!!ll 1/32 63,100,000 192.0 lbs. 
Crn. !Dell 17,023,000 OOOcO lbs. 
mest Ben~h BOllster 41769 1000 18.0 lbs. 
232,129,000 670.0 lbs. 
this figure is 5,298,000 llltlre 1:han last march. Baseu an the population figure 
of 46,736 there ll)as 160.2 gallons of water per person per na!J prnoucen from the S!)s!Jem. . . . . ' . . 
·Airport pranucl:ian was 3,oeo,ooo gallons of water using s.o lbs. of chlorine anu 
101 man hours. 
4 ll'IAlN £IN£ CEAK.ll mere REFAl!lED at the follaming locations: 
2nil Ii Dillon 
1st: Ii Goulii 
2 Nl!lD $ERQIW werce llf.i!!l:At:CED at the follaming lacaHons: 
930 Bern.iman (3/4") 
4 ,liEli"lCE.ll mere RENElllED al: 
275 Hyoe (3/4") 
746 £11111111 (3/4") 
31-33 :nat:eau (1 ") 
the falloaiing lacat:ians: 
950 Park (3/4") 
11 ,liERl!ICEl! mere REPAIRED at !:he fall®ing local:ians: 
544 jla. 61:h (3/4") 626 Ill. Carson (3/4") 
1227 ja. 4th (l'l) 
2646 casUe Peak Jilag (3/4") 
114 ;3tanforil (1") 
764 Birch (1/2") 
1948 Anita (1 ") 
2104 N. ll\ain (31.,4") 
12as M. main 
419 E. Dunn (3/4") 
2777 llan:ia (1 ") 
2203 Garrett~~ ~1{) 
255 io. tlarflett.91'½") 
' ' ' ~
-
City of Pocatello •. Water Department 
P.O. lJt,z 41011 • 1102 It S/1rrmm1 • l't1rt1le//1~ ltlttlw 113201 • 121/H! 232-431 I 
li'.l\IN £1l'I£ J!'©l!K 
lllAU:R l>:EPAAi':mENi': !WNClC!I REP0Rt 
APRIC 1984 
S0Ut!I SEtl!lll!>: 1rrigab inn llt'l;lj eel!. Piµe la,1eih 208 • af ~" gal\!., 3197' of 
4" P.1'.t. 1nsballeo: 17-4" 90° beno, i7-4" hes, 17-4 11 irrigaHan \!al\!es, 
3-4" m.j. l:ees, 1-26" casl: wheel val\!e, 1-4" 90° m.j. beni), 1-4" 45° beno, 
rings ano gaskets, 
During !!he 1111lnl!h a!' April 24,4,.029,000 gallans of wat.er was prm)ucei'l from 
the sysl!em, or 8,134,300 gallons per nay praouceo from the fallaming_snurces. 
!li\CC0NS P!WDUCED £BS. llF C!ICOOINE 
Surface Supplies 89,415,QOO 27?.0 lbs. 
Jllell H 2 45,226,000 146.5 lbs. 
melt I 1s 5,231,000 21.0 lbs. 
men I 21 4,818,000 13.0 lbs. 
!llell I 22 13.,687,000 42.0· lbs. 
Well f 27 361,000 1.0 lb. 
meu # 32 64,746,000 200.5 lbs. 
Cree mell 16,568,000 000.0 lbs. 
mest Bl!ltch Boaster 319771000 15.0 lbs. 
244,029,000 111.0 lbs. 
i':bis figure is 9,365,000 11Ulre l!han lasl! April. Basen an the populal!inn 
figure af 46,736 !!here was 174.0 !!i!llons af 1Vaber per person per oall proouceil 
fram 1:he sysbem. 
Airport pnulm:tian was 2,724,000 gallons of wal!er using 7 .5 lbs. af chlorine 
ana 48 man hours. 
6952 
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City of Pocatello • Water Department 
/'.O. Hur 41/i!I • 902 F.. Slwrmm, • l'orntdfo. lda/w 832/ll • /208} 232·43I I 
MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT IIKJNTHLY REPORT 
. MAY 1984 
6th & Dunn: Irrigation project. Pipe layed: 360' of 4" ductile. Installed 
l' of 3/4" copper, 3-45° bend, 1-4" tapping saddle, 1-3/4" corp. stop, 1-3/4" 
curb- stop. 
1000 Block West Freoont; Pipe layed: 108' of 4" cast iron. Installed: 1-4" 
Pratlt butterfly valve, 1-4" tapping saddle, 1-4" ground out solid sleeve, 
1-4" solid sleeve. 
300 Block Walnut Street:· C~i,ital improvement project. Pipe layed: 292' of 
· 8" ductile. Installed: 2-8" solid sleeves, chlorination tap. Flush chlorine 
through serv1ce lfnes and flre hydrant., 
4122 Yellowstone: Made 2-6" taps on 611 main for fire line. (April) 
During the month of May 382,794,000 gallons of water was produced from 
the system, or 12,348,193 gallons per day produced from the following soµrces. 
Surface Supplies & Well 
Well ii 2 


































' Monthly Report 
Wel 1 #29 
Well #32 
· Cree We 11 


















This figure is 36,389,000 mre than last May. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there was 264.2 gallons of water per person per day produced 
from the system. 
Airport production was 3,241,000 gallons. of water using 9.0 lbs. of 
chlorine and 35 man hours •. 
5 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
200 Block So. 3rd 1545 So. 2nd 1500.Block So. 2nd 
525 Franklin So. 2nd - 88' No. of Fredregill 
5 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
''"'.1240 Wilson (3/4") ,. 4242 Tech Farm Raad (3/4") •333 Sa. Third (l¼"l 
~1002 Samuel [2-1" l 
8 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
716 Dagwood [3/4") 
834 Lott (3/4") 
138 McKinley (3/4 11 ) 
the following locations: 
532 So. Johnson (3/4") 
705 So. Harrison '(3/4") 
1018 Meadowbrook (3/4") 
361 Parkway (3/4") 
1036-37 E. Center (3/4") 
3 SERVICES were RENEWED AND HOOKED TO THE NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
320 Walnut (3/4") 394! Warren (3/4") 398 rlarren (3/4") 
24 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1515 E. Terry (2") 505 No. Grant ( 1/2") 
125 So. 13th ( 1/2") 
354 So. 7th (1/2") 
31 Harvard (1") 
1135 So. 4th (1/2") 
766 Myrtle (3/4") 
921 Bryan (1/2") 
1048 Oolbeer (3/4") 
834 Lott (1/2") 
492 Franklin (1/2") 
1885 Jean (3/4") 
1035 E. Center (3/4") 
3830 Nora (1/2") Rep. twice 
728 No. Harrison (1/2") 
2161 Horizon (3/4 11 ) 
223 No. 12th (1/2") 
3560 Hawthorne (1/2") 
2256 Douglas (3/4") 
767 w. Cedar (l/2") 
560 So. Arthur (1 11 ) 
747 So. 3rd (3/4") Blk 1 lot 8 Cedar Lake Sub. (l") 
6954 
City of Pocatello • Water Department 
P.O. Rox 4/6!J • !JIJ2 I·:. Sl1rr111n11 • Pm·111rl/,,. ltl11lw H:/2111 • (Um) 2:/2-431 I 
HAIN LINE WORK 
WATER OEPAllTME-':T Vi.JriTHL Y REPORT 
,ltJNE 1934 
Pine Street - Jefferson to Hyrle: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 
1670' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 14-Valve boxes, 11-6" Pratt.butterfly 
valves, 1-6" Dresser butterfly valve, 1-6" tapping valve, 1-6" fire hydrant 
valve, 1-6" fire hydrant, 8-6" tees, 2-6" 90° bend, 1-6" tapping sleeve, 1-6" 
cross, 1-6" push in plug, 1-6" solid sleeve, l"'."6x4 reducer, 1-stee_l to cast 
coupling, chlorination tap. Flush chlorine through new main and serivice lines. 
During the ironth of June 542,362,000 gallons of water was produced from 
the system, or 18,078,733 gallons, per day produced 
Surface supplies & Well 1130 
Well # 2 


































from _the following sources. 
LBS. OF CHLORINE 
245.5 lbs. 
• .81.0 lbs. 






87 .0 lbs. 




4 .• 5 lbs. 
19.5 lbs. 
ooo .o 1 bs. 
53.0 lbs. 
1,509.5 1 bs. 
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.• 111y Report (cont . .,...· -2-
This figure is 10,792,000 less than last June. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there was 386.8 gallons of water per person per day produced 
from the system. 
Airport production was 5,037,000 gall_ons ofwater using 18.0 lbs. of 
chlorine and 71 man hours. 
8 MAUI LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
431 Jefferson 124 Valleyview 1007 E. Sublette 
1053 E. Pine Walnut & Filmore 1200 Blk. So. 2nd 
35 Weste~lo . 1452 So. 3rd 
13 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
740 Dogwood (3/4") 410 Crescent (3/4") 
907 Gray (3/4") 802 W. Fremont (3/4") 
830 W. Fremont (3/4") 
123 No. Hayes ( 3/4") 
1207 So. 3rd (3/4") 
1135 McKinley (3/4") 
185 Randolph (3/4") 
945 Brennan (3/4") 
820 W. Fremont (3/4") 
1001 Meadowbrook (3/4") 
240 Filmore (3/4") 
6 SERVICES were RENEWED AND HOOKED TO THE NEW MAIN at the following locations; 
919 E. Pine (3/4") 957 E. Pine (3/4") _.1019.E. Pine (3/4") 
1150 E. Pine (3/4") 494 Fai_nnont (3/4~) 500 filmore (3/4") 
4 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO NEW MAIN at the following locations;. 
967 E. Pine (3/4") 1053 E. Pine (3/4") 500 Filmore (l" su11111er line) 
1164 E. Pine (3/4") 
29 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
746 E. Center (l '') _907 Everett (3/4") 
921 Bryan (1/2" i 720 Ebony ( 1/2") 
4230 Stockman (1") 331 Mo; 13th (1/2") 
120 So. Main (2") 605 So. 11th (3/4") 
971 Gray (1/2") 755 So. 4th (3/4") 
920 Centennial Circle 
1452 So. 3rd ( 3/4 ") 
1216 No. Arthur ( 3/4") 
3977 Hawthorne (li") 
921 So. 4th (2" l 
FIRE HYDRANT M. & 0, 
(3/4") 405 Northland (l/2") 
1535 Troy Lane (3/4") 
219 E. Sutter (3/4") 
1226 No. Arthur ( 3/4") 
1510 Bench Road (2 ") 
Johnson & Wyeth - Replace gate gasket 
17th & Bonneville - Replace gate gasket and bonnet 
1016 Sagewood ( H") 
205 So. 3rd (3/4") 
235 So. 18th (l") 
1137 E. Halliday (3/4") 
316 E. Humbo l t ( l/2") 
We 11 ¥2-Ross Park ( l") 
452 E. Cedar (3/4") 
927 Cahoon ( 3/4") 
306 E. Humbolt (3/4") 
6956 
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MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JULY 1984 
Pine Street - Jefferson to Hyde: Capital lmpr·ovement project. Pipe layed: 
68' of 6" ductile iron, 14' of 4" ductile iron. Installed: 2-6" gate valves, 
1-4" Dresser butterfly valve, 3-valve boxes, 2-6" tees, ~-6" 90° bends, 1-4" 
90° bend, 3-4x6" reducer, 3-4" coupling adapters, 3-4" steel to cast coupl_ings. 
Walnut' Street - Harren to Jefferson: Capital improvement project. Pipe 
layed: · 1127' · of 8 11 ductile iron. Instal ied: 6-8" sol id sleeves, 3-8" 
Dresser butterfly valves, 3-valve boxes, l-8x6" cross, 1-8" solid sleeve 
plug, 1-8" m.j. plug; chlorination tap. Flush chlorine through new main 
and service 11-nes. 
Randolph Avenue - Oak to Cedar: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 
.864' of ~i, ductile iron. Installed: 1-6,; tapping valve, 1-6" .gate valve, 
2-valve· boxes, 1-6" tapping sle~ve. 
During the month of July 765,850,000 gallons of water was produced from 
the system, or 24,704,838 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface supplies & Well #30 74,543,000 710.0 lbs. 
Well # 2 3g,11s,ooo 122.5 lbs .. 
\·/ell # 3 67,673,000 160.0 lbs. 
We 11 1110 33,711,000 118.5 lbs. 
Well #12 86,867,000 249.0 lbs. 
Well #16 68,320,000 201.5 lbs. 
Well #18 20,780,000 76.0 lbs. 
Well #21 28,114,000 70.5 lbs. 
Well #22 34,870,000 111.0 lbs. 
Hell #27 42,891,000 136,0 lbs. 
~ 6957 




We 11 #32 
We 11 1133 . 
PIP Wel 1 
Cree Well 









23 ,0911 ,DOD 
765,850,000 
LBS. OF CHLORINE 
81.5 lbs, 
211.0 lbs. 
115 .0 lbs. 






This figure is 57,194,00D more than last July. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there were _528.6 gallons of water per person per day produced 
from the system. 
Airport production was 4,781,000 gallons of water using 12.5 lbs of 
chlorine and 39 man hours. 
9 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: . 
458 H. Custer 1000 Block No. Garfield J238 No. Hain 
70D Blo~k Ho. Arthur 
6D0 Block Wayne 
Arlington & Johnny Creek 
1D55 Gray 
5 NEW SERVICES were !NSTALLEO at the following locations: 
968 Northga te 
Stanford & Harvard 
··1626 No. Harrison (3/4") , 733 E. Sublette (3/4") · · 1002 Samuel (l") 
'930 Broadway (3/4") '966 Meadowbrook. (3/4") /)),, J, , • .,} • '-:,,,.,1 l.,,, i;,r,,,J .,,,;, ,, 0 •,:rr-
8 SERVICES were RE~EWED at the following locations: 
170 Fullerway (3/4") 932 Berryman (3/4") 941 Wayne (3/4 11 ) 
833 Eldredge (3/4") 935 Wayne (3/4") . 231 So. Hayes (3/4") 
1315 R1dge (3/4") 526 No. 15th (3/4") 
22 SERVICES were RENEWED AND HOOKED TO THE NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
559 E. Walnut (3/4") 1115 E. P1ne (3/4") 1252 E. Pine (3/4") 
1153 E. Pine (3/4") 493 Hyde (3/4") 398 Park (3/4") 
108 Randolph (3/4") 100 Randolph (3/4") 111 Randolph (3/4") 
108¼ Randolph (3/4•) 120 Randolph (3/4") 125 Randolph (3/4") 
' . 
141 Randolph (3/4") 
156-158 Randolph (3/4") 
198 Randolph (3/4") 
221 Rando 1 ph ( 3/4") 
152 Randolph (3/4") 155 Randolph (3/4") 
176 Randolph (3/4") 204 Randolph (3/4") 




City of Pocatello • Water Department 
l'.0. n,,, +Hi!}• !)f}2 f:. Slirrnurn • l'nrnlel/r,. 1,lulw s:12m • /WIii 2.12.+,11 I 
MAIN LINE WORI< 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
AUGUST 1964 
Randolph Avenue - Oak to Cedar, Capital ~mprovement project. Pipe 
layed: 1842 1 of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 7-6" gate valves, 2-
.6" fire hydrant valves, 9-valve boxes, 2-6x.6" tees, 1-6" cross, 
2-6" solid sleeve, 2-fire hydrants, 1-6" steel coup. made into a 
plug. 
During the month of August 526,171,000 gallons of water was 
produced from the system, or 17,037, 774 gallons pe~ day produced 
from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
surface supplies . 86,935,000 617.0 lbs. 
Well 112 30,391,000 95.0 lbs. 
Well 113 66,950,000 186.0 lbe. 
Well /HO 321,000 1.0 lb. 
Well 1112 36,100,000 98.5 lbs. 
Well 11.16 60,549,000 177. 0 lbs. 
Well 1118 10,522,000 32.5 lbs. . 
Well #21 30,347,000 86.5 lbs. 
Well 1122 33,987,000 79.5 lbs. 
Well #27 29,357,000 92.5 lbs. 
Well 1128 11,943,000 44.0 lbs. 
Well #29 25, 708,00-0 71. 5 lbs. 
Well #31 2,676,000 5.5 lbs. 
Well 1132 67,050,000 201.5 lbs. 
PIP Well 3,480,000. 9.0 lbs. 
Cree Well 17,799,000 o.o lbs. 
West Bench Booster 14,054,000 48.5 lbs. -.6959 
528,171,000 2,0~7.5 lbs. 
·, 
. ,chly Report (cont' • -2-
This figure is 102,593,000 less than last August. Based on the 
population figure of 46,736 there were 364.6 gallons of water per person 
per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 4,791,000 gallons of water using 9.5 lbs. of 
chlorine and 41 man hours. 
4 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
958 E, Poplar 
1428 E. Lewis 
13 SERVICES were RENEWED 
llO W·ilson ( 3/4") 
504 w. Eldredge {3/4") 
444 So. 7th (l"J 
255 No. 14th ( 3/4 • J 
727 E. Lewis 
40 SERVICES were .RENEWED 
235 Randolph (3/4") 
256 Randolph ( 3/ 4 •) 
270 Randolph (3/4") 
285 Randolph I 3/ 4") 
334 Randolph ( 3/ 4") 
345 Randolph { 3/4") 
360 Randolph ( 3/ 4") 
370 Randolph ( l") 
393 Randolph (3/4") 
401 Randolph (3/4") 
442 Randolph (3/4") 
456 Randolph (3/4°) 
471 Randolph (3/4") 
810 Walnut (3/4") 
Pine & Hyde Thurston & Maple 
at the following locaitons, 
274 Sorenson (3/4") 712 No. Harrison (3/4") 
135 Jackson (3/4") 917 Fairbanks (3/4") 
1200 No. Harrison (3/4") 1220 No. Harrison (3/4") 
137 Roosevelt (3/4") 821-23-25 Randolph (3/4") 
AND HOOKED TO THE NEW MAIN at the fallowing locatio, 
245 Randolph (3/4") 255 Randolph (3/4") 
257 Randolph (3/4") 262 Randolph (3/4") 
281 Randolph (3/4") 284 Randolph (3/4") 
315 Randolph (3/4") 322 Randolph (3/4" J 
335 Randolph (3/4°) 342 Randolph (3/4") 
346 Randolph (3/4") 355 Randolph ( 3 / 4" ) 
366 Randolph {3/4") 367 Randolph ( 3 / 4" ) 
384 Randolph (3/4") 389 Randolph (3/4") 
397 Randolph (3/4") 398 Rando,l.ph (3/4") 
427 Randolph (3/4") 435 Randolph (3/4") 
446 Randolph (3/4") 452 Randolph (3/4°) 
466 Randolph (3/4") 469 Randolph (3/4°) 
480 Randolph (3/4°) 4139 Randolph (3/4") 
16 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
238 Randolph (3/4") 246 Randolph (3/4") 261 Randolph (3/4") 
306 Randolph ( 3/ 4" ) 310 Randolph (3/4") 321 Randolph (3/4") 
333 Randolph (3/4°) 351 Randolph (3/4") 407 Randolph {3/4°) 
415 Randolph ( 3/ 4' l 418 Randolph (3/4") 431 Randolph (J/40>960 
437 Randolph ( 3/ 4 • ) 452 Randolph (3/4") 477 Randolph {3/4") 
830 Maple (3/4"1 
City of Pocatello • Water Department 
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HAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
SEPTEMBER 1984 
Randolph Avenue - Oak to Cedar: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: l336 • 
of 6" ductile iron, 10' of 4" cast iron. Installed: 2-Yalve bo1tes, 2-6" fire 
hydrant valves, 2-6" fire hydrants, 2-6" tees, 1-6><4'' tee, 1-6" solid sle,eve, 1-
4" solid sleeve. tlade the required chlorination taps and flushed chlorine through 
the.ne~ main and service lines, 
2nd & Benton - tlade 6" tap on B" main for fire line, 
3rd & Benton - Made 4" tap on 6" main for fire line •. 
During the month of September 431,848,000 gallons of water was produced from 
the system., or 14,394,933 gallons per day produced from the follo.,1'ng sources. 
'GALLONS PRODUCED LBS, OP CHLORINE' 
Surface Supplies 93,545,000 1104 .o lbs. 
Well f2 42,610,000 139.S lbs. 
Well 13 12,900,000 38.0 lbs. 
Well '12 27,160,000 7S.O lbs. 
Well #16 38,704,000 109.5 lbs. 
Well 118 13,358,000 44.S lbs. 
Well #21 26,189,000 7S .S lbs. 
Well #22 24,808,000 63:0:lbs. 
\lell 127 23,847,000 -71 :o: lbs. 
Well 128 20,466,000 · 74:o .. 1ns. 
Wdl '29 16,505,000 :45;0:.lbs. 
llell ,n 64,553,000 202.5 lbs. 
PlP llell 142,000 .s lbs. 
Cree Well 17,164,000 o.o lbs. 
West Bench Booster 9,897,000 Jl.S lbs. ·, 
431,848,000 2,073.5 lbs. 
6961 
Monthly Report (cont •. ·- -2-
This figure is 76,622,000 less than last September. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there were 308.0 gallons of water_ per person par day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 3,651,000 gallons.of water using 7.5 lbs. of chlorine 
and 34 man hours. 
4 l'IAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
500 Block Franklin 400 Block Filmore 966 Taney Lane (2) 
1132 So. 4th 
3 NEW SERVICES were 
• 1090 E. Cedar (l\") 
INSTALLED _at the following locations: 
' 1094 E. Cedar (1 \") 
7 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
545 Roosevelt (3/4") 
535 W. Pine (3/4") 
1132 So. 4th (3/4") 
the following locations: 
246 No. 8th (3/4") 
888 Jones (3(4") 
19 SERVICES weTe RENEWED AND HOOKED IO IHE NEW MAIN 
210 ltandolph (3/4") 506 Randolph (3/4") 
526 Randolph (3/4") 540 Randolph (3/4''.) 
556 Randolph (3/4") 576 Randclph (3/4") 
594 Randolph (3/4") 596 Randolph (3/4'') 
640 Randolph (3/4") 64 7 Randolph (3/4") 
664 Randolph (3/4") 672 Randolph (3/4") 
754 Poplar (3/4") 
at the 
··.320 E. Benton (3/4") 
803 E. Clark (l") 
262 Roosevelt (3/4") 
following locations: 
510 Randolph (3/4") 
542 Randolph (3/4") 
590 Randolph (3 ''") 
615 Randolph (3/4!') 
657 Randolph (3/4") 
800 Poplar ( 3/4") 
5 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO IHE NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
556 Randolph (3/4") 615 Randolph (3/4") 685 Randolph (3/4") 
688 Randolph (3/4") 695 Randolph (3/4") 
10 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1856 So. 3rd (3/4 11 ) 2757 Cle11rwater (3/4") 
231 No. 6th ( 1/2") 1555 No. Hauison (l/2'') 
332 No. 5th (l") 1705 No, Main (1/2") 
600 Blk, W, Day (1") 
FIRE HYDRANT M. & 0. 
2221 So. 5th - Repair bToken fire hydrant 
Garfield & Lander - Replace fire hydrant 
770 Myrtle (3/•"l 
1231-33 Holman (l") 
535 Jefferson (3/4") 
Henderson & Kinghorn - Replace broken fiTe hydrant hlt by a car 
, 6962 
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l'IAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT HONTHLY_REPORT 
OCTOBER 1984 
700 I,. 800 Block of Randolph Averiue: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 1008' 
of 6'' ductile iron, Installed: 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 2~6'' gate valves, 3-valve 
boxes 1 l-6
11 solid sleeve, l-6 11 fire hydrant, 1-6" tee. The required chlorination 
taps were made and chlorine was flushed through the new main and service lines, 
Crestview Park Subdivision: Made i.-3/4 11 chlorination taps and 2-6 11 taps on 8" main. 
During the month of October 282,598,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, _or 9,116,064 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surface supplies 





Well l 28 
Well 132 
Cree Well 
















- 18 ,0 lbs, 






282,598,000 1623.5 lbs. 
This figure is 29,503,000 more than last October. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there were 195.0 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 2,281,000 gallons of water using 4.5 lbs. of chlorine 
and 36 _man hours. 
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MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER 19!14 
700 & 800 Block of Randolph Avenue: Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 276' 
of 6" ductih iron. Installed: 1~6" gate valve, 1-6'' fire hydrant valve, 1-6" fire 
hydrant, 2-valve boxes, l-6" tee. The required chlorination taps were made· and chlor-
ine was flushed through the new main and service lines. 
During the month. of November 2 l4, 121,000 gallons o! water was produced from the 
system, or 7,137,367 gallons per day produced from the £allowing sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 92,426,000 1092 .5 lbs. 
Well ,z 44,741,000 150.5 lbs. 
Well 116 1,302,000 3.0 lbs, 
Well '41 105,000 1.0 lbs. 
Well 127 12,972,000 37 .5 lbs. 
Well 132 54,750,000 177 .5 lbs. 
Cree Well 3,055,000 o.o lbs. 
West Bench Booster 4 1 no,ooo 19.5 lbs. 
214;121,000 14!11.5 lbs. 
This figure is 8,288,000 less than last November. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 152.7 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,055,000 gallons of water using 4.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
65 man hours. 
7 MAIN LIN£ ~EAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
651 1,1. Whitman 
974 Wayne (2) 
900 E. Poplar 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
DECEMBER 1984 
During the month of December 214,680,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 6,925,161 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 87,008,000 936.5 lbs. 
Well gz 46,617,000 154,0 lbs. 
Well '18 55,561,000 200.0 lbs, 
Well #27 8,941,000 26.0 lbs. 
Cree Well 12,734,000 o.o lbs. 
West ·aench Booster 3,819,000 10.0 lbs. 
214,680,000 1,326.5 lbs. 
This figure is 14,590,000 less than last December. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 148.l gallons of water per person per day produced from the systeni. 
Airport production was 3,101,000 gallons of water using 6.0 lbs of chlorine and 
31 man hours. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the_ following locations: 
709 Dogwood 
2200 So. 2nd 
1100 Blk. E. Terry 
1039 Deon 
2011 So. 2nd (2) 
4 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
·1"256 Kinghorn (2") 
vsaao Tee (3/4") 
•2249 Cassia (3/4'') 
1 SERVICE was RENEWED at the following location: 
203 Roosevelt (3/4") 
14 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
East Hall r.s.u. ( l ~") 246 No. 18th ( 2" ) 
1207 So. 2nd (2") 768 Dogwood (1 / 2") 
' 
1039 Deon (3/4") 1283 Ridge (1/2" 
260 McCormack (3/4") 270 McCormack (3/4") 
350 McCormack (3/4") Crestview Park 1st Lot 
v9 78 Nixon (3/ 4") 
416 E. Dillon (1/2") 
515 So. 9th ( 1/2") 
240 McCormack (3/4") 
280 McCormack (3/4") 
5 Blk 9 (3/4") 6965 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JANUARY 1985 
There were 2 new subdivisions taken into the sy.stem in January: 
1 • Crestview Park 1st Addition 2. East Village 1st Addition 
6" Pipe - 2,420' 8" Pipe 36' 
6" Fire Hydrants 4 6" Pipe - 2,860' 
6" Valves II 8" Valves I 
6" Valves 6 
6" Fire Hydrants - 2 
During the month of January 229,569,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system., or 7,405,452 gallons per day produced from the folloYing sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 108,316,000 1,090.5 lbs, 
Well , 2 44,320,000 143.5 lbs, 
Well 118 65,974,000 190.5 lbs. 
Well 121 162,000 !.O lbs. 
Well 127 655,000 2 .o lbs. 
Cree Well 4,244,000 o.o lbs, 
West Bench Booster 5,898,000 17.0 lbs, 
229,569,000 1,444.5 lbs. 
This figure is 11,321,000 less than last January. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 158 .. 5 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,929,000 gallons of water using 6 ,0 lbs, of chlorine and 
38 man hours .. 
6966 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
FEBRUARY 19B5 
During the month of February 242,756,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 8,669,857 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well 030 114,550,000 810.5 lbs, 
Well I 2 42,904,000 136 .o lbs, 
Well 1[6 1,400,000 4.0 lbs. 
Well ILB 60,900,000 L57 .o lbs. 
Well l2L 286,000 .5 lbs, 
Well 127 4,588,000 13.5 lbs. 
Cree Well 13,594,000 0.0 lbs, 
West Bench.Booster 4,534,000 13 .0 lbs. 
242, 756,000 1, L40. 5 lbs. 
This figure is 23,351,000 more than last February. Based on the population. figure 
of 46,736 there were 185. 5 L gallons of water per person per day produced from th·e sys ten 
Airport production was 3,063,000 g·allons of water using 6.0 lbs. of chlorine and 
3 7 manhours, 
LO MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
500 Wilson 
60B So. 10th 
JLOO So. 5th 
1625 Ruby 
10th & Halliday 
535 Jefferson 
L22 McKinley 
NO NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED 
2 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
L46 Randolph (3/4") L25 Roosevelt (3/4") 
800 Block No, Main 
834 No. Hayes 
Whitman & 2nd 
6967 
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WATER DEPARTMENT HONTRLY REPORT 
MARCH 1985 
During the month of March 259,006,000 gallc_>ns of water was procjuced from L11c 
system, or 8,355,032 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well 030 115,565,000 830.0 lbs. 
Well ' 2 47,050,000 148.5 lbs. 
Well 118 73. 305,000 176.0 lbs. 
Well 127 4,016,000· 11.0 lbs. 
Cree Well 12,916,000 33.0 lbs. 
West Bench Booster 6,154,000 17.0 lbs. 
259,006,000 1,215.5 lbs. 
This figure is 26,877,000 more than last March, Based on the population figure 
of 46,716 there were 178. 7 gallons of water per person per day produced from the syste,• 
Airport production was 2,591,000 gallons of. water using 6.0 lbs. of chlorine 
and 43 man hours. 
5 MAlN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
3106 So. 5th 
1666 Kraft Road 
954 W. Clark 
5th Avenue a Swisher 
NO NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED 
6 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
336-40 E, Whitman (3/4'') 
385 Los Altos ( 3/4") 
1037 E. Lander (3/4'') 
349 Franklin (3/4") 
Poplar a Jefferson 
701 So. 1st (3/4'') 
718 No. 10th (3/4u) 
6968 
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HAIN LINE WORIC 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONT!IL 'f REPORT 
APIUL 1985 .. 
2000 Blk. So. 4th & So. 5th: Irrigation proj.,ct. Installed: 2-4" valves, 1-4" y 
fitting, 1-4" 45 • bend. 
2225 So. Bannock Highway: Pipe layed: 18' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 1-6" fire 
hydrant, 1-6" tapping sleeve,. l-6" tapping valve, 1-valve box. Made 6" tap on 12" main. ' 
1 
Du~ing the month of April 32.6,04~ ,000 gallons of water was produced from the 1 
system, or l0,868,133 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
ft 
CALLON$ PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Well , 2 . 45,246,000 144.0 lbs. 
Well '12 10,205,000 23.0 lbs. 
Well 116 25,614,000 63.5 lbs. 
Well 116 72,B92,000 2JJ.O lbs. 
Well #21 11,627,000 Jo.a lbs. 
Well 122 15 ,228,_ 000 39.5 lbs. 
Well #27 15,168,000 36.0 lbs. 
Well 126 1,561,000 6.0 lbs. 
Well 129 1,302,000 4.5 lbs. 
Well IJO 99,110,000 · 248.5 lbs. 
ere Well 4,524,000 8.5 lbs. 
Cree Yell 16,016,000 37.0 lbs. 
' 
West Bench Booster 7,551,000 19.5 lbs. 
326,044,000 893.0 lbs. 
This figure is 82,015,000 more than last April. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 232 .5 gallons ·of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,258,000 gallons of water using 4.5 lbs. of chlorine 
and 30 man hours. 
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MAIN LWE WORK: 
WATER DEPII.RTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MA'l 1985 
Highland Tank: Pipe layed:162' of 18" ductile iron, 194' of 14" ductile iron. 
Installed 1-18'' Tee; 1-18'' solid sleeve, 3-18 11 dresser valves, 3-valve boxes, 
1-14" gate valve, top half of I-valve box, 2-14" 45' bends, 1-14" flange coupling 
adaptor, 6 '-threaded J/4", 
Country Club & Turf Drive: Pipe layed: 859' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 3-6" 
tapping valves, J-6 11 tapping sleeves, 3-valve boxes, 3-6 11 solid sleeves. l-chlorinatio11 
tap, 1-6" fire. h·ydrant, I-fire hydrant valve, !-valve box, l-6" tee, 2-6" H.J. 45" 
bends, 38 1 -6 11 P.V.C., 2-6'' M.J. plugs. 
700-800 Block Washington Avenue: eipe layed: 486' of 10" ductile iron. 
During the month of May 470,617,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 15,161,193 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Well I 2 47,238,000 225.5,lbs, 
Well I 10 1,069,000 J.5 lbs. 
Well , 12 45,324 ,ODO 112.0 lbs. 
Well I 16 37,296,000 95.0 lbs. 
Well I 18 75,708,000 183. 5 lbs. 
Well , 21 16,293,000 55.5 lbs. 
Well I 22 27,103,000 78.5 lbs. 
Well , 27 26, 722 ,ODO 53.0 lbs. 
Well u 2B 27,832,000 95.5 lbs. 
Well , 29 26,092,000 70.5 lbs. 
Well I 30 104,961,000 
Well , 31 3,204,000 l0.5 lbs. 
eIP Well 14,952,000 32.5 lbs. 
Cree Well 16 1 B23 ,000 78.0 lbs. 
470,617 ,ODO 1,021.0 lbs. 6970 
4 Monthly Report (cont.i. • -2-
This figure is 84,lll ,000 more than last Hay, Cased on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 324,8 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system .. 
Airport production was 3,548,000 gallons of water using 7.0 lbs, 0£ chlorine 
and 31 man hours •. 
8 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
331 No. Johnson 
1700 Block E. Clark 
645 llillow Lane 
537 w. llhitman 
3-1" taps for Parks Department at Hanson Park, 
900 Block E. Poplar 
300 Block Parkway 
Poplar & Eastridge 
900 E. Young 
8 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1 Lot 3 Turner Tract (2") t::;,.,.,>:J,,. (<.or,,).__ /3684 Hwy. 30 \lest (:3/4") 
v'l200 E. Cedar (3/4") .;;1-!V;,_'' v.,,. il.,a (2 1~ 
--343 No. 14th (3/4") 
_,\;.333 No. 18th (meter and installation) 0\") 
-'<'269 Thurston (meter and installation) (3/4") 
-.~·. Uh!· t ·• 1~\ · .. r 11«* w 
17 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: I .- ) l It"• 1 I )I(. CI.J)'\'l'"·lr"\o" f"';~:; ~ :/ 
331 No, Johnson (3/4") 
545,595 Euclid (3/4'') 
1080 E. Oak (3/4") 
344 No. Grant (3/4") 
452 E. Cedar (3/4") 
839 W. Lander (3/4") 
950 Meadowbrook. (3/4") 
5801 Country Club Dr. (3/4") 
114 Taft (3/4") 
~26 Washington (3/4") 
20 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
4431 so. 5th (J/4") 504 So. 19th (l") 
432 No. 11th (\"l 631 Sa. 7th (l") 
257 N. 8th (li") 
1956 Horizon (3/4") 
345 So. 10th (3/4") 
429 N. 10th(~") 
441 N. 10th('") 
VALVE M. & Q. 
1026 E, Center (3/4") 
2264 Jacqueline (3/4") 
524 E. D11nn ( 3/4") 
306 So. Johnson ( 1") 
301 N. Kain (3/4'') 
754 H. Arthur-Slow out valve box 
· ·11'-732, 744 Washington (3/4") 
~754,764 Washington (3/4") 
.'<ii777 Washington (3/4") 
703 , 71 7 1/yldwood ( 3 / 4") 
305 IL Johnson (Ii") 
1439 N. Garfield(~'') 
1445 N. Garfield(~'') 
2293 Hiskey ( l") 
450 N. Main ( 3/4") 
1504 So. 3rd (\") 
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MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTIIENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JUNE 1985 
Washington Street-Cedar to Alameda: Pipe Layed: 33' of 6'' ductile iron, 792' of 
10" ductile iron. Installed 2-6 11 fit:~ hydrants. 2-6° fire hydrant valves, 2-1011 
solid sleeves, 2-12 11 to 10 11 H.J. reducers, 6-10' 1 racific states valves,. 2-10'' x 6'' 
tee fittings, 1-10" ,c 10" te~ fitting, a-valve boxes. 1-chlorination tap. 
700 Block Willard Avenue: Pipe layed: 649' of 6" ductile iron. installed: 1-6" 
pacific states fire hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 2-6" .11uelle:r gate valves, 
3-valve boxes I l-6
11 x 6 11 tee. 1-chlorination tap. 
During the month of June 782,384,000 gallons of ~ater ~as produced from the 
system, or 26,079,466 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Well I 2 
Well I 3 
Well I 10 
Well I 12 
Well I 16 
Well I 18 
Well I 21. 
Well I 22 
Well I 21 
WEll I 26 
Well I 29 · 
Well 6 31 




































2,312.0 lbs. 6972 
Monthly Report (cont.) _ .. -2-
This figure ls 236,637,000 more than last June. Based on the population figure 
of 46,746 there were 558.0 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 6,168,000 gallons nf water using 12,0 lbs of chlorine 
and 34 man hours. 
4 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at thn following locations: 
64 Greenwood 
170 So. 9th 
900 Block E. Poplar 
95l Uayne 
7 NEW SERVlGES were INST~~k!!Q at.the following locations: 
• 120 N. Lincoln (3/4") '-' 1309 N. Arthur (Il,1") 
, 2207 So. Grant (3/4") 
•1426 N. lla;tes (l") 
•· Belmont & Stockman (3/4") 
,.150 No, 1011<.. ('¥<,t·:) 
-Jf-- 'l ~.1.i••r:1~!.. l-r,11;:-toi-r1oin 
41 SERVtCES were RENEWEifat the following locations: 
i,.779 Washington (3/4"} J.<-840 \lashington (3/4") 
:i'S16 lJashington (3/4") 
:l!,813 Washington (3/4") 
.<.819 Yashington (3/4") 
':( 826 Washinston (J/4") 
-~·770 WashLngton (3/4") 
.\/ 790 1Jashingto'n (3/4") 
~ 785 Washington (3/4") 
,•·803 Washington (3/4") 
"- 806 Washington (3/4") 
::... 828 Washington (3/4") 
.<,,537 Washington (3/•") 
935 Ill. 11.arrison (3/4") 
444 N, Main (l/ 4"} 
16 SERVICES were REPAIRED at 
735 8itteroot (3/4") 
632 So, Main (\"} 
1 S24 E. Lander (1"} 
1825 N. Main (3/4") 
1358 so. 4th (l/4") 
-.;_545 \lashing ton (3/4") 
~854 \lashing ton {J/4") 
..;,. 861 \lashing ton (3/4") 
•;,t., 864 lJashington (J/4") 
v, 367 Washington (3/4") 
_,:.Lot N. of 867 \lashington 
1465 Sunnt (1") 
315 So. Linc:oln (l") 
!33 Fullerway (J/4") 
825 Filmore (3/4") 
':;-744 Willard (3/4") 
i...741 Willard (3/4") 
..,._754 Willard (3/4") 
the following locations: 
1050 Sagewood ( lf') 
1119 N. Main (l") 
4913 Cherokee (3/4") 
1448 Bench Rd. (J/4") 
916 Jones (3/4") 
>1265 PersMng (3/4'') 
~·1275 Pershing (l/4"} 
;,i. 755 Willard (3/4") 
;,:. 787 Willard (3/4") 
li: 759 Willard (3/4") 
'<· 794 Willard (3/4") 
'< 761 Willard (3/4") 
,..773 Willard (3/4") 
(3/4" ).:762 Willard (3/ 4" J 
:,. 778 Willard (3/4") 
X 784 Willard (3/4") 
.:.._ 797 Willard (3/4") 
1031 So. 3rd (3/4"} 
226-30 N. 10th (1") 
236-40 N. 10th (!") 
445 N. 12th (\") 
1285 Ridge ( %") 
1421 Cottage (3/4") 
311 Stansbury <I'') 
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MAIN LINE WORK; 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JULY 1985 
800 Block Willard, Pi_Pe layed, 620' of 6" D. I. : 1-6 • so},id sleeve. 
800 Block Washington: Pipe layed, 24' of 10• D.I:, 1 10• B.F. v~lv~, 
1-val.ve box, 1-10, cast. to 12" steel transition ·coupling. 
900 Block E. Maple, 831" of 6" D.I., 8-P.S. gate valves, 2-6x6 crosses 
l-6x:6 Tee, 1-P.S. Fir:e Hydrant, 9-valve boxes, 1-6" solid sleeve, 
1-4" 90" plain end·to M.J., 1-4" flanged coupling. 
Oak & Filmore, 
!-valve box. 
Pipe layed, .. 54' of 6" D.I., 1-6" P.s. gate valve, 
.• 
During the month of July 902,078,000 gallons of water was produced 
from the system, or 29,099,290 gal.Ions per day produced from the foll.ow-
ing sources,. 
GALLONS PRODUCF.D. LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Mink Creek 95,915,000 820.5 lbs. 
Well ff 2 32, 390·,ooo 102. 5 lbs. 
Well. 113 81,000,000 232.0 lbs. 
Well 1110 77 ,406,.000 230.0 lbs. 
Well 1112 111,685,000 395.0 lbs. 
Well #16 31,575,000 105.0 lbs. 
Well 1118 66,878,000 167.0 lbs. 
Well f21 27,836,000 95.0 lbs. 
Well f22 32,084,000 87.0 lbs. 
Well 1127 53,086,000 
Well ff 2 8 50,076,000 165. 0 lbs. 
Well #29 72,974,000 211.5 lbs. 
Well #30 25,156,000 
Well #31. 77,696,000 170. 5 lbs. 
Well #32 5,105,000 s.o lbs. ·6974 
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25 :o lbs. 
2,938.0 lbs. 
·. This figure is 136,228,000 more than last July. Based on the 
population figure of 46,736 there w~re 622.6 gallons of water per 
- -- - -- -- - ... -
person per day produced 
Airport production 
lbs. of chlorine and 44 
from the ·system. 
was 5,431,000 gallons of water using 11.0 
manhours .. 
3 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Apache & Bannock Hwy Maple & Fairmont 
500 Blk. East Bonneville 
. 9 NEW.SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
-2-
~1280 Yellowstone (l") "1257-59 Holman (3/4") •526 W. Sherman (3/4") 
7 
~~n•l\ tt..t,~h,vl 2 - ~·-r ~-·u,r"'"· 
,235 s. 20th ( l ".) - ~390 Yellowstone (1") 570 Euclid (3/4")~'"'·"· 
• 736 
•740 
E. Poplar (3/4") 
Hyde ( 3/4') 
v'.1.900 Poe. Crk. Rd. (l·l/2") 
2,c,o ·e T,{ ,,.,..Li ('J." s.l .) 
iii. ."r-1.1-t, .. i,_ Lr., I 1{:.,: •"f\ 1• ;,, 
__ 42 SERVICES were RENEWED~at the following locations: 
1205_:15-23 E. Cedar (3/4")805. Willard (3/4")..- 0824 Willard (3/4") 
3li S, Johnson (3/4") 
344 N. 11th (3/4") 
140 N. 14th (3/4") 
842 Willard (3/4")~ 
849 Willard (3/4")~ 
850 Willard (3/4"~ 
859 Willard (3/4")~ 
1402 Ammon (3/4") 
956 E. Maple (3/4")"· 
119 s. 14th (3/4") 
1054 E. Maple ( 3/4" )'· 
295 Fairmont (3/4"J·J. 
1025 Gray ( 3/4 •) 
806 Willard (3/4")>< 
816 Willard ( 3 / 4" )', 
817 Willard (3/4"),;_ 
858 Willa~d (3/4"),.. 
868 Willard (3/4"lr. 
871 Willard (3/4"):-
878 Willard (3/4")• 
15 0 N • 14th ( 3 / 4 " ) 
626 E. Eldredge (3/4"} 
115 Fullerway (3/4") 
1020 E. Maple (3/4")~ 
320 Jefferson (l") 
1041 Howard (3/4") 
~829 Willard ( 3/4") 
~832 Willard (3/4") 
-.537 Willard ( 3/4") 
x 887 Willard ( 3/4") 
1308 E. Center (l"J ... 
1054 Gray (3/4") 
1225 N. Harrison (3/4") 
-<'295 Filmore (3/4") 
586 Eldredge (3/4") 
~294 Filmore (3/4") 
938 W. Wyeth (3/4") 
3514 Jason (3/4") 
835 N.llth (3/4") 
26 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
572 Moreland (3/4") 5776 Country Club (3/4")308 Filmore (1/2") 
3134 s. 5th (2") 1235 E. Benton (1/2") 1002 Willow (3/4') 
1341 Jensen (3/4") 735 E. Halliday (3/4") 1040 Howard (3/4") 
GD75 
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MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER D~PARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
AUGUST 1985 
Filmore - Oak to Pine: Captial improvement project. Pipe layed: 1,556' of 6" ductile, 
Installed: 3-6 11 gate valves, 2-6 11 fire hydrants, 2-6 11 fire hydrant valves, 
5-valve box.es, 3-6" tees, l-611 push-in plug, 1-6" solid sleeve. Made the required chlor-
_.ination taps and flushed chlorine through the new main &nd service lines. 
During the month of August 845,075,000 gallons of water was produced f~om the 
system, or 27,260,483 gallons per day produced fro~ the following 5ources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORIN~ 
Surface Supplies & Well 130 66,600,000 l,193.5 lbs. 
Well ,2 21,000,000 60.0 lbs. 
Well t3 83,700,000 208.0 lbs.· 
Well 110 44,490, oo_o 127.0 lbs. 
Well 112 110,624,000 293.0 lbs. 
Well 116 48,878,000 122 .o lbs. 
Well 118 14,753,000 49.0 lbs. 
Well 121 21,415,000 58.0 lbs. 
Well 122 32,627,000 107.0 lbs. 
Well 127 48,629,000 146.5 lbs. 
Well 128 43,735,000 l45 .o lbs. 
Well 129 99,192,000 214.0 lbs. 
Well 13[ 69,801,000 158. 5 lbs. 
Well 132 57,647,000 158.0 lbs. 
Well 133 32,436,000 86.0 lbs. 
PIP Well 13,223,000 23.0 lbs. 
Cree \/ell 7,051,000 21. 5 lbs. 
West Bench Booster 29,274,000 71.0 lbs. 
845,075,000 3,241.0 lbs. 
6978 
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,,,t Illy Reper t (cont.: ..... - -2-
This figure ls Jl6,J58,000 more than last August. Based on the population figure. 
of 46,7J6 there were 583.l gall_ons of.;wate.r per person per day produced from the _system. 
Airport production was 8,240,000 · gallons of water using 16.5 lbs. of chlorine a, 
Jt man hours. 
5 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at tile following locations: 
1140 So. 2nd · Nad1son: Avenue 2000 So. 2nd (2) 
Transmisson line above A.II. 1. 
15 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the followlng locations: 
11108 Filmore (3/4") 1301 Kinghorn (l") ··520 Willard (3/4") 
0
1655 So. 2nd (l ") 166 7 So. 2nd (l ") ·168J so. 2nd ( l") 
1701 So. 2nd (1") 1741 So. 2nd ( I") . 1771 so • 2nd ( l") 
1789 So. 2nd (l") 1805 So. 2nd (l ") '3940 Stockman (J/4") 
1910 Pocatello Creek (l\") 1920 Pocatello Creek (ll/'')' 1930 Pncate1 lo Greok c n .. > 
14 SERVICES were KENEWBD at the following locations; 
545 No. 14th (3/4") 
1048 Gray ( :l/ 4 'I) 
1049 lloward (3/4") 
941 Gray (3/4") · 
1013-19 E. Center (3/4") 
464 Warren (3/4") 
653 No. llth (3/4") 
1040 No. Grant ( 3/4") 
72 Greenwood (3 / 4") 
643 II. Eldredge (3/4") 
1050 No. Grant (3/4") 
632 E. Bonneville (3/4'') 
32 SERVICES were RENEWED AND CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN 
117 F1lmore (3/4") 128 Filmore (3/4") 
127 Filmore (J/4") 137 Filmore (3/4") 
151 Filmore (3/4") 204 FU.more (3/4") 
170 Filmore (3/4") 160 Filmore (3/4") 
182 Filmore (J/4") 169 Filmore (J/4") 
225 Filmore (3/4") 220 Filmore (3/4") 
255 Filmore (3/4") 245 Filmore (3/4") 
275 Filmore (3/4") 265 Filmore (3/4") 
274 Filmore (3/4") 969 Elm (3/4") 
322 Filmore (3/4") 330 Filmore (3/4") 
342 Filmore (3/4") 341 Filmore (J/4") 
625 II. Young (3/4") · · 
1355 No. Hayes (3/4") 
at the following locations: 
962 E, Oak (3/4'') 
1075 E. Elm (3/4") 
205 Filmore (3/4") 
147 Filmore (3/4") 
217 Filmore (3/4") 
250 Filmore (J/4") 
236 Filmore (3/4") 
262 Filmore (3/4") 
325 Fllmore (3/4") 
331 Filmore (3/4") 
4 SERVlCES were CONNECTeo TO THE NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
1010 Spruce (3/4") L 77 Filmore (3/4") 1015 Elm (3/4") 
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MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
SEPTEMBER 1965 
Filmore - Oak to Pine Street: Capital improvement project, Pipe layed: 1000' of 
6 11 ductile iron. Installed: 1-6'' 
2-6 11 fire. hydrants~ 2-6° ~ees ~ 
gate valve, .2-6n fire hydrant yalves, 3-valve: boxes. 
Made the required chlorination taps and flushed 
chlorine through the new main and s'ervice lines. 
Intersection at HcKinley & Cedar: · Replace main line & valves. Pipe layed: 70' of 
6" ductile iron, S' of 4" cast 1.ron. Installed: 2-6" gate valves, 1-6" fire hydrant 
valve, l-6u fire hydrant. 1-4" gate valve, 4-valve boxes, J--6°x4° t1.j~ reducer, 2-
411 steel to cast coupling, 1-6", tee, 1-4 11 solid sleeve; l-6n c~oss, 1-4° 45 6 bend, 
l-4°x6 11 red~c.er, 1-6" steel to cast coupling., 
a 
1500 Block Yellowstone: Inst_all fire hydrants, PiPe,:layed: 20 1 of 6" ducq).e iron, 
Installed: 1-8° gate valve, 1-6" gate valve, 2-6° fire hydrants• 3-valve boxes 1 1-
6 11 -tapp1Ilg sleeve. l-8°x6n tapping sleeve, l-8"x6" tee; l-81' solid sleeve. 
During the month of September 349,669,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 11,655,633 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well 130 62,175,000 915.5 lbs. 
Well ,2 37,941,000 73,0 .lbs. 
Well 13 21,600,000 52•,0 lbs. 
Well 110 810,000 2.0 lbs. 
Well 112 28,861,000 83.5 lbs. 
Well 116 41,701,000 101.5 lbu. 
Well 12l 16,835,000 48,5 lbs. 
Well 122 9,396,000 31.0 lbs. 
Well 127 20,323,000 68.5 lbs, 
Well 128 10,575,000 39 .5 lbs, 
·1 
.• y Report (cont •• • -2-
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
·Well 129 3,403,000 7.S _lbs. 
Well 131 639,000 2,0 lbs. 
Well #32 53,890,000 174,0 lbs, 
\/ell 833 432,000 1.0 lbs. 
PIP Well 8,035,000 17.5 lbs. 
Cree Well . 15, 724;000 44.5 lbs, 
West Bench Booster 17,329,000 49 .5 lbs. 
349,669,000 1,711.0 lbs. 
This Hgure is 82,179,000 less than last September: Based on the population figur 
of 46,736 there were 249,J gallons of water per person per day produced from the system 
Airport production was 3,515,000 gallons of water using 8.0 lbs. of chlorine 1 
and 42 man hours. ~ 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations, 
945 So, 1st 1000.Block So. 2nd 2370 So. 2nd 
Colorado & Cedar Fairmont & Maple 307 Fairmont 
4 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
--1110 Call Drive (1") <·338!1 Hawthorne (1") 
.,Pocatello Creek_ Professional Park (lli"). 
15 SERVICES were RENEIIED at 
526 W. Cedar {J/4") 
1045 No. Harrison (3/.4"). 
357 Franklin .(3/4") 
1623 E. Wyeth (3/4") 
1224 Yellowstone (3/4") 
21 SERVICES were RENEWED AND 
373 Filmore (3/4") 
388 Filmore (3/4") 
426 Filmore (3/4") 
443 Filmore {J/4") 
458 Filmore (3/4'') 
444 Filmore {3/4") 
1020 E. Elm (3/4") 
the following loc~tions: 
701 McKinley (l") 
1236 E, Clark (3/4") 
960 T~ney Lane (3/4") 
1234 E. Lewis (3/4") 
1236 Yellowstone ( 3 / 4") 
CONNECTED TO THE NEW HAlN 
374 Filmore (J/4") 
408 Filmore (3/4") 
473 Filmore (J/4") 
457 Filmore (3/4") 
453 Filmore {J/4") 
470 Filmore {3/4") 
1080 E. Elm {3/4") 
• 2240 Pocatello Creek Road ( l" ., 
ciss e- o.\·• ( , .•. 1. ca1q·:) 
C:6'-'.J:to .. •, J •• <.sLO •. ) 
914 Berryman (3/4") 
1250 E, Clark (3/4") 
726 No. 8th 0/4") 
1248 E, Lewis (3/4") 
512 So. 9th (J/4") 
at the following locations: 
387 Filmore (J/4") 
422 Filmore (J/4") 
478 Filmore {3/4") 
465 Filmore (J/4") 
4.54 Filmore (3/4") 
1019 E. Elm {3/4") 
955 E. W!'lnut {J/4") 
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HAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT HONTIILY REPORT 
OCTOBER 198:i 
1200 - 1500 Block Yellowstone: Install fire hydrants·. Pipe layed: 64' of 6" ductile 
iron, 3' of 8 11 ductile iron. Installed: l-8 11 gate valve, 3-6 11 tapping valVes, l-
8''x6'' tapping sleeve, 2-6 1' fire hydrants. 3-valve boxes, 1-B'' solid sleeve. 
I.S.U. Research· Park: Pipe layed:· 438' of 8 11 duct.lle iron, 57' of 6 11 ductile iron. 
Installed: 7-8° tapping valves, 14-6 11 gate valves, 7-6 11 fire hydrants, 28-valves boxes, 
7-l6 11x8 11 tapping sleeves, 7-8"x6" c.rosses, 7-8"x6 11 reduc.ers~ 
2500 South 5th: 4 11 tap and installation for summer line. Pipe layed~ 16" .. of 4 11 cast irc11 
F.B.I. Center·on Quinn Road: Made :1-4 11 tap on 12" main.for serv.lce line, made 1-8" 
tap on 12 11 main for fire line. 
876 Lott Road: Extend main line. Pipe layP.d: 97' of. 6" ductile iron. Installed: 
1-6" gate valve, Made required 3/4" chlorination tap. ( Installed by developer) 
During the month of October 259,565,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 8,373,064 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well 130 63,704,000 916.0 lbs, 
Well ,. 2 45,022,000 12 7 .o lbs. 
Well U6 49,206,000 124.0 lbs. 
Well #21 13,910,000 37,5 lbs, 
Well 127 5,781,000 21.0 lbs, 
Well 132 55,289,000 184,5 lbs, 
PIP Well 3,883,000 7.5 lbs. 
Cree Well 16,280,000 38.5 lbs, 
West Bench Booster 6,490,000 [4.0 lhs. 6980 '-
259,565,000 1,470.0 lbs, 
Monthly Report (cont.,_ -2-
This figure is 23,033,000 less than last October, Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 179.2 gallons of water per person per.day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2.,254,000 gallons of water. using 4,5 lbs. of chlorine 
and·31 man hours. 
7 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1403. El P.anc ho 
Harrison & Buell 
1435 No. Main 
957 Warren 2555 So. Bannock Hwy, 
l3l2 llidga 1905 No. Harrison 
b NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
• 20 Trail Greek (l"l '525 E. Terry (3/4") .160 Appaloosa (l") 
vl20 Warren (3/4") Pocatello Creek Office Park ( l") 
9 SERVICES were RENEWED at the folloving locations: 
305 W. Pine (3/4") 311 Stansbury (3/4") 251 E. Griffith (3/4") 
344 s~. 11th Cl") 354 So. 11th (3/4") 91 Foothill (3/4") 
443 Franklin (3/4'') 435 No. 13th (3/4") 1235 E. <;enter (3/4") 
(3 SERVICES w~re RENEWED AND CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at the folloving locations: 
1019 E. Walnut (3/4") 1020 E. Walnut (3/4") 1030 E. Yalnut (3/4") 
18 SERVICES were REPAIRED nt the following locations: 
408 So. 4th (3/4") 
1436 So. 2nd (l") 
1553 E. Fremont (l/2'') 
441 No. 7th (3/4") 
1537 E. Wyeth (3/4") 
2240 So. Fairway (l") 
FIRE HYDRANT M. & O. 
456 So, llth (l") 
231 Pershing (2") 
1552 E. Fremont (3/4") 
215 W. Halliday (3/4'') 
208 No. Grant (l/2") 
2373 Horizon (l") 
1236 & 1460 Yellowatone - Raise fLre hydrant to grade 
Pine & Filmore - Raise fire hydrant to grade 
W.P.C. treatment plant Replace gate assembly 
20 Purkey (l") 
Lot 5 Blk 2 E. Bench Sub. (3/4" 
1538 E. Fremont (3/4") 
430 So. 8th ( l"l 
4895 Bannock Hwy. (3/4") 
558 No. 6th (3/4") 
Barton & American Road - Set out and pick up fire hydrant meter daily 
Arthur & Clark - Replace fire hydrant 
City Area - Flush fire hydrants 
I .S.U. Research Park - Flush fire hydrants 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER 1985 
During the month of November 2l4,640,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,154,000 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies 64,463,000 908.0 lbs. 
Well 
' 2 
44,443,000 123.5 lbs. 
Well 116 29, l46, 000 74 .0 lbs. 
Well 121 4,122,000 16 .o lbs. 
Well 132 52,984,000 183.0 lbs. 
Cree Well 15,617,000 36. S lbs. 
I/est Bench Booster 3,865.000 10.0 lbs. 
214,640,000 1,351.0 lbs, 
This figure is 519,000 more than last November, Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 153.l gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,050,000 gallons of water using 6.0 lbs. of chlorine 
and 30 man nours. 
4 HAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAI!U!D at the following locations: 
958 E. Poplar 2nd & Dillon 1228 So. 2nd 
850 Nixon 
/, NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: ;;;.,;;t;;v So .Sil-- ;..L. ::," 
·.,340-44 W. Cedar (l") '876 Lott ll.oad (l") ~North Street & Hayes (2") 
..-'300 Blk No. Grant-Memorial Park (Z"}:;l Quinn & Poleline-F.B.I. Computer Center (4") 
7 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
710 Balsam (3/ 4 •) 
211 So. Lincoln (3/4") 
343 So. 4th (3/4") 
136 No, 15th (3/4") 
654 So. Main (3/4") 
1410 Ridge (3/4•) 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
DECEMBER 1985 
· During the month of December 235,699,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,603,193 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
CALLONS PRODUCED LBS, OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well 130 99,328,000 776.5 lbs. 
Well , 2 46,410,000 126,0 lbs. 
Well #16 12,005,000 29,0 lbs. 
Well 832 56,519,000 187, 5 lbs. 
Cree Well 16,441,000 39.0 lbs. 
West Bench Booster 4,996,000 16.0 lbs, 
235,699,000 1,174,0 lbs. 
This figure is 21,019,000 more than last December. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 162.7 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system 
Airport production was 2,467,000 gallons of water using 6, 0 lbs, of chlorine 
and 72 man hours. 
I MAIN LINE LEAK was REPAIRED at: 15th & Oak 
I NEW SERVICE was INSTALLED at: 965 Berryman (1;') 
1 SERVICE was RENEWED at: 211 Roosevelt (3/4") 
16 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
524 W. Gould (1/2'') 214 No. Lincoln (1/2'') 
450 W. Whitman (II'') 1100 Booth (l~'') 
1017 No. Arthur (3/4") 433-37 Fredregill (2") 
759 So. 8th (8") 1355 So. 4th (3/4") 
346 Pierce (1/2") 745 No. Grant (112") 
1579 Saratoga (3/4") 
226 No. Lincoln (1/2") 
650 No, 7th (4") 
839 So. Main (1/2") 
1000 E. Terry (4") 
I 40 Oakwood ( 3/ 4") 
' 
j .. • • 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JANUARY 1986 
D1Jr-ing the ~orat~, of Jarauar-y 249,0eu:.,01h1.; galloras of water was pr·o,h1ced 
from the system, or 8,032!451 gallons per day produced from the foll~wing 
sotJr·ces. 
Surface Supplies ~ 
We 11 *30 
We 11 "2 
Wo I I "21 
Well »27 
w. 11 i32 
---PIP Well 
Cro• w,11 
w .. t Bench Booster 
This figure 
populatiora figure 
day prod•Jced from 
GALLONS PRODUC:ED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
110,352 t 1!111)~, 8·~0.5 Lb,. 
46,446 1 q,.)0 135 • VJ Lbs, 
482,000 2,0 Lbs. 
6,961,000 19-0 Lt, s. 
49,319,000 17 J ,5 Lbs. 
8,713,000 15°5 Lbs. 
16,382,000 38-5 Lbs, 
4,351,€1~,0 12.5 Lbs, 
24'~, @% I 000 1,274-5 Lbs, 
i, 19,437,\)•)~ 
of 46,736 there 
the system, 
mar, than last January. Based on the 
were 171,9 gallons of water per person per 
Airport production was 4 1363,000 gallons ot water using 18,5 lbs, ot 
chlorine and 35 man hours• 
7 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations• 
141 No, 6th 
1526 So, 3rd 
1024 Patsy 
1400 E, Lewis 
Alley between Oakland & Hottman 
Municipal Airport 
825 E, Bor,r,eville 
Wii.T:E:ll.' DF.PAA~ENT MONTHLY REP9RT 
,PEBRirAR-Y 19&R 
_ ,riµr:l-1\~- t;h:<o m/::uitn or gil!pruary 212 ,-020, ooo ia.lloni; o:f 
w.atecr was- j;n:odliced from the· s-ys-i:ern_; or 7; sn.i,;-142 <;(ail.lcms 
PE!7; r,_~y ~-:r:~Aµc,,,/;I; ;i;o-ijt 'j::J,.e f:Ql;l6#:l:J1\:I so\jlt(:1!9;;:,. 
;GJ>.-r.toNs 111rdouc1m. ®· Oli1>cR1DmE. 
~l.ll.'fa~e suppl~es 







81,, $.18, 000 . . , . '. 
41, n.1, Q'!),O 
:s, 271,:0.00, 
627,oae, 
'Ji 1\li ,®'.Q 
49, 37:l, ,'OOO 
1:4,,, 69,0 ,-000 
4 1 o*o 1 0<JO 
766.5Lbs • 
1:?1. ~ Lb'S'. 
14;, 0 tbf;I,. 
2. 0 Lbs-. 
?O, Cl L~ .. 
17-S, S- Lbs-. 
34. 5 Lbs. 
-12 ,.0 Lbs. 
This figure is- 30,1.736,00.<r 1.ess than last F:ebruary. 
Based on tlte _population fi:.gura: of.· -t.6,•736 .there were 
1~2, 0: gal:{.9n6' of w,at;~:i;, _per p.~r.son per. d,ay: pro~~c,~~ frOlli 
tl,le system. · · · · · 
Airport production was 4., 497,000 gallj'.)J:l.!l of water 
using J,. 5 lbs. c;f chlorine and. 42 man hours. 
4 MAI~ LINE [,E.:!,.KS were REPAIRED 
locations: 
at t>he following 
725 Balsam 
746 Sa. l.st 
3106 S. 5th S. 2nd 200 'N of Fredregill 
2 SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations; 
1950 E. Clark (.1-1" s\JJllll\er line, 1-1/2" I 
\. 6985 
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t,uu.(:1:1·19:86 
MA,tN L!NE WORK 
i:lannoc.k H1qhf!aY & lzibion Jack -- Pipe layed: 72' of 6" 
d\!C't:,;l.e. ii:;0,n •.. Ii,i;ta_l.l~i:l,.; :.i:..:t.z11 taP,~iI).g oi_te'.e,V!li, ;L~v~l V:8 
b9x, ;[_-.6:., ,pt;.eh-,qn glµg, :1--'6" t:apptng Ya;t:v:~-, 
aannock :Highway &- count:tY' Club -~ Pipe 11,rteJi.: 54' of 6 ,, 
,d\J.ctil:a. ·fron.. . Installed: ih6" tap'ging val ye, 1-,.,1211 >JC.· 
9-" ·t~ppil;!,9' }a.le~_'l'.I!•, l_-v.alve_ boJC, ;L-6" ;;,u.sh-oll ~lug. 
Bannock Highway &-. Shoshoni Trail - Pipe layecl,i ~4' ct 
6!'' ,{uatile· iron.. Installed, l-6" tapping ,,ralve, i--~O·" 
x $'' tappi.n~- sleeve, .1_-,val:l'e· b,ox. · 
l!anl'.iock .Highway .& Le.a Lane. "'-
duct.:l:l:e i.roo, .installed:; 
. +. - 8" it 6" tappii;,i' valve, 1-8" 
va;i,,v~, 11?i;iz.; 1-~·, g,Ji~!l-il:ri, P,iu,;; 
·x: 6" tapping sleeve, 1-· ... , ' . . , 
Bannock !i'ighway & Riverside Golf Course ·" 'Pi1;<e layed: 
60-.' ·.o.f ·· 10!' ductile,· iron •. · Inst·a.11.aa:e l,-:J..O" x l2" 
tappinc:, valve, i-,vaive · hex, l-10-h push-on -piu9;. 
Jefferson & Poplar -· Pipe laye<.'1: .~8' Qf 6" an<'!, 6:' of-
10,", du~til.e. iron'. · Install.ed: 1-J;i-'! solid Sl,a.eve 1-6." 
' ' • ' • • • • • • ' • . • • • •• I - • • • ' ••• > f , 
x 4" re~uc.er 1 :t:-4". steel to cast coµpL1.ng, l-10 11 x· 6-" 
.tee, 1-'lti'! solid i.leeve, 2- v.;;.lve boxes, 1-ga,te v4 lve, 
1-:QUtterfly yalve. · 
Jaffersdn 2r Maple - Pipe_ laY,ed: 37' of. 6'' -ductile iron. 
Installed; · 1~s·· -gj;:ound· aut solid slee\le, 2-6'' so'.lid 
s1aevea; 1-6!' cro,$S:, ~~va1v;e, ~q~-. 1-ga~·li) valv.e. 
During the montq of ii.arch 248,126,000 g,alions of 
water was produced from the system, or 8,004,06-4 gallons 












LBS. OF CHLORINE 
136. 0 Lbs. 
140.0 Lbs. 
:o.5 UOs. 
15. 0 Lbs, 
1415, 5 lbs. 
C 6986 
..... •.• .. - . - -.- - . ~·. 
Water De~artment Honthli Report (capt.) 
l\'~11 lt32 
C):e.e :Well 
We,;t Stanch Bpost~r 
54,,488, ooo: 
1.~, 237, .QQO: 
s, s:is ,.QOD 
248, 126 ,ooo 
·19'6. ,5' Lbs:. 
37. 5" Lbs. 
1a.o tos .. 
106.0 Lbs. 
-
This figure is· i0,880;000 les:,;; than Jast H;'a:rih,- ~.il"Se<l OP. .the !>OPµ. 
:f;igure ,Qf !!6, 7 _3 i;; 1;.)i;1t.~. ¥Eli.fa .i 7.1, z g);i_l;I..P11$' qf · .,?. t;et: pet. l?gtsqt, pet day :,,ri 
frOli) \:i:i.e S)'.i!? l;e!Ji. 
Air.i.o:r::t :Pr<,du,::tio!l \.,'as ~; 4if9, JiO,O gallons o:t ·wat.er .usi.rig 2. 5 lbs, ,cf ch 
and 32 mart na=,s. 
5: MAIN· LINE. LEAKS. w,ere .. REPAJ:REO. at, .i:!1e fp-:J..l,Q,W:ing J,o,c,g,1:;Lon;;; . ' 
220,9 .;lo_4til Znif, 50,Q Bl,k So. G_rai,t Sha_ne-. !lr. &' Jim,iper H:i,J. -i 
500- Blk south Gr.ant 7 32 w, .Wh:i tman: 
,sf NEW SERVttts 'flare INSTALLER ,g. '~ha ;ft;1ll9w:i~i.: l9¢<:1°);~oni; i . 
. 5520 Bantj.oc~ }!w~- (:3/4;,} 5544. 13a.nnoG:.k iji-ly (.3./~"1 .5122 Banrtoci. Hwy i.3/.4'') 
'5.188' !,annqck Hwir {3/4"1' 5898 .aannock liwy· (3/-:4-'lJ 4590 Banna.:::k Hwy (.3/4'.«) 
4;330 Bannock HwY {3/4-") 204.i ·so. Main (3/4") 206'5 So. Ma.in (3/4") 
21:q so. Main l3/4"} .2141 so. i,ta;µi (3/4") 2151 so, Mai:.iJ: (3/4"J 
2201 s·o. Hain ·!3,/4"i: · 22·15 so:. Main {3:/4") 865 Bitterroot (3/4'') 
.3705 !i.s. Hwy 3·0, W (1'') ~403 So .. Milin (.'.f/4 1' f 261i Bannock Hwy (j/4" i 
2711 13a.nnt;>ck .H,wy (.3/4") 27~5 Ba.1111oc)t Hwy (;3/4" ). 2755 Banrioc_!_- H\'IY ( 3/4"; 
io SERVtC2s we:i:e RENEWED at the following l.ocations: 
256 ;l-9. 6J;rt {3]4."J 16~5 so. 3,rd {'3/4·"} 627. ~o, ~;ltn ,[3-/!" J 
i6:i,. Jensen ('3/.4"·) 1371-77 wi11a:r& (3/4") 75~ w. Sub,let.t!;! ( 3/4'' ), 
755 w. Suple:t.t!o! {3/4"} 
467 1-lcKinley {3/4" J 
344 McKinley' ( '1/ 411 I 556 So. 1.ith [1") 
REPAIRED at the following 
1040 Gray (3/4") 
i9 SERViCES were 
787 Bryan (1/2") 
916 Gra-y {3/4") 
1306 E. Le\'liS (l") 
1710 E. Wyeth ( l" j 
979 srexman ( 11 Z.'' l 
519 So,. 11th {1/2") 
1445 No. 1st (l''l 
locations: 
96~ Gray ( 3/4") 
N9rthgate {3/4'') 1578 
1349 
Ony:ic- (3/4") 
Allen Rd. (1/2") 
1850 Mo. Main (l") 
706 No, 10th (3/4") 
867 
308 so. Main (:3/4,") 
845 No. Garfield (1/2''1 
719 Myrtle (3/4") 
1006 No. H_a:rrison (3/4") Jefferson & ?oplar (:l/4 
~ 6987 
H.,l\.IN LIME 'WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHL:Y BEPOR'l' 
APRI,L .1986 
lOO & 200· Block -No. 9th, ,100. Block So.' 9th - Pipe layed, '11-4A' o:£ 
6-" o.uctile iro_n. -I11stalled~ 1-.12 11 z 6" tapping .s_leeve; 1-tappihg 
v;;ilve, 6-valVE! hdxes,' l:-·4 11 solid sl;eave, ·f-4Y,m._j. plug, l.-4" split 
. ,steEiva, 3-6 11 ~~te v~lv:Js, :l!-6-" firi\ hydbint viltves, :;!-6'' te.€!S, ,?-ti" 
i(irE! J:ly.d:f;;,r/1:ts, 1,,-.(i,!'- ·solid $leave_,. t~l5?1 ~ 4'-' re-clµcet;- .. 
2·oth .. & Bonneville 
cb.lor'irration. ta~. 
Made ~,; ta·p ,on l2" main. Made 3/4'' 
PLJ.J;'i:n~. tile· month of. April 239,878,000 ·gallons of water was 
p'roduci3d f:c;ciiii t_he· system·, qr 7 ,995',933 9/3,llons per c1ay produceq 










44-, ~lA., 000 
2'.o, ~16-,0QO; 




5.3, 399. QOO 
16:, 313,-000 
4 .. , 675. 000 
239,878;00Q: 
LBS.- OF CHLORINE! 





192_. 5 J:;l:is_. 
190.5 Ll)S'. 
.35. 5 J:;b_S· • 
15 .. 5, . tbs. 
706 ,0 Lbs. 
This fig'ure is 86,166, ooo l.ess than last April. Based on the 
population figure of 46., 736 th.ere were 171. 1 gallons of water per 
person per day produced from the system. 
Airport produc;:ion wai, 1,471, ODO gallons of water using 2. 5 
l.bs. of cJ1lorina and 39 man hours. 
Water Department Monthly Report {cont.) -~-
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MAIN LIN;j, WORK 
WAT.ER DE:PAF,TMENT HON.TH.LY REPORT 
1-'..A.Y 1986 
:;.oo Block: Packard'" Construct new main line. Pipe Lay1,d: 140-' of' 
5 1' ductile iron, ·2 1 o-f 4" cast· iro1'L Ihstalle9-: 1-6.., _gate va1:ve., 
;-4" :si;ee,J to cast. poupJ;ing, 1-vaJ,ve box.., 3/4'' chlorinati-o.n t.ap . 
. 1.000 Block· ·Spruce· ·Street - Capit~l :!,rni;1r;9y~me,ii,t i;,:ro~ii!P,t,. 
J,./i,yed, JQ.a' ·o.f -6'1'; duc:~:il'i!' i.r-on. · · 
1570· Y ·110-ws an:e ta 'Flan:dra - tapi.ta'i impro,:ven\ent prpject 
(construct new' main l:i.'!l.e •. Pipe 'iayed: .. 5.94,• of s•i du.ctile- iron. 
T~' of, 6"·dui::tile· iron, !rista-iled: · 2-611 £±-r.e hy,drant:sivalves-, 2-
6" J::i:t:.a l).yd,t:aprs., z_:B" x 6" te(ls, z--va;I.\.'e boies, 1-8" :sol;!.d sleeve. 
s'urrey .Ridae 2nd Addition .: M_aq.,. 6 11 tap, O!l 6". m.ain. Ir;,st!lll :2-3/4" 
chlarinatipn taps. 
30S Wes~ Quinn - Made 2-10" ta,~s on 10" and lB;' main. 
D1,1J:'ir\.g tJ:le montll pf: .J,~ay; 424 ,·9.16, 000 g.al:lqns of. W?\t1=;i; W?\.S 
pz;qci;4c::oiil :Erpl!l J;he · sys·~.,.JII~ 91r 13., 7(Q6:, 9 5~ gallons .per day ,prqduced 

















West Benc::h Booster 
GALLONS PRODUCED 
42,566)000 














15,183 I QQQ. 
11,571.000 
424 ,.916, 000 
Water Department Monthly Report (cont.) 
;!,BS. GF CHLO;BlNE 
-12-2. 0 Lbs. 




l.8-. 5 :t,bs, 
38. 5 .L.bs. 
119. 5 L)is. 





22. 5 Lbs. 
12. 0 Lbs. 





'.\'l'lis fic;iur·e is. 45,701,090 les!> 1:l).a_n: 1,!3'1rt; May, 
po'p:i(latioi'l figure .. of 46 ,736- there ;,.,afe 2':13. 3 gall.arts 
-p"erson )?er day )?toduced from the sys·tem. 
Based on the 
of water per 
A,f.#ort :pro.d..U¢.):ion lo(~S 1,779,009 9.allop;; 9£ \-later 1:1.sin9 3.5 
_lbs.. of cb.lor;i:oEi atid_ 42. ma.pc hours;. 
,5 MAIN trm; tEliKS: war·e REPli.i:REi>_ at the following 1ocat1ons: 
31)8 No'rtii. 9tlt E. T·ert.t. &. M.eitibrial 1458 So. 2nd 
se~tiing Basin /13 ( ;ai, & 10;1 iin.es J 
' 
9 NEW SJ::RVICES were. INSTALLED. ,at 'the-' folloiorihg' loc'a:t;iohs; 
l.~14 :So, ·Fairwa?( (i••j 1616. So, Fairway (ii•j 5505 shcsho:',~ 
(3/4") 
2700 So,, 5.th. (2" $.L, I 
{2/! S,L.j 
1630 No, aates ( :3/4" l ISTJ Research Park 
Rev.i,sed Benchland !!lock 4 Lots Q & P (3/4·":l 1023 Spruc·e 
{:3/4,") 
i'i SERVICES' were RENEWED at the following lOcati.On:s, 
8:3'1 Berryman (3i4'') 2J4 $0. 6th (3/4") 252 No. 1th 
{3/4") 
10.& North.land (3/411 ) 
(3/4") 
2.35 Ni(). Johns6ri ( 3 / ~") 
( 3/.4") 
2i6. so. 'Lltl:l (3/4") 
(.1'/4") 
638,-40 No. 9th (3/4".} 
(~/4") 
436 No. Main (3/4") 
( 3 I 4" ) 
1297 Santa Anita (3/4") 
189 Pearl (3/4''] 
232 Paarl (3/4") 
( 3/4'' l 
:839 so. Main (3/4") .405 Ri.'Chlatid 
13 5 7 Sari;ta Anita { 3 / 4 11 ) ij,5 5 Santa A.ni ta 
1364 .Santa Anita { 3./ 4") 1349 S.anta !,n1ta 
'163 Santa Anita (3/4") 1333 Bai;ta Anita 
1341 Santa il.nita ( 3/4 11 ) 1289 Santa Anita 
1281 Santa .~.nita (3/4 11 ) 
247 Pearl (3/4") 
250 Pearl (3/4''1 
151 l? earl ( 3 / 4" ) 
16 3 Pearl ( 3 / 4" ) 
6 0 5 i'fo . ./1.rthur 
Water Department Monthly Report [cont.) -3-
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",TATER DEPAR'IMENT MONTHLY REPGRT 
JUNE, l '.lS6· 
tl.A!N l,!NE. W0_$K 
100 & 200- Block. Fairinon·t ·S·tcreat -~ -Capttal: impro.vemjlnt ·pjt-oJe~-t-. 
Pipe lctYecl.: 122.S.' of 6,I du,;;t.i.le· iron, ID;~i;:al;Led: ·· 1-6'' · f~r~ 
h:;.dre1.nt vaiva, 4.-6'1 gate valvcSs, 1-6" fir:ei, hydrc>.ilt, 2:-6,'' .tees_, -?,-6.'' 
90 oenii, 1~4-" 46 b;md, 2-4" steel to cast coup:Liugs, 5-va_lve 
bpx;es, .1.-6" sol.id. s::tee.ve, 1-l/4'' oGhiorination .ts1p. 
71-0 l:{est Quinn. - Made 6" tap oa 1:i" main. for new· fire hydrant, 
Pipi;, layed: .21' of ,£" <l,µcti:).e i_rop. Instiilled: 1-6" tapp'ini; 
valve,· 1-6:" fir_e· hydrant va_lve, 1-6'' f:i;'re ·hydra11t', 1-6 1' x 12.'' 
\;<1pp:l.ng s.le.i;,,/e, z,.valve boxes. 
6'7-5 Yellowston-e .- Mad.'e e," tap on. E,V main :ft1r p:r:ivat1a .fir-e iine. 
Made_· 5,!- ta:p ·on -6·;, main to insta~i ltew .fire hydrant;_ Mater-iais used 
( supp.lie.cl :Oy contractor): 1.-6;. fire hy,dta-rit, 1-6 1' gate :valve, 1~ 
valve bo;{, i-,6" tee, 2,-6" steel to cast' couplings. 
Dtiriiig the in6b.th_ of Jl\ne 7'97, 754 ,·000 ga·l~~ms of w.ater. was 
produced from the sys.tam, or 2-6, 591, aciO g11llons pe:ir da7 produced 
from the- _following squrcee,. 
Slttfa"ce ~rut,plies 


















West Bench Booster 
GALLONS PRODUCED 
-~4 ,894·, Oi:iO 
15,4~4,000 







32 ,_561, 000 
4G,5~9,900 
41,187,000 






24. 6.31. 000 
797 ,.75.4, 000 
Water Department Monthly Report (cont.) 
·LBS. OF CHLORIN_E 
315 .o [,b$. 
46 .,5 Lbs:-
165,Q' Lbs. 




61. 5 Lbs. 
95.5 Lbs .. 
:i26.0 Lbs .. 
1.37,5 Lbf), 
89 .. 5 Ll;>s. 
l 92 .,-0 Lbs, 
9,9. 5 Lbs. 
i97.5 Lbs. 







This figl.\re ;i.s 71., 59? ,,000 more than. last June. Based, on the 
populat;ion figµ(e _of 4.-0, 736 ·there were• 569. O. gallons of· water per 
patsop. .-pet day pr:oduced from th.a sy-sten,:. 
A..irj?.q,t;t.. prpqlJ~s.ipn· was 3, T~\> 1 ·000· g:alloris of. water using .5•. 5 
lbs·. of !=:l:tl;<:>ri.II!a!. a_mJ; :p ii\an h;i;,urs, 
1s l1AI1'f LINE i:.iAKS, w.sre ,REPJ\.:i:R~D ;;.i ·th;(! follqi,i;~g lqc;~tLpl'.!s, 
2.460. S. 2nd 
-,rno B west Whitman 
-~.cib, i?' ~9;; .6~!1-, . 
').'rilJl.@1..i,,F,1.si9n LiQ..e 
_17c$5 Von; El;_l\1 
·1935 so. 2nd 
:Yelio"wstone. & McKin·ley 
1000 Block E. Halliday 
-6o_c0; Bl¢qk so·, 5th · 
$09 Blqc;k Rii:;_blanq 
909 Biock ·E:., -to1;1ng 
spruce,--~ E'?,i;rn1qn):-
·400- BlolJk .J'efferson 
M:i'ifk c,::ree·k 
_zioo :EHqck Pola;Line 
4,IIQ ¢ie~¢RA:t: · 
34. ,NEW S-ERVIm,;~ wera HISTJ\:LLED at tha fo'ilowi·ng locations: 
449 McKin-ley (3'/4") 1,023- Spr1.1ce· .(3/4';) l(i'i;j Spruee {3/4,'''..) 
i0$9- Spruce (3/4") 526 S', .:.rarit '(1-" l _145· .'3. ~Eii,~ (3/4";) . . ' . . 
22·37 s. Znd_(,;2fS''•) ,zc:23·9-· S, 2irci. (3./4") 130.0•Slk, if. oth (3./4") 
<Park •behind· ii-oo Pocatello· cree:k ( 2;, -sU11\mer li-nel 
-¢1:lr+sl;i,ms.en -Su1:,d .• - tll.k., i, tot.s '.). /1. 4, ijlk., -2 J:.qi;s, _;I. .§< :z; {3/.4") 
,.@i.li;,te)!' Ri,\1!1~ Z;i!i f\d,d,. ,_ Bl~, l, !1Pt$': l,-J,9,- BJ;!L ~- Lot:S- 1 &. ? P/4-'") 
1 ~ _ ·SERVIl'.!ES were R~NEWEll 
3 5 46 H41,w-.thorne ( 3 /"4 11 ) 
aCc the foliowin,1. locatiens-: 
9015- E. Ha-l.li~ay (3;4i•j 733 Ebony [3/4") 
96b w. ~;Lark C3/f." J 
4'50 N·; 12th (3/4 11 ) -- . 
1"2JI Ebony ( 3/4" )· 
(3/4';) 
24.. SERVICES W$re RENEWED 
1023 Sp r1.u:: e_. (3/4 11 ) 1063 
i015~ spr.11ce (,3/4'') ii-iQ 
25\l Fairmont (3/411") 156 
2.01 W:i;lsor1 (3J 4"-) 
325 S. 6th- (3/.4 1"1 
7 35' E. Hal-lid!IY ( 3 / 4 '1 j 
1312 -Zener (Ji4") 
33'7 •s • 6th C 3/ 41' ) 
324 Franklin 
AND.CONNECTED TO 'i'HE NEW M."<Ilf; 
sprucec {3/4" _) lii.66 spruce ( 3 /4j'') 
sprucii (3/4":) 1Q6o-:E. Elm (3/4-'1 ) 
Faiti'nont (3/4") 163 Fairmont (3-/4 11 ) 
112- Fairmont (3/4 1') 182 ·Fairmont ,( 3/ 4 1') 169 Fairmdilt: (3/4<') 
;1.94. Fairmont (3i4") 220 Fai,rmont (3/4") 239 Fairmont .(3/4") 
-:?65 Fairmont (3/4") 229 Fairmont (3"/4") 275 Fairmont (3/4 11 ) 
255 Fairmont {3/4 11 ) 262 Fairmont (3/4") 274 Fairmont (3/4"i 
6 SERVTCES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW HAIN at the following 
locations: 
1110 E. Elm (1") 15.5 Fairmont (3/4 1') 





-·. -·. .. - .~ .. , , ' .. - . . ... . ~ --.... . 
WA'.ti>!l, !lEPAR:I'Mr,:tlT HQNTrtL'.i: ltli!l?OR'l.' 
.JUt.:t 1986 
l-!.\IN t.INE WORK 
300 & 4UtJ, Bicek 'Fairmcrrf: Stre.at - ·cai;,il:.a!. lmt,tovi3meµt P~9·51ilct. 
P19a l.a1ech 1:3':2!i '. of' 6.'1 4.u.cti!E!l ·:1-r-pµ, Inst.-llelai,': .. 1.-i:;.1• ·fir~ 
h:,-4rZ!nt: valve:,. 1-5° ,gate valve, ,1-6" ;hre. hy(lrant, 1-6 11 :t,aa .• l-4.' 
s·,:eel: 1:11:>u.p'li.ng with plug welded .lcn 011e· :side'·, ,2-,ta:l<ta b'o:ita-.i;, l-6" 
solid, s-~e!ilv~,.".. · 
{mii'ln Silrat1t byeri:;,ass - ~~.i:9.:!a't~iig l!lfa in, ~i:ne. i?':l;i;,~ 1a.Yilil4; ffU'Q' of 
18" du~1:.il,a .j.r9n, 150' qf :l,,Z'' duc:tiie ±r,;,n, i!\nc;! 4(7 1 oj; <i" du,,,.t.:i..:i-e 
ii:on. I-nstalle<i: -1,-1$,''. sat.a ;:a'.!,·1~s, :t-1.2" gat;e v<;1lv111a1,. k:.10'' ga;,;e 
vatYI¼, :2'~1P;'' :tapi;,tll9-,"Y.alv.es, ~..,p'~ gat.~ v,:,,lva,. l . -1&"' i.:· io,•• taa~in.l! 
sl$'eva 1 1-10" x 10•1 ta:;,ping: sl~eva, 2''-lJ:l" it 6-" tee, 1.:,1.a" te·s, 1-
_l'!J'." n· ·1:2 11• p·,2., :ii: s-. !i!'.'B·;· teii'ucer·, ?-ls" 45 • h'iino,s., 1.,-;i.011 .90_' be~d, 
2-ll." 90' bena:s, 1:--~" 90 1 ·l:)enq,,. ·1-6" ,f,t.re ll'.,l;drant., J'-11;1" solfd. 
sle9ves, 1-12" .solid sle.eva, :l.:-10"· sob:,;[ sleevl:l, 1-1:i,.'1 Sol:i,d sleeve, 
1-3/4-''. -CO,!:J):. !,l;OP, :1.l~y?Tve opxe~- t-\<ii/;;!l,l:'!al,i; ~4 l~bo.r '!le.,ra 
furnished, ):ly the. c.ant±a,i;;t.or. 
Bannock High.way ..,. street Department overlay proj:ec:t:. Pipe' layed: 
26 1 of 12" due.tile iron. tnscallad.: 1-12" gate ;valva, 1-valve . . .. - ' ' ~ .. 
bo'x, 1-1211 taJ?i?.i~g irl.fav-e. 
J?i;iring: ,t::h,e. mc:q,t!i- .of Jul~. 811!, 1)21, QOO gallons ·.of 1,1ater was 
PZci>ilcU.~a.d ,:(:rO)ll; J:;l).a, s.'f,si;e,m, '.'.Q,l:" 26 ,3.87, 9~8,. ga.llon:s :.?e:r .;l.ay prQduce.d 
from, tb:a fo11owing s.a.u.rces, ., · 
Surface supplies 
& Wiilll 30 
















West Bench Booster 
-GAlitONS. PRODUCED 
6':), 47:0, 000 
i4: 96s· ·a-00 • , . I . 
15, ~:ZS,, ,01}Q • 




~6:, $-4~ '.ooo 
3}:, 4,3,l.., !)OJ:) 
3s:, $1~ ,·ooo 
43, 609,:00'o 
13,092,000 






iHtJ, 027, 000 
!:.BS., OF CHLORINE 
1,p.g 7 • p )'.,!?s, 
·11.-5 Lb,; . 
i!f:3 .-5 Lbs. 
185.9 Lbs. 
2'27. 5 Lbs, 
. 9& ,0 .Lbs,. 
66 .O Lbs. 
~3.0 .Lbs. 
·l,t4.0 Lbs. 
120. 5 Lbs. 
102.·s Lbs. 
17.!l'.5 Lbs. 
131. 5 Lbs. 
207.0 Lbs. 
44,0 Lbs. 




TJ\i6 f,igure is 64,051,000 li;;;s than last July. Based on the 
,population figure of 46,736 there wer.e 564.6 gallons of water per 
'1,i\TE_? DRPARTMEH'J:' HON.TRJ;,Y :R_EE'ORT 
¥JGtrs1 1:9'8'.~ 
2-00 &. 300 Bleck F:p! . .p,kLin S:tre'St: " Capital impr9veme.n.t,. projeo.t,. 
'i?i)?e: _la:¢ea) · · 1488 '. ,:;rf· 6" 'aucti1e· iroli, .2' of t" du-c:ti:t.e: iron. 
I.ns·ta:llecl; 1-6" fi,:re ·hydrant t,,alve; 3-6" gate va:lves,. L~6" fiEe 
hy4¥~tj,t;_', '?-§''' tee.~; 
0
,1;·4.'' ~J:.eeJ J::~ Ci!S'f: 'C9\i!)l~l)9'
0
) t'-\1"~];_'.V~ boxes I; .1~ 
,6" . s,oJ.id ,sl-!-.'i!V"I" l.-9'.Q' '.ll.eP~S·; 1,-?i," ;>~~e,l. ,;;epa:i;r p,1p4, 1-6" p.lie,:1.n. 
ei,:_d to 4'' m, j ., re·d1.1cf;!..I:', roade .t!'J.e· i:-eql,,l.i,r.ea. ·chJ.p-):'it'iatidi.;; t:a·pif, 
Du.tillg the men.th, of· Augus.t 8''33,196,000 gallon.ss of ,water w,as. 
i;ttli,i~i;tce~ ~.rom tJi.El' ·sys ti!!nr, 6r 2&.,. a:n; 290' g'a:l lahs p·er day ~reduced 
frof!l tl:u~ following sourc;es. 
Surfaca S.UPPlie::; 





·We-i 1 #;'tB', 
Well ii1 









Wes!; Benc:h B(Jost;et 
GALLONS.I:iRODUCED 
64 ,91.9, 000 
· j-0, 4$'0,, ooci 
7,8, 334,000 
6 5, 0,93.; OQO 
'.t-08,/201190Q 
-~ . 'J; ;'346., o~.o 
~:o ,ff2, oep· 
~\'2 , ,~:)}! , 00 6 
3.:i, '732,000 
40 ,•OJ$'; 000· 
2~-/0.34; 000' 
7i ,:B.9.f~QOO 
5,'3 /617, QQQ. 
56 ,i\:!4.., OGiO' 
11,684,000 
37'; '189 ; 0 00 
1,~:,235 ;.900 
2·lL 11& ;.ooo 
.1.BS •. OF .:C)U.(')Itr.tlE 
10·f0:• O; /:,bs. 
.atL 5: tbs. 
21·6·. a tbs. 
1. 7.Jl. ir Lbs • 
'286. .. 0· Lbs. 
·r5;il ,.!!: tbs .. 
7 60.)i .Lb,E'!. 
'i14..S Lbs. 
111. O' Lbs, 




2C\-4. 0 Lb!.! ; 
'.3i. 5; tbs, 
78.0 LBS. 
$2-,5. Lbs, 
66 .. \t. tbs. 
Thill figure is il ,B-79, ObQ less than iast August. Based on the 
population figure pf 46,736, there were 575.1 gallons o{ water per 
person per day produced from the system. 
Airport. production, was 5,555,000 gallons of water using 9 ,· O 
lbs. of chlorine and 34 ~an hours. 
3' MAIN LIJ:JE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the f.ollowing locat:ions: 
St:h & Dill.on !)58 East F.oplar 350 so. :.Oth 
Water Department Monthly Report (cont.) 
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WATER DEPARTMENT M,ON'!'H.LY REPORT 
SEPTEMBER 198£. 
'Ml-.IN LINE WC.Ric; 
300 & 400 Block Fi:ankiil:l Str:eet - dapft13.Jj .imp:.fov~fu~rit ,pt6jecf;·, 
:;:;ipe laved: t335' of 6'1 ductile iroi:,., :~I' of 4'' ductile: ir.611: 
.ins tailed; 2,-5" fire hydra.Ii. t va-I:ves, 1-6 '' ,aate. valves, 2:-6''1 f,i,t$' 
h:riitrai;rt$; ~:~6'1 t¢eS;, ~:.,_VaJ:\re' bb~~s 1, 1-6,"• .SOl-id S'1Ge'1e,. ffiild!al; tJi~ 
re,quireif c.tiJo,rJRatiqn, t;;ip~·, 
During tile month of s·e:e,temb~r 379,715 ,OP.o ga:tlo!ii. 9£-. water· was 
p·rO:du:ced from ·the ~,tstem, 'or 12 1 !551 ,,li;,'7 :ga:liorg; -p~r daY pi,;04:i;ic;:;ei;f 
f.;..o!ri. the J;;~l;l,·ciw:ing; ·sources:. 
Surf a.C,'? $Upplias, 












w .. ~s .. ,£: "'B.'~hcb.,' 'E!oostex: ., ,, ' ,,- " '"" 
GALLONS .P.RODIJOED 
68'•21·~. ·000 . ,. ic:t.,, - . 
,38, 832, .0,0)) 
;i.~, ?,ii,,O;PP 
il.4, 95;4,,00P, 




""' 3·3.t n·o·o· ~-~;, . .:., .. ' . 
'!!.$i, tes.,n:a"b: 
13., 6$1,bO(j 
54·; '72-3; 0.00 
z;r; 4z9 ,oau· 
l,5·, 969 ,,-00:0 
'l'ii'.108.,,{iOt): 
,379:, 7i~ ,01)0' 
LBS. O'F CHLORINE 
'1056. 5' Lbs .. 
·111,.~. Lbi; • 
41;L O Iibs, 
44 .. 0 Lbs., 
.ue. o :t.1;>s. 
13.5. :i.bs. 
4 9 . S· :t.b·s,. 
3,:2, O J;,bs,. 
60, $ Lbs. 
49,@ L,bS. 
, '3? , .:r .t,bs .. 
183 ... 5 Lbs .. 
42 ,. 5: Lb.s. 
35 ,5' Lbs. 
44.0 Lbs, 
,1,9i4,!i Lbs. 
This figure is 31),045·,,oOO 'more than last September. Based on 
the po·pulatioo· .figure o:f. 4.'6, 7 3S ther·e were 270:. s gallons o.f wa t.er 
;"!r p;irson per da:y prot:hai61o.d: ,t.;tom the •sySt;em .. 
. Airpo\Ji: tii:odttctiii>I) ii/1!5 i;, 6?1., 000 gaTlons of:, water i,i,15:ii;lg 4". o:· 
i.bs .. q£ <=hlo;riI!<f ·an<:l: 31 111.an Aours, 
2 MAnr: LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED <a.t t;ha following· loca,ttons; 
500 Bloc.k Euclid. r.s<u. Garris.on Hali 
5 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
North eo,d o.f Apti.'!,l.9opa - Bfnchl,:mg leit .( 2") · 
West 1/2• Lot 7 Block 5 - South Park subdivision (1"} 
955 E. Walnut (3/4") 1Q8.0 E. Walnut (3/4") 11&0 E. Walnut (3/4") 
23 SERVICES were· RENEWED 
605 N. 6th (3/4") 1229 
1:63;3 N. Harrison (3/4") 
1553 Jensen [3/4'1 ) 1004 
at the following locations: 
N\ Hayes (3/4") 135' S. 17th (3/4") 
1239 N. Hates (3/4"7 653 E. Cent~r (1''1 
No. Gra!'.t (3/4 11 ) 411 W, El!il (3/4 11 ) 




WATER- l)Ei?AR!!'t'IE-NT MONTHLY REPORT 
OiTOBER r:~a~ 
~:.,11.IN L1.NE l{O~ 
")AOG ·Block No. 2p:1:L " i;::\{tind. m<:1:irt., },J~e- f.c.1.t f:j.:z:::e hy.11ranj:. Pipe, 
layed! · 301' .bf .6"' dµc;:tile, --irPI'!., Jl'ls'j:g:J,3,ad: ·1,-10 11' J.s' ·fi" ·ta"91:n.ng 
;;:eEic, 1:-6" tapp'ing va).'fe,, 1~6. 11 .,:fa,' be1;1d, 1.-s,'r fi,:t;-Ei: hya,ran:e· va:1,..e, :i,-, 
Q'' .f:i:ta ny:q'.r:,a'n.t,, 2:-'v.a'l.vo: b.oitas: .. 
Spaulding Bi:lostar iteatibn: - lfl-'stall vai•tes- ol') ).8!' linf!, ;j:.hat se);:vas, 
Highlei,nd ·t.an:k. l?11'.5@ layed:; ;ff' of 1-8." ,ctubt-i1e· iron ... _ Jn1>t.alJ,-.d; 
i"-i.ll'; !l)µt~<s:i;:f'ly ya,l;v,e9 , .l2'-f$" J$tjlid "$1,,r~ves.1 2-ValVii· ·boxes·. 
;3.JQ ::eocate'l:lo ,Creek: '..Rciad - 'l-i'~~ ,41" tap ·;;qr; ;i,i;~ 'j,;p:e,~ 
.Di,t,::j,l.i'1 ;;Ji~ !il-b.!1.1:;li of Octohar 2:4;1 r!l~i, Q,O.Q: gallon~ }:n: w~t;er '1~s 
pl'"odu:e~d :!1'pli). ~he sl(,!!j::~iil; <'Jr 1 1,9;9;;, !387 gallons. ,per. liil-Y ,pr9Jl,uGa4 
frRm th.a !:,;,i:J;oi.i~#g !1!91lt~•(s. · · · · 
Surfa·o.a SUJ?pl.le'S 
li!il11. '#'2. ... 
Weli #16 




West Rench Boo.ste.r. 






,5\;; 2 2} , O'.O,Q: 
,i&;,-~~ ~ ,o:oQ-
');:6, 108,000' .-<"'-.-.,_ 
241·, 857, 0,00 '· . 
,:,,-{f -- •: • 
LBS-. OF CHLORINE 
... lQZ;L O Lbs .. 
l27 ,5 Lbs. 
7 3 ,,() Lb$ . 
33,Q Lbs • 
P-P /s tJJ s; • 
195:5 Lbs. 
~7·, !> Lb:S,. 
. 18·. a Lbs,. 
the 
p~r 
Thi;~ f;igw;e is. ll.i 7QS- cii,l<:r-,le;;"l tjian Ll!-~:t · Octobe':-, BaS'Gd on. 
PQpu).ati-911 figure 9£ ~t,736 the.re were.171.0 gallons of water· 
pe:rso:n per day prpJ:i'uc§d J:rom th~ :Syatero' .. 
Air,pbrt p:to.ductic:;i)'r was· Z, l.'1,3 ,'QQO gallops Qf· wai;:e1; u,sing 3. O' 
-·lbs.· o.f t:h-·lorine ana, 39, man ·heilrs,,· · 
8• MIN Lil'IE. :LE.itKS 
116 Ii i'>!.rn· 
128 Cotto.nwooo. 
4440 Stockm.an 
were REPAIRED. at., t'.he 
·· · ·2140 Ardella 
978 Nixon 
Buell & Harrison 
following 1.ocations: 
- 'Maple &, Wilson· 
12.20 So. 4"th 
23 NEW SERVICES ware !NSTALiiED at the 'following· location'S: 
4440 Stockman. P/4"} 1330 Bench Road {l-2", i-l";summar line) 
Aztec;_Stibd;i.vision - Lots l, Z, 3, 4 and 5 {3/4") 
Benchland lst - Blk. 6 Lots 12 and 13 - Blk. 7 Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 
Block '1 Lots 1, 2, 3·_, 4 1 5, 6, 7 and 8 - Blk. 10 Lot l ('3/4") 
10 _SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
7D6 No. 8th (3/4") 1111 Wilson (3/4'') 624 So. 10th {3/4") 
128 CottoJ:')wood (3/4" l 1081 McKinley {3/4") 702 w. Wyeth (1"} 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER l.986 
t:fA!ti J:.J:NE WORK 
:sench-land lSt Addi tioti ~ ',Sub-:fi.vi~ion ta:katt inti:i th,:1 s.yst.im. 1?1p1'! 
la.y'.ea: 11:0,Q' o,f ·,3n 'g,uctila., 4,85.' ¢f 6" ductil;;; l.tbil. Ins-tal.led:: 
:15.:.!in val yet;;. 4-,$'' ;;,.lvi!!s/ °3-6" f;i_re J:\Y<'1:rant\l.- {Mata,r.ials !ii:id l~bo:r: 
W-,'i!.f~ fµ1<11j.__1;he4' -1:/Y t,h.e, ¢9nt-ra¢'j:;q.r.) 
St.h & c1u:ter ·, \40.ve £i.re 'll,xdra;nt_ Q ~ J;,acll: .P..f curb, ~~pe 1ai;!'l.d..; ;\:·' 
.of ,6" ducti,l~ iron. .Ins~alled: 1-4 "x6" red!;!Ce.r, l ~va;l va i;l.o;<., 1 - !5''' 
fire: hyd.raht sralva. 
·'135:0' Joa:!.dy - e.race ·Lutheran, Churclf - M,ajn ','l.i:ne e~t$.nJl.i\:'?B.• _PiJ?e· 
.. ~aY.E\41 · ·. ~:':).:i;' i,?:f . · B" duc;.til~ ,i:roq, ::i·o J f':J.f. 6 ''. ~y.ct_i,1$·. Jron. 
~na'!;~ll.~/;1, 't ... !}" g,._!;e. Y.~l, v,;,, 2:--6;" . .f.it,e !lY,d.r~s'lt:s ,, ;l~!i." t:ir"', ji,ydx;ap.t 
v:alv.;1!1, 2...:a"x~" t-ees, 1~a" t:e_e, i-!l". 91:l-' -!:lend, .·i~·B;"' ·p;l.u,gs:, 
{Mat:s1 . r.ial.s <1-n4 lahpr were, f-urnisb.ed l;ly tne, cc,ntrac.tqr.) 
eurmg the month. ·of Novembet' 2-'2:!. 1 9,6-0, o.oo: -ga·J:ion!,' ·of wat<:ir was· 
p:pii,:'!,~,;;e4 fi:,,mi· · the sti;t.ero, 01; ,1, 398, 6~1 ':!'al,;LQ"tj,s P@.r d.~f .P~clµee_d 
;from t;h~ fol;),ow.ing· ~ol..!J;'c;~'?' 
sw::t?<ce tu1,1plies, 





.i:eJ,J. ~} ~ 
·'C::ee Well. 
West Bench Boost.er 
GALLONS PROD0CBD 
.az,, 8'~4., o:o o ·· 
44,,147 I 000 
3; 11}~., 011,0. 
;1., 151,iQQQ 
2; 0.~9., ()_00 
-~3.,,96~, 000 
. 5.3,.S:S-S., oo,p, 
16., 135 , oo:o 4: 163; 000 
221.1960 1 QO.O 




·3C4 . . 
~·.s Lbs. 
2.7. 0 tbs-. 
1~2 .. S Lb,s .• 
36. S Lbs. 
13'.0 Lbs. 
1 1 40~:, 0 Lbs, 
Thi$ f,igu:re is 7; '.)·20 ~Oi,\0 mp.i;:e .tb-an last NovembE,>r. Based on 
the pc,pillll-1;iel'i fi9Ure of ~6, 73'6 the_i;,e \fe.::e 158. J g,allons of watar 
pe1, :?~rSQ!l- pe~ day pro4uciad -from tb,e, sys tam. 
. Airport produc:.tion was- 1,855 ,-000 _gallons of .tat·er usj,ti!:J ,2.. 5 
lbs. of chlorine and 30 man hOUl"s, 
3 MAIN LINE LEAKS were RB);:AIRSD at the fol.lowing J.ocations: 
Alameda & .l'el1ows.tone 7i2 Pa.r;k Lane 100 Blk Taft & Ropseveli: 
2 ~tw SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations-: 
1350 Baldy (2"l · 1so·g Yellowstone {3./4"} 
11 SERVICES wete 
201 Taft (3/4") 
1041 Meadowbrook 
( S/4 11 ) 
RENEWED at t.he folloWi)lg 
204 Roosevelt (3/4") 
( 3 / 4") 223 W. Su_hlette 
locations, 
· 964 Eldredge (3/4 11 ) 
(3/4" l 411 W. tiaple 
126 fie. 15th (3/4") 1243 Zener (3/4") 435 Pershing 
130 No. Johnson (3/4") 140 No. Johnson (3/4") 
(3/4") 
Water Department Monthly Report (cont.) .,...z-
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WATER DE?ART~ENT MONTHLY REPORT 
ilEC~B'ER '.1:9~6 
Dli?.'i'ng th.a moii.i:;h of ·!le¢entber 2-1a:, 550 ,<iOO gailons of w.ater was 
orO'duced from 'tpe .. s~telji',. 0:P 1, Q-50 i 0.00 gallons pet' day f!rOdUc;:ed 
frP.'11 .~e foJ.lO',fillijj' ${)~ces. ' ' . ' ' 
surta.c·e- supp.lies 
w~ir1 Jt2: ··· 
weil ·1t1it 




west B'e-iich BOtister 
GALLONS PRODUCED 
. . 7 4, 198.,000 
45 ,.17-8,0QQ 
7,0·55,000 
. 90-2, 000 
13 ;:a~·s:, ooo 
'55 48'5 000 
i'i: 1.its':'. 000 
. 4 .• .668'. 000 
LBS', OF CHLORINE 
~-3~.,. 9 . !:s_~l!. 
i~:i. 0, tbs. 
21. 0 Lbs. 
2 
.. · ~ • 
-~ .Lbs .• 
l'J.5.libs. 
'186.0 :t.bs. 
J6 .• o, .t.os . 
1s . .tr Lhs. 
:J1llis fi9J'!te is 17, 1{9, 00-0 less tlian iast December. Baseid _,n 
t.)1a poi?,ulatio°' £,igU):e of AS, 7'36 there were 1.50. 8 gallons 'of -wacer 
;,e:i:r person peJ:c q,;1.y' ppo!'.l,u,:;e.g, f,i:ai\\ -i;~· sy5,tem, 
·/lirpert' production was 1,.1$.2, 00!} g;;111o"Qs oil wate:r: !,ls.ing 2, S 
1bs.. of ch1o:ti:rre and' 3 4 man: hoct1.rs: · 
4 MAIN 'LINE LE.!-.NS 
143.6:, So,. 2nd 
Up~ej:,' ~q,;s: ~art<: 
wer,e REPAIIlE!) ·e.t tha .f-oJ}:ow-i,~ij l.ocations. t 
2.~ o.o ~9.• 2n,g.. 2o,a &_ Pr'edl:'e~{ill-
4 N2W SERVICES were 
4020 ,SO, 5-tn (3/4"J 
0lyinptj$ 1:l~i~.hts 1st 
INSTALLED at the 'foll.O'((ing loc~t:j.ons: 
227.0 So. Gralit .{3/4'') , . 
A<id,, - BlQck 2 Lots 1 & :i ( 3 /4"} 
12 SERVICES wei,'.e RENEWED at the liollowing locatk,ns: 
10()'7. Fremo,;tt {3i,4"l 1021. E .. -Fre!li~nt {;:J/4"~ s:H, W, Goµ:ld {3/4"} 
170~, .ti'o. Arthur ( 3./4.") 12.40· No. Arth~r (3/4 1'J l:24~ ~'?- {\.i:thµ± 
13-3.1 SQ, 3rd (~/4") 324:. So. 8-tn (3/4"} 21.0 :S<::r. JPh.n.SOll (,3/4" I 
212. w. Terry 13./4'')- 1281 .. Z.enar (3/4'') 218 so. JoblrS.O'A {3/'1"} 
is SERVICES w~e ,REFAIRED ;fi:t t_l].l;l fol'.1¢,W~9 l.¢ci~t:;~s 1 
1409- tfc>. Artnux O.:!') 1,1i6 w. t::atson:: (3/'4"J · 750 S<l!iii.laJ: (-3/4'"} 
14. Cqrnell (1") . 119 e'rfncetoij ( 1") -41:iO Sb. L:incoln (1/i" J 
48'95 Banno<;k Hwy. (3/4") i034 No. Main (1'1 ) 10So No .• Main (i/2") 
J..826. E. Bonne.ville (3/4",l 
?IRE HYDRANT M. & 0, S~t Out & Pick Uo Fite Hydra·nt Meter Daily at 
th·e following locations: 
1.591 Yellowstone · Butte & Hiskey 
Pump Out Fi.re Hvdrant at the fol.lowing locations: 
5th & Lawton Willard & Alameda 
Repair Broken Fire Hydrant at the following lo.cations: 
3rd & La\iton Donrich & Goli 2-278 D'la,ne 
1887 Lupine Willard & Alameda Lincoln & Benton 
Water Department Month.Ly Report {cont.) -2-
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~;p,g tlie moµth of Ji\!!'JU.U-Y ,233, 056, 000' g:allons of 'f!)~et: was 
prodw:::ed. ·from tJu1· !iY!?t-en:r, or 7, 5 l 7, !'l 35. <ai:illOf!-E!: P..~r _d,ay. i;,-r9,d'ucJ:!Q.. 
:f'rom t:he. i:'ollowin;:i .so1:1rces, . 
•su<rfa,:;8' .J:\tfl?i?l~.ei! & 
'WljllJ. l!!U . 
Mell #2: 





~est :ilench Boostel':1 
GAI:il;iQNS FllQD\JCED 
811', \l.:J31!',01l0 
~J!., ~ft., R9.0 
4, '!.:.:_7 , QOU 
9~.6:.,00Q 
.J.9, :r:rn , ooo, 
55 / •7'il7 ; 00.Q 
.t? ,,0;g9, 000 
. 4 ,:gg,1 ;0:00 
~33 ,il'~6 ,QOO 
55.2-, o· Lbs. 
14'2·, O' Lb,s. 
iit~~ ~bs: 
;? • 5. Lbs • 
10 . .5' ,L),'.p, 
194 .• Q Lbs.. 
36,S Lbs, 
1s ,5 Los .. 
This. figUre. is 15, ,i·~o, OOQ. 1:ess;. than last, ir.~n:uan-. Based. on, 
the populatiou figur-!! o:f 415, '13'6' there Were 160 .. 9 ~allons of water 
per pe:i:s·on :;?er da-y ·l,lrdduced front· tlli.e- system,· · 
Ai~i;Soit proi:11.!r:t:Jon w!:liii .2, 58:S, tfo'O' ':(a11ons of ~ater l!~i:.rig s. s 
.Il;!~ •. g.f• qt\lO,~inJ!i\ ai:ig, ~7. man \'lo.l.lrs:. · 
.6 M.il.IN l'.1J:Nl,l LEAKS wer.e REFA~ at ·i::he following iocations., 
Hat.es' & Carson. l<im & Johnny .creek ·· -2ofa 'S!".>-, ·2n4 
Wingate-. & Turaco· 173.S Ardella· Pole'iina- & ~1.8:on 
;t!O \Ill.W SERV!-CES WERE l'NSTALLED. 
S SERVICES_ w~;-e REt{.EWD .~t:.. !;he fql,l<;>Wing locations;. 
4TS '!{yoe· (J'/4"'l '7'!!;5· No. Arthur ()/4-") 926' No·. 10th !314") 
.:!8. SiR-V!C.ES were liSPAl'RED at the following l<ications: 
93; Hijll:iland t 3/4"J ·· ··· · 
938- l!igb:land {3/4'"') 
892 Wingate (3/4") 
1358 So. 4.th (3/ 411 j 
172.9 E. Terry (3/4"·) 
ll:i46 Saratoga (3/4") 
352 No. Main (3/4") 
302 W. center '( 3 I 4") 
979 Jaasie (3/4") 
982 Jessie (3/4"} 
Water Department ~onthlY Report (cont.) -:t-
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.Wl\,T~ i;l.E;J?.'\ilTl'.ft~'J:':. .MQ1/THtY R)>Et)RT 
FEBRUARY 19 87 
During- .the· month of February 209,581,000 gallons :o.f wate.r was 
prodljiceci froin th~ S'.(Ste!li, 9r, 7 ., 48.5 0 03'.fr gallons\ Jie:r day pteidueed 
f'rolil th~· ,:fo:!.~61-f~ng f!9ui:'9es. 
surfac·e. sup:~,i.i"es & 
We 11 :lo3.G . 
We.11 #2: 
'dAtt:ONS' PRc:JbocED 
74 ,016., 000 
41,:$11., coo 
1,2jj,1,000 
LBS. OF . cfil,OR!NE 
'2!$5 •. 0 Lbs. 
120. Q. Lbs. 
4 .:o' Lbs,. 
. s: L:b's. 
Weli 411&. 
\q() 1'.l: # i'i 
\gel;l: Jtztr 
Wall. #3:2, ctse wail 
·Z.30'-, ooo 
1\1 ,1·41·, l)'QO 
502,39 .. 7, 000 
1sJ'!I1iJ. coo 
40, 0 Tub,.,;. 
168..'!i LbS .. 
32 .:O Lbs. 
·west Bench B·o.dster 5 ,.,;l95:, o·oo ra .. ·o Lbs. 
20.9:,581, 000 
Th'i~ f.;Lgw;.~. is· 2,439 ,.0'0.0 les;s t.hah las.'t F'eb.ruary. Based ol'i 
j:he: p,op.ulaticn f.i.gure of 4,i'/i36 tl;iere ~era 1150. a gall.o~. gt; wate.r 
per peai;i;.pn pe;r .\l.'a¥' pr.pd!J,,;;eJli. ;iroll! .tlle ,;y,..t.em, · 
Afrpo'rt .. pri:Jiluctioti· :was 2', 012, ,,o:QiJ. ga-llons of ,;,a:ts:.< usi:n:g :i .'.5~ · 
lbs. of chlorine and. 8.3 mari' .hours., 
.3· MAIN I,'INE LEAKS' wei:e REPAIRED at the following loc:a.tions::: 
S'ocre11S9h ~ SJ.m l,11,QO. Blk. !j'o. }layes !):11 F;L:i.mg:t~ . 
l NEW' .S.ERVTCE .WAS· INSTALLED at tne following location: 
~3.6.9 J!µ.lott \ 1" fir:e. .lioa) · 
'5, SERVICES were RENEWED at: th.e follqwin'g loc.atipfi,s: 
;L1..q E, .i;:;ta;:k C3l 4'!J 1..J:1.s, E,. i;:J;atk f 3/4!1 l 3~4 J?a.;rst\JA9 ( ~l 4"} 
;i2.3 po, etn t~l4'') 73.~- $0 .. ~ai.n. (3/4'.'J . . 
· 3' SERVICES'. we.re RENEWED ·and CONNECTED .TO NEW MAIN <it the :fQ.llowing 
19.,;;.ationi;;: 
2·15 w, ,Connor (1 11 ) 1546. N. Harris·on (.3/4·") 1639 N'. Harrison 
(3/4") 
2'6 SERVICES -were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
·618 So. Arthur· { 3 / 4" ) 
77q Birc:h {~/4"). 
915 Brenpa11 (3/4") 
1016 Cahoon (3/4") 
1035 Cahoon (3/4") 
1027 Deon (3/4") 
1644 so. Fairway (3/4") 
2409 So Fairway.Cl") 
2474 so. fairway (1") 
2!542 So. Fairway (1") 




WATER, D,~~T~ ,MQ~.~a+,X· ~iT 
HARcit ·1987· 
M.A;!N U:NE WORii'. 
1'700, 1aoo · · &. 1900 Rlooltil.· . .No', Harr; sbh: ~ Cap~l;:al i.ti>prove·msnt.· 
;r~i;ilac~rr,~n t: pfp j ~ct.. if :q;e layed :, a·s 5.' of ·6s'· • duct i:ra ir9:ri,-. 
Jnste:.l,;L.ed: ~-.6" ti.re hydra,nJ;s., ~-6'' fire h'.!l'<iral)t\ Va,lyef 4-6". ga.te. 
va·rves, t--6" ·tees, 1-·o" 90! ben·ci:, 4-valv!'I bc,,:es, l-6" i;>lug, l.-.4" 
plug . 
.50,0 ,& aoo 0Bl'bck· R'ooliiev,Ht. ;.. cap.ft-al improv.eiri'en:t te!;ria.0-emsn:1;, 
p1:oj'sci,, .;'iP,e· la,Yed;' l,;HO' '9;f 6" di.!ct1l'ii iron. Inst~lled, 2-6" 
ga.J;;~ \t'~I'l.~, . :2_;.-5" · '); i,te p.ydi:~_µt, 2-61' f 1:re. hi7d;r;,.rit v:a.iv~? s-11," t,ees,. 
!/.,;.ring ti:.s1 ,montb of Ma:i::c.h. 2:36, 0.2,7., 9pa .91;1.llqns of. water w11s 
pr-,:,duc:e.d ·.frolll the syst~!ll, or -7, 6.i~, 114. gallons pe:i;- day PrQduoed 
fr-om ·the following sources:. 
Bu.,r:t),,o..a $µpplj.es~(jE!~J Ji:3.fl 
Well If,~· 





West Be:nc4 Bl:los't;er 
This figUr!!i, is 12,100,210 less than last March. 
po.r;,ulation. £ i,gure· of 46, 1.36 thar.e vars +62., 9 ga_llci;,.s 
person ~er da)• lf'r¢dUSi;,d; £roof tji.e _syste..(11. . 
LBS. OF CHLORIJ 
.Sl:3. 0 ·Lbs. 
1i~ .g ~1:>s. 
1~. o ia;;, 
s.s tbs. 
,!o.5 Lbs. 
11 .l.. !) Lbs, 
JS. 5 Lbs .. 
21. 0 Lbs. 
936;,:, I.!;s. 
Based on the 
of .wate:i; pet: 
Aii;-pdrt -p;i;p(iiucti-on. was: l..,;93-P·,OriO ga,.).i.ons ,;,£ water 1,1siR:9 4 .. 0 
lp;,, ,;if chJorinr.t <11ni:l.. :32 m~ '1.ours .. 
S MAIN L!NE t~.KS were REPAIRED at t'he ttHlowing locations·, 
Carson & Hayes 3/i2 Hain &: Ben-ton 3/20 1st a. Benton J/3 
2nd & DilJ.oll· 3/6 ·3rd t.. Benb:m 3/14 
14 NE~~ SERVICES WERE lNSTl\LLED at the fpllowing locat;i9ns .for 
future use: 
!05~ W. Quinn (3/4"):3./26 
1109 w. Quinn (3/4")3/25 
11:25 W. Quinn (3/4" )3/25 
1313 w. Qu1nn (3/4'')J/24 
Water Department Monthly Report {cont. ) -}-
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WATE:R DEPAit'l'MENT· MONTHLY ~EPO~T ' ' ... ' .. ,, '' ' .. ' 
f:'!AIN LINK WORK 
50\J" & . 600:'. .i!liJoks 'aoosevi!!l!, - !;<;i~J,tal, improvement pJ:O)E!Ct. !?i.1tii! 
laved·: 1'.)' of 6'1 ducti:le· irEin.· I.ns't~tlle'dc: t-6" fire hydrimts, 1.-
~ ,;-.:fj. rJ)a 'h.y.d;i:,a,nt;, va.i v;~, i- ~ •• !l'.a½e va.i y111,s ,: 1,-ti" teeI{, 2·-v~;1.;,,·li' 1:iQ~es , 
u.~f." .x·. 4 11 re9Cuce-r, ,1, ... ·6" ;s~li(;f sJ;;eev~.;. 1;~4 11 so-1.i,d s.I.e1've,, mi!de t}1e· 
necsssa-r7: cnli:u:;ina:tion tap,s. 
sasi:. .Chapel. - 10:0. th'i:1.1, 4'00 Bl,ocks. - capi,tai ilir~.tov.eitient projec,t. 
~:j,pe layed1. 153:2' cif 6" dttct:ile iron. Installed~. 6,-6" .;)ate. valve·; 
2-~ If,, f;ti;-e hii;l.ra\Iftef, ~-·9''' fl,r'!;! !irdt~'.!,it v./!;lV~, ,6-y~lv~ 15(?;-.as f 4'-6" 
tees., .':!:~j:W ca;st t,;i, -~1;.ee·l ¢'5.~pli.ng; ·1;-~'' pltig, ,1,-41• plug,. 1-6-" l1' 4" 
t:El<;!'UCEs;t:, ;t-11:'1 130).is:J. Jl,.)!=;'{,!, . 
26oQ. So. ::r~.trway ., Ma.de !1l' tap .on 14u _ mai;rt, .Linia• £or s.::.,riIJ,kl~.r' 
system· fo 'G<i>J.tf . .'lli-'Ourse. .l?ipe La,yed~, · 27.' of. 12J• ·dµetile. irol),. 
Installed: 1-12." qate. valve, 2-12" 'cltei.c~ valve's, 1.-14 11 .st"ael x 1.2." 
cast C<?UJ;>ling, .2-i2'1 ,l! 1,.0" f;):ang(4d r$duCei:$, 3-£:J,apg&d CO'\;tpling· 
adap tl"r s., 1-1 Q" ·111iii!ter {a~d ,si:ra.ir).er . 
. .Q.ur:it19 t:h.!I. mi;i.nt;n :0$ A_pi:'.'il,, ~62.,,'.5'.J,;i',, O.oo. gal:io,n~ '!?f,. wa.t,,;;r w:a!;;. 
)?ro,;ruc.ed ·from t,l'te' sys:tem·, o:a:- 15'-, 41-8 ,0.6•7 gall.ens per da,Y' ·P:roduced. 
from th::e, following sourcas.. · · 
Surface- .supplie9-Well. #30 
WeJ,,l t 2. 



















4 ,.6 39., 000 
31., o,so, 000 
31, '629,, 0.00 
53· 7-9·5' 000 






51, 1·55, 000 
5,030,000 
9,244, 0-06 
14, 7'0f,, 000 
12,835,000 
462,542,000 
LBS • CiF CHLCiRINE 
23-!;j,,5 t,b~'.· 
108·. 5' !;!bs. 
42.5 Lp)ii. 
12. 5 tbs .. 
64, 5 Lbs,. 
ao .. 5 Lber, 
+~2t. 0 Lbs•. 
:3''3\ 9 .Lh~ . 
65. 5 ~bis .. 
li8 .. 0 tbs. 
n .o tbs·. 
75·. s tbs. 
161.5 tbs. 
1;3.5 Lbs. 
16:. 0 Lbs .• 
27.5 Lbs, 
40. 5 Lbs. 
1,.229.0 Lbs. 
This figur~ is 222,664,000 more than last April. 
population· figure of 46,736 there were 329.9 galLons 
persoll. per day produced from the syst.ern . 
Based on the 
,:if water per 
.l'drpor:t production was 2, 53.3, 009 gallons of water using 4. 5 
lbs. of chlorine and 30 m~n hours. 
i-.7002 
.,. 
,, .. . .. ------ . --- ' .. 
WATE~ PEPARrMENT ~ONTRLY ~~PORT 
MAY i?87 
MAIN LINE.WORK . 
1-00·· thr\1. 40(V Blocks·- Ea:st. Chapel - CaP,1.t·al improvement pr.:> Jec-t. 
'Pipe;' Hi.;i"ed:, 9l!' - 'of ,5 11 dlictile ii'.on·. Insta'lled: a-6". :fire 
hydrant; 1-6·11 t·µ::~i liydrarit Val.ve, 2-6." gate. v:~Tv:es, 1,.,6,. tappHi.g 
yal've,, 1,-6" tapping sadclle, :2-9'' tee:S ,. 6~yai.ve bo11i.s,. '3-6." $ol;id 
s1-fev!)-~. 
·Pershing _.. i:fcCormac}>' to Cha-pal ~ ·c::ap'ital, improvement p;r:,oject. Pipe 
-1a:,;¢d; ~84..' ·c,if •(l''_ductil:e ·ir.on. .J;n,;;tal.ledi ._1~.6" gat,e va:lcv:a, .l,-6," 
-firs hydrant., a-·6" fire hydrant valve; 1.-6 1' 1'.app-ing ·.ralv.a, 1-6'' 
tappili:g saddie, 1-6" solid· $!'eave, 3-va_lve boxes, 1-6" m.). plug'. 
500 Block Fi, more ~ ¢apj.tal :i.mpr9,veme_nt project.. Ph>e l_aye,:l: 
0!1 S" d1,1c';·ile iron. i·nstal:J._eii; :r-6" ga tfa valves, z.~.6." 
hyd,:-ants·, 2-6" fire htdrant vs1.lvei:;, '2•-6'' tees, 4-va.lve .box,is,1 




153-8 O.lympu·s Pointe ~ Made· 6" tai;,· for fire hydrant for• co_ntractor. 
M~t;e~.i~i!( ;Wfi\re i;ll-pp-Ii~~ l:>.y the ,;:qiitraG\:pi;-, . . 
During: the month of May· -475 ,.-58·9 ,boo gail.qns of !'later · .. a$: 
p_ro,iµcei:l from the syster,i, or 15,373,839 gallons par day produced 
















West Eench Booster 
#30 
'GALLONS PRODUCED !.BS. OF CHLORINE 
6'6, 19S, 0:00 441. 0 Lbs. 
14,345,000- 4"2.5 tbs. 
69,905,00b i$4,0. Lbs, 
1:i.·, 360,000 24. s .. Lbs. 
40,912,000 99'. 5 Lbs. 
20-, 559 i 000 57, 0· tbs. 
5~ 1 1pO,OOO 158;5 Lbs. 
ss, a.:io, oo.o :!:.s. o· tbi. 
26,518,000 tl.Q Lbs, 
16,333,000 38.0 tbs. 
13,091,000 31.0 Lbs. 
27,844,000 79.5 Lbs. 
56,562,000 189.0 Lbs, 
~,539,000 5.0 ~bs. 
15,883,000 31.0 Lbs. 
15,428,000 30.0 Lbs. 
11,154,000 36.5 Lbs. 
476,589,000 1" 1,.508.0 Lbs 
This figure is 51,673,000 more than last Hay. Based on the 
;,opulat1on figure of 45,736 there were 329.0 gallons of wc1ter per 
pe;:son p-er day produced from the systs!m. 
Airport production was 4,518., 000 gallons of water using 6. 5 




W".TSR i>EPAli.TMEM MC>NTH.LY REPORT 
" · · .1imE 19af · · · 
!4AIN LINE woi.y;_ " . . • '" t . t . t p . I d 
SOil Sl0t:~ E·a1rmon:t; Capital improvernen. p oJec . 1.pe aye : 
5'96' oi; 6)''. -duct.il"! ::i.;i:i;m, Instaile.d,· 2-6·" ga:i;e va:ives, 2-v.er1·,e . ' . . ·.,· .. . . . 
.QOJ!;El~. 
5QO .!:>l:.c,ck Euclili - Ca:p1.tal improvemen): -!':a:oj'et;,t,. 'Pipe -l<1:Yed, 62'd'' 
o.r: 5;1t :O.uctila· iron., Inst,a1led:- L-6'' .g~te' valve, l'-·isi" .fire: 
nyiirant, 1.,-6" ffte 11:;,araiit ·vaiv.ef .l-6" ta-es, :2..-valve. boxes, ,naii:e;-
l:,l;,J! :t'j:e;c~¢i;;i;iry l:!h"J,i?i'.iJlatti,ojj: ;ta;ps, 
5,hCl Block.'s'ranklin - ¢.a.pi!;!!!~ ~mp.;pvj!!)lent :Pr-qject .. Flne la:tedj 4D' 
-of 6."~ duct..ile iron. 
Ut:fi ·& Bonnev.ill.e-.:. str.eet :Depa:tt;roent ovei:'lay project. 
1:10' of· 6'.i ductile· i1:on. Installed: 1~61' gate valve, 
.:1.-;4" solid' ·sJ:eeve 1 2-6" x· 4!' reducei::-s. · 
~ ' . ' ' .,. . " . . . . ' ... . . 
~it>'e la:yed: 
l ~valvEI' box, 
J)uriftg, the; triorl.t;h of' ;Ti.rii$,. 115,907, 0'0.0 gaiiens: of i.ati!i' was 
p:r:o,dµc<=-i;l fr:c;,m t.1le .. !ii.tl!iit,"1111, Q:r: 2,~ ,.,8:6,~ ,:~IP ga'l;J.qns. ,pe-r 4.a:Y prp!l,µcE;q; 
fram ths1. fol lo;ting s.ourc· . i,;. · 
~ . -
!;!tiri:ade Supp.1ies-wer1 #~.o 
liTe'!:l · #2 · 
i{el,1 il~ 
Well 1110 .. · 


















J?'., 104', OQ,0 
,ai t 924,000 
.24,; 707 ,'000 
68:, 653, ooo 
;!.J,37$,000 
,I9, ~~~, o:oo 
29,326,000 
:2:s,iii~ ,.ooo 






2:L 950 ,ooo 
715,907,000 
LBS.. OF Cm.OR I: 
-s.2a .. o uos .. · 
5,'2. O· 'Lbs. 
'156.0Lbs .. 
11.s.b ::.bs. 
20:.: . .$ Lbs. 
67. !i Lbs.,. 
·103.5 L~~-
36. 0 .::o~. 
8l. 0, Lps. 
·74,Q Lb,;. 
6B.O tbs. 
17.9. 5 Lb.,;. 
~3. !i Lbs. 




62. 5 Lbs. 
2,53:3.Q Lbs. 
This fi~ure is 81,847,000 less than last June. Based on the 
population figure of 46,735 there were 510.6 gallons of water per 
person per day produced froin tha sys.tell). 
Airport production was 5,995,000 
lbs. of chlorine and 39 man hours, 
gallons produced than last June. 
gallons of water using 7 .• 5 
'!'here were 2,259,000 roori. 
. Water Depart.ment Me>nthly R.aport (cont, ) l 7-0-04 
~'l'!R DEPARTMENT MONTB.L'f aEPORT 
. . ,JUL¥ :fif a7 
I 
NAIN. LiNE WORK 
SilO !UncJ;; Fr'anklin - capital lroproveme1;1t. p-ro·Ject. . t>,1.pa layed:. 
-5 2 a:• o-f .Q ,, .;:iic t'f1·a i:fron ~ ·!n's ta l:1'edc :. 1.-.; ~ .fire' -hydrattt ~ .1-6''1 fire-
tsyqr ~n t v~J_ve., 1-gll gij;t;,!!1 !ia_lv~; 1-~" ~~-8,t ;a,.;qalve boxes., Mai;\e' the 
nec,es.sary chl,orinatA.on :t-ap:s. . 
Shore_~ & ·s,t:,oc:kman. Roa a'· .. · !nst:ail_ :f!.8W lf~.ive,,_, p·;Pi[> ;J;al{e:iJ.: _3'5' of 4t' 
cast l:ron, Installed: 1~4 1' gai::e VJ:'tlYe,, l-4." l:.li!,n9'1!!¢1 v~lv~; 2-~" 
flanged coupling 'adal,i:ttir, -1~4". 90-' berui: fitting, i-41' steel t,;,· Ci;t§t; 
-coupfip.g·,.- ,1-6"· .'it ,,4-,; tapping ·sl-ee'l'e ,: .l.:'-valye ·bcill:, . 
Oak & 1,l'llowsto~ - M;ade 4" tap on 6" 'il\l1&n ·fc>'r J?arks: Depa.11tmerit 
beauti£icai.i,;;n p~oJJil~t.. I,usta..lladi J.-6" t.a]iiping sleeve,. :i,.,-4H gate 
V<!lver '( SUP,i?,lied'. :bi' l:{!,EltSf). . . ' ' . ' . 
Jeff.er-sen. & Oak. - Install new. gate vs.lye., t';j,pe l,a.yed~. II,' qf 6'' 
auctil.e .iron. Instal;!_ed, 1-6'" ~,.,ta valve. 1-6-'-' 9il'' be,tj,d, ;1.-va:1·.:e 
box;. . . . . . . ·, 
900,' tooo ,& 1100 B-lock:s Foprar - capital improve111en.t )?roject. ~pe 
layEicL 980' of. 6" !iuctile iron. Ins.talled: l-6 11 fire hydran.t, t-
Q11 :J;ir:st. hyq.ra~t: valv.~; ~-6" g~!:sl valve.!f,, I-~" t~e,. 6-\lal.V:l:I boxes, 
~d!3 th~ nec?S&l;J:Y .')Z,!'l,;J,:qrin-a tion ta_ps ., 
.Butta & :Satterfiela . '.", Ma.tie: ~II :tiil-P· li>Il ;i;~·· 1mii:i:(\ £;.9't;- <;?k\ttai;to_;r . 
. In:staJ.led.: ,1-,,i:e·"· -··:x;. -&11 tappi.,ng sleeve,. -:l.-i?•1 ga;te valv~ fmateri;ils. 
s-(ll?plied.' bf. con.t.ra.o..to.t).. · · 
D1,11;iii.g l::he mgnth q,f. ;,u_lJl 65,?, 9'91, aoo ,;a'llons: ,t,,f watet wai:; 
prodt,ic'ed f;i::om the· $:Y_S;t'-e;n, or 21,051,322 gallons per day .1,r6duced 
/::r9,11i i;:i.-e: foll,pwii,9 ,i,pµ;~~g;. 
GALLONS l?ROiil:tCED L'Bs·, QF CHLORINE 
Surfac-e, Supplies-
Well #30 61,·s7c,,coo 7.53.0 Lhs. 
WelJ: /j 2, 17,102,000 49 .. 0 Lbs. 
Well II 3 14,344;000 162, 0 Lf:is'. 
wel'l #10' 4 2 •44.2, 000 101, 0. iks. 
w~:i..1: #12 " f ' ..• L);i . · . . 82 146'1 000 201 .. 0 
il6 
' f ,- . " . . ' •.. €1.· 
Well 2,3,3751,000 78 .·O Lb;s,. 
weii .#18 '7 4 ,.'26-1, 000 16':LO Lbs. 
Well -#21 19,594,000 44.0 Lbs. 
Well #-? .!.- 31,874,000 80.0 Lbs . 
Well #27 13, 379_, 000 37.0 Lbs. 
:-tS"il :128 21,441,000 se.o L.b.s. 
I-Tell #29 35, 510., 000 ~5.0 Lbs. 
Well #31 37,806,000 109.0 Lbs. 
Well #-3-2 56,850,000 174.0 Lbs. 
Wall #33 16,863,000 44.0 Lbs. 
PIP Well 16,322,000 31.,0 Lbs. 
Cree Well 6,987,000 15. 0 Lbs. 
West Beneh Booster 20,212,000 41,0 Lbs. 
652,591,000 Z, 2!:i'3. 0 Lbs. 
I 7005 1.. 
1'1.iJs fi~~ J,1>:, ;1:.5;,, 4::.'6, iroo lass than. last July. 
-popnlat~on f;igiJre. of 46, 7$6 there- 1;ere• 4'5'0•. 4 gallons 
persi:m PE!.~ ;;a,.f f)t94gp.eq, fJt\lrl! t:.,ai ;()"$1;.~m, 
Ba:s;id ·qn :i:'he: 
of w:a11.er ;;.er 
.:ux:por.t produoti.o_n, was 6', 3~:l; ,.~-O'Q\ gsi:l:l:oc$ o,f ;,,a ):er.. ll$i.1}9 9. o_ 
lb"s. <lif c'.lil;:jr1ne and 3"1 ma:n hours. Thei:-1!< we.re l,S~2,QOO gallona 
,'!1a're j?:rpd1.14ed than :r:as:t July .. 
9 ~IN .:til'{li: IiEAKS w'lalr,e 
70U Slook, li'·ilmora 7jlS 
Oall: t ;'!eif~Jr,;;pn 7/1 ~ 
,83"0 ,,o. \ltli 7,/22 
l'tEPAIRElti' at' 't:h'e' fo'lltiwirig locations; 
Har-;tison Ii, 1,<-ing 7 /7. . 1015 E. Oa~ 7 /1, 8, 14 
)?oplar ~- il'i l!itQ+:f!I 'i/;1'.3 :25.5'5. Sp. ~no: 7 / 'J,. 7 
15 l'l'EW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at -::he "follow·i-ng locations: 
aie'i;µt;.iil.'J:d: 'ais:fghts· 2h4 '.J\:q..:Ht.ion &leek 1 Lots 1 & i: ( 3/4'' l '1 Ii 
.. _grei1')rtf:te~~ ,H!j!.lgl?-t.$ ::Chd, l'."9-'dition in'::11::)(.. 2 Lot& ,2 ~ s (3/4") r/1 
}22 ~ 3;18, ·~re(l.r!!,g~lJ, (~, 1-1/~"l ·.i1ip E •. Or,11' 13-:/4:"} 7JZ'J,, ~o.:r;. 
7 / .Z,\l ,!li.\.t.u.I;l?l use 
10.16 E. oak- (l/4'') 1i'io '..t9i:- 114:& E. O<!-k C~:/4i') 7(tz t.o:.c: 
·future use future use 
:tJJ.60 E .. -Oak (3/lf".) 7/20 for 1175. iL Oak. (3/4';l 7/2.3 :fo:i:: 
:fuc·ur·e· use futur,& 1.;se 
10..a;o t;. O'a)t (3/4'q 7{21 f9r li,~l 'i;:; o.a:it "(3/4") 7/23 for 
,f\itur.e use future usia · 
iT1'0: t: oak Cf,/ 4") 7 11.1 £9r l'.19;0 i;:. oa~ (-3/4"-) 1 J?j for 
f.u·t..uri:O use f;utu:re use 
7006' 
.... ..,.. ,- &# •••• '. •* ' 
WATEJ 'DEl:'ARtt"M.EN'l.': MONTHLY aEPORT' 
. AUGUST ll]/;l,7 . 
MAIN r.:r::u: WORK · 
:9.o.o, 1000. &· 11.0'0 '131oc~ Poorar - ·capital il)lptav.linertt' prdJ!:lct-. Pi:;.e 
Ia.:ted.: ~a· of ~". du:¢,.:i;La-_ tton, Jnstallec!,_:,. 1-6'! fJl\19;, .. i-,6"_.ll. tJ:," 
::;-e.41,1cs>,r. 1·6" ~ol,id. s;l.e,pre;, '1'-~'1 c;~st. coupl.i,,:ig., t~.;" .1?9.l..1d, •s;le:e,,ve, 
100; ~ .400 Blocks Hyde ...;; Q;apit,al impr9vement proj~~t;.. J?ip!if 'l.~yeg; 
1320 1 of 6" · ductile .i:J:>on. !ns-ta:lled~ 3-6'0 gate· v.a:lves, 1:..;;" 
tapping tea., 1,-6'1 tapping va1ve·, 1-:~" fj_re hydrar..t; __ 1-61i -ao· el.L 
1·.,._511 90 • bend~ 4-vaive·· boxes, l-6i'x6 11x.4 11 tee~ 2-6" tees, .3,.,..6" sal.i.d 
slee;ves·, l,-4" s<;,lid sleeve; 1-4" cast c6il,P+~·ng' l?li,lg, 1·"6" m. j. 
~~filiQe r!<.Chi~ciok - Maif,il -~" t~p ari 6" nia~n tor P~ik~ b_Ei!Pa.rtmeµt. 
'Pipe lay,ei;i: 46 1 of 6'1 duc,l;iJ,e :iron. In~taJ.,Ied: .J.-f;" tapping, 
.valve., :L-6'" tapping !:e&, 1-valv.; box., i-5" pusb. in plug. 
Ridgeway cour.t .& Eastridge .~ Connect 5." ilia.in: :to .stippJ.y are.a' with 
wa'tef. r?i;;,e layed: 7' of ·6" duct"il·e· iron. I·nstailed.: ·· 2-'5" ':.e.as 1 
3-6" solig,· 'sleeves 1 1.-6" qata val;v:e ,. 
During tne month. of August 76l, 976, ocr(l gallons of 1<at,1I' was 
prc,l,uced f:i::qm tile· sysJ;.em, or 2~, 57~,·!l71. gallq11s per day .J?.l"odi;ii;:~d 
:f;::t'9!Jl t.he .foll,owirxg sources. 
surface .Suppl,tes-Well #39 
















West Bencp, Ej9oster 
GALLONS 'PRODUCED 
6i;ilJ6,00d 









~2 ,?a~, i)OO 
68,'076,QOO 
64 ,.155; ODO 




2.3, 670. 000 
761,976,000 
LBS, OF- CHLORINE 
'732.0 Ll:!s. 
~9·,5 Lb.s. 
164. 5 .Lbs,. 
12;3.0 Lbs. 
2£-3 .0 I.l::,s. 
103,0 tbs. 
15:7 ,0 Lhs .• 
~6.$ Ll;,s. 






5 2. 5 Ll:l.s . 
35.5 Lbs. 
1:Lo Lbs. 
5.7, 5 r,bs. 
2,45:3.0 i:.bs. 
This figure is 71,220.000 less than last .'lugus.t. aa1;1ed on the 
population figure of 46,736 there were 525.9 gallons of -..,ater .oer 
person per day produced from tbe system. -
lbs. 
more 
Airport production was 7,015,ooo gallo~s of w~ter using 14,0 
of chlo~ine and 3l. man hours. There were 1,461,000 gallons 
produced than last August, 
, 7007 
·,·.,~.· 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLl" REI'ORT 
... . . ·.5:tJ?'l'~tjt 19l;l7 
MAIN LINE WCP.K 
Bonne:v1J.le & Garfield .,. :eteplace main line in intersection,. i?ipe 
'rayed:· 135·,·· of''.(;••· ·auctile .ir0rr. ,Install'.e'd: c1.-:6" (!ata. ·val'if!, 1., 
·Jiaive oo>i, 1-6:" .x 4". reducer, 1.-6" ·soli<i sleeve .. 
Um. - i!·OO. Blocks Hyde _:·.ca:pit:ai i!llti:i:ovejti!!D:i: pt·oject, ... ~pe la'y$'d~ 
1.416:' <;?f: 6,.. dµc';:i.le. ;i._ron. In_s):,al)'.ed•;- ~.:.,)" ga:t;e vaives., .. 2-6" f-J,r~. 
hyQi,-a_ni;s, :t-§Y £ire ·hyii.r1'1'.lt val:v!,\s, 3-6." teei.., $,-yal'!!.! l;lqx:es, . ,Z-f' 
~r/.' l;,ep(l~, 1~.4·5' ,oe.nd. _ . . 
334:o' E. Terry . .,., Contract,or s4pp:lied materia·ls• and ·made 6~' :tap:, on. 
,nain· for· firei:' 1-ine. 
0urfr\g th.e inotith of sept:eljlber 634; 565, Q0O ,ga11ont Of water iras 
;,i;cdu.::ed ~rom tr-e: system; i;ir 21,'t5~J500 ga_llon~ per. ~ay produ:,¢ed 
·from the folic)win,g sources. . 
'.$)J.:tface· SUppl ie!l-Well 
W'Ei 1:1 #. 2 . 
Well /1., 3 
f!~l:1 ,HO 
We'll #iz 















18 ,.167. 000 
it •. ~6,4., !}'Oq 
4a ,,?.Q~, ooq 
'3,:~ ,.lQ'J.,, OOQ 
47 ,'li2:2:, QQQ 
46,610,00d 
6, 7§3,/000 
28 ;.' 9:45; !JOO 
30, (i59', 000 
20, 495:., 000 
46. ,.72:J.., 000 
.1, 382, &oo 
55, 9.75.,'000 
ll,l31,00Q 
7 ,. '198, OQO 
19·, 496'-;·{)00 · 
. f34, sss., 000 
LBS. OF CHLORINE 
587.5 tbs. 
46,, 5 Lbs. 
17:2,.Q :\'.>b_$:., 
1i §. • ? l\!l.s, 
26.3·, 5 .Lb.s. 
ii s ;.o •tbs. 
121. 0 ·Lbs. 
17,Q t]Js, 
i~:g ~~!: 
iia .. a tbs: 
141. ~· Lbs: 
o,li tbs. 
167 ;Q 'tbs. 
28 .. Q Lb.s .. 
:;L.1 •. 5 :i:;ps. 
5.5 .•. o Lbs • 
2,l:j7. 5 i:..bs. 
-. . . •': ·.;,"::_;, 'r ( . J 
the 
per 
Thi.s figure is 254,950, 0OU more than last September. 
population· figure of 46,736.therEi werEi 452.7 gallons 
person per day produced from the system. 
Based on 
of water 
Airport production was 5,319,000 
lbs. a·f chlciJ:'ine and 33' man hours. 
:;allons produc,,,d than last' Sep1;ember. 
gallons of water using 7.5 
?here we:re 2,668,000 more 
4 HAIN LINE LEAKS were 
500 W. Carter 9/14 
2100 So. 2nd 9/15 
REPAIRSD at the following locations, 
1028 Deon 9/8 1616 So. 2nd 9/18 
4 NEW SERVIC!S WERE INSTALLED ~t the iollowing locations: 
1651 Alvin Ricken Dr. (2''.) 9/17 Highland Golf coi,rse 
(}/.4 11 ) 9/22 
2345 E, Terry (1.") 9/23-Meter and installation <;oinpleted by 
L 7008 
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Elm, Sorenson & Hewlett - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 1474' of 6" 
ductile iron. Installed: 5-6" fire hydrants, 5-6" fire hydrant valves, 7-6" gate 
valves, 4-6" tees, 2-6" 90 bends, 12-valve boxes, 1-6" x 4" reducer, 1-4" solid 
• • .:;. ~ .. l,,-;r.,,., i· 
sleeve. Made the necessa_1y chlorination taps, , ·~~-r, ·- 1.. J.l,•·li_,._ l, "(!, ,., · t':{\ 7)}-.J..~ J-w •·;;,-- v-<., 1 , .. ~ i .,.., ' ~\..U.,+M_ ~v-.i('-1:;{- J./(.,o' 0 f:.· L, • d.,i. ..9-, ... .d-: I- t&'t C. • f¥ . SC...U.,....., /-/., • 1-a-f. v1-1.,.,<.. ~ 
During the month of October 348,620,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 11,245,000 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 


































LBS. Ol' CHLORINE 

















This figure is 100,763,000 more than last October. Based on the pbpulatian 
figure of 46,736 there were 240.6 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
th.e system. 7nng 
5 
Water Department Monthly Report -2-
Airport production was 3,292,000 gallons of water using 4.5 lbs, of chlorine and 
31 man hours. There were 1,149,000 gallons more produced than last October. 
5 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
3641 Hawthorne 10/9 Mink Creek line 10/28 556 No. 10th 10/3 
!SU-line from Putnam 10/5 1630 Shane 10/22 
5 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1185.Call Dr (3/4") 10/27 5920 Tee Dr. (1'') 10/2 
6002 Evergreen (1") 10/29 West 1/2 .. Lot 9 Block 4 
14 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
970 Brennan (3/4'') 10/15 
1051 S. Grant (3/4'')10/30 
963 Gray (3/4'') 10/21 
906 Jones (3/4") 10/26 
934 E. Lewis (3/4'') 10/15 
the following locations: 
720 No. Main (3/4") 10/20 
724 No. Mail) (3/4") 10/20 
1156 No. Main (3/4")10/19 
184 Melrose (3/4") 10/7 
628 Richland (3/4") 10/14 
37 SERVICES were RENEWED and CONNECTED TO NEW MAIN ,at the 
1302 Ammon (3/4") 10/14 
1376 E. Elm (3/4") 10/13 
1456 E. Elm (3/4") 10/21 
1544 Elm (3/4") 10/28 
205 Hewlett (3/4") 10/16 
225 Hewlett (3/4") 10/20 
235 Hewlett (3/4") 10/16 
255 Hewlett (3/4") 10/19 
275 Hewlett (3/4") 10/19 
404 Hyde (3/4") 10/f 4 
457 Hyde (3/4") 10/14 
464 Hyde (3/4") 10/14 
496 Hyde (3/4") t0/14 
12 SERVICES were REPAIRED 
969 Brennan {3/4") 10/15 
1302 Jane (3/4") 10/14 
1303 Jane (3/4 11 ) 10/1~ 
206 Sorenson (3/4") 10/5 
210 Sorenson (3/4") 10/5 
215 Sorenson (3/4") 10/5 
224 Sorenson (3/4") 10/5 
234 Sorenson (3/4") 10/5 
235 Sorenson (3/4") 10/5 
244 Sorenson (3/4") 10/5 
245 Sorenson (3/4") 10/5 
254 Sorenson (3/4") 10/7 
255 Sorenson (3/4") 10/5 
at the following locations: 
2247 Butte J3/4") 10/5 
East Bench Subdivision ( ;> 
3/4") 10/13 
1630 Shane (3/4'') 10/23 
1665 Shane (3/ 4") 10/22 
1042 So. 4th (3/4") 10/16 
624 No. 10th (3/4") 10/14 
following locations: 
264 Sorenson (3/4") 10/7 
265 Sorenson (3/4") 10/7 
274 Sorenson (3/4") 10/7 2; 
Sorenson (3/4") 10/7 
284 Sorenson (3/4") 10/7 
295 Sorenson (3/4") 10/7 
203 Thurston (3/4") 10/26 
206 Thurston (3/4") 10/21 
215 Thurston (3/4") 10/27 
216 Thurston (3/4-") ·10/26 
225 Thurston (3/4") 10/27 
235 Thurston (3/4") 10/28 
830 E. Fretont1tf f'o10/8 
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Thurston, Maple, Sorenson & Elm Streets - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 
1348' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 2-6" fire hydrants,_ 2-6" fire hydrant valve, 
4-6" gate valves, 4-6". tees·, 1-6" 45• bend, 6-valve boxes, 1 45 bend, 2-6" solid 
sleeve. Made the necessary· chlorination taps. 
Indian Hills ·school - Install main line for soccer field. Pipe layed: 582' of 6" 
ductile iron. Installed: 1-6;' gate valve, 1-6" tee, 1-6" m.j. · plug,· 1-valve box. 
Well 034 NOP Park - Installed new 12" main from pump house to Eldredge. Pipe layed: 
195 1 of 12" ductile iron. Installed: 1-12" gate valve, 1_-12" steel to cast coupling, 
I-valve box. 
736 E. Custer - Installed valve on .. fire line. Installed: 1-6" x 12" solid sleeve, 
1-6" coupling, 1-6" butterfly valve, I-valve box. 
During the month ·of_ November 205,583,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 6,852,766 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 


















LBS. OF Clll.ORINE 
755.0 Lbs. 







1 , 21 7 • o Lbs. 
This figure is 16,377,000 less than last November. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 146.6 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. L7011 
j 
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Water Department Monthly Re~ort -2-
Airport production was 1,375,000 gallons of water using 2.0 lbs. of chlorine and 
38 man hours. There were 480,000 gallons less produced than last November. 
4 HAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
5023 Cherokee 11/16 Riverside & Greenwood11/25 243 So. 8th 11/12 
1055 Gray 11/10 
4 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Pocatello Office Park Lot 3 (2-1 11 ) 11/9 
2059 Pinto (3/4") 11/9 · 240 No. 10th (3/4") 11/3 
11 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
S25 E. Carter (3/4") 11/20 1145 E. Sherman(3/4")11/20 
1154 Eldredge (3/4") 11/13 746 McKinley (3/4") 11/27 
1720 E Fremont (3/4")11/19 
834 N Garfield (3/4")11/18 
750 McKinley (3/4") 11/27 
706 So. 4th (3/4") 11/20 
15 SERVICES were RENEWED and CONNECTED TO NEW MAIN at the 
1420 E. Elm q/4") 11/2 250 Thurston (3/4") 11/4 
1407 E. Maple (3/4") 11/12 260 Thurston (3/4'') 11/4 
1424 E. Maple (3/4'') 11/13 
240 Thurston (3/4") 11/2 
249 Thurston (3/4") 11/4 
261 Thurston (3/4") 11/4 
265 Thurston (3/4") 11/4 
269 Thurston (3/4") 11/9 
15 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
4009 Amber (3/4") 11/20 1310 Jensen (1/2") 11/13 
37 Cottonwood (1/2") 11/17 
736 E, Custer (2") 11/25 
530 W. Day (1/2") 11/24 
2215 Garrett Way (1")11/17 
828 Northgate (3/4") 11 /20 
47 Riverside (3/4") 11/25 
51 Riverside (3/4") 11/25 
94 Yale (1") 11/17 
712 So. 4th (3/4") 11/20 
243 Sa. 8th (3/4") 11/12 
332 So. 10th (3/4") 11/4 
following locations: 
270 Thurston (3/4") 11 / 9 
278 Thurston (3/4") 11/10 
288 Thurston (3/4") 11 /9 
296 Thurs ton (3/4") 11/12 
297 Thurston (3/4") 11 / 4 
1353 So. 2nd (3/4") 11/3 
231 So. 4th (3/4") 11/25 
658 No. 6th (1/2") 11/4 
543 No. 15th (3/4") 11/19 
160 so. 17th (1") 11/16 
1 SERVICE was REPAIRED and CONNECTED TO THE NEW HAIN at the following location: 
220 Thurston (3/4") 11/15 
-~ 7012 
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NOP Park - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 1134' of 12" ductile iron. 
During the month of December 212;178,000 gallons of water were produced from the 
system, or 6,844,452 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Surface Supplies & Well //30 GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Well #2 65,213,000 677 .0 Lbs. 
Well 018 45,879,000 148.5 Lbs. 
Well 1/21 1,811,000 · 3 .0 Lbs. 
Well 1/27 9,838,000 25.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/32 11,395·,ooo 26.0 Lbs. 
Cree Well 55,776,000 172.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 17,375,000 40.0 Lbs. 
4,891,000 13.5 Lbs. 
2.12, 178,000 1,105.5 Lbs. 
This figure is 6,372,000 less than last December. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 146. 4 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 1,932,000 gallons of water using 3.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
31 man hours. There were 15_0,000 gallons more produced than last December. 
7 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1044 E. Cedar 12/11 University & Terry 12/26 Wyldwood & Park 12/4 
Gibson Jack Ck Main 12/2 3518 Valley Rd. 12/3 2626 So. 2nd 12/2 
I 






WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JANUARY 1988 
During the month of January 243,792,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,864,259 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 


















LBS. OF CHLORINE 







19. 5 Lbs. 
1,164.5 Lbs. 
This figure is 10,736,000 more than last January. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 168.3 gallo~s of wat.er per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 3,199,000 gallons of water using 5.0 lbs. of chlorine and 
34.man hours. There were 614,000 gallons more produced than last January. 
1 MAIN LINE LEAK was REPAIRED at the following location: 
1524 E, Lander 1/15 
1 SERVICE was RENEWED at the following location: 
219 Roosevelt (1") 1/13 
5 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1345 Barton Road ( 2") 1 / 18 
950 Highland (3/4") 1 /6 
155 S. 2nd (1/2") 1/26 
850 No. 5th (1") 1/20 
4921 s. 5th (3/4") 1/12 
-- . 7014 
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500 Block Cree - Install fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 31' of 4" cast iron. Installed: 
t-4" fire hydrant, 1-4" fire hydrant valve, 1-4" tee, 1-valve box, 1-4" plug, 1-4" 
flange adapter, 1-4" solid sleeve. j 
i 
South Grant - From Idaho to Grandview - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 936' 'i 
of 8" ductile iron, and 19' of 6" ductiie iron. Installed: 1-8'' gate valve, 2-6'; fire 
hydrants, a~~~ 2-6" fire hydrant valves, 2-8" x 6" tees, 1-8" tapping 
valve, 1-16" x 8" tapping tee. 
During the month of February 218,525,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or. 7 ;535,345 gallons per day produced from ~he following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well //30 80,290,000 775. 5 Lbs. 
Well /J2 42,708,000. 113 .5 Lbs. 
Well tl16 1,704,000 6.0 Lbs. 
Well #21 9,667,000 21.0 Lbs. 
Well /J27 9,588,000 20.5 Lbs. 
Well 1/32 53,467,000 162.5 Lbs. 
Cree Well 16,058,000 36.0 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 5,043,000 16.5 Lbs. 
218,525,000 1 , 15 1 . 5. Lbs. 
This figure is 8,944,000 more than last February. Based on tha population figure 
of 46,736 there were 161.3 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 2,287,000 gallons of water using 4.0 lba. of chlorine and 
36 man hours. There were 275,000 gallons more produced than last February. 
'-' 7015 
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South Grant - From Idaho Street to Grandview - Capital improvement project, Pipe 
layed: 1804' of 8" and 15' of 6" ductile iron, Installed: 1-6" fire hydrant, 1-6" 
fire hydrant valve, 1-8 11 gate va_lve, l-8 11 x. 811 x 6" tee, 2-valve boxes, 1-8 11 solid 
sleeve, 1-3/4" corp. stop. Hade the necessary chlorination taps, 
600 Block Franklin Street - Capital improvement project. .Pipe layed: 485' of 6" 
ductile iron, Installed: 1-6" fire hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 2-6" gate 
valves, 1-6" tapping valve·, 1-6" tapping tee, 2-6" tees, 4-valve boxes, 2-6" push in 
plugs (one tapped 2"), Hade the necessary chlorination taps. Connected 2" copper main 
to 6" stub out servicing 1105, 1151 and 1132 E, Cedar. 
1651 Alvin Ricken Drive - Hade 8" tap on 16" main for fire line. 
Buckskin Road - Install sewer line for Research Park, Pipe layed: 132' of 12" plastic 
sewer main supplied by I.S.U. (see hours worked on page 5). 
1000 to 2700 Block South 2nd Avenue - Street Department Overlay Project. Pipe layed: 
270' of 12", 12' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 1-12" tapping valve, 1-12" tapping 
tee, 1-12" x 6" tee, 1-6" gate valve, 1-90 ell, 1-valve box. 
During the month of March 217,579,000 gallons of water were produced from the 
system, or 7,018,678 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 












Water Department Monthly Report -2-
Well /121 10,171,000 25.0 Lbs. 
Well ./127- 7,898,000 19.5 Lbs. 
Well 1132 54,149,000 171. 0 Lbs. 
Cree Well 16,928,000 39.0 Lbs, 
West Bench Booster 5,429,000 14.5 Lbs. 
. 217,579,006' 1, 113,5 Lbs, 
This figure is 18,448,000 less than last March. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 150.2 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 1,520,000 gallons of water using 3. 5 lbs. of chlorine and 
31 man hours. There were 410,000 gallons less produced than last March. 
1 MAIN LINE LEAKS was REPAIRED at the follo~ing location: 
1301 Fore Road 3/1 
2 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1651 Alvin Ricken (3") 3/14 448 W. Custer (3/4") 3/21 
38 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
. 835 E. Benton (3/4") 3/1 
923 E. Benton (3/4'') 3/2 
836 E. Carter (3/4") 3/16 
8~6 E, Carter (3/4") 3/14 
438 w. Custer (3/4") 3/21 
458 w. Custer (3/4") 3/23 
940 Delano (3/4") 3/10 
941 Everett (3/4'') 3/9 
1005 N. Garfield (3/4")3/29 
1023 N, Garfield (3/4")3/30 
1028 N. Garfield (3/4")3/22 
1042 N ." Garfield ( 3/ 4") 3/ 24 
the following locations: 
1056 N. Garfield (3/4")3/25 
1080 Gray (3/4'') 3/18 
640 So. Hayes (3/4") 3/14 
668 So. Hayes (3/4") 3/14 
856 W. Lewis (1") 3/4 
401 No. Lincoln (1") 3/25 
405 No, Lincoln (3/4") 3/25 
1920 No. Main (3/4") 3/15 
170 McKinley (3/4") 3/29 
1227 Ridge (3/4") 3/16 
122 Roosevelt (3/4") 3/22 
630 So. 4th (3/4'') 3/9 
1055 No, Garfield (1") 3/28 504 So. 8th (3/4") 3/2 
505 So. 8th (3/4") 3/3 
515 So. 8th (3/4") 3/7 
516 So. 8th (3/4'') 3/4 
526 So, 8th (1") 3/8 
541 So. 8th (3/4") 3/9 
622 So. 8th (1'') 3/10 
·540 So. 8th (3/4") 3/11 
648-50 So, 8th (3/4'') 3/11 
656 So, 8th (3/4") 3/11 
431 No. 9th (3/4") 3/28 
838 No, 9th (3/4", 1") 3/12 
155 No. 10th (3/4") 3/30 
L 7017 
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1000 TO 2700 Block South 2nd Avenue - Street Department Overlay Project. Pipe layed: 
2066' of 12" and 59' of 6" ductile iron, 10' of 4" cast iron. Installed: 4-6" fire 
hydrants, 4-6" fire hydrant valves, 2-12" gate valves, 1-12" tapping tee, 3-6" gate 
valves, 6-12" x 6" tees, 1-12" tapping valve, 1-12" 90 bend, 1-611 22¼ bend, 10-valve 
boxes, 2-6" x 4" reducers, 2-6" m.j. plug, 1-6" solid sleeve, 2-4" solid sleeves, 1-
6" romac coupling, 1-4 11 romac coupling, 3-6" locking rings, 1-4" locking ring. The 
necessary chlorination taps were made. 
Oak & Filmore - Connect 6" line on Filmore to 12" main on Oak. Pipe layed: 44' of 
6" ductile iron. Installed: 1~6" tapping valve, 1-6" tapping saddle, 1-valve box, 
1-6" cast-to-cast coupling. 
During the month of April 369,755,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 12,325,167 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OP CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well 030 71,403,000 185.0 Lbs. 
Well 112 22,371,000 64.0 Lbs. 
Well 113 39,692,000 10S.5 Lbs. 
Well #10 1,101,000 1.5 Lbs. 
Well /116 45,867,000 148.0 Lbs. 
Well /118 6,972,000 18.0 Lbs. 
Well i21 9,568,000 23.S Lbs. 
Well 1122 29,400,000 78.0 Lbs. 
Well 027 19,495,000 46,0 Lbs. 
Well 028 2,821,000 8.5 Lbs. 
Wall 1129 34,101,000 62.0 L~-
Well #32 . 53,050,000 158.~ L fJ 18 
Water Department Monthly Report 
PIP Well 
Cree Well 








977. 5 Lbs. 
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This figure is 92,787,000 more than last April. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 263.8 gallons of water per 1;>erson per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 3,892,000 gallons of water using 7 .5 lbs. of chlorine and 
36 man hours. There were 1,359,000 gallons more produced than last April, 
4 MA.IN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1225 College 4/12 1655 So, 2nd 4/7 2011 So. 2nd 4/26 
500 Block So. 1st 4/20 
3 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
5100 Johnny Ck Rd (1") 4/29 617 Richland (3/4") 4/28 
24 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
677 W. Cedar (3/4") 4/23 1236 N. Garfield (3/4 11 )4/25 
914 Eldredge (3/4") 4/6 
1041 N. Garfield (3/4") 4/6 
1125 N. Garfield (3/4")4/13 
· 1135 N. Garfield (3/4°)4/20 
1140-42 N. Garfld(3/4")4/19 
1229 N. Garfield (3/4")4/21 
1221-23 N. Garfld(3/ 4") 4/22 
1239-41 N. Garfield(1")4/28 
1246-48 N. Garfld(3/4")4/26 
300 Blk No. Grant (I") 4/21 
941 No. Harrison (3/4")4/25 
962 Jones (3/4") 4/13 
340 No. Lincoln (3/ 4") 4/11 
949 McKinley (3/ 4") 4/7 
15 SERVICES were RENEWED and CONNECTED TO NEIi' MAIN at the 
2351 So. 2nd (3/4") 4/12 2442 So, 2nd ( 3/ 4") 4/7 
2360 So. 2nd (3/4") 4/12 2445 So, 2nd (3/4") 4/7 
2370 So. 2nd (3/4") 4/11 2460 So. 2nd (1") 4/6 
2403 So. 2nd (3/411 ) 4/11 2469 So. 2nd (3/4") 4/7 
2414 So. 2nd (3/4") 4/11 2516 So, 2nd (3/4") 4/15 
332 No. 5th (1t") 4/19 
1055 McKinley (3/4") 4/1 
1388 Ridge (3/4") 4/ 1 
1137 E. Sublette (3/4")4/7 
187 Taft (3/4 11 ) 4/28 
436 II'. Young (3/4") 4/11 
318¼ So. 6th (3/411 ) 4/13 
212 So, 12th (1") 4/5 
726 No, 12th (3/4") 4/27 
following locations: 
2528 So. 2nd (3/4") 4/S 
2535 So. 2nd (3/411 ) 4/5 
2607 So. 2nd (3/4 11 ) 4/1 
2626 So, 2nd (3/4 11 ) 4/1 
2647 So, 2nd (3/4") 4/1 
\. 7019 
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1000 to 2700 Block s.o. 2nd - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 2175 1 of 12", 
16.5' of 10" and 105' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 2-6" fire hydrants, 2-6" fire 
hydrant valves, 5-12" gate valves, 1-61' gate valve, 1-fa" tee, 1-12" x 10" tee, 2-12 11 
x 6" tees, a-valve boxes, 1-12" x 6" reducer, 1-12" x 10" coupling, 1-10" solid sleeve, 
1-611 locking ring. Made the required chlorination taps. 
Franklin &. Cedar - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 102 1 of 611 ductile iron. 
Installed: 1-6" gate valve, 1-valve box, 1-6" tee. 
2140 Satterfield - Install firn hydrant. Installed: 1-6" tapping valve, 1-6" fire 
hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 1-18" x 611 tapping sleeve. 
During the month of May 554,830,000 gallons of water were produced from the 
sys_tem, or 17,897,742 gallons:per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies &. Well /130 81,688,000 213.0 Lbs. 
Well I 2 17,156,000 51. 5 Lbs. 
Well II 3 69,040,000 175.0 Lbs. 
Well /110 40,828,000 83.5 Lbs. 
Well 1112 41,403,000 92.0 Lbs. 
Well f/16 31,904,000 87.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/18 13,012,000 47.5 Lbs. 
Well 1121 24,425,000 60.5 Lbs. 
Well /122 30,698,000 78.0 Lbs. 
Well #27 25,748,000 61.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/28 17,809,000 30.0 Lbs. 
Well /129 37,882,000 84.0 Lbs. 
'- 7020 





















554,830,000 1,397.0 Lbs. 
-2-
This figure is 78,241,000 more than last_.May. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 383 .O gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 3,884,000 gallons of water using 7.0 lbs, of chlorine 
and 31 man hours. There were 634,000 gallons less produced than last May. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
800 Block E. Bridger 5/16 Mink Ck. by Frazier's 5/27 Quinn St. Overpass 5/26 
677 W, Cedar 5/14 Poleline & Fir 5/5 2nd & Dunn 5/19 
3 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
336 No, Buchanan (1") 5/23 516 W, Carson (3/4") 5/3 1260 1/2 Lilac (3/4") 5/12 
33 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
1329 No. Arthur (3/4") 5/12 1342 No. Garfield(3/4")5/13 2601 Poleline (3/4") 5/5 
922 Broadway ( 1 ") 5/9 
508 W, Carson (3/4") 5/18 
528 W. Carson (3/4") 5/3 
915-25 E. Center (3/4")5/19 
941 E. Center (3/4") 5/26 
1405 No. Garfield(3/4")5/19 2824 Poleline (3/4") 5/6 
1414 No. Garfield(3/4")5/17 2840 Poleline (3/4") 5/9 
1439 No. Garfield(3/4")5/24 2701 So, 2nd (2-1") 5/24 
1445 No. Garfield(3/4")5/24 543 So. 4th (3/4") 5/26 
1450 No. Garfield(3/4")5/15 414 So. 5th (3/4") 5/25 
1039 E. Clark (3/4") 5/27 1455 No. Garfield(3/4'')5/23 466 So. 5th (1'') 5/10 
1308 No. Garfield (3/4")5/2 3528 Hawthorne (3/4") 5/19 106 So. 8th (3/4") 5/17 
1316 No. Garfield (3/4")5/2 341 No, Lincoln (3/4") 5/6 541 So. 10th (3/4") 5/2 
1319 No. Garfield (3/4")5/4 1042 No. Lincoln (3/~")5/13 _307 No. 14th (3/4") 5/10 
1329 No. Garfield(3/4")5/12 3817 Nora (1") 5/9 135 So. 14th (3/4'') 5/24 
L. 7021 
FILE COPY 
MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT M!)NTHLY REPORT 
JUNE 1988 
1000 to 2700 Block South 2nd - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 1083' of 1211 , 
882 1 of 6" and 2' of 4" ductile iron. Installed: 2-6" fire hydrants, 2-6 11 fire 
hydrant valves, 2-12" gate valves, 3-611 gate valves, 1-4" butterfly valve, 1-12" x 6" 
tee, 1-6" tee, 1-6" x 4'' tee, 7-valve boxes, 1-6" locking ring, 1-8" x 6" reducer, 1-
12" x 8" tee, 1-12" solid sleeve. The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
Franklin Avenue - Poplar to Cedar. - Capital improvement 
of 6" ductile iron, 4 1 of 4'' cast iron. Installed: 
project. Pipe layed, 167 I 
sleeves, 1-4" solid sleeve, 1-6" x 4" 
necessary chlorination taps were made. 
reducer, 1-6" 




During the month of June 871,641,000 gallons of water were produced from the 
system, or 29,054,700 gallons per day produced from the following sources, 
GALLONS ,PRODUCED LBS. OF CKLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well /130 93,684,000 744.0 Lbs.· 
Well /12 34,255,000 88.0 Lbs. 
Well /13 72,279,000 185.0 Lbs. 
Well #10 106,696,000 221.5 Lbs. 
Well #12 83,821,000 · 182. 0 Lbs. 
Well 116 49,145,000 154.0 Lbs. 
Well #18 15,406,000 45.0 Lbs. 
Well 1121 20,639,000 48.0 Lbs, 
Well 1/22 28,956,000 57.5 Lbs. 
Well 1127 27,950,000 47.5 Lbs. 
Well 1128 34,551,000 87.0 Lbs, 
Well 1/29 ·: 75,001,000 195.5 Lbs. 
Well #31 98,027,000 273.5 Lbs. ( 7022 




















This figure is 155,734,000 more than last June. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 621. 7 g~llons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 5,284,000 gallons of water using 9.0 lbs. of chlorine and 
30 man hours. There were 711,000 gallons less produced than last June. 
3 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1000 Blk Mink Ck Rd 6/17 . Moreland & Cedar 6/11 Reservoir Yard 6/1 
4 NEW SERVICES I/ERE INSTALLED at .the following locations: 
Poleline & Balsam (2-1 ") 
427 No. 4th (1") 6/29 
for Parks Department 6/ 1.5 
527 So. 12th Cf") 6/21 
17. SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
744 Ash (3/4") 6/22 798 Ebony (3/4") 6/6 
627 W. Benton (3/4") 6/9 
1021 E. Clark (3/4") 6/1 
207 Cottonwood (3/4") 6/2B 
208 Cottonwood (3/4") 6/6 
7 54 Dogwood (3/4") 6/27 
614 W. Eldre?ge (3/4") 6/24 
3-9 Hawthorne (1") 6/3 
908 E. Hayden (3/4") 6/24 
924 E. Hayden (3/4") 6/24 
753 McKinley (3/4") 6/27 
1112 Meadowbrook(3/4")6/11 
415 Northland (3/4") 6/7 
595 Packard (3/4'') 6/14 
970 Wayne (3/4") 6/28 
803 No. 8th (3/4") 6/10 
45 SERVICES were RENEWED and 
1200 E. Cedar (3/4'') 6/7 
CONNECTED TO NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
707 Franklin (3/4") 6/8 
306 E. Humbolt (3/4") 6/27 
246 E. Lawton (3/4") 6/6 
308 E. Lawton (3/4") 6/7 
1538 So. 1st (1") 6/8 








So. 2nd (3/4") 
So. 2nd (3/4") 
So. 2nd (3/4") 
So. 2nd (3/4") 
So. 2nd (3/4") 
So. 2nd (3/4'') 
So. 2nd (3/4") 
6/21 1338 So. 2nd (3/4") 6/1 
6/20 1342 So, 2nd (3/4") 6/1 
6/20 1353 So. 2nd (1") 6/1 
6/20 1365 So. 2nd (3/4") 6/1 
6/20 1407 So. 2nd (3/4") 6/2 
6/1 1414 So, 2nd (1") 6/6 
6/1 1420 So. 2nd (3/4'7 6/6 





MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JULY 1988 
100 to 2700 Block So. 2nd - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 126' of 6" 
ductile iron, Installed: 1-6" fire hydrants, 1-6" fire hydrant valva, 1-6" gate 
valves, 1-6" tapping valve, 1-6" solid sleeve, 1-6" x 1011 tapping sleeve, 1-10" 
coupling,· 1-6" tees, 2-valve boxes, 6-6" locking rings. The necessary chlorination 
taps were' made. 
NOP Park - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 310' of 12 11 and 26 1 of 6" ductile 
iron. Installed: 1-12" gate valve, 1-12" tapping valve, 1-12" tapping sleeve, 1-6" 
fire hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 2-follo,.ing glands and gaskets, 
1 - 12" tee, 1-12" x 12" x 10" tee, 1-12" 45 bend, 3-valve boxes. The necessary 
chlorination taps were made, 
6th & Benton - Capital· improvement project. Pipe layed: 92' of 6" ductile iron. 
Installed: 2-6" gate valves, 2-6" x 4" romac coupling, 2-valve boxes, The necessary 
chlorination tapa "ere made. 
1600 to 1800 Block E. Bonneville - Street Department Overlay Project. Pipe layed: 
750' of 6" _ductile iron. Installed: 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 1-6" fire hydrant, 3-
6" gate valves, 4-valve boxes, 3-6" tees, 1-6" locking ring. The necessary 
chlorination taps were made. 
During the month of July 1,016,657,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 32,795,388 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS FRODUCED 
Surface Supplies & Well #30 109,450,000 
Woll HZ Zfi,171,000 
Well #3 74,013,000 
LBS. OF CHLORINE 
592. 5 Lbs. 
J2,0 Lbn, 
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Well 1110 122,350,000, 246.5 Lbs. 
Well 1112 109,612,000 273.0 Lbs, 
Well #16 54,371,000 166.S Lbs. 
Well 1/18 34,391,000 103.0 Lbs. 
Well 1121 31,480,000 74.0 Lbs. 
Well /122 31,345,000 55.5 Lbs. 
Well /)27 29,062,000 46.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/28 50,286,000 116.0 Lbs. 
Well #29 86,110,000 216.0 Lbs. 
Well #31 114,437;000 291.5 Lbs. 
Well /132 54,591,000 184.0 Lbs. 
Well /133 22,422,000 73.5 Lbs. 
Well /134 714,000 2.0 Lbs. 
ere Well 17,581,000 40.0 Lbs. 
Cree Well 15,524,000 36.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 34z747,000 97 •. 5 Lbs. 
1,016,657,000 2,788.0 Lbs. 
\ 
This figure is 364,066,000 more than last July. Based on the population figure 
.of 46,736 there were 701.ll gallon,s of water per person pei: day. produced from the 
system •. 
Airport production was 7,371,000 gallons of water using 14,5 lbs. of chlorine and 
31 man hours. There were 1,010,000 gallons more. produced than last July •. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
736 E. Benton 7/8 400 Block Kurtwood 7/22 334 So. 1st 7/20 
Broadway & Opal 7/21 Mink creek & Elk Rd. 7/12 
5 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Appaloosa-Parks Well (2") 7/21 for Parks Department 
Pole line & Cedar ( 1 ") 7 / 15 for Parks Department 
Yellowstone & Oak (2") 7/20 for Parks Department 
5th & Sublette (2 11 ) 7/28 for Parks Department 
Lot 5 Block 4 Olympus Hgts. (2 11 ) 7/18 s/.1..__. 






MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
AUGUST 1988 
Hidden Village Project - Capital improvement project.· Pipe layed: 2936' of 6" ductile 
iron. Installed: 2-6" fire hydrants: 2-6'1 fire hydrant valves, 14-6" gate valves, 
6-6" tees, 2-6" 22-1/2 bend, 16-valve boxes, 3-6" plugs, 1-4" plug, 1-4" solid sleeve, 
1-6" X 4" coupling, 1-6" cros·s, 1-6" locking ring, 1-4" locking ring. 
The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
Airport (Northwest Aviation) -~ Install 4" fire line. Pipe layed: 158' of 4" ductile 
iron. Installed: 1-4" tapping valve, 1-6" x 4" tapping saddle, 1-4" 90 bend. 
Bannock Nursing Home - Made 6" tap for fire line, Installed: 1-6" x 8" tapping 
sleeve, 1-6" tapping valve, 1-valve box. 
During the month of August 929,150,000 gallons of water were .produced from the 
system, or 29,972,581 gallons per day produced, from the following sources .. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & ~ell #30 98,533,000 817.0 Lbs. 
Well #2 24,373,000 63.5 Lbs. 
Well #3 69,412,000 150.5 Lbs. 
Well 610 118,111,000 272.S Lbs. 
Well (/12 107,560,000 275.5 Lbs. 
Well #16 48,948,000 144.0 Lbs, 
Well 1118 42,200,000 133.0 Lbs. 
Well #21 37,178,000 91.5 Lbs. 
Well 1/22 32,448,000 69.5 Lbs. 
Well 1127 28,122,000 70.0 Lbs. 
Well #28 24,616,000 54.5 Lbs. 
Well #30 76,685,000 182. 5 Lbs, 7026 -Well 1/31 91,279,000 234.5· Lbs. 




















This figure is 167,174,000 more than last August. Based on the population figure 
' 
of 46,736 there were 641.4 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 5,750,000 g~llons·of water using 11.5 lbs. of chlorine 
and 35 man hours. There w~re 1:266,000 gallons less produced than last August. 
3 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
418 Kurtwood 8/8 Pai-k & Taney 8/24 950 Taney 8/23 
6 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Alameda & Park (2-1") 8/29 for Parks Department 
Alameda & Randolph (1") 8/25 for Parks Department 
Alameda & Washington (2-1")1 8/29 for parks Department 
527 Memorial Drive (4") 8/30 
22 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
840 E. Alameda (1") 8/24 
· 840 E. Alameda (1-1/2")8/24 
643 So. Arthur (3/4") 8/31 
937 Belmont (3/4") 8/17 
626 W. Carson (3/4") 8/2 
504 E. Center (3/4") 8/11 
508 E. Center (3/4") 8/11 
948 Gray (3/4") 8/18 
the following locations: 
' 
224 Hawthorne (3/4") 8/23 
411 So. Hayes (3/4") 8/26 
. ' 
949 Howard (3/4") 8/18 
1310 Jensen.(3/4") 8/25 
546 No. Lincoln (3/4") 8/29 
1104 No. Main (3/4") 8/8 
1112 No. Main (3/4") 8/8 
588 McKinley (3/4") 8/22 
640 McKinley (3/4") 8/22 
567 W. Pine (3/4'') 8/9,31 
545 Richland (3/4") 8/8 
1298 f!.idge (3/4") 8/15 
946 No. 10th (3/4") 8/19 
804 No. 11th (3/4") 8/10 
22 SERVICES were RENEWED and CONNECTED TO NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
925 Willow·Lane (3/4") 8/1 415 Wyldwood (3/4") 8/1 452 Wyldwood (3/4") 8/1 
404 Wyldwood (:l/4") 8/1 423 Wy ldwood (3/4") 8/1 457 Wyldwood (3/4") 8/ 1 
407 Wyldwood (3/4") 8/1 429. Wyldwood (3/4") 8/1 462 Wyldwood (3/4") 8/1 
408 Wyldwood (3/4") 8/1 442 Wy ldwood (3/4") 8/1 467 Wyldwood (3/4") 8/1 
L. 7027 · 
FILE COP.l 
MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
SEPTEMBER 1988 
Hidden Village Project - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 1716' of 6" 
· ductile iron. Installed: 4-6" fire hydrants, 4-6" fire hydrant valve, 7-6" gate 
valves, 6-6 11 tees, 11.-valve boxes, 1-6'' plug, 2-6" solid sleeves, 1-6 11 rornac coupling. 
During the month of September 59.Z, 705,000 gallons of "ater "as produced from the 
system, or 19,756,833 gallons per day produced from the follDYing sources, 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well ll30 96,738,000 507.0 Lbs. 
Well 112 19,840,000 52.0 Lbs. 
Well 113 61,384,000 133.0 Lbs. 
Well 111 O 84,209,000 222.0 Lbs. 
Well #12 36,1,77,000 103.0 Lbs. 
Well #16 t,7,226,000 133. 5 Lbs. 
Well Q18 28,850,000 82.S Lbs. 
Well #21 30,650,000 82. 5 Lbs. 
Well 022 32,621,000 93.5 Lbs. 
Well 027 21,,000,000 70.0 Lbs. 
Well #28 1,737,000 3.5 Lbs. 
Well 029 8,533,000 21.0 Lbs. 
Well #31 17,855,000 47.5 Lbs. 
Well //32 t,9,032,000 168. 5 Lbs. 
Well 1/33 9,302,000 27. 0 Lbs. 
PIP Well 13,493,000 30.0 Lbs. 
Cree Well 15,671,000 36.0 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 15,081,000 42.5 Lbs. 
592,705,000 1,855.0 Lbs. 
, 
7028 l ' 
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This figure is 41,960,000 less than last September. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there were 422.8 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
tM system. 
Airport production was 4,695,000 gallons of water using 9.5 lbs. of chlorine and . . 
31 man hours. There were 624,000 gallons less produced than last September. 
5 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1002 E. Cedar 9/12 500 Block w. Connor 9/14 316 No •. 9th 9/28 
460 Crescent Drive 9/16 118 Taft 9/2 
9 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
835 W. Cedar {3/ 4") 9/ 22 4315 Tech Farm Rd(1")9/15 15th. & Hayden (1") 9/16 
Simplot Square (2") 9/13. 1111 Wilson (3/4''>. 9/29 
Airport--Aviation Center (1") 9/30 
Parks Department Beautification Projects: 
Alameda & Deon (1") 9/8 Ala~eda & Jefferson (1")9/20 Pocatello Ck~ Deon (1")9/6 
14 SERVICES were RENEWED at.the following locations: 
1510 No .• Arthur (1 11 )-9/23 1648 Homer (3/4 11 ) 9/16 
1546 No. Arthur (3/4") 9/27 1235 E. Lewis (3/4") 9/20 
' 
1554 No, Arthur (3/4"} 9/27 327 Ne. Lincoln (3/4") 9/26 
907 ·Cahoon (3/4") 9/22 555 No. Lincoln (3/4") 9/21 
335 W. Connor (3/4") 9/27 3706 Philbin (3/4") 9./19 
56 SERVICES were RENEWED and CONNECTED TO NEW MAIN at the 
1071 Cherry Lane (3/4")9/27 1109 Cherry Lane (3/4")9/26 
1072 Cherry Lane (3/4")9/27 
1076 Cherry Lane (3/4")9/27 
1079 .cherry Lane (3/4")9/27 
1080 Cherry Lane (3/4")9/26 
1091 Cherry Lane (3/4 11 )9/27 
1097 Cherry Lane (3/4")9/21 
1106 Cherry Lane (3/4")9/26 
1108 Cherry Lane (3/4")9/21 
1112 Cherry Lane (3/4")9/20 
1125 Cherry Lane (3/4 11 )9/21 
1135 Cherry Lane ( 3/ 4°)9/ 21 
1209 Cherry Lane (3/4")9/21 
914 Park (3/4") 9/8 
924 Park (3/4 11 ) 9/8 
925 Park (3/4") 9/8 
930 Park (3/4") 9/8 
242 So. 7th (1'') 9/1 
316 Ne. 9th (3/4") 9/28 
623 So. 9th (3/4") 9/13 
753 No. 13th (3/4") 9/28 
following location~: 
931 Park (3/4"} 9/8 
934 Park (3/4 11 ) 9/8 
935 Park (3/4") 9/8 
938 Park (3/ 411 ) 9/8 
939 Park (3/4") 9/8 
941 Park (3/4") 9/8 
942 Park (3/4 11 ) 9/8 
946 Park (3/4"), 9/8 
947 Park (3/4") 9/8 
~ ·1029 
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MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTIILY REPORT 
OCTOBER 1988 
Hidden Village Project - Capl.tal improvement project. Pipe layed: 1175' of 6" 
ductile iron. Installed: 3-6" fire hydrants, 3-6" fire hydrant valve, 2-6" gate 
valves, 3-6" tees, 5-valve boxes, 1-6" plug, -6" solid sleeves, 2-6" romac coupling, 
1-6" 22¼ bend. The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
Great Western Malting - Extend main line. Pipe 
iron and 17' of 2" copper pipe. Installed: 
layed: 1184' of 8", 10' of 6" ductile 
1-6" fire hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant 
valve, 1-8" gate valve, 1-8 11 x 8 11 x 611 tee, 2-\·alve boxes,' 1-8" x 411 tee, 1-2 11 
corpcration stop, 2-2" riser stops, 1-2" meter, 3-2 11 go• bends, 1-4" x 2" reducer and 
1-r,,etet· box with lid. The n<>cessary chlorination taps were made. 
Juncper Mountain Subdivision - Made 6" tap for contractor. Installed: 1-6" tapping 
valve and sleeve (materials were furnished by contractor), 
D~ring the month of October 444,858,000 gallons of wate= were produced from the 
system, or 14,350,258 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
f~WNS.PRODUCED LBS. Ol' CHLORINE 
.3urface Supplies & Well 030 101,759,CCO 935.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/2 24,406,01)0 62.5 Lbs. 
Well q3 39,197,000 82.5 Lbs. 
\;"ell // 16 75,626,000 218.0 Lbs. 
Well /118 26,100,000 78.0 Lbs. 
Well /121 23,495,000 68.5 Lbs. 
Well 1/22 33,034,000 109.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/27 25,957,000 77 .o Lbs. 
I/ell 1/28 1,242,000 3.5 Lbs. 
Well 1/32 54,281,000 180.0 Lbs •• 
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Cree Well 







This figure is 96,238,000 more than last October. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there ..-ere 307 .1 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 4,205,000 gallons of water using 8.0 lbs. of chlorine 
and 31 man hours. There were 913,000 gallons less produced than last October, 
1 MAIN LINE LEAKS was REPAIRED at the follo~ing location: 
3942 Hawthorne - Contractor broke our main line requiring replacement of 9' of 10" 
cast iron, 1-10" romac coupler, 1-10" butterfly valve and 1-valve box. 
'16'. NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
5880 Country Club (1") 10/18 949 Fairbanks (3/4") 10/11 
Alameda & Headowbrook (2-1"), 2/26 
Greenfield Heights 3rd - Lot 5 Block V (3/4") 10/14 
24 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following' locations: 
1105 N. Arthur (3/4") 10/11 1003 N. Marrison(3/4")10/27 
1706 Bench Road (1") 10/19 3540 Hawthorne (3/4") 10/28 
787 Bryan (3/4") 10/17 
1056 E. Center (1") 10/21 
535 Crescent (3/4") 10/21 
222-ZS W. Custer(3/4")10/27 
907 W. Eldredge (3/4")10/31 
1351 E. Fremont (3/4")10/24 
1323 E. Lander (3/4") 10/17 
648 McKinley (3/4") 10/3 
802 McKinley (1") 10/7 
606 Richland ( 1") 10/25 
309 No. 6th (3/4") 10/14 
605 So. 6th (3/4") 10/21 
5685 Turf (3/4") 10/13 
'"i:>L""~eA (,:l•) to{ :,.7 
615 So. 6th (3/4") 10/21 
419 No. 9th (3/4") 10/27 
547 So. 9th (3/4") 10/24 
307 No. 10th (3/4") 10/19 
137 No. 12th (3/4") 10/6 
145 No. 12th (3/4") 10/6 
344 So. 12th (1") 10/4 
451 No, 13th (3/4") 10/20 
25 SERVICES were RENEw"'ED and CONNECTED TO NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
903 Wayne ( 3/ 4") 10/11 926 Wayne (3/4") 10/11 937 Wayne (3/4") 10/11 
904 Wayne (3/4") 1 0/ 11 930 Wayne (3/4") 10/11 938 Wayne (3/4") 10/ 11 
921 Wayne (3/4") 10/11 931 Wayne (3/4") 10/ 11 939 Wayne (3/4") 10/ 11 
922 Wayne (3/4") 10/11 934 Wayne (3/4") 10/ 11 941 Wayne (3/4") 10/11 
925 Wayne (3/4") 10/11 935 Wayne (3/4") 10/11 942 Wayne (3/4") 10/11 
' 7031 I. 
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KAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER 1988 
Old Airport - Tank Farm Road - Install irriga'tion water main line for Water Pollution 
Control. Pipe layed: 1740' of 8'' p.v.c. pipe. 
During the month of November 248,768,000 gallons of water was produced from the 








































This figure is 43,185,000 mor.e than last November. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there were 177.5 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 1,630,000 gallons of water using 3.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
30 man hours. There were 255,000 gallons more produced than last November. 
City of Pocatello • Water Department 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
DECEMBER 1988 
. ··-·· ··---
Harrison & Gibson - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 95.5' of 6" ductile 
iron. Installed: I-valve box and 1-6" romac coupling. 
Domsea. Project - Extend main line on Kraft Road. Pipe layed: -480 1 of 8" ductile iron. 
Installed: 2-8" gate valves, 2-8" romac couplings, 1-8" tee, 1-8" 90 ell, 2-valve 
boxes. 
NOP Park Well 034 - Install dry well overflow line. Pipe layed: 10 1 of 36" galvanized 
culvert pipe, 80' of 10" and 31' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 1-6" steel x 6" cast 
iron romac coupling. 
Great Western Malting - Made 6" tap on 6" main line for service. Installed: 1-6" 
tapping valve, 1-6" tapping tee 
During the month of December 250,736,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 8,088,258 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well 130 119,150,000 858.0 Lbs. 
Well #2 45,098,000 78.0 Lbs. 
Well 1121 3,294,000 10.0 Lbs. 
Well 1127 4,785,000 12.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/32 57,918,000 175.0 Lbs. 
Cree Well 16,486,000 33.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 4,005,000 15.0 Lbs. 
250,736,000 1,181.5 Lbs. 
, 
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This figure is 38,558,000 more than last December. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there were 173.1 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 2,380,QOO gdlons of water using 5.0 lbs. of chlorine and 
31 man hours. There were 448,000 gallons more produced than last December. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
2869 Caribou.12/14 56 Harvard 12/12 
500 Block El Rancho 12/2 181 Hoffman 12/19 
2 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1666 Kraft Road (6") 12/14 
Kraft Road & Portneuf River (1) 12/22 
7 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
626W. Bonnvlle. (3/4")12/20 
725 W. Halliday (3/4") 12/1. 
1254 N, Harrison (3/4")12/5 
the following locations: 
716 No. Main (3/4") 12/6 
1242 Ridge (3/4") 12/5 
19 SERVICES were REPAIRED at 
1027 N. Arthur (1/2") 12/14 
5148 Bannock Hwy(3/ 4") 12/20 
980 Brennan (1/2") 12/13 
715 W. Cedar (3/4'') 12/12 
817 Dahl (3/4"} 12/7 
1921 No. Harrison (1"} 12/8 
199 Hawthorne (1/2") 12/9 
FIRE HYDRANT M. & 0. 
Pump Out Fire Hydrants 
Garfield & Greeley 12/7 
Johnson & Wyeth 12/7 
'. 
Thaw Out Frozen Fire Hydrant 
14th & Clark 12/1 
the following locations: 
4585 Johnny Ck. (1¼") _12/12 
941 McKinley (3/4'') 12/13 
188 Maplewood (3/4") 12/20 
225 Oakwood (2") 12/7 
2545 Poleline (3/4") 12/1 
1005 Samuel-Blmnt(1")12/15 
10th & Sublette 12/7 
1155 Yellowstone 12/1 
1905 King-Plug line 12/8 
231 No, 6th (3/4") ·12/16 
208 So. 8th (3/4") 12/29 
1005 Samuel-Opal ( 1 ") 12/ 15 
1005 Samuel-Stckmn(1")12/15 
300 W. Sublette (1") 12/19 
480 Tewa ('3/4") 12/7 
132 So. 13th (3/4") 12/13 
140 So. 13th (3/4") 12/13 
14th & Clark 12/1 
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During the month of January 258,900,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 8,351,613 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS; OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well 1/30· 125,221,000 753.0 Lbs. 
Well /12 45,332,000 93.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/21 289,000 a.a Lbs. 
Well 1127 11,353,000 27.5 Lbs. 
Well U32 57,835,000 161 . 5 Lbs. 
Cree Well 15,654,000 31. 5 Lbs. 
Wes·t Bench Booster 3,216,000 13.0 Lbs. 
258,900,000 1,079.5 Lbs. 
This figure is 15,108,000 more than last January. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 178. 7 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 1,999,000 gallons of water using 4.0 lbs. of chlorine and 
37 man hours. There were 1,200,000 gallons less produced than last January. 
S MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations:· 
2850 Caribou 1/14 Duke & 19th 1/25 148 Melrose 1/15 
1032 Deon 1/12 3705 Flamingo 1/23 
2 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
1507 Zener (3/4") 1/4 406 So. 8th (1'') 1/26 
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FEBRUARY 1989 
During the month of February 252,891,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 9,031,822 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 




























This figure is 34,366,000 more than last February. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there were 1.93.3 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 2,036,000 gallons of water using 3.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
32 man hours. There were 251,000 gallons less produced than last February. 
8 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
500 Block No. Arthur 2/9 ISU--Life Science Bldg. 2/10 735 Willow Ave. 2/6 
952 W. Center 2/11 651 Memorial Drive 2/16 1820 So. 4th 2/2 
Hiline_& Quinn 2/23 45 Stanford 2/7 
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MAIN LINE WORK 
So. 2nd & Crescent Drive - Make 6" tap on 12" main line for future use. Pipe layed: 
18'6" of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 1-6" tapping valve, 1-12" x 6" tapping sleeve, 
1-valye· box, 1-6" plug. 
Hawthorne & Eldredge 18" Transmission Line - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 
615.5 1 of 18" ductile iron. 
Upper Level of Ross Park - Ins tail new main line for new museum. Pipe layed: 64' of 
6" ductile iron, 6' of 12''. Installed: 2-12" steel to cast couplings, 1-12" x 6" 
cross, 1-6" gate valve, 1-6" fire hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 2-valve boxes. 
Upper Level of Ross Park - Install new sewer line to new museum. Pipe layed: 200 1 
of 611 PVC pipe. Installed: 6-6 11 PVC 45 ,. 1-6" PVC Tee, 1-6" Clean-out and plug, 1-
31 cone with 41 diameter base, 1-2411 ring and cover. 
End of So. 12th - Bannock Regional Medical Center - Install new valve and replace old 
tapping valve. Pipe layed: 2 1 4" of 14" cast iron. Installed: 1-4" tapping valve, 
1-4" romac coupling, 1-4" butterfly valve, 1-411 solid sleeve, 2-valve boxes. 
During the month of March 225,144,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,262,710 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
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GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well #30 86,114,000 550.0 Lbs. 
Well 02 44,094,000 104.0 Lbs. 
Well /116 12,702,000 42.0 Lbs. 
Well //18 3,749,000 6.5 Lbs. 
Well 1/21 1,012,000 4.0 Lbs. 
Well /127 5,600,000 21. 5 Lbs. 
Well /132 51,645,000 157 .o Lbs. 
Cree Well 1.5,886,000 32.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 4,342,000 15.5 Lbs. 
225,144,000 933 .0 Lbs. 
This figure is 7,565,000 more.than last March. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 155.4 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 1,765,000 gallons of water using 3.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
35 man hours. There were 245,000 gallons more produced than last March. 
5 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
800 Block E. Halliday 3/9 Opal & Samuel 3/6. 3rd & Dunn 3/30 
Moreland & Birch 3/24 .600 W. Whitman 3/9 
2 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
5th (1") 3/24 Ross Park Museum (1") 3/20 
15 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
235-45 W. Carson (3/4") 3/22 
1024 Gray (3/4'') 3/29 
831 E. Halliday (3/4'') 3/9 
833 E. Halliday (3/4'') 3/9 
305 So. Johnson (3/t.") 3/23 
100 So. 
the following locations: 
305½ So. Johnson (3/4") 3/23 
842 Linda (3/4'') 3/16 
920 E. Lovejoy (3/4'') 3/17 
3490 Poleline (3/4") 3/24 
1001 Samuel 06 (1") 3/14 
1001 Samuel 010 (1") 3/14 
625 No. 6th (3/4") 3/17 
320 No. 9th (3/4") 3/28 545 
No. 13th (3/4") 3/21 
556 No. 15th (3/4") 3/15 
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APRlL 1989 
Hawthorne & Eldredge - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 1308' of 18", 35' 
of 12", 1 1 of 10", 9' of 8" and 143 1 of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 3-6" fire 
hydrants, 3-6" fire hydrant valves, 6-18" gate valves, 1-1 2" butter£ ly valve, 1-12" 
gate valve, 1-8" gate valve, 2-611 gate valves, 1-8'1 plug, 1-6" plug, 1-8" 
coupling, 1-6" romac coupling, 1-18" cross, 2-18" tees, 1-18" x 18" x B" tee, 
romac 
2-18" 
x 18" x 6" tees; 1-6" te.e, 2-18" plain end x 12" m. j. reducers, 1-18" x 1 O" reducer, 
1-18" x 8" reducer, 1-10" x 6" reducer, 1-8" x 6" reducer, 1-12 11 90 bend, ·1-6" 90 
bend, 1-12" solid sleeve, 2-12 11 m.j. caps, 1-18" plug, 14-valve boxes. The necessary 
chlorination taps were made. 
Ross Park Museum - Complete the installation of a·new sewer line,· Pipe layed: 1' of 
6" sewer pipe. Installed: 1-6" AC x ABS bushing, 1-6" AC x PVC bushing, 1-6" AC 
caulder coupling, 2-6" S&.D caps, 1-5' x 4 1 sewer cone, 1-3' x 5 1 sewer base, 1-24" 
sewer lid and ring. 
During the month of ~pril 334,468,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 11, 149,000 gallons E'er day P,roduced from the following sources. 
GAL!,!;!NS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well 1130 al,591,000 150.5 Lbs. 
Well 112 42,041,0'00 8S.O Lbs. 
Well ./116 44,640,000 121 .o Lbs. 
Well 1/18 7,817,000 15.5 Lbs. 
Well 021 15,S65,000 38.5 Lbs. 
Well 1122 17,916,000 38.5 Lbs. 
Well u21 21,443,000 79.5 Lbs. 
Well 028 10,397,000 ! 1. 5 Lbs. 
Well 129 468,DOO 1.5 Lbs. 

























This figure is 35,287,000 less than last April. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 238.6 gallons of water per person. per day produced from the 
system • 
. Airport production was 4,026,000 gallo_ns of water using 8.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
34 man hours, There were 134,000 gallons more produced than last April. 
3 MAIN LINE LRA.KS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Garfield & Clark 4/11 McKinley & Gould 4/25 4430 Stockman 4/20 
4 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1265 Aspen (3/4") 4/24 4430 Stockman (3/4") 4/20 5290 So. 5th (1") 4/27 
911 No. Grant (3") 4/25 
. 12 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
780 Bryan (3/4") 4/24 
764 W. Cedar (3/4") 4/10 
1031 Everett (3/4") 4/27 
957 Fairbanks (3/4") 4/18 
the following locations: 
.1048 No. Hayes (3/4") 4/11 
1030 _E. Lewis (3/4") 4/6 
9th&: Lovejoy (3/411s/l) 4/11 
1118 Malibu (3/4 11 ) 4/19 
15 SERVICES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO NEW MAIN 
3429 Poleline (1") 4/4 881 Eldredge (3/4") 4/11 
818 Eldredge (2-3/4") 4/5 888 Eldredge (3/4 11 ) 4/20 
851 Eldredge (3/4°) 4/10 927 Eldredge (1"} 4/13 
856 Eldredge (3/411 ) 4/6 943 Eldredge (3/4"} 4/17 
867 Eldredge (3/4") 4/12 955 Eldredge (1"} 4/17 
330. McKinley (3/ 4") 4/ 1 3 
508 Riverside (3/4") 4/12 
619 No. 6th (3/4") 4/13 
348 No. 10th (1") 4/28 
at the following locations: 
·965 Eldredge (3/4") 4/19 
973 Eldredge (3/4") 4/18 
985 Eldredge (3/4") 4/18 
887 Lott Road (1") 4/7 
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Hawthorne & Eldredge - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 2814' of 18", 20' 
of 12", 168' of 6" and I' of 4" due.ti!" iron. Installed: 3-6" fire hydrants, 3-6" 
fire hydrant valves, 8-18" gate valves, 2-6 11 gate valves, 1-6" tapping valve, 1-4'' 
butterfly valve, 1-18" x 12" r"ducer, 1-18" x 8" reducer, 2-8 11 x 6" reducers, 1-6'' x 
411 reducer, 1-18" tee, 1-18" x 10" tee, 7-18" x 6" tees, 1-6" tee, 1-12" 22½ bend, 
1-12" 11¼ bend, 14-valve boxes, 1-10" plug, 2-6" plugs, 1-12" solid sl!,eve, 1-6" solid 
sleeves. 
911 No. Grant - Made. 4" tap on 8" main line for fire line. 
Elmore lit Appaloosa -' Made 3/ 4" chlorination tap for contractor. 
Olympus Heights Subdivision - Made 3/4" chlorination tap for contractor. 
During t~e month of May S36 ,013 ,000 gallon• of water was produced from the 
system, or 17,290r742 gallons per day produced from the following sources, 































132. S Lbs. 
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Well #28 14,300,000 23.5 Lbs. 
Well 029 12,190,000 29.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/32 58,165,000 169.5 Lbs. 
Well 1/33 12,898,000 35.5 Lbs. 
Well //34 22,125,000 52.0 Lbs. 
PIP Well 11,155,000 14.0 Lbs. 
Cree Well 8,666,000 17.0 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 15,354,000 38.0 Lbs. 
536,013,000 1,382.0 Lbs. 
This figure is 18,817,000 less than last May. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 370,0 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 4,867,000 gallons of water using 9.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
31 man hours, There were 983,000 gallons more produced than last May. 
8 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1399 Bench 5/5 Eldredge & Hawthorne 5/10 700 Block So. 2nd 5/31 
500 Blk E. Bonneville 5/19 3519 Hawthorne 5/3 400 Block No. 15th 5/5 
Conlin & Eldredge 5/26 600 Block Whitman 5/24 
36 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Benchland 2nd Addition: Lot 16 B~ock 7 (3/4") 5/12 
Lot 14 Block 6 (3/4") 5/12 Lot 17 Block 7 (3/4") 5/12 
Lot 15 Block 6 (3/4") 5/12 Lot 18 Block 7 (3/4'') 5/12 
Lot 16 Block 6 (3/4'') 5/12 Lot 19 Block 7 (3/4") 5/12 
Lot 17 Block 6 ( 3/ 4") 5/ 12 Olympus Heights: 
Lot 18 Block 6 (3/4'') 5/12 Lot 7 Block 4 (3/4'') 5/31 
Lot 19 Block 6 (3/4'') 5/12 
Lot 20 Block 6 (3/4") 5/12 
Lot 21 Block 6 (3/ 4") 5/ 12 
Lot 12 Block 7 (3/4") 5/12 
Lot 13 Block 7 (3/4") 5/12 
Lot 14 Block 7 (3/4'') 5/12 
Lot 15 Block 7 (3/4") 5/12 
Lot 8 Block 4 (3/4") 5/31 
Lot 9 Block 4 (J/4") 5/31 
Lot 3 Block 5 (J/4") 5/31 
Lot 4 Block 5 (J/4'') 5/31 
Lot 5 Block 5 (3/4") 5/31 
Lot 6 Block 5 (3/ 4") 5/31 
Lot 7 Block 5 (3/4'') 5/31 
Lot 8 Block 5 (3/4") 5/31 
Lot 9 Block 5 (3/4'') 5/31 
1235 Booth Road (3/4") 5/4 
1239 Booth Road (3/4") 5/3 
1245 Booth Road (3/4") 5/4 
1249 Booth Road (J/4") 5/4 
9336 Kimberly (1") 5/2 
9361 Kimberly (J/4") 5/2 
9364 Kimberly (1'') 5/2 
Pocatello Ck Road ( 1") 5/2 
611 W. Quinn (2") 5/2 
Well /J3--Pocatello Drag 
Strip (2") 5/11 
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Ha,,thorne & Eldredge - 18" Transmission Line - Capital improvement project. 
layed: 1847' of 18", 8' of 10" and 91' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 3-6" 
hydrants, 3-6" fire hydrant valves, 3-18" gate valves, 2-6" gate valves, 4-18" 
tees, 1-6" tee, 3-18" 45 bends, 1-10" 11¼ bend, 8-vaive boxes, 1-18" plug, 1-6" 
1-18" solid sleeve, 1-10" solid sleeve, 2-6" solid slee·ves, 1-6" coupling. 






Booth & Pocatello Creek - Extend 6" main line. Pipe layed: 90' of 6" ductile iron, 
Installed: 1-611 gate valve, 1-6" fire hydrant and valve, 2-valve boxes, 1-6" tee, 1-
6" plug: The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
During the month of June 757,470,000 ·gallons of "ater was produced from the 
system, or 25,249,000 gallons per day produced from the follo,,ing sources. 
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This figure is 114,171,000 less than last June. Based on ~he population figure 
per person per day produced from the of 46,736 there were 540.3 gallons of water 
system. 
Airport production was 5,009,000 gallons of water using 10.0 lbs. of chlorine and 
32 man hours. There were 275,000 gallons less produced than last June, 
2 MAIN.LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED ~t the following.locations: 
NOP Park 6/15 Whitman St. Bridge 6/28 
3 NEW SERVICES WERE INSTALLED at the following locations: 
655 Golf Drive (1") 6/29 2320 Pocatello Ck (1") 6/22 2340 Pocatello Ck (1") 6/22 
14 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
255 No. Arthur (1½") 6/7 
515 E. Center (3/4'') 6/28 
747 No. Garfield (3/4") 6/6 
938-56 E. Hayden (3/4") 6/23 
1122 No. Hayes (3/4") 6/13 
the following locations: 
1116 No. Main (3/4") 6/22 
228 So. Main (3/4") 6/9 
1073 Meadowbrook (3/4") 6/30 
305 Riverside (3/4'') 6/27 
216-20 W. Young (1") 6/13 
1405 So. 4th (3/4") 6/16 
656 No. 9th (3/4") 6/12 
528 So. 10th (3/4") 6/12 
110 So. 16th (1") 6/6 
3 SERVICES were RENEWED 
927 Eldredge (1") 6/1 
PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
130 Hoffman (3/4") 6/1 160 Hoffman (3/4") 6/1 
22 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
228 No, Arthur (3/4") 6/8 851 Eldredge (3/4") 6/6 881 Eldredge (3/4") 6/2 
833 Eldredge (3/4") 6/6 856 Eldredge (3/4") 6/6 888 Eldredge (3/4") 6/2 
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JULY 1989 
Hawthorne & Eldredge - Capital improvement project, Pipe layed: 8 1 of 6" ductile 
iron. Installed: 1-6" 45 bend, 1-6" plug, and 1-6" romac coupling. The necessary 
chlorination taps were made. 
Hidden Village - Meadowbrook and Willow Lane - Capital improvement project. Pipe 
layed: !085' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 3-6" ·£ire hydrants, 3-6'' fire hydrant 
valve, 6-6" gate valves, 4-6" tees, 1-6" 45 bend, 7-valve boxes, 1-6" plug and 1-6" 
solid sleeves, The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
New Post Office on Flandro Road - Made 6" tap on 8" main line for £ire line. 
Installed: 1-6" x B" tapping tee, 1-6" tapping valve, and I-valve box. 
During the l!IOnth of July 991,574,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 31,986,259 gallons per day produced from the following sources, 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well /130 99,269,000 1195. 0 Lbs. 
Well /12 18,072,000 63.S Lbs. 
Well /13 74,995,000 16B.O Lbs. 
Well 1/10 111,829,000 274.S Lbs. 
Well 1112 108,624,000 265.S Lbs. 
Well 1116 46,613,000 131.0 Lbs. 
Well /118 48,791,000 124.0 Lbs, 
Well 1121 37,301,000 68.0 Lbs. 
Well /122 33,238,000 76.S Lbs. 
Well 1127 30,271,000 98.S Lbs. 
Well 1128 41,801 ,ooo 104.0 Lbs. 
Well 1129 77,978,000 136.S Lbs. 
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Well 1/31 61,436,000 133.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/32 57,844,000 150.0 Lbs. 
Well /133 22,733,000 70,0 Lbs, 
Well //34 2,770,000 6.0 Lbs, 
PIP Well 74,249,000 119,5 Lbs, 
Cree Well 13,894,000 44.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 8, 51 1 , 000 112.0 Lbs. 
990,731,000 3,340.0 Lbs. 
This figure 1s 25,926,000 less than last July. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 683.8 gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system. 
Airport production was 8,511,000 gallons of water using 16,0 lbs. of chlorine 
and 36 man hours. There were 1,140,000 gallons more produced than last July. 
3 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
751 Ash 7/13 Mink Creek Line 7/12 138 So. 12th 7/29 
2 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at.the following locations: 
2211 So, 2nd (3/4") 7/5 2233 So. 2nd (3/4") 7/5 
14 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
619 No. Arthur (3/4") 7/5 
620 No. Arthur (3/4") 7/24 
751 Ash (3/4") 7/13 
772 Birch (3/4'') 7/19 
340 w. Carson (3/4") 7/11 
the following locations: 
948 No. Garfield (3/4") 7 /18 
759 Myrtle (3/4") 7/26 
1190 Willard (3/4") 7/28 
1554 E. Wyeth (3/4") 7/6 
1134 Yellowstone (3/4'') 7/14 
1107 So. 4th (3/4'') 7/14 
415 So. 5th (3/4") 7/27 
731 No. 11th (3/4") 7/3 
308 No. 14th (1") 7/24 
49 SERVICES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO THE NEW MAIN: 
1209 Chapel (3/4") 7/19 1111 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7/27 1149 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7/25 
1037 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7/25 1119 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7/27 1152 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7/25 
1065 Meadowbrook (3/ 4") 7 /31 
1074 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7 /28 
1103 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7 /28 
1104 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7 /27 
1120 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7/27 1157 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7/24 
1129 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7/26 1162 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7/20 
1130 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7/26 1169 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7/20 
1140 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7 /26 1172 Meadowbrook (3/4") 7 /20 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
AUGUST 1989 
Hidden Village - Meadowbrook & Willow Lane - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 
1917 1 of 6" ductile iron. Installed:. 2-6" fire hydrants, .2-6_" ,fire hydrant valve, 
1-6" tapping v·alve, 5-6" gate valves, 4-6" tees, 8-valve boxes, 1-611 plug, 1-611 solid 
sleeve, 1-6" coupling, 1-10" x 6" tapping sleeve, 1-11¼ bend, 1-6" 22½ bend, 2-4" . j 
couplings. The necessary chlorination taps were made. l 
1750 Flandro Drive - Hade 6" tap on 1,2" main line for fire line. Installed: 6" 
tapping sleeve and 1-valve box (contractor supplied all materials). 
Hawthorne & Quinn - Install storm drain. Pipe.layed: 85' of corrugated steel. 
1455 No. 4th - Install 2½" gate valve, 4".. tee and 4" plug for Parks. Department, 
During the month of August 742,914,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 25,577,871 gallons per day .produced from the following sources. 
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Well 1129 41,585,000 86.5 Lbs, 
Well 031 53,781,000 136.0 Lbs. 
Well 132 57,233,000 163.0 Lbs, 
Well 833 9,789,000 30.0 Lbs. 
Well /134 1,599,000 4.0 Lbs. 
PIP Well 65,587,000 130.5 Lbs. 
Cree Well 15,812,000 45.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 22,348,000 67.0 Lbs. 
742,914,000 3,002.0 Lbs. 
This figure is 186,236,000 less than last August. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 547 .3· gallons of water per person per day produced from the 
system . 
Airport production was 7,844,000 gallons of water using 15.5 lbs. of c~lorine 
and 31 man hours. There were 2,094,000 gallons more produced than last August. 
10 MAIN LINE LEAKS were 
336 W. Clark 8/4 
REPAIRED at the· following locations: 
Poleline & Eldredge 8/22 602 So. 1st 8/28 
4141 Hawthorne 8/21 Spaulding Bstr Line (2) 8/25 10th & Bridger 8/30 
949 Meadowbrook 8/3 Whitman & Johnson 8/3 348 No. ·10th 8/10 
700 Block Park Lane 8/2 
1 NEW SERVICE was INSTALLED at the following location: 
1750 Flandro Drive (3") 8/9 
20 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following 'locations: 
235 w. Carson (3/4") 8/28 838 Linda (3/4") B/11 238 W. Young (3/4") 8/18 
245 w. Carson (3/4") 8/29 741 Richland (3/4") 8/29 336-40 E. Whitman (3/4")8/14 
1148 E. Cedar (3/4") 8/4 126 Taft (3/4")°8/31 227 So, 9th (3/4") 8/16 
238 w. Custer (3/4") 8/18 212 w. Terry (3/4") 8/18 616 So. 10th (3/4") 8/15 
958 w. Custer (3/.4") 8/23 216 w. Young (3/4") 8/9 555 No. 11th (3/4") 8/24 
625 w. Day (3/4") 8/2 220 w. Young ( 3/ 4") 8/9 856 No. 11th (3/4") 8/21 
1135 E. Hayden (3/4") 8/24 236 II. Young (3/4") 8/16 
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MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
SEPTEMBER 1989 
Taft Street from Maple to Pine and Wilson from Pine to Poplar - Capital improvement 
project. Pipe layed: 1300' of 611 ductile iron. Installed: 2-6" fire hydrants, 2-: 
611 fire hydrant _valves,. 2-6 11 gate valves, 1-6". tapping valve, 1-10" x 6" tapping 
sleeve, 2-6" tees, 5-valve ·boxes and 1-6" x 4" reducer. The necessary chlorination 
taps were made, 
Hidden Village Project - Meadowbrook and Willow Lane - Capital improvement project. 
Pipe layed: 13°( 1 of 611 ductile iron. Installed: 1-6" fire hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant 
valve, 1-6" gate valve, 2-6" tees, 2-valve boxes, 1-6" plug, 1-6" solid sleeve and 1-
6" locking ring. The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
Roosevelt from Maple to Pine and Cedar Street from McKinley to Yellowstone - Capital 
improvement project. Pipe layed: 207' of 6 11 ductile iron. Installed: 1-6" fire 
hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 1-6" tapping valve, 1-6" tee, 2-valve boxes and 1-
1011 x 6" tapping sleeve. The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
1087 Wilson -·Relocate fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 10' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 
1-6 11 fire hydrant valve, 1-6" fire hydrant, 1-6" tapping sleeve, 1-6" tapping valve, 
and 2-valve boxes, 
. During September 560,745,000 gallons of water were produced from the system, or 
18,691,500 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF Clll,ORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well #30 88,776,000 1154. 0 Lbs. 
Well 112 19,731,000 67.5 Lbs. 
Well 113 21,714,000 85.5 Lbs. 
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Well 111 2 . 45,232,000 
Well 1116 61,173,000 
Well 1118 19,844,000 
Well 021 26,752,000 
Well 022 . 33,166,000 
Well #27 .20, 298,000 
Well #28 24,628,000 
Well 1/29 12,324,000 
Well 1131 27,516,000 
Well 1/32 56,813,000 
Well 1133 5,645,000 
PIP Well 47,913,000 
Cree Well 15,278,000 
West Bench Booster 15.530.000 
560,745,000 
• 
142. 0 Lbs. 















This figure is 31,960,000 less than last September. Based on the popul'ation 
figure of 46,736 there were 399.9 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 8,392,000 gallons of water using 16.5 lbs. of chlorine 
and 30 man hours. There were 3,697,000 gallons more produced than last September. 
8 MAIN LINE LEAKS were 
Cedar & Richland 9/19 
500 Block W. Clark 9/5 
1644 E. Fremont 9/ 11 · 
REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1235 No. Main 9/5 Tanager & Heron 9/28 
Nez Perce & Shoshoni Trl9/25 806 So, 4th 9/12 
T;,ft & Elm 9/11 
18 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Bencbland 3rd Addition: 
Lot 7 Block 5 9/7 Lot 22 Block 6 9/8 Lot 25 Block 7 9/7 
Lot 8 Block S 9/7 Lot 20 Block 7 9/8 Lot 26 Block 7 9/7 
Lot 9 Block 5 9/7 Lot 21 Block 7 9/8 Lot 27 Block 7 9/7 
Lot 10 Block 5 9/7 Lot 22 Block 7 9/8 769 Fairway (1") 9/18 
Lot 11 Block 5 9/8 Lot 23 Block 7 9/8 5150 Johnny Ck (3/4") 9/14 
Lot 12 Block 5 9/8 Lot 24 Block 7 9/7 Main & Gould (1") 9/15 
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MAIN LINE, WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
OCTOBER 1989 
Roosevelt· from Maple to Pine and Cedar from McKinley to Yellowstone - Capital 
improvement project. Pipe layed: 1342' of 6" due tile iron. Installed: 3-6" fire 
hydrants, 3-6" fire hydrant valves, 1-6" gate valve, 1-12" x 6" tapping saddle, 3-6" 
tees, and 6-valve boxes. The required chlorination taps were made. 
Taft Street from Maple to Pine and Wilson from Pine to Poplar - Capital improvement 
project. Pipe layed: 618 1 of 6" ductile iron, Installed: 2-6" fire hydrants, 2-6" 
fire hydrant valves, 1-6" tee, 1-6" x 4" reducer, and 1-4" coupling. The required 
chlorination taps were made, 
During the month of October 337,846,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 10,898,258 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 




























LBS. OF CHLORINE 
1,116.0 Lbs. 















Water Department Monthly Report -2-
This figure is 107,012,000 len than last October. Bas.ed on the populatio'n 
figure of 46,736 there were 233.2 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 5,121,000 gallons of water using 9.0 lbs. of chlorine and 
31 man hours. There were 916,000 gallons more produced than last October. 
4 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Fairway & Von Elm 10/31 
Main & Lovejoy 10/19 
345 Yellowstone 10/16 
7 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1st & Lewis 10/6 
175-81 Chase (3/4") 10/ 12 345-A Yellowstone (1") 10/17 345-C Yellowstone ( 1") 10/17 
3975 Poleline (8") 10/ 13 
333 Yellowstone (1 11 ) 10/17 
345-8 Yellowstone (1") 10/17 345-D Ydlowstone (1 11 ) 10/17 
10 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
905 Brennan (3/4") 10/16 228 So. Hayes (3/4") 10/4 
935 W, Clark (3/4") 10/10 771 Hemlock (1") 10/3 
1055 Gray (3/4") 10/23 316 E. Lander (3/4") 10/2 
1325 No. Hayes (3/4") 10/27 
336 So. Lincoln (3/4;') 10/4 
340 So. Lincoln (3/4.") 10/4 
418 No. 14th (3/4") 10/30 
5 SERVICES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO NEW HAIN at the following locations: 
350 W. Maple (2") 10/12 509 Wilson (3/4") 10/24 611 Wilson (3/4") 10/24 
350 w. Maple (1¼") 10/12 509 Wilson (I¼'') 10/27 
25 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
350 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/5 401 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/5 445 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/2 
351 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/5 406 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/12 470 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/2 
364 Roosevelt (3/4 11 ) 10/5 414 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/12 471 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/2 
365 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/5 417 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/5 479 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/2 
375 Roosevelt (3/4'') 10/5 421 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/3 480 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/2 
378 Roosevelt (3/4 11 ) 10/5 429 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/3 535 Wilson (1½") 10/27 
388 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/5 430 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/3 541 Wilson (I") 10/27 
396 Roo5evelt (3/4") 10/12 444 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/2 625 Wilson (3/4") 10/27 
397 Roosevelt (3/4") 10/5 
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MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEHB_ER 1989 
Roosevelt Street from Maple to Pine and Cedar Street from McKinley to Yellowstone -
Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 1394' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 1-
6" fire hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, 12-6" gate valves, 9-6" tees, 13-valve boxe·s, 
2-6" plugs, 5-6" romac couplings, 1-22-¼ bend, 1-11¼ bend, and 2-6" x _4" steel romac 
reducers. The necessa_ry chlorination taps were made. 
During the month of November 229,506,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 7,650,200 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 





. Well //32 
Cree Well 





















This figure is 19,262,000 less than last November. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there were 163.7 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
the system, 
Airport production was 1,409,000 gallons of water using 3.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
32 man hours. There were 221,000 gallons less produced than last November. 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
DECEMBER 1989 
During the month of December 238,621,000 gallons of water were produced from the 
system, or 7,697,452 gallons per day produced from·the following sources. 

























This figure is 12,115,000 less than last December. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there were 164.7 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 1,681,000 gallons of water using 3.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
33 man hours. Production was 699,000 gallons less than last December. 
3 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Johnny Creek & College 12/31 2nd & Putnam 12/11 4th & Putnam 12/14 
1 NEW SERVICE was INSTALLED at the following location: 
Airport Bldg 1/236 (2'') 12/7 
5 SERVICES were RENEWED at 
1333 N. Harrison(3/4")12/7 
1237 E. Sublette (3/ 4") 12/ 4 
the following locations: 
814 Wingate (3/4") 12/5 
1118 E. Wyeth (3/4") 12/6 
914 So. 4th (3/4") 12/14 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JANUARY 1990 
During the month of January 222,296,000 gallons of water were produced from the 
system, or 7,170,838 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well //30 76,695,000 722.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/2 44,217,000 142.5 Lbs. 
Well ll 16 533,000 2.0 Lbs. 
Well 022 24,102,000 75.0 Lbs. 
Well ~27 337,000 1.5 Lbs. 
Well ~28 442,000 1.0 Lbs. 
Well 1/32 56,505,000 149 .o Lbs. 
Cree Well 16,501,000 44.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 2,984,000 5.5 Lbs. 
222,296,000 1,143.0 Lbs. 
This figure is 36,604,000 less than last January. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736, there were 153.4 gallons of water per person per day produced from the .. 
system. 
Airport production was 1,405,000 gallons of water using 2.5 lbs. of chlorine and 
31 man hours. There were 594,000 gallons less produced-than last January. 
3 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following 
Park Lane 1/5 
locations: 
300 Block W. Gould 1/24 700 3rd & Putnam 1/23 
3 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
818 So. Arthur (3/4") 1/22 1341 No. Harrison (3/4")1/17 838 W. Sublette (3/4") 1/29 
7055. 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
FEBRUARY 1990 
During the month of February 211,846,000 gallons of water were produced from 
the system, or 7,565,929 gallons per. day produced from the following sources. 














LBS. OF CHLORINE 
637 .o Lbs. 
122.5 Lbs. 
61.5 Lbs. 




This figure is 41,045,000 less than last February. Based on the population 
figure of 46,736 there were 161.9 gallons of water per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 1,572,000 gallons of water using 3.0 lbs. of chlorine and 
28 man hours. There "ere 464,000 gallons less produced than last February. 
2 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following 
So. 4th 2/15 
locations: 
1134 Santa Anita 2/1 4.46 
2 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Airport - Bldg. 233 (3/4") 2/28 Lot 11 Block 3 Tolman Acres {1") 2/27 
5 SERVICES were RENEWED 
1054 Delano (3/4") 2/21 
at the following 
412 Parkway 
3550 Hawthorne (3/4") 2/27 
locations: 
(1") 2/13 547 So. 11th (3/4'') 2/5 
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HAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
IIARCU 1990 
2360 So. Fairway - Kill 6" main line on Dahlia Street. 
gasket, nuts and bolts. 
Materials: 1-6" · plug, 
Ross Park Zoo--Upper Level - Install 6" gate valve for Parks Department. Pipe 
layed: 5'12" of 6" ductile iron, Installed: 
steel sleeves, and 1-valve box . 
1-6" gate valve, 1-6" tee, 2-12" 
. Kraft Road from Doosea to North Hain Extension - capital improvement project. Pl!'€ 
layed: 3666' of 12" and 77' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 7-6" fi.re hydtauts, 7-
6" fire hydrant valves, 2-12" gate valves, 7-12"xU"x6" tees, 9-valve boxes, 1-12" 
solid sleeve. and 1-12" x B" reducer, The necessaty chlorination taps were made, 
North Hain Extension - Capital improvement project. 
ductile iron. 
Pipe layed: 143' of 18" 
During the month of March 237,036,000 gallons of water were produced fro10 the 
system, or 7,646,323 gallons per day produced from the following sources, 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS, OP CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well 1130 95,150 ,ooo 550.0 Lbs. 
Well 112 43,675,000 110,5 Lbs. 
Well 1121 552,000 1.0 Lbs, 
Well #22 27,036,000 85.5 Lbs, 
Well /132 56,321,000 158,0 Lbs, 
Cree Well 8,617,000 21.0 Lbs, 
West Bench Booster 5,685,000 16.5 Lbs. 
237,036,000 942.5 Lbs. 
- 7057 
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This figure is 11,892,000 more than last Hardi. Based on the pop~lation 
figure of 46,736 there were 163 .6 gallons of wate1· per person per day produced from 
the system. 
Airport production was 2,920,000 gallons of water using 5.5 lbs. of chlot;ine 
and 31 man hours. There were 1,155,000 gallons more produced than last March. 
6 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the_following locations: 
4785 Clearview 3/9 1356 Jensen 3/5 300 Block Moreland 3/15 
978 Hiline 3/4 950 No. Lincoln 3 / 2 Walnut & Pershing 3 / l 
4 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
2360 So. fairway (3/4")3/l Installed for future use: 1108 Wilson (3/4") 3/14 
820 No, Harrison(3/4")3/20 912 Wilson (l") 3/14 
9 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
426 w. Garter (3/4") 3/26 
3788 Hawtb.orne (l") 3/23 
3 840 Hawtb.ome (3 / 4") J / 23 
. . . . 
326 No. Hain 3/13 
1441 Pershing (3/4") 3/30 
1442 Pershing (3/4") 3/30 
31 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
fairway 2nd Addition--Lot 3 782 Hawtb.orne (l •) 3/20 
16 Blk 3 (3/4") 3/5 3939 Hawtb.ome (3/4") 3/7 
124 Canyon Drive (1") 3/23 1278 Lavine (3/4") 3/15 
1754 E. Center (3/4") 3/28 257 No. Hain (3/4") 3/12 
917 W. Genter (1/2") 3/6 1009 Meadowbrook(3/4")3/5 
1385 Chokecherry (l•) 3/16 1010 Meadowbroolt(3/4")3/5 
779 Ebony (1/2") 3/7 421 Memorial (3") 3/12 
778 fir (3/4") 3/22 660 Memorial (4") 3/21 
445 E, Halliday (l/2")3/19 750 Memorial (4") 3/21 
627 No. Harrison (l/2")3/6_ 751 Memorial (4") 3/12,19 
3774 Hawthorne (l•) 3/20 544 Packard (3/4") 3/15 
532 W. Pine (3/4") 3/29 
1710 E. Wyeth (1") 3/28 
423 So, 6th (l") 3/30 
741 E. Putnam (3") 3/15 
100 Ranch Drive (l•) 3/29 
691 Rocky Point (3/4") 3/9 
1259 E. Terry (4 00 ) 3/20 
815 University Cl") 3/13 
502 No, 4th (3/4") 3/8 
1010 So, 5th (4") 3/22 
3246 So, 5th (1") 3/27 
1005 No, 7th (l") 3/23 
1059 So, 8th (3") 3/22 
7058 
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MAIN LINE WORK 
!IATER DEPARTMENT !l.ONTHLY REPORT 
APRIL 1990 
Kraft Road Project - Gapttal improvement project.· Pipe layed: 98' of 12" ductile 
iron. 
llorth. Hain Extension - Ca{>ital improvement project. Pipe layed: 3354' of 18" and 
14 • of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 2-6" fire hydrants, 2-6tt fire hydrant valves. 
5-18" gate Valves, l-18"x.18"xl2" tee, 2-18"x.18"it6" tees, 1-18" 450 bend and 
accessories, and 7-valve boxes. The necessary chlocination taps were made. 
Du.ring the a1onth of April 325,507,000 ga.llons of water were pcoduced fro11 the 
·system, or 10,850,233 gallons per day produ.ced from the following 11ources. 



























us. OP CHLORINE 
132.0 Lbs. 












This figure is 8,961,000 less than last April. Based on the popu.lation figure 
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Airport production was 4,805,000 gallons of water using 9,0 lbs, of chlorine 
and 31 man hours. There were 779,000 gallons more produced than last April. 
1 MAIN LINE LEAK was REPAIRED at the reservoir on 4/18 and 20 
1 NEW SERVICE was .INSTALLED at 2530 So, 4th (ll") 4/12 
10 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
640 No, Arthur (3/4") 4/24 1226 Ridge (3/4") 4/4 
6401 lio, ·Arthm; (3/4•;)4/24 337 Stansbury (3/4") 4/13 
746 Dogwood (3/4") 4/23 933 w: Wyeth (3/4") 4/19 
125 so. Lincoln (3/4")4/10 · 
' 7th &: Wyeth (l") 4/16 
144 So, 8th (3/4") 4/27 
355 so: 8tti (l") .4/11 
18 SERVICES were RENEWED 
236 W, Buell (3/4") 4/27 
318 Gibson (3 /4") 4/20 
1704 No. Main (3/4") 4/24 
1704 No, Hain (l") 4/27 
1711 No, Main (3/4") 4/24 
1721 No. Main (3/4") 4/24 
PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO NEW MAIN at the following locati0t1s: 
1736 No. Main (3/4") 4/24 1819 No. Main (l") 4/18 
1740 No, Main (3/4") 4/24 1822 No. Main (3/4••) · 4/16 
1741 No. Main (3/4") 4/17 
1745 No. Main (3/4") 4/17 
1755 No, Main (3/4") 4/25 
1803 No. Main (3/4") 4/19 
1850 No. Main (l") 4/16 
1920 No. Hain (3/4") 4/13 
1938 No, Hain (3/4") 4/12 
2104 No. Hain (2") 4/23 
14 SERVICES were RENEWED /REPAIRED PRIOR TO STREET DEPARTMENT OVERLAY PROJECT: ' 
495 Packard (3/4") 4/11 559 w. Pine (3/4'') 4/3 
508 w. Pine (3/4 11 ) 4/2 562 w. Pine (3/4") 4/4 
527 w. Pine (3/4") 4/9 613 w. Pine (3/4") 4/17 
540 w. Pine (3/4") 4/2 625 w. Pine (3/4") 4/2 
543 w. Pine (3/4") 4/4 634 w. Pine (3/4") 4/6 
18 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
957 No, Arthur (3/4") 4/30 2250 Ivan 0") 4/23 
715 Balsam (l") 4/25 
970 Bryan (3/4•) 4/30 
1561 El Rancho (3/4") 4/25 
921 Highland (3/4") 4/30 
723 Hubbard (3/4") 4/24 
998 Ht. McGUire (3/4") 4/5 
825 Park (3/4tt) 4/23 
489 Randolph (3/4") 4/9 
257 Skyline (l") 4/5 
1523 E. Terry (3/4") 4/23 
646 w. Pine (3/4") 4/10 
662 W. Pine (3/4") 4/13 
663 w. Pine (3/4") f/l2 
67H W, Pine (3/4") _4/12 
94 Valleyview (l") 4/5 
169 Willard (3/4") 4/3 
756 So. 1st (l") 4/26 
8th & Oak (2") 4/2 
50!1 So. 19th (1") 4/26 
754 So, 19th (1") 4/23 
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MAY 1990 
North Main Extension. Capilal improvement project. Pipe layed: 2591' of 18' and 48' of 6' ductile iron. Installed: 
. .· . . 
3-6· fim hydrants, 3-6" fira hydrant valves, 4-18' gate valves, 1-10' gate va!lla, 3-6' gate valves, 4-1B'x18'x6•tees, 
1-18"x10'cross, 1·18'X6'cross, 1-10'coupling, 6-vatveboxes, and2-4"plugs. The !1809SSarychlorlnatlontapewera 
made. 
During the montl1 of May 470,880,000gallons of water were produced from the system, or 15,189,677 
gallons per day produced from the folowlng scuces. 
GALLQNS PROO!,!CEQ L~§, QF CH~BIN§ 
Surtace SuppHes & Wal #30 ~,990,000 157.0 Lbs. 
Wei #2 32,111,000 74,0 Lbs. 
Wei #3 61,723,000 248.0 Lbs. 
WeU #12 9,375,000 31.S Lbs, 
Wei #14 14,730,000 43.0 Lbs. 
Wei #16 70,493,000 202.0 Lbs. 
Wei #18 2,700,000 8.5 Lbs. 
Wei #21 19,712.000 55.0 Lbs. 
Wei 11'22 29,476,000 110.0 Lbs. 
Wei #27 23,686.000 70.0 Lbs. 
Wei #28 2.435.000 6.5 Lbs. 
Wei #31 11,154,000 45.5 Lbs. 
Wei #32 56,574,000 167,5 Lbs. 
we,, ,1133 6,764,000 23.5 Lbs. 
Wei #34 53,789,000 108.5 Lbs. 
Wast Bench Booster 1g.168,000 ~UI Lb~ 
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This figure Is 65,133,000 ~ss than la.st May. Based on the population figure of 46,736 there were 
325.0 gaDons or water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport productlon was 4,863,000 gallons of water using 9.0 lbs. of chloline and 44 man hours. 
There were 4,000 gallons less producad lha(1 .last May. 
5 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED a1 Iha following locations: 
1330 Eldredge 5/18 
781 Grace 5/29 
406 Packard 5/9 
1st & Gould 5/4 
4 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1501 Baldy (2") 5/14 9390 Kimberly Lane (1') 5/18 
2635 Castle Peak (3/4') 5/21 
13 SpRVlCES were RENEWED at the fo/lowlng locations: 
517 So. Arthur (3/4') 5/1 781 Grace (3/4 ') 5/?,9 
850 So. Arthur (3/4') 5/3 627 No. Grant (3/4') 5/21 
435 w. Benton {3/4') 5/3 
~ W. Benton (3/4') 5/3 
1735 Beth (3/4') 5/9 
633 No. Grant (3/4') 5/21 
935 No. Hayes (3/4') 5/17 
4th & Crescent 5/22. 
Shale Omo {1 ') 5/15 . . 
836 w. LewlQ (3/4') 5/24 
231 No, 11th (3/4') 5/1 
144 No. 13th (3/4') 5/23 
556 No •. 15th (3/4') 5/18 
17 SERYICES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO NEW MAIN at the followlng loca!ions: 
255 W. Buel (3/4') 5/2 320 W. Connor (3/4') 5/10 1623 No. Main (3/4') 5/9 
305 w. Buel (3/4') 5/7 1556 No. Main (3/4') 5/15 1633 No. Main (3/4') 5/3 
216 W. Connor (3/4') 5/14 
224 w. Connor (3/4') 5/14 
225 w. Connor (3/4') 5/16 
236 w .. comor (314') 5/14 
1604 No. Mail (3/4') 5/4 
1615 No. Mail (3/4') 5/9 
1616. No. Main (3/4') 5/4 
1618 No. M.m (3/4') 5/3 
11145 No. Main (3/4') 5/3 
1646 No. Main {3/4') 5/3 
1705 No. Masi (3/4') 5/1 
17 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at the folklwlng loca!lons: 
318 Gibson (3/4') 5/17 1741 No. Mail (3/4') 5/23 1822 No. Main (3/4') 5/17 
1704 No. Main (3/4') 5/29 
1705 No. Main (3/4') 5/29 · 
1711 No. Masi (3/4') 5/23 
1721 No. Main (3/4') 5/23 
1736 No, Main (3/4') 5/23 
1742 No. Main (3/4') 5/23 
1745 No. Main (3/4') 5/23 
1755 No. Mail (3/4') 5/23 
1803 No. Main (3/4') 5/17 
1819 No. Main (1') 5/17 
1850 No. Main . (1 ') 5/16 
1920 No. Main (3/4') 5/14 
1938 No, Main (3/4') 5/14 
21 04 No. Main (2') 5/9 
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NOffl]:I MAIN EXTENSION -Cap1tallmpr011emelll project. Plpelayed: 1325' of 18',32' o! 10', and 14' ot 6' ductile 
iron. lhere was 220' of 18' ducllla Iron !Iller crossing pipe used i1 this project. lnstafled: 1.s• fire hydrant, 1-6' fire 
hydrant valve, 1-16' gate valve, 1-10' gate valve, 1-6' gate valve, 1-10' tapping vallle, 2-1 o• tapping sleeves, 4-18' 
solld sleeves, 1-10' SOlld sleeve, 5-valve boxes, 2-111" 90o bends, 1-10' 90o bend, 1-1B'x18'x10'tee, 2-18'x18"x6' 
tees, and 1·18'X10' reducer. The necessary chlorlrlatlon taps were made. 
Dunng I.he month of June 736,194,000 gallons <if water were produced from the system, or 24,539,800 
gallons per day produced rrom the followtng sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED 'LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Sf.llpffes ~ Well #30 77,522,000 393,0 LbS. · 
wen #2 37,164,?00 67.5 Lbs. 
Wei #3 68,185,000 241,0 Lbs. 
Wei #10 '33,553,000 74.0 Lbs. 
Weft #12 · ·ea,311,000 210.0 Lbs. 
WeU #14 14,847,000 ·· :. 41,0 Lbs. 
wen #16 66,533,000 186,0 Lbs. 
Wei #21 3l!, 128,000 82.5 Lbs. 
WeU #22 32,210,000 104.0 Lbs. 
Well #26 31,762,000 65.0 Lbs. 
Wei #27 40,472,000 107.5 Lbs. 
Well #28 18,897,000 47,0 Lbs. 
Well #29 31,946,000 92.5 Lbs. 
Wei #31 21,689,000 53.0 Lbs. 
Wei #32 55,520,000 160,5 Lbs. 
Wei #33 17,849,000 58.0 Lbs. 
Wei #34 65,231,000 121,5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 22.169,000 61,Q !.bs. 
736, '194,000 2,178.0 Lbs. 
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This figure is 21,276,000 less than last June. Based on the populatlon figure ol 46,736 there were 
525.1 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 6,494,000 gallons . of waler using 13.0 lbs. of chlorine and 31 man hoo's. 
Thers were 1,484,000 gallons more produced lhan last June. 
3 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at th& followlng locatfons: 
412 Parkway 6/6 143 So, 2nd 6/14 
3 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the IOIIOwlng locatlons: 
675 .Gol (1') 6/26 6233 Indian Troo (3/4') 6/19 
8 SERVICES werw RENEWED at ttie folklwlng locatlons; 
214 E. C81'118T (1 ') 6/4 450 Riverside (3/4') 6/14 
648 No. Gaifleld (3/4') 6/13 
138 Hoffman (3/4') 617 
339 So. 3rd (3/4') 6/20 
528-34 So. 5th (3/4') 6/22 
121h & Oak 6/18 
8553 Kraft Road (3/4') 6/5 
182B So. 41h (1;) 6/21 
152 So. 19th (1 ') 6/27 
8 SERVICES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECllNG TO NEW MAIN at the followfng locations: 
701 Wilson (1') 6/22. 780 Wilson (3/4') 6/26 875 Wison (3/4') 6/2B 
745 Wilson (3/4') 6/26 809 Wlfson (3/4') 6/27 885 Wison (3/4') 6129 
777 Wllson (3/4') 6/29 867 Wilson (3/4') 6/27 
17 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at the following localfons; 
255 w. Buell (3/4') 6/4 320 w. Comar {314') 6/6 1623 No. Main (3/4') 6/5 . 
305 W. 81JBI (3/4') 6/4 . 1556 No. Main {3/4') 6/6 1633 No. Main (3/4') 6/4 
216 W. Comar {3/4') 6/11 1604 No. Main (3/4') 6/5 1645 No. Main (3/4') 6/4 
224 W. CornJr (314') 617 1615 No. Main (3/4') 6/5 1729 No. Main (3/4') 6/25 
225 W. Connor (3/4') 6/6 
236 w. Comor (3/4') 6/7 
1616 No. Main (2.3/4') 6/4 
1616 No. Mail (1') 6/5 · 
21 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following loca!ions; 
349 Appaloosa (3/4') 6/18 122.2 Freeman ln (2') 6/29 
540 Cochise (3/4') 6/25 648 No. Garfield (3/4') 6/13 
787 Cypress (1') 6/5 635 W. Hallday (1/2') 6/14 
730 Dahl (3/4') 6/5 5150 Leonard (1') 6/15 
2104 No. Mail (3/4') 6/28 
5170 Leonard (1') 6/11 
150 No. Main (1') 6/28 . 
1119 Meadowbrook (3/4') 6/16 
29 Purdue (1') 6/25 
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900 Block E. Alameda - Capital improvement pro)ect. Pipe layed: 313' of 6' ductile Iron. lnstaled: 1-6" tire 
hydrant. 1-6· fire hydrani valve, 1-6" tea, 1-6' 22¼o band, 1-6" solid sleeve, 1-valve box, 1-6' coupling and 1-6· plug. 
The necessa,y chlorination taps ware made. 
Kraft Road Prpfect - Capital improvement project. Pipe layed; 371' o! 6" duct Be ,Iron. Installed; 1-6' tapping valve, 
1-12'X6'tapplng sleeve, 1-va1ve bOX. and 1·6" plug. The necessary chlorlnatlon taps were made, 
North Main Extension • Capital improvement project.' Pil)tl. layed: 364' of 6' ductile Iron. lnstaled: 1 ·6' fire 
hydrant. 1-6' fire hydrant valve, a-a· 90o· bends, 1-e• lee, 2-valve boxes, 2-6'X4' romac co1,1pDngs, Hi• romac 
col.J)ling, 1-4'. plug, and 1-2' corp stop. TI1e necessary, chlorlnatlon laps were made. 
Ross Park Zoo - lnstaU main line for Irrigation. Pipe layed: 724' of 6' ductile. Installed; 2-6' tees, 1-6' cross. and 
1-6' pl~g. Mattll'lals provided by Paiks Department, . 
Wilson Avarua from Cedar 10 Alameda - Capital Improvement project. Pipe layed: 1331' ol 6", and 3' ol 4' ductile 
, iron. Installed: .3-6" fire hydrants, 3-6' fire hydrant valves, 3-6' gate vat.las, 2-4' bl.ltleifly valves, 3-6' tees, 2-6'x4' 
tees, 2-6' romac coupl!ngs, and a-vai,.,e boxes. 
1437 Yellowstone • Made 4• tap for lire line. Installed: 1-4'X6' tapping tee and 1-4' tapping valve. Materials were 
provided by owner. 
Ou-Ing Iha morAh of July 1,065.643,000gallons or water ware produced from lhe system. or 34,382,032 
galOnS per day. 1hfs 8l<ceedsthe prevlous record of 1,016,657,000gallons produced In July 1988. 
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GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORlt-l!; 
Surface Supplies & Well #30 101,248,000 889.0 Lbs. 
Wei #2 48,444,000 93.0 Lbs. 
Well #3 74,363,000 268.0 Lbs. 
Well #10 110,270,000 2B1.0 Lbs. 
Wei #12 107,436,000 419.0 Lbs. 
Well #14 16,005,000 44.5 Lbs. 
Well #16 67,955,000 174.0 Lbs. 
WeU #21 44,159,000 103.5 Lbs. 
Wei #22 32,861,000 204.5 Lbs. 
Well #26 37,783,000 96.5 Lbs. 
Wei #27 41,963,000 108.5 Lbs. 
Wei #28 33,394,000 . 83.0 Lbs. 
Wei #29 65,652,000 243.5 Lbs. 
Wei #31 60,978,000 150.0 Lbs. 
Wei #32 57,054,000 171.0 Lbs. 
Wei #33 38,374,000 115.5 Lbs. 
Wei #34 96,670,000 213.0 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 33,234,000 . 89.0 Lbs 
1,065,843,000 3,746.5 Lbs. 
This figure Is 74,269,000 mora than last July. Basea on the population figure or 46,736 there were 
735, 7 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Alrport production was 7,006,000 gallons of water using 15.0 lbs. of chlorine and 33 man hours. 
There were 1,505,000 gallons less produced than last July. 
4 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
906 No. Harrison 7/23 
500 Block E. Poplar 7/31 
Riverside & Wlliowwood 7 /28 
33 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
5956 Bannock Hwy (1j 7/19 3872 Hawthorne Road (3/4j 7/18 
3409 E. Carter (1¼') 7/10 Kraft Ad (City Stock Pile) (1')7/16 
1554 So. Grant (1') 7/25 Ross Park Elk Pen (1j 7/23 
316 No. 9th 7/5 
1437 Yellowstone (1 ½') 7/25 
322 No. 8th (11/aj 7/10 
j 
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AUGUST 1990 
MAIN LINE WORK 
Rep1acementof steel mains on Packard, Richland Wilson. McKinley, Maple and Poplar street,- Pipe layed: .2417' 
of 6' and '59• of 4' ducllle Iron. Installed: 4-6" llre hydrants, 4-6' fire ~drant valves, 6--6' gate valves, 1-6' tapping 
vaNe, 1·6' tapping sleeve, 5-6' tees, 1 ·6' coupling, 3-6' gasket k~s. 11-valve boxes, 1-6' cross, 2-6' plugs, 1-4' plug, 
1-4' stalnless steel repair band, 1-4"x3' steel reducer, and 1-4'cl x 4' steel coupring. 
Olympus Terrace (Calico C!rcla • south entrance) • Made 6' tap on 8' main line for new subdt,.,islon. lnstaDed: 1-6" 
tapping tee and valve. Materials were supplied by the contractor. 
Tanager & Pofellne • Relocate fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 18' of 6' ducb1e i"on. Installed; 1-6' fire hydrani, 1-6' gate 
valve and 1-valve box. 
Wjlson Avenue-lot south of 541 Yellowstone • Relocate fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 70' of 6' ductlla i"on. Installed: 
1-90o bend. 
During the month of August 798,756,000gallons ol water were produced from the system, or 55,842,000 
gallons per day produced from the following SOl.l'CeS. 
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WeU #22 32,972,000 10S,S Lbs. 
~el #26 24,076,000 61.S Lba. 
Wei #27 33,103,000 66.5 Lbs. 
Wei #26 20,234,000 52.0 Lbs. 
Wei #29 37,917,000 111.0 Lbs. 
Wei #31 50,957,000 127.0 Lbs. 
Wei #32 56,787,000 167.5 Lbs. 
Wea #33 25,690,000 81.5 Lbs. 
Wei #34 70,172,000 149,5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 24,264,000 68,0 Lbs, 
798,756,000 2,9115.0 Lbs. : . ,. \ ' 
Ttllll ni;iura bl 6n,e42,000 more than last August. Based on the population llgura of 46, 736 there 
were 551.3 gaUons Of water per person per day prodUC9d from the system. 
Alrport production was 7,259,000 gallons 01 water using 15.0 lbs. of chlorine and 31 man hours. 
Tots figure Is 585,000 gallons less than last August. 
7 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at ~ followlng locations: 
707 No. Anhur 8/24 252 Walnut 8/14 
Cedar & Poole 8/30 
124 Valleyview 817 
71h & Lander 8/21 
16 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at lh8 folowlng locations: 
4865 Clearview (1') 8/15 5501 Nez Perce {8/41 8/8 
1350 Jwlper Drive (3/4') 8/9 672 W. Quinn {8/4') 8/2 
Olympus Terrace: 
Lal 1 Btock 1 (3/4') B/29 
Lat 2 Btock 1 (3/4') 8/29 
Lot 3 Block 1 (3/4') 8/29 
LOI 4 Block 1 (3/41 8/2!1 
LOI 5 Block 1 (3/4') 8/29 
LOI 6 Block 1 (3/4") B/29 
. Lot 7 Block 1 (3/4') 8/29 
Lot O Block 1 (3/4') 8/29 
14 SERVICES were RENEWED at the fOHowing locatkms: 
1135 E. Bonnavme (3/4') 6/13 911 No. Main (3/4') B/22 
1046 Everett (3/4') 8/30 1220 E. Whitman (3/4') 8/24 
1072 Fairbanks (3/4') 8/31 901 Wison {1 ') 8/2B 
11th & Bonneville 8/13 
144 No. 11th 8/4 
5870 Tee Drive (3/4') 8/20 
LOI 9 Block 1 (3/4') B/29 
Lat 10 Block 1 (3/4') 8/29 
Lot 11 Block 1 (3/4') B/29 
1121 So. 2nd (1") 8/1 
345 So. 9th (1 ') B/3 
154 No, 10th (3/4') 8/29 
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.. ... SEPTEMBER 19!10 
~.tement of steel mains io the Alameda area • Capital improvement project on Packard, Richland, Wilson. 
McKinley, Maple and Poplar streets. Pipe layed: 2342' of 6' ductile iron. lns1alled: 5-6' fire hydrants, 5-6" fire hydrant 
valves, 5-6" gate valves, 2-6' tapping valves, 2-6' tapping sleeves, 6-6' tees, 12•valve boxes, 3-6" romac coupling,, and 
l-4' plug. The necessary chlorlna!lon :"'l's were made. 
0Jl'lJll!Jlll Drive@ Cottontree lnn ·Mades• tap on s• main line for contractor. Installed: 1-8' tapping tee, 1-11· tapping 
valve, and I-valve box. (Materials were supplied by contractor.) 
2271 E, Terry. Made 4" tap on 8" main line for lire line. Installed: 1-4' tapping valve, 1-8"x4' lapping tee, and I-valve 
box. (Materials werij supplied by contractor.) . 
3960 South 2nd - Well #28 - Made 6' tap on 6' main for flre line. Installed: 1-6' tapping tee, 1-6" tapping valve and 
1-valve bolt:. (Materials were supplied by owner.) 
During the month of September 555,792,000 gallons of water were produced from the S)'Stem. or 18,526,400 
·gallons per day produced from the following sources. 



















LBS, OF CHLORINE 
827.0 Lbs. 
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Well #22 32,196,000 118.0 lbs. 
Well #26 20,983,000 46.5 Lbs. 
Well #27 26,168,000 66.5 lbs. 
Well #28 8,025,000 23.S Lbs,-' 
Well #29 10,501,000 29.S Lbs. 
Well #32 54,946,000 163,0 Lbs. 
Well #33 21,022,000 70.5 Lbs. 
Well #34 50,215,000 98.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster !8,QLS,QQ!l 53.0 Lbs. 
5S5, 792,000 2,268.5 Lbs. 
This figure is 4,953,000 less than last September. Based on the population figure ·or 46,736 there were 
396.4 gaUollS of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 6,747fX'/J gallons of water using 14.0 lbs. of chlorine a,,d 30 man hours. There 
were 1,645,000 gallollS less produced than last September. · 
7 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locallons: 
Reservoir-75' west of ea.st side of 5 million gallon tank 9/9 
Reservob:-5 million gallon 14nk - Repair hole In the 10' steel main line 9/11 
Reservoir-5 million gallon tank - Repair hole in the 8' steel main line 9/11 
245 So. Grant 9/8 1000 Block No. 8th 9/17 13S So. 15th 9/19 
002 So. 151 9/8 
4 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locatiom: 
Olympus Terraai: Lot 12 Blodc 1 (1") 9!1.6 Lot 13 Block 1 (1') 9126 
1501 Baldy (Hi") 9/20 
5401 So. 5th (1 ') 9(1.4 
s SERVICES were RENEWED at Ille following locations: 
926 W. Clark (3/4') 9/Ui 142 Hawthorne (3/4') 9/13 
442 So. Garfield (3/4') 9/6 5 Ravine (3/4') 9/17 
454 So. Garfield (3/4') 9/4 224 So. 8th (3/4') 9(1.8 
830 No. 10th (3/4') 9/10 
.840 No. 101.h (3/4') 9/10 
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OCTOBER 1990 
' Replacement of steel mains in the Alameda area - Capftal improvement project on Packard, Richland, Wilson, 
McKinley, Maple and Poplar streets. Pipe layed: 3462' ol 6' ductlki Iron. Installed: 6-6' fire hydrants, 6-6' fire 
ITfdranl valves, 9-6' gate valves, 1-4' butlerlly valve, 1-6' tapping valve, 1-6' 90a bend, 10-6' tees, 1-6' x 10' tee, 
16-valve boxes, 1-6' plug, 2-4' plugs, 1-6' solid sleeve, 1-4' solid sleeve, 2-6' romac couplings, and 2-6' x 4•' 
reducers. Toe necessary chlomatlon taps were,made. 
During the month of October 326,846,000gallons of water were producB.d from the system, or 10,543,419 
gallons per dat produced from the foUowing sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. QF CHLQRIN!; 
Surface Supplies & Well #30 43,600,000 700,0 Lbs. 
Well #2 32,659,000 109.5 Lbs. 
Well #3 19,995,000 70,0, Lbs. 
Wei #14 17,107,000 44.5 Lbs. 
Well #16 53,682,000 146.0 Lbs. 
Wei #18 1,846,000 6-0 Lbs. 
WeK #21 20,259,000 36.5 Lbs. 
Wen #22 31,747,000 11ao Lbs. 
Wei #27 9,210,000 24,5 Lbs. 
WeU #28 1,664,000 4.5 Lbs. 
Well #29 1,027,000 3.5 Lbs. 
Wei #32 55,812,000 175.5 Lbs. 
wen #33 3,752,000 12.5 Lbs. 
WeU #34 24,765,000 60.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 9,721,000 25.0 Lbs. 
326,846,000 1,536.5 Lbs. 
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This figure Is 11,000,000 less than last October. Based on the population rigure or 46,736 there 
were 225.6 gaHons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,478,000 gallons of water using 5.0 lbs. of chlorine and 31 ½ man hours. 
There were 2,643,000 gallons less produced than last October. 
1 MAIN LINE LEAKS was REPAIRED at 490 Moreland on 10/22 
1 NEW SERVICE was INSTALLED at 5050 Johnny Creek (3/4') on 10/4 
23 SERVICES were RENEWED at the foUowing locations: 
1557 No. Garfield (3/4') 10/10 12B Maplewood (3/4') 10/17 
542 So. Garfield (3/4') 10/23 
241 No. Grant (3/4') 10/26 
349-57 So. Grant (3/4') 10/29 
600 Highland (1') 10/24. 
740 No. Johnson (3/4') 10/24 
334 No. Main (3/4') 10/23 
410 W. Maple (3/4') 10/29 
258 Maplewood (3/4') 10/3 
941 McKinley (3/4') 10/3 
1 002 Samuel (1 ') 10/1 
445 Willard (3/4 ') 10/12 
455 Willard (3/4') 10/12 
1271 Zener (3/4') 10/2 
1009 So. 2nd (1 ') 10/25 
616 So. 5tl1 (3/4') 10/9 
354 So. 7111 (1') 10/10 
429 No. 101h (3/4') 10/22 
441 No. 1 01h (3/4 ') 1 D/22 
509 No. 12th (3/4') 10/19. 
513 No. 12th (3/4') 10/19 
331 No. 14th (3/4') 10/17, 
15 SERVICES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNEC71NG TO NEW MAIN at the fonowlng locations: 
343 McKlnley (3/4') 10/3 452 McKinley_ (3/4') 10/23 516 McKinley (3/4') 10/16. 
370 McKinley (3/4') 10/3 
380 McKinley (3/4') 10/2 
402 McKinley (3/4') 10/2 
449 McKinley (3/4') 10/23 
457 McKinley (3/4') 10/23 
467 McKinley (3/4')_ 10/23 
476 McKinley (3/4') 10/23 
478 McKinley (3/4') 10/23 
699 Poole (3/4') 10/4 
277 Roosevelt (3/4') 10/31 
429 Roosevelt (3/4') 10/3 
273 Taft (1') 10/31 
42 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO TiiE NEW MAIN at the following loca1ions: 
526 Cedar (3/4') 10/2 35B McKinley (3/4') 10/29 530 McKinley (3/4') 10/15 
532 Cedar (3/4') 10/2 
545 Cedar (3/4') 10/2 
567 Cedar (3/4') 10/2 
579 Cedar (3/4') 10/1 
Lot N. ol 343 McKintey(3/4') 10/29 
343 McKinley (3/4') 10/30 
352 McKinley (3/4 ') 10/29 
370 McKinley (3/4') 10/25 
380 M~Klnley (3/4') 10/25 
402 McKinley (3/4') 10/25 
412 McKinley (3/4') 10/25 
507 McKinley (3/4') 10/16 
517 McKinley (3/4') 10/16 
524 McKinley (3/4') 10/16 
~ ... 
553 Mckinley (3/4') 10/12 
565 McKinley (3/4') 10/12. 
566 McKinley (3/4') 10/15 
578 McKinley (3/4') 10/12 
579 McKinley (3/4') 10/12 
S88 McKinley (3/4') 10/12 
59B McKinley (3/4') 10/19 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER 1980 
·•Replacement of steel mains in the Alameda area • Caj:)ilal Improvement project on Packard, Richland, Wilson. 
McKinley, Maple and Poplar streets. Pipe layect: 1532' or 6' ductile Iron .. lnstaUed: 1-6' lire l'rfdrant, 1-6' nra 
hydrant valve, 1·6'xB' reducer, 1 ·6'x4' reducer, 13-6' gate valves, 7-6' tees, 14,valve boxes, 3:6' p&Jg$, 8-4' plugs, 
3:6' romac coupftngs, 1-4" romac coupTing, 1-3'x6' coupTing, 1·B"steelx6'clcoupllng, and 1-s~cross. 1he necessaiy 
chlorination taps were made. 
~4588 Bannock Highway ICedarvlne Tracts Subdivision) - Made 2-6' taps on 8' marn lne for contrac:tor. lnstaffed: 
. 2-6'x8' tapping saddles, and 2-6' tapping vatves (materials supplied by collll'actor). 
-,3975 Banngck Highway - lnslal 1' service for fire Jina. Pipe layed: 27' or 1' copper. Installed: 1-1' corporation 
stop, 1-1' riser stop, 1 • 1' tail piece. 
Ourtng the month of NQVember 214;i2e,ooiiga11ons or water were prepuced from the system, or 7,157,600 
gallons per day produced from the foliowlng sources. 
· GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLOf!ltl§ 
Surlaca Supplies & Wei #30 64,949,000 711.0 Lbs. 
WeU #2 42,034,000 139.0 Lbs, 
Wal #14 16,728,000 49.0 Lbs. 
Wei #i6 . 3,398,000 9.0 Lbs. 
Wei #21 2,194,000 12.5 Lbs. 
Wei #22 27,425,000 116.S Lbs, 
Wei #32 52,970,000 170.0 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 5 030 000 H,Q blls. 
214,726,000 1,221.0 Lbs. 
This figure is 14,778,000 less than last N011ember. Based on the population figure of 46,736 there 
were 153.2 gallons ol water per person per day produced from the system. 
7073 
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Airport productlon was 1,635,000 gallons of water, using 4,0 lbs. of chlorine and 32 man hours. 
There were 226,000 gallons more produced than last November. 
5 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
700 Block W. Clark 11/13 500 Block E. Lovejoy 11/27 
Elm & Taft 11/20 953 Wingate 11 /24 
7 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
3000 Alvord (2') 11/5 965 Berryman-Unit A (1') 11/2B 
3380. Bannock Hwy (1') 11/6 965 Benyman-Unit B (1') 11/28 
3875 Bamock Hwy (1 ') 11/20 
9 SERVlCES were RENEWED at the following localions: 
309.27 E. Carner (1') 11/19 295 :Yellowstone (3/4') 11/26 
535 w. Greeley (3/4') 11/27 630 So. 3rd (3/4') 11/15 
231 E. Griffith (3/4') 11/20 435 So. 1 oth (3/4') 11/1 
19th & University 11/27 
14B So, Main (1½') 11/6 
4122 Yellowstone (1½'s0 11/B 
449 So. 1 Olh (3/4 ') 11 /1 
745 No. 12th (3/4') 11/30 
749 No. 12th (3/4') 11/30 
il SER\JlCES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO NEW MAIN at the following locetlons; 
250 Maple (3/4') 11/1 27B Tait (3/4') 11/1 
15 S=RVlCES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at Iha loffcwlng locations: 
206 w. Maple (1¼') 11/28 330 McKlnley (3/4') 11/2 436 McKinley (3/4") 11/2 
215 W. Maple (3/4') 11/28 344 McKinley (3/4') 11/2 277 Roosevelt (3/4') 11/B 
250 W. Maple (3/4') 11/14 
410 Mapla (3/4') 11/7 
316 McKinley (3/4') 11/2 
346 McKlnley (3/4') 11/2 
366 Mcl<lnl8'f (1') 11/2 
428 McKinley (3/4') 11/2 
19 SERVICES were REPAIRED at Iha lollowlng locations: 
412 Fairway (1') 11/1 816 No. Lincoln (1/2') 11/6 
1683 Glader (3/4') 11/16 1134 No. Maln (1/2') U/9 
840 No. Hayes (3/4') 11/30 
1625 Jade (3/4') 11/9 
249.55 Jefferson (3/4') 11/9 
4S3 Jefferson (3/4') 11/1 
2477 Jerome (3/4') 11/2B 
206 W. Maple (1') 11/18 
404 W. Maple (3/4') 11 /16 
82-88 MOUl'llaln Drive ( 1 ') 11 /6 
838 Nixon (1') 11/6 
301 Roosevelt (314') 11 /27 . 
273 Tait (1') 11/14 
278 Tait (3/4') 11/14 . 
171 Ravine (1') 11/9 
375 Roosavelt (1 ') 11/9 
470 Roosevelt (3/4') 11 /26 
24 Yale (3/4') 11 /2 
425 So. 7th (3/4') 11/27 
319 So. 8th (3/4 ') 11 /21 
-
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT · 
DECEMBER 1\190 
'/Replacement of S1eet Majns in the Alameda Area • capital Improvement project on Packard, Richland, Wilson, 
McKinley, Maple and Poplar streets. Pipe layed: I684'of 6" du~tile iron. Installed: 2-6' lire hydranu, 2-6" lire hy4rant 
valves, 4-6" gate valves, 2-6' iecs, 7-valve boxes, 2-6" romac couplings, l-6'x4" romac coupling, l-6' cross, 2-6'x4" 
reducers, l-6"x3" reducer. The necessary chlorinallon taps were rnade. 
During the monlh of December 246,504,000 gallons of water were produced from !he system, or 7,951,742 
gallons per day produced from the rollowing sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCE!> LllS, OF CllLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well #30 95,131,000 ' 685.0 Lbs. 
Well #2 44,065,000 145.0 Lbs. 
Well #14 17,240,000 48.S Lbs. 
Well #16 954,000 2.0 Lbs. 
Well #22 ;!9,451,000 120.S Lbs. 
Well #27 230,000 .5 Lbs. 
Well #32 55,147,000 185.S _Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 4.286.000 12.2 Lbs, 
246,504,000 1,202.0 Lbs. 
This figure Is 7,883,000 more than last December. Based on !he population figure of 46,736 there were 
170,1 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,128,000 gallllns of water using 4.0 lbs, of chlorine and 35 man hours. There 
were 447,000 gallons more produced than last December. 
1 MAIN LINE LEAK was REPAIRED at the rollowing location: 
4th &. Humbolt 12/10 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JANUARY 1991 
MAIN LINE WORK 
·(1722 Chtrch HUI Downs - lnstal 1' service for fire line, Materials: 1·1' corp. stop, 1-1' riser stop, and 1-1' taB piece. 
During the month of January 226,757,000gaUons of water were produced lrom th.a system, or 7,314,742 
gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINI; 
Surfaee SuppUes & #30 63,180,000 767,0 lbs • 
Wei #2 . 43,767,000 1S7,S Lbs. 
WeM #14 17,262,000 47.a Lbs. 
Well #16 8,323,000 24.0 Lbs. 
wen .i!22 32,880,000 126.0 Lbs. 
WeH #8.2 55,234,000 176.0 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster §.1~000 £!1.0 Lbs. 
· 228,757,000 1,318.5 Lbs. 
This figtre ls 4,461,000 IT!Ofe than last January. Based on the population figure 01 46,736 there 
.; . . ' 
were 156.B gallors of water per person per day . produced from the system 
Airport production was 2,578,000 gallons of water using 6.0 lbs. of chlorlne aoo 32 man hours. 
There were 1, 173,000 gallons more produced than last January. 
LINE LEAK were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Arlington Drive i/29 
604 W. Clan< 1/23 
1605 No. Gaiflald 1/8 
1247 Hancock 1/26 
974 Imperial 1/8 
901 Northgata 1/22 
1037 Patsy 1/5 
1 N SERVICE was INSTALLED at: 1722 Church Hill Downs (1') 1/29 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONlliLY REPORT 
FEBRUARY 1991 
MAIN LINE WORK 
1 Alameda & Yellowstone - Install new val-le. Installed: 2-12'xB' couplings, 1-8' gate valve, 2-valve box bottoms and 
1-vai-le box top and lid. 
During the month of February 200,583,000gallons of water were produced from tre system, or 7,163,679 
gallons par day produced from the following sources. 































This figure Is .11,263,000 less than last February. Based on the population figure of 46,736 there 
were 241.0 gallons al water per parson per day produced from the system, 
Airpon production was 1,972,000 ganons of water using 4.0 lbs. of chlorine and 28 man hours. 
There were 400,000 gallons more produced than last February. 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MON1HLY REPORT 
MARCH 1991 
)9th Street - From Oak to Terry - Capital Improvement pmjecL Pipe layed: 988' of 6' ductile Iron. Installed: 1-6' 
fire hydrant, 1-6' fire hydrant valve, 4-6" gate valves, 1-6' tee, 4-valve bOxes, 1-6' mmac coupling, 1-4" m.j. cap, 1-4' 
locking ring and accessories. The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
)Replacement of Steel Mains in the Alameda Area on Elm, Maple, Taft & Wilson Streets • Capi!al Improvement 
project Pipe layed: 69' of 6' ductile iron. Installed: 1-6'x4' romac reducer, 1-6' locking ring, 1-6' gasket and 1-6' 
m.i cap. 
:.. 3875 Bannock Highway· Made 6' tap for Ike hydrant Installation. Pipe layed; 5' of e· ductile iron. Installed: 1-6' 
flre hydrant, 1-6' fire hydrant valve, 1-6"x12' tapping sleeve, 1-6' tapping valve, and 2-valve boxes. 
{952 Nonh Buchanan - Made 4' tap for fire hydrant installation. Pipe Jayed: 20' ol 4' cast iron. Installed: 1-4' used 
lire hydrant, 1-4' fire hydrant valve, 1-vatve box, and 1-4' tapping sleeve. 
Dunng the month ol March 223,112,000gallons Of waier were produced from the system, or 7,197,161 
galons per Clay produced from the follow!ng sourees. 
GALLONS PBODUCED LBS. OF CHLOBIHE 
Surface Suppfles & Well #30 77,015,000 822.0 Lbs. 
WeU #2 42,980,000 141.5 Lbs. 
Wen #14 17.226,000 44.0 Lbs. 
Wei 11116 14,500,000 41.0 Lbs. 
Wei #21 9,192,000 27.0 Lbs. 
wan #22 2,352,000 10,5 Lbs.. 
Wei #'Zl 14,000 .5 Lbs. 
Wel#32 54,355,000 166.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 5478000 18.0 l.bs. 
223, 112,000 1 
·~·
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1111s figure is 13,924,000 less than last March, Based on the population figure of 46,736 there were 
154,0 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 4,069,000 gallons of water using 9.0 lbs. of chlorine and 34 man hours. 
- ~ 
Toere were 1,149,000 gaRons more produced than last March. 
2 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Alameda & Yellowstone 3/3 952 No. Buchanan 3/15 
2 NEW SERVICES ware INSTALLED at the following locatlons: 
Center Street Underpass • Manson Park • (2-2' for Parks Dept,) 3/20 
14 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
78 Cottonwood (3/4'} 3/14 1002 Samuel. (1 ') 3/12 
775 Ebony (3/4') 3/22 426 E. Sutter (3/4') 3/22 
2Sl No. Main (3/4') 3/11 
610 Pershing (3/4") 3/11 
121 Rosewaod (1 ') 3/28 
687 Willard (3/41 3/25 
740 So. 2nd (3/4') 3/29 
340 No. 3rd (3/4') 3/22 
1258 So, 3rd (3/4') 3/22 
754 So, 4th (3/4') 3/25 
1630 So, 4th (3/41 3/18 
316 So. 5th (3/4') 3/27 . 
27 SERVICES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO NEW MAIN at the following locatior1S: 
958 E. Fremont (3/4') 3/20 320 No. 8th (3/4") 3/13 · 505 No, 9th (3/4') 3/19 
935 E. Hayden (3/4') 3/25 340 No. 9th (3/4') 3/11 514-16 No. 9th (3/4') 3/21 
1008 E. Hayden (3/4') 3/27 348 No. 9th (3/4') 3/13 515 No. 9th (3/4') 3/21 
1028 E. Hayden· (3/4') 3/26 
1007 E. Sublette (3/4") 3/29 
933 E. Wyeth (3/4') 3/18 
936 E, Wyeth (3/4') 3/18 
1018 E. Wyeth (3/4') 3/20 
1026 E. Wyeth (3/4') 3/20 
404 No. 9th (3/4') 3/14 
410 No, 9th (3/4') 3/14 
423 No. 9th (3/4') 3/14 
426 No. 9th (3/4') 3/14 
428 No. 9th (3/4') 3/13 
436 No. 9th (3/4') 3/15 
518 No. 9th (3/4') 3/22 
540 No. 9th (3/4') 3/22 
620 No. 9th (3/4') 3/27 
642-44 No. 9th (3/4') 3/29 
719 No. 9th (3/4') 3/28 
722 No. 9th (3/4') 3/2B 
41 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at the following locatlons: 
934-40 E. Fremont (3/4') 3/20 1009 E. Hayden (3/4') 3/2B 1009 E. Wyeth (3/4') 3/21 
958 E. Fremont (3/4') 3/20 1019 E. Hayden (3/4') 3/28 1018 E. Wyeth (3/4') 3/22 
1007 E. Fremont (3/4') 3/19 102B E. Hayden (3/4') 3/28 1021 E. Wyeth (3/4') 3/21 
1021 E. Fremont (3/4') 3/19 933 E. Wyeth (3/4') 3/22 1026 E. Wyeth (3/4') 3/22 
935 E. Hayden (3/4') 3/28 938 E. Wyeth (3/4') 3/22 316 No. 9th (3/4') 3/18 
1008 E. Hayden (3/4') 3/28 1006 E. Wyeth (3/4') 3/27 320 No. 9th (3/4') 3/18 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
APRIL 1991 
MAIN LINE WORK 
f !Ith Street from Oak to Terry - CapRal Improvement proJect Pipe layed: 1020' of 6' ductile Iron. lnstatted: 5-6' 
gate valYes, 5-valYe boxes, 3-6' romac couplings, 2-6' crosses, 1-6' locking cap, and 3-6' locking rings. The 
necessary chlorination taps were made • 
.(10th Street from Oak to Teny - Capital Improvement project. Pipe layed: 199' ol 12', and 617' of 6' d~ctile Iron. 
Installed: 1-6' lire hydrant, 1-6' fire hydrant valve, 2-12' gate valves, 4-6' gate valves, 1-6' tees, 7-valve boxes, 1-4' 
plug, 1-12' romac couping, 2-4' romac coupUngs, 1-12'x6' cross, and 1-12"x10' reducer. The necessary 
chlorination taps were made. 
During the month or Aplil 22"7,668,000 gallons of water were produced from the system, or 7,588,933 
gallons per day prOduced from the following sources. 
, .. 




























This figure is 97,839,000 less than last Apri. Based on the population ligt1e of 46,736 there were 
162.4 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
L.7080 
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Airport production was 2,018,000 gaHons of water using 4,0 lbs. ol chlorine and 31 ½ man hours, 
', 
There were 2,787,000 gallons less produced than last April 
. · 5 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at: the following locations: 
1002 E. Cedar 4/17 
412 Paii<way 4/11 
465 Yellowstone 4/19 ----·----
8th & Cla!II 4/17 
4 NEW SERVICES ware INSTALLED at the followlng locations: 
BOO Block No. 9th 4/1 O 
1007-45 E. Fremont i314') 4/'Z!. 3900 Bile Johnny Creek (1') 4/12 S105 Leonard (1") 4/16 
1118-26 E. Frempr,t (3/4' future use) 4/24 
19 SERVICES were AENEWEO at ll)e followhg locations: 
440 So, Gran: {3/4') 4/26 1326 Ridge (3/4') 4/24 
1017 Heward (3/4') 4/29 
1 ose E. Lancler (3/4') 4/11 
1537 No. Malil (3/4') 4/22. 
1543 No. Main (3/4") 4/22 
. 706 E, Poplar (3/4') 4/25 
1208 Ridge f.'1/4') 4/23 
835 W. Whitman (3/4') 4/30 
B36 W. Whitman (3/4') 4/25 
846 W. Whitman (3/4'} 4/25 
858 w. Whitman (3/4') 4/25 
1226 Zener (3/4') 4/19 
1229 Zener (3/4') 4/19 
1408 Zener (3/4') 4/16 
643 Sc. 4th (3/4') 4/15 
2700 So. 5th (1 ") 4/22 
331 No. 13th (3/4') 4/29 
321 No. 1.4th (3/4') 4/4 
ao SER\/1CES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO NEW MAIN at the following locaticns: 
1045-SS E. Center (3/4') 4/22. 827 No, 9th (3/4'} 4/4 415 No. 10th (3/4') 4/25 
1111 E. Center (3/4') 4/10 835 No. 9th (3/4') 4/3 42.0 No. 10th (3/4') 4/24 
10:l7-4S E. Fremont (1') 4/23 206 So. llth (3/4') 4/3 425 No. 10th (3/4') 4/25 
111 ~26 E. Fremont (314') 4/24 129 So. 10th (3/4') 4/9 426 No. 10th (3/4') 4/25 
1058 E. Lewis (3/4') 4/9 146 So. 10th (3/4') 4/9 445 No. 10th (3/4') 4/29 
1025 E. Subl811e (3/4') 4/2 310 No. 10th (3/4') 4/16 454 No. 10th (3/4') 4/26 
1035 E. Sublette (3/4'} 4/2 318 No. 10th (3/4') 4/11 SOS No. 10th (2/4') 4/30 
635 No. 9111 (3/4') 4/2 322 No. 10th (3/4'} 4/17 506 NO. 10th (3/4'} 4/30 
733 No, 9th (3/4') 4/1 345 No. 10th (3/4'} 4/17 520 No. 10th (3/4') 4/30 
821 No. 9th (3/4') 4/4 347 No. 10th (3/4') 4/18 542-44 No. 10th (1') 4/30 
47 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at the lol!owng locatJo115: 
637 w. Banton (1/2'} 4/22 938-46-56 e. Hayden (a/4') 4/6 1058 E. Lewis (3/4') 4/23 
1111 e. Center (3/4') 4/22 1056 E. Lander (3/4') 4/2!3 1110 E. l.9wls (3/4') 4/22. 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MAY 1991 
i Pocatello Creek - lnstal new water main. Pipe layed: 4136' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 4-6" gate valves, 4-valve 
boxes.. 
-
,\ 1 oth Street from Oak to Terry - Capital Improvement project. Pipe layed: 875' of 6' ductile iron. lnstaned: 2-6" 
fre hydrants, 2-6" fire hydrant valves, 3-6' gate valves, 2-6' less, 1-6"x1 o· ful circle repair band, 4-valve boxes. Toe 
necessary chlorination taps were made. 
f 3790 Johnny Creek Road • Inst al fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 6' of 6" duct~e iron. lnstaned: 1-6" fire hydrant, 1-6" 
fire hydrant valve, 1-6' gate valve, 1-12'x6' tapping sleeve, 1-6'tapping valve, 2-va>,,e boxes, and 2-locklng follower 
glands. 
,1 Carnie Subdivision - Made 6' tap on 6' main for contractor. Installed: 1-6' tapping valve and sleeve (materials were 
provided by the contractor). 
· During the month of May 309,476,000gallons olwaterwere produced from the system, or 9,983,097gallons 
per day produced tram the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLOR!r:!E 
Surface Supplies & wen #30 58,327,000 142.0 Lbs. 
Wei #2 11,609,000 36.5 Lbs. 
Wei #3 24,590,000 84.0 Lbs. 
Wei #10 11,000 o.o Lbs. 
Wei #12 1,300,000 4.0 Lbs. 
wen #14 17,334,000 44.5 Lbs. 
WeY #16 41,907,000 11ao Lbs. 
Well #28 860,000 2.5 Lbs. 
Wei #29 32,015,000 125.5 Lbs. 
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Wei #18 20,593,000 61.0 Lbs. 
WeU #21 8,883,000 23.5 Lbs. 
Wei #22 4,643,000 13.5 Lbs. 
Well #27 2,328,000 9.0 Lbs. 
Wei #32 55,140,000 
C 170.0 Lbs. 
weu #33 .. 3,684,000 __ 16.5 Lbs. 
wen #34 · 18,063,000 34.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster !!, 189,000 28.0 Lbs. 
309,476,000 913.0 Lbs. 
This figure Is 1 li1 ,404,000 less than last May. Based on !he population figure of 46,736 !here were 
, 
213.8 gallons of water par person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 1,940,000 gallons of water using 4.5 lbs. or chlorine and 33.5 man hours. 
There were 2,923,000 gallons less produced than last May. 
2 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the followlng locations: 
8th & Sherman 5/3 10th & Center 5/1 
26 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the lollowlng locatlons: 
3400 E. Center (1 ') 5/18 597 Wayne (3/4' future use) 5/2 
1041 E. Hayden (3/4' fir use) 5/1 611 Wayne (3/4' future use) 5/1 
540 E. Poplar (3/4' fir use) 5/1 
CRESTVIEW 2ND AODmON: 
Lot 2 Block 7 (1") 5/8 
Lot 3 Block 7 (1 ') 5/8 
Lot 4 Block 7 (1') 5/7 
Lot 5 Block 7 {1 ') 5/7 
Lot 6 Block 7 (1') 517 
CARLILE SUBDMSION: 
Lot 1 (1') 5/31 
Lot 2 (1 ') 5/31 
Lot 7 Block 7 {1') 5/7 
Lot 8 Block 7 (1') 5/6 
Lot 3 Block 8 (1') 5/8 
Lot 1 Block 10 (1') 5/8 
Lot 1 Block 11 (1 ') 5/8 
Lot 8 (1½') 5/31 
Lot 9 (1") 5/31 
11 SER\IICES were RENEWED at the followflg locatlons: 
B07 Broadway (3/4') 5/2 1675 No. Gartiek:I (3/4') 5/28 
22 Colgate (1') 5/24 1677 No. Gruf10k:1 (3/4') 5/28 
641 Wayne (3/4' future US8) 5/1 
1 oo Block No. 1st {2' s~ 5/22 
Lot 2 Block 11 (1 ') 5/7 
Lot 3 Block 11 (1') 5/7 
Lot 4 Block 11 (1 ') 5/8 
· Lot 5 Block 11 (1 ') 5/fJ 
Loi 10 (1') 5/31 
521 E. Halliday (3/4') 5/23 
625 W. HalBday (S/4') 5/29 
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{ Pocatello Creek.: Install 119W water main Pipa layed: 2821' of 12', and 2167' ol 6' ductna Iron. Installed: 3-12' 
gatavalvas, 3-6' gatavalvas, 1-12' tapping valve, 1 ·12'90> bend, 1-12' tea, 1-12'x 6' reducer, 7-vatve boxes, 1-12' 
plug, 1-6' plug, 1-2' plug, 3-12'x 12" solid sleeves, 1-12'x 6" sold sleeve anti 1-6' romac coupllng. Toa necessary 
chlorination taps were made • 
. f. Alvin Ricken Drive (Veterans HospltaQ - Mada 10' tap on 16' main for contractor. lnsuilied: 1-10' tapping valve, 
1-1 O" x 16' tapping sleeve and 1-valve brnt Materlals were prov[ded by tha contractor. 
During the month of J\.118 622,421,000gallans of water were produced from the system, or 20,747,3B7 
gallons per day produced lrom tha follawlng sources. 
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WeU #33 27,647,000 94.0 Lbs. 
WeS #34 56,066,000 139.0 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 18,Z6!l.!;!QO 52.0 Lbs. 
522,421,000 1,848.0 Lbs. 
This figure is 151,541,0,00 more ,than Jast June. Based on the population figure ot 46,7~ 1here 
w8fe 443.9 gallons or water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 5,572.000 gallons of water using 11.5 lbs. ol chlonne and 30 man hours. 
There were 709,000 gallons mora produced than last June. 
2 MAIN L[NE LEAKS ware REPAIREQ at the loDowlng locatlons; 
A~ & Yellowstone 6/7,13 669 w. Quinn 6/18 
12 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
CARLILE SUBDIVISION; 
Lot 3 (11 6/3 
Lot 4 (1 ') 6/3 
Lot 5 (1j 6/3 
Lot 6 (1') 6/3 
1025 E. _Benton (3/4' future use) 6/17 
9311-44 E. Bonneville (3/4' future use) 6/5 
935 E. Carter (3/4' future USO) 6/20 
710 w. Quinn (1½1 6/26 
935-45 E. Whlman (3/4' fu!ure use) 6/11 · 
1542 So. 2nd (3/4') 6/12 
707 So. 9th (3/4" future use) 6/18 
_14 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
935 E. Center (3/4j 6/10 226 So. Johnson (3/4') 6/12 
1450 E. Clark (3/4') 6/24 234 So. JOhnson (3/4') 6/12 
748 Cypress (3/4') 6/28 
1670 No. Garfield (3/4') 6/18 
1674 No. Garfield (3/4') 6/18 
305 No. Johl'ISOn (3/4') 6/3 
5125 Leonard (1') 6/6 
1234 No. Main (3/4') 6/25 
Lot 7 (1') 6/3 
751 Mcl<ney (3/4') 6/20 
430 Riverside (1 ½' s9 6/17 
133 Tan (3/4') 6/20 
234 So. 12th (1' sl) 6/19 
16 SERVICES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
1021 E. BOITl8Ville (3/4") 6/5 247 So. 9th (3/4') 6/3 326 SO. 9th (3/4j 617 
958 E. Carter (3/4') 6/19 306 So. 9th (3/4') 6/5 341 SO. 9th (3/4') 6/7 
1 021 E. Whitman (3/4') 6/11 325 So. 9th (3/4') 6/6 356 So. 9th (3/4') 6/6 
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l\ Shale & Fkl!d Drill~ • Capllal Improvement project. Pipe iayed: 2630' of 12'. 451' of 8' and 1126' of 6' ductile iron, 
124' of 12' and 81' of e• plastic pipe. Installed: 6-6' fre hydranis, 6-6' fire hydrant valves, 4-12' and 2-6' gate 
valves, 1-B" tapping valve, 1-12" x B' tapping sleeve, 1-8' 90o and 1-8' 45o bend, 1-6' 2211.i<> bend, 1-12' x 8' cross, 
1-a• x 6' reducer, 3-12' x 6' tees, 3-6' tees, 12-valve boxes, 2-6' plugs, 1-8' iranstlon coup6ng. 2-12' dU<:1118 Iran 
caps and accessories. 
,. Pocatelto Creek & Olympus Drive - Lower main line 3' lor storm drain crossing. Pipe layed: 19' of e;• ductlle Iron. 
Installed: 4-6' 45" bends, 411-T bolts, and 8-6' follower glands wflocking rings. 
~ 1oth Street from Oak to Terry. Caplal improvement projecL lnstaUad: 1-4' plug . 
. . During the month of July 840,502,000gallons ol water ware produced fl"om the system, or 27,112,968 
gal!ons per day produced from the lollowing soLrces. 
GALLONS PRODUCED 
Surface Supplies & WeY #30 61,890,000 
Wei #2 23,902,000 
Wei #3 47,486,000 
Wei #10 82,786,000 
Wei #12 107,224,000 
Wei #14 14,160,000 
Wei #16 63,595,000 
Wei #18 25,565,000 
Wei il'21 43,498,000 
WB'i #22 12,407,000 
WeU *26 15,724,000 
Wei #27 25,072,000 
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Waff #28 24,571,000 68.0 lbs. 
wan #29 58,153,000 177.0 Lbs. 
Well #31 29,166,000 89.S Lbs. 
WeN #32. · 56,269,000 187.0 Lbs. 
wan #33 40,568,000 129.o Lbs. 
Well #34 79,692,000 202.0 Lbs. -
West. Bench Booster 30,774,000 84.0 Lbs. 
840,502,000 2,851.5 Lbs. 
This liglJ'II is 225,341,000 less train last July. Based on the populallon figure ol 46,736 there were 
~!J.1 ga1_1ons of water per parson per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 5,889,000 gallons of water using 11.0 lbs. of chlorine and 32 man hours. . . . ,. 
There were 1,117,000 galons less producad than last July. 
s MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at !he. following loc;3tions: 
Garfield & Lander 7112 Mink Creek & Charlotta 7/10 .. ' . 
1064 Mink Creek 7(15 
11 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locallans: 
East VD~e 3rd/L13 (314') 7(9 399 E. Gould .(1') 7/25 
East Vllage 3rd/L14 (3f4j 719 965 Lott Road (3/4') 7/16 
East Village 3rd/L 15 (314') 7(9 
East Vllage 3rd/L 16 (314j 7(9 
1957 Alvin Ricken (2' sfl) 7(23 
1957 /l!Vin Ricken (3') 7123 
17 SERVICES were RENEWED at !he fol!owlng locations: 
743 Blreh (314') 7(16 1126 E. Halliday (3/4') 7/18 
840 W. Clark (3/4i 7117 257 Sci. Hayes (3/4') 7/12 
2215 Garratt Way (1j 7/31 
922 Gray (3/4'} 7(25 
1036 E. Hallday (314') 7/18 
1123 E. Halliday (314') 7/8 
1106 No. Main (314') 7/9 
441 So. Main (3/4') 7/3 
412 Parkway (3/4') 7/26 
423 Parkway (3(4') 7/26 
902 e. Sherman 7/25. 27 
1237 Chokecheny (3/4') 7/'Z2 
Olym_pus &. s. Fairway (2' s/1)7(18 
sn5 Tun (1') 7119 
1436 Ridge (314') 7/Z3 
246 Taft (3(4') 7(5 
1551 $Q. 5th (3/4') 7(18 
732 No. 6th (314') 7/15 
430 Na. 7th (3/4') 712 
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Northqale Addition - Lower 6' main line lor storm sewer projecL Pipe layed: 2T or 6' ductile Iron. Installed: e-6". 
45a bends and 16-6' follower glands w/locking rings. 
1900W. Quinn - Made 1/2' tap on 8' J)lSin line and set up recorder to check pressure lluctuatlon. 
( In \·l !.•"'"':, i. ~ :,t,, 1',)"1 V- '.' r,} ··: .. ·.,, l. :: ... _.; 
1Shale & Field Drive - Capital Improvement ·project. Pipe layed: 31' of 8' ductile iron. Installed: 2-B' romac 
couplings. 1-utility vault wtth top and lld, and miscenaneous fittings to install a pressure reducing station with a 2' 
by-pass. 
XYellciwstone & Lou - Relocate nre hydrant !or Staie Highway Department project. Pipe layed: 7.42' or 6' ductile 
Iron. Installed; 1-6' coupflng, and 1-6' accessory kit. 
,611 Wilson. Made 4' tap for fwe line. Installed: 1-4' tapping tee, 1-4' tapping valve and accessories (contractor 
I 
supplied materials). 
~8th Street - from Young to Sherman- Caphal Improvement project. Pipe layed; 747' of 12", 8' of 8', and 52' ol 6' 
ductile iron. Installed: 1-6' fire hydrant, 1-6' fire hydrart valve, 1-12' tapping valve, 1-12' gate valve, 4-6' gate 
valves, 1-12' x 8' reducer, 2-8" solid sleeves, 1-12 45a bend, 5-12' x 6' tees, 7-valve boxes, 1-8' plug, 1-12' tapping 
sleeve and 3-6'x 4• romac coupflngs. The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
9th Street • from Oak to Terry - Caplal Improvement project. Pipe layed: 909' of 6' ductile Iron. Installed: 1-6' 
Ille hydrant, 1-6' flre hydrant valve, 3-6' gate valves, 2-6' tees. ~valve bmces, 1-4" plug, 1-6' couprng, and 1-6' x 
4' coupHng. The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
110th Street- !ram Oak to Terry - Capita! improvement project. Pipe layed; 981' ol 6' ductile Iron and 6' ol 4' cast 
iron Installed: 2-6' fire hydrants, 2-6' fire hydrant valves, 7-6' gate valves, 1-4' gate valve, 4-6' tees, 1-8' x 4' tee, 
1-6' x 4• reducer, 10-valve boxes, 1-4' ph.Jg, 1-6' coupling, 1-6' x 4' coupling, 1-4' locking ring and accessories. 
Th~ !19CBSSary ch~rlnatlon taps were made. 
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Duling the month at August 704,553,000gallons of waler were produced lrom Iha system: or 25,308,161. 
gallons per day produced rrom Iha following sources. 
GAUONS LBS. OE ~HLORINE 
SLllface SuppKas & Wal 11'30 46,445,000 714.0 Lbs. 
Wei #2 24,880,000 81,0 Lbs. 
Wei #3 34,319,000 112.0 Lbs. 
wen #10 72,754,000 236.0 Lbs. 
Wea #12 105,234,000 304.0 Lbs. 
Wen #14 13,956,000 42.5 Lbs. 
Wai #16 56,489,000 180.5 Lbs. 
WeH 1!'18 33,088,000 106.0 Lbs. 
wea #21 43,142,000 135.0 lbs. 
Wal #22 11,730,000 83.5 Lbs. 
Wei #26 2,661,000 12.5 Lbs. 
wen #27 21,720,000 49.0 Lbs. 
Wea #28 30,958,000 86.0 Lbs. 
Wei #29 51,657,000 159.S Lbs. 
Wei #31 26,111,000 87.0 Lbs. 
WeH #32 55,705,000 176.5 Lbs. 
Wan #33 ,, 48,983,000 154.5 Lbs. 
Wei #34 77,764,000 183.D Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 26,956,090 ml,D Lb!!, 
784,553,000 2,938.5 Lbs. 
This figure is 14,203,000 less than last August. Based on the population Hgure of 45,B10 there were 
552.5 gallom of water _per person per day · produced tram the system. 
Ai'port production was 8,976,000 gallons al water usng. 25.0 lb_s. of chlorine and 32 man hours. 
There were 1,717,000 galons less prodUCed than last August 
S MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locatk:lns: 
1740 Arington (Mink Ck ffne) 8/8 4th & 8onnev019 8/1 1000 Block No. 8th 8/17. 
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~9th Street- From Oak to Terry - Capftal improvement project. Pipe layed: 1B' ol 12' and 716' ol 6' ductile Iron. 
Installed: 1-12' gate valve, 5-6' gate vallles, 6-valve boxes, 1-6' romac coupling and 1-6' cross. . 
} 10th Street. From Oak to Terry. Capftal lm~rovemem project Pipe layed; 262' ol 12' and 1217' of 6' ductile Iron. 
Installed: 1-6' lire hydrant, 1-6' fire hydrant valve, 1·12' gate valve, 3-6' gate valves, 1-12' x 6' tee, 1·6' tee, 4-valve 
boxes, 1-6' romac coupling and 1-12" x 6' cross. 
During the month of September 468,855,000 gallons of water were produced from the system, or 
15,628,500 gallons per day produced from the following sourt:es. 
Surface Supplies & Well #30 
Well #2 
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This figure is B6,937,000 less than last September. Based on the popula!lon figure of 4Si10 there 
were 341.2 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport productlon was 4,465,000 gallons ol water using 11.5 lbs. Of chlorine and 32.5 man hours. 
There ware 2,282.000 gallons less produced than las! September. 
2 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the lol!owlng locations: 
Quinn & Yellowstone 9/17 1828 So. 4th 9/6 
11 NEW SEFMCES were INSTALLED at the fol!owlng locatlons: 
1133 Call Creek (1'h'l 9/18 3942 Hawlhome (3/4') 9/9 
1666 Cily Creek (1') 9/16 1764 Hurley (3/4') 9/30 
4th & Hayden (2"-Parks Dept)S/11 
353 No. 4th (2") 9/18 
4840 Clearvrew (1') 9/18 · 
1185 Field Drive (1 ') 9/23 
4051 Mountain Loop (1') 9/ZJ 505 So. 10th (3/4' ltr use) 9/9 
1109 E. Whitman(3/4' fir use)9/18 
5 SERVICES were RENEWED at the followlng local.ions: 
1055 No. Arthyr (3/4') 9/26 4859 Mohawk (3/4') 9/13 1135 So. 5th (3/4') 9/27 . 
4853 Mohawk (3/4') 9/13 1371 Zenar (3/4') 9/24 
5 SERVICES were RENEWED PRIOR 10 CONNECTING TO NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
1135 E. Fremont (3/4') 9/4 1155 E. Fremont (3/4') 9/4 521 So. 10th (3/4') 9/4 
1145 E. Fremont (3/4') 9/4 226 So. 10th (2') 9/26 
58 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at the following locatlans: 
1037 E. Senion (1') 9/9 1106-10 E. Halliday (3/4') 9/5 156 So. 9th (3/4') 9/27 
1048 E. Benton (3/4') 9/17 1012 E. Lewis (3/4') 9/27 206 So. 9th (3/4') 9/30 
1109-15 E, Banton (3/4') 9/16 1014 E. Lewis (3/4') 9/28 215 So. 9th (1 ') 9/30 
1125 E. Benton (3/4') 9/9 1030 E. Lewis (3/4') 9/26 216 So. 9th (3/4') 9/30 
1035 E. Bonneville (3/4') 9/25 938 E. Lovejoy (3/4') 9/9 603 So. 9th (3/4') 9/3 
1040 E. Bonnavile (3/4') 9/24 1034 E. Whitman (3/4') 9/12 616 So. 9th (3/4') 9/3 
935 E. Carter (3/4j 9/9 1035 E. Wtil.man (3/4') 9/18 623 So. 9th (3/4') 9/3 
1007 Halliday (3/4') 9/3 1124 E. Whitman (3/4') 9/ 12 628 So. 9th (3/4') 9/9 
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711 No. 6th • Made 4' tap on 6" main for fire line. Installed: 1-6' x 4' tapping saddle (materials were provided by 
contractor). 
9th Street • From Oak to Terry - Capital Improvement pro!ect Pipe fayed: 68' of 12' and 1265' of 6' ductile Iron. 
Installed: 1-6' fire hydrant, 1-6' fire hydrant valve, 4-6' gate valves, 2-6' tees, 6-valve boxes, 1-6" plug, 1-12•, 4-6' 
and 1-4" x 6' romac couplings. 
10th Street. From Oak to Terry - Capital improvement project. Pipe fayed: 1321' of 6' ductile iron. Installed: 1-6' 
fire hydl'ant, 1-6" fire hydrarn valve, 6-6' gate valves, 1-6' tees, 7-valve boxes, 1-6" cross and 1·6' coupling. 
During the month of October 346,439,000gallons of water were produced from the system, or 11,175,452 
gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well #30 44,080,000 823.0 Lbs. 
wen #2 18,886,000 55.5 Lbs. 
wen ,113 20,407,000 70.5 Lbs. 
Wei #14 17,864,000 43.0 Lbs. 
Well #16 54,839,000 176.0 Lbs. 
Well #18 1,281,000 4,0 Lbs. 
Well #21 12,400,000 30.0 Lbs. 
wen #22 21.497,000 70.5 Lbs. 
Wei #27 4,543,000 18.5 Lbs. 
Wei #28 4,546,000 12.0 Lbs. 
Wei #29 38,002,000 134.0 Lbs. 
WeR #32 55,010,000 178.0 Lbs. 
Wem #33 1,104,000 3.0 Lbs. 
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This. figure is 19,593,000 more than last October. Based on the population figure of 45,810 there 
were 244.0 ganons or y11au1r _per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 3,957,000 gallons of water using 1 o.s lbs. of chlorine and 36 man hoUIS. 
There were 1,479,000 gallons more produced lhan last October. 
2 MAIN LINE LEAl<S were REf"AIRED at the following locations: 
2772 Bannock Highway 10(1 1247 Hancock Place 10/31 
s NEW SERVICl;S were INSTALLED at the lollowlng locations: 
5964 Bannock Highway (1') 10/10 2658 No. Main (1') 10/3 
Lot 1 Block 1 Lone PJne Subdlv!Slon ( 1 ') 10/25 
Lot 2 Block 1 Lone Pine Subcflllislon (1 ') 10/25 
19 SERVICES ware RENEWED at the fohowlng locations: 
1439 No. Arthur (1 ') 10122 930 Everen (3/4') 10/2 a 
340 w. Buell (3/4') 10/4 931 Fairbanks (3/4') 10/28 
350 w. B1.1eU (3/4') 10/4 515 E. Halhday (3/4') 10/30 
101 s Cahoon (3/4') 1 o/16 
525 W. Center (1') 10/16 
3519 Conlin (3/4') 10/25 
227 Cononwood (3/4') 10/25 
1128 NO, Main (3/4') 10/9_ 
68 Maplewood (3/4') 10/29 
1422 E. Wyeth (3/4') 10/31 
West End Of Rainier (1') 10/1 
711 So. 3rd (3/4') 10/21 
1231 So. 3rd (1') 10/15 
449 So. 7th ( 1 ') 10/24 
239 No. 6th (3/4') 10/29 
618 No. 8th (3/4') 10/1 
508 No. 11th (3/4') 10/2 
e SERVICES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO NEW MAIN al tha following locations: 
1010 E. Bonnevile (3/4') 10/1 451 So. 9th (3/4') 10/10 535 So. 9th (3/4') 10/10 
1024 E. Bonnavllle (3/4') 10/18 
413 So. 9th (1'} 10/B 
505 So. 9th (3/4'} 10/1 O 
509 So. 91h (3/4') 10/10 
536 So. 9th (3/4') 10/10 
B6 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at the folowlng locations: 
936 E. Banton (3/4') 10/11 944 E. Bonnaville (3/4') 10/18 1055 E. Lawis (3/4') 10/4 
1025 E. Benton (3/4') 1 0/11 
938 E. Bonneviie (S/4') 10/2 
1021 E. Bomeville (3/4') 10/2 
1048 E. Lewis (3/ 4'} 10/4 
1114 E. Sherman (3/4') 10/31 
1041 E. Sublette (3/4') 10/25 
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Alplne Acre§ Subdivision· Made 6" lap on 12· main line for fire hydrant installation. Installed: 1-6" fire 
hydrant, 1·12" x 6" tapping saddle and tapping va,lve, 1-fl gate valve, and 1-valve box. The contractor 
provided all materials. 
1333 Bench Road - Made 6" tap on s• main line for fire line instaOat!on. lnsta,lled: 1-6" tapping valve, 1-6" 
tapping sleeve, 1-6" romac coupling, and 1-valve box. Ttie contractor provided al materials. 
1 oth Street from Oak to Terry • Capllal Improvement project Pipe layed: . 334' of 6' ductlle Iron. 
lns1alled: 1-6" gate valve, 1-6" 11!8, I-valve box. 1-4" plug, 1 ·6" and 1-4" romac coupllng. 
. . . 
During the month of November 213,695,000 gallons of water were produced-1rom the system, or 
7,123,167 gallons per day produced from the 1ollowlng sources. -.. ,,,, 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & WeU 44,715,000 730.0 Lbs. 
#30 41,368,000 158.0 Lbs. 
Well #2 15,887,000 51.0 Lbs. 
Well #14 14,303,000 45.0 Lbs. 
Well #16 38,765,000 134.0 Lbs. 
Well #22 1,197,000 4.0 Lbs: 
Well #27 52.106,000 1eo.o Lbs. 
Well #32 §,354.000 l!;!,Q Lbs, 




Water Department Monthly Report -2-
This figure Is 1,033,000 less than last November. Based on the populatlon figure of 45,81 o 
there were 155.5 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,878,000 gallons of water using 8.0 lbs. of chlorine and 31. man 
hours. There were 1,243,000 gallons more produced than last November. 
• I 
1 MAIN LINE LEAKS was REPAIRED at the following location: 1134 Cedar Hollow Road 11/16 
8 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the followlng locations: 
204 W. Alameda (1j. 11/4 8953 W. Gibson Jack (1') 117 
1333 Bench Road (3'1 11 /26 Olympus Drive (2' s/1) 11/5 
Lot 1 Block 1 Al pine Acres ( 1 ") 11/27 
Lot 2 Block 1 Alpine Acres (i i 11/27 
LOI 3 Block 1 Alpine Acres (1") 11/27 
7 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
753 W. Benton (1i 11/20 512 W. Carter (314") 11/25 
1732 Beth (3/4") 11/6 1025 Howard (3/4j 11/4 
. 937 E. Bridger ( 1 i 11 /27 
1710'E. Wyeth (1W) 11/27 
358 No. 4th (2") 11 /5 
1710'/z E. Wyeth (1") 11/21 
553 So. 8th (1 i 11/19 
5 SERVICE§ were RENEWED arid CONNECTED TO NEW MAIN at the following locatiomi: 
938 E. Bridger (314") 11/1 1040 E. Bridger (3/4j 11/6 931 No. 10th (3/4") 11/5 
946 E. Bridger (3/4") 11 /1 705 No. 1 oth (3/4j 11/6 
13 SERVICES were CONNECTED TO THE NEW MAIN at the following locations: 
1010 E. Bridger (1") 11/6 645 No. 1oth (3/4j 11/4 946 No. 10th (3/4'') 11/1 
1024 E. Bridger (1i 11/4 905 No. 1oth (3/4") 11/5 948 No. 1oth (3/4") 11/1 
935 E. Carter (3/4") 11/6 926 No. 1 oth (3/4j 11 /5 950 No. 1 oth (3/4') 11 /1 
1035 E. Sherman (3/4") 11/6 942 No. 10th (3/4j 11/1 955 No. 10th (3/4'1 11/1 
1030 E. Sublette (1 ") 11/5 
20 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the foUowing locations: 
1033 No. Arthur (1/2") 11/21 710 Balsam (3/4j 11/25 
711 Ash (3/4") 11/26 720 W. Benton (3/4") 11/21 
1119 E. Bonneville (3/4") 11 /25 
935 E. Carter (1 ") 11/18 
' lvit~ 
City of Pocatello • Water Department 
P.O. Box ,f/69 • 901 E. Sherman • Pocale//o, Idaho 83101 
Supt, Office (108) J:U-6174 • Repairs (108) 234-6179 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
DECEMBER 1991 
During the month of December 229,881,000gailons of water wera produced from the system, or 7,415,516 
gallons per day produced from the lollowlng sources. 


























19.0 Lbs •. , 
1,541.5 Lbs. 
This figure Is 16,623,000 less than last Dacemoor. Based on the population figure of 45,810 there 
ware 161,9 gallons ol water per parson per day producad from the system. 
Airport production was 2,125,000 gallons ol water using 5.0 lbs. of chlorine and 34 man hours. 
There were 3,000 gaJtons less produced than last Oooemoor. 
s MAIN LINE LEAKS ware REPAIRED at the following locations: 
Mo11aWk & Aztec 12/27 
251 Ravine 12/10 
4th & eonnevn1e 1212 
4th & Lawton 12/6 
4 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED al the following locations: 
3410 Bannock Highway {1') 12/3 2120 so. Grant (3/4') 12/3 
Qua& Ridge (1' IUtura use summer line) 12/31 
7th & Lander 12/13 
a uail Ridge (2') 12/31 
7096 
City of Pocatello • Water Department 
P.O. .Box 4169 • 902 E. Sherman • Pocatello, ldafta 83201 
Sttpt. Office (208) 234-6174 • Repairs (208) 234-6179 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTiiLY REPORT 
JANUARY 1992 
During !he month of Januaiy 237,957,000gallons of water were producild from lhe system, or 7,676,000 
gallons per day produced from the lollowillg sources. 
OALLQ~S PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Surtaca SuppUes & WeU #30 68,060,000 730.0l.bs. 
WeH#2 43,698,000 187.0 Lbs. 
WeH#14 17,296,000 56.Slbs. 
WeUIZ? 42,086,000 165.0 Lb.s.. 
Well#Z7 5,612,000 18.5 Lbs. 
wen #28 370,000 1.0 Lbs. 
WeN#32 55,007,000 201.0Lbs. 
West B1mch Booster S,828!000 i§,5 Lbs. 
237,957,000 1,387.5 Lbs, 
This figure IS 11,200,000more than last January. Based on the popul!lllon Rgure ol 45,81 Othere were 167,6 
gallons ot water per per,;on per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2, 106,000gallons ol water using 7.0 lbs. ol chlorine and 31 man hours. Therewera 
472,000 gallons less produced than last Janua,y. 
5 MAIN LINE LEAKS wore AEPA!REO at the following locations: 
911 No. Grant 1/17 
990 Nb<on 1/18 
3736 Sandpiper 1/20 
6 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
941 Belmont (3/4') 1/15 4420Stockman (3/4') 1/27 
4410Stockman (3/4') 1/27 4450S\ockman (3/4') 1/29 
4420 Stockman 1/Zl 
4460 Stockman (3/4') 1/29 






City of Pocat_ello • Water Department. 
P.O. Box ,1/69 • f}Q2 E. Sherman • Pocatello. Idaho 8120/ 
Supt. Office {208) 2U-6/74 • Repairs (208) 2U-6179 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
. FEBRUARY 1992 
Duong the month of Februaiy 221,792,00ogallons OI water were produced from the system, or 7,648,000 
gal10ns per day produced from the following sOUt'ces. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS, QF Ct!LORINE 
Surface Supplies & wen #30 63,160,000 641.0 Lbs. 
Wea #2 40,726,000 157.5 Lbs. 
weu "14 16,817,000 55.0 Lbs. 
Wei #22 39,576,000 187.0 Lbs. 
Wei #27 4,620,000 13.5 Lbs. 
Well #26 1,045,000 3.5 Lbs. 
WeN #32 51,248,000 176.5 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 4,800,000 21.0 Lbs 
221,792,000 1,255.0 Lbs. 
This figure Is 21,209,000 more than last February. Based on the population llgure of 45,810 there 
were 166.9 gallons of water per person per day produced lrom Ille system. 
Alrpolt produellon was 3,007,000 gaJ!ons ol water using 7.5 lbs. ol chlorine and 29 man hours. 
Toere were 1,035,000 gallans more produced than last February. 
1 MAIN LINE LEAK was REPAIRED at BOO Block No. Arthur 2/14 
3 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1717 Church Hil Downs (3/4") 2/3 3500 Johnny Creek (1') 2/21 
1135 E. Benton (3/4' Mure use) 2/28 
14 SERVICES wera BENEWEO at Iha following locations: 
829 No. Arthur (314') 2/14 1351 E. Elm (314') 2/2/J 
843 No. Arthi.r (314") 2/14 839 No. Garfield (3/4 ") 2/24 
91 O Jessie (314') 2/18 





~~ City of Pocatello • \Vater Department 
', 
P.O. Box 4/69 • 902 E. Slierman • Poca/el/a, Idali'o 83101 
Sup/, Office (208) 234-6174 • Repairs (208) 234-6/79 
MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DE~ARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MARCH 1992 
1551 Baldy - Made 6" tap on B" main line for contracior. Installed: 1-6" tapping valve and 1-6" x B" tapping sleeve. 
Materials were suppUed by the contractor. 
Delphlc Wey - 300' West cl Olympus Drive - Made 6' tap on 6' main fine for contractor. lnstaned: 1-6" tapping 
sleeve and 1-6' tapping valve. Materials were supplied by the contractor. 
11th Street - from Oak to caner- Capital lmpra,,emem project. Pipe fayed: 309· of 12• and 1861' of 6' ductile Iron. 
lnstaned: 3-6' fire hydrants, 3-6' fire hydrant valves, 2-12" and 7-6" gate valves, 3-6' tees, 12-valve boxes, 1-6" 
romac couping, 1-6" x 4" romac coupling, 1-4; romac coupllng w/plug insert, and 1-12• x 6" cross. 
During the month of March 262,603,000 gallons of water were produced frcim the system, or B,47l,065 
gallons per day produced from the folowlng sources. 































f This figure is 39,491,000 more t~ last Maren Based on the population figure at 45,810 there 
were 184.9 · gallons al water per person per day produced tram the system 
Waler Department Monthly R"i'ort . -2-
Airport production was 3,627,000 gallOns of water USlng 9,5 lbs, of chlorine and 31 man holss, 
There were 442,000 gallons less produced than last March. 
1 MA!N LINE LEAK was REPAIRED at the following location: 220 Block E, Bonneville 3/16 
6 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: . 
1551 Baldy (2") 3/17 12.23 E; Center(3/4' future use)3/6 130 Fairway (3/4') 3/5 
1135 E. Center(3/4' fulll"e use)3/6 1393 Cottage (1') 3/5 3550 Johnny Creek (1') 3/13 
9 SEFMCES·' were Rl:NEWED at the following locations: 
615 Cree (3/4') 3/16 81 Maplewood (3/4") 3/23 166 Roosevelt (3/4") 3/25 
763 Cypress (3/4') 3/19 331 Myrl (3/4') 3/9 252 So, 7th (3/4') 3/B 
1049 Everett (3/4') 3/6 577 Richland (3/4') 3/25 454 No. 8th (3/4') 3/20 
69 SERVICES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECTING TC NEW MAIN al the folowlng locations; 
1135-45 E. Center (3/4') 3/6 105 No. 11th (3/4') 3/11 432 No. 11th (3/4') 3/25 
1139 E. Center (3/4') 3/6 109 No. 11th (3/4') 3/11 433 No. 11th (3/4') 3/25 
1205-15-23 E, Center (3/4') 3/6 118 No. 11th (3/4') 3/11 524 No. 11th (3/4') 3/27 
121 s E. Center (3/4') 3/11 128 No. 11th (3/4') 3/11 129 So. 11th (3/4 ') 3/6 
1228 E. Center (3/4') 3/11 217 No_. 11th (3/4') 3/13 139 So. 11th (3/4 ') 3/6 
1206 E. Clark'(3/4') 3/11 223 No. 11th (3/4') 3/13 142 So, 11th (3/4') 3/6. 
1216 E. Clark (3/4') 3,111 238 No. 11th (3/4') 3/13 14 7 So. 11th (3/4 ') 3/6 
1225 E. Clark (3/4') 3/11 241 No. 11th (3/4') 3/13 159 So. 11th (3/4') 3/6 
1226 E. Clark (3/4') 3/11 246 No. 11th (3/4') 3/13 234 So. 11th (3/4') 3/8 
1221 E. Fremoot (3/4') 3/19 256 No. 11th (3/4') 3/16 256 So. 11th (3/4') 3/8 
1142 E. Lander (3/4') 3/17 304 No. 11th (3/4') 3/16 310 So. 11th (3/4') 3/26 
1154 E. Lander (3/4, 3/17 314 No. 11th (3/4') 3/19 322 So. 11th (3/4') 3/8 · 
1221 E. Lander (3/4') 3/18 317 No. 11th (3/4') 3/17 324 So. 11th (3/4') 3/6 
1226 E. Lander (3/4') 3/16 329 No. 11th (3/4') 3/18 325 So. 11th (3/4') 3/6 
1235 E. Lander (3/4') 3/16 341 No. 11th (3/4') 3/18 412 So. 11th (3/4') 3/6 
1206 E. Lewis (3/4') 3/6 408 No. 11th (3/4') 3/19 419 So. 11th (3/4') 3/6 
1140 E. Whttman (3/4') 3/8 416 No. 11th (3/4') 3/24 425 So. 11th (3/4') 3/8 
1220 E. Whitman (3/4') 3/6 423 No. 11th (3/4') 3/24 441 So. 11th (3/4') 3/6 
1225 E. Whitman (3/4') 3/6 424 No. 11th (3/4') 3/24 444 So. 11th (3/4') 3/6 
1133 E. Wyeth_ (3/4') 3/27 426 No. 11th (3/4') 3/26 500 So. 11th (3/4') 3/8 
12.24 E. Wyeth (3/4') 3/Zl 429 No. 11th (3/4') 3/25 519 So. 11th (3/4') 3/6 
' '7,;JJ]]g 
City of_Pocatello • Water De1Jartment 
j P.O. Box 4169 • 902 E.. Sllerman • Pocolello. Idaho 83201 
l Supt. Office (108} 234-6174 • Repairs (208) 2'14-6179 
L 
WATER DEPARTMl;,NT MONTHLY REPORT 
APRIL 1992 
,. MAIN L[NE WORK ,· 
i 
' I' j: 
,: 
111h Street· from Oak to Carter· Capua! Improvement project. Pipe layed: 63' or 12' and 2308' ol 6" wctlle iron. 
Installed: 3-6' lire hydrants, 3-6" fire hydrant vallles, 8-6' gate valves, a.a• tees, 11-valve boxes, 
m.J. cap, and 1-1 O" locklng ring. 
t ..s• cross, 1 -1 O" 
Outing the month o1 April 395,658,000gallons of water were produced from the system, or 13, 1 BB,600 
gallons per day produced frOm the following sources. 
GALLONS ERODUCED LBS. OF C!:JLOR!NE 
Surfaca Supplies & wen #30 58,220,000 151.0 Lbs. 
weu 112 37,469,000 128.5 Lbs. 
WeQ #3 9,493,000 37.Q Lbs. 
Well #12 5,561,000 20.0 Lbs. 
WeH #14 16,147,000 57.5 Lbs. 
wen #16 71,957,000 249.0 Lbs. 
Well #21 43,730,000 132.0 Lbs. 
Wei #22 36,570,000 136,0 Lbs. 
weu #26 3,918,000 . 11.0 Loo, 
WeR 41'2:T 22,420,000 64.5 Lbs. 
wan #2B 7,021,000' 1B,5 Lbs. 
Well #29 1,654,000 5.0 Lbs. 
we• #32 53,331,000 180.0 Lbs, 
WeH #33 11,265,000 22.5 Lbs. 
WeD #34 6,326,000 18.0 lbs. 
West Bench Booster j0,576,000 ;m.5 Lbs, 






Water Department Monthly Report -2· 
This figure is 167,990,000 more than last April Based on the population figure of 45,810 there wera 
287.9 gallons al water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 5,136,000 gallons al water using 14.5 lbs. of chlorine and 30 man hours. 
There were 3,118,000 gallons more produced than last April 
8 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the foUowlng locations: 
6S4 So. Arthur 4/16 
800 Block E. Clark 4/29 
1205 E. Fremont 4/23 
400 Block Kurtwood 4/111 
B27 No. Blh 4/30 
136 So, 8th 4/29 
3D NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Olympus Heights SubdMslon • 2nd Additlon 
summer Line (2--1/4') 4/14 Lot B Block 1 (3/4') 4/10 
Lot 1 Block 1 (3/4') 4/8 Lot 9 Block 1 (3/4') 4/7 
Lot 2 Block 1 (3/4') 4/B 
Lot 3 Block 1 {3/4') 4/9 
Lot 4 Block 1 (3/4') 4/9 
Lot 5 Block 1 (3/4') 4/1 O 
Lot 6 Block 1 (3/4') 4/1 O 
Lot 7 Block 1 (3/4") 4/10 
480 W. Carter (1 ¼') 4/15 
170 Highland (1 ') 4/8 
2706 No. Malo (1 ') 4/28 
Lot 1 Block 2 (3/4') 4/B 
Lot 2 Block 2 (3/4") 4/8 
Lot 3 Block 2 (3/4') 4/8 
Lot 4 Block 2 {3/4') 4/8 
Lot s Block 2 {3/4') 4/13 
550 McKlnley (3/4') 4(1 
1544 Pocatello Creek (1') 4/2 
8551 Pocatello Craek (1') 4/6 
14 SERVICES were RENEWED at the lollolving locations: 
654 So. Arthl.f (3/4') 4/17 323 No. Main {3/4') 4/21 
1154 No. Garlleld (3/ 4 ') 4/1 
806 No. Hayes (3/4') 4/3 
786 Highland (3/4') 4/14 
351 E. Lawton (3/4') 4/6 
502 No. Maki (3/4') 4/27 
71 B So. Maln (3/4') 4/23 
452 Warren (3/4') 4/13 
1423 So. 4th (3/4') 4/27 
456 No. 11th 4122. 
507 No. 11th 4/23 
Lot 6 Block 2 {3/4') 4/13 
Lot 7 Block 2 (3/4') 4/13 
Lot 8 Block 2 {3/4') 4/13 
Lot 9 Block 2 (3/4'). 4n 
Lot 10 Block 2 {3/4') 4n 
Lot 11 Block 2 (3/4') 4/7 
Lot 12 Block 2 {3/4') 4/7 
Ross Park-P leasureland (2') 4/21 
1650 So. 1st (1') 4/3 
1528 So. 4th (3/4') 4/20 
334 So. 5th (3/4') 4/9 
340 So. 5th (3/4') 
136 So. 8th (1') 4/30 
20 SERVICES were RENEWED PRIOR TO CONNECTING TO NEW MAIN at the lolowing locations: 
1207 E. Bridger (3/4') 4/29 1206 E. Hayden (3/4') 4/1 1237 E. Sherman (3/4') 4/8 
1143 E. Clark (1') 4n 1135 E. Sherman {3/4') 4/a 314 No. 11th (3/4') 4/13 
,.,, fl , ('I •7;) 
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WATER DEPA~ENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MAY 1992 
MAIN LINE WORK 
Quinn & Phubln - Install new maln Ane. Pipe layed: 20Hl"ol 12' ductile ~ol\ lnstal!lld: S-12' gate valves, 1-12'tea, 
and 3-Yalve boxes. 
11th Street • from Oak to Carter- Capital Improvement project. Plpa layed: 1370' ol 6' ductile iron. Installed: 2·6" 
fire hydrants, 2·!>' fire hydrant valves, 2-6' gala valves, 2-6' teas, 4-vatva boxes, 1-6' plug, 4-6' romac couplings, 
1-6' plug, and 2-4' romac plugs. The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
Highland Village 1st Add'~lon - Made two 3/4' chtonnatlon taps on-8' main for contractor. 
Du!1"9 the month of May 680,181,000gallons of water ware produced from the system, or 21,941,322 
gallons per day produced from the following SOU'CGS. 
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Water Department Monthly Report -2-
Well #31 7,018,000 19,0 Lbs. 
WeU #32 · 54,587,000 187.0 Lbs. 
Well #33 53,853,000 104.5 Lbs. 
Wel#34 43,088,000 133.0 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster g1,24Z,000 64.5 Lbs. . 
680,181,000 Z-00.0 Lbs. 
This figure is 370,705,000 more than last May. Based on the population flgura Of 45,810 there were 
478.9 gallons of wate, 1r parson par day produced lrom the system. 
Airport production was 8,309,000 gallons of water using 22.6 lbS. of chlorine and 35 man houra. 
There wero 6,369,000 gallons more produced than last May. 
5 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
316 Crescent 5/7 728 W. Whttman 5/14 
300 Block W. Gould 5/20 1445 No. 1st 5/2S 
27 NEW SERVICES ware INSTALLED at the lollowlng locat!ons: 
1551 Baldy {6-1') S/14 1916 Hurley (3/4') 5/15 
1237 Cahina (1'/a') 5/22 240 E. Maple (1 ¼') 5/13 
H!ghland Village 1st Addtlon: 
Lot 28 Block 1 (3/4') 5/27 Lot 36 Block 1 (3/4') 5/19 
Lot 29 Block 1 (3/4') 5/27 Lot 37 Block 1 (3/4') 5/28 
Lot 30 Bbck 1 (3/4') 5/'Zl Lot 3B Block 1 (3/4') 5/28 
Lot 31 Block 1 (3/4') S/2B Lot 39 Block 1 (3/4') 5/2B 
Lot 32 Block 1 (314') 5/28 Lot 42 · Block 1 (3/4') 5/28 
Lot 33 Block 1 (3/4') 5/28 Loi 1 Bleck 2 (S/4') 5/27 
Lot 34 Block 1 (3/4') S/2B Lot 2 Block 2 (314") 5/27 
Lot 35 Block 1 (3/4') 5/19 
8 SERVICES were RENEWED at the folowlng locallons: 
740 No. Arth!K (3/4') S/21 915 Berryman (3/4') 5/27 
737 W. Benton (314') 5/8 803 So. Main (314') 5/19 
745 W. Benton (3/4') 5/8 247 Myrt (3/4') 5/13 
._ 
9th & Cel'ller 5/4 
1401 Sunset (1') 5/11 
Lot 3 Block 2 (3/4') 5/'Zl 
Lot 1 Block 3 (3/4') 5/28 
Lot 2 Bleak. 3 (3/4') 5/27 
Lot 3 Block 3 (3/4') 5/26 
_Lot 4 Block 3 (3/4') 5/26 
Lot 1 Block 4 (3/4') 5/28 
Lot 36 Block 1 (3/4') 5/19 
248 Myrl (3/4') 5/12 
Samuel & Opal (1 ') 5/12 





P.O. Box 4/69 • 902 E. Sherma11 • Po,·ate//o, Idaho 8320/ 
St1pl. Office (208) 214-6/74 • Repairs (208) 234-6/79 
MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JUNE 1992 
Countryside Subdivision - Made chlorination tap for contractor. 
Johnny Creek Road from Field Drive to Riverside GoW Course - Caphal Improvement project. Pipe layed; 2002' 
of 12" and 36' of 6' ductUe Iron. Installed: 1-12' gate valve, 1-6' gate valve, 3-12" 9Qo bends, 2-12· x 6" tees, 1-12" 
tee,1-12" x 6" reducer, 2-valve boxes, and 1-6' plug, 
Quall Hollow Subdivision - Made 6' tap on 6' main fine for contractor. Installed: 1-6" tapping valve and sleeve. 
Materials were supplied by contractor. The necessary chlomatlon taps were made. 
Quinn & Philbin Road- Install new main line. Pipe layed: 257' Of 12" and 33' of 6" ductile Iron. Installed: 1-6' lire 
hydrants, 1-6" fre hydrant valve, 1-12• gate valve, 2-6' gate valves, -6' 90a band, 2-12• x 5• tees, 4-valve boxes, 
1-12" plug, 1-6· adapter, 1-6' romac coupling. lha necessary chlorination taps ware made. 
Women's Correctional FacHitv - Install new main nne. Pipe layed: · 989' of 12" and 40' of 6' ductile Iron. Installed: 
1-6" fire hydrant, 1-6' fiie hydrant valve, 1-12" tapping valve, 1-12' gate valve, 2.a• gate valves, -6' 9Qo bend, 1-12· 
x 6' tees, 1-12" tapping sleeve, 1-12' romac coupling, 5-valve boxes, -12' plug, 1-6" adapter, -6" romac coupr.ng, 
1-6' meter and strainer, 1-5' corrugated vault, and 1-24" sidewalk lid. The necessary chlorination taps were made. 
12th Street irom Oak to Halliday Caphal improvement projecL Pipe layed: 183' of 6' ductile Iron. Installed: 1-6' 
lire hydrant valve, 1-6' fire hydrant, 1-6' tee, 1-valve box and 1-6" cap and accessories. 
i<).</ ,<'rb:; 
During the month of June 629,281,000 gallons of water were produced from the system, or 20,976,033 
ganons per day produced from the foiowing sources. 
7105 
Water Department Monthly Report ·2· 
GALLONS ERQ!JUCED LBS. QF CHbQRINE 
Surface Suppfies & Well #30 30,259,000 920 
Wel#2 20,540,000 68.0 
Wel#3 28,629,000 111.0 
Wel#10 12,638,000 420 
Wel#12 78,992,000 305.0 
. ' 
Wei #14 4,859,000 21.0 
Wel#Hl 33,078,000 119.0 
Wel#18 59,766,000 187.0 
Wel#21 42,531,000 161.0 
Wel#22 19,257,000 177.0 
wea#2a 8,472,000 27.5 
WeD#27 22,014,000 57.0 
Well#28 19,674,000 80.0 
WeN#29 58,848,000 35.S 
Wel#31 9,431,000 179.0 
Well#32 53,415,000 22.0 
WeD#33 66,801,000 186.0 
Well #34 34,097,000 149.0 
West Bench Booster 21,664,000 91.5 
624,963,000 2. 178.5 Lbs. 
lhls figure Is 6,860,000 more than last June. Based" on the popU!allOn figure of 45,810 !here were 457.9 
gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 6,318,000gallonsof water using 17.0 lbs. of chlorine and30man hours. There were 
748,000 gallons more produced than last June, 
9 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPJIJRED at the ~ollowing locations: 
1415 Bench Road 6122 
City Reservoir 6/8 
245 E. Gould 6/1 
Hayes & Fremont 8/8 
444 Michael 6/27 
Poleffne & Fir 6/4 
1524 Spaulding 6/12 
524 So. 6th 6/25 
10th & Clark 6/25 
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WATER DEP~RTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JULY 1992 
Countrvs!de Subdilllslon - Made 3/4' chlomallon tap on a• main for contractor. 
12th Street from Oak 19 HaRldav • Capital mprovement protect. Pipe layed: 308' of 12• and 2093' ol 8" ductne Iron. 
l11Stalled: 4-6' fire tlydranls, 4-6' fire tlydr~ valve, 2-12' gate valves, 11-6' gate valves, 1-6' x 12' cross, 4-6' tees, 
17-valve boxes, 1·10' plug, 1-6' plug, 2-12' couplings, 1-10' eoupUng, 3-6' eoupllngs, 1-6' X 4' coupling, 1-4' 
coupling, and 1-4' plug adapter. 
During the month ol July 802,970,000 gallons or water were produced from the system, or 25,902.258 
gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS P!lODUCED I.BS. OF CHLORIN!; 
WeH#2 18,815.000 59.5 
Wal#3 35,642,000 139.0 
Weft#10 73,716,000 272.0 
WeK#12 89,974,000 357.0 
Well#14 9,234,000 45.0 
WeD#16 34,605,000 128.0 
Wal#18 63,741,000 220.0 
WeU#21 65,546.000 185.5 
WeU#22 1_8,597,000 85.0 
Well#28 14,066,000 67.0 
Wei#~ 22,653,000 59.0 
We!! #2£1 28,283,000 111.0 
Wal#.29 87,157,000 205,0 
wea#30 82,294,000 522.0 
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We1#31 6,045,000 17.0 
Wel#32 54,506,000 195.0 
We11#33 71,033,000 168.0 
Wall#34 47,063,000 130.0 
802,970,000 2,985.0 lbs. 
This rigura is 37,532,000 less than last July. Based on the population figure or 45,810 there were 565.4 
gallons ol water per person par day produced from Iha sySlem. 
Airport production was 5,756,000gallons of watGrUSlng 15.5 lbs. ol chlorine and 40 man hours. There were 
133,000gallons less produced than last July. 
5 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the follawlng locations: 
A!tllur & Gould 7/14, 16 · 300 Block W. Gould 7/13. 15 702 So. 1st 7/29 
756Ash 7/16 Stonerldge SubclMslon 7/6 
22 NEW SERVICES were lNSTAll.ED at the following locations: 
756Ash (1') 7/16 ChurohHilcukle-sac (3/4' s/1) 7/23 Quam Holl0w 5-13 (2') 7/7 
6375 Bannock Highway (1') 7/29 
1665 carico Place (1') 1121 
St011E1ridga Estates Subdivision: 
Lot 1 Block 1 (1') 7/17 
Lot 2 Block 1 (1') 7/17 
Lot 3 Block 1 (1') 7/17 
Lot 4 Block '1 (1') 7/17 
Olympus Terrace Subdlllislon: 
Lot 2 Block 2 (1') 7/21 
321 o Pole one ( 1 ½') 7 /23 
3945 Polellna (2' S/r) 7/9 
Lot 1 B101.k 2 (1') 7/17 
Lot 2 Block 2 (1') 7/20 
Lot 3 BIOck 2 (1') 7/20 
Lot 4 B101.k 2 (1') 7/2!1 
Lot 3 Block 2 (1') 7/21 
10 SERVJCES were RENEWED at the lollowlng locations: 
195W. Chapel (3/4') 7/6 411 E. Putnam (3/4') 7/17 
758Dogwood (3/4')7/24 945E. Sherman (3/4')7/27 
152 HawthOme (314') 7/10 
1031 No. Uncoln (314') 7/13 
955 E. Sherman (3/4') 7/27 
QuaR HoRow 5-13 (1' 9/0 7/7 
702 So. 1st (1') 7/30 
Lot 5 Block 2 (1') 7/20 
Lot 6 Block 2 (1') 7/20 
Lot 7 Block 2 (1') 7/20 
254 Tait (3/4') 7/15 
340 No. 7th (3/4') 7/2 
340½ No. 7th (3/4') 7/2 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
AUGUST 1992 
Johnnv Creak Road from Field Drive to Riverside Golf Qours11 - Capital improvement project. Pipe fayed; 1044• 
of 12' ductile iron pipe. 
12th Streat from Oak to Hamday - Capital Improvement proJect. Pipe layed: 2579' of 6' and 1 o• of 4" ductile iron. 
Installed: 3-6' fire hydrants, 3-6' tire hydrant vatv~. 11-6' gate valves, 1-4' tappi1g llalvl;! and sleeve, 1-4' 90o bend, 
4-6" tee&. 1 ~· cross, 15-valve bOl<es, 1-6'X4' reducer, 1-6' solid sleeve, and 1-4' couplln!J, 
During the molllh of August BBB,413,000 gallons Of water were produced from the system. or 28,658,484 
gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PROf;!UCED . LBS, OF C!::ILORlt!!i 
;, 
Surface SuppUes & WeH #30 58,514,000 634.0l,.bs. 
wen#2 16,153,000 41.5 Lbs. 
Wel#3 42,298,000 147.0Lbs. 
WeB#10 86,757,000 312.0Lbs. 
Wel#12 96,103,000 490.0Lbs.. 
Wel#14 11,444,000 57,Slbs. 
Wel#16 27,459,000 98.0Lbs. 
Wf#.#18 65,577,000 198.0lbs. 
Wei #21 57,529,000 201.SLbs. 
WeD#22 4,682,000 23,01..bs. 
WeU #26 10,708,000 57.0 Lbs. 
WeR#Zl 21,712,000 63.5Lbs. 
WeN#28 37,393,000 162.5 Lbs. 
Well#29 71,604,000 247,0Lbs. 
Wel#31 54,184,000 153.5 Lbs. 
Well #32 54,808,000 195.5 Lbs. 
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WeU#33 71,076,000 :154,0 Lbs • 
. WeD#34 70,355,000 179.0 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 30,569,000 49.0 Lbs. 
666,413,000 3,473.5 Lbs. 
This figure Is 103,860,000 gallons more than last August. Based on the populatlOn Hgure of 45,81 o there 
were 625.6 gallOns of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 6,979,000ganons of water using 28.0 bs. of chlorine end 60 man hours. There were 
3,000 gallons more produced than last August. 
4 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
1656 E. Bonneville 8/26 1st & Gpuld ~/17 215 No. 1 Dth 8/28 
965 W. Clari< 8/11 · · 
36 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Countryside SLbdi-llslon: 
Summer line (1') 8/1.2 Lot 6 Block 1 (1 ') 8/11 Lot 5 Block 2 (1") 8/17 
Lot1 Block 1 (118/11 Lot 9 Block 1 (1 ') 8/17 Lot 6 Block 2 (1") 8/13 
Lot 2 Bbck 1 (118/12 Lot 10 Block 1 (1 ') 8/14 Lot 1 Block 3 (1') 8/14 
Lot 3 Block 1 (11 8/12 . Lot 1 !;!lock 2 (11 8/13 Lot 2 Block 3 (1 ') 8/14 
Lot 4 Block 1 (1 ') 8/12 Lot 2 Block 2 (1') 8/12 Lot 1 Block4 (1') 8/13 
Lot 5 Block 1 (118/12 Lot 3 Block 2 (1 ') 8/12 Lot 2 Block 4 (1') 8/13 
Lot 6 Block 1 (1 ') 8/18 Lot 4 BIOck 2 (1 ") 8/17 Lot 3 Block 4 (1') 8/14 
Lot 7 Block 1 (1') 8/18 
Olympus Pointe: 
Lot 1 o (3/41 8/25 Lot 13 (3/4') 8/25 Lot 16 (3/4") 8/28 
Lot 11 (3/4') 8/25 Lot 14 (3/418/28 Lot 17 (3/4') 8/28 
Lot 12 (3/418/28 Lot 15 (3/41 8/28 
2710 No, Main (118/20 Quall Hollow 3 & 4 ( 1 ') 8/4 460 No. 3rd (3/4') 8/20 
Qual Hollow 1 & 2 (11 8/4 Quail Hollow 16 & 17 (11 8/4 2005S0. 4th (2') 8/18 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
SEPTEMBER _1~2. 
1480 Barton Road - Made 4' tap !OF fire fine. Installed: 1-4' tapping valve· and 1-12' x 4' tapping sleeve. The 
contractor provided the necessary materials. 
1300 & 1400 Blocks City Creek - Install fire hydrant. · Pipe fayed: 26' of 6' ductile i"on. Installed: 2-6' fire hydrants, 
2-6' fire hydrant valves, 2-6' tapping sleeves, 2-6' adapters and 2-valve boxes. 
1000 Block W. Clark - lnstaU fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 14' of 6' and 10' of 4' ductila Iron. Installed: 1-6' fire 
t-r,,drant, 1-6' fire hydrant valve, 1-4' tapping valve, 1-4' tapping sleeve, 1 ,5• x 4' coupling, and 1-valve box. 
Crescent Drive - Install new main line. Pipe layed: 400' of 6' ductile iron. Installed: 1-6' tapping valve, 1-6" tapping 
sleeve, 1-S"transltlon coupnng, 1-45" bend, and 1-valve box. 
', 
Great Western Malt Plarn - Capltal Improvement project. Pipe layed: 308' of 6' ductile Iron Installed: 2-6' tapping 
valves, HI' x 6' tapping sleeve, 1-6' tapping· sleeve, arid 2-valve boxes. The necessary chlorination taps were 
made. 
Greenfield Heights 4th Addition - Made 3/4' chlorination tap for contractor. 
8100 Block Pocatello Creek Road- Made 4' tap on 6' main and Installed 2' Rne for flushing oil the main Hne. Pipe 
layed: 15' of 2' galvanized. lnstaBed: 1-6" x 4' tapping valve and sleeve, 1-4' plug, 1-2' plug, 1-2' tee, 1-valve box, 
and 1-meter box and lid. 
9000 Block Pocatello Creek Road - Install fire hydrant. Pipe layed: 5' of 6' ductile Iron. Installed: 1-6' fire hydrant, 
1-6' tapping valve, 1-12' x 6' tapping sleeve, 1-6' adapter and 1-valve box. 
12th Street from Oak to Haniday - Capital Improvement project. Pipe iayed: 199' ol 6' duaUe Iron. Installed: 2-6' 
solid sleeves and 1-6' x 4' solid sleeve, The necessary chlorination taps were made, 
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During Iha month of September 578,254,000gallons of water were produced from the system, or 19,215, 133ganons 
per day produced lrom the following sources. 
G~LLONS PROC!UCED LBS. OF gHLORINE 
Surface Supplies & Well #30 71,389,000 941.0Lbs. 
WeY#2 13,994,000 45.0 Lbs. 
Well#3 18,761,000 79.0 Lbs. 
WeH#12 24,080,000 87.0Lbs. 
Wel#14 . 6, 154,000 . 30.0 Lbs, 
WeU#16 45,858,000 176.0 Lbs. 
WeU#18 49,808,000 143.0 Lbs. 
Wall #21 43,982,000 150.0 Lbs. 
WeU #26 B,7Btl,OOO 47,0 Lbs. 
wen #27 30,718,000 100.0 Lbs. 
Well#2B 52,392,000 164.0Lbs. 
Well #29 69,061,000 196.0Lbs. 
Well#32 52,704,000 179.0 Lbs, 
Wall#33 39,265,000 158.0 Lbs. 
Weff #34 33,201,000 91.0 Lbs: 
West Bench Booster 18,101,000 58.0 Lbs.· 
578,254,000 2.644.0 Lbs. 
This figure Js 109,399,000gaDons more than last September. Based on the population ligura at 45,B10there were 
420.e gallons ol water per parson par day produced ITom the system. 
Airport production was 6,466,000 gallons of water using 19.0 lbs. ol chlorln& and 31 man hours; There ware 
2,001,000 gallons more produced than last September. 
s MAIN LINE LEAKS ware REP AIRED at the following locations: 
S16 Crescent 9/25 311 Skylln8 9/26 
29 NEW SERVICES were INSTAI I ED at tile fotlowilg locatlons: 
1420 City Creek (1 ') 9/11 
3956 Handerson (1 j 9/2 
Olympus Dri'fe Summer Lina (2') 9/28 
Olympus Point Summar Line (1 ') 9/24 
900 Block E. Teny 9/4 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
OCTOBER 1992 
8th Street from Benton to Sherman-Capital Improvement projact. Pipe layed: 1469' of 12", 329' of o• and 16' of 
4• ductile Iron.. Installed: 1-6' lira hydrant, 1-6" fire llydranl valve, 4-12' gate valves, 1 ·6' gate valve, 1-4' gate valve, 
2-12' x 6" tees. 1-12" x 4' tea, 6-valve bolCes, 1,6' plug, 1-6" romac· couping, and 1-8' plug. The necessary 
chlorination taps ware made. 
During tha month of October 358,580,000gallons of water ware produced from the system, or 11,567,097gaUons 
per d,iy produced from the loUowing sources. 














































Tols figure is 12, 141,000gaJlons more than last October. Ba.sad on the population figure of 45,81 O there were 252.5 
gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport productlon was 3,668,000 gallons of water using 1 o.o lbs. of chlorlne and 31,S man hoU111. There ware 
289,000 gallons less produced than last OdOber. 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
NOVEMBER 1992 
Bth Street from Sherman to Benton • Cap~al Improvement project. Pipe layed: 96' ot 12•, 46' of 6', and 9' of 4• 
ductile Iron. Installed: 1-6' fire hydrant, 1-6' fire hydrant valve, 1·12' gate valves, 1-6' tapping valve, H2' K 6" 
tapping sleave, 1·12' x 6' tee, 3-va!ve bOl!es, 2-12' plugs, 1-6' and 1-4' romac coupllng. 
Johnny Creak Road from Flak! Drive to Riverside Goll Comfl - Capita! Improvement proJsct. Pipe tayed: 21 s• of 
12' ductile Iron. Installed: 2-12• 90o bends. 
During the month of November 232,025,000gallons of water were produced from the system, or 7,734, 1 f!il 
gallons per day produced from the following sources: 
GALLONS fRODUCED LBS. OF CH!.ORlt:.!E 
Surface Supplies & Well #30 52,804,000 738.0 
Well/12 39,776,000 183.5 
Well ;1114 16,221,000 57.0 
Wei ;1116 25,234,000 103.S 
Well ;1121 29,681,000 132.0 
WeU ;1127 11,171,000 42.5 
Weft ;1132 51,758,000 183,0 
West Bench Booster 5,378,000 j§.0 
232,025,000 1,455,5 Lbs. 
Tois figure Is 18,330,000gallons less than last November. Based on the population figure of 45,810there 
wera 161!.8 gallons of W3ter per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 1,500,000ga!Jons of water using s.O lbs. cl chlorine and 30.5 man hours. There 
were 1,378,000 gallons less produced lhan last November. 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTI-ILY REPORT 
DECEMBER 1992 -
Johnny Creek Road - from Field Drive to Rlyerslde GOil Course - Capital Improvement project. Pipe layed: 1604' 
0112• ductile Iron and 1380' al 12' ADS pipe. Installed: 2-12' gate valves, 1-12' transition coupfing, 4-12' 4So 
bends, 1-12' tee, and 2-valve boxes. 
Durilg the month of December 253,606,000 gaUons of water were produced from the system, or B, 180,839 
gallons par day produced from the following sources. 
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This figure Is 23,725,000gallons more than last December. Based on the population figure of 45,810there 
were 178.6 gai1ons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 1,279,000gallons ol water using 3.0 lbs. of chlorine and 31 man hours. There were 
846,000 gallons less produced than last December. 
1 MAIN LINE LEAK was REPAIRED at the loUowing location: 1600 Block No. 1st 12/4 
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WA:aR DEPARTMF.NT MONTHLY IU!.PORT 
JANUARY 19'3 
MAIN UNE WORK 
Ri"'mid• Golf CoUN• • Capital improt!emtnt projtct, Pip, lay,d: BO' of 12" ADS pla11ic pip,. 
During the month o!fanuary 270,555,000 gallons of wattr were produC£d from the: sylttm, or 8,727,58/J gallons 
ptr day prnducd. from tbt following sourtes. 
GALLONS J!.B.ODUCED LBS. OF CHLQRINE 
Surfac, Suppli,s II- w,tt 113/J 53,896,00/J 6~8.0 
w,11112 41,199,/J/JIJ 184.0 
w,111114 16,663,IJ/J/J 49,0 
Wtll 1116 44,692,0/JO 160,0 
w,111122 13,111,0/J/J 48.0 
Well 127 41,705,IJOIJ 1(,4.0 
w,11112s 641,IJIJO o.o 
w,111129 138,00/J o.o 
w,1111n 53,147,000 198.0 
Wm B•nch Boost.r 5,263,IJOO. l7,0 
270,555,IJIJO 1,51fJ.O l.bs. 
Thi.sfigur, is 32,598,000 gallons more than last Janw,ry. Bas,d on the population figur, of 41,BlO there,,,.,. 
190.$ gallons of water ptr pmon per d.zy produ«d from tbe system. 
Airpon production was 1,962,000 gallons of water using 5.0 lbs, of chlorine and 36 man hmm. 11:len 'Ull!re 
144,000 gallons las produced than last January, 
6 MAIN UNE. LEAKS wue REPAIRED at th, following locations: 
500 E.ldr,Jg, 1/14 Garrell Way II- Madison 1/30 1411 s. 5th 111> 
Ftrn Plttc, 1115, 19 100 No. Grant I 129 
J SERVICES, wer, RENEWED at the folluwing hx:ation,: 
202 W, /J,ty (J/4') 1128 3617 Hawthorne Road (J/4") I/4 946 W. Wyeth (J/4") 1/4 
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WA1ER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
FEBRUARY 1993 
Riversidt Golf Course - Capital improvement projtcl. Pipt laytd; 5' of 6", 8' of 10" and 144.5' of 12" ductilt iron, 
Installtd: 1-10" doublt gait vafot flangt, 1-12" 1 .. , 1-12" ;r; 10~ rtductr, 1-12" x 6" rtductr, l"llafoe box, 1-12" coupling, 
1-12" ;r; 10" coupling, 1-10" coupling,. and I~· coupling. i 
l 
During tht month of Febrwary 253,967,000 gallons of wattr wtrt produced from tht sy1ttm, or 9,070,250 gallon, 'i 
ptr dity produced from the following source,. 




























Thi< figurt is 32,175,000 gal/om mart than last Ftbruary. Bastd on tbt population figurt of 45,810 thtrt wtrt 
198.0 gallon, of u:ater ptr pmon per d4y produced from tht ,y,tem. 
Airport production wa, 1,694,000 gal/om of water wing 5,0 lb,. of chlorine and 31 man hours. Tbert wtrt 
1,313,000 gallons /es, produced than last February. 
4 MAIN UNE LEAKS wtrt REPAIRED at lht fallowing u,catiom: 
1300 Jen<tn 2/10 524-32 No. 7th 2/21 13th & Lander 2/7 
1386 Ztner 2/5 
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WA'.mR DEPARTMENI' MON11ILY REPORT 
MARCH 1993 
MAIN UNE WORK 
Pocat,llo Airport· E.xtend main line, Pipe lay,d; 967' of 6" ductil, iron.· Installed: 2-6" fir, hydrant,, 2-6" fir, hydrant 
'Ual'Ues, 2-6" gat~ 'f)a/v~1, 3-6" tu1, 4""fJalv~ ho.:«s, a~d 1-6,. plug. 
137 So. 5th • Made 6" tap for fir, lint-<ontractor ,up plied all matmab. 
During th, month of March 263,768,0.00 gallon, of wat,r w,r, produced from th, ,y,t•m, or 8,508,645 gallon, p,r day 
produc,d from tb, following ,ourc.,. 
GAILONS PRODUCED I.BS. OF CHLORINE 
w,ll 12 44,170,000 197.0 
w,ll 114 17,289,(100 50.0 
W,ll 116 26,894,000 72.0 
W,ll 1/22 41,505,000 165.0 
w,ll 127 30,885,000 135.0 
Well 1130 52,366,000 158.0 
Well 1/32 50.659.000 196.0 
263,768,000 1,222.0 Lh,. • 
Thi, figur, i, 1,165,000 gallon, mor, than /a,i March. Bas,d on the popu·fation figur, of 45,810 ther, wer, 185.7 gallon, 
of water per p,non per day produced from th, ,y,um. 
Airport produaion was 1,995,000 gallon, of war.r using 2.0 lbs. of chlorin, and 36 man bourS. Tber, w,re 1,632,000 
gallon, less produced than la,i March. 
8 NEW SERVICES wer, INSTALi ED at the follOU1ing locations: 
Airport-North of Pocat,llo Spe,dway (BIM) (2") 3/30 
•27J_pound, of cblorin, wa, u.,d at other sources not list,d 
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WAT.ER DEPARTMENT MONI1lLY RJ!.PORT 
APRIL 1m 
MAIN UNE WORK 
fohnny Creek Road - !;om Field Drive to RiTJmitk Golf Course • Capital improvement project, Pipe layed: 118' of 
12" duc_tile iron pipe. Imta/led: 2-12"x14" coupling,, and 2-.12" 90° bends, 
During the month of April 263,844,000 gallons of water were produced from the system, or 8,794,800 gallons 
per day produced from the following sources. . J 
GAILONS PRODUCED LBS. OF f;lfl,OIUNE 
Well 112 42,887,000 195.0 
Well 1114 16,440,000 47.0 
Well 1116 36,937,000 94,0 
Well 1122 40,125,000 164S 
Well 1127 21,600,000 104.0 
Well 1130 49,971,000 208.0 
Well 1132 51.884.000 2Q8.Q 
263,844,000 1,170.5 Lbs,,. 
This figure is 131,814,000 gallons less than last April Based on the population figure of 45,810there were 192.0 
ga//on, of water per person per day produced from the system. . . . 
Airport production was 1,983,000 gal/om of water wing 2.5 lb,. of chlorine and 37 man hours. There were 
3,153,000 gal/om Im produced than last April. 
2 MAIN UNE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following /ocatiDm: 
Riverside Golf Course 4/7 138 No. 7th 4/24 
8 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the fo/lO'UJing locations: 
2086 Bene~ Road {I") 4/16 2088 Bench &ad (I") 4/16 
2086 Bench Road (I• ,Q 4/16 2090 Bench Road {1"} 4//6 
•150 pounds of chlorine was used at other sources not listed 
2575 Colorado {I") 4/8 
888 E. Piner·) 4116 
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WATER DFPARTMENT MON11ILY REPORT 
MAY 1993 
MAfN UNE WORK 
Bannock Highway (i:om Donrich to Chey,nn, • Capital improv,m,nt proj,ct. Pip• lay,d: 448' of 12" ductil, iron. 
Bannock Highway & Stoneycreek - Mad, two 6" tap, on 12" main for new ,uhdivision. /nstalkd, 2-6" gate valv,r 
w/a,s,mhli,r and 2-12" :< 6" tapping.t,es. 
Country Club & Bannock Highway· Capital improv,m,nt project. Pip, lay,d: 856' of 6" ductil, iron. Insta/1,d: 1-6' 
fir• hydrant, 1-6" fir• hydrant valv•, 1-6" 450 h,nd, 1-6' coupling, and 1_,,afv, ho,:. 
Sho,hqni Trail (i:om Bannock Hirhway to Na Perce· Capital improv,ment proj,ct. Pip, lay,d: 343' of 6" ductile 
iron, [nstall,d: 2-;1• 45° h,nd and 1-;1• romac coupling. 
During th, month of May.428,842,000 gallons of.;at,r w,r, produced from th, ryst,m, or 13,833,6iJ gall,,ns 
per day produced from th, follouing sources. 
GAILQM_ PB,OIJ.UCED LBS. OE_ CHLORINE 
W,II 12 37,934,000 152.5 
w,1113 27,960,000 70,0 
w,11112 738,000 1,0 
w,11114 17,532,000 49.5 
w,11116 50,889,000 110.0 
W,11 NIB 9,163,000 20,0 
w,11 n1 22,778,000 64.5 
w,11122 41,104,000 · 174.0 
w,11126 4,728,000 20.0 
w,11127 47,980,000 175,0 
w,11128 1,684,000 1,0 
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W,111129 25,046,000 42.5 




w,11 lf34 17,022,000 45.5 
F,rd Lin, 0 117.0 
Wtst Brnch Boo,trr 2i.Q 
428,842,000 1,521.5 Lb,. 
71,i, ftgllrt is 251,339,000 gallons less tbttti last May, Band on tbe popultttion figur• of 45,810 tb•r• wu, 302.0 
gttllons of wat<r prr penon p,r b:y praduetd from tbt systtm, 
Ai,pan production wtts 2,941,000 gttllons of water J1Sing 7.5 lbs. of cblorine ttnd 34 mttn bo11n. There were J 
5,368,000 gallons I,ss prodJ,c,:d rban last May. :; 
7 MAIN UNE LEAKS w.,.. REPAIRED at the folIO'Wing Jocalions: 
Colorado & Garreu Way 5/22 4317 Opttl #27 5/21 
Mink Creek & Charlotte 5/12 300 Block E. Plllllltm 5123 
5 NEW SERVICES were JNST,H TBQ at thefollowirtg locations: 
8767 Pocatello Cri!i!k (1') 5/19 · 349 Skylirte (1') 5/25 
8831 Pocatello Creek (I") 5/4 1500 Yellowston• (1") 5/19 
12 SER VICES wen, RENEWED at th, folIO'UJl'ng Iocat,'ons: 
711 Ash (3/4j J/13 1531 No, Garfi,ld (J/4"} 5111 
757 Bin:h (J/4j 5/13 
nB £bony (J/4j 516 
1016 Fairbank, (3/4") 5/14 
1033 No. Harrison (314") 5110 · 
3907 Jason (3/4j 5/4 
4944 Mohawk (3/4"} 5/27 
20 SER VICES wue REPAIRED at the following locatiom: 
1256 E. Centtr (314") 5/13 1027 R,d Hill p•) 5/12 
309 Franklin (I" s//) 5/18 337 Richland (314"} 5/25 
Riverside Golf Cown, 5124, 27 
650-58 So. 1st 5/18 
1500 Y,llowtane (1~") 5/19 
5045 Mowbawk (J/4") 5/27 
4317 Opttl (1") 514 
4317 Opal (1") 5120 
1306 So. lrt (J/4") 5/24 
926 E. Wyeth {314") 5/13 
250 Na. 5th (1") 5/17 
2555 Gam,tt Way (l¼ ") 5/25 
232 So. Lincoln (3/4•) 5/3 
240 So, Lincoln (314") 5/3 
453 Pttckard (J/4•) 5/18 
1340 Ridge (3/4") 5/26 428 No. 8th 5/20 
Shane b«w•im 4801 & 4865 (1"} 5/5 433 No. 11th (J/4"} 5/5 
440 Uniwfi>ity (I"} 5/12 324 No, t4lb (l") 513 
942 Willow Lane (314") 5/10 109 Sa. 17th (314") 5/17 
454 Packard (J/4•) 5/18 58 Wdl-od (J/4") 5/17 
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WAnR DEPARTMENT MONTilLY REPORT 
JUNE 1991 
B11.nnock Higbw11.y from Donricb lo Cheyenne - C11.pi111.I improvement proj«t. Pipe Ltyed: 2686' of 12", 4¼' of 10", and 
19' of 6" ductile iron. Installed: 4-12" g11.u <Jt1.foes, 1-10" tapping <Jt1.lve, 1-6" fir, bydr11.n1 <Jt1.foe, 1-6" fir, hydrant, 2-12" 
,: 6" tus, 1-12",: 10" reducer, 1-6" plug, 11.nd 5-'1111.l<Je .bo,:,i. 
Riyeryide Golf Co11rse • Capital imp'rovemem project, T'ipe layrd: 2' of 6" d11c1ilr iron, aml 20' of 4" rall inm, 
lnital~d: 2-6" gate valves, 2-12" x 6" redwcen, 2"'6" couplings, 1-6" pr~sure regulator, 3-4~ cowpling1, 1-4" gate vd/tue, 
1-4" double check <Jt1.foe, 1-4" ue, 1-4" 900 bend, 2-4" 11.dapters, 11.nd 1-4xlJ%6 concrete <Jt1.ult. 
727 E. Sberm11.n • M11.tk 6" tap on m11.in line for new ''"'ice to City H11.II. 
1800 Stockm11.n - M11.tk 2-1" chlorin11.tion i,,,p, for contractor. 
Stoneycruk Subdfoision • M11.de 2-1/4" cblorin11.tion 14ps for contr11.c1or. 
1111 N. 8th -M11.de 4" tap on 8" m11.in for fir, line. Pipe 111.yed: 20' of 4" ductile iron. In,111.1/ed: 1-8" 7 4" 111.pping t,e, 
1-4" tapping wfoe, 11.nd lJVafoe ho,:, M11.tm11./s were ,upplied by the contr11.ctor. 
During the month of June 534,359,000 gal/om of waiu U1er, produced from the system, or 17,812,000 gallons per day 
produced from UJe following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LB$_. OF CHLQRIN!;_ 
We/112 23,256,000 94.S 
Well 13 47,997,000 149.0 
We/1112 32,474,000 105.S 
Well #14 11,550,000 36.0 
Well 1116 63,614,000 133.0 
Well #18 21)74,000 63.0 
Well #28 61,289,000 204.5 
Well #29 40,459,000 181.0 
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Water Department Monthly Report -2-
Well 121 23,739,000 10-,,() 
Wt1ll lZ1 33,457,000 109.S 
'Wt!ll 126 6,388,000 19.0 
Well #27 22,354,000 51.S 
Well 130 69,462,000 246.0 
Well 131 2,1144,000 8.0 
'Well #32 SJ,029,000 198.0 
Well 1134 20,063,12!10 !!i,!1 
534,359,000 1,898.S Lbs. 
This figure is 90,604,000 gallons less than la,tjune. Based on th, population figure of 45,810 Wl!Tt! were 388.8 gallons 
of water per pmon per day produced from th, ry,1,m. j 
i 
Airport production was 4,137,000gallom of war,,r "'ing 11,0 lbs. of chlorine and 41 man boun. Thtre were 2,1111,ooa j 
gallon, len productd than last June. 
6 MAIN UNE LEAKS wne REPAIRED at tht fol/awing locations: 
Canon & Main 6/15 1033 N. Jlarruon 6/7 
Garfield & Frt:molll 6/1 s 1238 N, Main 6129 
46 NEW SER.VICES Wtrl! INSTAC T eP ar the ft,liowing 1.:Cations: 
Lu,:or Subdit1ision: 
Lot 2 B/o<:k 1 (3/4") 6/30 
Lot 3 Block 1 (J/4") 6/30 
Lot 4 Block 1 (J/4"} 6/30 
Lor S Block 1 (J/4") 6/30 
· Lot 6 Block 1 (J/4") 6/30 
Lot 7 Block l (J/4"} 6/30 
Stoneya,,tk Subdi'llision: 
Lot 1-C r.z· summ,r line) 6/16 
. Lot 1 (l") 6/17 
Lot 2 (1') 6/17 
Lot 3 (1 ") 6117 
Lot 4 (1") 6/18 
Lot 5 (1") 6118 
Loi 8 Block 1 (J/4") 6/30 
Lot 9 Block 1 (J/4") 6/30 
Lot 10 Block 1 (3/4") 6/30 
Lot 1 Block 2 (J/4") 6/30 
Lot 2 Block 2 (J/4") 6/30 
Lot 6 (1") 6/19 
Lot 7 (1") 6/19 
Lot 8 (1") 6/13 
Lot 9 {1 ") 6123 
Lot 10 (1 ") 6/23 
Mink Cuek Line 6/8 
425 W. Pint 6/22 
Lot 3 Block 2 (J/4") 6/30 
Lot 4 Block 2 (JI 4") 6/30 
Lot 5 Block 2 (314") 6/30 
Lot 6 Block 2 (J/4") 6/30 
Summer Lirtt (J/4') 6/30 
Lot 11 (1") 6/18 
Lot 12 (1·J 6/18 
Lot 13 (l•J 6/17 
Lot 14 (l"J 6/J 7 
Lot 15 (l") 6/16 
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WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JULY 1991 
JlqnnpckHjghW'I)' [rgm Donrich to Chgyeattt-,Capilal improvenunt project Pipe layed: 1092' of/1", 14' of8", and 
92' of6" ductile iron. lnsliJied: 1-6"fu• hydmnt; 1-6" fl,.., Jtydranl wzlve, 1-12• gate va/w,s, 1-11" cross, 2-12" X 8" 
reducers, I-ID" x 6" tapping saddle. J.,.J2" x 6'' tee, 3--valVtI luu:e.s, J ... 6" plug, 2-8" romac couplings, and 4-6" romac 
couplings. 
275 McK/11((1,f.. Madt! 6" lap on 8" main line for t:t1ntractor, lnstalleJ: 1-6" tapping valve a,ul l-6" .r 8" tapping sleeve. 
, Thtt contractor ,uppl/,d all du! maz,,ria&. 
South Sth tl•tu«• from Shares It/ Bannock County Jail - Capital Improvement project Pipe layed: 1018' of 14" and 16' 
ofr ductile iron, ln<tallttd: 1-6" flrt h,Ydrant, 1-6" fire hyd;.;,nt valve, 1-14" gate valve, 1-U" x 8" tee, 1-14" x 6" le<, 
and 2-valvtt bous. 
During the month of July 705,165,000 gallon, of watsr were produced from tlte system, or 22,166,613 gallons pa dflJ' 
produced from tht! following ,ources. 
GAUQNS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLQRJNE 
Wd1#2 25,611,000 104.5 
Wdi#J 61,879,000 182,0 
Well 11/0 22,832,000 105.0 
Wd/#12 65,615,000 246.5 
Well#U 15,933,000 SJ,O 
Wcll#l6 53,310,000 175.0 
Well 1118 19,477,000 60.0 
We/1#11 59,393,000 210.0 
Wdi#21 41,668,000 174.0 
Well #16 21,946,000 112.0 
Well #17 38,115,000 uo.5 
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Water Department Monthly Report -Z-
Well #28 14,614,000 53.0 
Wei/ #29 86,105,000 252.0 
Well #JO 70,594,000 116.0 
Well #JI 8,005,000 22.0 
Well #32 54,482,000 205,S 
Well #34 f4,J86,000 124.S 
Feed Line 0,000,000 80.0 
We,t Bench Boo,ter Q,QQQ,QQ(l 12.a 
705,765,000 2,574.5 Lbs. 
This figure is 97,205,000 gallon, le,. than last July. Based on the populatia,nfigure of 45,BW there were 496.97 gallons 
of water per persor, per day produced from the system. j 
~ 
Airport production was 7,228,000 gallon, of water u,ing 20.0 lb,. ofchlorirte and JI man houn. There were 1,472,000 j 
gall~n• more produced than but July. 
7 MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the/allowing locations: 
600 Block N. Arthur 7122 
Birdie & Cache Peak 7/22 
Clark & Union Pacific Ave. 7119 
200 Block ,w. Clark 7116 
McKinley & Eldredge 714 
8 NEWspRVICES w,re INSTALLED at the following locations: 
Mariah Meadow, Subdivision: 
2-2" .seniceJ &: 1-1" 7/21 
475 W. Halliday (1 ") 7127 
3510 Johnny Creek (1'7 711 
1-2" senice cl 1-1" 7/22 
275 McKinley (I") 7112 
201 Wihon (314") 7114 
23 SERVICES wue RENEWED al thefo//awir,g locations: 
SOI N. Arthur SL! (314'7 7/28 629 N. Arthur (J/4") 7/21 
SOI N. Arthur SL2 (I") 7/27 
512 N. Arthur (314") 7/27 
558 N. Arthur (314") 7126 
630 N. Arthur (J/4'7 7/JS 
641 N. Arthur (J/4") 7/20 
655 N. Arthur (314'7 7/20 
1645 s. 5th 7112 
722 N. 7th 711 
3682 Highway JO W (314'7 7/29 
1235 N. Arthur (I'? 7/7 
4957 Bannock Hwy (314'7 7/JS 
5225 Banncx:k Hwy (314") 7/IS 
775 Cypre,s (J/4'? 7/29 
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WATER DEPARlMENT MONI11LY REPORT 
AUGUST 1993 
MAIN UNE WORK 
151 North Jrd -Made 6" fire line lap. Installed: 1-6" lapping slee'IJe, 1-6" lapping valve, and l'IJalve box. Materials 
were supplied by contractor. 
South 5th from Shores to Bannock County Tail (W.6 9J/ • Capital impro'Uement project. Pipe layed: 573' of 14", and 
59" of 6" ductile iron. [nslalled: 1-8" gate valve, 1-14" x 6" reducer, 1-'llalve box, 1-14' romac coupling and 1-6" romac 
coupling. 
8th Street from Benton to Sherman Street {Wl-92/ • Capital improvement project. Pipe layed: 1,374' of 12", and 16' 
of 6' ductile iron. /n,lalled: 2-6° fire hydrants, 2-6' fire hydrant vafues, 6-12" gate val'IJeS, 1-12" x 10° tee, J-12" x 6" 
tee, 1-6" plug, and 7-'Ualve boxes, 
During the month of August 598,829,000 gallon, of water were produced from the system, or 19,317,000 gallons per day 
produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Well 12 i9,598,000 76.5 
Well /IJ 60,404,000 172.0 
Well 110 43,268,000 174.0 
well 112 56,429,000 220.0 
Well /114 15,JOJ,000 61,0 
Well #16 46,4JJ,OOO 149.0 
Well 118 14,245,000 20.0 
Well #21 57,884,000 210,0 
Well #22 41,620,000 161,0 
Well #26 22,551,000 101.0 
Well #27 25,818,000 108.0 
7126 
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Water Department Monthly Report ·2· 
Well 1128 8,338,000 31.0 
Wtll 1129 SS,85>/100 183.0 
Wtll 1131 61,226,000 200.0 
Wtll 1132 1,57J,OOO 4.0 
Wtll 1133 53,991,000 210.0 
Well 1134 14,094,000 39.0 
Feed Une 00,000,000 76.0 
West Bench Hoosier 00,000,000 32.0 
598,829,000 2,227.5 Lbs. 
Tbis figsm, is 289,584,000 gallons less than last Augutt. Based on the population figure of 45,810 there wert 
421.7 gallons of water per person per.day produced from the system. 
Airport produ,tion was 4,796,000 gallons of water using 13.0 lbs. of chlorine and J 1 man hours. Tbtre -re 
4.181,000 gallons bm produced than last August. 
3 MAlNLINE LEAKS, wen REPA[Rf;Q at the following locations: 
1027 Mink Creek 8/11,12 901 Norrhgate 8/17 
17 NEW SERVICES wn-e INSTA r r W ,u the fallowing locations: 
Bench/and 5th Addition: 
Loi 24 Black 8 {3/4") 8/10 
LDt 25 Block 8 (3/4') 8/10 
Lot 26 Black 8 {3/4") 8/10 
Lot 27 Block 8 (J/4") 8/10 
LDt 28 Black 8 (3/4") 8/10 
1875 Cottage (1") 8/4 
933 Lou (1") 8/2ti 
Lot 29 Block 8 {3/4") 8/10 
Lot JO Block 8 (3/4•) 8/10 
Lot 31 Block 8 {3/4") 8/10 . 
Lat 32 Block 8 (3/4") 8/10 
Lot 33 Block 8 (3/4•) 8/10 
9 53 Lou (1 ") 8/J0 
12 SERVICES were RENEWF.D at tbt following locations: 
219 Appaloosa (1') 8/9 640 w. Hayden (3/4•) 8/16 
1104 N. Garfield (3/4") 8/16 345 S, Johnson (3/4") 8/18 
60& N. Grant (3/4') 8/16 
1.345 E. Hayden {3/4") 8/31 
928 fonts (3/4") 8/5 
1312 Ridge (3/4") 8/10 
606 s. 5th 8/21 · 
Lot 34 Block 8 {3/4") 8/3 
Lot 35 Block 8 (l-J/4") 8/3 
Lot 15 Block 9 (3/4") 8/10 
Lnt 16 Block 9 (J/4") 8/10 
1315 YtltOU11tone (I') 8/26 
253 Taft {3/4") B/9 
1120 E. Walnut {J/4"} 8/22 
153 Wilson (3/4") B/1& 
553-15 N. 13th (3/4") 8/31 
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.,., 
f•i.tlr,Y•J•r 0to'd~ctin :f'r~~.,S~fi~!i•·'!'!l'pJ,l 
, . • , .• •• .• •• , . ,, • " ,•rn ,, A.,•,.--_. 
965.,'9:81., uoo"'iaJJ;op;~ 
'ic;.itg.,4!12.,.¢.t:lO, rr.~Iton11 J:,~~Y, 2 A.r-
··', 'JJ(i L;/"$,, 
'1,,ioo:,. oao, oocli;~it1~'t>:.i'li! .-H 1 · · · · ·· ··· 
):,,: o i;:s.; "J'llfa !lo o,<'ii:l;t'.¢,~ii 
790)61"6 ,,OQ.~"'.ia:ilons 
~.,,. ,,i'fs:; oo'c/l'~i!.-'.tl:On11 
i.s-ik .:un ~oo, ·'a;_i;~a· l:l . ' ... , . ..J, '" lf.,,,,, .. ,cfl,, 
ii'.44•'3'9''1,"'(l'OO .. ··a:i'l.ons ;,,,. .,-_..,~ ... < .,,,.} ,, • '• • £ ...... ,.., .. '.,.,., 
'"7131 
CITY OF POCATEU.O 
EXHIBIT 113 










CITY OF POCATELLO 
Yearly water. consumption 
£_roll! 1956 to ~resent. 
Date: 4-12-89 
_v,e"al;'JH.,;mt:h ., Groundwater . , sutJ,a,c.ei . . . . Tota~ 
,i' ..-'-.-Y"'·"'",'.-'-1,..,.,9 ... sG-"·"'·-'·-i,1,""'ia""o""9"'-.c,;~1"'·,1·"a"'·.-c.:,;b"'n"'~o~.'-+--'--'--2,.,a..,6""•,""',4"'2"a<"" .. ,, .. o"o;,.;o...,·"'·,i-,....,,....,,-=-.,.2,...·_, .... 'l!f9;<)es;ooo 
·F.Y,. i957. J.;695,195;000 474,618.,0.0Q• 2,240,771,000 
t."i .. 1958 .1,641,44'8·,ooo 589,323,ooo 2'.,i4o', 11i,ooo 
F~Y. J95~ l,9:37;~59•,C>QO ·5.0~-,IS22.,000 2,.4,4-1,!JS,l,,OOO 
F,'11'. i960 2;!?34;475,0QQ 354,4°8'6,000 2,588,.961,000 
'f.'(. i9~l, 2,4a~,09_4·,ooo 2~s·.,4_os,090 2,7'19,502,000· 














- .-=.-- - --
GRANO 
TOTALS 
















. -- ----.. -------- ---- --.:.=== -== ·= 





14_7 .~6..1., 900 
152,265,000 
2·34, 922, OOQ 
~36,$?,2,000 
6'2,7', 2.1,l, 00.0 
52il~ 434, 0.00 
23.0,o4i; ooO 
259;-.8·33; 000 ----------.-~ 
~ ,.262';278·, 000 . 
14'1, 236,000 
144,084 •. 0,60 
~- ·= .. -;:.. =="'..-= 
2,;338';077', 000 
'149·, 28'fi', O,PO 

















Year /Mont't)c Groundwater, surface Total __;_--'-----__;_------~-~~~---~--------














TO'l;'AL'~ 2 , 423, 8S'7, 000 



















==·==·· ... '= --~- . ' 
704,317,000 
'ls\> ,.s1i', oo.o. 
14~ ;s-98, 600: 
16,S ,.!>08 ,,000· 
17 5, 04.8, 000 
313, 54·9,0!)0 
4so;201•,.oo.o 
535~ 218 ,,000 
4s.9, ~ai, ooci 
2sa osz o.oo zj.::i' a, 5' ooo· ... • I ., .. t, . " , .. 
-----------t ,:i,64/630', OPO 
1~2 ,.48~, ooa 
153•; 847 I 00'0; 




t'~i, ~sa, o·o.o 
484:, 536,000, 
54'5, 655 ,.ooo 
·128,6,!32,000 
6'23,37'9',000 
387; 09'1;, 000 
23'7,945;00.9 
l 304 686 000' . I I I 
.'.1.6.7 ,3S4,000 
































'RA.Ni) G. , , 
TOTALS 
Groundwater 
.... ___ ;,:_;.;.:,.:,;: _=----
3, 0i4, .6'41:i, 000 
--------------
2,823,480,000, 
surface Total ----. -.. -.--.-. -.. ------------
========·==-=-==-
615 I 45,1, 000 
167'-,905,.000: 
150.,S.18,,0!)0 
i? 2', 14~ ~ gQo' 
J,:9.8'•, 952 I, 0,00 
3·29., 226, 0,00 




2.1ti, s2s ;·ooo' 
2 ,l!.0'l:, 9?9, 000 
1,67', s, 5 ,,QqQ 
fl:i9'.,.834,.00.0 
3·,c630· ,.097 ,.o.oo, 
261, i,:Zl, ooo 
408,437,000 





2 ,asa, 83P ,q:oo 
16'2',, 844 ~ 000 
151,287 I 000 
=·========·=·=====-· ===,:::::;:';:::':::::::== 





' ·. . , 













Totai (Apr,. thru: bet.). 
'l!O'l'ALS .j ,332 ,:/ft:il,, d06 















'.fotal (AP.r:. thru ol::t,l 
______ . ____ . ____ ,.: 
. _-;,..,;.;._,,;,;; __ ._ .:,. __ ----
i, 781, tG:i, ooo 1, o4o\ ass, ·ooo· 
Total 
166,934;0.60 
149 ,'23'9; 000 
11fo, ~oo, ocio 
3()7,486,000 







,j ,53l, 1:58,:C,Q", 
1~8.1,eilb.,:Oi;io 
l61c, Q5S, !) 0 0 
172; 430', oox, 
156, so.1-,:0.0.0 
J,7~,!i~l.·ooo 
2'1~ ,73;1' 0'00 
336,802,.000 
5'2'1, 354·, 000 
5,n ,368·, oo,6 
699, 255',:00.o 
353,179;!)00 
234 022 000 • I t . ~ : 
-""'---~---:--
.2 ,c9.6/i, 11.l, 000 
175,555,0bO 
114, 261.,o.oo 





















C ,,Y•,. 197:2 
JahU.a.t'ir"' 
Eebrtlary 














. ====· -====· ·:=-
928, 804., 000 
Tota! 
J.Sl, 078.,.000 





764, '688 ,.00.0 
7.15 ,268, 000. 
321,s1s.,ooo·. 
·2,zs·, 966, oo,o· 
--~--------
3., ~ 7Q,, P'.Sfh 0Q.0. 
i91,.60.8,000 
f96 ,,636. ocfo. 
:;...=r=---··=·-.:..::---
4., 996,, 3$3, 000 
200,,:5'99, 000 
194; 057 ·i 000 
246,0ia;ooo 
.3J1 , 5'20, 06.o 
5.33, 113,,0Q<i 
535·,0l.2, ooo 





3,279, iif, coo 
194,9'2'6,0()0 
205,169, 666 







Year/Month . . Groundwater 





























TOTALS . 3,818,486,000 
surface 
Total. (Ap'r. thr,u. o_c!::, y 
-=·-. ===.===·= ·= .,, ' 
1,061,432,000 
'··".~".-~· ... ~ ··~,-~. 
Total, 
2:03, 22-e·.,,OOQ 
1:e 8 .. , 4~ 7 ., 000. 
:ZJ~·;:SQS:, 000 








3 ,, ·~1. ~;"]fl' ,_0,00 
20f'. 97:l, 600 
:2l·o.,852, QQO 
===;====·:;.=.l!t=~= 
209 ,84.2. ,,00'0 
189 i.12 9 , (H)O 































... = _-· ·_= --. 
GRAND 
TOTALS 
















. Groundwater Surf.ace 
To,tai (Apr·. ttirµ Clct ,) 
='"'=====·==·==·====·· --- '• ·-=. - ·= . _ ..
3;376,,772/000 1,026 1211 1 000 
Total (Apr. tl;i?:11. oct· •. l 
====- ----·-===== -.----===. ====== 
3,427,659.,000 1;109,027,00ci 
Total 
21·9 ,259-·, oo·o 
191, so·a,,ooo 







2·93, J93, 000 
3,:.:i4'7 ,-~!S7,0QO 
2'18,.415',00.!) 
tgs., s,"i ·,atfo 
'·=== '.' .... _ . ::-: 
4, 492,_ 983, o·oo 
214., 695' 00.0 . 
2.04.,.155, 000 
212i587·, 000 
-2 4'Cf; ·s 2 4'; o oo 



























•.' .. , ~ ' ~ . .. . 
Groundwater surface 
· JiJ.581,1$(/: /{),,ff'(' 
Tbtal. (AE):t. tlirt\ Oct. l 















::!:, 395',.504,, 000. 
-~-------- . --------------GRAND.' 
TOTAL.S 3,910,626,000 
92;5,740,000 
'I'Otai (Apr. t:'&ru. 6ct.t 
,;;,.·_:_.,:. ___________ _ 
725,090,000 
Tgtal 
22~, 31·:i. op~ 





681 ,-238., 000 
613-105 000 ,.. -· ! ,_., ... I . ·-
4•24, 919•, 001) 
i! . .1.1, a1z,.opo 
-----------3', 234., 9691,:000 
_204, 641h'OOO 
209;02s;ooo -:--:···;-___ ......... _=~= 
4' ,_32'.l-, 244, oao 
Z-13', 1,ili"!1,.000 
19.6·, 9S 1,,00() 
23.0, 660,000 
263,057,000 
341, ioo, 600 
6.49',.878, 000 
8J-1; 559; 000 
72',3\ 65:3, OQO 
394,238,000 
~Ji9., o::!1.1 ,jioo.· 




































' .. · . ·=_ -. --
GRAND· 
TOTALS'. 
Gr:o.l!ndwa ter s11.rfa~e 
'Jkital ( Apr-. thru oc);. ) 
--· --- . -· ·------ ·. ------ .-.----- - .. --. -".""--~-.-- ... ~------· 
4,, 725; 3'2•3;000 648,823, ;,000 
---------, ---- ------===. ===== 
J, 690 ,, 9·90, ooo 1,005,340,000 
Total 
242:,333,ClOO 
23;2, 41; a, ,J;Jo: 
.2s2, oio ,o:oo 
,304 68:9· 000 
, . ' ._• ,J . : ... 
602,726', o·oo 
730,314,000 
aa2.; !)92 /ooo 
s20;091~.ooo 
6:1~ itist, ooo 
39!1,39Q ,_.0,00, ------------
4, 1·5:9, 16·9:, <ioci 
2,3,7, 914 /000 
25 6;;.2s'2.,. o·Oci 
=·=-'< ·=· .-.. ···.::~=---·' 
5 ,'3·74, 146,000 
2.Ui, 736' ,.QOO 
2Jo;aa9;00o 

















































4,, 125 ,.347",00Q 965 ,·981, 000 
Total, (Apt. thri.t oat. ) 
='===== .======-: ....... !;:'!===========· 
3,3'11,059,000 1,119,492,000 
Total-
234 1991, 090 
224,,0.59, 000 
245 ,5'06, 0,00 
;311 ,.141, 000 
312,761,000 
6 tl, s20, ,R9R 
945, 5j4,, '.OOJ) 
877,625,000 
G1s, 3se ,·oo'o 
261. asG; o.oo . .;....;.:;;;. .;:.--~:~} ... ..;. 
.a·,:~~-~-' ~ss,, n.~o 
2.l!l,683,000 
-2·..,," .9·3· ··s·· ·o· oo· ,_,, ..... , ... , 
s ,'ci'!11.,a2s, ooo 
2,3'.3., 40.2, ((O'(l 




65,9\, 836; 000 
68.4',., 71fa ,-000 
61S,,HS,OOO 
36S, 463 ,(!00 
2,1'0,921:.000 
-·-,.;. __ ."":"' ____ ..,.,.. 


















Groun,;iwat,er · surface . - .. 
Total. (Aprc. th:ru Oct·. t 
liqvel?lbei:: 
Dec:e.mber 
:r ... ,~ ..... .'. • ... ·~ .==~~===::~=.=;=_~:.:~ 
GRAND 
TOTALS j, 2,j4, 708,008 



















========-==::: ... ::; 
1,066,416,000: 
Total 





~i:: i~:; g~.g . 




3 ~2ss-1 2os1000, 
222,409 ,.QOi): 
·zilt, 210•,ooo 
2 ~ 9 , ll!Hi, Ol'fO 






528, 171., OOll 
4.31, 84-'8, 000 
282,598;000 :.._;;... ________ _ 















M . ,. 









========·:=:: ,'_;,;,,,:;;;.. __ ;.;...:,..:,;..:. ___ ;...:.,...:. 
GRANlf 
TO'l'AtS 










oct;i;,be t · 
November 
December _,;,. ______ ;:_ 
GR11Nt! 
TOTALS 
4 , 270 ,J/l~, Q()() · 790·, 61,~,ooo 
To1:al: (Apr, tju:-i( dct, l 
=--=====·.:e"'t:::: 
4,191,722,000 699, 283',000 
Total 
2.2.~, 569, OOQ 
l42.,756,000 
259, 00.6, 000 




a·4s ;-01 s, oo:o 
j49·;669,000 
25~\ $6 ~. 000 
------------3, s) 9, 20s ,.ooo• 
2J.,~. 61P I QOQ: 
215;, ~9.9 ,.Qi:ia 
""!.~,..:.-.::.:..~-~~-;:;-
5,060, !17S ,.o,oo 
24 9., 006, 000 
.21:2 , Q,io; ooo 




Sia., 01'7 1000 
833', 196 ,ooo: 
379 ;•715, 000. 
2·4.7 ,.857 ,; OQQ --:---------
~·, H?:t ,.~1;1, Qoo 
22:l, 9lf0,,000 
21a·, s:s·o·, ooo 






Year /Month . 































Total. ( Apr,, thru oct·, > - . . .. - . . 
-., .,-":" ..... _--, . ,..; ,. 
1.osa, 799,ooo: 402.,502, 000 
' 
Total (Apt, thru Oct·,) 
.=-=-- .. ------- -- =-==-· .=-=====-
5,, 495,461,000 463,535,000 
Jt J g&r1 
















2;1$; 525,., 000 
2f1,s'79,cioo 
36~, i.ss ;ooo 
554 ,.830, 000 
871,641,000 
1,, 01s, 657, o·o:o. 
~29,1~01000 
Sjl2, 7,0.!;b 000. 
44-4, e5e:·,ooo 
•. 119 r596, ooo 
248, 761f, 000 
250, 736·, 000 
=====-======-
5,958,996,000 
- /f:/~?11FY - I I . 
a•1 '-! 'I!,,~ 
.i j_ i{ I 
' 










25'2, ~9f, 000 
225; U4; 000 
.. -7146 
CITY OF POCATeLLO 
EXHIBIT 115 





1970 Static Run 1971 Static Run 1972 
1-.Jan 33" .83" ..,, 45' .76" '"~ 
' ' 34' Jill" , .... 45' .50" 1,Mar 36' .17" ,...., ...... ,...., , ... _ ...... ' "' ,,. ' 1-M•v 47' .50" ' 31'.50" ...... , ' 48'.1r , .... 41·.1r '"" 48' .50" '"" .,. .,. '"" 1-S•n 7' .17" '"''" 42'.1r -A<n ,-act 45' ,83" ., ... ,_..,, ... ,-act 40' .25" 1 





WB..1. WATER LEVEL. READINQS _,, 
1~-200l 
Run 1973 StaUc Run 1974 
., .08" " 38' .25" Om ...... , .... :!g',87" ..... 
;i 38' .50" , .... , 0'.83" "'·"' 43'.75" , .... ,. 00' , ...... 35' .08" '"~ 40' .75" '"" 35' .17" '"" 40' .50' 1·A•n ... ,,. ' 38' .25" ' 42' .67" ,. "' 5a" ,-act ., 00' 1-0d ,...,., 40'.82" -36' .15" '"°"" 42' .00" .. ~ 
StaUc Run 1975 StaUc Run 
3'.00" '"~ 40' .33" ., .,.. .. .,_.,. 
42' .117" ,_..., 41' .00"' ., _,,. 
' 
,,. .,. 
15• ,_ 42' .08" 
42' .17" ,.,,,., 39' .OJ"' 
45' .00"' '"" 
,._.,. 
47 .33" 40' .50" 
41" .67 -s~ 38' .75" 
42' .00" ,-0a 37' .117" 
38'.75" ,...,, =•~ 
40' .82" ,-o.o 29' .1r 
' 
1976 StaUc 
' " ,.... ,...., 3,, .00" 
' '"" ,aoo 





"'·"' 39' .33" 








21-a 2 let.al 
(Sabcuo No.) 
EXHIBIT 
Poe, I /5 
1977 Static Run 1978 
'""' 
,. .,,. • .. ""..,. ,.., .. ....... 41" M• -• ,~ 
' "' ' ,.,,. ,....., ~.3-)~ , .... ,,.,.. 
'""' ..... ,..,., ' , ... '"· ,..,., 37'.00" 
,.. ... 
""' ..... , ' 
,.. ,_ 
"' 
Stat!O Run 1984 Stauc 
:W.13· 
l,a .w 1-¥.i) 
""·"" 
'"'" 
,.. . ,,. .... ,. .00" ,._.,. 3r.?S· ,.. .... .,,.,,, 
"''" - r.,. 
Run 1985 Static Run 1986 
31' 83" 1 11'1 38' .25" 
2fl'. 1-f"ab 38' .8 t-Fllb 





' ' .....,,., ·~-1 ,. 
,,. .00' ,r .ffr ,,. .... 
39' .00" 
4ff.-42'" ... ,,. .... .... ., .., ,,,. 
"'· 
,_ 
Stalk: Run 1987 Stallc Run 1988 Static Run 
:ur .50" 1.Jan .. 
1989 
















Static Run .... 
411'1" 
48' 11" 
.i8'~· .. ,. ..... 
,11·1· • ,,. -41' B" ,.,•r 
41'8" 
41'10' ,. ., .. 
43'1" .... 51'6" 
,. ... ,. .,,. ... ,. 







1990 Static Run 1991 
2-JM .,,. :>JM .. .... 2-Fob ..., .... ,_ ,,...., 48'5" ' 2 .... • 
'""' 411-4" 1 '" <12'3" ,...,,. 
18-Ju, <12'4" ..,. ,,.,.., .,,. ,~-
'"" <13'7" ""'" ''" 44'1" 27 " 14-JiJ ..... 
""" ,s•,- i1 i , .... ..... .. .. .. 
11-Aue -46'1" " 18-A•"' 46' 3• &-Od 
25-Aoo .... ,.,.,, 
1 .. ,. ,.,.,, 
29-SM ..... ,.,.,, 51'6" ,.,,~ .,,, . 
Static Run 1992 Static Run 1993 Static Run 1994 .... 2,M .. ~J,n ,w 10-.... 1.f"Db .. .. '°""' ,n ,., .. ..,. ,._,,. 411' 1 • 27-Feb 52' 10" 27-Feb "',. , .. ~ ... ,,,. 2 ..... 2-Mnv .,, .. ,.,._ .,,. 30-
42' 1· ..... 43' 11· 2 411'1" .,,. 
' 
..,.,. ~" 41'6" '"" 43' 10" 2 ,.,. 30-Ja .... • .., ... 3 53'-4" 2 41'3" 
53' 11· 8-Ju, q•,1.• 41'1" 1-0d 
44' 10" """' ..... .,.,,. 48'-4' ,..,,. 45'3" 2 .,. ,. 27-Nav 47'10' ·~~ 
45'6" ,,.,.., ~·,-
53'9" .. .,, .. ,,.,, .. .. 
.i2' 11" ..... .,.,. 25-Ju 65'2" 
61'11" 2-Aoo 55' 10' , .... 8-A•" ..... , .. 51'1" 
22-A .... ,._, .... 
~~- : 48'10" .,. .. .,. .. 
28- . ... 
><>• "'" """' .. ,...,., ... ,. 
WEl.l. WATER LEVEL READINGS _., 
1~-200l 
Static Run 1995 Static Run ,.., .. 
'""' 61' 10" •n M =•· .. ,. ,.., .. 61'0" .... , ... ~ .. ,. 
41'0" .... .,,. :>Joo .. ,.,o-.,,. 
'"" .... ..... ""'" ..,.,. .,,. 2·Sen 63' 11' .,,. ... ,. 
53' 10' 11 • .... 
52' .5" """" -41'3" "°""' • , .. 
1996 Static Run 1997 Static Run 
'"" 4111• "'" =~ .. .. 2-F<,b ...... , .. 2 .,,. 
2-Joo •r1· ,ro-
<1r11· .. ,. ..,. Coo ,. .. 
1- ..,. .., ... 
2 .... 2 ,.. .. .... -49'-4" 30-A ,.. .. ,.,,~ 47 .. ...... ..... ,.,.,, .,. .. 
1998 Static Run 1999 Static Run 2000 Static Run 2001 
4.JM ..... 2-Joo .,.,. ...,M .... ..,., 
•-Fob 44' ,- " 
..,. 
"""" 51' 10" 
..,, .. , ... ... ,. ..... .,,. ...., 50'4" 
i: ...., .,. .. .., -47' 10" ' .,,. ,.,., •r1· , .... " 30- 52' 1· ,,, ,,. ,. 5-Joo .., .. ..... 2000 
'"" .,, .. 4-Ju -41'3" 1 .. .. 9'Joo , .... oo .. ,. 1 '' . ..... .. .. 1s.Joo &s- ,40'11° .. •1·r 2 51'3" '"" .. ,. 3-0d ,.,. sos. 5t'.i" """ , .... -48' 10- .... ..,.,., .... '""" " .. , .. """' .... """" ,.,. ,. 
2-SM ...,_ 
1 
7-0d ,...,, ,..,., 
Static Run 2002 Static Run 2003 
"' 6,.JM .. ~ 1 .... "" ..... '"""" ,irs• ,....., , .. ,! 4r4· .,. 40'4" ,...., .... 
58'11' ... ,. '"~ .. ,. 1 55"1~ ...,~ 
1 "' ~ ,...,~ ,.,. ,~ .... .. ,. ,..,,,. 
"'"" "'~ "" ,,, .. 1 58' 11• """ "''" 17.JLJ .... .. ,. ' ,.~ ""'" ,,, .. , ... oo .... ... .,_ "''~ 11 61'6" 68'11' 1 .. ,. 1-No 51"10" .... ,,,,_ 55"7" .,.._ 








Static Run 2004 Static Run .. ,. f.Jan "'~ 
"'" ..... "''" 65'11 ! 
,.,. ,.,. 
"'"" .. . 61'3" 17•M11w "''" .. ' .,. .... ,. 1-Jcn 61"5" ,,,,. ,~ ... .,.,. 
"''" 02.Ju, .. ~ =•· ,.,. .. """ 51'8" ,. 1 SZT .,,,. , ..... .,.,. _,. 
'"'" .,.. 55'3" ,... .• s,·~ ... ,~ 12-A .... 
55"5" 11>-A .. 
64' 10" , .... .,. 
64'10" ,~ ..... 
5-C't1" S-Od 64'4" 
64'10" ...,., 61'11' ..... ,. 
52' 10" 
2005 Static Run 2006 Static Run 
"' 
..,,. 10JM ... ,. .., .. 58'4" .. 61'2" .,.,. ....., '1' 
56' 11' - 54' 11" ..... ... ,. ..... ... ,. ,.,00 55'6' ~,- ,. .. 
""' 
, ... ,...,. 55'3" 
"""' ..... 
1970 Statle Run 1971 Static Run 1972 Static 
1·.lon 31".00" 32' .75" t-Jllfl "' .,. ,.,., 32'.08" ,., .. 3 '.67" ,.,~ 21' 83" ,_..,, ,,. .33" ,_..., 27' .42" , ..... ,r ,., 28' .33" ,.,~ .M .6CP' , 7l" ,42" ,,. 
'"'' 28' .33" 
,.,,._ 
21' .33" ,...,, 2fl.Br ,..,oo 23' .00" ,..,oo "',.,. ,..., 21' .17" ,..,. 21' .00" 1-J,J • 7~· 
1-Son ,,. ,.,. 1 21' .50' ' "'.,. 1-0d 31' .67" 1•S8D 21' .06" ,.,.~ .,.,. 
1-N<ly 34' .06" 1-0d ,a,= 1-0d 111 .17" 
1-0~ 21' ,,. '""'' 20' .17" ..... 19' . .,& • 1 = . .,. 1-0o< ,.,.. 
( 
WElL WATER LfVELREADINGS 
w,m 
Run 1973 Statle Run 1974 
,. '" 2<1.15" ,..,~ 
1-l'ob 21' .75" ~., , ...... 21' .92" ..... , 74' .42" , .. ~ , 28' .06" ,..,oo 25" ,00" ,..,oo ,..,. 25' .25" ,..,. ,.,,_ ,.. 00" 1 
1.s ... . 33" 
1 =.,. ·- 21' .06" --Ooo ".33" -Ooo 
Static 
2l" 25" 
24' ,00" ,. .,. ,. ..,.. 
2tr .33 






Run 1975 Static Run 1976 Static Run ,..,~ '"'" HI' .25" ,., .. 27 .75" .. 19' .117" ....., 24'.33" ,.,,,, 20' .00" , ,,. , 24' .60 , ,.. .,. .00-,..,~ 21'.50" ,..,~ 24" .25" ,..,.. ,._.,. ,..,. ,,_.,. , .. ,. =.OW' ,. ,,_.,. 
' ,a,,,. 
, . 21· .33" 
1-0a '2(1 .17" 1-0d 21•.,r ,...,, , .... ·- 20' ..25" ,-0oo 18'.33" .,. 
19TT StaUc Run 1978 Static Run 1979 Static Run 1980 
1.Joo 21•.25• 1-J,n 27' .... 29' 56" 1•Jlln 
1-Fob 23' .42" 1•Feb 
27' ·"" 
1-Fob 20.SS- .. 
1- 25'.25" 29' .42" 1-MY ,,. ·"" 1-MY 
1 ... - 24' .67" 1-A~ 
,. .,. 1-A™ .,, .. 1 
1 .... - ?S' 06" 1 "' .... , ..... 31" .B7" 1 
1-Ma, 25'.:13" "" :w.oo- 1-Jun "'.00" 
,_.,, 
1 25'.17" 1-.,. 31'.B3" 1 31" .75" 1-JIJ 
1 00 27' .66" 1-A•" "'.00" 1 31° .00" 1-A•" 
1 .08" 1•Sen ,. .00" 1-San 31" .56" 1-SM ,.,. 29' .00" 1-0d 28'.Q- 1-0d 31".W ,,.,. 28' .50' 1-No, 28' .83" 1- 211.17" 1-No• 
'"''" 18' .83" 
,.,,.. ,. .33" 1-0., 28' .:13" 1 
1 29' .83" 
1-S= .,9' .ocr 
1~, 30' .17" 
1-0d 2r .67" 
-No, 28' .25' 
1-0~ , .. 
r 
Static Run 1981 Static Run 1982 
"'·"" 1 .,B' .6r Noo "'.00" 1-F"' 28'. 5" •b 
2050" 1-MY 'Z1' .17" 1-MY 
"",.. 1-A™ =.~ '"'™ .,. 1 ,..,,. 1-Ma• 
"'·"'" 1-Joo 28' .83" 1-Joo 29' .75" 1-J• ,. .00" "'" ,. .58" 1 ...... 1· 
,. .50' 1- "',.. 1-sen 
25' .75' 1-0d 21'.fff" 
24" .67" '""' 26".17" 
...,, 
%•..- 1-0., 28' .00' 1-0., 
WEU. WATER LE\la RfADINGS 
w .. ., 
Static Run 1983 Static 
25'.87 1-'M .00" 
2w .1r 1-FoO 21".IJJ" 
•. sa- 1-MY ,,. 
28'.W 1 ,,. .00" •.. 1 21' .17" 
23' .SO" 1-Joo 19" .00' 
24' .17" 1-J• 20' .33" 
24' .42" 1 21'.C2" 
"·"' 
,_ 
21' .00' =.,. 1-0d 19' .17" 
21• .112" ,_ 19' .17" = 00" ,. ,,. 
Run 1984 Static Run 1985 Static Run 1986 Static Run 1987 Static Run 1986 Static Run 
1 =,,. 1-JM 17' .66" 1..,.,, 21'.67" 1-JM = ... 1 ,. .33" 
1-Fab .,. -Fob 18' "75" ,~ .. = 1-F~ "'.<2" 1-Fob 21' .33"" 
1 21'.17" 1-MY 19" .17" 1-MY 20' .17" 1_..., 21' 5ll' 1 ,. ·"" 
1 ?1'.33" 1 .. ,,. 20' .17" 1· 21' .17" MM 'Z1' .17" , ..... 19' .fir 1 19" .75" "' ,.. i . .,. 1 I 77' .17" 1 18' .67" 1-Joo 111' .33" 1-Joo 18' .58" " 18' .83" 1 31'.42" 1-;J Hl'.33" 1 22' .1r 1·"' 20' .83' 21 19' .5a' "" 31'.flr 1-A•" HI' .75" -A'" ., .. '""'" .,... .•7" , ..... ...... 31'.75" 1-Soo 19' .42" 1 ,,. ,,. 1·Sfll'l ,,. .68" - ...... '""" "'.00" 1-()d 19'.W 1 d .17" =x• 10-Joo ,._,.. 3ZA2" 
"""' 18' .33" 1- 21· .SO" , ... , 2'1.76'" 1<-Joo 25',,,. ,_, 32' .75" 18' .33" """' 21· .83" '"""" =.67" ,..,oo 25'.17" 7-A ,,,_ ... "'"" ,.,.,. 1>A•" '3'.00" " " ,r oa- A ,,. ,.. ''"'" ,. .,. " ,,. .00" 7 .17" 3- 33' .17" 
21 28'.17" , ,,. .08" 
28' .17" " 
,, _,,. 
1- 28' .33' ,~ 32' .42" 
1-0d 28' .25" ""' 32' .42" ·- 27' .17" 1 31' .33' -Coo • ,-0~ 30' ...... 
1989 Static Run 1990 Static Run 1991 Static Run 1992 Static Run 1993 
~ ,. .. ,_,,,,, 2r11· 3-J ,.,. ,.. ,, 
1-Feb -,· ,. .. >¥M ,.,. ,.,, .. ,.. ...... ",. ...., ,.,. ,..,,, ,. .. ,.,., ,.,. ,.,.., , ... ,rg- , ... ,.,. ' ,. .. ,.,. .,. , .... ,., .. , .... ,n ..... , ... =o- .... ,~,,,- , ... 2-Ju, ,.. ,_, , ... , .. ~ '"'" 2r10" ...... 211' 10" " , ... ,,.,., .,, . , ... ,...,.,,, .... "'" 31'4" .... ,,_..,., ,n 00 ,.,. ,..,. 31' 10" """' 31'2" ...., , ... , .... 31'2" 20-Jul ,n ~00 ... ,,...., 28'11" .... "1' , •• ' 32'4" ,~ .. .. 17.Ju, ,.,. '""" ,,.,. ,,.. ,._,~ ,,,. ''"~ ,.,. 21-Jul ,,,. 1 32' 11· 7].Jm ",. 2-Jul ,. ,. , " =n• 1 3l'4" '"" ,,. ,. ...,,, ,., .. ,,,. , ,u """ ,,. .. "'"" 31'2" ,m~~ ,, ... ,,.,. '"'" .... ' ' . ..... = ,,.,. ,,,,. 
"""' 31' 3" 25-A 33'7 >-No ' .,. ' 34' 1" .. 31'4" ,. 33'(1' '°""" ,.,. :\4'"-" 31'6" ,._ ,,. .. ' 34' •O" 15-A ,,, ...,., 31'6" 22-A 35•4• -~ 31'4" ,-0- ,.,. 35'5° 31':," .. , ,. .. .. 31'6" ~21 ,. .. ,0. 31' ,. ,.. ....,, ,.,. , .. , .... - _,. """ ,,.. ""°' 34' 10" ,....,, TM< ... 
( 
Static Run 
=r ..... -·--,r,. 
Mil WATER l..£VELR£ADINGS 
Wd'7 
1994 Static Run 1995 Static 
""'"' ' 
., .. 
' "" '"""" 
.,,. ,..,, .. ,.. ,. .. ' 711'5" .,,. ,.,. 




34'6" '°"" 31'3" 1-<ld 33·· ' 
,,,. ,.,,. ,,.,. 9-<ld ,,.,. 
1 31'9.5" ,,_..,., .,, .. ,_,,_ 29'5" 
30-0,o 28'11" 
Run 1996 StaUc Run 
>M~ ,.,. .,,.. ,.,. ..,., 28'1" , ... 
00 , ... 
<-Aoo ,.,. ,-s- .... , .. -· .,.,, ,.,. 
' ,. .. 
1997 Static Run 1998 Static Run 1999 Static Run 2000 Static Run ....... .. 'hJM 24'(1" ,_,M ,. "'" .. ,.,,., 25'6" 31.Jllfl , ... .... ,. , .... , ... ..,,., ,., .. ,. ,. ,..... ,. .. ,. .. 
~M ,., . ,. .. , ...... 2r10" 
1-Ju, 24'5:' ,, ..... ,., .. - ,.,. '"" ,.,. """ 78'11" '"" ,,.. ' ,.,. , [ii ,,. , , ... ,.,. ,., .. .. 28'10" - ,.,,. >Cd 28'11" """ ,., . ,_ ,. .. 24'7" 12-00G 2r10-
1970 Statlo Run 1971 Static Run 1972 Static ,...., 43" .75" SM 45' .33" '"M 41' .75" ,.,,. 43' .82" ' 45' .33" ,., .. 42' .25" ,~,., 44• .50" , ...... 46' .00' , ..... 42' .76" ,_ ... ,,. 
' 48' .25" •2' .83" ' 4a-.1r ' 45' .33" ' • .,. .63" ,..., -,r .OB" , ~ 43' .76" '"~ "· '"' .... .,. '"" 44' .(ff" 111 •-s- 45'.50"" ,. 41' .63" 
-Od 44' .58" ,_ 41' .83" ,W' .16" ,_,,,., '.83" •-Od 42' .25" ,-00 •a .33" 
<-DK 45'.00" 
,_ 
41' .33" ,_ ""·"" '-0K 41' .68" ,_,,., 40' .58" 
,-· 
WE.1..1.. WATER LEVEL READINGS 
w.a010 
um-1988 
Run 1973 Static Run 1974 
10M 41'.6r ' .. 47'.17" 1-Fob , ..... ".58" ,.,..,, ,_ 43' .OB" ' ' '9.01" ' 00 45' .50" ,a~ 





43' .58" ........ 





Run 1975 Statlo Run 1976 Static Run , -'2'.83"' ,a- -tll' .75' 
1-Fob C'.25" ~I -'1' .06" , ..... -'3' .scr '·~ , 44' .17" 0".08" , ...... "·"' 46' .58" '"00 .... ,.,. ,_,,., 44' .09"' ...... ,__.. ~.- r; 45' .33" 42' .42" 44' .SO" ,-s- ....... .,. .00" 
'-Cd 39' .83" ,.., .. 41° .42" 
1-No, 3Q' .Hr 
,_ 
41•.1r 
' ,CO' ,1T K 41' .1 
1977 Static Run 197B Static Run 1979 Static Run 1980 Static Run 1981 Static Run 1982 
1.Jan -47' .08" 1_.,M -45' .92" I 1-Jlr -46'.82" 1111 I ~7' .63" 1-Jan -45' .58" , ... , 
2.IOeb -43' .00" 1.f&b -46' .08" 1·Feb 47 .33• ,., .. -47'.112"' .,,. .,. ,~ .. ,_..., .t3' .33"" I 48' .92" 
1~' 
47 .25" 1-MM 47' .50" ' .113" 
 __
' 44' .87" 
, .... .t8' .er 47' .83" ' .t7'.50" ' 44' .25" ,~ 4UO" , ..... 47'.11"' 40' .75" 1 ... . 00" ' -411'.58" 1 , .... .,,. .00" , ..... "'-"" 1-Jllll "'00' 1 ........ 46' .83" ,_.,oo 
15-M, -45' .08" '""" "-"' ~~ "'_.,. I -48' .4 11 ! 49' .67" 
, ..... , .... -45' .68" ' 4g .83" 46' .75" 411' .50" "'.00" 1 ' ~ 45' .25" 1.Sa, 47' .25" ,_ ..... 47' .33" ,. 46' .17" ' ,_.,, .. 1-0d 47' .42" 1 48' .75" ,.,, . ..... -Oct .t7'.33" ,.,,. 
1-a .t6".:r.i" 1.flov 48' .06" 1 47'.83"' ,_,,,, 45'.fU -- 48' .50" ,_ 1-A .. 44' .83" ,.,,.. 46" .83" 1-0ec ..... 1-<7~ ... _.,. ,,~ 48'.25" ,.,,.. 
1 -46'.Br 
1.5..., 46'.17" 
1 46' .158" 
1-0d 46' .00" 
1-Nov .,,. ,~oo .,. . 
WELL WATER LEVEL READI~ ...... , 
1977-1Q88 
Static Run 1983 Stallc Run 1984 Static Run 
8' .~s- '-'~ 7 1-lan .,. ,. 
-46' .75" ,~ .. ,t]' .-42" ,~ .. .t2' .33" 
46' .11"' 1-MM 43' .7S- 1-MM "2'.75" 
411' .~s- ' 44'.M 1 .,. .00" .t8' .42" , ...... 44' .00' 4Z _.,. 
48' .33" ,_.,oo .tJ'.00" ,_., ..... 
"6".B.l" 
i 
42' .113" 1 " 43' .33' 46" .00- 43'.17" ' 4Z .... 45" .17" 4? .75" 1-S11• "'2'.17" ...,. _.,. 1-0d ., _.,. 1 •••. 00" ...,. _.,. 1.- 40' .58" 1-No, -41'83" .,. _.,. 1.0.0 -42' .17" 1-0., -41• ,83" 
1985 Static Run 
'"~ -41'.5<J" "•' .00' , ...... .t2'.00' 
1 42' .25" 
1• 42' 75" 
.,. 00' 
.,,. .60" 
1 .,. _.,. 
1 -43' .58" 
1-0ct 43' .58" ,..,~ 43' .00" ,,,., 43' .00" 















1 ,~ .. 
' "-Mo 
-43' .17" 12 
'.56"21 
44' .SO" 2 ._.,~ 
' 
.. .,. 
.,. .00" ..... 







2"'-Jll 411' .83" 
r~::: 
21~47'.50" 
21:h' 45' .42" 
1 4T .75" 
1-0et 48' .00" 
-Nov 47' .42" 
1..0.C 46' .75" 
1-Jll:rl 46' .75" 
1-feb 47'.00" 
1-Mllr 47' .00" 
46' .92" 




46' .17" ~ 51' .87" 
1 57' ."5" 
-47' .00" 7 52' .215" 
47' .&r 13- 52' .50" 
~ 52' .50" 27~ •I:~::~ 
48' JU' 10-S 52' .58" 
17-sr"" 46' .00" 
24· 52' .118" 
1-0et 51' .58" 
1.-Nov 50' .83" 
1-0ec 50. 00" 
"'.00' 
"'.92" 
.,. .00' .,. .,.. 
1989 Stallc Run 1990 Slallc Run 1991 Static Run 1992 Slallc Run 1993 Statlc Run 
""~ 49'7" 2-JM ..... 2-Jan 49'4" .. .... ~JM 51'8' >-Fob .... .... .,,. 0-Fob 48' 11· 1.f"•b .... M 51'7" 
"""' 48'5" =~ 4T111' 
,...., 48' 11• 2il-F.O .... 27-FMI ''""" , .. ~ 48'1' 31-t.ffl 411" 1• , .. ~ .... ,- 4g,,3• ' "" 30- .. ,. , ... .... .. ,. ,~= "''" •=· ""' , .... 48' 11· 2-Jun 4174• ,...., 49'4" ..... fit'O' ,.,,. 4!'.I' 10' 
1 .... O..,oo .... -~ 51'4" ,...., 51'1" "'" -411'11" 48'1" 17•Jun .... ..,,. 61' 10' 2 61'6" ""'" 51' 11· 27-Ma 48'3' 23-Jun 41711" ,..,,. 51'11" 51'8' 2 ,.,. 
"'"" 49'6" 49' 11· ,.,. 61'6' ~ .,,,. .,~ 61' 10' '""" 48' 11· ~"" .... "' .. ,.,. """ ,,_.,,. 51'1[1' 1>,Joo 5 "'°" .... ,. ,,_,,,, .... "', .. , .. .,,. ,..,. ,,.,. ,~ 00 ,,. .. ,_ .,,. , .. ,,., """' 21.Jul 52' 5• , .... ~ .,,. 27.Jtri 62"4" ' .,,. 51'8"' ...,. ,,. .. ,,..,....., ' ,,. ..,. ' .. ~ ... 50' 111' 51'11" .. .. , .... ,. 5711" 11.Jul ,,.. , ... 5 ... 5''10" SYO' 31-A•- ' ' 64' ,. "- 61'2" ""' ' .,,. 51'0" ,.., . .,,. 51'L"i" 571' .,,. :).NOY ., .. 54' ,. 
s1•r .,.,. , I 52"3" • .... ... ,. 
12-A 51'3" 52'T 51'4' ' ,, .. , ... 51'3' ",. ...... .,,. ,,_ 51•1 • ,~ 61'0" .,. ,. ,~K .... .. .. 
2-Son ,,,, .. 51'8"' ~ 54•4• .,. 60' 10" 6t'r ,,_ 54•4• 
"'"" 




, ... ,.,. ,._,. 
~ 
'""" "'°" 00 
WELL WATER LEVEL READINGS 
Wllll#1D 
111n-1988 
Static Run 1995 Static Run .,. .. 2"w "''" .... 211..IR,i ..~
47' 10" ,.., .. ,.,. 
48' ,. ,. 48'4" 
48' 10" 48'6" .... :>Joo 411'4" 
51"R" 1 49'1" .... 30.h.d .,,. .... 2- ""' 62'8': """ .... 51'5" 12-H<w 49'10" , ... •ir 10' =oo ••• 
1996 Static Run 1997 
2-M• 48'4" 4-JM .... ,_,., ..... ... ,. -2000 . ,.
:! 
.. ,. 
.Cll"4" 1 ~ 
51'3" "'" 2 61'1" ,.,.,., 4S' 11• 
U>oo 4S' 11· '""" ,__ 
"""" 
Statlc Run 1998 Static Run 1999 Static Run 2000 Statlc Run 2001 



















Run 2002 , .. ,. 
""" 1-Feb ...... ,...,, 
' , ...... 
12-Ji.-. .. ,. ""'"" .... "" .. ,. '""" .. , .. """ .. ,. • 56" 10" 7 ,.,. .... 
10-0d 
5 ,. 
'""" 58' 11" """' 
Slallc Run 2003 
63'5" ,_,_, 
576' mo .. ~ .... -61'1" ' 54'5" 2 
S4'1t" ~00 
55'3" ...,., ,,. .. 23-Jul'J .... '"" on """ "'" "" .. , .. • 5610" 
56'0" ""' 55'3" Uh\ 
55'2" ""' .,,. 4-S~ ~, ;::s 
&Od 
,5-0d ,..,., ,..,.., 
'ilEI..L WATER LEVEl READINGS _,,. 
11117-1'11111 
Static Run 2004 Static Run 
52' 11· '"- .... 576' ... ~ ..... 
573" ,...., ,..,. ,,.,. , ... - .. ... 
572" ~ ~· .. .... " ,,., .. '. 55',. ' 54' 11" 
55" 10" ' 54'11" .... •= ... ,. 
srs· 22000 or 
sr10- .... .. ,. ..,. 56' 11· .... """ oro-.... or,-
59'3" ,._.. ""' ,.,. 5"6'
00'0" ,,, .. ,. 
59'.,. 1 .. ,. .... ,.,, 5"6' .... ,~, = .... 5 , • .. ,. """' .. .. .... .... ,,... 
2005 Stallc Run 2006 Static Run ,_ ... ,. ' 51'4" .... .... 10-flllb "''" ~- ,,, .. 5"4" ,..._ 52' 10" .,., .. 
BJoo 52' 1• ...... 576' 
=o-~,- ,,. .. 







' , .. ~ 
1-Ma" ,_,.., 
"'" ,-s-





35'.00' ,.. ... 




35' .83" ,. .... 
1971 Static Run 
" 36" JXT ,.,,.., 38' .33" ,.,.,, 3g_1r 





1-0d "'M' ·- ...... ·- 31• ,OB" 
1972 Static Run 
1.Jan 31•.1r 
ob , .... , ..... 34' .C8" 
' 34' .50" ' 33' .83" '"~ :!1'.33" 
"'" 31' .83" ' 31' .fJ7" 1-sa" 30' .fl" 
=.61" ,_ 
"' '"""" 211'.75" 
waL WATER LEVEL 
Wellf\2 
,gag.2003 
1973 Static Run 
,a~ 31• .Q8" 
J-Fob 31' .117" ~· 
' 34' .lr.2" ,_,,, 3r.1r ,_.,.., Jr .25· 
' 37' .SO" 1 37' .75" 
1.S.• ,,. .61" 
,.oa 33' .75" 
1-0.0 32' .83" 
1974 Static Run 1975 Static Run 1976 Static Run ,,.,.. ,coo ,,. ,,. ,aw ,..,r 
J-Fob ,,. ·"" -Fob ' .5<r Hob 30" .17" '""" 
,.,..,... , ..... ,,. _,,. , .... 30'.B7" 
' 
,.. .,. 35' .92" ' 34' .117" ' "'·"" , ... ,. .,. ,,. .... ..... 37' .25• ,a~ 32' .75" "'~ 3g .58" 
' 37' .33" "'" ,,. .... '"" 3S' .58" , .. .,,. r ' 33'..,. ' ,,. .112" 1-Sa" 3.C" .11" ,_ 32' .,r ,_ ,,,~ 





1977 Stallc Run 1978 Static Run 1979 Static Run 1980 Static Run 1981 Sta!lc Run 1982 Static Run 1983 StaUc Run 1984 Static Run 1985 Static Run 1988 Static , 1.J•n ,. ,,. ,~- 3T.33" 3B' .OB" ,a~ 34' .92" 1-M 38' .33" , 25• 31' .00" 31'.1T ,- 32' .33" 
1-l'ab ,,. ·"" ,.,, .. 311 .58" 1.;,o 3r.11· .,,., 311.17" .,, .. 35' .42" 1.;ob '"·"" 1.;ob ,,. 25" 1-Fab 31' .17" 1.;ob 31'.33" ,.,,, 33' .42" , 37' .OB" 1-= 3r 33• -MM 37'.92" ,_ 37' .75" 1 ..... "'·"" 1-MM '"·"'" 1-Ma, ,,. .... 1 31'.5ll" 31' ,Oil" 1-MM 31'. 33" , 34".61" , 31' .33" 1 311.83" 1-A- 311 .lS- , 35' .83" 1 37'.56" 1 33' ... 1-A- ~.17" 1 30' .17" 1 31' .33" 
1 34• .42" , 37" .92" 1·"" .,. ... 1 ,. ·"" 1 31" .42" 1 ,. ·"" , ,,...,. 1-Mo 31' .33" , 32' ....... 1-M- ,.. . .,. 
1-Mav 35" .33" ,a~ ..,,,. 47,08" 1-.kn 40' .25" '"" ,. ... ,- ,. . .,. ,- "'.83" , ..... 30'. 1 ,, . 15-Ma" ,.. .08" 41',QT 1~- 43' .2S' 10• 311 .00" ' " 41' .17" '"" 37' .2S' 1 .... 33' . .,. 1 " 33' .00' '"" 34' .7S" 1 .... '"~ ,. .ITT" 1-A~ 41' .75" 1- 43' .42" 1 :w.tr 1 .,. 25' 1 31" .00" 1 33' ·"" 1 34' .33" 1· 32' ·"" 1-A '. 1i;.,,oo 38' .25" 1 40' .67" 1· ... ,,. 1- 37" .61" 1 41'.!iD" 1.s- ,. .33" 1 33' .60' 1-s- 31'.00" 31' .75" 1 
10• 31" .50" 1-0d 38' .50" 1-0oi 41' .SIi" 1-0d 35' .2s• i.oo 37'.92" 1-0d 33' 00' 1-0a ,..,,. 1-0d "'.00' 1 ,.. 5" 1-0d 31' .42" 
I 
37" .33" 1-No, 37' .33" ·- 311 .83" 1- 34' .33" 1- 36' .17" 1-Nov 32" .33" ' "' .,. ,_ 31' .33" 1 .... , 311.42" 311 .2s· 1-0.0 "'.'8" , ,. .60' 1-0 34' .67" 1-0o< ,. ... 1-0o< ,,. .'8" 1-000 ,,, ·"" 1-0.0 30' ·"" 1-0.0 31' .33" 1-0,c 31' .42" 37" .33" ,~ ,. .... 
36" .67" 
1- "' .,. 
1-0oo ... .,. 
Run 1987 Static Run 1988 Static Run 
1.Jan 31' .33" 10M 37' .42" 
1-!'ob ·"" ,~ .. ,. .33• , .... 31' .75" '"" ,...,.. 1 "' 08" ,. 38' .75" 
33' .76" ,,,. ,,. 
31' .113'" ' "'·"'" •coo .... .,. 34' _50" 21¼ 36' .33' '"" .Z.75" , ~-,s· ..... 43' :33" 
31' .67' ...,00 3r.n· '""' 42' .33" '"""' 
, .... ' "'·"' ,,,,oo 36.&r ,... 4'.00" 
,o.Joo Jr .75" ' 44' .08" ,~- 38' .83" 43' .50" ,, =.ro- " 
.,. ,,. ,.,. ,. .'3" ,o.sw ,42' .58" ,, • .4()' .33" " 43'.er 1 311' .50" ,., 42' .33" 
' ,. "" 1-0a ~ .75" ,, 311' .75" ,_,.,, ,41'.Bl" ,. "'.00- '"''"' 311'.IW ' 41' .33" ,..,. 38' .75" ,__ 
36' .75" ·- 37' .33" 
1989 
-.JM ,.,, .. ....... 




"'"00 7 00 ,..,oo 
..,,. 











311'4' ,.,. ,. .. ..... .... 
41'4' 




Run 1990 Static 
,rs-,.,, .. ,r .. 
"""' ,ra-3 ' 37'10' , .... ~ ,.,. ,. .. '-J•• 39'"-" 
o.Joo .. '""""' 
,.,. 
2>Joo ,., .. ,_,,. ,..,,. 
21-.Jut , 
" 42'4" 4-Aoo 
4'>' 10" ,,_ 
43'0' ' 43'4' 43' 1• .. ,. 
43•4• 1-Sm 42' 10' 
43'3" ,._ 4"'4' 
43'6" ...... 40' 11· 
42'11" 1-000 , ... 
42'11" 
47 4• 
Run 1991 Static Run 1992 Static Run ,.,, .. ... .. ,._,,. 311"4" ,.,,., 311" 11" ,.,, .. 411'1" , .... 311" 10" ,., .. .,,. 
1•A..,.. """' 
,...,, .,,. ..,__ 39' ,1· 2 41"4" 
39' 11• ...... 43' 11· 
41'2" ,o.Joo .... ' 42"3" 6Ju 43'7" .,,. 
41"6" '""' 44'3" , ... ,. .. ... ,. ..,~ ..... ., .. ,,.,., "''" ,~ 46'3" <13"4' ~· 44' 1· .... .... , ... oo 45'1" ,,_ ..... ...,. " ... .. 4!'10" ... ,. 2 ..... 11.JiA 45' 11· ... ,. ,,_ ...,. ,.., .. ,. 
5-0d ,,.,. 25.J" .. ,. 
""' 41'9" 
, ... • 
' .... o.,oo . ... ' 47'6' '2-Aoo <ra-
,ra-.,._ ,ra-,, .... 
•=· 48'4" 





'"''" '°"'" 27.f"eb ,,..,., 
' 
""' '°"" 2 .,,., 
:!O-Oct 
' 
WELL 'l't'A TER t.£Va. 
Wllt12 
1QBU • ~003 
Static Run .. ,. ., .. .,.,. 
41'9" 
41'1" .,,. 
41'0" ,.,. ..... 
311' 11· , ... ,.. . 
1994 Static Run 1995 
' . ,.,_ ,.,,.., ,r.- ' 
2i 
,.,. ,..,,., ,. .. , ... ,. .. ,._ , .... . ... ~- .. , .. ,. 
'°"" 46'4" ·I .. ,. ,.,,.. .. ... 
"'°" 43'0" "'"~ -0= , .. """" 
.,ai~~--
Static Run 1996 Statlc Run 1997 Static Run 1998 ... ,. ...., :rrr .,_,,m ,.. .. ""'" .... ,...., ,. .. ,.,, .. ,.. .. 1.f"ab ..... ""'" ,.. .. ,_ ,,., .. ,..,~ ...,. , ,,.,. ,. .. --39'10' '°""' ,,. .. ...... , ,.. .. ,..,,, 39'11" 4173• ,.Joo 34' 10" 31-Mav .. "" . .. " ,. .. " .,~ 28-S." .,, .. ,., . ' 42'4' ,_..,, 31111" ,. .. ~"'" "-0'10" =•O- ~ :W' 10" ' . ... ,_..,,. 3"11" ,_..,,. ,..,. """' :W'"' ,, ,.,. 
Static Run 1999 Static Run 2000 Static Run 
,.-r ' JS' &.Joo 
,.,. 
35"2" 31.Jan 3'' .. ... , .... 
JS'O- ,, ... .... ~ ,. .. 
35" , .. J.A~ ,, ... ' ,., .. ,.,. 2-M:ov 3T4" JO.,M ,. .. ,. ,. ,.,. ....., .,. .. ,. .. ~ ,. .. "" «r ,. .. '"""" , ... ••r ..... .. 45'1" ~·= .. , .. ,.,. ""' 42' 10" JO.S- .. .. " 30-0d ,.,. ...,,, ... ,. -·· s.o- ,.r """"' 4(' 1· 
2001 Static Run 
"'" .... .,., 4('4" ..... ., .. 
' 43'1" 43'4" 
N•• .. 
OJ~ 45'5" .. ,,, .. ,. 
" .. ,...,. .. 
49'1 " 
' .. .. .. ,.,. 49'10" 
47'10" , ... _ ., .. 
7-0d 47'10" -· .... 2-0oo .... 
WEll WATER LEVEL 
""'"'' 1QSQ-2003 
2002 Static Run 
11-JM ... ,. 
1-fab 44•4• ,...,, .. ... 
' ,n ' "r '""' .... ,,.,.., 4T10" , ....... ..,. ,- ..r 
48' 11· 
' 411'5" 17•JLJ .... 
'""" .lQ'10" ,..,. ., .. ... •r 
'""' 4r5· 1-NOY ••r 
"'" .... 
2003 Static Run 2004 Static Run 2005 Static Run 2006 Static Run 
1.Jan <>r '" .. NM ... '°"" <?r '-l'M .,.,. =.. .,,. .. .... ,.,., ,0·1· ......., 43' 11· .... 4r1· ,l_<,'5" 41"2" .,. ,. 4T4" .. 4"'10" 
' ,,, .. '"r ....... ... ,. ,.,~ 4T 10" 1 4"r - .,. .. 48'•" 46'11" 11-Ja ..,. ,...,~ 411'1" '"~ 46' 1· 47' 10" 
""'"' .... ,...,,. .. ,. ~ .... ,~ ., .. 2'0•• .... . ... 
51'5" .,_, 4D' 10" , .... .. ... 
" • 51' 10' 
.,., r .... ''"" .,,. : ., .. ,....,, .,, . ., 53'1" ' ., .. ' 51'2" 50' 11• 25- .,. .. " 51''1' 51'5" .,,. \ 52'0-.. .,,. ~ 51''1' 
1s.s- 41'3" ,~s 49' 10" ,...,. 51'7" 6-0d .... , ... ,,_ .... 
'""' ., .. ,_, 41711" ·- .. r 
1992 Static Run 1993 Static Run 1994 Static Run ,, .... .. =m s 2.Jan '""" 27-Fob "',. ,.,., "'"' 3S'1" 28-f"•b ., ... 
1-M,w Pm"' , ,ar 
29-M.9" 31'3" .,.., 31'5" ~- 31'5" ,......,, ,,. .. 
"'"" 
,,. .. 2.Jul 34'7" 
' 31,. " 
,.,. 
2-00 31'2" ""1' 
"""" 29' 11" 1-0a 
.,,. ,...,., .. 21>-0d ,. .. 
1.000 35'11.6'" 
1995 Static Run 
1.Jan ,, .. 
'""M 35'0" .... .,. .. 




30-.M 35'8" ,.s- '"'" """ 
,,,,. ,.. 
"""' ,,. .. """"' ,,. ,. 
\\ELL WATER LEVEl READINGS 
__ ,, 
1992-2003 
1996 Static Run 1997 ,..., 31•r ~,m ,....., 31•r m, 
,,.r ....., 
,-,,~ 3"1" • 
'°""" 
.,,. 
""" .... ~ 31'4.9 1,,.
7. ,,.,. ....,. 
' ,,. .. ,. 3-No-, ,. .. 
1.000 28' 111" "°" 
'°"" 
Static Run 1998 Static Run 1999 Static Run 2000 Static Run 2001 ,.,. .._,M ,. .. NM ,. .. ,,.,. 5"~ , ... 1, .. ZI'~ 31 29'1" .... ,. ... ...,,. , ... 1....., ,.,. ...., 31'8" .......,, s,·r 
,.r ,._ 27' 11" ~ .. 1 ,,., .. 1 
••r ,. ... .,,. .,. 3S' , .. 
2s•r 31 ,.r ......., ,. .. srr 2-J~ 










StaUc Run ,. ,. 
,.r .... ,. .. 
47' •• ... ,. ., .. 
42' 10" 
... 10" ..... ..... ..... 
44•5• ..... 
45'1" 





' ' ' 12.Jia, 
' 00 ,...,oo 





Static Run 2003 
311' 11" ,a-,., , .... 
3T5" .... 
3U ,..,. 1 ,.,. 2"00 ,.,. o.Joo .... 1s.,oo 
39' 11· ,,.,,oo .... "" .... 14-J• 
41'2" '"'" 4 •4• ""'" 4t'r 
Qe 11 
43' 10" 




1<-0d ,.,.,, .. 
•. 
WELL WATER LEVB.. READINGS 
Wlllll13 
1'82-2003 
StaUc Run 2004 Static .,,.,. 1-.,., ,n .... .,.,. ,.,. ....., .,,. 
''""" ' , ... .... 41'8' .. " ., .. 41'1" 2 .... 
41'9" 1 ..... .... ., .. ,...,oo .. .. ... ,. "3'10" 
48' t• """ .,.,. ' .... 46'11" .... .... >-A ..... 
46' 10" ' '70" 1~ 45'10" .... ., .. 16.S&D ., .. 5-0d 
4T1" ...., 










2005 Static Run .. ~ .,.., 
' ,..,., ., .. .... .. ,u 
S.,oo 3 
" ="· >-Aoo .... 
~ 41''i1' 
'""" ,a1· ,..., .... 
0-0K :1r4• 
2006 Static Run 
1 ,. .. 
"''" ,. .. ...., ... .. 
[' 
' i i 
l' 














WELL WATER t.EVt!l. fl!IWXNGS 
""'"" 1tQl-2003 
19911 Sia!le Run Run 1992 Run 1996 Slallc - 1997 Sia!le - 1998 S1a11c Run 1999 .,_, ,,.,,. ...., ,. ,..,. ,.. '°""' ,.,. ... r """' 3:'l'H' •• ,_ """" ,..,. 1r ,,. 1 35' .. ,, .. ,,,. ,.,.. ,..,,. " .. ,. " 1'hM ,..,. ' ,ro- ,. .. sr.- ,n ... ,,. .. 
' '""" ::w:,,1• -11 ,..,,. ,_ ,..,,,. ,_ ,.,. """' ,..,. ""' ,.,.,. ' "°" ,..,. .,. .. ,..,. ,.. .. """" """' ,.,. "' 
' 
~ 
Stafic Run 2000 Static! Run 2001 ! Static Run 2002 Static! Run 2003 Stafic Run 2004 i Static Run 2005 Stafic Run 2006 Stafic Run ,~,. ....,. 3'r ...,., .,.,. ....., 41'9' , . ..,, 41'8" '""' ,l,6'11" 1 "'" "'"" Unat,ioi to ottm ftlad 
i 
' ,.~ ~ .. ... ,. ..... .... , .. 41'0" ., .. 41'2" """' ..... ~,· lo-Fob UrWlle IO Obtain ""' . ' , .. ...., ..,. I 
.,,. .... ,t,'$" ,_ .... UIM .,,. ....., ,.., . "", .. 1 ........ ... ,. 1 11'10" ,.., .. .. ,~ 41''Z" ..... ,n•:,• 
31'1" ,.~ I 41'3" .,., .. •• .. , .. ~ .... ,_,~ .... ., .. 11-M ·, ..... .. .. ,.. 
""" 41'tr ...,~ ... -.- .,,. ,~ 4''1" ~- ,.. .. ,,. .. 43"-4' 1 ..... "'~ -~ •• ,., .. -.,;r,· 3- .... ,_,. .... ,..,,,, 41'6" .. .. ,.,,_. «'S- ~ .((1'11' 




.,,. ,l ' ..,,. ,~. '""' "''" '°"" ..... ,. . il5'1· ,.,,.. .,,.,. 41,;'11" """ .,,. . ...,., ...... ~ --' . ,. .. '""' •1'11" ' ,,. .. ~- ..,., .. ' 4'0' 7 .,.,. .. , . . ,.. ~· ..... ,, .... ... ,., . .. ,. ... • ' '. I ... , .. ,..,_m -1r1• 1 "'" 1 ••• 1 ·-·ff'V .. '"""' ,r11• <48'15· 4T 11• 
' ..... 1 4114" .... ,._ 49'6" """ ..... - '"" """' .. ,.,,~ Tlr 
' ' 
' 
1970 Static Run 1971 Static Run 1972 Static 
1-.J;n Jr .50" I.Jon o- tr 1.Jan 35'.75" 
t-f"' 
,.. .,. m, 'I] .3J" ,,., '.VI' .,7' ,_.,, Jg' .33" ·- ,1· 06" ' ,,. ,. 4(1 .25• t-Am ,1· .a:r ,. ,,. .... , ..... 4(1 Sl" JV .75" t 
1.Jun 41'.W' ,_.,. 41'.67" ,a-
1•JIA ...... '"" 38' .JJ" , .... ,. 41' .08" , .. _ ,.. ,,,. Aa., ... , 
'"" 40' .00" 1.s ... J6' .11" t-S J6' .11" 1•NoY "'·"'" t-0d "'.,. t.Qd 34' .61" ,~~ otO'.W 
,_ 
35" .50" , .... 35" .00-
JS' ,58" 1 34' .92" 
Mil WATER L.EVfi. READINGS 
""'"' U181Hi.tlll 
Run 1973 Static Run 1974 , ..... 35' .OJ" ,. ,~ .. 38' .17" ,~ .. -- ,., t ' 30" .• 1-Am ... 58' '""" 4(1 .42"' ,. JQ",0(1' '""' 43' .08" , ...... .. .,. ' 47.00' ' "''" 40 .11" ' ,. ,..,r ' '"" JT' .Oft" 1-0d , .... 37' ..15" ,_ 








Run 1975 StaUc Run 1976 Static Run 
'""' 3r.oct •.J,n 34' .56" ~ .. 3r .50' t-f,o 35' 
38' .17" t J5" .4'l" 
Jr.SO" t-Am Jr.33" 
.,. .00- t ., ,.,. ' 41' .a:r 43' .50" -.h.n -40'.76" t ., "' 
"3'.58" t ,.. ... t ., .,. 
"3' 17• 
, .. _ 
35'.trr" ~., ,1· ,9'2" .,. .,,. 1-Sen '5' .00' , ... " "'-"" 
t.Qd ,. . .,,. t J5" .50" ,_,.,, 33' .17" , .. ,,. 35' .75" 1-1,., 34' .00' 1-0ec ,.. .00-
MU. WATER LEVEL READINGS 
Wellt16 
1989-2033 
19n Static Run 1978 Static Run 1979 Static Run 1980 Static Run 1981 Static Run 1982 Statlc Run 1983 Static Run 1984 Static Run 1985 Slatic Run 1988 Static Run 1987 Static Run 1988 Static Run ,_,., 35' ,33" 1 <10'.W 1-JM 44' .83" 1•'M '45' .25" 1.Jan 39' .33" 1-Jffl 4U.50" 1-J~ 3T .11" 1-J~ 35' .'2" ,..,~ 3-4' .50" 1.Jan 3T .33" 1-J~ 35'.50" 1'm 41'25" 
I 
3T.33" m, <10' .75" ,., .. 44' .61" ,., .. .... 1-Fob ,. .83" .. .. ,. ,., ... 3T .25" .. ,..,. 35' .00" -Fob ,r. 37'.67" .. 4 '.25" ,._,. «'. ' 4 '. 83" ' ·,~ '"" .,_,.. ,.., .. 41• .33" '"" 3r .67" , ..... ,. .or , ..... 38' .:.iS" , ..... 39" .33" ,_.., 3T .&I' '·""' 41' .5IJ' ,. 00- 1-Anr <13' .83" 1 45' .58" 1 <11'.83" 1 43' .50" 1 1' .33" 1 3T.IJ7" 1 lr .33" ' 35' .50" 1 38' = 1 ,.,.. i!i .. _.,. ~ 38' .50" 1-M 44' .33" 1 .. _,,. ,...,," 44' .gz' 1 ~·.oo- 1 41• .OB" 1 38' .75" ,. .50" 1 38' .75" 1 ,. ,,. ,...., ,. .50" 43' .17" •.. 1 <13' .58" 1.Jun 41' .58" 1 ~ 44' .11" ,.,,,,, .,. .00" .,...., 40' .17" 1 "'.50" 1 ,,. .50" 1-Joo 3r .2s- 1•JI.Wl 38' .58" 1 "'.00- "'_.,. 
' 3".or 1 44' .50" 1-J• <18' .25" " 45' .00' , .... 46' .42"' 1-Ja 40' .ISO" .... 3r .SD" " 3!r.1r 1-Ja 38' .n- , ... 40' .33" " ,. _,,. •-Ja "'·"' ,~ "'.00" , ... <16'.92" 46' .OB" :"! 
3' ,00" ... 47' .50" 1-Au:1 42' .75" 1 43' .08" 1 3r.2s· 1 36' 50" ' 40' .75" ,. .or ~,- ... 00" '""" 41'.00" · 1-s1 4fl' .17" ,. 4B" .11· 44' .75" t-Sen ""'.SO" 1-s- 3-9' .50" ,-s- 311" .42"' 1 ,,. .00" ,, 40' .42" 1-s- ,. sr <-Joo <12' .50" '""" <19' .50" 1-Ja 41' .25" '""' 44' .DO" '""' <1r.1r • or ,,. r .83· -Od • 33• 1 37' .HJ" .,T 1 ,.,,,. 1 ., 00" <16' 75 1 • 4 '4z- 1-No, 41'.50" , __ 46' .17" - 41'.lll" ,..,, ., .... ,.,.,, 3r .so- ,.,.,, 34'.11" ,_ 34' .50" ,_ 37' .17" ,__ ,. .00" 1 ~ ., .,. Tl ....... 1 43' .83" ,..,., 1' .60" 1-0K •. 87" .0., ,. . 1.0ea ., _.,. ,.,,., 3T.25" ,,. .,. ,..,.. 34' .50" -OK 1 35'. =~ o·.w .. -"" 
Ii 
<1-1' .58" ·= ..,. _,,. .,. .or 1' .08" ., . 
I 
•r 75• .,. 
''"" 41' .33" ... 00" <13' .67" , " 
,. 4T .92" ,_ ,. .'2" 7 41'.lll" 4T.76" 
1 40' 17" , .... ... .... 1 47' .<IT 
1 44' . .l5" 46' .83" 
28- .,. .00- 1-0d I 47' .42" 
1· 43' .08" ,_' 47'.82" 
1 ",xr 1 '' 44' .83" ,__ 
41' .Q2"' 
1-0eo 41'.M" 
1989 Static Run 1990 Static Run 1991 Static Run 1992 Static Run 1993 Static Run 1994 
""M «·o- ' " <,Q" '"" ... ,. '"" .... '" '" O" """ 1-Fab .... ,.,, .. 42"5" 2-Fob «'O" '"'"" 43' II" ""'" 48' ,. ..... -~ .... ..,,, .,. .. ,.., ' ... ,.,., "'10" I "7-Fe .. .. "'" 1-Am 42' 1 " ""'"' '~ ,o- , ... 43'11" ,..,_,,, "'r """' .,.. .. ' 45'.i" ,, ... _ 45'7" ...... 4''0" ,..,,. 4T5" ' ..... ,.... , ..... 43'10" ""' 48'4" , 44' t· &.Mn, 45' 1er ' ..... ,_ 43' 1er .. ..., .... ,,_..., 4TO" ' ..... """ ..... '"" ,.... .... '~'"" 40' 10" .,. ..,. " .... ,,, ..... 45'5" ,,__.,, ,n ' " 48'r ,.... 48'3" , ..... ,,,., 00 «·r 48'3" '"" 4T7" """" .... 48'11" ,-Od "', .. ,.oa 10.Joo 44•5• 45' 10' 7.Ju 4T 10' 27.J~ .... ' .... 30-0d 42'1" ,_ 45' 3• 4T3" " ,.,. ,., ,.,. :,o.Joo 411'1" ' .,,. ,.o., ,. 00 '"'" 21-tul .... 1 4T4" 27.Joo <Ur '"" .... 4T7" ,~,, ..... " 49'5" '"" ..r ..... 45' ,, • 4r 3" ..,,fl 49'5" .... " ., .. ,..,. ..... 48'3" .... 49'5" " .... ''"" ..... """ 40' 3" .. ,. ' I •r •O' O-Od 48'4" ;S-J: .. ,. """' ... ,. '"'" , .. 4'r ''"" 45'4" .... ._,m 47'1" .... 1-So .... .. ... 48'11" ,,.. .. .... 4T11" ' "' ••r ' .. ,. '""" .. ,. .... ,...,, 4r4· ,,, .... ' ... ,. .... ,_ u•r .... .. ,. .... .... .. ,. .... ,,_ 51'3" ,- .... , .. , s••• ....,, .... ,.. .... 
~ 42' ,.. 3-0d 51'6" . 3'-0d ..... ,.,.,, 50'0" 
Wl:l.l. WATER l..EV£L READINGS 
WClllllhO 
11i18U·20C0 
Static Run 1995 Static Run 
'2'0" '"" .. ,. .,,. 20-JM ..... 
• 44••• .... 1 44'1" .. ,. .... ..... - ., .. 4T9" "" .. ,. 48' •• 30-J• 4TO" .... ,_ .. ,o-
4TO- "°" .... .... ,,..., ..... 
48' 10' ,_ .... 
30-0~ .. ,. 
1996 Static Run 1997 Static Run ,.... '3'0" ...... ..,.,. ,,,_ .. .., ... 
"r ,- 41'!" ,,.,, .... "',o-....... '3'0" ~ . ... .... ,.Joo ..,. ,, '5'0" '"" 4"' 1er ' 4TO" , mo-,...,, .... 42'4" ·- ..,.,. <-Cd 38' ,er '·- ..,,. """" , ... 
1998 Static Run 1999 Static Run 2000 Static Run 2001 ....... 39' 1er ~ "" .... 0-JM .,.,. ...,.., 
•-Feb • ,, ..,, . ., .. «·r ~ .. ,_ ... o- """' .,.O" ..,. ~-.., .. ..,,. ' ' 43'5" 1 ~ ... ,r .... ...,. ~..,,, 
' «·o- ....... 42' 1" '"00 .... ,.Joo . " .. .... '"" .... 9-Joo ' .... 1-A·- .. ,. 5"0- ' 00 ~, ... ,. ..= .,..,. , ... ,O.Joo .. ,. 3-0d 44"11" .,. .. ,..,., ,_ .. ... • 44'0" ...,, .... 7.Jut . ,,..,., .. .. 0.0., ..,.,. ,_ 48' 10' '2.Jul 
• 
~ ·~· ,. 
~ ·~ ,.ca ,...,, 
,-0~ 
Static Run 2002 Static Run 
4B'l!i" ~ .. ,. ., .. ,_,., ., .. ., .. , ..... ,n 
4T1" 1 ..... 
••r , ...... .. ,. .... . ,, .. 2 .... 
49'4" sa 11· H .... ror 
49'4" 52' 11· ·- '"r 5Cl'11" 49'4" 152'1' 20Joo 411'1•" 53'•· ,,,,. .... ..... •9'11" , ... 
"' .. 57'"' ' " , ... ..... 51'0' ' .. " 51'0' 53'8" 61'3" =· 61'11" ,..,,. 51'7" 7-A•• 51'6" ""' 52"1" 0,8" ... 51' 10" 
51'8' ,, .. "'"" on M'B' ,...,,, ,cr10" 




'I-IEl..L '1-.!ATER LEVEL READINGS 
Welll18 
111Sg.2003 
2003 Static Run 2004 Static Run ,_.,., .... ' ~ ,,, .. 2-Feb ., .. .... .., . ...., 4r 1· 3-M.v .,,. ., 
" 1-A .... ' 4T1" ..... 52'4' '""' 61':r 17-Ma ,,... OJoo .. r ,..,,., "' . 
' szr I.Jun 53' 10' "'"' 10,00 S2' 11' 7-J<J 61·•· 2Noo oar 
'""" 
,..,. 30Joo 51'0" 
" ·52'r O.Ja .... ,i .... " S.J 51'6'" " 51' 10' ,. .. " 61' 10' .,.,. ,.,. ... ,. 
' osa-·~· ,..,. 57' •• :. i 62' 10' ' ,,. , .. ' 62' 10' ,._., .,. .. , ... ,. ... ,_ 51'"" 
' 
,..,. ...,, 63'0" ,..,., 
"''" 
2005 Static Run 2006 Static Run 
7 M 49' 10" M .. ,. ., .. .. ,. , .... 45'4' ,....., .., .. ..... ,,. ... 
4T8" 
S-.,oo 46"11" ..... 49'3" 
411'3" 
• .,,. 
"""" ..,. ,.,.,, .... 
6-0oo ,n 
, 
1970 Static Run 1971 Static Run 1972 Static 
'"~ 68' .17" '"~ W.2!>' '-'M ..... M'ob 511' .50" ,., .. "'·"'" ,., .. 59' .17" ,_,... 59' .75" ' m.75" ,.,.., ...... ' 617 .33" ' "'.83" ' ..... ,....,, .,.,,. ' 61' .50" ,....,, " "' 33• ... ,.. ,_...., 
'--" "'83" 66' .25" ,_,. 70' .1 '"" 1-s-- ' Sil' .7!J' ' ...... '""" ...... ,... .,. ..... 1-Sen "' 83" ·-- ...... ,-0d 57" .7S- 1-0d "'.87" 1-Doo ... .,.. , 5r .67" ·- 61' .33" ,-o~ 58' .33" •-o~ 6 '.08"' 
,, 
Mil. WATER L£VEL REA.DINGS 
""'"' 11189 • 2003 ' 
Run 1973 Static Run 1974 
•-•M ,,. " 1-Fob 59' .00" '"""' '""" 59' .25" , .... , ,_,_ ...... ,_,_ ... .,. ,,,_ ., .... ' 65' .58" ,a~ 69' .58" ,a~ .,. .,. 








.,. .33" ... .,. 
58' .08"' 
Run 1975 Static Run 1976 Static Run .. .,. .. .,. ,., .. 110' .17" ,., .. 68' .00" ,_,.. ...... ,.,,., 58' J;B" 
' 80'.113" ' "'.33" ' ... .,. ' er.BT 7r:, .33" ,a~ re- .,r ·- ... .,.. .... ~ '"" 59' ,00" .. .... 68' .66" , ... 64' .,s· , er.,s-,_ 63' .,r ,.s- .,. ,.. 
1-od "'·"'" -0d 
.,. ..,. ,_,.,, 55' .75" ''"~ l\6' .50" ,_ .. .,.. 
1977 Static Run 1978 Static Run 1979 Static Run 
1.Jm 68'.17" 1J~ sr 58" ' .. 1-Fnb 80' _,,.,. ,_, .. .. .,. 1-Fab 61' .75" , ..... st· .tr ,...., OT. '7.00" 
' ........ r ... ftl' .ftJ" ' 62' .25" ,. ,,..,,. ' .. ,.,., .,. ... 1 e1•.1r 1J~ .. .,. 1J~ ...... , ..... e,· ... r ' " 63' .,t7' ·'" 711.17" ,.,., .,._,.. ' ., .,. '""' .,. .50" ' ~ s•·-~ ,. er .25" , ... .,. ,,.. ,..., 81' .3S" -Od ''"~ '"°" 61°.112" ...... ID' .33" ·-· w:r .11" , ..... .,. _,,. 
~ 
"' .... ,-0~ tl1'.33" ,.,,,,, .so-
ft2' .7,;' 
f!/J .33' , .. 61' . r 
WO "_,,. ,_ ".so-
1-0nc 67' .00" 
r 
19BO Static Run 1981 Static 
'"'" 0,.00- 00' .83" ,_, .. "· ,., .. ., .,. , .... , 63' .33" , ...... 61'$' , ... - 63' .17" ' 81' .58" , ..... .,. .... ' .,. .00-,.,.., 1t:I .06" ,_,.,, .,. .00" 
1 .. ,,. '"" ' 61' .58" ! 1•58 "',,. .,. .... ' ., ,r 61' ,t7" 1-Nov 69' .8:J.' ·- (It' .00" ~ ., .,. ' 61'.0B" 
Run 1982 




71'.00" , .... 
1-5~ ,_ 
'"""' 
\YELL WA'reR LEVEi. READINGS 
WG11#18 
1Dllll•2CU3 
Static Run 1983 Static 
81' .33' 1Jm 159'.17" 
151'.715" ,_,.., .. ... 
81'.Gr ,...., 159'.3Y 
61'.Gr ' W.7!>" .,. ,.. "'.,. 
l5Z' .83" ' 5go_,tT Kl" 7f>" ,..., ...... 
61'.1!>" , ... ~ .,.,. .. .,,. 
'"°" 68'.17" .. ,.. ,...,, 5G" _33• 
"' .,. ,_ " .,. 
Run 1984 Static Run 1985 Static Run 1986 Static Run 1987 Static Run 1988 Static Run 
1J~ 68' .OS" ,~, .,. ... '"'" ....... m• 58' .t>fl"' 1 61' .75" 1-Fm .. ,,. ,_, .. .. .,.. ,_, .. ... -- 69' .08" ,., .. 61" .OB" , ..... , ••• '"""' 65' .00" , ..... "'·""" "'·"'" 1•Mar 61' .06" ' 68' .611" 1 65' .00" ' "',,.. " 61° .08" n1• .33" ' 5'".02" ' ... .,.. . ...,. ' .,. .00" ,. .,. .00" J~ .. _,,. 1.Ju> ... ,.,,.,, 59" .83" ' 64' .4 71' .9'2" ~1 60' .fr '"" .... <r '"" ...... ,..,., "' .... ,..., .._,,.. (iS'_,tz- "· , ..... fn.215' ~I ..... ,,._ .... ... _.,. 64' .60' .. ·"" ,,,. ....... """' 11(1".:,8" ·-· 70'."2" ' ""·' 1-0d .,_.,. "' , ,,,. ,,. ,. ... .. ,.. , .... SU .33" ' ,,. 1-Nov .,. .00- ,..,.., 68" .'7!>' , ... ... ,~ -0~ ... ·- .,. ... fir. ,._.. 65'.W ' 65' .08" ,,..., 61' .17" ' . .,. ,...,,. IE' .113" 2 .,..,.. 
31-Jul 68' .11" ' 65' .25• , .. 68' .511" 64' _75• ,,. .,. ,. 64' .76" 
" ..... "' ..... 1-00 ... ~ 




1989 Static Run Run 1992 Stalo "'"' 1993 S!a!IC Run 1994 Static 2001 ,. .,.,. .. ..,,. ,~ .. .,.,. l!,Feb .,., .. ., .,., .. ~ 
&·1· ' ., .. ,...,, ... .,.,. ' ,....., .,,. u11· »A 71' t,• ,.. ..... ... ... ..... "' "' "''' • •• -,, .... ..... '"" 21 1Ct 11" ''" ,,.... ,,.~ .. ,. ... , .. • .. , . ... ,. .,., . 
""" i:w,r ,. ,,_ 
"'"' s1·1· 
,.,,.. ,.,,. .. ~ 
"""" ..... ' ..,., 




Static >un 2002 Statrc:;. Run 2003 Slall<: Run 2004 Statle "'•n 2005 Slatle Run 6 Sta"" Run t 
' ..... ,..,~ ,,. ..... ...,,., .... ,.,,,, ,..,. ' .. ' ,..,. ,.,, .. 63'1' ,. "'" .... ..,, .. .,.,. 1o.f'ab I G,1'11" , .... ; .... .,,. .,.,. llS' 11· --' ... ,. I 67'S' _., ' "', .. ..... ' ,. .. ,,.,. .,. .. 
.J~ 75'11" 1~M ,.,. """' 7~'0" .... , 1:!..Jun ., .. ,..,. '"' '7tft1' .... 71P5" ' ~ 78'1" , ..... 11' 11'1<T "'"' ,. ~ 7f.f'10" , , .. , ...... 1~· 11• s.s- s·11· ., .. • I 
., 
"' """ 
.,,., ,, .. .. ,. "''" ,. .. 71''1" """' .... 17-.Jul ,. ,.,. """ ,.r .. ..wr ' ,..,,. ,. .. . ,,. .. 15'4" .... .. -,· 1610" mr ..... 1'" .,.,. .. . .. ,.. .,.,. ,.,. .. , ... . ..... ,.,. ' .. "' • 7,f 1(1' ,. .. ..... ~~,-..... "'"' """ ,_ .... 
' ' ' ' 14:'Mc tiff' t!r 
1970 Static Run 1971 Static Run 1972 Static 
1.J~ ,,,. 1.Jm 1~ .50" 1.JM ,. ..,. 
1-F"" = 1.feb ,,. ,,. " 71'.c,J' 1...,, ,,. .00" 1 , •• . 17" ,_..., 71'. 
1 "'.33• 1 7-4' .33" 1 
4' .&I' "' .,. 1 ,_.,., 75' .50" 1.Jm 
7S "' 
1 71'.83" 
1..U 75' .08" 17 ... 71•. ,., 73' .92" 1-A 7"2' .58" 1-A 7r, .50" 
1 73'.W '"'" 70' .83" :ie 
'8'= , .... , •. •-Od 1a .os- 69' .17" 
1-0oo 73'.67" 1-No, ... 92' ... 
1 7r,::,,,;;• 1 "'·"' 
( 
\'tE.L WATER LEVEL READLNCS 
W..021 
u1ag.2003 
Run 1973 Static Run 1974 
1 ,. ., '""' 1~8b 71'.08" 1 ..,....,, ,, .... , .... 
77 .00" 1'.67" 1 
72' .17" 1 4' .50" 1 
1-Joo 7-4'.83" 1.J•m , .... 7-4' .SIi" " 1-Am 7~.3J"' ,. 
1 72' .47' , . 
1-0d 71'.75" ' ·- 71' .67" 1.-,~oo 17.00" 1-000 
Static Run 1975 Static Run i976 Static Run 
17 .33" 1·'M ,,, 112" 1.J- lllr .• 2" 
,~.b 17,.. .. "" ,,. 
73' .25"" , ...... 
77 ·"' 
..... , 7f1 .3.T 
7"'.75"" 1 .... - ,. 25' 1 77.:JT 
74' .42" '"' ·"" ' "'.00" 75' .00" 1 =., ' 77.92" ,..,. .J 71'.W 1.J" ,, SO' 
74' .17" 1 7f1 .33" 1 n.,. 
74' .42"' 1-Sen Rl7 .83" 1·5""' "'"" 7 •. 2!>" ..,,. .. .,. ' 71' .25"" ,.,.,, .,. .... 1- 1a .2s-
17.08" 1-0.. ...... 1-000 1U .112" 
1,.1;~~--
19TT Static Run 1978 Static Run 1979 Static Run 1980 Static Run 1981 
1·'M U1 42" 1.Jan 74' _75• 1.JM 1rl .113" 1.JM 16 .50" "'" ,.,, .. 72'.08" .. 74' .83" .,, .. 1S' .15" ob 71!1.50" ,.,, .. 
' 
,,._.,. , . .,.. 1-Mar '"· ,...., 1f1 ,08" , .... , 1 ,. ... -AN 75' .SO" , .. N 1f1 .58' , .. N 75' .67" 
1 72' .17" 75' .158" 1 85'.17" , .... 715' .33" , ..... 
' 73' 58" .J 711" 87" 1.J<m 
,. 1-Jun 11!1.50" Noo 
15-M,iu 73" .75• ,. W.15" ,.,,. 1fl .42" ,..,. 78' .92" ,.,,. ,..,.., 74' .58'" t•A .-:i ,,. .83" 1 11! .00" 1 7f1 .83" 1 
~ 74' .17" ,.s •• ,. ,,.. 1 11!.•7" 1-S- 1~ 15" ,. ,.,,. 15' 25" 1-0d 1f1 .00" ,,. .oa- -ca 1rl .50" 
13.J<.I 74' .58" ,...,,, 71!/ .50" 
,_ 
16 ,r 1-No• _.,. 
,_ 
1 74' .50"' ,-o- 1f1' .00" 1-000 7fr.58" 1-000 73" ,67" ,-o~ 
1 f5' .25" 
1-San 1"-' 50" 
15-Stin 78 .17" 
1 74• .33" , ..... 74' .33" 
1 74' 25' 




Static Run 1982 
73'.75" " 14'm" ,.,,.. 
74' .33' ,...., 
75' .08" ' 11!1.08" ' 16 .ar "'~ = ,..,. 
11'/ .08" ' n- .... ,. 
11!1.08" ,-ca 
7,1• .92" ,...,,, 
74' .50" 
Static Run 1983 Static Run 
74' .58' ,.,, .. ="'" 74' ,113" ,.,, .. 71' .75" 
75' .33' '""''" 
1Z ,,,. 
16'.W ' n.~· ,. .,. ' 74•. 5" 75'.33' ' 1 •. 83" 75' .17" ' 71' .58' 74' .50" ,_ "·"'" 73' .75" 1- 7Z.33".... 1.(>d .. 
72' .is· 
,_ 
"'· 71' .92" 1-000 1a ,5• 
1984 Static Run 1985 Static Run 1986 Static 
1.JM n· >.JM ....... "'~ 13' ,.,, .. ...,,. .,, .. 7(1 .50" •-Fab ,,._.,.. , .... ,,. ,..,M 1a .87" ...... 7' 
1 71'.75" ,. 1<1.11" ' 73' .1r '"'" 71' .75" 1 71' 113 ' 1 ~ ,._,.. 1 71' .50" , ..... ,.,,. 71' .50' 1 • 71' .33' , .... 
1 71' .33' 1 1 '.33" 1-Aoo ,. _.,. 1 ,,. ,~ ,.s-
,-ca n.so- ,-ca '"· ...... 1 , 's, ,.,.,. 1fr .50" ,..,., 811' .SO" ,..,., 71'.F,O" 1-000 77' .00"' 
• < •, .. • ••h. • ·-·~.--..· .. +< •. 0 , .... • • ••~........ L • ~ • , • • • --~••++• -··•-'••a- •••·-•-•>' -· ,.k•-'•·• Ok .. · ••••-·- ,. _, -~- -~ •. -~~ • • •u "••••·•••• -••• •••- •• •• '• · • •••. ,' .,-. • ., .... •H ••" ••••••••·•- •• ••• "• '•' -~- "• -~• • 
~-~~~~~!!~~~~~ 
~ 2 ~ j;;I~ ~~IE~~~~ 12 
~ ~~-~ ~ ~~ 
;! f!:! re~~I~ ~ t:~ 
~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~ ~-




1989 Static Run 1990 Static Run 1991 Static Run 1992 Static Run 
" 11' .. '" 74•4• 
, .... 11'r 2Jaa 11'0" ,.,. .. ,. .. >Fob 75' 1· ,_,. .. 11' .. ~ .. 11' .. ..... ~ 77'2" ,.,. , .... TT'B" ,.., .. mr 
' 
,.,. 
" " 76'6" 
, ... 11' , .. , ..... .. , ..... ~ , . .,. 1ro- ..... ., u ,..,.  , ... 
77'3" '~ 77'7" ,. .... ,.,. ,., .. 
' 77'3" '""'"' 11' .. ,. .. •&.Mau 79' 11" 20-Mau 11' ,. '""~ ,r.- ...... ,., .. .. ,. 27..fAav 77'2" ~ ,. ,. , ..... .. ,. ,._,,,, ., .. 
>J .. 1J• ,. .. 21.Jul .. ,. """' ., .. 11,Jun 78' ... 7J• 79' 1· """ .. .. , ..... BO' 11" , ........ 75'5" ' • 711' 5• "''" ., .. .. .. , ~ 1n 21.Jul 79' 11· ·~ "' ,,..,,., 81'2" '"" , ... ,...,. ., .. , ..... ~ ., .. ..... 81'3" ... ,. .. .,,. ,.,_,n 81'0" ., ..... .,. .. 
1'J• ,. " ., .. 3 .,, .. '""" 81"7" • 71T 10" ., .. ~ ,. .. " 81' 11· """ ,.,. 25-A•n ., ,. ...,, 79' , • .,,. ,.,. 1-S.o .. ,. - 703" "'" ' ,. .. 2"--C:tin 79'6" ' .,. .. 19-Au:, ,.,. """ ,. .. .,.,. 2&-A•n 79' ,-. ' ,.,. .,.,. ,_ "',. .,.,. , ... ,,_ .,.,. , ... 1G-S""' 82' 11• - 78'1" , .... .,.,. ,-000 urs• 3-od .,.,. 
31-0a .,. .. ,.,.,, 81'1" 
'IIB.L WA~ lEYELREADINGS 
Wa1•21 
11i111Q-20:Jl 
1993 Static Run 1994 .,,. 
'" ,..,.,, ,. .. i: ,,_,.., ,. .. 27-Mar ,. 
' ,.. 79'1" 
""" 79' ,. 2J• """ 79'4' ,...,. ,.,,n , ... ~ 
2-0d , ... ,~ . 
71'0-
"-No• , ... ·-
Static Run 1995 ,.,. '"'" 78' ,. , . .,. .. 
70' 11" ... 
75' 1-
7,r 10" ...... .,~ ,.,,. 
en· ..... ,.s-
e1·r "°" n,,. 
' ' .,,. 
ao-ooo 
Static Run 1996 Slatic Run 1997 Static Run 1998 
75'11' ' 
,. .. '-''" ,..,. ,..,. 
"""' .... .. ,.,. ,.,. .. 78'5" ... ,..,. .,,,, ,.,. '"~ mr ,s . "'""'' ,. .. '°""" 71'0" ...... ,.,. """" ,. .. . ,. '" ,. .. 3 75''4" 7- ,.,. ..,. ,.,. ..,. ,. .. 28-Soo ,..,. , ... , .,,. 
'"'" 11'6" 77'2" ~·~ , ... 1-0oo 71'8" .,,. ,. ... '"°" 78'10" ,_ 75'5" , ... , 






















" , .... -->Od ,. .. n-r ,, .. 
Run 2000 Static Run ...,,. ,.,. ... , ,.,. ......., 76' 10" 
' 
.,,. .. ,. .. .,,.,. ,. .. 
77'4" ,..,. ean· , ... ..... ,..._ .,. .. 
3G-Se., .,.,. 
"'" 81'0" """' ., .. 
. 
2001 Static Run 
&.JM .,, .. ..,., .,, .. 
~1 .,,. .,,. . ,, .,.,. 
"""" •n 15-Joo ., .. 
83'4" ,,..,. .... ,...,. ..... ...,. 
1 84'3" ,...00 84'1' , .... 84'4" 
84'4" 
16,Sen ... ,. 
7 ..... ,.,.,, ..... ,..,.., ... ~ 
. 
WB..L WATER l.EVELREADINGS 
Wlill#:ill 
1llllll -:ilfl!D 
2002 Static Run 
SJM .... ,., .. B1'5" ,_,.,., ., .. 
1 .,,. 
1 .,,. ...... .,., . ,....., .,., .. ,..,., ,,.,. ,..,.., ..... ..... .,,. ,...,. ., ... 
17 ... ,. 
'""' ..... ..... 
& ..... 
1<>-0d ..... ,...,, ., .. 
""~ .. 
2003 Static Run 2004 Static Run 2005 Static Run 2006 Static Run , .... , 81'11' ,...., ..... 7 ,,, . , ...... ""'" ,.,.., ., .. ., .. ., .. <-Fob .,. , .. .... ,. .. 
<-MM .,, .. ..,,, ,,,.,. ,.,,., .,. .. ,.,. ., .. 1 .,. .. ..... 
1 .,, .. .. ,. 
2>oo .,. .. 17-Mav .,, .. ...,00 81'0" ...,00 .,,. 83'10" ...,. a1·r ,_ ., .. 1 BJ' 11· ~ .,. .. 
"'-'oo ... ,. ,...,oo 84'4° & ... .. 
7-.ful .,.,. 22000 ..... .,., .. ,..,. ,. ..... ' • .. 21.Jul ., ... ... ,. 6<loo 81'0" ..... ,..,. ...,. .... ,..... ,..,. 
" 86"11" ""'" 85'5" 1 ..,. ., ... .,. .. " ... , . 4-S,• sr.- 1 .... 
sro- ,..00 ... ,. 
15-Son sr.- 18-S•n .,,,. .,.,. ... ,. 
""" sro- .... ...,. '""' 86' ,,. 3-No• ,,.,. 
1-0oo ..... 
.,;~ .. 
- 1976 Stalk Run ,. ' 71::15,• • ,.;G a, ,. .,. - 77' .... ., "' "·"' .,.,,.. 
1117'.SIY"' ,_.,, 
18' . .:r ,..., 
11".&2", 1 
1.t J?2" , ... 
75' .1s· 
1!.'.Q" ,...,, ,. ... ,,. .,. 
r 
19TT Static Run 1978 Static Run 1979 Static Run 1980 Static Run 1981 
1"M T7' .33' 1"m 81' .75" 1JM B2' .17" 10M 83' .42" ,. ~ 
1-Fob 1'i1 .25' 1-Ftib 81' .58"' 1-F .. .,. .,.. 1-Fob 83' .7fi" ,., .. 
1-"" 1'i1 .SO" 1= ,,. .,. 1-M~ 82' .50" 1-Mg ""·"' 1= 1 80' .3l" 1·A"" 112' .83" 1 ,,,.1r 1 83' _.,,.._. 1 
1 7rr.SO" 1 B2' .75" 1 as- .17" 1-Mo .,. ·"" 1 
1-Ma• "' SO" 
1~n 84" 17" 1000 "'·"' 1"00 83' .68' 1000 1 81' .06" 1 ..... as- .58" ....... 1"" ~·.,. 1"" 
1 00 8 ' 4'>' 1 as- .33' 1-A .... ,.. 1 83' .83" ,_, 
1s-Joo 81'.17" 1.s- 82' .58" 1·5"" 115' .25"' 1,5.,,. 83' .25' 1-
1 • 81'. s· 1-00 BJ' 17' 1 .,. , .. 1-0d .,. .50" 1~• 81' ,SO" 1-No, 82' .25' 1-Noe .,. .SO" 1-- "'.83" ·--1 82' .,. 1-0.0 82' .25' 1.0., .,. . 1-lloo SD' .75' 1-000 1 81' .112" 
1· 81' .42" 
1~ 
1-00 81· .42" 
1 81'.06' 
1-0oo 81' .2s• 
WELL WATER LEVEL READINGS 
W•U22 
10!Pil- 2Cll3 
Static Run 1982 
81' .17" 1-Fob 
81' ,00" 1~W 
e1·.1r 1-A-
81'.112" 1 
82' .42" ..... 
"·"" 1 84' .42" 1 
"'.SO" 1.Soo 
84' .43' 1 
83' .17" 1-t4ov =.,. 1"""' .,. . 
Statle Run 1983 Static Run 
81' .58" 1"M ,. 
81' .50" 1-Fab 711 .75" 
"' 1-Mg 711' .DO" "'"·"' 
,_,_ • 82'.<r 1 1rr .2s-
82' 75• 1 ..... 717 .25" 
82' .1'7" 711'.00' 
e •.1r 1 711' .33' 
1'il.17' t.<!9n 1ft .67' 
1f1 .83' 1-00 ,. ... 
1f1 .lr2" 1-Nov 1f1 .58" 
1.000 ,,. . 
1984 Static Run 1985 Static Run 1986 Static 
I 
10M 111.00" 1 ..... 16" .17" 1• M "' .... 
1 .. ., 1-Fob T1' .17" 1-F., ,.,.. 
1= 711' .42" 1= ,r .,r 1.- 79' .1r ,.,_ ,. ..,. 1 ,,. .,. 1 7fr .83' 
1 1rr 17" 1 711' .17" 1...,." 
'"OO 711 .42" 1 7".00" 1-J,n 
1 ... 1f1 .50' 1 ... .,, .58" 10• 
1-Aoo 1f1 .17" "'.83" 1 
1 1~ ,17' 1.5 .... .... 1· 
1-0d ....... 1-00 111".00' 1-0d 7r, .83' 
1-- 1f1 .17' 1-No, 76' .17' 1- Tr .,r 
1 1ft .17' 1-0oo 16' .58"' 1 ,,. .,. 
_,_~.:..:,., ~'- ·-·· ...__ . .;a,:v ,.-. .• • ... ~-··--~ ~., ,,_ ··- .. ,,.,_,..,,,__,_,,_ .· _ __. __ c..., •• ~ .. ~---~------"-·"-•~•· ~~.._ ...... •' __ ., .• ,__. ._, .•. ., __ ...._.... ••••.• ,.~-- ....... -. ~---··· ,. 
a 
C ~~~~~ ~ a 
"' ;z ~ ~ f;; ti; • 
.J .. 
i~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~ 
"'~ ~ ~ ~ lgf;;f;;~~f;;f;;S!f;;~ ~ 
;H ~-H ;~it1~ " ' ' - - ;;lj -2
C ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~. ~~ ~ a 
"' ~;; ;. ;. ;. ;. ~~~~~~~~~u ==== 
.g1,.1:i ~ ~ ~~ 
.!!~iob s '• ~~ U) ......... 




1989 Stallc] Run I 1990 Statle Run 1991 Statle Run 1992 Statle Run 1993 s- Run 1994 Statle Run 1995 Statle Run 1996 Statle Run 1997 Statle. Run 1996 ,. 
'""' ..... ir .. .,. .. :won .,., . ,.,.. ... ,. ···~ •rr I 
... ,n ,.,.,, .... .. el' 11~ ,,,.. .. , . """' .... .. , . ,, ... ...... I 
... , . .. .. """ ' ...... ..... 3~' M'O" 3" ""'"" as11· .. ,. ,., ... ,.,.. .... 11,4•11• ..... .,,. ,! , .. "''" M'~ ..... , ...... .. ~ ""'" IJ7' .. .... .,,. ..... an ..... ..... - ... ,. 2 .,.,. .,. .. -,~ .. ,. """" ..... 8J'T 311: -11· "'"' w.m ... , .. ' .,. .. ..... ...,, .. "' .,.,. ..... ..... ..... iw.- if .,. , .. .,. .. .... '""' =n• I .,. .. ,,,. .... . .... IJUr '""' .. .. .,,. ,..,,. STO' .,. .. 2 .., . ,..,. iu.•11• .. w .,,.,. ..... is.s- ,. .. , . » .. .. ,. .... » .. ..,. . ..... .... - .... - .... - .,. .. .,. .. - .,., . """" .... 1 .. ,,...., ..... ,., . ... ,. ,,_ ... .. " .,.,. (Jif1H" ,...,,. '""' .,. . ..... ,,...,, ... ... ,.. ..~ ,_, 8t'1(1' ,,.,,., ,......, .. .,. .. ,,..,,., .... - ..., .. .,,. '""" e11• 1 .,. .. .... '""" &S'U" ... ~1~ am• ·~ 11 .. r ' er.- ... ,. 1 a '""" .. .. 8'"r ..... '""" .. .. .,,. """" ,,... ..... .. , . ,__ .,.,. .. ~ ,., ..... ,. 1-Sen 81' 11• - ... .. 8tl' n• 1 ..,.,. 20.Se" ...~ ,. .. .. .. .... .,. .. ~- .,,. .. .. • . 86' ,,. ,_ ..... ,.. ,., .. ~ "" ,,. . .. '..,._ ..... .... "I ""r ,,_, •• ., ' . ., .. '. 
"""' 




Static Run .,.,. .,. .. .,. .. .,,. 
83' 10" .,. .. ..... 
85'4' 
85'7' 









Run 2000 Static Run 
83'8' ..... 85'5" 
83'1" ..... 85'8' .,. .. ..... .,.,. ., ... , .. ~ .,.,. 
84',4" ... ,. 
83' 11• "'~ err .... ,..,... ..... .. .. 00' 11· ..... .,. .. .... ,0. ..r 
85' 10" .,.,., .... 
84' ,,. =~ 87' 11· 
2001 Static Run 
~'M .... 
"'" 66' 11" - ' .,,,. .. ,. .... ... ,. 
,coo ... ,. .... 
8"00 ... , .. =.-
1 00 .... .,,. 




" .. ,. ,,. ... .,,. .,. .. .,,. ere-.,,. ,,.,. 
' 
.,,. .,. .. ., .. ., .. 
• .,,. ,,.,. 
7-0d .,, .. .,. , .. ,_ .,,. ,.,,~ .. ,. 
WEll. WATER LEVEL READINGS 
WeU22 
1989·2003 
2002 Static Run ..... B<r 
1.feb en ,_..., 89' ,, • ,.,., .... ...,. 
' .. ,. = .,.,. .... 91'1" ·~ ., .. 111' ,. '""' .,,. ,..,. .,,. 
·11).~ ., .. 
17.J<.1 ., .. 
7 91'3" .,, .. 
6-0d ., .. ,_ .. , .. 
·~ .,,. 
2003 Static Run 2004 Static Run 2005 Static Run 2006 Static Run 
ICM .,,. 1·'M 111'1" 7CM .. , .. ,OCm , .... 
2-Fob .. , . .,..., .,,. "'" .... "''"" ... ,. 4-MM .. ,. wr ' .. , . 85'V ~ .... ' .,.,. -.-, .... .. , . .... " .,~ -·· ,coo 00' 11" 17 ,,, .. 8"00 ......,~ IW7" .,, . "'" 89' 11• ,~~ ,,.,. 1"00 ., ,. =•· 





""" .,., .. ""' 111'6'" .,,., .,.,. o,, • .,,. ,.,.. 111' 10" 
11 ,n '"'" 91•,4• ' Q,f'1" .... ' ...,. 12"oo 01' 10" ... ... .. ' ,,.,. ..,. ' ,,.,. ' ... ,. ' 92' 11· ... ,. ,,.,. 
6-0d .,,. ~,.,, 111'7" 




' ----·~-····~------······ ,··~--·, 
0 ' • "' • 
8 ~ . r ~ 11D h /;J ····~ . 
I,~ - . -
~ ' 
JI I~~~; ' ~ " ~ th~ H . ' ~- ,u 




ih L l ~ ~ 
J 11 
g H'' ~ I 
~tUltJ~ ,-~~. 
~ 
l ! ~ . 
~-
jj \~~~ ho H 
01.U!tltU1~t:1· i.lbt:i 
i ~ . l 
~ 
ll• ~·t u 
/;J .. 
i ·! ~ l~~~l 
J ~~h 
g • g 





(l]l!Ut1tl • -, '"-'" !!), l . .. 
~ .. ' ;, ,g ~ 
/;J· ~- •• 












1989 Static Run 1990 Static Run 1991 Static Run 1992 Static Run 1993 Static 
3-J~ 67' 11• o.J= .. ~ 2.Jan .... 3-Jao 71710' , .... ,..,. ... .. .,. .. 2.f"eb .,. .. 2-Fob .. ,. -M 71710" - .. ,. .. .,.,. ,...,,, ,...,, ,..,. 27.f"lltb Ooorfroz., ~,~ 67'11" 31-Mar .,. .. 1-A.Dr ,,_,.. .,..,. ..... 107" ,,_.. ..... .... ... .. ~ .. , .. , .. 
7,Mn , ... 3-Jun , ... '""' .. , .. ' , ... "'~ •O,Joo , ... ... ,oo 1a,· 17-Ma ,. ,. 3-J<I 1a 11• , ... UhJu, .. ,. , ... 71'8" 4-M, ur -· on ' 71•1• 24.Joo 74'0" ' " 74'8" • 74',C-<hloo 1a1• 7y3• """ 7"'2' 1 oo 74' 11· '"" .,.,. U-'oo ,.,. •= 11·,· ' ..... '""" .. ,a.co " 14'3' ' 71'3" 4,A,n 71'8' 2'-'oo 71' ,. 27-NOY u -~ .. 22-JIA ,. .. 11-A• .. 71'8' 74'r 
'"" 74'9" ' 7U11' , ... , ... ..... 71'0-74' 10" .... 71'4" ,. . ' " 1A'r ' I ,.,. " 71•4• ,. ,.,. , ..... 74'2' " 74'8' ' 611' ,. • ar~· ,,.... 71'8" -· ,. .. , ... ,..,. ,,.,., 67'4' ,.,,00 ,. A'4' 1-Sen .... ,-o~ .,.,. ·i .,,.,. ' .,,. ,. 71' 1° , ... '" ,,_ 72' 3• """ .... ,. 75' ,.._ ,.,. .,.,. ,._, ,,. ,,. ,. ., .,. 
'"" ·~ 71'11' 4-Nov 1g..s..., 75' 10' ,_ .... , . ,. .. ..... """ ' , .. " il , .. ,. 71•1• 
WELL WATER t.EVEI.. R.E.ADIJt:;,5 
WIIIIIPIPir"M 
IQSll-2003 
Run 1994 Static Run 
" ---~ ,.,.., Unal>ltl "' .a-a 
ob .,. .. 
""""""~ IJnAble 10 8CCIEIM 
74'r ,....., • ,..,.. ,. 
7174• " ,-r11· ,.,. o.s,, ,.,. 
' ..... .... 
712.6' 
1995 





Static Run 1996 Static Run 
11•4• , .... , 69' 11· .. '°""' , ... ,,., . , .• 
71'10" """" 
,.,. 
71' 8' '°"OO 71' •1· , ... .. 7<4'9" ,, ... ,. 74'8' 
76'4' 26-S ,. .. 
7A' 10" ,_...., .... 
71'2' -o~ 1111"11" .... 
7175" .. 
1997 Static Run 1998 Static Run 1999 Static Run 2000 
"""' .,. , .. "''" .,.,. '""" .... ,.... .. ,. , .... .. 31.Jan Br, .. .,.., 
' .. , .. '""' '"'" ..... .,,,. ...... .. .. "'''" .,., .. .. .. , .. ....,_ 71' f;- >Mo .. ,. ' .. ,. ' 71'8' ' "" , ... 5Joo 1A' t• <hloo """ .,,.,. ..... 7S3" " .... ' 2 , ... ,. 1S3" , .. oo 6T • 5-
1(16' 5- ,.,,. 5- .... ~ 








71"2" ,. .,,. .. , ... 
73"5' 
75'4" 









""" '""' ..... 
' 75'r """ 7fr1D" , .. _ 1n .,,_ 74'3" 
1 ,.,. 
7 ,,. 1• , .. ,,. ,.,. 
2-0- 7710" 
Run 2002 Static Run 
'" .. 1-'ob ,,.,. 
1-Mo, 73"1" 
1 .. 
75''>" 1 7,('10' ,.,. 2000 ,, .. ., . 12- 77"10' 
78'11" .. M , ... , ... 7ff 10' .,,.,. 
""" .,. 1· .,. ,~,. 81'8" 
78'3' 17..Jul B3" 
''"" 81'0' 7 .,.,. ,. .. 
1000 ,,.,. 
1- 2 .,. ..,.. 71'8' 
WELl WATER LEVEL READINGS 
W .. PLPl28 
1118G .2003 
2003 StaUc Run 2004 StaUc 
10,n 71'11" 10- ,,.,. 
" 75' ,. .., .. """ 752" i ,.,. 1· -Ma ... 
~00 ,.,. 7 nr,o-
~ 
,.,. ,.,_.. 78'10" 
1"'-" ., .. 1000 .,,.,,. ,,...., 11' 11• Uhloo 
7-J<.O .,.,. 22"oo 
''"" 
,,.. 00 ~,· 
1 =•· ""' , .... 1n """ 
:1! 
'°"" 711'11" ,.,. ,.,.
7W11' ~ 78'1" ... 
11 
,.,. ' ,,.,. .... ,..,. 1r4• 
1s.s~ 7ft 10" 1
6-0d 78'4" .. 
78' 1" .... 
15-00 ,.,. 
'"""' ,. ... 1-0.0 .,,. .. 
Run 2005 Static Run 2006 Static Run ,., .. , ... 10,J- 7 .. •s-, ... ...... 78'4" , .... 74' ,. ,.,. ,_ ,,. .. ,,.,. 
711' 11· , ... 
7fl 10' 5-M, 7& 10' ,, .. 
.,,. 10' 
>Aoo , ... ,. .. .. .. .,,. .. 
711' 10" M>d ,.,. ,...,, 7 





C ~~ ~ ~ ~~~ , 
0: ~~ tl. !.!S:rll 
g~- ~ ~-~ 
~~la • !::ti 
'° '"H p ~ "l1~1~ .. ,.. .- :Z j§__ 
§~~~ •• ~ ~ ,. 
0: ~ tl .. ~ ~ 
g ~ ~ ~ ~ 
" ~ ~ " S! ~ ,,, 
~~1H1~_ 'i 1HH --
C ~t~ ~ , 
0: iat~ ~ 
'8t~~~ ~~ ~-~~~~~ ~~ ti~ 
sdH 1~ ~ ... -.;. ............ ~u ....... 1.: .. 
C 1:3~ • , 0: ~- ~ 
g~-~~~ ;,~~ ~ 
{6~~~~~ ~~~ " •
~ c~~ ~ .... ... ....... LJ,H 
C •• ~ , 0: ~tl ;; 
~!;!~~~~ ~ ·~-&Jlt;,!;!~~~ ~ .~~ 
~ 1l ·~ ~ --~-1 .. ...... _,H~ 
C • ~. ~ , 0: • ~~ g. ~;,~ ~:,,J..r...~ " . .":"s"':"! ,,,~ ~ !a r.; fa~t:t!~ 
r::~ilh !i'!I 
~i't1~ 1!~17.;. 1n 
C • , 0: • .g~~la~ ~ ~ !c ~ 
m~~~~ .. la t8;,; • 
!;;H1HH .................. H~ 
7189 
19nl Static Run 1978 Static Run 
1..Jan 53' Mr ~.Jan 51' -.33"' 
•• ' ... t1· 
1 
1 !ti> 51'.Clr 
i-Mar S8' .OS" 




WELL: WA'rE,R LEVEl.REAOINGS 
~#21 
11189•2003 




WH.t' 1.0.C 62'.83" 
00' .83" 1-Mar 
1'11'I,B' ·"" 
I.Jun 1 54". 
'"" 62' .33' 1 !il' .Ila' 
lil'.00" 
51' .ll"' 
67' .50" 1-N<w 5!l' .00" 
.. ,,. 
,. 
1.f"llb 641 .00'" 
1-MN 53/ n.• 
















68' .33' ... ...... .... 
"' 
!ft'.00-
158' .75" 1-Fob 
::: 1i 
1 , .... ...., 
63" .33· 6-














"'·"" &:1.10•.. .... ,..,.. 
1-No<J 80' fX¥' 








1989 StaUc Run 1990 Static Run 1991 Static Run 1992 SlaUc Run 1993 Static Run 
>JM .... 2-Jan 56'5° 2.JM sr1cr NM 63' MO .. , .. 
I-Foo 6l' 10" ,., .. .... 2-F~ ,..,. '""" 58'3" M ., .. - .. ,. ,..... .. , .. _..., S8'3" :1 58"4" 27.fob "'r 1 57'5" """"' sr1· 1 .,. ,n ,,_...., .,,. ,,. 5rur ,. '"'" ""' .... 59'10" "" .,,. iu .,., .. >.Joo ..... ·- 69'1' - "''" , .,. , .. .... , .. , .. ,,_M 07'4" 1 61'3" • ' . ..... 1 ., ... 6.J•• .,.,. .. ...... .,. ... .... 2<.Joo .,. .. ''"" .,,. " 61'<&" , .,.,. >.Joo .... ~ .... • ,. 6.Joo .,r -Od .. .. 
10Joo .. ,. , ..... .,. .. '""" .... 1 .,. .. ,.,,. .. 18-J,.n 81''"' '""' 80' 11· 61'11' """ 27-Nov .... 2S-Joo ,.,. ,,_ ,. n-A 61'6" , ...... .,. .. ,..,. .,. .. ,,..,. .. 1 • 1 111• , • ..,. 61'3" ...,. ,,.,. ~,-- a,·10- ~ 61'A" ,,..,. .,. .. ,...,. ,,. .. "" a1·11· " .... ,~,. 61' 10" • 6 ., ... , ..... 68"10" 511' 10" ,..,. en ,,...,. ,rr ,., .... ...,, 5r 10- 2-Am .... .,. ,. ,_,_ 59'1" ' . 64'4" 1 , ... 30-Sen ... .. ,~ ., ... , ... """ ,.,. " 64'1' , , ... 2-0,o ,., .. "" 66' ,,. ,.,. .... 6-Soo 61' ,. 
1 .... ,,.. .,.,. ,.., .,. .. ,. "' . .... , ., ... . , . =,. ,.,,.. "'~ - >Oct 63' ,. 
'1-0d fS7' 11" , .... , .. 
, 
1994 




WEU. WATER I.E'.'ll RfADINGS 
We11127 
11189-2003 
StaUc Run 1995 Static Run .. .. 2.JM .. ,. .,. .. ,..,M or.-.,., .. .. .,. 
64'4" ,. .... .... -·· 69'1" .... .. ,. ,..,  wr .... = .. .. , . =r ,,. .. 
""" .. .. on ,, .... =r .. , .. ..,~ .,. .. .. 
1996 StaUc Run 1997 Static .. , .. 
"""" 
65" ,. ,.,.., ...... .... '! >.Joo "'r ~ .,.,. orr 
;-! ..... , ..... 67' 11• ,or =r ...,., ..... 30-A 
1 ~ "' . """ 
,.. ,.,.,, .,_,.,, 
Run 1998 Static Run 1999 Static Run 2000 Static Run 2001 - ,,,,. 2.JM .,., . 0.JM ..... S-JM ... r '"""' ,. ... M .... Hob 05"0" ~, .. .... ,_..., .. .. .... .,.,. ""''" .... =· ,.,. ,.,,.,, .... ,_,_ 11r5• ,.,_ ''"' 1 • .. ,. .. . ... ..... 
" 




Stall<; Run i 
0 tatic Run 2003 Static Run 2004 Static Run 2005 Static Run 2006 Static Run ,. ~ .. ., ... .,. .. ,.,,,, .,. .. ,.,..,~ ., ... 
s.rn· mr ,_ fl1'5. .,,.., .... .... .,., . , .... 
WO' , ... iH'4' .... ,_ ,nr .... .,,,. .. ~ ' '" > t11·•· 1 -.- .. ~ . ,, 7l' 11· ' .... ., . .,., .. =>" ,.,,.., fll' \1" ,,,,. ' 64''fi" ,,, .. '""" fiS 11· ..... ..... 2 "' ... .. 7Yw ' .. ,. , .... .,. .. ,...., .,. .. ,..,. ...,. =·· ~ ..... ,....., .,. .. • OO'B" 
"" .. , .. '"' wr ., .,,. 5<>d ... ,. .. '""" .... ,~ ... .. .. ,...,., ...,. '"""' ,..,. ,. " , ,.,. ... ~ 1·1•· 
'""' .... .,,. ,...,, .,.,. 76" t • ,.,.~ "' .. ,. """ .,,. =r .. 85' 11• ,..,. =i. .. , .. 
74'f/' '""" """ OTO' 88' 11• 73' 10" '"""" ··~ , ..... 00' 11· ' .... ,,. .. >000 .,,. .,.,. ., .. 
=3" .. ..,,. ..... 
• ,..,. ,. 29-Soc .,., .. "°" .. .. .,.,. ·- .... ,.,.. ,n 114'10"' 
,.o~ 64'!' 
1972 Static Run 1973 Static , ,. ,..,,., 20' .58" , .,. ·- ,., .ocr ,. 22' .42" , 2,t'.17" ,.,~ , 
' ' 23' .OIi" , Zl' .75" , 22' .75" 
' n-.11" 
< 
WELL WATER LfVEL RfAOINGS 
We1Uf2II 
1W-2C03 
Run 1974 Static Run 1975 
NM ,,. .61" ,.,~ 
!f 2,t' .SO" ~ , .ocr ,...., 24' .75" ' ·~ 21'-"2" ' '6'.00" ,.,~ 24' .75" ,.,~ 
56" 1.J 25' ,50" . .,.. 
r 06" 25' .33" ' ,. ,,. ,~ , , 2•• .5fl" ,,,. , 21' ,SO" ·-1-000 1' .83· ~ 
Static Run 1976 =.,. ,_ ,,. 1-l'lb 
21·.1,- , ..... ,,. , 
.,.,. .25" ' 111' ,75" ,.,~ 
" 111 .17" , ... ~ 





10' .61"' . .,,. 












19TT Static Run 1978 Static Run 1979 Static Run 
,a~ 2<1.er ,aM 2B25" ' SO' .75" .. '"" ,., .. 28".!U I-Fob w.or , .... 22' .75" ,. ' "' 
tE 
25" .00" ,. 29' .1s- , ........ =.,. 
2-4' .08" w- "' .,. 1· 33' .17" 
25' .33" '"~ "'.02" '""' 34' .67" ,.,.,. 25'" .liO"' '"" = . ..- 34• .75" 1 26' .58"' 1 31' 75• , ... ,. 33' .58" ,...,~ .,,.,,,. 1- "' .83" , ... 34'.00" , ..... 28'25" 1-0d 3U" JS-
27'.75" 
,_ ,,. .... ,,.,, 31' .17"' 
1 29' .-42" 1.:nec "JD.-4 ... ' "'· ,..,~ 8' .nr ,_ 28' .00" , .. , .. ,..,. 27' .-42" ,...,, .25" ,.,,.., .,,.,.,. 
1980 Static Run 1981 Static Run 
' "'.ocr 
,_.,., 2!>' .75" ,., .. :,go_75• ,., .. 20.1r = . ..- ,..., 26' .75" 
' 
,. .,. 1 ,. .ocr , ... .,,._.,. .... ,. "' ,..., .,,. .... ,...., ,. .33" , ... '"" "' , ..... ,. ... 1 ,,. _..,. 
1-SH 25' .83" , ... ,. .,. -..- ' ,. .08" ,...,, 25'.tXI' ,...,, 20.or 
,-oK 25' .17" 1 ·"" 
1982 
, .... 
1 , ... ~ 
' ' ,__., 
:~ ·-' 
\'tEL1. WA~ LEVEL READINGS _,,, 
1989- 20l3 
Static Run 1983 Static 
•><r '""' 21'.68" "'.or ,.,,, 711 .f5" 
~ , ... 21' .83" 
27' .83" ' 2-4' .17" ' 117.02" 21' .25" ..... 15'.83" 
,,. .ocr , ... 18' .58" 
24' .112" '"'" ,. 08" 22.83" 1-::iDO 111.-42" 
=or 1-0d 18' .25" 
21'.67" ,...,, 18' .-42" 
21'.63" ,.,,.., ,._.,. 
Run 1984 Static RIMl 1985 Static Run 1986 Static Run 1987 Static Run 1988 Static Run 
'"~ 111.75" 1 M •• or ' ~ ·" 1.Jon 71'.08"' '"""' 28' .83" .. ,.f'M 18' .DIJ' ,.,., 21'. , .... 21' .83" , .... 2B' .oe-..,,~ 217.!n" ,....., ,..,. ;; 111.11" ,. ocr ..,,,., 28' .42"" 21' .83" 1 18'.~ 117.00" ' 17' .58" , ... ~ 211.oe-r.,. 1 18' .OIi"' 111" .75" -Mh 111.00" ' "' 08" '""' 15' 75" 18' .75" 1•JU1 111' .DB" 1 111' .75" '""' 35' .~s-,_,. fl 15' '"" 23' .17' '"" 22 .33" 1 "' or "" "'.00-1 ,. ... 1-A•n 2,4' .75" , .... " ,,._.,. -..- ..,.. ,, .33" 
1-S .. ~ 1-s- 2 • ..,,. ,.sm 21'67" , .. '"'" "'·""" •= 1'1.7S" 1-0d 21' .f'il' 1-0d "' 1""' 27' .00" , .... 34'.17" I-Ho" IB'.rJT" ,...,, ,a_,,. ,_ 111' .83" 8' .58" 1-A ,.. ,_
111' .67" 1 =•r , .... 35' .-42" , ...... 211.33" ... 35' .25" ,,..., ,. 33" ' ss-.or ,. .08" 27-A ss-.or 
" " 29' .-42" ~ 35' .58" 1 "'.ocr ,~s 35' .63" 
: ~ 33" 
31' .OB"' 17. 35' .75" 
• 35' .33" 
31' ..68" 1.Qd 34' .58" = .... ·- 3J'.82" 1.Qd I SO' .08' ,-0~ ,,. .00" 1-Nov I 29' .25' 
1.0.C I 79' 08" 
1989 Static Run 1990 Static Run 1991 Static Run 1992 Static Run 1993 Static Run 
3-J 3 •4• ?-Jen =.- . ..., 31'5" 2.Jm 31'7" " 37'3' 1-Fob 30' 1 ,. "'" , ... ' b 31•4• ,,., ""'" ,. ... ., 31'1" ,.,,,, :ra-11· '""' ,,,. ,.., .. 3?T ,,.,, ,. ... 1 ,. .. 31-M.v ., .. ,_,_ ,,. ,....., 3"'4" 
i 
,. ... ,.,. 
' "''" 33' 3• 2-Ma 
,,.,. Probo , .... "'~ ' 31'4" 2.J~ 31'10" 34'1" ""'"'" ,~ ' 1' .,~ 31' 10" 00 35•4• ""'" ,.,.,. ,.,,. -,~,.., "''" ,....., 31' 10- """ 34•1• ..... ,~ -27-PAa 31' 11· '""" 32'4. ,~,. ,. ... ,,.,. 2-0d -<.Joo 30' 11° ,,.,. 1•Ju\ ,,.,. '°""' ,..,. ~~ ,, ... bo 
~ '\1' ,. "'" , ... 33' 11· 27.Ju 35'0' 13-Joo ,..,. 27-Nov 
17..Jun 31'4' ,,. ,. ,..,. ,..,. ~ ,.. .. 3:>'11° 
24.J.., 3 '5° 21•Jul 34' 10- 10-Auc 35' 10- 27.Joo ,.. .. , .... 31'9" ,,.,. '"'" ,. ... "1 37' 11• 4.J• 
,..,. 
,.,i, zrr .... 35'4" , ... , ,..,. " " ,.., .. ,,.,,. ,,. .. ,..,. 1 -A ,. ... 1 . ,..,. 37'1' ,...,. 33'3" ... ,. ,~ 35' 11· 5-0d ,..,. ,. .. ..... 35'fi' ' ,,. .. """ 34' ,. ,. 12 33'7" :U'4' ,.s, 35'8" "'"'" 33'1' ,.,. 1 34'7" 35'fi' 29-Sen ,..,. ! ,. .. ' 33'6" ,..,. ,..,, 33'7" 41•1• , ... 33'6" ,..,. ,..,., ,,. .. 41"3" ... _ 
33'7" ,..,. a.s- ,. .. 
"" ~-.- 12,Se ., .. ..... 30' ,,. . 42'4" ,_ .. 26-S 42' 3° .,. .. 









MU WATER LEVEL READINGS 
Wel0-28 
1QBG-200J 
Static Run 1995 Static Run 
1 Probo 
"''" '""' 
,..,,. - ,..., .. Probo ,..,,. , ... p-- , .. Pro,_ - """ -Probo 1 " m ""'"" """' Pmbo - , ... ""''" - 9-0d -- ,,_..,, ""''" 
'°""" .... 
1996 Static Run 1997 Static Run ,....., - ... Pro,_ ....., Hob Pro,_ - ,.,..., Probo ' '°""' Probo • erot. - 1.J~ -mbo 8-S ' -,,...,, Pm .. ,..,., - <-Od Pm,_ , ..... ""'"" • -
1998 Static Run 1999 Static Run ....., - 2.J" -1-Fob - 31 -'.I ·- ...., p-p p .... 
31 ·- ·-..,. - ..,. Probo ' ·- 1 -·- fi.Soo ·--,_..,., ·- 30-0d -Woo - """' 
2000 Static 
"'" -.... Probo .... -1 -..,~ 
"" ---""''" =~ -
2001 









7-0d .,.,, ,_ 

















Run 2002 StaUc Run 2003 StaUc ._,.,, 
""'"' 1 Probo ,.,., - ,.,., ""'"" ,....., +MN ""'"" 1-A ""'"" -1 - 1 "" .. ""'"" """" ""'"' ...... ""'"' """"' ""'"" '"""" ""''" ,,..., , ... 
Prot. , ..... .... ,. ..... ""''" 1 •robo " Pro ,...,, Pro .. , ... Pro .. - '""'" , ... Prot. ·-~ 11·A , ... 10-00 ""'"" 1 ""'"" ,...,, Probo 25-A Pro ..
'"""" ""''" Pro .. ,.._ ""'"' 15-S , ... 
"' ..,,. Probo
"'"" -,...,, Prot. ,..,.. 
""'"' 
WELL WATIR LEVEi. READINGS 
Wllll28 
1009-:21ll3 
Run 2004 Static Run 
Pro 
""" -"""' Pro,_ 1 ""''" ..... , ... 
" Prooo , .... 39' ,1· .. 
1 ""''" '""" -11'0" , ... .. ,.,,. ........ -11'fr 
""' -11'1(1' -'"'" ., .. """' .... '""" .,,. 43'5" 
1 43' 11' , .. 44•,1• 
' 
... ,. , ... -15'1" 
5-0d 44' 10" ,_ .,. .. 
2005 Static Run 2006 Static Run 
1-Jon ... ,~ 10-Jan 3S'5" 
""" 311' 11• 





C ~ a 
"' t 
j~~~~ .. ~~~~~ 
u.i&!~1.;t ;g;~~; 
~~~l~ g~ _ ........... .t .. .3 ~ 
C ~. a 
"' • 
~I~~~~~ ~~~~~ 
in ial2~~ :.;;;~~~ 
le i.. !j "!! LH ~ ' 77 ..........
~ ~ ~ 
~~~~~~ ~fidi~~. 
in la ia ~ ;.51!! ~~t~~t 
;! • ~ 
~2 .... .:. .. ~ •. H,! 
7197 
/ 
19n Stallc Run 1978 Static Run 1979 Static Run 1980 
1.JM (11'.:15" 1.JM ,. ..... 1.JM ...... ,....,, 
1.f"eb ., .... 1..feb 65' .83" ,.,,., . ,.~ ,.,, .. 
1-Mar 63' .42"' 1--Mar .,.,. ,....., ... ,.. ,.,.., ,. ti-I' 58" , ... ~ 61' .11r 1 .,.,.,. 1 , .. 84' .33" ,.,,." 611'.83" ' ... 00" ' 1 04'.llr 1.Joo 85' .25" 1.J~ ,,..,,,,. 1.J~ , .... .,, ,.. 
''" 84' .50" 1.J• .25" 1.J• 1.J~ ffi' 33" 1-A•• 84' .112" 1 .. ,,,. 1 
,S.Joo 64'.W' 1-s,, 67' ..25' ,. "'·"' ,. '"" 65' .tl2"' 1 66' .42' 1.00 67'.75' '"'" .. 33" ''"" 64' .56" , ..... 68' .42' ,_,.,, 1 66'.1r 1.0.C .,,r ,..,~ ''"" 1 .... "' "' 1 "' "' ... 
"' W' 1.00 "'·"' 
" 85'.1?-1.0.C ..... 
Stallc Run 1981 Stallc Run 
Gr.611" 1.JM 65' .00" 
6r.66" ,.,, .. "-'' .83" 
"' 
,...,, 65' .1r-
.,. 00" 65' .83° 
or.oo· 1 66' .»• 
84' .75" ''"" 
.. ,,,. ... .,. .Jo 85' _75• 
er .50" ... ,,. "',,,.. ,. HW.15" 
6<'.33' 1.00 67" 1P 
64' .75" ,_..,, 65' .82" .,, ' 1.0.C "'.'8' 
1982 




1 • ,. ,. 
1.00 ·-,.o.c 
WEll. WATER LEVEL READINGS 
We1129 
1ge(l·2003 
Static Run 1983 Stallc 
65' .SB" 1.JM 63' .,r-
"'·"' ,.,, .. 62' .Bl" ....... ,...,, ....... 
.. 00" 1 B2' .,r-
"'' ,. ..... ">5" 65' .75 1<00 "',.,. "" ,,. .08" 1 
"'· ,. 61' .92' Bl' .11· "'.00" 
81' .92" "'" 59' .92' "'·"'" ' B•'.97 
Run 1984 Static Run 1985 Slallc Run 1986 Static Run 1987 Static Run 1986 Stalic Run 
1.JM .,. .00" 1.JM 61' .25" 1-•m .,. ,02" 1.JM .,. ... 1-Jan 66' .33" 
1..Fab .,. ,.. ..... 11,·. 1.f"eb 6J' .25" 1-f"•b 63• 75• ,., .. "' ,s• - ,.. , ..... , "'·"' , ..... ,. , ...... .,,., ... ·- ..... , ... ~ 63' .5/1' 1 ~ .... 1 63' .42"' 1 63' .58" 1 66' .61" 
' B2' .Th" ' ,.,,, G2' .33" , .... 64' .SB" 1 .,. .,. .,.. ' ft7 ,7!>" 70'.4~~ 66' .42"' 1.Jm 87' .75' 7D' .42" 1 81' .33" '"' 78' .42"' 1.J. .,.,. 115' .,r "" er .50" 111 .1&" ' ,, e,· A2" 1 1 1rr .75' 64".92" '"'" er.92" 1 .. "' ,.. 1 .,..,. 1 78' 58' 4-,Ju, 83' .68" ''"'" .. 00" ,,,,, w= '"'"' .. 1.00 fl2".1r •= 00',00" 23-JIJ 11' .25" ,...,, ro .ss- 1-Nav .,, _.,. ·- 61' .W' 1 .75" 1 71' .83" ,.o.c ., ... ' - 6 • .75" ,.._,m 81' .83' , ... , . 71' 7S-... , .. n.oo-
"""" fiEI' .58' '6-Am """ , «,' .75" ,, ,r..,. 
"'" 
.. ,.. ~,- 71' 92" 
' "' ,.. 1 71'.tS" 'I .... .,. 17.5 71'£8' " "'· 71' 42' , "'· ,.oo ,. ,,. ' 1 84' .58' ,_ 70' ,33' 
1.00 84'.ffr ,..,.., 68".83" ,_ .,. ,00" 
1.0.C 67' .fill" 
1989 Static Run 1990 Static Run 1991 Static Run 1992 Static Run 1993 Stalk: Run 1994 
"""" 68' 11• '"~ orr ?-Jal'! .. , .. •= , .... '"" .... ...... ,~ .. .. ,. Hob .,. .. ,., .. .. .. Hob ,..,. ~ ,.,. H«> ...., f11"11" .,.,. ,.,,~ .. ,. ,., .. .... 27.f"eb ,.,. .. 
' orr Jf.Pklr 
.,. .. .. ,. 
22i 
, .... 70' 1° ,..~ 
' err .... .... .. , .. .. , .. ,_,,, 7•Mau 05"5" '""' 68' 11· Noo ... , .. 70"5" 29-Ma .... ..... - .. ,. .. ,~ .. , . ,...,oo .... ,..., .... '"" osr , .... ,..., ..... 1G-Jun .. ,. ~,, ..., . ,.,,, .. , . 30,JJ 88 ,, • '"'" 27-Mll .... 23-Jun ..... 13-.J" .,,,. ..... .. ,. > 





"""' .,. .. ,......, , ... 22-Jul 71'3' 71•4• 88'11" " ,. ,-o .. ''"00 ,.,. ,...,. 71'6'" ,. .... 27-Ju'I ... .. 
'"""' 
.. ,. ..., .. ,, 71'6" '"" ., ,. ..... .. , .. 11-A .. ... , ... 11·a- " " .,,. 15-Jul ..... ' 71'11" 31 B9'1" , ..... .. ,. """ .,.,. ,... 71'6' 6-0d ... ,..... .. ,. ,...,. .,.,. ,.s .... 71'8" '"" 6Q' ,,. ' .,,. .,.,. ,._ , ... ,..,.,, ., . .,, . , 70' 11· " ... , .. , ., .. ' 70' ,,. ,.,,.. .. ,. """ .,,. ' ,. .. , ... 89' 11" . 70'6· • .... 
0-S= 70'4" 
i 
91•0" ..... .... 111•1· ...... ..... . .,. ,.,,.. sr11· 3-0d .... ,,.,,. ,,,. ,,,. 
WEU. WATER lEVB.. REAO(NGS 
Wet1129 
111!9•21XD 
Static Run 1995 Static Run .,.,. 
"""' "', .. .,,. .... 
oro- = .. .,,. .,. .. 1-AM .,,. ,,,,. ,._, ,. n• ...... ,..., 68' 11" ,.,. , .... ., .. ,, .... ........ ,,. .. .. , ,,._ , ... ,,,. ..... ... """'' ..... 71'4" ~ ... .. .,,,,. 117'11' 
1996 Static Run 1997 Static Run ,,.,., f11"11' ' ..., .. .,.., ... ,. ,~ .. .. .. ..,, ... ,. ,_ 66' 11" ....... ..,. ,. 
'°"'" .... .... 
84'3" 1000 .. ,. , .. ~- 11711' ,. .,. .. .... ,_ ea,· ,,.,. 
~ 
.,.,. 
""" ..... .. 
"""' 55•4• 
1998 Static Run 1999 Static Run 2000 Static ""n 2001 
""'" ..... """' .,.,. ...,~ ..... 6-JM ... , .. 31·Jan ..... ..... ..... ~ .. 
'"" ..... ., .. - 68' t• 3-Ma, ....... ... .. > .,. ,. ,..-~ .. ,. , . 84' 10' .,.,. ,., 05" ' ,, =o- ....... orr <-Ju, ,.,. 
" .,. .. .,. .. , .... 72' t· ..,~ ..,. ' .. ... .. ,,. 7':r1C7' 16-Joo .. ,. 6-.Sob .,.,. i' 14'5' '"" ' .,.,. """ .. .. 1:r 11" " • , ..... ,n .,., .. 71'8' ' " ,.,, .. .. ,. S-0.. «s'11' """" "'" ' ,.., ., .. , .... 






Static Run ,,,. 
71' 11' 
71'11" 
71' 11" ,, .. 








15'5• ,..,. ,. ,. ,, .. ,. .. 
2002 
o.JM 
Hob , ..... 
' ' 
' ,......., ·-'"'" '""' """ , ....... 
7-Aoo .. 
"'"" " .,,~ 
Static Run 2003 ,,, .. •.J~ 
'1?' 11· , .... 
7 '10" ..., 
71'2" 
71' 10' ..... 
7''2" ~ 
7'r ........ 
73'11' •= .., .. 2 
74'5" '"'" 74'(1" ' " 75'7" ,, .... ,.,. 25 74'0' 
75'6" " 74'11" 'i ,. .. , ... ,. .. .. .. 
1 
29,$ 
""" '""" ,__ ,-o~ 
WEU. WATER LEVEL READINGS 
w1111,2& 
1988-2003 
Static Run 2004 Static Run 
=s- '•M ,. .. 
mr ob 74'6" 
71'11" ,...., 74'.4" 
71'8' , ... N , ... ,. 
71' 10' ., .. 
TS ' .. 74'0' , .... 74'6" 
74'8' ,.,~ 01'6" ,. .. ,...,~ .,,. , ... """ 01·r ,.,. ..,,.., ,.,. 
,rr ..... 91'4' ,,.,. ·, " ?f;' 10' ,,., .. """ 75' 10' Tl' 11· '""" 76'3' ,...,. 76'4" ,.,. " ,. .. 76'10' '""'" 91'8' ,.,. ,,. .. 
76'5' , .. -,. .. &Od 02' 1· ,. .. , ... , ... 
1,r,cr 
2005 Static Run ,.,., 74'0" ...... ,, ... ...., ,n ,,,. .. .... ~ ,r,-..... 72'5" 
~ ,. .. .. ,4•4• 
• =.--- ,,,. """ ,rs-
2006 Static 
,,.. .. 7r,4• 
"' "' 0-
Run .,.,. 




1980 Static Run 1981 Static ,.,,,, 41'.5(]" 1-.,M 41' ,50" ,.,., 4 ',IU" , ...... 42' ,42" 
1·•\o"" ..... 
' 
.... .,. , .... 44' .33" ,__,., 45'.33" 
, .. oo .. ·"'" , .. _ ..... 




WELL WAlER LEVEL READINGS _,,. 
1989-2003 
Run 1982 Stallc Run 1983 Stallc Run 1984 Stallc Run 1985 Static Run 1986 Static Run 1987 Static Run 1988 Static Run 
1-JIIII 42' .83" IWl 39' ,(l(l" 1.Jan 37' .113" 1-Jan 38" .tlr 1-Jan 41' 83" 1 38' .511' 5CJ" 
1.fl!b 45' .Br 1-Fab 39' 08" 1-Fob 38' .08" 1-Fab 1 '.W' .50" 1-Fe1> = .Mr 1-Feb 39' .1r 1-Fab .n· .SO" 
~ 43' .oo- 46' 1r ~-MN 39' .112" «· .25'" ~-Ms 38' .5a' 41' .sct 1-Mar : -~ ~-Mar 38' .1'.17" 41' .so- ,~ :;_;;, ·~ 
1 "5'.83" U.ln 47 33" 1 40'.83" 1 41'.1r 1-Mav ,0'.33" 41'.50" :M!i 45'.1r 
1 45'.ocr 1-J,.. 311".•r 1-.i,,., 38'.1r 1-Ju1 40'.25" ,.. 39'.50" 21 41".92" 2 48".75" 
... .,. .. ' 
1-J,n • .75" 1-Jun "1" .113" 1 37' 41' .42" 1-Jun 40' .50" 12 i •2' .42" •.Ju, 48" .Oil" 
1- 42' .Oil" 1· 40' .25" 1-Aun 37' .1r 1-Atn 43' .42" 1 311.25" 1 •1' .w- -9-Jul 151' .OB" 
1-s- 41' .42" 1-St1n J9'75" 1-s- 37' .5Q" 1 40' .00" 1· 41' .11" 4-Jun "' 51' .33" 
1-0d: 3!1' .II? 1-0ct 36' .33" 1-0d 37' .113"' 4Cr 08" 1-0d 38' .02" 12-Jl#I 4..- .08" 
1-Nc!V 3!1' 33" 1-Nov 38" .17" 1-NDY 38" .511' •-Nov 39' .5t/' 1-Nov 38' .50" 19..Joo 4'1' ,71.• 
45' .50" 1.oec 311" .33" 37' .83" 1~ 36' m ,-oec 38' .83" t-O!!c ar .112" 26-Jl#I 
• - 10.Jul 
17.Jul 43' .76" 




IA 49' .63" 
1 49' .83" 
4S.5Q" 7 50'.17" 
4S .7fl' 1 50' .08" 
~,~:1~ 
46'.33"~ W08" 
46' .87" 17 40' .83" 
46' .76" 2 49' .25" 
46' .92" 1-0ct 49' .50' 
4r .25" 1-HoV 48' .-42"' 
47' .33" H> ... .. 9' .08" 
WEl1. WATER LEva RfADtNGS 
w .. #30 
1il8'il-2tm 
1989 Static Run 1990 Static Run 1991 Static Run i992 Slatlc Run 1993 Static Run 1994 Static Run 1995 Static Run 1998 Static Run 1997 Static Run 1996 Static Run 1999 Static Run 2000 StaUc Run 2001 
"' -,:;.Jan 48' •· 2-Jan 47' 2" 7. 48' 11"' 2.Jan 46' 3" 4ft.,. "5' 10" t.J•n •9' II' 45' ,• +Jin •l' 8" 4-Jan 44" 1• 2.Jan 44' 1· a.Jan <IS" r I 48'•• 2-Jan £2:I 2·, ' II"'<16' 1• 1.feb 
"8' 1" eh 
'"T............ 
48' 11' 77.f'lb 
"8'5" 27~ 
,4Q'1"' 2-Ma 
~2" .s  ' "o;:r. : 
'""" ., .. -.. Q' 45' • .ST 4''11' ±l!o .l:f!t ±l!o ,~ .. 44" 1· I 2.Jan 44" 9" 31.Jan "''" .il.£ .!l:r. ±i 
; 
r, 
Sab 46' II"' 3-Feb 46' 9" 2 ' ° 411' 11' 3Q Ja'I 60' O" 3"Feb "4' 6" 211.Jan -4fl' II" 31-Mar 45' 3" :N'ttb .4J' • 1.f'eb " " .J  44• 11• 5-f'eb <19' v 4-Feb ' ' ro D" I " t> ,.,, .. ...44'.!r. .... 11•1 = ......, 49'  I -  .!c!!,c 
.hS! ..... ,.,.., 
I 41'5° 3-Mar .... , ..... , .,. ,. 41'11"' 4ar 41'5" 3- ar 48'8' 2-Mar '1   '1 ' 'i <l.8'11' 21 u'II" 25-f •ll'cr ~ 4•1 · 2~r u1• 1-Mar • ' i 44•4• <I-Mar 45'r :,..M,w 
1 .&5'3" 31-Mv 4r2" 1-A"' -4fl't" 28-Mw 1 49'r 47'2" "8'11"' .,..,,.. ·r "3'2' 29-Mar acr 44'2" 1~ 010- 1 "-5'  I - .  I .... , ... ,. ,...., '"" ,r11· .. r ' =ml.' 1 ~... ,. .,.,. '<za' - .sr~ 
;; 
:;;; 
"5'V <1r10- '- "8'0- 2-M.'.I. •9'1"' 2- a •ro- • · "'10- 47' • " • us• 44'6"' ~ 41'0" 5-Muv 
8'2' 2.Jun <16'7" "8'•" ~ 4fl'O' "8'8" •6'V 3- "5'11' 41)'11' 1.Jiro <12',4" 31-Mr, ur s.Jun 44•1..- 4-J,., <lfrO' 2-Jl.rl 4 ' _l 4B 
"8'3• a. " 
"8'0- 2- .'.J., 
'4  ; 
40'11" 1 
""" ""' 
,0. E:,_•· .......... .. .. ..... 41)' ,,. ,a~ =.,.,. .,.,. '3'r l:!,!o ""~ ±a!!!! '"""....' 0 411'0" I 29.JWI 7-S 47'•· "3'r ...., '"" 'ii,;' 16-Jun "-7'6'" «tr WII"' 30-Ji.J 49'11' u1 49'10" 30.Jul ,47" ,47'1' 2 48'10" 2 4S'8' 1-A •,-9" 54'10" 15,.J,..,i, .... 48' 10' 2.Jul Q' Ill ' 1 -1 .... 46'9'1 +Jul '""' .!,lJL 2'!!s. .£.!: '111'1 ~27 -;.. 
1Q: 
..r.,_ 
LIil ,4 (1' ,40' "  &1'3' '3-.U ' ' 51'0" 1 ul 45'11' 5..., '"" 4-J•• ,43'7' ,4-.Juli ' ' l <16'0" 1.Jul 50'2" 
tD-Jun ,49'5' 13-Jul sa11· 50'11· 26-A ,urv 3- 50'8" .--S&D 48'2" 3-Nr:rll "'4'8' 30-AuQ "'4'11"' 48'9" 44'8" 53'2' 7-Ju. 
48' 1· -J, 
48' 9"  
48'10" un7 "8'8' 
s  11"l ¥H:kr 
61' 3" G,-.ki'I ,,.,,,, 
,n ~ 
oa,. '°"" 
















Md "" 27.Jul 




un I I~ ~"" " '1!' 87'1" :zo.J•-' '  -. i'I '  46'2" 1-0c1 60'2" ~i:t 41'8' 1.0.: "8'11"' ..oc:t 44'7" 2-0 : .c!.'2" 3-0ct •r•· 52'8" 22-Jul ' :r I 
29-0d 
"'-
,.,. .... «·r ..,,. = 
. -47'11"'1 5,0eo •r•· 7.Ji,1 WII"' •-' 49'4" 13-..lin 61'8' 30-Qd ,45''>" 29-0_. 51'2" 12-M)~ 47'2" 2-MlY "3'0" 1-M)y 4!.'11"' 30-0d '6'4° 6-ff:)y 50'10' ~r .J..i 61'11"' 21-Nov ,.,., -Nav ''.wiF ~M:6' £:.!!'. .!1'11"' ~ ~ -.. iro -'9'4' 14.JIII IWD" 3- 49'6' ' ' y ,4.4'fi" ec 51'11"' l,0ec 45'11" 41 1,r 12-Dec 47'11"' 5,0eo 45'11" ~· -'9'4' 14.JIII ""'"' ~"' ...., .. 
" 
,n 41' •• 21•Jul 51' 4' 10-A•~ 60' 1' 27..Jt.n 1' 11' ,4S 4• I 1 r · - lfil:.!.!: oa,· 
,ii,iF sao- ')IJ,.Jul oa,· s;;.1; u s - ')IJ,.J~ul 51'11"' 11 49'11• 4.JLJ s1•10- 2S-A,.., W4" S1'1 1 0- 1 52'3' ~ 
~ 50'8'" 1 S2'4" 31• 49'8'" 18-Jul 52'7" B-
~~ = ~~
lI::::!!!!. 
""' 1blll. ,~ .... ,.
' ii 
" 
6(l'Q' 1s. w:r •B's- 2 62'r 16-on.... 
11" 52' O"" 2 <11' •er 2•A'"' 61' II" 7-0d: """ ~-"' .Wl:.1. '0"' ' C1' 61' 11· 30-t,'oy .6'10" 
s1·•· 
'11
..,. !; 1 • I ~~-~~- 30-t,'oy •6'10" 19t,,llQ ~~~ I = a-Aoo , .. , 53"4" Wir 
5$11" 
64'1' 
,Cft1(J" = 57' 6" .Cft 1(J" s:;.~!- 1--
)'2" 6-SBD 52'1' 
~ 
~ I 150'7" 12-S 52'8" ~, 
.l!2c 
.!cl ,. 
= = =51 r ~'" , ' ....
•1' 11" I 1&- -5,1'3' ·~· 26-Sec .£:. ~ ,1• •bv 48' 1• I - " 5,1' 4• .oecJ "5'4".l 3-01:t 64'2' >Od.... 
Cl 53'11"' 







I • I I I 





'"itiir.l ..... ~. 
's1allc Run 2002 Static Run 2003 Static 
' " "" .... ,.,., .... .,.,. ,., ... .,,.,. .. ,.,. .... 1 .... ....., ••r .... .. .. .. .. 
'"" ' ,.-w ' ~6'1>~ I s.•r 51'f" ,..,,., 5,. •• 
!WHI" 1 51'5" 51'9' 
51•n~ '"""" 51'11" '"' .,. .. ,_.,. ' s,-r ,.,,. .,,. ,,. "'" 64'1" 53'1J• 10-J• ,.,. ' 54'10' ... ~ 17..J•• =r :21..ki ' ..... ,,, .. 2&,J,ll! 65'10" ..... 7 ,,.. • I 4G' t" ..... " .,.,. _,. .. ,. i,~ .. 1 .,.,. ..... '' , I 58'11" ' .,.,. .. .. ' .... ' .... 
56"1\• 
' - ,,, .. 15-0d 5't 11" ,_ 56"5" 
1-0oo ,..,. 
Run 2004 Static ,_,.,,, 






7 s.s• ,...., s,r 
1•J"n .,. .. 
~ .. ~ 
""~ S:3'1" o,r ,. .. .... .... ,...,. ,...,. .,,, . ... ,. .... ..... .... 
""' .. , . ' ,.,. ,.. W<' 
' . .. "'~ 
!K'fl" 
Run 2005 ,.,.. 
4-F~ 
. 





19TT Static Run 1978 Static Run 1979 Static Run 
' .,. .33" 
,_.,., 56'.08" 1-JM .,. .,. 
1-Nov 67'.00" ,, .. 56'.08" ,., .. 5B' .er 
'" .,. ,_ 58' .1s• t-Met Sl" .rJ,-,. 58' .67" ,_,_ .,._.,. 
' 56' .75" ' '"-"' 1-J~ 511'.42" ,_~ 111' . .:2" , ... .,_.,. ,.,. "'.00" 
1•-'''" 59' .17' 111' .117" 
1·Sec 58' .157" 51' .83" 
1-0d 156' .75: •-Od 57' .33" ,...,, 57' .OB" ·- ... 00" ,-0~ 58" .00' ~ 69' .92" 
1980 Static Run 1981 
1-JM 59' .42"' 1-JM ,., .. ...00" ,.,., , ..... S9' .42" ,...., 
' 69' .60"' ' 159'.33" 1-Ma• ,.,..., 59' .58" , .... 
1-J• ... ,.,. '"" , .... 63' .00" ' , .. - 57' ,00" ' ' 57'.33" 1-0d ,..,, 56' .33" . _,.,, 
' ... ,..,., 
~ WATER LEVEL READINGS 
WeUJ1 
1989-2003 
Static Run 1982 
67'.00" ' M ... .,. 1-Fob 
51' .50" ,_,,,, 
56' .87" ' 58' .33" ' ... -"" 1-J~ ., " ,.,. 







"'·"" 59" .75" 
57'.17" .,._.,. 
57" .42" 1-0d I l;A' 17' 
57' .OB" ,_..,, 65' .17' 
57' ,17' ' 
Run 1983 Stattlc Run 1984 Static Run 1985 Static Run 1986 Static . 
"" 56' .17' '"""' 5,f' .Oil" 
,_,_, 53' .42"' ,_,., 54' .08" 
1-Fob 54' ."2"' ~ .. 54':'5" ,., .. 64' ."2" ,., .. "'-"" ·- 66' .60"' ,_..., "".00" ,_.,_ 54' .50" 1-M• 64' .er ' 55" ' 54• .75" , .. - 55' .00" ' 54' ,83" , ..... 55",.. ' 55' .412" ' ... ,.. ' 55' 00" 1-J~ "'_.,. 1-Jw, 54' .25" , .... 66' .33" ' 55' .7S' "" 69' .7S' 59" .00" -. .,. "',,. 1-J• ,. 65' .17' , .... 53',0lr , .... ., .00" , . ,. ",,,. •J'.00" 1-s" 63'.17' ' 54' .17" 1-0d 61' .113" 1-0d ••. 00" -Od 63' .1r 1-0d 63' .00" ·- , .... ,.,.,, 52' .00- ,_,.,, 53' .00' .,. ,,,., "_.,. 0~ ~-00" ' 63.--...,. ' 63' .,. 
C ~~~ " If 0: ~-
~-~-~~ ~~,ii~~~~~~~~-~ «d;;~!s!il!i: t;': ii;I~ ii; i;i,; fii iii&l re~ S!; ~ 
"' •IJ 'H •" ~~ 1~,:1 B ~ 7't •ii~ -.,. """ "'• 
C !, bS 
" ~"! 0: ~ !id;!i: 
ll~lloa~•~~H~ ~ ~. ~~ ~~ ~ ~ f3 
&l;~ ~~~~~~~It• .~ ~It f;;f;; Ufa 
i H}iJ:!l~I;; BL~ 11 ~ §!I½ 
" " .............. .., .............. 






' " ' ~ 00 ,, 
17 ~ 
'""' 
""" """ ""'" 
" 
' ' ~,.. ,.,,. .... 
Static 





61' ,. .,,,. 
"', .. .... 
wr .,.,. .,.,. .,.,. 









Run 1990 Static 
""' "'"' ,.. '"""' .... 31-Mar 58' 1•· .~ 511'4" 






21 " " 
.,.,. 
12 
""" 1 .,,. ""'00 59'11" ,. 61'7" ,._,_ .... 
• ---.,. .. '"""' 58' 11" 
Run 1991 Stallc Run 1992 Static 
2-Jon 59'4" ,-., .. 5"' , •• 
2..feb .... 2-Fob .... ,..., .. .. 25-Feb 61'5" .... .,.. 61'11" 
4-Mav , ... ' .,.r .,,,. S.Ma" ., .. -~ 62' 11" .... 
~ .. ..... .,. .. ,,._,. WO- ' 84'3" ,,...., .,. .. 
21.Ja .,, .. ~ .,.,. ..... ,,... .,. .. 11-A: 83' 11' 18.Ja .,. .. 
17-All<I s,-r ,~ ..... ... ,. ' .,. .. ' .. ... 6J' 11· 31-A """" OOd 59' ,. ,..,,_ ,_,.,, .. ,. 2'-Aoo .. .. ,.,.,., .. ,. 65' 11• ~, . .,.,. ·~ .,. .. 
" .. ... ,..,, ., .. 
>-Od 64'4" 





MU WATER lEVEl READINGS 
Wd0.31 
1989-2000 
1993 Slatlc Run 1994 
3J,m .,. .. M 
:JO.JM .,,,. '"'"' 27-Feb .,. .. .. 
2'0,.0M 61'6" ' ' 81'6" =o- ,.,.,., 
"'" , ... '"" ""'" .. , . ""'" ' 58'11" s.s-2-0d .... '"°" .... W<>d ,, .... ,,., .. 
Static Run 1995 .. .. M .... 28"oo 
69'1" ,,.,, .. 
51r11· .,,. .,,. ,._,~ ,..,. , ... .,. .. '°"" 61"6" ,. .,, .. .,.,. ,, .... 
62'1•.5" """' 
StaUc Run 1996 Stallc Run 1997 Static Run 1998 
61"8" ,...., ear ..,.. sor .,. . - .,.,. 2-Foo .. .. ,-F .. .,. .. 81'8" ,.,.,, 69'4' ,_...., 81' 10" """' ..... ,n ,._"" .,. .. :JO.Joo ., .. .. , . 
81'2" .,. .. ,...., , ... 31-Mau .,. . 1 .,. .. ~ .. .,,. ..., .,.,. 61'4" ~ ,,... ..... ""'' .... ""''" .,.,. ~ .,.,. ,,,~ 61'0" .. .. 2-0d .,.,. ,.,,,, .... ,_ 
oo-r ,.,.,, 58' 10" 12-0•c 
"' 
2000 Static Run 
WM ,,. .. .. 1111'1ft" ....., ,or 
' "' . a1•11· 
... r ..... 






7 ,._ , .. ~ 
Static Run 
W8J. WATER LEVEL Rl!ADINGS 
WtCll31 
11111\H!O:O 
2002 Static Run 2003 S!atl<: Run 20()4 S!atlc Run 2005 Static Run 2006 Static Run 
,~~ 10JM ..,,. ..,., 
' .. ,_ ...... ., .. ... 
..,,. ..... ,..,. ... 












60' .25" I.Jon ,. .,. ,..,. ,. .,. , .... ,,. ,.. ,.,~ 
71'.S3" , .... . 
74' .68" '"" '""' 73' 83" , .. , 
'""" 
Static Run 1980 Static Run 
75' .58" l"M sr.1r 
74' .&I' .,.., .,. .00' 
75' .33" ·-- 57' .33" T1' .4? '! 57' 33" 711 .75" :~~ 71' .00" ,. ,. • 00" "'.00" 72' .ss· 
55' .75" :~ 74' .17" "' ,,. 72' .42" 
55'.Br ,,. .er ,_ 
71' .33" 
H ,X, 
1981 Static Run 1982 Static Run 1983 Static Run 
1"M .75" 1 73' .DO" , 50' .,. ., .. 74' .42" ,.,., 73' .Oil" ,_ 50'. 
' ' 71' .Oil" 
,. ,.. 
' ,r ' n-.,r ' 77' .75" ·- ... 00" ' 57'.00' ' IM'.U" 00 71' .02" Ooo 58' .75° 
' 
.,. ,., . 58' .75" 
' 74' .75" 
, 58" .75" ,. 55' .33" ' 66' .76" 1-0d _,,. ,.,.,, ,,. .,, ,.,,., ,, .... 
1984 Static Run 1985 Static Run 1986 Static Run 1987 Static Run 1968 Static Run 
1-Jan 82' .67' , 62' .17" "~ w.,r '·"" , .... ,. ,.,., M'.lll" ,.,.. 52' .ft3" i-t-•b 65'.42" ,.., ... ar.1r '""' 7rl'.67' ,_ ... , .... 6'2'.67' ,...., 65' ... .,. ,.,~ .,. ,,. 
' ".,. ' "'·"'" ' ertr ' 1U .OB" ' 8'1'.17" ,.... .. 00' ,..... e:r.1r ' tJ1'.1r ' 57'.6 ' M'.SO' ' . 67'.17· '"~ 88' .17" " 55'.83" ' ~ 71'.17' ...,. 8S'.17' ,-Od fI1' .17" '"" 114' .113" 21 64' .75" '"" T.Z' .2!>" ' 81',17" ... ' 64' .83" 67.00' • ,a ,,. ,. M'.00' 1.0., ... _.,. ' ... .... -I-Joo ... .... ,., . 1rr .33" 1-0d ... .,. "''" 111' .00" 12-Jun M'.00' '""' 62' AT , .... 5'.33" , .... 64' .92" 19'loo "'.00' , 62' .33" 
,-0~ 51' .33" 65' .75" .,. ,r 7-Aoo e,• .IS" ,..,. 6.5' ,S3" '""' 68'.11" """ 00' .42" or .er ,...... 61' .,r 27-A 67' _,,. 
""" .... oe- ~ 57'.17" 7 er .oo- 0-S .,,.. , ... ,,._,,. ,,_ ",.. 
" 
,.._.,. ,~ ""' ' 60' .OT 1-0d 69' .!Xr ,_ 66' .oe· , .. , e11.1r 
1-0d 6".00' 6!1'.ll3" , .. ~ .. , 68' .17" 
1989 Static Run 1990 Static Run 1991 Static Run 1992 Static Run 1993 Static Run 1994 ,,. ,._,m ,n 2-J.in 71'2" " 68'·· 3-Jm ,,., .. ,~m 1-Fflb ]tr$' ..... .. , .. 2.ftib , ... ,.,., .... ,._,_, ,,.,. .... ...... 71'2" ..... 71':!." , ...... ,.,. ,.., .. ,. .. ,.., .. 1a11• ,..,., 
2 Jtr ,. 1-Ant 1a,i· ,.,._ 1a:,· , ..... 7a5• ,,, ... ,., .. 
i ,..._ ,. ,.,. ..... 116'11" ...... 71'5" , .... 71'fl' 1-Mo• ,,,. >Joo 71' 1· 7U3" ....... ,.,. 71'7" I 
70' flJ' ,..,oo ,. ..... 17-Mau , ... ..,. .. , . 
' 71'0' ,.._,oo .... "" .... ' 69'5" ""'" .,. .. 2 7f11D" ,~•oo 70' 10' ' ,.,. 31-Mau 1rr 1• ' ..... 3-J ... 00 ,. .. """' .... ,...., , ... .,.,. 2-0d 11..Jun 1a:,• , .... .. ,. .. ,...,oo 70' 1• =• .... 
17 1, ... ... "'"' ,n 68'11" ,....., ..... .,. .. ,,.,,oo ,.,. """ 68'11" "] .. .,. '"'~ '"" '"" .... """" ,u ..... "'. " ,.,. """ 71'8" .... , ..,. 12..Jul .. ,. '""" ,n ,, ... .... 3'-A .. .. ,...,. 69"11J' ,..,. .... ,., 68'8" .,.,. ''"" .... '°'"' .... , .. ..... ,..,. 7'14" .'! .. .. .... ""'" 68' 11• .. ,. ,.,. ' 67' 11• ,o.s, ,.,. .. .. ' 61°11' - ,.,. ,. .. 21 .. ,. ·- ...... 69"10" 3().A ,. .. ""' 68'11' 8-So ,.,. '"" .... 17-SI =•· 1 01'0" ,.,,. 
~ .. ,~ 71·1· 
~ =o- """ ,. .. '1-0d ,, .. 
""'" T 
, 
WE.Li WATER LEVEL READlNGS 
W'lllt32 
1Q8'11-2Cm 
Static Run 1995 Static Run .,.,. .,,. 
"'" 50' 1• .,,. ""'" .... .,.,. .. .. .,,. , .. ,. ..,. ,.... ,n 
'1'2' - ""'" .,. .. '"" ... ,. .,. .. ,..,. ,in 
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Spronk Water Engineers, Inc. 
Expert Report 
Dated September 29, 2006 
Prepared For The 
City of Pocatello, 
Claimant 
The City of Pocatello (Pocatello, the City) has claimed water rights in the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication ("SRBA") under two different legal approaches. These include claims based on Idaho 
State Law ("State-law claims") and another claim based on Federal Law. The State-law claims are 
the subject of this report. 
The City originally filed 38 State-law claims in the SRBA for ground water and surface water rights 
on April 16, 1990. Amended claims were filed on November 18, 2003. There were no objections 
to the City's original or amended claims filed by other waterusers. The Idaho Department of Water 
Resources (the "Department'') Basin 29 Director's Report for Irrigation and Other Uses ("Director's 
Report") was filed with the SRBA Court on November 18, 2003 and included recommendations for 
the City's SRBA claims. Pocatello filed various objections to these recommendations. There were . 
no objections to the Director's recommendations by an other water users. Negotiations between 
Pocatello and the Department have resulted in a number of stipulations regarding certain of the 
City's State-law claims, although a number of disputed issues remain. This report addresses the 
following disputed issues: 
• ·A condition proposed by the Department to limit the City's cl~ims for alternate points of 
diversion for its interconnected municipal wells, 
• The Department's recommended denial of the City's claim for alternate points of diversion 
for its surface water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, 
• Miscellaneous issues related to identification of the wells included m the City's 
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interconnected municipal well systems, and subset of these wells that were the subject of 
prior formal administrative transfers approved by the Department. 
The above issues are described in The Department's April 13, 2006 Supplemental Director's Report 
Regarding the City of Pocatello's Basin 29 State-Based Water Rights ("706 Report"). This expert 
· report was prepared to support the City's positions regarding the disputed issues. 
1.1 Pocatello's Interconnected Water Systems 
The City supplies water to over 50,000 residents in a service area of approximately 34 square miles. 
The primary source of water supply for the City is ground water pumped from municipal wells 
constructed in the Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer ("LPRV A"). The City currently has 28 
wells that provide water to the primary municipal area of the City ("City Wells"). The City claimed 
water rights in the SRBA for 23 interconnected City Wells'. These wells withdraw water from the 
LPRVA, with the exception of Well 32, which is constructed in the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer 
("ESPA") near where it connects to the LPRVA .. A map showing the location of the City Wells is 
attached as Figure l. 
Commercial and industrial development in and around the Pocatello Municipal Airport is supplied 
water from two interconnected wells, Wells. 35 and 39. Other wells near the airport are used for 
land application ofbiosolids from the Pocatello Wastewater Treatment Plant. The municipal and 
land application wells near the airport are collectively referred to as the "Airport Wells." These 
wells are constructed in the ESPA as shown in Figure I. 
1.2 Pocatello's SRBA Claims 
Table l summarizes the City's State-law SRBA claims, including the claim number, priority date, 
diversion rate and location. Also shown in Table I are the priority dates and diversion rates 
recommended by the Department that are different from those claimed by the City. 
'Twenty-two of the interconnected wells existed in 1987. Well 44 was constructed as a 
replacement well after 1987 and is included in the City's SRBA claims. 
2 
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Pocatello's water system developed over time as the water use by a growing population increased. 
The City's SRBA claims reflect the periodic increase in water supply capacity that was developed 
in response to increasing demands. Each water right claimed by the City represents the date 
(priority date) and amount (rate in cubic feet per second) of increases in system production capacity 
that resulted from construction of new wells, enlargement of well pumping capacity or acquisition 
of existing wells. The result was 22 ground water rights for 23 interconnected City Wells, each of 
which is claimed as an alternate point of diversion. The City Wells are also claimed as alternate 
points of diversion for surface water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. In addition, the 
City claimed its two interconnected Airport Wells as alternate points of diversion for the two ground 
water rights associated with those wells. 
Table 2 is a summary of the City's State-law claims that include alternate points of diversion. The 
alternate points of diversion reflect the physical operation of the City's water supply system, and 
allow the City to exercise its water rights in order of priority from senior to junior regardless of 
which interconnected wells are pumping at a given time. 
The City Wells that serve the interconnected system and are claimed as alternate points of diversion 
are shown with red text labels in Figure 1. Of these, the wells that are interconnected are labeled 
red on yellow and those that are not interconnected are labeled red on white. The two 
interconnected Airport Wells are shown with red on blue labels. Other City Wells and Airport Wells 
for which no alternate points of diversion are claimed are shown with back on white labels. 
Table 3 lists The Department's recommendations for water rights that Pocatello claimed with 
alternate points of diversion. The differences between what was claimed by Pocatello and what was 
recommended by the Department are highlighted in yellow on Table 2. 
Pocatello filed objections to all 38 of the Department's recommendations listed in the Director's 
Report for the City's claimed water rights. These objections were for global issues that applied to 
many or all of the claims, and for specific issues for particular claims. Table 4 summarizes the 
City's objections that were filed on November 14, 2003 in the SRBA Court. A table similar to Table 
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4 was attached to each objection filed by the City. The objections addressed in this report are those 
identified in Table 4 by the columns, Provisions Necessary, Correct Interconnection, Accomplished 
Transfer, and Point of Diversion. 
2.0 ALTERNATE POINTS OF DIVERSION FOR GROUND WATER RIGHTS 
Pocatello's claim for alternate points of diversion for its ground water rights was made under the 
accomplished transfer provisions in Idaho Code §42-1425 ("Accomplished Transfer Statute"). The 
following is the essential portion of the statue: 
Any change of ... point of diversion ... by any person entitled to use water ... prior to 
November 19, 1987, may be claimed in a general adjudication even though the 
person has not complied with 42-108 and 42-222, Idaho Code, provided no other 
water rights existing on the date of the change were injured and the change did 
not result in an enlargement of the original right. (emphasis added). I.C. §42-
1425(2). 
The 22 ground water rights and 23 alternate points of diversion claimed by Pocatello are listed in 
Table 3, and are described in Section 1.3. No objections to the City's claims were filed by other 
water right holders. Nevertheless, The Department seeks to add a condition to limit the City's 
alternate point of diversion operations as described below. 
2.1 The Department's "Other Provisions Necessary" Condition 
In July 2003, the Department recommended approval of 22 alternate points of diversion for 18 of 
the water rights claimed for the City Wells provided the exercise of the water rights at the alternate 
points was conditioned as follows: 
To the extent necessary for administration, water was first appropriated or used from: 
(List of alternate points of diversion, e.g., Pocatello Well No. 2 located in T07S, 
R34E, S01, NW¼NE¼, on 12/31/1926 in the amount of 3.12 cfs) 
The above condition listed the location, priority date, and diversion rate amount for each of the 22 
wells recommended as alternate points of diversion. The water rights that were conditioned and the 
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ln April 2006, in the Department's 706 Report to Special Master Bilyue, the proposed condition was 
modified to the following ("Condition"): 
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion for ground 
water, and between points of diversion for ground water and hydraulically connected 
surface sources, water was first appropriated or used from: 
The Department also revised the conditions list of wells, quantities and priority dates. The wells and 
water rights proposed to be conditioned by he Department are listed in Table 3, under the column 
heading "lDWR April 2006 Recommendations". ln this April 2006 revision, the Department has 
recommended the Condition apply to 18 water rights and 31 alternate points of diversion for the 
interconnected City Wells. The Department added nine wells to the original list of22 recommended 
alternate points to which the Condition would apply. The additional nine wells include original 
wells that are not in use but are related to the water rights claimed. The Department also revised the 
diversion rates for Wells 2 and 29. 
For legal and technical reasons, Pocatello does not believe the Condition imposed by the Department 
on the City's water rights claimed with alternate points of diversion is warranted, and the Condition 
effectively denies the transfers claimed by the City under the Accomplished Transfer Statute. 
2.2 The Departments's Basis for the Condition 
The basis for the Department's proposed Condition on the alternate points of diversion claimed by 
Pocatello for its interconnected wells is described on pages 12-15 of the 706 Report. The 
Department contends that the Condition is necessary to avoid injury to other water users and to assist 
in the administration and definition of the water rights. A summary ofIDWR's reasoning follows. 
By listing all of its points of diversion for all of its water rights, the City would be 
allowed to withdraw water under its most senior priority water right from any well 
location. The Department, in order to recommend multiple, alternate points of 
diversion on the City's interconnected water rights under an accomplished transfer 
theory, included a condition to prevent injury that could result from allowing this 
practice. Without the condition, the Department would not have recommended the 
multiple, alternate points of diversion because injury to other water rights was 
likely. (emphasis added). (pp. 12-13). 
The 706 Report lists three substantive parts of the condition (location, priority date, and amount), 





Location - The Department considers well location important because "many other 
wells could have been drilled nearby before or after the City owned well was drilled 
or used" (emphasis added) (p 14). 
Priority Date - The Department considers the " ... date water was first appropriated 
from that well ... " important " ... when addressing well-inte,ference issues and 
mitigation requirements for aquifer-wide regulation." It offers the following 
hypothetical example to illustrate its concern: 
If at some time in the future, the City increases the pumping capacity 
of a well within the City's interconnected system, and it reduces the 
amount of water available to another water user, this condition 
preserves the ability of a water user to protect their water right". b) 
If a well developed by Pocatello in 1990 causes interference with a 
neighbor's well that was drilled in 1960, the City's well will be treated 
asjuniortothe1960well even though the City, on occasion, could be 
diverting a quantity from that well that is associated with a 1950 well 
owned elsewhere in the City. (page 14 ). 
3. Amount - The Department stresses the importance of the water right amount when 
evaluating potential injury from the alternate point operation on other surface and 
ground water rights. This concern is illustrated by two hypothetical examples as 
follows: 
If a senior surface water user makes a call and the Department 
determines that the City's use of ground water is causing injury to 
that seriior surface water user from a certain well, the City has the 
flexibility to obtain that quantijy from different well locations to supply 
its residents with water. However, the City is still responsible for 
mitigating any injury associated with the withdrawal of the quantity 
from its wells. In addition, when the City pumps water from a well at 
a different location, it may cause interference with a different surface 
water source, or another water user's well. • (p 15). 
Finally, the 706 Report states that the proposed Condition " ... preserves the historical information 
necessary for administering the water rights as they were historically developed." (p.15). 
In summary, the Department believes the proposed Condition is necessary for both local well-to-
well interference concerns as well as for regional conjunctive administration of ground water and 
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surface water rights. These concerns are addressed in the following sections. 
2.3 Well-to-Well Interference Impacts 
The City has exercised its water rights with multiple points of diversion as its water uses increased 
and its interconnected water system expanded. As the City's demand increased, it constructed and 
acquired additional wells that were added to the interconnected system. The City has long delivered 
water for municipal uses through a central distribution system that is supplied through multiple 
wells. The wells that are actually pumped into the system vary from time-to-time for a variety of 
reasons. However, the City's exercise of its water rights in order from senior to junior reflects the 
increasing use of water through time by the City residents. The City's oldest wateruses occur under 
the City's oldest water rights regardless of the wells that it operates because of convenience, 
reliability or other reasons. 
The Department has provided no evidenc_e of actual injury to other ground water users resulting from 
the City's pumping at multiple alternate points of diversion. Instead, the proposed Condition is 
based, in part, on speculation by the Department that injury may occur due to well-to-well 
interference, and hypothetical situations in which injury might occur. This is not a sufficient basis 
to limit Pocatello's water rights given that it properly claimed the alternate points of diversion under 
the Accomplished Transfer Statue and there were no objections to the claims filed by other water 
users. In addition, we are not aware of delivery calls made by local well users that have been placed 
against Pocatello's wells either before or after 1987. 
In addition to n_ot presenting evidence of actual injury caused by Pocatello's alternate point of 
diversion operations, the Department has no objective standards or criteria by which potential injury 
can be evaluated. The Department has not established "reasonable pumping levels" for the LPRVA 
or the ESPA. Nor has the Department quantified the amount ofaquifer water level drawdown from 
pumping that is injurious to other water users. 
Notwithstanding the lack of standards or criteria for evaluating injury, SWE analyzed the magnitude 
of aquifer drawdown that existed prior to November 19, 1987 as a result of the City's well 
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operations. Legal counsel has advised SWE that the relevant period is prior to November 19, 1987. 
Water Level Measurements 
SWE obtained water level measurements for the interconnected City Wells and Airport Wells. The 
data included measurements of depth to water and whether the measurements were taken while the 
pump was running (pumping water level) or when the pump was not running (static water level). 
The period of record for the water level measurements varies by well. Graphs of the pumping and 
static water levels for each well for which data were available are provided in Figure 2. 
Average pumping and static water levels were calculated for each well for the period of record 
through 1987. The average pumping water levels were subtracted from the average static water 
levels and the resulting average pumping drawdown levels were plotted in Figure 3. The long-tenn 
average pumping drawdown gives a general indication of the magnitude of drawdown experienced 
within the pumping well. Drawdown in the aquifer immediately outside the well casing will 
typically be less than inside the well casing as a result of well losses and inefficiencies. The aquifer 
drawdown becomes less as the distance from the well increases because a greater portion of the 
aquifer is contributing to the well pumping rate. 
The Pocatello wells were categorized by the average measured pumping drawdown as follows: 
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Average Measured Pumping Drawdown 
as of 1987 
City of Pocatello Wells 
0 - 4 feet 4 - 1 0 feet 10 - 19 No Data 
feet 
Well 10 Well2 Well29 Well 13 
Well 12 Well7 WeII32 Well 14 
Well21 Well 16 Well 15 
Well22 Well 18 Well23 
Well28 Well26 Well 33 
Well30 Well27 Well34 
Well 31 Well 39 
Well 35 We1144 
There reportedly are no water level measurements available prior to 1987 for the wells listed in "No 
Data" column. Static and pumping water levels measured post-1987 for Wells 13, 14, 33 and 34 
show average measured pumping drawdowns of 1.5, 1.0, 3.0 feet and 6.2 feet, respectively. Average 
measured pumping drawdowns for Wells 15 and 44 could not be calculated because either only 
static water levels were generally measured (Well 15) or only pumping levels were generally 
measured (Well 44). 
Hydro geology 
Published reports,pumping test results and other materials were reviewed for information regarding 
the aquifer hydrogeology in the vicinity of the City's wells. A list of the information that was 
reviewed is included in Section 5. 
The City Wells, with the exception of Well 32, withdraw water from the LPRVA, which extends 
from the PortneufGap, through the City, to the City of Chubbuck. The Airport Wells and Well 32 
are completed in the ESPA. The LPRVA aquifer is connected to the ESPA northwest of Pocatello. 
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The locations of the City's wells, and the LPRVA and ESPA aquifers are shown in Figure I. 
The LPRVA is a prolific aquifer, and many of the City's wells have impressive yields ranging as 
high as 3,600 gpm Southeast of the City, the aquifer is characterized by 60 to 120 feet of highly 
permeable, unconfined gravels overlying a much thicker section of low-permeability basin fil I 
sediments. Analysis of the City's wells in the southern portion of the aquifer (Wells 36, 13, and 28) 
indicated aquifer transmissivities ofup to 7.5 ft2/sec (Welhan et. al., 1996). 
The LPRVA within and north of the City is comprised of multiple, confined silty gravel and sand 
layers, and appears to consist ofat least two major water-bearing zones which include a shallow, 
confined gravel aquifer and a deep confined gravel aquifer. Depths to water are generally greater 
than in the southern portion of the aquifer. Analysis of the City's wells in the northern portion of 
the aquifer (Wells 26, 27, 31, and 24) indicate transmissivities ranging from 1.5 ft'/sec to 4.7 ft'/sec. 
Aquifer thickness ranges from approximately 60 to 250 feet. (Welhan, et. al., 1996, Welhan, et al., 
1994) An upper clay layer, believed to represent the American Falls lake beds, overlies the 
confined layers in the northern portion of the aquifer that supply the City's wells. The clay layer 
is approximately 5 to 20 feet thick in the vicinity ofWell 26 (Welhan, et. al., 1996) and may extend 
as far northwest as American Falls Reservoir. 
CH2M Hill performed a 30-hour constant rate discharge pumping test on the LOS Farm North 
Irrigation Well on May 14 and 15, 1994 in response to TCE contamination in the southern aquifer. 
This well is located near Well 44 as shown in Figure I. The discharge rate for the test was 
approximately between 1,000 and 1,220 gpm. The maximum observed drawdown at the end of the 
pump test in the primary observation well, PA-5, located 40 feet from the pumping well, was 0.39 
foot (CH2M Hill, 1994). 
A pumping test was performed in April 1992 on Well 34 located in the northern portion of the 
aquifer as shown in Figure I. The data collected during the pump test indicate that after 5.25 hours 
of pumping, there was drawdown ofapproximately 5.0 feet at the pumping well and approximately 
2.5 feet in Well 31, 104 feet away. The pumping rate in Well 34 was 3,090 gpm (6.8 cfs). The long-
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term average drawdown for the entire period of record (1988 - 2005) for Well 34 is 6.2 feet. 
(Welhan, personal communication, 2006). 
The two pumping tests described above indicate that there does not appear to be significant water 
level drawdown that extends any appreciable distance away from wells that withdraw water from 
the LPRVA. Additionally, the small magnitude of drawdown experienced in Well 35 
(interconnected Airport well completed in ESPA) also indicates that there does not appear to be a 
significant water level draw down that extends from the City's Airport pumping wells. 
The LPRVA aquifer is considered to have little direct hydraulic connection to the PortneufRiver 
in the reach extending through the City during periods of normal and low flows. The lack of direct 
hydraulic connection is attributed to the approximately 50 feet thick layer of clayey silt underlying 
the bed of the Portneuf River. In addition, the Portneuf River flows in a concrete lined channel 
through portions of the City. South of the City in the southern portion of the LPRVA, the Portneuf 
River is generally a losing stream, with the river surface elevation typically above the ground water 
level elevations2• The surface water elevations and ground water elevations become similar north 
of the City indicating connection of the ground and surface water system. However, the exchange 
of water between the deeper confined layer and the surface is limited by the American Falls lake bed 
sediments. 
Conclusion 
Due on the prolific nature of the_ LPRVA and the relatively small magnitude of drawdowns 
measured, it is unlikely that Pocatello's alternate point of diversion operations had any significant 
impact to neighboring wells prior to November 19, 1987. 
The basis for the Condition proposed by the Department to limit the City's diversions of its ground 
water rights at alternate points of diversion appears to be largely based on a concern for potential 
2 During high flows, overbank flooding may recharge the aquifer and raise aquifer water 
levels to near the level of the surface flows resulting in a transient direct hydraulic connection. 
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interference with surrounding wells. The Department provided no evidence of actual injury, no 
standards by which it would judge injury, and in short, no means for the City to gauge the impact 
ofits operations on other wells in the vicinity of the City. Nevertheless, based solely on speculation 
of potential injury, the Department is recommending the proposed Condition. 
In my opinion, the information and analysis described herein indicates that diversion of the City's 
ground water rights at alternate points of diversion was not injurious to nearby wells prior to 1987 
nor is this operation causing material adverse impacts at the present time. 
2.4 Regional Impacts 
The 706 Report alludes to the potential impacts to surface water rights that may occur if the 
proposed Condition limiting the City's diversion of its ground water rights at alternate points of 
diversion is not imposed as recommended by the Department. SWE reviewed information to 
determine whether injury to surface water users occurred prior to November 19, 1987 as a result of 
the City's pumping at its alternate points of diversion. 
We are not aware of specific claims of injury by surface water rights in the PortneufRiverbasin nor 
downstream on the Snake Riveragainst the City's wells prior to 1987. Even ifa delivery call was 
made by senior surface water users (as it was in 2005), the issue relevant to the proposed Condition 
would be whether (a) depletions to surface flows resulting from the City's ground water use were 
materially different with pumping at the alternate points of diversions compared to depletions for 
the same amounts withdrawn from the City's senior priority wells at their original points of 
diversion, and (b) whether any material differences in depletions caused injury to downstream 
surface water rights. 
When the City diverts at alternate points of diversion, some pumping occurs at wells closer to the 
Snake River and some pumping occurs at wells further from the Snake River. Pumping closer to 
the Snake River could theoretically accelerate the timing of depletions, while pumping further from 
the river could have an opposite effect by slowing the timing of the depletions. Regardless of the 
well location the ultimate total depletion to the Snake River will be the same. The potential for a 
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change in the timing of the depletions was evaluated by determining if there is any significant 
difference in the centroid' of the City's pumping under the following two conditions: 
1. 
2. 
Historical Pumping Condition - The first condition is the pumping distribution that 
existed in 1987 as represented by the average pumping distribution for the period 
1983 - 1987. The production records for the wells are provided in Appendix A. 
Priority Pumping Condition -The second condition reflects pumping from the City's 
wells at their original points of diversion in order of priority from senior to junior up 
to the monthly demands existing in 1987. 
The centroid of pumping for the two conditions was determined by GIS analysis. The results are 
shown in Figure 4. The pumping centroids are within approximately 1.3 miles of each other. This 
difference is relatively insignificant in comparison to the distance from the centroid to points of 
substantial hydraulic connection to the surface system which are likely near American Falls 
Reservoir (IO+ miles). Furthermore, the City's pumping developed over many decades and has been 
relatively stable over recent years. Depletions from the City's pumping are likely at near steady 
state and therefore any differences in the timing of depletions between the two conditions would be 
minimal. 
Conclusion 
In my opinion there is no material difference in the depletions to surface water from when the City 
is pumping its senior priorities first or when the City is pumping using its alternate points of 
diversion. Priority administration of the City's wells should be based on the City being able to 
divert water from its interconnected wells in order of priority from senior to junior regardless of 
which of these wells it operates. 
' Geographic center of the City's pumping weighted by the average annual withdrawals 
from each well. 
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3.0 ALTERNATE POINTS OF DIVERSION FOR SURFACE WATER RIGHTS 
Pocatello claimed its City Wells as alternate points of diversion for the City's surface water rights 
on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek under the Accomplished Transfer Statute. The claim, if 
approved, would allow the City to continue its practice of pumping ground water under the City's 
senior surface water right priorities. The Department has recommended that this claim be denied. 
The claim is summarized on Table 2. 
3.1 The Department's Basis for Refusal 
The Departments's basis for recommending denial of the City's claim for alternate points of 
diversion of its surface water rights at its City Wells refusal is provided on pages 11 and 12 of the 
706 Report. The reports states as follows: 
The basis of the Department's refusal to recommend the wells as alternate points 
of diversion for rights is twofold: first, the change, if any, on how the water was 
diverted occurred after 1987 and second, there is no factual basis for recognizing 
the wells as alternate points of diversion for these surface water sources." (p. 11 ). 
The 706 Report identifies IDWR's October 30, 2002 Transfer Processing Memo No. 24 ("Transfer 
Guidelines") as providing guidance for evaluating a well claimed as alternate points of diversion for 
a surface water right. The memo provides that for a change in source from surface water to ground 
water, " ... factual evidence is needed that illustrates there is an immediate and direct connection 
between the su,face source and the well. " The memo states further that the connection must show 
" ... at least 50 percent depletion in the original source from depletion at a proposed point of 
diversion in one day ... " Finally, the memo states the following: 
The existing point of diversion and proposed point of diversion must be proximate 
such that diversion and use of water from the proposed point of diversion would 
have substantially the same effect on the hydraulically connected source as 
diversion and use of water from the original point of diversion. (p. 12). 
SWE has been advised by Pocatello' s legal counsel that the Transfer Guidelines are not legally 
binding principles for limiting SRBA claims for alternate points of diversion. As a result, the factual 
basis for the City's claim was evaluated by other means. (See Pocatello's Brief in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgement on IDWR's Authority Under LC.§ 42-1425) 
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3.2 Surface Water Rights 
The City owns three surface water rights on Mink Creek and one surface water right on Gibson Jack 
Creek. The Mink Creek water rights are based on a decree entered in the Bannock County District 
court on June 5, 1926 in Sam B. Smith, Administrator, et.al. v. City of Pocatello, et.al. {Appendix 
B). This case granted the City the following water rights: 
Mink Creek Water Rights 
City of Pocatello 
Prioritv Amount (cfsl 
February 26, 1869 3.222 
October 1, 1901 0.560 
October 1, 1917 1.218 
Total 5.000 
These water rights are claimed as 29-271, 29-272, and 29-273. The decreed point of diversion is 
in the NE¼ of the SE¼ of Section 13, Township 8 South, Range 34 East, located at the confluence 
of the West and South Forks of Mink Creek. 
The City claims a single water right on Gibson Jack Creek for 7.00 cfs with a priority date of June 
16, 1898. The decreed point of diversion is on Gibson Jack Creek in the SE¼ of the SW¼ of 
Section 24, Township 7 South, Range 34 East. This point is immediately downstream from the 
confluence of the rnainstem and the South Fork of Gibson Jack Creek. 
3.3 Historical Use 
The City's diversions from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek were the primary sources of water 
for the City following its acquisition of the Pocatello Water Company in 1916. Water was conveyed 
via pipeline to operational storage facilities located on the bench west of the City and then 
distributed for municipal water uses. The early municipal use of water that developed in the City 
and was supplied from surface water sources continues to this day. Until recently, the City diverted 
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from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek relatively uniformly year-around. As a result ofincreasing 
water treatment regulations, the City began reducing its surface water diversion during the late-
l 980's. After diversions for culinary uses ceased, surface water continued to be diverted for 
municipal irrigation uses. The City currently leases a small part of its surface water supply for open 
space irrigation in the Wildhorse Ridge Subdivision. 
Records kept by the City of Pocatello show combined surface water diversions for Mink Creek and 
Gibson Jack Creek. Figure 5 illustrates the annual water use of surface water and ground water 
(excluding the airport supply) and for the period 1964 to 1987. These reports show that the 
maximum surface water use occurred in 1982, and surface water diversions began declining in 
1985. From 1982 through 1984 surface water comprisedofapproximately 25 percent of the City's 
municipal water supply. By 1987, surface water use had declined.to approximately 10 percent of 
the City's water use. The records also show that there were three months in 1985 (April-June), and 
three months in 1986 (March - May) during which no surface water was diverted, and Pocatello's 
entire demand was satisfied fromLPRVA ground water diverted from its interconnected City Wells. 
Copies of these records are included in Appendix C. 
The City's water use records indicate the City used its wells as alternate points of diversion for its 
surface water rights prior to November 19, 1987. The City's overall increasing water use through 
the late-1980's and the concurrent decline in surface wateruse indicates that the City was diverting 
through wells what it previously diverted from surface water sources. The surface water rights were 
fully diverted at the City's wells during April - June 1985 and during March - May 1986. By 
meeting its demand through the interconnected wells in lieu of diverting surface water, Pocatello 
diverted its surface water rights through its interconnected well system as alternate points of 
diversion prior to November 19, 1987. The wells serving as alternate points of diversion for the 
surface water rights prior to November 19, 1987 are listed in Table 2. 
The Department cites a letter from the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality in 1998 as 
evidence that Pocatello was still using its surface water for culinary purposes, and therefore 
concludes that an accomplished transfer is not appropriate because the change in practice did not 
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occur prior to November 19, 1987. The Department's reasoning is misapplied because the City's 
claim is for alternate points of diversion, not changes in points of diversion. The City's water use 
records support the alternate point of diversion claim because they show that prior to November 19, 
1987 the City's surface water rights were, at times, being partially or fully diverted at alternate 
points of diversion at the City Wells. 
3.4 Hydraulic Connection between Surface Water Sources and the LPRVA 
SWE reviewed published reports, pumping test results and other information regarding the 
hydrogeology of the area to determine whether there is a hydraulic connection between the City's 
surface water supply sources (Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek) and the LPRVA which is the 
source for the City Wells that are claimed as alternate points of diversion for the City's surface water 
rights. The information reviewed indicates that the primary sources of recharge to the LPRVA are 
runoff and ground water underflow from the Bannock Range southwest of the City,particularly from 
the Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek basins, as well as from the upper Portneuf watershed as 
underflow through the Portneuf Gap (Welhan, et. al., 1996). 
In addition, information reviewed indicates that the LPRVA is in hydraulic connection with the 
surface water system at two locations: (1) generally along the Bannock Range, where tributaries to 
the Portneuf River, including Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek, emerge from the foothills and 
comprise a source ofrecharge to the LPRVA, and, (2) north of the City. Based on that information, 
it is my opinion that the City's surface water diversions and ground water div·ersions are from the 
same water source. 
3.5 Effect on Other Water Rights 
SWE analyzed the potential impact of diverting the City's surface water rights from its 
interconnected municipal wells on water rights on Mink Creek, Gibson Jack Creek, the Portneuf 
River, and the Snake River. Summaries of these analyses follow. 
Effect on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek Water Rights 
Historical surface diversions of the City's surface water rights have been fully consumptive against 
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other water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. There were no return flows from the 
City's use of the subject water rights that accrued locally and were relied upon by other users on the 
two creeks. Instead, diversions under the subject water rights were delivered to the City, and return 
flows accrued directly to the PortneufRiver. Therefore, diversions of Pocatello's surface water 
rights through the City Wells have not injured other water rights on the two creeks. 
Portneuf River and Snake River Water Rights 
The City's use of the surface water rights diverted at the City's interconnected municipal wells will 
be generally the same as it was historically, except that water will be diverted from the 
interconnected City Wells rather than from the diversion structures on Mink and Gibson Jack 
Creeks. SWE analyzed whether diverting the surface water rights through the interconnected City 
Wells have caused in change any stream depletions to the detriment of existing surface water rights 
on the PortneufRiver and the Snake River. 
Net stream depletions are computed as the streamflow depletions from diversions less streamflow 
accruals from return flows (i.e., waternotconsumed). There is no change in return flows that results 
from diverting surface water from the wells, because the City has and will continue to use the water 
the same as it did in the past, except for diverting the water at the wells. If the return flows are the 
same, then any changes in stream depletions would have to result from changes in the diversion 
depletions., 
Review of the records in Table 5 indicates the City's historical diversions from Mink Creek and 
Gibson Jack Creek were relatively steady from month-to-month. The City's diversion ofitssurface 
water rights through the interconnected alternate points of diversion follow the same pattern ofuse, 
since the wells are pumping in lieu of the surface water diversions. The City's pumping has 
developed over a period of many decades, and therefore the cumulative effect of pumping is at near 
steady state. In addition, the large distance to the points of hydraulic connection to the surface water 
attenuates the resulting depletions. As a result, there is likely no significant change in. timing of 
depletions whether the surface water rights are diverted at the original points of surface diversion 
or at the alternate ground water points of diversion. Finally, it is noted that the City's surface water 
18 
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rights are generally senior to most of the downstream senior surface water rights that might 
potentially place a call. 
When the surface water rights are being diverted from the interconnected wells, there is a change 
in the location of the stream depletion. Prior to the use of alternate points of diversion, diversions 
from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek depleted the surface water system at the points of 
diversion. The location of the depletions caused by diversions from the City's wells occurs 
downstream from the original point of diversion. If anything, this would improve, not hinder, the 
water supply to local surface water users on the PortneufRiver. 
Local Impacts 
Potential impacts to local well users from the City's pumping are addressed in Section 2. It is 
unlikely that Pocatello's municipal wells had any significant impact to neighboring wells prior to 
November 19, 1987 as a result of diverting its surface water rights at alternate points of diversions 
for the same reasons as described in Section 2.0. 
Conclusion 
In my opinion, the City's water use records indicate that the City used its wells as alternate pgints 
of diversion for its surface water rights prior to November 19, 1987. Since the surface water sources 
are hydraulically connected to the LPRVA, and diversion of the City's surface water rights at the 
City Wells does not adversely affect other water users, the City's claim for alternate points of 
diversion for its surface water rights should be approved. 
4.0 MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTIONS 
Pocatello objected to the following miscellaneous recommendations made by the Department as 
summarized on Table 4: 
• The City and Airport interconnected wells ("Correct Interconnected Objection") 
• Water rights 29-2274, 29-2338, 29-7375 ("Accomplished Transfer" Objection:) 
• Water right 19-7782 ("Correct Interconnection" objection) 
19 
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Pocatello's position on these objections is described below. 
4.1 Interconnected City Wells 
The Department recommended 22 interconnected wells as alternate points of diversion, rather than 
the 23 interconnected City Wells claimed by Pocatello. The Department's recommended list of 
interconnected wells omits Well 44. Well 44 was constructed in the LPRVA in 1999, and was 
formally added as a point of diversion to Water Rights Nos. 29-2274, 29-2338, and 29-7375 
(priorities 6/15/1948, 9/1/1952, and 2/24/1977 respectively) in Transfer 5452 approved by the 
Department on June 28, 1999. These three water rights were among the 22 water rights for the 
City's interconnected culinary system; for each of these 22 water rights Pocatello claimed 23 
alternate points of diversion under the Accomplished Transfer Statute. Because Well 44 is an 
approved point of diversion for three of the water rights claimed for the City's interconnected 
culinary system, and because other wells listed with these three rights (e.g. Wells 13 and 15) are 
recommended as APODs for the interconnected City wells, Well 44 should by extension also be 
included in the list of alternate points of diversion for the interconnected City culinary system (see 
Table 2). 
4.2 Water Right Nos. 29-2274, 29-2338, an·d 29-7375 
Water diverted by these three water rights comes from the City's interconnected culinary system. 
The Department's recommendation for Water Right Nos. 29-2274, 29-2338 and 29-7375 should be 
modified to include all 23 alternate points of diversion claimed for the City's interconnected culinary 
system (see Table 2). 
4.3 Water Right No. 29-7782 
Well 34 is the original point of diversion for Water Right No. 29-7782. This well was connected 
to the interconnected City Wells in November 19, 1987. The Department's recommendation for 
Water No. 29-7782 is limited to the single original point of diversion. This water right should be 




5.0 DOCUMENTS RELIED ON 
I. CH2M-Hill, 1994, Hydrogeology and Assessment ofTCE Contamination in the Southern 
Portion of the Pooatello Aquifer· Phase I Aquifer Management Plan. 
2. City of Pocatello historic water level data for each of the City of Pocatello 's wells 
(beginning of period of record to March 2006) (spreadsheets prepared by the City of 
Pooatello Water Department) and Well Driller's Reports. 
3. City of Pocatello, Existing System Hydraulic Schematic. 
4. Idaho Department of Water Resources, April 13, 2006, Supplemental Director's Rep. 
Regarding City of Pocatello's Basin 29 State-Based Water Rights. 
5. Memorandum from Tom Dekker, City of Pocatello Water Department, to Ivan Legler, City 
Attorney, City of Pocatello (March 31, 1989) (Surface Supply from Mink Creek and Gibson 
Jack Creek). 
6. Report, City of Pocatello, Yearly Water Consumption from 1956 to Present(April 12, f989). 
7. State ofldaho Department ofWater Resources, TransferofWater Right, Transfer No. 5452, 
Water Right Nos. 29-02274, 29-02338, and 29-07375. 
8. Telephone Interview with John A. Welhan, Idaho Geological Survey (Sept. 25, 2006). 
9. Water Department, City of Pocatello, Monthly Report (January to December, 1962-1993). 
IO. Welhan, John, 2006, Idaho Geologic Survey Staff Rep. 05-6, Water Balance and Pumping 
Capacity of the Lower PortneufRiverValley Aquifer, Bannock County, Idaho. 
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11. Welhan, J.A., Meehan, C. and Reid, T., 1996, The Lower PortneufRiverValley Aquifer: A 
Geologic/ Hydrologic Model and Its Implications For Wellhead Protection Strategies. 
' 12. Welhan, J .A., and Meehan, C., 1994, Hydrogeology of the Pocatello Aquifer: Implications 
for Wellhead Protectiori Strategies, 30th Symposium, Engineering Geology and 
Geotechnical Engineering, Boise, ID). 
13. <www. idwr.gov/gis_data.htm.>. Idaho Department of Water Resources GIS shapefiles 
(showing Pocatello well locations, ESPA aquifer boundary, and rivers and streams). 
14. <www.idwr.gov/gis_data.htm>. United States Geological Survey Quadrangles (Michaud, 
Michaud Creek, Pocatello North, Pocatello South, Moonlight Mountain, Inkom). 
15. <www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/ExtSearch/Search WRAJ.asp> (Tab le, City of Pocatello Claims, 
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Figure 3 
Interconnected Wells 
Average Measured Ground Water 
Level Drawdown During Pumping 
(Beginning of Record to 1987) 
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Centroid of Annual Well Production 
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Summary of Annual Water Use (1964 - 1987) 
City of Pocatello 
~<o ..... 
I-Ground Waler Production c:::::a:Surfaca Water Production -Percent Ground Water -Percent Surface Waler I 
Note: 
Excluding Airport Wells 








































29-271 2/26/1869 3.22 
29-272 10/1/1901 0.56 
29-273 10/1/1917 1.218 
29-2274 6/15/1948 9.69 
29-2338 9/1/1953 9.53 
29-2354 8/27/1954 0.28 
29-2382 12/21/1956 3.82 
29-2401 10/16/1958 13.02 
29-2499 10/10/1964 4.1 
29--4221 6/1/1945 2.67 
29-4222 6/16/1898 7 
29-4223 10/1/1962 2.67 
29-4224 9/15/1955 3.89 
29-4225 8/15/1956 4.44 
29-4226 10/1/1955 1.22 
29-7106 11/6/1972 3.9 
29-7118 4/11/1973 4.01 
29-7119 4/11/1973 6 
29-7222 8/22/1974 I 
29-7322 4/25/1976 17.07 
29-7375 2/24/1977 2.23 
29-7431 12/29/1977 9.28 
29-7450 6/13/1978 3.34 
29-7502 7/6/1979 0.1 
29-7770 5/21/1984 4.46 
29-7782 1/18/1985 7 
29-11339 1961 3.36 
29-11344 12/31/1942 1.92 
29-11348 Aug-5J 4.9 
29-13558 1905 1.34 
29-13559 1925 0.96 
29-13560 12/31/1926 9.13 
29-13561 8/31/1931 4.23 
29-13562 1936 2.45 
29-13636 10/16/1958 0,8 
29-13637 12/31/1940 4.46 
29-13638 12/31/1940 2.2 
29-13639 12/31/1940 3.68 
Transfer 5452 
Table 1 
City or Pocatello 
Summary or State-law SRBA Claims O 
Rci::ommcadcd 
by IDWR (2) Historical 






















5 Gibson Jack Creek 
0.21 33 Call 
21 Alamcda4 
23 AlamcdaS 
12/31/1955 0.22 14 Cree 
29 
42 Aimort l 
41 Al ..... ort2 























39 PhilliiJS 1 
10/22/1952 22 Alamcda3 
44 
Location 
T R Sec 40 160 
8 34 13 NE SE 
8 34 13 NE SE 
8 34 13 NE SE 
6 34 15 NW SW 
6 34 27 NW SE 
6 34 26 NE NW 
6 34 35 SE NE 
7 34 I SE SE 
7 35 6 NW SE 
7 35 6 NW NW 
6 34 12 NW SE 
7 34 12 NW NE 
6 34 26 SW SE 
6 34 15 NE NW 
6 34 14 NW NW 
6 34 15 NW NE 
7 34 24 SE SW 
7 35 18 SE NE 
6 34 23 SW NE 
6 34 23 NW NE 
7 35 7 NE SW 
6 34 23 NE SW 
6 33 16 NW SW 
6 33 9 NW SW 
6 34 9 SW SE 
6 34 35 NW NE 
6 34 15 NE SE 
6 34 16 NE NE 
7 35 6 NW SE 
6 34 7 SW NE 
6 33 10 NE SE 
7 35 6 NW NW 
6 33 12 SE NE 
6 34 15 NE SE 
6 34 14 NE SE 
6 34 13 NW SW 
6 33 10 NE SE 
7 34 I NE SE 
6 34 23 NE SW 
6 34 23 NE SW 
7 34 I NE CENTER 
7 34 I NE CENTER 
7 34 I NE CENTER 
6 34 35 NW SE 
6 34 35 NW SE 
6 34 7 SE NE 
6 34 35 NW SE 
6 33 15 SW NE 
6 34 23 SE NW 
7 35 16 SW SW 
(I) Table 1 does not show whether the SRBA claim listed more than one pont of diversion. Table 2 identifies which of the City's 38 State-law SRBA 
claims listed more than one point of diversion. Where more than one point of diversion is listed on a claim, each point of diversion is an alternate 
point of diversion. 
(2) Only noted when different than claimed. 
e Spronk Waler Engin,.rs, Inc 7259 










































City of Pocatello 
38 State-law SRBA CWms and Sublisting of Qalms with Alternate Points ofDivenlon 
Thlny-clghl Slale--lnw SRBA C:tlms 
Diversion 
Historical 
Priority D~e Rate Clnimcd 
Well NoJSourcc (of,) 
2/26/1869 3.22 Mink.Creek 
10/1/1901 0.56 Mink.Creek 
10/1/1917 t.218 Mink Creek 
6/15/1948 9.69 8 
9 
10 
9/1/1953 9~3 12 
13 
15 
8/27/1954 0.28 Rcstla wn Cemctcrv 
12/21/1956 3.82 17 
10/16/1958 13.02 13 
16 
18 
10/10/1964 4.1 27 
6/111945 2.67 26 
6/16/1898 7 Gibson lack Creek 
10/1/1962 2.67 33 
9/15/1955 3.89 21 
8/15/1956 4.44 23 
IOltll95S t.22 14 
t 1/611972 3.9 29 
4/l 1/1973 4.01 42 
4/1111973 6 41 
8/22/1974 I 43 
4/25/1976 17.06 30 
31 
32 
2/24/1977 2.23 15 
1212911m 9.28 Wastewater 
6/13/1978 3.34 35 
7/611979 0.1 Restlawn Cemeterv 
5/21/1984 4.46 WPC 
1/18/1985 7 34 
1961 3.36 Alameda6 
Ahm<da 7 
12/31/1942 1.92 40 
Amt-SI 4.9 28 
1905 1.34 Ahm<da I 
1925 0.96 Alameda2 
12/31/1926 9.13 I 
2 
3 
8/31/1931 4.23 4 
1936 2.45 6 
10116/1958 0.8 19 
12/31/1940 4.46 7 
12/31/1940 22 39 
















Ground Water Chdms with Alternate Points of 
Diversion 
Surface Water Claims 




WRNo. APOD WRNo. APOD 
29-2274 Mi;.·~:~;(. \:..t-1.if\".;,f;tt,~~:K:~•"_ i~~:"!',,;.!J',:~.._~:,-&,..::;fu<-.::f,d~·.:)'l>·f~·i!':;1;~~.'i:f.i 
·::-:a 1c,:f~t':!'.' -.-"S...~: ~-,~P·~·~\'l~'t."11t":;.,f'r-~ , ~•;r;'>-~;'f~iit$Y<Y;,f,~.;'~is;.,.iv. }al-:t.• 't'i~ill':'~~n;.,o.y;,t,; 
IO ~~ ?.W;s:~li-7,.:~~1;.":-/'4 >"~-tif;ij.,:'ifo)~i~.',:,;·,,: 10 
29-2338 
13 ;,r . .:.::,~i.[~-~·t';;~~ ~1.!!itt.1':,j<i~":~J1.'"!"<,-..•1.( 13 
15 'i'.'¾.;j'.'*·rl1j&~·.'~:t-'.!';\ ti·. ·r_¾-)t((-!f;.il:..,'°;y'!_;;i~:,,:-i: 15 
29-2401 13 ·.~j"_'.~fri;I~,t~'-1-'f::.'if\ ·1!1,;;;,.,~;m;;t\'%:-t~,'f-.. r-i 13 
I 16 .,,t··~•.1·N~-~~·;,;~:-; ,1.;{_.-,:_,,.~-,;-~~.f'ef.i:;i~.;-4 16 
29-2499 
29-4221 
\c,::;.~i,f' :'-;.Ht~i:-.t ti:-<:-/~;;.,, i"1;1.,,.s'J~~\.. ,.--;._:;:-.. ·:..iJ-.tii'~ '. r"J{':_t,,;:,.,,,c..;.,,~'1_;~ \,;(~L'!\"_l; St:,,:.; ;.:,i'jt;:',C -~·,,.•\,\./: 
''*'.:·.-''f!itJ'·l"':J;t;:;:.:\,..,?";·_;,";,;;~;•_ 1::,~.-'!;,'k,'.ti.;'}1:;:';~1:-~1 · ;-,,,ti-«7,;J;':';~ .. ,."'):i~-..;·":~-;;-:"...:·.~:'\::::•.~·.:ei~,;-,,_';"""~-i't'm; 
29--7322 I 30 :·.;~.;.etdf,'{t,:1(,··:-i1:i~· .. .c·· -~;-~-:::r&~(:~>J.'.~¥.\~-.. ~ :30 
31 ·.~_.,;::,~;;-}:" .. -.~,-.pl1,;,Ji,_: ~ . ._,,_,tt-1,<::'f.t,S/''~!',j.i",~-t:::il 31 
I 32 "'~~z-:·~f."9,"p.½,{(..-.,r{' "t:~'•/•,'; ~'if•i!;:_, :':t.i: 32 
;.-r,-;j~l~l'~fAt:.iS"!1_t~~+·f 29-7450 35 ;~ . .:iW~'/~Ilii'¥~-!A{i'ii;'t:-~ 
tl'El:?:t: ~,,:,· ~-'.<(~'.,.~:~~4-:· 1!?::z: ~• •',.T!,';:',~'ft'i'Jtti\•~:ii::-c:=:••.:I!~ ;j,-rt:l.if.,,...~~ ·~i.,;i·.,'f.1~,j~~ic''. ~.)-1?,;t}-;:\~:"/,.._'t'~ 
29•n82 :34 l'~:\¼,,'f~;'~':;);,.it,i.:'~~~, '.'.J'.~J:'J..-1!.CJ.¼!•~1.;'WMYit 34 
29-11339 1 ~:,:W:--,:;;~~;_a. , ~.·,- ..;·~71'.,:,~_'t'.;:N~': .;.::Ji?e~~':~1,~;:·011;;. i:-.t,,;.~:7:;f,%::-.~:tt:1\:)/;;,1,;,; · 
1·;.·t--·~·:•/-'.{, ,i;.:·.'4;'·!'.'i'.t,:'l'•_-'.,.i,HY.;.\~-\'i'.-; ':H,~·.,,~Wt-~1\<4¾:e;;t-t).;"-'¼'.s:.:.;l,iJl-·,:,i_(,.'j:,'\'J;.f:;}-;,.IJ..': 
29-13560 "'J,'.":~-,~3.;.<:) '.,.'-l.'f/i,,:';?f~-;t~:',,]TX~h ·1~~~T-~;:;~.1,0"~~,_.Jj~~~,<..{---),;_i';~~)~";.:%'.~!•v,t<:.,,:_I?.'.':::-!/• 
2 -'-~\·'"-'~~~cil-i>~"i"t~-i);) :¥.~i~i.i:t~'!~'?!~~i 2 
22 23 2 2 4 25 
Yellow shading indicates difference between Pocatllllo's claim and IDWR n:comrncndatiOJL In Table 2, yellow duding idcruifics any ahcmatc poinl of diversion claimed by 
Poca.tcllo but not n:commcndcd as nn allm\atc point of divers.ion byIDWR. 
• Spronk W.ater Ertginten. lnc. 
'- 7260 
Table3 
City of Pocatello 
38 State-law SRBA Claims and Sublisting of ID\VR Recommendations for Ground Water Claims with Alternate Points of Diversion 
38 St:ill:-low SRBA Claims 
Diversion 
IDWRJuly 2003 Recommendations 
(!Uber Provislons Necessary)' 
IDWR April 2006 Recommendations 
(!Uher ProvbioRI Nece9sru-y)' 
SRBA C!a.im No. Priority DAte Rate Claimed Historical 
Well NoJSoun:e City 


































































































































WR No. APODs WR No. APOD Well WRNo. w,u 
29-4224 21 ,~.;;1',;,;1;;;\:.\~r: ... ~,,Tu.~-··fi 29-4224 21 l;,• .1t~~;,~ /i.,1<t,,.t~1 
29.4225 23 '{!f-..rr;,o1;t;i~,t.-:.i!J.;,;,~:4- 29-4225 23 .::j:-":•i,-~,;,.ii ·:;~--.~<:-Yt( 
29-7106 29 .'~if'•t>:l':~$:::l'~,.'.-f~}{{ 29-7106 29 .;.,,:}_'~-)i:,,,-y,,:;.;_;~.,-~';;i::-,1; 
-~'¾J.--,,\[~;~-!<Ji:.~'t.''t' ~ .;,:;;2,~:;,.,.,_;~<1,,,1lt::all:r:i<-t, 1·-1M:•~~r.#;·:t~;:.t!1i l .Jar;; :~',W-':~}i;;:i;:,:i~_<'dtt~'.'.:..,,; 
·~-:.,:~;-•ti~_'¥,J;1J:r1,:;t.~: · ·r1r,~.f~::,,i:;;r·.m~1: ::t·:#.-w~i~'.!t;!\lit·~·~.,.i•:-: :~ .. h~il'Ztri.;~:~~-5~:§ 
·1·<;;;.,~~ri·-r;;,;;,:,1,i~ .t1ft:r.:J,\t"'n.r,;,<:J::.tlir .. ·t..r~.r.:-i!~~J~•i:.~~-~1r%, ,J::;;:~:,~j;·~w~~ifi:'ii'k 
29-7322 30 -~~~-:l'f'.}S:,Jn:~r,'!'-1;,,; 29-7322 I 30 ;~,'ci--:'ll-,;,'.·::~~\~2!'.i,,_t. 
31 ~-.x.:..~)k~":i-.'!'.1~ ;t, ;~,-. I 31 1".~;f~i.?;:;:1/lij.;i~!''t".'\ 
I 32 :.(f(J,1.}~.\~.ii~f~_i'!,ti I 32 g;_~~~~/)i:'-&Z:~~'1:'•,:'.-"-': 
I 
2 
>----~--------,29-11360 t~~M- 1£'~~:t?'J"\-itt";~'~it..S:: 29·13560 I I ':'-~~,:.:~~•'i#Si>;::'~f>,.f.i,a 











I 3 .~~~ss\;\{~,r.J~~-:.Jfl- I 3 1.~·C:if,('J-';',il•{;;',:J2;·'.l;h~ 
29-13639 22 
22 3 3 18 31 3 3 
Yellow shading indicates a difference becween Pocatello's claim and IDWR recommendation. Pocatello claimed 22 water rights were served by the City's 
interconnected culinary system. Io. Table 3, tho yellow shadiog identifies four water rights (ofthe22) lhal IDWR did oat rccommccd a., being served by the City's 
ioterc:o11nccted culinary system. 
• Spronk Water Engintcrs, Inc. 
-- . 7261 
Tobie 4 
City of Poeatc1lo 
Summary or Objections Co IDWR Recommendations 
CITY OF POCATELLO OBJECTIONS FILEO NOVEMBER 14, 2003 
~~~~Y~t': Mmi1~1j,a1 PNlv:isfons~ qo,rr~JJtjt~i:£t Aecom' . lislioo, 1•oinf()~~ Name and Source Quantity i>ou,1r ~Ji~~-: .• ._ .. ~_-_p_ '.,,-,,.,~ " _-~,,11>-~ !«' ProVisioni" t~~~ Tr~ l)_i~k!!io~i; address ~,;!~.;!'' ~~-.:,1,.:1 ~.~ '.~~., ,n.: ·:·.~, ~ rr~:··-,;.: "--~- '.;. (silif~~)\- c,: . • , .. -,~~-- · •. - -~!:!, 
29 271 X X X 
29 272 X X X 
29 273 X X X 
29 2274 X X X X 
29 2338 X X X X 
29 2354 X X 
29 2382 X X 
29 2401 X X X X 
29 2499 X X X X 
'f_, 29;.'~,4221 X X X X 
~·.Z..29·1,-;;422 X X X X 
·;.,29;·('422 X X X X X 
29 422 X X X X 
29 422 X X X X 
,,.:k,:·29;;·::.-422 X X X X X 
29 7106 X X X X 
;·,~29~711 X X 
'.::.:-\-29~;":~\711 X X 
29 722 X X 
29 7322 X X X X 
29 737 X X X X 
'<!,£·29;;::/'7431 X X 
¼f;;-29,;_,/7450 X X X 
29 7502 X X 
:,j,,;· 29~~-1770 X X 
29 7782 X X X 
29 1133 X X X X 
\'i)"29S,j13:.a. X X X 
29 11348 X X X X 
'~'i;;29ff1:16m X 
,i.s-;,·29?12an X X X 
:-~f:29;.'i'135!'t,; X X X X 
29 1355 X X X X 
29 13560 X X X X 
29 13561 X X X X 
29 1356 X X X X 
'11,'.,,,_291,i,]363 X X 
29 13637 X X X X 
•\l"29c·1363• X X X 
fi>!t29~'13639 X X X X 
Nole 1: Six group objecllons affect multiplo water rights (objections In bold). 
f" Nole 2: Sbcleen objeclioos are to Individual water righls (water right numbers in bold). 
Priority Points of Instream Purpose: Period Placeo 








X X X 





Year Jan Feb Mar 
1980 224 246 343 
1981 271 259 284 
1982 255 255 284 
1983 284 237 280 
1984 300 278 294 





City of Pocatello 
Summary of Monthly Surface Water Use, 1980 - 1987 
(acre-feet) 
Aor Mav Jun Jul Auo Sep 
232 205 259 289 290 266 
226 175 233 321 266 244 
310 295 298 275 321 285 
294 316 309 305 296 281 
274 283 241 229 267 287 
0 0 0 294 204 191 
Monthly surface water combined wilh other well production data 
Records show that in March, April, and May of 1986, there was no surface water diverted (see Appendix C). 
( 
--.J 
~ ~ Spronk Water Enginms, Inc. 
w~ 
Oct Nov Dec Total 
262 230 240 3,085 
239 209 239 2,964 
316 279 263 3,436 
249 240 284 3,376 
269 284 267 3,273 
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AppendixB 
Mink Creek Decree 
- 7266 
yY\' \ ~-i \I._ '-- -.J H ' • 
L,.Jl\~ ,/ \",: rl \.,:r ~ 
Ill 'T1I?. DIST:'.ICT CCUIIT or 'll!E f'lF'lll JCClCI.IL 
W.STIUCT C:i ';'R.E. Gl.'4':i'li 0) i.J:"1.ut; • l.n .'1!1D 
Ftn 'l'IIE O::CllTi: OF B.!.i~a:. 
S.'i.:.: a. ;:'..:.:llJI, Ad.~uii::itt"l1tDr or tba 
r:att.t.o at T. n •. i'°:.litlt., docon:::icU, 
£lld:•0n1 i,i voettcck i,;1(; ;:,4.R.I C';!..l.J,~l¥, .; 
o. corpcr!.lticn, JC'JS"::.~!l L:G:~ t;tt• i,li,!.J.Al-
ll. E!raAl'Jl!l, 
Cl'Il CF ?CCATZLLC, n cr.mid.?nl 
coi'!X,:r:i.ilitn,. .fi~":"l!i:iil .1u·, J •• ~. 
1,;_c:KClHC..N, K. _l·'. Q.~r.jy, J'~~ -~-
'!:.~ .• ~!l~L, JCi:t .--;:z"'.:I!~ ·~'l"' J::m: 
.wnm:5, 
#:- 6C,G o/ 
~ ~ J.92..k, 
I I ' S 1 t 1 : ' : : 't:: l : JJ 
lb.in. ct1'l.:sO cc;u-0 .:in r~b.r.l7 for trl:.:l on tl::.e ~ird ~ 
of J:.i.i•J l.il:?r,, !:oi"ct't1 thD c:lur~ ..:.i~tJ:1i t.i~'J;la!. ;;. J\J..."'l', .:. Jury hL,.-~ln~ 
~c!:tl!1g•...U U.. ::..cb:r~c1·11. 1i::-;,e.'.'.r"Ct! t':lr ~'°. ,,l:·J;1Ur!'a,. ,~~ar.:. z,. t,. 
S~d.--,;iU nna Jnuo~ ~cor.. E',P;c.J.ro..i tor thO C.otm.Ul!tlts tllld ¢.t0:,~.,i--
J.:--i.."1.t.:1~b:, ~~ a,, c.~~bill.l ~:! ~. :.,. 1:c:c::~ct1., !.:e=.;.!!r:J. etit.e.r~n Qn.d. 
Ckffin -c..~~ioorod £/Jr 1\n.?n.J!' :C..i;:,• i:t1d U. F. G:lJ.cw--.y Qqd o.o 0:0 8-i)pc..u-a:J. 
u,es Cit; c.t· L'oc:nr....,,u.eo, )Urah!~:1t:-C ~)J : ci·c.:, :-r i!l.'l.:;. !'1•,>;.!! ci:.::t.~1.1 t.i·H:nl 
lndi.'l.tHJ .:b.o uorc, oc:l".J.i1.)l.l.'1£i:» 11.·\·Lt=~l.ir.r; ~.nc C-J.lt!v.i.!.lni!: tbci:r oaiU .l.im!J 
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Ip tt,.a mtont of l.61.,l. ""roo at. tho tlino of tbo ool.01 t11<1 tlltlt "11 Oatol>er 
· lat, lSOl.1 tb.o pi:<>&>""""""" or tho QUq of l\:lc,,t,,llo. conatmat.ed o pil)o 
~· 'Old<? dl.wrtor:I .,.t,w f= Wnlt Cro!ll: to tllG Cit.,y or Poeo.tollo roi-
mip.cip4l purpoooo 10 tbO 11:<t<nt ot al lnellll<I (•58 Co. 1'eeth 
~, on -sep~ lilt, lJll.11 t.hc Cl.t;r ot l'ocnt,,Uo :l.n<m!MOd 
tu al..- ofoUul p1.,a lln• ti> 11 ~II ~ll<d.V of 5 a.,h1.o hot par 
-d. of ~ ond 1111100 oa14 ticla ban dl.W!ltotl aoid """"1t f?om tho 
""taro or 1l1:o!< Creel: rm- mimio1;,al. pu,:;,o"":i. 
ht OIi Jurie l.ftl,J l!X!f1 tho Qt'l'.>UIMJO:,pl.d,>°"tJ Jc::,c,i S. 
~boll• "l'~l:QJ)rint<ld ond dl."'"'1:C4 '/0 .l.!ichoo ot th~ wto::ti or Wok CNlll; 
llQd Cocpb,ll Crodt ood 1:tW uood tho """" lllnco ll<lid doto. 
nuit en 5cl)tml,ar 7th, ~, ~ &;(y op.,.opriotocl and 
iii vartod 7 li itlebe:I of tb9 mter<, ot II.Ink Croet,: en<! Hod tbe ac,:,o tl:IJ' 
impt1on p.U'!)O°"" lWlOO ""¥ dilte. 
'lh!>t on ~•t mu,, 1!Xl?1 tho prodoollOl'IJ of a. 1, ~-
opprcpr;lllt.od '"1d <livo,,t,od a> lacbod of tllO ..,_,. ot ll1olt c...,.,;. DDd bn• 
l>lnoo uood tho a<ms !or ~---
11,nt au Jul,y oth, l.lllO, J, ,,,. lltr~ "i!i'rcprJAt.ocl on<l 
d:lwrted 10 incbe:> or th& wwrc ot Wm: Cn>ok ~ bns since uooo Ille ' . . -
oa,:,o toi- ilTiso,tl.on pul";lO••o. 
l!I' lS FIJR:ill?R ~Rllffl!i.l), _.IIIJt1Ill!lll .'UlD OJ:C\lttl)J thD.t the 
fbl,J.<rm.,,, ""'1od po=• lll!d cor;,orntion, clol'eadont.o nnd croo:>-<:Oll!i'l,u,,.. 
00\o :l.n thiB aotioo bllvo tb.o :r.lght to tb• uoo ot i!Ul.d :?J,,k Cnm "'1d tho 
tnl:ut.nrtoo thoro:1f, DDd op~, tho tlO\l.l'Coo ot c"1d tril:utnriea, oudi 
=cnt onu CllCl!Dts of ""'ta,,• or tho doto ct op,.'l:opriAt1otJ end priont;,1 
<1Z1d for tho uooo ""d pt.UlpQQC>• ""d th1I poii:,t ot di'VO:'ilian °"d '""'~ of 
dl.wr:iimi an oot torth 1a tho followina ochowle1 
!'I""" of ~t nnd 
PAA9 0¥ 1:deF!tv 
Po~t or lll.,i,rc1on 
IJJd Pl4 se pf Dn° 
1. XDte.tc ot T. n. ·Sm1th 
docenoed, 
' u;ae,. ~l"ebru."17 2S' 
' u:ia- ..Jul.:r 21 
Da1d mto:- to bo' c1 vertt.'£ hot, tho 
IIOid Grocl< o;' '1""'1~ of 4 c;.i J:n ,i.ud 
erect:: u.t or no~ tlm C0lt1:r- of ae:ction 
oo,, Tep. 11 S:nlth &n6t:: .:s, , .. s • ..:,. 
!'<>id <'1tcr ta be uo<><t en ti:.o O,ll.i,"1.~g 
de,cribod lozidl Ila rt!,r.c,: t l'))r.rtc-r et 
Zoctioa :lU\."tlltcc:n a:iC: .!2J: rthJ:co:i-t :;{lcrt,er 
or r.autbi:o~t ~rt.er t-r ~cticn l?, :nd 
So:Jtb.~t QJ..arwr or :.r., tb~oc.t. -unM.t.r 
or Soc&.~ o, Tt;.i,. 7, . ..:~th I¼:",n.·o ~t, 
E.D.C, .. 
1 
~·' ,.P ~ 
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?o!.,t of !11""ro1on 
.i·,.mr !'l"C! 0 t Uce 
2 • .i::tl<horu Id.wutocl< o,,,d 
·l:ni:7 Q::,;,::ur, A COl\l-
;:~.; lit!.tv1· tt, bo <ii vo;-tr,,d lJl' ;itv'l\a of 
•) d!,:i, ACX'O:s:r. IUUU Ci.-,k Crook nt. er nSu,l' thl 
cc:ct.e:" o! ::ioct:ion 2l1 t;iv, 7, ::0:1tb Rant ONt.10,tJ_-. ..,. ~ , • , 
• 1;!!61),. '.~eb::unr.r 25 
• !,l)l:ij.';.";;,j* f'J. 
~- 'rllli:::z:1 a. ft.i'C'.Jrd.l 
/ l!iOll- -l'•bi.-~L'7 ;ill 
~ ,l,jjflll- -il'cl>r'.18-7 f6 
•' llJOl,- ...Catoh61" l 
..,161.,l ir.Cl;P 
~Q ineht::11 
es. r..n.u. t,:.r,__i1,,l v·t.or to be- uo:~ !1,0l'l 1?Ja 
tollowmu UOOCl"ll>od l..'VlO: :)Qut!,ocot ,:U,,t'-
~t' ot '..ho nc,M.h'l1'i:t!', \~4rt-or, c.."'1 tho E;t.~~ 
cma,..l::.,!l! at tJ:e Scr.ithwoet •:.2r1rte!" t)f !"-co-
Ul;Jl };?, 7".r:Pt ?; ~~!lt.\l.a:tSO ~a, t.r..:.1. ,,. 
~ ~ It, ( - ~ ,I • C t:. -~., ~~ 
3'1id ,:,;u,r tc t;; ;Uvo:-'..c!! by 0eons ot 
n <l= ecrus anid l.11:!k Croot ot or c..,.. 
ttic ¢!JnWr oC Sccticm 001 bp. "11 Saut.b 
!\.~I' tS• t.ll.ll• So.id wr.tcr to bo Ullod UP-
Cll\ uso r"llDti1..,i ~aucribed lnnd1 &lutboaot 
,,~<>rtor of tbo lt,:,rtJ1eoot quattar of Soction 
10, ;.!\C th<:l '9c:"., 1i"1-~m nc:-o:: o! tti.o 
~att.,,;o~t qu:t.tt:O£" cl tho Sorltn~o:it t:un:rtor 
~r S'ceth;n 1'71 Ta?• 71 South t' .. ,ngt3 ic;, E,!J • ... 
r .. -.1 ~ ,. ..... t,At" to tio dtvo:rt.od by no.-ins ar 
~ c!.'".u ·:ct"Oo:l: i:.:.n>: C:ooa!~ ttt. or M.'".ll" the 
cantor or ,octicn ,l?'J, bp,, 7, !;iuttl 
r'.£:.a:;1t 061 i::~ i:;,,::... Said ':T.r,tr:r t,,.: l:lc- uood 
H~::-c·~ tho !'.:l.l~M.nr. d~cribcr.;:. l..cndl :i~r' 
h ·.lr o!' th.a !icr+.ht-:.::,t .-:uiwt.or \" t 1.:cctlon 
1::i, T1:::?• 7, t~th P.,:r,ge ~ ~6, E.B,:.:. 
s.,1,1 ,...tq~ t.o l:t <ll.vOt'to<i l>T a_, or 
o .,.,, """ 4""" a,,to 1"to t> p.\?V ll.o~ 11t n 
,oi~t ro l.'11• 1'oot 7~.:e.a r..,i, h'OIJ 't!t9 
}~"l?lt ~unrtm- COJ::!'lft'r of ooot.1.on l~, 'hp.-
a, f,rJ!t\ lbia80 54, f.,8,lf, '!O ba \tBOtl fOl"' 
,:dzi;,"1. !"'"l"'""" ld.!lil.n t:110 ~1.7 ot 
f"oer.t.&.!lc1 l'?l.::incn'c Ctunt.;;r, St.:ite of ll!abo. 
o. 1':.eJ:. t .. ~:ybull ;"f.!.U t.1'.lt~ .. W t..;J d.1"1/'Gl'ted n!l';UI tho ~ 
5':l-:.! thc!l.;t cor:hl'l:" 0£' t.b.o Rort~.-i:-,f. ';U:Sri.iir 
,..·i1~ ... r~- .,,J'i.m~ 17 '10 !.:1~10:, e-r t..":rJ :lc'rtho,at ~u~r of Q.tjOtJ.oa ~, 
(lW!.. :..ink Cr-q:£1: r,.:v! ~ .. - i'r.;>• ':~ e:.~t.b. !'.I".:l(l..0 3511 t.t .. !::, !:':.id. 
~ C:-uc1:i:, tiUl !Jl.1'itm t ,.ntl•r to 'JG u,:..'W &~n tbo la.rul.s ,,q1;1crJ.bed 
:.bit:',..i hi!J: ob~ l'~t~i.,;: :·.-:. !'cllata::: !!:;;".::~t"t:3t qu~rtc:r -.:r tb.ci 
!l'tl::1 Co.:.t,b(L.1J .. Crea ta be r.~rL1-i~,~t ~ur..::-t'l'r, E::mt lu·J.!" o! Ul-1 n,:,.~~ 
daUUct,Qd i'ro::i 'th$· 70 !n, !.:: •• ,t. f'i.'.l!:t'tf'.'r ,!! $oct.1on z.o, ;orthorurt 
~~;cl tl:J.-, i,:llr'Jl,SC f,;v::.1 :~J...1.i ;;,::..::.•~er Cr ,!,'!C.f!\!"T'. fl.I nll J.n '1li?1 7 II 
• Zo~1th !:r:ic;o ':"l:i, £.l! • .'!., 
~,~~ :,rte,: tc •• d1'\'llrl,<ll !(· ;,cons 
ot : 4!:.:;; :.r..'1 ?ict .. :! tt to 111 tho tcuthMst 
~ .. u~ct:71" C'f" ~,.a rcutt:13!\?;t ~nrtcr ot $oc,, 
~l l~,> ':'..?.., ": :::i:::'..:: t..'1 ~liC :: !'...,.;;.?.!, 
SR!~i .T. te: tti:• be uuod ~')\.'!\ tho ·t.·l.llwi 
u,,.'lcr::.b~ a!t rol.l&':':'~: :bo t:.:.)\!::.cr.::ft 
'illart'!r or tno J>~~~::i:t;. f:-l:,rf.Ri- er 
f;t1ction 1$• t..'1..'J: l{Qrt.'tanot ~ f}Ur-J:tor or th• 
:~t"Uvmst t."UPstor of noot.L'ln ro, t!l.a · 
:l1J~tht.::-s:t ;1r,':.'"i.:1.~· :.t tho :'lOrthttO:>t "'UQ.J\o, 
t.-3!"' of !l~ct:10:t ZJ, thtt 0JUtJl\WJ~t \j\l-~rte,r 
l':f th: ~Jt,~;1t;. :i.i::tor of oect1tm m, 
'='B· 71 rcut11 N".r.~ ?t, ::.r .. ~;. 
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' J' w 
, 
.. ' . 
aco of Cl einnn+, cc.d 
dnte of Priorltr 
e. R. F • Qa.l.l.cnalf 
o, J. a. ~c:u.:mon 
1010- ..JLll¥ 10 l~ iochoo 
Pomt or P1vond.OD 
md fl!!S! of piio A 
Said vat.or to be di'l'Wted hoc tbe Mid 
arool: 1D tb• SluthlJOllt ~ of aoeU..'tt 
ro, Tip. 7, 0::ut!i P.::,,f!G 1$1 E.D.U. !;Q1.il ... to:- to be uDad u;,oa the l<lnd9 daoarl.bod 
oo .fbllcw1 northooot. quoitor o! the 
~uth1Joot c;unrto,'1 th• llorthll<Wt qu~rtor 
ct tbo SoutbOQQt qu,:rto:, or Soc:Uon :!O, 
T,:p. 7, ~tb P.o:,fil) :15, E.ll.:.1,, 
SQid ;ntor to bo dl.wnod !'lloSI the 
3111d croelt t!m>Jlil!, tho di.tell at J=oo :i. 
C<u:,;,bell at a point ti""'" tho !l:rµ Ulonot 
a,n,or or tho Rol'thV0ot .q,,uinor or tho 
~crthooat qunrt,or or ooctiotl 51., Tl:;;>, 
? 1 !l:luth &nso ru;, l!.B,11. Said .,,_tm, to 
bo uood u;,cn the 1.oz,da dallDl'ibcd "" fol,. 
low, S0\.1121 bolf ct tbe l!Orth=t qu=-
tor, tha aruthan.ot quarter ot the llortb-
aoct qua_-te:- 11><! tbO RortltOUDt c;unrtor 
ot tho &>uthecat quJU'tm- of SccUmi 81.1 
To;>, ? , 3:latli llnngo 5S1 ll,D,S:. 
IT 19 l'tJR1lU,;\ ll!:XlilELD tl>nt tho ;,ort.100 horoto ohall permt 
cu!'i'i<ll.111t uotor to noa tlir0ullh their l'l!tl;ISCUVII bOIW4!"teO <UC<li the 1ni-, 
1,11Ucn 00~""'1 to tm,,ieh· 58,'ll inchea to lllg El.ls: Allatt:BDt, a:ic!':?,<18 to tbo · 
"'lo<lno All.ot.C.00,:, oitb n priority of fobnu::,' 1181 ·16C9, Pnd OZI odd!.t.ioliol 
ii,dl ofs""Wl" n,r aocll nd<!it1onnl. o.cro nddod to tho prooait 1rrii"to<! t\1'0II 
m11,&~e IJlll:l9 i.,, in lAcl1ell ow,enbl.p1 abl.ch nreo •t tho d.>\to b"""°J' io ff7,.J.7 
llel"m, • • 
'lbo ab>vo p"1viol.r>n rogr.r<al13 c::ici Indil:n l.onco u ""'1• to 
.6wid liti.,oticn td.th IKll~ kutlon• •eod to'""Joio ooch of tho portioo boreta 
fioc pr<rvmt1.al! tho Bll1<I =unt or .... ter = fl.odni to noid ollotma:itt 
11hllo tb• '""'"' nro io I,idim · O"Donild.>, P"1vicled, bcvovor1 '!:, the .....,t lltl.-
se,t1w BbllU bu l.nllltllt.od tD ·dcc;roo aa1d lndl..~ r:ljllJtu tbs ;,,o1'1man b"""1D 
ro~nlins, t.t,.o . ..,.,o DbolJ. cot lxi oanatruct.od au ""1 llllivar or the rtil>,t or th& 
:;,crt.100 .horoto to quo:rt1Qn tho crouut, o:ctcr.t, or ;,rloricy of tho uco or tho 
,mtora tD l!hl.cb en1d Inoiao al.l.Ottt10Dto are oot:t.Ucd, lllld oholl. DOt b3r or oatDp 
or lllli t t:io a,rt100 hereto """ =siDB O<J/1 cot tor tbllt coald hC"/0 be<o wed 
bod Dll1d ~N'4m.an IIOt boa, 1.?icludod ill th10 d"""-
llo e:,&ta or d1chu,,<eeato are al.lo1'tld to ttrq ct tho ;,art.100 to 
~ ""tuni,_ but 0Ddl BhDll f1'C/ bl.a, bm- or 1 ta om co oto, 
U IS ftlR:!Bill CBDEllE01 AIIJUJ:QEI) .A3ll DiCi>.r.Ell1 tbo.t tb0D tbe nct.-
urol i'la11. ot tho atroo:oa, the ..,t.m, of \llhich in noc.,'Clod ~ !Jue aocreo, J.s not 
Dlfi'1<ll.0Dt 1o tw:nillh oU po.rt.100 cln1mJ.ns r.nter thorofio:i c.th tho ruu -=t 
or ><0tor nlRU'Cod to tlla;,1 tllon ruch mt.or ohnl..l. bo cliatrl.hltod .1:a ru:c:onlcnco 
with tho prJDn.tl.oo co boi-al.nba!'ot'O <locrow, ODd if tho wt.or iD .ln41J.'fJ.c1ait 
to i'Un,1::ib all ri;;:!>.te d>iob arc, of oqw,l. c!i@lity, tb<,; tM o·,.,,J.l.nblo o,.i,:,plj, cf 
ettar ehBll ba di•tr11:ut.od p,o ,,.,;i,~ =-ni. ""ch ~b. 
IT IS fllRil!ER CRD!'.&~, l!.DJUOO!:D "'1D ll"..Jl?l'l:D, that tl:e lrrlg,-
t.ic:, So.>sm acnt.1.onod l.n thio Juus:>cat ohoU bo t:..t ,.,rt.ion or u,~ cal."1dnr 




o,,l>or, b<linll a total of l.'iw .,,n!j:ls, or 152 dq~; tb<it tho ta,,,_ Ac'"'J Foot, "" 
ucod ;t., tb1ll Judp,lnt, llQ<IIIU uod ab"1l ,._, 4S1560 cubla feot of ffltar, er !.he 
OlllOUnt noc:11nar;r to <rlWI' an O.O.."<> oi l.lwil on~ ~•~L J.r, t:<-.>thl 
foar,,.ir.Ch ':'l""!'r:t'.:.ro, er.ch ~to,"1d. ot ti,c.1;1 1:tlt.~ t..,S'i _p.\rL of' ~ cubic r.;;J\, ~w~ 
··-d• 
aectior. ~'>t.:r v:cc:,d or t.1.."'!n• 
Tr.r•t ··'-l -:.r;1.t'!;: fv::r-:ct; b.7 U.lc j.:..,;u:it at.~ h1> -.:.C:.$U~ at 
iz .. :Z:! run~~ tr..v:-~J ,\tl=-t.:.r.;:;:. ~:{~ ;~ ..... :i~i:~ Th11t ·thb lnter 
n-p-.,;:'Qvrl,:iitQc'rt1 s1mll. t~ c;.;t.it\01! .t:.: ';bv b-~ti:i!.-!. ct tho :.-&tum f"...ow 1uto Uw rlv-ar 
... ........ ~ '.C:LL: 
U~'O.!: r.h!ch th~ mt.a::- An!irdc.t.l to u~~ b: • .:: l"',.:t.:.:; :i::eC. by .:.a:.r..:; -:,f .=;id C.:.r.:.i-,, 1!:t.l,4:h,a4, 
rt!itH.ll"'VOit'tt !:nit ¢ the!:- p:,.:r,'(:i;• 
Tht,t all l'iel:1;3 h.=rc!..:. c.r,.~.i~ tc t.he pltU.,,,t.ift' ~d ti.<i¥t!..,...l 
L\oidl"',dr.r:~ .:i.Q:d C!"OStt-eo~;lfll!t.-1\\.:.-, t..:"1.• t.'al:' th~ ti:;.,ctici:;:.l ucc.:. S.iJScl..fie;;:, ~d 
uono of th& ;o.rt\u ht;,:to, or thei:- c.Jcc;;,:xrn iD iu:t; . .,;.;;.?c.t,. 'l:J.11;}:.h-~ bGJ..ra, ~.....-
r ·0¢',rto:r:;i, C~bi::Jtr,•b::l'CI,-: l:.!Ct:O;":.:o;rL, 01' ;..:,:::J,;::d :itlllil t,t'\~ t.L.i.: rlsht. tQ. <ll.'IIW't 
'--
r~ of th'l t':nte:-:1 c~ t!:la ::,tid ..:in"k Cr·oV..;,. lt:; -t::·l!J'.1:.•.:?,.o~ r..n,! w,.trcer.1 c.,.,:l;.'?t 
:ror ::,<bt>J.'1d.el :..:.itt,, ;.me.! 'l:1..ontc·:o~ :,_;,ch uu~ bA!J C#;l,o.a.'J~, rudl p.1rt.f .or pr'-l"tio:s ;.1f'wll 
-e:o.,::::,o tD W.vortt, .:.::tt! ~ hc..vo n;; rl6i,11, U) :.J.v<.-rt, tho .said t::JtGrs, .or ac,- ,>e.rt. 
thil?r"'so!', !'.ttt! cntr., Lile! evwrJ H' tho imrti~;, ln.·retv1 thoir :!O.~tD, a~::torn;:,;,·;,1 
i:c;,lo)'<10:1 c:id CUCCOlJD'Jr'C in 1n tru-out J'il'J ltfONMid, ,;~ h~ ~.101n~d f'!"!~ n~ 
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;tr<lix,.ed no,. f14ll "'1d olJ. i.~torfurc,,ca ,,i,u,. or <ll.vorlll.on or uoo of \ho ""1d nators, 
e~Gpt .In th• z,ann'!'", c:,c to t!io llXt=ut, "'1:l<l f!lr \ho l"''l"'DOE ~n,v1<lod .In thto 
Jucgt:lG!lt., 11hcuovo.r web intt:ri'ilrtnca, i.liv~l'uJ.oo qr 'UO'~ tOUlrJ 1n M:t rit2Wlor 1nt.oN 
taro o.L!h th.ll <!ivc,·r>l,c,c ~1' uoo ~f 1:1-.,. l'at<,r ,:1:1,rooci by tl:d• J1.t<l,..r.,.,t ti) "'11 of 
I.he oU,01· p._..U.u~ tc Ui.is h~t.!.o•I 
'ill!'.t thv ;r.:rtJ.oD t.cr'QV., ~°' tnc!r cacto!IXl-1".1 in 1':lttr.:,u;t Oball 
in::rt.~ll en\!. :.aJ.1nt-l1n c.ul'ti.!J!.~· 14:J~ ,.:'ff::.l'it.n\. t.e.:..cic..Lt.o~, cont..-.,1!.l.J.:s; w*:.t 11!1.G:. no:,~ 
.,,,i•in.a de'l'iCti3 :;t tt.d.r 1·c.yt.ct.i-..:.(..' ·.A)~~b :.: w.vnr:l'i . .Jnt ::td nil rrit.er hcrv ..... i!l !Jll.ot.-
ttrc r.ne t!t.r:roed .:d:1:-!.! t.:. ot,~7J.tl.i ,_t, i.;.::J.J. 7.:l:;t..:: :::! ti,re.r:,i.J:h ri,iW T~1'1-e 1.r,d 
1,h,,v.tc,,..; ~,h.t,.ll .:..u l.J~t. r.,!.~ ia!:L'.ll:..t 1·.: .it;,.'\!'v-·.:-,c..=. 11iUJ .. ~.t.~!& L.'1U ll;il.tt!l.!it:ntiono 
t., Lo e..,t.;.;!."Ov'!-l. ~::t tht,; ~ ·~.,t,e :;i trl.:!.,:l 'lb 1-.;'\.-C I l ti!. t.tc.- W.t.% er !IU:"c.:vic1:il:: t.ho 
C:i!-tri'l•:Jti:,, ~! l:C,t~~ .. , (..:~:·j-:.::cl \.; 1'."'..,>;l!,.;t. 'i;.J t.J.lli! r~:.:.~). ill !;;..C::, ...illv!cc:J !:bill 
be "'t :~e;!:, ¢. ... o,l~" m; L3 ::cc.;~t:l.j,• r.tc:.1t.::::· t.:"lv ,:,..;.:ud. ur s,~\.t:::: DC ..!!.fl::-tod, end 
J::1 c:1:iv or tiit..;t:;1':i: t,i,7;_:,·U::; .:.::re: t.l:..t:..'-! ~ .::.:bil.! ii::-.;l ~~r :16oonc, rutc:::.'l.tic is~c-· 
c1.r1r;l-s .Q!" otl.:,:?~ l:;9:'.:::s, :,ro~.rJ.ciOC dtb ;::Jcli !ug~:-~tou1 <):lnt:ol 1.0::-:.;..:. ~..,~ nrJlJ..rurins 
,~evlcc.:;1 d".c();,t .c.c iu thitr ~~,d,ij;~cnt. ~r;-·r-.dU..:~ .-..:i.d t;.11:h of tho. ,?3rt10D hot"Oto ohllll 
bo yer-_,1cit.:c.ll;.i t:inJOi!lr;tl f,nr,.. ClvcrUuc fN..l t.h~ d:lnnncl. of tho :,:,id !!!.nl; Creek, er 
!t.!I tr!.U..:t.:srlco or ~urcct,1 r;n;, \..'.ti-1• tb.Nt.t::h r.:n7 i:!.i.t.ub1 dcn~lt, vr Otho= th~'Viaoo 
'll,:.t the Cit; cf ~,:ntello .,,,ot" in•toU o St,.,<lo~ i.o.11' r.nd 
"'.tovene ru=rd.1.,41 &,.'\go er other o;.::.ill\r at.•m.::'t:1'\.\ Qavit:0 er ciaviccrn thn't. t.ho:y ~ 
1:o =~ ~ C.""Ld =.::r; be !oc:..~CC. a.:, Ul:lt :it it: u.t. t..U ti;:c.: ~.J.l•Jaot to the 
intt;;ectian 0£ the -.:::itor u:a,r::; ct ~1t.: Cua:t :md DO l..::)ca1.oa tbc.t. .i.nt:tiJJW i:::li.! virvo::, 
l~ ~!4r,-J.U.e.1 t4c.:oto :-11.:t thort.,fr~. ,v,d tho :u.tia Cltf i;if 2-ocatello ltt r&.,ull'Crd to 
»!>:lit It> tho 0,-.u-t pl.:lllll for e-JOh do'licos .for tho n;,prov.il. of tb• C..urt, 
!Iba r'1ht:r. huruin 4Cc.l."Gr,J : .. ~d rU" uin.vi sr-o Or:.Gl.£1'latu.:~ encl 
<:l:lnoit!.~ na (e.u.nlc1,.:!l l)·J:-po.co~ r;,41d it'r!S tJ.on rirmt,u:}. ltT.i(;", t.ion r.Liht.o :.:i.ro 
Cc!'i:tt:xf :!!: tho t:"!cht. 'W C!:\-crt !':-"~--;. ~:1.,,\:: Creif-.: t:ate:-.s to'r' tho j,:-r1~ticn ,,r tho 
it·.:il.i: -iie~ctlbcd i.~ tho decree bul::mi:;:i:ic t:1 tho !'Jt,rl!o.o W w a ac:tic,n. ~~.:t:.10 
~ij!4to !!:>r ~ic:.pw. v~r-,oaou un, <i!A'lto.! t,o t~ tt-.c risl;it ti, ¢111..-t fro~ ~.o 





;in4 cllotrltut.od to th• inhab1ti:uto or tho ,,.J,d Cit;, of !'ocntcl.l.o ll:n, a:mootio 
,,hich ootor lo uai>l.J.7 =1ro<i II)' it.:I u,bllbitr:nto, 
'l'hnt no ~nrt.:, to tbio Cocreo vbru.l cliwrt 00r-9 'C'r..tar thi:in et:n 
:-,o 1».,'1!'1_c1.~ ~aoc, r:nd lh'1t· th!.? t,!1.!!te of r.~tr.-r i~ ;.,robiblwd cntl. onJoi."lC!C• 
'.m.::.t the rc:-tcnticn o!' J-:or1d&ict1.on b:,· tho Court .:1b,".U 1.,o tcr 
tho toUcm.nc purposo:1 un.ca tllo 1'ollt•td.zii! tJlJ.:-;:"C-tltm only, 
(u) 'i'o or,ke o:.:':":octlcrH1 t:r clw.-ic.:l a::n-cr:i, :.:.z, ... ,:--.-4rtr!tlcoiJ. 
end Qciooiona iil tho r1£htD docroe_d .. 
(b) '.lb ro'il.ew """ '""'d tbc ;,rovisicno of U.. doCT<o r1.ing, 
I , 
:f noco:,C4l'j", d.lttorc:it -li.:lit.c -~;_30:1 !h#~ !r:-t:;.Ut:(i ~u.:.:.cn 'JiJ 1:?.o·10 dc:a."1.--1.~:. :'!]d :f'o:-
r.iL r:'1"1ng or cropo, 
ot the 1.:1tor to tho 3cvcr.-.J. 'Joe=~ ~e::,,tior.00. r.1.thb t!J,c dcc::-cp., 111-t.b. :i~oclnl rofor--
'41CO to au,.,,ilnte<! r1Glitr. "'3c:u o,,o 11=· oocarc,;, the total ""°unt, Uuoa6b sovcrol 
'1.l.t.cb.ce. alUuamt~d o.~;io::1to h1:1 n~,Q ;,ith :1~ Ct:to. O".Jbu:!.tt.r:d or c.·,14ii2,ahlu :"?1th 
1•1)f!.l'1~co tD th? cap~c:iti)" or ttw d.!.tcb.~::, !:i.l_;J~1l)'ir\,:; We! l,;;,<41 of tJ.1e usur. 
(d) ':o cbc~rvu !'o:- r. uur,::.Jn. '-r. lonue; l!' nccC!~OC.ey tho 
O;_,e;ri.t:U:in ot ·the are~ iJ:. ort!cr U::!t -~~ch : .• Jcitiu:,,;-;l .,n."\.vi::iic:-i: Q!L:,t ba ~00 tD 
till~ c!ccrea to :r:.cil1t-':l.to :'1~ o.it:=11-;!c:1 i., th(;- f.lplC, ':r,1t j:..:!•i.!IC.icticn i:. not 
.L~t;..iua,J to o~~t'P.tQ tt-e erect, !l>1dt1r a?'Col' c.f C:0-.J!"t. 
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City of Pocatello 
Water Department 
1985 Monthly Reports 
April, May, June 
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City of Pocatello • Water Department 
1'.0. m,., 4 /!HJ• !il/Z Ii. ~lirrm"" • I'oml,llu. ld11/m .~JW I • 12/JSI :z.12-+:JI I 
MAIN LINE WORK 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REl'ORT 
APRIL 1985 
2000 Blk, So. 4th & So. 5th: Irrigation project. installed: 2-4" valves, l-4" Y 
fitting, l-4" 45 • bend. 
2225 So. Bannock Highway: Pipe layed: 18' of 6" ductile iron. installed: 1-6" 'fire 
hydrant., 1-6° tapping sleeve, .l-6'1 tapping valve, 1--valve box. Made 6 11 tap on 12 11 main. 
During the month of April 326,044,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or l0,868,133 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 










































893 .o lbs. 
This figure is 82,015,000 more than last April. Based on the population figure 
of 46,736 there were 232.5 gallons of water per person per day produced from the system. 
Airport production was 2,258,000 gallons of water using 4,5 lbs, of chlorine 
and 30 man hours. 
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City of Pocatello • Water Department 
/'.O. /Ju, Hfi!I • 902 F.. Sliert11r111 • l'nrale//u, lrlti/u, ll:l211I • 12/l~/ 2:32.4:11 I 
MAIN LINE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
MA'l 1985 
Highland Tank: Pipe layed:162' of 18" ductile iron, 194' of 14" ductile iron. 
Installed 1-1811 Tee; 1-18" solid sleeve, 3-18 11 dresser valves, 3-valve boxes, 
1-14" gate valve, top half of 1-valve box, 2-14 11 45° bends, 1-14 11 flange coupling 
adaptor, 6'-threaded 3/4''. 
Country Club & Turf Drive: Pipe layed: 859' of 6'' ductile iron. Installed: 3-6" 
tapping valves, 3-6'' tapping sleeves, 3-valve boxes, 3-6 11 solid sleeves, I-chlorination 
tap. 1-6'' fire hydrant, 1-fire hydrant valve, 1-valve box, l-6 11 tee, 2-6 11 H.J. 45° 
bends, 38 1 -6 11 P.V.C., 2-6'' M.J. plugs. 
700-800 Block Washington Avenue: Pipe layed: 486' of LO" ductile iron. 
During the month of May 470,617,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 15,l8L,l93 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Well I 2 47,238,000 225,5.lbs. 
Well I 10 1,069,000 3,5 lbs. 
Well , 12 45,324,000 112. 0 lbs. 
Well I 16 37,296,000 95.0 lbs. 
Well ' 18 75,708,000 183. 5 lbs. Well II Zl 16,293,000 55.5 lbs, 
Well I 22 27,103,000 78.5 lbs, 
Well , 27 26,722,000 53.0 lbs. 
Well II 28 27,832,000 95.5 lbs, 
Well I 29 26,092,000 70 .5 lbs. 
Well , 30 104,961,000 
Well I 31 3, 20~ ,000 10 .5 lbs. 
PIP Well 14,952,000 32,5 lbs, 
Cree Well 16.823,000 78.0 lbs. 
470,617,000 1,021.0 lbs. 
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City of Pocatello • Water Department 
l'.O. /Jo.t 41/i!I • YU2 E .. ~/1m11r111 • /'ornfr//u. ltlnlw 8:12111 • (2()81 2.12-4311 
l'!AIN LINE WORK: 
WATER DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
JUNE 1985 
Washington Street-Cedar to Alameda: Pipe Layed~ 33' of 6 11 ductile iron, 792 1 of 
1011 ductile iron. Installed 2-6" fire hydrants, 2-6 11 fire hydrant valves, 2-10 11 
solid sleeves, 2-12" to 10 11 M.J. reducers, 6-10'' pacific states valves, 2-10 11 x 6" 
tee fi~tings, 1-10 11 x 10 11 te~ fitting, a-valve boxes, 1-chlorination tap. 
700 Block Willard Avenue: Pipe layed: 649' of 6" duet ile iron. lns t alled: 1-6" 
pacl!ic states fire hydrant, 1-6" fire hydrant valve, Z-6" ,Muelle, gate valves, 
3-valve boxes, l-6 11 x 6 11 tee. 1-chlorination tap. 
During the month of June 782,384,000 gallons of water was produced from the 
system, or 26,079,466 gallons per day produced from the following sources. 
Well I Z 
Well I 3 
Well I 10 
Well I 12 
Well I 16 
Well 8 18 
Well # 21 
Well 8 22 
Well I 27 
I/Ell I 28 
Yell D 29 
Well 8 31 




















LBS. OF CHLORINE 
146.0 lbs. 
159.0 lbs. 
112 .O lbs. 
239 .O lbs. 
537 .0 lbs. 












City of Pocatello 
Water Department 
1986 Monthly Reports 
March,April,May 
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WA'rER DEPA.'l,'rMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
M.l\RCH 19B6 
MATN LINE WORK 
.Bann6ck Highway & Gibson Jack - Pipe layed: 72' of 5 11 
ductile iron. Installed: 1-12 1' tapping sleeve, 1-valve 
bqx, 1-6'' pue;ll-:an plug, .1-6" tapping valve .. 
Bannock: Hiqhwav & country Club - Pipe layed: 54' of 6" 
ductile iron. · Installed: 1-6 11 tapping valve, 1 ... 12 11 x 
6 11 tapping sleeve, 1-valve box, l-6 11 push-an plug. 
Bannock Highway & Shoshoni Trail - Pipe layed: 54' of 
6" ductile iron. Installed: l-6 11 tapping va;.ve, 1-10'' 
x 6" tapping sleev~. 1-valve box. 
Bannock Highway .& Leo Lane -
ductile iron. Installed: 
Pipe layed: B' of 6" 
1 - B'' x 6'' tapping valve, 1-8" 
valve box, l-9 11 pm;_h-on plllg, 




Highway & Riverside 
101' ductile iron. 
valve, 1-valve box, 
Golf Course - Pipe 
Install.ed: 1-10" 
1-iO" push-on plug. 
layed: 
X 12" 
Jefferson & Poplar - Pipe layed: .38' of 6 11 and 6' of 
10" ductile iron. Installed: 1-6 11 solid .sleeve, 1-6" 
x &'' reducer, 1-4" steel to cast coupling, 1-io" x 6" 
tee, l-10'' solid sleeve, ~- valve boxes, 1-gate valve, 
1-butterfly valve. 
Jefferson & Maple - Pipe layed: 37' of 6" ductile iron. 
Installed: 1-6" ground out solid sleeve, 2-6" solid 
sleeves, 1-6" cross, 1-valve box, 1-gat.e valve. 
During the month of March 248,126,000 gallons of 
water was produced from the syst.em, or 8,004,064 gallons 
per day produced from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHLORINE 
Well 112 45,'!84,000 136.0 Lbs. 
Well #16 56,254,000 140.0 Lbs. 
Well #21 5,105,000 :v. :5 Ubs. 
Well #27 6,488,000 15.0 Lbs. 
Well 1130 58,535,000 146. 5 lbs" 
7280 
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Water Department Monthly Reper,: {cont.) 
Well #32 
Cree Well 








This figure- is 10,880,000 less than last March. Based on tne popu. 
figure of 46,736 there were 171.2 gallons of water per person per day ~r, 
from the system. 
Airport production was 2,469,000 gallons of water usmg 2. 5 l.bs. of ch 
and 32 man hours. 
5. MAIN LINE LEAKS were REPAIRED at the tallowing locations: . J_. 
2200 south 2nd 500 Blk So. Gran,: Shane Dr. & • Juniper H:i.l j 
500 Blk sout.h Grant 732 w. Whitman 
21 HEW .SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
55,20 Bannock Hwy {3/4 11 ) 5544 Bannock HyY ( l / 4" ) 5722 Bannock Hwy i 3/-41 ' l 
5788 Bannock Hwy (3/4") 5898 Bannock Hwy (3/4") 4590 Bannock Hwy t 3/4 1' i 
4330 B<1.nnock Hwy {3/4 11 ) 2041 So. Main (3/4") 2065 So, Main (3/4") 
2121 So. Main (.3/4") 2141 So. Main { 3/ 4"} 2151 So. Main (3/4") 
2201 So. Main (3/4") 2215 So. Main (3/4") 865 Bitterroot (3/4") 
3705 !J. s. Hwy 30 w ( 1" ) 2403 So. Maip (3/4") 2671 Bannock Hwy ( 3/4·" t 
2711 Bannock Hw:, (3/4"·) 2735 Bannock Hwy (3/4") 2755 Bannock Hwy ( 3/4". 
10 SERVICES were RENEWED at the following locations: 
256 So. 6th (3/4") 
1634 Jensen {3/4 11 I 
755 w. Sublette (3/4") 
467 McKinley {3/4'') 
1635 Bo. 3rd (3/4") 
1371-77 Willard (3/4'') 
344 McKinley (3/4") 
627 No. 11th {3/G") 
751 W, Sublette (l/4''1 
556 So. 111:.h ll") 
19 SERVICES were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
787 Bryan {1/2") 1040 Gray (3/4") 962 Gray {J/4") 
916 Gray ( J/4") 1578 Onyx l 3/ 4") 867 Nort:hgace t 3/-." J 
1306 E. Lewis (l") 1349 Allen Rd. (1/2") 308 so. Main (3/4") 
1710 E. Wyeth (l") 1850 No. Main (1") 845 No. Garfield t 1/2", 
979 Brennan {l/2") 706 No. 10th (3/4") 719 Myrtle (3/4") 
519 So. 11th (1/2") 
1445 Ho. 1st (1") 
1006 No. Harrison (3/4") Jefferson & ?oplar (3,, 
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WATEF: DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT 
APRIL 1986 
MAIN tINE WORK 
100 & 200 Block No. 9'th, 100 Block So. 9th - Pipe layed: 1144' of 
6·" ductile .iron. Inst.alled: 1-12" :< 6" tapp1ng sleeve, l-tapping 
valv13, 6-valve boxes, 1-4" solid sleeve, 1-4 '' m. j. !?lug, 1.-4" $pl it 
sleeve, 3-6" gace valves, 2-6" £ire hyd_rant valves, 2-6" tees, 2-6" 
· fire nydrants, 1-1:P• solid sleeve, 1-!:i." x 4" reducer. 
20th & Bonneville 
chlorinat:ion ta!). 
Made 6" tap on 12 11 main. Made 3/4'' 
Puring the month of April 239,8,°(8,000 gallons of water was 
produced _from the system, or 7,995,933 gallons per day produced 
from che f.Qllowing soui;-ces, 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF CHI:.ORINE 
Well ~2 44,814,000 131.0 Lbs. 
Well #16 26,Zl!i,OOO 69.0 Lbs. 
Well 1121 3,776 ,,ooo 13.0 Lbs. 
Well #22 9,409,000 34.5 Lbs. 
Well #27 5,721,000 15.5 tbs . . 
Well #30 '15,555,000. 192.5 Lbs. 
Well #32 53,399.000 190.5 Lbs. 
Cree Well 16,313,000 35.5 Lbs. 
WEist Bench Booster 4,672,000 
239,878,000 706, 0 Lbs. 
This figure is 86,166,000 less than last April. Based on the 
populat.ion figure of 46,736 there we.e 171.1 gallons of water per 
person per day produced from the syst:em. 
Airport production was 1,471,00D gallons of water using 2.5 
lbs. of chlorine and 39 man hours. 
Water Department Monthly Report (cont:.) ' - ·-
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MAIN 1:,INE WORK 
WATER DEP.b.RTMEN'f MONTHLY REPORT 
MAY 1986 
300 Block Packard - construct new main line .. l'ipe layed: 140 1 of 
6" ductile iron, 2' of 4" cast 1ron. Installed: 1-6" gate valve, 
1-4" scael t.o cast coupling, 1-valve box, 3/4" chlorination ,;:ap. 
1000 Block Spruce St·reet - Capital improvement project. 
layed: J.08' of 6'' ductile iron. 
Pipe 
15·70 Yellowstone to Flandro Capital improvement proJect 
{construct new main line). Fipe layed: 594' of 8 11 ductile iron. 
19' of 6" ductile iron.· -Installed: 2-6" fire hydrants valves, 2-
6" fire hydrants, 2-8" x 6" tees, 2-valve boxes., 1-8" solid sleeve. 
Surrey Ridge 2nd Addition - Mada 6" tar;, on 6" main.. Install 2-3/4'' 
chlorination taps. 
305 West: Quinn - Made 2-10'' taps on 10" and 18" main. 
During the month .of May 424, 9'16, 000 gallons of water w;:1s 
produced from the system, or 13,706,968 gallons per day produced 
from the following sources. 
GALLONS PRODUCED LBS. OF C!l:LOR!NE 
Well #2 42,566,000 122.0 Lbs. 
W~ll U3 12,500,000 28.5 Lbs. 
Well #10 1,211,000 3.0 Lbs. 
Well. #12 11,481,000 20.5 Lbs. 
Wall #16 69,716,000 188.5 Lbs. 
Well #18 17,201,000 18.5 Lbs. 
Well #21 11,, 513,000 38.S Lbs. 
Well #22 31.t 703 I 000 11!L5 Lbs. 
Well #27 31,950,000 103.5 Lbs. 
Well #28 17,045,000 33. \l Lbs. 
Well #29 22,130,000 54.0 Lbs. 
Well #30 60,336,000 132.5 Lbs. 
Well #32 55,443,000 201.5 Lbs. 
Well #33 7,235,000 22.5 Lbs. 
PIP Well 6,102,000 12.0 tbs. 
Cre,i Well 15,183,000 32.0 Lbs. 
West Bench Booster 11,571,000 3i.5 Lbs. 
424,916,000 1,164.5 Lbs. 
Water Department Monthly Report (cont. ) -2-
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This f;i.gure is 45,701,000 lass i:han :last May. Based on the 
population figure of 46,736 t:here were 2.93. 3 gallons ot water pe:r 
person per .day produced from .:he syst.em. 
Airport production was 1,779,000 gc1lloµs of water using 3. 5 
lbs. of chlor.i.:I).e and, 42 man ho:..rs. 
§ MAIN Lit{E LEAKS were REPAIRED at the following locations: 
308 North 9th E. Terry & Memorial 1458 So. 2nd 
500 Block Fairmont Sei:i:ling Basin 113 ( 2" & 1.0" lines l 
9 NEW SERVICES were INSTALLED at the following locations: 
1614 So. Fairway (1'' J 1616 So. Fairway ( 1") 5505 Shcsho:,-
( 3/4") 
2700 So. 5th (2" S.L .. ) 1630 No. Hayes (3/4") ISU Research Park 
{2 11 S,L.J 
Revised Bench land Block 4 Lots O & P ( 3/ 4" ) 1023 Spruce 
( 3 / 41' ) 
27 SERVICES· were RENEWED at the following locations, 
837 Berryman. (314" J 244 So. 6th, (3/4") 252 No. 7th 
(3/4") 
705 Northland (3/4") 
( 3/4") 
235 No. Johnson (3/4") 
{3/4") 
216 so. 11th {3/4 1') 
(3,/4") 
638-40 No. 9th (3/4") 
(3/4'1 ) 
436 No. Main (3/4'') 
(3/4") 
1297 Santa Anita (3/4 1') 
189 ?earl (3/4"1 
232 Pearl {3/4") 
(3/4") 
839 so. Main (3/4") 
1357 Santa Anita (3/4") 
1364 Santa Anita (3/~") 
963 Santa Anita (3/4") 
1341 Santa Anita (3/4 1') 
1281 Santa Anita (3/4") 
247 Pearl (3/4 11 ) 
250 Pearl (3/4") 
Water Department Monthly Report (cont. l 
405 .Richland 
1365 Santa !\nita 
1349 Santa Anita 
1333 Santa Anita 
1289 Santa Anita 
151 Pearl (3/4" J 
163 Pearl (3/4") 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FTFrB JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InRt: SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
SPRONK \VATER ENGI?\'EERS, INC. 
EXPERT REBUTTAL REPORT 
DATED DECEl\'IBER 1, 2006 
PREPARED FOR THE CITY OF 
. POCATEI,LO, CLAIMANT 
Spronk Water Engineers, Inc. 
1000 L~gan Street 
Denver, Colorado 80203 
.-
Spronk Water Engineers, Inc. 
Expert Rebuttal Report 
Dated December 1, 2006 
Prepared For 
The City of Pocatello, 
Claimant 
1,0 INTRODUCTION 
On behalf of the City of Pocatello, Spronk Water Engineers, Inc. ("SWE") prepared an Expert 
Report dated September 29, 2006, that was filed with the SRBA Court in accordance with the 
Seventh Amended Trial Scheduling Order. The Expert Report addressed the following disputed 
issues with regards to recommendations by the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
("Department") for the City of Pocatello's ("Pocatello", the "City") State-law claims for water rights 
in the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"): 
• A condition proposed by the Department to limit the City's claims for alternate points of 
diversion for its interconnected municipal wells. 
• The Department's recommended denial of the City's claim for alternate points of diversion 
for its surface water rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. 
• Miscellaneous issues related to identification of the wells included in the City's 
interconnected municipal well systems, and a subset of these wells that were the subject of 
prior formal administrative transfers approved by the Department. 
On November 2, 2006, Brockway Engineering PLLC, on behalf of the Milner Irrigation District, 
Minidoka Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir District#2, A & B Irrigation District, Burley 
Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company, and Twin Falls Canal Company (the "Surface Water 
Coalition"), filed a Rebuttal Expert Report to the SWE Expert Report dated September 29, 2006 




. " 1;.. 
f 
the Surface Water Coalition expert regarding Pocatello's claimed water rights. 
SWE has reviewed the SWC Rebuttal Report, and provides the following rebuttal opinions regarding 
opinions offered by the SWC expert 
2.0 SWC EXPERT REBUTTAL REPORT DATED NOVEMBER 2, 2006 
Alternate Points of Diversion for Surface Water 
Opinion 
Page 2 and 3. "The City of Pocatello claims that City wells should be considered as alternate points 
of diversion for the claimed water rights from Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. There is no 
hydrologic evidence to support this contention or to argue that there is no change or impact to other 
water users if this were allowed. If, in fact, ground water is pumped in lieu of a surface water 
diversion six miles away from the ground water extraction with the same early priority as the 
surface right, there will be significant differences in timing and magnitude of both the Portneuf 
River flow and ground water unde,jlow from the basin. " 
Response 
Page 2 of the SWC Rebuttal Report includes the statement, "The hydrogeology of the lower 
PortneufRiver and tributaries and the aquifer underlying the lower Portneuf area shows that these 
are interconnected sources and are tributary to the Snake River and/or the Eastern Snake Plain 
aquifer .... ". Based on this statement, there is no disagreement that the ground water and surface 
water sources of the Snake River and the PortneufRiver and its tributaries are interconnected. 
The Surface Water Coalition claims there is a change in "timing and magnitude of both Portneuf 
River flow and ground water underflow from the basin. ", but provides no evidence or analysis to 




An analysis using the Department's "Enhanced-Ground Water Rights Transfer Spreadsheet( version 
2.2)" ("Transfer Spreadsheet"), was performed to demonstrate that diversion of the City's surface 
water rights at the City's wells will not injure the Surface Water Coalition water rights. Diversion 
at the original points of diversion was assumed to result in an immediate depletion of surface water 
flow. Diversion at the ground water alternate points of diversion results in delayed surface water 
depletions. The delayed surface water depletions resulting from diversions at the ground water 
alternate points of diversion were calculated using the Department's Transfer Spreadsheet. 
Municipal return flows from exercise of the surface water rights were ignored because they would 
be the same in both scenarios. 
Figure I compares the annual depletions resulting from diversion of the surface water rights at (1) 
the original points of diversion, and (2) at the alternate points of diversion at the City's wells. The 
annual depletions are expressed as a percent of the total annual diversion. The results of the analysis 
show that diversions oftbe City's surface water rights at the claimed ground water alternate points 
of diversion result in delayed impacts to surface water flows as compared with the immediate 
impacts that would result from diversion of the City's surface water rights at their original decreed 
locations. These delayed impacts cause transient reductions in depletions to the surface streams, 
resulting in a transient benefitto downstream surface waterusers. Once the depletions from ground 
water use reaches steady state, they are essentially the same as the depletions that would have 
resulted had the water rights continued to be diverted at the original points. 
The City historically used its surface water supplies year-around at relatively constant rates. The 
surface water rights are similarly used when exercised at the ground water alternate points of 
diversion. Constant year-around pumping of the surface water rights at the alternate points of 
diversion will result in constant year around stream depletions. These depletions will increase and 
eventually reach a steady state that is equal to the rate of pumping. This constant year-around 
depletion rate will match the uniform rate of diversion (and stream depletion) that would occur if 
the City diverted the surface water rights at the original points of diversion. As a result, exercise 
of the City's surface water rights at the ground water alternate points of diversion will not result in 
3 
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a material change in the seasonal timing of stream depletions to the detriment of downstream surface 
water users. 
Multiple Alternate Points of Diversion 
Opinion 
Page 3. "If approved, priority administration would require determination of the instantaneous 
discharge from each well at all times to determine whether diversion rates were within the priority. 
If the City was diverting in excess of the rate allowed under the cumulative priority of all rights, then 
either the Department or the City would have to decide which well or wells would be shut off or 
curtailed. This would be extremely dif]icult to regulate or administer. 
Response 
The City's cumulative diversion rate at its alternate points of diversion will not exceed the 
cumulative in-priority diversion rate for the water rights associated with its interconnected wells. 
Opinion 
Page 3. "The Department's decision to require a condition on each water right showing the date 
of first appropriation and the well number and location is justified. Any decision by the City to 
pump at significantly greater rates than historical practice from later priority wells could result in 
injury to local ground water users, especially those with earlier priority wells. " 
Response 
The City will not pump its wells as alternate points of diversion at diversion rates that are greater 






























G Spronk Waler Engineer.i, Inc. 
Figure 1 
Annual Depletions Resulting from Surface Water Diversions and 
Ground Water Pumping at Alternate Points of Diversion 
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2/2611869 3.22 Mink Creek 
1(111/1901 0.58 Mink Creek 
11)11/1917 1218 Mink Creek 
6/1511948 9,69 8 
9 
10 
911/1953 9.53 12 
13 
15 
8/27/1954 028 ResUawn Cometary 
12/21/1956 3.82 17 
10/18/1958 13.02 13 · 
16 
18 
10/10/1964 4.10 27 
611/1945 2.67 26 
611611898 5.00 Gibson Jack Creek 
10/1/1982 021 33 
911511955 3.89 21 · 
8/1511956 4.44 23 
12/31/1955 0.22 14 
11/6'1972 3.90 29 
4/11/1973 4.01 42 
4/11/1973 6.00 41 
8/22/1974 1.00 43 
4/2511976 17.06 30 
31 
32 
2/24/1977 223 15 
12/29/1977 928 Wastowater 
6113/1978 3.34 35 
7/6'1978 0.10 RestlawnCeme-
5121/1984 4.46 WPC 
1/18/1985 700 34 
1861 3.38 Alameda 6 
Alameda 7 
12/31/1942 1.92 40 
A•~~1 4.90 28 
1906 1.34 Alameda 1 
(1116/1924) 
1925 0.96 Alamada2 
12/31/1928 9.13 1 
2 
3 
8/31/1931 423 4 . 
1938 2.45 8 
10/16/1958 0.80 19 
12/31/1940 4.46 7 
12/31/1940 220 39 



















(1) Pccatullo and ID'lvR are In agreement on lhe priority and amo"11 for al water rlghls excepl the priority 
dates k>rwaler rights 29-13558 and 29-13639. For those water rights, tho priority- clalmad by tho 
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City of Pocatello 
Summary of State-law SRBA Clalms 
Clalmed/Stlpwlod 
..., Pocatello m 
Historical SRBA Claim No. 
Priority 
Diversion WeD No. or Source 
Raia O.ta (els) 
SURFACE WATER RIGHTS 
29-271 2126111169 3.22 MlnkCraok 
29-272 10/1/1901 0.56 MlnkCraok 
29-273 10/1/1917 1.218 MlnkCraok 
29-4222 611611898 5.00 Gibson Jack Cruok 
CITY INTERCONNECTED WELLS AND WATER RIGHTS 
29-2274 611511948 9.69 8 
9 
10 
29-2:338 9/1/1953 8.53 12 
13 
15 
29-2401 10/1611958 12.22 13 
18 
18 
29-2499 10/10/1984 4.10 27 
29-4221 611/1945 2.67 28 
29-4223 10/1/1962 0.21 33 
29-4224 9/1511955 3.89 21 
29-4225 811511956 4.44 23 
29-4228 12/31/1955 0.22 14 
29-7106 11/611972 3.90 29 
29-7322 4/2511878 17.08 30 
31 
32 
29-7375 2/24/1977 2.23 15 
29-7782 1/1811985 7.00 34 
29-11339 1961 3.36 Alameda e 
Alameda 7 
29-11348 A~1 4.90 28 
29-13558 1905 1.34 Alameda 1 
rT/1611924) 
29-13559 1925 0.98 Alameda 2 
29-13560 12/31/1926 9.13 1 
2 
3 
29-13581 8131/1931 4.23 4 
29-13582 1936 2.45 6 
29-13837 12/31/1940 4.48 7 
29-13839 12/31/1940 3.68 22 
(101211195"zi 
AIRPORT INTERCONNECTED WELLS AND WATER RIGHTS 
29-7450 611311878 3.34 35 
29-13836 12/31/1940 · 2.20 39 
BIOSOI.IDS PROGRAM WATER RIGHTS 
29-7118 4/11/1973 4.01 42 
29-7119 4/11/1973 6.00 41 
29-7770 5121/1984 4.48 WPC 
29-11344 12/31/1942 1.92 40 
OTHER WATER RIGHTS 
29-2382 12/21/1956 3.82 17 
29-2354 8127/1954 0.28 Restlawn Cemenuv 
29-7502 7/611979 0.10 Res11awn Cometary 
29-7222 8122/1974 1.00 43 
29-13836 10116/1958 0.80 19 
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(1) Pocalollo and 10/\/R .,. In agreamont on tho priority end amount for aD water rights excep the priorly 
dalos lotweter rights 29-13558 and 29-13839. For those watar rights, the priorHy date clamod by the 




City of Pocatello 
Summary of State-law SRBA Cl alms 
Claimed/Stipulated 
""-llo/1\ -Priorly Diversion Wei No. or Soul'CG RIii& lla!a 
(cl$) 
Surface Watiet- Rlghta v.ittl Al-Pclntof Dlwnllon las"" 
2&-271 2/26111169 3.22 MinkC<eok 
29-272 l(l/1/1001 0.58 Mlri<Cr .. k 
29-713 1(11111917 1218 Mink Creek 
29-4222 6/1611898 5.00 Gibson Joel< Creek 
18 lnton:onnoeled City w.m, and Water Rlghla wllh Romarlas lasue 
29-2-401 10/16/1958 1222 13 
16 
18 
29-2-499 10/10/1964 4.10 27 
2&-4221 1!1111945 2.87 29 
29,-4223 10/111962 Q.21 33 
29-4224 8.11511955 3.88 21 
29-4225 8/15111156 4.4-4 23 
29-4226 12131/1955 0.22 14 
29-7106 11/811972 3.SO 29 
29-7322 412511976 17.06 30 
31 
32 
29-11339 1961 3.36 Alameda8 
Alllmoda 7 
29-11348 Auo-51 4.90 28 
29-13558 1905 1.34 l\lomoda 1 
(l/1611924) 
29-13559 1925 0.96 Alameda2 
29-13560 12/31111l26 9.13 1 
2 
3 
29-13561 6/3111931 4.23 4 
29-13562 1936 2.45 e 
29-13637 12/31/1940 4A6 7 










Ground Wati:r Rlghb Involved in Transfer 5452 with Altamata Points of Dwralon luue 
29-2274 6115'1948 9.68 8 
9 
10 
29-2338 9/111953 9.53 12 
13 17 
15 
29-7375 ;2124/1977 2.23 15 










Blosclk11 Water Rights with Munlcpal Purpose of UH 1,..,. 
29-7118 4/1111873 4.01 42 Airnn,t 1 
29-7119 4/1111873 6.00 41 ·-rt2 
29-7770 5/2111964 4.46 WPC 
Water Rights with No lo..,.. 
29-2'3S2 12121/1856 3.~ 17 M"hiandGC 
29-2354 812711954 028 Res!lawn Come 
29-7502 7/ll/1979 0.10 Rostlavm C.momrv 
29-7222 !!12211974 1.00 43 Word Park 
29-~ 111811985 7,00 34 
29-11344 12/3111942 1.82 40 PhlU- 4 
29-13636 10/18119!;8 o.eo 19 
29-7"31 12/29/1977 926 Wastewo!:er 
Nm.u;. 
(1) l'o<alollo and lt71YR ore lnagn,omont on tho priority and am°""' for an W11lltrrlgl'l .. xcept the ptloriy 
da11lS l'orwater rights 29-13556 and 29-13839. F«-watorrlghls, Ille priority data claimed l,ylhe 
City ls ohown In black and Ille pdorlly da!s mcommended 11/ 11'1VR lo •hown In (IIICI). 
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SRBA Claim No 
City of Pocatello 
Summary of State-law SRBA Claims 
Claimed/Stipulated 
hv Pocatello 11) HistcricaJ 
Priority 
Dlverslon Well No. or Source 
Rate 
Date !cfsl 
Surface Water RJghts with Alternate Point of Dfverslon Issue 
29-271 2/2611869 3.22 Mink Creek 
29-272 10/111901 0.56 Mink Creek 
29-273 1011/1917 1.218 Mink Creek 
29-4222 6/16/1898 5.00 Gibson Jack Creek 
18 lntarconnected City Welts and Water Rights with Ramarb Issue 
29-2401 10116/1958 12.22 ·,·, .. • '" 13 ,.,,·,<-·· 
·:·;.,,_;,.;""f··.::-·1s·--,.-:,- · 
29-2499 10/10/1964 4.10 
29-4221 6/1/1945 2.67 
29-4223 10/1/1962 0.21 
29-4224 9115/1955 3.89 
29-4225 8115/1956 4.44 
29-4226 12131/1955 0.22 
29-7106 11/6/1972 3.90 
29-7322 4/25/1976 17.06 
2!H1339 1961 3.36 Alameda6 
Alameda7 
29-11348 Auc-51 4.90 
29-13558 1905 1.34 Alameda 1 
{7/16/1924} 
29-13559 1925 0.96 Alameda2 
29-13560 12131/1926 9.13 
29-13561 8/31/1931 4.23 4 
29-13562 1936 2.45 6 
29-13637 12131/1940 4.46 











Ground Water Rights Involved In Transfer 5452 with Alternate Points of Overs Ion Issue 
29-2274 6/15/1948 9.69 f---~8---+------1 
9 
29-2338 9/1/1953 9.53 
29-7375 2/24/1977 2.23 
Transfer 5452 Renlacement Well 
Interconnected Airport Wells and Water Rights with Remarks Issue 
29-7450 6/13/1978 3.34 35 
29-13638 12131/1940 2.20 39 
Blosollda Water Rights with Munlcpal Purpose of Use Issue 
29-7118 4/1111973 4.01 42 
29-7119 4/11/1973 6.00 41 
29-7770 5/21/1984 4.46 WPC 
Wa1or Rlgh1s with No Issues 
29-2382 12/21/1956 3.82 17 
29-2354 8/27/1954 0.28 Resflawn Cematerv 
29-7502 7/6/1979 0.10 Resllawn Cemeterv 
29-7222 8/22/1974 1.00 43 
29-7782 1/18/1985 7.00 '_' !"~,~· '.'- .. 34 ~ ·,,.::,, · .. 
29-11344 12131/1942 1.92 40 
29-13636 10/16/1958 0.80 19 











(1) Pocatello end IDWR are in agreement on the priority and amount for ell water rights except the priority 
detes !or water rights 29-13558 and 29-13639. For those water rights, the priority dote dalmed by the 
City is shown In black end the priority date recommended by IDWR Is shown in (red). 
~Interconnected ·City" Wells claimed as attemate points of diversion for ground water rights 
~ end surface water rights. 
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SUPPLEMENT 41, DIRECTOR'S REPORT REGARDING 
CITY OF POCATELLO'S BASIN 29 STATE-BASED WATER RIGHTS1 
. lnReSRBA 
Twin Falls County Civil Case No. 39576 
Report to the SRBA District Court 
Prepared by the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
Karl J. Dreher, Director 




1 Subcase nos. 29-00271, 29-00272, 29-00273, 29-02274, 29-02338, 29-02354, 29-02382, 29-02401, f 
29-02499, 29-04221, 29-04222, 29-04223, 29-04224, 29-04225, 29-04226, 29-07106, 29-07118, 29-
07119, 29-07222, 29-07322, 29-07375, 29-07431, 29-07450, 29-07502, 29-07770, 29-07782, 29-
11339, 29-11344. 29-11348, 29-13558. 29-13559, 29-13560. 29-13561. 29-13562. 29-13636. 29- I 
13637, 29-13638 and 29-13639 . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In accordance with Idaho Code§ 42-1412(4), Administrative Order l, and Special 
Master Bilyeu's November 2, 2005 Fourth Amended Trial Scheduling Order, the 
Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR" or "Department") 
submits this Supplemental Director's Report ("Report") regarding subcase numbers 29-
00271, 29-00272, 29-00273, 29-02274, 29-02338, 29-02354, 29-02382, 29-02401, 29-
02499, 29-04221, 29-04222, 29-04223, 29-04224, 29-04225, 29-04226, 29-07106, 29-
07118, 29-07119, 29-07222, 29-07322, 29-07375, 29-07431, 29-07450, 29-07502, 29-
07770, 29-07782, 29-11339, 29-11344, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-
13561, 29-13562, 29-13636, 29-13637, 29-13638 and 29-13639. This Report sets forth 
the basis for the Department's recommendations for these state-based water rights. The 
Report was prepared under the supervision of Karl J. Dreher, Director, and Donald V. 
Shaff, Adjudication Bureau Chief. 
The following Department employees have knowledge of the information 
contained in the Report. Carter Fritschle, Manager, Adjudication Technical Section was 
the primary investigator and has specific knowledge about the met-specific issues relating 
to the water right elements. David R. Tuthill, Jr., Administrator, Water Management 
Division has knowledge about the more global issues, 
IL SUMMARY OF THE ISSUES 
The City of Pocatello ("City" or "Pocatello") filed objections to all 38 of its state· 
based water right recommendations contained in the Basin 29 Director's Report for 
Irrigation and Other Uses on November 18, 2003, and pursuant to direction by the SRBA 
Court, filed Amended Objections on November 19, 2003. At issue are ,the Department's 
' SUPeLEMENTALDlRECTOR.'SREPORT!UlOARDINGClTYOFPOCATELl.O'S BASlllWSTATE-BASEDWATER 
RIGHTS • PAG6 3 
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recommendations of Pocatello's state-based water right claims. The general issues raised 
in the subcases are summarized in Figure 1, attached hereto. Figure 1 is a table that 
summarizes by water-right number the global issues for each subcase and whether that 
subcase has fact-specific issues concerning a specific element of the water right, such as 
priority date. Pocatello's objections include objections that pertain generally to all of the 
recommendations to all 38 water rights and also include objections that pertain to specific 
fact-based elements on a small number of the 38 water rights. Figure 2 attached hereto is 
a detailed list of those subcase numbers that have objections to specific elements of the 
water right. Figure 2 also notes whether or not a stipulation to that specific element has 
been reached. The recommendations at issue contain water rights based on beneficial 
use, licenses and prior decrees. 
In addition to the City, the parties to the 38 subcases are Respondents State of 
Idaho, and the United States on behalf ofthe Bureau ofindian Affairs, the Bureau of 
Reclamation, and Fish and Wildlife Services.2 The Bureau of Land Management 
("BLM") also remains a party as an objector. 3 Representatives from IDWR and the 
2 On April 12, 2006, the Special Master orally granted the Motion to Participate as Respondents filed by 
Milner Irrigation Distric~ Northside Canal Company, Twin Falls Canal Company, American Falls 
Reservoir District #2, A&B Irrigation District, Barley Irrigation District and Minidoka Irrigation 
District. 
The BLM filed Objections to the recommendations for 31 of the _subcases primarily becaus.e of a 
concem over the place of use; however, the BLM also filed objections to other elements. These 31 
subcases are: 29-271, 29-272, 29-273, 29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2382, 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-4221, 29-
4222, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7450, 29-7782, 29-11339, 
29-11344, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637, 29-13638 and 
29-13639), The BLM Objections to Pocatello', place of use were dismissed after the BLM and 
Pocatello reached a resolution. See Special Master Bilyeu's Order on Joint Morion to Dismiss 
Objections issued on November 22, 2004. The BLM still remains a party however, because its 
objections to other elements still remain. 
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parties met on August 11, 2005, to discuss the basis for IDWR's recommendations of 
Pocatello's water rights. 
This report will first discuss a general overview of the City of Pocatello's water 
supply system, It will then discuss the issues relating to the broad, global issues raised by 
Pocatello's objections. Finally, the basis of the Department's recommendation of the 
individual fact-specific elements on individual water rights will be provided. 
The more global issues can be summarized as follows. 4 
1) Issues relating to separate streams and separate administration of both 
surface and ground water rights; 
2) Issues involving the inclusion of wells as alternative points of diversion 
for Pocatello' s surface water rights; 
3) Issues surrounding IDWR's "Other Provisions Necessary" condition 
relating to multiple, alternate points of diversion. 
ill. OVERVIEW OF CITY'S WATER SYSTEM 
The City has two distinct service areas to which its supplies municipal water. The 
larger of the two service areas is for What one would consider in traditional terms the 
4 Pocatello filed an Objection to each of their 38 state-based recommendations stating that the water 
rights should contain a remark regarding P'ocatello's water distribution facilities as follows: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distn'bution of all of its ground 
water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and tank storage, 
which are capable of being fully recharged by the quantity of water available in 
a 24-hour period from all of the ci(y's sources of water. The right to use such 
storage facilities is therefore a part of each of the city's water rights. 
In a letter from Jo Beeman to Dave Tuthill dated May 3, 2004 (Exhibit A), Pocatello reiterates the 
agreement that this storage remark is not necessary because the volume of Pocatello', storage facilities 
is less than the 24-hour diverted volume of Pocatello's surface and ground wate~ rights, combined 
PL!rsuant to this agreement, IDWR sent a Stipulation to Resolve Objection on May 13, 2004, (Exhibit 
B). The State of Idaho, as Respondent, returned signed Stipulations to IDWR. Those signed 
Stipulations were again sent to Pocatello or,March 29, 2005 (Exhibit C). No signed Stipulations have 
been returned to IDWR, although IDWR believes this issue is resolved. 
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water system for the "city proper," which will be referred to as the "city system." The 
other service area is for the municipal use at the city-owned airport and will be referred to 
as the "airport system." 
A. Wells Providing Potable Water 
Al', of 1987, the City had 22 interconnected wells that provided municipal water to 
· the city system service area. See Map 1. Pocatello also had three wells, two of which 
were interconnected, that provided municipal water to the airport system service area. 5 
See Map 2. Maps 1 and 2 show all of the municipal wells supplying water for 
distribution through the two city municipal distribution systems, one serving the city 
proper and the other serving the airport area. These two city municipal distribution 
systems existed as of 1987 and are depicted on Maps 1 and 2. 
B. Wells Located Within the City Proper, But Not Interconnected to Either 
Distributipn System 
The use of water from well 17, which is associated with the Highland Golf Course 
and located within the City proper, was converted from irrigation to municipal purposes 
prior to 1987. However, this well was not interconnected to the wells in the city system 
and can only be used to provide water for the Highland Golf Course. See Map 3. 
Well 43 was developed as an irrigation well by Owen K. and Opal M. Ward for 
the irrigation of 50 acres of agricultural land. Mr. Ward passed away and Mrs. Ward 
donated the irrigated agricultural land in 1992 to the City for use as a public park in 
memory of Owen Ward. This park is now known as "Ward Park." See Map 3. This well 
was not interconnected with the city system prior to 1987. 
' Tho Department recommended all three airport wells as interconnected, although, subsequent 
infonnation was provided to show that only two of these wells are actually interconnected. 
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The well at the Restlawn Cemetery is used for the irrigation of the cemetery 
grounds and is not interconnected with the city system. The City acquired the cemetery 
and the associated well after 1987. See Map 3. 
Well 19 is used at Pocatello's sewage disposal plant which is not actually located 
within the city proper but is located between the city proper and the airport so it has been 
included in this group for convenience. Well 19 was licensed for municipal purposes 
with a priority date of 1958. This well it is not interconnected to the wells in the city 
system. See Map 3. 
Thus, these four wells were not recommended as interconnected and each of the 
rights to divert water from these wells is recommended with a single point of diversion. 
C. Wells Located Outside the City Proper and Used f9r Irrigation of 
Agricultural Lands 
The City also has three wells used for the irrigation ofland used for growing 
crops. Wells 41 and 42 are used to irrigate 578.5 acres of crops near the western edge of 
the airport. See Map 4. The WPC Well is used to irrigate 280 acres of crops on the land 
where the city applies the solid waste (sludge) from its wastewater treatment facility. See 
Map 4. These wells were recommended as irrigation wells and not as part of the City's 
interconnected wells system or for municipal use. 
D. Surface Water Diversion System 
In addition to the ground water rights, Pocatello owns diversion works on Mink 
Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. However, water from these sources is no longer used for 
culinary purposes within any of the City's service area and thus, is not part of the City's 
interconnected system. See Exhibit D. It is not clear whether or not these surface water 
sources provide irrigation water to certain subdivisions within the service area, albeit 
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from a separate, non-interconnected system. The points of diversion for these surface 
water rights are depicted on Map 5. 
E. Wastewater Diversion System 
Another water source claimed by Pocatello is the effluent from its wastewater 
treatment plant. This effluent is piped to an area north of the city and may be mixed with 
effluent from the Simplot plant at Don, Idaho for the irrigation of crops on 777 acres. See 
Map 6 for all points of diversion claimed by the City. 
IV. DISCUSSION REGARDING GLOBAL ISSUES 
A. Separate Sources 
1. Surface Water Rights on Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek 
Pocatello's objections state that its water rights should be decreed with the 
following general provision: 
For purposes of water distributi!Jn in the PortneufRiver drainage basin, 
water rights from the following sources to the extent recommended herein, 
are not considered junior to water rights from the PortneufRiver, and will 
be administered separately from all water rights in Basin 29: , 
Mink Creek 
Gi'bson Jack Creek 
Ground water rights tributary to the Portneuf drainage. 
The SRBA Court held that all sources tn'butary to the Snake River are connected. 
"At present, all water sources within the Snake River basin, unless otherwise 
recommended by IDWR are presumed to be from a common source". Order on Cross 
Motions for Summary Judgment; Order on Motion to Strike Affidavits, 5 SRBA 23, 23.16 
(July 2, 2001). Tbrough the advent of conjunctive management, specifically in the SRBA 
during Basin Wide Issue 5, the interconnected sources general provision and the findings 
of the court ciuring those hearings, IDWR dC?terrnines whether lo recommend a water 
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right as separate for administrative pwposes in the SRBA. The third paragraph of the 
interconnected sources general provision sets forth the presumption that every water right 
is connected:" [A]ll other water rights within Basin 29 will be administered as connected 
sources of water in the Snake River Basin in accordance with the prior appropriation 
doctrine as established by Idaho law." For a water right to be listed as administered 
separately in the interconnected sources general provision, IDWR considers the 
following: 
1) Was there a prior decree designating the source as separate? 
2) Is the source in fact physically separate and not tributary to other water sources in 
the basin? 
The Department has also looked at historical practice along with equitable and 
practical COlllliderations when listing a water right as separate for administrative purposes. 
For example, Cassia Creek was in a separate active water district, included in the case 
Albion Idaho Land Co. v. Adams, Decree No. 992 (D. Idaho 1928) and downstream 
water rights had insufficient supplies of water. Given this history, the Department 
recommended Cassia Creek to be administered separately from other water rights in 
Basin 43. Also, as !lllother example, Smith Creek was in a separate active water district 
and doW!lStream water rights had insufficient supplies of water and thus, Smith Creek 
was recommended to be administered separately from other water rights in Basin 63. 
Mink Creek and Gi_bson Jack Creek, however, are factually different from other 
streams tbet have been designated as separate by fue Department in the SRBA. First, 
there is no prior decree designating either stream as separate. Second, each.stream 
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routinely flows into other water sources, in this case, the PortneufRiver. ·Third, the facts 
do not warrant treating the sources as separate. 
2. Ground Water Rights 
With regard to administration of ground water rights separately from the Portneuf 
River Basin, ground water in this area is hydraulically connected to surface water. There 
are no instances in the SRBA where this is not the case. Importantly, Pocatello agrees 
with this fact. In its Amended Objection, Pocatello states: 
Point of Diversion: The City of Pocatello's municipal wells derive 
their supply from.the Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer that underlies 
the Portneuf River as it flows through the City of Pocatello. Mink Creek 
and Gibson Jack Creek are connected to the Lower Portneuf River Valley 
Aquifer that underlies the Portneuf River as it flows through the City of 
Pocatello. Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek are connected to the Lower 
PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer upstream of the City of Pocatello's 
municipal wells. Due to this interconnection these municipal wells divert 
these surface water priorities as they are legally and physically available. 
This admission by Pocatello undermines Pocatello's request that the ground water 
rights in the area be administered separately from the surface water rights in Basin 29. 
As Pocatello acknowledges, the surface and ground water sources in Basin 29 are 
interconnected. It would not be appropriate to administer Pocatello' s ground water 
rights separately from Basin 29 surface water rights or separately from other water rights 
within the Snake River Basin. 
B. Inclusion of Wells as Alternate Points of Diversion for Surface Water 
Rights 
Pocatello wants to include its wells as alternate points of diversion for the City's 
surface water rights. In essence, tbis would allow Pocatello to withdraw water from its 
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wells under the priority dates associated with its surface water rights.6 The facts simply 
do not support the inclusion of the wells as alternate points of diversion for Pocatello's 
surface water rights. For example, Mink Creek is the source of water right nos. 29-271, 
29-272 and 29-273, and Pocatello's point of diversion from Mink Creek is approximately 
six miles away from the closest Pocatello well. See Map 5.7 This fact is important when 
determining whether it is appropriate to treat points of diversion as alternate points of 
diversion for both a surface and a ground water righl The basis of the Department's 
refusal to recommend the wells as alternate points of diversion for rights is twofold: first, 
the change, if any, on how the water was diverted occurred after 1987 and second, there 
is no factual basis for recognizing the wells as alternate points of diversion for these 
surface water sources. 
IDWR's Transfer Processing Memo No. 24 (October 30, 2002) provides guidance 
to agents when evaluating a request to change in source from surface water to ground 
water or to add a well as ·an alternate point of diversion for a surface water right. That 
memo provides: 
(6) Change of Source. Whether the source would be changed from ground 
water to surface water or from surface water to ground water, factual 
evidence is needed that illustrates there is an immediate and direct 
connection between the surface source and the well. 
(emphasis added). Memo attached hereto as Exhibit E. 
The memo further provides: 
An application for transfer proposing such a change in source is not 
approvable unless the ground water and surface water sources have a 
direct and immediate hydraulic connection (at least 50 percent depletion in 
the original source from depletion at a proposed point of diversion in one 
' The City's surface water rights are: 29-271, 29-272, 29-273 and 29-4222. 
7 Water diverted under right no. 29-4222 from Gibson 1ack Creek is being rented to a private user for 
irrigation and is not being used by the City for any of its municipal purposes. 
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day). The existing point of diversion and proposed point of diversion 
must be proximate such that diversion and use of water from the proposed 
point of diversion would have substantially the same effect on the 
hydraulically connected source as diversion and use of water from the 
original point of diversion. If such application for transfer is approved, the 
changed water right shall be administered no differently than any other 
water right from the surface water source. If approved, the source for a 
changeJrom a surface water source to a ground water source should be 
. listed as ground water tributary to the surface water source. 
(emphasis ~dded) 
. The factual conditions necessary for including the wells as alternate points of diversion 
for Pocatello's surface water rights do not exist in Pocatello's case. 8 
C "Other Provisions Necessary" Condition Regarding Multiple, Alternate 
Points of Diversion 
In its claims, Pocatello claimed all of its points of diversion on all of its rights 
under the theory of an accomplished transfer. See Idaho Code§ 42-1425. To support its 
claims, Pocatello provided a map showing the location of each point of diversion and the 
distribution system as it existed on November 19, 1987.9 By listing all of its points of 
diversion for all of its water rights, the City would be allowed to withdraw water under its 
most senior priority water right from any well location. The Department, in order to 
recommend multiple, alternate points of diversion on the City's interconnected water 
rights under an accomplished transfer theory, included a condition to prevent injury that 
could result from allowing this practice. Without the condition, the Department would 
• Notably, the City continued to use tho surface water righ1" after 1987. So, even if the City could show 
an immediate and direct connection between the surface soun:es end its well,, en eccomplisbed 
transfer would not be appropriete because the change in practice did not occur prior to 1987. See J.C. § 
42-1425. This feet is demonstrated by• letter from the Idaho Department of Environments\ Quality 
that required the City to cease operation of its surface weter sources for culinary purposes in 1998. See 
Exhibit 0. 
' The Dopartment analyzed the map provided by tho City of Pocatello end used it 10 conclude that there 
were only 22 ioterc<mnected wells within lhe city proper. This conclusion is discussed in more detail 
below. The map supplied by the City of Pocatello cen be found in the claim file for claim nos. 29· 
2382 atlllched as Exhibit G hereto end discussed more fully below. 
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not have recommended the multiple, alternate points of diversion because injury to other 
water rights was likely. 
1. Factual Background 
The Department found that there -.vere 22 interconnected wells that serve 
Pocatello for the "city proper" as depicted on Map I before November 19, 1987. JO In 
addition to these 22 interconnected wells, there are four wells that serve other parts of the 
city proper or city-owned facilities. However, as discussed above, these are not 
interconnected to the City's water supply system and thus, the Department recommended 
them accordingly. Three water rights, 29-2274, 29-2338 and 29-7375, located within the 
city proper have 12 points of diversion recommended because transfer no. 5452 dated 
June 28, 1999, only recognized 12 points of diversion for those three water rights. 
Because there was a post-1987 final administrative action on these three water rights, the 
Department reco!Ill1lerided them as transferred. However, water diverted by those three 
water rights comes from the interconnected well system. 
In addition to the wells that serve the city proper, the City also owns three wells at 
its airport that are used for municipal purposes. IDWR recommended all three of these 
wells as interconnected for claim nos. 29-7 450, 29-11344 and 29-11638 . 
. 2. "Other Provisions Necessary'' Condition Basis 
The condition recommended on the City's interconnected water rights says: "To 
the extent necessary for administration, water was first appropriated or used from:" 
followed by a listing of locations, priority dates and quantities. This condition is 
" Water rights recommended with the 22 interconnected wells IIS the points of diversion are: 29-2401,29-
2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106,'29-7322, 29-11339, 29-11348, 29-
13558, 29-1355.9, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 and 29-13639. 
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necessary in order to avoid injury and to assist in the administration and definition of the 
water rights. 
AI; an example, this condition would read: 
To the extent necessary for administration, water was first 
appropriated or used from: Pocatello Well No. 7 located in T06S, 
R34E, S35, NWSE, on 12/31/1940 in the amount of4.46 cfs. 
This remark can be broken down into three substantive parts as follows: 
Pocatello Well No. 7 located in T06S, R34E, S35, NWSE 
on 12/31/1940 
in the amount of 4.46 cfs. 
The location of the well is the description by quarter-<J.uarter where the well was 
drilled. This description is important because many other wells could have been drilled 
nearby before or after the City owned well was drilled or used. 
The date associated with the well is the date water was ~-r~t appropriated from that 
well. This date is important when addressing well-interference issues and mitigation 
requirements for aquifer-wide regulation. If at some time in the future, the City increases 
the pumping capacity of a well within the City's interconnected system, and it reduces 
the amount of water available to another water user, this condition preserves the ability of 
a water user to protect their water right. For example, if a well developed by Pocatello in 
1990 causes interference with a neighbor's well that was drilled in 1960, the City's well 
will be treated as junior to the 1960 well even though the City, on occasion, could be 
diverting a quantity from that well that is associated with a 1950 well owned elsewhere 
by the City. 
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Finally, the amount of water listed for each well is the amount of water 
appropriated from that well under that date. Tbis quantity is again a necessary parameter 
when evaluating possible well-interference issues. Allowing the City to increase the 
diversion rate withdrawn from any particular well by listing multiple, alternate points of 
diversion on its water rights could cause injury to other surface and ground water users. 
For example, if a senior surface water user makes a call and the Department determines 
that the City's use of ground water is causing injury·to that senior surface water user from 
a certain well, the City has the flexibility to obtain that quantity from different well 
locations to supply its residents with water. However, the City is still responsible for 
mitigating any injury associated with the withdrawal of that quantity from its wells. In 
addition, when the City pumps water from a well at a different location, it may cause 
interference with a different surface water source, or another water user's well. Hence, 
an additional reason for describing the well with the quantity and date as it was originally 
appropriated is to maintain the historical relationship between various water users. 
The "other provisions necessary condition" included on the Department's 
recommendations preserves the historical information necessary for administering the 
water rights as they were historically developed. 
3. Revision 
. Finally, the Department has revised the condition from what it originally 
recommended to clarify the term "administration" and to account for replacement wells. 
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The Department refined the condition and revised the listing of well locations, quantities 
and dates. 11 The refined condition is: 
To the extent necessary for administration between points of diversion 
for ground water, and between points of diversion for ground water 
and hydraulically connected surface sources, water was first 
appropriated at or used from: · 
Titls revised remark has now become IDWR's standard condition for 
municipalities12 that request multiple, alternate points of diversion on ground 
water rights under the accomplished transfer statute or Idaho Code § 42-222. 
IDWR believes this is the condition that should be on the City's water rights. See 
Exhibit F. 
V. DISCUSSION REGARDING INDIVIDUAL 
WATER RIGHTS AND THEm FACT-SPECIF1C ELEMENTS 
In addition to the global matters discussed above, there are objections to specific 
elements on certain subcases that remain unresolved. The bases for the Department's 
recommendations to the elements objected to by the City on each individual subcase are 
described below. 
A. Water Right No. 29-2382 
This water right was recommended to the City with municipal as the purpose of 
use, but includes a limited season of use and a volume limitation. Certified copies of the 
license and claim files are attached hereto as Exhibit G. A private farmer original! y 
developed this water right for the irrigation ofcropland. Because the water right was 
developed as an irrigation water right, it, by its very nature had a season of use and a 
11 Seo Exhibit F for the wator rights that should contain the revised remark and listing of well locations, 
quaotities and dates. 
12 This condition would also apply to a non-municipal water right with multiple, alternate wells of varying 
priority lac~ated near a surface water sow-ce. 
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volume associated with it. The City acquired this water right from a private owner to use 
the water to inigate the Highland Golf Course. See Map 4. The City wants to remove 
the volume limitation and expand the season of use to a year-round use. Removing these 
limitations would impermissibly enlarge the water right beyond its historical 
development and would violate the conditions set forth in Idaho Code§ 42-1425. 
Therefore, although the Department recognizes that the nature of use has changed under 
the accomplished transfer theory from irrigation to a municipal use, the extent of 
beneficial use as the water right was historically developed cannot be enlarged. 
B. Water Right No. 29-4222 
This water right is based on a Posted Notice and is a surface water right for 
Gibson Jack Creek. A certified copy of the claim file is attached hereto as Exhibit H. 
The City has objected to the quantity of this right alleging that 7 .00 cfs is the proper 
' quantity consistent with the City's historical development of municipal water on Gibson 
Jack Creek. The Department recommended a quantity of 5.00 cfs. The quantity 
recommended by the Department was based on a Posted Notice filed by the Pocatello 
Water Company, Ltd. for the diversion of 5.00 cfs from Gibson Jack Creek. Another 
Posted Notice was filed by the Pocatello Water Company, Ltd. for the diversion of 2.00 
cfs from the South Fork of Gibson Jack Creek. However, no information was supplied to 
document the development of the second Posted Notice, nor is there any evidence that a 
diversion system was ever constructed on the South Fork of Gibson Jack Creek. Also, 
the Departn:Jent has not received any info~ation from the City to establish the diversion 
rate from Gibson Jack Creek is higher than the 5.00 cfs claimed on the Posted Notice. · 
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C. Water Right No. 29-4223 
This water right is based on beneficial use and was developed from what fa 
commonly referred to as the "Call Well." It was developed as a domestic water right for 
a subdivision by a private owner and acquired by the City in 1977. Attached hereto as 
Exln'bit I is a certified copy of the claim file for this water right According to the 
evidence provided to the Department, a 95 gallons per minute pump was installed in thfa 
well in 1962. This pump was still on the well when Pocatello acquired thi8 water right in 
1977. 
Pocatello objects to the quantity recommended by the Department. The City 
wants to increase the quantity from 0.21 cfs to 2.67 cfs "pursuant to the doctrine of due 
diligence." The quantity of water recommended under this water right is the amount that 
can be historically justified. If Pocatello wants to have a water right for the quantity of 
water pumped from this well to match its current capacity, then the City needs to file an 
application for permit to account for the additional water. 
D. Water Right No. 29-4226 
This water right is also based on beneficial use, and it was developed from what is 
commonly referred to as the "Cree Well." It was developed as a domestic water right for 
a subdivision by a private owner and was later acquired by the City. The Department is 
. not sure of the exact date when the larger pump was installed, but it appears to have 
occurred in the 1970s. A certified copy of the claim file for this water right is attached 
hereto as Exhibit J. Pocatello claimed a flow rate of 1.22 cfs for this water right, but the 
Department recommended 0.22 cfs. The Cree Well was drilled in 1955 with the intent to 
install a 100 gallons per minute pump for 29 residential lots. The quantity of water 
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recommended is adequate for the number of homes located on the plat where this water 
was originally developed. 
If the City wishes to have a water right for the quantity of wa_ter pumped from this 
well to match its current capacity, then an application for permit for the additional 
quantity must be filed with the Department. 
E. Water Right Nos. 29-7118 and 29-7119 
Pocatello objected to the Department's re.commendations for the purpose of use 
element ofthese water rights. The two licensed water rights are used to irrigate cropland 
at the city-owned airport which is located northwest of the City. These wells are not the 
same wells that supply potable municipal water to the airport area. The Department 
recommended the purpose of use as "irrigation" as licensed. The City leases these lands 
to a local farmer who irrigates the ground. According to the Department's license files, 
the farmer, at the request of Pocatello, applied for the water rights for this property. A 
certified copy of the license and claim files for these licensed water rights is attached 
hereto as Exhibit K. Because the only purpose for these waler rights is to irrigate 
cropland, the purpose of use for these water rights is properly :irrigation, not municipal. 
Pocatello chose to allow the local farmer to develop water rights for an agricultural 
purpose and this purpose was properly addressed in the license as irrigation. The SRBA 
is not the proper forum for collaterally attacking a valid license. See Order on Challenge 
(Consolidated Issues) of "Facilily Volume" Issue and "Additional E~idence Issue ("Fish 
Facilily Volume"), 3 SRBA 18, 18.15 (December 29, 1999). 
If the City wants to change the purpose of use, then it may file an application for 
transfer under Idaho Code§ 42-222. 
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F. Water Right No. 29-7431 
Pocatello objected to the source element of the Department's recommendation of 
this water right. Pocatello wishes to have the source of this water right changed from 
wastewater to ground water; however, the source of this water right is properly 
wastewater. Attached hereto as Exhibit Lis a certified copy of the license and claim 
files for this water right. 
This water right allows the City to apply effluent from its wastewater treatment 
plant to cropland located outside the city's corporate boundary. If the only water 
captured by the City were water from municipal wells, then this license would be 
unnecessary. However, what is more likely the case, is that the diversion under this 
license captures not only Pocatello wastewater, but also includes waste from water 
appropriated by others as well as some water from storm drains. This is akin to a farmer 
diverting water that runs off of his neighbor's field and collects in a waste ditch. The 
farmer who diverts the water from the waste ditch onto his own field would need a water 
right for wastewater. See LC. § 42-201(2). Thus, it is appropriate for the source to 
remain as wastewater as recommended by the Department. 
G. Water Right No. 29-7770 
Pocatello objected to the Department's recommendation for the purpose of use 
element of this water right (commonly known as Pocatello's Biosolids Well). To aid in 
the understanding of the history of this water right, certified copies of the license and 
claim files are attached hereto as Exhibit M. 
The City wants the licensed purpose of use to be changed from irrigation to 
municipal. Yet, when the City completed its application for permit for this license in 
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1984, the proposed use was irrigation from a ground water source. The remarks on the 
application indicate that the water is necessary for the irrigation of crops. On July 1, 
1987, the City requested that the Department consider defining the purpose of use for this 
license as "DCM!'' (domestic, commercial, municipal and industrial.) Toe Department 
responded by a letter dated July 28, 1987, that stated the use canoot be considered 
"DCMI" as requested. 13 Hence, the change from irrigation to a broader use was 
specifically addressed during the licensing process. License no. 29-7770 was issued in 
January 2003 with nothing further raised about irrigation as the purpose of use until an 
amended claim was filed in the SRBA after the license was issued. 
Changing the purpose of use in the SRBA would be a collateral attack on the 
license which is prohibited by Order on Challenge (Consolidated Issues) of "Facility 
Volume" Issue and "Additional Evidence Issue ("Fish Facility Volume"), 3 SRBA 18, 
18.15 (December 29, 1999). The City may file a transfer under Idaho Code§ 42-222 to 
change the purpose of use under this license. 
H. Water Right No. 29-7782 
This water right was recommended as licensed. Attached hereto as Exhibit N is a 
· certified copy of the license and ,claim files for this water right Although there is 
evidence that the well described as the point of diversion for this water right became 
interconnected with the City's other municipal wells prior to 1987, when the City applied 
for this water right, it applied for only one well as if it was not interconnected. Thus, it 
was licensed with only one point of diversion and not multiple, alternate points of 
diversion as the City desires in its objection, Because the license was issued in 1998 and 
13 At the time, the Department had a policy that defined mwiicipal use to include irrigation and other uses 
within tho corporate limits of a 1imaicipality. In this case, the field that was irrigated was located 
outside tho City's corporate boundaries (and still is). 
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no objection was filed to how the point of diversion element was described, the City must 
file an application for transfer under Idaho Code § 42-222 to change the point of 
diversion element. 
I. Water Right No. 29-13558 
This water right is based on beneficial use and is for the first well used by the City 
of Alameda and developed by the predecessor to the City of Alameda. A certified copy 
of the claim file is attached hereto as Exhibit 0. Pocatello objected to the priority date 
recommended by the Department. Pocatello claimed a priority date of 1905 and states 
specifically in its objection that the date should be June 30, 1905. However, the 
supporting documentation provided by the City to the Department only supports a July 
16, 1924 priority date. According to a newspaper article in the claim file the city of 
Alameda was founded on July 17, I 924. According to the article, the first well was dug 
to a depth of 65 feet The article further states that the well was deepened to a depth of 
100 feet during the term of Alameda's first mayor. The priority date recommended by 
the Department is one day before the City of Alameda was founded. The Department 
recommended this date because the well appeared to be in existence when the City was 
founded. The actual date the well was developed has not been documented. 
J. Water Right No. 29-13639 
The City of Pocatello claimed this water right as a beneficial use right from 
Alameda well no. 3. License no. 29-2324 which covered Alameda well nos. I, 2 and 3 
bas a priority date of October 22, 1952. Certified copies of the license and claim files are 
attached hereto as Exhibit P. The City objected to the recommended priority date stating 
that the priority date should be December 31, 1940. The City has not provided any 
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evidence to support the claimed priority date. Thus, the Department recommended this 
water right with the licensed priority date of October 22, 1952, because there was no 
evidence to support an earlier date. 
K. Resolved Issues 
Several of the issues raised by Pocatello's objections have reached resolution via 
stipulations sent to Pocatello. These resolutions relate to claim nos: 29-4221, 29-7450, 
29-11344, 29-13636 and 29-13628. See Figure 2 and the stipulations attached hereto as 
Exhibit Q. The stipulations are descriptions of the elements of the individual water rights 
that have been agreed to. Because negotiations in good faith between the City and IDWR 
have resolved these issues, even though the City has not signed the stipulations, IDWR 
believes that the descriptions of the elements as attached hereto represent the agreed upon 
resolution. Thus, no further discussion regarding these specific elements is needed. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The Department's recommendations of the City's water rights are based on·· 
historical evidence of beneficial use and reasonable conclusions were drawn from the 
evidence presented to the Department. 
-11,.. ' 
· Submitted this J£ day of April, 20H __:...t ~~A 
"'"o~aVI-.-d~R-T-u""'thi..,_..,.11,-J-r.~~~=~O_----
Administrator, Water Management Division 
Carter Fritsclile 
Manager, Adjudication Technical Section 
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CITY OF POCA TELLO 
EXHIBIT 122 
Table-Ground Water and Surface Water Alternate Points of Diversion Claims 
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Ground Water and Surface Water Alternate Points of Diversion Claims 
Date· 3ia {rz 
j 
Thirty-eight State-law SRBA Clalms 
Ground Water Clalms with Surface Water Clalms 
Altemato Points of Olvorslon wtth Attomato Points or Olvorslon 
Oivet$1on 
Priortty ca1e 
Reta Claimed/ Historical AJ<.J:,JName City Wells Airport Walla 
SUpulaled wan NoJSource 
(e!S) 
WRNo. 
2/26/1869 3.22 Mink Creek 29-271 
10/111901 0.56 Mink Creak 29-272 
10/111917 1.218 Mink Creek 
8115/1948 9.69 a 
' 10 10 
8/1/1953 9.53 12 29-2338 12 12 
13 17 13 13 
15 15 15 
8127/1954 0.28 Restlawn Cemete (g'lS 
12/21/1956 3.82 17 HJ hland GC . t ~,ti\?t~.'c,~l{:'+t,';·~-~i;li,: 1./1,\ '-1~S 
10/16/1958 12.Zii! 13 17 29-2401 13 13 
16 16 18 
18 18 18 
10/10/1964 4.10 27 29--2499 27 
6/1/1945 2.67 26 PIP 2"4221 
6/16/1B98 5.00 Gibson Jaek Creek 
10/111962 0.21 33 Call 20-4223 33 
9/1511955 3.89 21 Alameda4 2"4224 21 
8115/1956 4.44 23 Alameda 5 29-4225 23 
10/1/1955 0.22 14 Crae 2"4226 14 
11/6/1972 3.00 29 29 
4111/1973 4.01 42 
4/11/1973 6.00 41 
8122/1974 1.00 43 
4125/1976 17.06 30 30 
31 31 
32 32 
2124(1977 2.23 15 15 
12129/1977 9.29 Wastewater 
6113(1978 3.34 35 
7/6(1979 0.10 Restlawn Cemeta 
5/21/1984 4.46 WPC 
1/18/1985 7.00 34 
1961 3.36 Alameda6 
Alameda 7 
12/3111942 1.92 40 Phl!O s4 
AU •51 4.00 28 20l'Tumer 
1005 1.34 Alameda 1 29-13558 
1925 0.96 Alameda2 29·13559 
12/3111926 9.13 1 29-13560 
2 2 
3 3 
8131/1931 4.23 4 29-13561 
1936 2.45 • 
10/16/1958 0.90 19 
12/31/1940 4.46 7 ;7 i~~~~~f.~. :tt'fd_l{~~!t';:,-~; t~t,. 7 
12/31/1940 2.20 39 Ph!IU 1 ~,~~~"-~·~½Wfif¾:4f 29-13638 39 • qt\f..'{t:~'?);!.,~~trtJ1iM«}i-!',i'.~;,zfJf~-~;r 
12/31/1940 3.68 22 Alameda 3 29-13639 22 ~'i~t\-,,,M~~~~~S ;,~tf~~~~~~- 22 
44 ""''-"'"""'~;!~ . :.f~J~it?~i.tt'~'lJ 44 
21 23 2 2 4 25 
Yellow &hading Indicates waler ,tJhl:!I or points of dr-larsion that are part of Pocatallo'a allemata point or divarslon clalms that was that were not recommendad by 
IOWR. 
(1) W8IJs 13 and 15 are list.eel twice because thay are aach polnl:!I or dlvarslon ror hr.'0 dlrrenmt water ngtlts. 
(2) Well 44 Is a posl-1987 Interconnected City Well that Is not recommended as an altemata point of diversion by IOWR. WeD •1-4 was added as an al'lamata point of diversion forWatar 
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EXHIBIT 124 




Idaho Code §42-1425 {"Accomplished Transfer Statute"). The following is an excerpt of the 
statute: 
Any change of place of use, point of diversion, nature or purpose of use or period of use 
of a water right by any person entitled to use of water or owning any land to which water 
has been made appurtenant either by decree of the court or under the provisions of the 
constitution and statutes of this state, prior to November 19, 1987, the date of 
commencement of the Snake River basin adjudication, may be claimed in a general 
adjudication even though the person has not complied with sections 42-108 and 42-222, 
Idaho Code, provided no other water rights existing on the date of the change were 
injured and the change did not result in an enlargement of the original right. (emphasis 
added). I.C. §42-1425(2). . 
CITY OF POCATELLO 
EXHIBIT 125 
Example - Ground Water Alternate Points of Diversion Claim (APOD), with Cumulative 
Rate of Diversion, Example Illustrating APOD Operation 





























City Qf Pocatello 
Ground Water Altamata Points Qf Diversion Clalm (APOD), v.1111 Cumubltlve Rall!, Qf Diversion 
Eumple Ulu•lrallng APOD Operalklll 
- cu ... 1111w HlstoriCII _.,... PumplnG SRBA Claim Priority Date Rate Clalmedl Rate - AIWName APOD llcenorlo No. Sllpulatod (di&) -· Well (eta) ....,0 -12 '-S,~ 1<1c<:. ':=t~t I ?,.d. A' • I 29-13559 1925 0.96 2.30 Alamada2 
29-13560 12131/1925 9.13 11.43 1 
2 2 2.20 
3 3 4.50 
29-13561 &'31/1931 423 15.66 4 
29-13562 1936 2.45 18.11 6 
29-13637 12/31/1940 4.46 22.57 7 7 
26-13839 12/31/1940 3.58 28.25 22 Alamodo3 22 
29-4221 1111/1945 2.67 28.92 28 PIP 26 
29-2274 6/151194(1 9.69 3$.61 8 
9 
10 10 8.20 
~ 29-11348 Auri~51 4.90 • 28 20/Tumor 28 4.llO 29-2338 9/111953 9.53 12 12 5.50 
13 17 13 
15 15 
29-4224 9115/1955 3.89 5a.93 21 Alameda4 2:1 
29-4226 10/1/1955 0.22 57.15 14 Croo 14 
29-4225 8/1511958 4.44 61.59 23 Alameda5 23 
29-2401 10/16/1958 12.22 73.81 13 17 13 
16 16 
18 18 
29-11339 1981 3.36 77.17 Alameda 6 
Alameda T 
29-4223 10/111962 O.l1 77.38 33 Cal 33 
29-2499 10/10/1964 4.10 81.48 27 27 
29-7106 11/6/1972 3.90 115.38 29 29 
29-7322 412511976 17.00 102.44 30 30 
31 31 6.20 
32 32 2.20 
29-7375 2/2411977 2.23 1uo.or 15 15 
34 7.00 
44 4.50 
rotal 104.67 2S • 43~ 
Total pumping junior to 1!170 "11rtallment dato 19.9 -





- junior priotlty "'"'"'bled 
Wl"!H APCD operallo!!. 
!f Pumping Junior to wnaf!men1 
dalo ol 197l)•Ocfs 
l Senior to Cllflllllmnl dal• 
l Junior lo..,,,.,...,.,. dolo 
:4"3,L.b ") '4¼. S · 
Am>unt raqulring mitigation 
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EXHIBIT 126 · 
Graphs - Measured Ground Water Levels for Interconnected Wells 
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CITY OF POCATELLO 
EXIDBIT 127 
Table - Average Measured Pumping Drawdown 1987, City of Pocatello Wells 





























Average Measured Pumping Drawdown 
as of 1987 
City of Pocatello Wells 
0 - 4 feet 4-10feet 10-19 No Data 
feet 
Well 10 Well 2 Well29 Well 13 
Well 12 Well7 Well32 Well 14 
Well 21 Well 16 Well 15 
Well 22 Well 18 Well23 
We1128 Well26 Well 33 
Well 30 Well27 Well 34 





pqr. J .;1.1 
Date· 3 /« I 67 r 1 
CITY OF POCATELLO 
EXHIBIT 128 
Figure - Interconnected Wells, Average Measured Ground Water Level Drawdown 
During Pumping, Beginning of Record to 1987 





































· Figure 3 
Interconnected Wells 
Average Measured Ground Water 
Level Drawdown During Pumping 
(Beginning of Recor~ to 1987) 
City of Pocatello 
I Well No. c:a::=) 
ND,.NoOala 
LD .. Llmil.ed Data 
Pocalollo Wells 
A No Data I Limited Data 
• O - 4 ft. Orawdown 
0 4 - 1 0 ft. Orawdown 
© >1 0 ft. Drawdown 
Well 7 (LO) 
,-,.;.,~ 
r 
CITY OF POCA TELLO 
EXHIBIT 129 
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. •tor Jo~ l'otti~ c.nd Jofu:i Cov:l.llic, ,a,u thllir ~orfllllt ..,. dul.;' ..,_ 
\in<\ Jone., Pc.otro;r l. Jo,,,oo "ll;,>C:a'O<i for tll• dorcoJr.nt oo,J Cl'OIID-COl)l)-
J.a:l.n1111t;. tho Ill,!;)( of t'ocotcllo, 
'n!oN.lpon !dtr.eocec """o '""'"' n,ud t,,o!.!£ie<l on t.mo.11· 
I ' ~ I 1 ' • 
ot tho p1oil)t1:t1' end tbo covorlll aotfltl<lr,nt• 11,id C."04S-i:v~lu1ti°"t"'. 
' hw:-o!.n, 811<1 <lclwo,;11!.nr;y. 4vidmo• '"'" cttoroc ,1,-,d ·rocoi~~~ cy qn4'. <m 
, · .... ~pf th1> """"°ti"" ;>e~t:lo~ "'1<! tl1e t~•tiJaocy .:loood. M1)ltlll'lt. ... ··. ' . ' ···. . . . . ' 
hnvint ~ c1111aid"""1 the tcnt.1..moq1 the ut'f'\U1or.t .ct t.hci CO\tr'le11l, t1ml 
bein11 tuJl::, ",dvia<ld in tho p,..,.;i.~•, Mn il"'1o 1 ts fµ,llins of tact, ond 
' conclualm,a of .l•a llltd onl=d Jucl47-1mt to bl) mt,iroo 111 nccordnnco \.hero. .. 
. . -' .~. ' ......... '., •' !:.. l:··.···l.·.~·.<li. '..t~.--~:"'4~i.:~_-,.'1_::..,:.~~.·.·, ... '~: •. _·.~t.:;.· 
1111,1.W,,\ • 
1 
-,', • < • -~·· ,.,_, .-~/:~;·,; ·.',~·,!'~-:··· f~ :; : · _;• - "';.l r ~~-~ 
...... ~· . :}i:~-;<,-~i;~ th-,1 ~~i-~;::1017'.~f.~d· il)~f!, tllc Ci,:,::•CCCJj?L:J.r.;~1 tt 
.· · '· t.h;:'&~\/1>~.,,;~, J)Urohouoe pJ' oc,..,u ct ln.,d r,.,., cort«l.n ·t.rll:K•J. 









' ·. '• ta the atait ot 161..1 acrea ot tho timo of tho IIOleJ c:od tbnt on October 
. . ' 
·', 
:_lat, l.OOl; tho pw4eotoiiai'I! of the 011¥ or !'0011toUo o,cstruat(Jd u p1pa 
..: r . , ·.f: . . .. . . • --- .. 
·. Una ah1ab_;divartod·lilltm- fro,:, lUllli: ere«· ta tbO Ciey or Po011tollo for 
. . .. : . . . . 
, ~oipol purpooeo ta tho on<at ot ,£fl inoheii (066 Cb, tG<Jt)J · 
'lhnt on •Sop"""1>ar lat,· J.D171 tho Cl.t;y of Po011tol.lo 1n0t'OOJIOCI 
' ' 
,. tho lliao Of .t.1111 ~ Un~ to <> CW'Z'11nll OOl)am:ey Of 6 Wbl.o feet per 
oecct1d·'of -tima oad ll!noo aa1.d u.,e -bllo divortocl on1d omw,t hol:I tho 
. l!lltar• of.'. !&le C:reol: for muaid.pol ~0011,, 
'Dint on ~tlDe l7tb1 1002; t.ho cm,w>-00,i;,l'11D011t, Jomoa 8, 
: Compbol.l.1 '?PW"P$ted Ollcl di-yorted 70 l.acho:, or tho anta~o of.' Wnk Croak 
• ;_ • > • 
and ConilbGl.l. Crook and bas 11sod the eace ldnoo II01d c!Ata. 
'Dint on Soi)tmbm' 7th, l.9041 Arthur a.., oi,jioi,r1otod oad 
• ·, cl1-.vtod 711. inobeis of.' t.1111 ..:~ ot illnl< Croak 011d ueod the aamo ll:lr 
, '. iffi1P1t!on pmpoPU 111nca ml;d elate. 
. .. 
'lbnt on .lu&ll•t e:>tb, JM11 tho p~DODrs of S. F, Gollowq 
aj,prop$t,od ancl diwrtod a> .!ached or tho 11[1.tc,i,a of l!izJk Oroak ond bllD 
., . . . . . . 
llizloe uoecl the ....,, !OZ' ~~ purpoeoil,; .·· . '· . . 
'njo.t on ~ 6~. lUl.01 J, A. lie!"~ opproprintod end 
I • • • . . .' . • 
, cl1VIIZ'tacl ¥J inobaa ot the 11[1.t.onJ ot !.link ONak and has s1noo uood tho 
. : eqmi, for ~¢ptirm 1'1!1'1'°SOS. 
I:I' IS FDB:l'!lm OIIIUlRED, AnTOIXlllll .AlW W,Cl1ELiDJ th<> t · tbD 
. ;i. . . . .. 
follqm'.ni? ,,...oc1 persona end oorporotion, det..,dnrito .""d cm,o!I-Olmplaio--
""ta 1n this 11Ction bnw tho l'illbt 1l:l the use ot sc.1d !link Creek and the 
tZ'ibutar1oo tboroof, ai,d op.ri,Qp, the ~ ot. Dllid tr1~tarl.••, oucb 
=uat 1U1d -~ or -~, or the do.to or ap)iopr14t10n ond priorit;,1 . 
az,,d fl>r the uooo and purpooos and - pol.at or divormon. end l!)OQ,S or 
cl1vure1on· aa BOt f01'tb 1n tbO ~il.oldns oah~l)I 
,,-.. -,~tmO ~t Cln1inrm+, ~d 
BM&, or RriDrity 
Acaunt· 111 
Ge9?Pd Foot. 
Pa.int or D1vorci<>n 
And Pl11so 9\ PEJ? 
-
1, Eatato or' 7, a. lal.tb 
decoosed1 
;lfi- -Falmlln7 2e, 
v190;;_ l.,jul.J' 2l 
,' 
!laid Mter ta bo ciivortod r"'" tho 
""1d orook cy mGOaD. of " u.-an 1n onid 
.arcolc at or aor:r tho C<»ter oi' oocu.on 
001 Tr:p, 71. South RP.,,ge :.5, f4il,;.\, 
·; r,0111 ixltcr tq \l!l ·uooa en t11e· tollo'lillg 
• 4-o.~bQ<l loadf; · 11orth.,c,,t l)lnrt.ar ot 
· float!.oa osvmtacm ODc llo rtbl!Oot :).iortor 
of.' S:l11tt,west !)lortor of Soct1on l7, o.~d 
Southnot Quirtor or '"~ t.booot ".11ortcr 
of Seatlon 8; Tep. 'l, :.;.,:,itb P.ac~·o ss, 
E.D,tl, · 
. . WJ1<,1 . 
~ ' 000434 
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, 
l'ol.nt, of lliffruicn 
:,mi £'!neg or Pee 
;-..._ , 2. E!,kh~m Li wstDa)t "'1,d 
, Ca117 °',IPW,, 4 COl'P"' 
:Joic i,,,.1.cr to i-, di wrtod by t1cma of 
o dt'.ll:I l\Cl.1>~• B<lid ll1,il!: creek at or 11....r ~ 
0~,~~!-~J _lfr~~lii!N:l~ 
r ~-c,...,,.,="'7 ~v ~Ft~C:s~", 
41. :!:': incli,,u 
, eont.c:' o! Soct.1011 ro, 'l'np, 7, :))uth l!cn{ 
55• E.D.ll• Sei~ w-1t.or to \>e ul'V\d u,on t;hd 
:tullcl!l.na doecrlboc! lnndt ::;ou t1100 ot '!Un"" 
t.ar or 'I.ho !lcrtli<~•~ quortGr1 orul tile El:iot 
0110-l:ll!U ot the S>utllwoot <r)urt-er ~r f,e,o-
~';P !'l, 'rip, 7, ~Gutti_,,1an,o 1.s, t.~JJ, "' 
, . ., illo~~~''ijc'· 
!5_• .Jo O<fl1b, !!l~l,D. 
, ~~~!~I~ 
,, 
•• 100!>- J..l'oliruor,r :~o Srld r.o tor tc ba :11 vor".od bf ,._ or 
a a.,,, ®I'll&~ a'1id ll!n.k Cre<>I< nt at- 11oar . . .-• 
.. 
' ' 
20 , :l.nC!lM 
;;1. ;;s lnanos 
tbo c·cntor ot: Sac~n ro, 'J;Bp. 7, SoutJJ 
llon11il 051 l!l.D,l!, 3a1d wnter to bo uaod Ut>-
Pn tlla rollcm.i,g dooeri~ llll!da !butb!MlDt 
guarier or. tba fiorti,eoot qcu,rtor or SocUl>n 
UI, encl tho Ile''- aiahtoan nero:, 0£ tho 
Soutb.wot <11)..rtor o! tho l!orthwnt ~r 
or Soc~n 171 T,,:,, 11 South Rnnge 115, E.D, ,, ,,,. 
fJ1id ""tar tc be di wrt,,d by 10oona or 
u dn:l .. isC'ro.:uJ ?Unk Ci-oak ,FJt or n,E.-ar the · 
Cllntor or oootion 20, 'hp., 7, South, 
~tr' S51 E.!l.:t. &id ~ntoI' to ho ua&d 
u;,o,, tt,o roUofflJ:\fl d030nbcd lond1 !lo..,....., 
h/\lr o.r the H~Mll"'1,t qunrtor cf oootion 
1.6, 'l.'op. 1, l:OUtb P.!lr.ge ,551 Z.fl.£1. 
"1iei;.. :_.,~ -~ ·• dilll:.-1 •'mllb•a 
· S•id mtor to bo llivN'tO<l b1 mo::inu ot 
n d&I •'fllli>·,h°"d' jll>t'>· J.ntD • pipu lJ.n& at n 
·peiti't-•!l.l i!Sf, 11<,ot, 7}ll.lS :tact !i<>m th• 
1,:,,11,t', .,u•"tm- oo,;,,,•t" of oootsan lt, Twp, 
,G-;,..eou•.i. 'lliill,11« r.t, 'E,11,11, 'Io ba UDO~ tor 
o,unicl.:ml Jlll=POS•• ,d,tliin tllo C11;y or 
POl)l',to.!.Lo, 1)/.nnook Coun1;y1 5t.oto of Icohct. 
.,,-JLtm- -:t<'tobol- l 'cie.-!,iaho.o,. 
;i.9,1.7_; ;.ootcbe l 00,1l''i!ttH6:l· 
o. Ju;to~ &. Cuilpbell 
; ' 
YitfJ~~ ~wte 17 





S.id .~tov ti, l:>o diwrted noor tho , 
So-aihonot comer or tb• Nort,..,,.t, ','Jorter 
70 1u¢,o,, cf tho ,NoMho•st "1,lartor ot soot.l.on 51.1 
(ffln.1·Liuk Cr9ek o;ie ~ Tttp. 7; C¢ut.h D.au,uo es, !:.I .. ~. ~~c 
;i'IJell Cr.::iat:.,. tho t!mOun t. Ml 'Wr to bo uaed' U!)Cl:J ~ lantle 6ooerlbod 
'1:11ch !Jo ah.U rooal.w M fcll.or.o: llouth..,ot GU•1'tcr or tho 
!fa:. C.W.,i,,cJ.l. Cr<!cl< to be llortltMot ~ur:...--t,,,.., !Nit hr.l.!' or tha So11tb-
dotluct.od', t'l'llm the 70 In, , ••~t r."-"rt""' or soct.1,rn ro, llo~tbonst 
~1cr tho bill.iUl-lrl .f:o:1 ~Unt ,~u:!lrt-cr or ~ilcticn :u., '41 1p i'li1). 1, 
· !?ou tb. I?o:tao m:s, e,n •. 11. 
:ln!cl ~tor to bo d1wrtotl b;· :>flllla 
75 1ucbos 
ot II cl= "1.<I' hcr.<i ente in tho ll'outhenst 
.,u·,rl<Jr. of the !'.outhQl\zt.,:,u'>t'tot' or See,,...,_ 
~ 191 ~. 1 9;!.:~ Range; z::; !.B.U,·· 
lla1d onto,, ,to' be uood U;,,;,:t the l•,id!f 
ueiicribod ,m f,:,U,,,;,c ' 'l:ll0 S:l'~t.',.o.~:ll. 
•!Ue:rto" or ti," Soutl:> ... ut <:ll'•l'W~ ot,. , 
' ',, .. :;;~;~;~~~r~~~~.z-£1·~!r,,j.· 
,) ,i;,~'fo>cftt,r'l'!il,1!1#.a,. 411,;i,,t<>r M tho ncrthwot °"'""" ,;t<',,i ,.~•,,, '•:c"' ,.,', vor of aoction 201 t11• South,03t c;unrtllr 
ct th!> !rout!lm1~t •'fJnrter or ooct.ion m, 
~. ,. !'.bhth Rnill?(I 5~, :::.:o.:.:. 
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M '. 
.. e~·e. F. °"4oiiq 
'. · .. :; . ·i .. 
,:. . · 1007,. .,.AIJ&l>st 'I . m .saC!lloll 
: .. · ·;·· (~f. . -.:: . ' . v,.' -· 
. ...... .. . . 
8, J, I!, !l~ . •: . . 
,,-.. . -. 
,,-.. . 
' . ' 
··• 1aw.;·~u1T j,o . I.!\ Jucheo . . fJ<dd ... te .. 1x) i., d1 Vill1,od :fllom th• 
oiwl awllk tbWllih tho d1tab ct Jll!Ma S.. 
oa.,,pbell ol!t 4 pclat 11~ tbo ~thoaot 
... 
oo:mw Oil' tb• lloril1110st qum:t.o,, ot th• 
llortbDl>llt ~ .or POCt!orl m., '!tl:p, · 
7, !l:>utll Banao 116, l!J!.11. Sald 'lilltel' w 
b& uoo<1 upon .fb, lanclB cioocr:l.bccr ao fol-
. lclll>a 601:itb bDl1' or th!I l'klftll.lJ!lllt 'l'l'U'-. 
· · · tor,. the 111:Nth"'ot qw1l'tU' of tbl Bo:t'tb,. . .. ,,.,t. -- llad tbo llol'tbolut. <jWlft(l1' 
of tbe lil:lcthQ!llt qWl/&'tol" ot l)oot1Cu. m., 
:l'rp~ 71 aiut11 llani<> 351 E,lldl,, 
. . IT lS l'UmBm llfalEtD Uillt t2i0·.;,art.11111 h!1l'llt0 lb11 pomit 
PU.!.'.fial.11it •• to· now tbNllllb thm rNP•ot.1• hoe4&nt.ea wmia tbt 1mli-
&11ticm: aoluw w mai~~4°Bie0 l!l!J:~AU.ott=ent, Olld. ~ • .ie ti· tbD • 
··Toane.~~ .-11!-th /l pri.or.l.t., ot~1"1S~;; ... c1. aa Cl!dltsonlll. 
· ~db. .,,~•te.-.,l)).l'"O!IOb''"dd!:tl.12nal.-.&al!ll,<Wldat,w'1;Z1•'pnillQrt. 1ffl&'lted aroa . ,...._, 
,IJbU.&jq::-.:!ii.~~-Iiiflflll'tl'~, t111alum• .. ·••·t11• dnt<I ·!!wait is vi.u 
!~. .. . 
. 
lio 110•ta· a:r.- d1otw:-s,mnt, are nUofld to ~ of th9 p,>rtioa to 
· .tbiiJ Ht1on1 but oo.oll ~ pq Id.a.: 11v·o;.. ita 011> oosta, ,, .. . 
IT IB f!llm!Ea OBDEllED, AJlTilllQEI) .AllD ~ tbl>t <h11> tile '"'~ 
.. uroi flow Of tbo Bt:roamll; tb8 mtoi, Of 1'11,1,c,b U B11Urdocl l'1 1:1,ie a-, is not 
.• J~t. ~.~aµ~-'~;,.,,,,.· ... -~" 'ld.tb - .!\JU om\lnt. 
.:./ .. · .. f;..~.~-..:~·.T'":;.t~~":':~?;::.i,;~·- . .,.'.:,.-;": -: .. ·. . . .. 
of •wr a,o:,.rdm w thi!J, ·t1>t1 11:11:ti •tm· Ollall bo dllltrlwtod .in ~r®ncq " 
' . 
. with tbtl pl'.l.011,ts.lllli !\If ~ deo:wcl, iac11f tll9 911t.ai' 111 Jnlllffl.al.111t. 
' !•, 1,-• .. 
. to ~··..u. npt,J -~ 11ft of .i ~w. thlll th(l ava1l..ebi.o ll:l~P4' 0~ . 
)•;, ·~· , , :: ill>~ ,llbAll. a <1S.111:1il1:d:!111 pm· ..itc IK'!Ji · 1111',b 1':l.&t!~·.: > ~. ~ •. ;;:,;,,; .,,,,'.,~·i'S:'.'fs<t::l'ir,? 
; r.·· • ·,, : ;•: :' 1~:~;p~·o~~~~&f''.;;~-~.EF.lll: ~~ the Im.gr;- , 
. ' ·.~ :\·· '".,\ .;i'.;,f{;'.:.1.::: •• -.'}~:.'·· 1f··~ .. ~. ' , . " . . . . . 
.;: i ··:Jt,1iii,; ~'amttcmed ~ tlll,a .fu<l&,:i(r.l, llltlll, Jio ttitit portl.on 0r tho c:olwdnr' 
·, ", }•;• . ~ ' ' ' 
.. )"lllll'1:0a'1111,11~ oil tllO Utll "'11 or llprl.l. oa/1 c:l.om,:11 on ti,o 15th ,;,._, ,t Sop~ 







i , .•. .. ,-... 
i .,....,.. 
) 
Ill • ' '' •. • 
C110boi,(; bi\11la: ·,. tl!tal of .t'i.w a,:,niji11 <>l' l&2 dqof tbll.'li. thG, tGiill Act; :F'eot, "" 
' l L, ' , • • 
'uaad ill tbiaJ·u-t,1 ·-· 11114 llbal1 m,.-4S1fi60 ~ foot of RW1 or ::ht 
. ~.i .,..,.,.~:fl> co~ ~ O.O."'lt oi l<111d ono root in ~,>thl 
:· , / _;'. . . ' ~t tho 1nch~s n,t~,-~d ta it. tlil.ll ;~ ... t ~Ii c.ch en 
·· r· · · , . · .t • 1 • • • 
nm.qunt ·ot .,.1:.<,)<. llhich n1l pllna th1:01:p M a,l..f1J;o """ incb -.U-9 u..~cor " 
.' t ' • • 
tour-inch r:rer.,,.,ro, cr,ch l'«l?nd or ti.o!<>, l:...S,,,; i.,.5~ p~•·t of a cubic i'oo ~ !'..,.. 
,. • ~ J ' 
. ,....._ . -
...--, . 
llO<Xmdf 




· aoeticn ~•r r,oeond ot U.-=•• 
. Ti,.,, t. ,11 ""-tc::- ~1a:1r:loa bf thill j o.l&1>i:u t Dh2:.i w .::.ws:im ut 
the ~;mt o! d.ver<ion, ;;~eo;,t 14:o.rc ~iliiltJ.onc m!i:i 1t' ;l,;poso1bl" co lo de• 
lll:aro 'it 1• I>!) i:.pono.!.ble, uena-.ii:-li,g do.:i.coi or i:o~_;l\l'rl."l,'l at.'l.Uons ub.'1l.l l;o 
located r.t the """''•~t f<t•,nib:.& .11oh1t bol.o~ zni<I :,,o.\Jit ot: cll.v•r-, 
Thnt oJ.1 ·c,-,i>J.a ur pl.po lln.ia a/.n>rt.!n;; 1u o:..u•~~ ~t ID wbio 
I 
rec; ·'!_t t~tor ,,er ta:ir.on~J ·L'Wit lnow.i ,,. tlt-'.t.'ldu.~ cy";.: cf t:\Lt0tiu~.iu ~·oC,1Htf.Ji• to 
. . 
. ... ,,, 
1-.:: z~. l'Js'l':lm: cPu.:iu:.ti, ,\roi)OOE:I, m,, :.lX,'l'..:~i;;_ :ni,,t Ul• J.•tor 
. ' . 
np,,..,pr!J,toru •llnll lJc cat1t.l.od ,ta tllo b<li1otit or tb.o· rot.um flow 1!lto tlli> rl= 
' . ' . ' .. 
·nnd ._1tu trib',iti>.rlf•i "" oelli.:i,,t, ;>l'lur, lu~w, or ;,nor Dlld lool)r 11;,;.:ropr~l»t'll, · . . . 
. ' .. ' 
P')' ir "'1<! louer cp::,:ropr!11tor•• · 
.!T .lT. ltll':il!!.t"'t r..n.ou,~:, .. ~~:a:11::;,c i'~i :::rc;i..e:.u, 'lb,Q\ ~<1 tJt..Wl" 
horcb; ,.,:ir~oa Mt l>ocn :,p;l.io.i to· n l.ionc:!'1ci::l. uoc '-l!U t:h,st' tho ~ort,.c;; to uJ.d . . . . ' . 
net1a9!~tt lib.ct 01ot1.Gt't: Of tho J.o.u'ds1 rof.ief"Y!.'.11rv, .!Joma c,.:ud cll.tchoa,. f>l'td ciitchus, 
. ,. 
9'hioh b;'. tho t;,r,,a or tbl.• J~csi,omt <>i'< r\lfcrrcs:I to ro11pect1~ us ~• londa . . . . 
upo.o· ohiQI thq -...ta:" 11m11•ded lb th.., lino b!l<::1 uooi! b,r """"" of c"1d <1"10, di.tell••, 
. . ., . . . . . . ' ? ' . . . . 
,...,moirn 'iin.i oih~r:,.,if<;,, ·' ·. . · , 
dqr..;,i,;,,t.:, "'11i oroo°"ooy~r4to, """ !'or th~· i;Clli~i<>ic.l. u..,~- 1>poc11'1...-;. .ind 
. . . . . •.. : .. 
_ n~o o~- the J~~ .h~to, or tbtJ.r a~ec~N io i~~~:~c:~.--~-~~~~1:~~~'~f'~;fi~ :t~~;r~-
,. I•. t"' · • . . ~~~ ~V"''"'J.j:"""}·.._t,.: ."Ii,_.' .1 " 
,-.. · ' ?cut,o~, cd::!hl.strot.or~. !',".~c_c•;"lf~c<>!~,ll~.~j? ~ l!lli-<i U.• 'ri,iit ti>· diwrl 
·: .. ~ o_r\.1,e .'~.t~:t'~'~r;:1,,1/ C~o!<~ :i to· trll>'Jtl<riH "'14 '-"llr\lH1 c,cept 
.,,_:.·~:-~ff:_· !.*,"'.;·_·~-~ -,.. • . • • ..• 






tberoo.r, M<i oach ..,11 "VU17 ot tho parti•~ b<IX'•to, tbol..r ~.......,to, nttam,va, 
rc;,J.<iy~~O CZ!d ~OOOSSJN in i,,taroOt RR AfbN&111ld1 •N herel,f 11!'1.jOiftod. P.nd ,_.,,,,_ ~-~ 7 3 4 8 
.......... ,,,. ... 
t 
r,. .... ;· 
'"'· 
. r--... 
J~djpalllt, llbQlovor- wcll 1ntorfgr~co, dl.vorlll.on or use l'Ollld 1r. llll11>0Mor 1ntel'-' 
! . ....., 
· ·roro J:itli th•. cilvm;,,1on ~r uoo ot tho "'1tet' nw,,,....i '111 tbio Jud,1.,..,t to Clll' ot 
U,o •th•~ prl1"tlou t,;; thl.o m:.l.l.onJ 
l:h,\t tho pe:tlll.OD h~NVJ <111<! thllil' llllCCOS"'ll'D J..a inteN~t llball 
J.i1ata.J.l ond m"1111'At11 oult.blt- 4<1~ off1"1<at h"""£llto:, eontr',.LJ.J.,,io >C!;!i;a 11:1<1 ,,g,.., 
· urina dov:l.eo• 1>.t t,bJ1ir rce,:,ocUv~ i>o~ato cf divor:doo• 1111d 11.1.l. ""tor heroin .UOt-
c,,c r.nd ~t-croe<!. ob4U bo moa:rJrcl ~t ""14 ;,'<l.l.ntc aL 61v,...non. Snid ..,,,., r.nd 
uvv1c,1~ ubAU bu wilt t..ne iueta.l.l~ lu Hc-;:crJ..:l:;.c~ tti~ ?16:'tlJ t:nU ll;u~oifio:!ltione 
to' !io· i..,~::-on<t h-,t tho Gtnte or!idru. t'!:•,ri;cd cl th tl.b tllt;z o!' wporoo:1o.; the 
d11,t,r~t>ution of .,oto:-1 (osoJoot to rcvi<,w 1>;_ f.hh Oourt), ill "'·uh <l•V.:.eoa •boll 
~o or ruCU ~¢oJ.a:t Ac Lo ~cc-.n:;;.tel.1 ,reC,lntcr l:.hu /..0:<..1.nt. 0! ,,,.,t.o'f no divffto:11 and 
i:;· "'"" of ditoMo <.iivo::·ti.~s .,,,..., u,o,,: ro euqi~ tNt per eit<l0nii1 e.ut.oao:tie .. ,..,, . .' 
,.,,.._,,g """· re~st,odn~ ~or..oo" o)lru.l l>o J.natnllo" r.,,<i oboJJ.' .. t all UIA•• bo subj oct 
I ' • ' 
to tho.1n~octio~ ot oi11 pnr:,Y .t> t.bi• r.c-'.i,:,.,1 or to ""1 jlublio ott1cinl.• or 
. ttnter :.cot~o bllvinu j~i-l.lldiet!.on, ovor !!:c <11,tr.!.hli::l.."ll c.nti o:l.vo.-ni,in of tJ11t11r, t!!!d 
• . . . ~ 
nu ODIQ li)f' otl.H:%' cbstr1.u::t.1t.n ta tho nn'\..11,J. !'lot, of U10 rlrOOZJ obnll bo mn:i:,t:.oinod 
!'4 ·~ lll uivort ..-.::tor free t.bo clJMaoll. or tno s1,..,,,,, o.,copt :i:broui;b dteho•, 
·Otlllcl.s'or otho.r tol".e:$1 ;}l-'Ov.l.dO<! '4th rucl, huot!gnu,s, ""'1tlol wrl::i and no,111Ulins . ' 
· Ocvlco:,, ox.oo;,t i.c fa till.a ;!uda"""'t ?"''ndO<l; •.nd e"ch or tao ;;,o.rtJ.ea hoNto ohllll 
r ,. • . -
bo J>8I?OU1c.U.Y eu:ioi,,Gd ffi:J divnrU.ig f>q-.a tho <Jh"'11'1al. of tho D!l.!.d !!ink Creek, 01:' 
l.to tr1fotcrieo or ·.,,urboa, OWJ 1-.t.~t· tllr<l~Ch lllll' <l.itoh, llonllult, ,;,:r OthW' doVi~CD 
~~i '':'v'..dod "1th !!'.!<:II !.o~nt••, <:ont:ol. ..,,11:~ """ i,o-·.~Jl'ir,a dov.!.001 proV1ded1 , 
tl,;,t·u{ ca•• of.illw.rlli<lno tbn:n.i~ µ1,Poo tor pono,• )1111"?"••• or elhomou, aouaur.ln,i 
,o>'>co~' a:c:/ l>e <,ilir,,,:rrctl uiU, ,,t,wo tho """":Uty ~r o,tm• c.J.w.-tw r.w:,- bu ot.b~"" . 
: 
' ' 
· . ~t tho CJ.t;;, or ~ ""•1/ffi:;•~·"· _st.t .. c1m rcr ond 
• I • • • 
i .; . ~~f'?!i"3¢7 t • o-~~~-.~~ a_tD;nrl3N d?Yir.,o or dovicou thtlt thoy MY 
F' i, · :-, 'i',~;;,i71t"~~~~ ;,;;';;;~~tcd .~ UiAt' 1t, 1• a.t <J.l. ti:toa euliject to the 
~~p~dt,1.Qn <1.(,,~l!' .. ll!>~!IO!lr~i!il.nl>lllN:l>k"'llO 10. loai..-.i thllt. inl)l'OSO "'1d O.(lrll03 
; " ! !·. . . ' . . . . 
lo p,niniU:ad tllqrot.o and th&refl:uc. .in<I Ule oal.<i Cit¥ ot ?aootell.o :I.a WJuiN>d ~ 
. :HJ·_ . . .,, . . l' . _; . . : --~--·-·- .. . :;,l'j•'J;,.t·::-~;:'~ .. :,-:,it•;: 
.. ,.._ ,.,.)l!R11\!~~~,l\1 .. '-'~!'lf,.:.,.11!1.lll:liJl.o~~~.;~~'!!!:.'iNI~"' · -. · 
' • . . ' . ,, ....... , • .:1 . ";ti' .. •· .. ' . . ' 
.~ .. . . - . ,. , . . ~l'!;ibta •l:iOll'll!.!I .cleO'litliA ll!ld r1> [Uil'Vd a.r,, oo"1anatu:l one!. 
. . . . .· - ;',' :,cr:·,";~)~_;···J~.'::}-" ·, '", . • . . :;, ; ;.~ ,, '*us~~ aa {1:nJ111o;!.)'Ol l;!'JlPODO• c.nd lrri&"tion riihto). lmc,,.IJ.Dn .r.1,ilbto UN 
de.!'i.1'0,i" a.s tho ·ri,illt to ~ivert ma ~U,,k ·creel. ~ .. t,.,,,. tor tho :l.rr1gut1oa. of tl,o 
1,,,.aa do,cribo<l ir. tho do=o bw.Qnl!ii,f to ~" pnrt,ius to lh1a a.otl.ou, n>l!l1>11t!.e>. 
riib,ta .tt>r ~1ii1~lji(i~ii,iii'1w,dlltliiolld";!I!!. !>L'.lth\i riabt f<> diwzot froa the 
·- ,r;itor; ot liinli''~blif~ir:'t}'i'ft,tr's!lt~ii'iil~-to,rt.1,ii',.i;;;tr' or l'oeatollo t.o I><! u~lld br , 7 3 4 9 .. 
--- - - > -----~--------
.. ·-. ' ·..:. ' " 
·.~, ~-- ~- .. 
?-.. 'p,;d <U.o~bitocl to tlie illbob1t.onto or .tho oo1d C1t;y cf Poeotell.o for eccootio -
-r:· 
;nirpoooo, 1rr1got1on cf i,,,.,o, opri,i!<J.ine; of otroots, ;f:l,J.'I) and tho pu,;x,ooa to 
s.hl.Ch
1
;,_ator io uauoll1 required by ita inbnbitnnto, 
Tl\<>t no. p<U'W to tbio docreo oball <!ivart. 1110ro wr.ter ,thllll cr.n 
b.; borpoficl.Dll,y uood, and tllnt thO •11oto of "'"tor to probihltod and "'1,joinod. 
~t ·tho retontion o!' Juricldict.ion by tho Court llbrJ.l'ooto:: 
th~ 'tlJilou;lng ·J>ll.rpc~oo on<l the folloTW>" purpouoa onl;r, 
(n) . 'ltl anl::e corroctS.6ns tor. clur;i~ ono1·n, innC:vortnnouo 
. ' ' -end 0"1_0:11000 in tho rl.shto docrecd, 
(b) To rev.Lew o:,d. 001"1d tho prov.lls1ono of th<I doaree fixin&, 
1r noce,Dnr'J, dlr.t"orcnt l1tnite upon tbe it"r1w-,t.i!l8' soc130n i.13 nbovn dcncrlboc!, .ti1d f'O!" 
rodudng tb.3 am:>unt or miter- whieh. mny hr.! obom ~..1rin:i ootu:tl ~~oriition er t11~ c1•0Gk 
. ' . . 
. ~cl .i't~ !tr1~tnr1oo, 't.0 be ~in m:co~s G~ t.ho n..-.iou:,t. uctuN.ly 'Cloc&t~!ll1l"J" for the r.uocoao-. . 
ral roiidng or crcpo, ~---... · 
·., 
. ; .. , (c)-· To dofinc mo:ro. acom"'!t<>l.y, 1f nocoaom,,, tho d1vc,•::.1oaa 
or'thc ·.intor'to ·tbo ocwr:il. uncro monticncd m.tbiu the docrop, idtb o;.,ooiol rotor,. 
. . . . . 
ri>co to otJ.p\llcted rightc men oi:c 11....,. oocurca the total amount, · UiiuuBh oevorol 
ditcboo 'e:,ut,01'1ltOd. Op,)0"1.te lll.o nntlO Tdtb oo dato auh.rl.ttod or nvuilobJ.o r>ith 
roi'ora:i</" to thd O~pac~t.,' of tho d!tobOD .!>lp;,l)'iri[l onl.d l"1dO of the user, 
(d) 'l'o o~oorvu for " ""'•.:JOO or. J.cnue.r it ncco•oo.cy tho 
'I •.. ; _ . 1 • , • • 
operat:i::on of :th~ ere~ in· order th:1t s-Jeh. ndd1t1onr.:l. iJ~viflion:; DtJ.:f bo oddod ta 
. ' . 
thh do.oroo to tocilitote :uch. o,,erat100 1n tho t'iold, but Juriodiction io not . 
,. • I • 
1-et:.uinCJ;d to O_p[!MltO ,t:o croak, UJ'J~or ordo1• Of CQu"rt. 
(c) Until tho tton.c,ir1ni dovicos on~ ull cl.vur,w,no ~"" 
' 1n,t,J;.a.oc1 and •?•rot.in~ to tllo oa!.iofr,ct.1Dn or the Court, ond' tho pnrtieo horoto 
•re· i.l,vcq '1i:t;f (60) dayo in .ii.Ch to iost:ill.. tho =•, 

















c;n · 7 r!"CA::'ZLU:>L • -1111p11 
•c.r.or.t1;n, .lll'l'!illH :al', :tJ.. 
tfettr.i11'7!f; il,.!' • .;1-..:.!.1';?~1 JA:l:":~ 
.A. ·. ~·.!£...,~ .:T t I J-T~ PA~T'l.S ai:d 
I 
J--;;s c-:v;srs, , 
l'l9.t•nd111u:a • t 
I l ,,1,,,,1, 
JU=>e, l.~1>, 1><>:0,-• tile co..i-t a!.tt.illS wl\1.,wtl a Jll'//7, • J'lli'J 1'.e.vins 
ex;:;ro.ssl.1 •&ind ~lf tb.~ ro•~ 1:2.n , ortaa J .lloallft• .IIO,i)ollSlll la 
lletougaU :.. l.lc,I:ot1pll -~;>eueC ror t.t;• ;il•tntl.rta. &1111'8. t.w. 
stan<!ro<! 11:>d am• ~Oil a;;J>N,Nld r,:;;z, t:to t!eroa.latlt• ~ cr-
oo,::,pl.&1D&11ta, :r.s. Ce,r,pb«l). ari.:: :tJ.. lie~~, llilur~. httt•<t::1 o.lld 
;;o: rin 11> P41arad ror Art!lur IAf a:ud. iJ.F. J1,llon7 a.>1d co .·no •, p11orod 
!'or ;o1m Pat::la ~ JobD. CJ.Yia1a, i:.:::d l:111!!il:' <!o.f."•:;lt - d1Jl7 ont1u...S 
.•• .... ,. 
cad .--. ,_.,.. a :t"""• a.·J.)OU114 ror · tl:lAII G<ot"dm t aru: 1:r-
cC-llp 'a!zani• tile Cl11J -.,t l'Ollo.toUoo 
'i't!!reu.,at1 w1tnoa- NH ••aion all<! tutithd ,~ :,ebal.t d' tbe 
pla :.n tit: and t11• HTCral (!at'dndanta an<: Ol"JI 1"1:ic:a;;,Wnanta ll•re1n, 
an.! <!oc\ll:Jentarf ovidtncc Willi ,t::•ro<! nllll recd vcc! by Ind 0 !l :,oi;alt 
or th" rea~octlvo ,,artle1 ._..,.i the tut!:;;01:17 olo*lkl• .lrs-...,.!ll3t 11..-
out.<ll!tted t7 tt:<1 r<ta;,ooUw ccu1,.Hl oo bo, al: ~.- Hl.cl ,l)l>J•Uu i,.-:.d tllAt 
cauae ..,.. tl.nall.y •ul::•Utod to ti:.e ,olll't. tcr -~•cid~1\ n::1e ti.~ ~"urt 
.~v:.:>S "'"11 ...,;~ ti.a t,,,:at.i.::ici..,:r, tbb •rtlll-ii.int ,r thi, co•..:.;:.a•l, 
a."l<I be1::& t"l.!1 lld'l"JaG ~ t:.11 ~rmil.su, !laa .::wa. !ta !1.ra!..!.llg ot laot 
11,~t'. c, .: Ql us1.;c11 "r law 11rlll. =-r<".erod Jz.::i::.ant t.; 'be o.:;1t1i-41il ~u sc~-
. a.nc41 · tt:ero .. t th. 
: '.:.'\>At fo w. ;pti~ 1~1'7 &!>I! lllllil•' tl:>11 Crra a-o.o:iipl•l1111nt, tlMf -- ·,· ... .....___._. 
City ot :>ocatollo~"~r·!Jll,:."~ ~ Ml' .. or lmd !NI:: Cfftaill ti'lb1'1. 
- :. ", "'~·--..... . . 
Ill,U:""U' 111:.a n,a occuprinc, L~lpt"t,ig·""i',-r-"-'lt.l.ii~ti"f\ t:.01.r 118.14 
, •. " "" . 




. \ . 
. ··,, 
,..::.~.'~.'.l..~· ·~ :'"• 't~-t: 
-~!11 ~ -· . ·. -::,·~,:., 
tt:a, ,.i:.tl .. * lDOt, th• pred.-HUOU o.t tl:• Cit}' ot ?ocate:U.. 
r.. .~. --~--
C '1Sl;r\loted a pipl Uno llh1cb dlnrted •tc:J" m.. X1.'1ll: ,,..,.11. to CM 
C1t7 ot ,'OO&~•Uo to, cm1o1pal purpoaN ~ ~ o.-:tent ,-r ao i!lobaa 
(~ ca. :?Nt)J 
That OD S.pto•i:.r lat, 191'1, th• CU;7 ot roontella 1ncruaed the 
a1 .. or ~. pipe 11M to a CU'271Di. oapaoil.)' ot .:i eubio r .. 11 ]l8r 
Hco.,d ct time ~ 11naa add t1 -• baa 41Tv'915 ad~ amount tro. "18 
?bat Ol:i Jw. l'fth1 loal, the crau_.....,,.,,wn~, .Jai:,aa s. "·~le 
appraa>l'la~ ll:c4 di~ 70 1nc,,,.. ~ the -i:en er IUnF f) • 
and ~l. GrN& am bloe UN<! tb" eaao a:.nce a1(l d&te. ·•{/.,.,~ .· : 
• '\ ,:~l I ,. ., ' 
That 011 s.ptaabor '7tn. l;;Ql, ~\II' r.111 ~prlato.: i/J'· · · · 
7S lnal:.ee at tll6 wtua .it .!!::ill: c:-acat cd uMd tbe ....,,., !01' lrr~ 
t.iec • .;;urpoaea ai:·,c• aaiu Ga :.o. 
'l'hat · 11 .t.ue,uat 20th, l3t;fl, tl,o ;;redaouaora of .;.;.,. Gdlou;J 
a;,;;ro.1>rla~INl. al.d dinrt.14 a? !.oar.om or the ":era ol ~!nit Graak 
~h,,t "' ;~ Sil>, 1g10, ;r.t,.. ,:CX:1.:l!lo:n a;;;,roprhtad a.-,c: C:1 ffrW 
1.:i 1,,,, •• ot uia a&tora cf .!li.aic cr-,oi< •;,•, t.aa al.Jr• uaad tr.<> a-.. ~ .. :~\ .. ~ ; ,. . :;:,.\, :; 
!0-r-.,~-pijs ..... 
. ·~ 
',:t za J'Ullmlt r.~::.:,wJ, i.,:J·~·: .. ;.,; .. J:: : tc'.:..:.D, that tno rollow1na; 
~ ... 1,1orcot..e: a.L..I! -cer.:ioftticn, c,r~:icsnt=i Q;tj er:a :i-c~la!ca.cte; 1?l 
:-..r,!,:;..:t.A.ri•• ~_t.ff.reot, a~_;;,: s;r: ~. ~a., t.::,.- o-v1..rcoa .:r aa.Ll tril utarta•, 
z: ..ici~ D.::.,:,:..nt e.od ~unt.e o! n. ~ :!r., ::~ tt.o ~t~ -:..:..' "~Ju-o;.z:•1c. t!o.n a.ad 
:ricr1ty, an~ tor t.be uao,,- c.~ • :.ir;c.o.•a a:lC. tt,o 0 • ..;.:.nt .;;: d!v.aratcn 
,::id .~ef:n1 et dl vera1o:i •• aot tOl'"t;-~ ~~ tho !'ollow!.••e ~cl':.otlulea 
000442 






•• Elkbom 14 .., .. "°elc ud 
ll&1.1/;I Co,;ipaqJ • • -~ orat1o..,. · 
186"- -i'•bl'Ulll',1 2iS l~ :!.t.dl'.ell 
l008- •JIil)' 111 47 .:n lnch.-a 
ofcH;;h ..mm 
1669- •••l>l'u&r;r ff :I 1.:lchN 
; . ,' .· ) 
4'. ll.US. 11<t .. , ... ' 
J..a,.· ...... ....,. 24 Iii) !JiabH 
~!.t;r .t r·oca:.ello 
l~ -l•4-u11r;, :ia 1.u1.1 ~:.cbq 
1,;01- .r,,;t,,b«I' l. a:.; !=Ilea· 
•:::,·· 
JO ld !Ill t4!1" t,:. be dl Hl'Ud CJ' .... 
ot,. cu. 4Qraia aid .link ¢Nall: air"'\ 
Cl! ..,,_ tl>.e eanbp r,t S4<:'1CO IO• ' 
11t1,. '1, :i •t,t!) ~ .. ~. :ffi, ..:.:i.11:. 
:;,,in ..,:or 1:,.~ b• '4114 up011 ta• 
r"llcwi:,:;, c!•••ri.>04 ll,nd1 :::outi.aat. 
quarter ": ~h<> ;:-,!"l:l>eq11 qwu1tel' 
ot .',ec t1 · •; let a:-.4 t!!o il'fftl dsli'-
acro• a!· ttle ~c,ut.hwut q1uurtl<IJ' ~ 
1:ho .~c,rtt;west 'l.Ull.l"tol' t:l/l !14011:oil l'f • 
Twp. V, ::cu tb i\wng• 3S, E..!}.I• 
!i..1t! 11r-!.:.or !;..:i ~t= dlv~1r~d tr --
<>t • cu a c,·0•11 ,UJ,x Cl"Nk •I 01' 
:tou t::a """t""" CJ! ,otettor: 110• !!Ip. 
7 J.out,b. .. ~.11eo ;:,5, -•-•u.• ~n:1.d. -~ 
,;c ~• ,..~ :...,.•'ln ~• 1'0lln1og -,,..., 
•r~bO<l ~=; .lcrt11 n11lt' 0t tlie SQrllb.-
on,t t;\.IA.J:'<~l· .... ect1~:. le, '!'Ip. , • 





tllA t t:tie pviih Ii-to lthall pll'll1t. ,rott. 
id.mt thdr r•IIP"tS." tudpwa mr1n, t.111 ln'I.• 
pilion • .n tnahu to il1g m Allat.-t, u.o :1v.40 '° 
~ 1'1111, , • ;,l'ioriq ol Palrl'la17 116, l.ElS, and Ml. •di,,, 
1'1on•l 1ncb ot atelP to.r .. oil addltl.oul ave aclded to tt.1 lir<IHll.t inS.-
p.ted IHI llll11At ~. - 1a in IndSUI -.hip, 'lb1eb a-•• at th• "" "1 
IIINIO!" 1a in .l'f. UNllo . 
?n• •"- prar ulen regar,!:n.g •dd Il:ldla i.n.,1 1• :mde to nos.t. 
l111;1,pll1oa wUII 1&l.d 111111...., and to mJo1A Mel> er tt,e ;,lll"Uu urat;o ,c,-
Jll'Hlntinc tn• H1d NIOIIIIC o! 11,.; u tro:a 1'1ow11l6 to aald allotta:u,,is;a 
•bile I.be •- •n ba l.Qd1&n 01A1enb1p. h'OYlded, tu,wne:r, 111 tb• 11'd 
U tip'101a •hall b<t .lrult.1tuted ta d1cre1 111d lndl@ Pilttd:• t\.1 ,lllll>TS..lca 
tv,11n r•l!All'd1q tb• •- atall not '119 1on•trlleMll H m7 w1,r1:r or -. · 
:r1,Sl>t or tt,1 ,iu-t.lH berw.t.o to '!"••t!a,. the .-,
1 
ext41r:i,, 01" ;,1'111ritJ 
"Qf'·lt.• ~•• Qt lb.• ••"r• e whleb .. 1d laUan al.la -ta U'I 10Utlad,, 
a.lid •ll&ll :,OIi, ... - edop or lWt·et.. pa:rUH b.-R 1- ·u-&lDC .,,, 
•it.ti' tblt eo..U ban ~ea n.1eel 1-4 Aid ;,NY1a1cm ... IMlu 1.iol,._ 
lA lb.la dH-• 
ilo oaet. • dlat>va-..nta ,.,. all.,_ l.o tllliJ C •• -* 
lll1a aotloa, bvt eaoti. ecall ~ nia, 11111' or lta .,.., cmta. 
no- o.t th• a1111t1&11111, the ""t.r .,.f whicll 1• &aralf<l t,;r tt,.ta c!ec:oe, 1• :.iot. 
a\ll't1ohnt to t'llmlab. ell »arth• 111-1.<d"ll Nta:r ~;,;pofl'o.:11 w1tt.: ttll tuU 
0 ·-·· -unt. ~: ntor awa,,iod to \baa, l:ben ,wah water ataU t-• d11tl'!but<Ml la 
uc,ortla!leo •1th the ,>;d o:r1t1 .. -. .-ora1nl:erare <lec:•ood, ar.c! 1t tl.l.t Rl:N 
1a 1.m,i!T!<tant to rwn1a1, all rights -.!;1oh a>e or 01111111 die;nltJ, tlle11. 
tu• avt.1111!: le au:;,pl:y o.t •• ter. aball bo cllatrlbutod µa rat a •:a<lllll u1oh 
l'laht&. 
' ___ .:"' 
ff :t• f'!ltiBUl)lli:l:!v:-:O, ;.t ..rn;.;i;e, •. :i:- :>.:c · :, 1 tct: t~.., Irl'!.11a"1ca 
·'.! • ~. 
:..uar ~- .I.II Mldllr, Jwli,µ,.nt •t-11 e. t11 ... t port1o:-, or tho oallUl4all' 
,ear b,•g!nn1ng .A tw, l~'1"l d•J or ''il'il """ cloaing c::: ~1 .. , l5'1, dl.7 o.t 
;cgte~b.r, bsi~G a total ot :111 OlOntha, or 1&2 da}el tr~t t;:e t•r::i Aore 
~ teat, •• -.sCd ;;, tll1S Ju.:.:::,,.,:;t, :..Htl& W.C e:all !'l.Ot..:l 4Z..l56v eub1C r•et. of 
,.. ter, or tbtl t.®11nt ucu•••:r to cover ,..:; ac,;·e ot l<::t! one f<:»t 1n 4-plltlJ 
Tl>•t ti» t;:-.cbl,a r•t'v1"11c ~ 1n tll1!1 J1><l_;::;eet ~ • .1<1c!: •c. ,.,--,,mt ot 
-~•r wnlct. wlll _pqa t<.rw0-h. an or1t1'41" i,;ie t:::ct 1r,ua:c ~•r • :Ccu:--
',.-'::;_ ·--~ .,,~ l~,•it'lilti• .,,~!iiliiiiiiJ~~~~?·{fi~· {~s.}~~iri/ eulfti •:ro.h::iie~ ' lz')\ 




•• . --' 
?Ila l all •to ~- · lrf tb1• J\li1pent •hall tic moa•u:-ed at the 
,ll01AI ot d1ors1Pn, IU9p\ 'Ille.• cc-il!1t:on1 oan 1t b.;;:a, ol tlo •~ to do • 
. 11..-• U 1• ao S..,. a1ble1 na1ur1"6 tbv1c-. c:- c;ouurL· ;_ oc• ~tau •r:al.l 
be loo1ttkl at tbe DMN•t teaa1He po!nt 1>,.low so.1<1 ,:QJ.:,t ~: -::.tvorlioaJ ""'I 
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( draft revisio1i) 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Scope 
This report summarizes the findings ofa multi-year study of the lower PortneufR.iver Valley 
(LPRV) aquifer system, funded by the EPA Wellhead Protection Demonstration Grant Program, 
the City of Pocatello Water Department, the Idaho Water Resources Research Institute and the 
Idaho Geological Survey with s"i1pport from the U.S. Geological Survey. The EPA study concluded 
in January of 1995 and a Draft Final Report was issued at that time for review by the EPA and the 
City of Pocatello, but the final version of was delayed until gravity data c·ollected from recent 
microgravity surveying in the northern and southern valley was available for inclusion. 
The geographic scope of the report focuses on the southern portion of the LP RV aquifer system, 
comprising that portion of the PortneufValley between the PortneufGap and Red Hill and its 
principle recharge source areas, namely the southern Bannock Range and groundwater inflow 
through the Portneuf Gap. Available information on the northern portion, from Red Hill to Tybee, 
is also included for completeness and to provide a regional context. Water balance calculations 
and recent water quality data are based on detailed hydro logic data collected between April, 1993 
_ and October, 1994 with reference to historical data dating back to 1970. 
The objective of the report is to summarize the best available information on the geohydrology 
of this aquifer system, to describe the current hydrogeologic conceptual model and to use this 
information to design a rational wellhead protection approach for management of the mwtlcipal 
water supply. Major findings of the report are summarized below. 
Conceptual Hydrogeologic Model 
The LPRV aquifer system is a unique ground water reservoir which is of critical importance to 
the cities of Pocatello and Chubbuck. The aquifer system comprises two very different ... 
sub-systems: the northern aquifer system and the southern aquifer. Based on recent gravity 
surveys, the northern aquifer sub-system appears to be several thousand feet deep, and is 
hydraulically confined by two or more aquitards. Unfortunately, the lack of subsurface information 
in this part of the system precludes an in-depth analysis of the northern system's hydrogeology. 
This is particularly frustrating because the northern aquifer system is potentially of the greatest 
importance to future water resource development in the LPRV because of its tremendous storage 
potential and because it is currently threatened by perchloroethylene (PCE) contamination and 
other urban/industrial land use impacts. 
Ground water in the southern aquifer recharges most of the northern aquifer system The 
southern aquifer is a narrow, relatively shallow strip aquifer hosted in very permeable, coarse 
gravels, characterized by high linear flow velocities and physically separated from the northern 
aquifer by a prominent subsurface bedrock high. It appears to be lithologically unconfined but 
· shows hydraulic indications of serni-confinemenl The mean hydraulic conductivity estimated 
from wells in the southern aquifer is 2400 ft/d, with a range of200-8200 ft/d. Based on estimates 
of hydraulic conductivity, hydraulic gradient and cross-sectional flow area, the southern aquifer's 
ground water underflow is estimated at 23 ft'/s (5.3 billion gallons/year). At an effective porosity 




The eastern aquifer is a minor but important component of lower PortneufValley hydrogeology, 
separated from the southern aquifer by the Portneuf Basalt. It is of low to intermediate 
permeability and of small total saturated volume, so it does not directly contribute to the municipal 
water supply. Much of its ground water is contaminated and these contaminants are appearing in 
Pocatello's municipal production wells in the Ross Park area. 
Ground Water Quality 
The eastern aquifer is contaminated with relatively high concentrations of inorganic salts of 
chloride, sulfate and nitrate. High-volume pumping in the Ross Park area has created a chronic 
hydraulic sink that appears to be drawing contaminated water from the eastern aquifer under 
and/or through the Portneuf Basalt. Dissolved salt contamination is also present in the northern 
aquifer, possibly emanating from the mouth of Pocatello Creek. Ground water in the highly 
permeable southern aquifer suffers from trichloroethylene (TCE) contamination of uncertain 
origin. Localized salt contamination also exists around some private wells in the southern aquifer, 
indicating that contaminated surface water is communicating with the aquifer, probably along well 
casings that are improperly sealed. 
Southern Aquifer Water Balance 
Ground water flow from the Bannock Range and the Portneuf Gap are the principal sources of 
recharge to the LPRV aquifer system, with Bannock Range sources representing about 30% of the 
total recharge during 1994 (a dry year) and more than 50% during 1993 (an above-average water 
year). Aside from these sources, there is no verified evidence of substantial river recharge, and 
although the eastern aquifer may contribute some recharge, on chemical grounds it appears that 
leakage from the eastern aquifer represents less than 10% of the Bannock Range flux. 
In terms of the magnitudes of water balance components, southern aquifer pumping needs were 
almost completely met by the amount of ground water that flowed into the LPRV through the 
Portneuf Gap during 1993/94. Similarly, water withdrawn in the northern well field represented 
95% of the outflow from the southern aquifer. Total well field pumping withdrawal during the 
1993/94 water balance accounting period represented about 90% of the total known recharge to the 
LPRV aquifer, suggesting that the aquifer system may be approaching its maximum safe yield 
during sustained drought conditions such as have existed for the past 8 years. 
Implications for Wellhead Protection Strategies 
Analytically-modeled capture zones defined for the southern aquifer production wells are 
considered to be very coarse approximations of true capture zone geometry. Effective delineation 
of capture zones should be accomplished with a numerical flow and particle-tracking model. 
Because of the uncertainties in the time-of-travel zones defined for production wells in the 
southern aquifer and their potential for extending well into the upper Portneufbasin and the 
Bannock Range recharge zones, the prospect for developing individual WHP areas for 5-year time 
of travel that are both manageable and technically defensible appears slim It is recommended, 





The concentration ofTCE in well PA-7, the only monitoring well in the southern aquifer which 
is completed solely in Tertiary sediments underlying the aquifer gravels, is as high as in other 
wells completed in the aquifers Upper Gravel unit. This would suggest that part of the Tertiary 
section may be actively involved in transport and that the effective base of the southern aquifer 
may be deeper than that defined by the base of the Upper Gravel unit. If such is the case, the WHP 
areas defined in this report will need to be revised. 
Contributions from the Bannock Range may occur from diffuse inflow along the entire length of 
the southern aquifer's western margin as well as from localized areas such as near the mouths of 
Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek. Capture wells have been designed for TCE plume 
interception utilizing capture zone geometries that are predicated on a single localized source of 
aquifer recharge originating from the Portneuf Gap. The impact on the effectiveness of plume 
capture due to diffuse sources of ground water inflow along the western valley margin and of 
localized sources at the mouths of Mink Creek and Gibson Jack Creek should be considered and 
design contingencies developed for plume control. 
Of the aquifer's principle recharge source areas, the Bannock Range / Mink Creek Recharge 
Zone has the greatest potential for development of a workable, basin-wide WHP plan. The area is 
of manageable size, an historic precedent exists in the exclusion of part of the City Creek drainage 
for water supply protection, and land-use management guidelines can be developed more readily in 
this mostly unpopulated, forested area than in populated areas. Development of a cooperative plan 
with the US Forest Service for managementofcontiguous lands may provide mutual benefits to 
the participating agencies. 
The eastern aquifer represents a WHP Recharge Zone that should be targeted for special 
monitoring. Leakage of contaminated waters into the southern aquifer is occurring in the Ross 
Park area and high concentrations of dissolved salts and nitrate in PMW-3 (on the Idaho State 
University campus) indicate that contaminated eastern aquifer water may be moving 
northwestward toward the central and southern well field. Ground water monitoring is considered 
the only feasible approach to management in this WHP area, at least into the near future. The goal 
of monitoring would be to identify current and future leakage and the types of contaminants, in 
order to be able to react effectively to future problems and to obtain the necessary data to design a 
specialized WHP plan for wells in the Ross Park area. 
Ground water underflow through the PortneufGap originates from a huge recharge source area 
(i.e .. the upper Portneuf River basin) that is probably unmanageable because of its geographic size, 
the diversity of land uses within that area and the potential for political conflict between 
agricultural and urban water users. However, the Portneuf Gap is a highly manageable~ 
zone, a geographically well-defined area through which all up-gradient flow passes. An area 
extending some 4.5 miles (7 km) up-gradient of the Portneuf Gap to the town of Inkom provides a 
significant buffer zone between upper basin inputs and the immediate jurisdictional boundaries of 
the LPRV aquifer. It could represent a useful monitoring zone in which observation wells could be 
installed to monitor the quality of upper basin water entering the LPRV which would provide 





I.I. OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND 
The lower PortneufRiver valley (LPRV) aquifer supplies the entire water needs of the cities of 
Pocatello and Chubbuck. It is located in the lower drainage basin of the Portneuf River, one of the 
major tributaries of the upper Snake River watershed in southeastern Idaho. It drains an area of 
almost 1400 mi' (3600 km'), consisting primarily o_f agricultural lowlands and forested 
highlands. Its watershed comprises an upper basin area of approximately 1160 mi' (2970 km') and 
a lower basin area of approximately 145 mi' (370 km') (Figure la). Less than 40 mi' (100 km') is 
urbanized or incorporated The largest population center, located at Pocatello/Chubbuck, covers an 
area of approximately 28 mi2 (70 km' ). 
The entire surface drainage and an unknown portion of the subsurface drainage of the upper 
basin discharges through a narrow bedrock notch, known as the Portneuf Gap, southeast of 
Pocatello into the lower basin before flowing through the lower Portneuf River valley and joining 
the Snake River north of Chubbuck. The fluvial/alluvial gravel aquifer system which is referred to 
in this report as the lower Portneuf River valley aquifer, is situated in the lower basin, and 




FIGURE 1a - Location map showing approximate extent of Upper Partneur 
River Basin and Lawer Basin study area. Total precipitation input to the basin 
is approximately 390 blllion gallons per year, of which less than 3% exits lo 
lhe lower Basin as streamnow. An unknown amount exits as ground water 




Despite the importance of this aquifer system to northern Bannock County residents, a 
comprehensive analysis of its hydrology, recharge, subsurface geology and water quality was 
unavailable until very recently. Much of what was known of the system existed in scattered files of 
various local agencies in the form of water quality analyses, city water production and water level 
records and lithologic logs of production wells. The first formal investigation of the LPRV's 
hydrogeology was initiated in 1992 by the Idaho Geological Survey under a seed grant from the 
Idaho Water Resources Research Institute (IWRRI). 
Although the cities of Pocatello and Chubbuck have had isolated incidences of ground water 
contamination for some time, production well contaminant concentrations were generally below 
maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) and, for the most part, did not generate significant concern. 
In 1991, however, the Idaho Water Resources Department's ground water monitoring program 
measured 15 parts per billion (ppb) oftrichloroethylene (TCE) contamination in a domestic well in 
the southern LPRV aquifer, the first significant detection in the LPRV aquifer and well over the 






ground water upgradient of the Pocatello municipal well field raised official concern over future 
well head protection strategy for the well field, and precipitated the move to establish a formal 
well head protection (WHP) program with the aid ofa grant from the Environmental Protection 
Agency. Through the efforts of the City's Community Development and Research department and 
the Idaho Geological Survey (!GS), work was begun on characterizing the LPRV's geohydrology 
and defining a WHP program. The timing of this work was fortunate for, in 1993, levels ofTCE in 
two upgradient production wells rose above, the MCL, forcing their closure and threatening the 
entire municipal well field At the same time that Pocatello was struggling with its upgradient 
contaminant problems, the City of Chubbuck was confronting a serious perchloroethylene (PCE) 
contamination problem which forced closure action on three of its four production wells in the 
downgradient portion of the aquifer system. 
Both problems were regional in scope, and remediation efforts in both suffered from the lack of 
a comprehensive geohydrologic model of the LPRV aquifer system. Through work initiated under 
funding from lWRRI and the EPA, a preliminary conceptual model of the system was developed 
to help guide remediation efforts (Welhan and Meehan, 1994). Through a subsequent contract with 
the City of Pocatello, this model has been refined with microgravity surveying and the 
development of an aquifer system-wide database for analyzing subsurface geology. 
This report constitutes a summary of the current geohydrologic model of the system, as 
developed jointly through work funded by the EPA WHP Grant, the IWRRI seed grant, and City 
of Pocatello contract (the latter augmented with a funded extension in 1995). In order to generate 
the maximum benefit from related data, this report also draws on recent gravity survey data 
obtained under a U.S. Geological Survey-sponsored mapping program. All of this work has had 
the common goal of understanding the physical geology, aqueous chemistry and hydrology of the 
LPRV aquifer system and of developing a comprehensive conceptual geohydrologic model. 
Because the objectives of the IWRRI seed grant, the EPA WHP Demonstration Grant and the City 
of Pocatello contract are so intimately connected, and because all were intended to incorporate the 
best available information from all sources for the purposes of aquifer characterization, this report 
has been written as a summary of work performed under all three projects. A description of 
monitoring wells drilled under funding from IWRRI and EPA for this work is included in 
Appendix I. Data and preliminary results of the gravity survey work and a description of the 
aquifer-wide database are included in Appendices. II and III, respectively. In addition, the report 
deals with the implications of the geohydrologic model for WHP capture zone modeling and the 
definition ofWHP areas for the aquifer system. 
1.2. FUNDING SOURCES 
EPA funding provided for two-thirds of the monitoring well installation, water sampling and 
chemical analysis, well testing, and salary support for Idaho State University graduate geology 
student C. Meehan's M.S. thesis research. The IWRRI grant funded one-third of the well 
installation costs, seismic refraction surveying, chemical analyses and partial student salary 
support. The City contract (plus a funded extension) provided funding for development of a 
geohydrologic database and system-wide conceptual model and supported Idaho State University 
graduate geology student T. Reid's gravity survey work, which will constitute the major portion of 





Work on the LPRV aquifer system was begun in 1992 by the IGS and !SU in a study funded by 
IWRRI. The primary objective of that work was to assemble all available background data on the 
aquifer system and to perform a preliminary geohydrologic characterization.This funding was 
partially responsible for the installation of the first monitoring wells in the LPRV aquifer and also 
led to the procurement of additional funding to expand on the scope of the initial work. The EPA 
WHP Demonstration Grant and the City of Pocatello contract were intended to extend and refine 
the preliminary hydrogeologic characteriz.ation work begun under the IWRRI seed grant 
The objectives of the WHP Demonstration Project were two-fold: 1) to characterize the geology 
and hydrology of the aquifer system and define WHP areas based on that data, and 2) to assess the 
types, nature and locations of potential contaminants on and near the· municipal well field and the 
vulnerability of the aquifer to these potential ground water contaminants. The latter goal was 
addressed through a subcontract, with results summarized in a companion report (-Hill, 1994a). 
The objectives of the City of Pocatello contract were also two-fold: 1) to conduct a detailed 
microgravity survey of the LPRV in order to provide additional subsurface control for the 
conceptual geologic model of the aquifer; and 2) to assemble all relevant suburface information in 
a system-wide database and, utilizing this information, to refine the existing geohydrologic model 
of the LPRV and its aquifer system. 
1.4. SCOPE 
Figure 2 shows the area of study included in this report for the EPA WHP grant and the City of 
Pocatello contract, as well as areas covered by other major remediation and data generation 
activities ici the LPRV region. The LPRVaquifer system is comprised of two distinct subsystems: 
a deep, stratified northern aquifer system and a relatively shallow southern aquifer system, whose 
mutual boundary is defined by subsurface bedrock structure (Welhan and Meehan, 1994). The 
depth and geologic complexity of the northern aquifer system is poorly constrained by available 
well log data whereas the shallow southern aquifer is defined by numerous wells. An overview of 
the current state of knowledge of the northern aquifer system based on the well database is 
presented in Section 3.2.1. · 
Because of the size, complexity and data paucity of the northern aquifer system, work under the 
EPA WHP project and the city-funded gravity survey Vfas focused on the southern system so that a 
subsurface model of the southern aquifer could be developed and tested; such work in the northern 
system will not be possible until significantly more subsurface data become available. In addition, 
existing and future ground water contamination in the southern aquifer has the potential to threaten 
the entire down-gradient well field, and so dictates a higher priority for subsurface characterization 
work in that area. Because of these considerations, the WHP Demonstration Project and the 
gravity survey portion of the City contract are focused on the southern aquifer system In addition, 
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Study area boundaries for the southern aquifer system were defined on the basis of hydrologic 
boundaries and on the immediate need to characterize the physical properties of the portion of the 
system from which originates. Water balance and recharge components of the study therefore. 
focus on the high-precipitation region of the LPRV watershed south of the aquifer and an 






2. PREVIOUS WORK AND DATA SOURCES 
2.1. PUBLICATIONS AND REPORTS 
2.1.1. Geology 
Previous geologic descriptions of the area have been published by Ludlum (1943), Trimble 
(1976), Scott (1982), Scott et al.. (1982), LaPoint (1977), Rember and Bennett (1979), Ore (1982), 
Link et al. (1985), Burge! et al. (1987) and Houser (1992). McDole (1969), McDole et al. ( 1973) 
and Jasmer (1987) described and mapped surficial loess deposits in the area. Several M.S. geology 
theses have been done in and around the Pocatello area, including Muller (1978), LeFebre (1984) 
and Bush (1980). A wealth of unpublished bedrock and surficial geologic data have been made 
available by Idaho State University's Geology Department (D. Rodgers, pers. comm., 1994). The 
Idaho Geological Survey, in cooperation with Idaho State University, is nearing completion ofa 
detailed 1:24000 map of surficial geology (including the Tertiary geology) of the Pocatello South 
7.5 minute quadrangle (Osier and Othberg, in prep.). Surface geologic information in this report is 
based primarily on this mapping as well as on Trimble (1976) and unpublished maps at Idaho State 
University (D. Rodgers, unpubl. data). The basin's geologic history is based on an unpublished 
summary by Rodgers et al. (I 994). · 
2.2.2. Hydrogeology 
Hydro geologic conditions in the northwestern portion of the basin have been described by 
Mansfield (1920), Stearns et al. (1938), Crosthwaite (1957) and West and Kilburn (1963). Those 
sources deal primarily with conditions in the Fort Hall Bottoms and Michaud Flats areas, as does 
work by Jacobsen (1982, 1984) and Goldstein (1981). Corbett et al. (1980) described the 
hydrogeology of the Tybee area as it pertained to the geothermal resource potential of the area. The 
hydrogeology of a portion of the Pocatello Creek tributary drainage has been described by 
CH2M-Hill ( 1994b), as has the nature of inorganic salt contamination in that drainage. 
Geotechnical reports on spilled fuel remediation are available for several areas in the northern 
aquifer, but all deal with shallow subsurface characterization. Welhan and Meehan (1994) 
published a preliminary interpretation of the northern aquifer system' s geohydrology. Recently, 
the City of Chubbuck drilled three deep exploratory test wells in the northern aquifer (CH2M-Hill, 
1994c). 
Prior to this study, very little published hydrogeologic information existed on the aquifer beneath 
the Pocatello-Chubbuck city limits or that portion southeast of Pocatello to the Portneuf Gap. 
Norvitch and Larson (1970) and Seitz and Norvitch (1979) had published reconnaissance data on 
the hydrology and ground water chemistry, respectively, of the upper Portneuf River Valley 
drainage basin which provided some background data on the LPRV system. Kindel et al. ( 1991) 
and Brown and Caldwell (1994) reported on hydrogeologic work in the mouth of Fort Hall 
Canyon, a tributary valley aquifer at the south end of the valley. (Winter et al., 1994). The most 
comprehensive information on the hydrogeology of the southern aquifer is that ofWelhan and 
Meehan ( 1994). Additional information on basin bedrock depth and subsurface boundaries derived 
from modeling of gravity data is available in Reid et al. (I 995; Appendix II-A) and recent, 
unpublished data of Reid (Appendix 11-B, -C). Results of seismic refraction work in a portion of 
the aquifer was reported by Pelton et al. ( 1994). 
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Information on aquifer hydrochemistry was published by Meehan and Welhan (1994). Winter et 
al. (1994) published a valuable summary of nitrate and salt-contaminated groundwater in the 
eastern part of the southern LPRV system. Work on the remediation of TCE contamination in the 
southern Pocatello well field has provided much new information on the hydrogeologic 
characteristics of a portion of the southern aquifer system (CH2M-Hill, 1994d; Figure 2), and 
water quality surveys by the City of Pocatello (F. Ostler, pers. comm., I 995) have extended our 
knowledge of TCE plume dynamics and hence the dynamics of flow and transport in the southern 
aquifer. An unpublished internal report by IDEQ (1995) summarizes all ground water 
contamination problems in the LPRV. 
2.2. SOURCES OF DAT A 
Meteorological data were obtained from the Department of Transportation's meteorological 
station located at the Pocatello airport, approximately 6 miles west of the city. The US Geological 
Survey has monitored ground water levels and water quality in selected domestic wells in the 
LPRV aquifer and maintains records of PortneufRiver discharge which are published in annual 
state water summaries (Haren berg et al., 1993 ). The state Department of Water Resources 
maintains copies of domestic well logs filed by commercial drillers which, together with municipal 
and monitoring well logs, formed the basis of the system-wide database (Appendix III). 
In addition to formal publications, this study has relied on a large amount of previously 
uncollated data on subsurface lithology, water level conditions and water quality that has been 
assembled from records of the City of Pocatello's Water Department, the City of Chubbuck's 
Public Works Department, the IDWR, and the Idaho Division of Environmental Quality. 
2.3. WORK IN PROGRESS 
Several projects are currently in progress which will provide additional valuable information for 
system characterization. Surficial geologic mapping of the Pocatello North quadrangle is being 
conducted by the !GS in collaboration with !SU under funding from the U.S. Geological Survey's 
Urban Mapping Program. As part of this work, gravity surveying in the northern aquifer is 
intended to help define depth to bedrock, and an updated surface bedrock geologic map is also 
expected to be produced as part of the IGS-ISU collaboration. Several !SU M.S. thesis research 
projects on aquifer chemistry and chemical mass balances, gravity modeling of subsurface basin 
lithology, the hydrogeology of the Mink Creek corridor, and the recharge characteristics and alpine 
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3. GEOLOGY 
3.1. REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
Figure 3 summarizes the surface geology of the area. The sedimentary basin in which the LPRV 
is situated is defined by a Basin and Range half-graben structure, with a basin-bounding normal 
fault along its eastern margin dipping at 20-25° basinward and estimated to have at least 6 km of 
offset (D.W. Rodgers, pers. comm 1990). Bedrock in the study area is of Late Proterozoic age, 
and is dominated by argillite and quartzite. Cambrian rocks, predominantly quartzite, argillite, and 
limestone, occur south of Cusick Creek ind extend southward to Mink° Creek, dipping to the east 
~ ~J(l:i.P3J?,~~c~,;·~i ii· b 
·,~- ........ ~211:~ a· 
11''• 
and northeast, towards the Portneufvalley and Mink Creek. Tertiary sediments and volcanics of 
the Starlight Formation are exposed in the southern part of the graben, as well as in outcrop to the 
northeast and northwest of Pocatello. The Tertiary section in the southern part of the lower 
Portneufvalley is dominated by sedimentary materials, characterized by poorly sorted 
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conglomerates, alluvial and colluvial bouldery gravel and sedimentary breccia {Trimble, 1976; 
Ore, 1982). 
The Quaternary/Holocene geology of the lower Portneufrivervalley is dominated by fluvial and 
alluvial gravels which occur over the valley floor which, in most areas, is blanketed by 5 to 20 feet 
of silt and loess. Along the eastern side of the southern part of the valley, two superimposed basalt 
flows form a 50 foot-high tableland on the eastern side of the valley which overlooks the floor of 
the western half of the valley. This basalt, known as the basalt of PortneufValley ( or Portneuf 
Basalt, in this report), is of Pleistocene age (583,000 yn; BP, G.B. Dalrymple in Scott et al., 1982) 
and flowed into the lower Portneufvalley from vents in Gem Valley, 40 miles southeast, through 
the Portneuf Gap. As such, it predates the gravels and silts exposed on the floor of the western side 
of the valley which it overlooks. 
The gravels on the valley floor northwest of City Creek are predominantly effluvia! and 
Bonneville flood origin. Gravel in this area was deposited 14,500 years BP and is known as the 
Michaud Gravel (Trimble, 1976). This unit fans out into the Snake River Plain and comprises a 
40-60 foot thick layer ofcoarse gravel overlying the American Falls Lake clay unit (72 ± 14 kyr 
BP). The Michaud gravels are believed to have been deposited by the flood from pluvial Lake 
Bonneville as it debouched onto the Snake River Plain approximately 14,500 yn; BP (Scott et al., 
1982; O'Conner, 1993). This event was responsible for scouring the surface of the PortneufBasalt 
and the pre-existing valley fill along the western margin of the basalt and depositing extensive 
well-sorted, coarse gravels and sands along the lower Portneuffilver valley. It is uncertain whether 
the coarse upper gravels of the southern aquifer southeast of City Creek are contemporaneous with 
the Michaud unit At least part of the southern aquifer's gravels, which are covered by a 
continuous mantle of post-Bonneville Flood river silt and loess of variable thickness, were 
deposited during or shortly after the Bonneville Flood, but unknown portions of this lithologic 
assemblage may pre- and post-date the flood. 
3.2. AQUIFER GEOLOGY 
3.2.1. Descriptive Cross-Sections 
Figure 4 shows the extents of the geographic areas used to subdivide the aquifer system and the 
locations of wells and cross-sections used to constrain subsurface geology. The geographic 
subdivision is partly arbitrary, reflecting a coarse categorization based on subsurface geology. The 
northern aquifer system comprises multiple, confined silty gravel and sand aquifers hosted in 
stratified sedimentary basin fill at least 500 feet thick; the central area is defines by a thin 
sedimentary portion overlying shallow bedrock; the southern aquifer system is characterized by 
very permeable, unconfined gravels overlying a much thicker section of low-permeability basin fill 
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Geologic cross sections are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7; Section E-E' was constructed in the 
location of the most recent test well drilling that was conducted during TCE remediation work 
(CH2M-Hill, 1994c). 
Figure 5 represents a synthesis of subsurface geology along transect A-A', from northwest to 
southeast, based on key units. The lack of any borehole geophysical correlative control at this stage 
makes this interpretation necessarily tentative, particularly in the northern aquifer system. 
However, in creating the geologic interpretation of Figure 5, only those units that were considered 
to be consistently identifiable by a conscientious driller (namely: thick clay beds; basalt and basalt 
rubble units; and crystalline bedrock) were used for correlation purposes. In addition to the few 
modestly deep boreholes constraining minimum thicknesses of basin fill in the northern and 
southern aquifers, gravity data has provided clear evidence ofat least 2500 feet of sediment 
thickness in the southern aquifer and over 4000 feet in the northern aquifer, separated by a bedrock 
high that is within 150 feet of the surface, 
Perhaps the most striking feature of Figure 5 is the presence of the bedrock high which separates 
the aquifer into southern and northern portions. Henceforth, these portions of the aquifer system 
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manifestation of the splaying of the basin-bounding fault about mid-way down the lower Portneuf 
valley (Figure 3) which distributed the total fault offset over numerous subsidiary faults (D.W. 
Rodgers, pers. comm., 1992). Similar basement highs have been mapped in other Basin and Range 
valleys in eastern Idaho (Link etal., 1985; Rodgers, pers. comm., 1992). 
In contrast to the southern aquifer, where excellent water yields historically have been derived 
from coarse, clean gravels at depths less than I 00-150 feet below surface, the northern aquifer's 
stratigraphy is characterized by much more poorly-sorted sediments (silty and clay-rich gravels and 
sands) in which many more deep wells have been drilled to obtain adequate yields. Of the 
numerous silty and clayey zones described in various well logs, only three are considered to have 
been reliably described: a 5-10 ft thick clay (or mixed gravel and clay) bed at ca. 4380-4400 ft 
above mean sea level (ainsl) elevation; and a light-colored clay unit 10-20 ft thick (possibly 
thickening to greater than 50 feet to the northwest), at elevations.of ca. 4200 - 4300 ft amsl. In 
addition, several occurrences of basalt lava and/or volcanic rubble (cinders, scoria) between 4200 
and 4400 ft arnsl have been consistently identified. 
Of these units, the upper clay is believed to represent the late Pleistocene American Falls Lake 
beds, exposed 2 miles WNW of Chubbuck Well C4, at a maximum elevation of 4400 ft (Trimble, 
1976). The extent, thickness and attitude of the deep clay unit is far more tentative, as it has been 
variously logged as undifferentiated clay in excess of90 feet thick (well 32); massive hard clay 
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intercalated over 50 feet with thin gravel seams (well 26); sticky clay (wells C4, 27, 29); sticky 
yellow clay and sandy yellow clay (wells 18, 34); and sticky brown clay (well 3 l). It is shown in 
Figure 5 with a fairly uniform thickness, dipping at ca. 4°. Based on Chubbuck Wells C2 and C4, 
this clay unit may thicken northward, although the quality of the lithologic log information in deep 
well C4 is suspect; results of recent test well drilling in the vicinity of Chubbuck Well C2 
(CH2M-Hill, 1995b) indicate that this clay unit is fairly thin and within 50 feet of the base of the 
basalt flows. This unit cannot be identified with any certainty in well 10 (although it may be 
present) since this well was logged as a series of sandy clays from 4300 ft down to 4113 ft ams!. 
Correlations between the basalt occurrences identified in these wells has not been attempted. 
Discontinuous basalt flows intercalated with sediments are a characteristic feature of the 
subsurface lithology in the Snake River Plain (Corbett et al., 1980; Houser, 1992). It is not known 
whether the basalt logged in wells 16 and 30 is correlative with the basalt occurrences identified in 
Chubbuck wells to the north or even whether these scattered occurences high in the section 
represent basalt boulders rather than flow remnants. 
Cross-section B-B' (Figure 6a) shows the inferred subsurface lithology of the section of the 
aquifer above the bedrock high. This section is based on five boreholes (four of which define 
bedrock depth), seismic refraction data on the east margin of the valley (Pelton et al., 1994), and a 
gravity transect across the aquifer at this location (do search and replace Al)pendix ll with Reid, 
l 997). The upper part of the section is characterized by clean, well-sorted gravels and sands and is 
capped by 5-20 feet of silt. On the basis of one well log (Well 12), gravels and sands beneath 4360 
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a separate stratigraphic unit. However, recent indirect evidence from micro-gravity profiling of the 
bedrock along section B-B' and movement of the TCE contaminant plume away from the west 
argin of the Upper Gravel aquifer through the center of the valley at the location of Wells 12 and 
16, suggests that a 60-80 ft deep notch in the bedrock sill exists almost exactly half-way between 
Wells 30a and 12 along section B-B'. Although the existence of such a notch has not been 
confirmed by gravity surveying for logistical reasons (this portion of the valley is underlain by the 
central rail yard of Union Pacific Railroad), its inferred depth and location are consistent with the 
bedrock configuration discussed below in Figure 6b. 
Unlike the eastern margin of this section, which is defined by what appears to be a planar 
(possibly fault-controlled) bedrock scarp of dense, massive Proterozoic quartzite (Caddy Canyon), 
the western margin's bedrock limits are unknown at this location. Although inferred Caddy Canyon 
quartzite outcrops along the western valley margin immediately south of section B-B', the lateral 
extent, composition or thickness of the sedimentary section west ofwell 7 is not known, although 
the permeability of these materials is very probably low compared with that of the Upper Gravel so 
that the west margin of the Upper Gravel aquifer is considered well-defined in a hydraulic sense. 
Sediments encountered in four wells clustered around well 7 are dominated by clay, silt and 
boulders, and are interpreted to represent fanglomerate derived from City Creek drainage. Based 
on well 7's specific capacity, the alluvial fan sediments appear to be one tenth to one hundreth as 
permeable as the clean gravels in the upper part of the section in the southern aquifer (see 
discussion of hydraulic data in a later section). The cross-sectional area available for ground water 
underflow through the portion ofB-B' within the saturated gravels above the basalt is 2.0 x 105 ft'. 
If the gravels below the basalt are included, the total potential cross-sectional area of flow is ca. 
3.5 x 105 ft'. The inferred bedrock notch would add an additional 0.2 x 105 ft' of saturated 
cross-sectional area, for a total of about 3.7 x 105 ft'. 
Cross-section C-C' (Figure 6b) was constructed near section B-B' because lithologic control and 
gravity data show that a quite different section exists at this location. As indicated in Figure 5, the 
bedrock high is defined for the most part by wells that intersect quartzite at depths of ca. 100 feet 
(30 m), except for Well 36 which intersects shale bedrock at almost twice the depth of nearby 
wells. This interpretation corroborates well with gravity data collected along this section (Reid, 
1997). Section C-C' strengthens the hypothesis that a deep notch may exist in the bedrock high at 
this location, possibly representing an early analog of the Portneuf Gap, cut by a superposed 
stream flowing over the bedrock high. In conjunction with the well control, gravity data places 
very tight constraints on the geometry of the bedrock surface at this location (Appendix II). Of 
particular significance is the sharp, step-like nature of the bedrock surface in the center of the 
section, and a clear definition of the western bedrock margin, both identified in the gravity work . 
This, together with Caddy Canyon outcrop to the west, clearly constrains the western aquifer 
boundary at this location. However, the eastern margin of the aquifer gravels (beneath the Portneuf 
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Unlike Section B-B', there is no indication of poorly sorted gravels overlying bedrock in the 
vicinity of either Well 36 or Well 3, although a thick ( 40 ft) section of brown clay underlies the 
Upper Gravel at Well 36. The entire gravel section, although smaller in area than that at B-B' (2.5 
x 105 ft'), is apparently uniformly coarse-grained and well-sorted. The hydraulic conductivity of 
these wells also is extremely high (Section 4.1.3), indicating that sediment sorting is enhanced, 
possibly because of the narrow, notch-like aspect of the paleovalley at this point. 
Section D-D' (Figure 7a) is based on a composite oflithologic data from one monitoring well 
(PMW-1), an interpretation of bedrock information from domestic well logs (Appendix III), and a 
preliminary interpretation of microgravity survey data obtained over the southern aquifer 
(Appendix II). The depth of the contact between the upper, permeable gravels and the 
low-permeability Tertiary sediments is based on lithologic control provided by well PMW-1 and 
by the low-amplitude gravity high which is centered on PMW-1 and which has been tentatively 
interpreted as the expression of the Tertiary surface (Appendix l!I). The location of the 
basin-bounding fault inferred in the cross-section was estimated based on surface geologic 
information, fault plane attitude and consistency with lithology observed in city well #15 which is 
located approximately l mile northwest of D-D'. 
A cross-section of the aquifer located at E-E' (Figure 7b) was recently constructed from 
lithologic data obtained from nine monitoring wells drilled across the valley at this location 










gravels than was encountered at D-D'. However, at both locations, the permeable upper gravels 
appear to be bounded along their base and western margin by cemented Tertiary gravels. 
The Portneufbasalt is shown in cross-sections C-C', D-D' and E-E' as resting on a sedimentary 
section. These sediments are interpreted to represent valley fill that predates the Bonneville flood 
and, hence, the upper permeable gravels. Municipal well #15 provides the only reliable data on 
subsurface lithology east of the basalt, although a number of domestic well logs in the vicinity of 
D-D' and E-E' east of the basalt indicate either the absence of bedrock or indurated Tertiary 
material at shallow depth or their presence at greater depth (Appendix III). It is proposed that, east 
of the basalt, a shallow alluvial aquifer of relatively poorly sorted bouldery gravel and silty sand 
overlies Tertiary sediments of unknown thickness which, in turn, overlie shale bedrock. 
3.2.2. Lithologic Units 
On the basis of sharply contrasting lithologic and hydraulic properties, three lithologic groups 
are defined in the southern aquifer: 1) bedrock, of variable composition, but dominated by pink to 
white quartzite and varicolored shale or argillite, predominantly of Proterozoic age; 2) Middle to 
Late Tertiary basin-filling sediments and volcaniclastics of the Salt Lake Group, widely indurated 
to varying degree, and unindurated silty gravels of Pleistocene age; and 3) coarse, clean gravel in 






aquifer, whose age is ambiguous but is believed to be predominantly Holocene. A fourth lithologic 
unit, the PortneufBasalt, is important because it defines the eastern margin of the southern aquifer 
and effectively separates the southern aquifer from the salt and nitrate-contaminated eastern 
aquifer. 
Upper Gravels 
The well-sorted gravels in the upper portions of the sections shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7 (and 
which have been referred to as upper, permeable gravels) may be equivalent in age to the Michaud 
gravels exposed at the surface in the northern valley. However, there are problems with such a 
assumption. First, the progressive increase in boulder diameters mapped by Trimble (1976) from 
American Falls up to about Section B-B' abruptly ceases at that poinl Boulders in excess of IO 
feet (3m) diameter are commonly encountered in the shallow subsurface in the vicinity of Section 
B-B', but no evidence of either larger boulders or a continuation of the gradational size trend has 
been found in the southern aquifer. Boulders larger than 10 foot diameter should occur south of the 
bedrock high. Basalt was encountered in well PA-7 during test drilling (Figure 7b), which 
indicated either an intact lava flow or a very large boulder (CH2M-Hill, 1994c), and indirect 
evidence from micro-gravity modeling of local-scale gravity anomalies suggests that large, 
high-density (basalt) boulders or boulder fields occur at the base of the Upper Gravel at several 
locations in the southern valley (Reid, 1997). 
The southern valley may have been more deeply scoured by flood waters moving through the 
narrow, basalt-confined valley and any boulders deposited in the southern valley may have been 
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subsequently buried in the waning flood stage or by fluvial depositional processes in the post-flood 
period. This suggestion is supported by modeling of gravity data which suggests that basalt occurs 
at the base of the Upper Gravels in four of six cross-valley gravity transects (Reid, 1997). 
Secondly, although test well drilling with dual-wall air percussion methods conducted by 
CH2M-Hill near the west end of Section E-E' did not reveal evidence of sandy lenses within the 
gravel package, air rotary drilling at PMW-2 and recent test holes drilled by the City of Pocatello 
near the east end of Section E-E' produced clear indications of sandy lenses intermingled with the 
upper gravel (see monitoring well logs, Appendix I). Significant sand accumulations were also 
encountered during gravel excavation at the Highway Pond borrow pits (B. Brown, pers. comm., 
1996), and have also been observed in recent excavations in the uppermost cross-bedded gravels 
exposed in the borrow pits, which also contain ostracod shells. In the city test holes, sand lenses 
shallower than than about 20 feet also contain ostracod shells; at this location the Upper Gravel 
was found to thin to less than 40 feet as far as 300 feet west of the PortneufBasalL This evidence 
suggests that flood gravels have been partially reworked by late-stage and post-flood flu vial 
processes. Finally, the hydraulic response of the upper gravel unit to pumping indicates that 
vertical hydraulic conductivity is significantly lower than the horizontal hydraulic conductivity 
(Section 4.2.2) and that significant permeability anisotropy also exists in the horizontal plane 
(CH2M-Hi( I, 1994d), both suggestive of facies development. These characteristics would be 
expected in a package of braided stream gravels, but are difficult to reconcile with the chaotic 
distribution of particle sizes expected during a single depositional event from coarse bedload in the 
recessional flood stage, as seen in the bouldery Michaud Gravel where it is exposed in the northern 
aquifer. This may indicate either that flood deposition occurred gradually rather than as a single 
brief event, or that some portion of the flood gravels were later reworked in a high-energy 
environment, possibly in the late flood stage or in the post-flood period. 
For this reason, the permeable gravels that comprise the bulk of the southern aquifer are described 
here as the Upper Gravel unit, so as not to connote any genetic or age relationship with the 
Bonneville flood-derived Michaud gravel to the north. 
Tertiary Basin Fill and Transitional Units 
At an elevation ranging from about 4340 ft amsl in well #12 (Section B-B'; Figure 6a) to about 
4325 ft arnsl in monitoring well PA-7 (Section E-E'; Figure 7b), the Upper Gravels appear to 
transition abruptly into a much more silt- and clay-rich gravel unit. These sediments which may 
represent either Tertiary or Pleistocene material. An intact Tertiary section in the subsurface is best 
described in monitoring well PMW-1 where the base of the Upper Gravel occurs at a much higher 
elevation of about 4395 ft ainsl (Section D-D'; Figure 7a). At this location the Upper Gravel rests 
directly on a series of partially indurated sands, silty sands and intercalated clays, including a thin, 
grey volcanic ash and a dense, white clay overlying very hard, cemented gravel that is 
lithologically indistinguishable from the cemented Starlight Fonnation outcropping on Bannock 
Highway at Gibson Jack Creek. 
A simple structure contour interpretation, based on the average dip of the basin-bounding fault 
on the north side of the graben and the average stratigraphic dip of the Paleozoic bedrock units on 







thick as 3000-4000 feet (D.W. Rodgers, pers. comm., 1993). Reid (1997) modeled several gravity 
transects in the southern valley and showed dramatic deepening of the bedrock basement southeast 
of Red Hill (Appendix II). The fact that well drillers have consistently encountered difficult 
drilling conditions throughout the LPRV (and have consistently described this lithology as 
bedrock-like in domestic well logs) at depths that correlate with cemented Tertiary sediments 
encountered in monitoring wells, supports the contention that partly indurated Tertiary sediments 
occur throughout the LPRV at depths below 100 - 200 feet (Appendix III). 
Modeling of gravity data from the southern aquifer indicates that depth to bedrock (modeled 
density= 2.6 g/cm3) is at least 2500 feet, with indurated Tertiary sediments (model density= 2.35 
g/cm3) filling the structural trough beneath the Upper Gravel section. Tertiary sediments exposed 
in outcrop are of intermediate density (ie. partly indurated). Reid's (1997) modeling of gravity 
profiles transverse to the valley axis define a paleovalley into which the Upper Gravel unit was 
deposited. 
Cemented gravels have been identified in numerous wells in the southern aquifer; but rather than 
constituting a single, correlative unit, there appear to be multiple indurated zones in the Tertiary 
Starlight Formation (CH2M-Hill, 1994d). A hard clay or hardpan layer identified in several 
domestic wells in the vicinity ofWell 13 and in production Well 14 (near PMW-1) may be a 
manifestation of this. 
An effective regional base of the Upper Gravel/top of the intact Tertiary section can now be 
defined on the basis of the depth of occurrence of materials that are significantly harder to drill. 
From an analysis of the Ii tho logic database (Appendix III) and comparison of known bedrock 
depths with what commercial water well drillers in the area have recorded as "bedrock" (under a 
variety of colorful descriptions!), it appears that difficult drilling conditions commonly 
encountered in the southern valley are due to the occurrence of indurated Tertiary sediments, rather 
than bedrock On the assumption that these materials are as indurated as those outcropping along 
Bannock Highway immediately south of Gibson Jack Creek, their hydraulic conductivity should be 
quite low. An analysis of well development data from the deep Forsman/Pein well indicates that 
the bulk hydraulic conductivity of the 80-390 ft open interval (ie. that part of the section that is 
predominantly beneath the Upper Gravels) is several orders of magnitude lower tllan that of the 
upper gravel (Figure 5). 
On the basis of the observed contrasts in lithology, bulk density :ind hydraulic conductivity, 
therefore, the effective base of the southern aquifer is provisionally defined as the top of the 
Tertiary section. Because the top of the Tertiary section appears to vary considerably in elevation, 
it is also proposed tllat the thickness of the Upper Gravel aquifer varies considerably, and possibly 
nonuniformly, over the length of the southern valley. Assuming that the lateral boundaries of the 
southern aquifer are defined on the west side by low permeability bedrock and indurated Tertiary 
sediments and to the east by clay-rich Tertiary sediments beneath the Portneufbasalt ( c£ Figure 
7a,b ), the area available for ground water flow through the saturated Upper Gravel could vary 
widely from 4.5 x 10' ft2 (Section E-E'; Figure 7b) to 2.5 x 10' ft' (Section C-C'; Figure 6b). 
(Check Q calc'n) 
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Bedrock 
No direct measurements of the hydraulic conductivity of bedrock are available to constrain its 
permeability. Of202 wells in the database {Appendix III), a number have specific capacity 
information for what appears to be "bedrock" completions. However, only three wells have open 
intervals deeper than reported "bedrock" depth, and all three of these were completed in what · 
appears to be Tertiary indurated rocks. It can only be surmised that wells that are terminated, and 
perforated, in bedrock have such low yields that development tests were not attempted. 
Based on outcrop exposures, the permeability of bedrock is assumed to be entirely due to 
fractures. A zone of fracturing was encountered in the uppennost 5 feet of the Caddy Canyon 
quartzite during the drilling of PMW-3 {Appendix I). The fractures were filled with white clay so 
that the rock mass likely has low permeability. If this is typical of fracture permeability throughout 
the area, then the hydraulic conductivity of bedrock can be assumed to be vecy low. A rough 
estimate of the bulk hydraulic conductivity of rocks on the western margin of the southern aquifer 
- many of which are fractured bedrock- is made at the end of Section 6, on the basis of the 
magnitude of the regional hydraulic gradient over the western aquifer margin (Appendix III; Figure 
A3.4) and the calculated annual inflow from the Bannock Range. The estimated value is 1 ft/day, 
which is in the mid-range of typical values for fractured rock (Freeze and Cherry, 1979), but 
appears to be of the same order of magnitude as indurated Tertiacy sediments. 
Portneuf Basalt 
Based on radiocarbon dating of buried wood, the basalt of PortneufValley is believed to have 
filled the ancestral Portneuf River's channel at about 583,000 yr BP {T. Ore, pers. comm., 1995). 
This lava flow, which extends from the southern LPRV to its source in the Gem Valley, comprises 
at least three layered flow units in northern Marsh Valley and two identifiable units in the southern 
LPRV. Its western margin was eroded during the Bonneville Flood Although its original width is 
unknown, it may not have extended much farther west than its present position. Some ·evidence of 
its original western margin is preserved at the base of an outcrop on Hildreth Road just north of the 
Highway Pond borrow pit. Over most of its outcrop in the LPRV, less than 100 feet of section is 
exposed, although in the northern Marsh Valley, its thickness 'is considerably greater. Its total 
thickness in the LPRV was unknown until microgravity data became available recently. A gravity 
profile across the basalt (Appendix II; Reid, 1997) indicates that the lava flo_w is no more than 
50-70 feet thick near its northern terminus, indicating that its base does not extend to any 
significant depth beneath the level of the present valley floor. 
3.2.3. Late Cenozoic Valley Evolution 
In order to synthesize the subsurface information currently available, a geologic history of the 
southern valley is proposed in Figure 8. This Late Cenozoic historical interpretation is drawn 
partially from Rodgers et al. (1994) and H.T. Ore (pers. comm., 1994) and attempts to refine and 
reconcile existing geologic conceptual models with the observations and information obtained in 
this study. It inco1porates new information, including lithologic logs, outcrop information, well 




Deposition of the Upper Gravel during late Pleistocene-l:-lolocene time may have occurred under 
two possible scenarios. In Scenario A (Figures Sa), a wholly stratified Upper Gravel unit was 
created in a paleovaUey that was incised in pre-Bonneville time and filled with fluvial (and/or 
older glacial flood) deposits. During the Bonneville flood, this unit was only partially scoured. The 
portion of the section that was removed was subsequently refilled by more stratified fluvial 
deposits. In this scenario, tributary alluvial fans aggraded into the valley throughout the pre- and 
post-flood period (such as the poorly-sorted, bouldery gravels encountered in wells near the mouth 
of City Creek; Figure 6a). Part of the Upper Gravel unit would therefore predate the Michaud 
Gravels, but the entire thickness of the Upper Gravels would be characterized by vertically-
stratified, heterogeneous fluvial channel and bar facies. 
Alternatively, in Scenario B (Figure 8b) the Bonneville flood scoured the sediments of the 
paleovalley quite deeply and deposited a single, homogeneous basal gravel over which subsequent 
high-energy; fluvially-dominated sedimentation would have completed the formation of the Upper 
Gravel. Under this scenario, some portion of the Upper Gravel, probably the earlier stage rather 
than the later, would be correlative with the extensive Michaud Gravel unit that fans out north of 
Red Hill. At peak flood stage some tributary alluvial fans (such as the City Creek fan), their toes 
eroded away by flood waters, might have slumped or flowed into the main valley; similar, flood-
induced destabilization of the western wall of the valley may have been responsible for the 
geomorphology of the Johnny Creek area, which has been mapped as a massive slump feature 
(Othberg and Rodgers, 2000). 
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Following the peak flood stage, tributary fans would have aggraded onto and interfingered with 
the fluvially-deposited portion of the Upper Gravel (as seen at Fort Hall Canyon, where wells on 
the lower quarter of the alluvial fan actually penetrate the fan deposits and are completed in the 
Upper Gravel; Brown and Caldwell, l 99x). In either scenario, post-flood fluvial processes were 
responsible for the overbank deposits of fine, ostracod-rich silt that caps the Upper Gravel in the 
southern valley. 
Scenario 8A seems incompatible with the magnitude of flood energy that was responsible for 
deposition of the huge boulders found in the Michaud Gravels. To expect that most of the 
pre-existing southern valley fill would resist scouring when l 0-foot diameter boulders were 
transported over them seems implausible. Large basalt boulders and boulder bars encountered in 
foundation and street excavations from West Halliday to at least Carson Street, in drill holes at the 
base of the Upper Gravel, and also inferred from micro-gravity modeling (Reid, 1997; Appendix 
A2, Figure A2.5b) must have been deposited in the early, peak-flood stage of Upper Gravel 
formation. 
In Scenario 8B, flood scouring must have removed extensive amounts of pre-existing valley fill, 
including sediment and rock, consistent with the inferred power of the flood (O'Conner, 1996). An 
event of this magnitude also could have induced large-scale erosion-induced slumping and little of 
the valley's pre-flood morphology would have remained intact. 
The principal criterion for deciding among these competing scenarios hinges on whether the 
Upper Gravel is primarily stratified or homogeneous. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, pumping test 




manner, possibly as a result of vertical stratification. Although grain size stratification and lenses 
ofcoarse sand were observed in the gravels at PMW-2 from 45 to approximately 100 feet 
(Appendix !), stratified material could have been deposited during the flood's recessional stage or 
during a post-flood fluvial stage. 
Figure 8c summarizes lithologic descriptions from the PA-series monitoring wells (CH2M-Hill, 
1994c). Lithologic descriptions for the wells closest to the middle of the valley (and least affected 
by valley-margin influences) have been grouped into four principle units: upper silt and clay; 
sandy gravel; coarse, clean gravel; and silty, clayey (pre-flood) gravel. From the log descriptions, 
the sandy gravels have the greatest variability in their proportions of sand, gravel, and fines. This 
ca. 50 foot-thick unit is interpreted to be equivalent to the stratified deposits between 50 and 100 
feet in PMW-2 and to the stratified and cross-bedded fluvial deposits that have been observed in 
shallow test trenches immediately beneath the silt unit at the Highway Pond gravel pit. 
The coarsest, cleanest and most well-sorted gravels in the section consistently comprise more 
than half of the Upper Gravels and were consistently described as "classic Michaud gravel;" this 
unit is the likeliest candidate for a single, homogeneous unit that was deposited at or immediately 
following peak flood stage. In the three deepest wells, the base of this unit grades into siltier gravel 
and, in the two deepest (PA-I and 7), it bottoms in pre-flood silt- and clay-rich gravel. 
The lithologic data from the PA-series wells represent the strongest direct evidence in support of 
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comprises more than half of the Upper Gravel section. Thus, the Upper Gravel aquifer of the 
southern valley could be described as a composite unit representing both flood and post-flood 
depositional processes. 
The above interpretation may also explain the puzzling discontinuity in grain size distribution 
that is observed in the Red Hill cross section (B-B'; Figure 6b). As shown in Figure 6b, grain sizes 
ranging from clay and silt (in the "Dirty Gravel" unit) up to 10-foot and larger boulders and 
boulder bars occur from the vicinity of this cross-section northward for at least fifteen city blocks. 
The initial sediments deposited in this area during peak flood stage may have been less well-sorted 
than elsewhere in the valley due to the bedrock flow obstruction. At peak flood stage, a 
tremendous hydraulic jump would have existed across the bedrock lip as flood waters tumbled up 
and over it. At the same time that a thick bed load of coarse, well-sorted gravels was aggrading on 
the upstream side of the bedrock lip, a melange of boulders and finer material was dropping out of 
suspension at the point of the hydraulic jump and its low-pressure zone. This process continued 
until upstream gravel deposition eliminated the hydraulic jump, at which point the erosive power 
of the flood waters was in decline and the transition between peak-stage flood gravel deposition to 
late-stage, high-energy fluvial deposition and reworking began. The upper portion of the poorly 
sorted assemblage that had been deposited was subsequently reworked in the fluvial stage, leading 
to the sequence of clean, well-sorted bouldery gravels seen in the upper part of the section. This 
hypothesis is testable because the clean gravels in the upper part of the Red Hill cross section are 
predicted to be stratified and fluvially sorted but with the same volumetric proportion of 
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4. HYDROLOGY 
4.1. REGIONAL HYDROLOGY 
The LPRV is located at the distal end ofa large watershed (the upper PortneufRiver basin), 
which receives an average of 52 x l 09 ft'/yr of precipitation (Norvitch and Larson, 1970), whose 
surfuce and subsurface discharge is focused through a narrow bedrock notch (the Portneuf Gap) 
into the LPRV. Discharge from the upper basin, together with recharge derived locally from the ca. 
145 mi2 lower basin, represents the only known sources ofrecharge for the LPRV. 
Based on patterns of snowpack density and relative tributary valley catchment areas (Figure I b ), 
the principal sources oflocal recharge to the LPRVare believed to be (from southeast to 
northwest): underflow from Marsh Valley through the Portneuf Gap, Portneuf River seepage 
losses, Mink Creek/Gibson Jack underflow, and Pocatello Creek underflow. In addition, lateral 
ground water inflow to the valley through the pediment gravels along the southwest margin of the 
vall_ey provides an unknown amount of recharge from the Bannock Range. Several flowing 
artesian wells and springs located on the pediment gravels south of Cusick Creek, some 40-80 feet 
above the valley floor, may be an indication that contributions from this area are significant. Their 
relative contribution is discussed in Section 5.2. 
4.2. AQUIFER HYDROLOGY 
4.2.1. Aquifer Water Levels and Hydraulic Gradients 
Figure 9 summarizes historic "static" well water levels (measurements taken during 
non-pumping periods following variable recovery periods) over the past 20 years in Pocatello 
municipal wells. Despite the noise introduced by the measurement procedure, the data reveal a 
fairly regular hydraulic gradient along the length of the aquifer, with the overall gradient along the 
valley axis of the order of0.0015, but varying significantly in places. As shown in Figure 5, the 
gradient appears to increase abruptly in the vicinity of the bedrock high (approximately mid-way 
between sections B-B' and C-C ') and then to return to close to average values on either side of the 
bedrock high. This has been corroborated by measurements of water levels in domestic wells 
during a domestic well survey performed in the southern municipal well field area (CH2M-Hill, 
1994d) which showed a steepening of the gradient in the vicinity of PMW-1. 
Figure 10 is a comparison of fluctuations in static well water levels over 22 years, with average 
snowfall amounts recorded at Pocatello airport. The data reveal that the uppermost sand/gravel 
aquifer is strongly influenced by long-term (5-10 year) variations in precipitation and basin 
recharge (superimposed on seasonal water level fluctuations of the order of 2-6 feet, due to 
seasonal imbalance between recharge and pumping). Water levels in wells completed in the Upper 
Gravel aquifer (eg: wells 28, 16 and 10) display pronounced secular variations of 10 feet or more 
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( dra_ft revisio11) 
Well 18 is the only well known to be completed solely in the deep gravel aquifer (located 
beneath the deep clay unit shown in Figure 5). As shown in Figure I 0, it displays a markedly 
subdued long-term hydrograph amplitude in comparison with wells completed in the shallow 
aquifer. The lower gravel aquifer is tapped by several deep wells, but all but well 18 are perforated 
in multiple aquifer zones. These wells are characterized by hydrograph amplitudes which are 
intermediate between those of the shallow aquifer and that of Well 18, indicating their water levels 
represent a weighted average of upper and lower aquifer hydraulic heads. Taken together with the 
stratigraphic interpretation discussed in the previous section, these data support the existence ofa 
deep aquifer in the northern well field. On the basis ofwell 18's water level record, the hydraulic 
head of this deep unit appears to be significantly lower than that of the upper unit, with a 
downward vertical hydraulic gradient implied. This would be surprising if the deep aquifer were 
considered part of the valley hydro logic system, since upward hydraulic gradients are expected in 
val.ley discharge settings. Alternatively, the observed head in the deep gravel aquifer may reflect 
conditions in the regional Snake River Plain aquifer. 
Figure 1 la shows continuous water level variations recorded in several wells located in the 
central and southern aquifer areas, during the spring recharge period of 1993, together with 
Portneuf River discharge (plotted as approximate stage, in feet). Several features are noteworthy. 
First, hydrographs from wells over a large area track remarkably closely. Secondly, water levels in 
some weils display a pronounced diurnal oscillation, suggestive of a barometric response under 
confined or semi-confined aquifer conditions. Third and most significant, is the lack of evidence 
for direct forcing of aquifer storage changes by river leakage. This indicates that river losses may 
not be as significant a source of recharge in the Lower Portneuf aquifer's water budget as implied 
by the work ofNorvitch and Larson (1970) in the upper Portneufbasin above the PortneufGap. 
The water level record in Figure 11 b is extended to include the water level data available on 
Well 28 and PMW-1 to August, 1994. As is apparent, normal to slightly above average spring, 
1993 recharge had a noticeable effect on aquifer water levels, whereas the aquifer did not respond 
at all to the far below normal spring, 1994 recharge event. This figure again shows the lack of 
direct correlation between Portneuf River flow variations and aquifer storage. A much greater 
degree of(negative) correlation is seen between aquifer storage and pumping withdrawals, 
indicating that ground water exploitation has a major impact on the aquifer. 
Figure 11c compares water level changes in the southern aquifer (Well 28, PMW-1), in Mink 
Creek (Marshall) and in the southern aquifer south of the mouth of Mink Creek (Bullock) and in 
the Portneuf Gap (Zahm). As is apparent from these data, aquifer storage began to decrease in the 
southernmost parts of the aquifer while water levels north of PMW-1 were maintaining a near 
steady-state. The record from the Mink Creek well indicates that water levels in this area started 
dropping about one month prior to the decrease in Well 28's water levels. These data indicate that 
ground water underflow through the Portneuf Gap is not a major source of recharge to the southern 
aquifer and that another major source of recharge must be responsible for maintaining aquifer 
storage near steady through to the beginning of summer, 1994. The response of the Marshall and 
other Mink Creek wells suggests that ground water underflow from this and possibly other areas 
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4.2.2. Aquifer Hydraulic Characteristics 
In this study, transmissivity (T) estimates for the aquifer system have been derived for the most 
part from specific capacity data on production wells. Data were interpreted using the methods of 
Walton (1988) and Bradbury and Rothschild (1985), with corrections for partial penetration 
effects. Pumping tests were conducted in two areas, one in each of the northern (wells 31-34 and 
27) and southern aquifers (wells 36, 13, 28 and PMW-2). Two additional pumping tests were 
conducted in the southern aquifer in the vicinity of section D-D' by CH2M-HILL (I 994d). The 
only estimates of porosity of the Upper Gravel are from bulk density measurements on a series of 
grab samples collected in the Highway Ponds borrow pits, which gave a mean value of 2.0 glee, 
and a total porosity estimated at 0.3. 
Table 1 summarizes the estimates of transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity derived from 
well development data, specific capacity, and pumping tests. Comparison ofT obtained from 
specific capacity (not corrected for well loss) and T derived from observation well response in 
pump tests indicates that the effects of well loss are appreciable, as expected with perforated well 
casings. Values oftransmissivity estimated from specific capacity data therefore are expected to be 
low, by up to one In unit. Analysis of data from two controlled pumping tests in the vicinity of 
section E-E' (CH2M-Hill, 1994d) produced K estimates of 600 to 2800 ft/d (mean= I 150 ft/d), 
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Analysis of drawdown responses in wells 26, 27, 31 and 34 indicates an apparent T of 1.5 -4.7 
:ft'/sec (K = 860 - 6800 ft/d) with an apparent storativity of 0.000002-0.000009. This is consistent 
with the confined nature of the upper and lower water-bearing zones tapped by these wells (Figure 
5). The mean T determined for these wells is approximately one In unit higher than the mean of all 
available T estimates. Drawdown responses in wells 36, 13, 28 and PMW-2 indicated the highest 
transmissivities in the entire aquifer system. Using curve matching and Jacob straight-line analysis 
of data from the first four hours of the drawdownphase, values ofT = 7.5 :ft'/sec (K = 6500 ft/d) 
and S = 0.005 were obtained. 
As shown in Figure 12, the drawdown response of well PMW-2 at a distance of 45 ft from the 
pumping well demonstrated classic underdarnped response, characteristic of porous media of very 
high-transmissivity (van der Kamp, 1976). Utilizing van der Karnp's equations and an iterative 
curve-fitting method to determine the frequency and damping constant of the well-aquifer 
oscillatory response, a value ofT = 11.5 :ft'/s (K = 10000 ft/d) was obtained, which is in good 
agreement with the results from conventional methods of pumping test data analysis considering 
the differences in analysis methods and assumptions. 
The results summarized in Table 1 indicate that the hydraulic conductivity in the vicinity of Well 
36 is the highest in the entire aquifer. It is possible that the narrow, notch-like character of the 
paleovalley in this location (Figure 6b) served to focus fluvial energy and resulted in the 
deposition of generally coarser, better-sorted gravels. If so, a similar situation may exist in the 
modem Portneuf Gap, suggesting that higher-K gravels may exist in the Gap than are present in 
the bulk of the southern aquifer. 
The pumping test on Well 36 (Figure 12) defined the presence of an impermeable flow boundary 
at a distance of 600-800 ft (183-244 m) from the pumping well that is consistent with the well's 
distamce from bedrock ( cf. Figure 6b ), but this test was of too short a duration to identify the 
influence of possible river recharge. However, pumping tests conducted in the vicinity of section 
E-E' have corroborated the limited hydraulic impact that the river has on the Upper Gravel aquifer 
(CH2M-Hill, 1994c pe,:form search-and-replace on "1994d", revise "1994c" where appropriate). 
The test on well 36 also indicated that the aquifer behaves in a confined or semi~onfined 
manner, with observation wells 2500 ft away responding instantaneously to the start of pumping. 
In addition, the agreement between transmissivity estimates obtained with conventional analysis 
and with equations developed to describe the underdamped response in confined situations (van 
der Kamp, l 976) also suggests that the aquifer may partially confined in the vicintiy of Well 36; 
this would be consistent with the barometric responses observed in wells 36, 13 and, to a lesser 
degree, well 28 (Figure I la). 
Analysis of pumping test data near section E-E' suggested that substantial lateral hydraulic 
anisotropy (4:1) may exist in the Upper Gravels (CH2M-Hi[~ 1994c). That shallow, multi-well 
test, with the Katsilometes well pumping and the PA-series wells monitoring, was conducted in 
the interval between 30 and 66 ft bis. Wells PA-9 and 10 monitored the depth intervals 57-67/ 




response may have been damped due to interaction with the deeper, non-stressed zone, leading to a 
reduction in apparent drawdown unrelated to lateral hydraulic anisotropy. 
Although that analysis assumed unconfined conditions in the aquifer, Jacob semi-log 
time-drawdown and distance-drawdown analysis methods for confined aquifers were applied (and 
internally consistent results obtained), suggesting that the distinction between confined and 
semi-confined conditions may be quite subtle. Indeed, given a vertical-to-horizontal permeability 
ratio of 0.00 I or less, delayed gravity drainage in an unconfined situation with specific yield of 0.3 
would be expected to last for more than 17 days (Walton, 1988), making direct hydraulic . _ . 
confirmation of an unconfined condition virtually impossible in pumping tests lasting only a few 
days. The proximity of valley boundaries in this strip aquifer further decreases the likelihood that 
an unconfined response could be detected prior to the impacts of the boundaries. 
Should the aquifer prove to be effectively semi-confined because of strong vertical/horizontal 
anisotropy, and if corroboration of the presence of sand lenses in the Upper Gravel is forthcoming, 
the depositional history of the valley's Upper Gravel will no longer be compatible with a singular 
Bonneville flood depositional episode. In that event, the Upper Gravel will have to be viewed as a 
series of glaciofluvial gravels, possibly deposited in the recessional flood stage or over a longer 
period of time following the flood (cf. Figure 8, scenario [cl). A small test pit excavation in the 
Highway Ponds gravel pit during the spring of 1996 revealed a 3-5 foot thick sequence of strongly 





( dra_ft. revi.r,,·ion) 
evidence supports the view that some portion of the Upper Gravel is post-flood and may be far 
more heterogeneous and anisotropic than initially presumed. 
Utilizing a K range of 1000 - 5000 ft/d, a hydraulic gradient of 0.0015, and a total cross-sectional 
area for underflow through the Upper Gravel in section C-C' of 2.5 x 105 ft', ground water 
underflow past C-C' is estimated to be between 4 and 22 ft'/sec. Comparing this flux with the 
annual average continuous pumping rate from the entire well field of ca. 20 ft'/sec indicates that 
pumping withdrawals have a major impact on the aquifer's water balance and storage potential. 
Assuming an effective porosity of 0.3, the linear flow velocity in the southern aquifer is in the 
range of 5-25 ft/day. 
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5. GROUND WATER QUALITY 
5.1. HISTORIC WATER QUALITY TRENDS 
The City of Pocatello has maintained water quality records on its production wells since the 
mid-I 960's. On the whole, inorganic water quality has been characteristically good, although the 
water is very hard and has a relatively high total dissolved solids {TDS) content. Closer 
examination of water quality records shows that ground water quality varies in a systematic 
manner tliat suggests that point and/or non-point sources are adding chloride and sulfate salts to 
the aquifer in a coupled fashion. In particular, the water quality of the eastern alluvial aquifer ( east 
of the PortneufBasalt;Figure 4) is poor and is characterized by high concentrations of chloride, 
sulfate and nitrate. However, because of the lack of production wells in this area and because the 
focus of this study has been on tmderstanding the geohydrology of the main aquifer, relatively little 
water quality information on the eastern aquifer exists. A recent report documents some of the 
water quality problems that characterize the eastern system (Winter et al., 1994) and this, together 
with unpublished M.S. thesis research work by ISU Geology student C. Meehan, constitutes the 
bulk of our knowledge of the water quality of the eastern system. 
5.1.1. Overview of Production Well Data 
Figure 13 shows the overall composition of water from Pocatello production wells as Piper 
(trilinear) plots in selected years. Data are from water quality records on file with the City of 
Pocatello and the IDEQ. In general, the bulk composition of cationic constituents has remained 
fairly constant both spatially and temporally (with perhaps a slight tendency to increasing relative 
sodium content in latter years), while the proportion of sulfate and chloride has shown a 
pronounced variation spatially over the aquifer. In general, portions of the northern aquifer and the 
alluvial aquifer east of the Portneuf Basalt (Figure 4) have the highest concentrations of salts, 
including nitrate. Wells 2 and 3, at the northwest end of the basalt, also have had chronically 
higher salt and nitrate. 
Figure 14 is a comparative plot ofrelative abundances of major anions, showing consistently 
increasing proportions of Cl and SO4 in Pocatello production wells with time. As shown in Figure 
15, these trends are mimicked by various other inorganic constituents, including TDS, major 
cations, hardness, alkalinity and nitrate. Such trends in the historical data can be observed back to 
1966, at least, although the earliest records indicate that nitrate is neither significantly elevated nor 
correlated with chloride, and that the range in dissolved salt concentrations is much smaller than in 
recent times. 
5.1.2. Temporal and Spatial Trends in Historic Data 
Evidence for a temporal trend towards increasing salt concentrations is strikingly evident in the 
historical record, although only portions of the aquifer system have been significantly affected. 
Figure 16 shows variations of chloride in selected Pocatello production wells from 1966, the 
earliest year of record, to the present. Although some of the earlier data's quality is suspect {as, for 
example, some analyses from 1974), the trends shown in Figure 16 are echoed in most major ionic 
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aquifer are real, that the variations are substantial and that the magnitude of variations in different 
portions of the aquifer system differs. 
Of particular interest in Figure 16, is the identification of two geographic areas that appear to 
have had significantly greater dissolved salt impacts than most of the aquifer system. Much of the 
aquifer has shown little or no trend in dissolved salt (example: wells 33, 16, 12 and l0from the 
southern and central portions of the aquifer system), suggesting that for the most part contaminant 
impacts are negligible. The single deep well (18) in the northern aquifer that is producing only 
from the deep, confined gravel unit (cf. Figure 5) also shows no trend in salt concentration with 
time, suggesting that the deep aquifers have not been impacted to the extent that some portions of 
the shallow system have been. One area displaying substantial shallow salt impacts (example: 
wells 22, 26) is located in the northern aquifer system, downgradient of the mouth of Pocatello 
Creek. 
This area is shown in plan view in Figure 17, where the spatial concentration variations suggest 
that the mouth of Pocatello Creek is the source of the salt input. The temporal trends indicate that 
salt pollution in this area has been gradually increasing in severity since about 1970. The coupled 
increases of Cl, SO,, Na, Ca, Mg and NO3 suggests but does not prove that septic leachate may be 
a source of the degradation of ground water quality in this area. Alternatives include dissolved salt 
additions from road salting, nitrate and salt additions from leachate and runoff from small stock 
yards, and landfill-derived leachate. Of these sources, landfill-derived sources in the Pocatello 




The second area of substantial salt impact shown in Figure l 7 (wells 2, 3, 28 in Figure l 6) 
occurs near the northern end of the southern aquifer, where the Portneuf Basalt terminates. This 
area of the municipal aquifer may be affected by the capture of salt- and nitrate-contaminated 
ground water from the eastern alluvial aquifer, which is known to be heavily contaminated by 
these constituents (IDEQ, l 994). Wells 2 and 3 historically have maintained essentially year-round 
production from this area of the aquifer, and therefore may have created a chronic hydraulic sink 
which has created a substantial capture zone for upgradient salt contamination, particularly from 
areas east of the basalt. Municipal well 15, which is situated on the opposite side of the basalt from 
well 28, was abandoned in the early l 980's because of excessive nitrate; it has also had the highest 
chloride and sulfate concentrations of any Pocatello municipal well on record (Cl= 732 and SO,= 
2245 mg/l in 1980). 
From an examination of the historical data it is concluded that: 
a) a large portion of the northern aquifer system is affected by salt pollution from an 
unidentified source but which apparently originates in the Pocatello Creek area; 
b) most of this salt probably originates from shallow and/or surface sources, and that the deep 
portion of the aquifer system may yet be free of contaminants; and 
c) for the most part, the southern aquifer appears not to have been substantially affected by the 
addition of chloride, sulfate and nitrate, except in localized areas along the eastern margin and in 
the vicinity of some private wells. 
5.2. CURRENT WATER QUALITY TRENDS 
5.2.1. Water Quality Trends in the Southern Aquifer 
Figure 18 is a plot of all well locations in the southern aquifer study area that were sampled as 
part of C. Meehan's M.S. thesis research in support of the WHP aquifer characterization program. 
A large number of wells were sampled in order to identify, and to provide a representative number 
of analyses of, the different water sources that are potentially recharging the aquifer. Pending the 
identification of a sufficient spread of water compositions and concentrations, this information 
could be used to calculate independent chemical mass balances for the aquifer, and hence to solve 
for unknown water recharge fluxes. 
Constituents that were analyzed include: field pH, specific conductance and temperature; total 
hardness by EDT A titration; total alkalinity by acid titration; Na and K by atomic absorption 
spectrophotometry; Mg, Cl, and NO, by spectrophotometry, and SO, by turbidimetry. All 
analytical methods are by Hach, lnc. analytical protocols, except for Na and K. Analytical 
methods, precision and detection limits are summarized in Meehan and Welhan (1994) and will be 
detailed in C. Meehan's thesis. 
A Piper plot of the part of the major ion data acquired during l 993 and 1994 is shown in Figure 
19. As is apparent from the plot, several different water types exist in the study area but, except for 














waters overlap to a large extent However, there are several notable features of this data set that 
can be exploited in a chemical mass balance approach. 
First, there are only three distinctly different potential recharge water types associated with three 
different sources: Portneuf River water, the eastern aquifer, and waters of the Bannock Range 
(which includes Mink Creek, Gibson Jack, City and Cusick Creek drainages). The largest 
compositional variation is seen in the Bannock Range waters, probably reflecting a spectrum of 
different water-rock chemical exchange reactions that would be expected in the varied geologic 
setting of the Bannock Range, which includes such chemically diverse rock types as limestone, 
volcanic ash and quartzite. 
Second, aside from this minor compositional diversity, essentially all Bannock Range waters are 
low in TDS and, therefore, are chemically distinct from the main aquifer's ground water. Because 
of the co·ncentration contrast between Bannock Range waters, other potential recharge 
components, and southern aquifer water, their ionic contents are amenable to the development of 
independent chemical mass balance equations, which, together with the hydro logic mass balance 
equation, can be used to solve for unknown water flux terms in the hydro logic mass balance. 
Third, the chemical composition and major ion concentrations of Portneuf River water are very 
similar to those of the southern aquifer, thus rendering the independent solution of a possible river 
recharge flux term impossible on the basis ofchemical compositions, alone. However, the stable 
isotopic composition of surface water tends to be different from ground waters because of 
evaporation (Gat, 1970), particularly during the summer when upstream diversions and enhanced 
evaporation can produce a significant increase in a stream's stable oxygen-18 content. The oxygen 
isotope composition of a number of waters in the study area were analyzed as part of an 
NSF-sponsored research project investigating the hydrology of the Mink Creek watershed (Table 
2). As is evident, the PortneufRiver's composition is significantly different from other potential 
recharge sources. Since only one sample of river water has been analyzed (July, 1994 collection), 
it is not known whether the value shown in Table 2 is representative or anomalous. On the basis of 
this single sample, it would appear that river water contributed half of the total recharge to the 
aquifer, which contradicts several other lines of evidence (Section 6). More samples will be 
collected under winter baseflow and spring, 1995 runoff conditions. If the oxygen-I 8 composition 
of the river during spring runoff proves to be similar to that shown in Table 2, the contribution of 
river leakage to the water balance of the southern LPRV aquifer could be significant 
5.2.2. Chemical Mass Balance Approach 
The chemical mass balance approach being taken by C. Meehan in his M.S. thesis research 
represents work in progress, and is summarized only briefly in this report The method involves 
defining the following balance equations: 
dV/dt = Qg+Qr+Qb+Qe-Qp-Qo 
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where V is the volume of the southern aquifer, the Q's are the rates of water inflow through the 
PortneufGap (g) and from the river (r), the Bannock Range (b), the eastern aquifer (e) and outflow 
from pumping (p) and underflow (o) across t!ie bedrock high at Section B-B'; the q terms 
represent the concentrations of conservative chemical and isotopic species (i) of the various water 
inflow and outflow components G). In the approach used in this study, these conservative species 
are considered to be Cl, so., NO, and oxygen-18. Nitrate was included because all waters in the 
system are believed to be oxidizing and chemical or microbial nitrogen transfonnations are 
assumed to be negligible during the residence time-of water and nitrate in the southern aquifer. 
Preliminary interpretation of the chemical mass balance of the aquifer suggests that Bannock 
Range waters constitute a significant part of the overall recharge to the southern aquifer and that 
PortneufRiver leakage is not a major contributor. lfverified through more detailed modeling of 
the aquifer's chemical mass balance, these interpretations would be consistent with water level 
responses observed in the main aquifer and in Mink Creek valley, and with geohydrologic 
evidence obtained in aquifer pumping tests to date. However, the chemical balance approach 
should not be expected to provide a definitive quantification of aquifer recharge, because of the 
uncertainty in defining the average chemical concentrations of potential recharge sources that may 
originate over a wide area (eg: Bannock range waters) and sources whose chemistry varies widely 
and/or is poorly defined (eg: eastern aquifer contaminated waters). For example, the historical data 
examined in preceding sections indicate that Cl and SO, impacts from local contamination sources 
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are significant in certain areas of the aquifer system, possibly rendering these tracers unsuitable for 
mass balance calculations in a simplified, regional recharge mass accounting. 
5.2.3. Evidence for Local Contamination Sources in the Southern Aquifer 
Figure 20 is a plot of chloride concentrations in the southern aquifer, as defined by C. Meehan's 
sampling in May-July, 1994. This sampling was intended to identify anomalous concentrations of 
conservative anions that were intended to be used as mass balance tracers and to define possible 
spatial variations in the southern aquifer, analogous to those observed on a regional scale (eg: 
Figure 17), which could deleteriously affect the mass balance interpretation. 
Several localized high-Cl anomalies are observed (marked by dashed circles), including one 
which defines a small plume (in the vicinity of Tech Farm Road). These high-Cl occurrences are 
interpreted as localized sources of ground water contamination, originating at or near the surface. 
Possible sources of this contamination include salt runoff from road de-icing, septic field leachate, 
and agricultural (animal) waste. Chloride, sulfate and nitrate are all positively correlated which is 
suggestive of an anthropogenic. The point-source nature of the contamination suggests that 
surface-derived contaminants may be reaching the aquifer via leakage along poorly-sealed well 
casings or through abandoned, open wells. The former is known to be a chronic and wide-spread 
problem throughout southeastern Idaho, due to lack of sufficient enforcement of water well 
drilling and completion regulations, and the latter is suspected in at least one case (the Tech Farm 
Road plume) where anecdotal information is available regarding rapid, localized percolation of 
corral runoff which is suggestive ofan abandoned well. 
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Since the high-Cl values (indicative of localized, point-source contamination) would tend to 
skew a natural, homogeneous aquifer Cl distribution, the normal Cl distribution observed in this 
system suggests that low-Cl waters must also be involved. This gives rise to two possibilities: 1) 
ground water chemical composition is spatially inhomogeneous over the southern aquifer or 2) the 
samples are drawn from more than one population or source water. 
5.2.4. Evidence for Contribution ofa Low-TDS Water to the Southern Aquifer 
Figure 21 is a cross-plot of sulfate vs chloride concentrations in the southern aquifer, for the 
same wells plotted in Figure 20. Two features are noteworthy: a) 66% of the samples cluster 
relatively tightly about a mean chloride concentration of 58 mg/I, with a small number of samples 
showing much higher concentrations (representing those wells contaminated by leakage from 
near-surface sources); and b) a number of samples showing lower concentrations, with a few 
having very low Cl and so. concentrations. The low-concentration samples are similar to waters 
sampled from the Bannock Range (Figure 19), which are low in Cl, SO, and NO,, and indicate that 
these wells may be drawing their water from this type of source. In fact, of eight low-sulfate ( <30 
mg/I) wells completed in the southern aquifer proper, the well logs ofat least four confirm that the 
wells are completed partially or fully in Tertiary Starlight Formation cemented gravels; in addition, 
several other wells with SO,< 30 mg/! on the west pediment gravels are also tapping Bannock 
Range water directly. 
Nitrate is fully correlated with chloride in these wells, and provides further evidence that the 
low-Cl, SO, and low-NO, waters observed in the southern aquifer are due to mixing with a 
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low-nitrate source, such as the Bannock Range end-member, rather than to mixing with relatively 
low-TDS PortneufRiver water which has appreciable nitrate. 
On the basis of the above data, therefore, it is proposed that the aquifer is receiving recharge 
from Bannock Range sources, and that this recharge is entering the aquifer via lateral leakage. A 
paired set of shallow and deep observation wells in Section E-E' (Figure 7b) shows a small but 
significant upward vertical hydraulic gradient between the Tertiary sediments and the Upper 
Gravels (CH2M-Hill, 1994d). This same deep well contains low-TDS water which indicates that 
Bannock Range recharge is entering the aquifer from below as well as laterally. 
5.2.5. Chemical Impacts of Chloride and Sulfate in the Southern Aquifer 
The source(s) of the Cl and SO, contamination observed in isolated wells in the southern aquifer 
remains unknown, although leakage of surface waters contaminated by septic leachate, animal 
wastes and/or road salt have been proposed as possibilities. What is clear, is that some private 
wells have an unmistakable impact on the water quality of the aquifer, apparently by providing a 
conduit for leakage of contaminated surface waters to the aquifer. This may be through poor 
surface casing seals, improper pitless adapter wellhead completions and/or open, abandoned well 
bores. 
High concentrations of Cl and SO, that have been recorded in domestic wells in the eastern 
aquifer (Cl to 490 mg/I, SO, to 220 mg/I) have also been seen in the Pocatello Creek valley (Cl to 
1500 mg/I, SO, to 2000 mg/I), where they have been attributed to contamination by winter road 
salt runoff from Pocatello Creek Road (CH2M-Hill, 1994b). Coupled increases of Cl and SO, 
observed in parts of the southern aquifer have been proposed to be the result of a combination of 
road salt runoff and leaching of a soluble calcium-sulfate component in roadbed aggregate, which 
may also be a major factor in the Pocatello Creek area (Meehan and Welhan, 1994). 
Meehan and Welhan's work has also sugg11sted that other chemical effects due to the inputs of 
road salt and leachable sulfate, such as induced Ca-Na ion exchange, carbonate precipitation 
reactions and common-ion competition, may substantially alter the cationic abundances in these 
ground waters. For example, in Figure 15, where the Na-Cl trend is lower than that expected for 
the addition of pure NaCl, ion exchange may be responsible for Na removal from solution with an 
addition of Ca and Mg to maintain charge equilibrium If NaCl were the sole salt source, the 
observed 110 mg/I increase in Cl in Figure 15 would result in a Na increase of about 72 mg/I. 
However, only a 42mg/l increase in Na is observed, leaving a deficit of30 mg/I (1.30 meq/1). On a 
charge-equivalent basis, the increases in Ca (45 mg/I or 2.2 meq/1) and Mg (not shown in Figure 
15; 8 mg/I or 0.67 meq/1) more than balance the Na deficit Since the quality of the analytical data 
is unknown and since the use of mixed calcium-sodium chloride salts may be responsible for some 
of the "excess" Ca, the data are not inconsistent with the hypothesis that cation exchange is an 




6.AQUIFER WATER BALANCE 
6.1. PRINCIPLE RECHARGE SOURCES 
6.1.1. Precipitation 
Table 3 summarizes mean annual temperature, humidity and precipitation as recorded at the 
Pocatello Airport meteorological station. The period encompassed by this study includes a year of 
above-average precipitation (1993) and one of below-average precipitation (1994). Precipitation in 
the lower basin varies from less than 15 inches (38 cm) in the PortneufRiver valley to more than 
30 inches (76 cm) in the Bannock Range (Figure 22). A precipitation station at Wild Horse Divide 
at an elevation of6526 ft (1990 m) in the southern Bannock Range has averaged 29.7 inches (75.4 
cm) over 11 years of record. As shown in Figure 22, precipitation over the Bannock Range is the 
nearest potential source of local recharge to the LPRV aquifer system, other than underflow from 
the upper Portneufbasin through the Portneuf Gap, and likely plays a significant role in the 
aquifer's water balance. 
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Historic trends in precipitation at the Pocatello Airport weather station and at Wild Horse Divide 
are summarized in Figure 23 showing that total precipitation on the Bannock Range is a little 




the Bannock Range might be expected to mimic the aquifer system's storage variations, and the 
variation in Wildhorse Divide precipitation during the 1980s coincides with the high ground water 
levels seen in aquifer wells in Figure I 0. The synchronicity between local potential recharge (in 
the form of Bannock Range precipitation) and aquifer storage suggests that an important part of 
the aqtrifer's recharge may be locally derived in the Bannock Range. 
6.1.2. Other Potential or Suspected Recharge Sources 
Besides runoff and ground water underflow from the high-precipitation region on the Bannock 
Range, the aqtrifer's other major potential recharge components are summarized in Figure 24. In 
this figure, Bannock Range recharge from Mink Creek, Gibson Jack Creek and the City-Cusick 
Creeks sub-basins has been defined as a single component, Qb, because of the chemical similarity 
of these waters and our inability to separate individual source areas or zones of contribution to the 
aquifer on a chemical basis at this time. 
The second major potential recharge source is flow from the upper Portneufbasin through the 
PortneufGap. This source of recharge may be distributed as ground water underflow through the 
Portneuf Gap and as river losses directly to the LPRV aquifer. Recharge from the upper basin may 
be significant because of the size of the upper basin (1160 mi' or 2970 km2) and the estimated 
amount of precipitation the upper basin receives (19.6 in or 50 cm; Norvitch and Larson, 1970). 
On the basis ofNorvitch and Larson's data, a crude estimate of the water balance of the upper 
basin can be made. Assuming a normal water year, an average basin-wide precipitation input of 
1670 ft'/s and an average discharge of the PortneufRiver of250 ft'/s, the net evaporative and 
consumptive losses and ground water outflow from the upper basin would represent of the order of 
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85% of the total basin recharge. Since estimated potential evaporation in this region is of the order 
of61 inches (155 cm) annually (CH2M-Hill, 1994d), or more than three times the mean annual 
basin precipitation, it is to be expected that evaporative losses, alone, would constitute the largest 
component of the net basin water loss and that ground water may not be a major component. 
Of the potential for
0
ground water outflow from the upper basin, Norvitch and Larson (1970) 
pointed out that annual mean discharge records on the Portneuf River indicated that approximately 
12 ft'/s was lost on an annual average basis to ground water underflow somewhere between the 
lower reach of the upper basin and in the LPRV. However, they believed that substantially more 
could be lost to ground water, and estimated that this could be as high as 87 ftl/s. 
Norvitch and Larson's adjusted estimate of apparent river loss hinged on an estimate of specific 
discharge per unit basin area that was derived for the upper reaches of the basin and which was 
applied ad hoc to the lower reaches without justification. On the other hand, utilizing river 
discharge measurements made by those authors during the 1968 baseflow study period (which, 
curiously, they did not utilize in their analysis), there is no evidence whatsoever for significant 
river losses between Inkom and Pocatello during baseflow times. Their measurements show that, 
at the confluence of Rapid Creek, Marsh Creek and the PortneufRiver below Inkom, the total 
discharge of the Portneuf during December, 1968 was 245.5 ftl/s. Approximately 5.5 miles 
downstream, immediately west of the PortneufGap, PortneufRiver discharge was 247 cfs which, 
although slightly higher, is well within the uncertainties of the measurements. During the same 
time, discharge measured at the downtown Pocatello gauging station was 252 ft'/s, again slightly 
higher because of Bannock Range tributary drainage contributions over the LPRV reach. 
Norvitch and Larson did not measure the discharge oflower Portneufbasin tributary streams. 
We have measurements on Mink Creek, the largest lower Portneufbasin tributary, indicating a 
discharge of l.65 ftl/s during the July, 1994 baseflow period (S. Van Hoff, pers. comm., 1994). 
Although 1994 was a dry year, this measurement suggests that the 5 ftl/s gain observed over the 
Portneufs LPRV reach during baseflow of 1968 was due to tributary stream contributions, and 
reinforces the conclusion that Norvitch and Larson's measurements bear no indication of any 
significant river losses either above or below the Portneuf Gap. 
The current mean annual discharge of the Portneuf River at Pocatello for the period of record is 
279 ft'/s (Harenberg et al., 1993), only slightly above the discharge regime that existed in 
December, 1968 when Norvitch and Larson made their stream discharge measurements. Since the 
Portneufs mean discharge was near normal in 1993 (252 ft'/s) and below normal in 1994 (Figure 
I lb), both years' mean discharges fall within a baseflow regime comparable to the measurements 
ofNorvitch and Larson. Therefore, by analogy with Norvitch and Larson's discharge data it is 
concluded that I) the PortneufRiver was not losing significant amounts of water to leakage during 
1993-94 and 2) that ground water underflow through the Portneuf Gap was not a large component 
of aquifer recharge during 1993-94, 
The first conclusion is in keeping with the lack of hydraulic evidence for a substantial 
river-aquifer connection (Section 4.2.2). The second conclusion is consistent with ground water 




river losses to the LPRV aquifer and ground water underflow through the Portneuf Gap may be 
significant on a transient basis, such as during high river stage. In that case, the 12 ft'/s estimate of 
Norvitch and Lamon may reflect an approximate mean annual underflow through the Gap during 
normal or above-average water years. 
Opinion regarding the Portneuf River as a losing stream is also shifting for other reasons. During 
the past several years, informal surveys of the river have suggested that the ubiquitous carbonate 
darns that occur along the river above Pocatello, and that ha,ve been thought to be predominantly of 
fossil hydrothermal origin, are actually actively growing algal reefs (J. Valcarce, pera. comm., 
1993 ), whose existence may be closely tied to areas of inflow of carbonate-saturated ground 
water. In addition, the extent and location of ice-free areas on the river during winter cold spells 
lends support to the contention that the river may experience substantial ground water gains, rather 
than losses (J. Valcarce, pers. comm., 1995). · 
Besides recharge from the Bannock Range, underflow through the Portneuf Gap and river losses, 
a fourth potential recharge source is included in the provisional water balance formulation, 
primarily on the basis ofchemical considerations. In Section 5.1.2, the chemical composition of 
the shallow alluvial aquifer east of the Portneuf Basalt (the eastern aquifer) was shown to be 
highly contaminated with chloride, sulfate and nitrate salts. The influx of dilute Bannock Range 
watera, which are low in these constituents, have to be balanced by leakage from the eastern 
aquifer or possibly another high-salt recharge source. 
Although additional sources of recharge may also be involved, the current hydro geologic model 
of the basin is incapable of explicitly identifying them. For example, low-temperature thermal 
water is known to occur in wells north of Pocatello Creek and in the Tyhee area north of 
Chubbuck and is likely an expression of fault-controlled deep circulation contributing small 
amounts of water to the shallow ground water regime in that area (Corbett et al., 1980). The Tybee 
thermal waters are known to be elevated in sulfate and chloride relative to shallow ground water 
and therefore represent a potential source of salinity in the shallow ground water system. If similar 
thermal watera recharge the southern valley, they may be responsible for part or all of the salt 
added to the southern aquifer system, although their true contribution would be masked by leakage 
of shallow, contaminated water from the eastern aquifer. 
6.2. WATER BALANCE 
6.2.1. Physical Constraints 
The physical water balance equation for the southern aquifer can be written as: 
c.S =Qg + Qb + Qe +Qr - Qo - Qp 
where the terms are as defined in Section 5.2.2 and Figure 24. Note that direct precipitation input 
on the surface of the LPRV is implicitly neglected in this water balance formulation because 
potential evapotranspiration is so ·much higher than precipitation. The magnitudes of several of 
these terms can be adequately calculated on the basis of physical considerations, whereas others 




In contrast, well water level records in the southern aquifer permit a reasonably accurate estimate 
of storage change (~S). Likewise, pumping withdrawals (Qp) are well known from city production 
records. Of the remaining terms, quantitative estimates of PortneufGap underflow (Qg) and 
southern aquifer outflow (Qo) can be made on the basis of cross-sectional aquifer geometry, . 
hydraulic conductivity, and gradient. During low-flow conditions, the arguments presented in 
Section 6.1.2 indicate that river losses in the LPRV are negligible, leaving only Bannock Range 
inflow (Qb) and possible eastern aquifer leakage (Qe) as significant unknown terms. During 
periods of high river discharge when river losses may be significant, Norvitch and Larson's ( 1970) 
estimate of 12 ftl/s PortneufRiver loss through the PortneufGap can be assumed to represent total 
underflow through the Gap as well as potential river losses in the LPRV (i.e. Qg + Qr). 
Based on the timing of recharge events, variations in pumping withdrawals and aquifer storage 
changes shown in Figure 11 b, three periods spanning some 17 months of available data were 
chosen for provisional water balance calculations. All are referred to subsequently in terms of 
"days since January 1, 1993" (as in Figure lib). The first period, from Day 90-300 (April, 1993 -
October, l 993) covers the only significant recharge event encountered during this study (the 
Spring, 1993 runoff) and also encompasses the peak well production period of l 993. The second 
water balance period, from Day 300- 450 (November, 1993 - March, 1994), encompasses a time in 
which Spring, 1994 runoff was dissapointingly low, southern aquifer production was low and 
aquifer water levels remained fairly constant or declined only slightly. The third, from Day 
450-600 (April, l 994 - August, l 994), covers 1994's period of peak pumping withdrawal 
accompanied by a drastic aquifer storage decline, presumably because of the lack of significant 
recharge . During the latter two periods, mean river discharge was within the regime in which the 
data of Norvitch and Larson ( l 970) were interpreted as indicating negligible river losses in the 
LPRV (Section 6. l .2). Significant river losses are considered likely only in the first water balance 
period when river discharge exceeded 300 ft'/s for about 100 days (Figure l lb). 
Pumping Withdrawals 
Of the terms in the water balance equation, four (Qp, Qg, Qo and ~S) can be estimated 
independently. Pumping withdrawals were obtained from city Water Department records, and 
discharges of wells pumping in the southern aquifer during the provisional water balance period 
were summed over the individual periods of the water balance. For example, during the period 
Day 300-450, Qp was 0.353 billion gallons (Bgal) or 47.2 x 106 ft'; for Day 450-600, Qp was 0. 79 
Bgal (!05.6 x 106 ft'). 
Aquifer Outflow 
From a comparison of the aquifer cross-sections B-B' and C-C' shown in Figure 6, it was 
concluded that the greatest confidence in a physical underflow calculation could be obtained with 
section C-C', because of the availability of hydraulic conductivity data for well 36 (obtained from 
pumping tests), a reasonable estimate ofwell 2's transmissivity (from specific capacity data; Table 
1), and because the cross-sectional geometry of C-C' is better defined than in B-B'. Also, the 
apparent saturated cross-sectional areas available for flow in the two sections raises an interesting 




hydraulic conductivity in the upper gravels no higher than that measured in well 36, the hydraulic 
conductivity of the putative Tertiary gravels in the lower part ofB-B' would have to be higher than 
that of the upper gravels. Since this is unlikely given the very high permeability of the Upper 
Gravel and the fact that the Tertiary gravels are characteristically silt and clay-rich, it follows that 
section B-B' must have a larger total saturated flow cross-section than is apparent in Figure 6.a. 
Furthermore, the western bedrock margin of the aquifer in Section C-C' is well-defined by gravity 
data but not in B-B'. Therefore, section C-C' is considered the best-constrained cross-section for 
southern aquifer underflow calculations. 
The maximum saturated cross-sectional area of section C-C' is calculated to be 2.5 ~ 105 ft' 
during the second water balance period, with less than 4% variation during the lower water level 
periods. A hydraulic conductivity of 8000 ft/day (0.092 ft/s) and a hydraulic gradient of 0.00 I 
(lower than the southern aquifer mean value of0.0015-0.002, because of the higher hydraulic 
condu~tivity in the vicinity of well 36) were used for these calculations. The outflow rate through 
C-C' is therefore estimated at 2.0 x 106 ft'/day (5.5 Bgal/year). 
Portneuf Gap Underflow 
Figure 25 shows a cross-section of the PortneufGap, looking west, derived from a simple 
projection of the slopes of the valley margins. Micro-gravity data obtained from a traverse across 
the Portneuf Gap corroborate this simple subsurface interpretation of bedrock-imposed flow 
boundaries (Appendix II; Reid, 1997). The saturated cross-sectional area was assumed to be 3 x 
104 ft2• Based on four wells whose water levels were monitored during 1994, the mean hydraulic 
gradient through the Gap is 0.0013. The hydraulic conductivity of gravels in this narrow notch was 
assumed to be comparable to the high values seen at well 36 (also in a bedrock notch; see section 
C-C') and a value of I 0,000 ft/qay was assumed for calculations. The estimated underflow through 
the Gap is therefore 3.9 x 105 ft'/day (I.I Bgal/year). Note that this is approximately 38% of the 12 
ft'/s value that is considered to be a justifiable estimate of total PortneufGap underflow and 
potential river losses as inferred from Norvitch and Larson's (1970) data (Section 6. l.2). The 
similarity between these values suggests that Portneuf Gap underflow is not much larger even 
during normal water years. The magnitude of this recharge term was assumed to be invariant in the 
water balance calculations, since changes in saturated cross-sectional area during the three water 
balance periods were far less than the uncertainty in hydraulic properties. 
Aquifer Storage Change 
Figure 26 shows monthly water levels measured in southern aquifer production wells during 
1993 and 1994, as derived from Pocatello Water Department records, together with continuous 
water level records from well 28 and PMW-2 and monthly water levels from a typical domestic 
well in the southernmost part of the aquifer near the Portneuf Gap. Water levels are shown as feet 
above the 4400 ft datum; wells with lowest hydraulic heads are furthest north in the aquifer. 
Changes in water level between the beginning and end of each the water balance periods is shown 
on the figure. 
During Day 90-300, storage increased over the length of the aquifer but was greatest in the 
southernmost area, suggesting that a large part of the system's recharge originated from southern 
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300-450, aquifer storage in the vicinity of sections B-B' and C-C' showed a slight decline, whereas 
storage appeared to decline about 2-3 times as much south ofwell 14. This suggests that most of 
the recharge during this period entered the aquifer north of well 14. During the third period (Day 
450-600), storage declines were approximately uniform in all parts of the southern aquifer, 
possibly indicating that the rates of recharge from the Bannock Range had, for the most part, 
achieved minimum baseflow values along the length of the aquifer. 
If the Bannock Range were the most important source of recharge, the differential responses 
observed during the first two water balance periods suggests that differential ground water flow 
rates and residence times may characterize different areas of the Bannock Range. This hypothesis 
is consistent with the varied geology of the Bannock Range, and the fact that areas of limestone; 
many containing evidence ofkarstification (J. Valcarce, pers. comm, 1993), exist in both the 
Mink Creek and Gibson Jack watersheds. Substantial areas of karst limestone have been identified 
in mapping work conducted in the Mink Creek basin (S. Van Hoff, unpubl. data), and a large area 
oflirnestone has been mapped over the middle and lower reaches of the Gibson Jack watershed 
(D. Rodgers, unpubl. data). 
Utilizing the average of water level changes shown in Figure 26, an aquifer area of88 x 106 ft', 
and a mean porosity of0.3, storage increase during Day 90-300 was 132 x IO' ft' (0.99 Bgal) and 
storage decline during Day 450-600 was 168 x ID' ft' (1.26 Bgal). 
Water Balance Residual 
The "residual" term in this water balance accounting represents the sum (Qb + Qe + Qr) of 
unknown recharge inputs from the Bannock Range, the eastern aquifer, and possible river losses in 
the LPRV. As discussed below, and in Section 6.1.2, river losses are believed to be small, so that 
the water balance residual computed here essentially represents the sum of all Bannock Range 
inflows and leakage from the eastern aquifer. Part of C. Meehan's thesis research is directed 
toward evaluating the relative importance of eastern aquifer vs Bannock Range inflows on the 
basis of the chemical mass balance approach. 
6.2.2. Implications and Discussion of Water Balance Results 
Figure 27 summarize the results of the provisional water balance for the three water balance 
periods during 1993-94. Figure 28 and Table 4 summarize the annual water balance by 
normalizing the 510-day water balance totals to 365 days. As would be expected, recharge from 
these sources peaked during the first water balance period during which time the system received 
· its largest spring runoff pulse. The magnitude of recharge subsequently declined through the 
winter, spring and summer of 1994. The water balance calculations indicate that the entire aquifer 
system is heavily dependent on recharge from the Bannock Range (Qb) during the winter and 
spring to replenish storage lost during peak pumping periods, and that pumping has a significant 
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When pumpage from wells in the north and central parts of the aquifer system is considered 
together, the impact of pumping on the aquifer system is seen to be tremendous. For example, over 
the entire 510-day period of the water balance, pumpage from north and central aquifer Pocatello 
municipal wells was 6.5 Bgal compared to 1.8 Bgal for the southern aquifer wells. Net storage 
decline in the north and central aquifer is difficult to estimate with the available knowledge of 
northern aquifer geology but appears to have been comparable to that in the southern aquifer (ca. 
0.1 vs. 0.5 Bgal, respectively). Since storage supplied less than 2% of the northern aquifer's well 
production during this period, the remainder had to originate from tributary recharge inflow. 
Calculated total outflow from the southern aquifer, Qo, during the 510-day water balance period 
was 7.5 Bgal. Since most of this water probably recharged the uppermost aquifer of the northern 
system (c£ Figure 5) and since most of the northern wells are preferentially perforated in the upper 
aquifer, it is suggested that outflow from the· southern aquifer supplies most, if not all, of the 
pumping withdrawal of the northern well field. 
If the northern aquifer system receives only small amounts of recharge from sources other than 
southern aquifer outflow, the implications for maximum pumping capacity of the aquifer system 
will need to be examined. Total pumpage from all Pocatello wells in the northern and southern 
well fields during the 510-day water balance accounting was 8.3 Bgal. In comparison, total known 
recharge to the system (Qg + residual) comprised l O Bgal. Thus, essentially 85% of available 
recharge for that period was withdrawn through pumping and effectively consumed (except for 
storm drain return which flows into the Portneuf River, all municipal waste water is discharged to 
the municipal sewage treatment facility northwest of Chubbuck, well outside of the northern 
aquifer's boundary). This coincided with a net reduction in aquifer storage of approximately 0.6 
Bgal, most of which occurred in the southern aquifer. Because a complete accounting of the 
northern aquifer's water balance is not possible, it can only be speculated that the net storage 
deficit is due to ground water outflow from the northern aquifer and that tributary-inflows, such as 
from Pocatello Creek underflow, contribute only a small amount to the northern aquifer's water 
balance. If safe yield is defined as the annual extraction of ground water that does not exceed 
average annual recharge (Conkling, 1946), then the safe yield of the LPRVaquifer system may be 
close to being realized under current pumping conditions and during the extended drought period 
that has existed for seven of the past eight years. 
The calculated residuals during the latter two water balance periods average 3.0 Bgal per 
150-day period, or 2.7 x 106 ft'/day. This is approximately twice the flux calculated from a 
preliminary ground water flow model calibration performed for capture zone analysis in the 
southern aquifer, for the same time period (CH2M-Hill, 1994d). However, the flow model assumed 
recharge only at the up-gradient end of the aquifer, and was calibrated only to hydraulic head data 
in a very limited area of the southern aquifer. 
If river losses are indeed negligible during low-flow periods, then the relative proportion of 
eastern aquifer recharge that may have contributed to the southern aquifer during 1994 may be 
discernible on the basis of chemical mass balance. M.S. thesis work ofC. Meehan is partly 
devoted to determining whether independent estimates on recharge fluxes can be derived from 
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chemical mass balance considerations, utilizing the approach in Section 5.2.2. For example, 
preliminary indications are that, on purely chemical grounds, the eastern aquifer's contribution to 
the southern aquifer is less than 10% of the Bannock Range's contribution (Figure 28). 
An estimate of the regional hydraulic gradient responsible for lateral flow of ground water from 
the Bannock Range was made in Appendix III (Figure A3.4). Using a hydraulic gradient of0.l for 
ground water flow across the aquifer's western margin, the amount of Bannock Range _inflow can 
be used to estimate an effective hydraulic conductivity for the western margin. Assuming that the 
calculated inflow (Qb) takes place unifonnly over the length of the southern aquifer (1.6000 ft; 4.8 
km), and over a cross-sectional thickness of the order of 1000 ft, the apparent hydraulic 
conductivity of the western margin is found to be of the order of 1 ft/day. This suggests that much 
of Bannock Range recharge enters the aquifer through low-permeability sediments comprising the 
base of the aquifer and the western gravel terraces. 
.. ·i 
TABLE 4 - Water balance summary for the southern aquifer, April, 1993 to August, 1994. 
Waler Balance 
Period (Days since Prod'n Total!il Slora.ge Change in 
Jan.I, 1993) North Wells South Wells All Wells N. Aquifer S. Aquifer 
90-300 (Wei Year) 2.BIE-+-009 6.24E+00B 3.44E+009 -2.45E+009 9.B7E+OOB 
300-450 8.7 58-+-008 3.53E+008 1.23E+009 l.54E+009 -1.97E+008 
450-600 (Diy Year) 2.B5E-+-009 7.BIE+00B 3.63E+009 7.85E+008 -I.26E+009 
510day Totals: -6.548-+-009 -I.76E+009 -B.29E+009 -l.22E+OOB -4.74E-+-O0B 
Normalized Annual -4.68E-+-009 -1.26E-+-009 -5 .94 E-+-00 9 -8.70E-+-007 -3.39E-+-O0B 
Water Balance Red Hill Portneuf Gap S. Aquifer 
Period (Days since Outflow Inflow Residual 
Jan.I, 1993) Qo Qg (Qb+Qe+Qr) 
90-300 (Wei Year) 3.05E-+-009 6.13E+008 2.47E-+-009 
· 300-450 2.24E-+-009 4.38E+008 2.35E+009 
450-600 (Diy Year) 2.16E-+-009 4.JBE+00B 3.77E-+-009 
5l0d.ay Totals: -7.45E+009 I.49E+009 8.59E+009 
Normalized Annual -5.33E-+-009 1.06E-+-009 6.14E-+-009 
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7. WELLHEAD PROTECTION 
7.1. OBJECTIVES 
(,lraft revision)· 
The objectives of the EPA-funded WHP Demonstration Grant study were I) characterize the 
·hydrogeology of the southern municipal aquifer; 2) define time-of-travel (TOT) zones for wells 
that could be compared with State of Idaho WHP guidelines (IDEQ, 1994); 3) identify alternative 
approaches to WHP capture zone delineation in similar aquifers; and 4) outline a methodology for 
delineating refined WHP zones in municipal well fields utilizing commonly available municipal 
production well records. The first objective has been the focus of the preceding sections: that is, 
defining a working conceptual hydrogeologic model of the aquifer system that can form the basis 
for quantitative modeling. The presentation and discussion of historic water level, specific capacity 
and chemical data in Sections 4 and 5, and the use of municipal production well water level data in 
Section 6.2, was intended to address the fourth objective: namely, the use of existing information 
to provide reasonable, site-specific estimates of aquifer properties for capture zone modeling. The 
approach used in foregoing sections of this report can thus serve as a model for assembling and 
analyzing such data in other municipal aquifer situations where water production records are 
available. 
Objectives 2) and 3) constitute the focus of this section, namely, utilizing the information 
obtained through aquifer characterization ( or through the synthesis of existing records) to delineate 
WHP area(s) and a management strategy. Figure 29 defines basic WHP terminology used in this 
report (EPA, 1987). The simplest approach to implementation of a WHP plan is to define a zone 
of contribution to individual pumping wells orto an entire well field (capture zone), where the 
extent of the zone is defined by the minimum time required for ground water ( or a non-reactive 
contaminant carried by the water) to move that distance (TOT zone). This zone, or a combination 
of multiple zones for all wells in a well field, defines a WHP area within which contaminant 
sources and land use activities can be managed and controlled. The definition of this zone can be 
accomplished by extremely simplistic means (arbitrary or calculated fixed radial zones) or more 
refined techniques (simplified shapes; analytical, semi-analytical or numerical flow modeling). 
The most general and potentially most conservative approach to implementation of a WHP plan is 
to identify and map the boundaries of the system where recharge originates and within which a 
WHP area can be defined. 
Because of the amount of geologic and hydrologic information that has been assembled, the 
simplest approaches are considered inadequate to define realistic WHP areas. On the other hand, 
insufficient information about the nature of Bannock Range recharge is currently available to 
justify development of a numerical flow model. Therefore, a 2-dimensional, semi-analytical 
modeling approach was initially chosen. However, the identification of possible diffuse recharge 
from the Bannock Range along the entire western margin (and possibly through the base of the 
aquifer, as well) has raised serious questions about the validity of2-dimensional models in this 
situation and how to assign and verify realistic boundary conditions to a 3-dimensional model. 
Because of these concerns, a reasonable alternative seems to be hydrogeologic mapping of 




7.2. IMPLICATIONS OF THE AQUIFER MODEL FOR WHP 
The southern LPRV aquifer is a narrow, relatively thin, strip aquifer, characterized by high linear 
flow velocity and high specific flux, and lateral impermeable or low-permeability boundaries · · 
which are relatively close to (within I km) all production wells.;The influence of the Portneuf: 
River is minor and is assumed not to act as a significant recharge boundary. Lithologically, the 
aquifer appears to be unconfined but, over short pumping periods (several days), behaves 
hydraulically as a semi-confined system. This is interpreted to be because its lateral hydraulic 
conductivity is several orders of magnitude higher than its vertical hydraulic conductivity, leading 
to delayed and relatively prolonged vertical drainage during pumping, and hence to the effectively 
semi-confined nature of the observed short-term well response. 
These constraints naturally lend themselves to limiting the transverse spreading of flow lines, 
and hence of the capture zone, of a pumping well relative to axially-directed regional flow lines. 
The result is that capture zones should tend to be elongated in the direction of the valley axis, with 
the degree of elongation increasing with horizontal hydraulic conductivity and regional flow 
velocity. 
On the other hand, the geometry of the southern aquifer (see cross-sections shown in Figures 6, 
7), observed storage changes and the results of water balance calculations create a more complex 
picture. The principal source of aquifer recharge was determined to be from the Bannock Range, 
but the area of ingress of Bannock Range recharge may vary temporally along the aquifer's western 
margin. For example, during the spring, 1994 runoff period, most recharge appeared to originate 
from the Mink Creek/Gibson Jack drainages (cf. Figure 26). Later in the 1994 water year, relative 
aquifer water level changes indicated that recharge from the Mink Creek area declined and 
appeared to enter the aquifer northwest of Mink Creek Chemical survey data indicate that 
Bannock Range water also enters the aquifer through its base (c£ Figure 20). 
These findings suggest that well capture zones in this aquifer are far more complex than the 
commonly assumed, geometrically-simple shapes commonly associated with pumping wells in a 
homogeneous aquifer characterized by uniform flow boundaries and recharge characteristics. 
Furthermore, because all of the southern production wells are close to the aquifer's margins, any 
fluctuations in boundary input fluxes will have a proportionately greater effect on capture zone 
shape. 
7.3. CAPTURE ZONE MODELING 
Because of the problems outlined in the preceding section, discrete capture zone modeling as 
originally conceived within the scope of this study (utilizing simple, 2-dimensional, 
semi-analytical models), has become less relevant to the definition of a meaningful WHP strategy 
for the southern LPRVaquifer than alternative methods. Results of southern aquifer capture zone 
and TOT modeling using this approach have been reported by Welhan and Meehan (1994). 
Capture zone modeling performed by CH2M-Hill (1994d) in the southern aquifer, utilizing 
2-dimensional numerical flow and particle-tracking models (MODFLOW and MODPA TH), has 




semi-analytical approach. This difference is attributed to the use of variable aquifer thickness in 
the CH2M-Hill model (in an attempt to incorporate 3-dimensional aquifer geometry) versus a 
constant-thickness aquifer in the semi-analytical approach used by Welhan and Meehan (1994). In 
the MODFLOW model developed by CH2M-Hill,,the aquifer was assumed to thicken inward from 
its margins towards its axis, with the effect that flow lines were more constricted than in the 
semi-analytical model which assumed a constant aquifer thickness. 
However, since details of the semi-analytical approach utilized by Welhan and Meehan (1994) 
were not provided in that communication, and because the capture zones and TOT zones so · 
defined are useful in comparing WHP delineation methods, this sub-section describes the 
modeling approach used and summarizes the principal results. 
The modeling software used in the semi-analytical approach was the GPTRAC option of the 
EPA's WHPA code (EPA, 1991). The semi-analytical option in GPTRAC was used, wherein 
pumping well capture and TOT zones in a homogeneous aquifer with simple, linear boundaries, 
are modeled by forward- or reverse-pathline analysis. Details of the model's assumptions, 
calculation algorithms and limitations are summarized in EPA (1991). 
The model domain was chosen to cover the area influenced by municipal production wells 2, 3, 
13, 14, 28 and 36 (Figure 30). The PortneufRiver was assumed not to act as a hydrologic 
boundary, and the model was run as a strip aquifer with two impermeable lateral boundaries. The 
position of the western boundary was fixed by the results ofwell 36's pumping test analysis, which 
identified the location of an impermeable barrier at a distance of ca. 600-800 feet (Figure 12; 
Section 4.1.2). The position of the eastern boundary was varied to simulate two scenarios: a) a 
maximum model width of3000 ft (915 m), where the PortneufBasaltand underlying sediments 
are assumed to define the eastern aquifer boundary; and b) a maximum model width of 6000 ft 
(1.83 km), where the sediments beneath the basalt do not impede lateral flow. The model was run 
in both unconfined and confined modes, with the radii of influence of all pumping wells set at 
2500 ft (762 m) for the unconfined case. 
Aquifer thickness was set at either 65 ft ( 19.8 m) or I 00 ft (30.5 m), to model the range of 
variations seen between wells east and west of the river at Section C-C' (see Figure 6b ). Hydraulic 
conductivity was varied between 1000-5000 ft/d (305-1524 mis). Effective porosity was set at 0.3, 
hydraulic gradient at 0.0015 and pumping rates were set at the maximum summer, 1994 values for 
individual wells (l.5-5.8 :ft'/s; 700-2600 gpm; 44-164 l/s). Well radii are taken from Table I. A 
summary of parameter values is given in Appendix IV. 
Figure 31a shows the results of one model run, where the eastern boundary is defined by the 
western margin of the Portneuf Basalt and underlying sediments; Figure 31b shows the extent of 
one-yearTOT zones for identical conditions when the eastern boundary is moved 3000 feet(915 
m) east. In both model runs, aquifer thickness was maintained constant at 65 feet, and the effects 
of pumping at wells 2 and 3 were described by a single pumping center located midway between 
the two wells and pumping at their combined rate. The effect of nearby boundaries on capture zone 
geometry is obvious in comparing the two figures. Note that in Figure 31 b the capture zones of 
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the high-chloride and nitrate values observed in Ross Park wells (Figures 16, 17): contaminated 
eastern aquifer water is being drawn into these wells due to their high pumping rates. Such an 
interpretation casts doubt on the supposition that the eastern margin of the southern aquifer is 
defined by the edge of the Portneuf Basalt (CH2M-Hill, 1994d). It also suggests that leakage of 
high-Cl and -SO, water from the eastern aquifer may be occurring elsewhere along the margin of 
the basalt, giving rise to local, high-salt contents in southern aquifer water (Figure 20). 
Figure 31c shows the extent of one-year TOT zones for conditions identical to Figures 3 lb, 
except that the model was run in unconfined aquifer mode. The differences between confined and 
unconfined responses under these conditions is minimal. 
Figure 31d shows the tremendous difference that hydraulic conductivity makes in the geometry 
of capture zones. In this model run, only wells 13 and 36 are pumping and aquifer thickness is set 
at 100 feet (30.5 m). Note that the TOT zones shown are for 2-month travel times. 
These model runs indicate that pumping wells in the southern aquifer are capable of intercepting 
up-gradient sources over essentially the entire width of the aquifer in those areas where aquifer 
hydraulic conductivity is near 1000 ft/d. Thus, the use of fixed-radius capture zones in a narrow, 
strip aquifer such as the southern aquifer of the LPRV could be an effective means of delineating 
a WHP area which encompasses several pumping wells whose combined capture areas effectively 
span the width of the strip aquifer. However, such a method may lead to considerable 
under-estimation of the true capture zone area in cases where the boundaries of the aquifer are 
inadequately defined. Thus, in the case of Wells 2,3 and 28, the assumption that the Portneuf 
Basalt and underlying sediments formed an effective barrier boundary (Figure 3 la) for the 
high-permeability Upper Gravel aquifer leads to a serious misrepresentation of the actual well 
capture zones. 
Under these conditions, two-year TOT zones are of the order of2 miles (3.2 km) long. For the 
high-K range (5000 ft/d), capture zones are very narrow and elongated, and two-year TOT 
distances of the order of 6 miles ( 10 km) result under these conditions. Welhan and Meehan's 
(1994) model runs included the extreme case ofhigh-K (5000 ft/d) and low porosity (0.1), which 
give rise to even more elongated capture and TOT zones. 
Comparison with numerically-modeled capture zones in which aquifer thickness can vary 
(CH2M-Hill, 1994d), shows that the analytical capture zone shapes are considerably wider for the 
same hydraulic conductivity ranges used. Sensitivity runs with the GPTRAC model indicate that 
the modeled TOT distance is inversely proportional to the aquifer thickness assigned, all other 
parameters remaining constant This indicates that the extent to which the aquifer thickness 
deviates from a uniform slab of equivalent average thickness will determine how representative 
the TOT distances determined from analytical modeling will be, compared to the actual TOT 
distances. From what is known of the southern LPRV aquifer's basal geometry (eg: Appendix II), it 
is clear that analytically-defined TOT zones may be a poor representation of actual WHP areas. 
Assuming that average aquifer hydraulic conductivity is closer to the low range used in these 
calculations, 5-year TOT zones for wells in the central aquifer and in the northern end of the 
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southern aquifer will be manageable, since the WHP areas so defined would be confined within 
the boundaries of the aquifer. However, for wells south of PMW-l and Well 14, or for longer 
travel times, calculated TOT zones will extend outside of the aquifer boundaries in a direction 
dependent on the locations of principal recharge inflow (Figure 32). For example, if the Mink 
Creek or Gibson Jack valley were the location of major recharge to the southern aquifer, 
semi-analytical methods would be hard-pressed to define WHP zones where flow diverged from 
the main aquifer and extended into complex boundary geology. Similarly, if diffuse recharge to the 
southern aquifer proved to be important along the western margin, then semi-analytical TOT zones 
would overestimate the travel distance in the up-gradient direction and WHP areas would be quite 
different than those depicted here. 
7.4. HYDROGEOLOGIC MAPPING AND RECHARGE ZONE DELINEATION 
On the basis of our work on the water balance of the southern aquifer, it is clear that the southern 
aquifer's outflow is the source of much if not most of the northern aquifer's recharge. Therefore, by 
defining and managing the southern aquifer's WHP areas, much will be accomplished in the 
northern area, as well. In the southern aquifer, it is possible to identify three principle recharge 
source areas for WHP management. These are: a) the recharge areas in the Bannock Range that are 
responsible for supplying high quality, pristine recharge to the aquifer system; b) recharge from 
the upper PortneufRiver basin via the PortneufGap, whose quality is good but subject to 
up-gradient influences; and c) the area known as the eastern aquifer, which appears to be supplying 
a relatively small quantity of water to the southern aquifer, but whose water quality is poor. 
Of these areas, the Bannock Range/Mink Creek/Gibson Jack recharge zone is the most important 
in terms of quantity and perhaps the easiest to manage from a WHP standpoint. It comprises a 
well-define(! geographic area, of low population, low current land-use impacts and is potentially 
the most manageable area. Because of its low population, future growth and development can be 
most easily controlled. A large part of this recharge zone is U.S. Forest Service-managed timber 
land, which provides excellent snowpack retention and moisture infiltration capability (unpubl. 
data). A hydrologic study of the Mink Creek watershed, which was begun in 1994, has provided 
data on snowpack accumulation, recharge processes and sub-basin water balance which is in the 
process of being evaluated. 
Evidence for leakage of contaminated water from the eastern aquifer has been documented in 
this report and will be dealt with further in C. Meehan's M.S. thesis. This area is not denoted as a 
recharge zone per se for the LPRV although it does contribute recharge to the southern aquifer. 
Little is known of the source(s) of water or of solute in this subsystem, or of the relative 
importance of leakage from this aquifer into the southern aquifer during wet vs dry years. 
However, several factors including historically heavy land use in this area, the identification of 
numerous threats to ground water quality from industrial, small business and domestic sources 
(CH2M-Hill, 1994a), and the continuing potential for development in this area, will make it a 
difficult area to manage. From the WHP viewpoint, it is also unclear what the benefits of 





The upper basin source area will undoubtedly be the most difficult recharge area to manage, 
because of its sheer size, the diversity of land uses in the upper basin, and the potential for 
conflicts with upper basin water users over water quantity and quality. However, its point of 
impact on the LPRV aquifer is also the most well-defined of the principle recharge sources, so that 





8.1. MAJOR FEATURES OF THE HYDROGEOLOGIC MODEL 
The LPRV aquifer system is a unique ground water reservoir which is of critical importance to 
the cities of Pocatello and Chubbuck. The aquifer system comprises two very different 
sub-systems. The northern aquifer sub-system is several hundred feet deep, hydraulically confined 
by two or more aquitards, and suffers from a variety of water quality problems. Unfortunately, the 
lack of subsurface information in this part of the system precludes an in-depth analysis of the 
northern system's hydrogeology. This is particularly frustrating because the northern aquifer 
system is potentially of the greatest importance to future water resource development in the LPRV 
because of its tremendous storage potential. 
The southern aquifer is a narrow, relatively shallow strip aquifer hosted in very permeable, 
coarse gravels, characterized by high linear flow velocities and suffering from serious TCE 
contamination. This aquifer appears to be Ii tho logically unconfined but shows hydraulic 
indications of semi-confinemenl The mean hydraulic conductivity of all wells with test data in the 
southern aquifer is 2400 ft/d, with a range of 200-8200 ft/d. Based on estimates of hydraulic 
conductivity, hydraulic gradient and cross-sectional flow area, the southern aquifer's ground water 
underflow is estimated at 23fl3/s (5.3 Bgal/year). At an effective porosity of0.3, ground water flow 
velocity is of the order of 5 - 25 ft/day. 
8.2. INORGANIC SALT CONTAMINATION 
A third significant hydrogeologic system, the eastern aquifer, is not important as a municipal 
production source because of its small size and low permeability. However, it is contaminated with 
relatively high concentrations of inorganic salts of chloride, sulfate and nitrate. These 
contaminants have been appearing in Pocatello production wells in the Ross Park area for years 
and indicate that the eastern and southern aquifers are in hydraulic communication. Nitrate and salt 
contamination is also present in the northern aquifer, apparently emanating from the mouth of 
Pocatello Creek. Localized salt contamination also exists around some private wells in the 
southern aquifer, indicating that contaminated surface water is communicating with the aquifer, 
probably along well casings that are improperly sealed. 
8.3. AQUIFER WATER BALANCE 
Ground water flow from the Bannock Range and the Portneuf Gap are the principal sources of 
recharge to the LPRV aquifer system, with Bannock Range sources representing about 30% of the 
total recharge during 1994 (a dry year) and more than 50% during 1993 (an above-average water 
year). Aside from these sources, there is no verified evidence of substantial river recharge, and 
although the eastern aquifer may contribute some recharge, on chemical grounds it appears that 
leakage from the eastern aquifer represents less than 10% of the Bannock Range flux. 
In terms of the magnitudes of water balance components, southern aquifer pumping needs were 
almost completely met by the amount of ground water that flowed into the LPRV through the 
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Portneuf Gap during 1993/94. Similarly, the northern well field relied on outflow from the 
southern aquifer for 80% of water withdrawn in the northern aquifer. Total well field pumping 
withdrawal during the 1993/94 water balance accounting period represented 90% of the total 
known recharge to the LPRV aquifer, suggesting that the aquifer system may be approaching its 
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9. RECOlrfllfENDATIONS 
9.1. IMPLICATIONS FOR CONTAMINANf REMEDIATION 
I) Bannock Range ground water inflow and Portneuf Gap underflow appear to be the most 
important sources of recharge to the southern aquifer system, but contributions from the Bannock 
Range may occur from diffuse inflow along the entire length of the southern aquifer's westef!l 
margin as well as from localized areas such as near the mouths of Mink Creek and Gibson Jack 
Creek. Pumping wells have been designed for TCE plume capture utilizing capture zone 
geometries that are predicated on a single loqlized source of aquifer recharge originating from the 
Portneuf Gap. The effects of differences in the relative magnitude and location of ground water 
inflow along the western valley margin should be considered and design contingencies developed. 
2) The shape ofTCE contaminant plume and ground water isopotential lines near the mouth of 
Mink Creek (as defined in the CH2M-Hill Phase I TCE plume study), as well as the water level 
data available for wells in the Gibson Jack-Mink Creek area for the Spring, 1993 recharge event 
suggests that this may be the location of the largest volume ofinflow from Bannock Range sources 
during spring recharge in normal water years. The impacts of this type of episodic, high-volume 
input on TCE plume capture should be investigated as one of the design contingencies in (I). 
3) Capture zone modeling for Wells 2,3 and 28 suggests that chronically elevated levels of 
dissolved salts and nitrate in Ross Park production wells may be due to the capture of 
contaminated ground water from the eastern aquifer, leaking into the southern aquifer under or 
through the Portneuf Basalt. Although knowledge of bi;ith the eastern aquifer's and the Portneuf 
Basalt's geometry and geology is crucial to understanding the cross-communication between the 
eastern and southern aquifers, and in predicting the future water quality of production wells 
located near the PortneufBasal.t (eg~ Ross Park wells, Katsilometes well), the subsurface geology: 
of this area is basically unknown. It is recommended that several of the gravity survey lines 
completed across the southern aquifer in 1994 should be extended across the Portneuf Basalt and 
the eastern aquifer in order to help define the subsurface geology of this area. 
4) The deepest part of the LPRV's bedrock basin and the thickest section of Tertiary sedimentary 
basin-fill exist in the area where Mink Creek enters the southern aquifer. This area is also where 
least is known of the TCE contaminant plume's geometry, source(s) and vertical distribution in the 
Tertiary vs Upper Gravel sediments. TCEconcentrations (CH2M-Hill, 1994d) in well PA-7, the 
only well completed solely in Tertiary (or Pleistocene?) sediments, were as high as in wells 
completed in the Upper Gravel, suggesting that the Tertiary section here may be playing a role in 
transporting the contaminant. A deep test well (to at least 250 feet should be completed in the 
Tertiary section, to permit hydraulic testing and determination of hydraulic parameters. 
9.2, DELINEATION OF WHP AREAS AND WHP MANAGEMENT 
l) Fixed-radius capture zones in a narrow, strip aquifer such as the southern aquifer of the LPRV 
should be applied with caution, as the method may lead to under-estimation of the true capture 
zone area in cases where the boundaries of the aquifer are inadequately defined. 
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2) The analytically-defined capture zones modeled for the southern LPRV aquifer are considered 
to be very coarse approximations of true capture zone geometry because of the failure of simplified 
analytical models' boundary conditions to adequately represent the actual boundary conditions. 
Effective delineation of capture and TOT zones should be accomplished with a numerical flow and · 
particle-tracking model. 
3) Assuming that TOT zones calculated in this study underestimate travel distances because the 
assumed average aquifer thickness does not adequately represent the effective aquifer thickness, 
then actual TOT zones will be longer and may extend outside of the aquifer boundaries for many 
of the southern aquifer's production wells. Conversely, if diffuse recharge to the southern aquifer 
proves to be important, then TOT zones modeled under the assumption of uniform axial flow . 
would overestimate the travel distance in the up-gradient direction and WHP areas would be too 
long. In either case, the prospect for developing manageable and technically defensible WHP areas 
for 5- and JO-year times of travel appears grim. It is recommended, therefore, that emphasis be 
focused on defining basin-wide WHP Recharge Zones defined by hydrogeologic boundaries. 
4) The LPRV geohydrologic model indicates the existence of three principal areas of aquifer 
recharge. Of these, the Bannock Range / Mink Creek Recharge Zone has the greatest potential for 
development of a workable, basin-wide WHP plan. The area is of manageable size, an historic 
precedent exists in the exclusion of part of the City Creek drainage for water supply'protection, 
and land-use management guidelines can be developed more readily in this mostly unpopulated, 
forested area than in populated areas. Furthermore, by developing a plan in cooperation with the 
U.S. Forest Service (who administers much of this watershed area), shared enforcement of 
contiguous lands may provide mutual benefits to the participating agencies. 
5) The eastern aquifer represents a potentially important WHP Recharge Zone that should be 
singled early out for special monitoring. Leakage of contaminated waters into the southern aquifer 
is occurring in the Ross Park area and high concentrations of dissolved salts and nitrate in PMW-3 
(on the Idaho State University campus) indicate that contaminated eastern aquifer water may be 
moving northwestward toward the central and southern well field. Because the hydraulics and 
interconnection between the eastern and southern aquifer is unknown and because of the 
widespread occurrence of existing and potential contaminants in this area (IDEQ, 1994; 
CH2M-Hill, 1994a) and the difficulty in developing a WHP plan in a heavily developed area, 
ground water monitoring is considered the only feasible approach to management in this WHP 
area, at least into the near future. The goal of monitoring would be to identify current and future 
leakage and the types of contaminants, in order to be able to react effectively to future problems 
and to obtain the necessary data to design a formal WHP plan for this area. 
6) Ground water underflow through the Portneuf Gap originates from a huge recharge source 
area (ie. tbe upper Portneuf River basin) that is probably unmanageable because of its geographic 
size, the diversity of land uses within that area and the potential for political conflict between 
agricultural and urban water users. However, the Portneuf Gap is a highly manageable inflow 
zone, a geographically well-defined area through which all up-gradient flow passes. An area 
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extending some 4.5 miles (7 km) up-gradient of the PortneufGap to the town oflnkomprovides a 
significant buffer zone between upper basin factors affecting up-gradient water quality and the 
immediate jurisdictional boundaries of the LPRV aquifer. The corridor itself could be Justifiably 
included as part of the southern aquifer (because, geologically, its valley filling sediment 
represents an eastward extension of the Upper Gravel aquifer), in which case, a formal WHP area 
that extended into that area could be designated. Alternatively, it could be considered a buffer 
zone, only, in which case, the city could install and maintain up-gradient observation wells to 
monitor the quality of upper basin water entering the LPRV which would provide early-warning 
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Monitoring Well Logs 
Wells Installed Under the EPA Well Head Protection and IWRRI Grants 
A summary description of monitoring wells installed during August, 1993 is provided. These 
wells were funded jointly under the EPA Well Head Protection Demonstration Grant and a 
research grant awarded to the !GS and Idaho State University from the Idaho Water Resources 
Research Institute. Costs for the drilling project are shared between the EPA WHP grant and. 
All wells were drilled and completed by Cushman Pump and Drilling, Inc. under the direct 
supervision of the Idaho Geological Survey. Drilling was performed at three locations in the 
southern portion of the aquifer at a total cost of approximately $35/ft (for drilling, materials and 
installation, not including time donated by Welhan and student C. Meehan for well logging and 
completion). All three wells were drilled with direct air-rotary methods, utilizing an eccentric bit 
to over-ream the borehole for continuous casing advancement and for maintaining good control 
on the depths of lithologic variations in the subsurface and obtaining clean, representative 
samples of subsurface materials. Legal descriptions of well locations are attached below. 
Well PMW-1 was sited to provide stratigraphic data, water level monitoring control and water 
quality information in the vicinity of Wells #14 and 33, which were closed in 1993 due to TCE 
contamination. Of the three wells drilled, this one has proved to be of greatest interest, 
geologically. The highly permeable, unconsolidated sedimentary aquiferirom which producing 
wells 14 and 33 draw their water is now known to be less than 100 ft thick and underlain by a 
section of Tertiary sedimentary rocks which are much less permeable. 
Well PMW-2 was sited 45 feet south of the city's new production well, #36, in order to afford a 
hydraulic monitoring point during testing of the new production well. In addition, the monitoring 
well was used as a water quality sampling point to test the quality of water in Well 36, in order to 
satisfy DEQ regulatory conditions for bringing well 36 on-line. 
Monitoring well PMW-3 was drilled in the important "neck" of the aquifer, adjacent to Red Hill, 
to provide a check on the estimate of depth to bedrock obtained from geophysical seismic 
sounding perfonned in the spring of 1993, to identify the sedimentary stratigraphy and saturated 
thickness available for aquifer underflow at that point, and to permit hydraulic testing and water 
quality sampling to be done in this area of the aquifer. 
Detailed descriptions of lithology and completion information is provided below, and a graphical 
summary of the monitoring wells' physical characteristics and lithology encountered is given in 
FigureAl.1. 
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Monitoring Well Locations - Legal Description: 
PMW-1: T 7 S ; R 35 E ; Sec. 7 ; SW 1/4 of SE 1/4 sec. 
in Bannock County; Pocatello City property; 
approximately 800 feet due north and 900 feet due east of 
the intersection of Cheyenne Ave. and Bannock Highway 
PMW-2: T 7 S ; R 34 E ; Sec. I ; NW 1/4 of SE 1/4 sec. 
in Bannock County ; Pocatello City vacant property; 
approximately 400 feet due south of the intersection of Bannock 
Highway and South Grant Ave., approximately 100 feet due east of 
the highway. 
PMW-3: T 6 S ; R 34 E ; Sec. 36 ; NW 1/4 of NW 1/4 sec. 
in Bannock County ; Idaho State University Campus; 
at east end of Sutter Street, between Mechanical Shop and 
Museum storage buildings 
Materials Used in Well Completion: 
330 ft of 4" ID PVC flush-thread riser pipe 
60 ft of 4" ID 'V-wire', 0.020"-slot, flush-thread PVC well screen 
30 bags of8/14 mesh Colorado silica sand 
3 bags of 16/40 mesh Colorado silica sand 
3 pails of 1/4" Baroid bentonite pellets 
• 
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Lithologic and Well Completion Descriptions: 
PMW-1 (depths referenced to top of steel casing, 28" above ground) 
0-10 ft:silt, clay (brown river floodplain sediment) 
fine/med. gravel, silt-rich with abundant sand-size grains. 
pea gravel 
coarse sand and boulders (slow drilling) 
coarse sand 
coarse, slightly silty gravel, first identified water ca. 38' 
medium to coarse, slightly silty gravel 
fine-grained partially indurated brown sand 
silty fine sand and medium gravel, low permeability 
clay seam 
some pea gravel but mostly gravel with sticky clay 
hard drilling in grey, homogeneous volcanic ash 
white, sticky clay; slow drilling 














121-140: very slow drilling in cemented gravel; clasts identical to cemented Tertiary 
gravels exposed on Gibson Jack terrace 
FINAL COMPLETION CONFIGURATION: 
total depth = 140 ft btc 
pulled casing back to 80 ft btc 
backfilled to 83 ft btc with cuttings and puddling clay 
backfilled to 87 ft btc with 8/14 mesh silica sand base 
bottom cap, 20 ft sump and screen installed, centralized 67 ft 
bottom of0.020 v-wire screen at 67 ft btc; top at 57 ft btc 
top of8/14 mesh sand pack at 47 ft btc . 
total of 11 bags 8/14 sand, 1 bag 16/40 sand used 
60 ft of riser pipe installed, cut flush at top ofcasing 
riser pipe centralized at 47 ft btc 
after sand packing, steel casing pulled back 
bottom of steel casing 42'2 1/2" bis 
bentonite pellets added to 25 ft btc 
cement-bentonite grout pumped in from 25 ft btc to 4 ft btc 
top of PVC casing at 23" above ground 
top of steel casing at 28" above ground 
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PMW-2 (depths referenced to top of steel casing, 24" above ground) 
0-23 ft:brown, moist river silt; cobbles hit at ca. 6 ft 
23-35 ft: med-coarse gravel, silty 
35-120: medium to coarse, clean gravel, very little sill with several thin coarse 
sand lenses at below about 45 ft. First water at identified ca. 49 ft. Water 





hard, slow drilling in coarse gravel and cobbles; largest clasts >5 cm 
medium gravel, rapid drilling 
medium gravel, slow drilling 
FINAL COMPLETION CONFIGURATION: 
total depth = 160 ft btc 
pu lied casing back to l 20 ft btc 
cap and 20 ft sump, centralized at 140 ft btc 
bottom of 0.020 v-wire screen at 140 ft btc, top at 120 ft. 
top of sand pack at 103 ft btc (8/14 mesh with 2 ft 16/40) total of6 bags sand used (5 of 
8/14 mesh, 1 of 16/40 mesh) 
120 ft of riser pipe terminating 16" above ground 
riser pipe centralized at 110 ft btc 
after sand packing, casing pu 1 led back to I 00 ft btc 
bottom of steel casing at 98.5 ft below ground surface 
bentonite pellets added to 89 ft btc 
bentonite slurry injected from 89 to ca. 55 ft btc 
bentonite/cement grout injected from 55 ft to 4 ft btc 
top of PVC casing at 16" above ground 
top of steel casing at 24" above ground 
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PMW-3 (depths referenced to top of steel casing, 32" above ground) 
0-4 ft: silt/gravel (disturbed zone) 
4-24 ft:dry brown silt 
24-85 ft: medium to coarse gravel with occasional coarse sand lenses (max. clasts 
ca. 2 cm) 
85-102: coarse gravels (clasts 2-5 cm); some intervals cobble-rich. Below 90 ft, 
water inflow rate increased substantially. Below ca. 100 ft, water flow 
estimated in excess of 40-50 gpm and steady. 
!02-122: fine to coarse gravel, no major lithologic changes; clast assemblage still 
very similar to PMW-1,-2. 
Numerous basalt pebbles and pebble fragments appear to have come from 
one relatively narrow interval, ca. l l0-120 ft. 
122-128: red quartzite (Caddy Canyon) with white, milky water; soft, white material 
found on several cuttings appears to be fracture filling 
128-138: red quartzite lacking any white fracture fill material= massive, 
unfractured? 
FINAL COMPLETION CONFIGURATION: 
total depth= 140 ft btc 
pulled casing back to 60 ft btc 
cap and 20 ft sump installed, centralized at 120 ft btc 
two screen sections installed: 
bottom of 0.020 v-wire screen at 120 ft btc, top at 110 ft; 
bottom of 0.020 v-wire screen at 100 ft btc, top at 80 ft. 
ten foot riser section installed between screened sections 
80 ft of riser pipe above screen, centralized at 70 ft btc 
top of sand pack at 63 ft btc (8/14 mesh with 4 ft 16/40) total of 11 bags sand (IO of8/14 
mesh, I of 16/40 mesh) 
after sand packing, casing pulled back to 60 ft btc 
bottom of steel casing at 5 7 ft below ground surface 
bentonite pellets added to 55 ft btc 
bentonite/cement grout injected from 55 ft to 4 ft btc 
top of PVC casing 28" above ground 
top of steel casing 32" above ground 
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Wells Installed by City of Pocatello and Mr. Bud Hildreth 
The City of Pocatello sought to locate a new production well near Century High School in July, 
1999. On the basis of the conceptual geologic model available at the time (Chapter 3), a cable 
tool rig was used to drill a 24" well just south of the existing Katsilometes well, south of the 
Highway Pond gravel pil Very little thickness of Upper Gravel was encountered in this hole. The 
City used a water dowser to relocate the well, and a subsequent cable tool hole was drilled where 
"good water" was indicated. This too proved to have inadequate capacity, with the result that 
both wells were plugged and abandoned without testing in favor of drilling several test holes 
with an 6" air rotary rig to locate an adequate thickness of Upper Gravel for production. 
Several test holes were drilled, stepping westward away from the dry hole, as well as two holes 
farther south, until adequate saturated thickness of Upper Gravel unit was eventually located near 
the railroad mainline. A second cable tool well was installed and completed as Municipal Well 
44. All but two of the test holes were plugged with bentonite and abandoned; two, near Well 44, 
·were completed as 4" PVC monitoring wells. 
Lithology was described by J. Kaser and J. Welhan for several of the test holes. Lithologic 
summaries are provided below. 
In addition to these, a new domestic well was drilled by Mr. Bud Hildreth at the north end of the 
Highway Pond gravel pit, and at the same time that the city was test drilling. This well was 
drilled through the Upper Gravel and into the low-permeability clay and silt-rich gravels 
(Tetiary?) beneath. This welt's lithology was described by J. Welhan at the time of drilling and its 
lithologic summary is included below. 
Well Logs for Pocatello City Test Holes 
Depth given in feet; samples were taken every 5 feet or where a significant lithologic change. 
was noticed; driller: Vollmer Inc., Ivan on site; geologist: John Kaser 
Bolded italics are comments and verification oflithology in bagged samples, by J. Welhan 
Test Hole 1 (THI); 7/2/99 
0-10: Dark brown silt, silt clasts, dark brown silt loam 
10-11: Dark sand 
11-12: Dark gravel (rounded quartzite) 
12-12.5:Dark gravel and sand 
14-17: Dark gravel, found a white mollusk shell (fresh water oyster) 
17-17.5: Dark sand and gravel, complete white grastropod shells 
17.5-18.5: Dark gravel 
Stopped at 10 AM- driller had work to do at Island Park 
Incomplete well log, John Welhan logged the rest on 7 /5/99 
Resumed drilling@ 12:50, 7/5/99 
20-29: med.-coarse gravel, less silty 
Base of "Bonneville Flood" and/or Quaternary-Holocenejluvial gravels 
29-30: very sudden transition into silt-rich, coarse gravel 
30-32: silt-rich, med.-coarse gravel 
32-35: cleaner, still silty, coarse gravel (again, with sudden transition) 
35-38: coarse, clean gravel, with some med.-coarse sand 
3 8-40: thin clay seam 
40-45: silty med. gravel 
45-55: relatively clean, med.-coarse gravel, with sand 
57: another silt layer, some clay, no sand or gravel 
57-60: grading back into silty, med.-coarse gravel 
60: silty med.-fine gravel, some sand 
Test Hole 2 (TH2); Start: 3: I 5 PM 
0-12: Dark brown silt 
12-15: Dark gravel and sand 
15-19: Dar]_( gravel 
( casing change) 4 PM 
21-22: Brown silt and dark gravel 
22-32: Dark gravel 
Base of "Bonneville Flood" and/or Quaternary-Holocene jluvia/ gravels 
32-36: Brown clay and sand 
36-36.5: Dark sand 
36.5-38: Gray clay and gravel 
38-39: Clay color change to a deep brown, dark gravel · 
( casing change) 
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start: 4:57 PM NOTE: all graveVcoarse sand c/asts look to be of similar 
39-40: sand, silty, clayey composidon in all six test holes (mixed qtzite, meta-
40-43: Dark sand and gravel, some brown clay sediments; colors: pink, purple, green, white) 
43-4 7: Brown clay and gravel layers 
47-49: Brown clay and dark gravel 
49-51: Brown clay 
51-53: Dark gravel and brown clay 
53-55: Dark gravel and sand 
55-56.5: Brown clay 
56.5-57: Dark gravel 
57-58: Dark sand with some gravel 
58-58.5: Mostly dark sand and some dark gravel 
( casing cliange) 5:45 PM 
start: 6:04 PM 
59-59.5: Dark sand 
59.5-60: Dark gravel and sand- water encountered 
60-62: Brown clay. No water 
62-63: Dark sand 
63: Encountered an obstruction, probably a well-cemented conglomerate boulder. Cuttings 
contain various rounded rock lithologies (i.e. gray muds tone, yellow quartz, red-brown quartzite) 
mixed with sand. The casing could not be hammered any further into the ground, past the 
obstruction. 
Stopped at 6:45 
Test Hole 3 (TH3); 7/7/99; Start: 2:45 PM 
0-2: Dark brown topsoil 
2-5: Brown clay and dark gravel, white gastropod shells 
5-10: Dark gravel, some complete white gastropod shells 
I 0-13: Dark gravel and sand, white gastropod shells 
13-14: Mostly dark sand with some dark gravel 
Note: casing and drill moving easily, did not.use hammer on casing until 13-15-ft 
14-18: Dark gravel and sand, white gastropod shells 
18-19: Dark gravel and sand 
(addition of 3-ft and 20-ft casing sections) 3 PM 
19-23: Dark gravel and sand, white gastropod shells 
23: Drill casing getting stuck, probably due to large rocks, hammer is used often 
23-25.5: Dark gravel, drill moving slowly through 
25.5: Brown clay, dark gravel and sand 
25.5-28: Mostly dark gravel with brown clay and some sand 
28-29: Brown clay with gravel and sand 
29-29.5: Brown clay 
29.5-30: Brown clay, gravel and sand 
30-31: conspicuous brown silt, some clay 
31-33: brown clay and dark gravel 
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33-35: brown clay and dark sand 
35-38: brown clay with some dark sand 
38-38.5: brown clay (some clay chips found) 
38.5-39: dark sand with some dark gravel, sand is brown to dark red 
( casing change) 4:22 PM 
start: 4:45 PM 
Note: casing is filled with water when starting 
39-41: brown clay, brown to dark red sand, and dark gravel 
41-43: gravel - pink and dark red quartzites or granite with black basalt or mudstone 
43-46: brown clay, pink to dark red sand and dark gravel 
46-49: brown silt/clay, dark sand and dark gravel, several thin layers of brown clay 
49-50.5: gravel 
50.5-51.5: brown clay and dark gravel 
51.5-52: dark gravel and dark sand 
52-53: brown clay, dark gravel and dark sand 
53-55: brown clay, dark sand and dark gravel 
55-57: brown clay, dark gravel and dark sand 
57-59: brown clay with minor amounts of dark sand 
( casing change) 5:30 PM 
Started: 5:55 PM 
Note: casing filled with ground water 
59-62: brown clay, dark sand and dark gravel 
62-63: brown clay 
63-68: brown clay, dark gravel and dark sand 
Note: drill and casing is moving slower starting at 65-ft 
Base of"Bon11evil/e Flood" and/or Quaternary-Holocenejluvia/ gravels 
69: Drilling halted due to obstruction. Hit a boulder or bedrock. Cuttings of the boulder or 
bedrock in the sample bag marked 'TH3, 7/7/99, Clay/gravel/sand, 68-69' 
Note: Ivan agreed to drill further in the morning, to obtain cuttings of the bedrock or boulder 
obstruction. 
Stopped: 6:25 PM 
Continued 7 /7 /99 
Start: 9 AM 
69-71: Sample taken of obstruction. Driller was able to drill through. Obstruction is not a 
boulder as previously thought, but possibly a layer of hardpan containing gravel and sticky clay, 
which is probably the same type of obstruction encountered for TH2. The driller, Ivan, put all 
the weight of the truck onto the drill and hammered through the hard clay a gravel layer. 
71-72: dark gravel 
72-74: brown clay and dark gravel 
74-75: brown clay and sand with minor amounts of gravel 
75-77: pink gravel (pink to red quartzites, some gray and black slate or mudstone) and coarse 
sand 
77-79: Pink gravel and sand 
Stopped to change casing 9:50 AM NOTE: Grave/from 75-100' looks clean, low silt/clay 
Start: 10 AM 
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Note: groundwater has filled the casing. 
79-99: pink gravel and coarse sand 
Stopped at about I 00-ft. No significant amounts of water found. 
Test hole 4 (TH4) 7/8/99 
0-3: Dark brown topsoil 
3-8: Brown topsoil 
8-10: Brown clay, and. dark gravel 
10-16: Dark gravel and sand, white shell fragments 
Note: Drill and drill casing went down too for me to get a sample between 5 to I 0-ft 
16-20: Dark gravel and sand with white shell fragments 
20-21: Dark gravel and sand with little amounts of clay 
21-23: Dark gravel and sand 
22-24: Brown clay, dark gravel and sand 
24-26: Pink and red gravel 
26-30: Pink and red grave~ pink and red coarse sand 
30-30.6: Brown clay, pink-red gravel and sand 
30.6-35: Pink and red gravel, pink and red coarse sand 
35-36: Cobble or boulder obstruction. Drill hammered through obstruction; gray slate- or 
mudstone-like cuttings. 
36-37: pink and red gravel, pink and red coarse sand. 
37-38: Pink and red sand mostly, with minor amounts of pink and red grav~l 
38-39.6: Pink and red gravel, pink and red coarse sand, and brown water. 
39.6-45: Pink-red, white, gray, and black gravel 
45-47: Pink-red, white, gray, and black gravel and coarse sand 
47-48: Dark brown clay, pink-red, white, gray, and black gravel and coarse sand 
48-54: Pink-red, white, gray, and black gravel and coarse sand. Higher volume of dark brown 
water 
54-55: Light brown-dark orange silt, some clay layer mixed with fine to coarse sand. This 
clay/silt layer almost felt dry, and is impermeable, i.e. no water flowed into the casing 
55-55.5: Pink-red gravel and sand. 
55.5-56: Some brown-orange clay stuck to pink-red gravel and coarse sand 
56-59: Pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel (mostly quartzites) and coarse sand 
Stopped to change casing 
Note: Dark brown groundwater between 55-59-ft 
Start: 11 :45 AM 
59-62: Mostly coarse sand with some pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel 
62-62.5: Orange-brown clay, coarse sand and some pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel, no 
water 
62.5-64: Pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand (mostly pink-red quartzites) 
64-65: Mostly coarse sand and some pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel 
65-70: Pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand. 
70-71: Brown clay, pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand; less water 
71-72: Pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand; less water 
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72-74: Pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand; water ( dark brown) is less dirty 
74-74.5: Coail!e darlc sand 
Base of "Bonneville Flood" and/or Quaternary-Holocene jluvial gravels 
74.5-75: Brown clay and sand, no water 
75-75.5: Pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand, some water 
75.5-75.6: Brown clay, pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand 
76-77: Pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand, some water 
77-78: Brown clay, and coail!e sand 
78-79: Pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand 
Stopped; 12:36 PM, casing change 
Start: 2:15 PM 
79-81: Brown clay, fine gravel and coarse sand, no water 
81-84: Brown clay and gravel, no water 
84-89: Pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand, no water 
89-93: Brown clay, pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand 
93-95: Brown clay and coarse sand, no water 
95-99: Mostly coarse sand with some brown clay, and pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel 
Stopped: 2:54 PM' 
Started: 3: 15 PM NOTE: 105-115 intervallooks clean 
99-I07: Some brown clay, fine pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand, no water 
l07-115: Pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand, no water 
115-118: Fine pink-red, white, and gray-black gravel and coarse sand 
118-119: More clay with mostly coarse sand and some fine pink-red, white, and gray-black 
gravel, no water 
Stopped: 4:20 PM 
Test Hole 5 (TH5) 7/13/99 
Ivan began this test hole on 7/12/99. JK was not informed of the additional test well, thus, did 
not log this well until 59-ft. A sample was taken from the top of the cutting pile. Ivan stated that 
topsoil extended to JO.ft and the cuttings were the same from 10-ft to 59-ft ( composed of 
silt/clay gravel and lots of water (driller's description; previous descriptions of water availability 
are JK's). It appears that there are less pink and red gravels than TH4. 
59-61: A lot of dark brown groundwater, lit/clay, dark gravel 
Note: Ivan is driving the casing as far as it will go without drilling to prevent the gravel from 
filling in between the casing and drill shaft, and binding the drill bit. 
61-64: Pink-red, gray-black fine gravel and coarse sand 
Base of "Bonneville Flood" and/or Quaternary-Holocene jluvial gravels 
64-65: Brown clay and coarse sand 
65-67: Appearance of more pink-red gravel 
67-69: Mostly coarse sand with some fine gravel and a little brown clay. Sample bag 67-70 
contains the fraction. · 
69-71: Coarse dark sand and brown clay. No water 
71-72: Brown clay and dark gravel. No water 
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Stopped drilling at 72-fl, 10:30 AM 
Test Hole 6 (TH6) 7 /13/99; Start: I :30 PM 
0-10: Dark brown topsoil 
I 0- I 2: Dark gravel 
12-16.5: Sand and brown clay, white shell fragments. 
Note: drilling is rapid to this point 
16.5-17: Brown clay and dark gravel 
Stopped ant 4 PM to add 3-ft and 20-ft casing extensions. 
17-18: Dark brown clay and dark gravel. 
18-19: Dark gravel. 
19-23: Fine dark gravel and coarse sand. 
23-24: Water and rock debris spraying up from the outside of the casing due to reaching a water-
bearing layer. Not much water. Cuttings are mostly coarse sand but appear to be chips from 
gravel. Pink-red ( quartzites), gray to black gravel (slate or mudstone), with some white gravel 
(quartz). 
24-29: Dark gravel and sand. No water 
29-30: Dark gravel coarse to fine sand. Some water. 
30-40; Pink-red, gray-black, and white gravel. 
40-47: Mostly red-pink gravel and coarse sand. Little water. 
47-55: Mostly coarse sand and fine red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel. 
55-65: Mostly coarse sand and fine red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel, with some 
brown clay. 
65-66: Mostly coarse sand and fine red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel., with some hard 
brown clay clasts. 
66-68: Mostly coarse sand and fine red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel, and brown clay. 
68-69: Mostly fine red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel, with some coarse sand. 
Base of"Bonneville Flood" and/or Quaternary-Holocenef/uvial gravels 
69-70: Mostly coarse sand and fine red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel, and brown 
clay. 
70-72: Mostly fine red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel, with some coarse sand. 
72-74: Mostly coarse s'and and fine red-pink, black-gray gravel with some white gravel, and 
brown clay. 
74-76: Fine red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel, with some coarse sand. Some brown 
clay and hard dark brown fine grave I clay balls. 
76-79: Red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel, with some coarse sand. Little water. 
Stopped to change casing: 5 PM 
Start: 5:18 PM NOTE: 80-100 interval looks clean 
79-92: Red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel, with some coarse sand. No water. 
92-98: Mostly coarse sand and fine red-pink, black-gray gravel with some white gravel. 
98-99: Red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel, with some coarse sand, with a minor layer 
of brown clay. 
99-103: Red-pink, black-gray, and some white gravel, with some coarse sand and some brown 
clay. 
Stopped drilling at 6:30 PM 
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Bud Hildreth Well 
Drilled 7/21/99, Cushman Drilling Inc.; samples were collected by Monty Staples every 5 ft, as 
requested; 1W arrived when drill bit was at 165' bis; log reconstructed from examination of 
bagged samples and Monty's description oflithology and zones encountered · 
1-7ft: silt, topsoil 
7-45: fine-med. sand and gravel NOTE: IO bags bentonite used in 
sealing casing-hole annulus 
45-55: med.-coarse sand and gravel Monty: water table at about 30' bis 
55-75: fine-med. sand and gravel 
Base of "Bontieville Flood" and/or Quaternary-Holocenejluvial gravels 
75: hard drilling, clay zone, possibly indurated NOTE: IO' discrepancy between bags 
and Monty's notes, depth 
75-90: transition of contact is approximate 
Hole stayed open below 90' overnight 
90-120: silt-rich, fine-med. sand and gravel 
120-145: med.-coarse gravel, silt-rich 
NOTE: Monty encountered several 
clay zones 90-145 
145-165: med.-coarse gravel with sand, much less silt and clay 
165-215: same,+/- silt NOTE: open hole 90-200' remained 
open overnight 
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Estimates ofAquifer Permeabilitv in Vicinitvo(City Test Well and Hildeth Well: 
CityWell 44 
Drawdown measurements were made on a test run of Well 44 to determine its capacity. Water 
level was monitored in TH-5, 40 feet south of the production well. Flow sensor problems 
precluded an accurate measurement of discharge; Harold Hargraves indicated it was determined 
after the test to be in the range of 1600-1800 gpm. 
Drawdown response fit a Neuman unconfined aquifer type curve, although the test was 
interrupted at 30 minutes by a temporary motor shutdown, so.the amount ofuseable data is small. 
Two possible fits to the delayed-drainage portion and the late-time portion of the type curves 
resulted in slightly more than a factor of two difference in the calculated transmissivity and a beta 
factor of 0.06 - 0.2. Average transmissivity was determined to be 33,408 ft2/day, with K = 742 
ft/day for a 45-ft saturated aquifer thickness. 
Hildreth Well 
A crude water level recovery test was conducted on Hildreth's well after drilling stopped: 
6" lD casing, filled with drill pipe of 4.5" OD/ 3.75"1D 





3:53:40 . 48.4 
Assuming that the formation head was in equilibrium with the removal of water from the bottom 
of the hole during drilling (by air flow), this recovery can be analyzed approximately as a slug-
test (instantane01.1s release of slug= stoppage of air flow); using Hvorslev and Bouwer-Rice 
methods, and an estimated h0 value of 177' btc at t" = 3:30, a good straight line semi-log slug 
recovery response was obtained, with K = 4.46-4.96 x 10 .. ft/min (ca. 0.5 ft/day). 
An accurate recovery test conducted on the well after it had been pumping continuously for 3 
days at 27 gpm corroborated the estimated permeability (0.7 ft/day). The actual drawdown during 
the pumping phase was much lower than predicted (35 ft vs. 100 ft), suggesting that the well-
aquifer is behaving like a leaky system: the aquifer may be leaking or the well casing may not 
provide an adequate seal. 
Maurice Grady Well (Anecdotal information) 
100 ft TD, 12" casing, bottom of casing driven into clay zone; capacity was tested when drilled in 
l 961: 1900 gpm with 7 ft drawdown, static water level at 23 ft. 
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APPENDIX II 
Results of the Pocatello Southern Aquifer 1994 Gravity Survey 
A detailed gravity survey of the LPRV's southern aquifer was performed during 1994, under 
contract funding from the City of Pocatello with additional surveying funded a funded extension 
in 1995. The objective of this work was to extend the knowledge of subsurface geology over the 
entire area of the southern basin, utilizing existing well lithologic control to constrain the gravity 
inteipretation, and to better define the basal geometry of the southern aquifer and its boundaries. 
The project was conceived on the basis of existing knowledge and hypotheses regarding the 
extent of the southern aquifer and tentative subsurface geologic inteipretations (Welhan and 
Meehan, 1994). The scope of the work was designed to focus on providing a regional geologic 
context for existing lithologic data and to help inteipret subsurface information from domestic 
well logs in the comprehensive well database (Appendix III). 
The gravity work comprises the bulk of the M.S. thesis research ofT. Reid. The work includes 
heoretical design of survey lines, conducting precise elevation measurements at the locations of 
gravity stations in traverses along the southern aquifer's axis and normal to the axis, acquisition 
of gravity measurements at 234 individual stations, reduction of the raw data to final form and 
modeling and geologic inteipretation of the data. Since this work is part ofT. Reid's M.S. thesis, 
it represents work in progress and only the final corrected data and preliminary interpretations are 
presented here. Data collected recently under an IGS sub-contract sponsored by the U.S. 
Geological Survey as part of its Urban Mapping Program is included, with preliminary 
inteipretations to provide constraints on depth of the northern aquifer system. 
Plots of all southern aquifer gravity profiles are included below, together with a description of 
measurement and interpretational methods used in the southern aquifer survey work. Copies of 
preliminary reports prepared by T. Reid detailing salient interpretational aspects of the southern 
aquifer data are attached as Appendices II-A and II-B. Preliminary data acquired form the 




The strength of the earth's gravitational field, as measured at a point on the surface, is determined 
by the thicknesses and densities of all the rock types beneath that point. The interpretation of 
such a varied assortment of rocks in the subsurface from minute variations in the gravitational 
field would be impossible were it not for the fact that gravitational attraction induced by 
subsurface masses decreases as the square of the separation distance between a rock mass at 
depth and the surface. Thus, variations in gravity at the surface indicate the most about the 
distribution of rocks of different densities nearer the surface than those at greater depths. 
Conversely, larger differences in density between rock types at greater depth can be observed 
more readily than small density differences at shallow depth. 
In practice, rather than the absolute value of the earth's gravitational field at a single point, it is 
the variation of gravity from point to point at the surface which provides information on the 
distribution of rocks in the subsurface. The interpretation of gravity data therefore depends on 
quantitative models to identify the various possible combinations of depth and density variations 
that can produce the observed gravity variations across the surface and on the availability of 
subsurface lithologic information to constrain the various possible combinations to those that are 
consistent with known subsurface geology. 
The physical nature of the Upper Gravel aquifer in the southern LPRV, comprised as it is of 
porous gravels with a bulk density of ca 2.0 g/cc (T. Reid and C. Meehan, unpubl. data), and the 
indurated nature and hence higher bulk density of much of the Tertiary Starligh! Formation in the 
southern valley, suggests that density contrasts as low as 0.2 glee should be identifiable at depths 
of up to 200 feet (61 m). The larger density contrast between sedimentary basin fill and bedrock 
should be measurable over significantly larger depths. 
In order to define and interpret variations in the depth of the top of Tertiary basin fill at minimum 
depths of the order of 200 feet by means of gravity variations at the surface, the spacing between 
individual gravity measurements should be no greater than the depth to the expected density 
contrast (Dobrin, 1960). In this case, the density contrast expected between the Upper Gravels 
and the underlying indurated Tertiary sediments is assumed to be in the range of0.2 - 0.3 glee. 
Variations in depth of this density contrast are expected to occur over relatively short distances, 
since the base of the Upper Gravel unit defines a pre-existing paleovalley topographic surface 
whose relief is likely comparable to the modem valley's. Hence, traverses across the aquifer's 
axis are expected to provide the most information about this topography. 
The larger density contrast between sedimentary basin fill and the underlying bedrock (0.4-0.5 
glee) would be expected to produce a less ambiguous interpretation of depth. However, the depth 
to this density contrast is expected to vary across the basin (D. Rodgers, pers. comm, 1993) from 
about a hundred feet in the area of Section B-B' and C-C' (Figure 6a, b) to several thousand feet 
in the central part of the Tertiery graben (in the vicinity of Section E-E'; Figure 7b). Thus, 
traverses along the axis of the valley, in which depth-to-bedrock is expected to vary the most, are 
expected to provide the most information about bedrock structure. In order to define bedrock 
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depth variations of this magnitude, spacing between gravity stations need only be of the order of 
1000-1500 feel 
Figure A2.1 shows the locations of the gravity stations in the southern LPRV that were measured 
during 1994 and 1995. The 1994 stations were located primarily to provide detailed information 
on subsurface variations in Tertiary topography and the depth of the Upper Gravel aquifer. The 
1995 stations were located for similar reasons as well as to define the nature of the bedrock 
profile across the valley. The stations located along the southern axis also were used to tie the 
transverse profiles to a common, local gravity datum. 
All station locations were surveyed and tied to local bench marks to provide a high degree of 
precision in elevation positioning within an individual traverse of better than 0.1 foot. 
Northing-easting position control at each station was obtained from detailed, digitally-produced 
topographic maps made available by the City of Pocatello that are based on the city's GIS 
(geographic information system) terrain database. These maps were constructed from an 
extremely detailed multi-base station Global Positioning System (GPS) survey (0.1 foot vertical 
accuracy) and digital reduction ofa dedicated, low-altitude aerial photographic survey. The maps 
have two-foot contour spacing. 
Elevation control was attained by careful surveying with a self-level~orrecting digital theodolite 
and an infrared Electronic Distance Measuring Instrument utilizing a triple mirror reflector. The 
technique used was the trigonometric profile leveling method, wherein the slope distance is 
measured over a series of backsights and foresights, and elevation is calculated. After each 
traverse was laid out and gravity station locations were marked with stakes, instrument elevation 
was determined from a backsight to a benchmark reference. A series of foresights was shot at 
each station marker up to a distance of600-I000 feet, with the slope distance and sight angle 
recorded. The instrument _was moved along the survey line, with a backsight shot on the last 
foresight position. Closure to 0.1 foot elevation was accomplished by concluding the survey line 
with a foresight to another benchmark. If the closure criterion was not met, the line was 
re-surveyed until 0.1 foot closure was attained. 
Measurements were made with a Worden Prospector gravity meter capable of resolving 
variations of the order of ten parts per billion in the strength of the earth's gavitational field as 
measured by the gravitational acceleration, g = 9,8 m/sec2 • This meter is designed around a 
quartz spring element designed to be self~ompensating for thermal changes and is housed in a 
hermetically-sealed vacuum flask for further insulation against thermal and barometric pressure 
variations. 
On each gravity measurement traverse, an arbitrary base station was chosen at which readings 
were made during the course of the day to determine meter drift and diurnal variations. Replicate 
readings taken with the instrument at each station were corrected for instrument and diurnal drift; 
free-air elevation differences; local topography, using the method of Hammer (1939); and 
latitude. All measurements are expressed in rnilligals, where a gal represents one percent of the 
gravitational acceleration constant, g, or I cm/sec2• The readings are considered significant to, 
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and are reported as,± 0.02 milligal. Thus, variations in g of the order of I part in 50 million are 
considered significant. 
Results and Interpretation 
Figure A2.2 provides a review of the final, corrected gravity data along the valley axis and along 
each of the profiles in Figure A2. l. As discussed in Appendix II-A and -B, the data indicate that, 
in those profiles in which subsurface geologic control is available, the gravity data are quite 
consistent with known geology and provide very important constraints on bedrock depth, aquifer 
boundaries and subsurface interconnection between aquifers. 
The valley axis profile (Figure A2.2a) shows a much larger gravity anomaly(> 10 mgals) than is 
observed in any of the transverse profiles; these variations are totally consistent with a structural 
half-graben bedrock surface that plunges to more than 1500 feet below the surface. The apparent 
depth-to-bedrock indicated by the gravity data decreases at both ends of the traverse, because of 
the bedrock high at the Red Hill end and because the axial traverse obliquely crosses the 
north-sou th trend of the graben axis, giving rise to shallowing bedrock as the basin-bounding 
fault is approached in the vicinity of the PortneufGap. Thus, in the area where the Tertiary 
paleo-valley is known to be the shallowest (at monitoring well PMW-1, on the Indian Hills 
traverse), the Tertiary sedimentary basin fill appears to be the thickest of anywhere in the entire 
valley. 
In Figure A2.2a, the Red Hill and Ross Park profiles were used to constrain the interpretation of 
geologic Sections B-B' and C-C'; the dashed lines in these figures indicate the relative variation 
of bedrock topography responsible for the observed gravity variations. Similarly, in Figure 
A2.2b, the sole location oflithologic control (PMW-1) fortuitously coincides with the gravity 
high, and indicates that the Tertiary paleovalley topography has more than 60 feet {l 8 m) ofrelief 
at this locale. 
The area with the most complete subsurface lithologic control for evaluating the effects of 
Tertiary paleo-topography on observed gravity is the Ball Park traverse (Figure A2.2c), where 
four wells intersected the Tertiary surface. As defined by drilling, the paleovalley here appears to 
be nearly symmetrical, and this is supported by the gravity data, assuming a bulk density of the 
Tertiary materials of2.3 glee. In the vicinity of PA-7, the gravity data appears to deviate from the 
symmetry dictated by the geometry of the Tertiary valley. Since PA-7 bottomed in several feet of 
basalt (CH2M-Hill, 1995) at a depth of 170 ft (CH2M-Hill, 1995), the local gravity anomaly at 
this location indicates the presence of a fairly large body of basalt below 170 feet. 
On the assumption that the underlying Tertiary topography at this location is a smoothly varying 
surface, the gravity anomaly beneath PA-7 can be explained by the presence of basalt body with a 
cross-sectional shape of ca. I 00 ft thick by 1000 ft wide. This may represent either a field of 
large (ca. I 00 ft diameter) boulders or an in-place lava flow. A small but sharp positive anomaly 
at ca 2400 ft along the traverse (Figure A2.2c) is inconsistent with a basalt fragment at the base 
of the Upper Gravel and, aside from a very large(> 5 x 5 ft) piece of iron buried a few feet below 
the surface, the only reasonable interpretation is that a large basalt boulder exists at mid-depth in 
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the Upper Grav.el at this location. This, together with the interpretation of a very large basalt 
boulder field, provides evidence that the Upper Gravel post-dates the Bonneville flood, and that 
the flood was responsible for deeply scouring the southern valley and depositing a boulder field 
whose maximum clast size ranged from ca. 100 feet in the scoured southern LPRV, to 10 feet in 
the central aquifer area, to melon-size near American Falls reservoir. 
In Figure A2.2d, two profiles are shown from the 1995 survey data. A third, the Fort Hall 
traverse, was chosen to coincide with seismic data generated by Brown and Caldwell's (1994) 
study of the Fort Hall alluvial fan area in which indurated Tertiary gravels were encountered in 
drilling and which may also have contributed to the observed seismic velocity profiles. However, 
since the gravity traverse crossed local bedrock structure at a high oblique angle, and no 
subsurface lithologic control on bedrock depth was available, the gravity data yielded no useful 
information. 
The Portneuf Gap profile, shown in Figure A2.2d, indicates a simple V-shaped geometry of the 
sedimentary valley fill and indicates that the depth ofsedirnentray valley fill can be approximated 
by extrapolating the valley walls into the subsurface (see Figure 25 in text) and that no unusually 
deep bedrock notch or fault gouge exists. The Riverside profile provides the clearest evidence yet 
obtained that the LPRV bedrock structure approximates a half-graben, down-dropped on the east 
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APPENDIX 11-B 
Results of the Pocatello Southern Aquifer 1995 Gravity Survey 
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APPENDIX II-C 
Preliminary Results of the Pocatello Northern Aquifer 1996 Gravity Snrvey 
Figure A2.3 shows locations of all gravity survey stations measured during the U.S. Geological 
Survey-sponsored mapping of the Pocatello North quadrangle during l 996. Figure A2.4 shows 
the magnitude of the gravity anomalies observed in the northern valley along the south-to-north 
(North Valley Axis) transect and the west-to-east (North Transverse) transect. In the North 
Valley Axis profile, the 15 mgal anomaly is the largest observed in the entire study area. 
Preliminary modeling of this anomaly, assuming it is due only to a bedrock - sediment density 
contrast, indicates a sedimentary basin deepening from less than 200 feet over the Red Hill 
bedrock high to over 4000 feet beneath Chubbuck. If substantial basalt is intercalated within the 
sedimentary section, the maximum depth would be greater still. 
The North Transverse profile also shows a substantial anomaly, indicating an 
eastward-deepening bedrock valley that is consistent with a half-graben structural basin as 
inferred from the Riverside profile in the southern aquifer (Figure A2.2d) but sloping much more 
steeply to the east. 
Although the nature of the basin-filling sediments in this deep structural trough remain 
conjectural, the results of the gravity profiling and modeling underscore the tremendous potential 
of the northern aquifer system for future ground water development. 
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APPENDIX III 
Aquifer System-Wide Well Database: 
Well Completion. Subsurface Lithology, Water Quality and Water Level Data 
The creation of a regional hydrogeologic conceptual model of the current aquifer system has 
benefited enormously from the wealth of information available in the form of drillers' logs 
(municipal and domestic/irrigation wells), municipal records-on aquifer water .levels and 
production well pumpage, and water quality data on municipal production wells. Much of this 
data has been transcribed into digital spreadsheet and database form and has formed the 
cornerstone of the !GS' effort to develop a comprehensive understanding of the aquifer system. 
Methods 
The comprehensive well database was created from all available well logs in the southern and 
central aquifer and the surrounding areas. Because of the depth of the northern aquifer system, 
well logs that were included in the database were selected on the basis of depth and lithologic 
information. Since the northern aquifer system is much more complex geologically and deep 
drilling has not been extensive, the subsurface information that is available for the northern 
system is necessarily much less complete than in the case of the southern aquifer. For this reason, 
most of the modelling and data interpretation effort has been focused on the southern aquifer and 
its well database. Figure 5 of the report was constructed on the basis of the lithologic information 
available in the well database. Newly acquired data from Chubbuck deep test well drilling has 
not been incorporated into the database at the time of this writing (CH2M-Hill, 1995b). 
Of the well logs that were available from the northern and southern/central areas, the well 
database contains 202 entries that provide either lithologic or ground water level information. Of 
these, only 50 contain what is considered to be the best quality lithologic data; the remaining 
Ii tho logic information from domestic, irrigation and industrial wells was considered to be 
potentially useful but of unkown accuracy. 
All available well reports have been compiled in hard copy form, and sorted by township, range 
and section. Information from the original well logs was transcribed and entered into two types of 
databases: a well completion database {Table A3.la,b), containing basic information on well 
location, collar elevation, depth, perforation ( or screen) depth(s); water level at the time of 
completion and specific capacity information; and a lithologic database (Table A3.2a,b), from 
which information on the elevation of possibly correlative Ii tho logic units can be extracted. The 
latter's information is admittedly subjective to the extent that an interpretation of the litho!ogic 
nature of the units described in individual drillers' reports was required prior to database entry, 
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and that this information was subject to re-examination and modification once the database was 
analyzed. · 
The lithologic data in Table A3.2 includes depths logged to "bedrock", the thickness of the 
surface silt unit, and depths to the top (and bottom, if known) of various lithologic marker units, 
which were chosen tentatively on the basis of their potential to be consistently described by a 
variety of drillers and that could be potentially correlated to provide useful stratigraphic 
information. 
Well locations and collar elevations were perhaps the most difficult pieces of supporting data to 
assemble. For wells whose location was known (eg: municipal wells, monitoring wells, identified 
domestic wells), spatial coordinates were obtained from detailed, 2-foot contour maps produced 
by the City of Pocatello (see Appendix II). The coordinate values given in Table A3.la,b are 
considered accurate to within ± 20 feet. These values are designated in the "Locating" column of 
Tables A3.la and A3. lb as "GPS" entries. Those designated "SRV" represent X-Y values 
obtained in essentially the same manner, but were transcribed from the domestic well survey 
information given in CH2M-Hill (1995). Finally, entries designated as "T &R" indicate 
approximate coordinates for wells that were located on the basis of township, range, and 
quarter-quarter section, and converted to local coordinates using a conversion routine written by 
Welhan (unpubl.). In some cases, where wells could be located to the nearest 
quarter-quarter-quarter-quarter section, this conversion method places an absolute uncertainty on 
the reported coordinates of± 170 feet. 
Results and Discussion 
In order to place the data from the subsurface into a regional perspective and to permit the use of 
automated surface analysis methods, a digital terrain model of the southern LPRV was created. 
This model was created at the IGS's Moscow CAD mapping laboratory, with detailed 
topographic data obtained from the city's GIS database (Appendix ll) and with contour 
information digitized from topographic maps. The GIS contour data was partially stripped to 
retain only 10-foot contour information from areas on the valley floor; 40-foot contours above 
the valley floor were digitized from USGS 7.5-minute quadrangle topographic maps. These data 
sets were then melded into a single file of elevation points. The points were then interpolated on 
a grid with 30 foot spacing and contoured with QuickSurf surface contouring software to produce 
a 3-D surface that could be mated with other surfaces created from the well database. A 
coarse-grid model derived from the full topographic surface model is shown in Figure A3.l. 
This model was created with a coarse grid of 200 foot spacing, simply to represent the features of 
the model. Even so, subtle features of the valley floor, such as the margin of the Portneuf Basalt 
and the Highway Ponds gravel pit are visible. 
The lithologic database was intended to be used to construct a surface model of the regional 
bedrock trends beneath and in the vicinity of the LPRV. As shown in Table A3.2a,b, the type of 
bedrock logged by individual drillers is quite variable, but the entries are dominated by two 
descriptions: "red rock" or quartzite, quite likely representing Proterozoic bedrock (for 
example Well 3, Section C-C'); and variously colored "shale", which may be true bedrock or an 
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inaccurate classification denoting a change to harder drilling conditions. Figure A3.2 shows a 
contour map of the elevation of this "bedrock" surface (together with locations of streams and the 
southern aquifer boundary for reference). Individual well locations that were used to constrain 
the surface are also shown; additional elevation control was provided on the margins of the 
valley with digitized bedrock outcrop elevations. This "bedrock" surface defines a fairly 
symmetrical trough, distorted primarily by the Mink Creek/Gibson Jack drainage and the sharp 
bend taken by the Portneuf drainage through the Portneuf Gap at the lower right hand side of the 
figure. 
The most surprising feature of this map is the relatively shallow depth of"bedrock" beneath the 
floor of the southern valley, As discussed in Appendix II, gravity data defines the thickness of 
basin fill beneath the southernmost part of the aquifer as in excess of 2000 feet, or more than 10 
times the depth to bedrock indicated in drillers' logs. As defined by gravity, the bedrock surface 
appears to drop sharply southeast of the bedrock high (at the northern end of the southern 
aquifer), and raches its maximum depth in the vicinity of Section E-E'. 
Two cross-sections shown in Figure A3.2 were constructed to examine the types of "bedrock" 
found in different parts of the southern aquifer relative to the "bedrock" surface constructed from 
all well data and the lithologies encountered in control wells whose accuracy is not in question. 
Figure A3.3a shows the longitudinal cross-section from the bedrock high at city Well 12 to the 
southernmost part of the aquifer, depicting the topographic surface (upper line) and the modelled 
"bedrock" surface (lower line) constrained by those wells that encountered "bedrock", as well as 
the locations of control wells and their simplified lithology (heavy vertical lines indicate Upper 
Gravel, solid and dotted horizontal lines indicate depths of true bedrock and Tertiary sediments, 
respectively). 
The bedrock surface along this section undulates markedly due to the use of wells that are near 
the margin of the valley (where bedrock is at shallow depth; eg: Well 17) and others that are 
located closer to the center of the valley where bedrock would be expected to be deeper (eg: 
PMW-1). Of the wells shown in Figure A3.3a, 12, 36 and 17 are known to encounter true, 
Proterozoic quartzitic bedrock and thus are the only wells shown in this cross-section that 
actually were used in constraining the "bedrock" surface shown. Southeast of Well 17, however, 
true bedrock has not been encountered in any control wells, and the "bedrock" surface there as 
defined by domestic well drillers' logs must represent a lithologic discontinuity other than the 
change from Upper Gravel to true bedrock. 
Monitoring wells PMW-1 and PA-7 did not encounter bedrock and thus were not used to 
constrain the modelled "bedrock" surface .. However, PMW-1 encountered hard, cemented 
Tertiary gravels at the depth indicated by the dotted line; PA-7 encountered a transitional, silty 
gravel immediately prior to terminating in basalt. As discussed in Appendix II and Section 3.2.4, 
this basalt appears to represent a ca. 100 ft-thick boulder field or lava flow which is inferred to 
rest on the floor of the paleovalley incised in Tertiary sediments. At both locations, the depth of 
the Tertiary material is within 75 feet of the "bedrock" surface defined on the basis of other wells 
in the vicinity in which drillers encountered drilling conditions and/or lithologies that were 
"bedrock-like". The deep Forsman (Pein) well was one of the 25% of the non-municipal wells in 
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the database that were drilled with cable tool methods. This fact may explain why the operator 
did not distinguish between indurated and non-indurated sedimentary material. This well 
penetrates 580 feet of sand, gravel and clay, which is almost certainly representative of Tertiary 
basin fill, and terminates in sedimentary rock 255 feet below the depth of the "bedrock" surface, 
with no indication that bedrock is nearby. 
Figure A3.3b shows the cross-section through the PA-series of monitoring wells (at Section 
E-E') which provide the best control that we have on the shape of the paleovalley profile incised 
in Tertiary sediments. In this cross-section, three wells, PA-2, PA-4 and PA-7, define the 
paleovalley floor. As is apparent, the modelled "bedrock" surface defined by other wells in the 
vicinity ( eg: the Madsen well on the bench) is in very close agreement with the depths of the 
Tertiary sedimentary surface that is interpreted here to define the paleovalley topography. 
It appears from the foregoing discussion that a true bedrock surface cannot be defined on the 
basis of the well data, alone, and that what drillers have consistently labelled as "bedrock" 
beneath the valley floor probably represents a discernible change in the rate or difficulty of 
drilling that coincides with a marked change in the degree of induration in Tertiary sedimentary 
basin fill. A comparison of the depths to this material indicated in drilling logs (Figure A3.2) and 
the depth of total sedimentary basin fill indicated by gravity modelling (Appendix II) support the 
interpretation based on geologic structural models that the graben contains several thousand feet 
of sedimentary basin fill (D. Rodgers, pers. comm., 1993). 
Figure A3.4 shows a plan view of the regional water table, as defined by "static" water levels 
measured in wells at the time of well completion (Table A3.la,b) and extended in geographic 
scope with data from a July, 1994 water level survey (C. Meehan, unpubl. data). Because these 
water levels represent various times and seasons, this map is intended as no more than a general 
representation of the regional water table and as a means of assessing the magnitude of the 
hydraulic gradient that is responsible for moving Bannock Range ground water laterally into the 
southern aquifer. Based on Figure A3.4, the hydraulic gradients along the western margin of the 
aquifer range from 0.08 to 0.3, or 50 to 200 times larger than gradients in the southern aquifer. 
ADD: RGI Well Database Update 
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APPENDIX IV 
Table A4.1 - WHP Area Modeling Conditions Used in GPTRAC 
Units: feet, days 
Grid area: 
x = 0-1800 (for river boundary only) 
y = 0-3000 (for southern aquifer) 
x = 0-6000 (for eastern aquifer) 
y = 0-8000 
Maximum step length= 300 
Transmissivity: 
Well 36 = 500,000 ft2/d (K,. = 5000 tvd) 
Well 2, 3, 28, 13 = 85,000 ft2/d (K,. = 1000 ft/d) 
For semi-confined cases: K,' = I ft/day, b' = 50 ft 
For unconftned cases: set radii of influence at 2500 feet 
Aquifer properties: 
b = 100 feet 
n = 0.30 
i = 0.0015 
theta= 90 degrees 
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Figure A 1.1 - Details of monitoring wells installed during the WHP Demonstaration Grant project. 




Figure A2.1 - Locations of stations in the microgravity survey of the southern aquifer (circles 1994; 
diamonds 1995). Names identify traverses and profiles that are presented in succeeding figures. 
Also shown are locations of some of the municipal and monitoring wells (filled diamonds) that 
provided lithologic control in gravity-based model interpretations of subsurface geology. 
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Figure A2.2a - Bouguer gravity profiles, in mgals, for the longitudinal valley axis profile (1) and 
transverse profiles at Red Hill (2) and Ross Park (3). Dotted arrows indicate projections onto the plane 
of the profile. Inferred trends in bedrock topography are indicated by dashed lines. 
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Figure A2.2b - The Indian Hills Bouguer gravity anomaly at test well PMW-1 (2} suggests that the 
Upper Gravel aquifer at that location ls thinner; Tertiary sediments were encountered in PMW-1 at 
their highest elevation beneath the valley floor {see lithologic log}. Since neither gravity profile (2} or 
(3} is influenced by near-surface bedrock, these microgravity variations reflect the subtle density 
contrast (2.0 vs. 2.55 g/cm3 ) between the Upper Gravels and underlying, partly-indurated Tertiary 
sediments, and can be used to model the base of the Upper Gravel aquifer. 
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Figure A2.2c - Transverse gravity profile thro1,1gh the PA-series of monitoring wells (2) reveals a near-
symmetrical paleovalley profile (dashed line), corroborated by lithologic control at wells PA-2, 4, and 9. 
The high gravity values at PA-7 reflect the presence of basalt that was encountered at the bottom of 
that well. The Portneuf Gap gravity transect (3) describes an relatively simple, bedrock-controlled 
geometry that is consistent with the size and shape of the Portneuf Gap. 
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Figure A2.2d - Bouguer gravity profiles across the entire width of the valley at Riverside golf course 
(2) and Mink Creek (3) are consistent with an asymmetri, fault-bounded half-graben (dashed line), with 
superimposed anomalies corresponding to the Portneuf Basalt lava flow. The increase in the gravity 
field at the east end of the Mink Creek profile (3) reflects near-surface bedrock on the foot wall of the 
basin-bounding normal fault. The sharp jump in the gravity field near the west end of the Mink Creek 
profile {indicated as *) may reflect a buried fault beneath the mouth of Mink Creek. 
·' h.i....... .... 
Figure A2.3 - Locations of stations in the gravity survey of the northern aquifer (diamonds). 
Names identify individual traverses in Figure A2.4. Also shown are locations of some of the 
municipal and monitoring wells (filled diamonds) that provided lithologic control in 
gravity-based model interpretations of subsurface geology. 
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Figure A2.4 - Bouguer gravity profile along North Valley Axis (1) and Kraft road traverses (2), 
showing decreases of 10-15 mgal to the north and east. The magnitude of the variation indicates that 
depth to bedrock beneath Chubbuck is greater than 4000 feet. The Kraft Road profile also is 
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Figure A2.5a - Modeled geologic profile along the Red Hill traverse, based on assumed rock 
densities and available well control. Reference elevation for the 2D model is given at the upper 
right corner of the model (4450 ft amsl). The gap in gravity data in the left-center of the traverse is 
wide enough to accomodate a bedrock notch with a range of geometries (width: 300- 600 ft; depth: 








RELATIVE BOUGUER ANOMALY AND MODEL FOR ROSS PARK PROFILE 
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Figure A2.5b - Modeled geologic profile along the Ross Park traverse, based on assumed rock 
· ~ densities and available well control. Bedrock is modeled as homogeneous in density, although 
-..,1 quartzite was encountered in well #3 and Well 36 terminated in highly-altered black shale, possibly 
"'1 of the Proterozoic Brigham Group. The two basalt blocks to center-left and -right reflect buried 
boulder bars or slabs detached from the Portneuf lava flow (far right) during the Bonneville Flood. 
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Figure A2.5c - Modeled geologic profile along the valley-wide Riverside traverse, modeled as a 
bedrock half-graben dominated by Tertiary valley fill. Well control constrains the Upper Gravel 





RELATIVE BOUGUER ANOMALY AND MODEL OF INDIAN HILLS PROFILE 
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Figure A2.5d - Modeled geologic profile along the Indian Hills traverse. The principal feature at this 
location is the substantial relief of the Tertiary paleo-valley (and/or Bonneville flood-scouring) and 
the thinning of the Upper Gravels, a feature that is corroborated by steeper and divergent water 
table gradients in this area (CH2M-Hill, 1995). The magnitude of the gravity high reflects not only 
paleo-valley topography but also the presence of shallow basalt. Basalt was not noted in nearby 
drillers' logs (Albright and Reese well}, so it is assumed to be a flood-deposited boulder bar or a 








RELATIVE BOUGUER ANOMALY AND MODEL OF COUNTRY CLUB PROFILE 
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width= 3575 vertical exaggeration = 5.0 
Figure A2.5e - Modeled profile along the Country Club traverse. Lacking nearby wells, the sole 
"control" on the model interpretation is the absence of known shallow bedrock and the 
occurrence of shallow basalt as modeled in the Indian Hills section (Fig. A2.5d). The elevation 
and thickness of the modeled basalt at this location are very similar to those invoked at Indian 
Hills. The modeled basalt could be interpreted as either a large boulder bar or a remnant of an 
older, buried lava flow; if the latter, it could explain the asymmetric nature of the Upper Gravel fill 
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Figure A2.5f - Modeled geologic profile along the Ball Park traverse, constrained by depths to the base of 
the Upper Gravel in test wells PA-1, 2, 4, and 9 and the new Hildreth domestic well. PA-7 bottomed in 5 ft 
of basalt beneath several feet of silty gravels comprising reworked Tertiary clasts (ash, breccia, 
mudstone). Although the modeled lava thickness is similar to that in Figures A2.5d and e, its surface is 
approximately 100 feet lower. Plastic clay encountered in PA-1, just a few feet above the basalt, suggests 
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Figure A2.5g - Modeled geologic profile along the Mink Creek traverse. Despite the lack of well control, 
all four rock densities were incorporated here on the basis of the geologic conceptual model. As in the 
Riverside section, the gravity data were modeled as a bedrock half-graben. The unconsolidated gravels 
at the top of the section are equivalent to the Upper Gravel (Bonneville flood deposits) west of, and the 
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Figure A2.5h - Modeled geologic profile across the Portneuf Gap, describing a gravel-filled prism 
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Figure A2.5i - Modeled bedrock geology across the northernmost portion of the valley, along the 
Kraft road traverse. Lacking deep well control, bedrock stucture was modeled as a northward 
continuation of the half-graben identified in southern profiles, in order to be consistent with current 
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width = 90000 feet vertical exaggeration = 3.6 
Figure A2.5j - Modeled bedrock relief along the entire south-to-north valley axis, showing the 
long-wavelength variations in bedrock topography that are required to explain the gravity anomalies. 
Although bedrock deepens northward from Red Hill, relatively shallow basalts that interfinger with 
the Portneuf Valley's sedimentary deposits are responsible for the observed Bougeuer gravity 
anomaly "tail" at the northen end of the traverse. 
,,,J~. 
r 
Figure A3.1 - Digital terrain model of the southern part of the LPRV. View is looking southeast. Portneuf Gap 
· is visible at back of model, Red Hill and its counterpart on the western side of the valley are visible in the near 
foreground. 
Figure A3.2 - Plan view of "bedrock" surface as constructed from the comprehensive well database and 
outcrop elevations of bedrock in the southern LPRV. Contour interval = 200 ft. The extent of the southern 
· aquifer is shown by the heavy line. Small symbols indicate locations of wells used to construct the "bedrock" 
surface. Dashed lines indicate the locations of cross-sections shown in Figure A3.3. 
Figure A3.3a - Cross-sections constrained by wells where subsurface lithology is known from high-quality 
drilling logs, in order to compare the depths to local "bedrock" as defined by domestic well logs. ln longitudinal 
profile A-A', true bedrock occurs at Wells 12, 17 and 36 at the depths indicated by the "bedrock" surface. 
All other wells in this section were not used to construct the "bedrock" surface since bedrock was not 
encountered in these wells. However, the top of the indurated portion of the Tertiary Starlight Formation 
occurs at the indicated depths in PMW-1 and PA-7, close to the modelled "bedrock" surface. lnduration was 
not described in the Forsman log, but the described lithology in this well is consistent with the Tertiary 
Starlight gravels, which extend to more than 580 feet at this location. 
Figure A3.3b - Cross-sectio.n B-B' along the PA-series of test wells drilled by CH.2M-Hill (1995). The close 
correspondence between depth to the top of the indurated Tertiary section and the depth to the modelled 
"bedroqk" surface at PA-2, 4 and 7, as defined by test drilling, suggests that the surface described by drillers 
· beneath the valley floor as "bedrock" more accurately represents a lithologic change from easily drilled 
sediments (the Upper Gravel) to hard-to-drill material that probably is indurated Tertiary sedimentary rocks. 
Figure A3.4 - Plan view of regional water table constructed from a synthesis of July, 1994 water level data (C. 
Meehan, unpubl. data) and the well database. Contour interval = 50 ft. Since ground water levels used to 
create the model surface represent different times, the model purports to show regional-scale water level 
~variations, rather than an accurate representation of water levels at a given point in time. The boundary of the 
oo southern aquifer is shown for reference. The hydraulic gradients along the western margin of the aquifer are 
A of the order of 0.05 - 0.1. 
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Water Balance a11d Pumping Capacity of the 
Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer, 
Bannock County, Idaho 
John A. Welhan 
SUMMARY 
A detailed water balance of the southern portion of the lower Portneuf River 
valley (LPRV) aquifer, completed in 1993-94, has been updated to reflect new 
information on potential recharge sources, to evaluate recharge potential in the northern 
valley, and to provide a baseline for evaluating the aquifer's future response to drought 
conditions and increased demand. 
The water balance results, derived from a period spanning 510 days in 1993 and 
1994, reflect near-normal hydrologic conditions. More than 75 percent of the aquifer's 
capacity originates in the southern Bannock Range as precipitation and snowmelt in the 
Mink Creek, Gibson Jack, and City-Cusick Creek watersheds; about 15 percent 
originates in the upper PortneufRiver basin (entering the LPRV as ground-water 
underflow through the Portneuf Gap); and less than 5 percent originates as snowmelt in 
the Pocatello Creek· watershed. Leakage from the PortneufR.iver contributes less than 5 
percent to system capacity, most of it during high-flow and flood conditions. Total 
annual pumping capacity for a normal water year, as determined from the 1993-94 water 
balance is 7 .25 ± 0.4 billion gallons (Bga\) or about 22,000 ± 1000 acre-feet per year. 
These results indicate that total demand was already at 100-115 percent of system 
capacity more than a decade ago. During 1993-94, municipal pumping (Pocatello and 
Chubbuck) accounted for 6.5 billion gallons of total demand, with the remaining 0.8 Bgal 
7489 
per year tapped for non-municipal uses. Agricultural withdrawals accounted for 5-10 
percent of total demand, with domestic and self-supplied industrial withdrawals each at 
about 5 percent; non-metered golf course irrigation accounted for 2 percent. 
Aquifer recharge in a below-normal water year may be as much as half that of a 
normal water year. Storage (water level) in the southern aquifer has declined by more 
than IO feet since about 1975, and represents direct evidence that long-term demand has 
exceeded long-term capacity for more than two decades. 
Local watersheds have little or no potential to increase the aquifer's total capacity 
via additional surface water or ground water supplies. For example, diversion of half of 
all streamflow in the southern Bannock Range would increase total water capacity by less 
than 5 percent, and in the absence of other sources of ground-water recharge that 
originate outside the LPRV watershed, any exploitation of deeper aquifers in the LPRV 
would not increase long-term capacity. 
INTRODUCTION 
BACKGROUND AND SCOPE 
The cities of Pocatello, Chubbuck and Inkom rely on ground water from the lower 
PortneufRiver valley (LPRV) aquifer for all of their drinking, commercial and industrial 
water needs. In response to a request by Pocatello's Commup.ity Development and 
Research Department for a best available estimate of future water capacity, an initial 
draft of this report was prepared in 1999. The results of that analysis and of the original 
water balance estimate compiled in 1993-94 (Welhan et al., 1996) have since been 
supplemented by additional new information, including better estimates of non-municipal 
pumping demand. 
The original 1993-94 water balance provided an estimate of ground-water 
recharge derived from the southern LPRV. The results of that analysis are used to 
estimate evapotranspiration and runoff losses in the southemLPRV, allowing the 
southern aquifer water balance results to be extended to include the northern aquifer, so 
that overall system recharge capacity can be quantified. 
This report focuses on the shallowest portion of the LPRV aquifer system and the 
sources of recharge derived from precipitation intercepted by its watershed. The term 
"capacity" is herein defined as the volume of ground water that can be withdrawn 
annually without exceeding the system's natural rate of recharge. As such, it is 
equivalent to the term "safe yield", which is defined as the ra_te of extraction of ground 
water that does not exceed the rate of annual recharge (Todd, 1959). "Optimal yield," an 
extension of the safe yield concept, reflects broader economic and social objectives ofa 
specific water management policy, including longer-term considerations such as 




managed drawdown (Domenico, 1972). For example, successive annual ground-water 
overdrafts might be considered acceptable under a long-term drought management 
policy, given the expectation that future recharge would compensate for past depletions; 
more than a certain number of successive overdrafts could trigger short-term water 
rationing. 
Because the LPRV is a geographically small watershed its principal aquifer, 
which supplies all municipal water needs, is prone to large annual pumping-induced 
storage fluctuations (i.e., large seasonal swings in ground-water level). Pocatello and 
Chubbuck do not have an explicit long-term water management policy, so a de facto 
strategy has historically focused on short-term safe yield rather than long-term optimal 
yield. To avoid confusion with a policy-driven definition of acceptable pumping rates, 
this report focuses only on the short-term response of the aql\ifer and its annual pumping 
capacity (safe yield) under normal hydrologic conditions. 
The results of this analysis comprise a baseline against which long-term storage 
trends and aquifer response can be evaluated, and a forecasting model developed, to 
anticipate future pumping capacity under above-normal and below-normal hydro logic 
conditions. 
HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTING AND PREVIOUS WORK 
The LPRV watershed comprises the lowermost portion of the PortneufRiver 
basin (Figure 1). The LPRV aquifer (Figure 2) merges with the Snake River Plain 
aquifer to which it is tributary and is part of a larger aquifer system that extends beyond 
the border of the LPRV watershed at Portneuf Gap into Marsh Creek Valley. Southeast 
of Red Hill, the shallow municipal aquifer is unconfined, less than 250 feet deep, and 
comprised of clean, highly permeable glacial flood gravels (Welhan etal., 1996). 
Northwest of Red Hill, it grades into a multi-layered confined system of deeper, silt- and 
gravel-hosted aquifers that have been tapped to depths of300-900 feet by municipal and 
industrial wells. The developed portions of both the northern and southern aquifers 
overlay several thousand feet of deeper valley-fill sediments. Ground-water recharge 
originates in the southern Bannock Range, predominantly as snowmelt in the Mink 
Creek, Gibson Jack, City, and Cusick Creek watersheds, as well as from the upper 
Portneufwatershed as underflow through the PortneufGap (Welhan and others, 1996). 
Figure 2 shows the areal distribution of 30-year mean annual precipitation 
(University ofldaho, 1993) over the principal recharge source areas of the southern 
Bannock Range. Figure 3 summarizes the valley's hypsography, showing how areas of 
greatest mean annual precipitation are coincident with the highest elevations. 
Details of the water balance for the southern portion of the aquifer are reproduced 
in Appendix A, revised and updated from Welhan et al. (1996). Their accounting covers 




Figure I. Location of the lower PortneufRiver watershed in 
relation to local highlands having in excess of30 inches of 
precipitation annually. Isohyetal lines are based on 30-year 
mean annual precipitation published by the University of Idaho 
(1993). 
conditions during a period of back-to-back above-normal (1993) and below-normal 
(1994) water years such that the annualized recharge and discharge fluxes determined for 
the accounting period are an approximation of normal annual hydrologic conditions. The 
water balance accounting for the southern aquifer is unusually well-constrained by the 
bedrock geometry in the vicinity of Red Hill and Portneuf Gap (Reid, 1997), allowing for 
unusually accurate estimates of underflow to be calculated into and out of the southern 
aquifer. 
Figure 4 summarizes total annual precipitation for the southern Bannock Range. 
Direct measurements have been available from the NRCS SnoTel station at Wildhorse 
Divide (see Figure 2) since 1983; prior to 1983, annual estimates are based on Pocatello 
airport weather station records and a correlation (r = 0.77) between annual precipitation 






Figure 2 - Geographic relationship between the lower Portneuf 
River valley (LPRV) aquifer system and local watersheds ( dark 
shading) that contribute the largest fraction of total recharge. 
Figure 3 - Hypsography of the LPRV compared to mean annual 
precipitation (isohyetals taken from Figure 2). Areas of principal 
snowpack accumulation occur at the highest elevations (darkest 
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Figure 4 - Total annual precipitation at Wildhorse Divide in the 
Bannock Range. Solid and dotted lines represent three-year moving 
averages of, respectively, measured annual precipitation (triangles) 
and estimates reconstructed from Pocatello airport data using a linear 
correlation between the two stations (see Appendix, Figure A-2). 
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THE 1993-94 SOUTHERN AQUIFER WATER BALANCE 
The 1993-94 water balance was originally computed using indirect evidence that 
Portneuf River leakage was a minor source of aquifer recharge (Welhan et al., 1996), an 
hypothesis that has been corroborated by recent chemical mass balance modeling and 
analysis of base-flow discharge data (Meehan, 2005). 1 Chemical mass balance 
arguments were also used to infer that the recharge contribution from the southeastem 
side of the valley was <10% of the recharge originating from the southern Bannock 
Range (Welhan et al., 1996). 
Figure 5 summarizes the results of the 1993-94 water balance, details of which 
are provided in the appendix. Municipal wells withdrew water from the southern aquifer 
at a rate of 1.32 billion gallons per year (Bgal/yr). Recent estimates of non-municipal 
withdrawals include: 0.14 Bgal/yrby private wells (BBC Research, 2001)2; 0.11 ± 0.04 
Bgal/yr for agricultural use (BBC Research, 2001, based on irrigated land area in 2000); 
and non-metered golf course withdrawals of 0.15 Bgal/yr (based on City of Pocatello 
records for their metered facilities, extrapolated to non-metered facilities). Ground-water 
flow through the Portneuf Gap contnlmted slightly more than I Bgal/yr. 
1 High-flow conditions during spring runoff and flood stages may be the only times when 
the river loses substantial water to the aquifer; see appendix, Sections A.1.2 and A.2.2. 
2 Assumed to be in a fixed proportion relative to municipal demand 
6 
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The calculated water balance residual, 5.7 ± 0.04 Bgal/yr, represents all other recharge 
sources (including the Bannock range and the eastern side of the valley, plus river 
losses). The river is estimated to contribute about 0.3 Bgal/yr (see appendix, Sections 
A.1.2 and A.2.2.). Therefore, assuming that recharge from the eastern side of the valley 
is negligible, the Mink Creek /Gibson Jack /City-Cusick Creek watersheds contribute 
about 5.4 ± 0.1 Bgal/year, or more than five times that from the upper basin, as 
underflow through the Portneuf Gap. Total recharge to the southern aquifer is 7 .25 ± 










Figure 5 - Southern aquifer water balance, after Welhan and others (1996), 
revised with new information. All quantities are in billions of gallons 
(Bgal) per year. Total pumping withdrawals are shown in the conical 
arrow. Annual recharge from the Portneuf River is estimated at 0.3 
Bgal/yr and the change in aquifer storage during the 1993-94 accounting 
period was -0.29 Bgal/yr. 
7 
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GROUND-WATER RECHARGE TO THE NORTHERN AQUIFER 
Based on hypsography (Figure 3), Pocatello Creek may be the only other 
watershed capable of supplying any significant amount of snowmelt-derived recharge to 
the LPRV aquifer. However, its importance as a tributary ground water source is 
unknown, and estimates of surface runoff and evapotranspiration losses are unavailable 
to estimate its recharge potential. In contrast, the recharge rate for the southern Bannock 
Range is an unusually accurate estimate because of constraints imposed by bedrock 
geometry on the underflow calculations (Appendix A). A similar approach cannot be 
taken for the northern aquifer because underflow cannot be independently estimated. 
Instead, outflow to the Snake River Plain must be estimated as a separate water balance 
residual, based on independent estimates of recharge from the northern valley's tributary 
watersheds. To do so, the southern Bannock Range recharge rate was used to estimate 
total evapotranspiration (ET) and runoff losses relative to mean annual precipitation in 
the Bannock Range, which were then applied to watersheds in the northern LPRV to 
estimate recharge potential. 
An estimate of net ET loss in the Bannock Range can be made by comparing the 
recharge rate calculated from the southern aquifer water balance with annual 
precipitation and runoff estimates for the same area. Based on data in Figure I, the Mink 
Creek, Gibson Jack, City, and Cusick Creek watersheds intercept an elevation-weighted 
total of26.l inches of precipitation (33.5 Bgal/yr) in an average water year. Of this, 16 
percent (5.4 Bgal/yr, derived from the water balance residual) recharges the southern 
aquifer. Unpublished stream gauging data collected in 1995 (a near-normal year for 
precipitation) indicates that Mink Creek runoff represented 3 percent of the precipitation 
intercepted by that watershed; prorated by area, total runoff from the Gibson Jack and 
City-Cusick Creek watersheds, together with Mink Creek, amounts to 1.2 Bgal/yr. Net 
ET loss therefore comprises about 80% of the annual precipitation intercepted by the 
southern Bannock Range during a normal water year. In comparison, Balmer and Noble 
(1979) determined ET losses of 70-90 percent for nearby watersheds in southeast Idaho. 
Evapotranspirative loss was assumed to be inversely proportional to altitude and 
the amount of precipitation intercepted (i.e., the rate of ET loss is lowest at highest 
elevations). To achieve an 80 percent overall ET loss rate, zonal loss rates for the 
southern Bannock Range were determined by trial and error: 100 percent in elevation 
zones having less than 25 inches of mean annual precipitation'; about 85 percent in zones 
with 25-30 inches of precipitation; and about 65 percent in zones having more than 30 
inches. Applying these ET loss rates to other watersheds in the LPRV, Pocatello Creek is 
the only one in the northern LPRV capable of supplying any significant recharge. 
Results of the calculation are summarized in Table 1, showing the amount of 
annual area-weighted precipitation and the amount available as recharge plus runoff from 
each watershed. Pocatello Creek's estimate represents an upper limit because the ET loss 
rate determined for the Bannock Range had to be adjusted downward to obtain a 
non-zero 





recharge estimate. Note that the results corroborate the assumption made in the 1993-94 
water balance accounting, that recharge from the eastern side of the valley (Eastern 
slope) is indeed negligible. 
TABLE l - Estimated ground-water recharge plus runoff per major watershed, 
based on evapotranspiration losses estimated from the 1993-94 
water balance and prorated on the basis of area and precipitation. 
Weighted Available 
mean annual as recharge 
Watershed Area precipitation plus runoff 
(sq.mi.) (inches/yr) (inches/yr) 
Mink Creek 48.2 27.1 5.0 
} Gibson Jack Creek I 1.3 27.1 6.3 
City / Cusick Creek 14.4 21.9 1.7 
Eastern slope 18.4 14.0 0.0 
Fort Hall Canyon 5.7 20.4 0.0 




Pocatello Creek 27.7 14.5 < 1.2 (0.5 Bgal/yr) 
· OVERALL AQUIFER WATER BALANCE 
The water balance for the entire aquifer system was calculated using the 1993-94 
water balance results for the southern aquifer and the recharge estimates derived for 
tributary watersheds in the northern aquifer. Table 2 summarizes annualized pumping 
totals for Pocatello and Chubbuck municipal wells during the accounting period of 
1993-94 ( conditions equivalent to a normal water year) and for 2000 (a drought year), as 
well as estimated non-municipal demand. 
Table 3 and Figure 6 summarize the water balance of the entire aquifer system 
under normal hydro logic conditions. The LPRV's total capacity during the 1993-94 
accounting period was 7.25 ± 0.4 Bgal/yr. Of this, municipal demand consumed 80-85 
percent. Total non-municipal demand is less certain, but the range in Table 2 is believed 
to be a reasonable representation of actual demand. If so, then total demand may have 
exceeded aquifer capacity in 1993-94 by as much as 15 percent. In times of drought, this 
overdraft would be even more acute. 




intra-basin (meteoric) sources of recharge and focuses on the shallowest portion of the 
aquifer system. Little is known of the deeper sediments in the system, particularly the 
role that deep fracture systems and faults may play in capturing meteoric recharge that 
originates outside the LPRV watershed, or the rate at which water in the deepest zones 
into or out of the shallow aquifer. Secondly, the flux of ground water past Red Hill may 
not represent all of the recharge contributed by the southern valley to the northern 
aquifer. It is possible that some recharge that originates in the southern Bannock Range 
bypasses Red Hill and contributes directly to the northern aquifer. This would not affect 
the southern aquifer water balance calculation but would augment overall aquifer 
capacity. Finally, since the PortneufRiver is a gaining stream in the northernmost part of 
the LPRV and is lined through much of the central part of the valley, it is assumed to be a 
recharge source only in the southern valley. 
TABLE 2 - Summary of municipal and estimated non-municipal pumping 
withdrawals in the LPRV during 1993-94 (corresponding to a normal 
water year) and 2000 (a drought year). 
1993/941 lQ.QQ' 
South Aquifer 
Municipal 1.32 1.72 
Domestic 0.14 0.18 
Agricultural 0.11 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.05 
Industrial 0 0 
Golf courses 0.15 0.09 
Totals 1.72±0.04 2.13 ± 0.05 
North Aquifer 
Pocatello Municipal 4.53 3.82 
Chubbuck Municipal 0.65 0.62 
Domestic 0.31 ±0.16 0.26± 0.14 
Agricultural 0.39 ± 0.13 0.33 ± 0.11 
Industrial 0.25 ±0.07 0.27± 0.05 
Golf courses 0 0 
Totals 6.12 ± 0.36 5.33 ± 0.34 
Entire Aquifer 
Municipal 6.49 6.16 
Domestic 0.44± 0.17 0.43 ± 0.14 
Agricultural 0.50 ± 0.17 0.47 ± 0.15 
Industrial 0.25 ± 0.07 0.31 ± 0.09 
Golf courses 0.15 0.09 
Totals 7.83 ±0.40 7.47 ± 0.39 
'Annualized on the basis of the 510-day accounting period. 
'Actual municipal and estimated non-mwtlcipal withdrawals. 




Note that under pre-development conditions (no pumping diversions), the LPRV 
would have contributed in excess of 7 Bgal/yr to the Snake Plain aquifer as tributary 
underflow. Under current pwnping conditions, this has been reduced to less than 0.5 
Bgal/yr; in fact, at the high-end range of pumping estimates, the LPRV is actually 
drawing water from the eastern Snake River Plain aquifer. Aside from the obvious 
implications for water-rights conflicts, the effect of overpurnping the northern aquifer 
could be to pull in contaminants from areas north of Chubbuck. 
TABLE 3 - Water balance for the entire LPRV aquifer system under normal 
hydrologic conditions, based on the 1993-94 accounting period 
Recharge 
Portneuf Gap underflow 
PortneufRiver losses . 
Maximum Pocatello Creek recharge 






5.4 ± 0.1 
7.25 ±0.4 
Pocatello municipal pumping 5.85 
Chubbuck municipal pumping 0.65 
Self-supplied domestic pumping 0.44 ± 0.17 
Self-supplied agricultural irrigation 0.50 ± 0.17 
Self-supplied industrial pumping 0.25 ± 0.07 
Non-metered golf course use 0.15 
Total pumping withdrawals 7.83 ± o:4 
Change in Aquifer Storage -0.46 
Outflow to Snake River Plain aquifer 0.2 to -0.5 (inflow) 
'Since the PortneufRiver becomes a gaining stream in the northern part of the 







Figure 6 - Water balance for the entire LPRV aquifer system, 
reconstructed from the 1993-94 accounting for the southern 
aquifer. Pumping withdrawals (in conical arrows) reflect 
actual municipal demand plus estimated non-municipal 
demand. All values are in Bgal/yr. Estimated river recharge 
is 0.3 Bgal/yr (contributing only in the southern valley), and 
total storage change over the entire aquifer is -0.46 Bgal/yr. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
THE IMPACT OF DROUGHT 
The water balance results indicate that the aquifer's safe yield was being exceeded 
under normal hydrologic conditions a decade ago. For comparison, Table 4 presents an 
approximate water balance accounting of the southern aquifer for a drought year (2000). 
Underflows at Portneuf Gap and Red Hill were assumed to reflect differences in saturated 
cross-sectional flow area, only. River losses were assumed to be the same as estimated 
for 1993-94. Table 4 shows that the water balance residual for 2000 ( essentially, 
Bannock Range recharge) is fully half that in 1993-94. Because 95 percent of total 
recharge originates in the southern LPRV, drought will clearly have a substantialimpact 
on overall system capacity. 
TABLE 4 - Comparison of southern aquifer water balance under nonnal hydro logic 
conditions (for the combined 1993-94 accounting period) and drought 
conditions (year 2000). All values are in billions of gallons per year. 
1993/94 29.QQ 
Losses (withdrawals+ outflow) 
Pocatello municipal wells 1.32 1.72 
Domestic wells 0.14 0.182 
Agricultural wells 0.1 I :!: 0.04 0.15 ± 0.052 
Non-metered golf courses 0.15 1 0.092 
Total pumping demand 1.72±0.04 2.13 ±0.05 
Red Hill underflow 5.33 5. 143 
Gains (recharge + inflow) 
Portneuf Gap underflow 1.06 1.01' 
Portneuf River losses 0.3 0.3 
Change in aquifer storage -0.29 -3.35 
Calculated recharge residual 5.7±0.1' 2.9 
(all unlmown recharge sources) 
Bannock Range recharge 5.4±0.1 4 2.7 
1 Country Club golf course demand assumed equivalent to Highland's (0.1 BgaVyr); Riverside 
non-metered withdrawal is about 50% of Highland's (J. Ulrich, oral comm., 2006). 
1 Proportions relative to municipal demand were assumed constant between 1993-94 and 2000; 
non-metered golf course use was estimated from actual demand.at Highland. 
3 Hydraulic gradients were assumed not to differ substantially from 1993-94; underflow estimates 
were adjusted only for a decrease in cross-sectional saturated flow area due to a 5.5 foot average 
water table decline during 2000. 
4 The range primarily reflects uncertainty in estimated non-municipal demand. 
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LONG-TERM STORAGE TRENDS 
As noted in Section A.3 of the appendix, deep wells in the northernmost portion 
of the LPRV aquifer can draw on water from the eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP) 
aquifer when LPRV demand exceeds capacity. If so, then future drilling and production 
in the northern aquifer would be expected to have little impact on LPRV aquifer capacity 
but could exacerbate water rights conflicts with ESRP irrigators. 
In the southern LPRV, concerns over aquifer storage are paramount. Changes in 
storage (water level) primarily reflect the difference between capacity (recharge) and 
pumping demand (see equation A.l in the appendix). Figure· 7 shows water levels in 
Pocatello municipal well 28 together with records of monthly production in the southern 
aquifer and local precipitation (a measure of available recharge). Seasonal pumping 
demand in the southern aquifer (Figure 7 .b) has the largest impact on aquifer storage, 
with fluctuations of 5-10 feet (e.g., Figure 7.c, between 1990 and 1995). This is 30 
percent greater than seasonal, pumping-induced variations in water level in the confined 
northern aquifer. The effect of such large fluctuations is felt by all wells in the southern 
aquifer. From 1990 to 2005, Pocatello's average monthly production in the southern 
aquifer increased by 50 percent (heavy line in Figure 7.b); between 2001 and 2004, 
during the recent drought, annual production increased by 25 percent. Municipal well 44, 
the southernmost in the well field, came on line in August, 1999, and its peak production 
was realized the following year (0.7 BgaVyr, ca. 40 percent of the southern well field's 
production). However, declining water levels at the pump bowls have since forced a 
steady 5 percent annual decline in its production. 
Superimposed on these short-term storage fluctuations is a long-term downward 
trend (Figure 7.c). Over a time scale of25-30 years, the southern aquifer's water table 
has declined approximately 20 feet. Water level records for the LPRV prior to 1970 are 
unavailable, so it is not possible to conclude whether the trend is a recent phenomenon or 
part of an even longer cyclic response to climatic variations. U.S. Geological Survey 
monitoring well records dating back to 1952, both up- and down-gradient of the LPRV 
and as far away as Blackfoot, indicate that storage in eastern Idaho aquifers began to 
decline about 1970 to 1975. Some of this might be attributed to the fact that the region 
has experienced three droughts but only two above-normal periods in that time frame. 
Drought severity, however, either in terms of 3-year average _annual precipitation (Figure 
7 .a), snowpack water content (not shown), or duration, has not increased during that time, 
and the number of years of above-normal precipitation is exactly the same as the number 
of below-normal years. 
Regardless of its cause, the trend clearly indicates that the LPRV's long-term 
optimal yield (as well as its short-term annual safe yield) have been--and are being--
exceeded. Such a trend reflects the interplay of several factors: 
(i) magnitude of the recharge deficit relative to demand in dry years (Table 4); 
(ii) cumulative impact of successive dry years (compare Figure 7.a and 7.c); and 
(iii) growing demand due to more wells and extended pumping schedules in 




In the five years of drought since well 44 came on line, water levels in the 
southern.aquifer dropped lower than at any time on record. However, no single well's 
pumping impact can be held responsible, and curtailing an individual well's production 
would have little effect on the long-term storage trend, just as individual above-normal or 
below-normal water years have little long-term impact. For example, although 2006's 
above-normal snowpack and flooding-enhanced recharge (not shown in Figure 7.c) 
dramatically reversed the 25-year storage decline, its impact :will be short-lived unless it 
is followed by several normal and/or above-normal water years. Regardless of2006's 
individual impact, a continuing long-term decline in aquifer storage can be expected 
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Figure 7 - Comparison of (a) total precipitation at Wildhorse 
Divide (from Figure 4), (b) total municipal production from wells 
in the southern aquifer (as monthly totals and two-year moving 
average), and (c) fluctuations in southern aquifer storage as 
measured at Pocatello municipal well 28. Solid symbols represent 
measured values ( data logger readings span the period from early 
1993 to late 2003); open symbols were estimated from nearby 
wells. A:n:ow indicates when well 44 came on line. 
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To illustrate thls point, consider the period of above-normal and below-normal 
water years between 1995 and 2005. Extrapolating from the.results of Table 4 and 
assuming that, on average, annual capacity is reduced by 50 percent in every 
below-normal water year but only increases by 25 percent in above-normal water years', 
the impact on average annual capacity would be a net reduction of 12 percent over this 
ten-year period. That is, in order to manage the aquifer using an optimal yield strategy 
(and only considering annual capacity as the optimization criterion) would dictate more 
than a 10% reduction in total demand to remain in balance with fluctuating recharge on a 
decadal time scale. 
CAPACITY AUGMENTATION 
Measurements of discharge and stage on lower Mink Creek for 1995 (unpublished 
data) indicate that runoff from the Bannock Range comprises a minor fraction of the 
LPRV's overall water budget. Baseflow in Mink Creek in 1995 was about 2 ft'/sec with 
spring runoff averaging about 12 ft3/sec for two months of the year. Annually, this 
represents about 3 percent of the total precipitation intercepted by the watershed. If half 
ofthls were diverted to recharge the aquifer, it would add 0.3 to 0.4 Bgal (about 5 
percent) annually to the system's ground water capacity. Other sources of surface water, 
such as from the PortneufRiver, would have to be developed to justify a managed 
recharge strategy in the future. 
The only known sources of natural recharge in the LPRV are meteoric waters 
falling on the watershed itself(intra-basin recharge). Although some instances of 
thermal waters are known in the northern valley (Corbett et al., 1980), there is no 
evidence for deep, extra-basin recharge. In the absence of such a source, system capacity 
cannot be increased by exploiting deeper aquifers in the LPRV. Although producing 
horizons are known to exist at greater depths than currently tapped by municipal wells 
( e.g., artesian zones below 300 feet in the southern aquifer and productive zones below 
800 feet in the northern aquifer), they would not increase the aquifer's long-term capacity 
unless they were recharged from sources outside the LPRV watershed. The only 
exception would be water flowing in very deep zones not in \J.ydraulic communication 
with the shallow aquifer, but it is hlghly unlikely that such water would not be recharged 
outside the LPRV watershed, anyway. The most likely benefit to be derived from wells 
that tap deeper zones would be in making up short-term deficits in the shallow aquifer. 
' Because evapotranspirative losses are the largest determinant of annual effective 
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APPENDIX A 
1993-94 Water Balance 
for the Southern Portion of the 
Lower PortneufRiverValley Aquifer 
Revised from: "The Lower PortneufRiver Valley Aquifer: A Geologic/ 
Hydro logic Model and Its Implications For Wellhead Protection Strategies"; J. 
Welhan, C. Meehan, and T .Reid, 1996; Final Report, EPA Wellhead Protection 
Demonstration Project and the City of Pocatello Aquifer Geologic 
Characterization Project; Chapter 6. 
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A.1. PRINCIPAL RECHARGE SOURCES 
A.1.1. Precipitation 
Table A-I summarizes mean annual temperature, humidity and precipitation as 
recorded at the Pocatello Airport weather station. Precipitation in the lower basin varies 
from less than 15 inches (38 cm) in the Portneuf River valley to more than 30 inches (76 
cm) in the Bannock Range (Figure A-1). A SnoTel station at Wild Horse Divide at an 
elevation of6526 ft (1990 m) in the southern Bannock Range averaged 29.7 inches (75.4 
cm) over 11 years of record (1983-1994). As shown in Figure A-1, Bannock Range 
precipitation is the nearest source oflocal recharge to the LPRV aquifer system, other 
than underflow from the upper Portneufbasin through the PQrtneufGap, and likely plays 
a significant role in the aquifer's water balance 
TABLE A-1. Sunuruuy of meteorological data, Pocatello airport weather station (from National 
Weather Service, http://www.wrcc.dri.edu/cgi-bin/cliMAIN.pl?id7211, based on 
68 years of record). 
------Annual-------
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Mean 1993 1994 
Average Temperature, °F: 
23.8 29.0 36.8 46.6 54.3 62.2 70.8 69.2 59.3 48.1 36.0 26.3 46.7 43.2 48.3 
Average Snowfall, inches: 
6.57 5.35 3.51 0.41 0.01 0 0 0.04 1.77 4.65 8.61 9.35 41.6 29.6 30.3 
Average Total Precipitation, inches: 
1.10 0.92 1.12 1.13 1.35 1.02 0.53 0.61 0.79 0.87 1.05 1.07 11.5 17.9 9.09 
Average Daytime Relative Humidity, %: 
73 66 56 43 39 37 30 29 33 42 63 73 · 49 53 47 
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Figure A-1. Thirty-year total mean annual precipitation over the Lower 
PortneufRiver basin and surrounding highlands. Precipitation isohyetals 
taken from University ofldaho (1993). 
Historic trends in precipitation at the Pocatello Airport weather station and at Wild 
Horse Divide are summarized in Figure A-2 showing that total precipitation on the 
Bannock Range is a little more than twice that at the Pocatello Airport. Three-year 
moving averages of total precipitation on the Bannock Range tend to mimic the aquifer's 
storage variations (for example, the above-normal precipitation at Wildhorse Divide 
during the 1980s coincides with lrigh ground water levels seen in wells). The 
synchronicitybetween aquifer storage and total precipitation.suggests that an important 
part of the aquifer's recharge may be locally derived in the Bannock Range. 
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Figure A-2. Historic annual precipitation record at Pocatello Airport and 
at the SnoTel station on Wildhorse Divide, Bannock Range. Solid lines 
are three-year moving averages. The correlation between precipitation 
readings obtained at the two stations that was used to estimate 
precipitation at Wild Horse Divide prior to 1983 is shown in the inset. 
Airport data are based on official National Weather Service records since 
1939 (http://www.wrcc.dri.edu/cgi-bin/cliMAIN.pl?id72l l); prior to that, 
older NWS records were used. 
A.1.2. Potential Surface and Ground Water Sources 
Southern Bannock Range Recharge (Qb) 
The major potential recharge sources are summarized in Figure A-3. Because of the 
chemical similarity of ground waters in the southern Bannock Range, recharge from 
Mink Creek, Gibson Jack Creek and the City-Cusick Creeks watersheds was lumped 
together as a single recharge component, Qb. Its magnitude is unknown but is expected 
to be large, given that local sources of recharge are implicated. 
Portneuf Gap Underflow (Og) and River Losses (Or) 
Based on the upper basin's size (1160 mile') and the amount of precipitation it receives 
(19.6 inches; Norvitch and Larson, 1970), underflow through the PortneufGap (Qg) 
might be expected to be a significant component of aquifer recharge. However, during 
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Figure A-3. Principal components of the water balance defined for the 
southern LPRV aquifer. Provisional water balances were constructed for the 
periods 4/93-10/93, 11/93 - 3/94, and4/94- 8/94, reflecting periods of 
major differences in aquifer storage response. Recharge from the eastern side 
of the valley may not be a significant source ofrecharge, based on chemical 
mass balance arguments. Qo is underflow past Red Hill; Qp is total pumping 
withdrawals; other terms are defined in the text. 
average discharge of250 ft3/sec relative to a basin-wide input of 1670 ft3/sec of 
precipitation indicates that ground-water outflow plus evapotranspirative loss in the 
upper basin are of the order of85 to 90% of precipitation input. Since annual potential 
evaporation is of the order of 61 inches or more than three times mean annual 
precipitation (CH2M-Hill, 1994a), it is to be expected that evaporative loss, alone, would 
be the largest component of the basin water balance and that ground water outflow would 
be minor. For the purposes of computing the southern aquifer water balance, Qg was 
estimated from the saturated cross-sectional area of flow through the Gap, using Darcy's 
Law. 
Norvitch and Larson (1970) proposed that the PortneufRiverrnay lose a minimum of8 
ft3/sec to ground water underflow somewhere between the lower reaches of the upper 
basin and the LPRV, with maximum possible estimates as high as 87 ft3/sec. However, 
their hypothesis hinges on an estimate of specific discharge per unit basin area that was 
derived for the uppermost reaches of the upper Portneufbasin and applied to the lower 
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reaches without justification. In contrast, their own river discharge measurements offer 
no evidence for significant river loss at base flow conditions. For example, the Portneuf 
River below the confluences of Rapid Creek and Marsh Creek in December, 1968 was 
245.5 ft'/sec. Approximately 5.5 miles downstream, immediately west of the Portneuf 
Gap, river discharge was 247 cfs. Discharge measured seven miles farther downstream, 
at the Pocatello gauging station (252 ft'/sec), is higher because of tributary drainage 
contnbutions from the southern Bannock Range. 
Although Norvitch and Larson did not measure tributary stream discharges along the 
lower Portneuf, our measurements on Mink Creek (the largest tributary stream in the 
LPRV) indicate a baseflow discharge of 1.65 ft3/sec during July, 1994. When 
extrapolated to other tributary watersheds of the southern Bannock Range, and 
considering that 1994 was a below-normal water year, our data are consistent with a 5 
ft'/sec gain below the Portneuf Gap, as documented by Norvitch and Larson, and support 
the hypothesis that river loss to the aquifer (Qr) is small.' 
Although the PortneufRiver's mean annual discharge was near normal in 1993 (252 
ft3/sec) and below normal in 1994, and both years' mean discharges fall within a range 
that is comparable to Norvitch and Larson's 1968 base-flow stream measurements, we 
conclude that the Portneuf River does not lose significant amounts of water to the aquifer 
during base-flow conditions. However, the possibility remains that such losses may be 
significant on a transient basis, such as during bank-full and flood stage. In that case, 
Norvitch and Larson's (1970) river loss rate can be used to estimate Qr when river 
discharge is above normal (see Section A.2.1 ). 
Leakage From the Eastern Valley Margin (Oe) 
A potential source of recharge to the southern aquifer is ground-water inflow from the 
tributary aquifers on the eastern side of the valley. As documented in Welhan et al. 
(I 996) and Meehan (2005), the shallow alluvial aquifer east of the Portneuf Basalt is 
highly contaminated with chloride, sulfate and nitrate. On chemical mass balance 
grounds, the influx of dilute Bannock Range waters, which are low in these constituents, 
has to be balanced by leakage from the eastern aquifer or anoiher high-salt recharge 
source. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it is assumed that Qe is a minor 
component of aquifer recharge. For calculation purposes, it is lumped together with 
other unknown recharge sources in the water balance residual (i.e., Qb + Qe + Qr). 
Other Possible Sources · 
Although additional recharge sources may contribute to the LPRV aquifer, the current 
hydrogeologic model of the basin is incapable of identifying them or their relative 
'Recent corroboration of this hypothesis has come from a statistical analysis of recent 
base-flow discharge measurements taken below the Portneuf Gap as well as from 
chemical mass balance modeling of the southern LPRV aquifer (Meehan, 2005). 
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magnitudes. For example, low-temperature thermal water north of Pocatello Creek and in 
the Tyhee area north of Chubbuck is likely an expression of fault-controlled deep 
circulation contributing small amounts of water to the ground water regime in that area 
(Corbett et al., 1980). The Tyhee thermal waters are known to be elevated in sulfate and 
chloride relative to shallow ground water and would represent a potential source of 
salinity to the shallow ground water system. If similar thermal waters recharge the 
southern valley, they may be responsible for part or all of the salt added to the southern 
aquifer system, although their true contribution would be masked by leakage of shallow, 
contaminated water from the eastern aquifer (Meehan, 2005). 
A.2. WATER BALANCE CALCULATIONS 
A.2.1. Physical Constraints 
The physical water balance for the southern aquifer can be -written as: 
AS = Qg + Qb + Qe + Qr - Qo - Qp (Eq'n A.I) 
where the terms are as defined in Section A.1.2 and Figure A-3. Direct precipitation 
input on the surface of the LPRV is neglected in this formulation because potential 
evapotranspiration on the valley floor is so much higher than precipitation. The 
magnitudes of several of these terms can be estimated on the basis of physical 
considerations, whereas others cannot even be crudely estimated (e.g., Qb, Qe). 
Municipal well water level records in the southern aquifer permit a reasonably accurate 
estimate of storage change (AS) and pumping withdrawals (Qp ). Of the remaining terms, 
estimates of PortneufGap underflow (Qg) and southern aquifer outflow (Qo) can be 
made on the basis of cross-sectional aquifer geometry, hydraulic conductivity, and 
gradient, using Darcy's Law. During river low-flow conditions, river losses are probably 
small, leaving only Bannock Range inflow (Qb) and possibly eastern aquifer leakage 
(Qe) as significant unknown terms. 
Based on the timing of recharge events, variations in pumping withdrawals and aquifer 
storage, three accounting periods spanning about 17 months were used for the water 
balance calculations. All of these periods are referred to in terms of number of days since 
January I, 1993. The first period, from Day 90-300 (April, 1993 - October, 1993) 
includes the only significant recharge event encountered during the study as well as 
1993's period of peak summer well production. The second water balance period, from 
Day 300-450 (November, 1993 -March, 1994), spans a period ofbelow-normal spring 
runoff and low seasonal well production rates when aquifer water levels remained fairly 
constant. The third accounting period, from Day 450-600 (April, 1994 - August, 1994), 




response to poor spring recharge and high pumping demand). All water balance terms 
were computed separately for each accounting period then summed over the entire 
510-day time span and reported on an annualized basis (normalized to 365 days). 
A.2.2. Individual Terms 
Pumping Withdrawals (Op) 
Non-municipal pumping withdrawals were not considered in the original water balance 
estimate (Welhan et al., 1996). Estimates for self-supplied domestic use, agricultural and 
golf course irrigation, and industrial withdrawals have since become available and are 
documented in Table 2 in the accompanying report. Municipal pumping withdrawals 
were obtained from city records. Estimates of domestic and agricultural pumping were 
taken from BBC Research's (2001) evaluation of water use in the LPRVas of2000; their 
domestic pumping estimate was cross-checked against the number of private well owners 
taken from a map of septic system users in the LPRV (Idaho Dept. of Environmental 
Quality, 2004), assuming that every septic system owner also operated a private well for 
domestic use. Self-supplied industrial pumpers were identified through City of Pocatello 
wastewater treatment records by comparing billed municipal water use with amount of 
wastewater treated; the difference represents a minimum estimate of self-supplied 
pumping withdrawals. The ratios of self-supplied to municipal withdrawals were 
assumed to be constant over time. 
Well production in the southern aquifer during the provisional water balance period was 
summed over the individual accounting periods of the water balance. For example, 
during the period Day 300-450, Qp was 0.353 billion gallons (Bgal) or 47.2 x 106 ft3; for 
Day 450-600, Qp was 0.79 Bgal (105.6 x 106 ft3). 
Southern Aquifer Outflow (Qo) 
Figure A-4 shows a hydrogeologic cross section through the aquifer at Red Hill, based 
on drilling logs and a microgravity survey conducted to define the base of the aquifer 
(Reid, 1997). This cross-section location is considered the best-constrained for purposes 
of aquifer underflow calculations for several reasons: the availability of hydraulic 
conductivity estimates for wells 2 and 36; gravity-defined cross-sectional bedrock 
geometry at this location; and good correspondence between gravity and well control on 

















Figure A-4. Cross-section of the southern aquifer's bedrock-bounded 
outlet, looking to the northwest, immediately upgradient of Red Hill. 
Bedrock geometry is constrained by a detailed microgravity profile (Reid, 
1997) and lithologic logs. Relative permeabilities: KO < Kl << K2. 
The maximum saturated cross-sectional area of the aquifer at well 36 is 2.5 x 105 ft2, 
with less than a 4 percent variation among the water balance accounting periods. From 
pumping tests on Pocatello municipal well 36, the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer 
(K2) is 8000 ft/day; silt- and clay-rich sediments and bedrock (KO, Kl) in the section are 
at least three orders of magnitude less permeable. For an observed hydraulic gradient of 
0.0013, underflow is estimated at 2.0 x I 06 ft3/day (5.3 BgaVyear). 
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Portneuf Gap Underflow (Og) 
Figure A-5 shows a cross-section of the Portneuf Gap, looking west. Micro-gravity data 
obtained from a traverse across the Portneuf Gap (Reid, 1997) were used to constrain the 
bedrock topography shown in the subsurface. Assuming that bedrock is relatively 
impermeable, the saturated area available for underflow through the Portneuf Gap is 3 x 
I 04 ff. Based on four domestic wells whose water levels were monitored during 1994, 
the hydraulic gradient across the Gap was 0.0013. The hydraulic conductivity of gravels 
in this narrow notch was assumed to be comparable to or higher than the values seen at 
well 36 (also in a bedrock notch) and a value of 10,000 ft/day was assumed for these 
calculations. The estimated flux through the Gap is therefore 3.9 x I 05 ft3/day (1.06 
Bgal/year). Since changes in saturated cross-sectional area were far less than the 
uncertainty in hydraulic properties, this flow rate was assumed to remain constant during 
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Figure A-5. Cross-section of the Portneuf Gap, looking west toward the southern 
aquifer, reconstructed from topography and gravity data. 
Portneuf River Losses COr} 
Norvitch and Larson (I 970) postulated that the PortneufRiver may lose water to the 
aquifer somewhere in the vicinity of the PortneufGap. Mean annual flow on the 
PortneufRiver at Pocatello's gauging station is of the order of8 ft3/sec lower than the 
combined irrigation-adjusted flows of the Portneuf at the Topaz gage and Marsh Creek at 
the McCammon gauge. However, an analysis of discharge measurements made during 
base-flow conditions and chemical mass-balance modeling of the southern aquifer 
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(Meehan, 2005) inclicate that the Portneuf River does not lose significant amounts of 
water to the aquifer. 
Based on the southern aquifer's rapid response to past flooding conclitions in the 
Portneuf Gap area, 6 it seems more likely that if the river does contribute substantial 
recharge below Portneuf Gap, it does so only during high-flow conclitions. During the 
latter two water balance accounting periods, mean river discharge was within the 
base-flow regime in which Norvitch and Larson's (1970) data inclicate negligible river 
losses. Therefore, significant river losses were assumed to have occurred only during the 
first water balance period, when river clischarge exceeded 400 ft'/sec for about 60 days. 
The clifference in the water balance residual calculated with and without an adclitional 8 
ft3/sec river loss during this accounting period placed a lower limit on the magnitude of 
the annualized river recharge (Qr). 
On this basis, the river's contribution to the aquifer during 1993 was 0.3 Bgal, on the 
assumption that a loss rate of 8 ft3/sec applies only during spring runoff when flow 
exceeds 400 cfs and that negligible losses occur during normal and low-flow conclitions. 
Prorated for a 365-day accounting period, river losses are estimated to contribute about 
0.3 Bgal of aquifer recharge annually. 
Aquifer Storage (AS) 
Figure A-6 shows monthly water levels measured in southern aquifer production wells 
during 1993 and 1994, as derived from Pocatello Water Department records, together 
with continuous water level records from municipal well 28 and monitoring well PMW-2 
and monthly water levels from a typical domestic well in the southernmost part of the 
aquifer near the Portneuf Gap. Water levels are shown as feet above the 4400 ft datum; 
wells with lower hydraulic heads are located farther downgraclient. Changes in water 
level between the beginning and end of each water balance period are shown on the 
figure. 
During Day 90-300, storage increased over the length of the aquifer but was greatest in 
the southernmost area, suggesting that a large part of the system's recharge originated 
from southern sources, such as the Portneuf Gap and the Mink Creek/ Gibson Jack 
sub-basins. During Day 300-450, aquifer storage in the vicinity of wells 12 and 36 
showed a slight decline, whereas storage appeared to decline·about 2-3 times as much 
south of well 14. This suggests that most of the recharge during this period entered the 
aquifer north of well 14 (i.e., at the north end of the Gibson Jack watershed). During the 
third accounting period (Day 450-600), storage declines were approximately uniform in 
all parts of the southern aquifer, possibly indicating that the rates of recharge from the 
Bannock Range had, for the most part, approached baseflow along the length of the 
aquifer. • 
6 Based on prior anecdotal evidence and recently confirmed when the Portneufreached 
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Figure A-6. Water level records in southern aquifer wells that were used 
to estimate changes in aquifer storage during the water balance period. 
Changes in head during each accounting period are shown beside the 
arrows indicating storage increase or decrease (in feet). During day 
300-450 and day 450-600, heads declined an average of 1.0 ft and 6.4 ft, 
respectively. During day 90-300, heads increased an average of5.0 feet, 
with the largest increase at Well 33 indicating that the Mink Creek/ 
Gibson Jack watersheds contributed the most recharge. On the other 
hand, the southernmost wells showed the largest decline during day 
300-450, suggesting that recharge from Mink Creek had waned by this 
time. 
If the Bannock Range is the most important source of recharge to the southern aquifer, 
the differential responses observed during the first two water·balance periods suggest that 
ground water flow rates and recharge may differ along this part of the Bannock Range. 
This hypothesis is consistent with the varied geology of the Bannock Range, and the fact 
that areas of limestone, many of them containing evidence of karstification, exist in both 
the Mink Creek and Gibson Jack watersheds. Substantial areas ofkarst limestone have 
been identified in mapping work conducted in the Mink Creek basin (S. Van Hoff, 
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Wipubl. data), and limestone outcrops over much of the middle and lower reaches of the 
Gibson Jack watershed (Rodgers and Othberg, 1999). 
Based on the average of water level changes shown in Figure A-6, an aquifer area of 
89.5 x 106 ft2, and a mean porosity of0.25, storage increased·by 112 x 106 ft' (0.84 Bgal) 
during Day 90-300 and decreased by 143 x 106 ft' (1.07 Bgal) during Day 450-600. 
A.3. DISCUSSION OF WATER BALANCE RESULTS 
Figure A-7 and Table A-2 swnmarize the results of the ove.rall water balance 
accounting. Figure A-8 summarizes the results by each accounting subperiod. The water 
balance "residual" represents the total of all unknown recharge inputs including those 
from the Bannock Range, the eastern valley margin, and the Portneufruver. As 
discussed in Section A.1.2, Qe and Qr are both believed to be relatively small, so that the 
computed residual less Qr represents the sum of all Bannock Range recharge to the 
southern aquifer (Qb ). 
Qo 5.33 t-.S = Qg + Qb + Qe + Qr - Qo - Qp 
Qb 5.4.,, 
· Residual: 
Qb+ Qe+ Qr= 5.7 Bgal 
i,Qr-0.3 
'----J .. Qg 1.06 
Figure A-7. Results of the southern aquifer water balance, as annual averages 
reflecting the 1993-94 accounting period. Best available estimates for inflow 
through the PortneufGap (Qg), underflow past Red Hill (Qo), total pumping 
demand (Qp), and storage change (i\.S) are expressed in billions of gallons per 
year. Bannock Range recharge (Qb) is believed to dominate the water balance 
residual ( Qb + Qe +Qr) because recharge from the river and the eastern valley 




Referring to Figure A-8 and Table A-2, computed recharge was greatest during the 
first water balance accounting period, as would be expected for the period in which the 
system received its largest spring runoff pulse from above-normal snowpack. Recharge 
subsequently declined through the winter of 1993 and was far lower in 1994. The results 
clearly demonstrate that the southern aquifer is dependent on Bannock Range recharge 
to replenish storage lost during peak summer pumping, and that pwnping has the largest 
impact on the aquifer during years oflow precipitation (such as in 1994). 
Note that annual withdrawals in the northern LPRV are three and a half times those 
from the southern aquifer (Table A-2). Since underflow across the bedrock lip at Red 
Hill (Qo) likely recharges the shallowest part of the northern aquifer and since most of 
the northern wells tend to be perforated in the uppermost confined aquifer, the southern 
aquifer probably supplies most of the pumping demand in Pocatello's northern well field 
Chubbuck's municipal wells, farther to the north, are completed in volcanic units of the 
eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP) province and are >300 feet deep, so they may draw on 
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Figure A-8. Water balance summary for the southern aquifer for the period 
April, 1993 to August, 1994, shown as totals for each of the three accounting 
periods and as 365-day totals reflecting annualized averages. The "Residual" 
is the calculated water balance residual representing all unknown recharge 
sources, primarily from the Bannock Range, the eastern aquifer and the 
PortneufRiver (Qb + Qe + Qr). 
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Table A-2. Summary of southern aquifer water balance. All values are in billions of gallons. 
Pumping totals include docwnented municipal and estimated non-municipal demand 
during the accounting periods. PortneufRiver losses were asswned to have occurred 
only during high-flow conditions of 1993's spring runoff. The water balance 
residual includes recharge from all possible sources, including the river. Pumping 
totals for the northern aquifer are provided for reference. 
Accounting -------Pumping Total Red Hill 
period (days Outflow 
since 1/1/1993) N. Aquifer S. Aquifer (Qp) Qo 
90-300 (wet spring) 3.72 0.88 3.05 
300-450 1.23 0.46 2.24 
450-600 (dry summer) 3.59 1.06 2.16 
510-day Totals 8.54 2.40 7.45 
365-day Totals 6.11 1.72 5.33 
Accounting S. Aquifer Portneuf Gap Portneuf Water Balance 
period (days Storage Inflow River Residual 
since 1/1/1993) tis Qg Qr. (Qb+Qe+Qr) 
90-300 (wet spring) 0.84 0.61 0.31 4.16 
300-450 -0.17 0.44 0.00 2.10 
450-600 (dry summer) -1.07 0.44 0.00 1.71 
510-day Totals -0.40 1.49 0.31 7.96 
365-day Totals -0.29 1.06 0.31 5.70 
If the northern aquifer relies on outflow from the southern aquifer for most of its 
recharge, then the LPRV's ground-water capacity will be constrained by development 
activities in the southern aquifer. The 1993-94 water balance suggests that total pumping 
demand in the northern and southern well fields (6.8 Bgal/yr) was equal to the system's 
total recharge capacity (Qg + Qb + Qe +Qr= 6.8 Bgal/yr). Lacking a major source of 
recharge in the northern LPRV, any future system deficits (demand> capacity) will 
induce ground-water .ir!f!.lm'. from the ESRP into the northern LPRV; in other words, the 
LPRV may cease to be a tributary ground-water source to the ESRP aquifer. Ifso, then 
the most logical place to site new wells would be in the northern valley, since the LPRV's 
upstream capacity is close to or is being exceeded under normal hydrologic conditions 
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.Pocatello's Water, D.~artmeitt cllrn!nily
1
p!9YJQ~. ~i~: t.o ~~. 1_6,400 customers (\.e:, 
. ..1,'"··dua1· fioo1'"'''·/lr'.:d:"1""'''' ,;.;;;:.>,t.· u:"·"er 'on ' ' undwater·for all ·of its domesl:io ~imcul-mw.Vl, .. , ... 1,i,jl$J,, IFJ)'!]Jg -. S1V '1 . gro . . . . .. , -.;:• . 
~ral" 811d ·hidusU:W: Reeds. In i994, water service was $11Pi>li~ by 1811\unlcl'p:µ wells to 
meet the tteyts annual demand, of.5. 75 6illioil gi1!10!is;, It i~ ~ticipated that .P0i:atelld'11; 
popiila,tlQ!l. Will. ¢1;lit~1,1e w ,expaqli · ~gh 1lie 199il'~, thereby in~J tbe: de!l'@ld to 
ptQvrcle .~-quality' water b the '!)llhlfo; · 
Trlcl)l9~yienil' (fCB) 'bas .~ulteif 'in, 'ihe- cl~ Qf, lb!; (!ity'',i ·i:w(I j.fjil~ ~)l!\letn, 
muni~Pal'. supply W¢ll~, Jltis. ¢oil~~t~~· ~ ~ num.@tt, at a ·fll.F1 :ra~ and 
PQ~tial{y tlµja~ .~~. ~t{o~ .oilier- City· wells (no. 12, 110. l6;t, .no,-~• ~~- nq •. 36),. 
:Recognizing i:fuli conhotimg envir<inmeniiL ptjl(upq1n, ~ij~ bf 9W!1!;lljii)lg (b.e. qllillil,y of 
Pooateilil'i,"rml!i . Nla!er :for fului'e ,. ,, ~tion.s :t1nir f:itv bas. enibatkei:I oli ,an· A uifet .•• ,, • . • LI • ,,!lg: . . , . ' • ... gc{l ' .. • . '1 (j 
.¥~i'*1t:;ht PlilnJ Tit~ ~Jari coosists oflhe, foilowin~ three-Jn~lijti:4 _phases lo proac~ 
tively address co~tan$lant ~cerii,.s,: · 
• 
• 
·p~ J-,-Deifneatfo,i of ·TCE: ~n~JJ!l ill Uil'; ~l.i\llero aq~!:lr. ~ 
Ptiµe It-GrOillldwatei · restoration ani:t ~ent_of'I;Cl: 1:o!li!lmimi.t.ipn 
f.l!~. ,W"'"rl.!J\P~!li~!;l!io/1;. pf . 11:'!~ifi;r, llliln¾e.ment tools ~i.e,,. wellhead 
. :Protection, -sole source aq_wfertdest~~on ... ete.) 
r~J *-tiviti~. ~ dtrected triwarij: i) defining the hydrogeofogic framework in the 
southern porifon:of.the aquifer; and 2) deteni)inlng.llie na~wig ~~t,ofthlil/'f<Z~ cone 
~atjort Wit/Jin the ~uthem 'aquif~r a.tea, Ii ~!)i'ldiuy ll!$k1 _but ~f pfvol!li linportanee, 
was IO perform a. feasibf!fty analysis of' treatment all'emali:ves that .co11ld be impfo:m1;1nted lo 
C1Jnt;rt?l contunirumt migration .. 
Hydrogeo.logy 
the alluvial aquif¢i"in tl)e 59uth~ pQrtion of tb~.J'~i,'i '(l!Uey is CQm~ solely of 
ljle Micha,uq O~'i'els ~Ju~ CQ~l of vari:-¢Jotedi well.:.so:rted, Cllar'Se· sarid; pea gravel; 
·and rounded cobbles of quartzite and argillite. Based oa observal.fons made during drilling, 
this .distinct lithology is ch~stil:: 111.ougliQut the sw,dy area. 1'l)e uniform1ty of the 
gni.vels suggests they: w'* deposited by a single gla.i:iofhi.vial event as opposed to a series 
of ·flood events. Groundwater flow in the- alluvlal aquifer is. relatively straightforward 
because of the homogeneity of ,the Michaud. GraveJs~ '11\!e· flow direction is lo the north-
west, parallel with the longitudinal axis of the Ylllley. The horizontal. hydraulic gradient 
throughout the .study area varies from 0.001 lo 0,002. 
Values derived from the pump tests indicate the transmissivity of the aquifer is fairly con· 
sis\ent; average values ranged from 59,000 IQ 198,0QO ft'/day. The specific yield of the 
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alluvial aquifer rnnged from O,OOJ. to 0.04. CalC.Ulilled Y~u,es f9r average liriear grou11d· 
water velocity ni!'l;e\l from ~;4 to 16,2 fl/dar. The imm.arr source. of Qiscl\ijtge:is_ grQUl1d· 
· wa,.tet pumpage. 'Ille' majority :of pumpage i,s from m111licip.a1 lll'i¢ irtiga~on \Ii/ills' ¥-tfi a 
lesset amount from industrial and P,rivate.domestict well11, bl 1994, Ille volume of ground-
wate,~ pu,in~#pm,_,pt~:C~'s J8 JI!l!¢C}~ ~ total~. apP~~Ly ,i:7,6Qo._~~feet 
(ai;,ft) qf Wbil;h 2,0® ac-ft was derived from' the/southern por.titm ·ofl the aquifer from 
. pllll!_page of we1ll (IQ. 13. and no. 36. 
- N~rt! o/ tCB·C.tm~µ, 
The analytical results from the ino111ton1Jg ~ll samplc:sJi,dic,l!Jed tl:iat TCB c;Ql\~tra.i.:ibn.s 
f.mgaj,, f!Ym ·~cfi'il'!' .. 4¢\~~: to a \tlt~. of~J,.7. pp~ !~~tifi~ !it' tll~ J,.,attet,D~l :Sainf (WS) 
domestfo.·fann well. Using the maximum eo:ntaminantiev~ (M'.CL.) of.S ppQ for'fCS. a 
wdl:.i!efinc:4 +l)l'(e ofgroilndwa~ c»nta{nfuaµi?lii has:~ d¢J.ili.~,.1$,~ ~, but-:ve:ry 
Jon · blirid The do · ,w;;,iieot:.extenn1f .the: lume · · to be 1 fed ut.'" · vie· ih• of ~. .· ,;, ,' . Wll;;,- .. , - ' . ,' . P. .. ~p~ . . . .9Cii'\ - ', . i,!\1/, l!I • .,. -
Tech: F'iltm Road- near th~· so.uth: ei)d'.:of· Riv.e.r:ddll ;Municlp;U- tlolt" ·cQu~~ Tlie plume: 
extend$ coritig\io~ly upgI'l!dient to the. ~1.lth eijd of the ~tudy ,area wl!e~ 1he !,~~ of •4 
plume significantly· trtcreases to one-half ihe width of the .aquiter:. .tit ihls. area oi! the. I 
aquifer 1.hi:re. is ~ well~e~i:ieq Jatetal (:QlicellJtai;idii grilii~I',. Thi:' pl(im~ ~ ~lle,,ring IQ ~~ 
southw~m ma:rglA of lhe valleY:, ,l;tura.ppears ta-be- influeneec:t b)f tribufa!Y'underflow. 
Thfa. 4'lfere!nj;e is ilup_po~ by the ·observation, tba; _TCB cpncenll7!lioos q~'~,r aJ>out-
50 ~Kdo~~t fi.:Qril the ft,101,1qt Qf G,ibsoi!Ji!f~ ~~ 
. . 
~. wrnparl~.·o.11Jtu;, qp~ient eni'j;oF me pl11Qj~ there,;t:1 ii- sub~t!al :diffusion Zline, 
jn. ~l!t.of ·tfi~, ~ ppb i~ntour ligii'- ,Simtpfe _te$1iis inili«ite !!lat IJte l:Uspi!D!D.I;( front 
exlx:illds downgrailienl to City wells no •. .12, ·nO', 16, and no. 30 ·where trace level: (2.0 · to 
a-.o tiP.b) TCE OQi!Q¢il~oli~ have been idegtified, 'Th~ .~i ~ ~xi.m!i~Y ! m,il;; 
ll.i:irt1!:~t ~f~ ~onli7"1}1<1\lndary of th~ ~dx area, This, illlgg~ tlfa~ Q\e td!itl length of 
the plume ,JS atleast $ miles long, 
The fact rha:t this plume is weU,-defined by the observed concentration g~ts, it has the 
followin; th,ree profound implications: 
1. The plume is being fueled by a continuous scurce that .is locate,d altlllg the 
SQuthwst sif;Je of the val!~ buibai; nQt yet been id~tlfied: 
2. · The. extent to which the TCB contammation .is delineated mtlicates we a.re 
ob.si;ril:ing lhi, 1¢ading ~ of a. $ignificanf pll.qne. 
3. TCE concentralio!lll will probably not significantly di:;sipate in the fore-
seeable future. 
Depth-integrated sample results indicate the TCE plume present in the southern portion of 
the Pocatello Aquifer epsts in a dissolved aqueous-phase and is vertically dispersed 
throughout the saturated thickness of the aquifer. This type of plume configuration implies 
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that tr.In~~ ~J)l!ni\lity _is nominiµ an\1 _ that advecli.011 is the p~miJ\a.nt pr~ \;OIi· 
trolling TC'E, m.~ transport It i;a/1, t)i,;refQlf;. b~ CQnC!Uded. that r,i.pid -~pUQdwaW flow 
J!.~ i:\:S!Jlf/;d ~·a hi~y m.speeyx! T,CE p\u1J1;;. i!) Y~.RIQftle, bilt b~ ~~ la~~ 
(i.e., tnttrsveri;e) dispersion. Thu~, latenii spreading of the plume does not appear to be 
controllei!Jiy hyd!'Qgeci\ogical c:~l!ai,nt!i, In addiµon, TCE movement will. np~ be signifi.. 
can~y ~il.~ b¥au~ qf !]ie !lick of fi!!~raiµetf seqi~t1 ang 9rg~fo carj)oil within 
the aquifer to retard c:onlill:ninant .ritl~ratlon. 
PteUmina,y Captµre Zoii/1 A;naljsi,s tm4• Feil3i/ii!#J. As~e$smeiit 
The tnitlai task in the.evaluation p~ wu to determine the effi:cliveness. otcaptuclng the 
TCE· plUll!tl Uflder CI.II;lJl!lt pl).Xlµe,)lgl) rates;, ,\ stea4y-cs!;l.~ nurrijajcal groundWW tl<JW 
model Wl!S eq~uut;ll!d to simulate the basic. fell.llln!S 0£ the. hydro_geo!ogm system. Obser-
v:ittions rel@Idbig I® 'lQdltUlt111 {)fJbe-cag~ :z40e$ reW:Jy~ io ~. Tea p.iume are as· 
.-...11-.;;- . . . 
. ,~u"' ... :,.!' 
• WeP ®·· ;3& captu~ ;g~dWi!l:/:r :along, ihc: ·iil)ti.thwe:!teril 1iquifer boll!ldary: 
coo~µ~lly, · !hili. :w.ell may -cap~· g{'Qlin~w~~ .fr9iii I.ii.~ v,i.ei_pity 9f tile 
l'CE' plume .even .when th~ other three weJls- are ·oper.iting at .their. full 
~fy. -11!~ wrem Ut'anch o( tfie del.ii!eated capf.t!re ~ne coven an area 
east of, and parallel to, tlleTCE plume, 
• :!he ¢\e;r ~-.qty ~~ii.~g!p~'f\l W\,.pr pa.q!_~f. #!~ ~\!li;-; f'r9m \l:le wr-
/ion, of the aquifer contlitiing ilie, TCE plume. Well. nu. 33 .cap!llres walel' 
fw11f iiii ~:~h,~ 'I.'.~~ ~l;l;ntratipr.i~'.~ye- b~n ri'uias~,:i,t >20 ppb. 
Wells 13 and 14 capture water from ·ari:as wl\ere TCl: coil,;:etjµali®S haye 
'been mfil,suted at-.> 10 Ii • . . . ·. . . . . .. pp 
Containmen.t of the TCE plume area. (as plllSently defined) would occur if aI1 
four wd.ls- -~ pumping siinuit;uieously and on a •continual basis, all 
modeled for the p1,1xpose of 9~J11ea:ting Cl!P~. zqri~ Tips pumping se&-· 
nario corresponds to projected future demands. 'for the sou9i_~. sel'Vice ;,m:a 
and al~ represents ~ f!ighest pumping rate .that can be achieved for the 
weU tieid and µis~ution sy~te!ll un~r II!~ cuc:ent coiifi~tlon, 
Capture 2:Qiles Wen\' delirt~ (OJ: a scenario Ill wh4':I) all. four City wells' (Ile' pump\ng at 
their full o;:apacities orr a continu.al basis. This pumping scenari9 correspoi:11:ls to projected 
fur;ure dCTI1ands for the SOL\lhl.lTTI -portion of !he service area and also represents the. maxi-
mum pumping scenarlo J\:)t the present l;Ollfigutalion of the well field and distribution 
syste!I)'. The captl.lre :wnes indicate lhlU groundwater is supplied to the City's wells primar-
ily from an area between the Portneuf River and the western aquifer boundary. The cap-
ture wt!es include the area where TCB has been observed in the. grQundwater downgradient 
of the mouth of the Fort Hall Canyon drainage. 
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_ .. -........ cap!iI~ zon~ anal ys~. were also conducted for a mini mat puntpin& sc:eQario. which would 
. consist using only. 'well nq. 36, · ·'Iii¢ ai'ooeliilg aitalyses.predJct that pu,inpirig of. wel~_.no, '.:16. 
at 'its fuil.capact9! woold. capture .a large 'pOrtiort- of 'the TC£ piume; ·aowe:ver, it is j?o5$f;, 
_ble: tj1af a PQrtici~: of ~-e plµnie ~ll lie. ouiside tlie ca'P,~ ~oµe; of,Ulis well and' migrate: 
fartb~ .go\\'llgi:adient · · · ··· 
·n.ere are ~ ntirnl:ier of in_h~nt .. drl\wb:ac~.iii usliig ¢c ~~tin·g City ~ells; ·if)~• mo~t sigi:i.i-
ficant ~ng improper and u!lknown weli construction methods, None o( tl)e W~ls -~ iJ~ 
to the fillI saturated thlckness of. the aqwfer: }{()V(i:v~ •. as d~ed ,lrom our invesffga~ 
. ' .. ' the TCE ciintamiilatiOli .is ,iii ii .dissoJved . base extend· . ' thfujjnfiout .the vertical tio!'I, .. . .. ., . . . _ . . . , . .. .. ,-- . P . . .- .. m~ . . . 6" .. . . . . . .. 
profile: Therefo~1. rtone of the City Wells would effectively intercept and taprote .ti¢ 
plume, 
Thg!P~se,,of.ihefe;i.slhillty assc;ssrnep,t was. to.'id¢ntif:t,, ~, and i:oinpare. treahnent 
. altem;1.tives .lo rem.eve the TC::E and l'G~ c;;o~ta:®!i;atloir asSQi;iated with: rqc,a,rello's wate.r 
SUpply ~ells no, 33 llnd ,no. 36. 'Thee objective Wast to• bring these weib- back onliJie ~-
. potable water supply wells, two;~plli:aQle ti'eaiitient ~hnologies 'have .~n.ideniifiedfoi- j 
'ihe i'ellio"lil of TCE ll!lil PCE from grotlrtdWllttt: 1) *)m:ppi.ng;, ati.d 2) adsoqitioil tisirtg· ) 
granular ai::iivated calbon (GAC)~-1:ai:h of.;tliese technologies hall been commercially,imple• 
ineiill:4 in sinU!ar ,applicai:folis and: is ~le df reducmg contaminant, con~ntrations to levels. consuwlit!y ·iess imtrt i'pJiJ,.' .. . . . . .. . . ... ... . . . . . .. . . 
'l'he:advan · ·es,ofiristallin art .tlt.stri" th . tein.aretliat.it.k the,r · · costl of the two_·_·_. . . . . _!;lg .•.. , .... g . -. , . PP. g sys , . , . . . , . ~ . Y . .. 
~C!lt options- considered, ani;t -it bas-. n:l,inunat space, ~tiire~ents and lower o~M 
tj:qu~eii~, Toe,potJmti:/C!)/#. fpt ~Pl~;p,ff-g~ ·tr~tm.en~ if ~· TC,E,: c;im~n!'r;wons 
remain thee same or ·mcrease, is thee primary disadvanta2,e· of' u.sing .· :m air_ strip~r.. How-
ever. off-gas treatment cart be effecftivcly accomplished using vapor phase carbon adso .. • . . . 
. . .. !ll!l9Jl .. 
'I'he a.dvan1;1ge of 11.!!ing a. GAC sy~telli. i$: tlµit off-gas ~hnC!!t would .not be a 
consideratloli. Ho~(l\ler, IJ:ie GAC sysft:"' is more costly and would requi,:e considerable 
·maintenance because .of the contiiiu.ous o¢1'ation -schedule necessary and change-out ot·the 
acti~ ~ IX4s,, ~I;;irget ~ .lll(j_um.:me.nts ,woul4. al.~ be 11ec;e•sacy to howe, the· 
'GAC. treatnient equipment · · · · . ._ 
.- . .. . . 
Final: Conclusions 
Although ilie TCE levels pieasured in \Veil no. 36 bave not eitceeded the. MCL, it is our 
considered judgment that because of the -gcohydrology in this area, -it is only a matter of 
timi; be~ well no, 36 also eit<:eeds ,th_e MCL. The highest priority shouid be to ioc:ate 
the source of th~ TCE con\a,niin;ltjo11,. i:Jt!)~se dissolved-phase con,tanlipants will continu!'l 
to leach into the aquifer, If the source of the contamination can be located, there aie a 
number of remedial aliemaiives that could be pursued. 
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A f9rin;il ~yi;~m~~ !>etwee;ii t!le Cjty of PocatelJQ .an\i ~Ot:l!,: (;oUnty shOllkf; 
be developed because this problent~tei,~ beyond the City limits and is a community-wide 
copq!l'II. 1be .bem::fits of a ~ve· appto.icn would lie: I) a focused effort !O resol111: 
.ihe ~laM!io!'I; 2) · ~litj!. ~~~µ_ity of dal.l!.: collecl!d.n ~d pwet!t i!µe~catltjn of #orts; · 
anc( 3) lessen financial impacts through cost sharing. A steerilljl committee should also. be 
~111!>.lished so. tliat. City ~d County ofli~ ~d $y abreasi of dev~lo(iing· @nQiti,ons 
and. ovimee and direct .future mve:stlgallve and corrective ·action alternatives. · 
• ,- • "" .. • ... •:u .,•.• •.• .'•, ~~ ,: •• .,- -, •~ •" •' i .' • • ·.-•,; • 
-.••,• ·--· ····-·-.- ··-·----· ·-· -- ····-,·~ ··-·· --".-. ~ ,,_._- -· ,-- ~·"':· .. 
Section l 
{I)b;~4q,::ijg~ 
.ouriilg die past decade, tfie·u.s: • .i:.nvfronmenbal ~on Age11¢y: (EP)\)'lias reqtilreil that 
ilblic water' urv · ors mortitor 'fiii'"an ~ · iitiinoet of volatile o · · ·c chemicals P.. . .· . . P . ~. . ..... , . .· . . .. · . . ' ·. .. . • , . . .. . . FgM11 . . . . • . 
cvocs). 'Ju a resiiit; ihese- chemicals are being identmed in public drihldng water supplies 
rciote ~ Mcie frequently,. A_ nWf\~, !lf VQCs ~ 3S ~c!il<Jl'oethytene. (I'«;:E), 
teirac/llo.rtieUlyl~e (PGS)', tolueiill, and o~ ha.vi;,~ di!!Cl>v~ iA t!l:e P~$1o V~ey 
Aq ~fer; The 010:st pervasive· anitsigniJiClllt eo:nlaminant js · TCE, · which .ha.$ resulted in the 
cl9sure ofthe.Qity's two .IPOSt southet11.'mi.lliicii;u supplfwel.ls, 11tis contiµuµiµlt appears 
to migrati.ng·at a rapid rate and potentially threaiens at.least four other City wells (no; 1:i, 
oo.~ 16, no, 30; .. and .io. 3§).. ·· · 
.·. 
Recognizing that controlling enworunenttl pollution Is tjitical to. mauitai:ningthe quality .of 
Pilc;iteUo's. !fiinldhg water for future gimer.ition$; the. <;itY has emliarlred on. an Aqulfer 
Management Plart, Tlie ,plan· consists of the following, three interrerated ph~, IQ· j 
proacliveir address contaminant concerns: . . . 
• P.l\asel-Oetineation of'TdE coataminaifonm 1iie southern aquifer area 
• Phase II-Identincatlon and remediatioil of the. contaminaot-sotm:e: ' -· . . . .•• . ·- ··- .. . ., ,· . - ·,. ,•' =··. .- ,. .,_, .. !• 
• Rb.as? m...:~ple)iieiifii.!i911·. §f aqlilfcir ~~. W9IJ, (i,.~.. w,~he.aj 
protection, sole 'source, aqulfl!r desi~on, .eu:~) 
Phase i acii)i.tia werif ~ ~; l) d#inmg lhc hfCU'Oge!?logi,c. munew~ µa the 
souiiiern var:iion of the- aqµifer; .and 2) determining the nature and extent of the .. TCE'. ron-
~o,t wi!Nn the ,spiltheni a,quifet ~ A secondary task, biit 11f. pivotal importance, 
was to perform ;i feasibl4ty analysis .of treatnient alternative:. tha~ could be linplemeiited to 
~nl:fQI c;ontamiruin( migration. 
· The primary intent of this report is 11:i pnMd~ ~ Ullderstartcling of the magtlitµde and 
seventy of the impending .situation. As. such, it is hoped .this report will facilitate open 
i:9W'11~pn among Ci.ti oflii;ial$,. regwaj'ofy ~; ll!ld otJier in~ted pa,ri:\~. · 
1.1 Site Description. and Coribtmioant Historj 
The City of Pocatello, Idaho's third. larg~ mui)icipallty, is located in southeastern Idaho 
(see Figure 1). To the north and east are the incorporated towns of Chubbuck and 
American Falls, respectively. Pocatello is often refemd to as the "Gate City" because it is 
an important transportation crossroads for both railroad and il)tlerstate traffic. Residents 
and industry depend exclusively on the valley-fill aquifer to supply the City's annual water 
demand of 5.75 billion gallons (Pocatello Wau:r Department, 1994). Until recently, 
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,the City utilized 20 welb to meet this demand. However, two of the wells (no; 14 an4 
110. 33) Jpc:aied in the southe!:I) portion of the- aquifer had. lo be taken offline because TCE 
was d,etec~ M i:i>hC2nlraQtiri~ gre:;i.!!:r' tliai!' ~-1,.fCL <if 5 part$ p¢t billion (ppb) • 
• 
With ~e of the 19$6 an:iepdments -~ th~;S¢c: D~~ Wa~r Act .(SPWA), EPA 
l,1Wldai¢ a se"es of new driru:ii_tg: ~ teJti,Jilft<iii~, On(of these ~lishoo \he 'p~ r 
Rule which set stuufards for eight_ VOCs; it ~e effi:ciive January 9, 1989: VOCs are 
a !:>road gr,qup ~f in@·~ i.::h~milaj$ ~: !It¢ .~~y M~ ·jji Uli,laj_~ ;!$_ $qlye11ts ~d, 
de~i __ Wi~}mp)ementatfon ~~- ,,~ .!".~~~~ lll:L tQillmWlity' d~g • ~r 
$ystems w~ ~uifed, ti) pEm'orm water-4i1alit:y_ '1\~i:µtg rqr 'four consec.utive quarters 
~~c~~:adq~lyrn~f~t?!:~~a~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Figure 2, TCE was ~ ~¢tec;ied .in mµiiicipal.weils duiji\g the:~a qua,rlet SlU!lplmg 
rilid, 111; 1992 EPA theii, · muJ;....""4 tJio :P.b¥e v Rill.e which -· · \iiied- ~ter pe__ . -,, . ,, . ' ... ·,·PIP.,_.~ ,._-,,,. ," .-·. I .. . req_ . . . 
purveyors to .i:Onduct compliance monitorirtg,Jor the i:iiitial eight. VOCS'. The Cicy, resillned 
monitoring in 19?3 ilrtd; )is- display~ iii Fig(!~ 2, T~- con¢ntrid.k)rts have generally mcreased since then. ., ··, . . ' 
- · Fl' ui'e-'2 · 
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1.Z Location (If stuay Area 
To1r P~Uo aquif~ µndetlies, tlie floor, of the ~ Vl!,l.ley. For.lb~ pu.qiose of-ll!is' . 
my¢sngan(!ii~ the ·study ~ was.limited to the SQilth. valley aquifer .ari!a 'where, TCE is, 
known to ll!CCttt, Tiie initiai study area. proposed fm: this. invesiigation .was based. on per·· 
(leived: Jiydn)logig bou.i)(lapes 9f the .ajllifer in the SO\lth~ porlio,;1 ,of !hi! .aquifer. ·1Jle 
north~ boi,in<lary was defined by the Ponneuf River,; while 'the southwest boundary was ~. on ·,!lie SIU"fidal . col ·c em;nt of' the n.,~, ...... ~:,.,, Ailtiviu . . tlie shJA., area . . . g . Og1 - ' . . . . '< ___ ,,, . ' !11,, . ' . . '!.1 . 
extended from the south end of the city Umib to tlienorth end ofRivemde· Munici~ Oolt. 
·Course" and Ross ,Parh However. M the ·sllldy·progresseii, Ifbin~.appmni: that ihe 
POl'!J:1'9if,19.vlr!'. dig not m~t 1,1. ~~cant h_ydfoJogi;~ blljJ'ldary anq. lJii';!l!)l:th~C study 
margin was, elf.tended to tlie geologic contact Qf the alluvium witlr t1te'PortnelifBasalt The 
:study ,are.a' wail aJii,1'Xtendec(!l!!~~. ille SQ!l~· city ~~ tQ il(ei motiib: Q.f ~: ~~. 
f9rlqgi$1:j?,J ~-· The.:fu.!al srndY~f!ll' ;I'~J ~ iljsp)ay~_ !il :t,ig~ 3, 
1., :Purtios~ ot the Study 
-~ grpund~-~ oftlie l'!ci:ateiioValley are ihe foundation· for· the domestic, and 
indus~ livel,ill9Qlf o{,9!~ CQ!Dl!l~f¼!. Unlike oih.e:r cities tha,t rely Qll n~y riv.er$ f ot 
!'°table .s~y~ 'Pocate}lo ~- ill!t..~itili~ 'lli.11 ~· ~ ~-: 1¥~r .tp ~ ~y, 
ms#ficmp_t ~-qiiality,mfp~oit ~ ay;ulabte to l!VahJate the. magµ,.tude. arul seventr"· 
of the ooiltllfflinl!.tion · · d tilil · in"""''"r.. r~ · ·tin' · · availabl .......,,.,.,,.,. ~ · d · ·tet . _ ......•. ·. -~ •• y, ,."'"'6!:',· ~~llJl.a ... n ~- ......... ,e.,,...,,.. . .,.,,, ... egro];lll! wa ... 
JeSD~·wilhin. ffie)?«atd.Io Ya:lley,~ · 
The purpose· of this study was twol'Qbi: 
' . 
1. Co~ .tiasit: 'hydrogt\Q}pgk; iilfonnllfion to qualitatively describe the g;ourn1. 
water, flow system and ~uifer thatacteI:isli~ with respect t9 gec;,metry,, 
lithology, and hydmwlc ~es ot the rocks. 
2. Develop intetpn:i:adons of !he-nature' and extent ·of the TCE contamination 
identi~ m ~ City'~: munJi;ipal s11pply wells-. ~  jndud¢d. ileve!opiilg; a 
mi..ra ~ase 1;i:, ;iid in planning, devel men• arid · · · em · t of the .. • wi<I-. •· . • ' .. . QP ' ., . !llM,2.g .~ ' . . gro, 
w;i.ter· t'eSOWt:eS, 
The overall objective of lhi:s investigation is to llllde~ !he physical characteristics of the 
grouiidWi!,ter flqw system in order ID utifize hydtawlc controls to mitigate TCE contaminant 
migration. · 
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1.4 'PJ'.eviQu,s fuv~ga/:ions 
I+,. number of early geolcigie'inil~gatlons have been completed that: describe the ~c 
geglom,c, f!'?,l'll~rlc:.,in .J!t~ Pocal¢Ut!.,. w~~ iµtijJJ~..(1%)8) p~~ ~e,, ~A~ 
geo{ogic ~ppon,, o( tre. fcirt -~ ~. ~:~'. M"a.iuifjr!d, (1!120). described the 
geology on the Fort Rall Indian Resctvation, which lJ'll.:b.u:led 1)0Itton~ of the. :Michaud and 
't>ooal:elki u:adfiui"1es arid sub . uentl ·ffl~ · 'of'tbe: P.orineuf tilidran~1e (.1929)., 
'.Tbe' icuiJm ~. '°t C~".;~ ·was mapped bi; J...udlfm (1943). 
Stearns, Gr:in4all. llll4, S~ (193~  JI!.~ ~y; ~µita t1te·P~U11::VljlJe1 
;Uiq i#c4tc.feil a.~ 1:¢tjQ11 ~ !fi.e ·gw~~.~. .CO!:tl11¢~~siy1;1 gi;:o~s,gic 
maps of .the Michaud and .Pot:atdlo quadtallgles w= pubwhlld by 'I'rlmble (1976}.. The 
iWlogi1fi'iiiip,' (jf'tfi~. ~o ~&Ii= ,))lis.!Jeeii, ~µcn~y \i~ .b)i R~bdr l¢d 
.. ~-,<1'9791, -Pdlll~ ort11C!iQlliiler'rulij. age· sediments wu Jater tem!ed by Scott 
(l9~. ,,, - ' ' 
. A variety of site-SP,ecifie groundwater: investig.itions have been .conducted' throughout the. 
·~1J:~~~;'~i~/9i~i;~i~~~~~)~6~~ti§~~::. 
Qrc.-, anq Welban (l991)';· CHlM mu; (19.9% and 1994)~ a.mi,lfrown and c:ataweil. 0992 
,a!!d_19j}4), l.iu~ i:1P.!1e. of th~~·· lh~ ~~· V,illey. Aq41fet-, M9s;.1,'!!1Ce:1itly, 
W'elhan arufMeefui:n ~i994j.ileveioii!:d a~ interpretation of tne ~una~ fiow 
,S~~jµ f P1 ~ ~t<'liP:ai:iuifei, ,frlor fu lfiis -~~~; >th~ ,paucity, of:,fel~v:uit grolllldr 
·-·- wfi ~on ,iii best- summamed ti'. wiillian.: ~d Meebait. (1994Vas - l',r,l,lf:ih"""' 
;:[F"_,.'=i,'.JJ -~0·· ·;~.·-,~....i,;..;.'!;;,;.,.., ·· ·~~,;;,ft;~~~~\cc,;~...,;ji,;;.t~•llF'.""" ~ , ·i(i:.:Jf i,~;1:::;;'!:. ,!~J,,,...>1&?>1U~,- ·"''"'""""'"""'~"~" . .Jl!l!"'w..°""!'!.-"~ ,;-, ,.,,.,.m,.,,'!'!,.,.1!!>.0Q~J.'"'"u"' 
•ct· tlil!( po.,itipn: '.5/)l.i~ pf, ~~llo;~)hc ~ortm::~_'Gap\; ,~ ex.eihpli1led 1:iy Ibis, 
statement,, there iii .clearly a demo~' need fut' detai)ed hydrogi!i:ilogit l.motmatiilil ln 
the Pocatello Vall · ·• · · '· · · · .. .. .. er 
IIOII001156C. WP.!ljc 6 7541 
Section 2 
Phy~iC!al: (:h~aC:t~rist.i~ 
ni,. P.()ealelfq V?IJ~ is, ~ ~Jpn~.; tionli~est~~u!h~-tren!lµig iii~r.arte ba.,in, 
~~g ~:dmately, 1!i· ~tin l~gtb. • The ~, 1s·flankecl to tho. ~il,i~ by, ~e 
,BaMqc]i: l{as1ge, w!ule ihe .PQ1;ateUo_Ra,ngeJorms the 11Qrthwcstem boundary" The City is 
lli~:.wiWn \:11~ vi!lley ~·afl el~on; ofawroltimately •4';450 f~rabove- m~ i;ea)~d 
, (amsl)', while peaks in. the, SIU'l'Ounding;_ mountlln ranges rise abruptly .to an elevation of 1 ·t,:z®:ii¢~:,. 4(\he :iji(ji.it,11 !iflh.¢ viill,ey~ the ~.,.4ie.uf Qlip;. wwc;li is fill1ly 1/4 f!lil!': wide, ! 
'The valley tloor-broadens·io about 1 k> 2 miles id wic;lth'ai\d thl;rt ~;ib\y ·~ ~·iii~ 
vitjnity i:>f Mii;ha\i;I Fla~., . . 
~uO:~.toeated 1n ihe .. Eis1em }pgh.lallds climatic region ilt southeastern !&ho {NO½ 
1992) .. Stom:ts: · · •• · • the Pacifi Oc4lan· '• tmf " . . f . ,· •tali ,. , . , • . ..... . . OPP!l~i,.QY\'11' . ... .. _r;, . .• . rkn .. Jll'.I.~  ... ~0. JI~ _Oil~ 
:~.-~!i~!!.s' oteu1' ~ ~--~• i;v~t!o,i.m~ .u .• ·*' ~gilt ill ffii~" w~ _(lwfom 
,1',\lllico ,produces, ihl1X!ilerslwwem, ,facific. maritime m'.is: IJ!OSt" dominanf m ·me Winter1 
~ucili •. ;....;.,;;.1av"". c·clo•·":"-;:. rater'--. ....... of· .... ·mmon and fil"l,,""" mean 
l'""", . . g '¥~'' -~ , .. '----· g '. ,, , .. _....,_"'i""'.cy.' ~p ., · ... ' .. , .. ' ~- . ' ' ' 
te,rn~. ~--~ ~ S31114['_i1ld~~:an.d. !Jlti~ ·¼ th~ ~!Bi~~ TAe ·or 
easleni .Idaho. ts c  by a wide tange between !Mier imd $1mmer rem~ 
'The: iuinual · · · • · · ............. .,,i.-e of s~ .iii aoout 10 -- - • .. _,1,....,;,in 1o 40 ·- ·· · · f · ... ' - ' ... ~ 1<""":,,....,.,,...,. . ... · .. . , .. , . ·.' '• ~.. ---l'.Y ,g ., '' ~-
during the cloudy ·months of winret. Temperature nta:dmir and mimma recorded at the 
P~o ,¼port w~ 104•f in Au~ 1969' llllci •33°:B in Febn,i:gy l9$5~ respectively. 
The. warmest:. tempel'i1tllm ocai.r 4ilri!i& thi:= -st11nmet m911tJi,s, June tntojigh · August (4aily 
11\ea?! maitii.n11m~P,Cirature cif84.1 °F), along-with the least amount cirprecipitation (aver• 
· · ·3.13 inclles for lli11: 3-montli ·oq),• ne·oo1a.est tern mtiiits «cur: durin the winter ag~_ .,. p(;n .. pe, ___ g_ ... 
month$,, ·Decemt,et· thtot)gh. Februat}.' · (daiiy meart ~.mum_ lelll{JCl~re of l'7:8"F); aiong 
with ~' ~ aµiOW!J of S110wfall (average 24',8 ii'!~ for ~--3-month period). .The-
·aililuat ~ precipimli® is 12.31 inches,· The~ monlhJy S!lOwfalJ ~ed at, the· 
Pocatello Aii'J1ort. WaJl ·37. 7 in9hes. of snow in Decen')ber I 983~ 
Mean civapQ,r.¢<in may ~ estimated witli a t'omt of the Pellman equation using winJ1 speed, 
mean air temperature, mean de'\V point temperal:tml, and daily $:liar radiation (NOAA, 
1982). Evaporadon is greatest in the summer, June through August (29. 76 inches fur the 
:J-montfi period) and lowest in the winter, December through February (3.36 inches for the 
3-month period). The annual mean evaporation is 61.14 inches. 
1 
:, . . , , , 
2.3 Geolmn" 'Sefno · · · -"!" ' ' 'r; 
The S~}' area Ue,s with!ri lli,e aasm ~4 :R_aiim:, ~c~~vince of tiie Se-.ier 
.Orogeruc Thrust.Belt The Pocatello. Valley isregi,.rde~tu.ahalt'ifllbben with the bas.in-
boundin rau1• on· .... east side. Several .r()(1~ -~.!WI., • · ·t· ••· ... ::: ,.,~... :ft~1udln , . . . . . g .. ,, .,. - . , , . . , . ·.· •,rl'.:""',~•-~- u.l ,':""' ~J.fl,_u~ • g 
~ente:rystilfu.te rocks, extrusive rocks, lU1d basm4ill ~t$1 Figu:re 4 is a general-
ized ~eolov.c map in the vicinity of the study area. 
.Bedrock ou~s ill the Bannock and Pocatello Ranges are ~rnprisl!l(I of Precambrian and 
Cambrian meta.sediments. The predominant geologieformations iiiclude tbe Caddy Canyon 
Quartzite, Mutual Formation (quartzite and argillite), camelbatk Mountain Quartzite, and 
the Gibson Jack and Elkhead Limestones. The Tertiary agl: S!arlight Fonnation laps ooio 
,ind overlies the Paleozoic and old.er rocks of the lllllWll3ins (Trimble, 1976). The Starlight 
Formation is mainly composed of rhylolitic tuft' interstratified with sedimentary breccias. 
Th= sedimentary deposits form the benches along the northeast margin of the Bannock 
8 
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Z.,4 ~uda,~ ll,:d:rofogy 
·The; Po~euf Rl'ver is ~c,primary, s~ w;i.i,e:~. ~~.i,n. tl'le $tlii:tY,at#,ai -~eh~<!~· 
of lllii;py~ ~ _I~. m _1-be-JifflClc[C!O~ Mountau'!S to the. nor!hea.st of. l:iocatello. The. nver. 
flows sout)iwa.td through the Portne'ufVaUey until lt assum!IS· a w~J:('lrly cqu~ tn,nilig~ 1,b,e 
Port.new; (lorge. •The·J'()rjne~f lt,ive;f fiiinds,.sJ1;upJY (IOrth;\'.ard an9 ~ciwt U'! a:,!ihannd on, 
tlle. ~-t si(le i)f .~e low-lyii,ig b~q>la~ 'before· disi:tiqln$ thfou~lt the }?oqneuf Oiip,, 
Ini,~viclnlfy,,J:he:,rive,r,;ha.s.,~d~,·:1$being··peri:h¢a,il,1iove•tl(1J;~i'1Jia,bJ~::ui11 
thQ!igbtt.tQtbe<;1,~g.~(N.otvig:~ aiidJJusoil, l970}., West ,of the Gat>; ·a: 6,2-mile 
~h'. or tJ.ie ~ver ~ ~haillielizi:d for flotxfC011iroL,by the.COE, trhc:1_p19je¢t@il$ts of·a. 
1,S•milesb;etcli.of~gular cqnc~te cl!~~ ~d 4/J iniT¢.S.<if:tiii~)~v~1 wllicli. was 
<;l:lmpk:~ Ir!' 19&$ (CH2fyl HU.t.; l~4). The COE fa Cllrierttly studying'.ihc;feasioility of 
restorln!J llia:concxete-lliu:cl'portion. to a l!lore,~ ~nw.t:i~li, · 
Mats,Ji cteeic,. a ma jot tributary to the Portneuf ltivet", orlginates. fiQm , m.un~us; small. 
A-:"~"es.ad'acent. to Marsh Vall . It flows. enerall: northvlaro · • ; • · · hence 'wiili the: - ._ g . . . . .. . ey, . . . g ... Y, . . . .. . .. l!>P$,!)9{\fl. , , ..... . 
Pi>i:t#et!f !U"-:er. r!i;ar ~m. . Th~ ~e for the en~ ~ed c;overs an area of 
apProxi~y 1 ;200 Situate miles. 
2.5 Contarrihmnts of Concern . , . .. . . ,~ , ,- - ,.. - -· . ' ' -
TCE' and PCE are ~e two l)IOsti -fte4uently deti;!:ted orgwc rontaiajnanc;,s m il\1,1,niliipal 
supply wells (WCGR, 1992). 'The fil'A estiniatd that ·3,6 _petc:ent ot the. nalion~s ground~ 
wafer supplies are conla!ninaled with TCE (lRI'rG,. 1985). TCE llllll ~ in . the 
closw:e or City wells no. 14 and no. 33 and. Tea arid/or PCB ha,ve been identified in 10 of 
the City's other l~ municipal supply wells. Once in the groundwater, they are sufficiently 
soluble to cause widespread dissolved phase contunination anil an:= genel'll,!ly ~ve 
contaminants. 
iCB and PCB are members of a diverse group of organic compounds known as aliphatic 
hydrocarbons. Chloride ions are typically added through the p~ of industrial halogen-
ation to synthesize various derivatives that fol'll) chlorinated solvents. Thei;e compounds 
10 
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-~· produ~ a,t numerous plants throughout the. United· States, Eurmie, and . Canada and 
find wiil~ app~tiori ii1 many djff~F ~--. ,lll_ t!i~.Uni~ $mt'i,, prod~ori 
of halogenated chemicals. steadily increased during th¢ 1960s aild. 1970s; but h;is recently 
d~ (Moore and Ramarnoorthy, 198A). Because 9( thei.i: toitl~ty,,tliese /;l:lemicals lire 
bei)lg Ie,Placed )1, compo_un<!s. :that ~Y, lliode~e to i,n~ ¢i:!mi:i1{11nd.'i, 
2.5.1 Contaminant Characterisfics, 
, .... •' • . . • ' -· ... •·' "' 1- . ·. ·, ·, . .,_ -· ., • : 
-TCB and Ji~ •fin: _d!tnrrioii).y Jef¢jfy.d ~.-~' cle,il~ JIQl12qll,~AA-P~J~q!!idil (DNAj'.yJ. 
Non.i.que¢tis~phase liqµlds i:l;!t'et to che~~. ifu.r ate in an organle phase when they are 
sold or used ...:not ID an -aqueous soiuwn, DNAPts are µn~le wim •. arid mo;¢ ',i;lense 
~. ~iller in the4' undilui¢ fo,rn. Bi:ql,l,$e ~f thi~ ,iimilj~itfflify, die,<,e ~ubstances do not 
tea!!lly mix with water; in~, they tend to slowly dissolve in it (TIIWCi 19.94). These 
chenikals have distinct 'chemi¢;il :ind pliysicil properti~ ,tljat illfliie:rice th~ir- mo.;,,emi:Qt irt 
$¢ ,ml;)~-.(~ Ti!bli!l, !>, - . 
Tabie t 
l'h:rsicoii w:ici .CbemiClll_ i>rop,,rtlis-j!f: Tc:E ancl 'Ft$ 
' · Color 
qdor 
Odor, ~.<I {pJJIII) ioo: 
1.462 
P~e!t Pain! ("C) 
121 
sa.i 
., . ' - . ' 
Solubility ii, Water (pjmi· 




'"Often dye,!' pate blue. 
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Tri~o!'(lethytene :is syJIQllymp,~ with trii@.oroethene, acetylene trichioride, .ethylene .tri-
chloride, an_d lriciene._. ·Tetrachloroethylene aalso laiciwn is'pe(ijli)otoetfi.yliige; jiercl:ilQ!'.¢-
thyfon~. et)iyl~e tetraiiifon~ neina, --~ c;lrlxm ~eliJorjlie.. . 
2.5.2 C.oil~_;trit M.ovement· 
i>NAPt. coittilniination can s,ccu,r in on¢ or mt,i~ q(tii~, fQUgy.'µ)gfout different phases: . .. . ' . . . . 
•: ·Free:phase _(i,e;,,_ m:c product) wni#'e DN/\PL ~- µ ~l!oli9, non, 
aqueo!IS layers · - · 
!'!; Residual" Cclll1cel)tnwO.~~ wh~ :I>,N..~J. i~ ~' qqt_o ~µ or aqµ.ifei: 
:iiiiltdia1 fr,i,i ·- · coillll1aoils droplets ,or· an 'lial ------ . . ,'J!9ll . ,. . ... . . i g_ .. 
• V;ipo~.p~$e if!_lpe _pqt¢_ ~ q(~e iiif~t(rfa!,efl: _i.Ori~ 
• Dis:,olved p~-(wat¢r-~1uble) ~ dissolved piilme in the grouiliiwater 
.,, .. . ._,.,. ~., 
.. 
Table 2 - . 
Equilibrium Partith1111ni C~cµ!atfom (or 'trl~otoethylime 
bl Model_ l;il~lllll"ntS. . . . . .. · . - . 
.. 
Estnn•ted ~_otTolal~ ~-~C!llil! i;ach,~ompariment 
-





at 2o•c 94;3 3.1 i:6 
at 1o•c 95.3 3.1 1.6 
Saturated deep soil 73.5 26,5 -
When DNAPI.s are released in the unsaturated wne in sufficient quantity, a portion will 
become immobilized within the soil profile by adsorption. Howevei-; infiltrating snowmelt 
or -rainfall can displace and remobilize DNAPI.s in the soil and thus provide a continued 
7'547' 
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SOl1fCe for ~undwater contamiliaticin. Th~ ~g portion qf the tel~. W!).l contil!,ue 
to nm...-¢. c!iJwi:iY@i4 .th.!'ti11th lb.~ ~~. tl.bJ~. ~Y Clf ~li.\!th:,\tjY, .,w.l~gJn~~aj ~ 
SJ)#es. ·. Iii saiidy material1 residual TCE will saturate approximately .20 percent of the 
availabJe .. pore space (Ci>neit and' M~. 1993). Downwi@,~~vemeiit)vut cpiln,i~ µntil 
th ·. ure head is .d · · leied. and vertical movement ceases Jeavin residual · · · kets Oci:ilr· . . e P-~- .. _ ... -..... ep _,_ .. __ ._. -,- _ .... -... ,. " .... , ....... ,,.. . _g, .... -- . _,p.oc ... _ 
ring 3$ lifobs or g!lflglla or until an impermeable- zone· is lmCQUlltered ~ the PNAPI.:s 
spread out fomung. pools (Pearce an.d others, 1!!9.4),. Grl:ii:iiidwatet flV\i(i_ng tlirotigh tliese 
~dual p¢1rets and'. ¢9~' will then resuJfin .the formation ·-of a dissotved-piiase ¢onlami· 
rt ant, plume. .Because -Tq3 and. ~,;::;a hay*-~vely IQW SQlullillfy, it ,nay teq\.iite ~ ti> -
seyeraJ 111:(aj~ :iitd pos;stbly \le!ltµrl~ ~-!e~~ aJJ4 po!>l ~it~,;µe 4~leted ~Y. ~" 
ral di.s.so1utioii alone (Kueper ,and others, 1993), Since- the,.orinJii'iJg wafer ~· fQr 
TCE and PCEJ1re,qrd.e~ pf ma¢tµ~--~qw. '.the!t ilq~~ !K/lµl'!ili!J, ~ fQll9i¥ t1Ji4 t¥ 
a5~fatl'II co~tiµtjifta,ittp!'1¢~ ~ -~ ~ct.. ai:iq· !11~. ip.aJoti,tt'.i/( water in_ Ill~ ]ll~-~ 
not <:omply, wtth ~gulatory limits'. Thill concept:1s illustrated by comparµig tJie sqbibillt:ies 
of tCE and fGE,at 1,~\l~ (~ .Tal:i!e,'3): .As $~',l{{I~ ~~-·.qt,nef:ri~ii<jli 9f JCE an4 
PCE ~- l p&teiif i~ ~VJi~if.\.!.il'illfel y 'fol.It orders of magnitude greater thi!li the highest .con-





. Table3, _ _ _ 
Ccfmparlsoil of Solubllifles for TCE ·and PCE 
' . 
l 000000 . , ,t . . ' 1Q,OQO 




Water . .MCL 
. (ppb) 
s.a 
~A/laf~ J:#SUl!S _from"June 2, l99.-r. samplfng evenL 
'i'dE. and PCB are ce~tral nervous system clepl'.!lS$!U1ts ,and. irntan!il ajld, as su.cli,. ~ J!;no:wn 
<.'atcirio ens:. For 'this ·reason !lie irtuimiim coiitarniilant level se .b . EPA 'fot muiifoi=1 .. .. _g ,. . . ·.• . .. . ' .. .. ... . .. ,. ·-· . . -. . .. . . t y, . . . . ·" ,. '... . .I"", 
water supplles for both, TCE and PCE ls 5 ·mrcrograms. per liter (ppb). This· level assumes-
that an individual ingests 2 liters of water per day for a, lifetime eiposliie ra,te of 70 years., 
At this .rate, the incremental cancer ri~ is l x 10" (i.e., one petspri in a million). 
Assessment of other· exposure _pathways such u inhalation, dermal, or ingestion of 
contaminated foods is ~yond tile scope of this study. 
2.5.4 Uses 
TCE is widely used as an industri;l.l solvent, App~mately 90 ~t of the TCE pro-




used as a dry,deaning, agent pµt ha$ been ¢1J!a¢ed by fCE. It is a!S9 the prefemd soi~t 
of the micro-cl1ip p~g iri\lQS!ty for vapor degreasing of m.icro-:Chips and waf~ 
0th.~ applicalloil$ 'include itil use as a low-ternpeni,ture heat exchange num; i'umigant,.and 
as a dill!Wlt in paint.I ~d a!lhesives. Iii Uie pa.si, TCE was use :iii ,an extrattiv.e solvent il'I 
foods (i.e., decaff~g coffee) a¢· as. an iriba'tation anesiheiic d~! ~ .~ of 
short-terni ~ (Moore ll.lld ~JthY,, 1984), To~ appllelltlons were 
di.sc:ontiilued ~ of.the poS$11>!1} ~~i!li,c'Cff'ec. b. . , 
Pt:B is emp1oyed. pi,iinmly ~ !'., !!ll~ent iii dry"Cleanllig ~~ ilnd !(:I a; i!ISSel' eJtent as a 
~~ ~ fabJi~tt.jt,!!l~, Industry solll'CeS report !hat dry cle:aiiqs aq:ourJt 
(or abo~ 61) percent of PCB .U$!l· in: lile tJnlte4 S~ (~, J~ :-Wf.&T), Its popu, 
larity in tlils ~· is dtie: to-1~ noilflii.ri:,.i'nimilhy,. ~ ef' tecoV¢ey' t'ot mise, and compi!i:i'-
tiilify: wiiti varl.ou$· Mirles~ · Other uses include cle:muig· fO!.\ toPl and dii;: man~.1, 
printing presses and p_ub~iµpg, and paipt removal ,l!l}d ~lni:!piiig, PCE is also the pi:inwy 
component of: 'sevei:al IX!~ product,s such all brake. and caibmetor cle3llers and spi,t 
temo~ but usually contain less ihan.W ~t (.C1*:!1'.s; 1w,...,~11. 
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S~tion 3 
Inve$f.ig~ti!)n, &~~-il,ur~ 
The· ptimary: :objective. or' this investigation, wa,s ih ·ob tun. the ~sary data tQ develop an 
uridersiaridin ·.· oftnell dro eoJ.o · ic fnimewotk and determi'rie tlie.iiatiifu and ~tofTCE · . . . g ... Y . g, . g ' . - .. ,, . . . . ,., . . . . . - . - . C • • • 
con!ailiJ.nant mltr.ttion within the study- area. · - -






A ijescrjpti,on of the worlqierl'ormed fqr each ~ is presented in the}o,llowing silbsectlon. · 
lliterpretatiisns ragardin~ the extent. of the. TCE' contamination and migtation potential based 
on the·cbila ()OJlec.ted ;U'e p~litced in Sections 4, 5, ·a,id 6. 
·3,1 Task I-Domestic Welllntentoey anil water Qu;iUt:,-sampimg· 
':I'h¢'pllIJ!Oses of tl!e dol1t.e¢ec w.~. ii-lv~\\m'l!ll~ assi:>ci~ :3/.llter q,13jity san1pl}Iig, w,ere l:O 
document the1ocations.:pfdomestic and irrigation :w.eUs ln- the study an:a .an<l to delineate 
the, 1aiefal extent of the ·Tea: ·· ntamillaiie luni ·: wilhiil Ute '.soutli' m readies rif the · 
~ Aqi!lfci-: . ·Pri~t l!l irrip::'riiditjiii fie! iitl~tf~'~siiniweiforiifat;i Reports 
w~ obtained'and wiewed to initially evafuate the. magnil\iile ancfare:ai distribution. for all: 
<>f the wells registe~ with the Idllbo Peparµn¢nt of W~ @WR), 
Seventy .dCJmestii: and irrigation wens, folll'. !il!,llliclpal welLs, two Idahq, s* tr i:iiversify 
(IS-q) ~: w~ and Qlle · springjvete fit¥ v~ei:I ~ a d<>Ol'-to-4oor· ~tyey · durhig .the· 
periods from Nov.ember to December 1993 artd April to May. 1994,. A well inventory fonn, 
contal!ting the owner's name an.d: !!(iclje$S, legal lo¢;1.q90, well depth, tj,sing ~fer •. 1µ1p 
otber infotmation ascertained during the site vis!t W!IS. completed for eacl), weii inventoried. 
A detailed descnption of the wellhead. location and a phOtogFapn were also included as part 
.of the inventory: Where well accl$ was feasible; a measildng point for ~h dom.~c 
well was estal,li$hed and a s!atic water level Wlu recorded. When possible, a water sample 
was collected from an approp~ tap and the water quality field parameters of pH, tem-
perature, specific conductivity {SC), alkalinity, chioride, and iron. were measured. 




_,,.._ . -~.,;. :..---- -· .. ~ ~-····· .......... ·--·r ..... _-•,· ·--.,.,,. 
After t!le_ inycQtoq Wlll! _ OOfllp!eted, !h!'i 'Yllla ..,..,~ _ $1:~ed ~ on tllelr ,&.e<1gtll'phlcal 
distributiort•an'd wen l;l)inpletion specifications. This· information was then used to select 
representative wdls t,o, ~ l>lllllpled f'p~ analyS!?S of YOC$: Ii. -~ ~:.i>le was Cl;\ll~ 
from 42 different wells after · • · the well otat least !lite\; weU-bore' volumes. Samples. 
weie ~ected: fil:lin' art' our'sici~!ior 'irost:-fiee iiyiihm.t ni:af ~ihe{weU!tead/~· &isilie,; -~ 
water M!l: nOt ~; expgsed to an in-he~ tre'ili(n_ent sy~t-l\lm (i,!I,, ~ ~llt' 9r_-~p · 
-fil~r) prlcif tt.> Ml~g a $a.mple_.. fOilr. d!ljiliCllte samples w~ coli~ and a trip blank 
accompanied sai-nple trnnsf4" to tl)e laboratory, to, provide quali!}' ~mc!llqu;ui!Y llO(ltrol 
(Q~Qg, Rjgoijiji$_ saJJIP{C aill~!)l\ and 4ei;i;iil~ P~t!>CO~'W~f9µ,:iwed to 
ensure ·that the results .were- represental.Ml of actual groundwater. conditions. The samples· 
w~ p~ ci!- _ic;e· ~ 11_ c;iq~ ;m_d ~~~~-flt¢ ~~ry, __ 111., :iainpies,w~ w.b· 
mitl!?d for analys!_s'_ t1( tpl!Jine. VQ9-$1Jsi!lg ~ A M.etlf ~-~i>f ;-1! · We~ ~linB. information 
forms ~ coniaht¢' ln_ ApPen~ :a. C~e.nJf'th\l)abo!'lll'm'Y, n;p.om fo_r ~h SIU!!Plli! ~ 
accolllJ!@)iiig c.~.?iq..qf~y fQrnis are_ iit!il~~ {n A.PJ*ll<li,;'·C. 
All of th~ inveriJQried weUS w~ •ey~ ~- est.illllslt · tii11 el~Y!Uiw1 9f th11 rri~ll-.JIO~~ 
at the welllieild. The:;¢_ e1ev:Jti0!!5 ~ ~erenci:d w two k)c.~f~clll,Tlflrl!;J ~;it are included 
in tile 1988 North American Vertical Damm q,tAVOj set. City of Pooiteno field point 
11~b\;r 26,is a 7-.ll!'cll-d~-· ;µu_!}µlllllll. monuriltint, 1~ on. _lli.g. ptym$1),en; hil\_ W!:St of 
the Riverside Mlliliclpal Golf~ and south 01-Jolumy Cleek .R.Qad. City of Pocatello 
field point nJllllber 51.90. is. a llu.z:i;l\J: . Qf ;t;md- ~\lilt ('.lli1,,I)' alJlridnlllli, mooumll!ll 
~=th~:ik.i~£:;~!~~ u~~~~~t;'rJ:~~:~~ ~d.MQ r~ W~ 
Dommic _ ~ iocauoilli W~ pl9tt¢· Oil ~~ ~~ ~s {~d 'ti .. i09'J ;pi:ll--
vided by .the. City, Horfuln!;!l coordinates. (l)ortbing and easting). fbr !he dom~e- wells, 
w= ~(i(J'fuir1( u;~ ~'ps.- . Altb9l!~ibe aerl!µ ~ ~-.xi=f'~en~ kl . .tl\t'{9l-7 Qlit\lm 
or tl:ie _Idaho- Slate. Plane. Coordinate System, conversion !&:tors were applied. to all the 
dornC!-tiC- wcU hoµzoJ!~ coo.din:il!;s- ii> tie _ tbeni ta the 1983 Noril-i Am¢rican Datum 
(N;\D). The conyersiqn faaQrs_ ~ as-f"qllow:s; 
• 
·-
1-fA:p 83 No~g == J?77 Nodhing ~)~,88,feef: 
N;µ> 8J ~Iii '= !9~'7-Easting + 15,S',97~-~ _fe,et 
s~_ of ~~~!jestic.~1 w~ sur:'{e~;tbt hoiiZC!l!taI conJJw'ti;n:oll-firtt:!. tile ai;:e\iracy 
of the 11131? ••• ui .. P process and coordinate conversiqn. -· · 
A summary of theJn_formation derfyed from !l)e d~mestig well inverito!)', wi,µ survey, and 
water quality samplipg program is presented 111 Table 4; all inventoried weJ.i locations are 
shown fa Figure S. -Tue infonnati_on generated from this activity provule4 the foundation 
for thi: base map used in this report. 
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3'.2, Task 2-Ami~fer. Characterization · 
!'fhe pui"pdse ;:If, aqu.ifer d1atacterization activilies wu to ·supplein!'!nt the ~sting_ hyci~. 
goologicJnforma,ui;,1:1 a~ed: fi:9!1:i .tli~ ~i!m~tic weiLinvAAiozy,,ip .. order •ix> ;K;C{lii;iplish- the, 
roUowm; . ····· .~ 
De '· • ·ne ihe h .meal ehaiacletiiltics oftlie · ifer(i.e. uan. ·srmssivity arid ~ : p .!Y.. .. .· .. ·.· . . . . ! • aq\l . • . 
~rffo .l'ield) . . . . . . ' 
. . 
;E:@lµa~ ~ y~J"!ictil ~teiit _li['.rc:ii ~!'1~,W:!Qll; th.rq11gh ~ c.ro.~-sectlooaI 
. . " "' ..• u11)' , . ,. ' • 
~:91a·u,,i;,~, er.: ' ·. ,. . . 
Further:~ ~way;,·toi•co;!aniln~~ tnig-ratlaii 
:.· • ; _;, ,. <. ~ ••• ,· ~-~~-<-... -~- . •. :.· '. 
Pf9v.1~ ~~~t;~~,~ JI~~~ ~m1e#r ~¢P.i~v~ ~~-: eyaj,~~ po~nfi/il 
:risl.t-to.puolic,health, . -·. · . • , 
• 
~ I ,' • ~ • • 
Task 2' cotrsisied .at severaf.':subtash',. wliicfrm1 ilescribell::i>efow; 
.•, . ~ . ":'• . -... ') :: -~ ... ~-:;, __ ;_~,: - ·- ,... .·. · .. ·. . 
~.2 l Moliitor.'big W~if~&tio'' a' IfD~te1d' · ment,. 
.. '· . : "" : . ,· .. [:; ·,'.,,:,:~~:·:J .· ,!ll<~c-;1,i <-_.:. p . . 
'.l'eh mortlJbn'/i);.:wetrs ttf~,;t tiifo~g~ gA~ldl;were<fn~IleyGn the ;~Wt~ ~tl!l ,Of Ille' 
isfu,li,-'area oelw!!<;lil' .Mliiclt . .,,,, ·antf'r~fil 11,.-:10CIK,, '.J'n '"'.•iniliitin drillin . =finm 
niilfin ·Permib-\v~'it~~-fuJiti~~ffi~;1ii;I¥~;t;}~~·1ssu~l1r;;cl1\veU 
~ co:tain_i;a. in !wendli ·o:.·: 1FCM:)iil~~~'t"~.~~~~:~ere:·c1ri11ea aioiii. a cross-
sectiooiil ~sect.ofUi.e ~ atillie;-'"soofJt:&niftotlli \~ejf' ·· sbQwn m ii' . 6i The 
initial lru{ ·. to·fuj~f()Uf sets;l)f;.o'l~~eflsib,evlffat~:ili~ ff'~ rad' ent; . p ... ~ . . . -~~ ... • . ' . . .. ·- ' . . y . • ' g l .. 
Within lhS, aquif~ i\lld , f9 ·de~~·~th¢- · ~~: l!)iria_lipn·. Uf'. TCE .contaminant· 
cortcentrationsi :I:Iowevei 'irlstallatiiin .. rQCt:ilUi.es' ·were . modified. to reflect · than · . _., ..... _,, ., ... , .. , ... P ..... ···"·· ·-. ·······.·, . . ... gmg 
eondi~ons ;!!Id atf,pif ~-lll,llcldmoiu)ation ~ po~ible y iliil;#).ling p~., 'Irie- resujt 
Wllli mat. m~1tiple-~f~-~)~.mp\~ iit.~m~.efj':l!\~,W~i.rs,.:-JJie mud. outcome :,vas· that. 
monfto.cing wellil~PA,~1; P:-:2k p.,.3~-, f.A:4r PAS:9f,~l'~7, ·:@d_p,~:..li: We~ locat¢d along a 
lateraJ, pre;!@; ~..OSI -~ v!llle)( ~Ill. Soutlt Bannoc'f.Hiiliwiiy''to the J?b$leuf'River, and 
wells-PA-~9 · " n.A.,.10i.· ·---·'.·~:-w1( .. at id'ithe'old,~o .,.etes:irrl lion" ell. Ther . ,a,n"·"· .. ,~--, ..... , .. RL. l!l1 ........ ,. , .... ,, ...... _ )~l .. , __ ,,ga. w . 
wells: were uµmbe~:'il!- th!= clu'Ollofu_gical order ht Which ~-ey w,e.re, ~ij!led; 
A Drill Systems- ;\l:'!.,:~god',Pe#\iiiSicYn-bammer drill rig was· u~ to advance the boreholes. 
A w,:;ussion {casing) hammer drill rig drives duai~wall st¢ ~g (6-µi'* I.D.. and 
9:'3/4-inch O;D, ~ed ~IP into the ground with a diesel pil~rivin,g hammer. 
Reverse-air circulaii.on cools the bit an a removes cuttings rroin· llle · borlng. Air is forced 
down the annl!lat space of the drill pipe, lifting the cuttings back to the surface and into a · 
cyclone where they drop out into a roll-off bin. O;tly pre-fjltered air was used so that 
saturated wnes would by easily identified; no drilling fluids were u$ed. This drilling 
medlod can rapidly penetrate unco!lsolidated sediments and allows for a very reliable means 
of collectins soil samples because of the reh\tively undisturbed return of the:) .cuttings from 
BOJIOOl356C.W'i'5/): 20 7555. 
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' wtth ,f.he exception of PA.~2 and: P,S.-1, all of the' wePs wi;n, ei>mple~ in. tlie :Michaud 
G "":vel "• tneJLpA;;..2 was co--1eted in l'erti · · · · · ted · el· whiie.P"-7 umc oon-ra s,. J!: •" .Do. "" " ' ,u~. ""• "." " ,Bzy ~ .. ~" !b ..... ," q " ~-F:" " " 
struc,teii ilfa Yi:isicullirbasalt:rone: underlying the alluvil!l,aquifer •. Obsetilalion wells PA-5 
ai)d P¼iO were ,completed a,t ~milaii .deptlii :to the .~ti~ heal::l>r ii':ri&ilµQit w~us, 
;w1µ~11 w~--~~ f!)1_ l!4~ •(• ~~v~ gt ~:v.'ells (Pl\i-4, l'A·tii. P~,s. and' PA-9) 
m ':tile: anu:vblJ; aquifer were completed with- muliiple, :icreene4 intervals to eva!~ t{1 e 
~C!ll.,T,Qli .ro~~9!1 gra4,i~( Wi.lh!ti Jni: CQl'l~t p]u~.. 1fie wa:~·.1ev,e1 within 
• well~b9~ Wall a)lowed to stabilli:e before det.ennirunJ 1hcn1pproprlale interval to place 
thll. ~ ~(sl~-.. A ~IJj!!iafY 9.f ,t!Jll f.!JiQl)l!l~ ~ IQ, J:lg~~ JJ;i,ec:~ :cpmp!~qn, 
w~t,!ig(l. ·iJ P~~ ~ '.f~le $, · . · 
'Tobie5 · · 
i SuinmDt'.l' or l'tfilnitoiinJWell C¢iple6on Ratio~• " 
Molli~ Cam i,,t;o,; """ p "· " 
site Slj~o~:~1'.1111<1 Well N!).. TechJuqoe " 
" •"" . " " 
" 
PA•1 Smglo Pamd -well; deep. ,;olQj'llelii,a. 
~ . 
PA•1 Sin lo ll. Li,lho!Qgic ~I; ll<!nif'er g~!lll!qy.-
PA,3 Slngla .. fai~- well; ii!iai/l!W oomp~, 
. . ' . 
i>li.-4. Multiple Lit!iaiogic ca!W\ll and evaluilio i:91i"miiiini distrl~on-. . . . . - . 
PA-5, Sillglli Obseivatioii well for, LOS iniptitla -it "'!Wfer test. 
PA-6 M\dliplo· l.ith<!l<laic <:an1rol and e>:aJua11, ~iammmt dimlJmU011. 
PA•7 Slngl,1 Paiffll well; deep comple!la11, 
PM Multfplo Pa\Rd well; sliaij~ and cimlrll ·complolfoa. 
PA-9 Mullipl.,. Explcra!ion well to ewlwal'! lil.hology ml ~ well-
PA•IO S"mglc Obse,v,,tion 1"ell for Ka!silome!"'I irrigadoa ""'11 squili,,- test 
22 
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The monitoring wells wen; completed With tlm:aded, fl1.1sfi~oirit, 4-inch'illameter, sclteduic 
40,.?,VC, casit)g ~Jij~;f\iJ:it;d ~Q:,$19t: P;V:J: w:im· ~~ilO ®,,PVC jlue.s qr. .other adhesives . 
~ ~i /\ S-incli.-t9ili{ ~ed enc!. cap-1-V;is, ~eifto, ~- :h91itini pf tQe ~- ~ 
filter p.iek.1;9nsi$ting of; CS Sf.sill~ sand (l'{i). 10.-20), ,Wll!'I p~ in ·the ~nuliu'. ~ ~ 
geilecillfl't;f!l'ni.led 2'tp3 t~ a~ove: t{iittbp:PflJJ~ stre¢ii, .. In 6\oilitofing we!lil. with muui, 
· pii! ~ intervals~ fotmatloii saruf:and·gt;!V~'We.¢ ~e9 f9"~e:~1f.' d}e ·w,~ 
casing betwl:ea the ·sm:enec! inieMJ&. . Approltjmafely, 3 to 6 feet of: ·20-4Q'i g\'IWIJI silidl. 
sand ot4'40. Unimip.Si/lhd was pl;iced abo~ the·~ pac~ IQ ~ vi:rtli;<il flo~· between 
1 ·., 1 . scn:eiied: intervalll all• 3 _,ttfan~N ·ineasute, Iii CO .. 'Wi.nce with Well COmp(e.. mu tip e y·-- ·-J . . . 11.ll! .. . . . • . . ,. . 
tion teqil~JS~ a l- ~ 5-fOQt ~t.oni~~. ~ placeiJ ~ve tp,e:,sand filler pack. The 
~di:r <>f tjle·ann111a.t' ~in~ at 11:le·w~ v.ia,i fill~Mqi''.I' 1;Jm19nil'!;! ceinept :gmut 
to within j feet at the. ~.surface., A slurry, weight.;of 145.poonds w gi!.ll9.n was 
mam,_,,_._.. to eii.stire ro cl!Iili · of die ut'inix . • ,A 1...,...::;. . wJUeni ht was .......... 'l"!, ·.··· P, pet .. g , grp .. · Me. . _,g .... g_ i;:ap, 
then placed over the PVC-well casin;,11114 ~en~ iil'.pl~ A;sum~ .q_{~:coµ,pj~ 
lion specifications. is pn:sell\ed m· table 6. Mimitorln~ welt consfruclion diawams are 
]irovuii!a i;iri thlf~il ~rint ~4.Well.tpmpteµon.lo~Jii ~p~ncUx::a; · · 
The weJ}/l W!lie,devefoJ,>ed betw~ A!1fi} l'i; to 2~,.1994, .. Develiw~ent was completed 
using a progressive, sequence of ~utgingi oai&g, and pu.$pmg; _A ~rge:bli:ic:i ~ used m 
.. Wtialiy ~wab 'lhe·well fu:r.10 to 15 min\ltes ti) loosen'oddged:pari:ictes:ffl the: filter p:d, 
'Ib~wtill ·Y(<IS !Qei:t' bl!il~ Wit!I a .l~(Q!il $$!~.·~ 'llajlef to. reirioye ;!fte ,fln.!,'JS, ,!I)d glell!l 
the bottom of the welt .. Poliowi?,lg· bailing; a :\0h9rs¢P,()Wer'. CliPJ. ~~mer¥.b!e11 (lftiri~ 
· pump wu· stowty ll>W:~'. in l-foot .increments tln:9ug~out :ine, 1tll1mh of: the.,streetied 
-mlerval(s', ,D1•~w ... ;:;;.,- was .lie' ~• a Jliwmwn ···um' ·· ··--~of 43'' .... 116m ··".minute 
.(gpmfr~~ aftlt;;-~ ~~t fut PA~2·anc1.:-fr.£4: Pt~¥~iiown ;"~ ~½f ~!!~~i~ 
opiueiit zarigoo mil'!l 0,Q2 t.Q it QI$ fOQt., Well P ~·2 was- develQPCd at a p111npmg rate of 
approxiin~y. J()gp¢; wtlll «'aW<!QWrl.~.30 fe«;. Well P*·1 WU' d~~ atjq,ump:,, 
ing,.~ Q.f ;IJ1PI@lf!AtelY .20· Jnnl and lti!d .. ~tit3.S·~of ~wdown; . Pev~opment was 
termina,ted ¥i;hen µi~ p~¢4 ~ }'laS clear _and ~- of t(llb/.dity:, T¥ dut...tioJJ t'gr devel., 
oping tliewells geaemlly ranged from ;3 to 4 hours., The esti@lted vo.twn_e Qf w~ purged 
dµrlng il\:velopment is jncluded 1n table 6. 
The monitoring- wells were al$l sutvey¢ O!'.i ¥aY 13 3f!~. 14.,. J~4; ~ ~lish hQ!i#>ntaJ 
and v~c;al c,;,nirol; Elevati.011s are,~ced to:NA VI), l988;, and geograpliic a,mdinates 
#!=.re~9~ 19:l'fA];) 1!;111{, ™ Jipg~!l):iU ~~~.(~ eJeVi!l:!.Qi'! iiata,fQt ~h ,W!\!ll 
are pn:sented in. Table' 6. 
3.2.2 Monitoring Well Water Quality Sa:l;oplin; 
The purpose <1f thjs task was to evill.ilate the v~cai djstri!iuti~n · of Ille TCE contaminant 
plume in a cross section aflbe aqtiifet:. the .. mcnitoringwellswere initially sampled from 
April 25 to 27, 1994. A second. set of samples was ccUei;ted between AugustS to 11, 





Su111111.acy• of Monitorinl!: Weil Cow;tr,u~t)oµ. :oata 
Cciardinntcs Concrcto Mi' Boreljolc Well• Saccilori · · ~olopmi!nt 
Well 00, Easting Ni>ilhiri& Elev El<!Y 
l~l t~ 
lntdval(• ·, · 'Pu4~ Volume 
N.;,,;, Comoi.;iod (feet} ' '(foci): ' (If mmt' ciiamsi 'i1tb•~\) . {;,,,ltonsi . 
PA.I :it,~?,!- '$%.7?'i!Jt 41,,700:Sl, "4JQ:!;l7 4,S04.9i, !66'. '1•t• tz~-141J 
,, ·non 
PA-2 2.A?'-'14, ,9o,4~1LQ4 4lS;JS7.l7 4:S'.!1),!J <.lll.3i :m 1~'1"--*, JlO,\llf .,oo 
PA-3 j,~ ,l~,111,12 Ats,699:oi 4JOi17 iU<ll.JI 69 67,9 .. ' 4'1;,-iti,s-. 3800,. 
PA;,4 ~ 5~:SQ.54 4l'-491i98 -0\1.~ 4,Sl0,72 1.l_t, .LU 6,1.15-74,G;~.&-l II?-' 3500· 
'· ' . . ', )34.§-144.§• 
PA..S ~-94, 597,'61,~ 4H,881Sl 4,496.24 ,4,6UII l'7$' M.4 *86 is® 
,PA-6 l>-Aj,r,94 ,91,051.~ ~16,171.34 ,4,4116.0, 4.487.'" .. 77.S 7U 31-41.~1!; 2700, 
PA-7 -1~~ · ,~n1.6'4 ,4,l,$;94:l;"° '4.°l?t•t -~ .. !13.6<> J.77' ' 1~7 j7.1.3_,\.76.3. .., 4:sqil: '. 
PA41 ,l},~ S.~.!10:Z.I~. i;IIJ,911,~ ·4~4~ ~--~'.70 
,, 
\ll.S ll7,l '~11,S'-Iµ, %;"36:J! 5000' . ' 
' H&:lj,I:i~t .. . . .. •'· :_- . ' 
PA,,9: 16-;\pr-!14 ,S9Ull.l.9S, 416;'1?0;53 4.47UO C.~1.1D ,149 97.1 , 57.+,6'7.4, 87;+;7,! sm 
PA-IO i7-94 599,070,3D 4J6.l~Q..ll 4,480.79 4.'!Sl.74 69 6<,4 22'62 JJiJll 
Notcs! 
ConcrcitcE!ev= top of the concrclt: J!ad elevation in feet above mean ..;; 1.;,;,1. (!t:i.msl) 
Ml' EICV""~ pmn1 e~tioo in feel above llleall.sea,lerel.oJ tap at.i-i,nch PVC caru,g 
it_t,gs= f~\Jelow~~~ '' . ' '. ' ' ' " . . ' 
D'IW= 'dq,tJi .to Wlil<l:°i!' le<! l)!:(Q\Y tnc;!Silriilg'poU!I' , . . 
WL EICV""Wll1!'1' JcvelelevoJfon in feet above,meansea.lovel 
' 
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Standard groungware.r .s;µnp]Jng an4 41:CQntaJnination ·protocols we~ foUpwl:tl d\mllg tb.e 
,cpliection of .the water"quality samples. Prfor to· SJimPling~ ~ lea:$t .three well-bore volumes 
were removed using a. Grund(os'~i-Flq n ~l;SS si'e:el $_ul:,m=jble pump~. ~pie 
pw:ging\cgntl,nl!f'd untij fieici ~ere~ (till, t¢m¢;i!lir¢,ianil.'~c,onotico,}iiy,) .·~ 
st;ib~;to Within 10 pen:ent of the previo1J$, lileaSUieml,itt •. :Field parameter .nita.sure-' 
menis., purge voh.i~; ' an,d oih~ ~eijf- daia fo# '.¢al:~ sa:fripfo are. '51:1iiimaiize4 on 
individual .... !in ,ln(orqiatiqil forms '~- '!-,. ... · ·tUx F). A ·sam I~ W3-s 'c)Jll~t!:d from . ' ' . samp ' g . ,, ' ., . . ~ ' . pP;tl_, . . .. ' ' p .. ' ,· ' 
each. interval within the multiple-:~ wells: · A rubber packet ass:embly was. used to 
·ct. ...... ...,n1 and d · ward inflow to:: Iii . . . · thereb. isblatin. the zone. sam I(l!I; .resw.,.-.1'!"-U,, .. .,. _9'M ...... ,' ',,,. t;Plp!P, ... '/. ... , _g, ' ........ P ,• 
. ~.~ pt!mp ~ typiC1lllY' set in the· mi~~.9.f'the._screenas · · · 
·Four d · · licate . · ·· iies aild an· · ·.' ·ll'ient nnsaie biaril( were collected :as ...... ot the' 
'QA/QGupi>~=r . Thi: . sanip~v/4te sutiiiiiitdl: for laboratory 'anaiysi'.rhy EPA 
MethQd.,,5.02.1'. Copies of tl\e)!i!ioril4n::y, repc:i$. .and cf)ai,11'-c,f~y, dQctll}le!ltatioi) are,, 
. incllided. jJj i\pP.eP,dix G;; The mlilll! ilfth~ im~h:~ are p~~-':in ·$Ub~on ,'l.'6. 
3.2.3 A':luifet Testing 
The purpose., 9f.aquifer te:stirtg was to estimate'. tlie hyili'atilic, characteiistics · (i.e.; transrt1is, 
sivi d · • fie · eld).. of tlie · uife .. co stiin.t ~ disc liar· e i\:ists· we~ · ·aornted · on' . ty an Sper;l Y1 . . .. aq . i:, II. . . . . .• . g. . ,. .. . P!l .. . . 
JIJ(l LDS fajm, no~ i;rigaµim wen~~- th~ ~pm,~ ~gll,d.lJi:1-}Yell.',. These are the only 
two hlgb production wells in. the lower valley for which observation wells wen: located, 
n¢aiby.· through the ¢oilri¢# oftlie U>s r:um r:xmnagi#r, tllis w¢cll was~ tie¢au,se;u is, 
IocatecLiii the.·centra1 · mon·iif the soutll Vlill' ·:. The Katsilometes tiimil : has offered to . . ' -. '·' .. , .. po "" ,. , .. , ... · .. ey., ' . . . y .. . . ' . 
. transfer ownmhip. of this well to the Cify. However, U:ie wi;ll l!as J>een· oqt of ~ce for-
an unknowtj number- of years. aiid no infoni)ation ~-available.regarding the depth, compli:,-
tioii,. and .P~u~on cap~bility for the weU. Therefore •. th~· City requested that. CFUM · 
HILL design and unplement. a wiling program to. as,ses_s. the 'IUlbility of using the 
Katsilometes weQ as a nninicipal supply Well as a sut?tas)c t6 our:existing· contract. T~ting; 
procedures· are descti"bcd below. Test results, for both welis are discussed: in · 
subsection ·4.4. · 
A 30-hour constant rate discharge tesfi. was perfonned on ihe 4\$ im'gaiion. wei1 (hereafiei: 
~c;rred to ail the pumping well) on ~Y 14 a,ri9 l.S, 1994, Well rei;ov~ty data, ~ moni.-
tored for a 2-hour period after the test was completed. Schcdilling and implementation of 
the pump test had to be coordinated wit!i the farm's irrigation schcdQle. Prior to initiating 
the ~t, the turbine pump was removed and a videotape oft.he weil was made. This was 
done to determine how the well was completed because a Well Driller's Report does not 
e:tlst for this well. The well completion details are .summarized in Technical Memorandum 
No. l, which is contained in Appeµdu IJ. The pump was reset in the weiI with no diffi, 
culties after video logging. 
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Af!er ·re!llovuig· ~-~g Airbine pu!iip, ttwi well was:aliio vi~eotaped fu detennine the, 
compledoa. meth~. .A sumu.wy of ~ 1!1!~¢4 ~ is. presen~: jll T~.l\mc:'aL 
Memmandum No. i, which ill containeiHn. Appendix H. B.6edon the findings. of the well 
video, it was lli::cided tQ attempt to clean. the perforations to improve well efficiency. This 
was accomplished by sonic jetting the well onJuly 4, 1994. A substantial amotirtt of sand, 
gravel, and rusty scaling material was removed by this process. The weil was then 
redeveloped over a 3-hour period on July 6, 1994. · · 
Following rcdm=lap,;nent, a l°"1lour, step-drawdown test was cond\lCted on fuly 71 1994, 
to evaluate well efficiency and det.ernune an appropriate pumping tale for the subsequent 
constant-rate discharge tesL Beginning at 1,00'.l gpm, the pumping rates were sequentially 
increased 300 gpm over five periods (1,000; 1,300; 1,600; 1,900; and 2,200 gpm) during 
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!)le stejHlniwdown t=t.- Water levels were monitored.in the pumping iVell a.1/,d qt,~uon 
welJ.PA-10,. lqcataj approximatefy 40fei:J~"l'ray., w#h. pressl.ll'e 1ransdiJ.C!;l.'S connected to·.ai1 
lnsiQI. UX)()-~. ~.lilgg~ ... ~ S~ve¢1 ~F ~4fd.li#~l ~rd~ Y{~ µ!led. 1!J tilaJtQ.. 
war.et lev~. fluctuations in well PA,9 •. Based: on the resul!-1 i::i(,tljJ!i ~d9Wfi test ~':;i, 
it was defermi,ned ~ ~ ~µa)llcj Jl.l!Jllp,ilW .~ .(or-:the q:instiuit discharg11 .~ wouI!i. be 
a,bout 2. 100· gpJJI. ~ ~l~ ,of th<[ s~wdo~~ ~t ,P# pres4l'.!lh:4 iii ~w,secti~!l 4.5 
.and lhe data.ue, co.1J.ta.ined 111. Allp!mdll'. I •. 
. A $)-hour·eo~tme discharger~. was-;conciuct:ed on the KlUsllomeleS' ilrlgalioli well 
·between Julys tp: fO* 199.4, Welf.~ery4afa 'Wl\S $lbseqii~y· mol\i./piei! .f'dr a:'f:t~'!iOl!f-
. perlO<i after ti¢. '.~ ~' CPl,liP.l~, \lllijl' ~tl:t ·~~ll: ~- ffi?C!V~ Ip, .f#eif ~test 
aiilditiol'!S., The p111n1led'water WU discbargeci tbrough J.,200 feet of 4-ii'lcb ~on.~ 
inio a. grave.I wt Jocated do~gradient 9r I® weU •. 1:he .pumph11,; ra,ie h).ltt,;mj ~ed as: 
:higir, ~. i,~o; gpm· during, the fii:st few minu~ of tb~ ~ u th¢ discl\aixe: pipe !'filed., 
However; once filted, the ,:ate, tb~.~tab~ aridremai)i~.·fellilively oonshmt at approXl"':.. 
· nia.~Y.-1,000 fililil. tb@ugho.ut lhe dtITTi~l?ti Qf t.h~ ~t Th.~ pugip Jl¢onn.¢d ernci·~~y ;µid 
withob\ any prQb1emtor shutdowns, · . 
W:~.ter l~eltw~ ino'nitt,,ted dutjng.~ C0ru!l.\l,nt dii,:~a:tge ~t: ~a n:eovefy, feri~ i!i. ~e 
P,Umping well' and.observation wells,PA•9' and i>k-10 {n the same mat/nei:: as during·the 
step,<lra.wdoWii test. In addition, )l\artiiil,I water .~el me.vil!X'efdenls were _r9utiriely recorded 
in ;di gf the. iil\'.lmtorin'g w~ll.s (P A-1 tlirtiilgh P Ii-~~) on: tlie w~t:. si4e oftli¢: PQl'tneuf Riv¢r 
with a Solinstwater').eyel:meter durin; the pump iesbmli reiCOVezy p::riod. No otlu.:rlarge 
~~~g'litiog,.1¥el!s (~cludlng.~it IJ?,S f'ilrqt ini~ort ~ells);~~ln.9~on di¢iil'g 
· this. period~. .In adc!ition,, th~ weather, pattern: was Yef'/ stable, with ·'ni) sigilifi.Cliilt change 
obse:('ol~ ;i!t .tti~-J>#o~· ~~: Uii~ l?ll;ly ~ tile· n;ta;lively uruf'.ow antecede,it 
wap,:i')ev~ ~~ o'1~!¥1· ~Qr w ;:Qtd af'fe; the .~st. .:I;Qmpl~te !141.1ifer ~t and q:ci:Jvery 
data are ci,ntairted in Am,endiir. 1 · 
3·.2~4· Wa~r ~.v¢1 M;offitoring 
Water ievels. iit monitoring wells PAs1 through PA-10 have been periadically measured. on 
sevmu. p¢\siqns since they we,re in~talled· in April 199.4. Water li;va.t nieiisurements were 
· ~ed 19' eva1u,a1e, tJ;e poii:\titilll: vl!Itical. hydnull,i~ gmiµen:p .ilt dfffere~ times. A sum~ 
mary of recorded deptino water measurements and groundwater elevations for tlie rnonitor-
lll.lf weUs:is provided in Tobie 7. · · · . 
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Tahle7 
·---·· Periodic Moul~ Well Water i.e,e1 ~Is .. -, . "· . • ~ • • • ' ,_._ • '• • ' • • .. r• .. . ,· 
~Apt-94 µ.~,.-~. . tl7-'J:u!.·.94 iµ,;i~ .. 
m:w w,L~ MW .. ' ' WL~ 
·, 
•Df\\: Wl.Eler .imv WL.EleY 
48.77 4,4~~.14, 41!,4~' ·4,4$.,42 ' $Q •. ~ ..4,454.08 ',?l.39 .4.~.52 . i 
.61.35 4,454.!n• 65.36 :4,45f>,96 ~~·· . 4,,151,26 .. ·• . 67;95 .3;454-.37 . 
. . . . 
·49.30 4,.\So;QB 49;02 4,456,36,: Sf,36 ~454,0t $1.93 : 4,453.,45 
64.62 4,456;1\i 154'.36 4,4S!i.:i6 66.70 4,454.,0:t 67/Z'f •.¢A$ 
4().78 4457.23 ,, .. 40,SQ . 4;~:~1 4~91,. 4,ii$5.~!> 43i47. . 4,454:54· 
31.86 4,455,~9 )i.s'i 4,45~.13 33.90 4,4$3,SS' 34.46 4,~.29 .. -
37.49 4,456·,n 37.21 4,456.39 39.5S 4,454:os· A0.11 4,4S3i49 
38.69 . 4,456,0l· 38.38 "'~~32 40 .• 72 4,<1;53.9~ 4.1.2.~ 4;453,41 
24.84 4,4$6:26 t4,S9 4,456.s~ 26.89 4,~.21 27,48 
._., 
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26,3.1 4,456.43 26.D7 4,456.67 28~40 4,'\$4.J.!, 28.97 4,4SJ.7T 
Iii ai;lc;Uii,pn, f~u.r. ,sieven~· 'I'ype-f water .l~~-~ri:lers.,,ha:ve. ~. d~loy!:ld ih,roµg)ioui, the 
stuil area to miliale seasoriai fi.ucttiatioos of tlic water iabie. Rcci:Jroers were in~ed on .. y .. . . . . ·,. . ' ' •. ' , .. ,.. . "... . ... • .. . . · .. ··· ' ... , ·.· ' ·- ... , ... , .. ····,··· . ,. 
two of the domestic wells, which include tlie. Akets.' abandoned well and at the abandoned 
Juniper ~ CQuntzy Clil!> w~u (north we!l); These ~ttl~, l!ave continually operated 
since April 8, 199.4, through the preseiir, Reco,rden· yi.i;;re a!S9 inst,a],1¢ on mQ!!itopng 
w!ills PA-5 and l'A·& and have been operational wee July 23', 1994. A suminaty of the 
ob~Md temporal variations in .presented fn sulisl\Ction 4,'S. Hyd(ographs are contained jn 
AppendixL. .. .· 
3.3 T~k a-Capture Zone Delineation, 
'The capture zones. tor each of the four City wellS within the stUdy arell wen: rlelinea ted 
usillg iiumerlcal inod¢lirtg, m~Qd$: by si!lluJating gI1Jundwater flow to each we!I, Jhe 
objectives of this task were twofold: 1) to evaluate w.~ether the capt;ure zones incl11de por-
tions of the aquifer where TCE bas been detected; and 2) to evaluate the effectiveness of 
utiliiing· the existing City wells. to intefcept the TCE plume and pn:vent further down-
gradient migpllion into the main portion of the aquifer. rwo . public-domain codes, 
MODFLOW and MODPATil, were used to simulate groundwater flow and to delineate 
capture zones, respectively. A comprehensive description of the methods used to develop 
the finite-difference grid, boundary conditions, and parameter selection, along with, the 
modeling results is contained subsection 6. l. 
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~ydrogeology of the Southern Ptirtion of the. Pocatello .Aqµiter 
One; of tile_ ll'lilin obJectlves -~four mvestigation was to deveiop an undersiancling . of· the 
hydrogeologic mimeworlt of the . souUimn portioa .of !he Pocatello Aquifer in ordl;r to 
;1~~~,~~~~~e~~:~~9Jic~~~~~ 
· . characterisiii;s, ~ ,~t aqd ibick:ii~. ~- direc~Q!t al!d. :raf/,; of gi:oun4;1~ .f,low' for 
·tJi~ wut.l!~.~ oftfie~; 
.....: ... Pocatello Vall ' · located within th Basilt d n~~ . "'h • hie ....._ -'~- of the ·•"" . ey :i.s. . . . ,. e . . 3illl ._,ge .« ysiogtj!p .... n"v"'"'"· ...... 
~# _QmgAAic. :;Pml;$t:13tjt, .~!Wtilr/,Q Q!e, 09a2), ~- w'#fi lil"~ !!.!iii!¥" ~~ ~· 
fot!ii¥ ~ Vl!liey:. By rnlddle. Pleistoceite (~t 6001000 years .ag_o) thl!S!I 
Iandfor;ning~ hail~ an4 ~ Jan~~ pfJhe yaUey: ~ f}l.bty.~n@ir IQ «rat 
·of ~y wilf1:, (!~ ~cep,11011.--u;Js' was;.~tµJ;~ ~-Qf ~¥1!,'VQ!~m~ ~t ,;:11lpu.<ms 
originating 'in the Gerri Valley law. field poured down the. Porflleuf Valley (Scott iµid 
oil)$!· J9~)., Th~ Ia'iili, f19ws.: fQI(OJii=!;t Qle an~.,~. !>(llll; ~ }~vg 
.~u,gh ~t P,lid.tleilfP!!P;.a!j<I ~Y ~ a,t·!b,!! /!0\1,tlt~:r:if ~ ~~o V~ey .. 
·The .remnants .of: these.· ilo.ws ~ manifest !Ojlay . .u; a: broad' bench· .a.llm~.Jlie· n~~ 
~ of !hJ yaj!ey. $ti:!tigi:;lpltj._r;: #'fi~:,i,h/Ji~teil U.illn!fw:«;re. tw~ ~~!:veJaVll, fu.>o/~ 
that are ~ortrilll1y ~,~ u the Portxietlf Basalt bednise· of their orif!in. 
FolIQ:wing ~pl1i,~me,ijf o,f lhe Pb.1:1!1¢~~ t¥ WJlll.liJg ,!alili!!- o'f;~Jal!t ii:¢ age were 
a relatively quiescent Jcl<!riod, Towa.id lhe,Clfd' of tlie'<Pleist.oce.ne .(14-;troo to 15,000 yeaxs 
. ·) Glacial take Bonnevill . . · ii.a,tuiatl · di:inniil to: the r1;l:J !lu'ough Red R k Pass · ri1~1 i~1¢·~e1~~tili~;:, fJ~W ·.~ lb; ~~::'n~il$1.~, ~= a mllth 
softer)ayer of rocl( w;is. encounlem:i. .At this point, !he summit o( the. divide was·· rapidly 
~.-~ llj ~-~Jµt: B\:i~ flQod:.. Jt. ~ ~!lJ!lleifJl~J;i~ Jeyt;lnpidly 
dropped 3QO feet as !l ~git evei'lt (Gill;ietf, 1$90) ·ana, t!J.1:  4i~~~ i$ ca1cu~ 
tp: have -~ .is. million ~c f~ per secon!l (c&) (Aili ;md H1mcbnan. 1989). Jn 
. . .. . ' . n . !lie . ·. . ., . 1im hlstoric disch•-e, of. the U: . . Snake. Rl was 72 00J cf:' 111 ~J'!.1PlU1S9. ' . - -~ . . ... '""6 .. . pper . .. -~ . . . . , . . . ~ .. rune 1984. , · · 
The floodwam tlowed down Marsh. Creek aµ_d then into .the lowi:;r Portneilf River. Ii is 
estimated the flood wave was at lea.st 40Q feet d.eep as it passed. through the Portneuf Gap 
{Malde, 1968). The flOl)dwaten 11qt Clilly eroded the Por!rieuf Ba!lalt along the center and 
western' margin of the valley, but also exhumed the p~g alluvial fill deposits (early 
Pleistocene age) and scourad a new channel into the underlying Tertiary age sediments. As 
the velocity of the flcodwater.i :µ.ibsided, a tlli.ck J:!2'D.ge of well-sorted sand, gravel, and 
cobbles were deposited in the southern part of the Pocatello Valley. This event in and of 
itself is respomibli:: for the appearance of the modem larulscape. The unconsolidated 
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deposits left in the flood's wake have been formally designated the Micnaud. Gravels. .For 
the. 'P-~®~ qf ~ re~:. th¢ ~~cb~(i~. Ota.vets, :/!.illJ. ,.!tllt.\Yi;µ i!4!11f~~ -~- usei:l' 
-intercliangeably .. hereafter; · 
4~2 ,Aquifer t::omt,o~~bn ~d ~Qi~try 
The geome\cy: of IIJe aquifer ·ill ~ oii lithologii:Jogs generated during ihis fuvestigatfon, 
0 )lnq avaiiab.11Uogs pt9yidaj by the P.~ng w~ bepa:rtinent .and ~ ,studi~, .-lit 
:pian \liew, the: Jateral boW1daries· of·the aquifer :are.basil:ally delinea~-b~ ~ g~o_gic 
~t®t_be';~~:~~=~:~~~wi~~ld:~::~~!tjt:;,=~ 
whi~ate4 sediments, of ihe, Low~ Member of ihe Stirlight Formatfon of the Tertiary 
: · e funn a more arbitr.t,:,, lioun"'~.., alciri ihe · iithwest: · · ag_ ·- ',. '. ,, . '' .. ... .... -J ' • .,.,,,., '' g ' -- liQ' ' ' .. ' 
'tii -cross-sectional -view; the aquifer. resembles. art asymmetrical bailil. w;iih lhe deepeit 
. 'ition oci:timrt ' wfaceitt- lo the sbiJthvl f side of ihe, Yal1e 'lCi lu'e: 7)-•• The .contact po "' ' ' g, " J ' ' ' .. . .. ~ ,, ' " ' ' . '' . ' y ,..,, g '' ' ' .. ' ' ., ' 
betwi:elt the Michaud. Gravels -and the underJyin~_ Tertiary ~e Statlight Formation 
.~~~ aii w,tcoruornu~ ~111 ~-gtiri#~ by ti!¢ UQ~~- ,flQc)(t Pl~ "uricopfornii~ j~ 
quite. sreep on the· southwest side, probiµily b¢coiniliil: rii<>re of art .U1'1dulating. su,rface ,toward 
,tlie•cc:nter pf-~ vall,ey;, ~;,woufd~iJt_pei;.ted; _liigli ~ floo!iw;iters'_P,Ol,lti,ng,through 
· :,the ~l!f Gap• P/.'lrfe~d~y ~~;-~.' '!"-~ wlJeY ~ Ji!,r?'@ f9u ~al\. Ml:ii.r;,; 
iRoad and Gibson-lack Creek because this.would. have beet, the outs¥c ma,rgm '?f the: f!Ol?(l 
,~'\w.DP.~l,. . , . . 
The-soif borlng 1og from· PA-2 indicates· tiie breciaied sediments of the Starlight Formation 
cpnsi~ of poorly ~:angulllr ~lasts pf quartzi,te 3Jl4_ argillite w,ithin a·weak\y iemenll!d 
~,;c);fy ~; -Tliei sedii!teil1$J;i,e¢'1:1-e p~v.ely ni91*· ~ .. from' . .1,25 ,f~ to we 
bottom of'ihe boreliole at 133 feet., The next monitming well i:tt the transverse profile is 
PA'4, which is; l~ted apprtixinllitely )70- f'.eet: ~orth~ of. PA~Z. The llthoiogy 
encoliii.tered at. this location is entirely different from- that, of PA.2". ~o,,v the ~ sjlt; 
_a tbick ~- of Miclia\ld. Gravels .l,,s _presen;. at a d~th, from 50 to 150 feet. Well 
indurated' vels'and reworked re-Michaud coobl · · were,thell erici:>witetecr from 150,feet ' " .. , ' gra ' .. ., . '" p ·, "." " ... ".,, ... --~ ... ,, . .. ' ..... ' ' . ' ... ' . ' 
k5 !he 'bottom of the borehole at f 58 teei. - · 
Towafd _ the cenJi:!r of the valley, tlie C01!tai:t' betw~ the ~i::liaud G.r,iv,$ <!Ad thil. Ttmiary 
sediments progresSively flattens; Breciated ~vels in a clay matrix were logged in PA-1 
from 159 feet to tile bottom of the bQ~ole at 166 feet. .Similarly, well,-cemented gravels 
were ide!itifi:ed bdow the Mi~baud Gravels in PA-7 m>II! 168 feet to 172; solid basalt was 
then encountered from 172 to 177 feet. Across the river Oti the. northeast side of the 
valley, the contact betWeen the Michaud Gravels arid the Teniary sediments occurs at a 
depth of about 100 feet in PA-9. The basement litfuiiogy encountered consisted of angular 
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4.3 Grnund'mlter Flow, 
G~\Vater flow ~ the ailcl!vtal ~#er is ~vely sitbple be:cause of the homogeneity of 
the Michaud Oravels. Two water table contow:nnaps of the alluvial aquifer•were prepared, 
fro!ll water leyel measij:reinenb ma.de· at <lilf'emi~ perill!(b of the wafer year. Figure 8 was 
generated ftQm m~men~ m;u:le mini illyen)i;ltied wells during Noveniber 1993. 
· Figure. 9 represents water levels xecorded on May 12, 1994, in the·lO monitoring wells a11d 
several nearby irrigation wells. The gro1111dW!lter ,flow direction in both instances is to the 
nor\hwi;st. parallel with ,the longitudinal. a;is llf ti!~ v;Jlley. In .Figum 8, !he average 
horizontal hydr.wlk: gradient of the alluvial aquifer from the. mouth· of Gibson Jack Creek 
to !he nortljem bQundaey of thll study aii::a i# Q.002. The gradient steepens (0.003) 
somewhat in the vicinity of Indian Hilla S~ool, bt;t olberwise the e9iltours are unifoiinly 
spaced. However, from !he mouth of Minic Ctelik to tbe area of the Highway Ponds the 
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~le"-!.tion ~tow,-s, lire prooabiy a function of either changes in the saturated ttiicknl:ss 
and/or the hydr.il.!lic condu,;tivio/ of'tlt~ aquifer, 
Pa1red ni9/Utoring welis P'A-t and PA.03 were screened at the base· anll top. of lf!c; Mi_cpaµli. 
Gravels, ~liv~ly, to_~iajil tfit; v.!ii;ti~ hy/Jraulii) gra4iiint ~lh4t tile ;aq!li(er.. Water 
Ievelelev~tioru; in:PA-lfui,ve ge!!et.!Ry: ~ ab(?ut.Q,06 feet higher than,in PA•3 (fable 7) •. 
The difference in completion elevations between the ~o wells is 81.0 feet. />,.;very slig!Jt. 
upward yertic:itl gradi~l of O:(Xl07 -~. d¢~rmin¢ 1'1:o(li thi~ ~ of p:fued :we11s: The 
magmtu/Je of~ 'gh!lij~t 1$ ~~liered insignificant with respect 'to a, vertical cqmponenf 
of groundW31er'flow µ w~las its 'i:ffect.c;in TOE,ttans_port. . .. 
4.4 Aqpifer Chil:tacteristiat 
A variety o:(me\1i~ iµcJµdµig.co!l~~t-~ di~h.a.ite. test$, step-clrawciown Jlim~t _test$,; 
and distandrawdown grap.hs were used lo determine tile ph ysieal flow s:baractenstics of 
the .~uif¢r. · · · 
4,4.1. l\quiferT~ivity w;iii SpetjficYidd 
Two ¢Qris!Mf-r.µe :d~.l!Mge .lf:sl:' .(p\1111~ Jes!s). wen:. cpndµ_cre(j. !ti. estim~ tlle 
transtliissi~ty-jiJid ~ yi~li!-of.1/:J~ l!1Jliyifil \\quif'¥:, An initial_plimp test was coildlicted 
on the I..DS f'ann, north· irrig;1tion well bel:weet\' :&fay 13 · to · ts;,and.a sepai'ate. pun'ip test 
was ll¢om\ed_ 0i;, ~~,~~n;ie~ml,gatio1(weJ1.f#imJµIy s ro.10, 1994. 'i'!ie logisti~s 
of the tests are descnlled th Secii¢n 3\2,3. , . . 
Qmy !ht; ~wdo~ .~ frµm o\Js.;rv~~on weU i> A-~ co~d ~ ailllly.ze4 for the. IiJ?) F¥1!1 
.irrigation well pump test. R!:covery, daia was inierrupied'by the ~·s irrigation sc!\edule. 
Both drawd.own and re;;()very: data, w~ analped, fot thi:: Katsilometes .irrigatiorl well lii;ld 
from observatibli Well PA-10~ H<i~'!'et, ciisc:idiiig water within the jlilmping well 
produced spunous drawdown daia, thus. oniy the recovery data was used'. Recovery data 
~. ii~ analyze,4 ;fw~. CJb~ai;iqn: Well _Pf\~9 b¢!.u.se I/le _ii$ \yai, !Jic;1>nipli:r,e. 
The Neuman (l97~ meiho4 for analyzing pumping test data for an\soiropic unconfined 
aqµif~ whiclj co)lSic;l¢rs delayed yield ~ ·~ lp c.µcill;ite t:rartsnjiajvi_ty val.ues for all 
pump test data. The Jacob (1950)' straight-liiie method was subsequently ·used to double-
check values deienmned from PA-9 and PA-10 drawdown daia during the K.arsilometes 
pump test, In addi!iori, the · Jacob (1950) method ~ the analyticaf technique used to 
estimate transmissmty for the recovery data obtained from the Katsiloinetes pump and step 
drawdown rests. Data fitting and ctlJ'Ve matching procedures were pe.fonned using ~ 
aquifer test analysi$ program AQ'IESOLV Version I.I (Duffield and Rumbaugh, 1991). 
Values derived from the pump tests indicate the transmissivity of the aquifer is fairly 
consistent (Table 8); average values ranged from .:59,000 to 198,000 square feet per day 
(ft2/day). It is interesting. IQ note that the results from the Katsilometes pump test di~lay 
anisotropic (4: 1) and/or heterogeneous conditions in this area of the aquifer. Water levcl 
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Summary,of Aqulrer.CharacterisJics from Pump fest ~µltfl . 
TriinSQ1lsaMly (02/day)' 
.. 
~Y,~f~ge, ~'liiif!r ·~y~r.,~~ ' Groundwater .. . 
WeU Drawdow11 Dlllll Recoverv Datii, . .'fral\1inf,slvity sp«!rl):. ; '.(lµclaj,eas_ ,(;'oni!lictlylh'." l{ydr~iill~ . V~oclty 
Number Neu1111111 Jacob ,Coaslantlliite. Teti fsrepTesf (Ol/day) Yield. (reeif (f'ilday) . -Gd.dii\at '((Udav) 
LDS llarm Pump Teri May 13-15, 19_94 
... , ....... . . ,·- O•O,, M - -· .. ' . 
PA-S Ten I 72,500 " 
-- .. 
72,500· 0.003 120. 600, 0.002' 3.4 - -
PA-!;Tcst '.t 80,000 
.,. ····· 80,000 0;003· 1.20. 670 0.002· 3,8 - ·- - .. 
ICatailameles l'ump Test Jul~ sc10,.1994 
. -. .., . .. ' ... .. --
.. . 
Pumping.well - - . '64'0®.J . l- . • . ,,,· s2;soo .~ll.Ql)O 10 - .. 830 O.Q02,' ·.4.7' 
PA-9. 187,500, Z09',5_00 'l98000 .• 'o;ot 70 2,SlO Q.\)Ol;. ;ljj;2 - - ... , .. 
PA·IO 47,000 57,500 (71,500) 59,000 59,QOQ· li.Ol. 10 840, JJ.002: A.ii 
Note; Theavclllj!c l1ydraullc gmdico1.ovcr lhelcngt~ ofllle P-0rtneurVaitey oCO:OOZwas used to estinu\t~ groundwatcl'vclocl1y .. -
~ ....... --···· -- . ---- --- ....... --·--··.··· ... -.. ~ 
drawdowil ancl ~every dalil and cµr,>e mi!fehing graphs ~-~n~~ in A?dix J'.. · In 
additi!)Ji, a tr3,r1Smissivity value of 423,000 ft:/day was determined using the dislance-
drilwdowtt method .. \Vaier level fluct\JatiO@ ind\!~ by tlie laie seasqn ITT"!g~on.frqm.-~ 
LOS: f2fll.l. n~)JJig:iticUJ weJl ~~: ~@.¢ ,rjJ!.~-~ b;y~ ~Ider ch~ deployed 
Oil nioiii.tiinilg wells PA•-S"and PA08 and !he.~ and Juniper Hills o!>sc;rvation we.~. 
Overall, t;.ulsmissivity. · valiles; de~¢ Ji'1 __ ibis study we¢ gen~\'lllly · ·ll)"'er. than 
')II)Jliri~y ~~ Val1,!eS by Wc;Iha,n ;µ1d M~ q·994), but are _generaliy within the 
saJi)e .rang~. . 
~ $!'< lff(# 'yield of' the aliuvlal: aquifer was also caicuiated from ihe0 :1>ump lest data .. 
Specifie .yield '@.!.ue$ I3!1gei1 fri>lllJl,<W. ·tp. ().04. (l'abli:. 8), 'J;'h~_ ,ty¢.i:a,I yaj~eil. for 
iµlc9!liµl_i:d aqffif~ !!/!1&~ .frqm !l,01 k.l Q!~ .(.Free:¢ atid, G.~em', 1979).. Specific yield 
cajlµiit be detetmined ftomrear.'~.&taor·ftom,the ~ping wi:U dtaw.down d;ita.. · 
4.:4.2 Bounif at; C:onditionr, 
Observation wells on ihe opposlii~- side .of the. river wen: .monitored: dupog _both cP.~~t. 
rilte' discli · iesti · lb discern drawdowii from tl\e. .uni· - · · ·wens. _and thus, evaiiiate the :irge . . . . . . .. .. -· . P. J1111S . . . .. .. . .. . . . . 
pote1¢a1 of nvei; Jeakag.~ Highly tr;lilsrtussive aquifers, such as. the Pocatello Valley 
aquifer, ircve!Qp sha!!ow COIJC:S of depr_ession, but l!iiv~· a, Ia,rge ~ . ~~ (Dris.coll, 
1986), Dfawddwri ig. !li$J}t wells 1s ,ifsi.ajJy not a.pparent. during #)ott iiura#<>n P.ii!llPing 
te$ts. U MS. thee case (or ihe'.L'i)S f'atm ii:rigallon,wei(tesf; no i!rawdown ~ ob~l:i:f in 
~l'A;,9 antt-PA..• l.Q, whl.~~~ :/ltjp°#.· !h'e ri_viif, : H()weyer; dil#i.lg'the, '.15'at.~0tnetAs -~ 
~wi1PWll_'aiid 1:i:i~t·.r.J.!e ilisc)latge ~ •• mQriJ\oriiig weJ,i~ ipi;,ll)i\:;'~~.siil~' of the 
liver appeared to show an influence ftom· ihe-extendiilg cone··of.dep~oo, Art~en.t 
wat¢r level decline ~ we)l d.ocunien~ b¢'ore i!ie test and co~d be reli;ibly i!:;t1:f<ipPl;Ued 
throughciut the. test period. The hyd'rograp~s in App6iilh; ;rentiilecJ -Water. teveii in Welb 
on_ the. We:it; Si<le of the l"o.rtneuf Rivet" :µid "Waler Levels in ,Mimii!>tmg Well PA,5" 
indi~ ~ the rate otw.au;t revel ileclliie "in~ d\lririg t11e pump ~fand then ehher 
flallerleiLor rose .durlilg· the recovery· perlo& Tliis-· would- tend to .iuilica1e. the radius of 
mfluen~ of the K.a;tsilometes. well d!=finitely exteilds. to ihe.othi:r side ofih!l:dver. 
However, tlus same data also suggests .. ihe Portneuf Rivl:r may be a pariial reclwge (I.e., 
positive) bmmdaiy. A definitive flatteriirig · of o!isei:vation -~-d P!Jiliping well draw down 
CllIVel!, occ\Jn'ed· approilirtately 3.00 lDmiites into t!ie tesL. This tilt!ll cprresj>c>ri~ with: the_ 
distance at which the cone of depression, would,'inl'er.iect the river. Although tbis:type of 
flatiening may also be in response to delayed yield, which is characteristic. of iµiconfined 
aquifers; Based on the test results it is recommended that futunfpump tests be perfonned 
for a minimum of IO days to be able to fully evaluate delayed yield respo~ 
4.4.3 Hydraulic Conductivity and Groundwater Velocity 
The hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer was determined in order io estimale the average 
linear groundwater velocity {Table 8). Hydraulic ainductivity values ranged from 600 to 
· 2,830 feet per day (ft/day) which are representative of well-sorted gravels (Fetmr, 1988). 
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The av~e lin~ trouniiwi:!!er- '1eloe!ities w~ es~ • !he follow.in; .relationsm,: 
V .=~l&n.. 
V' =. aver.ige,fu!eargrourul'wala've!jjc:i_lJ.' Pl}I~ fi./itayJ 
I(' = 11,~ulfu. cr>naui:ti~t.Y (ft/day] · . :· · = horizoo'tll II drai.ilic ....... r1: · *:1] A • ..• ... . • . Y .. •" , . !>'-~ ,f 
n,= effective: I)(lrosity nr 
,,,~,,.,. ··field ~ons tM ·u"·- ·inl!trix -:..<J:...a~11 ,,..,..,;stii ·r ~ sand and - !!Jl ....... , ..•..•... ,·,·:·•,. , .• l!ll .. - ... ,., p~~.!'LI!"' i"'!\'il',··· l;l, ,.. .. . " ..... ,. 
: · gra~ • .Freeze iwf 0ieny (1~) report porosity whiM af0.25 to~o.so rot sand and 
~ to. ·0;40: fot .~
1
• v~. •ft, wa# ,th~tore .~luded ~ 'Ii ~ue of ·.o:3-S would bo 
. . riawfot'effective nt\Moikr. Th ··-~;i,,i,..; or'lhc -m..tmi ha:v. been ..-.;;ousl:. 
~~ . Aisliovm ffi fif;a;~ciiatfaf:t~-; 'tor~';'~ ~d~-;~ocj~ 
_rilll.ge4 fl'.oli! ~,1' ~ U.'i.+ ft/day. The l!(th~! ya!~~-~w.4 :fi:t!J!! Jt\~ Ql:i~cm.:wcll 
longiti1dinally downgf;ldient of the .Katsi!o~ irnpdoo well. Values derived frotti 
~~ ol:lserjatip!l ~ ~v.emglid $out. •t2 .fl/llay~. j · 
4.4.4 Ana11siS of Katsilometes Irrigation Well Stee-Drawdow.n Test 
. ....... . · .. ot:the .. ....:.r ..... waown'test \Va.S, lo evllbja.f.o,the,effil:i ....• ot this: . ·11 at - • us ,.,...,. p~ ,. .. . ·,,-~Y""t.a .. '• .. . . • ' . :, . . . . . .... er).ey . . .. we . . va:n:q . 
pumping, .rat,es; 'This es.1e111mlly consisted. of a two--stilp process,, litcremmtal values for 
· 'fie·.· · • · · were, .initiall' de · ed .from'· .i, .. .......,. .... ~~,.., ..... test.results; Usin · this sp:g .. -~ty .. " .. ,.,, ... ,Y, µy . ·- ~, .. ~.ir,,..,,.,,r_,. ...... ,... ' ,g 
infonna!i,on, the w~_efficietlcy: was ·then,~CUlated ij a ~tage ()f w~U \0$,Seli, · 
The •......A~wd . test can be Used to' · · .. ·. · -.1u< eff,......, ..., "'""-'•1en•·""· · · "'·"ii · s--at , s .... ~~- .P.'iVll,,.. .. , ...... , , .,. . .-. "'" fll~, ,..,,., ..... ,,.,..,,.,"\~"I"~ ... ,,,..,._ow C011u:1. qit , . 
hfgli discharg~. Bierschenk (1964;) ptesent.ed,a: .~hical method for determixiing !)oth \he 
llilniiiaf;iiid nirl;nUtjlt co)i'ipoiienu· iif di'awdOWil bl .a welt . .l\ssuinmg thai,drawdowit. is the 
s"1!l'i <if a ~c0iifer -~ 'J:1gw~PQnl#it .3.Ql:l .a ~~JuxbQle!it flow coinponeiif, 
drawdown .. can be e~ressed as follows:· · · · 
s, ~:BQ,,¼;,C~ 
. Ii "' ~wd~ [ft] . . . 
Q ... pumping-~ (gpm} 
II = calclllat.ed constant Ul 
e ... c:a1~~tll 




· If #Q is j>Jprteibigainst Q using the step,draw~ tes.t 4m. ~ grapil would be a sti'3i~ht 
!me with a siope o(C and a y-.intercept of lt Qnce ll and C ue deietf!UJ1e4 fr9ni. the 
griipb, the terl!li. of the equ;itioii c;iii;~ i:i:,airangi:d as. fcilfow$, 
Q/s "" l/(CQ+B) 
Specific capacity and drawdown can be ptojecteci: for a:ny discliai'ge ,rate, _The s~ 
drawrlown lest analysis and p1o~·of,s/Q verses Q are;iru;iudeil in Awenm11s }C. Specific, 
c:awitjty V;Uu~ for Yl!riOl!S piJmpil)g 1111e;s $ sui!'i,p:m~ 4t 'I'.a.ble: 9, 
. 
. . taiile, 
Specif:'zi:. cip;,,:;ty Vsl~.and WeU~af!ir tlie"itii~Jirigauot,; .W~ · 
1;000 234: 
i,3l)O' _ 
i,61'.Kl . 15'3 
131 
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Well. effici .. , 'is.defined ai,tlie i'alio of.actual• -- ·ftc • --· . ofa. well fu·the maximU(ll . . ency . ' . . ' . . . . . . . ' ~- ~!Y . ' . -
·~c'capacity possi!>Ie. lieterrtiin«I ftQm foirqaliQli' ~s.ti\:S,an~ i.1/eQ geonietty 
(Maggi. · i968). According!¥, drawdown aitniiui'abie to natural: iosses iir th_e formation 
Caq\liflll' li:1~) en be; d.ismJgiii,s~i:4. ftQm 4ra'\Vd9W.rl ~' !>Y infgiQI'.' we!J. CQ11$1.Ptjp11 
techniques (weUJoss). · 
'Ufe ~mlliii $!tjfic ¢'allacity· of ilieXatsilo!'rietes ~ w;ii; determined trom llie constiii.i 
Jate discharge ·te5t drawdown · data and the step-drawdowil test recovery data u~g the 
n,on¢ciuili~riiim weU ~JiaiiQii II!odio.ed by Cooper. and' i~, 0946:1: Based on our 
cali;:\llatio~~• t:Jie rnaiUa'Jui:g ~C .ca~ty (~i,~1'!:'l[rit ~)OllS). W9!tld .~ 244 gp<l/(t. 
Well :eff18.eitcies· wei:e ihen d~ed.· for. .various. J)lllil)'iilg ~- 1,,)' wificµn,g SJ)l?Cific 
_ . '.ty· -valil~>b 'the'mmm ··- -Qlcula!ed ' - -- .fi ·_ .. · ·· rrabte 9). As determined c.ap;ll;l . • . .Y . -- . -- . .- -Ui)l_ - ~ i; i;apacicy '• - - - . - -
from tlie'video log of the well, tl)'ete'are'oilly a fimired-riu"mber of peifo1,itfoiisl Therefore, 
th.e majc;iricy of the head loss- is attriblitable to limited open area of the well to llie aquifer. 
The well efficiency calculati9J1S are included in Appendix K. ·-
. ',, \ 
As shpwn in Table 9, when the well is _pllm])lllg at 2,0SO gpiil, the efficiency is only 
50 percent. This translates into an additional 9 feet of bead. · The _cost differential was 
evaluated between a well opetating at 100 J)erl;l.':nt ~ciency as compare(\ with this well at 
50 percent efficiency. The following assumptions were made with regard to this 
compariso"n: 





A 125shp pump wo1,1\.d ~ installed at the·wellh~ . 
Th- e urn -is hiiiliin · confililiriusr fot J ··•eat-P P - . "- g, .. - --- . y - - y .. 
Po::ateifol.s s~\fard ,-enei;g)'· charge is $0,03021'.iikwhr and ifem311d charge 
, per rat~ sclii:C!u/e is $33: · · 
El · 'cal fuotor effici · • 94 · - · t _ ectn . . . ~ IS pe,rg:n 
Pump efficiency is 82 ~-t 
' . . . . 
4.S Water'LeveJ FtucWationsi 
· Cort\iliilbils w~ Iev~ recortlei'.S' w~ d~i9yed .cnJ11ortl.~rirtg1 \11,ells PA~S and P1V8 ancJ._ 
twQ of'. !hi::- inventorie<tdQm~ well'~ .(Akers abandoned. wen· an!i Juniper .Hills: Couniry, 
Ou.o. ~-~ well)~ 41- ~@!.!i,9, ~r· I¢il1~ ·Ge9!9gi~ .~!ltYeY' ~; ~tajq¢4 wa~ leyeJ 
,measurem~t equipment (In P.MW, t a:nd'.Ci,ttwetl no, 28 f9r' .roug_hly 1 .yest, Hydrograp~s 
.~- ·,--<;"Silt···_ -_51·--.;;..·_are.· ··_.··m· v·1'ded .. m' · A·_····· .. ,· dix·t, ,,.,.._ · six. ;.;;.,are. ··h· '1-'" ·d-_istrlb_'"_..., · _--~Ol' <14 . _ - __ p. _ ... . JlP!ll1 _,,.. '-,.!,ey;_ .. w- . geogta1L\,<WY u ...... 
th:(ough;ai:it !litl ~utli~ ~P.i! ,Qf ih~ P«a,~g,A,qiliftiti !# ~¢.@/ tl;t~ w1it#r'IeveA:-i,n ~-
slx. we1ls: siiow a similar response- with· some minor _aiic:miions:imm Jncaiited·fuhuenci:s •. 
City' well. riti. 28 was the only Iociitro~ having _a: coijtjnµpilSi@W: (oi: me_o 1994 )'l!ller y~ 
(0ctpoet·l, 1993, ~ugh Septemi>er 30, 1994). The: ~_yiµ(igi'aP,~ f'ipl'fi tM WeU 'in<litji~ 
the· water level w.u fairly stable Cot the first ~ of the year and then·continillilly declined 
throughout the next 6 months at a~ 9f ab91i~ l,_S" feet p1:f month, 'IJ!c; rate of de,;ijne ·in 
ihe, C>!her wells was :abQut i>.1f f~- pet. mo11dr,, I).,, Pl),SS!'Jlle reas</n. f~ :t[ie. ~~r. rate of 
d~ ob~ in ~ 110, 2.8 is t!iat:it.is witilinJbe c;!IIlluWi~ :zol'le ofiiifiu~ of four 
~ tjipacify City wells; (q!;Js', 1; 3, 1~-\ ~}p) ~ ~,in the i_m{lj~t¢\i_i,q!}iiy, This 
appem: to·becSllbstllltiated by proJjQuitCt,<f d¢,:!ines Silpenin_posed, OIi the: gi:n~ tzend, 
Similar resp9nses were ·a1so observeif on rheJilruper Hills hydroV<lph, but.are coincident 
wiih pumping_ fro.nt tlie µJS .f;um• nor.ti.! )¢gi\&on ~- · -
The 6-year -pe_riod e,ilding in winte.r 1993 was one of extended drought conditions v,'lth 
llllllilal precipi~on totals 30 lo so percejit lx:IQW ~oi'mal. 'Ibfa was a1so a ¢riod of 
below-average groundwater recharge. Although the 1993 sno"Wpack was_ at or above 
average; 1994 was again abnormally law. Precipitation data {i.e., CU!l_lQ]alive snow pillow 
and tairifall) for the 1992, 19:93, and 1994 water. years were obtained for the Wildhorse 
Divide SNOTEL site in the headwaters of the Mink Creek drai.ilage from the Soil 
Conservation Service. This informatiqn was superimposed on tl)e wi;ill hydrogi:aphs to 
BOII0013511C. -ljo 41 
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4 .. ~ a~~an.!1 D.ls~g~ 
.I~~~ prev!ojis).y ~· that unclerliow tluQu~h the. l.?<:>.t,l;!I,~~ Qiy>:is ttse )ll1'1i1 
,source:. ofrecbarge• tt). tlle .P.oeatello &j;yf~ miirvi!i;~ ~9' ~~; :1,!flQ)~, ™ ilJ'®Ullf of 
underflow · · · i"' ·tlirou ·5 PPl'Uleuf G · · · has bo:n ·ro""lil • estimated to 'be about . . . . ,pasli ~·g . . ,g . < . ,.q) . . . - y . ' . 
O.?J i:rUUion gal.ions per oay -~mgq) (820.u:-ft/yr~ 011 an aruiual,~i~ {J. Welllan, pers, 
,comm,,. 1!$4). fu corriparfsori, ·"ie .I1l,te• qf ~ow dta,t ~l's in thti ·vic:iriitt, of the 
monitodng:; v,el.\, J;ajlsect' was estimated ·to-ran~ .lietwe:en about Q,26 -\0 l.25 mgi,t (29.l to 
1,380 .ac•ft/yr).. These simple •pl:!$S-- fl~ 'r:ai~lalions, in~j'Cat:e tbete is prqb~l'y artQther 
so,u!'¢e. of. mi barge 'to tile. aqiiife;., TIie MiQk <;:reek and Gi'bson Jack Creek dnunag_es '.along 
wiili u ward diffusion from. ilic ·undeil " t'erti - . e :sediments .. , · ' swla'"" as tne . . !P . . ' ymg . ~-ag ... ,. ,. .. -~- PQ, .. ·--·""' ' ' ,' 
lrkely -~ ;f.Q{ :the; Qa.llli!c,¢,,Q,f ,!bi$ ~~!! •. T.b~; ~$9Ju~ .p.;jlµ.f.44~ .iJ,11~ relative 
~11ttj~l.lti,o,1,t of ~11. $:0~ ~(':ti:!(,:~~ will·<;an!inue ta be a coliti:ovemaf issue uiiit a 
comptehensive water burlget,.is completed:•.. · 
Th.e,pi:l,·~- ~\i!l;¢ of ~e ~- gfoli!'dwatet. ~ump,~;e1 The ~Jotitr.:¢ JUmpa;~ is 
from l;r\UIUQpal, _and Ul'l~~on• .welli 'l"lt!l 'I~ illl)(1\l{lli, rro.m. ~frjai, an4 private 
domesti_c .w~lls •. .W l~4 •. lhe vpi\-!mli of ground~ ])',l)'llped m;llit :the City.ts 18 muiiicipal 
wells ;ilone totlled. am,roximately l:5; 7 mgd {17;600 ac-ft/yr) of wbich 1.77 mgd 
('it!lOO 1W-f;t/.yr,: was, deriv~ from. the S9Utbefll ixtt:\iop. tif th./l;a.quuet :qo,l.!1 pum~e or 
wells it(). 13'1Ufd no,)6. Thevplum,eOf'watet ~ from City weifa no. 14and.no. 'j3 
in 1992, prior t.o .being taken offline:was about' 1.3 mgd (1,5(1()' 8/;'.ift/yr) .. 'l'luirefpre,. the 
foyr wel,'b !:Q!llptising ~ ~!llJteni \lf~~~ ~!#!; for appro~IIJ~Y ~9 ~t ,of ~ 
CitY' s water supply, n Js' no~ possi~ f9 es~' the discharge from othet sources of 
pumpagi- hecause n,;,m: o( these wells are me•. 




5.1 Ambient Groundwater Qualif;f 
J;!e(tjte :i>rili:*iij,g wiUi_ '.q~ .clis§lis~f9ti. ~iQg : ~ ,~ -~ ~:di:i'f~. 9f ~ TCB 
COJi'~C!t,,; it is-woithwbilin1f.brlefly: examineramb1wgroundwatet ~µality~ Omits: for· 
com:entrations"·ofJ~nrc, ;......;...,tueriti· • ' drinldn :walet' have ;~ ror man :, ." ' . ' " " . .. . . " " ... ,."J••"'" ' ""'',_. . " !II., " ' g,. ... "' . ,. " .. , _, "' '1 )'eatS, 
-raBle 10 p~is-a c6inparlson-oftlie }J:cµi.and',~nda# ~ixm 90nta.mln.~t !eveia 
(SMCI.s) fur intirgamc anal:Yfe$ rei,ltive'to the eoncentiations obsecved i11 Clty wells no. 14 
and. !'IP· J.3', 1'1i~ -fyl'c, w.~ w~ set~ ~ tjley' have l:he l!IPSt .co!itPteh~~V!l 
aiiiil.Y,t!i:;4: result,;;: wi~ the ~tudy are;1.,: As· ~splil.yed,. 110 inorganic ronstiluents. were. 
reporieiLin excess of ·tile esta.blisrn:4- $1allda,fds tot ~blii;: ~g w~ supp~.. With 
........ wt to miileral contetl tlie· "illidwate· iii' •calcilim,.bicarbonat.el k,n,,. . lucid the mos. ·-~ . .. ""• ...... "'. t, " "gro.,". . " ,: I!,; . " "· " . ,, ' . ' " " •J .,.,.., w . $ ' ' " i 
common •chemi~. cpmposition. In gener.il,f the groundwater is of excellent quality, 
althou~ it is quite hard wa~. 
~:.l· Nature of TCE Confumina:tlon' 
One of the two primary objectiv~ of this project was to a.'lSeSS tl\e ilahire and extent of the -
TC.E.conwninant plume. Walltt qualiW sampl,:,s were collected from 42 inventoried wells-, 
and 18 discrete-depth samples"wen:: collected the 10 new monitoring wells to delineate the 
lateral:. and vertical. e.xtlln~ of_ the TCB t'Ol'ltuninalion within the soul.hem portion of the 
Ppcatcllo Aquifer. The samples were submitted for anaiysis ot38·dil'f'erent VOCs by EPA 
Method 502.1. TCE and PCI; were the only contaminants identified in the S'l\ite of VOCs 
from all of the well:i sampled.. Cpil~trations of 1'CB and PCB detected in, the inventoried 
wells are pn:sented in Table 4. Many of !he wells are constructed as open-bottom 
completions only and water b derived from that point in the aquifer in which the well was 
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Table 10 
. Idaho Urlnkln~, Water, Standards . 
Conceritl;itiou 
·(nnm) ,, 
Constituent MCL* SMCL~• ' Weil No, 14 Well No. 33' 
,' - . . ' 
Arsenic o.os N.tt N.D. 
Barium 2.0 ,().;°14 o.i4· 
' .0admiuni 0.005 ·N:o.-· N.D. 
Cliroriuj!qi 0;1 N.D,. 'N.D.· 
Chloride, .2SO,o:: 50;6 50,2 
Conner 1.0· ' 0,01. 0 .. 01 
. cVlliiide 0;2, . ' N.E>, .. N:D. 
.. •. 
Fltio.iide· a. 4,0 . O,ZO. 0,19. 
' •' 
Tron ' ' 0.3 0.02 0.07 
t.eacl o.ois ... - - N.D. " N'.n. 
' ,. 
Mait<>artese - 0.05 N.D;,. ND. - ,. ' .. 
' M~rv .0.002 N.I>. N:D. 
Nitrate.-' :l(J:0 1J( 1:1 
Sefertium o.os - .. ., .. N.D. N.D~ 
, .. ,, .., ,, ' .. 
Silver . - O.l. N,D, N:D. 
Sulfate 250.0; 40.2 37.4 
TDS 500.0 · 426.0 .416.0 .. -
Zinc·. s.o ' N.O. N.P. 
.• .. 
*1,10, =- .1.faxjmwn Conlalninan1 Level; enfon:eabie Slalldatqs, considem! io 
have signj,ficant potential threat to: human health .at ~traµ_ons above the 
specified limits. . ' ' ' ' '' ' ' 
.. SMCL = Secon~ Maximum Contanunanflevel; tliese suJJstances can affect 
tlie aeslhetic quality of water but are not considered to be a health risk. 
N.D. = none detected. 
TDS = Tor.al Dissolved Soijds. 
Sample results derived from comprehensive sampling event as reported 
October 22, 1991. 
B01100136115.~ldlb 
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completed. T)lus, th~ sample resuits represent point samples a.fthe depth· tile. casing was 
terniiruued. However; the molJ.itotjng· w,ells .Weri=. complete4 wi~ 'hllf!i $li)g],e .and 11J11Uip1~ 
··· --- · · · · · tiui.t disc ... ''""'""lh sain !es could oe attained. (refer to table 6); .~zones!;() ___ ._ .. , ..... ~I'. _., ... R __ . __ , ..... -·. , ..... , .... 
The anaJ.yticaLresults from the monitoring well samples a,:e.p~u;d, in 'fable 1J, TO=._ 
. - . '·· - . ed. ,,,,,.,m ·nonrf detected (Le. detection liiliif -= 0.5 " b) to a hi h of concentrations ~i . ''" --.· ., . ... .. , . . . .. --. ., . -· PP - · g 
31, 7 ppJ;; i~~ii,(i~ 'in µie LD1> domestic farm,,Wcll. 
5.2.1 SJ)atial Distribution 
Tljij_ ~ytli;:~l res\11~ were plotted to evaluate the spatial ilistrlbuiiort of TCE conceiirati.ons 
in :Pian view (Fl~uxe 10); The'resillts fyoll! the May ~994_ moniµ.>ring ~·,#l -sa:mpt1:5 -.ye¢ 
use4 becai)se thef were coil~ closer to the period 'in which the inventoried wells were 
~pied,. udiig, ilie, MCt, of'.S', ppb: ;for: TCE, a :wc:11-defined. zone o( groundwater 
con~oil ha;!; ~ 4elli)~ ~' ,a Jµlil'oW; ~~t Yen'. Jo.ng, kMil, .Th.~ doy,ngracHi:I)~ 
exteiu qftJie plliiJ:!e appears to be located in the v1ciJvty of Tech Farm Road near the south 
end, of ;Iijyerslde- Municipa) Golf Coµr~, The· plur:ne e;~ni;ls C1JJ1iigili:iµsfy upgtadieiit. ~ j_ ..
tile ~u.tl:! ~-I!~, of tfie ~tµ4y ~-- wl}ere !Jie bte?dlli Qf p!11m~ signi.fj~lli. _iri~ to -~e-
half the 'width of the aquifer. the piume is adhering; to the souihwestem margin of the 
valley t;ut appears- !O be Whien~ by tnliutazr underfli>W. :'I'hjs infei:el)~ i.s :SuPP,()rted by 
tfli; observation tha,t,tC:a ~ncenµa1fons decrease. by -about 50 _pem:nt down gradient from 
the mouth ,of Gibson:'Iack ~- - -· . 
The filgh~tTCE concentraifons detede1t were in wells In the vicln1ty of\the LDS .fam!. ai. 
-tj}i; squtljimi. pomq6 of"t!ie study area. . Iii Jhi.s ~ Qt .!It~ aqjiifii_t the¢; ;i,i ··;1; w~Jl'-4¢Mt?4 
la!etal con~traliQn gtaweiiL. 't1rls Ob~.ervatfo1_1 ti better ~epitte(J ill---~- ci"oSl\·sefli\'lljal view 
~i_g~ ~9- . M· shown1 there _appear to be dis~c~ zones with ~t to .the la~ral dtstrtbu_tion 111 TCE, concentration_s aa.o.ss the, asuifet; _ tfle · Polllldaty of ,the plume· 
cilti:eSP9Jlds ~ th¢ $upemnposed location of the PortneufRiver. 
Ii'i co mpa:riso~. on. the 4c;iwngradient end of .the plt1me; there is ii ~staittjal, diff,usjpn zone 
iri front of the S jipb iso<:onwur line, A receilt set of monitoring resUlts for samples-
collected. byJl111 Poq.tello Waier D~nt ~? Illlle_;!., l!.194, indfca~ t:AA.t tbe ~o!i 
fl:qnt ex~3 doWitgradient to Oicy w¢1Js no;, 1~, n~. I.6~ anc;l 1_10; 30 wh!lfe trace level (2.0 
to 3-.0 ·ppb) TCE concentrations· have been identified, These wells are approximately 
1 mile northwest of the north.em. bounc:Jary o( the study area. Tiuii suggests .that the .total 
lerigtfl of the plµii'le is at. least 5 ~1¢:s long,. 
The fact ihat this plume is well-defined by t:he 9bserved concentration gra.dients has three 
profound i.inplications.: 
1. The plume is being fueled by a continuous source that is located along the 





M1,tnJ_torlng Well Sampling ~e!!ults forTCl):and J?ClJ;; _ 
·wen Sample Depth A~-.. 4 "·'" 199ii; .\uimtt s-11, 1,994 .. 
Number- . ·· fftbmn\• TCE .PCE TOE; PCE ... 
PA-ll . .J.4S . l!l.9 1,S: . . .14.:2 1,1 .. , 
PA.2, 125 ND" ND NB. ND , 
l'A-4.: . . 105 , :26.~ 2.0 · .2t1 1,8 
.PA•8 ' •. •. 4P~ .. · ::. t(S:; ". . OJt .. 4.1. ND, , '•! 
l'A-8• :ss: ·· ; • ." . st~_ ... ' ;: .': Q.9. .. . • tL~ ND. 
,, . - . ·-~ 
Notll: !Iii resufts are expressed as µwi, · · 
• .'fl )imp,= feet be.low mea:suring;poing iii• topiof 4;;~l?VC casing! ·' 
~ none·detected. -~ .'. . ~"::. : .. 
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2. The extent to which the TCE contamination is delineated indicates. we are 
obi;emnJ tl!e leading edge of a significant ~lume. 
:3. TCE coocenil.ations wiJl prpbably not 9igliificantly di:.sipate iit the 
Jo~le, fu~,. 
s:.i,z V«!rlical fi~i~utfon 
""' ,I.I" ..;..;..r '"'". ooth ..:,;....i wlil1& ,arta multi le,-screened wells'· .lildi""'"'" TCE ~ue sami"'c: ........ ts 4',lf- ... , ... ·---. ,, ... , ... " .. P. --- '' ''.' - ---· _,,...,... .,. '. 
concie:ntraiions, are, reinarkabiy tsimilai: within a particuiar '·well cluster or multiple ' 
completimi. for 'both samp~g ey~~ ·(~. '1)1!>¥ 11j: It caii generally be conclude(!, ili(i!t 
~v~ ¥qveo!i/H1,~a,l#,l.· TOI; .if,~ ~ 'roi!ce,i.i!#tiQns, are fQt the most part oilitoimly: 
~-in vertical profile •. Thii;:,observation i1,1: particularly awi,rent with reSpeet to tile 
May,.saml!le ~ul;s 'for we)l Jl'A~ jiiw~ TA'(C9ncetii;ati~iis vei'tictilly -~e4 ljs 'th~ 
,z.~~ ~d, aJliif!ll !I:.~# gf wen~,f~,7 (deep:comple~on) 'and f P.s8 {~hallow Wili 
'11Uli~Ie11ef setee1Ied:wes) .where ve./i<:al. yarjabj'lity between four different sanipling depihs 
'Willi; ~111Y· lQ• ~qt, __ TW;s; '19,!lii.l;ili.(l'l'. i~,' I~ appa,njnt in paired we~ PA-1' at1d P,\~;J' 
whm, .the .concentratu)n diffenmce: Js about .40 percent. The .salient point of tliill. 
cii,~tlci"n iii· tti.¢ '.th~:ice pfui:ile j#t•,eP:t:fu th~ wu'!hrmi portiqn of tlie Pocat(!llo Aquifel' 
.~ts qt ·a tlli.scil,yed: aq~u:i:-p~a.sij 31,lt!, it ·!s v~fti¢ally dispecy;a throi.ighou~ the sa~ted 
,'thicknffl,,of the aquffer; 
' . 
$,j;~, 'fttµ,eqnd 'Y,ip'.iJitj~' 
& _presented m Table,11. two seu-. of: liallJPies ·were co11ected · trom the, lilonilorlng Well 
am£y. • ~-. ~ti.at.t!: tel;l\pa¢ \ra,rialio~_ in ~taminan~ concentrations, . The results .of the 
aria! sis Indicate. that·TCE · centrati.ons (fO to50 ·· · t)· betw.een the swn lcs. y ... -·- ~ ...... percen . P 
CQ)le¢ted. l!l, \h,e,:~ parf 9f A-P.ril ~ .lhQ£J.llJ.~~Aligust sampling ~t. :The' reason- for the 
observed d~ fa rio~·t(!n.~ty- \lild~i ~J:i ~bilii:y, is .th~ wu!J;d\\'.ater pumpig!:l 
from the f?NO' large. LOS i.mgalic;in wellil dljrulg. t,lie summer -may ~ve hair an influ~~ on 
TCti: copd:iitralfqns by diaw.:lng ~ PlU!i!~ O\(~ lPwatd the ~nt.er pf~e v;iliey. Ai,otber 
reason is: variation fu the coricentration ·"""'l"CE movin thiou · the ~ ..... · ;1:em_ In fac 'wi.e_ ~~~~:1'.iit :df~lwd~~:to~!mdfn!t{ev~"o~ or·=;ntfde) -ha¥;:.~ 
d!X®'!eit~ at many,DN.~ Scl~ fini,~~f.li,cable mison (Ch~ and Feensb'.ai 1990 .. 
5~-• CopwnjI~11Rt l\figt3f.lo,p an~ ~~ili!Y 
The spatial distribution and distance, ihe TC:S contumnation has traveled is a function of 
aquifer compo.sllioil as.~ llS ~ p)l.y~cal a'i,ld ebeinical c~teristics of the contaminant. 
.& · "ousf . described. the·· ilifei is lii"lll'!".-..... ... i-.Ie with unusuall _ lii"1, . tindwilter .-P~t. Y ..., , .. ,34., .... ~ ... .r•.!""'·"......, Y "''gro - --· 
flow veloc:itie:s. 1n addition~. the~all~vi.al · 3-4,\dfer is essentially channelized by the less 
permeable Tertiary ~imen:ts~ which. pmduee ·a Cl:instmt unifoi:m flow direction. These 
f'acrors will propagate a very Jong, yet quite narrow-1 plume. This type of plume 
configuration also. implies that boflt longitudinal and transverse dispemvity values are small 
and advection is the predominant proces,1 Cj:mtrolling TCE ~s transport (Davis, 1986). It 
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.can. therelore'b,; i;qnclud~ that rapid groundwater flow has-restitieifi,n &highly~-
TCE plJ.une irt veryidll. profile, but :!m ~mizeij laleral. (i.e., ~~) ·di~i~ 
1'11w;. _[ateral·. spreadinj .. of the. p,lu.n\e: I.I~ pg..:_ap@ ~-~· ((01\trolled by hydrog~log1cal 
~straints .. 
The physical and. chemit:al properties, qf TCE ,:;an aiso have a signffii::ant in(liien~ .Qll 
.contamiiuitit ilijgra®n ~ niobi~. A few gei:ieml pb~:uio~ ~ ~ nfa!it )1/itl).. ~ 
·~ ,;:(lntantlniutfmovement reprding ~ e;~t to~~-T<;E ~d ~ haveniigrared, 'rhe 
two predominant pio~ c.ol\troilllig.TGE' and PCB mooih"ty are ilieir:.~luJ:iill.fy in ~ 
· d the · · · liai f. · :.:..i.""'non. Valu · for these. · ;;...;;...,;,.:... are ~·"" irt Th:l>!e lZ.. aµ pot.en or_.!'. ~ .. _p,.,..l;l'""....,.·· .l?, ... , ' ~ .•.•... 
.. .. . 
. . . . ~.... · 
. 'i'ai:ileb 
. ~~ . 
selected t,t)'Sltal.h)~rti~ ~,-ra: am(~; 
" 
Trichloroetliyklne., Te'tt;11c~lor_O!l~yle~~ 
Property, fr.~~)_ (l':g)· 
' 
.. - ~ .. '' i .. --- .. 
1,0®· -Solu!>ility (ppm) . ' 200 
pctanol-water' parti\ion 2.W 2,9.3• 
coefficient: (101fK.,j · 
.• 
- " .. . " 
'F.rp!rl Fetter (1993}· mean vaiu~' Ii·'# '12;, . - " ., . ·-~ . > ,. . -· • -
As shown; TCE lll five times !110~ sol!)ble than ?CB· jllld_ then;f~ more ~Y di.ssolved · 
.and ~rted in the- gi:oundwat,er. The ~'-Wl!ter partition: coefficient (log k_) can. 
be used all.:an indicau>r of the.likelihood that CQ~l)®®S will ~ so.ibed: Wilron lit~ 114uifer 
and tlil!i. teP.tese.il~ CQ#~l)llt @ob~f:Y.. 1),e: hi'ght!r tlt!l .. Yl11~1: .tn~ 1~ q)9bililt the 
@l'dP9µnd ,t¢nds to ~ ,% the e.!1,~,1~111e!)J bei::lilse the; 'more likely it ,is to be retained by 
organic c:arbon .wjtid'n fhe matrix of the aquifer (Fetter, .1993). liow~1 giv@ tli.e ~-
,'in :wbicjl ¥ ~cJJ a11~ Gra,ye)~. w.ei-e. ~!lid cili:!d lheg- c:ompcisHiilri< i!, i~:49u,~t:ft!J ih,~j~ 
· a,n. ~~1¢ ,J!I!l!,!llllf l?f b,tg1jl'\ic: ~n: hr lhi, ·aqui.(er, Thereforei Te& ·will not be 
significantly attenuated because of the lack i;if fine-grained sedi~ts 'l!lld. orpllici C3Ibon. 
withi.n the, aquifet .~ tetiu\:I coittaniiriant' migriitipn. On a qualitatiye b;!,sis, TCE is 
<:0nsiderably more soluble ilnd mol?iie. than PCB and this may acct1unt .foe the extent it. !:las 
migi:ated. .In addition, neither TCE noi: PCB is su'bject · \Q si~Cllllt ~iodegradation in this 
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5.2.!i Sample QuaUty Assurance/Quality Control 
' . 
,The collection of groundwater sampi¢s fol)QWi:i!, ~J:{2r,i Hll'.;L's siandard apet:aling 
· · · · ··•· uali · coil. · 1 · · ·· ·· was• also lnrl ·· · · fed to· • u-·- · · - · 1e procedures. A proJect q . . .t:i . tro . progta!ll. .. . , . . P err en . CO .ect sa,mp . 
,duplica.~. eq~jpjtient decontamination rinsate samples, 'and trip blanks. for validation of 
analytical data. Chain-of-custody fctjns w~ ~ to dQ!:Umelit _sample po~ioil ·and 
tralisfer, · - . · .. 
5.2_.s:1 Data Vqlid'ation 
Priot to evaluation Qf' the ~- tic:il res iii ts, ,a. data valliJation. ro . ·. was ,conducted to . - ·-. . . . . . ... y.,... ·. . . . . p g..un_ . . . . . . - . 
assess the completeness, precision, and: accuracy of the rep<>rteil data. Daia considered 
viili" b .. this .· . . w.eire th.eh used. fd out, assessment - . . .. .. ·"" y . . .P~ .,.. . . .... . . . ... . ....... r. . ····· ............ , ·" ,-,,r,e,.,c. 
The results. of the:.4tl!. validati_Qll pr~s ~ p~ted j]elciw ,;inq ~ be summariz.ed; by 









s~2.s:2 Sample Col!ecdo'fl~ ll(iiidll_rfgj ~tl AiJ,dlJsi:$. 
Field Sampling InJormatian. Forms d.ocwrte:ot :the. sample collecliod anii: provide field 
par,un,~~ dat;l. A staW~ . s~I O~mdfos ~edi-Flo2 SJU>!Ile,rsili.le Pl!!DP was U!!ed. to 
_sample aµ. the _l!ieiiµtoring. wells. The ~- was de1:0nta.minate4. pet:w~ us¢ in_ each weµ 
by .scrubbing;:iil a liquinoxlwater solution, Jinsw&with ¢lean tap water~ followed by a tripie 
rinse.• witlt deionized. mt. Toe di:Cb~on ~ B1iiiik was collec~'b · · um · ·· . - .. . . . . .. ... . - ' . . .. -- . . - ' ... - - yp wPg 
deioµized water ~ugli thi; pump· f oll,c>Witig _the i\ecO!ltuiµnal;io11 ptqcaj~ desctj_!Jc:d 
abovi;.and collecting the; ~-w 49--)Ilillilite.r yial,sfo, laboratory .analysis. 
. . . 
SaI11ples reinallled in the cu.®dy of CH2M HilL fieid- persoMe1 lintil delivery to the 
laboratory. Time. and date of sample collection, sample ·i~lificaliQn numbers~ names of 
custOdy personnel, and time and date received by ~-lab.were ttanscribed .on the chain-Qf· 
custody fomis for each sample, Sample C011ui~ wi:re n:frlgcrated with blue ice packs 
and delivered directly to the labora!Ory. 
Sample collection methods and field equipment and meter calibration followed by CH2M 
HIU.'s standard operating procedures. Sample collection, handling, and documentation 
~ to have mei QA/QC program requirem~µ; as <lid laboratory analytical methods, 
$1 
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hc;ilding t:ini,es, and .detection iirriiii AU SUQmiited samp)es w.ere analyzed fat reqqes!etl, 
,~eters.. 
S.2:5i3= Qr:,aajy·,Con@f$a,,iple~ 
Nlrie qual1ty control samples: were 'cilllect#l ~ part of !hi: watei4:tuality ~plirig program, 
to Pri>i/ldeinforiitalion ,for VaJldaq9il of th¢ analytical data., :These -samples, included: one 
trip bimik, . two dewntaminatlon rlnsaie ijlaiiks; and six: field .dup~, aU .. of w)tl~h w¢re 
arialpi:,:l(or ~pu!Jta)ll? haloca¢o?5~ oy_:£1'~/~IJ!l 5?2,.1, 71!f3l)jllyi;i@_ ~ti~ O~,tliese 
QA/9.'J. .~pli;t ~ p~nted: m Tablel3 •. Analytical results for·,the iicld duplt~: 
display a -~ CQITebition. wi'ih thiforlgilial !i31Jip/~. iDie ·ca1~ .rdiitive percent_ 
4if;f~p:,, (!,U'DJ (or.~ tj),:npo!lli<!;s in' botJt ~pie/duplicate s.\lls, isoJ percent or less. 
Sai:rtpfe comparison was based. ori.TCE concentraifons wiili RPO values· !if 10 Jierc¢n~ -for 
aquc:Q!I$ ~l!~oi.U -~ ~tl!IJlp (EPA, J9.~§),;:, NQ YQG.~ ,'?/~. ~~~taj; .in. !Ile µip. bi?J1k e>r 
detj)ri~Ol'I rinsati: b.laJlk: Thereforei. the laboratory meets· Q,A/Q0 requirements. 
· Table;J3' 
1:CE: <;on~ntr:1tlons:r9r ~ :oafu £v~uail.on .. 
.. .. TCE Con~ehlritl6a 
' ' .- , -·· ' ·.:, ~ .... ' . . 
Dupli'i:ate 
S3¢ple J;D,. Original Sai:ni>le JJ). ,original· .. ' Dupli!:l\~ti ' l® ,, . . ,. 
_PAM#l ~ecs,e ~iI!~i: Well 4,7 4.7 O.Q 
PAM tfl .Rksate Blank. N;D. N.D.· o.Ci 
PAM~ Chris Pein (deep well) 
" . N,D. N.b. o.o 
PAM#4 Bill Christi;!:11.l;ell_ ~.D. 1'f .D. 0.0 . 
Tri Blank ' p ' TfipBlaru;: N,P, N.A. -
filnsate'13iank ~Ji- ,?tp·,. 0N;A·. -
l'A-1 (Dup) PA-I 14.2 "14.3 ,OJ 
.. 
P/\-4 (Dup) PA-4 26.5 26.5 0.0 
PA-5 (DiJP) PA•S 7.6 7.4 2.7 
The analytical datl. is therefore considered :u:ctirale. Based on this validation effort the 
data. an: considered to be acceptable for use in evaluating the distribution of TCE wum:i the 
study area. · 
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Section 6 . 
Remedial A~til>n Aifero,ativ~. 
, 
11Je-µii.~ liil!k In, the i:Yahiation· pn:l(:e!IS- w.u to detennin-e the:effecnv.eness ofcapturltlg the 
'r.C& plwne uni!~ ~~t·pr.i;xliicU9it rates,. A ~plioq of'fue ~Y~.!$.~. niimei:i~ . 
g_r0il!idwat¢r how modei u5ed ro determine the capture :zones for- l!aeli of tlte · fol!l' well.ii. is } 
presimtl!d' in: su•tion 6: 1,. . · · · · 
TJl _subsection 6'.2; a reasibillty analysis of the two most commonly used gtoum:lwater ·tteat--
mei.t alte:rm\tiv~ (f.¢., au: stnppil;'lg and, (:ai'f:)Qri ]idiiQtptfon} was- ~cinrled· to_ compare the 
Wip.lem\mAA>iU~;.iif ff 1¢ve1Jess,. a,ila po:~ of~, ~t11t>d: fat reiii.iimi&. ~,';rQ:}. ~Ii,~.~~ 
tfon at the wellhead of wdl no. 33 .and no. 36. This wouid allow well no. 1:3 lo be 
,l>nili~b~: ~: QriW!e· and. enSl!I"C t!1at ,we!). no. :'.16- ·cqiild' p;iniiJlµe· to· OJ!Ci:a~· withQu.t m·-----. . . •·•""""'.L.Ujf~~ . .. 
S,ubie¢an: fi,3 ai;l!fress- otjl1::rc JlO.~le reµreqiaj ii,_l~es, flowiwer; iini:ilemeptirtg theS!l 
-al~ves ls uni.ikely. becanse of lirnitatiODS beyond the City's controi. 
6., (::apt,pr~ _ Z9.n~ ~Qm:~f.i~n • 
A single-layer, stl,la.dy-state numencal' modefwas. consiructed to. sfmwafe the basic feaiures 
Qf die gyarogC;01ogi.c systein. ~-~ Qf model is ·ref"-1'.ii:id, ro ·ijs'.'3%! 1.1).tl::rp~!iV!i mood 
(Andm:111 and' w~; · 1!192) liecaus¢ it tetves ~ ~- fnuneWi?rk fl,ir ~ua,l'ing the .ueai 
extent of the capture mne ~- each well based on the ~~ ~ndemmding of. the 
~!,\C!logic system. The captµre zones foi each.of the four pty wells (Nos. l3; 14, 33, 
and 36) li:lc:ated in the project area were delineated using numerical modeling .methods to 
simulate groundwater flow ~ ~ well. The prlmill')' objectives o.f the delineation task 
were as follows: 
• To evaluate wh!=ther the capture zon~ include porqom of the aquifer where · 
TCE has been d¢tected 
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• To evaluate-the effeclj,ve!,i~ of u!j:lizing existing, City wells- to inten:ept the 
TCE. J!lWflf 
~J.,.l ~P:!!~ l'vl_~tJ;todolo~ 
Numerical modeling · methods Weil3 selected Instead, of ·anaiytical methcxl.l! l:)ee.a,u;;e ·the: 
aqW.f~r::.·~.:~ 4,irrtensiorts ·{ho~ in. pla,lt vi,ew and .i.n ~~~op.al view)·<:art 9C moJ:1:, 
realisticallY: sintu1at¢ U$ing (!Wilencal me~, . Two publi~,-<lo~ codes ~~eloped; by 
the U.S, O~gii:al ~µi:vey were used to sim$\te groun<lwale!.' (lqw ~cl le;> ilel,i!Ji:a,ti::cap-
~ .zon¢s. M0DFLQW (¥i:l;>onald ~cl; H~dgh, I9S8) ~ · usa,i; '!:' ~ulate ·the 
grQund~ fiow sy~tem; M.:QPl:'A11i (Pollock,.1989) was used to delineateJhe,grountj-
w:µer ~~· zonei for each City well using wat,et 1eve1_.eleva\i1>0S: arid volumetric tlL!Xes 
compute<lby MQD:fl.OW; i;\ppeniltx. ,M ¢ot(tams ~a, detailed descrip.ti:ori of the.codes used,, 
. as ~ajJ ·~· a:~~P.P'c-~g;l.rdihg theit."inhere11t assumptions• and limitations .. 
¥0Da;Q\V ~c1.,MP:Qf4,m ll:911\).~1,!ii'e COl$UCtiOII'. cit a rectangular .fini(e-iljff1m~11ce 
¢.4 i>Y~ ~~ ~y .area. , Each: ~tin th!!c gri.d to.iitai!ll! jpforiiiatitjn ~11. Mwf¢:t g_eo_i'lletry 
·ce. ; the :elevatloii i:if 't!\e b!ise,'of ~1,-. >i.iuifer)'' 'b dr.iulic;' ' ·etelS 1ei' ,. h draulic . g, ... ,· .............. wC: ~ ....... , Y .. ~" -.,.~ g., Y 
i:Oildiii:t,ivify); anil hy~c:- ;~,91\: the aquifer (e.g., pumpilig ~ni wells). 
MtitiF.f.bw Cl)rn_pu~ water,.)ey~ -~~il~ tqr. ~ ci:n~i;s tif*-~·¢e'!l :an.d v.9l11rg~trlc 
.. fl\lXe& ~!#i Mi!i,@!.t!W~,:fF/;i.m, ~I !liiil~~i/4 ~ fo'(~lf~d cell, The, values 
:of tbe ~~~•med':~~s;wen, _<ied:veilim>in'tiie:~y!liog:e<;l~c 1n·tormatioit at:tajned 
durin • mvesti 'tive--activitiet- The -~uf& of, th~ ·.MODFLOW :sirnwatfollS · · used ti .'g, ' J? "•,, .. ,.. ' ' ... ,, .. ,,., ...... ,(., .... ,.,., ..... , ..,,_.~ ... ' ,.,, .... , .... ,;ire>,,,,,,. ,,Y 
MOPPATH)i) .~input,ifgtq~f~*ft'.P(f~ ¥~~¥l:1x,tW.· · ~~ .. ce!J!. and to move,parjicles or 
water betweeii .cells albri .sim,lilatea'·' unilwater:uow·lines:. MODPATH can be used .to g ' ' _grq . ,, . ' ' '' '' ,. ' ' ' . '.. '' . ' ' . . ' ' ' 
tral;k partic\es;,~f w~ ~cl or-,~ac~'i!i, O.:IJ.l~(.:fgf ~ study·; particies were 
tracked b~kW;lrds' in time froril each Welf 11>· delineate tile cap~ zones for .each of ihi; 
four Cify wells in the proj~ area.: · · · · " · · · 
6.1.2· Nwnerical Model Construction arid,Calibtation,i 
- . . . . ... .. . . .. . . ..· .,. ' ... ··- ~ . . - ' . . . . . 
A steady-state .numerical ,grolllldwateJ'. fiqw l110(!el \I@!; ~.nstriic;tpg, Jq :sfuiiiJ~ tb_e b;isi¢ 
f~. of !h¢ hydrogeologi¢ sys.te,ni, 'I'hj.s. ~~!;,it ~~ ~~L~-~ttjl~,tiop Qf tlle flQW 
,~e!, witlJ. @.,1:1mp1Jasis ci!l, tJie ~lll~~OI!5. ~ to~~ve initi~.~eter values and to 
adJust panmeter values dunng calibration... An outlii\e ot the ~ .®'i'ered by .tile model 
"d"alid ihe location Oftfie 'do ... lS W la ed , .. fjmiH J2, gn ' ' ', gn ' ngm ' sp y ' ' II)_ . fi"e!/" •' ·, 
6.1.2.1 Model Area, Finite~Dlfference Grid, and Boundary Conditwns 
The portion of the grid th;n sim~ the aquifer within the study area is shown in 
Figure 13. The ~ffectlve model domain consisted of 6;720 cells (120 rows and 
56 columns). Each cell in the grid has been assigned dimen_sions of 200 feet by 200 f~t 
The grid was alig11ed. in the predominant direction or regioruil groundwater flow (from 
southeast to northwest) and represen.13 aJt area of approximately 10 square miles. 
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The grid was extended beyond the downgradient ,and upgradient boundaries of tlr~ study 
n~:~~dJf=~~cal~~:; =d:.:g~~r!~~~~oi=1;~ 
The water level elevation along this. bowtdaey waa·t'ixed at 4,:.t27.5. feetat each grid.cell. 
Th~ w'l!$'.' table efevati,gn ~ i\ltmio~ f°tq.lfi .tli~  JdY.~l eleva.tfon)nap (or t!;e $lily 
area:; A constant-flux bo}llldaty was .emblished at the ~ient bolindaey of the grid~ 
The volumetric flux tll.rough this boum!artinl:!:!~ tl)e·oombfued fluxes ftpm the main 
valley stern :ind from the tnbil.l?l'Y va,lley ~ed by ~J~teek- Fi~ 13. all;!] Sltows, 
the bo11ndary conditions. 
6.1.2.2 Jfqi/ellng Asjum/!14,fl& 
Sevei:;lf as$1mplions about the nature of th~. hydmgeoiogte, system were: m* during con-
s~tion tl!l4 call"l>Iali~ of tlle ilµlij#,~ m,Qdi;I, . 1.1)'~$/f assuinpi;ion,s m ·~ :on botli 
model ijmita~ and on ·the ci>~tuill hy<lro,g~!Qgi~ ~d!ief ~sed, in pi'evici'us s¢tiqns 





Groundwater flow Is horizontal, . 
The · uifet is situated itl an · mmetrlcai stnicfurill van . The !liiclcest · . aq . , , asy •' , , ., '. . . . . ey , . . , 
portion of the alluvial aquifer is assumed to be adjacent' to the southwestem 
margin of ll)e aq)llfer, am;!_ !heJtµl:i!:lest -~.Itiq~ is.·assum~ IQ be al<>J'!~ the 
northeastern boWldary.· TherefOl'!i\i each of the City!s. four wells a(e· 
assll!lled IQ be lQ(;;l~. in areas. wllen: ihe. aquifer i£ thickest. 
The elevation of the base of the aquifer~· assumed to decrease from north 10 
south along the longii:udiniil axis of the·~· (i.e., the prmcipai ground-
wat¢r flow d~tion) by ~ !i!J!Qlliit equal to l!l,a cl$1ge ii,i flle. elev.ui9Ji of 
the water lable, Between. die twi:utudy area boundaries, the water lable and 
aquifer base elevation are ;tssu111ed m ~; by 3Q feet. This assumption 
is equivalent to assuming tl(at th~ ~t,ed 'Uiicli:!les~.qf tlie aquifer is (:00-
stant. along a given groundwater f19wfine. 
The City's wells are assum~ to fWIY peljetraltl the aquifer:, In reality, _only 
one well (Cay well no .• 36) is ·known ,to be completed to. the base. ot: the 
,,aqu,i(e,r,, 
The Portncuf River is assumed to be hydi:aulically independent of tile 
aqui(er. Consequently. the river 'dQes not lose water t6, or gain water from, 
the aquifer. 
• Areal n:charge over the aquifer is assumed to be negligible. This assump_-
tion is reasonable because annual precipitation is low (approximately 
1:2.3 inches), and annual evapotranspiralion is high (approximately 











snowfall runs off of evaporates durl,ng, perioc;ts when soils ml. nearly . .n:ou;n,. 
with little ¢orte@P.din& rechar-ge beneath !he soil ~p,oratiYi: zoije dire.::tly 
tri the watt*. table.. 
Irrigation .i.$ ~med l? .occur.at rates that meet CI:O~ ~ogspmptiye' ~.!;a, wi,th 
no recharge to the war.er tilble, .In a.<l.diti9n·, irri~tiqn pumplllg rates are 
assumed. io be'insigo!ficant on a; long0tenn (annual average) basis compared 
!O !,l\lll!I!ing 'from the city wells, · ' · · 
E · ·· tiai1' · •· tion witlidraw~s from the water tabie: are a.!lS\lllled to, be yapo ... -~- .· ., . •. . . . . 
m:gll~~.le because. of the; dept!:! of the wa.ter. ,ta.J,le (tyw.caliJ 3,0 feet or 
.~ lhr9\l~o.ut the basm). · · · 
'rh~ are nq: tn'bqtary inflows ;,r gi'oupd~~ from. Gib.son 1ai:k ·Roa<i 01' 
!J~e:r,~ fii~i,r ciow11gradient, Consequently, all groundwater flov(into 
the study area is from areas upgr.idlent 9f (3ib~ lo¥:k ;'Ro;llj_ _Ho'w~; 
SQl!1C rec~arge pro~ly ~ts as _tglitita:cy un~rlJgw, 1:!Ut this has not' been 
. U;llltified, q .... 
The water lever ~levation.s ~llowi; in Figure g am representative of a smgle 
p,::ifnt in. time: At the. water table· elevations shown in Figure 3 w~ m~" 
sured O\lllf' aJ+4;tr. ~ io.NOV\ll'!l~ J.~:J:: . 
Water 'level. elev:ili01l$ and' d te:r Dow dhictr · sliowii in Fi.... . 8 . .~Wt .. ,. . .. !l(IS .. • . gtml .. 
r¢P~t. lorig·1¢.r:in, IIIlllua1_ av¢rag!i, s!el!dy-st.!lte cont:Utions in the aquifer; .. ,, 
Little or no flow occurs between the aquifer and. the. form;mons ~ fOl'J!I j~ 
h9Ul!~- . 
The. following quantitative par.i.mefersc were specified on a ce)J-by-eell, basis ,in the- flow 
model, (MOP:Pt.OW):' tne: aquifer base.\ e\CYalii>nJ tl)e· hydraulic conduc_tiy:iiy, underflow 
int!-l the :iquifer system across the upgradlen~ model boundary; and well pumping rates. 
Thes.e parameters were selected ~ follows. 
6.1~.3.I Aquifer Base Eievation. The deepest portion of the aquifer (adjacent to the 
southwe:.tem aquifer bo!llldary} was a.ssum~ lo have ~ base elevatioll ranging from 
4,300 feet to 4,320 feet. The value of 4,300 feet was deUlrmin<ld from the well log for 
well no, 36. The base of the aquifer adjacent to the norlheastem · aquifer boundary was 
estimated to range from 4,390 feet to 4,420 feet. A total of I 6 elevation points were ~ 
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(i;t,2.3.2 Hyiirirulic Coo,ductlyity. the· hydraulic' conductivity was initially ~t llt 
3,000 ft!oday thro~ghout the. aquifer. This valu.e .was a ~tativ~ iAA3,11' '@Qe' degve!i 
m,m the following aqllifer ~t ~ill~; _ 
.. A distaru:ecdrawiio.w1nmai'y~s i>.f.tlie; .3.day Jqi~!i.i:!·):v~fl~tQ.l~ot:~!m'"-
in from tlie LD'S farm -ortb ini atitm. well • . ~ ... , .. '""' ,--.·' •.. , .. (l!.,~·,,-,_'I',,,,,.': ... , .. ,.' ~ ······. 
• Ttme:-drawdown: l!.ll3lyil:s {i1si11g Ille t,¢1!mjm' and:Jac!lb me.diO!ls) at observa-
w:in' j.irell :Pl\.~9 d!tti.og .fhe ,(Hioilt pwn.i:f:1ts1 of the: Klitsll:omete."r well. 
" 
The aq:ufi'er Wa$ initially ai,in:u]ate,;[ ~;~ig. '™ ratio ot thei'.io!l@ll,14,¥ ana trarul· 
verse )lydtauli.c eonducliviti(lS o,e., the anisotropy.factor) W2S set at .a.4:t r:ati9t based,~ 
... • · · · · ·, · --"~J ...._ th ·. · trolled. iest'oil die: .,. o ete1i ini ·· • · well. aqwfer test data dcnvei, ,.,.,111 II~ _ . .. . . .. ~ . rn. . . , .. ~OJ:\ , . 
'.ijydraµl,il::· qoµdµc!i,vity, va1_ue$ and -anisot,ropy ta.tios were ,varied,~u)ing !lie m!J(lel C!@ra-
• . . 'Priar to calior.ili n allowab'e 'nm · for'vmation in ihe vallle$ of tliese two lion process. .. . . o. , . . . ., . ges . . . . .. .. . . .. . . ~,-
~~~li wete. ~~~r. The :h~·con~uctivii:y was allowed.to wry·in lli.e UP,grai:lient J 
lli\ifoftlie '$tudy area:from 600 ft/day•fo3\SOO,r,J~y; basild on p11~inffest.daia.at the 
Lbs mII\ w~ and tl)e 1Ciil$ilometes. well.. No control!~ Pl!IP:i> ~ data Were available in 
the ~ow:tigra!lii'.lnt ~air'. of' the stuil)t atea.; Con~uenlly. the liydrau!ic ®!ld~tiyj_t;y, ·_w,as 
allowed to- vary _from 600 feetf4y ,~)ow, _val.Ii~ in~re~ fr«21T! the µ:>S· and, . 
~9,!!<¢~.~JJ~Ji:1¢5.~l to''1;~®-~_\/«.iY (~rlY~, fro.1~(SJ1(£ifi.f ~pi!Q~ ,dafa ~ Si~ w~ 
no. 36)~- ':pie ~,tropy-ratio was:allowed to vary J»tween 1.0 ~1SQ~IQ !:l?Oait!Qll$)·.:md 
5.0:(the:.v;ilue,m~uieil f:t¢:i. pijWJ! !~.(<fa~). · . 
6.f..2.JJ.,3, Groundwater Jnf'low .trom'Upgn\dl'ent Areas. the groundwater 1nflo;W tall; at 
the. ~iept i:onsiant-n~ bQl.lll~ ~.;illow-fi,d '!O i"aigi!f'tietwee\i 0,6 mi)!i6n .and 
_'.!~$'. l'!IJJfJ!:in-;f(day, Th~ i:stiina.t.ed flow rates were<b!ISl!d 011 thil'simulaied crcss0 sectional 
ma (l!:l-1;800.~; a hydr.wllc gradiel)tof O.OQ25 (m~i:ired lron'i'lbe:wa~r·Jeve). ll_lllp for 
~ upgracnent poitiQri_ of t)le study. ~); 'artd.. the f,l!lge of bydr.\.ulic conductivity values 
(600 a:nd J,,oo ft/day). · 
6 • .1.2~~.4- ~P~. Bat~.. ,F'or<cah'b~on sixpulati~ns, :~ only pumping-well in tht: 
model was· City well no. 36. The pumping rate was set to '.\he cun:ent ave.rage rate ot 
· 1,500 gpm_. .~ City well$ well: 11ot siinµIii.j-ed ~ tl)ey wc;i'e: ppt 0~11 a.( tta.e l:i~ 
·of !fl~ w.w:if level measuremeots in Ni;wem.ber' 1993, 
6.1.2.4 Calfbmlioa Procem,ue 
~g <:alitir.itloa, vallies of hydraulic cond\lctivity, anisot,ropy ratio, and upgradi.ent flux 
were adjusted. The cahbmtion .criteria consisted primarily or matching simulated ground· 
water flow: directions to flow cfu-ections suggested by water levels measured in November 
1993. . In addidon, the c.ilibtadon effon was ~orined to obmili reasonable estimates of 




quantitative· statistical. analyses: of calibra~on quality (based o.o. cornpamons of simulate.d 
,ind .111~!1@iJ :water,1!:vels at .. !JQ~tio!l \Ji!C!Js), v.'ete pqt p¢'.orme.i:1;; · 
6.1 •. 2.5 CaJil,ratiorr Kesults 
Fi~ 15 (:Qillpareil Wl'.~_ leveJ. CQnto.ilIS obtained from_ ije_ld measu~llients ajid fropi t.iie 
'cahl>rated flow model.- Water level eievation1 were simulated to: within I foot. in· ihe 
· • " ~ Cii-u lb · 16 d <> 13 Sirifulated water I ·e1 eleml'· . · ,. .. ·. .. · .. -VlCUllty .o, .. •:, w.e ... ,.no, . ,.l!I\ !l .. , .. , . • ........ _ .• .. , ,, .... ~ ,.. , , ..... , .. OIIS )'le~_,approlU_ 
~If i (~ /ijgh~ ~ iil~ ~~!lS- in th~. yj._tjnity 9(: qty Well JIO, 14,.'. Sim~-
lated water level elevations, were approximately 2 feet -lower than , measured elevalions in 
· ••· · · · • ·' • • · .. f. ·c· e11 · .33 · · d .... ·areas · · .... , ... · .. _,.,d r· lhe YICIIU.ty O. It)' W no, .· ·IW, !I\, ..... _ ~el'- upij.~-!1:., . -
-The. callh:ration process ·suggested-•~ Uii:i aquifer system _is- isolro,Pic and he~gerieous: 
The use of .ii.ii iiruso!IOPY f.iiio of 1..0 ,(sirfiiilatl'rig isi:itroplc C;O!idJtioriiiJ Was iJ~saty ti:! 
,i!:Pli.~ _gto1iDdW'aler floW directiomt.Jnferred from measlJn:d:°waJer- leV.elJ:ieY.ations, ·,pa{!, 
-tlcJJlilrlyiii ~ ..,.iwtity iif qcy well~ ~o,)J$id po\ J6;. f,.\I aitisgtl'ajly !'litio _of 5,0pto-
dµ~_ a str(ing i:Qmpoiferit of flow from_ the southwest towards the northeast in lhe down- ]. 
gradient portion of the aq.uifet btJhe: vicillii}' of tjiese .two wells. . ' 
.1'!\ a4!!1ti011-, the byd;'aulic $J11dieills suggested hr the measun:d water level elevations could 
Oll1tbe sµnu)ated ,by sulxijyiding, tl)e· hydraulic co11du!fuicy over four·~ zones within 
,t.lie~~d~-~ (si:¢·t1~ ~6}. p~i~~~o.~. ,tl:\#fc>pi'.zotle.s_~~-:esti!blished a1i;,~g 
tlie P,Mctpal uoundwatet·fl(l:w direction. The low hydr.uiii~ ccmd.uctivitywas.· 11,000,ft/day 
(a' 'roxiiria'tel ·. 20 , t hi· het Uwl values of 600 to 800-ft/da · s . ested b , several .PP. ... y., .~. ,,g,, .... ,, . ',, ... .- ••, .. , y µgg .... ,'/ ' . 
analyses of daia from. _the LDS faJm well,art/J Katsilometes well pump tests), The hlshest 
:zone. value.or hydraulic c.onducth!ity w.ai; 3,oocrft/day ir!. Qi.e iionh.em pc,tiiQII of~ mo!!~L 
Vl!J.~ of 1.§0(! typa:y and,2,7!)0 W~y we~ \i:se4· #i iritemi~te _zones t.,o ,si[!l$ite a 
gr:lr.liial increase of hy,draulic conductivity in the doWt)~ient direction. Coincident with 
the adjwiimenl or hydraulic: conductivity: -value$, ~ fiuit aero~· Jhp upgriidieiit constant 
h~- oo.uqdary was a.djuste'd."w:1!ila vaI1,1e c;,f 1.~ !llilUQl'l cubic ff/4.i IN2S .roi:.n:d to ·pro-
duce reaso'ilable gradients With lhe calibrated hydraulic conductivity values. · ... ,. - . _, 
6.1.3: Delineation C)f Capture z9nes· · 
... ' 
The initial step in delineating capture wnes consisted of running the flow model with the 
appropriate pumping rates for each City well of 1,300 ~m at well no. 36; 1,000 gpm at 
well no. 13; 8lJO gpm at well no. l4; and 1,200 gpm at well no, 33. · The four wells were 
assumed to be pumping simliltarteoiJ51y. This ass.umption yielded.wider.capture zones than 
would be obtained if only orie well . were. pumping at any given time, As with the 
calibration simulations, other wells· in lhe· va!Jey· we're· assumed to pump insignificant vol-
umes in the future compared tQ the four City wells. Although- Ibis assumption al.so has the 
potential to produce slightly larger capture zones than if olher wells were pumping, the 
resulting error is likely to be small because other wells in the study area are domestic or 
61 
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Tlil'!' -i:aptute iQii~ of the total, pui11ping, effeQt from. all 'ro~ City wells. i$ shown,. in: 
Figure 1-7: 11ie:indivi~ capture zone fQr_ ~- w¢1! i!I. ~.!l!>,~ pi figliies_ 1,8 .throu~ ~L 
Fett well .Nos; 13, 14'; and 33,, tlie capb.i.re' zo11es· are g~ei:lllly manifest as elongate StriES · 
ihat extend directly- upgradient of the well. ne capture :1.0ne fQr City w~ l)Q. 36 ,snows 4 
bran,ching paltel,l ~ul_tin,g,.fro'* t,h.e;.slaii,tltutei;iti$, fupture of wa~ by !he; oµ)ef "'1® qty 
'.!"'~s. (si:c:: F:i~_~l), Qbmva!iom -~. tp_e loaµio~'of the ca.Jib.ire zones relative 'to 




Weill no, )ii· captures p'l:llllldwater: aloll& the southwestern aquifer boundary;. 
Cons¢41!eJi~i.'.this well ~y captlire 'grouti9walet from th~ vicilµty CJ,f the 
TGE plume eve\\. 'IJIIJ~ th~ other tfyi'el::, wells .are operating at then: full 
capacity, 11:i:e-.eastem brancll of the l:lelineated capture zone cqv_e~ AA atll<!, 
east f and --11" 1' ,,;. '" TCE IU .. . o , . . . _..,,..ll11 "l"> !t!C ._,_ . J? .111e._ 
The otner ihree City we1is-capture all or pan of their water from the portion . 
of tAe aqi!ife.r !X>Dt:finm& ~'l'~ plume:. Well op, 3.3 l:liptlireii .watiir fu>m 
~-~ wlu.,~ 'fCE (;()ncentratli;ms nave been measured at > 20 ppb. Wells 
13 and · ,t4 captun:, water from ·area/> where Tc_B. cortcentrat!ons have been 
Il'ieasuted at :;>JO _ppb. 
Conlalnment of the TC$ plume area (as presently defined) would OCCllr if all 
four wells were pumping simllltaneously and oi'l a continual basis, as 
modeled for the purpose of delineating capiure zones. This pumping .sce-
nar:ic! corresponds to projecfed ful!lm demands for ~ S()llthern service area 
and also represents the highest pumping rate that can· be acl1ieved for the 
well field and distribution system under their current configuration. 
Additional analyses were performed to evaluate TCE plume migration under the present 
seasonal, low-demand pumping scenarlo, This scenario, which represents the lowest 
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from well na. 36. ne pumping rate..from this well ~- assomed to be at the Cl.111'.el1t ptti,, 
duetiqn capaci~y, of t /300 gpm·,. 11ie al!aiysis indii:afe:s tllaf tl\i~ $'a,tegy w{iuli'l !Q.low a. 
large port:ion of theTCE p,!um~ ip bi1, ~iµq:4, thereby ·~tipg:notthwiitd migration int? 
the cenlt'ai'.,IJ()tj:io~ of ~Juiuif~ (see Figu:te 22);: Howeve~. a small potli9n of the plume 
cbiilil po~tially-ciniulate pa.st weU no, '.,;61 ~rimarily 1Uoni the we.$~ ed~pf ti\¢ valley. 
Consequently, additional City wells us.big' modip¢d plirnplng si::el(arios may need to concut-
IJmtly ope¢t!i in or~er ~ fu.tfy: contailt th(plunie. Furi.heJ' 11!111lys,es· WQqld be ~uired to 
evaluate whether plume ~tainmlllJ~ COllld bi:' ~mpliJhll!i ~!ti .fewet ·.tha!'l four wells 
~ Q!I· a cantir!,W1l:. b~s at their full prodtl(1tioil capacities. · · 
§.L4 I,hpiillfions of Analysis 
;Nu:m~. mJ;Xl~t rtietl,iod~ .'fte..te $elected ove..r anaiyticai methods for .this analysis 
bec;aµ,sl!i. ~ aquifer has irr,egliw dimensions. '(both ~ pliiri vijw ,?114 m tj!J)i!$•.#$i,011al 
viewjL .;:, ,s_itig£i,.1ay\::i- sLe@.iif~.ra,~1,:if,1,1):1,l'ej:ii;lll. mdc!el i.y'a.s ~ 10· simu.Wt: tli:e basic 
· f~ pf thp l)ydtpgi:oto;ic system': . This ~ of ~odel. is:~ an fote~~.,,,e model 
because>1t serves- as a fruritwork ror ,evalwµin; the. likcly ~. et!int of th1= i:apwp; zone 
for each .well'based ontpe·~l llli<le,rs~µing of the byilmgeologic sysiem: ··Althoug,h 
ihe talilirated tnodei simulates groundwatei; flow QirectiOI!~ &uftici/i;ntly ~- to mei::t ,the-
obj~ves of: this project,· ,(i.e;,,'~uating· wheth~ the City's wells wtentiafiy caplure 
groundwater frp\ll the TCE plume), the modet is not constructed cir calibrated lh a m~ . 
. to illlaw it. to\settv.e. as·. a pfl:idi(;tive.• fw~ ~ mon;:_ p~tiiH.¥ ~al!,l#!i!i,tis Wi~oyt _fucrpi!';I' 
~q,i!i;me,it;: ~ ll.!lli-~91.m tl!:e ti.~ pf~ !Ji~l,¥~!ilf~!J.le·f9Uowing reasons: 
"' Th~;.m~l ~umes ifuit pumping w~ filliy pen~fta~ !l}e aii.11ffer. How-
ever, afcQrdlnt .!Q. ~ell ~mRJ/:iiol'l spl;cifica~ns provided by the City, nollf: 
of· the' fout weUs iii ope!I• throughout, the full . sa.turated thicknl'ii;ii- of the 
aqu)fer; ~use ~tiJal cap~,zoiles f,or·each of t)Je fQlir well~ ari; deptn-
dependetit; the ~ (llttent of. each <:a:ptu:te zone has _probably bee11 ove(· 
eslimali:tf and may·~ s11bs~lia1Jy ft'Qm tl\o~ih:lin~. with t¥.~gle-
!ay~ [!lqd~. F~~ mQ!feling ef!'!:,rts woajd rieed to ad~ subdividing the 
aquifer into multiple, layers to runitlate, groundwater pumping .at variable 
d .ths in ihe ··'"""· · ep . . .. . ... ,aq!,Wl<I' 
• The model is a steady-state analysis: of groundwater flow patterns in the 
study area. Consequently, it assumeS' th/1,t all pumping .wells ~ at tliej,r 
productiQn capacity on a continual basis, The areal ex.ten.t of groundwater 
capture zones for each well may differ substantially from those delfneated by 
this model if wells are pumped at differellt rates and/or at disconj:i.nuous 
durations than performed for these capture zone analyses. Variations from 
the simulated conditions will also affect tlie potential' for downgradient 
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The, 111cx!el was calibra£e4 using only _general grol!i\dwatei fl~W. direction$, 
not measured grollltdWateJ' elevafion$ (i;t ,~fi~;Wel}s, ~ughe1,1t. tfie, study• 
art:a:: ·Although:_ tb:I,! ~.ll'!~\i~tl# wat,er levei: contours ap~ ti:l- ~Qa.Ply 
.<;9~iJli. ·tp· l;hCr contom and e'l~'tio~ ~ ... specific _yiell:J, ·sh9~ in. 
Fig~: t a, more. rig.m:o~ ~rjm¢n_,<iff Q'rt W<1.li,ld, be· ~l.'£9. :to prodw:e :~ 
predictive model. '.fhe calibralion criteria ·would.1>.e Clq)<lllde!i: tp'{~lµde Uie 
fQll,DW,uig llva,luai:ions: 
• 
• Qili!.!itiiliv~ ·1;w1r~sons of' simulated grounciwatl:r .now dirt:1!ti!!ns 
\i<iiih those: infemid from maps pre~,Jr.om m~.@td ~ons at: 
each Qb~on w¢11 in the aqtiifef,- Tliis ,p~ute would: be siini-
iar u{t!le calibratioii step documented iJ:i dus- repoi::l 
Q\JAA!i~ve *.J.J!li>ari.l!0,11) otthe simulated water b~dget with.)ndepen-
dent estimates' made from fie!a i.lata. Watei' budget ®Iii~ 
w<lul,:f ~ ma44, fl!! tli:e\e,ii~ ~tildy ~Ju.,.d, if:appli<:ablc;: for sub" 
.~ Qf:~9111111' intetest.. 
,Niirif' .. ci1l \:om · 'bititmal metbodit tot .ifeiinel!tl"n -, i::a. .. , ... , zones. such :as: . .. eo P,U . . . . .. , .. . .. . g P~~ • 
., employed iit MODPATII, are; geneiafly qui~· SC1Jsit:\ve ·tp .th~ val~ 
of hy~<::;condu~fY;_ ~ weU a,s #ieif ~µ~ variati~,.. Hpwevei', the 
lly4f.ail]ic, h~ computed by the flow ,mode) (MODFLOW) are typically 
much 1ess sensitive to the choice oihydt3.l/lic (l,O!ldueU:vity, Addi,~o!W' pump 
~rs ~ t!:le v.icliµty or;the. four: Ciij;~ ~nld ii¢ n~~sary,, togei)lei:: with 
a co~ptell~ive- ~sitivlty analysis• of.. tlie MODFLOW 1Utd MODPATH 
modeh- to comprehensively eval.11ate they~ and.lateral dimensions of 
the .cap~ toues w e;µ;~ w~. ID .;d.qilidiJ. ·;il)alyseJJ .of the sensitivity of 
· •~ ~~\!'~ ~10 the choice of effective·porosity would be requlred, 
:Jrlr'ticulady where. time-oHravel calculations are qf in~. . 
Capture zonc:i were delineated for a scenario in which all four-City wells are pumping at 
their full ·caJ)IICi~es on a conti,iual basis. This pu111J>irtg scenario corresponds to projected 
future de.~ for the southern portion. of the service area and also representS the maxi· 
mum }lumping scenario fur the present configuration of the. well field' aqcl distribution 
s~. Figure 17 shows. the simulated total capwre zone when all four, City wells are 
OJ.lerational; Figures 18 1l'lrough, 21 show the individual capture :zones for each well. Toe 
capture :zones indicate that groundwater is supplied to the City's wells primarily from an 
area betWeen the Porj;neuf River and the western aquifer boundary. Tp.e capture zones 
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include the .are,a where TCE has been observed in the groundwater downgradi1:11t of the 
rtiou.th of ~. Fort Hail. Canyon drainage. · 
Ca_pture zone analyse.$ were also coritll.leted for a minimal ptlmping ·~ariQ wliich '\\IOl!lr,f · 
q:,iaj~_u,sistg, only ~e~- ho. ,3.6, The modelin~ anai1ses predict tliat pumpil1g of well no, -36' 
· · • •· .. full. ' .  · ' ••• . owa ···· · ·ture :a ,,.;.,;,e · : moii" of ihe TCB lume.. ttowever it · ·s at: Its, , capaclty W . ,i:;ip_ .... -6 ,· p(l , . , , . . .. . p p. . ,, , J 
Po.$Sil>Je ~~- il l)Ortitm qf ,the pluJne vrullie 9iitsi~~. ~e i.a11~~ ~ne o.f_ tll.i!I ~ell and 
migra,te· ~ downgradienl Further analyses· would be required to evaluate whether full 
e011tiinmeii(of tlie plume colild be ~mplbbi:d # yap:~· pµinRing ra~ fq,r aU 'fou_t Pity 
w¢,lij ;~ !i,..~.#ft~us liµit, . . . 
'Theri:: ate ~; i,iumbe.r- qf irihe~~ ~wbacics vii~)!.$.&', the ~g City -.ye!µ, the, mos~ 
significant befug iinproper:and unknown well consti::uciiOn' methods. None of the wells are. 
,open to theAi!'ll satur;ited, tbi.clai~. pf t.he li4\llf~. ,N <.t~lilµ.r)eci fyi:i!U ou,r iil,y~gati!XI, 
~e Tl;li, (:01J~1?'1 Js iri jl dJssolyaj ph~ extengi(ig throughout ,the v,ertkal profile,. 
Therefo~. none of the City wells would effectively. inieICCPi and capture the plume. 
6,2, E'easibility Assessment of Groundwater Treatment Alternatives -- , .. ---. . ,, . . . . . . '• 
=:~fre~ik~tr~1¥J*!;~~k ~~;!·=~ :~cc;:::Ji:l::! 
supply wells no. ·33 aml no, 36. ,, The, o~jeciive Wll4 IQ, bring 1)1~ wel,b ~. onlii!i: a:+ 





RilVl~W ihe .avaiW>te' sil'e:-~'~fQttllali<m perµnei1t to the Oty's iliuruci-
pal !!upply "!el4 no.- 33 !IJ1d no, 36~ 
:'P¢ve~oi>.ti~fllien!'aitematiY~ \Vitll Uie:i!bilify IQcleliver pi:i'lab,~ .~ wJth 
.!l. residual 'l'Cp i,:o~tr$ein 9f less. ~an. 1 ppb, 
Provide otder-cl0 m . • ·tu.de cost estimates (+SO · .. · t to -30 . 't . . . .. . agm .. . . . . percen . . petcen 
ex~ ~ ·of esti~) tor each alternati~; including a breakdown 
of the estimated ca,P(tiil and opera.don and nia,intenance c_osts. · 
Summarue tl1e. findings of this evaluation. by comparing ihe effectiveness, 
impleinentibility1 and cost of each altenililive coil$idered, includil1g.a discjis-
sion of the advantages and disadvantages of each ~temative with regard to 
site-specific conditions. 
Based on the I'e:!µlts of the Capture Zone Analysis and discussion with. Poc;atello's Wa!tr 
Superintendent, the proposed plan of action is as follows: 
• Use well no. 33 to initially inte~t and treat the upgradient qf the plume. 
BOIIOlll356C.WP.!/j,, 73 
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• waier m.im well _no, i3 will be pumped to a. hold!Jig i:esen'"lt: aoJi blended 
:mth to an acce.ptable !~el., . 
• W~P n,o. 1.4 pum_p to ~!eJ!pd inigaiiQtt at ruv~cl~ CipJf Couqei 
• Jntel'l:epi and ·tre:it the ~g plume at we,Il no, 36 tc,i µillj~it -~ 
downgtadient contai:iiinant mi~011. 
AJ1h,ol@ ~ ·~· ~ ~: ~ m ~ IIO! ~4·~. no. $l,: tlie ci;m~~oli Is 
generally an orde:r-of-magru1-µd4·l!'J5,· ,(npni:lef«teJ u. 1,2.-ppb) tbalJ .the,concentration .of 
T~, '11j~o~,, l!l'iY !feabn.l:!ltal~l'!);il!ive ~ (or ~ ~vil(alw ef!~tiv~y reij~ .lb~ . . coru:enlmtion of'PCE. · A compreliensive discussion ot the chemical and physical· properlies 
~~;1f/:!t w:i~ ?Ch 9.f ~~ .c;llimij~ ~;;,~!llainl!d ~ .SIJ~~dn:2,,S~, t1191e l 4, pro~!les 
a surnm/UY of tlie monitorln.lf tesults of '.I'CB ~tratii:iris for wells of concern .no. 33 




s1,m\n~~ .. !if '.I'.~ Siimple.Resiilts 
w;n;rfo. Sa.mJjle Date Sample Results 
.. '(ppb)' 





; .... ., 
.. . 33, . J;-Allg:8? . 2,.0 
zg-;May~. 
. 
<i,o ' 3!'. ' 
.,:t3 _aq;~..§2. <LO 
' 
IJ3 24.M.a:r-93 8.<t 
. 
33 29-Jwi.-93' 1;0 
33 2l)-Iul-93 10.6 ; 
:3~ l 8-0ct-93. 1a 
.. 
" 3,3 2,{un-94 l§.0 
;36' 14,:-0ct-93 't.2 
36 6--Jan:94. 4·0 
"'''' . .. ·. . • .. 
36: 16-,Mar-94 4,Q 
'3.6 2~May-94 3A 
36 23-Aug.:94· t.O; 
6;,2.1 ~ptioti .~t 1,'reatm:ent 'l'edmologies 
two awU~!C\ ~~t filchnolqgi~ bll.v1t~ id~Q.li!:O, fQr,ti\,e· rein<nil!1,, !:If n:;E .alll:l 
P(;$.from 3IQ1m9W!llei-: 1) air ~piilfi, ilJld 2) ad!lorption using granular.activated carbon 
(GAC}. Each of these technologies has been comm~y irripleriienh:d in similar appliCl!.· 
lions and is capable of reducing cont'lllllna.tlt C!l~irat\ons ui l!;vels consistently less than 
l ppb. A description Qf the ll'llal,nent rechnologies and a proc:eu schematic illustrating the 
basic components of eath process system arc p.mented in the following text. 
6.2.1.I Treatment Alternative No. 1-Ait Stripping 
Air stripping is a pn:,ce;u of intimately mixing air with conlaminated water- to transfer ~e 
contaminant from one media to another, The conlllminant is generally a voe that has 




strjpping can be perfOfflled iii many ways;: howe~er, ttie n:i.ost efficient process: is IP U$e ;1, 
'dil · rcu.n'eilf • eked tower (J;ec Fr re 23)., verti . , cou11te , . . pa, . . . .· , . ~ .·. . 
In a i;:QIJ.AA!l'Cum:f\t packed tt:iwer,. tile_: c;oiltamuiau:d wat,er !sJ>ilmped .to: the top ofa towq' . 
and distnbuu::d ac).'l)SS .it: bed ,(!f porous packing; media while ail' is f9~. up fto~, ll)e 
bottom: of tli¢ tower .cou.nten:i~t io lhe ~own-Vowing ~· As. the air and 
contaminaf.et!' water come in conbwt w:!tli each other, the contaminants ~-vofatiliied 'from 
the water, transferred to the li:4-, and exhausted from the-top· of~ !PW~, '.E'fu;t water· 
lrli;kl~ d0Wi1 tbrou;h the, ~~g aii<f'.colli:cts:in a ~p at' ~ ~ of.the tower: The 
function ~ftM !:Q..y¢r. 111;\d ~k.in!J rn~ ls ta increase tile aVllllable cofif!lct.~. l!I'l,I[, 
th • . d waler. thus maidnu2in ; the volatiz.atioii of the i:ootatninartt:. be,cy,:~ ,e (lU'. illl , . I, . .. . . " . ., . 
hi:1¢d tow:e(ait:' st;ipp\i'jg 1,1.-a,proven: lllid c:o:st,efficient.method, for remavmg, v~ fro~, 
l:ift~ty muni~pal M:t.er SUPffy, ~el.ls. .U.'!,(!et ,ideal, ~dili,ons, ~ efficienci.es 
of greater ~ .99 ~l .IUe a.!='1!.er,ible, Sl!lgle l!lI' .stnpplllg. tawexs .. hav~ ~ ~ !q' 
~tJlow r.i!Ci! rangingSrotn, ltl lb 5,000. gaU,on,s p,:r nfu..i!Jle an4JP ~ volil,tile c.onJa.mi~ 
nant·co1n:en/ntipns ~g:il)g from~ ,to ull);QOO ppl:i, Removal efficiency U a]soinf!uenci:d 
py tlie chemical vapor pi:essUie. and_ by waier temperature. ~moval rat¢s g~11et.J,lly 
illlj)rove as, water temperatul'!il inc~ · · 
~ pot\,li\tiiil disa4Yan1age of u~g air stripping. ii that media in the paclie4 ~ers is 
susceptibie to fo~g 3lld 'pluggi!Jg. Thu re,<lui:/:$ tile .li.S,4,t-i:!•1\9_ ¢;1P,ai:Ity an~ removal 
effii:ieii' '. of ihe' s~stem, Fo1lll1f, - , caused. b ' biolil 'cal · wth · i itili n; of .. C, . . .r ..... ,,_if:1,S •. ,.,!~.Y gro. llt~rt:CJ? o,
i!iorgai:rios,: esplleially .calciimt'caibonam from the wen watei, l!I).d rem,c by4to~<!e from 
wafer contrlnin~ rugll _co,n~lratfo,ns ¢.iron ~ than 1.,0 ppm). in inost cases; 'fouling 
can QC easily contrplleil, fiy introdili:mg'either-sodium .l!ypoc;hlonle or a dilQie' li,:io to the 
~mi iiepending on th e-causp of .~e fQtili11g, · 
Another potential diiladvaniage of this process iii that, al!hoqgh .ilie·,,iqJatlJe: conti$inant bas 
been removed from the watet, il bas .peen, i:nii;lsfeQl]l:! to Ifie air; wh.!i:li In wm is exhausted 
'mid! Ille fystelit, Th~. jmpa,e.~- of SJA;l1 cmc~~. QII ambient ail' guall:~ are often a 
,con~. EmifiSion standards have been established, and In some,ca:!C$ off-gu treamient is 
dictated by . reguta(ory requh:emetits,. P'OC3fello i3 ~tiy: ~~ a PM,!> 
n~tatea, but thi~ d~gnatip11 is tel;i,ted to particulato matiel'. and is 119t.relat.ed to 
chemical' emissions. 
rt off-gas treatment ls required, it is generally accomplished using a GAC ru~ .system ti> 
remove voes before discharge to the atm,:,sphem. The aJlPUcatiO!l of vapor-phase carllon 
a.4satption to remove organics from air Slli~ off-gas streams ls a proven technology. 
Limitations of the technology are difficulties in pm:ilcting removal efficiencies and in suc-
cessfully monitoring system performance. Off-gas t:reannellt removal efficiencies of about 
95 ~ent are ;i,chievable. We do not bel~e that off-gas treaunent will be required for 
either air stripping system under discussion. However, tliere is a requirement to submit 
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6.2.LZ. T.rtiatment itltemative No • .2-A,dsorptwn Using Gra:nu_ltu A-_ctivated 
Carbon 
Vessels coMailling dAC ~ ~ uSC!I ip .reliloye oi:gartic contaminants from ~. '™ 
coiitamlnatcd wafer is: passed tiuough. a bed. ctf GAC wlim: qrpnic. =1¢cul~ ate ~y~, 
cally ,ads<!.~ to the. internal pores. of U,ie .carbon gra,n~es, Qnce ttie microw;c surf.aces 
are saturated with oi:ganiq, .the ,spenf tatoon is removed from the vessel.and regenera:ted or 
n:cycrc:4. A p~uri¥, down-fiow carl>on adsorp~on sy~ i_s sllpWiJ'. 5-!*.~P~Y in 
Fi~i4. 
GAG ad$drptlon is widely used for ~aval of mixc:4. organics ft9~ aq.1,1e9\is. stre:arns; This 
!echnoio$Y .is. best ~~: for reli'i<ivirig· ~· wiih high moiecular wei~i:its, low water 
iiQlu)liliW/.Ji;>w po}iirity; mid tow degree of ionu.ation. .S~danl carl:Jon ad$drptjon yessels 
<:ali.trea.tflow.rates t;1I1ging:from S.gpm. IQ:..ov¢1: ~50 gpm_, However, targervessefs are 
availalile for ire;uing; up ~ J,ooo:gp¢. ;Fio_w tateil grearer ti\an · 1,000 mi,ro ~ bti ~~ 
11Sµ1g, 111\iJliple. vessels. ii1 pacinel· µinfigµ~. Qtganic:r. ~nc¢tr:i.t.io.ns l)s )11gli a,s: 
iq~OOJppb of tQiaf.orgartic carl:Jo!I' l)li:V:1s ~n ~ted U$i!lg this p~, 
brte aisacivantage ct'f i!Us. prQCeSll :i§ ill~ lillll~.µ~fiil. Jµe of IN~ carbc;>il, The· a~te 
a$orpti,ye: siteli; QJI the c:!,IIborl e~_tilally ~me filled· or saturated with the ·conbmiriant. 
OnCli this OCClirS, ihe carlion has be:come e~us~ and the entire bed. of carbon must b.e 
removed: nvm th¢;vc;ssel, and ri:p~ y~y. the. ~n is ii'egeq~rawcf (ir recycled: 
f¢(fjJ~ µ~, Th'¢ n-eq_µejicy of~i'! .¢hange-ollt is aftected'by the level of-iQ1i!l organic;:, 
material present in tlieinfluentstream; Yariou.$, ~eiilatical.modelshave.beii:li !l~\l~opea, 
IQ }!redJCt:the adsorptivif capacity of differcnf types ti{ tadion:i/i contact Wlifi different 
contaliliiµults:. However-, .change.out is most commoniy detennlned iiy Il!gw;ir samplipg ot: 
the·.influent.and effl.uent ~s. '.I'l:ie i:arbQ!i be!ls ~ ali;9 Si.!si;eptible tQ_ bai:(ii#.lµ ®wtb, 
w~ch mlue#..th!l ~~rpt;ive capiitjty aqd i,ncreases the frequency of caJbon chani:e,out. 
A major liinitaiiol! of this iecliliology is that Uie 4~' ti:eatmeiif inay ·not-~· ootalrted · if 
the uni!S a¢ nO:t pioperly ~s!alled, gperated, and maintained. When properly applied, 
GAC adsorption can remove over 99 P,C=Rt of organic contlrlWlallts, ' · · · · 
6.2.2. Development Qf Rentediill Ait~111!1flvf$. 
Various other remedial and operational aitematlve.t were considered in addressing ll)e TCE--
contaminated groundwater situation ~ted wi!:h wells no. 33 and 36. Specifically to 
address the. use of wells no. :iJ and no. 36, the following two remedial alternatives were 
developed: 
l. AI.temative A: Installation of Air Stripping Systems 
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_per_day) 
The .following. ~t desen"bes each alternative ll!'l.!l th!l ~c. sy~ ~mponen~ i!l~tified ~ 
Ibis time. 
~ . .. '. "' .. 
6.2.2.1 Alternative A-Air Stripping System· 
Altemative A.· uses tile ~ent technology of air stripping for removal of all delecied 
voes from wells no. 33 and no~ 36. As shown in Figures 25 artd 26, a supply pipeline 
would be installed to l;ransfer the wa~ from· t)ie exming wellhead to a single air stripping 
tower loeat.ed contiguous to the wellhouses. Several stag~ of the existing well pumps 
would be removed to accommodate the reduced head requirements. The air stripping 
towers! wol$1 be appro~ly 7 feet in diametey- by 35 feet high for well no. 33, either 
10ther sizes are available depending upon m;lliufactu:rer; however, the taller systems are 
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for the 900 gpm Qi' .l,200 gpm op~o.n, 811d 8 feet in diameter by 35 [~thigh f(ir w.eU · 
m;i. 36 4!. a ftctyt l'llle pf f,400 gpni,: and 17 f~t in diarru:~ by 3~ feet high' l¢ ~ ~\V rt\~. 
of 3,SOO gpm,· A building additipn woul4 be constracted to house.the new booster pump,, 
e!edrical:. equipment, ~ ·itl· tile ~ of, wl.lil"®·· 33; /Ii. 11~ Qhl()rine .di.slnfecUo.i,i..,sysieir( 
~~n~t mc'!.il/,. for water di'sinfection. Th-e unils would be mounted 011 a ~ii~~ Pit9, 
over a buned dearwef!: aS. shei.wftUi Pigunis 25 iw126, ~ '1'0:. .to 30:-li11blqwer; mQ\l"ted'. 
• tru! biilldin •. dditio". would be Used to deliver lhe -ulred a.it flow to ihe· ait stri-.. ',;. a., m . g: a. . • ., . . . . , . . . ..... . . . . ,.,.-. .., 
towet. The supply pii,e, which Js tlX!erior· ,ID. ~ building,, would .be• aritcmatically 
~~i~ !~ t:~t11~':~!: !1s~~;:o~~~~~~~C::i': 
lating float, valve control system to prevent overpumpmg pr undeipuml)ing .each. other •. 
Figwe :lT s.ho\i1s \i.. sc:b¢.mat!c pf the J:Jeat\V~!fulg,.~~iW,ai!' s.'t(i.J)pitjg t4w~ ~h.t¢1!(, 
Water quality samples cotlectt!l. 'IIOtn !)Qt!,. wells: sJios¥ .:iliglitly. elevafed· levels· ofcai.clum, 
earbo~ (~<;:~). A!l e~plail:I~ ea.mer. t!aicium il~is on ~e ~k;idg matetj;il mm.i~ 
the air stripping tower Will . cause the llystem 10 work inefficiently. To allevrate thls 
problem, p~trilent Qf tile• j.nfl~eilt c~ wqi.tld ~·· ¢quirl=d •. Thii~ be ~ompli~~ i,· 
m· a-number of ways, either by· the addition ofcaeid (i.e ... ,Sliifurlc.acid} til the sys~m in a. J 
continw~us ot ~- ~@ 9r l>y _thi;, ~iJign. ;<!.f .il ~uest.rong .agent (i.e., 
polyphospha~). Genera.Qy, an, in~ m pH U.·.~peqenc;ed tlµoiigh. ~ ~W¢1'''.and.-p~ 
adjustment of the treated water may be ,required reprdless of' the. pretreatment chemicaf 
us.ea. Foi purposes of tllil eyaJ\iation, it wil,L be usumecl ~~ acid Will .be fed to ~ 
intl~i s~ to control fouling 9.f ~ pil!?!dng. ~; ,r~ '\yilJ ,l!fso be ~m~. t!i".lt" ~e, 
· ~.acid will low~ the pH of ~ inllw.::nt eoough to offset the- increase,in: pH expi:ri~ 
·ence4 ~ill ~ ww~,. and.pli .adJustrni;nt. prior to .J.iitrodi.\clng 11,e ~ water to tJ:ie- . 
distnoution. system will not .be necesS3l')'. · Pi'em::atinent equipment wou1d consist of a smail, 
ch ·ca1 ete • and .... _ associated . • • . .ellll .. m . pn~·~p. . u . ..., . . . . . ppn;. 
Following treatment through tlie air sttipptngJower, it wou!d be necessary to re-pump the 
~ ~ tl_ie ~ies!ilig di~trib~o!l system !,Wllg, i' oo.o~ pump. Al\hough thi;: Qroundwater. 
Diliinfection Rule ln. the Safe Dr{nldng Water Act hall not been finalized,. the EPA con-
tinues to propose that aiI public water systems using groundwater be required to disinfect. 
Additi9n_a1.1y; an ci;,mmunity wafl:l' systems wou1i:t ,be :required, iln~ the dtaft nile, to 
maintaut a disinfection residual in the ~1iution sy~tem w~r o.r nqt prim;tty' 
di:slnfeotion is required. Based on this ·information, ·it is recommended that a clear well, 
sizei:1 fur 30 minutes minirmitn cootact time be installed in COiln~Qn with this ;ule!:'naliv,e, 
Treated water from the air strippers wollld drain to a clear well located lllldernealh the 
tower. The clear well would be sized io pnMde a retention timQ of30 minute$, Approxi-
mate si= are shown in Figures 25 and u; This Idelltion lime assumes dis.infection using 
chlorlae, and is b3,!:ed on an anti~ contact time (CI) requiiement for disinfection -
assuming a 4-log (99.9 percent) ina.:fivation for virus and, as a minimum, to provide suffi-
cient volume to prevent pump on-off cycling, Vertical baffles would be constrµcted in the 
clear well to induce plug f\ow and provide structural support for the slab above the clear 
well. The booster pump would pump the water from tlie clear well to the existing waiet 
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w~ ti) house the booster pump, motor Slartei'1 control panel for ihe tower, and 
sto~e cfor the ~ent sheiaj(:31 {slilfurlc acid). Spac:e,for'a 4-fOQt by.6-:fwtchlorµia-
'llQQ· rpo~ wotiid be pr<ividei:I ia_side t111~ con:fi'!>L IQO"rti; .similjit ~ weµ no; 36, in aniicipa:-
liort of the disinfectio11 requirements fol' well. lU!; 33'. · . ' . .., . '. 
As nieritioned, earlier, -one of' the. clisadvantag¢s of air stripping .is, ·itiat tfie, i:cliltiirtnlahf: is 
transferred from the water to the_a4- and is.~ to. the atmospher.e,from the.stripping 
~~' ,#.I:-~~~ ofTGE'..ap4 ~fni_in_~ ~!:riPPiiJ:t,!Ow~_am cW~~ed .i!!.a,it cort_~-
~ts 1:Jy Id:illo Code, and a .Permit to Construct would need to be submitted fot approval 
by ilie Idaho Pivisiori of Enwonipe.n,tal_ Qll,alicy <PSQ) P.tior, io ~ir!icfioii., · P&ts 
Toni;,~ :J><1lit1 s~g Qµiilelirti!3provide.~ ~& levi:I f9.r :r.CE etjiJ~i@s 
of less. than U,0122 Iii/day and. !Qr Ji<;a ein,issi~ of less than. 0.312 lbldaY,. For e!llission 
rates below the screening level, JJEQ tyjii~y con.eludes that -lliY einissioiis a((: below \he 
ievcl •of cortc:ent and ·no• petmlt,_cir~ riotitkaiion is -required to -proceed;· llow~ver; fNs"'i$ 
sul,Ject to ~g a.comp11~ ~ysis, o( 3,Qlbient a.ii q\13lity, at ihe·vrqpm:y·Iine. ~is• 
sionii: of Tqi and P€~ 3"e- Ii~~ tq· ;/_,7_x lo-' or 2,l:microgt:ajns'/meter1 ~t;ively', 
Should ihe ambient ievelexceed these:"levefs1 furtliei: study, modeling, risk assessment, .or 
3!kliti()~ eI!Q5Sipr\ CQµl;fy,J (offii~ _r:rt-½t,pen( wiih c;irliqii, ~> ~y·~ ~"ue4; · 
Based oµ the analytical data ,ivailal:,1/S af ihis time, the ain9unt ot:·tca and liCE -~ w.ould 
be_ emitted from ihe irilpleinenqitr91) ,Q( All@tlve _ A -was ~tiab!<I iind; ill. ~led ip 
Tables IS,. 16, 11, and 18. · · 
-- ... .. - -- --
:Tablel.5' 
~eel ~-~Ii.IL! fri>m)lmpl!!m~tlo11,of ~tiY!! * 
. - (WelJProdudionltate9f991l'gpm),-WfilINo, ~-
-
At Influent 'ICE Concemradon _ TO Emissini1 
Allaw'able . lbidaj. 
9[: ~ 0,0Ul 
(ppb) (lb/da J -- y Excess (lb/day) 
1~.5 0.146 +0.1~ 
15 0:162 +0.150 
30 -0.324 +Q.312 
100· 1.082 +1.070 






~!roa,~ ),'CE Emissio~Jrom Iuipl~en~~n of Altm1?tive_~ 
(Well Produ~lop ~~ of9QO'gp!D)-'-Wel1No.,33 
' -· --... 
Aliowable 
PCE' Emission lb/day. 
At To.nil¢~ :PCE Cooceiltration at: ~; 
Exce~~ffi7~> .. (ppbl 0~/4,ly) 
1.Q8" itof2 -0 ·30 .• . . . . 
2.0 _O.~-- -0 290· .. c'f •• - · .•• 
--




"1,2'ppb at·.90 peri;el!t rel)lpiial rate: highest.ieve) ~r,:!ed·.. · · 
Note; ''To.~ .these Ievei$• by 33. percent if the 1,;_200 $Pm pumping optian 
is selected~ .. -· .. .. . 
-
.. -· . 
Table/17 · · 
;fiihµa~d T~ -~l!i~ f'~9_111-lmpi~ntatlon ot AI~~atjvi; • A 
(Well Ptodudioli Rate of'l,400 gpm)...:.WeU No~ jt. 
. ; 
Allowable 
TCE Froissin'IJ lb/da 
At Jnfluent TCE Concentration qf: 
y 
Ra~ 0.00122 ·- .--_._ 




-- : 0.06 +0._()49 -
5;0. Q.QSS +o.07s . 
10,0 0;1$' +0.157-
1s:o 0.255. +0.243 




' . . • • ' ' cit'~ Fstimilted PC:F. Fn11:;s1ons Fr.om m.iI)~llW,ioi:.s . . ·.·· . . . ~e• A,. 
· (W~ll ~~~Ion Ra~_~r 1,.400 gp.flll"" W~Jl)'ofo,, 36 
.. 
PCE Emlssl~n- " At' ll:i:ttuerit ~· Coucentratiµu or: .. Allowable 
' (ppb) 
. . .. ' ' . - ' lb/day . 'Rate. 
(lb/day) ,~,12 
Eii:~. (lb/ i;{ay) 
'-'- o;oos ,-0404-().45"' 
" 
1.00 0.018 -0.294 
5.00 Q.QIJ~ .:o 226 
" . ··- ~ :";. ' .. , " . " 
lQ.QQ. 0.172- -0,149 
" " .. " . ' "Ma:dmum detected level, Mate.I! 1994,-
No!e= ~ th~ !eve~ by 250 pert:ertt ·jt tile 3}500 ffl.lfil. pilniping 
optlon·is selected. . 
Given the m_elllil!1'ed, TCE l!,nd PCp concentrations ~d calculi1-!'e!i emission rates, it ~ prob-
'1,hle: ~ !.f tile. il:tflui:;iJt TCE and l'CE-·concentrations stabilize at the current maximum, 
tevel.s., the esti'l1l,ale!i TCE and PCB er:ni~~ rates_ wowd bi. in· ~~ss of\ tbe ~l!g 
l~eJ)bt TC;E iiii!t b¢)1lW. !fi.!= ~&)~velfQt, J:1(;]3;:. _A~oi)/;!l cql)ip~t l!ifit;ireilf_ a.it 
moddiilg ma~ need to ~ done.and an air. permit ~emptiOn,wotild be-pursued !'rom- DEQ 
ill order:~ txy and.eli~ the neeq,fot qtf.:.ga,1,cap~ ;.for pilrp<isel! of. thi~ evaluali.on, 
i\l~ve ,A:f~ ~s iic:i, 33 ai;d _nQ, ~ y;ilJ, lnq!~ p~vi~_,o,n~ f'o~ iiff•g,$ ~t, anl:i: 
the tower would be ~ed°fD act0mmodate.1111,,Rff·~ treatm~t ~11:m. . " ' 
DEQ n:q!iir¢s quattedy monitoring .of the treated· water tor well no.: 33 tor TCE llilfil four 
suecessive. llainpling. events show .results le:is- than the .. MCL of S pp.b, Giycn_ tll;it the. air 
~i~~ ~ed ~-1*ftia., ti!!' TG~ ~qce111:i~.tio11 tg,J ppb f"-. ~ess, ~y monitoring 
YIQW<I ~ iequired fOl' lhe· fust year of operation; tlien; annual morui:oring of the effluent 
wi,uid be permitted. How.ever, \t may lie:detetmined tluil qllllrte.rly moiµfA)tjng l,ll Jlece~saq 
tQ ~ $y~m ~ririance., Si!tce the 'IQ~er ~-~ ~ f\lr' ~ 'iilf!\lell~ C<ln~ 
centratlon of 100 ppb or less, it is ~mmended that morutl:ninJJ of the influent slnlam be 
coniinued, 011 a quarterly basis. Jnfiuent concentrations greater than 100 ppo would possi-
bly overload the tower aJld ri:sult ill ~le levels of 'J'CE leaving d).e !Ow'er. In. 
addltion, if the influent TCE con,:entranon decm.ses o~er lime to the point where tteatment 
is iiot require-.!, the air stripping tower c;ould be taken offline with slight piping modifica-




6.Z.2,2, AJtenzatt~, p-G~la,, A:c#vpied Carbon System 
...,_, ,., •. , ' ' ' 
~iemati ve s inc\!ldes insialiatio11 ?fa., G!r,C:. sy~ IP . trJiat ~¢: TC&; ind P:Cli-contami~_ 
nated, Mtet. The,_pi~? ti:) gi'i!r<f~ t11, ~Jrorn the, ~ting_ welU1t~adA0- t!)e,,t.lAS 
sy~m wol!ld ~. ~ntiallY, Ille same 1LJJlie,p~e rot ,\ltem;flve ~-, ~o:Q~€ 4,UJ)lex-
sys\elll. ~s would be usei:l, each. ,IT/i,ln Cllll~ttilg of twO GAq v~l.'l .. ~vm.g.a- _tQtal of 
four coniact' vessi;ls.._ ~-vc,sset ~Q-l;ie. am,roximafe\y"lO, to l2 fei:t m diam~~ ~d' 
con_taµi 20,QOO pi;iu_rids of ca.rbbn, resullillJ in a total carllon weight.Qf'.80,0!)0 tioupds, _ The 
OAC systems would'~ mounted on ii.~f(!Cit by 30,-fool:conaete pa'(t in ,a metal buil4ing 
additi911 to the,~· l;il,lij.dings (see .. Figures 28 and ·29). 
~!Jl,ing a, y.,qi'st c:;lSC fu~J::C Ulfluent -VOC CODC!ntration for welt no, ·33 of 30 ppb and_ 
fo~ wen· no, 36 of 10 pph, a flow ·.rai.e: of, 9QP gpn,. /011 w:ell'.11,Q •. 3l Jll'!d J,4QO. imm fcif. 
well rio. 36 amfa ., u6iili. · stem nMM'f-iM' time tl:i' d!tDofi etii.imstkin lir ihe "n"'~..., .. ' CO)lliil: "'' sy '' . ,,..,.._~-·· " ' ' ,, ,., .,_, ' ' ' ' ' ' "• ' ,I:' - , 
C!)r!fl!ctQi::i. (40,QO()Ip) i$ estjrriated ·to be 350,da_ys 'for• well no. 33 ,and ~ da,}'~ ,fof well 
no. 361 
/1.t -~_lugb,e; pumping rate optiolili for well no. 33 of t,2® gpm and 3,~0!l gpin f.,:,t W~ll 
no. 36phesc limes woul!l.be ~H®<l·\O .appto~Y ~§0 and 240, days,, tespectiv'l'ly,, NJ. 
change-our: of the first· vessel iq ea.di main is nt1im'ally carried out ~ approximately 
50 percent of exhaustion, iJ:!e first vessels in eai::JJ ~ wj:Juld ~ c!i4nged O\lt~ eitlj~ 
,17.5' or 13!). da: S'-for well iio, 33 ,1......,,1;,.;; 1!. th Ulli iii 'O tibliC aild 300 or 120 da ·, · . . Y.--- .·· -- ........... ,,,,...ll"'.'""'"---p<lll· ~p ., P S, P." _, .. , ... _,. . . ys 
f9r _well np, 36. _ a:ow~; giye,ran: <ipetatiollid schedule of less -.than conjinuou~ (e.i., 6 
months, per year), the carbon wouh( remain dorm~ni f9t 6 !liQnths\ ~o!iS, exl~:tience 
·.with GA.G systel)l,t Jias, ~howii :tli:ij iilici'iiciii~s will ~- t:>n wd foul tlie :donnant 
eatbcin ~5* leavina the system ineffective, It will therefore ·be necessary to completeiy 
d!:ajn l;lie.,system. d11rlng shut.town, including all ~f Ulc ca:rt>on; aeca~ .9f the high cpst.'f 
~u ~ge-out,. it. woul_d be mor:e cost-eff'ecti\>e to operate Ille system continuously, lo 
obtain m;u:imum, use- from the carbon. To prevent -!!le· li}'S!ef!l frgJii _fu#ijlg, a $et.al 
bµi,lcling tQ h~ 11!4 carQOn sy$te_m would 'be· construcied. The building ·would be 
4esigned to 311QW futu,:e vess;t removal through roof hatches. · · · · 
A smajl ,;;o~l 1:ltii.ldin,g ~_if 11! ~I!~ ~jai::t;nt to: th¢ 9AC ):i!}ilding. · 'fbe ~ntrol 
bllilding would hq!ise the -~terpump, chemical addition pump. motor starter. and' other 
elecirical equipllle.llt-,. and ,space for a. small chlo~iion room. fQr wen !IQ, 33 in anii.ci~~ 
lioi\ of fu~ di~~li req~nients, and wQU14 µicluqe t!ie exis!fng chlarinaJion li'>ljm 
for well no. 36: Comparable to the air s!rlpping altemative, treated water from the GAC 
system would collect in a clear well for disinf'ecm:;li. The clear well would be located 
underneath tile building addition and would be dimensiO!led lis shown in Figure:1 28 am! 29 
to provide a retention time of 30 minutes. Vertical baffles would be c:onsiructed in the 
clear well li:l induce plug flow and ~de stnictural support (or the slab above. A booster 
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Because of the TCB and PCE contamiriants ihat have been detected in both wells; and 
~ui:11ing t)1al ·~. concentratio·ll in weU' @, 36 in~ to .5 pp!> or greater;. DEQ will 
· ·1·· • • · ·. f th ireilted · · tet · · til four ctes$i ···· ·· ·· · · liii'' - - ts require quarter y momtonng o . e .. , w,t , .!JD : _ . _su ve s.unP. g. ~ ., 
slJo,V: results· lesii ~ the MCL. of 5 ppb, Given . that· the GAC system specified! will 
rediii:e the. voe concentration 10 1 ppb, i>r 11$, qualierlj monit,oring WOl!ld be requm:d fur 
!he 'nrst y~ of operation; theil;. annua!, moili!rirmt of tht; effluent v,'Ollld ije permitlaj, 
However, it may lje detennined that quarterly moriitoring is. nl=$'12ry to· oversee system' 
perfo~ce.· .Since.the~ µsage~. y,>as.di:~~ ~ pn_~i!)flQe!).t~b?. 
tions of 190 ppb or less;• it is recommenc;le(l ihat monitorin& or. the influent ~· be con-, 
tinued on a quarterly'.basis. 'Infiuen.t concentrations gn:aier ·fiian· 100 ppb.wolllil ~ !he 
GAC S}'~ fal,1er, whj.c;~;iij 'fi!i:_ri \iiilul_ci .i!'lcte\i$i: l!\ei ~ilencyjif em61i ~)!;int~ In: 
ai.Jdiiion, if tile influ~t voe. concentraiions decrease over time to the PQint where ireat~ 
ment is not ~ .• the w,.c systeni could'~ ~-offline._ .. 
It is also teeoirunernfed that waier samples be collected from· betw~n- the two ·~esseis of 
each .GAC \{'alll duplex sy~ •. This provides an effective way til. inonitQr syste!ll' peyfciJ~ 
mance :ind indicateil when the first vessel in each train is approaching e!Chiiustion. The 
proposed moriitQri,ng schecful~ WPl/l_d'be to $!.mple ~ ~h v~ 9rtA ro,01_1thly basi$ i 
fQr t)ie ~ y~ ilf o~Cill'; .'.J1iis. in:( ?~C?il ~ould, be used ,ff ~ua:~ ~4s'.iiJ ,.sys,\fl@' ' 
petforrnance and .would, help to establish an appropriale.momtortng ·schedule,.for future 
sampling• between i,he ~o v~sseis, . . 
6.2-.3 Cost Estimate ''• ,, . ,. . ' ~ ,.,,_ ..... ,,-- ·--·· 
1n ordef t# d~op budgetary cost es~ for cipli ·ai~alive, ~o~· yepdon · we:i-¢ 
cortta:i:led regarding preliµliirilry equipi:nent needs·~ tlieit ~a:ted c()sts .. 'I'He pielirrti~ 
nary equipmeni costs were then used io devl.llop budget level c;i.pital cost estimates .!Qr ~h 
alternl)tiVEl;. Allowances were- included fo.r. s\lCII itemt as hi~~ort, delivery, electrical 
and. mechanical work. instrumeniatfon and. control, mobilization, demobilization, :i>Qnd1ng 
and insurance, and startup. · · 
It should, be emphasized that this is an order-'Of~magnitude estillllite and an estimate of this 
iype is normally expected to 6e accuraie within plus SO ~tit or miniiS 30 pe~~ Ttie 
same range of aci:ii.i:acy. appU~ IQ .all al,~'(es, tflus ·p(oVidirig -~· C!'itripiiiau.ve li;\si:~ fi'n:: 
scteening of the two aliematives considered. Table 19 provides a summary ·of the• esti-
miied cap\:tal cost and aruiuaJ · ciperai:ion and maµitenano: costs. The cap~til CX1St includes 
equipml.lllt,. deliveey, installation and ~tioa, contingency. and en~~g. Annµ:al 
operation and maintenance costs were estimated \!Sing information gathered from vendor& . 
and from previous ~rience with similar projects. For a breakdown of the costs 
presented in Table 19; refet to Appendix N. 
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'Table·i9 




Altern;!.UVe :Well No. Capital Annual o&M Cost . - .. -·· -··- ... 
; 
A-~ 33 @900· m . . . . .. gp $44liiOQ' $67;755 (!i- SiS,3001'), . 
A-2 33@ 1;200 gpm: • 413,200" - $ao,ll0 (t $1S,30Q") 
A-3 36@ 1400' · l1i' ' '' gp '4!:l!?.309" $!:IO,Ol O ( + $J9,s.ocn 
' " .. 
36,@3 ,oo;· :;m ' .. $JQ4,QQO (+' $36,500, ,; A4 567044· ' • gp ' . -· ' . . 
B-,i, 31@900,gpffi. $823~100" .$91,lBO' 
'' 
S,-2 33-@ J,200· gpm $~7,200' $106,:Jio 
' . . - "' - ,. -
:S--3; 36@ 1400"·'' . $8~9 ,JOO* ·~.S.10; ,, gp!ll 
' 
' 3ii @ 3,s'QOwdi Jl;l!'!~.6*>:' SlJl.t,lQO :iH ' 
-
"Ii'l~lid~filll; 30-niii)uie: cob~ time iii cl!?at welli 
~toft-"p treatmel)t.·~·requlied. 
Ag .!'Mual waler COn51!mptfon ~ person wall· calculated \lSing ihe toQJ. waler consumption 
~r 1994 pf 5,743,449,QOO gall(ltls ,\\lld'lh,e ~'pPlluiatio~ of the city of.P~tello for 
1994 of 48,000. Assuming 2.86 per.sons per ho.usehold apd amortizing tl!i,·-capitil ~st of 
· each al~#~ oyer a, ~0,,year _pmcid at an iriten:st rate· of 6 pem,,11, the anniial cost per 























6..l.4. CflntpaJ'.lsQn of Remedial Alternative$ 
The purpo$C of the:; J~oility ass¢ss!Iie:n.J w~ ro identify, e~, and comp~ various. 
remedial al~v~. to ii4dreSs, thtt voe c,mtam.inat!pn associim':d w.itlt. the City's municl· 
pal ~ suppiy filr. wells l!.O. 3~ :3114: !IQ; .?~, ~e prl:ma:ry ~im: cri~,611 f9r. 11}.e PN::· 
ferred, remedial alternative is to havi, the ability to deliver potab~ watc:r with ~dual TCE 
concentrations less than t ppb •. the twp .~.!!dial altilmlUi,ves ci¢ve!P,Pe4' ,fpi; ihis.1;1Valualion 
~ ~. fdllgws: -· 
- . . -. A;· Air, s · .. . S • bf . • AlJernaUve • . . · . tnppin~ JI! . pt . 
• Altemati.ve B: Granuiar Activated Catbon s~ 
· 'faljle 20 sµmmames tfi.c:.'.:i.d'iailtage!li1rtd' disadwntag~ pf these aI~veii • 
. . . ' 
· II: AirSl.;pfio&Sy-




~ ., - '~_.,.. - .. --
• 0ca,,.,.pw1,1o~-iill~'relt 
...iioi&i,VOCc...,~b,.t!ioa lJ>['l'b; ..... -- . . . .. 
.. - .. ~ilal - ......i O&M. ..,... 
• ~~14 rcrte:n:inttrcn ,..i,ic.. - - . . ·. · .. 
.• u., ... pi,silhie iiliJi b'eit, ot. 
~ ... l,!l~ 
..,_. ~--b'ndlWiici:~e 
~ '4~m: -.ii~ -. . - -
:. ·Potomlal ...... """1juii pll oti:ulocl. 
"¥&1¥1''.~ t;, ~,¢at, 
• llcli<<npow,l,>......,.wid>.tooidu•l'l'CS " 'lllJl,o,,..pilalaml~O&M'•~• 
~-1«ii voc ~ki:. lli.m 
1.0 l'fl'- , . ~ "r."" ""I"~ 
._ Oll'-pa-POI.~ 
\i ~~ 
• ~oilnlbm-. .oot--• Pmtci&ift ~ '° cc · mi-,,;.,,. 
pm,i.,,, . 
-•· MOit~ l'N!h1lccariH .. UM a_t 
,-codx!q~ 
• -~-Ill .. - u ""'"""" ... ··- -~ . 1  
A:J shown in Table 20, both air stripping and adsorption using granular activated carbon 
have the ability w deliver potable water with residual TCE. concentrations less than 
1,0 ppb. In addition, both aitematives wili reduce voe cimcentmtions. to less than 1.0 PP.b 
BOUOOl)S.6C.~(j,: 93 
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the, i!.d\ianii!g~ of' insOO.Iing aii,_ajr ~pping ~~Sl!ll!l ate that:it, ~s the l~ c;,sllt~ tile two 
ll'eattnetit opnbns conS1dered ar1d, 1t .has, ll)llUma.l space J:e41!ll'em~~ ·.ail!i li;1wer O&M 
~Uirements, The poteniiat,need. for PQS$il;\l.~.O~-~ ~.\'llr .i£ ~ TCB concentrations 
reiilam· the $!ffltl or fu~)~ me. priJ'l1,l!i'y l!!.saavanias.~:ot usinJ! all air striili*, ij:()w~· 
ever;, Qff'i!lt!I'. ~lit caJI be effectiv~ly 11CC9in~~e4; ~g yapbi' ptia~: ~n 
~ti.O!I,. . 
~ sigi:jlii?/ri! rutvajiiage 'of imnt;· a '<)A;.!;l sy~ iS t!lat; off:.ga1, treatp1ent. WQU!d 11ot ~ a: 
ron,!ii.i!iimmon, However, the: Pi\~ st.*m li_ m,;,re_ oost/y and ·would' reqllll'.e COJ1S!!!e,l<!&l¢ 
~n•~ ~se of,!fie continuous QW<ilion :~\llc;.~J;~cy,.~d: ~g~M qf ti/,~ 
• li.ti::d ._.;.;..;;.,.., bed' ·. l ~~er . ' luremerltc w "nlil' also ·1;e, 'leCeSSll to house the ~\I .. ""'1UUU s. -c, . ~ ~- .. ··-"". P-. " ... ,, ... 'Y 
OAC freaiment (;(J!lip~ . . ,. 
6.2.5 RecQmmendanons 
• '. - •• ', • ,.,. ..... ·~ '" • ><,< 
lle(;a~, TtE :~-~-~~~ ~- well c110~.3~ !it level~· cons~Uy a,bo,;e tile MO:.. JJf 
ii, l!Pl;!:it j~ ~n,im,end:"1 lhat the City of'P:ocatalo in$ta1).. /,!II' air ~t,rip~t l:!:'catm~t s.ystem 
Oil well no, 33. · · 
Althoug!l: the TCE levels. measured iii. wi:U no.J6 .ha.ve: noi e:il,ceeded ~e Met., it utour 
.consi'.~ judgment tlJat because, of the geoiiydrotogy 1n thls area, ii, is onfy .a matiei: cif 
Ji'1!~ !*-f!iql W.~- n(>. jf#so exceeils:.the ,Met. We, ~lllmAA/:1; @t U,i~ City ~q{l)c; .tl};Jt 
.ihe .. con~!rati®-'~;i!lJiliety .s«w,;tj~-,t,o:~:¾GJ;,; .t;!'!#i;(~, ,l'1:.t;te11!Jll~I. sy~~"1 will also 
~-~'. to J>e,i.ii~~; wi~, a-vert ~?rt -~!'\!!' J'rame; If the City elects to use .a i:realrneiit 
system ·~ remove the tCE and other VOCil,- ow: .recomnieridaiiq_n is to instill an air sttj1r 
JlUli tower. onslte.. Tills tei;cw:lirie11$lio~ .ts _p~y, ~ on tile Jiiutb. higher cost of 
~talliif ,;a GAC s stem. . ... - . g_ , ..... ' .. _;y. . ... . 
6;J Other .:rotenti~ J{~iJ;leclia[Alt('rn~tiv.e;s 
The highest Jfrlority should be· to locate the SOUfC!'l, of the. TCI;! and PCB contamination, 
o)herw:isl,I ~ssol~~p!)asl:: <:iln~ts. will ¢niim1e Jo lea41 l!I~ Ille aqu:if\:t. if the 
.somce of t!te~TCB ancf PCE ~:b¢:i~!ed, tfler6'are a:number ot.reme<i.ia:f al~l!li~ 
that ix,uld be pursued and would lie moie, benefie® Qr,ut,~ pro~ W~eiui ~P!l,;ilt 
options. ~ igte.Qiativ~ would initially foeµs 9.n. sowi:e temc;ivai by phy~ca/ly f!iinoving 
liquid and ll01%d wastes-. G.roundwater treatment alternatives: which could then be 
implemented in the vicinity of the. release range from c,onventiOl!lil pump and J:[eaf, to alt 
sparging with ~~ soiJ vagor ~t:tactiort andfor fluslii.ng wit!! so.rfuciants. These 
alternatives axe presented because they address contamination at the soim:e tathe)i than 
treating the symptoms once the contuninants have mig:raied into the alluvial aquifer. 
801100!3~ WP.Silo 94 7629 
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Recomroen_dations 
J3,asei!: 9!1 tit~ .fjnijj(!Mr of _Ph~. J jn~tigiil:ip~ jacJ:ivjties';. the following ge!)eral 
recommendations are presented: ·· 
•· .f~ and fon:1t1qst., a (~ c«>pe'Iative .~!Jlet\t_ ~twlzj! -tile City of 
Pocatelio. and Bannock County_ shQUld be developed ;because .this problem 
~ictenqs' !><iyond. !bi> Cifi lllml$ iinil. 'is a C9f!'ii!liinitj-wfd~ t9p(,1eflj. TTte. 
~~.fl-~ of•a: coopeii!tlve approach wculd be: 1),l\f~~ effort ti:f~I_ve 
·me contamiruition; 2) ensure . i;onµnuity of !iata collection and prevent 
dup11cation qf effiirts; and 3J ii#!I, tiruinclal unpa.$ Urro9gb'. ¢Q~ sharing, 
A steering cdmmittee shoti'ld also tie. esiablished .so that City 31\d Co'1tiiy 
Offijli.$ COu1d ~y·aji~t! llf cfeve1opµig ~!l(#/.i9JiJtl!U,;l .c;iycm;e,:: apd,djn)Ct_ 
future ittyesti~tive an4 comx;tive. !!Ctiori alternatives • 
. , ,Ariotil~r ~ . Of. ~- q~ty sllil!pl¢s ,s,luiilcld be <:Q)letjeq from !l\e 
monitoring:. well netwotk and selected domestic, wells -~ ev?-luau. ~@tal 
variaµoQ in contaminant coJi.cen!,ratiOns since the l~I: . set of samples , was 
co~taj oli /\iJgu$'t.10, lW.4, 
• The Ci,ty shcajd -~- with 4.ev~oping plaits .3lld ~6Cilti.911s fat 
instiilatio~· Qf air~#pping !Owers ()ff mu,ruclpai supply wells ,no. 33 ajl(l 
no. $6, 
• · A data gap exists between the. SQ!!them study boµnd.iry of this iJi,y¢stigation 
.and the hy~geologic investigll!ion conduct~! a,t .the F!>It Hall Canyon 
l.aildfill. Follow-u · work. iii this · ·· should be inideifaken so that the. . '. ·• p .... ··. ~--· ... ········· '• ... , .• 
results of the, two investi;ations· can be Integrated; 
• .Filture investigative efforts sh9uld f!)cl)S:on so~ idei:iti,~on, 
• If the. sour1,e of the TCE !!lid ·PCE·.i:on·ta.minati911 jlall Qe identifii:4, source 
removal and. clean up ~oils shou:id be ittipl~ented. 
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Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer Illustrations 
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Lower Portneuf River Valley Aquifer Illustrations 




Types of Aquifers: 
Rechora• 
~dFlow 
D Unconnned Sedimentary 
[SI Confined Sedimentary 
D Fractured Basalt 
_-we11s 






Verbcal Exaggera117 6 3 7 
100, I- . 
Soun:e: http://wwN.idahogeology.org/Services/Hydrogeofogy/PortneufGroundWaterGuardianlmy_dcinking_water/aquifer_protect/protect.html 
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Figure - Centroid of Annual Well Production 
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IDWR, Enhanced Ground water Rights Transfer Spreadsheet (version 2.2) 
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Graph - Annual Depletions Resulting from Surface Water Diversions and Ground Water 
Pumping of Alternate Points of Diversion. 
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~-) Spronk Waler Engineers, Inc. 
Figure 1 
Annual Depletions Resulting from Surface Water Diversions and 
Ground Water Pumping at Alternate Points of Diversion 
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Table - Summary of Surface Water Use (1980 - 1987) 





























Year Jan Feb Mar 
1980 224 246 343 
1981 271 259 284 
1982 255 255 284 
1983 284 237 280 
1984 300 278 294 





. City of Pocatello 
Summary of Monthly Surface Water Use, 1980 -1987 
(acre-feet) 
Apr May Jun Jul Auq Sep 
232 205 259 289 290 266 
226 175 233 321 266 244 
310 295 298 275 321 285 
294 316 309 305 296 281 
274 283 241 229 267 287 
o o o 294 204 191 
Monthly surface water combined with other well production data 
Records show that in March, April, and May of 1986, there was no surface water diverted (see Appendix C). 
~) Spronk Water Engineers, lne. 
Oct Nov Dec 
262 230 240 
239 209 239 
316 279 263 
249 240 284 
269 284 267 
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Graph - Annual Depletions Resulting from Surface Water Diversions and Ground Water 


































Summary of Annual Water Use (1964 - 1987) 





I-Ground Water ProducUon E::::J Surface Water Production -Percent Ground Watar ~Percent Surface Water I 
c- Note: 
Excluding Airport Wells 
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Gregory K. Sullivan, P.E. 
Principal Water Resources Engineer 
Spronk Water Engineers, Inc. 
B.S., Civil Engineering, May 1985, Colorado State University. 
M.S., Civil Engineering, May 1990, University of Colorado. Denver. 
Thesis • "Optimal Water Supply Capacity Expansion Using Objective Space 
Dynamic Programming" 
Continuing Education:. Applied Ground Water Flow Modeling, International Ground 
Water Modeling Center, Colorado School of Mines (3/93) 
Professio!]Jll Engineer in Colorado (#26802), Idaho (#8387) and Nevada (#10868) 
American Society of Civil Engineers (Water Laws Committee) 
Colorado.Ground Water Association 
American Water Resources Association 
Principal and Senior Water Resources Engineer 
Spronk Water Engineers, Inc. 
1000 Logan Street 
Denver, Colorado 80203 
Mr. Sullivan is a principal and senior water resources engineer for Spronk Water 
Engineers, Inc. He is responsible for the management and successful completion of 
water rights engineering and water resources planning projects. Projects include water 
supply planning, changes of water rights, plans for augmentation, historical consumptive 
use and stream depletion analyses, water ,rights evaluations and appraisals, water supply 
planning, reservoir operations studies, ground water modeling and water rights 
accounting. 
Water Resources Engineer 
J, W. Patterson & Associates, Inc. 
Denver, Colorado 
Performed water supply, hydraulic and hydrologic analyses for agricultural, industrial, 
commercial and municipal developments. Managed yield and impact analyses of water 
rights adjudications, transfers, exchanges and plans for augmentation. Conducted 
ground water studies including aquifer testing, project dewatering and water well design 











Kansas v. Colorado -Arkansas River basin in Colorado and Kansas 
Kansas v. Nebraska- Republican River basin in Nebraska, Kansas and Colorado 
Water Supply Planning-Arapahoe County Water and Wastewater Authority, Colorado 
Water Rights Transfers - City of Loveland, Colorado 
Rio Grande Irrigation Project Modeling - New Mexioo 
Plan for Augmentation and Water Supply Planning - Perry Parle Water and Sanitation 
District, Douglas County, Colorado 
Carson River Water Rights Modeling- California and Nevada 
Water Rights Appraisal - Gilman Mine near Minturn, Colorado 
Sllllke River Basin Adjudication, Idaho 
Development of Conjum:tive Management Rules - Slllike River Basin, Idaho 
Ground Water Model Peer Review - Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer, Idaho 
Water Supply Evaluations· Snake River Basin, Idaho 
Federal Reserved Water Rights Claims - Snake River Basin, Idaho 
Senate Bill 74 Study of Denver Metropolitan Area Water Supplies - Colorado 
Water Supply Planning -Hiwan Golf Club, Evergreen, Colorado 
Plan for Augmentation - Buffiilo Parle Development Company, Evergreen, Colorado 
Water Supply Yield Modeling - Genesee Water and Sanitation District, Colorado 
Water Supply Yield Modeling - City of Loveland, Colorado 
Plan for Augmentation and Water Supply Modeling· Upper Cherry Creek Water 
Association, Colorado 
U.S. Supreme Court, Kansas v. Colorado, No. 105, Original 
District Court, Water Division 1, Colorado (several cases) 
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( 1/00 No. l 05, Original 
.........,.. 
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List of Cases in Which 
Gregory K. Sullivan, P.E. 
Has Testified as an Expert Witness 
Court Description Client 
District Court, Water Plan for Augmentation Arapahoe Water & 
Division IJ Colorado Sanitation District 
(Applicant) 
District Court, Water Change of Water Rights and Plan Peny Parle Water & 
Division I, Colorado for Augmentation Sanitation District 
(Applicant) 
District Court, Water Application for Water Rights, Perry Park Water & 
Division 1, Colorado Change of Water Rights and Plan Sanitation District 
for Augmentation. (Applicant) 
District Court, Water Application for Water Rights, Arapahoe Water & 
Division 1, Colorado Change of Water Rights and Plan Sanitation District 
for Augmentation (Objector) 
District Court, Water Application for Water Rights and Perry Park Water & 
Division 1, Colorado Plan for Augmentation Sanitation District 
(Objector) 
District Court, Water Applications for Water Rights, Arapahoe County Water 
Division 1, Colorado Plan for Augmentation and and Wastewater 
Exchange Authority 
District Court, Water Applications for Water Rights, Arapahoe County Water 
Division l, Colorado Plan for Augmentation and and Wastewater 
Exchange Authority 
District Court, Douglas Paulk v. Braden, et al. (Reservoir Perry Park Country Club 
County, Colorado Title Lawsuit) (Defendant) 




Depo Areas of Expertise 
Trial Water Resources 
Engineering and Water 
Rights Engineering 
Trial Water Resources 




Trial Water Resources 
Engineering and Water 
Rights Engineering 
Trial Water Resources 
Engineering and Water 
Rights Engineering 
Trial Water Resources 
Engineering and Water 
Rights Engineering 
Depa nla 
Trial Water Resources 
Engineering, Water Rights 






















List of Cases in Which 
Gregory K. Sullivan, P.E. 
Has Testified as an Expert Witness 
During the Past Four Years 
Court Description 
District Court, Water Application for Water Rights, 
Division 1, Colorado Change of Water Rights and Plan 
for Augmentation 
District Court, Water Application forWaterRights and 
Division I, Colorado Plan for Augmentation 
District Court, Water Applications for Water Rights, 
Division 1, Colorado Plan for-Augmentation and 
Exchange 
District Court, Water Applications for Water Rights, 
.Division I, Colorado Plan for Augmentation and 
Exchange 
District Court, Douglas Paulk v. Braden, el al. (Reservoir 
County, Colorado Title Lawsuit) 
Client 
Arapahoe Water & 
Sanitation District 
(Objector) 
Pony Park Water & 
Sanitation District 
(Objector) 
Arapahoe County Waler 
and Wastewater 
Authority (Objector) 
Arapahoe County Water 
and Wastewater 
Authority (Applicant) 
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•. ~erhaps we should c9ntinue the account of such as kitdiens, lot.itiges, etc. fhf oti~e ~'.: 
\ '.H'ie Eiafinock County Mehiorial Building. At an building was to be fini~hed in light b_uff lllpe 
: ,: ei.iening mass meeting February 4, 1924, it was brick with dark red_ i.lip~stty ~rld(trimi'Thf .i 
. ,; dedd.ed to form a ~?ldlng .:committee to take ~as l9 J;iiH:itold-fashl6hed dtana_da}lpai'i/sfi ~f 
. charge of building tiria11,des 1;1nd building plans. . Variegated colors. French . doors . Wfite ki': 
. . For the'·Amerk;an Le~i~~)os4\Cpfum,ahdE!f. ~i:J;, · .. uiiiized:'lt-wii~ to b.e 'if'l5il!~Utiful b'ul1ah,g, t, '. 
·· ,: Therkil~eri and· .fotrfi_~r · post commatioet tJ~n. · :~_ Fin~li~~s'.:~ere 111)1.klf ~odd shil~~-~~l pt(· 
,, Gasser were· elected t6 represent the 'Legion on ]0th of November 1924,AiexMatherfl:iceMdlll 
. . ~ . • , •. 1.,~ ' . • -
the new ccimmittee, which also represented other contract for construction of the building1 · · 
,_· pat!iotjt WCI.UPS _an~ "the ifommunity. Mr. Gasset tract price was $49,070 fi:>r'.'tne MeMdnal . 
.. ·, wail again non6ted in August by being elected situated on a beautiful spot on the west hailk. 
: ;'grand 9hef de gare of Idaho's La Sodete des 40 We Po(th~uf. The la~bi-'6ftriany'p};6p!~\J.e'di§iie 
:· liomm~ et 8 Che_~~wt'.1 These offices un· tct the remembrance of our i.val'l:ief~e~ w,as cpinJ 
· doubtea!y helped hinj. lr;i•:his central aim ·- to .. iog to a successful . conclusion. 'Mrs. Jon" 
. . erect m.i! ~nnot1<'Memi:\naldiiui1di~~); /:Jt :c'. ;,,,~aei-son'/ pt'esidei\ft&Ctfii 'rcical" wM Moti\l( 1 
kr 
· r ~-: s~:i:::~:v:0:1~e1!vrr:~,t~~!~a~ 1! ·. -, ·::;~/~::-::t~~~~~~t~:e ~·::~sI;~f~Jt~~J 
. _ 1,t'loscow! Jd~ho. on, the.; University of ldapo p.m., Noveml:>er \1.:, .1924'.:Am1is~F~ _Day,_'~ ng, 
... ~§i3rppi.l~:Th~t trl~tno~a/ was to be in the form of moderately large crowd ~atched tfif ei!ef~sesl '. ·'o 
. '. :: <aii'·armQiy and gyri:ii,a~lum. A,ccording to the list conduct~d qy Waltei:J>>;Slf?a~~· JWt,_i.t,sftemeq: 2000 
•, 
' :,'' 
,. ;:j~.~Ji¢_a~Yi~ompiled fro~ i;tr p~pa_~~n.t _record,s; • :~a_t, if§l,~.c,qp bo~,d ~~~ iftY9t~~,d:,arlf' a,1~6 ar gi: d!y ii 
, , t?4 Bannock County spld!~JS and -~adors lost d~r' · _ •_. ~qm~le~ fund_ dn~e, sow~ ~re apt,t~i,f:~d ln~. l!wti. 
· .mg the World War woulc:L)lave tJ-ie1r.nam.es cast in, •• 31~p!Jt this .prq3e~ !"\.,trle,futJJre, ,, ., ,,.,:-,. , , ; · 
f.: ,, ·-/bro· nz··e tin·' fhe':'m'' ·e::ili:,,tirla' ·1• \:i''o::.,ii.';f· 'JJ1•ri,\\,·~~~tnA1•'.'i{lt"·'·;;;!:::;ic'.p'''it,Jtce;l·1·\~',,li.,:--a'd·. ·Ii" t'( :,,,;,~,,,, ·: ·-:,, J' l."'ri '11y" ·· ,:;;~;; mprc 
I ·. (,,'' . . : _, _;•, • .. , •, _1,n .. ,.) !; 1<,,,.,s,1'_,,,_Ul_J or'-., w,,:,.''·\·(~.f\.,';;'f? ·--~',, no,,expene~cea ~c' :ca_ Cti~~ . ' 
/'.· ,. · tAmerican fallen hefoes. )jLo~ar ch~cll6ng ·willi' , city water·"'shortage 'since tlie · iWsfern. was 
· · American Legion lists was requested.2 · municlpalized back in 1916. But, tir'rief do 
;; :; By the middl~ of Septe(t!ber, finances were in change. The city was stlU growing' in. a~ea ,and 
, ;,g_o6i::I ehougli ._ sl')ape to organize "The Bannock population. In fact, the C!Jamber. of f:qi:nmerce's 
;,;:: ,: ~' Cdunty,J,er\iicerfier(s. Mem6tial Association," a, ~<:11:>onably accurate _Sl!l'Vetii:i !ate;l924,_shawed 
. :· .f {,sqi:iai :c~rp6ration witfi, hi~~ trust~~s o_f ~7e·. two·, .. '' lli,,'~ity ~-~~ '~ P,OPlilati,pfl of.,i 9,5,.~J fi~r~r~f,~ 
· ·_and tfiree·year terms. JhE!,/Purpose of this group . • ~~.I; 1 ??O census of 1 ;5,001~ or a 30 perc:eryt 
' "was tq ijupe~ise the ~rJ~yon ALme:~.y_ll.gipgt~rldi ;_;;,9."~f~E\;.~ver_ tli~ ;} 9,20:· V~~1· Pos_~agtet A, 
-. .-;... ·v·d-· ,, J .,,. -· ... ·t· LI.,;, ··· ·'d: '"·'t···' ':.~ft''•''· ',Bean reported a ··25 ·p'ercent· ilicrea_ se -in Ute .,..ro_ 1 e_!or !LS mam e!1a,,ce an .opeir~_19n. ·1 .El . _., ·• -__ .:· _,. . • . . . ", • • . ., 
'nine trustees electetl were: John' Hood, E. j; number of persons served, and Waler Superiliiei\li nves 
Therkllsen, and Mrs. E. R. Holman for the three· dent Clarence Rainey reported dotnestk water'. bO,t 
ye,ar tenn; A. J, Pjerce, J'v\rs: $am Winters, and E. services at 3,200, up from 1 _,600 at llie begirihlnf, ~nd 
, .. }/;,'Clark' fof" the '.f:Wo-yearfterm; and Walter H. of 1920, a 1QO ·percer\t increase. Superintendent_ /II 
., . :.Cleare, Mrs. John Anderson, ~i,d ivan Gasser for of School!S w. R. Siders reported school eriro!F 
/tn~ ofle:year term.3 Ait,hitect Paradise's plans cal·_ meiit u~ 45.4 percerit5 Trtily we. ~_r~ growing.; !~ 
led for a two-story building in the JtaUan·Spanish . . '., It became evident to _some l:ly · trie ehd if conn 
.. Re!1ais~~ce_style witl') t\v_o'.lafge ,ass_ep'ibly lial)si: :··Fel:irual},';that th~ hill.ii suh'oUnding~the'fif,fj. !Ide 




buff t.ape · 
im. The ( 
; ipanish uie1 
were to' 
dj11g. ., 
e that orf' 
.'. ~ . ·· .. 
know, Yiater -worries concernj[1g Pocatello the past, even a popular !T)ayor coulcl not get real_ . 
often !!rii~ulated by Mr. Fletcher R. Burrus, It voluntary cooperation; he rice Vf:,ry limite.d, sprinkl-' . · 
no real swprise then when he gave a detailed ing time regulations were. placed in effect on July· : 
repqrt to the Chamber of Commerce. His 23, 1924. The reservoirs continued .to drop to the 
ittee presented three recomm!:!ndations for point that the mayor asked for no Sunday sprink!; 
nber st\Jdy and action. One, enlarge the pre· ing in order to bring the reservoirs up to a safe 
water system j:>ef9r~ cjire 'need. iihould hit tt,e -· :_ jevel if] c:11se qf fires. Editorials were now stressing 
,two, 7n~anc:e this enl~rgement by !:>~lldinfa :- >f Y,i=Cn~?: for grei;iier; \J(pter -~ource exparsion:· 
0
: • 
060 111j!)jgn gallon reseivoir on a natural loc:a· ·' · · · The· drought was,;n9w· acute, -but still many 
on 'ced~r Ridge; three,: fill said reservoir with citizens vexecj autho~tiis· by "night sprinkling.''. 
. gtime r'Qnoff,' settle(\ thus for summer use; · . Extra officers were emp!oyecj to catch the Clllprit5. .. 
lake iare of city needs for several years. The and fine them throug_Ii the regular chanhels, fir,;t ·. 
bei- was to give serious consideration to the $1, then $5 and so on·, Reservoir water became so · 
! .. ·. . . . . . low that on August f: all 'offic:e;s·w~re ~fd°J.:elt~ 
Th~l'!-\i!!TT.!e the discouraging. reports. Upp_er .. shut off water us~d qY anyone for sprinkling pur-
River:'watersheds were far belovi the-rior-... \ 'poses.~ 'i, ', i , . ' '! _ . 
pr~cjpitJtiqn l~V~I·§ ':---'" iess th~·i,· :po'\;er~~nt'-J: ;J)N,,&:oR' :;:J;!98~( §; ~ ;·p_;e09~;,y,app9iqted water: 
1 .. ,S_nc\~~ River c\rqpped to its __ low¢st . committee ·reported£to\ the Charrilier- of Com- -
_· .eel l(!yej. lt".Wi'IS.,50 Jow that the ferr:{11t · . rnerce meeti11g ih ti"!~ B~·n11ock Hotel the r~~ylµ; 
:sliorw F~ll~ lic1d ti;i 9ease operatiori. The ferry of their fin,;lings. Com111ittee rnernberi,werEi ~;,· 
d_ DJ'J!Y b.e brought to within 70 feet of its plicjt and reflected r!!al qorice.i'r] in. hqw t9 !;Qp~ 
·5.id~' ianding ', s P.Cit. By May 1 7, the with this renewal of the P,PC!c!tl':llc:i wat«i#1 prpblehi: 
eoro!qgist in Boise after 44 days without rain The report stc!ted: · · · · · · 
l S! !,he. wpr~t dry l!Pe!l !n the.. hil>!f?fY. pf the L ;rhf!! cµrrent el'!)erg1,ncy measures am;! relief. 
·:th~ 9f!IY C?thi:,r, s;i;>p'!pilfi!Ple Y~11r \\!if J ~P7, . •, '· ; '• '~~tjcjn~. \>f \tie rii~Y<ir~nd. C,ll/nc!I mu~[ t,i, ac, .. 
' e§ weri dry and. yeg~tation rrieiiger.7> f ··. ·. · ;t(\'1/ ,/ 'i;'!lp\fcf! 4_~f:lpm~L<!J11/n~ly and. wltl]J~II ~µpport 
iQn.June :;39, 19,;;!4, Mayor .Ro~s s~led ijlilt ' by the Clti~ens,~' ·\:." ' ' . 
J.f~i,t qf pipe w_~§·t'>e.ipg installed.,on tl)e new 2 .. A sufficient re§llJVfi'must be m~lnl'1i!1ed !n ;; : 
trig11~6n pitch sys~em on the east side of !he reservqjrs ii? pr~teg a@ains\ fjret ' .:::p;;' 
·, fi~ ,s~ted 165. !lcr!!S woul,;l have greatly 3. The dimln1snln!J wati,r supply rnust' l;,e""C!Jn·.·,:.'. 
'.· .. ve. ,1_, :w_ a __ t,er fad,li,ties by July 15, at no_ minal servecl for dom~stic)ise pykeepin!i the re.s~rt). 
H voirs two-thirds' full,' even though' tci \lo so :. ' 
-Thi~;F<:>rt Hall ~ystem · was a great sayi119, to· may mean the. cancellation of all sprinkling . 
. ~lty_' W_-~1t_,~!l,,i./5Vll_tlll_m;·,.~!!W~ Bfl9}.!1~~~-A~!h_t!l<r.,_.,1-f<_,,.,.,.,,;, .,,,.,~_,,j\,,:a,:- ,} c_fi);,:._',. ·,,· . , , _· ... , ,,--.-,:;'.-_11_ ..,:,.- __ , ··we .. ·'lie'' r.i:'i '".:". ~j6se we! 'tiffro'~ ",tl'ie! · C·','// it't·h Th'efiio'":" ·' 'ttee'reco«•, mehderl the: buildin 6L ,; 
~~-·_'•fifl'.'"''·g __ h,__,~vlr_,aa_ . .:-,1:f:>_,i_,,,_.,w:,:,_:'•' •:: ,.-,,~;..<;,~~, •. :1i,m_, .. ;r;1~,.aJ~_l_ {~f._;,_Ji_:~ __ ,~1·1,q_;; __ --~~~_'"l/);1_,_·,,_~&•_ ·d' _ ... i;ir\1'! ·'a' ·_ .. 't'''· ;,;l;tic,.': ,::b"-' 'f'', _·' •• ~t-·h:1 ··,,.c; 
rr~.-JiJ:I~9[)!\J11rE!9t,s P!eSS!Jf!f W<IS'.'P. ~P;E;~'":::,:11P18T~?-~~j!'Y~lf~'~ll ,;;UJIJ.JIJ:}a, e 9~.-9~\ E!, ore ,~ • 
.. :lfie;V/!f!:19!:l~:~o,t;l"Jo~, p9cateJ!g,~p,d,;fia1ry1~vf,: ',\ i~q\J11~1l,tq pn:ifT19te ~?r!~)s~t,1es. to,1>1,11!9.~e r.~s,iw • 
:,~foit.ilx/Riinli{iMrsta,ti!Io,:,. Tniffy.p ;-111i);~~s ... ; ',.;yo!rs,·;'tfu~iE;?' p.~i.~g. !}~~Jrt~:r.ro,r~·irt(~?1fJ}r [r,.RM~ui ¥ 
'91j4~t~g: ~ff~ctivfuµly31, to fortn tlie vilk:1ge ' :opinion, totli¢ we!faXe <;>ft!')~ <;j,tfgff P~~~~!IqJ!titi~if , 
~~j,?~i/[l'if Pp~sip~Lpurp9~e at that_ ti~e ·. the n(,cessity whichJ:~_rifr~11t~;.iJ~;-Jp;.~if )?:£,~if''; i 
!p ;~e1;yrec meil!'ls to· purcha~e the Fa1rv,ew -The · strong c::ornm1~~e:;reqp111meni:lgt1onf';W,e~e· · 
'J§Y§t¢tj,; pwned by the Pocatello Rec;1lty and signed . by the following knowledgeable . men: 
)~¥11~)~~U!P~ijx:1J:tl~"~~t~rJ'{gr,1<~tiNH{c:l.~t.: 2iJ,/':l~t~~i;.t:.~::i~rr~~. -~1:1\fQ~~rson,.f:·,,~,.&.i,n.~1.!f,, :e 
:%f it~fd j~9~r~H~i~:1~1~~~9"t·ijrir,9,~:; ·.ti,fit1B!~~~:Jf lcS.~~tu::2~i~l/'£t;~r :·~;Is'. ? 
:~¥:2f1R~;;s: ,~*r9, ,$9?Perati9n ii son~~ive the two city fll!shej!i j~re; used to, _ha1,1l : wa.ter i 
wat~i!"$4pj:ili;$.iqfijJµJy ?O and pciintecj tq"the pumped from t)le p9rtne1,1f to largeJity o\'lp~·q ,.: 
~~rf'~ituatio11 'a!l 'qver the Northwest Those lawns, mostly on th~ west'si~fof town/ It w~s}~s' .'. 
:: ~ct.ffwith \he'~4rfa9e j~gation on the east ti~a~ed that 1_00,oqo !iJilll9nt<;>f:~ate~ 101119,~~9~_; 
w~r~ po longer to use city water except for d1stnbuted daily to needy lawns m· this fashion. 
JJ~f p~iposes. Su like. so m~n:t,l~~ta~c~s in The fl~shers wre ff 1,200 g~Jlo°rfll5gt)'· No · 
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ro~\\• l.vil-f ,l,'lf~~, ,r,z.. 
rs ALAMEDAfJif'' 
#;,·::>1 
THE FASTEST GROWING CITY " f::i;e!.> 
IN TRE STATE ,,.<: 
WHERE 
SATISFIED CITIZENS ARE OUR 
MOST VALUABLE ASSET 
WITH 
THE MOST MODERN MAIN STREET;:,;,f , 
IN THE STATE , .• ,~_'.,·,, ,, 
: ' .... 
. CITY GOVERNYENT, '~;'.;{~;~tf;: 
The City of Alameda is governedby a Mayor.and stx;q_6)Jt. _ 
area is divided .into three wards with two councilm.e~:·.f:~1:-fii .. ~ 
ward. ·, . · ' .. -·.;::, -, _. · .~·. ~,. 
This thriving city of 11,939 people, under the guidarice of a pfog'.~essl!~~-
and farsighted admlni.stratlon, has a modern Ure d~partment;./Qlt~~·de-. 
partment. a modern E1anltary landfill for garbage and refu,e, an ,_e~:~~1!.• ~. 
pumping 14,788,000 gallons or sparkling, pure, cold ~ate~:lnto,tt1,:l'!at"'o; 
lines of thls expanding metropolis Cach day. ·. ' :.·· ·:,~, "'·:· .. :i:~~i.i~·,,:· 
DESCRIPTION OF THE CITY-A PICTURE OF GROWTH;,'~-',;1jj,J'fi 
, - ",'" .,. ,.,, '> • .,._ 
The City of Alameda ls located in Southeastern Idah~i ~~ ~~ 
the Portneuf Valley passes through the mount.a.ins and opeq.s'il'.l 
River Plain. Lying adjacent to Pocatello. the area is 
w'ilh U.S. Highways 91,191, and 30North havlngJunot 
Va.lleY. YellowAtone_ National Park. the Grand Te.tons 
areas are but a fe_w hours away by automobile on th ~ 
, ,. ':.. 
The Yellowstone Hlghway cutoff from the new :rnterafate- . 
located at Alameda. ··<· •: · 
Founded on July 16, 1924, by the merger of the villap~,,Qf 
and North Pocatello,. at that time Alameda consisted o! .. ~IJ,:,ar.f.~! , 
. • • , \A,~-..,.,. ....... 
. '
INTRODUCTION XIII 
. ~· I 
thr~e quarters of a squore mile. Today the City of Alameda con;,._U!t"tS ol 
an a;rea covering approJtimately four square miles. ··... ~~i. 
·JJle pQpulaUon In 1940 was 2.100. By 1950 it had increased to(DlOs. 
The present population. from the census of 1960~ is 10,567. The e,·e Or 
growth ha~ beenaboutl2 per cent per year. or 125per eenlover teo..w.ara ... 
Alameda ut presently the ninth largest city in the State of Idaho. \.:LJ · 
. ' [',,, ·, 
BUILDING PERMITS 












VALUE NO VALUE NO VALUE 
$1,970,425 72 $459,250 49 $ 90,025 
2,414,155 64 206,756 60 147,220 
2,078,130 97 166,164 114 110,916 
1,498,750 61 600,655 70 143,,490 
TOTAL PERMI.TS ISSUED 
YEAR NO VALUE 
1958 293 $2,519,700 
1959 314 2,.'168,131 
1960 373 2~3ss.;nn 
1961 270 2,242,895 
M~y Ot the nicest resldential areas serving the large industr.lal- em ... 
ployers of the area are found ln Alameda~ Several new subdivieione: ·ar:-.e· 
unde):·dev·etopment at the present time1 Much of the residential gt'o~.t,ii.,...rjf 
metropolitan Pocatello area la 1n the Clty of Alameda. · 
'Ihe_propertles are 55 per cent owneroccupled: the rental range is ft'Qm 
$35 to $150 with an averap of $60 to $65. Selling prices range from $3,000 
to $50,000 with an average or $13,000 to $13,000. Ample landandmaterlals 
are at hand for,constructlon oI add\Uonal dwelllngs. . 
Claaa A, Independent Schnol Diatrict No. 25t which includes Alameda, 
consists of ten eleµientary grade schools, three junior high schools, and 
one hlgh school. Four elementary schools and one· junior high are located 
in Alameda, Organized on a 6-2-4 plan, a 6·3-3 plan was adopted ln 1955 
to alµ>w. greater attention to the indivldual etud~pt • 
,., V.A:-. 
MOCK-UP or NEW HIQH SCHOOL '",; \~ff:t:,' .:F .,.•; 
1 .. ; .,.'7';?.~~-~·~H!':.~.~-: 
Residents of School District No. 25 passed a $2.140,.09.o .. Jii,~9~d~·p'r.~.~." 
posal. Which wlll be used to bulld a Communlty High S?~TJ?l",:i.n ·~~ds,.,·.'.~· 
The plant will house 40 leaching sl~tions, a gy_mnasii\in·,a;~a\ing '~i?if,O;.l1li~{ 
a combination cafeteria and auditorium. Also tmproveme_nts,.wUl.9~:~~~12':'· 
on Tyhee, Lincoln and Irying Schools~ .. -·· .. (.~·~,:.,,if\f<,. ·.:<~~ .. : ..~.-
Idaho State C~llege with over 3. 000 s tudenl~ is !Qc~~SlP.lA~ .~.~ 
~djacent commmu.ty of Pocatello, Idaho State College ;)ij:~·.,. ri:...-. 
eral ~rts, a colleg~ of Pharrnacy, a schoOl of Trhde,·~& .·.1n. f,. 
tion and di.visions of Agriculture, Engineeril'lg.nr'ld~ 
of 350 acres h_:as we~t dev'eloped lawns, s~a~_~.'"\~. 
driveways •. ,At present there are twenty-aeV'rfl·pi!l" , 
ln l955-56 ·Class A School District No. 25, had an~'enro • 3 ... , ,, 
~n Hl60-6l the officially estimated enrollment is 10,522.' This is ah-::in,. 
crease or 2~085. Uhas been estimated that 50 per c~rit·of,.tlils.;,in 
has been within lhe city limits or Alameda. . . ,,:-· ,' . .;.:i;:;,::~,1~: 
' :": ... .".1'~~4r:~-~~-
NUMEROUS DJi;NOcr~Acifl~J_O~~~,~~,i!'~lt 
The Alameda .. ~ocatello aJ""ea has 0 totnt ~t 45.· C;h , . 
twenty-three denominations, non-denominational com'!" 
non-sectarian religious orders: 
Alameda Community 




,, ,, ' ;:. 
·i:. 
' .. ~. 
~ .. , 
,:.· 




Church or Christ 
Chut:ch of God 
















LAMEDA PROVIDES MODERN FIRE AND 
FqLICE PROTECTION . ' -·' ~ 
.f 
. " · ... -'' / ·._' ~ 
··-~·: .. ----~?';, 






ARCHITECT'S DRAWING ol CLUB HOUSE. 
RECREATION SPOTS ARE ABUNDANT IN ALAMEDA 
In July. 1960, the citizens or Alameda approved a $185,000 bond issue 
for two large parka and a modern eighteen-hole municipal golf course. 
When completed, this will give the City of Alameda five parks and one elgh-
teen-hole golf course. 
Proposed goH course ls a professional layout of 18 holes, 6625 yards 
long. Designed by George Von Elm, nationally known golf course architect, 
the course also will feature a practice green, practice and teaching !air-
way, m)nimurn Clubhouse facilitles and maintenance building. 
SCARDINO PARK 
S~~rdlno Park consists of 12 acres, half of which was donated to ·the 
City,.the other slx acres selling for a total or $2.400. Plane call !or th_e 
devel_opment or eight acres at the Present lime. Thie will include tollel" 
faclliUes, a lighted .!fo(tball fleld, playground, and plcnlc facllilles. ~8/1.fl.':-
ecapingwill consist of seeding and planting of trees and shruba. A sprink-
ling system wlll be f..ttcluded to water the planted area, 
AMMON PARK 
Ammon Park contains approximately 10 acres or relatively uneven 
ground. The entire area wlll be graded and landscaped, A lighted soft-
ball Held will be constructed, and picnic and playgroimd areas :-Vilh sani-
tary facUltles provided. Development or thls park will be substantially 
the eEl.me es Scardino Park. 
BUBINESS AND INDUSTRY HAVE CONTRlBUTED TO 
ALAMEDA'S GROWTH 00162( 
Princlpe.l Industries which have contributed to the rapid growth or this 
area are railroad yards, the development of phosphate !ertilizers and ele-. 
mer.tal phosphorus, cement and cement products, poultry and livestock 
feeds, -
The most important railroad junction ln [daho is ln the Alameda-Poca-
tello area. Terminals, shops and famous assembly yards for trains are 
also located here. 
Westvaco Mineral Products Division of Food Machinery and Chemical 
CoIJ)oratton is located about five miles west of Alameda. Westvaco pro-
duces over 120 million pounds of elemental phosphorus annually for use 
in mnny chemicnl lndustrleB including detergents and fertilizers, West-






i~:f ~1: /~ .: 
· .. 
•' . :~· 
:"'" , .. 
LNT.H.VUU\:l"lUN XIX 
MiJierals and Chemical Division of J. R. Simplot Company is alee lo-
cated-five miles west of Alameda. Simplot employs abotit 310 and has an 
_annual fertilizer production of 7'5,000 tons. Thia amount will be_ in(reascd 
:by 364,000 tons within the present year. ,Thls increase will also ~g an 
increase in· employment in the area. · 
Th~ only Portland Cement Plant in Idaho. located ten miles £rg' Ala-
med3., has recently doubled its production capacity. ['-
Alameda 19 a good location for future industrial sites. The entire sur-
rounding area ls on a firm terrain underlain wlth deep deposits pl.rock, 
~av'el ag~ sand, an extre_!llely fi!}e base for heavybulldlngs ana mabhfnery. 
This land ts quite level with good drainage and a low water table. An abun-
dance of hydro-electric power is available. Natural gas is also available 
and an unending supply of excellent water may be obtained from both sur-
fac~ and deep well sources. 
~ On the 22nd of November, 1961. the JUBtlce Department gave approval 
for the sale of the Pocatello Naval Ordnance Plant to the Industrial Lands, 
Ille. of PoCatello, Industrial Lands in turn signed an agreement to lease 
'
E_:·~,::i.~,:._~-;.~.J_~.::;!.'.-.:_:;._;·r:: .. !·~ ..,,l_:,t.:.; ... . f i-:1~1: ik ;:;~~W.~~~;it1~~l~;~t¥~;:::~:~:::::= ::::~:~::~~: 
_- .. rich ~n,- 0.griculture. There ls a great supply o[ underground water Ln the 
I --~ .. ~ ar~a ;Which has been put to work through deep well pumping. These· wells -••""T,t;-~-••. :--,;·i;· along:w_ith Portneuf River provide the water necessary for the agricultural 
: ::~~~jf}:;;· :::i~~~:~t~~i:~~~;~~~f~~:: ::r~:::t::: ::::::ct::::v::::~::~ufd::: 
: ... 
··.!_;_:.',•:~{ .. ·.·.·,·.·areal;; Railfrohad, alr
0
lines, bue lines and trucking concerns have taken ad-
van a_ge. o t e areas position as a natural crossroads. These facilities 










Metr_()poUtan areas may be reached overnight by plane. _ . .., . 
Alameda has access to the following transportation facilities: · 
Union Pacific Railroad 
Western Airlines 
West Coast Airllnes 
Greyhow1d Busllnes 
Garrett Freightllnes 
And other truck lines 
·'· ~.~. 
T.eLephqne and telegraph service ls furnished lo the area by the Moun-
tain ~tales Telephon~ and Telegraph Company Which employs about 290 
persons, in the area. The following growth in telephorie connections has 


















The City of Alameda has grown even more rapidly than the area sur-
rounding Lt, thus these figures are not indicative of the per cent increase 
In the Clty of Alameda itself. 
'.,:,;,· 001621 ,, 
··,~; 
CITY OF POCATELLO 
EXHIBIT 153 
City of Alameda Application for Permit 
Subcase Nos. 
all 38 
~ . 7670 
( 
r ... 
(Form N1;1. 3) 
--
Address all cammunlcatlan, to: 
SCANNED 
APR 3 0 2001 
-~d...J.._..B.ci.gg!!..,_..fil!lll-n.•:.•~r,___ ___ _ 
P, o, __ 6J.9_.GJ:m,:o..Jitr..,_•:tc...Jl9.i~J!.a-ld•IJ.~-----·· 
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT 
TO APPROPRIATE THE SUBTERRANEAN WATERS OF'THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Applkatloa No. C-----------
Pqmit No • ..,_ __________ _ 
District. No:------------
1. Name r1 a_pplianc __ ,.._git,r __ ~f __ 1J,,o:rn,,o"'d~n'--~~.---,--'----------·-------
l'ost offica addres,_411 wao~~s:t::on Ave._,1 _ Co1,I.Dty .Bannock S1».tc.._Jeedaho="----
.2. Quantity' gf water d.aimed: __ §_~~ .f 1!'c,•c_ ______________________ _ 
(a) Rate of wllhdra..-nl in cubic feet pcr, 1CQ1nd ____ __x _______ _.. __ or Idaho Mlncr•a · 
lncbt:t-- _ ar plloc., pc:r mloute ----~ .... 7~_&.!.lli•-="'""'---------
(b) Annual withdrawal In aero foet pc:r &.nD""'---------------------"-
See rema.rks 
4. • ~ticm. of _point of d.Jwnton or wcll J, la t.h.t----~·-"- af' tlic..----~ al Se:ctloo'-------
T\,p.----~ Rsc.----------.· II. M' •• CGW1'1' ol' --------------------
S, Water is ta be iued ior: -. Source o!_J.!~PlY' for muni<Jipa.l. wtt.tar Bytstem 
6. H for munlclpaf. Jnd~~I or rccrc.ationa.l purpo:ies ~,e: 
(u) Point af' we: gf water b In the.----" of th._ ____ .;c_ of Sect.Jon§.!e remarks 
Twp,---'-- Rg•~---- B, M. 
(b) Waste wata' at·,cwa.ge cfflumt b to be returned to Portqeuf' JU~er, through_ Pocai:HO 
at a point in the7.----% of the ______ ~ of Section _______ , Twp. _______ , Rse. ________ , B. M 
7. Kind~ Worb: ---:----S~•~e~re=marlai=-"_"'------.,..--------------------
8, lil:timatcd cost of worla: ,_~..,_00,,,· ::O,c•,;00=----
Yel - two now !.unationing, anothor ona pl&u1Dd 
8. (11.) Is reservoir to be used? -----------~"--------'----
(b) Capacity of reservoir: .cSc..c•cc•c..ar.cema=ccr.ckcc• ______________________________ _ ···~ .... :··- . . . 
10. The lime required for I.he completion of IUC'h work -~ complete application of I.hi, W-1.lct" · to d,,e pmpmccf we J, 
no_)!_~~pleted -~ 






L (a) DWI ud place cf lncorpo.ratlon1 ___ _ ---------------
(b) An:IDU.D.t a£cap1tal ltodc .,__ ___________ (c) Amount paid le: 0---------
Jlqal' L. W. Tburat.on and DitT Cow,ail, ..U 
(d) Names and addres:n, gf db"l!Cftln: ___ _ 
ot Alnrla~ Banlwl:t Cotnt71 Idaho. 
________ ...:_ ________________________________ _ 
n. The &aadal :raoalOl!il of. tM applJcad: art:1 (a) Cuh cm hcd; $ ______ _; _______ _ 
(b) Trc:mwy 1todc: --------------- Cc) Dondr to be luuedi ------
(d) 00a ......... , ------------------------------------------




NE¼, NW¼, SW¾ SE¾ 
NE,~ NW" "'" .... .... NW" SW!~ '""' m,~ NWII SW" "'" HE\\ HWY, SW¼ SEY, 
' 
., 
(,) ___ !._ __ (cob.lo feet pa- Mll:Cmd. • ... -1.-·~w---m-oa--...... ,.,.,, ril the~ hmm appllad. for b 
lo bo o,pp""""""1 10 tho - _.., r!ghb.• it &Jq' o~er ri&h'• CA 














. ' • ·-
R.,.,,.., •• ?Ida.. Aj•p) 1 Gs> tQ1L-~ • ...u.,. •• ill,,od -&11/1..J.n--..fOP-,\f&l'JSL,C parioclt 
or_..u.._pan.,_.all in oarpante .Ualla. or Alew, ,mt ~~-al ••1PP1¥-. . . 
r-.t.t..-Cit., o-d 'll>d'oper•t,od IIIIP1•ll"'l ~-~"""4~~-U..~---
-.!l.l • .fll . .DPJ>J.l.10Z..H1!L17:&.l!ll, •• .l'!WP.l.l\!tJ1.t..W.1!.\rl.!ltll,r • .APf~-JlOX.Szl uae,. 
-t..J.a. tb:ml;h erl•tboii a,vda1pil wn•taey ..-z,...qat.ea.;wt~.f'acUU..r• 
d1 eobSr1Sn,g into eou'.ullo.-Dl'nk-vhioh-1.a..~-k-~..ai't.er...,, ____ _ 
____ .11eu.11a •. .1.1a..6lo...tt...llOUt.b......i . .22D...f.Lw...i...at.11.wu..o.r...a...UoD.»,..t..6 e,, 
a, . .J1t...!1...:11.11,J-Ji1llJ1t .... 2..,~~13.--.lllM'U.a11J..litll...llo ... ..l.J.1.~h 
"'1d-220 . .tt. . .llon.At.ll.lfflllll'.d....111:J/l+.o.t..a.J/l.,-SaoUm.,O,.:..t.-#-r,-a.-"4-&.,.J:l,K, 
.U,..in.,.IO.rpDl'll.t.._.J.illU,1 O( 01\T~-"l>LLf_.4,..Ja,t,ed_.,,-__ _ 
····-·······J:l!l!i!w •. ~iJ;un .. .!itll.JR,Jr.._'2!1_&.o.l'........_*11.119 .... 1.=."30 ..&oJZ,•i.. .• 
WtlU!o,.,3 • .,..J.6,iluu,a.~·---
--~g,d~w__nllffll9j,tn_....,....J.a. •lrcu]ar atalll,....11:1~ pJJnn, t.ha..ot.lla. 
"'.l!.~.•.QIICr!lk.oL6!40.!I!' pl Jona, .n.t.lLIILw.A.1.IA. • .lllllDlilll...U..~. 
W! • .baa4..anci...t~."ma t.bt..t.llrtt-""1.l.o-____ ._. ____________ _ 
. . 






CITY OF POCATELLO 
EXHIBIT 154 





License and Certificate of Water Right 
SCANNED 
APR 3 02001 
W&ler U.... No...lr.-..lll'll..-- AmounL~k.!!S>!!!..t•t. 
W&ter D!m:idNo._ .. _____ _ Prlorlq. ___ ,J.!, lS52 
Tm!I m ro CllRTll"Y lhat cm at AWmllt. , 
at J.1JiKID.l, IJWiO • tn.ade Applit:atton: for a t,etiZUt to ap~llliatt the 
pu:bUcwatm:ottuSt&taotid&bo,d&ted 00ato\ier 22 ,1& S2·;tllat.PermitNo. Q..2)l?l 
wu wued under uM application; that C'ertiAet,ta. ot ComplAtlon of nri:a. with• CU'l')'it\6 cr.padty ot 
Sb:. _11,lfeot, WU !Mud tbeffimder Oll .l,pril l5 , 19 ,k ,-nglhatald wow 
werecampletedottth.t 11tb 'u,or f'ebtwJY ,19:,Sk ;&lldthal:ontha 17th 
u,"' l\tbmi'7 • l& SI, 
ClfXOPAl.lJll:l!A 
,t , State ot Id&bo 
1 3 Jli@ld nbtentt:11taD lloW' ,for~P~.ot ai:udcipM. n't«r 1n1ppJ.1 
,um\1rUnPeri!UtNo. 0-23171 oftl:lt 1-pllrlllen\ or ltecl&aa.Uan 
Md th.It u.ld :rfaht to U... wso of u.ld watnn hi.a beeJ). pm-leded ID aa:orda.uc& with the laW1 of Idaho. 
awl la ~bJ o:mtlrme:I by the State Roolama:Ucn l:qlnttl' of Idah& and Mtared. of record 111. Vclilmtl 
9 of Lleen.ae, at. pap S2l4:7 • an th! lSth 07 of AF"il • 19 Sia. 
The rigbt. berebr contlrtn,,ed datea trom Oetoblfr 22 , 19 52; .... 
The Pol•~ Dlvm,lou • i-led i.D th• &1¼ 1111¼ - NI¼ S'I'¼ 
- "9li" . 111,S,c. 2J . . ,Tp, 6S. ,!I. )I.I, ,B.I!. -C.U.V 
That the amoun.t. of waW to whlcl:I e:u.eh ria;ht la et1Ut.ied and bt:rm1 cmdlrmed, fot the purpmes 
a.:for-.,,fd,, Lt llm.ttcd t.o an &mbClnt act:t&&lly needed and bue.fld&lly ll&td. far a&ld JJUl'll0Ms. and ab.all 
- ..... .... ·-Tn<I N•.laM J'.>alt'ribad ta Pamut N•...,,, .Aetnall7 lnfpt.d -- ---
Placa at' Wltl 1a !aitbin an~aceat. to 
the corporate ~ ~ta at the !V or ..-. 
'l'be drbt to the ua o.t Illa water &:fons&id, be:reb7 collhmed la nstrlctad to tbo- lu.dl or ptaoe 
ill 11N .be.mil~ U pl'ffld:M bf' Ule l&n ot Iil&bo. 
WITNESS Iha Hll ud ........ ct tho St&te &d&matlon E,_, &lllm o1 llolle, l<hho, lhla 
April ,It 5b. 
VU[ I 
(ll!W.) 
:# - ·-.. .. -
~· 2Z--22W-:t (So!M:uo No.) 
,_ EXHIBIT · 
~ t'o,. /51/ . 





',. License and Certifiqte of Water Right /' 
W•teN.1-• No..~----· An>oun1..1'xo-(2 ..- ~-. ·, r 
W,w;~N,__,, ___ , PrlorllY-.!J .- ~ 
THlll m ~El<TlFY lh&t JWSSELL V • .w.illWI 
of liupa, ~ • made appllcaticc ftJt • J)Cl"'mft to aprprlate tbo 
r;nibllcwatencttMS~otldaho.Utlxl .rmuq 7 ,19149 ;thatP:z:· tN 20866 
wu iuucd tu:tdcr -.kl a~tlon; tb&t ~ ot. CompW!cn of 'IN)tka, with• capac.lb' ct 
2.2 a.:tn:tdffl&t.wuluu.~~~on h'bnu,' 24 .nL9; th&taaul'!«>rla 
,...,.""""1.,t,,d..,lho 2nd ~.of T•lmw:r ,1911, ;w,lbtonth, 26th 
' I 
daf•f Fobru&:7 ··.,~9 !ii,, / 
. . IU/SSB!.I, V • JOl!lWI , ' , 
of 1apa , Bt.t. Qf "'..I411ho , made .loot Lo th& aatlilfactlac of the 
Stl.te ltocl.uati.oa ~U' '\\~ Idaho, ot UK rw:,/ t.4 UA the watera of a v.U 
\ . . 
· lflabton-aaeU1 tldli ,for PlU'1lO'il Of :t.m&Ation m4 ~ 
. \ 
-a. ,underU111Pennl.tNo. 29866 '{!ftbu Dep,artamt 0£ ~ttoc: 
ad that Wd ril'ht to tha we of t.atd wat.ora hu bee.n pert fn &cco:rdanc& witb th& l&wa of Idaho. 
...i I, _,,, ·-"' ........ ltetl&ma- -
9 of U- at pap S2!.B , on lhe l~I~ day"\_ April 
Th• risllt hmlbr cm6med dates tt'Oln Jmua:ry 1 \" 
Tl>e PoU>t of D!.....,n Is joosi.,1 
, 19 5,4: 
,19 49 : 
Ill tho SIi Ii. SE ¼, S.O. )2 
1
Jilf. ,R. li\V• , B, M. Ca'IJll'I County 
t II -lad IWI h"""" eon.ll{Dlad,for th, _., 
..i ...i honoild.U, ....i t.r ,......., ...i &hall 
4 a. 2 11. ,. 
The rilht to the aae of the water &tormatd hM'Uf con!rmed Sa :N!:ttrlcte:d 1b the land& w 111.act 
of ... - d""2ibed, .. - hr llla 1,,,.. of !d,,ho. 
WITNEll8 tl!a ""1 aod _,. of th8 8t&t. Jl«l.amat!on l'!nrio..,., - .. B ..... I.W.., th!, 
,19!ill, 






APPLICATION FOR PERMIT 
~ 2:H71 
:211-. .;i a;v.J 
To Appropriate the Subterranean Waters of The State of Idaho 
. Rqmood J. Bri&P, ?nginoeJ' 
619 (ll"l)W 1't, Botae, Idaho 




PmtoWco ~ Ta,d'hingtbn lvo. ,/ County; Ba.cmodc 
2. Qua.nUty of waler claimed: 
State: Idaho 
(•) !law of w!thdn.wal lll cublc 1 .. 1 per ....,nd. Su {6) ct LWu> 
M1nera' inches or gallona per minute. 21100 i•P••• 
(b) Al:!nv.al wl\hdn.w&l in aCH feet per annum 
, B. M., County ot Bannock 
G. I.t for munldpal. .lndl.JBt:rlal or rec:tt.atJnnal pulJIOl$Mi tpvu: 
(•) .Point a! we ot watcr la in tbe ¼ a! the 
Bge. 'll.:M. 
{b) Wuto watar or 1ewa,1to ettluent.11 to be returned to 
&t a. ptQLnt 1D the 1/4 ot SectJon 'Twp. 
9. (a) Is reservoir to be UM:d? TH- 'two nCl'I' t\m0t.1on1n.g, another one pla.nrmd 
(b) Ca.padty a£ ~: See S.narb 
I Rge. I B.M. 
10. The Ume n-quired. 1o.r the completion or: rueb w01k aud complete •.PP!btlon. a! the water to W pcoposed UR is 1iow eomp1at.ed 
year11, 
IL I!appll<anlllla_..,.,g1.,., 
L (•) Dat,, wl pla, .. f IDcorporallon: 
(bl Amount of apluhlock: ' 
(d) Na:nes and add.raw: of d.lnmon:: llqor- L. X. ~ and C1t;r Catinoll; all ot' .11.aae:da, 
Bannoclc C:ount;r I Idaho 
n. 'the finam:i&l ~ of the apptbnt uc (a) Cub onhand: $ 
{b) fu"""7 IU>Ck: (c) Sow 10 ba -..i, 







' ·1:077 . . J 
j 
-------- ... ----
Tbla app,Ucation coY"1'B thna"'n~1 drlll.ed a.nd 111 ua for~ peri.ode ot tJ.- put, al11n corporde l.iJlito or llaaod.a and 
Hnin& u eioarco or anP'PJT ! the CiV owned '11d, oponUd ., • eipal ni.4sr ·97eta, ~ eon.ati~tA the onlq a0Gre4,a or 111ppl,T to r 
allid .,.st.A.. f1:spi,Dg by eleL ..... i.calq' operated puspo now ill~ 1aete 1.tt tm-ough ex:iJrU.?tg w.nieip1l e&n1~ • .,._r 9J'U,iSII and 
ti,aetant t•d.lity, di~ into Pocat.Uo Creek 'llbieb 1tt tnbutu,- to Porwu! liftt"• 
wen Ho. 1 1o 630 r"ot. South and 220 teat 'Jon or cont.or or Soetton 23, T. 6 s.,a. )L. z.,a.Jl.J Tell .Mo. 2 at appf"GDJl&t.~ e.ue 
loeat1on1 Iell No .. 3 1s ~ ron &lilth and m ~et West, or tm corner ors; or Rf Soetton 2:,, T. 6 s:,li,JL 'l,,"B.JI • ., all :b 
Rem&rks:corporate li:d.ta at Cit,r or J.lamtd&. • · (Oont.1Jmad bolaw) ' 
BE tt KNOWN' "l'BA't ".tbu u:ndenisncrd Mttby makes appll eaUcn tM -perm.IC tn appropriate the publlc wama of the State of 
·tda!wu bttdn sctforih. 
By 
Datctof flrat receipt at Dtpart:rnent ot Reclamatlcn: lthS p., lf• October 22, 19$2 
lte-:\Utl.11d 1;o appll(:ant !or CDl'H(t.lot!,! 
C~ted application received: 
Approval of State Redamation Engineer 
~ ttumber of Uul pun:1-U bJ 0-23171 
llo<onled ln Book82 f•II" 23171 Approved Oeto1!or 29, 19$2 
Thia 1s to ,c::uuty thel I have e:um.!Acd the within appllcaUon tor a permit to approprla~ tho public watm o1 the State cf Idaho. a.cd 
bmby •J'Pl"Off the IA,JM1 aubJed to tu 1oUoWW,g lim!tatlonr and eond!Ucuu:: 
Bond ln lhe sum ot , l.o 'oo filed on or bdare 
Wort. to begin on or Won l)ecmller 291' US2 and l.o conilnue dlJJg~t.ly and un.lnwntplodly to compfetl(Jn, 
Wllt111 temporarily in1,,ern.1ptcd by d~ O'VU which the permit holder bu M co:o'U'Ot 
Otut.filth of tJnt warlt al,ow dpcdlled to be completed oa or 'baron:t OotobH' 29, lSJSl ' 
The whole. of said wotk l.o ho tom pitted and bcacficW UM al wa te,r appropriated ln ~cw htrt:witb, to be 11111de on ar btfott October 29, l9S,b 
Wl ...... my b&N!llw 25'tb daf of ()ctobftr > J$2 -R.rm.P 
Still• R,clamdlW1t E11gl,,.rur. 
IN TF..STIM.ONY WHEREOF, We, .. _,m JTJROUl -------Oovernarcu'tlmStat.e:otidnho. 
and -llll.Jl....ML~.--,----- Secret.aey' ot State at the State Q( ld.aho, have: Q.\Ued this Wtrument to 
be •pq\l;t.ctd i.n the name of t.lUi State ot Idaho, ande&UMd tilt 0"'1.t Sal ot the Stat• of Idaho. to be hereunto Aftlud. thls..-...Uth. ....... 
day 0: , .. _JJ.c.tohc~.-.... _____ _, 19-5.Z.... 
Coun"""1gned: STATE o:r IDAHO 
(SEAL) 
By __ _..;mA=_,H,.,,.;llAll'tW===----- By 
UCB ,IO:@llt 
BJ:1at:1.na: Nl'I 
bot.h at !!IUM dff 
Ad41t1onal re.11 
w4tor,. dcllllee1;ic, .. 
'l'oU lio. 2-laJQ l•P•••f ••ll li::I. ,-. 
irel One l! ctl"'CIJlar tool._. 27S',COO gall.cm, the otJ:1.1,r re~ 
rating at approx. l2S1 tead and rod by pu::a:p. nm th• thNte nll.11. 
eapac11if, nll(i,) and puap(i,) pl.a:omd. r h.tcmt con,rt.netJ.ci• 
pt'Otoction, etc. 
Pw"'i' llo, 
CBll1'D'lXl.l1'1! 01' CO 
OIi tT 11/.T Ol.'lllDllh 
1 to cart.it, tb&t Cin or ~ or il,auda., County' or B&nno¢k, a Btat.e ot Idaho, thm 
u d 1,1.poo lpplJ.eatian o .. 30939 bearing date f pr.lorl.t:, ot October 221 J.952 o.u.\b.ori:dnt 
0 nd: ro.-t. ot tho n.tcuw ot three drilled fl (au.bterranun 1'1,otr) t tt ot Barmoc:lc; Bta 
1p •at.er n~ purpo• e, Q9 ~ cm.pllod thtM: p:-0Tia1omr or a lan of th.State o 
w tho r ot 11P])lat1on ot tu b ot diYereioo eet. ut and deo:orlbed 1n a d hm1tJ that add 
ad~& fo d.\.Nri.inl: a.n:I c to tbepl&c• o£ ht dod •• Six ~6) iuu:o teat or the ntera 
that po nt.a ot dinret.00 or Jd 111'aten U'ft in tb.9 ¼ lif¼ Md IE¼ Sli Seo on 23, 'towneb:1p 6 
)4 :Sal J.Xl and that~ pl.ace o wsa or .st1d.1mter 11 tbia ad adJ•cent. "to tbocorpOrate lla1t.e: 
Aw • 
W: ea q h.and t.bi1t lSi;h 
I 
co~tio• or wrb ade Yebrua.r, 11, 1SIS4 ••'"I or Co,,pJ.e\li,n ot ~•••d Ap,ll JS, l 
·";rf sm, IJ, 
~ 7678 
C. •", ..... ." •· • ·• ·- •., •;c ,• • ..;.•, ... ,.1.•••""• • ·-- ·~--•U ·•• ,,.,' .,,.,,. ·"-'>•"-"··'·'' • '-~'--.I·"•'-'·"·'-' / • 
'-
SCANNED 
APR 3 0 2001 
{Fmm No. 8) - B"11tOJM1 .J, Bri&u<,,u>ilJ!tS1oS., .... . , ,re__ ___ _ 
APPUCATION FOR PERMIT 




L Name of applicanl1 01\y ot .UU._da=-------------------
~ 
Pert oHico addrm_W-J!!.~n Aft,..,.,.. County __ e,,moak Stato_ 
2. Qaantl.tr of ,nlc' clalm~: ~Jlt!'-~----------------------
loob~--------., p1]an,..,. ....... ___ 2...'alJl11.u1..,,.._ ______ _ 
(b) .-\D:DIW withdni•al In 1a11 lc.t JJ'l'I" 1.mi,=----------------
-~-'" ~liim of potot cl. dtnnt0II tlt'wdl b .la Iha----------~ ol th,.._ ___ ..,., af Seotioo 
TwP----- -~ .. L·----· B.M.. Caul!~ af ----------------
.. w ... "., b, "'"' i,,,, -~!:'"" ot ~- tor .....s.e1pa1 w.ter _ ~~~------
Twp.-'---"-- ""II"'----'- B. M. 
•ta polnt la. tho ______ u of tho---~--~ o/ Sect£oa _____ ... Twp. ______ , Rae. ------- B. M. 
7. KIDd of Wcrb: _ 
8. "'-"" ""' of wmlu, ·-~ ... ~.~'------
9. (a) h reser.-ou- to bo usedP I•• - iwo 119W ·tua.et.ioaiag• anottwl' on. pl ennedi 
,._<~.>._~!paqtr of.......-, _s._e_rm_r_"'<--,--• __ ..,.,. _________________ _ 
10. Tho time requlrod fat Iha compledau. of rnC'b wcrk .1.D.d COD1pillta applicaHon of the water lo the pn,posed aao tr 
2.5 ,1 ( 7679 
Twp. 
lL U appllcant ~ a llQrpClntkm, al,..e: 
L (a) Dato and place of lncorpora.Hon.1 -----------------------------
(b) Amaum af e1pital llodc ._,_· ______ (c) Amow1~ paSd la: •------------
llqol' L. W. 'flnlnt,o11 and CitT Qolal1Gil1 all 
(d) NaIDc:11 and addn.e1 af dlnictm-a1 -----------------------
ot ~. llanmek ec,ant7, Idaho,. 
IL The Bm.ndal Hm1l'Dl!!II ol. the applicant art: (•) Cub an hacd: 
(b) Treuury 1todc: -------- {c) Bonda to be iuucd: -----------
(d) Olb<,,-, ----------------------------------
12,. 1NI land to bl!! in11P,tod 11 deacribcd in the following tabulatioru 
(CIOI lrriglUJl. ocreqo In ~ 40-acn, '"bdfo!rion) 
Range Sec. 
NE¼, NW1/6 SW¼, SE¼, 
Totals 
""' NW\S SW¼ ""' """ NW" SW" SB¼· m1~ HW\~ 5W\{i. .... NZ\~ NW\~ SW\~ SH 
. 
13. Emtlq water rl;bt:a and/or nlk1 pi,rlllltl appmtmaD,t to the -land, to bo inip!m lnl<---------
(al __ ,! __ (aablo feet pa lca:md. -- ~ am oa hillBidl) of the W&l:tt hmm appb.ed for .. 
,. bo ,upplcman"1 ,. tho -. _ rigbo., U ...,- o\har ~• a::let 












R.,..,k,, -l'hia..ai,pllaatJ.oa..-...-tbna-wll&1 -d-1]] ed tnd-in--.:W -ffl7MII -)IN'iodt 
ot_.tJ.m.paat.,_.&ll..in aorpont--lialtL of Al •Md• end ~---4'-.aui>H--
t=--Uia-c:1""'--.....i.:-reted 11wd•1pel ~-qatw end ~oa:.t1t...t.--t.ba-~-
8Q!ln.H_!lt_npJ11l"....t1>x_&1!1...a,n.M. _ __flillp~~-'ln\riHll;r_~Jal!LJlQlt..1A ..... · 
Wut.L.i.Ltbnn1&h ex1ettng mm1a1pel wn1teey ~-.a,at.a&...and.. treetwnt ..ta.aJ.ll~ 
d1 eaher11ng Snto .. Pe,-,\\eJ 1 o _QiNk..ld:11ah...1.a.. tr:1 butt!7,-to...P.o.nneu_,H.,,1x~•ur:.,----
___ _.v.u ... ..,_11o •• .1_1.a_'-3Q..tt...sam.h..and. . .ll:lll..fi._\olut or• •n•or.-~JlaaU.." .:U, T 6 8, 1 
a,_.Ji..1'.;&.JI.J..W.U.Jlo .. _a...11~_ 11VO]dv~~--...lwilllDJ.Jilll...lll..~ 25 4 !1011t.b 
and...220.fi..lllA_at_u_mmar_.at_.!Li/J,,_oUM.J/ir-S.OU-~-~-"..s...,-a.~.,a.x. 
all..in_aorpnnt.a.U.U, ot otv "'-·.LIJ-----------------
---b.!!!l!ill&~.Y.tt1 __ .li9J.Uk!.Je, __ 6Q!!_w.a.~.Boi_~_"30_.&aJ1.LJ.. __ 
w.il..J!o .. .J_,-..16!111.w ... ___________________ _ 
___ __.E:d,_~~~11--W..i.l o1rouler ,tettJ....-27~-pllon, t.ha..0-tb.e 
r...i.~--•™Mk-oL60..0!l0 11Unn1, IHl.t.11...at.__w_a1k.,._JIPl..,.\1n1 •\.-.__ 
Ui!...beod._and...t111U~ pmp•..tma~..-_,,..u.,,.__ ___________ _ 
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.. , ... 
Approval of State Reclamation Engineer 
---altl,1,-fl-.....--~~~~ 
. ~ le ~ .•. ( ... i ~ ...... t t: ~= J 4;.. ~ ----· ·-
- b .. =ti!,-1mt I i-.-......:l tho""1wi ...-b •-10 --.. tho p,wli. .... un cl lbe- cl 
I<loho,-' ,-i,y ..,_.th....._ mbj,ct 10 dm lallo,,mt llml- ml ,..di.,_, 
lloGd illl Um ltllD ril •·----- to bo£1W bmn,. ____ _ . . 
Worii; lO ~~DI IJcre _____ ·--• atl to~ dlllpall)I &:i \iWu\ tupb.dir 
to camplcdaa.. mdm u:mponrib, mtmugkd 'by drmmzb1'1'»t Offl' ,rla1d:. tho perm.It bo.lda hu m =itRL 
One-flfth of die work dxwe ,ped!ted to bo ccmpletod m al bd'ate -· 
1'he •bolo of aid wml: to bo CDlllplotncl and bemBd&I tEH: ol ntcr 11,PPfOPfirttod In ~ ~ to be ~ oa 
ar bd'oro -~-------------
WU...,mytw,,1.,.,. ____ . daJ'------~·~lllS---
IN' TESl'lMONY Wlll?REOP, w._ _______ _ 
·------· - al tho ..... of I<!oh<>, 
ullud. ........ "---·--day"''-'-------- 19:1--
lnAT& or lllA!IO 
s, ----------c-,....-_ .,s . .. By-------· ·-· 
~ ~ 
j I j &-4 iJ 8 "'"' l ~ ~ l ~ " j ~ ~ ~ 11 1l .. r:;:.;i I~ i JI p.. :\ ! j .. ' a 
~ 
! z 'l! • ?. ! .• i : ~ ~ s & • d ] i1 
.. 
1 - ,I 
' l .!! 
, .. 
768.3 
Mt-~ Max '\lhittier, 
Box 282, 
Pocatello, Ida!·o• 
D!!.u- Mr, Whittier: 
We find only one :l'iling of record in this ottice in the 
nalll<I of the City nf .Alatieda, namely, Perlll1t lio. 0•2,3171. Thia 
permit has been co~~ted so far aa c0mpl.nt:!.on of vorks ill 
oom:ented and lleeniie hae 'oeen iesued to the Ci t;r of Alameda 
tor 6 cubic feet per eecond for w.ws fl'Oll Ulree well11, one 
in th~ SR¼l't'w¼ and wo in the lm¼&f¼, in Section 2)1 'lmm"-
nhip 6 South, Range Jli E, Jl. M. 
As r:iq~flsted, :,,au vl.11 find enclo11ed three ir:,plicatii:m · 
farl!III far nalrlng addi ti anal N.1,np:11 on nll ,rat...r. 
aro. -.r. CA!!T~1t 
state Reclamation Engineer 
j 
V"'' 
RR: Pennit No. G-23171 
'·lr. Carl c. Christensen 
Attoniey at Law · 
Pocatello, Idaho 
Dear Mr. Chr.l..stenscn: 
April. 1.9, 195'4 
We enclose License and Certificate 'J! Water Right and al.so Certificate 
c,f Completion of ,JorlcB, issued under Permit No, G..231.71 confirming the 
right nf the city of Alameda to the use of 6 second feet c,f water from 
three wells in the SR¼ N':I} and NS} S',·•l;- Section 23, Township 6 South, Range 
34 Eat B.H. with priority ot. October 22, 195'2 for municipal water suppfy 
for the City of Alaineda. 
We also enclose departJ'llllltal receipt. i,0 0 266o4 for the $10.00 




Very trufy your,:, 
MARK R. KULP 




I ·'1 I 5 
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CARL C. CHRISTl!:NSEN 
ATTORti~"I' AND COUNSELOR AT LAW 
POCATELl.O,10AHO 
April 12, 1954 
-
Idaho Department of Reclamation 
Mark R. !Culp, Reclamation Engineer 
State House 
Boise, Idaho 
Dear Mr. Kulp: 
Re: Permit No. G-23171 
In answer to your letter of April 10, 1954, I am 
enclosing herewith my check made payable to the Depart-
ment of Reclamation of the State of Idaho in the amount 
of $10.00 in payment of \l5.00 for Certificate of Com-
pletion of Works and $5.00 license fee. 
Kindly issue the Certificate of Completion of Works 
and license to the City of Alameda and mail them to me. 
Very truly yours, 
-. e:-:-::.-:; 
.. -- ·::. ~~ ?,.,~ ,.;;;2-. . 




RE: Permit N~. 0-23171 
Mr. Carl C. Chr:l.stenaeri 
Attorney at Lmr 
Pocatello, Idaho 
Dear Mr. Christensen: 
April lO, 1954 
The report of our field engineer ori examination for completion 
of varies and beneficial use on Permit No. 0-23l.7l shows that vell.s of 
the City of AlB.111eda 'Will deliver 6 cubic feet of vater per second. 
Therefore, Certificate of Complotion of Workll and License 
can be issu.ed for that runount upon recei~ of the statutory fees 
lll!IOunting to $$.00 for Certi.r:1.cate of Completion of Works and $$.00 
llcenae fee, or a total of $10.00. 
A:hll 
Very truly yours, 
MARK R. KULP 






STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF RECLAMATION 
BOISE 
REPORT OF ENGINEER 
PERMIT NO 0-23171 
REPORT ON PROOF OF Complation or works ond Beneticial. Uoe 
City or Alallloda-Qocatallo} Idaho 
'· ' ) ,' " ' ' 
7688 
. -fl J a.J- - -r . :-1·:: -.rv-
' -<,~ 
~ 6-' ~ µ.,,- . 
_ _,_._ --------
/ If X. I 'f{ 8° _h, . ~ /--f t,.,,,.._ . 
/#r;r. .,:,.._ f04-U-. 
__!";~r~,ro~:pr,e-~· -------
-~~ J,HJ ~ /J<}, r-~v 
l7J;i'~ :fp:-.Jtlll'l<'?. i 
·,. ' i 
! ');t;t'0- fl 7 f7;. ·. 
' ii'~ £-..:.:i' .:.._~-z::: · :: ,. . ~-r---· I 
. . .. ;:;. .. ··-· ' . -- ·~ -·· i -,,. . 
1 t?t 'x 11;, '' u1., K I 
. .lf~5:lf~ ~ di., 
~~~ 
INSTRUCTIONS TO ~BS 
h· fe:r.i[Fnnnrerm ,: . if l6 \...-f: C. :J W lb lJ . 
•,! U APR 91954 _, · 
' -~-.!:" l1a:lamamo . 
r 
Form 23 
L. w. Thureton, U-·"Dr, and A .. :w. Alexander, Cit, C' 'rk 
~ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF RECLAMAJ'ION 
IOISE, IDAHO 
R~PORT OF ENGINEER 
Pemtit No_.Qd)l7l..__ __ 
This proof is for.C.9!!!BMl.UQP. .•. 9L\'!gi:.kJl ... an.<l. .. ~n.ficial Use In Water District No •. _ .. 
1. Name of applicant. .. - ... CU;r .. .<>! •. A.lam•da.• .• .Idall.-n ________________ _ 
2. Source of water supply: ....•. §.~!1!;.~IT.llTiffRJl . ..!'r9lll .• :t.hr.e.e. .. l!fflJ& ___________ _ 
!•\~ 220 1 "I. of center · 
3. Location of point of divenion: Is in•thc. ... !?.~l!!!¼, ... ~ ... ~JQ! ... ll., ... I\M .. J. o! Sectlon. .... ...U ............ . 
T •.•..•... <\ •• §, ........... R ....... Jli..J .•..... ,. ... County o! ....... .l!annoclc ..... ___________ _ 
At the time of this inspection, pumps No .. land 2 were out of comdssion due to 
the construction of a. new pump hoW!le over them and also the intention of doing 
eome repair work on same. They are buildin3 a new concret4 block pur.p house over 
the pump size 121 X 24 1 X B• high, 
Well No. l is 100 feet depp 10 inch diameter cased to the bottom. 
Stntic Hight nf water is thought to be 701, Punp is a Peerless pump No, 1)262. 
1-!otor is a 40 H.P. U. s. l·'.otor No, 209569, 440 V. 49 AMr, 1900 Rffl. 
Well No. 2 was cOU"ered with a tarp and partl~ with e~h from the 
excavation until it was difficult to Jl'.ake an inapel;tion. Peerless pwr.p. Motor 
is 25 H.P. O, E, Both pumps have their bowl• down 1001. Theee pumps are located 
on City wau.nd at the corner of Washington and Willard Street 
Wall No. 3 is at the intersection of Warren .ind Cedar Streets. 
Brick JJWTIP houee eize 1.4• X 14• X 8• high. Well is lo4• deep by 16" diameter 
cased to the bottom. Sta.tic Height of water is 74•, no draw-down. Fairbanks 
Morse pump No, PJ 7972, 100 H.P, 440 V,, 120, Al·iP,, 176S Rffl Serial No, 
JEJ 6789807, IJischarge is through a 12" pipe line into the system, 
Briggs Engineering of Boi~e can give the dotaile regarding the water 
system and p!.Dllp capacities. 
------------·······-·-··············--·····-···---------------
-----·---·------·················· .. ····--------
-----·············-··-······-······ .. ·····----···-.. ············---- ---- ····················-
(Submit map on attached plat, showing location and detail., ol above description.) 
8. What large strenm would the wate.r here appropriRted finally reach? .. _ ........ _________ _ 
Remarks''---- ---··· .. ·····-············································-·····················----·······-········-· 
..... /.£ ... ~····t__--·~·····¥-··C,,·····~····~···--··:· 
.... kd,f.. ... ~ .... ~·····~~·····B ...... ,/.. ... .lZ.,.,/~ 
-····~·-····~·························---········----------'----
__ "".'/ .. ;;..~.(7.0 .. )11'--···--·:········---
.•••..•...•. ::'.. . .;l .• :~ .•• :Y-,<!.f2_cc"'---------
......... zi' .. tY :1. __ /t5od ~,. 
--~.2...£. .. J:.a.fj--·····---------·······:····-····· ····················-·· 
This examination was made on the. •............ .f ........................ day of ........ ~ 19.4:1/ 
(Slgned) .... G... .. /./-... ~.Lfk.,,~..-..~--7·-··--7·· Jtum!ner. 
,,,2.:3 I 7/ 
7690 
P'onn 23 
L. W. Thurston, Mr·· .. or, and A. M. Alexander., City C' ""'rk 
'-
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF RECLAMATION 
BOISE, IDAHO 
P11rPll.,.._ft. .. ..--.,- ,-._1,-i.1 .. 1,-,-n 
----··-·-··-··············-···········- -----------------········-····-···-·-··· 
6. Water la uaed forc ........ .llww:.l.pal..:rm.ter .. Sllppq ___________ _ 
6. State whether or not water has been turned into works of dh·ersion c.· __ _ 
-------···-· --···-··-········ ..... ____________ _ 
7. List leg:,I aubdivilioo.s of land, to be Irrigated. If proof is for bencfidal use, s-tve exact nuinber 
of acres under c.ultivatiOn In each forty--acre trac.t. (Describe manner and place of Wle if other 
than irrigation) : 
........... .l'l.aoa ... o.t .. uB.e. . .1~ .. 111t.hin..ud .. adJacent...t.a . ..tb..e. • .cm:pa.&t4 .• l.imits .. oJ: .• tll,,._ __ _ 





(Submit mop .on attached plat, showing location and details of above description.) 
8. What large stream would the water here appropriated finally reach.'-----~-----




........•... .-~/.. .. ;;..-b-£1.0 .. -p---................ ---·····-···-····---·····························-········ 
..••..•.•••• ,,,.. .:i. .. .: ;'/i!t?.c_..:'.:.' -----------·········•···································································· 
......... ""' .. ,3'" e /&v~ ...... "······---·--------
___ .2.j .. ?._,:2.-11--____ ···-·······-·····································--·· ....................... . 
Thia examinatioa was made oa the .............. .f....... day of .•..... ~.......... : .....• 19.-".Y, 
(Signed) .... d. ... 4"-... x...!.,.d~,·---7·--·--7· EDullner. 
c/},317/ 
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.,J 3111 
:-:arch 27, 1954 
RE: Pertid. t !lo• G-23171 
City of Alalroda 
Alameda 
l:daho 
State lmr ~es an inspection of any Pennit being 
brrnight to license, I intend t•, mm inllpection in connection 
with your pen:d.t no. 0..23ln in the r.,ondng on April 7. 
Please have S'lrneone familiar with the work accor.,pany 
me on thi11 inspection, 
H:hll 
l'J.RK R. KlJLF 
State Roclamation Engineer 
By 
r,:J.rno:t' HW!!phre.y 




!.ir • Curl c. Chr11Ji&DNl1 
... tto:r.i.oy at La1t 
Pcoat.ello, Idaho 
llear lilr. Cbristenaen: 
.. e buvo yuur lett.or of Fobrwr,1 24th, enclosing af1'1dav1t of 
publication in tha Idaho 3tste Journ6l mhioh oompletea the proo1' 01' 
Completion o'I' torka blld ;J.;;n;.1tioial Uso on 1'>l'!l!it llo. G..2;}171 of thB 
C1t1 o:t: J.lau,la. 
However, ooro:re i"inal aot1o~, is tr.kon tile 1a11 :mquiren that a 
1'ield e:i:e.niin&t.ion be :.w~~ :i; .. n <!.,1,!r,;,er ~,·.:·: t'iia Department. 
;•1e cannot &ay Ju.at 11he11 thill examination '111 ll be made, but 
our 1'ield engineer teill oontoct the Mayor er City Clerk at the time 
he 11111kea the e:i;aminat ion in order that arrangineins mey be l!)!lde to 
ahow him over the ground. 
A:br 
Very truly :rou:rs, 
:.:.Ill( ll. KU::..P 





CARL C. CHRISTENSEN 
A1'TORN~YAND COUNSELOR AT LAW 
P'OCATELLO,IDAHO 
February 24, 1954 





r0·, n,, rt rr-" w11 11 I?ITJJ·· . ~J!,,'-' ;' _..l,\:-,1 ,\i; j!:-' 0' ·J n I=, ~'L!-:: ,!i G::, 
FEB 25 1954 
-)~rtlJent of Reala,.ti>a 
....... A_ 
Gentlemen: Re: Permit No. G-23171 
In response to your letter dated February 19, 1954, 
I herewith enclose the Affidavit of Publication relating 





STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bannock 
'- '-" 
PROOF OF PUBLICATION 
} ~. 
·························---·····Edith. Berasek ·············---················ 
being first duly sworn on oath deposes_ and says: That. .........•. !!h§ .........• 
was at all times herein mentioned a citi~en of the United States of 
America, more than 21 years of age, and the Principal Clerk of THE 
IDAHO STATE JOURNAL, a daily newspaper, printed and published at 
Pocatello, Bannock County, Idaho, and having a general circ,..lotion 
therein. 
That the document or notice, a true copy of which is attached, was 
published In the said IDAHO STATE JOURNAL, on the following dotes, 
---·~-····· .. - ta-wit: 
••••...•...•........•...••..• JBJJ ... lij, 19 .:s1i ........................................ , 19 ..... . 
............................ .J~ . .2.1, 19 .. 511 ·············.··························• 19 ..... . 
..•.............••.•........ Jan. 26, 19. 54 ........................................ , 19 ..... . 
··········-················Feb ... 5', 19 .. 5'4 ................ : ...................... , 19 ..... . 
........................................ , 19 ..... . . ....................................... , 19 ..... . 
That said paper has been continuously and uninterruptedly pub-
lished In said County for a period of seventy-eight weeks prior to the 
publication of said notice or odvertisement and Is a newspaper within 
the meaning of the laws of Idaho. 
Subscribed and s,..;rn to before me this ...•.....• l?.?J:i.<L ...•................... 
day of ................. f.el:J .............. ~5JJ... t. ,,f 
.......................................... a'£~~b~ 
Residence: Pocatello, Idaho 
PROOF OF PUBLICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bannock 
LQll A4,ertUemenl 
......... --~-----.., ....... --
!f()'rtC!: CT PJlOot' w C:OMPLl:TlOK or \VOl\K'.S 
AKD APJl!.lCA'ttCH OJ' WAT'St\ 
TO &EHEl"lCL\1. llS:& 
koUce u het'cbY given that at '1~ 
»,rn.. en tho 11th day ot FebruatY. 
mt.1.. at Aluieda CltY Hail, Co\.lnty 
ot 1tannock State o! ldano. before 
Carl c. Christens.en proot wlll be 1sub .. 
Wu~ of the cQmi>J,eUon ot works 
iot the dtvuaton· cf tJl cubic I~t 
pet tecond. Of: the water$ ot Sutrter-
rattt,art trom 3 wclla la SeeUon n 
~. & s,. !\1,e. 34 E., B. M. and of 
th~ appJtcatfon to benetidd Us• of 
$Ak1 watet~ In actordanca with the 
tetms and eondU!om- ot Ptnnlt No. 
:nu b.eRt.o!cre i&!ucd· by the ~-
plU'tfn.ent ot lt¢1atnati<»t Of the State 
ct li:fAM. 
l. The Mme amt po,tM:ltco l!ddrua: 
ot the perron or co~ratfon ha:ldlni: 
l:lld perm.It an th<.1 Oil' of Alameda, 
.Alameda Ctty l'l!IU. Pocatello. Idaho. 
:a. Said wont& Of dlverstoa. will be 
tull:, C'tmlPleUld Oh 1hi dat.e •i:t tor ==t~ (tD...;r;r-:.,a ~:!i-~11 .::i~::!br! 
nt ccm.ve:Yimt to the- tileet- ot uut,, 1n 
aeeordanct With tl'l,e, plans. accom~ 
p.anylnc the appUea.tkin cor imch 
permit, 11 tl.O cuble !t:et per ti.ecotu1. 
3, Tho ~ to which. said water has 
~n appll,d b: munkipAllY owned 
water 5Ylltl!m l)urposes, arut 'the 
•mount app-Ued to bcMUclal use fs 
tl,O eu'Cle fed per ,econd. 
4.. The- )11.ace wberc- said water fs 
mtd ii Withlrt and adlac:cnt to lhe 
:::a:.rate Jlmlta of. the Clty ot: Al11--
!. The dot~ ot 'IJrlorlty which satd 
fot~r l~l1rCs~1:"' to e1tabltsh ls ()c,. 
MARK R. KULP 
S~UI Recl11m11tlon En11:ln.nr 
.Tac. 14. :U, :ZS, Feb. 4. 
........................................... F.'11th. Berosek •.......................•................. 
being first duly sworn on aoth deposes and says: Thot •.••........ !!!ll'! ......... . 
was ot all times herein mentioned a citizen of the United Stores of 
America, more then 21 years of age, and the Principol Clerk of THE 
IDAHO STATE JOURNAL, a daily newspaper, printed and published ct 
Pocatello, Bannock County, Idaho, and having o gene,ol circulotion 
therein. 
Tho! the document or notice, o true copy of which is attached, was 
published in the said IDAHO STATE JOURNAL, on the following dales, 
to-wit: 
............................. JaJJ .. l.li, 19 .. ~4 
..••......•....••.....•. .J .... ,,_ .. ,.i, 19 •. :b 
............................ ·Jan.?~ 19 •. :ih 
Ftib !) 
...... H•••h••••• .. ••················~·-
•••••••••••••••••n,.••••H• .. ••••n•H•4 
Su 19 ••.•.. 
19 •.•... 
••••••••~•••••• .. ,.~ ••. -•--•·•··-h .... I 
, .. •••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••n••••••t 
.. ••••H••••••n••••••••••••••• .. • .. ••n•t 
••••••••••••n••••••••~•••••••o• •••••• •f 




19 ..... . 
That soid pope, has been continuously and uninterruptedly pub-
lished in soid County for a periad of seventy-eight weeks prior to the 
publication of said notice or advertisement and is a newspaper within 
the me<ining of the laws of Idaho . 
• . . . . . . . .•• . .•••. . . . • . . • ..•.. -~~ .~ L. ~f.~: .. ~: r.:-_;_ . ! ... ~ .. ( :0. .f.. \-.......................... . 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this .......... .?.?n.<;l .......•..•..••..••......• · 
day of ................ F.'.€:11 .............. :.:·:• 19511.. 
. .. ' 
•< < < ••••••-, ..... H .. •••HH•••••••""••• ••••'••••••••••••••H••H••••-
.. 
••••H••••H4h ........ ~ -······-- ••• 
Notary Public, Stato af Idaho 
Residence: Pocatello, Idaho 
.,1 7 I ;; .,) 
RE: l'el"lllit No. 0-23171 
Mr. Carl c. Chri~tensen 
Attome7 at La>r 
Pocatello, Idaho 
De: .r l·lr. Christens-~n: 
February 19, 19$4 
We aclmo,rledge receipt of your letter of February 18, en-
closing depositions of L. w. Thurston and two Witnesses, all in proof' 
of complet iou ·f w,,rks, :lnd beneficial use pr(>•>f on Parmit llo. 0..23171. 
However, the affidavit of publication is a necess·,ry part 
of these proofs and if you have not n,ceived sam~ fron the Idaho State 
Journ:i.l, we sugcemt that y,:,u get it: t,1uch with them at once. 
No f···::s are rnquirod until ,.1.ft;or inspection has been made by 
a field onr;:t:neer fr: n this department at t1hich time we shall notify 
you. 
A:hll 
Very truly yours, 
M.,,!lK R. KULP 
State Reclamation Zngineer 
By 




CARL C. CHRISTENSEN 
ATTORNEY ANO COUNSELOR: AT LAW 
P0CATELLO1 1DAHO 
, ., . ,,:.,n 
~, •,C, • ,l fl' :,-. ,. , ,_ 
I Ui.~ .. ,-:, . ~-, ·:.,. .. • .• ' H, " : , '• ~. y /! FE61 ., __ , 
February 18, 1954 ·-·· 911r• , , 
. .J .. ·~- .,h ....• ,,,.,,.__ !J'(f . . 
~Clllr.'i;!•'.iJ< '• 
·"J\ 
State of Idaho, 
Department of Reolamation 
State House 
Boise, Idaho 
Attention of Mark R. Kulp 
Gentlemen: Re: Permit No. G-23171 
I enclose herewith the original and one copy of the 
deposi.ti::an of L. W; Thurston, Mayor of the City of Alameda; 
Alton M. Alexander, City Clerk of the City of Alameda; and 
E;. L. Davidson, City Councilman of the City of Alameda, all 
relating to the proof of application of water to beneficial 
use and completion of works relating to the above numbered 
permit. 
If there are any more fees or expenses relating to 
this matter, please advise me and we will forward it to you. 
Kindly advise me when this matter has been finally com-
pleted and send any certificates or other papers to me, 
Very truly yours, 




STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF RECLAMATION 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Permit N o •• ~l.'I! .... 
Proof of Applioatiou of Water to Beneficial Use 
AND OO!iPI.E!rlOII OP WORKS. 
Deposition of HoJder 
Ques. 1. State your name, residence, occupation and postoffice ad<!ress. 
An., ............. J... .. V-TJ !Mt .llaJ'Or-•. ..Qlt.,:.Jlllll+ llemd, .. ,, ak~ ..... u ... , ............. __ 
Ques. 2. If acting in behalf ·of corporation, state its name, principal place of business 
(if a foreign corporation, give name of postoffice of statutory agent), your position with 
reference to same, and your authority for appearing in its behalf. 
Ans. •.. ..,.,., •.. IIU,J .. af ••s sde •.. --.r .. .at.at.'IIHl'Z .. H~W .......... --------
. Ques, 8 State number and date of permit, and date of priority you propose to estab-
lish under the permit . · · . 
Aru . ..... .!.a,,sll..1<1 •.. 1HJ171,..~d.W..H. .. of .. Qn!tffl .. ~~-:l.1.8.c._ ______ _ 
Ques. 4. State source of water supply and give exact location of point of diversion. 
Ans. ni-.. wllaa . .l.-'!' .. '30! .. .a...ud..220! .. .L.PI. .. CW'.o. .. l!t .. Af.l• .. inl .... ~.~ . .!-PJl!'.~, ... ~ ... ~t.ioDJ 
... ,-251 •. 1~. ud 2201·li'o.Gf~I& ~, .. .r 11)/41111/ll,.toe, 231allin!,611, L·l'-1,,B.X, 
aDd ill ~. I Ida CIP,l'PGft\e ,... · -
Ques, • Descrioe your wor of diversion, and state amount of water they are cap-
able of conveying from point of diversion to place of use, and give name of canal or ditcn 
or other works hr which water is conducted to such place of use. If a well, state depth of 
well, depth and SW! of casing and depth to water. If pump is used, state discharge of 
pump and tell how it was measured or determined. · · 
Aru . .... lhl . .l .. .U..~.t.llw .. .&J111~1~ .. IM*l.Nl'il.11an.\!!l.11.v. . .!!!!~-" .. m\a, 
....... P.11111 .. AJlll1U11 .. -»'.lll\.m.nJm:kll.w. . .mv. .. 111&1!!ffl'J. .. ~.ll!!._.l. .. !! .. ~ .. .mu._ 
........ 1'!.>.t. .. l! ... ~.~.:Jil!!!J . .!!., .. , ... ~ . .M.~ .. IP.!!! ... .In .io...t ain11i11 ld.\11 ~ ia - 2'!1,.1!!!!!. 
........ p11a . ...i.nu .. !91r uc1.-.6b._000_,pµ.,wnw ~-~-----
Qucs. 6. State for what purpose water is used and describe place of use. (If for irri-
gation, name each subdivision in which used, and number of acres in each subdivision that 
have actually been irrigated with said water.) State whether cultivated or natural mea-
dow land and the nature of all improvements which have been made as a direct result of 
said use. 
Aru • •• .llalnlt.._.fSn.Jn~ .. .t.-S&l. .. illd~.~---·..U.UII ... 




Ques. 7. If for other than irrigation puxposes; state how applied, amount of horse 
power generated, etc. 
Ans • ......... - .. U.ID .... 6 .. ,.,. ... ___________________ _ 
Ques. 8. What is the minimum amount of water required for the purpose specified 
above? 
-· ....... ..6.o..u ••• ...um..-.. at.~ ....... _ .... -----·--------
Ques. 9. If you are not the person or representative of the corporation to whom above 
mentioned permit was originally issued, pleas! state haw ownership was acquired by pre-
sent holder. 
Ans. 
Ques. 10. State wben, how, in what amount and to what extent the water diverted 
under above mentioned permit has been used. . 
An,, ....... -.......... ~allna'--------------·-------
Ques. 11. State when, how, in what amount and to what extent waters other than 
those diverted under the above mentioned permit have been diverted and applied to 
beneficial use upon the lands herein described. Give full particulars regarding such other 
appropriations and rights claimed thereunder. · 
Ans. .. ..... ...biw-U,:.ib!l .. \llrll .. J11111 .. l!!lllld,tt .. 1tw..ll!!,m . ..i:r..ttr .. !111 . .ll.U,r .. •t.v. 
____ ,GJIUL ............. -----·--------- --------
---(-S~)."#vtiii~~: 
I hereby· certify that the foregoing testimony was read to the above subscribed be-
fore its signing, that I belie','.e him to be the person he represents himself to be, and that 
said testimony was subscribed and sworn to before me, a\ly office ;~-•,a £ · 
County of~ .. e~State of Idaho, on, this. .. LZ_._ day oL,U/4 7 .. T ... , 
A.D.19£¥, ~ · · 
., .;_;..,_~.~ =~~&/-'4 
J..' ... 




STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF RECLAMATION 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Permit N o._._\l=~.lJ.! ..... 
Proof of _<\pplioation of Water to Beneficial Use 
AND COMPLETION OF WORXS, 
Deposition of Holder 
Ques. 1, State your name, residence, occupation and postoffice ad<l;ress. 
Ans. . .. _ ..... .L •.. W,._.T.hurs.t.an ... Mqor . .,. .. Ci:Q"_.HaJ.1,., Al en,ad e , . .Bannac.k...CoJm.~,.._..I.d.eJig __ _ 
Ques. 2, If acting in behalf of corporation, state its riame, principal place of business 
(if a foreign corporation, give name of postoffice of statutory agent), your position witb 
reference to same; and your authority for appearing in its behalf. 
Aru. . .. Muor~ .. c1.w. .. Qt .. Al-.da, . .»mnt .. ..1tdlt..uton .. ~11.~h1n:1i:i:~--------
Ques. 3 State number and date of permit, and date of priority you propose to estab-
lish under. the permil 
Aru. . .... F.~m1~ .. li.Q .... !e.i0l.7L...11d.9.r.l.~:r. .. ~n._c1L9"1.19.~.f ... ~ ... J.9.i~.,~-------
Ques. 4. State soun:e of water supply and give exact location of point of diversion. 
/\n,. 'lbne .. l<llllu. . .l..:, .. .63D! . .ll~.lllld .. :i2.0? ... WA •. o! ... Q~r., ... o.r .. ll.M., ... :?3.L .... ~ .. ::: .. ~P~, ... !!¥.'!~ .. l.9.9"tion; 
..... ~;,~~~--~· and 2Z0 1 W. o!·wm~!)t', o! SE l/4 NW !/__2_, 500, 23;.all in T. 6 S, R, J4 E,,B,M. 
ai.:1,1,1 J.U Alam,eda CorPQrate ta.. · 
Ques. 5. Describe your works of diversion, and state amount of water they are cap-
able of conveying from point of diversion to place of use, and give name of canal or ditch 
or other works by which water is conducted to such place of use. If a well, state depth of 
well, depth and size of casing and depth to water. If pump is used, state discharge of 
pump and tell how it was measured or determined. 
Am. . ... 'l'!!.~ .. J-l!!!:!J.~ .. m.i.P.JW' .. Jb~ .. A.l.,,1H.<1., .. l'lmll.s~ .. 9.ll'llt.<l. .. t111.<1. •• o.ll!lrR.t.ftsl .. ~.tt.l' .. :1iJ.t~r ... w.11tem, 
_____ _Pl!l!lP.,.!t4P!!&~!>J.~.U!!!l!.~!ll:l!l .. 1!!1.<l....!:!!P!lrt.• .. <l..l1:r •. <;;!~.l" .. J;i!\g/eM~.r1.J!'-U .. lis>..,_.l,_,,, __ (igQ _ _.mnJ. __ 
No. 2 • 4~ .. ~J .. J!.\\, .. }.::-__ Jk,l.9 ... 611!!':,. __ ~-~!.9.!~ c1.rouit Nitb main• ia one 275 LQ99.. 
-... -.. S~!?? steel rel!.!!.n':9-k_,!;Q.d one 60,.~ __ g~~n concrete __ :t::!.!.~.!Y.~k·~· _____ _ 
-------------·-----------------------------------
Ques. 6. State for what purpose water is used and describe place of use. (If for irri-
_ gation, name each subdivision in which used, and number of acres in each subdivision tha.t 
have actually been irrigated with aaid water.) State whether cultivated or natural mea-
dow land ana the nature of all improvements which have been made as a direct result of 
said use. 
Am. ...lklmll..1U~,-.C1.r.11 .. .ito~.~-~tiot1, .. Q-~l., .. J.ns111nti:1aJ., . ..oprl nkl 1 ng .lllld .. all..ullJUI ... 




Ques. 7. If for other than irrigation purposes; state how applied, amount of horse 
power generated; etc. 
Ans. ••• - .... s»inft .. u . .lla.. .. .6 .. all<lv..._ ___________________ _ 
Ques. 8. What is the minimum amount of water required for the purpose specified 
above? . 
Ans. .. ....... 6.0...c..! • .o. • ..!1.tm .. a=a .. at..11uppl;j,: _______________ _ 
Ques. 9, If rou are not the person or representative of the corporation to whom above 
mentioned permit was originally issued, please state how ownership was acquired by pre-
sent holder. 
Ans. 
Ques. 10. State when, how, in wliat a~ount and to what eXtent the water diverted 
under above mentioned permit has been uaed. 
· Ans . ....... .&mo .. aa..No-.6..alaaY.o ___________ . _________ _ 
Ques. 11. State when, how, in what amount and to· what extent waters other than 
those diverted under the above mentioned permit have been diverted and applied to 
beneficial use upon the lands herein described. Give full particulars regarding such other 
appropriations and rights claimed thereunder. · ' 
Ano. ..._ .. _.Fns1mt-ll'._ths .. tbn.t1..,,,.,llo ... ~.9]11):tio~ ... t.a:ti;l_lRli.11x .. ~-!=.~• .. Cit;,: .. wat..er. 
----01-litlllll~-,------------------------
------~ .. :,pr·.,tJ.._ ..... ~ 
(Sign ) .... f.:..Y.V.'c:.L.~/h'-'-~---
I hereby certify that the foregoing testimony was read to the above subscribed be· 
fore its signing, that I bellev.e. him to be .the pe"8Qn he, represen.ts hims.elf tc:> be, and that 
said testimony was subscribed and sworn to before me, at my office in.,6?.@- ·" fJ# 




STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF RECLAMATION 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Permit N o. .. _.a.an'IJ. ___ _ 
Proof of Application of Water to Beneficial Use 
. . AND Oou,P!mIOll .OF WOlll(S, 
Deposition of Witness 
The deposition of two witnesses, on this form, taken separately, required in each case. 
Ques. 1. State your name, age, residence, occupation and·postoffice addreS!I. 
Ans ... S,!,, Dt...U-, ;'srnda aly a-.~,•- 21 ru:- •I yeJ Nall!• .. ~-
___ .Jtt,1,)11MMIA~ . llllbt~---------------------
Ques. 2. Are you acquainted with. .... '-1!! .. ll~ .. tf. .. !!'li. ..... 1• the 
holder of Permit No.J~~!'t!,c..... __ ? How long h~ve you !mown him and where does 
he reside? 
Ans. ···-· I ._. PMfdef ta 11 S& .SW . {_rt_l,,_$.-
. 11114 .,__baa a .... er - Gt,17 01•1U .. a!DN {"!.f:1.._.,' ___ _ 
Ques. 3. Have you read or heard read said Permit No .... ~'11. ___ .., and are you 
familiar with ite provisions and conditions? 
Ans. 
Ques. 4. State source of water supply, place of diversion, and describe works for con-
veying water from point of diversion to piece of use. 
Ans. ..~ !!ll'P.l,r_~ .. f!!!!.1. ..U. la Ila 111',r el U .. ! • i-w u 8'lpolnte4 
lA ........ ~~_,_....w.s - ,_ ........ ,., ·- ..,___ .... 
NftiDI ----~ net.• lA-" ,._, ... ~"-------~ 
Ques. 6. How many second feet of water do you estimate said works will safely con-
duct to place of uee, and how much water have you seen being so conveyed? 
An~. : __ Y.!!t_!~ ..... !!?!!' __ ....... ,.,. 6,0 -~,.!, ... !!P.!'.!.~~. u 11w" -..:u--~--~-
. . av•· .... 11•• 
Ques. 6. (Pwnps) How much water in. cubic teet· per sec9ni miner's inches, or gallons · 




,._, .. , o-a,171, I_,- b1a .11,ti/i!N1e ee • - ben le NI~ ---~ 
j 
·._ 
Ques. 7. State. for wbat purpose water is used and at what place. (If for irrigation, 
give each subdivis:ion in whicll water has been used and number of acres irrigated in each 
subdivis:ion,) State whether cultivated or natural meadow land and the nature of all Im-
provements which have ·been mS<!e ae a direct result of said use. 
Ans. _ Jlppf,Spe,l W.~!e..1!!1!1!1il..! a.\ l-'11 1A ..... loo CMJl'llo 
Ques. 8. If for power or other purposes than irrigation, state how water hae been ap-
- plied and to what etxent. 
Ana. ... i--~"' .... "'-'----------·------------
Ques. 9. (If for irrigation) state characier of land that hae been reclaime~ and give 
your estimate of the amount of water required for its profitable cultivation. 
Ans. ---~ .. \C .. •=~a\a~~1 __ , ______________ _ 
------------···-·········----------------
. Ques. 10, Have you any intereat in the works, water or lande above mentioned? If so, in 
what way and to what extent? 
Ans. __ l - .,..1.MaN ,a J -V la Al nnede 
Ques. lL State when, how, in what ai,;ount and to what extent you have witnee.sed the 
application to beneficial use of water diverted under said permit. 
Ana. __ .ill..LOl\l..lL ... JJ.- \\ la -'7 "45 1!HJSV le lillow abR\ \bl •lllr ~• . 





STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF RECLAMATION 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Permit No~ . ...11-.231.'71..-•• 
Proof of Application of Water to Beneficial Use 
AND OOMPLErION OF WORKS. 
Deposition of Witness 
The deposition of two witnesses, on this form, taken separately, required in each case. 
Ques. 1. State your name, age, residence, occupation and postoffice address. 
Ans. _ E.L. Davidoon, Al~da CityCouncilman1 .. ovor .. 21.nar• ot •.S•jJ!Oicling .in _ 
___ _,1UaJB.,rneo,11da,. •• .uld,.•LDbo.o_· -----------------------
Ques. 2. Axe you acquainted with .... .:r.b.t •• Jlitx .. ar .. .AJ.u,oaa .... ---·-------- the 
holder of Permit No . .Ji::2Jl-71~--? How long have you known him and where does 
he reside? 
Ans. ···-··I._han. 1,'nided 1n A).11110da .. ,1nce_ ........ /f-'~.S_-____ -=--:------
___ 11,11<1.bara •• bai,Jl..11..RWllllbl,r •• .o! ... tll.a..Jli.1.J'_Co1111c1l..ai.n~ ... __ ./fJ1..~:5~----
Ques. 3. Have you read or heard read said Permit No.~!r.-23171~---. and are you 
familiar with its provisions and conditions? 
Ans. ···--·~.l---------------·-----------
Ques. 4. State source of water supply, place of diversion, and describe works for con-
veying water from point of diversion to place of use. 
Ans. _ . .lli.t.er .. ..llllJllU;f_ia • ..tn.m..l..wl.l.aJ.ll .. t.tlt .. llitr..i1LUu1111A ... .loiatD.il..AA..J1.\1'>lll.i:U.<l. 
_ ...•... 1.n P_erml.t Jio, CrZJ).7J..,__p:r,,viJ!ing_ ... tor .for. the .munio:l,pµ water ov,tam. and-·-··· 
-······· •"rvin&. wa~e~ ..i-oro. •• i:es:l.tod in_oaid .Po""1t .No,._G:-:Ql7l.~·-------
Ques. 6. Haw many second feet of water do you estimate said works will safely con-
duct to place of use, and how much water have you seen being so conveyed? 
Ans. . .. ~.llit.7-.Eoginou_raporl.o...6.0 .. c...t..a.. . ..,,_cit,-•.. ao_b.o .. cert.iliall..1.n: .. u.l!l __ ... 
Pe""1t No. G-,2Jl7l. 
Ques. 6. (Pumps) How much water in cubic feet per second, miner's inche!!,- or gallons 
per minute have you seen the pump deliver, and how did you measure or estimaw the 
amount? 
Ans. _ . .:r.b.a...c1t,,-_.l!Dp..nAor...111111.aum.Jlllllijl.D.o.u.J.o.<1.~~ilillll..tilll_ll)l&ll.\i.Ut.a..U..u.lU.n 





Ques. 7. State for what purpose water Is used and at what place. (If for irrigation, 
give each suhdlvlsion in which water has been used and number of acres irrigated in each 
subdivision.) State whether cultivated or natnral meadow land and the nature of all im-
provements which have ·been made as a direct result of said u.se. 
Ans. .• ...l!lll!i~iJllll...ti!!J;1r...111PJ!l.L!a.R!'.!J.P.rtl;l_l,11_!!,.!ll!!,L1!.11., .• 1;1::,.?J.t'll.  ._ ____ _ 
Ques. 8. If for power or other Plll'l'Oses than irrigation, state how water has been ap-
plied and to what etxent. 
Ans. ___ Nw0._po-..r,.pm~w:t1.=-----------'---------
Ques. 9. (If for irrigation) state character of land that has been reclaimed, and give 
your estimate of the amount of water required for its profitable cultivatioIL 
Ans. ..~ .. 9I' .. A9.IM..!!11~~t .. !!A~t~'-----------------
Ques. lO. Have you any interest In the works, water or lands above m_ention~d 1 If so, in 
what way and to what extent? 
Ans. .,_J;_Olffl reeidonco F,CJ!!!!,j,l','. 1n il&mod& 
Ques. ll. State when, ·how, in what amount and to what extent you. have witnessed the 
. application to beneficial use of water.diverted im<ler said permit, 
Ans. .......... C~111UWillil!a..iLk.~.t!nll2llP.il!W-ll..t9_}11)_Q}LQ.b011l;__j.,h'l..J@.~O.r_~.!!P.l!l,1;, 
___ .t.raJ1Si•wn.and.U110..and..l:.bat..t.bJl .. 1111t.,u:.U11o.d..1A..u. . .at.1.t.a.<Lill..l'.•niiil:. . .l!2 ••. a,..2:,i 71, 
(Signedie.xd.f~-----
'·I·herehycertify·that the foregoing testimony was read to the ·above ·subscriber before 
its signing, that l believe him to be tlie person he represents himself. to he;. and tliat said . . . . /?& .J' 
testimony ~;:~,!;t sworri to before me ~=:~===·=·.?!!,.---"'""'~-~r:....,· ,.....· ..:· _..:·..,, 
County o ----· .. -, State of Idaho: on ·s/,Z~y of~.,·'?" ... , 
A. D. 19..1-"f-




STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF RECLAMATION 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Permit No .. !!:'.~;~---· 
Proof of Application of Water to Beneficial Use 
. .&1iD. OOIIPLETION OP WO!ll!!I. 
Deposition of Witness 
The deposition of two witnesses, on this form, taken separately, required in each caBe. 
Ques. L State your name, age, residence, occupation and postoffice address. 
Ans. ...... L.a_ u-•r. ... .m.~_Qlm __ ,..1._J~ •----~•.L .. 11itn .. !ll.ZP.!'-!! . .!!L~.1-!i:!.~.---
--~1n.u ,red•~ldalm··--------------------
Ques. 2. Are you acquainted with ________ t.tw .. OU., .. 111:. U IIIM the . 
holder of Perntit No .. ~7!---? How long have you known him and where does 
he reside? 
Ans. ~~:::..:..~-=-0-~~---~i.~-~~L'.L-f.u~----
Ques. 3. Have you read or heard read said Pernrlt No._.~71 · , and are you 
familiar with its provisions and conditions 7 
Ana. ____ ..r.,~------------------------
Ques. 4. State source of water supply, place of diversion, and describe works for con-
veying water from point of diversion to place of use. 
Ana. .•kr..lPIIIJl.l . .11..n..1_111Uw_a_\l!!! __ lllv_..t.J.1.!M1.~..w,w !• ~wt s.a 
_______ J!!!!#..~.-~L-~1J..a . .a..\l..:!!'!1.!!l.~~-W '- -1!.~ •\a qata aad NfflJlf 
·-·······.!!!~-~ u :N~iwt 111 -~· 1'111111\ ... Q-01'11. 
Ques. 6. How many second feet of water do you estimate said works will safely con-
duct to place of use, and how !DUCh water have you seen being so conveyed? 
Ans. __ !!!!.-2!:Y. .. W-· npena .,.o •.t·~~--~l!:!;!l!, .. •• i. --'_itW ~--···-
. ,._, .... ,, ... ·:· 
Ques. 6. (Pumps) How much water in cubic feet per secon~. miner's inches, or gallons 
per minute have you _seen the pump deliver, and how did you me= or estimate the 
amount? 
Ans. Tb.e 01\7.!!!Jl,__1' -~ ..I!§ l1an and ....utiad \Ila q11a11U\1H U-'14 111 
~,,_l!!L.~v.._. __ J .. ~-~--~- l'IJll'!NIIV•·l!?.,.1.-!! .. !!\! .. !!!':! .. !>M Ml'I la 
. _, .. quUtl.ed. 
7708 
Ques. 7. State for what purpose water is used and at what place. (If for irrigation, 
give each subdivision in which water has been used and number of acres irrigated in each 
subdivision.) State whether cultivated or natural meadow land and the nature of all im. 
provements which have ·been made as a direct result of said use. 
Ans. .--111il!b.lllll...,_\K_na1LU_aUmll.J.II..P.mll~. ••, g..ap.71. 
Ques. 8. If for power or other purposes than irrigation, sta.te how water has been ap-
plied and to what etxent. 
Ans. I• JIQWr • .JIIMdll-.1\..,wa------------------
-----------------~-----·-···--
Ques. 9. (If for irrigation) state charactar of land that has been reclaimed, and give 
your estimate of the amount of water required for its profitable cultivation. 
Ans. .~"'1:.1!.~l-11!!\tr..:1'-'-'-'----
Ques. 10. Have you any interest in the works, water or lan,ds abov~ mentioned 7 If so, in 
what way and to what extent? · 
Ans. -·-·-· I _, NaidanH ~l'!N..M\_,~!1!! .. !!!!!"'!!!. !!'!IL ____________ _ 
Ques. 11. State when, ho""., in what amount and to what extent you have witnessed the 
application to beneficial use of water diverted under said permit. 
Ans. _Jl..#k.~.l..l!!l!t,L~.l!!!\!r._w.ui,..__!l!tUtltt..•• CM . ..._.._.JIAD. __  
-112.dd,p \Ila\. - -- - fNa \Ila-~ 1- .. 11\ated 111.J!nd,t 110. o-zun. 
(Signed) .. _.Q __ YJ1..._~---·--
I hereby certify that the foregoing testimony was read to the above subscriber before 
its signing, that I believe him to be the person he represents-~lf to be, jlld that said 
testimony was..JJlbscribed and sworn tb before me ~- . 
County oL.ff~_, State of Idaho, on this./.Z~y o -· __ .. . 
A. D. 10.£p(. 
~ /d . . /&_t;-_s -
My- commission expires../~-"---.<'.7"--L.;'_: 
770~ 
Form 17. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF RECLAMATION 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Permit No ... 9.=~~A.-... 
Proof of Application of Water to Beneficial Use 
AND COh!FLETION OF WORKS.· 
Deposition of Witness 
The deposition of two witnesses, on tltis form, taken separately, required in each case. 
Ques. 1. State your name, age, residence, occupation and postoffice address. 
Ans. . .. J. •. H....AJ.uandnr ... Citie .. Clw •• at .. Al e®da.; .• .o:v.or..:ll .. DJII.Jl ... qt .. !!8!U ... ~.!!.l!!J!!!i&_ ... 
-········---1D.J.JM.~t., .. .Ic1tb.9 ....... ______________ ......., .............. .. 
Ques. 2. Are you acquainted with .......... tho..CiJ;y..ot . .AJ..am,,,-._-'------~ the 
holder of Permit No .. i\::;t).l.71 ___ ? How long have you known him and where does 
he reside? 
Ans ....... -~ have rel!!,~ ... ~ JJ.ameda~ .. , .. .l!:f !.~{. ______ _ 
____ JWd • .haxo .. b""1l •• thll . ..llamda..C1J;y_.Gl.o.r.lclli111'.ll •.•. .':1:l:J..~ .. i~-'-' '"'"'--.,t'---"~---
Ques. 8. Have you read or heard· read said Permit N o· ..... .G:-2.3171 ___ ~ and are you 
familiar with its provisions and conditions? 
Ans .... --I""--------------------------
Quea.4.· State source of water supply, place of diversion, and describe works for con-
veying water from point of diversion to 'place of use. 
Ans. .watar .. .lllljljUJ' .• ia . .traa..J .. Dl.l..o. . .in .. tha. . .C~.Q! .. illlMlll. .. 1111:11.!ll..l!Llt~ 
........... .1'.mlll.l<.NQ •• .ll:,2,3l.T.L.., •• :Pl'llrl.<l.ul!:.Y.l\.i.1!.1" •• l!/'J: .. ~ .. ~ .• ~ll~.™-~!•r oystem and oorving 
............ 'l!M.U: .. \\~fll:LU.n~.i1i.~.LlA..~.\lJ..1U'.!'.!'.'&\ .. !!!l.,Jl::m7l,,,.... ________ _ 
Quea. 6. Haw many- second feet of water do you estimate said works will safely con· 
duct to place of use, and how much water have you seen being so conveyed? 
Ans. . .. l.\\o~.c.l~J"J.l!&l.n~.~ .. ~I!'?.l:t-.~ .. 1,.Q .. ~,J.,.~., .. ~!!P!!~.!!i:rA as ho oortitiod in aaid 
Permit "o. 0-23l. 71, 
Ques. 6. (Pumps) How much water in cubic ·feet per secon~ · miner's inches, or gallons 
per minute have you seen the pump deliver, and how ilid you measure or estimate the 
amount? 
Ans. ..ThoCity El\g.1neor moaoured pmnp llow• and cortitiod th• gumtiti•• l.iotod in 




Ques. 7. State for what purpose water Is used and at what place. (H for Irrigation, 
give each subdivision in which water has been used and number of acres irrigated In each 
subdivision.) State whether cultivated or natural meadow land and the nature of all im. 
provements which have ·been made as a direct result of said use. 
Ans. . .....Mllll1Wllll_\W..iPr •llllPlY B•-•111<..!arth..ill.l'.amii_lil>....Jb2:ll:....._ ____ _ 
-···-·-----· ------------· 
Ques. 8. H :f"or power or other purposes than irrigation, state how water has been ap. 
plied and to what eb<ent. ,. ' · · · 
Ans. Ho povei,..Jll:Q!Ul~U.=. _________________ _ 
Ques. 9. (H for irrigation) state charactsr of land that has been reclaimed, and give 
your estimate of the amount of water required for its profitable cultivation. 
Ans. .llP.riillfllt\&.!?Y .. P.~.-~ltr._\lH.U .... _. __________ ... -.-·-----· ------
Ques. 1~. Have you any interest in the works, water or Ian.dB abov~ mentioned 7 H so, in 
what way and to what extent 7_ 
Ana. ._ ....... lown r,,eidonco .P!'Olt~:t.inAlomed& ___ _ 
Ques. 11. State when, how, in what amollllt and to what extent you have witnessed the 
application to beneficial use of water-diverted µndei- said permit, . 
Ans. .. _.A,..ruz~l!tk-;l; . .Pilll!'M'!I.-II.U.!f.Q.JiJ;l"..Rillll, •• i:11llw..~h&r&•1..ma~IL.lllld..baD.. __ 
······--·IY.>e.'!.l,!.~_t,!!!:\-._tho wator uood trom tho !m!!'! . ..l,! •• !Lru!.,.!Ll.n.J'.!!t!'l1.U.<u..lc23~7l • 
. (Signed) ... -· :_:Cl)JJ_.~·-
. I hereby-oertify that 'the foregoing testimony was read to the aliove subscn"ber before 
its signing, that I believe him to be the person 'he represents' • If to be, and that said 
testimony w~bscribed and' s,:.om to before me hi...!:-······;~····· ': .. 
County ~ State of Idaho, on thls/.Z.~y ~f ... , 
A. D. 19,,a:'f. 
7711 
Form 36 
nJTICE OF PROOF OF COMPLETIOU OF ..JRKS 
and 
APPLICATION OF WAT~ TO BENEFICIAL USE 
Notice is hereby given that at ___ 7L..C3121.1P"-----....l:P;.o,.,_;M,, <'n the )7th 
day of __ _;,:_F':i;ouhuM,:1,1jlQ1,1,"'1:Y~----' 19 ~' at A)•r• Oit.Y jl&1J . , County of 
_ _tBalilllDDOIIXlJ:.CkL-_________ State of Idaho, before earl C, Chrift.,npen 
proof will be submitted cf the completion of works for the diversion of -~6~·~0'---
cullic feet per second of the waters of Subtel'l'Nl9DD Cmm 3 wll• and of 
the application to beneficial use of said water, in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of ?orrnit !lo, 23171 
tion of the State of Idaho. 
h~retofcire issued by t!le Depart,nent of Reclana-
holding 
1, The name and postoffice address of \h~ person or corporation 
77f&' 07',t_ d' / #/4 -e'~ 
said perrni t are@-W*Citr H•JJ, Bl t It .t ha&' 7<¼%'
7 
Afn',:, , 
2, Said woi•ks of diversion will be fully completed on the date set for 
such completion, and the amount of water which said works are capable of conveying 
to t~e place of use, in accordance with the plans accompanying the application for 
such per.nit, is __ _,6~,~o._ ______ cubic feet per second. 
3, The use to which saic! water has been applied is municipt)Jy o}Cl)fd 
•t.tr 9yat,p,. purposes, and the a.mount applied to beneficial use is 
6,0 cubic feet per second, 
4, The place whe~·e seid water is used is within end !d,laaent to the 
carporat.e lJJil1t.a or the City of Al,.,.,. 
--- -·----- .. -----
~- 1'he date of priority which said user is prepared to establish is 
_,oc""'"'t,,.o,,,be,,.r.__,,22.,,._.__,1!,,2~s.,,,2 _________ • 
-----------·---
State Reclamation Engineer 
j 
7712 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPA<,Tl-!EtlT Of' RIDLA<'!ATION 
BOIS&, IDAJIO 
Rei Parudt Ho. 2)171 
Date: January ll, 1954 
ldeho State Journal 
Pooat.ello, Idaho 
Gentlen:en: 
Enclosed you will find notice for publication once a 
week for four consecutive weeks prior to Februu:y 17, l!ISh 
the date set for proof, the expense of the publication to be paid 
by the applicant, City ot Alu,,d&, C/o Carl c. i8& Chrtatlaen , 
Pocatello, Idaho , to whom you s11ould furnish proof of publication 
on or prior to the date set for proof. 
Pl.ease acknowled~e receipt of this notice, and :furnish 
this office With a copy of tl1e first publication, in order that we 
may check same. 
Very truly yours, 
State Recl.arn.ation Englneer 
By 




nJTICE OF PROOF OF CO/.IPLETIOH OF WORKS 
and 
APPLICATION OF WATER TO BEllEr'ICIAL USE 
Notice is hereby given that at ___ 7.,_._;,.3_.0'-___ _.P..,.,_N., <'n the 17th 
day of __ ... F::....:::;eb=1'1.:::'::i:"~l'..iY _____ , 19 ~ at Alwda City llall , County of 
_ _.11ann,..,....p,.ck._ __________ State of Ida.'10, before Carl c, Chrj.at.enaen 
proof will be submitted of the completion of works for the diversinn of 6.0 
W RPction 23, Twp.6 s.,Rp; ... 34 E.,B.11. 
cubic feet per second of the waters of Snhi;•n:anaan rcom 3 :wU• I.A ;; / and of 
the application to beneficial use l)f said water, in accordanci, with the terms and 
conditions of Pc:nnit Ho. 23l7l 
tion of the State of Ida!n. 
h'lretofore issued by the Department of P.eclar.ia-
1. The name~postoffice adg,ress of the person or corporation 
/,?>!. C·ry or #-4'.-e?Of? ~1am~~ 
holding said permit ar~# 1i+Si>1 ,Hell t ~ 4?4 
2. Said works of diversi<>n will be fully corapleted on the date set for 
such completion, and th~ amount of >Tater which s,;,.id worl:s are capable of conveying 
to t'.1e pl,;,.ce nf use, in accordance with the plans accompanying the application for 
such pcr:nit, is 6 o cubic feet per se.cond. __ ,.,,~~-----
). The ·use to which saic water has been applied is mun.foipp,]Jy pWJ11d 
wa,.t.e..,..r._.17,.uaut..,,g...__ ____ purposes, and t:ic amount applied to beneficial. use is 
6.0 cubic feet per second. -----~------
4. The place where said >Tater is used is within and adjacent to the 
corporate :LIJaits or the Cit¥ or Al1111111d8 
S. The date of priority which said user is prepared to establish is 
_.o.,.c..,t.,.o..,x,e,.r..__.22..,.,....,1..,9,52,._ ________ • 
IIARI: R. !:ULP -------- ·-------





R~s Pennit No. 23171. 
Mr. Carl c. Chriat8Wlell 
Attorney At Lm.-. 
Pocatell.o• Idaho 
Dear Hr. Christensen, 
Decembel- 19 • 1953 
We have your letter of: December 18th• encl.oeillg not~ in con-
nectir-n with proof of Completion of rlorks aai Beneficial se on Permit 
No. 23171 of the City of AJIIJIW¼. 
A cow of the notice vil.l be sent to the Idaho State Journal 
in 11111ple time for four veekll publication prior to February 17, 1954. 
We 11hall inBtruct the newspaper to publish it once a week !or four 
veeta, prior to that date• and to semi the affidavit of piblication 
together with lltatlll!Blt ~ cost.II to the City of Al.aJneda• in your care. 
We enclose the nllde11sary tonne of depo11ition tc be U8ed in naking 
thus proof: and at the time 11et a :representatiTit or the City of Alameda• 
together 'Iii.th t110 disinterested vitnes111111 vho are tamiliar with the 
tll1'11111 of the pemit and the vol"lc done thereunder, 11hould appl!lll' bsi'ore 
you for the purpose ot executing the dep sitiana. 
A/re 
Verr tl'W3' yours. 
MARK R. !CULP 




Form No. 11 
NOTICE TO ACCOMPANY THIS LETTER MUST BE MADE IN DU"PLICATE 
(Date) ....... 01 \;y .. of .. AlllI)ledl\L Decernbe:t> .. 18.-.. 1953 --·-·····-·-·········-············ ................. . 
(P. O.) •...... m. .. If.§.~~.!.!J.C.1;9.l;\ ... {,Y..!m..s!Q_.: ... f..Q9.C.l;.~.U.o.- ... l!l®P. .... ____ ................... . 
TO THE STATE RECLAMATION ENGINEER: 
Boise, Idaho. 
Dear Sir: 
You are hereby authorized to have the attached notice published at my expense in the 
Idtlh,o .Smto .. Jot;rnnl .......................................... of . .Poc11.tollo.Idn!1o ____ published in 
the county i>t wlllch the ,Y,'.orks are situated. 
\ 
(In case of'ca'1als or..oth~ works designed to divert and carry more than 50 cubic feet of water per 
second, the following certificate must be signed by a well-known and competent engineer.) 






ATTORNl!!:Y AND COUNS!:LOR AT LAW 
POCATELLO, JDAHO 
-
December 18, 1953 '1) ,fr, (j'i) If' n ~ .r. re rn ' 
'' ' ,I '"I':- '~-· .,, i' ' -i1~·:-:3~Y1 ~-. ; ;\ ,r, . ; .. , .. •ti I ; 
.,1 DEC19··s" ,u I I tJ • •.. .,, 
Mr. Mark R. Kulp 
State Reclamation Engineer 
State House 
Boise, Idaho 
Dear Mr. Kulp: 
I am enclosing herewith two forms number 11 author-
izing you to publish notice relating to the water right 
to the City of Allll!leda wells. I am also enclosing here-
with three forms number 36, being the notice of proof of 
completion of works and application of water to benefi-
cial use. 
Publication should be made in the Idaho State Journal 
at Pocatello, which is the official newspaper of the 
City of Alameda. 
Any fees or charges will be paid either by Ra-ymond J. 
Briggs, o'Ul' Engineer, at Boise, or if you notify me, they 
will be paid by the City of Alameda direct, 
Kindly acknowledge receipt of these forms. 
CCC:et 
Encls. 
Very truly yours, 
Christensen 
·~ 7717 
Farm. No. 11 
NOTICE TO .ACCOMPANY THIS LETTER MUST BE MADE IN DUPLICATE 
(Date). ____ .QJj;J'. __ 9.f. .. Al.am.Q!'-0., .... D.e.c.QmP.!Ir. . ..l.6 .•... l~l;\~ ... ________ _ 
(P. O.) .... __ ~ll ... W.a.!!h1.ns.t.Qll .. AY.@nu.e .• __ .F.Q.~aJ.tl.llQ .•... I!1alll:I .... ________ ·---
TO THE STATE RECLAMATION ENGINEER: 
Boise, Idaho. 
Dear Sir: 
You are hereby authorized to have the attached notice published at my expense In the 
Idaho .. Ste.ta .. Journal~-- ·----······ of ..... F_Q_C.a.t.ell9., ... .I.daho, ___ ·-·······Published in 
the county in which the works are situated. 1::-~,~~----
. A. M. Alexan<;ler, Alameda eity Clerk 
(In case of canals or other works desi~ to divert and carry more than 50 cubic feet of water per 
second, the following certificate must be signed by a well-known and competent engineer.) 
·--~~~~--'7'-0Z.r.r.u;Y/1- ·-7r,..r lii?e"",;:· 
l 7718 
November 101 1952 
RK: E>arm1 t tlo. 0-93171 
~:r. lleymond 1. Br1gge 
610 Grove Street 
Bo1ae, Idaho 
I>eer !Jr." Bl'1gga1 
~:e enolose Per1111t No. G-23171 tor tho C1ty ot Alemede, to-
g,,tner •1th. depr,rtlll811tel reoe1pt !lo. 25036 for the ~6.25 t111Il8 
tee. 
Although tbe eppl1oet1on states th.et the works ere completed, 
you •111 note the t we have ellowed tllo yeora ll1 th1n 1'h1cl1. to lll!lke 
the statutory proots rlt<iu1reel to oomplAte the water right, Tnu, 
111 1n eccordanoe 111 th the statute .,h1ch eete e l!ll.n1Jr11m ot two years, 
but tho proofe con be m,oe at eny earUar dote thnt the eppl1oent 
10 preperad to meke aema, 
A:tc 
Eno. 
Very truly yours, 
l!ARK. R, KULP 







RAYMOND J. BRIGGS AND ASSOCIATES 
WICMANICAL 
kUVJNO, ••• c,;i,u:n'i'10NINCf 
N..AMT U.YOUT, IU,c:H!HI: IDUION 
eHOP DJIAWIN••• lll>.TKIUAU 
DU101/1, •C.tPllmYl.lltN 
lktlfll.lCftON 
Mr. Mark R. 1Clllp 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
15111ee1• ENQIN•IIR BUU .. blHCI 
et• CIROV'lr IITJl.lll;T 
TEUCPHoNCS..SSIJ 
BOISE, IDAHO 
October 22, 1952 






MUNICil".U. WATal •ln"PL't , 
llUUO:l>.Tl:CM AMI> ~IMACllC. 
NTDJIAUI..IC llff"l'A.1..1.ATl:Ctc# 
acw&H ,um~"•• 
.-m\JC'f'UW.U 011' ¢.QNC.JlrTft. 
TtWaa. UA1"H .-,w,i, •ocx 
a1•JHWAIIH 
10.\HO~ o•uoH:, w.-..NINO.TON, 
U1'4M, ~AO.\, 'fA'-lPHKlA. 
Boise, Idaho Re, Application to'!:' Pel"llli t to Appropria.t.e 
IIIld Use Water, City ot Ala:meda, 
BaDnook count.:r, Idaho 
Dear Mr. Kul.p: 
I t.ra.nlllllit t<> JOU herewith in the original gnd one copy Form 
No. J, s6111e being an a.pplloation tor permit to appropriate and uee 
water fl'Olll three wells now in use in tlllll Cit.7 ot A.1.&lleda, Bannock 
County, Idaho. · · 
The sta.tutocy r~ .tlee in the mnount ot '6.;.25 ie attached 
hereto in the torm ot Bf/' JiareoneJ. check drawn in that amount. 
Iinill7 let me know U lll,Y' correctionll or amendllente are 
neoeasa.17 or desired in Nepeet to e1U1jeot ipplic&t1on. 
llJ'B nh 
hi.. 
co: J!r. A. K. Al«xAnd•r, Cleric 
City of Alameda, Idaho 



























CITY OF POCATELLO 
11th Annual POTW Biosollds R~port 




U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 
Division of Environmental 
Quality 
· State ofldaho . 
Jon B. HCIIick. 
Opemtions & Pretreatment 
Supervisor 





Dat.e; ..:{ /;i 4,,10 l 
Water Pollution Control Department 
7722 
002600 
__ ,. -, ., .. -~ ....... , ,. ---~--- .. 
r 
·1 .. -
.-~ WA'l'EII l'OLLU'l'ION CONTIIOL Dill'AIITMEN1' P.O.S...4169 ~Jd.,hoa3205 SUl'EIUNTENDENT"S OFFICE (ROB) il.'U-6Z54 W,ISTEWATER == PLANT (ZOil) iU-Cll.58 


















February 02, 2004 
Ms. Cindy Phung 
USEPA-OW-133 
Region 10 
1200 Sixth Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98101 
RE: · 11111 AllDual Biosolid;I Report 
Dear Ms. Phung, 
· In compliance withFedeml Sludge Regulatioos, 40-CFR S03, the City of Pocatello has 
prepared the 11th Annual Biosolids Report fur the Pocatello Bio solids Beneficial 
Recycling/Reuse Site. A copy of this report is enclosed; copies have also been submitted 
to the State ofldaho Department ofEnvironmentlll Quality. · 
If there are any questions regarding this report, please con1ll.C1me at (208) 234-o2S6, 
extension 12. 




Cc: Jon Henick, WPC Supervisor 
Gieg Lanning, Pocatello Public Works Director 
Roger Chase, Mayor, City of Pocatello 




---- __ .... .. 
I. NAME AND ADDRESS OF.FACILITT 
Flldllly Nam, • Pocatello Water· Pollution control 
AddrHI 10733 N. Rio Vista lli. . := P.O. Boll: 4169 
Cky .,-,~,..... Pocatello, ID 83201 
F-.:ifrty Conlll<:1 Brent Ho1mnscn (208) 234--6254 -
Slgnalo,y _ . . . --·------------
- - ---- - .... -
2. KAME AND ADDRESS OF FACIUTY OWNER 
Facllily Own11"1 Nan City of Pocatello 
Addi~•• :::::: 911 N. 7th Avenue 
c•r ____ P.O. Box 4169 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4169 
• j 
(!. REPORTING PERIOD 
FROM YEAR MO DAY TO YEAR MO DAY 
ID-002178-4 N/A 
0 
S, fACll.flY STATUS · 
l!I Prep1r1r al 1ewag1 1ludg1 
m Land appffar . 
.a Own11/op1ralor ol 1urf..,. dlapoul tit• 
0 Ow11or/op1ralar ol lncln11alo1 
~. NPDES PERMIT NUMBER· 
7. TOTAL ANNUAL VOLUM!: OF SEWAGE SLUDGE 
I ·I I I · 1 I I I · W11 · lil!l.!J 
llnlll: 13 (malrlc tona; dty w1lghl) 
a Olha,.__ ___ _ 
u. N•m• and .ifdrtH of per10n1 p,itonnlng flnal UII or dltpOHI (allaclt addllonal 1hHII W IIIICIIHryl 
Ji) Samo II p11p,u1r 
5. SLUDGE PERMIT NUMBER 
S, FINAL IJSE AND DISPOSAL METHODS 
:21 und 1ppllc&llon 
a Surface dllposal 
0 Unlnld or D Unld 
0 lnc:!nar11lon 
0 OIMr, 1llplaln ____ _ 
Fldllly Nam• __________________ _ 
Addr1u ___________________ _ 
FadDly Nam, ...., _________________ _ 
Addr111 --------------------
s,.,,_ t\i ----Chy Fadllly""'"'Co..-n"'"'lact-.---------
Volum1 of •ludG• N>C1ivid lrom prtpmr --------.----
Flntll unldl1po1al mllhod lor iludg• 
FadlliyNamo __________________ _ 




F1niil 11illldlspc11I melhtid lor aludge 
srato _ Zip ___ _ 
FadlllyNam• ________ _., ____ ,--____ _ 
Addr• .. ___________________ _ 
002602 
C 
- - - .. • .. 'l!!!Jl"'-''ull!l!l'I ·-- - · ---1. NAME AHO A.DORE.!'" nc ,..,.. • ..-v 2. llAME ANO ADDRESS Of' FACILtl'Y OWHl!R 
Pocatello Water Pollution Control 
Fl!lclllly Nlltn* _ 10733 N; Rio Vista re. 
Addi•u ___ P .o. Ball: 4169 F•ddir Own•f• tlam• -~C:-:!i-¼'t~:i,~o~f~Pqo;iic~a~ti:,e1:1.Ji..J.LAA-----'----Adw•c1 -----~9!::1~J1.:::1Ni., ..... Z!,Jtii-Jbl_l,,,.l\!I.Yii:"'l;l,.,, _______ .....:,. 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
Brent Hol<anscn ( 208) ~34-6254 
Cfty 
Flldlil"~r--Ooii,..__,...1 .. a--
PO Box, 4159· 
Poca tel Jo State __rijtip 83201 
3. MOIUTORING PERIOD 
\'EAR MO DAV YEAR MO 
2003 06 25 
TO 
DAY \ 1-_ _,._ID,.;-:::.iO-u<)1,.i;2...il~72:§-::.:4L-~--'\ I -4. NPDES PERMIT NUMBER -
.,. 
5, SLUDGE PERMIT NUMBER 
s_ IHSTRUCT/OffS: Oompl•I• lh• lorm baaod on lh• r11ur1 ol •I inal)'au pllformed durlllg lh• monft01lng puKXI 111ln~ apprnved analytical malhod, Complot• uopttal h 1 !or Hffl monfto,lnlJ p•rlod during lh1 r1p0t1ln11 p1rlod.. , • . 1 1 11 
Pollul1n1 ConcontraUon 
Fri'!"•ncr, al,, Samp!1 P.1r.tntl11 tdrv W1fahll """i'''"' AHrag1 Un!II An•lrt•. Typ• {Grab ot Mt od ., , tompo,R•I 
All9111c s1molt Mt11ut1n1•n1 • N" ...,...,. .,.,. .... n= 1 comn0s1te SW n, 
A-11•t- R,,,.•nmtnt ' . 
Cadmium S•-Mi MH$''"""""•nl • • 1 comnos·".J;;e ., 
0 -uf11--- A• hmenl 
C 8"'-.. hl Mias~- " co ,-.:e. . R-11ac- At,uwern•nl -C"!'P"r s,-St ---asur.mwnt ~"'· • • 1 comnos'lte ~lflR 
R-1"•1- R--'"tnl 1~nn 
I.Hd Sa- Mouu11monl .... • • 1 comnosl. te l',;ll'JOU J IIH 
R-'•-R,-•framttnt 
¾' 1.1.,cury Se le Maa&Untment • • 1 .~-e svn471 ~ ff.nuJatnrv fftB•am.nt '• . 
Mol)lbdtllllffl Sa-II 1.1 .. 1u11m1n1 R "T.Y~ rt 1 nri 
R•"ul•t- Aa--ment 
Nitkol Sa-·'• Measuni,_,nl 1,: • • , ,. ,;,,,c I\ 1 nn R-111.,- R•N"'lmffll ~?II 
S.lonlom Sa--... M••sur-rnent ... , ",. 1 ·~ - .......... " 'f ,..,... 
R-«•al"""' A•-• -m,11\C ;rn 
Zinc Sa-ft Me--u- ,n1 ~ ,( '7 • • ; ·~- -.-..... -1\111-
flantJC11- Re,.., '"''"" 
~nnn . 
1: CERTIFICATION • '"' I ,,,,ury ulld•r p1m•IIY of t•w lh•I thl• documMI •nd •II •ll•r:hm•nl• wan, pt•p.""1 undfT my dlr.tUon or 111p•ntli,lr:m In •cr:atd•n" lfllh • •J'Slffll d•!Jls,n,d lo 
.,.,,,. that qu•llll•d ;,,nonnd propatly ~lh•r •nd •nlual• 111• lnfo1mal"1t1 aubmlllad. Ba•ad on my lnqut,y ol lh• pr,n,or, or panon, dl1t1t:lly rHpotlalbla lor 
11•lh•tln11.rh• lnform•Uim aubmlllad, II I• lo lh• w•t of my /J:no1rl•d~• •nd IHI/lat, 1111a, •t:t:UD_I", and comp/al•. I •m ,mrn, ll'l•f th•r. ar-. ,t11n1Rc,nt p.n,11111 for 
•ubmlllln11 lalt11 lnfo1m•lfon. · , -
Nlltl'l1 and OHlclal TIU• ttyp• or ptlnlJ 
~~ 
Arn Cod• arid Phan• 
Br:ent Hok!maa:i-, WPC Stq;,erffltmJQ•m:t jMn-,, .234--6254 __ , 
Slgnalur• D1~z.,~/4q . 
- T ·1 002603 
·~· - - .. - - _____ , ...... -........... .,\_' ·- - -
1, NAME AND ADDRESS OF FACILllY 2. NAME AHD ADDRESS OF FACILllY OWNER 
' Faclllly Nam• Pocate;I.Jo ifate.r, Polluticn Control 
AddrH& - 10733 N. Rio Vista M. 
__ _:..· .P.O. b: 4169 
Chy . Pocatello, ID 83201 
Faclllty Conlacl _ Btent ,Hokansa!. (208) 234-6254 
Fac!!lty Oil'nll'1 Nam• _,c.._i:-i:!cY~Pw;.f!,,.i::P;,o"-cii!!l.s;t.i:euJ-ll.s.01:-____ -'-__ 
Mdr••• -----t2·'=l,1,l~N.,.,---!7:-!:tJ;b!-,:-tl!,l.lY.se:1u.--------'r-
PO Bax 4169' 
PocnteJ Jo Stat• _mzlp 83201 
. 
FROM 
3. MONITORING PElllOD 
YEAR' t.to· DAY 
TO 
YEAR MO OAY 
2003 08 06 . I ,. .. 5. SLUDGE PERMIT ffUMi!ER 
8,, INSTRUCTIONS; Compllll• lh• form baud"" lhe rv1ul!& ol al 1111alylles p•r1aml•if during lh• monllorlng period using ~1wllil analvtloal m•lhads ,._, lo • 1 h 1 
fo,.ild11nonR01fngp•rlodduring lhu•poningpo,lod. •· • ~ .. ,.o _•.191>•1••• •• 
Pollulan1 conc1n1rollon ll1mplo 
P•r•rn•t•r !drY Walabll ff•qu•l!Cr, 01,1 Typo fOrab ot An•~f,C*' 
Av,rtgt Unll• 
Anoly1 , , 
. compa1ll•I Mot d 
Anlonb St-ta Mnsuttmtnt • I 
__ ,b-_ T\ll 
1 OOmnr,ct 'i .,...,. swhll ... o 
R tf"""' R•-•hmt:nt 1 
Cadmkim S•-lt Mtattlf'Wm.nl .. • • 1 ,SL- :si.i! ,n 
Ra.nlJfalmv R•,.ilr•mt:ffl -Chmmlum SIS_,,,_ M•HUtatnenl ,. ,n 
R..,utatn,v A•--n14Hlt 
c~, SarnnJ. M,u•.PN!ffl.•fll ;r.- 'I • • ' ·- ~~,. R6ffl.lle1M'I tnl 1 t:;, rlJ;\ 
ltad Sa""'lo Moa1urem,n1 ·,~ • • 1 ,,._ I 
R-.11:a1nrv Rtn111kamen1 
Mttwt1 Safflf'lld M.•1ur,wn--• 31 • • 1 • .c_ m ~-, .. 
R--'ul'alf'lnt R1,.t1t1menl . ., . . . -
Mol.rbwl'lllffl Sam•le MH•llrfln•nl '" A 
. ~- ....... .,,_..:.;;, 
R ut•- R•--m•nt: 
111,!kal s.-~ MtHIJnlM<ll l.!I • • 1 ,;.,.,,." "" 
Roa!Jtl""' R<o~-n1 ... 
Sahtnlum Sa-le M1asttntn1•!>1 ' ; . . • , ',. ----~~n 
A-ulatmv Rt ·-· '"' -Zinc Sa-le M.a1vrttm1nt . • • 1 , ' - -n-••1-n,~-111 -~nnn ---. I il' 
"'1"'!.'•c·e·RT·1·F, .. c'"'.t.r . 1o·N----------------------------------.--. --.-... -~ 
I cttflfy und,r p•n•lly of 1,w lh•I lhb documanl and •II allteblltfnls w,n pnp1tlHI und,r my d/fat:lton or ,up,rY/61011 In accordll11C41 rrflh • ,y,1,m dulp~d lo I 
u,un lhal qull[lfl,d ,,-nonn•I pn,p#iy t1•lh,r and evatu,111 Iha lnfann•llon aUbmllltd. BHtd on my Jnqully of r/la p,,raon orr1r,on1 dlrwt:1/y ,-,pon1lbla tor 
g,thttfng th, tnlormaUiin submfll,d, II 11 lo th• ,,..,, ol my knowllldg• •nd baJIII; ,,.,., •ccurwt,, .tt1d compl•I& I lltll • .,.,,. lll• lhar• an, •ltl/llllllllnl p,m,ttla, far 
i-:•:.:u::bm=ll::llll::;P~f•;;;l•:.;•.;.l:.nt;.;,a.:.;nn"-•:.:11,:.:a:.:n·:......,-.---------,,------,1-----,.-,.------,..,.--=-.,.........,=----·-----1 il' 





. . - ·- .... --- aauuu~1 Jall . . 1, NAME AND ADDRESS OF FACILITY 2, NAME AND ADDRESS OF FACILITY OWNER 
facility Nam• Pocatel.lD Wate:,: Pal.lution Control 
/\ddr111 - l0733 N. Rio Vista ftl. 
P.O. Bale 4169 
Chy ~:::;:;::: Pocatello, ID 83201 ·. 
F1clli1y Conlacl _ Brent Holcanson (208) 234-6254 
Focld1y Own1f1 N:11111 city of PncateJ J 6 Mdr,,, -9~.~l-i.J~N"',.....,1~t'"'h-_..A.,_y""e'"', ..... ..._ ______ _ 
PO Bnx 4169" 
Chy PocnteJ J a Sl•I• ...I.Dzlp 63201 
3, MOHITORIHO PERIOD 
FROM 
YEAR MO DAY YEAR MO DAY 
2003 08 13 
TO 4. NPDES PERMIT .HUMBER 
~,,, 
5, SLUDGE PERMIT HUMBER 
B. IHSTIIUCTIONS: Compl1l1 lh• form based on lh• rosuh cl al an1ly1u pttlormod du1lng lh• mo~florlng period using approvod anafyllcal molhodt. Compf•l• 1 uparala ahHI . for Heh monlorfng p1rlod during lh• 11por11ng porlod. 
Pollut•nl Cancenlr•Uon Sampt• P•r•rn111r ldnW1lghl) Fl~qu1ncr, 01,, Anol~lc•I 
Avor1g1 An•lr• • -
TYP• [Orab 01 Mtl d Unllt . · 00rnpa11!1) 
An1nlc Samnlt Measuremtnl . " ~ ... ,.,~ 1 .. ...,.,._.,,n ... n R-"al__, R...ilremanc ' C1dmlum Sa.......,I• MeHur.tn,nl A " n 1 - . , . ,. .. .'.,,,.n ... -Ft-11111,...,, R, ... ,lt•m•nl ' ~ -
Clwomlurn Sd-"'~ MeHur•m•nl :6 ,~- ,::w,:n-..n 
R-uf1I_.., R•--•menl 
Coppor Sa....,,. Mtaaurem•n1 ""6 • n , ·~-R-u!•I""' R,,.,1rt ... n1 ' ~ nn 
Lud Samnk, M11sur1m1nt .~ 6 • • 1 .. ,...,. .... ,n1 n1:1 
R-11•1....., R•"""""•menl "' Morcu,y Samokl M1asumn1nl qi • • 1 ,. __ ,...ror""l'A"'711\ 
R-"at.-..v Aent•k•manl 7 - . 
Molybdonum Samole Me11ur~m1nt 7 , . -···' - -R, .... •a!orv R•nr•lrem1nl 
Nk:ko/ Sa-.. fe Measumn•nl 1 "' • • 1 ,.·---. .... -.l .l. 
___ ,.., n..,, .... 
Ran1, aJnrv Ratfl1rtment ,i .,n 
Salenlulll s.-, .. Moasuremlfll ••• 1 .. SW6020 
R-" 11- R1,.. 1hm1n1 
2lnc Sa-'- Measurement • • 1 COffl11uSJ."Ce _,HUU£U t 
R-ul,._., R•,..•lr9fnlln1 . ,n . ? 
'"1"'!."•c•E•R•Tl•Fl•C•AT•l•OH--------------------------------------.--.-"'I~ 
I c1t1lfy undlr p•n•IIY al 1,w lh•I lh/1 docum1nl ind 1/111t1chm1nls W•tw p11p1tttd under n,y dlt•~llan or 1up1rvls/on In 1ccordanc:,1 wflh, •Y•l•m dHlgn•d 10 · I 
assure 1h11 qu1llll1d p1nonn1/ prop,rly o•lh•r 1nd ,v,tu,11 th• lnlorm11/on submlll•d. l1u•d on my Inquiry of th, ,,_,.1,n or p1r,on1 dlracl/y-,-,ponstbl• tor 
·-· 
...J g1lh1t1ng th• 1ntorm11/on 1ubmlll1d, It I• lo th• t>.•I al my knowl1dg1 1nd b•ll•I, In,,, 1ccuntl•, ind campl111. I 1m 1w1rw 1h11 lh•rw ,,.. 1lgnlllc1nr p1n1///u tor 
....:i~•~u_bm=l~W~n~p~f.~al_•~•~m~i_o~rm~•_l_la_n_._.....,.. ___________ . _____ .,_ ___ ,-_______ ,....,.._.,,......,...._,,-,,,,....... ________ -11 
N Name and Ollldal Thll (lyp• or pr/nl) . Ar•• Code and Phan, H 
-.J Brent Hokanson; wpc Superintendent ~ ..j.. ~~~~~._ 
Slgn11ure 
002605 
1, HAME AHO ADDRESS OF FACILITY 
Fadlfty Namo __;_ Pocatello Water Po.Uot::im Control 
Addt11H --- 10733 N. Rio Vista m. 
Chy_,.....;:.::::::::· P.O, Bax_ 4169 
Fadllly Conlacl Pocatello, ID 83201 
- Brent Hokanscn (208) 234-6254 
3, MOHltORINQ PERIOD 
FROM 
YEAR MO DAY YEAR MO DAY 
2003 08 20 TO 
2. NAME AND ADDRESS OF FACILITY OWNER . . 
Fedlhy Owner'• Nam• -->:C":!j-'.:t..,yc,.,i.ouf;.,,.,P',!• P:uCJJfl:i.itue;i..l.i.]LJAu.---.;._ ___ _ 
Md1111 _____ _..9 ... 1 ... 1_.N,..,.._.Jt.1t..ih.LJJ\3'Vt.l§.a...., -------''---
C~y 
pp Box 4169' 
Pocntel la · Slat• .J.DZlp 632Ql 
4, HPDES PERMIT JIUMBER 
ID-002178-4 I ... 
5, SLUDGE PERMIT HUMBER 
I. INSTROCTIONS: Complil• lh• lorm buod on the rosuhs of al an1ly1es parforrntd durlog lh• monl101lng p11lod u1fllg Jpproved l!llaiyllcal m1lhod1. Compl•I• a 1apa1ata ih11I 
lor each monllorln11 per!od dudng lh• 11por1lng parlod. 
Pollu11n1 concenlr•llon 81mpl1 Par•m•t•r . •<1rY w,1nit11 Frl'qu1n:7. ol·'. An•lf:!c•I 
Av•rog• Unlit Allelys, · 
Typ1 jGrot, of M•t d . composll•l 
An<11nlc Sa-le M11suttmtnt • ND -"Tl'-- nn 1 comnoa,te c:bfn,r.1n 
f.1-ufat,vu R•,.,frtrntnt . 
Cadmium Sarru,I• MiHtUtemtnl .2 • • • coml"'oos., "'e Swhn'Jfl 
R IJ!1I Ae-•lra.,ntn1 
Clwomlwn s.a-a. Mtuu111mtnt ND ~w>i020 
Ast1ulat- Ft• hmttnl 
Copptr Sa-"'-Jt M111ur•m'Hl1 ' Q 
. • • • .,._ C!!X>jf,,fl,. J 
R-ufa1- A•"" ""'•mtnl 1 nn 
Ltod Sam•Je Me .. uromlll! 2 5 • • 1 ,n~n 
A-ulol""' A•'"""•m•nl '>nf1 . 
MorOIJI)' Sam"Je M .. aurem,nl . n "I • • 1 L- ---- . ...; ..... 
R1aul1!= R-"'•mtnl 17 .. . . 
Malybdonum sa-Je Maa1urem1nt 12.6. ·>•a ow.c"n---.,n 
R•aufalrvw Re,,."<•m•nt 
•111<!~ .. Sa-kt MHWfl'm,nt ,;n " • 1 
,.- ,C 
l\0<1uta1- R•H•lrem,,nt l?C 
S.lll'lklm 81-"- Mo1Suttn1•nl n ••• 1 .. 
R-l.lf1I,_ AfnU .. •mtnt ' . lllll ' 
lino Sa-kl MeanNHntnl ,1"7D 
. • • 1 ,, ' '" 
R_,•,.__. R"'""" .t.11m9n1 •oon• . . i ______ _______________________________ ... --tl!! 
7." CERTIFIC.\TIOII , • '- '"' 
I c•rtlff undllr p•n•lly al law lh•I !hi• dacuimnl •nd •II •ll•chm•nl• w.,.. pt,,,.tlHl undar my dlf•~Uon or ,up,rt"lslon In •ccatd1nt:11 with• •rsrem d••lgn•d lo i 
u11un, lh•I qu•1lll•d p•noM•I prop•rty g•lhK •nd •v•lu,r, lh• lnform•llon aubmlll•d. s. .. d on mY lnqully al th• p,,nbn or p,r,ona dlnclly r••Pon•lbt. tor 
g,th•rlng th, lntonnlltlan •ubmlllllif, It 1, lo lh• ""'' at my knowf1dg11 •nd blfl,t, '"''• •count,, •nd comp/•I•. t •m ..,,.,.. lh., th•,. •r, i,lgn/Or:•111 p•ni,ll/111 tor 
i.:•:;,::u;;;bm=ll::::tln::!fl-..,i:;.,•c:l•;:.•,,ln,..to,.;1111=--•l;.:.lo:.:;n;.:.. -,....,...---------·----:/--------,-.--------....-:,--..,,,-..,...---,.,,·,,.......,...-------l f 
Nam• •nd Olllclal TIil• (/fptl OI' p,lnlJ A,u ,.....,M .M .. D ...... ~ Ii' 
:j Bl:ent Hokanson, ~·.supei;:futeooent • ~ 
N Slgnalu111 · -
Cl0'--------------.,.;.---------------....1..!=~r.µli!.L~-- 002606 
- - - - , - __ " __ ... .._ - - - -uu .... u1'.all 
1, NAME AND ADDRESS OF FACILITY 2, NAME AND ADDRESS OF FACILITY OWNER 
Faaltty Nam• __ Pocatello Water Pollution Control 
Addr1111 ___ 10733 N. Rio Vista ru. 
___ P.O. Bax 4169 
Fedllty Owntr', N•m• C lty of Eacate JJ a 
Addt111 -9::.~1-;1....,N=",....,2~t~b~~a"'v"'e"',"'""''---------
Chy,,,_,.=,-,,--- Pocatello, ID 83201 
Fadlhy Conlacl ~ B!:ent Hokansoo , !?08) 2~4-6254 
Po Box 4l 69. 
Cky Pone tel Jo Siat, -I.,DZ!p 63201 
·3. MOHITORIN!l PERIOD 
YEAR MO DAY YEAR MO DAY 
"003 08 27 TO . 4. NPDES PERMIT .NUMBER 5. SLUDGE PERMIT HUMBER 




fl-uf•I"""' Rvn 1lramlffll 
S•-l. Mnsurem1nt 
Ranuf,t!VV R1nr 1hmonl 
Sdmaf• Mnsu11ment 
R•-"•1- fl• lrtmenl 
S•-M MHtUl'tintn1 














































Samnfe Mt:uurtmtnl 6 • ~ 111 1 _ ci jj ·" 1 • 
R-'•1- RtN•hmonl , I nu ~ 
Sa ....... le MHiumnwn1 ~!lY: • • 1 :"1n. ~ 
'--------__J~a=-,,,···~1-=R~•t:.•N=~'•=-------.....l--="Duu""1-_ _,_ _____ _,_ ______ .1... ____ ...., __ --1~------..Jl 
-------------------------------------------is 7, CERTIFICATION • '- "' 
I c,tt/fy unrhr pan•lly af l•w lh•I thl• dacum11nl •nd ,11 ,11,chm•nl• wen praparld undar m.r d1f1cUon ar ,u,nnlslan In 1ccord11n~ wllh 11 •rs1,m d,s/11_n•d lo I 
nsur• llutl qu1111tl•rl p,nann•I prop,r/y t1•lh11111d 1r,1u,111h• lnfotmallon submlllod, B.,,d 011 my Inquiry of lh• p,11011 ar p,r•an, dlnelly rupanstbl• for 
t1•lh1tfnt1 th• ln(ann1tlan 1ubmlt1•rl, II /1 la lh• bl•I al my knawl•rlg• •nd b1R1I, l,v,, 1ccufll1, •nd camp111,. f ,m ,wirrw lh•I lh•t111T•·.,J1n//la.n1 p,nlll/11 far 
1ubm11tlnt1 l1/u lnfo,rn,t/an. · . , ;r 
Nam• and Of al TIU~ J~., or ~I) !:: /) ' ArH Coda and Phnn• H 






- ... - -·- -·----··-- - -- ~ 1, ffAME AND AOOflESS OF fACIUTY •. 2. IIAME AND ADDRESS OF FAC!LITY'OWKER 
Fsdlltv Norn• ....:_ Poaatel.lD Water l.'ollution CQlltro.l 
Addrou ___ 10733 N. Rio Vista IH. . 
___ P .o~ Bax 4169 
FacilltvOwn11'1Nam• cjty of Pocatello 
Adt1r... -~2~-1-t1......,N,.._.....,1;;tHh~~A ... v"'e"', .... '--------
cny ,,,.,.,,....,=-- Pocatello, zo s3201 
FadlllVConlact - Brent Hokansal (20/l).2~4-6254 
PO Box 4169. 
3. MOHfTORINll PERIOD 
FROM 
YEAR MO DAY YEAR MO DAY 
2003 09 04 
TO 
D-
.f, I-IPDES PERMIT .HUMBER 5. SLUDGE. PERMIT NUMBER 
8, llfS'lRUCTIOKS: Complala lit• lorm buod onlh1 falUft1 ol all 1n1lyHs p1rformed dudng lh• monllo!lng parlod I/Sing approved analyll,;al m•lhod.a.. Compl•I• u 11til h 1 lor Heh monllorlno podod durlno lh• ropolllnv po11od. - . •P • • 11 
PoUUlont Canc•nlrallon 6amplo P•r•ln•l•t ldrv Wolahll Fnoqu•:r, ol ,, An•IJ:!<•I 
Averag• Uni!• Antly, •. 
Tl'P• (Grob ot MIi d - compotll•I 
Ata...,ro Semnk- M••st1J"1•nl • LJ , nu ' "'\..n.uuos.1..Ie _ ... ..,.,.._u R-"•t- R,-.. r•m•nl ,., 
Cldmlu111 Samnr. Muauremtnt l.b • • , comnos~re '"" Ra.ntJJtl,,_ A• .. --•mi'nl ~n 
Ctwomlum Sllmolt IMHIH'Omtnl 43 cnm-r. SWou.:u 
R-utat- •mtnl 
· C"l'P'lt Sa---.Jt Mtasurtmtnt 111,u • • ' • ---.whQ20 R-••I......, R1- 1frwmt:nt 1c . 
Lud s.t-J. Maasurem•nf 46 • • 1 
R--ldal....., f=ki--•rn.nl ~nn 
M«cutr Sa-lo Meaturement • n I • • 1 .. .... ,t.11 ... "'1'11' 
.R-"al....v R1--tmt1n1 , 7 .. . 
Molyhdo«Ull1 S1mnlf MtH"""'1on! l comnosJ.te SW6Q7n 
R1autal- Rt .. •"lremtnt 
II~ Semnt. MHsurtm1nt 20 • • , ··- SW!>!l~O R...,btalrwv Rt I A'ln 
S.klnlum S•IIN'\la M.asurt111tnl Nu ••• , ··- ,n R_, llfalrvv f\tram1menl , .... . 
llllC sa-1f Mtas:unHntnt . , ... • • 1 -.i:4-- ..... <,t.r,:l\'lfl 
A .... ,,,,......., R•-1hmtnc """" 
i 
? 1"'7""! ..'"c"'!l:!"ll""T .. IF-IC•A•:t~IO!"N------------------------------------------. ,__--i§ 
I urtlly vn..,. p•n•IIY ol l•w lh•I this documltfll •nd •II •ll•chm•nt• ..,,,. pt1tp11WI und•r my dlflfflllon or •Up•rvl•lon In 1ccordan,,. lfflh • •Ylll•m d•1l11t1•d la. i 
1uur• lhtil qu1/1/11d p11110M1l prap•rly o,lh•r and n11u111 lh• tnformM/on aubmllllld. D••«rl on my Inquiry al lh• p.rson or pi,r,ona dl1YCIIY 1Y1pon1/bl• lar ii 
11•fh•ring th• lnl<>tm•llon •ubmlll•d, It 1, 10 lh• b,11 of mY knorrl•df111 ind blll•f, flv•, 1cct.nll, •nd camp/11,. I •m IIWIIY 1h11 lh•,.. Nlf •lgfli(IUnf p1nallllt1 /or Ii 
i.:;•:;:11::bm::;l::.:fff.:::1111!!,;.;f•:=l•:;:•,:,ln=f"~,m~al;.;;'lo.;;;n•;__,-::-~---'------:·,----.,..---;1---;:--------.::-:-::::'i:-'.==:-=--..... ·c......-'-· --I l 
Namt lllld O!llclal Tffl~ tlyp• "'pr/nl/ ~-: .l: • NH Cod• • nd pi.,,,. a 
Brent Hakanson, WPC Sl:perint~t ~ -- ' - 8) ...,_2~::llloil.S-....... ....._ ____ -I 
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p~ello Water Pol;lutial eart:rol' .. 
10733 N. Rio Vista. M. Facillty Owner's 
Pocatello Address ,--= 
ID 83201 ~:e---
1. Cescrlptlon of Pathogen Reduction P,roce.ss: 
City of Pocatel.lD 
911 N. 7th Ave. 
Pociatello 
ID 83205-4169 
Attach a description of pathdgen reduction processes that identifies specilic lreatment units or activities and the 
operating parameters for all units or activities. Include variables such as size of treatment unit fin gallons), 
treatment capacity, sludge detention Ume, operating tempera11Jre, pH, percent solids, and radiation dose when 
appllcable. Also include a description of standard procedures lor regular eY'a.lualfon ol the operaling 
parameters. . · 
3 Number of pages attached ....:!.,_ Schematic diagram or drawing attached 
2. Operation - Complete only rhase questions app.ir:able ta processes used, write NIA for aR others. 
Aerobic Clgestfon 
NA 
a. Was s_ewage sludge agitated with air or oxygep to maintain aerobic conditions7 
ti. Was the detention tlme lor the sludg11 In the cf,gester between 40 days at 20 degrees 
Celsius and 60 days at 15 degrees Celsius? · 
c. Provide the average detention time and average digester operating temperature for the reportlng period 
__ days at __ degr11es Celsius · . 
d. Provide the frequency of temperature measurements (Le~ continuous, 1 pe·r hour). ________ _ 
a. Provide the frequency of dissolved oxygen measurements ________________ _ 
Air Crying 
NA 
a. Was the sewage sludge dried on sand beds or on paved or u_npav9? basins? 
b. Was the sewage slu~e dried for a minimum 013 months? 
c. Was the average ambient daily temperature above zero degrees Celsius during 2. months 
of lhe 3-month drying period? . 




••••• . · AMSA Puc jQJ ~ Fama . 
Page _· _· _ of 
I .,:,naerol:llc Digestion 
a. was the residence time for the sewage sludge be!Vieen 15 days at 35 to 55 degrees 
I 
Celsius and 60 days al 20 degrees Celsius? 
b. Provide the frequency of temperature measuremenlS (i.e., continuous, 1 per hour, etc.) continuous 
c. Provide the average detention time and digester operating temperature for the reponing period 35 days 
I at 35 degrees Celsius:· . -- ' . 
Composting I a. Check which compo~ng method is used: 
Wtthin-vessel composting 
a 
W111drow. composUng method 
a 
NA 
· Static aerated pHe composting Ii a 
I '- Was the compost raised to at least 40 degre~s Cels'ius or higher and maintained for a ~· period of 5 l:lays? . · .' 
I 
c. For 4 hours during the 5-day period, cftd the temperature In the compost exceed 55 
I · degrees Celsius? . · d. Provide the frequency of temperature mea.surement (i.e., continuous, 1 per hour, etc.) _______ _ 
I Ume Stabilization 
a. Did the appficatlon of lime raise the pH of the sewage sludge to 12 after 2 hours of 
I 
contact? 
b: Report the frequency that·pH was measured (l;e., continuous, 1 per hour)__:_ per_ 
I 
I 
CERTIFICATION . . 
I certify under penalty of law that the pathogen requirements In S03.32(b}(3) a have a have not been. 
met. This determination has been made under my direction ar supervfsi'on In ac:.cordanca wfth a 
system designed ta assure that quaf/lled personnel properly gather and evaluate. the information used 
.ta determfne the P.3thogen requlreme17!_S end site restrictions have been.met. I am aware that there _are 
s/gni!Icant pena/Ues·for fiilse certification, lncludln the passlb/lity of fins and Im r/sanmsnt. 
1. Name a:nd Official Trtle (type ·or print) Area Code and 
Phone No. 
I 
· Brent Jiokanaon, WFC SUperintendent ( 20S) 234-6254 • 

























Page ____ !)t_ 
1. Faclllty Name Pocate)]g WatP.r Pollution Coat::rNcillty Owner's Name c'ity ·Of Pocatello 
Address. . 10733 N.- Rio Vista 00, . . Address 911 N. 7th Aye •• PO BoX 4169 
Cfty PoGateJJo Cit-/ ~P~...,.~a""te ... J._J...,p..___,~-::-:=~=:,,..-~---
State _,.=,ID,._ __ Zip 83201 Slate ID zip 83205-4169 
3. Mcnitcrlng Perlcd:· From OJI 01 03 Tol,21/ 31 03 Reporting Period: From 01/01/03 Tc 12/3 / · 
4. !'!FOES Permit No. IP::QQ2J 7fl:-4 Sludge Permit No. --"~----------
5. Facility Latitude 112• 31' 10• Faclllty Longitude 42 • . 54 • 5 8 • 
sne Map Attached? C2I yes o nc 
6. Atlach a description of vector attraction reduction procedures that identifies specific treatment units or 
actlviUes anc! describes operating procedures. Include target values. for all operadng parameters such as 
treatment capacity. sludge detention lime. operating temperature. pH. and percent solids. Alsc include a 
description of standard procedures lor regular evaluation of the operaling parameters _ 
__ Number of pages attached _-Schematic diagram or drawing attached 
7. For land application of sludge, one of Iha rirst ten vector attraction reduelion requirements in 40 CFR 503.33 
must be. met. Indicate which vector attraction reduction alternative Is being used to demonstrate compllarice 
with the regulatlans. Refer to 40 CFR 503.33 for a i!escripllon of eac:h alternative. Circle each alternative used 
during Iha reporting period and answer lhe corresponding questions: · 
Attematlve 1 (answer 7a) 
A]tema!fve 2 (answer 7'.b) 
AHernatlve 3 (answer 7c) 
Allemative 4 (answer 7d} 
a. Alternative 1 [40 cFR 503.33(b)(1)] 
Alternative 5 (answer 7e) 
Alternative 6 (answer 71) 
Alternative 7 (answer 7g) 
Altemailve a (answer 7h) 
Alternative 9 (answer 7i) 
Alternative 1 o (answer 7J) 
Has Iha mass ot volatile soffcfs in the sewage sf~e been reduced by at least 38 percent? 
Frequency volatile solids reduction Is verified l x per week 
b. Alternative 2 [40 CFR 503.33(bl(2)] NA 
Was ft demcnstrated that the volatne soffds, In a pcrtlon of the previ::Jusly anaercblcally 
digested sewage sludge, were reduced by less than 17 percent after 40 days of additional 
digesticn at a temperaturs between so• Celsius and '37' Celsius In a bench-
scale unit? 









I · ~OJifA'ii.@gimN:taeiu~r:JNJr~mmic.A'nOtJi~nlf~ · 
Page __ at 
• 1 ) Ml ,_,jl!; ~<_.,,~ 'IQ!. , ,.'w .,._.,,..w,< _ _........_.., . 
I c. Alternative ·3 [40 CFR 5_03.33(b)(3)] • · 
Were the 1101a1Jle solids in a portion of the previously aerobically digested sewage sludge that 
I tias a volalll_e soflds content of 2 peR:ent or less reduced by less than 1 s percent af1er 30 . days of addllional dlgestlcn at 20" Celsius in a bench-scale unit? 
I· Frequency volall1e soflds reduction is verified __ ;.._ per __ __ 
I d. Allsmatlve-4 [40 CFR 503.SS(bXA)] . ft sewage sludge is·treated In an aerobic process, is the Specific: Oxygen Uplake Rate 
{SOUR} equal-to or less than 1.5 milligrams cf-oxygen per hour per gr.un of total solids (dry . I · weight b;asis} at a temperature of 20 degrees Celsius? · 
· Frequency SOUR is eva/uated ____ per ___ _ 
I a. Alternative S [40 CFR 503.33(b)(5)1 
I 1:s sewage sludge treated In iuraercblc pl'lX:)lSS fer 14 days or longer? . · ANO 
Is the temperature maintained above 40 degrees Celsius for 14 days or' longer? 
ANO 
Is the average temperaturG over the 14 day period above 45 degrees Celsius? I 
. ' 
I Frequency temperature is evaluated ____ per __ _ 
1 
f, Alternative 6 [40 CFR 503..33(~)(6)] 
Is the pH of the sewage sludge raised_ to at least 12 by the adcfrtion of alkall7 
I . AND 
Without the addition of mcrG alkali; cfld the mixture remain at a pH of 12 for 2 hours? 
I 
. . AND 
Aftsr 2 hours at a pH of 12, clld the sludge remain at a pH of 11.S for an addilional 22 hcurs7 
I Frequency ~H Is verified ____ per ___ _ 
g. Alternative 7 {40 CFR 503.33{b)(7)J 
I ~ sewage sludga lhat ~es not o:Jntain unstablilzed sollds generated In a primary · 
wastewmer 1reatment prcaiss(es), is lhe percent solids equal to or greater lhan 75 
pen::&nl--basGd on the moistura content and tolal solids prior lo mixing with olher materia!s? 
























11. Allamatlve B [40·CFR 503.33(bXB}l 
For sewage sludge that does ecntain unstabillzed sorids generated in a primary wastewater 
treatment procass(es), Is the percent :iolids equal to or greater than 90 parcen~ased on 
the lll0isture contenr and total so6ds prior .10 mixing with ether materials? 
Frequency percent solids is evalualed ____ per ___ _ 
L AJtemaHve 9 [40 CFR 503.33(b)(9}] 
rs sewage sludge Injected below tile surfa!:e or lh'! land? 
NA 
[s any significant B.n!Cunt of sewage sludge present on tl'le land surface within 1 hour 
foilowiog the injedlon of sludge? . 
' . . . 
If sewage sludge Is Class A wilh respect to pathogens, was the sewage sludge injected 
below the land surface wilhin a hours foll::lwlng the pathogen reduction process(es)? 
J. Alternative 10.(40 CFR S03.33(b)(10)1 
Is sewage sludge, once applied to the land surface, mixed Into Iha soil? 
Is the sludge Incorporated into the soa wilhir! 5 hours following ils applk::alion to the land 
surface? · · 
If sewage sludge Is Class A with respect to pall'logens, was Iha sewage sludge applied to or 
plaead on the land within e hours foll::lwing the pathogen reducilan proce:l.S(es)? 
. . ' 
I 8. CERTIFICATION 
NA 
I 
/ Cllrtffy under. penalty of law that on• al (htl vector attr.actlon requlreinents In 40 CFR 503.33 C has: CJ ha 
not betn met. This determinetlan · has been mad• under my ctfrect/on or S'Upentls:lan In accordance with 
a system de.signed to 1ssure thld quallfl&d petsonnel property gather and eva/tJ11t11 the lntormstlan us:fld 
I 
ta determine that.the vector attraction ntduct!on rsqulraments h11vt1 been m•t. I am-aware that there are 
slgntncam pens/ties tor false csrtlllcatlon, lncludlng th• poss/b/llty of fine md Imprisonment. 
"''""'" "M blficial idle (type or print) Area-Cocle and Phone No •. · 
I
. Brent H~,. WK: S\Jperintendent .,(208) 23~-62_5_4 ____________ ---1 




























Pathogen Reduction: Class B - Alternative 2 
Pocatello's WWPT has three digesters which have the capacity of71,000 ft. each. 
The total detention time for the digesters is 35 days at 35 degrees Celsius. 
Vector Attraction: Alternative I 
Pocatello's anaerobic digestion and biosolids storage lagoon reduces the mass of 
volatile solids an average of 47%. 
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•• ,. : WPC· Nt>Ot:S: 
>IP;;....;,_ 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Region 10 
1200 Sixth Avenue 
al9-.;J.7 (&tra "-
(liabcuo No.) 
Seattle, Washington 98 IO I EXHIBIT 
Psc. IS& 
Date· i3 I 2 b h:J , j 
AUTHORJZA TION TO DISCHARGE 
AND LAND APPLY SEW AGE SLUDGE (BIOSOLIDS) 
UNDER THE NATIONAL POILUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM 
In compliance with the provisions of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §1251 el fill!!., as 
amended by the Waler Quality Act of 1987, Pl.. 100-4, the· Act", 
City of Pocatello 
Water Pollution Control Plant 
10733 N. Rio Vista Road 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
is authorized to discharge from Outfall 001 at the wastewater treatment facility located at 
Pocatello, Idaho. Outfall 001 is located at latitude 42 • 54' 58" and longitude 112 • 31' IO" 
to receiving waters named Portneuf River, 
in accordance with discharge point{s), effluent limitations, monitoring requirements and other 
conditions set forth herein, and is authorized to land apply biosolids, in accordance with 
application sites, specific limitations, monitoring requirements, management practices, and other 
conditions set forth herein. · 
This pennit shall become effective September 7, 1999. 
This pennit and the authorization to discharge and land apply biosolids shall expire at midnight, 
September 7, 2004. 
Signed this 2nd 
d,yofA~~~· 
Ran all F. Smith --h..-, 
Director 
Office of Water 
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Permit No. ID-002·178-4 
SPECIFIC LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUlREMENTS 
Effluent Limitations 
I. During the effective period of this permit, the permittee is authorized to discharge 
wastewater to the Portneuf River from Outfall 001 provided the discharge meets 
the limitations and monitoring requirements set forth herein. This permit does not 
authorize the discharge of any waste streams, including spills and other 
unintentional or non-routine discharges of pollutants, that are not pan of the 
nonnal operation of the facility as.?i5closed in the permit application. 
2. 
3. 
Table 1. Effluent Limitations Outfall 001 . 
Parameter 'Average Average Dally Maximum 
I 1-1t ,,~ .. I 1-1t 
Biochemical Oxygen 30 mall 45 mall -
Demand (BOD,) 
3000 lbs/dav 4500 lbs/dav -
Total Suspended Solids 30 moll 45 ma/I -
(TSSJ 
3000 lbs/dav 4500 lbs/dav -
Fecal Colllorm Bacteria' 200/100 ml 200/100 ml 800/100 ml 
Effective Qate of Penni! - - 500 µg/1 
throug_~ 12/3112000: 
Ttital Residual Chlorine 
Effecllve, 1i112001: · 25 uoll 58 µa/I 
Totai'Resiciuru Chlorine• 
2.5 llisld1i\""". . s.a lbs/dav. .. .. 
Effectfy,e,~.iJ$Q9.4', ... _, .. 4.4 mall - B.1"mnn 
TotatAmmoma as N 
440 lbs/dav ·. !i1<i lbs/dav 
1. The average monthly fecal colllorm count must not ~xceed a geometric mean 
of 200/100 ml based on a minimum of five (5) samples per month. The 
average shall be calculated as the average of all samples collected during the 
month. The average weekly- fecal colifonn count shall not ()xcaed a geo17!etric 
mean of 200/100 ml based on a minimum of five (SJ samples per week. 
2. The final effluent llmltations for total residual chlorine are not quantifiable using 
. 
EPA approved analytical methods. Th\! Minimum Level (Ml) for chlorine is 
100 µg/1. When the daily maximum and average monthly effluent 
concentration is below the ML, EPA will consider the pennittee In compliance 
with the total residual chlorine limitations. For the purposes of averaging, the 
pennittee shall use actual values for all values measured above the method 
detection limtt (MDL) of 1 O µg/1. Values less than the MDL may be set equal to 
zero. 
The _pH range shall be between 6.0 - 9.0 standard units. 
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85% Removaf Requirements for BOD, and TSS: For any month, the monthly 
average effluent concentration for BOD, and TSS shall not exceed 15 percent of 
the monthly average influent concentration. 
Percent removal of BOD, and TSS shall be reported on the Discharge Monitoring: 
Reports (DMRs). For each parameter, th~ monthly average percent 'removal shall 
be calculated from the arithmetic mean of the influent values and the arithmetic 
mean of the effluent values for that month. 
B. Effluent Monitoring Requirements 
During the period beginning on the effective date of this penuit, and lasting through the 
expiration date, the following monitoring requirements shall apply. 
Table 2. Monitoring Requirements for Outfall 001 
Parameter' Units Sample Sample Sample 
Location Frequency TYpe 
Aow Iru!d Effluent Continuous Recordin!l' 
Temnerarurez ·c Effluent Sdawweek Grab 
t>H' s.u. Efflueot Sdawweek Grab 
Biocbemical mg.II, Influent 5 days/week 24-hour 
Oxygen Demand lbs/day and composite 
IBOD,)l Effluent ... 
Total Suspended mg.II, Influent 5 days/week 24-hour 
Solids (TSS)' lbs/day and composite 
Effluent 
Fecal Coliform #/lOOml Effluent 5 days/week Grab 
Bacteria 
-?i·afa=ifuat µg/l, .Effluent • 5 c,layst..yeek .Grab o . es1 . .-
Chlo~e' · ·· lbs/day 
Total Ammonia mg.II, Effluent I/week li'z4:1f"" .. our 
as Nbefore lbs/day : c;,omposfre· 
March 1,2004 
a:q!ii,Ii&iinonta 0: ..... g/I; :···- 'Effluent •·. ;..5- qa.ys/wtiek • "24-hour , ·m ·~ ·, ........ . .. -.-q; • -
~~~eti· as,N ~¢..!:!'.,,,..,;,.- .lb~y .. ~ rsg,~.!lt, 
Marcn'l",200,f' -· .. ~,.., 
mg/I 
~· ... ' ' . ' '-~ 
:Dissolved· .. :· ;emaent 1/week Grall 
oivllen~. 










.. ,. .. 
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Table 2. Monitoring Requirements for Ouirall 001 
Parameter'· Units Sample Sample Sample 
Location Frequency Type 
~~r-... --~ ;,,:,, µg/1 •.. ,Effluent 1/monlh 24-hour > •. . --: composite lbsfdav 
.Total Kjeldaht .·. -·mg/I · Effluent 1/week -')- ·.,, 24-hour 
'Nlfi'8oen--''·· ~. :. . ' . com=slle 
· ./'lltrate-Nltrit&• mg/I. "Effluent 1/week 24-hour ---~ .. , ...... comoosite 
eTotal mg/I Effluent .1/week 24-hour 
'Phrnmhonis' · · · · . eomaosite 
Orttio-Phosphate• mg/I Effluent 1/week 24-hour. •. ;~ comoosite 
Turbidity" NTU Effluent 1/week 24-hour 
comooslte 
Hardness as mgll Effluent 1/week· 24-hour 
c'aco,• comooslte 
Whole Effluent TUC Effluent 2/year 2+hour 
Toxlcltv' com=~ite 
1. If an analytical value is "less than the method detecilon limit, the 
permitlee shall repcrt '< [numerical method detection nm11r on the 
DMR. For example, if the laboratory reports 'not detected" !ore. 
sample, and states that the method detection limft ls "S ll!)IL' then 
the permlttee shall report'< 5 1,1!)11..' on the DMR 
2 . Permittee may implement continuous monitoring equipment for 
sampling of these parameters. 
3. influent and effluent composite samples shall be collecte_d during 
the same 24-hour period. 
4. The analytlcal method for TAC analysis shall achieve a method 
detection limit (MDL) of 10 µg/L. 
5. The analytical method for copper analysis shall aohlev.e a detection 
limit of 5 µg/1... 
6. These parameters shall be analyzed for a period of one year. 
Monitoring shall start 90 days after the effect!ve dale of Iha permit. 
7. See _Section I.E. of the permit for additional information on WET 
---·. 
finoiiia'Complian¢Sctied:ur.;.iii,.: ..••.•..•. , . .. 
' ., ' .... 
!. The pennittee shall achieve compliance with the ammonia as N effluent 
limitations of Table l of this permit by March I, 2004. WI.thin six_i~WI,!~. o.f_the. 
effective date of this permit,. the pennittee shall dev:el9p a scheif~o~mpliance 
vt6:rch ~cludesmajor milestones towar<is'iiieirung the final ciompliance.date. The 
schedule of compliance shall be submitted to Idaho Division of Environmental 
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2. Reporting •. The perrnittee shall submit an annual Report of Pro~s which 
olltlincs. the progress made towards reaching the compliance date 'for the ammonia 
effluent limitations. The annual report shall include a report on the progress madev 
towards implementation of the milestones identified in the schedule of 
compliance reqwred under paragraph C. ! . above. The annual report of progress 
shall be submitted with the January Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR) 
consistent with section II. C. of this permit. The first report is due with the 
January 2001 DMR and annually thereafter, until compliance with the effluent 
limit is achieved. 
D. Ambient Monitoring: Requirements 
The permittee shall implement an ambient monitoring program that meets the following 
requirements: 
l. Monitoring stations shall be established on the Portneuf River as follows: 
a. Above the influence of the facility's discharge at Batise Road 




To the extent practicable, ambient sample collection sliall occur concurrently withy· , 
effluent sample collection. 
' River samples shall be spatially integrated grab samples ·~ 






Fecal Coliform Bacteria, 
c·olonies/100 mL 
Total Phosphorus, mg/I.. 
Ortho Phosphorus, mg/I.. 
Total Ammonia as N, mg/L 
Nitrate-Nitrite as N, mg/I.. 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen as N, mg/I.. 












!/month . ., '145 
002623 
Table 3. Ambient Monitoring 
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Parameter Samoline: Freauencv 
Sulphate, mg/L I/month 
Chloride, mg/L 1/month 
Temperature, degrees C 11hr 
pH, standard units 11hr' 
.. 
Dissolved Oxygen· 11hr' 
I. 2 days/month Nov-April; 10 days/month May-October; when river flows< 1,000 cfs 
5. Results of the ambient monitoring progr.am for the peri<><!, February 1998 through 
December 2000 will be submitted in accordance with reponing requirements 
specified in pan ILC. of this permit. An annual report containing the preceding 
year's data.will be submitted by May I, 2000 and May l, 2001. The 2001 report 
will include an evaluation of the ambient monitoring program and 
recommendations for future continuation, if needed, to document the impact of 
the facility's discharge on the Portneuf River. 
Whole Effluent Toxicjty Testing 
Toxicity tests shall be performed semi-annually after the effective date of the permit 
through the year 2003. Test sha)l be performed once during the period from April I 
through October 31, and once during the period from November I through March 31 on 
24-hour composite effluent samples. After January I, 2004, tests shall be performed once 
per c;alender year quaner (4 tests per year). Samples ·shall be taken at the NPDES 
sampling location. · 
I. Organisms and protocols 
a. The permittee shall conduct short-term tests with the water flea, 
Ceriodaphnia dubia (survival and reproduction test), and the fathead 
minnow, Pimephales promelas (larval survival and growth test). 
b. The presence of chronic toxicity shall be estimated as specified in Shan-
Term Methods for Estimating the Chronic Toxicity of Effluents and 
Receiving Waters to Freshwater Organisms (the "manual"), Third Edition, 
EP A/600-4-91-002, July 1994. 
c. Results shall be reported in TUc (chronic toxic units). TUc = 100/No 
Observed Effect Concentration (NOEC). 
2. Toxicity Trigger 
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. . 
3.3 TUc. When chronic toxicity testing requirements are triggered, the penninee 
shall comply with the requirements set out in paragraphs 4 and S below. 






A series of five dilutions and a control shall be tested. The dilution series 
shall include 30 percent, 2 dilutions above 30 percent-and 2 ,dilutions 
below 30 percent. 
If organisms are not cultured in-house, concurrent testing with reference 
tox.icants shall be conducted. Where organisms are cultured in-house, 
monthly reference toxicant testing is sufficient. 
If either the reference toxicant tests or the effluent tests do not meet all test 
acceptability 'criteria (TAC) as specified. in the test methods manual, then 
the permittee must re-sample and re-test as soon as possi~le .. 
Reference tox.icant tests shall be conducted using tbe:same test conditions 
as the effluent toxicity test (i.e., same test duration, etc.). ·,, 
Control and dilution water shall be laboratory water as described in the 
manual. If the dilution water used is different from the culture water, a 
second control, using culture water shall also be used. Receiving water . 
•. 
,. 
' may be used as control and dilution water upon notification of EPA. In no 1i -
case shall water that bas not met test acceptability criteria be used as (/' \ 
dilution water. . L 
f. Chemical testing for the parameters listed in Part I.A. I of this pennit shall 
be performed on a split sample collected for WET testing. To the extent 
that the timing of sample collection. coincides with that of the sampling 
required in Part LA. I. of this permit, chemical analysis of the split sample 
will fulfill th«e requirements of Part I.A. I. · 
4. Accelerated Testing 
a. The accelerated testing requir~ments of th.is section are applicable to 
results of toxicity testing C0!3ducted.after January 1, 2004. 
b. If chronic toxicity testing requirements as defined in paragraph E.2. above 
are triggered, then the permittee shall conduct six more tests, bi-weekly 
(every two weeks), over a twelve-week period. Testing shall commence 
within two weeks of receipt of the sample results of the exceedance. 
5. Toxicity Reduction Evaluation (TRE) 
a. If chronic toxicity, as defined paragraph E.2, is detected in any of the six 
additional tests required under paragraph E.4.b, then the pennittee shall 
develop and initiate a TRE workplan. Initiation of the TRE s)lall 
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exceedance. The document Toxicity Reduction Evaluation Protocol for 
Municipal Wastewater Treatment Plants, EPA/600/2-88/062, may be used 
in developing a TRE workplan for this facility. 
b. If none of the six tests required under paragraph ,E.S.a. above indicates 






Results of toxicity tests, including any accelerated testing conducted 
during the month, shall be reported on the Discharge Monitoring Report 
(DMR) for the month in whicb the tests are conducted. 
The full report shall be submitted by the end of the month in which the 
DMR is submitted. 
The full report shall consist of: ( l) the toxicity test results; (2) the dates of 
sample collection andlnitiation of each toxicity test; (3) the flow rate at 
the time of sample collection: and (4) the results of the effluent analysis 
for chemical parameters required for the outfall as defined in Part I.A.I. of 
the permit. 
Test results for chronic tests shall be reported according to the chapter on 
Report Preparation found in Short-Term Merhodsfor Esrimaring rhe 
Chronic To;cicity of Effluenrs and Receiving Waters to Freshwater 
Orgoni.<ms, Third Edition, EPA/600-4-91--002, J~y 1994. 
Pretreatment Reguirements 
J. · Metals and Cyanide Sampling: The pemiittee shall conduct satnpling semi-
L .. 
annually, once during the dry season and.once during the wet season, for arsenic, 
cadmium, chromium, copper, cyanide {total and weak acid dissociable), lead, 
mercury, nickel, silver, and zinc. At a minimum, sampling should achieve the 
following method detection limits: 
Table 4. Method Detection Limits 
Parameter Method Detection Limit 
Arsenic 0.5 µnl! 
Cadmium 0.05 uaJL 
Chromium 0.1 unn 
Con""r .. 5 nnil 
r.v,,nlde 20 nn/1 
r 
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Table 4. Method Detection Limits 
.. 
Parameter Method Detection Limit 
Mercurv 0.2 ua/L 
Nickel 0.6 [joJ\. 
Sliver 0.5 uo/l 
7onr 1 ,._n 
2. Sampling Locations and Sample Type: Sampling shall be conducted on the · 
influent, effluent, and final sludge. Influent and effluent samples shall be a 24-
hour composite, except for cyanide (see D. 5., below). Final sludge samples shall 
be grab samples taken as the sludge leaves the treatment processes and before 
3. 
4. 
mixing.with sludge of different age in drying beds or in storage. · 
Sampling Frequency: Influent and effluent samples shall be collected three 
consecutive days in one week (Monday through Friday). The sludge grab sample 
shall be collected during the same time day period. 
Sampling Results: Toe analytical results for the influent and effluent samples. 
shall be reported as total of the parameter in mg/L Analytical results for sludge 
shall be reported in mg/kg (dry weight). Additionally, the permittee shall report 
the percent of solids in the sludge. 
Sampling results shall be submitted with the Pretreatment Annual Report (see 
section II.D. of this permit). 
5. Cyanide Monitoring: Influent and effluent sampling for cyanide shall be 
conducted as follows. Eighi discrete grab samples shall be collected over a 24-
hour period. Each grab sample shall be at least I 00 ml. Each sample shall be 
checked for the presence of interferences (sulfides and chlorinc:f and any · 
inCA:rferences must be rem_oved (refer to Standard Methods,-4500-CN B). The 
holding time for a sample is 24 hours unless the sulfides have been removed. If 
sulfides have been removed from a sample, the holding time is 14 days. After 
testing and treating for the sulfides and chlorine, the pH of each sample shall be 
adjusted, using sodium hydroxide, to 12.0 standard units. Each sample can then 
be composited irito a larger container which has been chilled to 4 degrees Celsius, 
to allow for o'ne analysis for the day. The pennittee may elect to sample for 
cyanide prior to chlorination. Refer to Standard Methods, 4500-CN' I, for weak 
acid dissociable cyanide method. · ~--- ·-:-· .... ·- . ..... . . ... ··- ·-·· . . . . . .. - ... 
6. The permittee shall conduct a local limits re-evaluation talcing into account water _ _t.. 
quality in the receiving stream, inhibition levels for biological processes in the C ~ I 
treatment plants, and sludge quality goals. The pollutants addressed shall be, at a ~-
minimum, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, cyanide, lead, mercury, nickel, 
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silver. and zinc. The limits and supporting documentation shall be sub~·tted to r{I 1& 
EPA for review and approval within six months after the effective date of this 
permit. . 
G. Sewage Sludge {Biosolids) Management Requirements 
l. The permittee shall comply with all existing federal and state laws and regulations 
that apply to its biosolids use or disposal practice. Additionally, the permittee 
shall ensure that biosolids are used or disposed in accordance with the applic;able 
requirements of 40 CFR Part 503 Subparts A, B, and D, and the Biosolids 
Management Plan identified in the Definitions section of this permit. The federal 
regulations shall be interpreted using this permit and the documents "Part 503 
Implementation Guidance" EPA 833-R-95--001, and "Environmental Regulations 
and Technology, Control of Pathogens and Vector Attraction in Sewage Sludge" 
EPN625/R-92/013. · 
2. The permittee shall handle and dispose of biosolids so the public health and the 
environment are protected from any reasonably anticipated adverse effects due to 
3. 
4. 
any toxic pollutants that may be present. · 
Toe Permittee shall ensure pollutants from the biosolids do not reach surface 
waters of the United States. 
For this permit, the Permittee is considered the person who applies biosolids for 
the purposes of determining compliance with the permit and compliance with the 
40 CFR Part 503. This includes having records on actual agronomic loadings and 
on types of crops grown. 











• Monthly Average ConcentraUons 
40 CFR § 503.13(a)(2l{ii)' 
• Ceiling Concentrations 40 CFR § 503.13(al{1) 
2. Pathogens; 
• Anaerobic Digestion, 40 CFR § ·so3.32(b)(3)2, App B 
(A,3) 
3. Vector Control: 
• >38% Volatile Solids Reduclion, 40 CFR § 
503.33(b)(1 )2, 
4. Permittee must obtain EPA approval before land 
annlicatlon for soil reclamation (above aoronomic rates\. 
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TABLE 5: Re11uirements for Biosolids Annlied to Land 
EPA may separately approve through minor permit mOdillcation or by letter, the method of 
contromng !he accumulation of metals per 40 CFR § 503.13(a)(2)(i). 
EPA may separately approve through minor permlt modification or by letter: Pathogen 
Treatment· any Class A process per 40 CFR § 503.32(a), Class B equivalency per 40 CFR § 
S03.32(b)(4), or Class 8 compost or Urning per 40 CFR § 503.32(b)(3) App B(A.4-5), and 
Vector Control • compost or liming per 40 CFR § 503.33(b)(5) or (6). There are addllional 
pathogen reduction and vector attraction reduction allematives available In 40 CFR § 503.32 
and 40 CFR § 503.33. II the perm!ttee Intends to use one of these additional al!ematlves, the 
EPA and the state DEQ musl be notified at leas! 30 days prior lo Its use. Notification shall 
include a demonstration of the facility's abifity to measure compliance with the al!emative 
option. The city may begin using the new altemative·30 days after submittal of a complete 
orooess deseriotlon unless notified otherwlse bv EPA. 
" -· ...,.. 
6. Biosolids (sewage sludge) may not be applied in the fall or winter without a cover 
7. 
crop unless a nitrogen mobility analysis has been conducted which demonstratesv 
that mobile forms of nitrogen will be retained in the soil and utilized by the· 
subsequent (spring) crop. The nitrogen mobility analysis procedure shall be : 
designed by a qualified professional. The analysis shall address all forms of 
nitrogen and the major soil cypes,_soil profiles, and crops to which the slud_ge will 
be applied. The analysis shall be updated as necessary. Soil nitrogen shall be 
tested to validate the results of the nitrogen mobility analysis. The soil nitrogen 
testing program shall be designed by a qualified professional. A record shall be 
kept of the analysis and testing results. This requirement will become effective 
... August I, 2000 .. 
Biosolids may be distributed in the specific land application areas identified in 
Table 6 (See map in Appendix A). All of the approved land application areas are 
within the "Pocatello Biosolids Beneficial Reuse Site" (map in Appendix A). 
Additional land application sites may be developed within the Pocatello Biosolids 
. Beneficial Reuse Site provided the following conditions are meL 
a) The Permittee shall submit an· individual site plan to EPA 30 days prior to 
land applying biosolids to the new site. The site plan shall provide 
infoonation on the site conditions and on the intended disposal practices at 
the site. The site plan shall be prepared in accordance with this pennit and 
the Biosolids Management Plan. 
b) Prior to land-applying biosolids at a new site, the Permittee shall notify 
interested parties by publishing a notice in the newspaper, and/or by 
mailing or delivering information packets to each interested party. 
Information packets shall include a copy of the site plan. Newspaper 
notices shall ~ readers to obtain copies ·or the site plan from the 
Permittee or its representative, and direct CODJlllenters to send their 
comments on the new land application site to: 






1200 Sixth Avenue, OW-130 
Seattle, WA 98 l 03 
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At a minimum, interested parties shall include: 1) Land owners and 
occupants of any land adjacent to or abutting the new land application site; 
2) Toe Shoshone-Bannock Indian Nation; 3) Toe local USDA Natural 
Resource Conservation Service; 4) The State Agriculrural Extension 
Service; 5) The local Soil Conservation District; 
c) Distribution of Class B biosolids to areas outside of the Pocatello 
Biosolids Recycling/Reuse Site is not authorized by this perrniL To 
expand outside this distribution site the permittee_ shall submit a revised 
permit application to EPA (40 CFR 122.4l(l)(l)(iii))._ . 
d) Each new site plan shall report on a Permittee-conducted review of the site 
for potential endangered species babitat(s). Toe review shall consider the 
species currently listed by the US-Government for the geographical area · 
appi:oved in this permit. The Permittee shall notify EPA immediately if 
any potential habitat is found. No biosolids may be applied to potential 
endangered species habitat without written approval from EPA. 
Table 6. Pocatello Biosolids Beneficial Recycling/Re.use Site 
Aericultural Sites for Land A inlication · 
Site Name Acreage Map Reference Locati!)D 
(Appenqix D) 
Latitude Longitude 
Old Ai,port 300 OA300 112°32'30" 42"5S' 
::, 
Airportl20 120 AP 120 I 12°34' 42•54• 
Airport20 20 AP20 I 12°34' 42°54' 
Airpolt II II AP 11 I 12"34' 42•54• 
Freeway 30 30 FW30 112"34' 42"54' 
Ruaway30 30 RW30 112•34• 42"55' 
West Aimnn 800 800 WA800 112"34' 42"55' 
8. The perrnittee may distribute Class B biosolids in crop trials of two acres or less. 
9. 
, Crop trials may occur outside the land application sites listed in Table 6. 
Notification of planned crop trials sh~ be sent to the Environmental Protection 
•·· Agency, Idaho Operations Office, the Idaho Division of Environmental Quality, 
Southeast Idaho Regional Office, if required by the state, and to the office of the 
Natural Resources Conservation Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
closest to the crop trial site. Crop trials shall comply with all other requirements of 
the federal standards at 40 CFR Part 503. · 
The perrnittee shall submit a report to EPA on February 1.9 of each year that 
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a. if the biosolids from the facility were stockpiled (no use or disposal), 
and/or land applied during the previous year; 
b. the location(s) biosolids was used or clisposed (if applicable); and 
c. if the permittee land applied biosolids, provide the infonnation required at 
40 CFR 503.IB(a)(l) . 
Quality Assurance Requirements ~ 
I. The permittee shall develop and submit to EPA within ninety (90) days of the (\ ,L I:, 
effective dale of this permit, a Quality Assurance Plan for all monitoring ...!Y"- 1i 
require_ments identified in the permit (ambient, influent, effluent, biosolids . C fr"" \ 
monitoring). The primary purpose of the Qul!lity Assurance Plan shall be to assist 
in planning for the collection and analysis of samples in support of the permit and 
in ex.plaining data anomalies when they occur. 
2. Throughout all sample collection and analysis activities, the permittee shall use 
the EPA approved quality assurance, quality control, and chain-of-custody · 
procedures _described in: 
1) Requireme')tsfor Quality Assurance Project Plans, EPA QAJR-5 EPA, and 
2) Guidance on Quality Assurance Project Plans, EPA QA/G-5. 
The following references may be helpful in preparing the Quality Assurance Plan 
for this permit: 
l) You and Q!lQlity Assurance in Region JO, EPA, Region 10, Quality and Data 
Management Program, March 1988, 
2) The Volunteer Monitors Guide to Quality Assurance Project Plans EPA 841-
B-96-003, September 1996, 
3) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Method 1669: Sampling Ambient 
Water for Trace Metals at EPA Water Quality Criteria Levels, 1995, EPA-821-R-
95-034, and 
4) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Sampling Ambient and Effluent Waters 
for Trace Metals, EPA-821-V-97-001. 
3. The Permittee must maintain this plan for the life of the permit and must make 
this plan available to the EPA and DEQ upon request. 
4. At a minimum the plan shall include the following: 




_etc). '- 7 f 5 3 
Sampling preservation methods . • 
002631 
... 
• Sampling shipment procedures. 
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• Instrument calibration procedures and preventive maintenance (frequency, 
standard, spare parts). · 
• Qualification and training of personnel. 
• Analytical methods (including quality control cbecks, 
quantification/detection levels). 
• Analytical test method that will be used to achieve the method detection 
limits in Section LB.5. 
5. Name(s), address(es) and telephone number(s) of the laboratories, used by or 
proposed to be used by the permittee, shall be specified in the Quality .Assurance 
Plan. 
-.... - . ~ ,., . 
I. Design Criteria Requirements. 
1. 
The design criteria for the permitted facility is as follows: 
Table 7: Desi1m Criteria 
Criceria Value Units 
Average Flow 12 mgd 
Influent BOD5 I.owling 28,000 lbs/day 
Influent TSS Loadin2 20,000 lbs/dav 
Eacb,monlh, beginning witb Januazy 2001 •. the permittee shall compute an annual average Y: 
value for flow, and BOD, and TSS loading entering the facility bas'?(i on the previous twelve . . 
montlis·aaca. If the facility performs plant upgrades that affect design criteria listed in the 
table, only data collected after the upgrade·should be used in determining the annual average V 
value. When the average annual values exceed 85% of the design criteria values listed in 
Table 7, the pennittee shall develop a facility plan and schedule within one year from the 
date of first exceedance. The plan must include the pennittees strategy for continuing io 
maintain compliance with effluent limits and will be made ayailable to the Director or 
authorized representative upon request · 
Operation and Maintenance Plan Review. Within 180 days of the effective date of the 
·permit, the permittee shall review its operation and maintenance (O&M) plan and ensure that 
it includes appropriate best management practices (BMPs): the plan must be reviewed 
annually thereafter. BMPs include measures which prevent or minimize the potential for the 
release of nutrients to the Portneuf River. The Plan shall be retained on site and made 
· available to EPA·and DEQ upon request. 
The permittee shall develop a description of pollution prevention measures and controls 
appropriate for the f~cility. The ·appropriateness and priorities of controls in the Plan shall 
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address, to the ex:tenl practicable, the following minimum components: 
• Spill Prevention and control 
• Optimization of chemical usage 
• Preventive maintenance program 
Minimization of pollutant inputs from industrial users 
• Research, dev.elop and implement a public information and education 
program to control the introduction of household hazardous materials to the 
sewer system an_d 




"Agronomic rate" is the whole sludge (biosolids) application rate (dry weight basis) 
designed: (1) to pro~ide the. amount of nitrogen needed by the food crop, feed crop, 
fiber crop, cover crop, or vegetation grown on the land; and (2) to minimize the 
amount of nitrogel! in the sewage sludge (biosolids) that passes below the root zone 
of the crop or vegetation grown on the land to the ground water. Agronomic rate 
shall consider other sources of nitrogen, reasonable estimate of crop yields, and other 
practices appropriate to the site and crop. 
"Annual Average" means the sum all values reported in a twelve month period 
divided by the number of values. 
3. "Application Site or Land Application Site" means all contiguous areas of a users' 
property intended for biosolids application. 
4. "Average monthly discharge limitation" m~ans the highest allowable average· of 
· "daily discharges" over a calendar month, calculated as the sum of all "daily 
discharges" measured ·during a calendar month divided. by the number of "daily 
discharges" measured during that monlh. 
5. "Average weekly discharge limitation" means the highest allowable average of "daily 
discharges" over a calendar week, calculated as the sum of all "daily discharges" 
measured during a calendar week divided by the number of "daily discharges" 
measured during that week. 
6. ''Biosolids" means any sewage sludge or material derived_ from sewage sludge 
7. "Biosolids Management Plan", for the purposes of this permit, means the sludge 
permit application and the Biosolids Management Plan submitted 9y the City of 
Pocatello to the U.S. EPA Region 10, dated February 1998. 




9. "Chronic tox:icity'' measures a sublethal effect (e.g., reduced growth, reproduction) 
to experimental test organisms ex:posed to effluent or ambient water compared to that 
of the control organism. 7 'l 5 5 
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I 0. "Crop trial" means applying biosolids as a soil 3!11endment on an area of land two (2). 
acres or less for the purpose of developing appropriate agricultural practices . 
l l. "Daily discharge" means the discharge of a pollutant measured during a calendar day 
or any 24-hour period tliat reasonably represents the calendar day for purposes of 
sampling. For pollutants with limitations expressed in units of mass, the "daily 
discharge" is calculated as the total mass of the pollutant discharged over the day. 
· For pollutants with limitations expressed in other units of measurement, the "daily 
discharge" is calculated as the average measurement of the pollutant over the day. 
12. A "grab" sample, for monitoring requirements, is a single "dip and take" sample or 
measurement taken at a specific time or over as short a period of time at a 
representative point anywhere in wastewater treaanent or biosolids land application 
processes, as is feasible. · 
13. "Interim Minimum Level" is calculated when a method-specified ML does not exist. 
14. 
It is equal to 3.18 times the method-specified method detec~on limit rounded to the 
nearest-multiple of l, 2, 5, JO, 20, 50, 7tc. 
"Land· Application" is the spraying or spreading of biosolids onto the land surface; 
the injection 'of biosolids below the land surface; or·the incorporation of biosolids 
into the land so that the biosolids can either condition the soil or fertilize crops or 
vegetation grown in the soil. Land application includes distribution and marketing 
(i.e., the selling or giving away of the biosolids). 
15. "Local Limits" are specific limits to implement the general and specific prohibitions 




"Maximum daily discharge limitation" means the highest allowable "daily dischar~." 
"Minimum Level" (ML) is the concentration at which the entire analytical system 
must give a recognizable signal and acceptable calibration point. The ML is the 
concentration of the lowest calibration standard analyzed by a specific analytical 
procedu.re, assuming that _all the method-specified sample weights, volumes, and 
processing steps have been followed. 
"No Observed Effect Concentration" (NOEC) is the highest concentration oftoxicant 
to which organisms are exposed in a full life-cycle or partial life-cycle test, that 
causes no observable adverse effects on the test organisms (i.e., the highest 
concentration of toxicant in. which the values for the observed responses are not 
statistically significantly different form the controls). H in the calculation of a 
NOEC, two tested concentrations cause statistically adverse effects, but an 
intermediate concentration did not cause statistically significant effects, the test 
should be repeated or the lowest concentration must be used. For example, 6.25, 
12.5, 25, 50-and 100% effluent concentrations are tested. The 12.5 and 50% 
concentrations are statistically significant, but the 25% concentrations is not 
statistically significant if the test is not repeated, then 6.25%, and not 12.5% must be 
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19. "Pathogen" means an organism that is capable.of producing an infection or disease 
i[l a susceptible host. · 
20. "Pollutant" for the purposes of this pel'!llit is an organic substance, an inorganic 
.substance, a combipation of organic and inorganic substances, or pathogenic 
organisms that, after discharge and upo[l exposure, ingestion, inhalation,' or 
assimilation into ~ organism either directly from, the environment or .indirectly by 
ingestion through the food-chain, could, on the basis of information available to the 
AdministratorofEP A, cause death, disease, behavioral abnormalities, cancer, genetic 
mutations, physiological malfunctions (including malfunction in reproduction), or 
physical deformations in either organisms or offsp~g of the organisms. · 
21. "Runoff' is rainwater, leachate, or other liquid that drains overland on any part of a 
land surface and runs off of ttie land surface. 
22. "Sewage Sludge" means solid, semi-solid, or liquid residue generated during the· 
treatment of domestic sewage anp/or a combination of domestic; sewage arid 
industrial waste of a liquid nature in a Treatment Wo_rlcs. Sewage sludge (biosolids) 
includes, but is not limited to, domestic septage; scum or solids removed in primary, 
secondary, or advanced wastewater treatment processes; and a material derived from 
biosolids. Biosolids· does not include ash gcncra1cd during the incineration of 
biosolids or grit and screenings generated during preliminary treatment of domestic 
sewage in a Treatment Works. These must be disposed of in accordance with 40 
CFR258. 
23. "Severe property damage" means substantial physical damage to property, damage 
to the treatment facilities which causes them to become inoperable, or substantial and 
permanent loss of natural resources which can reasonably be expected to occur in the . 
absence of a.bypass. Severe property damage does not mean economic loss caused 
by delars in production. 
24. A "24-hour composite" 'sample shall mean a flow-proportioned mixture of not less 
than 8 discrete aliquots. Each aliquot sball be a grab sample of not less than 100 ml 
· and shall be collected and stored in accordance with procedures prescribed in the. 
most recent edition _of Standard Methods for the Examination 2f. Water and 
Wastewater. 
25. "Upset" means an exceptional incident in whicb there is unintentional and temporary 
noncompliance with technology-based permit effluent limitations because of fact~rs 
beyond the reasonable control of the permittee. An upset does not include 
noncompliance to the extent caused by operational error, improperly designed 
treatment facilities, inadequate treatment facilities, lack of preventive maintenance, 
or careless or improper operation. 
26. "Vector Attraction" is the characteristic of biosolids that attracts rodents, flies, 
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II. MONITOR.ING, RECORDING AND REPORTING REQUJREMENTS 
A. Representative Sampling. 
I. Final effluent samples taken in compliance with the monitoring requirements established 
under Part I shall be collected from the effluent stream prior to discharge into the receiving 
waters. Samples and measurements shall be representative of the volume and nature of the 
monitored discharge. 
2. Biosolids samples used to measure compliance with Pan I of t!rls permit shall be collected 
at location representative of the quality of biosolids generated at the treatment works and 
immediately prior to land application. 
B. Monitoring Procedures. Monitoring must be conducted according to test procedures approved under 
40 CFR Part 136, unless other test procedures h11:ve been specified in this permit. 
C. 
r, 
Reporting of Monitoring.Results. Monitoring results shall be summarized each month on the 
Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR) form (EPA No. 3320-1). The reports shall be submitted 
monthly and are to be postmarked by the 20th day of the following month. Legible copies of these, 
and all other reports, shall be signed anc;l ccrtifiea in accordance with the requirements of Part IV .J ., 




United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region IO 
1200 Sixth A venue, OW-133 
Seattle, Washington 98101 
Division of Environmental Quality 
.• 1445 North Orchard 
Boise, Idaho 83706 . 
. · ·D. . Pretreatment Report. The permittee shall provide to the U.S. Environmental Frotection Agency 
Region JO an annual report that describes the pennittee's program activities for the previous calendar 
year. One copy of this report shall be submitted to the following address no later than March I of 
each year: · 
Pretreatment Coordinator 
U.S. Environmental Protection :Agency (EPA) Region 10 
1200 Sixth Avenue, OW-130 
Seattle, WA 98 IO I. 
The report shall include: 
l. An updated non-domestic user inventory, including those facilities that are no longer 
discharging (with explanation). and with new dischargers appropriately categorized and 
characterized. Categorical users should have the applicable category noted as well as cases 
where more stringent local limits apply instead of the categorical standard. 
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the permittee shall report calculated removal rates for each pollutant for each sample date and 
discuss whether existing local limits contained in the permittee's ordinance continue to be 
appropriate to prevent treatment plant interference and pass through of pollutants that could 
affect water quality or preclude beneficial uses of the biosolids. A comparison of the influent 
levels with the maximum allowable headworks loading used in the most recent local limits 
evaluation shall be included in the report. , 
3. Status of program implementation 21;:tivities. 
a. 
b. 
Any planned modifications to the pretreatment program originally approved by the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, including staffing and funding updates. 
Any interference, upset, or NPDES permit violations experienced at the POTW 
which were directly or indirectly attributable to non-domestic users including: 
I. date & time of the incident; 
2. description of the effect on the POTW's operation; 
3. effects on the POTW's effluent and biosolids quality; .• 
4. identification of suspected or known sources of the discharge_ causing the 
upset; and 
5. steps taken to remedy the situation and to prevent recurrence. 
c. ' Listing of non-domestic users inspected and/or monitored during the year with a 
summary of results. 
d. Listing of non-domestic users planned for inspection and/or monitoring for the 




Listing of non-domestic users.notified of promulgated pretreatment standatds and/or 
local standards, as required in 40 CFR 4-03.8(f)(2)(ili). 
Listing ofnon-domestic users whose permits have been issued, reissued or modified 
along with cum:nt permit expiration dates. 
Listing of non-domestic· users notified of promulgated pretreatment standards or 
applicable local standards who are on compliance schedules. The listing should 
include the final date of compliance for each facility. 
4. Status of enforcement activities. 
a. Listing of non-domestic users who violated applicable prett;eatment standards or 
requirements, a summary of the violation(s), the enforcement action taken orpllllllled 
by the City, and the prese[Jt compliance status as of the date of preparation of the 
· pretr-eatment llllllual report. 
b. Listing of non-domestic users in Significant non-compliance (SNC) as defined in 40 
CFR §403.8(f)(2)(vii). A copy of all SNC public notices in the newspaper should be 
included in the report. · 
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than required by this permit, using test procedures approved under 40 CFR 136 or as specified in this 
permit, the results of th.is monitoring shall be included in the calculation and reporting of the data 
submitted in the DMR, Pretreatment, or Biosolids Report. Such increased frequency shall also be 
indicated. 
Records Contents. Records of .monitoring information shall include: 
I. The date, exact place, and time of sampling or measurements; 
2. The individual(s) who performed the sampling or measurements; 
3. The date(s) analyses were performed; 
4. · The individual(s) who performed the analyses; 
5-. The analytical techniques or methods used; and 
6. The results of such analyses. 
Retention of Records. With the exception of biosolids, the permittee shall retain records of all 
monitoring information, including all calibration and maintenance records and all original strip chan 
recordings for continuous monitoring instrumentation, copies of all repons required by this permit, 
and records of all data used to complete the application for this permit, for a period of at least ~e 
years from the date of the sample, measurement, report or application. All biosolids records shall 
be retained for a period of five years. This period may be extended by request of the Director at any 
time. Data collected on-site, copies of Discharge Monitoring Reports, and a copy of this NPDES 
permit must be maintainei:1 on-site five years or the life of the permit, whichever is longer • 
Twenty-four Hour Notice of Noncompliance Reporting. 
1. The fqllowing occurrences of noncompliance shall be reported by telephone within 24 hours 
from the time !he perminee becomes aware of the circumstances: 
2. 
a. any noncompliance which may endanger health or the environment; 
b. any unanticipated bYPass which exceeds any effluent limitation in the permit (See 
Part ffi.G .. Bvpass ofTrearment Facilities.): 
c. any up5et which exceeds any effluent limitation in the permit (See Pan m.H .. Upset 
Conditions.); or 
d: violation of a maximum daily discharge limitation for any of the pollutants listed in 
the permit to be reported within 24 hours. 
The permittee shall report transportation accidents, spills. and uncontrolled runoff from 
biosolid transfer or land application sites which may seriously endanger heallh or lhe 
environment as soon as possiqle, but no later than 24 hours from the time the perminee first 
became aware of the circumstances. The report shall be made to the EPA, Regiap.jO. Q 
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3. The following occurrences of noncompliance with biosolids requirements shall be reported 
by telephone to the EPA, Region IO, NPDES Compliance Unit in Seattle, Washington, by 
Ehone, (206) 553-1846 by the first workday (8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. PST) following the day 
the permittee became aware of the circumstances: 
a. violation of any limits of 40 CFR 503.13, Table I (maximum individual sample) or 
Table 3 (monthly averag~); 
b. the pathogen limits; 
c. the vector attraction reduction limits; or 
d. the management practices for biosolids that has been ~d applied. 
4. A written submission shall also be provided within five days of the time that the permittee 
becomes aware of the circumstances. The written submission shall contain: 
5. 
6. 
a. a description of the noncompliance·and its cause; 
b. the period of noncompliance, including exact dates and times; 
c. the estimated time noncompliance is expected to continue ifit bas not been corrected;· 
and 
d. steps taken or planned to reduce, eliminate, and prevent reoccurrence of the 
noncompliance. 
The Director may waive the written report-on a case-by-case basis if the oral report has been 
received within 24 hours by the NPDES Compliance Unit ii) Seattle, Washington, by phone, 
(206) 553-1846. 
Reports shall be subf!Utted to the addresses in Part Il.C., Reporting of Monitoring Results. 
I. Other Noncompliance Reporting. Instances ofnoncompliance not required to be reported within 24 
hours shall be reported at the time that monitoring reports for Part II.C. are submitted. The reports 
shall contain the information listed in Part II.H.4. 
J. Inspection and Entry. The perminee shall allow the Director, or an authorized representative 
(including an authorized contraetor acting as a representative of the Administrator), upon the 
presentation of credentials and other documents as may be required by law, to: 
I. Enter upon the ·perminee's premises where a regulated facility or activity is located or · 
conducted, or where records must be kept under the conditions of this permit; · 
2. Have access to and copy, at reasonable ·times, any records that must be kept under the 
conditions of this permit; 
3. Inspect at reasonable times any facilities, equipment (including monitoring and control 
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not limited to, biosolids treatment, collection, storage facilities or area, transport vehicles and 
containers, and land application sites; and 
4. Sample or monitor at reasonable times, for the purpose of assuring permit compliance or as 
otherwise authorized by the Act, any substances or parameters at any location inclucilng, but 
not limited to, digested biosolids b:efore dewatering, dewatered biosolids, biosolids transfer 
or staging areas, any ground or surface waters at the land application sites, or biosolids, soils, 
or vegetation on the land application sites. 
5. The pennittee sball make the necessary arrangements with theiandowner or leaseholder to 
obtain permission or clearance, so that the Director, or authorized representative thereof, 
upon the presentation of credentials and other docume~ts as may be reqiµred by law, will be 
permiued to enter without delay for the purposes of performing their responsibilities. 
. . 








Duty 10 Comply. The perm.ittee must comply with all conditions of this permit. Any perm.it 
noncompli3:11ce constitutes a violation of the Act and is grounds for enforcement action; for pennit 
termination, revocation and reissuance, or modification; or for denial of a perm.it renewal 
application. The permittee shall give advance notice 10 the Director of any planned changes in the 
permitted facility or activity which may result in noncompliance with perm.it requirements. 
Penalties for Violations of Perm.it Conditions. 
l. Civil and Administrative Penalties. Any person who violates a pennit condition 
implementing sections 301, 302,306,307, 308, 318, or405·of the Act shall be subject 10 a 
civil or administrative penalty, not to exceed the maximum amounts authorized by sections 
309(d) and 309(g) of the Act and the Federal Civil Penalties Inflation Adjustment Act (28 
U.S.C. § 2461 note) as amended by the Debt Collection ImprovementAct(31 U.S.C. § 3701 
note) . 
2. · · Criminal Penalties: 
., 
a. Negligem Violations. Any person who negligently violates a permit condition 
implementing sections 30 I, 3·02, 306,307,308,318, or 405 of the Act; or negligently 
introduces into a sewer system or into· a publicly owned treatment works any 
pollutant or hazardous substance which such person knew or reasonably should have 
known could cause personal injury or property damage or, other than in compliance 
with all applicable federal, stale, or local requirements or permits, which causes such 
treatment works to violate any effluent limitation or condition in a pennit issued 10 
the treaonem works under section 402 of this Act; shall, upon conviction, be 
punished by a fine and/or imprisonment as specified in section 309(c)(l) of the Act. 
b. Knowing Violations. Any person who knowingly violates a permit condition 
implementing sections 301,302,306; 307,308,318, or405 of the Act; or knowingly 
introduces imo a- sewer system or into a publicly owned 'treatment works any 
pollutant or hazardo~ substance which such person knew or reasonably shou.ld have 
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with all applicable federal; state, orlocal requirements or permits, which causes such 
treatment works to violate any effluent limitation or condition in a permit issued to 
the treatm~at works under Section 402 of this Act; shall, upon conviction, be 
punished by a fme and/or imprisonment as specified in Section 309(c)(2) of the Act. 
c. Knowing Endangermeai. Any person who knowingly violates a permit condition 
implementing sections 301,302,306,307,308,318, or 405.of the Act, and who 
knows at that time that h·e thereby places another person in imntlnent danger of death 
or serious bodily injury, shall, upon conviction, be subject to a fine and/or 
imprisonment as specified in section 309(c)(3) of the Acl. 
d. False Statements. Any person who knowingly makes any false material statement, 
representation, or certification in any application, record, report, plan, or other 
document filed or required to be maintained under this Act or who knowingly 
falsifies, tampers with, or readers inaccurate any monitoring device or method 
required to be maintained under this Act, shalJ upon conviction, be punished by a fine 
and/or imprisonment as specified in section 309(c)(4) of the Act. 
Except as provided in permit conditions in Part III.G .• Bypass ofTreatment Facilities and Part ill.H .• 
Upset Conditions, nothing in this permit shall be construed to relieve the permittee of the civil or" 
criminal penalties for noncompliance. 
Need to Halt or Reduce Activity not a Defense. It shalJ not be a defense for a permittee in an 
enforcement action that it would have been necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in order 
to maintain compliance with t!Je conditions of this permit. 
D. Duty to Mitigate. Toe permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize or prevent any discharge 
in violation of this permit which has a reasonable_ likelihood of adversely affecting human health or 
the environment. 
E. Proper Operation and Maintenance. The permittee shall at all times properly operate and maii;1tain 
all facilities and systems of treatment and control (and related appurtenances) wllich are installed or-
used by the permittee to ·achieve compliance with the conditions of this permit. Proper operation and 
mainienance also includes ailequate laboratory controls and quality assurance procedures. This 
provision requires the operation of back-up or auxiliary facilities or similar systems which are 
instalJed by a permittee only when the operation is necessary to achieve compliance with the 
conditions of the permit. 
F. Removed Substances. Collected screenings, grit, solids. biosolids, filter backwash, or other 
pollutants removed.in the course of treatment or control of wastewaters shall be disposed of in a 
manner such as to prevent any pollutant from such materials from entering navigable waters. 
G. Bypass of Treatment Facilities: 
1. Bypass not exceeding limitations. Toe permittee may allow any bypass to occur .which does 
not cause effluent limitations to be exceeded, but only if it also is for essential maintenance 
to assure efficient operation .. These bypasses are not subject to the provisions of paragraphs 
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2. Notice. 
a. Anticipated bypass. If the permittee knows·in advance of the need for a bypass, it 
shall submit prior notice, if possible at least 10 days before the date of the bypass. 
b. Unanticipated bypass. The permittee shall submit notice of an unanticipated bypass 
as required under Part Il.H .• Twenty-four Hour Notice ofN oncompliance Repottin g. 
3. Prohibition of bypass: 
.. 
. . 
a. Bypass is prohibited and the Director may take enforcement action against a 
permittee for a bypass, unless: 
(I) the bypass was unavoidable to prevent loss of life, personal injwy, or severe 
(2) 
propefty damage; · 
there were no feasible alternatives to the bypass, such as the use of auxiliary 
treatment facilities, retention of untreated wastes, or maintenance during 
normal periods of equipment downtime. This condition is not satisfied if . 
adequate back-up equipment shpuld have been install!ld jn the exercise of 
reasonable engineering judgment to prevent a bypass which occurred during 




(3) the pcrmittee submitted notices as required under pa:ragraph,2 of this section. ·i. 
b. 
. . 
the Director may approve an anticjpaled bypass, after considering its adverse effects, 
if the Director determines that it will meet the three conditions Jlsted above in 
paragraph 3.a. of this section. 
Upset Conditipns. 
-. 
!. Effect of an upset. An upset constitutes an af:fumative defense to an action brought for 
noncompliance with such technology based permit effluent limitations if the requirements 
of paragraph 2 of this section are met. No detemtlnation made during administrative review 
of claims that noncompliance was caused by upset, and before an action for noncompliance, 
is final administrative action subject to judicial review. 
2. Conditions necessary for a demonstration- of upset. A pennittee who wishes to establish the 
affirmative defense of upset shall demonstrate, through properly signed, contemporaneous 
;. operating logs, or other relevant evidence that: 
a. An upset occurred and that the permittee can identify the cause(s) of the upset; 
. b. The permitted facility was at the time being properly operated; 
c. The permitteesubmitted notice of the Upset as required under Part Il.H., Twenty-four 
Hour Notice of1:1oncompliance &!lPrting: and · 
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3. Burden of proof. In any enforcement proceeding, the pennittee seeking to establish the 
occurrence of an upset has the burden of proof. 
I. Pretreatment Pro=m Requirements. 
I. The permittce shall implement its Pretreatment Program in accordance with the legal 
authorities, policies, procedures, staffing levels and finllllcial provisions described in its 
original -approved pretreatment program submission entitled: City of Pocatello, Idaho. 
Industrial Waste Survey and Pretreatment Program, dated March 3, 1983; any program 
amendments submitted thereafter and approved by EPA; and the General Pretreatment 
Regulations (40 CFR 403) including an.y amendments. At a minimum, the following 
pretreatment imple~entation activities sh_all be undertaken by the ~rmittee: 
a. Enforce categorical pretreatment standards promulgated pursuant to sections 307(b) 
and (c) of the Act, prohibitive discharge standards as set forth in 40 CFR ·403.5 or 
local limitations specified in Chapter 13.20 of the Revjsed and Compiled Ordinances 
of the Cjty of Pocatello, whichever are more stringent or are applicable to non-
domestic users. discharging wastewater into the permittec's collection system. 
LocalJy derived limitations shall be defined as pretreatment· standards under section ; 








Implement and enforce the requirements of the most recent and effective portions of ·:. 
local Jaw and regulations (e.g. municipal code, sewer use ordinance) addressing the 
regulation of non-domestic users. 
Update its inventory of non-domestic users at a frequency and diligence adequate to 
ensure proper identification of non-d!Jmestic users subject to pretreaiment standards, 
but no less than once per year. The permittee shall notify these users of applicable 
pretreatment standards in accordance with 40 CFR § 403.8 (f) (2) (iii). 
Issue, reissue and modify, in a timely manner, industrial wastewater discharge 
permits to at least all Significant Industrial Users (SIUs). These documents shalJ 
contain, at a minimum, conditions identified in 40 CFR § 403.8 (f)(l){iii). The 
pennittec shall follow the methods described in its implementation procedures for 
issuance of individual permits. 
Develop and maintain a data management system designed to track the status of the 
permittee's non-domestic user inventory, non-domestic user discharge characteristics, 
and their compliance with applicable pretreatment standards and requirements. Ia 
accordance with 40 CFR § 403.12 {o), the permittee shall retain all records relating 
·co its pretreatment program activities for a minimum of three (3) years and shall 
make such records available to the EPA upon request. The permittee shall also 
provide public access to infoirnation considered effluent data under 40 CFR Part 2. 
Establish, where necessary, contracts or legally binding agreements with contributing 
jurisdictions to ensure compliance with applicable pretreatment requirements by non-
domestic users within these jurisdictions. These contracts or agreements shall 
7'i'foe>2643 
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identify the agency responsible fcir the various implementation and enforcement 
activities to b~ performed in the contributing jurisdiction. In addition, the permitlee 
may be required to develop a Memorandum of Understanding (Agreement)-that 
outlines !he specific roles, responsibilities and pretreatment activities of each 
jurisdiction. 
g. Carry out inspections, surveillance, and monitoring on non-domestic users to 
determine compliance with applicable pretreannent standards and requirements. A 
h. 
· thorough inspection of SIU(s) shall be conducted at least annually. Frequency of 
wastewater sampling for the SIU(s) shall be commensurate with the character and 
volume of the wastewater, but shall not be less than two (2) tirres per year. Sample 
collectiori and analysis shall be performed in accordance with 40 CFR § 403.12 
(b)(5)(ii) through (v) and 40 CFR Part 136. 
Enforce and· obtain remedies for non-compliance by any non-domestic user with 
applicable pretreatment standards and requirements. This shall include timely and 
appropriate reviews of industrial reports to identify all violations of the user's permit 
or the permittee's local ordinance. Once violations have been uncovered, the 
pennittee shall take timely and appropriate action to address the noncompliance. The 
permittee's enforcement actions shall comply with its approved enforcement response 
procedures. · · 
i. Publish, at least annually in the largest daily newspaper in the permittee's service 
area, a list of all non-domestic users which, at any time in the previous 12 months, 
were in Significant Non-Compliance as defined in 40 CFR § 403.8 (f)(2)(vii). 
j. Maintain adequate staff, funds and equipment to implement its pretreatment program. 
2. The permittee shall implement an accidental spill prevention program to reduce and prevent 




If the permittee elects to conduct all the non-domestic user monitoring in lieu of requiring 
self-monitoring by its SIUs, the permittee shall conduct sampling, monitoring and analyses 
for all regulated pollutants in accordance with 40 CFR § 403.12 (b)(5)(ii) through (v), 40 
CFR § 403.12 (g) and 40 CFR Partl36. The frequency of sampling shall be commensurate 
with the character and volume of the discharge and shall pr<;>vide the permittee with ample 
data to determine compliance, but in no case shall sampling be less than 2 times a year 
spaced at six (6) month intervals. 
~ Whenever, on the basis of information provided to the U.S. Environmental Protection 
;· Agency, it has been determined that any source contributes pollutants to the permittee's 
treatment works in violation of subsection (b), (c), or (d) of section 307 of the Act, 
notification shall be provided to the permittee. Failure by the permittee to commence an 
appropriate enforcement action within 30 days of this notification may resul! in appropriate 
enforcement action by the EPA against the source and perinittee. · 
If the pennittee elects to modify any components of its pretreatment program, it shall comply 
with the requirements of 40 CFR § 403.18. No substantial program modification m~y be 
implemented prior to receiving written au~rization from EPA. 





6. Sampling - See Pan I.F. 
7. Reponing-See Pan II.D. 
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TV. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
A. 
B. 
Notice of Introduction of New Pollutants. T)le permittee shall provide adequate notice to the 
Director, Office of Water of: 
I. Any introduction of new pollutants into the treatment works from an indirect discharger 
which would be subject to Sections 301 or 306 of the Act ifit were directly discharging those 
pollutants; and 
2. Any substantial change in the volume or character of pollutants being introduced into the 
treatment works by a source introducing pollutants into the treatment works at the time of 
issuance of the permit. 
3. For the purposes of this section, adequate notice shall include information on: 
a. The quality and quantity of effluent to be intraduced into such treatment works; and 
b. Any anticipated impact of the change on the quantity or quality of effluent to be 
discharged from such publicly owned treatment works. 
Control of Undesirable Pollutants. Under no circumstances shall the permittee allow introduction 
of the following wastes into the waste treatment system: · 
I. Wastes which will create a fire or explosion hazard in the treatment works; 
2. Wastes which will cause corrosive structural damage to the treatment works, but in no case, 
wastes witli a pH lower than 5.0, unless the works is designed to accommodate such wastes; 
3. Solid or viscous substances in amounts which cause obstructions to the flow in sewers, or 
interference with the proper operation of the treatment works; 
4. AJJ.y pollutant, including oxygen demanding pollutants (BOD, etc.) released in a discharge 
of such volume or strength as to cause interference·in the treatment works. 
5. Heat in amount which will inhibit biological activity in the POTW resulting in interference, 
but in no case heat in such quantities that the temperature at the treatment works exceeds 
40°C ( 104 "F) unless the EPA Admii;iistrator, upon request of the treatment works, approves 
alternate temperature limits. 
6. Petroleum oil, nonbiodegradable cutting oil, or products of mineral oil origin in amounts that 
will cause interference or pass through. 
7. Pollutants which result in the presenpe of toxic gases, vapors, or fumes within the treatment 
works in a quantity that may cause acute worker health and safety problems. 
· ob~H4s 
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8. Any trucked or hauled pollutants, except at discbarge points designated by the treatment 
works. 
C. Requirements for Industrial Users. The penninee shall require any industrial user of these treatment 
works to comply, with any applicable requirements of Sections 204(b), 307, and 308 of the Act, 
including any requirements established under 40 CFR Part 403 . 
. D. Planned Changes: The permittee shall give notice to the Director as soon as possible of any planned 
physical alterations or additions to the permitted facility. Notice is required only when the alteration 
or addition could significantly <::hange the nature or increase the quantity of pollutants discharged. 
This notification applies to pollutants which are not subject to effluent limitations in the permit. 
E. Anticipated Noncompliance. The permittee shall give advance notice to the Director of any planned 
changes in the permitted facility or activity which may result in noncompliance with permit 
F. 
• · requirements. ' · 
Permit Actions. This permit may be modified, revoked and reissued, or temtinated for cause. The 
filing of a request by the permittee for a permit modification, revocation and reissuance, or 
termination, o~ a notification of planned changes or anticipated noncompliance, does not stay any 
petinit condition. 
•. 
G. Duty to Reapply. If the per:mittee wishes to continue an activity regulated by this permit after the~ 
expiration date of this per:mit, th~ permittee must apply for and obtain a new pemtit. The application • 
should be submitted at least 180 days before the expiration date of this permit. ·,. 
H. 
I. 
Duty to Provide Information. The permittee shall fum!sb to the Director, within a reasonable time, 
any information which the Director may request to determine whether cause exists for II\Ddifying, 
revoking and reissuing, or terminating this permit, or to determine compliance with this pennit. The 
pennittee shall also rumish to the Director, upon request, copies of records required to be kept by 
this:permiL ' 
Other Information. When the pennittee becomes aware that it failed to submit any relevant facts in 
a per:mit application, or submitted incorrect information in a pennit application or any report to the 
Director, it shall promptly submit such facts or infonnation. 
J. Signatory Requirements. All applications, repons or information submitted to the Director shall be 
signed and certified. 
I. All permit ap'plications shall be signed by either a principal executive officer or ranking 
~ elected official. 
2. ·· . All reports required by the permit and other information requested by the Director shall be 
signed by a person described above or by a duly authorized representative of that pers_on. A 
person is a duly authorized representative only if: 
a The authorization is made in writing by a person described above and submitted to 
the Director, and · 
b. The authorization specifies either an individual or a position having responsibility for 
.· ., 
• 
- ·~ . 
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the overall operation of the regulated facility, such as the position of plant manager, 
superintendent, position of equivalent responsibility, or an i11dividual or position 
having overall responsibility for environmental matters. (A duly authorized 
representative may thus be either a named individual or any individual occupying a 
named position.) 
3. Changes to authorization. If"an authorization under paragraph IV.J.2. is no longer accurate 
because a different individual or position has responsibility for the overall operation of the 
facility,. a new authorization satisfying the requirements of paragraph IV.J.2. must be 
submitted to the Director prior to or together with any reports, information, or applications 
to be signed by an authorized representative. 
4. · Certification. Any person signing a document under this section shall make the following 
certification: 
"I certify under penalty oflaw that this document and all attachments were prepared 
under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure 
that qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. 
Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or those 
persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submined 
is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware 
that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the 
possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations." · 
K. Availability of Reports. Except for data determined to be confidential under 40 CFR Part 1, all 
reports prepared in accordance with the terms of this permit shall be available for public inspection 
at the offices of the State water pollution control agency and the Director. As required by the Act, 
pennit applications, permits and effluent data shall not be considered confidential. 
L. Oil and Hazardous Substance Liability. Nothing in this permit shall be construed to'preclude itie 
institution of al!Y legal action or relieve the penninee from any responsibilities, liabilities, or 
penalties to wruch the pennittee is or may be subject under Section 311 of the Act. 
M. Property Rights. The issuance of this pennit does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any 
exclusive privileges, nor does it authorize any injury to private property or any invasion of personal 
rights, nor any infringement of federal, state or local Jaws or regulations. 
N. Severability. The provisions of this pennit are severable, and if any provision of this ·permit, or the 
application of any provision of this permit to any circumstance, is held invalid, the. application of 
such provision to othercircurnstances, and the remainderofthis pennit,sliall not be affected thereby. 
0. . Transfers. Titis permit may be automatically transferred to a new permittee if: 
I. The current permittee notifies the Director at least 30 days in advance of the proposed 
rr.insfer date; 
2. The notice includes a written agreement between the e:tlsting and new pennittees containing 
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The Director does not notify the e:tlsting permittee and the proposed new permittee of his or 
her intent to modify, or revoke and reissue the permit. If this notice is not received, the 
transfer is effective on the date specified in the agreement mentioned in paragraph 2 above. 
P. State Laws. Nothing in this permit shall be construed to preclude the institution of any legal action · 
or relieve the permittee from any responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties established pursuant to any 
applicabl~ state law or regulation under authority preserved by Section 510 of the Act. 
Q. Reopener- Provision. This pe_rmit is subject to modification, revocation and .reissuance, or 
termination at the request of any interested person (including the permittee) or upon EPA initiative. 
However, permits may only be modified, revoked or reissued, or tenninated for the reasons specified 
in 40 CFR §122.62 or 122.64, and 40 CFR §124.5. Tilis includes new information which was not 
available at the time of permit issuance and would have justified the apPlication of different permit 
conditions at the time of issuance, including but not limited to future monitoring results. All 
requests for permit modification must be addressed to EPA in writing and shall contain facts or 
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_, PAR'l" 25 7 · - · CB.:t'l'ER:CA-l'O~ CLASSD:CCA'l':tON Ol': SOL:tD WllS'l'B DlBPOSlU. . 
l.. 
* 
.. :_. l'ACll:t'r:tll:S Am> -PRACTZCES · 'i'~ · ... · 
The authority·citation· for·40 en Part 257 continues to read 
as-follows: 
Autho:rity: 42 u.s.c. 6907(a)(3), 6944(a) and 6949(c, 33 
u.s.c. 1345 (d) and (e) 
* * * * • * * * • • 
2. Section 257. l is a:niended by revising paragraphs (b) and (c) (3) 
to read as follows and by adding a new paragraph (c)\ll) to 
read as follows; 
257-l. Scopa 1Ul4 purpose 
. * 
(b) These criteria also provide guidelines for the disposal 
of sewage sludge on the land when the sewage sludge is 
not used or disposed through a practice regulated in 40 
Cli'R Part 503. 
(c) * * * 
(3) The criteria do not apply to the land application of 
domest'ic sewage or treated dOlllestic sewage, 
(4) through (l.0) * • * 
{ll.) The criteria do not apply to·the use or disposal sewage 
sludge on the land when the sewage sludge is used or 
disposed in accordance with 40 en.part 503. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
· 3. Section 257 • 2 is aJllended by adding definitions in alphabetical 
order for "domestic septage" and 11 sewage sludge" to read as 
follows: 
257.2 Definitions 
"Domestic septage" is either liquid or so'lid material removed 
from a septic tank, cesspool, portal:lle toilet, Type III marine 
sanitation device, or similar treatment works that receives 
only domestic sewage. Domestic septage ,does 'not include 
liquid or solid material removed from a septic tank, cesspool, 
or similar treatment works that receives either commercial 
wastewater or industrial wastewater and does not include 
grease removed from a grease-trap at a restaurant. 
"Sewage sludge" means solid, semi-solid, · or liquid residue 
generated during the treatment· of domestic; sewage in a 
6B4 
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·treatment works. sewage sludge includes, but is not limited 
to, domestic septage; scum or solids removed in primary, 
seconda:r?, or advanced wastewater treatment processes; and a 
material derived from sewage sludge. sewage sludge does not 
include ash generated during the f.i"ring of sewage sludge in a 
sewage sludge incinerator or grit and s=eenings generated 
during preliminary treablent _of domestic sewage. in a treat:Jnent 
works. 
* * * * * * * • * 
4. Section 257.3-4 is amended by revising paragraph (b)(l) to 
read as·follows: 
257,3-4 Ground water 





For purposes of section 1008{a)(3) of the Act or section 
405 (d) of the CWA, a party charged with open dumping !Jr 
a violation of section 405 (.e) with respect to sewage 
sludge th~t is not used or disposed through. a practice 
regulated in <&O CFR Part 503 may demonstrate that 
compliance should be determined at .. an alternative 
boundary in lieu of the solid waste boundary. The court 
shall establish an alternative boundary only if it finds 
that such a change would·not result in contamination of 
ground water which may be needed or used for human 
consumption. This finding shall be based on analysis and 
consideration of all of the following factors that are 
relevant: 
* • * * * * * • * 
• 
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Pll'l' 4 03--GENERAL PRETREATHEll'l' REGlJLA'l'IOBS FOR EXIS'l'ING AllI> NEW 
S001!.CES 
1. The authority citation for 40 CPR Part 403 continue~ :o 7ead 
as follows: 
Autbority: Sec. 54 (c) (2) of the Clean Water Act • 977, 
(Pub. L. 95-217) sections 204 (b) (1) (C), 20B (b) (2) ) I ·.:.), 
301(b).(l) (A) (ii), 30l(b) (2) (A) (ii), 30l(b) (2) (C), : s(l". 3), 
30l(i)(2), 304(e), 304(g), 307, JOB, 309, 402(b) 400 and 
501 (a) of the Federal. Water Poll.ution Control Act ,. ·:.b. L. 92-. 
500) as a:mended by the clean Water Act of 1977 ar.·· the Water 
Qual.ity Act of 19B7 (Pub. L. 100-4). 
2. Section 403. 7 is amended by adding text to the end of 
(a) (3) (iv) to read as follows: 
403.7 Removal. credits 
( a) * * * 
3. 
(3) * * * 
(iv) * * * Removal credits may be made available· for the· 
following pollutants. 
(A) For any pollutant listed in Appendi=i G-r for the use or 
disposal practice employed by the POTW, when the 
requirements in 40 CFR Part 503 for that practice are 
met. · · 
(B) For any.pollutant listed in Appendix G-rr for the use or 
disposal practice employed by the POTW when the 
concentration for a pollutant listed in Appendix G-rr in 
the sewage sludge that is used or disposed does not 
exceed the concentration for the pollutant in Appendix G-
rr. 
(C) For any pollutant in sewage sludge when the POTW disposes 
all of its sewage· sludge in a municipal solid _waste 
landfill unit that meets the criteria in 40 CFR Part 25B. 
40 Cl'R Part 403 is amended by adding Appendix G to the end 
thereof to read as follows: 
6B6 




APPE?IDIX G - POLLUTANTS ELIGIBLE PORA REMOVAL CREDIT 
I. REGULATED POLLUTANTS IN PART SOJ ELIGIBLE FOR A REMOVAL CREDIT --
use or Disposal Practice 
Pollutants u fil! I 
Arsenic X X X 
BerylliWD X 
Cadmium X X 
ChromiUJII X X X 
Copper X 
Lead X X 
Mercury X X 
Molybdenum X 
Nickel X X X 
Selenium X 
Zinc X 
Total hydrocarbons X ( 1) 
KEY: LA - land application 
SD - surface disposal site without a liner and leachate 
collection system 
I firing of sewage sludge in a sewage sludge incinerator 
G. (1) The following organic pollutants are eligible for a r~moval credit if the requirements for total hydrocarbons in subpart 
E in 40 CPR Part SOJ ·are met when sewage sludge is fired in a 
.. 
(_. 
sewage sludge incinerator: Acrylonitrile, 
-Aldrin/Dieldrin(total), Benzene, Benzidine, Benzo(a)pyrene, 
Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether, Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, 
Bromodichloromethane, Bromoethane, Bromofonn, Carbon 
tetrachloride, Chlordane, Chlorofonn, Chloromethane, 
ODD, DOE, DDT, Dibromochloromethane, Dibutyl phthalate, l, 2-
dichloroethane, l, l-dichloroethylene, 2,4-dichlorophenol, l,J-
dichloropropene, Diethyl phthalate, 2,4-dinitrophenol, l,2-
diphenylhydrazine, Di-n-butyl phthalate, Endosulfan, Endrin, 
Ethylbenzene, Heptachlor, Heptachlor epoxide, 
Hexachlorobutadiene, Alpha-hexachlorocyclohexane, Beta,-
hex_achlorocyclohexane, Hexachloropentadiene, Hexachloroethane, 
Hydrogen cyanide, Isophorone, Lindane, Methylene chloride, 
Nitrobenzene, ~-Nitrosodimethylamine, N-Nitrosodi-n-
propylamine, Pentachlorophenol, Phenol, Polychlorinated 
biphenyls, 2, 3, 7, a-tetrach"lorodibenzo-p-dioxin, 1, l, 2, 2, -
tetrachloroethane, Tetrachloroethylene, Toluene, Toxaphene, 
Trichloroethylene, l,2,4-Trichlorobenzene, 1,1,1-
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' C·. 
subchapter o in Chapter I of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations 
is a.mended by adding Part 503, which reads as follows: 
-
SUBCEAPTER o--SEiiAGE SLO'DGE 
PAltT 503--BTANDARDS FOR TlIE USE OR DISPOSAL OF SE:WJI.GE SLUDGE 










Purpose and applicability. 
Compliance period. 
Permits and direct enforceability 
Relationship to other regulations. 
Additional or more stringent requirements. 
Exclusions. 
Requirement for a person who prepares sewage sludge. 
Sampling and analysis. 
General definitions. 
















Frequency of monitoring. 
Recordkeeping. 
Reporting. 
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operational standard - total hydrocarbons. 
Management practices. 
Frequency of monitoring. 
Recordkeeping. 
Reporting. 
Appendi.z A--Procedu.re to Determine the Annual lll'hole Sludge 
Application Rate for a s~vaga Sludge 
APpendi.z a--Pathogen 'l'reatment Processes 
Authority: sections 405 (d) and (e) of the Clean Water Act, as amended 
by Pub. L. · 95-217, Sec. 54 (d), 91 Stat. 1591 (33· u.,s.c. 1345 (d) and 
(e)); and Pub. L. 100-4, Title rv, sec. 406 (a), {b), '101 stat., 71,72 j 
{33 u.s.c. 1251 et, seq). ·;, ·· .. 
Subpart A--General Provisions 
503.l. 
{a) Purpose 
This part establishes standards, which consist of general 
requirements, poll ut:ant limits, managelll,ent practices, and 
operational standards, for the fina1:;:use or disposal of 
sewage sludge generated during the treatment of domestic 
sewage in a treatment works. standards: are included in this 
part for sewage sll.idge applied to the land, placed on a 
surface .disposal site, or fired in. · a sewage sludge 
incinerator. Also ii:icluded .. in this part are pathogen and 
alternative v.ector attraction reduct:iori .. requirements for 
sewage sludge applied to the land· or. placed· ·on a surface 
disposal site. • 
In additio~, the standards in this part·include the frequency 
of monitoring and recordkeeping requirements when sewage 
sludge is applied to the land, placed: on" a surface disposal 
site, or fired in a sewage sludge incinerator. Also included 
in this part are reporting requirements· for Class r sludge 
management facilities, publicly oW'!'led :treatment works "(POTWs) 
with a design flow rate equal to or.·greater than one million 















( 4 ), 
This part applies to any person who prepares sewage sludge, 
applies sewage sludge to the land, or fires sewage sludge in 
a sewage sludge incinerKor and to the owner/operator of a 
surface disposal site. -
This part applies to sewage sludge applied to the land, placed 
on a surface disposal site, or fired in a sewage sludge 
incinerator. 
This part applies to the exit gas from a sewage sludge 
incinerator stack. 
This part applies to land where sewage sludge is applied, to 
a surface di~p9sal site, and to a sewage ~ludge incinerator, 
503.2 Complill.llce period 
(a) Compliance with the standards in this part shall be achieved 
as expeditiously as practicable, but.in . ..no case latar than 
(insert one year from the date of public~tion of this part). 
When compliance with the standards requires construction of 
new pollution control facilities, compliance with the 
standards shall be achieved as expeditiously. as practicable, 
but in.no case later than (insert two_y~ars from the date of 
publication of this part}. 
(b) The requirements for frequency of monitbring, recorcO:eeping, 
and reporting in this part for total hydrocarbons in the exit 
gas from a sewage sludge incinerator are' effective (insert one 
year from the date of publication of this part} or, if 
compliance with the operational standard for . total 
hydrocarbons in this part requires the construction of new 
pollution control facilities, (insert two years from the date 
of publication of this part]. 
(c) All other ·requirements for frequency of monitoring, 
.recordkeeping, an4 reporting:. in this part are effeccive on 
[insert 120 ~ays after the effective d~te of this_part] . . . 
503,3 Permits and direct enforceabil~ty 
(a) Pennits 
The requirements in.this part _may be· i~plemented through a 
permit: (l) issued to. a "treatment works treating domestic 
.sewage", as defined in 4. o C!l?R 122. 2,. in accordance with 4 0 CFR 
Parts 122 and 12~ by EPA or by·a state that has a State sludge 
management·program approved by EPA.in accordance with 40 Cli'R 
Part 123 or. 40 ~li'R Part 501 or (2) issued under subtitle C of 
691 
7'780 
.. -. ' · .. 
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the Solid waste Disposal Act; part c of the safe ·Drinking 
Water Act; the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries 
Act of 1972; or the Clean Air Act. "Treat:Jllent ~orks treating. 
r-.. domestic sewage" shall submit a permit application in 
l , .. ,.,. accordance with either 4D CFR 122.21 or an approved State -.,. 
c. 
program. 
(b) Direct enforceability 
No person shall use or dispose of sewage sludge t 
practice for which requirements are established i_ 
except in accordance with such,requirements. 
5D3.4 Relationship to other regulations 
ough any 
'-his part 
Disposal of sewage sludge in a municipal solid waste landfill 
unit, as defined in 4D Cl'R 2se.2, that. complies with the 
requirements in 40 Cl'R Part :zsa constitutes compliance with 
section 405 (d) of the CWA. Any person .. who prepares sewage 
sludge that is disposed in a municipal solid waste landfill 
unit shall ensure that the sewag~ . ;:rsludge meets the ~ 
requirements in 40 Cli"R Part 258 concerning the quality of ~ 
materials disposed in a munif=ipal solid.waste landfill unit. 
. .. ; 
5D3 .s Additional or more stringent requiremants ·. 
(a) on a case-by-case basis, the permitting authority may impose 
requirements for the use or dispos<1,l,."of :, sewage sludge in 
addition to or more stringent than the· ~equirements in this 
part when necessary to protect pu.biic health and the 
environment from . any adverse effect" 'cif' a pollutant in the 
sewage sludge. · 
(b) Nothing in this part precludes ·a State or political 
subdivision thereof or interstate agency from imposing 
requirements for the use or disposal of sewage sludge more 
stringent than the requirements in this part or from imposing 
additional requirements for the use o,r disposal of sewage 
sludge. · 
5D3.6 EXclusions 
(a) Treatment processes 
This part does not establish requirements for processes used 
to treat domestic sewage or for processes used to treat sewage 
sludge prior to final. use .or disposal·, except as provided in -
50J.J2 and 50J.J·J. 
(b) ~election of a use or disposal.practic~ 








use or disposal practice. 
which sewage sludge is 
dete=ination. 
The determination of the manner in 
used or disposed is a· local 
(c) Co-firing of sewage .sludge 
This part does not establish requirements for sewage sludge 
co-fired in an incinerator vith other wastes or for the 
incinerator in which sewage sludge and other wastes are co-
fired. Other wastes do not include auxiliary fuel, as defined 
in ~o en S03.~1(bl, fired in a sewage sludge incinerator. 
{d) Sludge generated at an industrial facility 
This part does not establish requirements for the use or 
disposal of sludge generated at an industrial facility during 
the treatment of industrial wastewater, including sewage 
sludge generated during the treatment of industrial wastewater 
combined with dom~stic sewage. 
{e) Hazardous sewage sludge 
This part does not establish requirements for the use or 
disposal of sewage sludge determined to be hazardous in 
accordance with ~o CFR· Part 261. 
(f) Sewage sludge with high PCB concentration 
This part does not establish . requirements for the use or 
disposal of sewage sludge with a concentration of 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) equal to or greater than 50 
milligrams per kilogram of total solids ,{dry weight basis). 
(g) Incinerator ash 
This part does not establish requirements for the use or 
disposal of ash generated during the firing of sewage sludge 
in a sewage sludge incinerator. 
(h) Grit and screenings 
( i) 
This part does not establish requirements for the use or 
disposal of grit (e.g., sand, gravel, cinders, ·or other 
materials with a high specific gravity) or screenings (e.g., 
r.elatively large materials such· as· rags) generated during 
preliminary trea~ment of domestic· s.ewage· in a treatment works. 
:,• 
Drinking water treatment sludge 
This part does not establish requirements for the use or 
disposal of sludge generated ·during the treatment of either 
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(j) Commercial and industrial septage 
This part does not establish requirements tor the use or 
disposal of commercial septage, industrial septage, a mixture 
of domestic septage and cpmmercial septage, or a mixture of 
domestic septage and industrial septage. · 
503,7 Requirement ~or a person who ~repares savage sludge 
My person who prepares sewage sludge shall ensure that the 
applicable requirements in this part are met when tha sewage 
sludge is applied to the land, placed on a surface disposal 
site, or fired in a sewage sludge incinerator. 
503,8 Sampling and analysis 
. . . 
(a) sampling 
Representative samples of sewage sludge that is applied to the 
land, placed on a surface disposal site, or fired in a sewage 
sludge.incinerator shall be collected and analyzed. J 
(b) Analytical methods 
..... 
The following methods shall be used to analyze 5.amples of 
sewage sludge: 
(l) Enteric viruses 
ASTM Method D 4994-89, "Standard Practice for Recovecy of 
Viruses From Wastewater Sludge", Annual Boole of ASTH 
standards: Section ll, ·water and Environmental 
Technology, 1992. 
(2) Fecal coliform 
Part 9221 E or 
Examination of 
· American Public 
1992, 
(3) Helminth ova 
Part 9222 D, "Standard Methods for the 
Water and Wastewater", 18th edition, 
Health Association, Washington, D, C., 
• 
Yanko, W.A., "Occurrence ct Pathogens in Distribution and 
Marketing Municipal Sludges", EPA, 600/1-87-014, 1987. 
NTIS PB BB-154273/AS, National:· Technical Information 
Service, springtield~ Virginia. 
(_4) Inorganic pollutan-i;s 
Method SW-84 6 in "Te:a;t Methods for -Evaluating Solid 









(5) Salmonella sp. bacteria 
Part 9250 0.1, "Standard Methods for the Examination of 
Water and wastewater", 18th edition, Alllerican Public 
Health Association, Washington, o.c., 1992; or 
Kenner., B.A. and H.A. Clark, "Determination and 
Enwneration of Salmonella and Pseudomonas a,:,ruginosa", J. 
Water Pollution control Federation, 45(9) :2153-2171, 
1974, 
(5) Specific oxygen uptake rate 
Part 2710 B, "Standard Methods for the Examination of 
Water and Wastewater••, 18th edition, Alllerican Public 
Health Association, Washington, o.c., 1992. 
(7) Total solids, fixed solids, and volatile solids. 
Part 2540 G, "Standard Methods for the Examination of 
Water and Wastewater", 18th edition, American Public 
Health Association, Washington, O.C., 1992. 
Percent volatile solids reduction 
Percent volatile solids reduction shall be calculated using a 
procedure in "Environmental Regulations and Technology 
control of Pathogens and Vectors in.sewage Sludge", EPA-525/R-
92/013, !J.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, 1992. 
S03,9 General definitions 
C . . 
(a) Apply sewage sludge or sewage sludge applied to the land 
means land applica-tion of sewage sludge_. 
(b) Base flood is a flood that has a one percent chance of 
occurring in any given year (i.e., a ·flood with a magnitude 
equalled once in 100 years). 
(c} Class I sludge management facility is any publicly owned 
treatment works (POTW), as defined in 40 CFR s01.2, required 
to have an approved pretre,:itment program under -40 CFR .f03.e (a) 
(including any POTW located in a state that has elected to 
assume local program responsibilities pursuant to 40 CFR 
403.10(e)) and any treatment works treating domestic sewage, 
as defined in 40 CFR ·122 ,2, classified as a class I sludge 
management facility by the EPA Regional Administrator, or, in 
the case of approved state programs, the Regional 







of the potential for its sewage sludge 
practice to affect public health and 
adversely, 
use = · disposal 
the environment 
(d-) cover crop is a small grain crop, such as oats, wheat, or 
barley, not grown for harvest. 
(e) C'i1'A 111eans the Clean Water Act (forJD.erly referred to as either 
the Federal Water Pollution Act or the Federal Wate: Pollution 
control Act Amendments of 1972), Pub. L. 92-500, as =ended by 
Pub; L. 95-217, Pua. L. 95-576, Pub. L. 96-483, ,~b. L. 97-











Domestic septage is either liquid or solid material removed 
from a septic tank, cel!lspool, portable toilet, Type I:IJ: marine 
sanitation device, .or similar treatment works that receives 
only domestic sewage. Domestic septag~ does· not include 
liquid or solid material remov:ed from a septic tank, cesspool, 
or similar treatment works that receives either commercial 
wastewater 'or· industrial wastewater and does not include 
grease removed, fro111 a grease trap at a restaurant. 
· Domestic sewage is waste and wastewater from hlllllans or 
household operations that is discharged to or otherwise enters 
a treatment works. 
Dry weight basis means calculated on the basis of having been 
dried at 105. degrees Celsius until reaching a constant mass 
(i.e., essentially 100 percent solids content). 
EPA means the United States Environmental Protection Agency. 
' ' " 
Feed c.i:ops ai;-e crops produced primarily for consUlllption by 
animals. 
Fiber crops are crops such as flax and cotton. 
Food crops are crops consumed by humans. These include, but 
are not limited to, fruits, vegetables, and.tobacco. 
Ground water is wat~r belo~ t~e land surface.in the saturated 
zone. 
Industrial wastewater is wastewater generated in a commercial 
or industrial process. 
Munic:il:Jality .means ~ city, town, borough, county, parish, 
distt-ict, association, or other public 'body. (including an 
intermunicipaJ.. Agency ,of two or· m6re. 'of the foregoing 
entities) created by or under. state law;·.an;Indian tribe or an 
authorized Indian t:r;ibal organization having' jurisdiction over 





· .. ,•:· 
(p) 
(q) 
management Agency under section 208 of the CWA, as amended. 
The definition includes a special distriet created under State 
law, such as a water distriet, sewer district, sanitary 
district, utility distr.lect, drainage district, or similar 
entity, or an integrated waste management facility as defined 
in section 201(e) of the CWA, as amended, that has as one of 
its principal responsibilities the treatment, transport, use, 
or disposal of sewage sludge, 
Per111itting authority is either EPA or a State with an EPA-
approved sludge management progra:m. 
Parson is an individual, association, 
corporation, municipality, State or Federal 
agent or employee thereot. 
. . 
partnership, 
agency, or an 
(r) Person vho prepares sewage sluiSge is either the person who 
generates sewage·· sludge dil:ring the treatment ot domestic. 
·sewage ··in a treatment works or the person who derives a 
material from sewage sludge, 
. " . 
(s) Place sewage sludge or sewage sludge placed means disposal of 
sewage sludge on a surface disposal site. 
(t) Pollutan~ is an organic substance, an inorganic substance, a 
com..bination of organic and inorganic substances, or a 
pathogenic organism that, after discharge and upon exposure, 
ingestion, inhalation, or assimilation into an ·organism either 
directly from the · environment··· or indirectly ·· by ingestion 
through the food· ·chain, could, on the basis of infonnation 
available to the Administrator of EPA, cause death, disease, 
behavioral abnormalities, cancer, genetic mutations, 
physiological malfunctions (including malfunction in 
. reproduction), or physical deformations in either organisl!IS or 
offspring of the organisms. 
(u) Pollutant lim'.it is a nlllllerical value that describes:·the amount 
of a pollutant allowed per unit aJ!!ount of.sewage sludge (e. 
g., milligrams per kilogram of total solids); the amount of a 
pollutant tnat can be applied to a unit area of land (e.g., 
kilograms per hectare); or the voliime of a material that can 
be applied to~ unit area of land (e.g., gallons per acre). . . 
(v) Rim0tf is rainwater, leachate, or other liquid that drains 
overland dn any part of -a· land ·surface and runs off of the 
land surface. · · 
(w) sewage sludge .is solid, ·. sem1-solid,'' · or liquid residue 
generated during the treatment of· ··domestic se:vage · in a 
treatment works. sewage sludge includes, but is not limited 
to, domestic septage; scum or solids removed in .primacy, 












material derived from sewage sludge •. Sewage sludge does-not 
include ash generated during the firing of sewage sludge in a 
sewage sludge incinerator or- grit and s=eenings generated 
during preliminary t:rea:tment of domestic sewage :.n a treatment 
works. 
State is one of the Onited States of AJDerica, , ·a . .:.strict of. 
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the : ::g: ~ Islands, 
Guam, Alllerican Samoa, the Trust Territory ·· t:.2 Pacific 
Islands, the Coml!lonwealth of the Northern MarL .:a I .. ands, and 
an Indian Tribe eligible for treatlllent as a s·~:.ite l· .u-suant to 
regulations promulgated under the authority m: section 518 (e)' 
of the CWA. 
store or storage of savage sludge is the placement of sewage 
sludge on land on .which the sewage sludge remains for two 
years or less. This does not include the_placement-of sewage 
sludge on land for treatment. . . 
(z) neat· or treatment of savage sludge is the preparation of 
sewage sludge for final use or dispos.al.,. This includes, but j 
is not limited to, thickening, stab~lization, and'dewatering • 
of sewage sludge. This does not include storage of sewage 
(aa) 
(bb) 
sludge. · · ... :,;.0 
. • ? • • 
Treatment works is either a Federally owned, publicly owned, 
or privately owned device or system,used to treat (including 
recycle and reclaim) either domes~ic-sewage or a combination 
of domestic sewage and industrial ~aste. of a liquid nature. 
wetlands means those areas that are inundated or saturated by 
surf~~e water or ground water at~ ~requency and du.ration to 
support, and that under normal ci:c:cumstances do support, a 
prevalence of vegetation typicaily adapted for- life in 
saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, 
marshes, bogs, and similar areas. 
Subpart B--Land Application 
503.10 Applicll.bility, 
(a) This subpart applies to any person.who prepares sewage sludge 
that is applied to the land, to any person who applies sewage 
sludge to the land, to sewage sludge applied to the land, and 
to the land on which sewage sludge is applied. · 
(b) ( l) 
Bulk sewage sludae 
~e general requirements in 503.12 .and ·the management 
practices in 503; 14 do not apply when-. bulk sewage sludge is 




pollutant concentrations in 503,13(b) (3), the Class A pathoge 
requirements in 503. 32 ( a) , and one of the vector attractic 
reduction requirements in SOJ,33(b)(l) through 503.JJ(b){S) 
(2) The Regional Administrator of EPA or, in the case of a Stat 
with an approved sludge management program, the stat 
Director, may apply any or all of the general requirements i 
503 .12 and the management practices in 503 .14 to the bul 
sewage sludge in 503.lO(b)(l) on a case-by-case basis afte 
determining that the general requirements or managemen 
practices are needed to protect public health. and th 
environment froll! any reasonably anticipated adverse effec 
that may occur from anr pollutant in the bulk sewage sludge 
{c) O.J The general requirements in 503.12 and the manageme.n 
practices in 503,14 do not apply when a bulk material derive 
from sewage sludge is applied to the land if the derived bul 
material meets the .pollutant concentrations in 503,lJ{b) (3) 
the Class A pathogen requirements in 503. 32 ( a) , and .one of th · 
vector attraction reduction requirements in 50J.33(b) (l 
through 503.33(b) (8). 
(2f The Regional Administrator of EPA or,· in the case of a .Stat 
with an approved sludge management program, the Stat• 
Director, may apply any or all of the general requirements i: 
503, 12 or the management practices in:,, 503, 14 to. the bul: 
material .i:n 503 .10 (c) ( 1) on a case-by...:case basis afte: 
determining that the general requirements or managemen· 
practices are needed to protect p~lic health and · th< 
environment from any reasonably anticipated adverse e!'fec· 
that may occur from any pollutant in the--bulk sewage sludge 
' . 
(d) The requirements; in this subpart do not apply when a bull 
material derived from sewage sludge is applied to the land i: 
the sewage sludge from which the bulk material is derive, 
meets the pollutant concentrations in 503,lJ(b)(J), the Clas~ 
A pathogen requirements 'in 503.32(a), and one of the vectoz 
attraction reduction requirements in 50J.3J(b)(l) througr. 
50J,J3(b)(8). < 
Sewage sludge sold or given away in a bag or other containez 
for application to the lapd 
(e) The general requirements in SOJ .12 .and the management 
practices in 503 .14 do not apply when sewage sludge is sold o:x: 
given away in a bag .or other container for application to the 
land if the sewage sludge sold or given away in a bag or other 
container for application to the land ,:i:neets the pollutant 
_concentrations ·. in so:i, lJ (b) ( J), the·, .. ·class A pathoger. 
requirements in 50J.32(a), and one .of the vector attraction 
"'reduction requirements in 503.33(.b) (l) through SOJ.3:l(b) (8). 
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The general requirements in 503.12 and the management 
practices in 503.14 do not apply when a material derived"from 
sewage sludge is sold or given away in a bag or other 
container for application to the land if the derived matariai 
meets the pollutant concentrations in 503.l3(b)(3), the Class 
A pathogen requirements ¥1 503. 32 (~) 1 and ~ne of the vector 
attraction reduction requirements in 503 .33 (b) (l) through 
503 ,3 (b) (BJ. 
The requirements in this subpart do not 'apply when a material 
derived from sewage sludge is ~old or given away in a ba9 or 
other container for application t;o the land if the sewage 
sludge from which the material is derived meets the pollutant 
concentrations in 503. l3 (b) (3) , the Class A pathogen 
requirements in 503.32(a), and one of the vector attraction 
reduction requirements in·503.33(b)(1) through 503.33(b)(B). 
Special definitions 
Ag:i:-icultural land is land on which a food crop, a teed crop, 
or a fiber crop is grown. This includes range land and land 
used as pasture. 
Agronomic rate is the whole sludge applieation rate (dry 
weight bas.is) designed: (l) to provide the amount of nitrogen 
needed by the food .crop, feed crop, fiber crop, C?Ver crop, or 
vegetation grown on the land and (2) to minimize the amount of 
nitrogen in the sewage sl:udge that passei; below the root zone 
of· 'the crop or vegetation grown on the land · to the ground 
water. 
(c) Annual pollutacnt loading rate is the maximum amount of a 
pollutant that can be applied to a unit area of land during a 






Annual wbole sludge application rate is the maximum amount of 
sewage sludge (dry weight :basis) that can be applied to a unit 
area of land during a 365 day period. 
Bull:; sewage siudge is sewage sludge that is not sold or given 
away in a bag or other container ~or application to the land. 
CWDul11.tive pollutant loading rat~ is the ll!aximum alllount of an 
inorganic pollutant that can be applied to an area of land. 
Forest is a tract of land thick with trees and ,underbrush. 
':t.and.applii::ation is the spraying ·or .spreading of sewage sludge 
onto the ~and surface; the injection.of sewage sludge b~low 
the-land surface; or the ineorporation of sewage sludge into 
~he soil so that the sewage· sludg·e. 'can either eondition the 










(i) Monthly average is the arithmetic mean of all measurem~nts 
taken during the month. 
(j) Other container is either.an open or closed receptacle. This 
includes, but is not limi~ed to, a bucket, a box, a carton, 
and a vehicle or trailer with a load capacity of one metric 
ton or less. 
(k) Pasture is land on which animals feed directly on feed crops 
such as legumes, grasses, grain stubble, or stover. 
(l) PUl:llic contact site is land with a high potential for contact 
by the public. This includes, but is no~_limited to, public 
parks, ball fields, cemeteries, plant nurseries, turf-fanns, 
and golf courses. 
(m) Range land is open land with indigenous vegetation. . .. 
(n) Reclamation site is drastically disturbed land 'that is 
reclaimed using sewage sludge. This inc_ludes, but is not ~ 
limited to, strip mines and construction sites. ~ 
503.12 General requirements 
(a) Nq person shall apply sewage sludge to the land except in 
accordance with the requirements in this subpart •. 
. .. ~-#r-: . 
(b) No person shall apply bulk sewage sludge subject to the 
cumulative pollutant loading rates in 503.l3(b) (2) to 
agricultural land, forest, a public contact site, or a 
reclamation site if any of the cumulative:pollutant loading 
rates in 503.l3(b)(2) has been reached. · . 
.(c) No person shall apply domestic septage to agricultural land, 
forest, or a reclamation site during a 355· day period if the 
annual application rate in 503.lJ{c) has been reached during 
that period. ·· .·:. 
(d) ~he person who prepares bulk sewage sludge,:that is applied to 
{e){l.). 
-agricultural land, forest, a public contact site, or a 
reclamation site shall provide the person who applies the bulk 
sewage sludge written notification of the concentratio.n of 
total ~itrogen (as Non a dry weight·basis) in the bulk sewage 
sludge. 
The person who applies 
information needed.to 
subpart. 
sewage sludge·to the land shall obtain 
comply with the requirements in this 
. . . •. . : ·;-~ /~~~~'}: . 
(2) (i) Before bulk sewage sludge subject to the. ·cumulative pollutant 
loading rates in 503 .13 (b) (2) is applied. to the land, the 
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(ii) 
contact the permitting authority for the State in.which the 
bulk sewage sludge will be applied to determine whether bul.)c 
sewage sludge subject to the cumulative pollutant loading 
rates in 503. J.3 (bl (2) has been applied to the site since 
[insert J.20 days after t¥ effective date of this part], 
If bulk sewage sludge subject to the cUJ11ulative pollutant 
loading rates in 503. J.3 (b) (2) has not been applied ·::i the site 
since [insert 120 days after the effective date of · ·iis part], 
the cumulative amount for each pollutant listed in able 2 may 
be applied to the site in accordance with 503.13(~) (2) (i), 
(iii) If bulk sewage sludge subject to the CUlllulative pollutant 
loading rates in 503 .13 (bl (2) has been applied· to the site 
since [insert 120 days_after the effective.date of this part] 
and the CUJ11Ulative amount of each pollutant applied to the 
site in the bulk sewage sludge since that date is known, the 
cumulative amount of each pollutant applied' to the site shall 
be used to determine the additional amount of each pollutant 
that can be applied to the site in., accordance with 
-S03.13(a) (2) (i). .n 
~ ! ..• 
(iv) :If bulk sewage sludge subject to the CUJ!lulative pollutant 
loading rates in 503.13 (bl (2) has been applied .to ·the site 
since [insert J.20 after the effective date of this part] and 
the cumulative amount of each pollutant applied to the site in 
. the. bulk sewage sludge since that date.:.·is not known, an 
additional amount of each pollutant shall· not be applied to 
the site in accordance-with 503.J.3(a) (2) (i). 
... 
(f) When a person who prepares bulk ·sewage iiudge provides the 
bulk sewage sludge ·to a person who applies the bulk sewage 
sludge to the land, the person who prepares the bulk sewage 
sludge shall provide the person who applies the ~ewage sludge 
notice and necessary information to .. comply with the 




When a person who prepares sewage sludge·- provides the sewage 
sludge to another person who prepares the sewage s~udge, the 
person who provides the sewage sludge shall. provide the person 
who receives the sewage sludge . notice and necessary 
information to comply with the r·equirements in this subpart. 
The person who applies bulk.sewage sludge to the land shall 
provide the owner or lease holder of- the land on which the 
bulk sewage sludge is applied notice and necessary information 
to comply with the requirements in· this :subpart.·.·· 
• • • I ,,.:• 
·Any person who pr.,-par~s- bulk sewage sludg;·:that is applied to 
.land in a State other than the state in wJ:iich the bulk sewage 
sludge is prepa";i:·ed shall provide written. notice, prior to the 







application site by the applier, to the permitting authority 
for the State in which the bulk sewage sludge is proposed to 
be applied. The notice shall include: 
(1) The location, by either street address or latitude and 
longitude, of each land application site. 
(2) The approxi:mate tiine period bulk sewage sludge will be 
applied to the site. 
( J) Tha name, address, tel'ephone number, and Nat.ion al 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit num.l:>er (if 
appropriate) for tha person who prepares the bulk sewage 
sludge. · 
(4) The n=e, address, telephone nlllllber, and National 
Pollutant Discharge Elilllination system permit number (if 
appropriate) for the person who will apply the bull: 
sewage sludge. 
.. . ·.: -~ 
Any person who applies bulk sewage sludge subject to the 
cumulative pollutant loading rates in ,503 .13 (b) (2) ~o the land 
shall provide written notice, prior to the initial appl~cation 
of bulk sewage sludge to a land application site by the 
applier, to the permitting authority for the state in which 
the bulk sewage sludge will be applied and the permitting 
aut:hority shall retain and provide access to the notice. The 
notice shall include: 
(1) ·The location, by either street address or latitude and 
longitude, of the land application site. 
(2) The name, address, telephone number, and National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination systel!l permit number (if 
appropriate) of the person who will apply the bull: sewage 
sludge. 
SOl.13 Pollutaut liinits 




Bulk sewage sludge or sewage sludge sold or given away in a 
bag or other container shall not be applied to the land if the 
concentration of any pollutant in the sewage sludge exceeds 
the ceiling concentration for the .. pollutant in Table l: 
If bulk sewage sludge is applied to agri~ultural land, forest, 
a public contact site, or a reclamation site, either: 
. . 
the cumulative· load_ing rate for each pc;,llutant shall not 
exceed the cumulative pc;,llutant loading rate for the pollutant: 





h- i ~ .... 
C 
( ii) the concentration of each pollutant in the sewage sludge shall 
not ex«::eed the concentration for the pollutant in Table 3. 
(~) I! bulk sewage sludge is applied to a lawn or a home ga:den, 
the concentration of ea«::h _pollutant in the sewage sludge shall 
not ex«::eed the «::oncentrat1on for the pollutant in ~a:o1e 3. 
(4) I! sewage sludge is sold or given away in a ba• or other 
container for application to the land, either: 
(i) the concentration o! each pollutant in the sewage s.1.udge shall 
not exceed the concentration for t.tua pollutant in Table. 3, or 
(ii) the product of the concentration o:f each pollutant in the 
sewage sludge and the annual whole sludge application rate for 
the sewage sludge shall not cause the annual pollutant loading 
rate for the poJ.lutant in Table 4 to , be exceeded. The 
procedure used to determine tbe annual whole sludge 
application rate is pres7nted in Appendix A of this part. 
(b) Pollutant concentrations and loading rates - sewage sludge. 












* Dry weight basis 
CeiJ.ing Concentration 


















(2) Culnulative pollutant loading rates 












CUl!lulative Pollutant Loading Rate 











(3) Pollutant concentrations 












• Dry weight basis 
. -. 
Monthly Average Concentration 















(4) Annual pollutant loading rates 







Annual Pollutant Loading Rate 

























The annual application rate for domestic septage applied to 
agricultural land, forest, or a reclamation site shall not 
exceed the annual application rate calculated using equation 
( l) • . 
AAR. = __ _,.,_ __ {l) 
0.0026 
Where: 
AAR. = Annual application rate in gallons per acre 
per 365 day period. 
N = Amount of .nitrogen in pounds per acre per 365 
day. period needed by the crop or vegetation 
grown on the land. 
Management practices 
Bulk sewage sludge shall not be applied to the land if it is 
likely to adversely affect a threatened or endangered species 
listed under section 4 of the Endangered Species Act or its 
designated critical habitat. . . 
Bulk sewage sludge shal_l not be applied to agricultural land, 
_forest, a public contact site, or a reclamation site that is 
flooded, frozen; or snow-covered so that the bulk sewage 
sludge enters a wetland or other waters cf the United States, 
706 
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as defined in 40 en 122.2, except as provided in a permit 







(c) Bulk sewage sludge shall bot be applied to agricultural land, 
forest, or a reclamation site that is 10 meters or less from 
waters of the United States, as defined in 40 CFR 122.2, 
unless otherwise specified by the permitting authority. 
(d) Bulk sewage sludge shall be applied to agricultural land, 
forest, a public contact site, or a reclamation site- at a 
whole sludge application rate that·is equal to or less than 
the agronomic rate for the bulk sewage sludge, unless, in the 
case of a reclamation site, otherwise specified by the 
permitting authority. 
(e) Either a label shall be affixed to the bag or other container 
in which sewage sludge that is sold or given away for 
application to the land, or an information sheet shall be 
provided to the person who receives sewage sludge sold or 
given away·in an other container for·application to the land. 
The label or information sheet shall contain the following 
information: 
(1) The name and address of the _person who prepared the 
sewage sludge that is sold or,.given away in a bag or 
other container for application'·to the land. · 
(2) A statement that application of ·the sewage sludge to the 
land is prohibited except in ·accordance with the 
instructions on the label or infoniation sheet: 
(3) The annual whole sludge application rate for the sewage 
sludge that does not cause any .of. the annual pollutant 
loading rates in Table 4 to be.exceeded. 
· S03.1S Operational standards - pathogens and vector attraction 
reduction · 
(a) Pathogens - sewage sludge 
(1) 
( 2 l 
The Class A pathogen requirements in 503.32(a) or the Class B 
pathogen requirements and site restrictions in 503. 32 (b) shall 
be met when bulk sewage sludge is applied to agricultural · 
land, forest, a public contact site, or a reclamation site. . . . 
The Class A 'pathogen-requirements in 503.32(a) shall be met 
when bulk sewage sludge·is applied to a lawn or a·home garden • 
. · 
(3) The Class A pathogen requirements in 503.32(a) shall be met 
when sewage sludge is sold. or given away in a bag or other 
container for application to the land. 
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( •··. t .. 
(b) Pathogens - domestic septage 
The requirements in eith~ SOJ.J2(c) (1) or SOJ.J2(c) (2.) s.hall, 
be met when domestic septage is applied to agricultural land, 
~crest, or a reclamation site. 
(c) Vector attraction reduction - sewage sludge 
(1) One of the vector attraction reduction requi 
.503.JJ(b) (1) through 503.JJ(b) (10) shall be met 
se)'i'age sludge is applied to agricultural land, 




(2) One of the vector attraction reduction requirements in 
503.JJ(b) (1) through 503.JJ(b) (B) shall be met when bulk 
sewage sludge is applied to a lawn or a home garden. 
(J) 
(d) 
One of the vector attraction reduction- requirements in 
503.JJ(b) p.) through 503.JJ(b) (8) shall' be met when sewage 
sludge is sold or given away in a bag or other container for 
application to the land. · ; . 
. ~· -
Vector attraction reduction - domestic septage 
The vector attraction reduction requirements in 503 .33-(b) (9), 
503.JJ(b) (10), or 503.JJ(b) (12) shall be met when domestic 
septage is applied to agricultural land, forest, or a 
reclamation site. 
503.16 Frequency of monitoring 
(a) Sewage sludge 
(1) The frequency· of monitoring for the pollutants listed in Table 
1, Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4; the pathogen density 
requirements in SOJ.J2(a) and in 503.32(b)(2) through 
503 .32 (b) (4); and the vector attraction reduction requirements 








TABLE 5 - FlU:QUENCY OF MOHITOaING - LAND APPLICATION 
,;mount of sewage sludge* 
{metric tons per 365 day period] 
Greater than zero but 
less than 290 
Equal to or gl:'eater than 
290 but less than 1,500 
Equal to or gl:'eater than 
1,500 but less than 15,000 
Equal to or greater than 
15,000 
frequency 
onca per year 
once per quarter 
{fou:r ti:mes per year) 
once per 60 days 
(six times per year) 
once per month 
fl2 times per year) 
* Either the .amount of bulk sewage sludge applied to the land 
or the amount of sewage sludge received by a person who 
prepares sewage sludge·that is sold or given away in a bag or .J 
other container for application to the land (dry weight J 
basis}. 
(2) After the sewage sludge has been monitored for two years at 
the frequency in Tables, the permitting authority may reduce 
the frequency of monitoring for pollutant concentrations and 
for the pathogen density requirements in 503.32{a) (5) (ii) and 
50J.J2(a)(5)(iii); but in no case shall the frequency of 
monitoring be less than once per year when sewage sludge is 
applied to the land. 
(b) Domestic septage 
If either the pathogen requirements in 50J.J2(c) {2) or the 
vector attraction reduction requirements in 50J.3J(b)(l2} are· 
met when domest:j.c septaga is applied to ag1:"icultural land, 
forest, or a reclamation site, each container of domestic 
septage applied to the land shall be monitored for compliance 
with those r~quirements. , 
S03,i7 Recordkeeping 
(a) sewage sludge 
(1) The person who prepares· the ·sewage sludge in 503,lO(b){l) or 
in 503.lO(e) shall develop the following information and shall 
retain the information for· five years: . . . 
(i) The concentration of each pollutant listed in Table Jin 












( ii) The following certification statement: 
"I certify, under penal_ty o! law, that the Class A, 
pathogen requirements l.n 503.32(a) and the vector 
attraction reduction requirement in [insert one of the 
vector attraction reauction requirements in 503.3J(b)(l) 
through 503. 33 (b) (8)] have been met. This determination 
has been made under my direction and supervision in 
accordance with the system· designed to ensure that 
qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the 
information used to determine that the pathogen 
requirements and vector attraction reduction requirements 
have been met. I am aware that there are significant 
penalties · for false certi!ication including the 
possibility of fine and imprisonment." 
A description ·of how the Class A pathogen requirements in 
503.32(a) are met. 
,. (iv) ·A description of how one of the vector attraction 
reduction . requirements in .. 503 ~ 33 (b) (1) · through 
503.33 (b) (6) is met. j 
(2) The person who derives the material in 503.lO(c) (1) or in 
503.lO(f) shall develop the following information and shall 
retain the information for five years: 
(i) The concentration of each pollutant listed in Table 3 in 
the material. 
(ii) The following certification statement: 
"I certify, under pena~ ty ·of law, that the Class A 
pathogen requirements in so~.32(a) and the ·vector 
attraction reduction requirement in [insert one of the 
vector attraction reduction requirements in 503.33(b)(l) 
through S03.33(b) (6)] have been met.· -This determination 
has been made. under my direction and supervision in 
9ccordance with the system· de·signed · to .ensure that 
qua"J.ified personnel properly: ·gather and evaluate the 
information used to 'determine . that the pathogen 
requirements and the vector' : attraction reduction 
requirements have been met. I am aware that there are 
significant penalties for false certification including 
the possibility of fine and imprisonment." 
(iii) A description of how the Class A pathogen requirements in 
(_iv) 
SOJ.J2(a) are met. · ·· ·' · 
A des=iption of· how one of 
reduction · requirements in 
503.33(bJ (SJ is met.· 
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{3) I:f the pollutant concentrations in 503 .13 {b) {3), the Class A 
pathogen requirements in 503.32(a), and the vector attraction 
reduction requirements in either 503.33 {b) {9) or 503 .33 {b) (10) 
are met when bulk sewage_ sludge is applied to agricultural 
land, forest, a public contact site, or a reclamation site: 
(i) · The person who prepares the bulk sewage sludge shall 
develop the following in:formation and shall retain the 
information for :five years. 
(A) The concentration of each pollutant listed in Table 
3 in the bulk sewage slUdge. 
{BJ The following certification statement: 
"I certify, under penalty. of law,· that_ the pathogen 
requirements in 503.32(a) have been met. This 
determination has been made under my direction and 
supervision in accordance·with the system designed 
to ensure that qual·ified personnel.· properly gather j 
and evaluate the information used ·to determine that 
the pathogen requirements have . been. met. I µ 
aware that there are significant penalties for 
false certification including the· possibility cf 
fine and imprisonment." 
(CJ A description of how the pathogeil· requirements ·in 
50J.32(a) are met. 
(ii) The person who applies the bulk sewage sludge ·shall 
develop,, the following information and." shall retain. the 
information for five years. 
(A) The following certification statement: 
(BJ 
"I · certify, under penalty of law, that the 
management practices in 503.14 and the vector 
attraction reduction requirement in [insert either 
503.3:J(b) (9) or 503.3:J(b) (10) J hav.e been met. This 
determination has been made under·my direction and 
supervision in accordance with the system designed 
to ensure that quali:fied personnel properly gather 
and evaluate the information used to·determine·that 
the· management practices and -vector attraction 
reduction requirements have been met. I am aware 
that there are significant· penalties for false 
certification including fine and imprisonment." 
A description of how the management practices in 
503.14 are met for each site on which- bulk sewage 
sludge is applied •. 
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(C) A description of how the vector attraction 
reduction requirements in either 503. 33 (b) (9) or 
503.33(b)(l0) are met for each site on which bulk 
sewage sludge is applied. 
(4) rf the pollutant concentrations in 503.13(b) (3) anc =he class 
B pathogen requirements in 503.32(b) are met when ·lk sewage 
sludge is applied to agricultural land, forest a public 
contact site, or a reclamation site: 
.. ,_. 
(i) The person who prepares the bulk sewage :;ludge .shall 
develop the following information and shall retain the 
information for five years: 
(A) The concentration of each pollutant listed in Table 
3 in the bulk sewage sludge. 
(B) The following certification statement: 
. . 
11:r·certify under, penalty of law,,that the Class B 
pathogen requirements in 503.32(b) and the vector 
attraction reduction requirement in (insert one of 
the.· vector attraction reduction ·requirements . in 
503.33(b) (l) through· 503.33(b) (s.)'_"if one of those 
requirements is met] have been met. This 
determination has been made under··my direction and 
supervision in accordance with tll'.·Ei system designed 
to ensure that qualified personnel properly gather 
and evaluate the information used to determine that 
the pathogen requirements (and vector attracti.on 
reduction requirements· if applicable] have been 
met •. :r am aware that there are significant 
pe·nalties for false certification including the 
possibility· of fine and imprisonment." 
(C) A description of how the Class B pathogen 
req:uirements in 503.32(b) are met. 
(DJ When one of the• vector attraction· reduction 
requirements in .503. 33 (bi (J.) through 503. 33 (b) (8) 
is met, a des=iption of how the vector attraction 
reduction requirement is met. 
(ii) The person who applies the bulk sewage .sludge shall 
develop the following information and shall retain the 
information for .five years. : 
(A) The following certification statement: 
"J: certify,. under penalty of law, 
management practices in . 50·3 .14, 
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attraction reduction requirements in ( insert either 
5DJ.JJ(b)(9) or 50J.JJ(b)(lO), if one of those 
requirements is met] have been met for each site on 
which bulk s~wage sludge is applied. This 
determination has-been made under my direction and 
supervision in accordance with the system designed 
to ensure that qualified personnel properly gather 
and evaluate the information used to determine that 
the management practices and site restrictions [and 
the vector attraction reduction requirements if 
applicable] have been met. I am aware that there 
are significant penalties for false certification 
including the possibility of fine and 
imprisorunent," 
A description of how the management practices in 
50J.l4 are met for each site on which.bulk sewage 
sludge is applied. 
(C) A description of how the · site restrictions in 1 
50J.J2(b)(5) are met for each site on which bulk J 
sewage sludge is applied. 
(D) When the vector attraction reduction requirement.in 
either 503 .. JJ(b) (9) or SOJ.JJ(b) (10) is met, a 
description of how the vector.attraction reduction 
requirement is met, · 
If the requirements in 50J,lJ(a)(2)(i) are met 
sewage · sludge is applied to agricultural land, 
public contact site, or a reclamation site: 
when pulk 
forest, a 
(i) The person who prepares the bµlk sewage sludge shall 
develop the following information and shall retain the 
information for five years. 
(A) 
(B) 
The c9ncentration of each pollutant listed in Table 
l in the bulk sewage sludge. 
The following certification statement: 
"I certify, under penalty of law, that the pathogen 
requirements in [insert either 5DJ.J2(a) or 
5DJ.J2(b)J and the vector attraction reduction 
requirement in [insert one of the vector attraction 
reduction requirements in 503.JJ(b)(l) through 
50J,JJ(b)(8) if one of those requirements is-met] 
have been met. · This determination has been made 
under my· direction and supervision in accordance 
with the system des_ign~d to ensu:r;e. that qualified 
personnel properly gather and evaluate the 






(G) A description of how the requirements to obtain 
information in~503.12(e) (2) are met. 
(H) Tha following certification statement: 
"I certify, under penalty of law, that the 
management practices in 503 , 14 have be.en met for 
each site on which bulk sewage sludge is apP,lied. 
This determination has been made under my direction 
and supervision in accordance with the system 
designed. to ~ure that qualified personnel 
properly gather and evaluate the ·info.t'lllation used 
to determine that the management practices . have 
been met. I am aware that there are significant 
penaJ.ties for false certification including fine 
and imprisonment." 
(I) A description of how the management practices in j 




sludge is applied. · 
The following certification statement when the bulk 
sewage sludge meets the Class B pathog:en 
requirements in 503.32(b): 
"I certify, under penalty of law, that _the site 
restrictions in -503. 32 (b) (5) have been met. This 
determination has be'en made under my dir~ction and 
supervision in accordance with the system designed 
to ensure that qualified personnel properly gather 
and evaluate the information used to determine that 
the site restrictions have been met. I am aware 
that there are significant penalties for false 
certificati.on including fine and imprisonment," 
A description of how· t
0
he site restrictfons in 
503.32(b)(5) are met for each site on·which Class 
B "bulk sewage sludge ,is applied.• 
The following· certification· statement when the 
vector attraction reduction requirement in either 
503",33(b) (9) or 503,33(b) (10) is met: 
"I certify·, under. penalty of law, that the vector 
attraction reduction requirement·in (insert"eithe.r 
503'. 33 (b) ( 9) or 503 ;·33 (b} ( 10} J .:has been met. This 
determination has been made under.'my direction and 
supervision in accordance wi t.li". the system design'ed 
to ensure that qualified pereionnel properly gather 
and evaluate the inforination used to determine that 
7l.S 
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t.he vector attraction i;eduction requirement ·has 
been met. I am aware that there are significant 
penalties for ·false certification including· the· 
possibility of fine and imprisonment." 
(M) If the vector attraction reduction requirements in 
either 503.33(b)(9) or 503.33(b)(10) are met, a 
description of how the requirements are r.et. 
(6) If the requirements in 503.13(a) (4)(ii) are met when sewage 
sludge is sold or given away in a bag or other con~ainer for 
application to the land, the person who prepares t.he sewage 
sludge that is sold or given away in a bag or other container 
:.;... 
. shall develop the fellowing information and shall retain the 
·information for five years: 
(i) The annual whole sludge application rate for the ·sewage 
sludge that does not cause the annual pollutant loading 
rates in Table 4 to be exceeded. 
(ii) The concen~ration of each pollutant listed in Table 4 in 
the sewage sludge. j 
(iii) The following certification statement: 
(iii) 
(iv) 
"I certify, under penalty of law, that the management 
practice in 503.14(e), the Class A pathogen requirement· 
in so·3. 3 2 ( a) , and the vector attraction reduction 
requirement in [ insert one of the vector attraction 
reduction requirements in 503.33 (b) (1) through 
503.33(b) (8)] have been met. This d,etermination has been 
made under my direction and supervision in accordance 
with the system designed to ensure that qualified 
personnel properly gather and evaluate the information 
used to determine that the management practice, pathogen 
requirements·,.· and vector attraction reduction 
requirements have been met. I am aware that there are 
significant penalties for false certification including 
the poss-:i.bility of fine and imprisonment • ." 
A description of h~w the 'class A pathogen requirements in 
503.32(a) are met. · 
A description of. how. one of the vector attraction 
requirements in s·o3.33(b) (1) through 503.33~b) (B) is met. 
(b) Domestic septage 
When domestic septage is applied to agricultural land, forest, 
or. a reclamatiol} site, the ;person who · applies -the domestic 
septage · shall develop · the foll'owing information and shall· 






(1) ~he location, by either street address or latitude and 
longitude, , of each site on which domestic septage is 
applied • 
(2) The number of a=es in each site on which domestic 







The date and· time domestic septage is applied to each 
site. 
The nitrogen requirement for the crop or vegetation grown 
on each site during a 365 day period. 
The rate, in gallons per acre per 365 day period, at 
which domestic septage is applied to each site. 
The following certification statement: 
11 ::C certify, under penalty of law, that the pathogen 
requirements in (insert either 503.JJ(c) (1) or 
503.33(c)(2)) and the vector attraction reduction 
requirements in [insert 503.33(b) (9), 503.33(b)(10), or 
503. 33 (b) ( 12)] have been met. This determination has 
been made under my direction and supervision in 
accordance with the system designed to ensure that 
qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the 
info:i:'lllation used to determine that the pathogen 
requirements and vector attraction reduction requirements 
have been met. ::Cam aware that there are significant 
penalties for false certification including_ the 
possibility of fine and imprisonment." 
A description of how the pathogen requirements in either 
503.33(c) (1) or 503.JJ(c) (~) are met. 
A description of how the vector 
requirements in· 50J.33{b) (9), 




(a) Class I sludge management facilities, POTWs (as defined in 40 
en 501.2) with a design flow rate equal to or greater than 
one million gallons per day, and POTWs that serve 10,000 
peop,le or .mO.t'e shall submit the following informatic;m to the 
permitting authority: · · 
(.1) The information in 503.l7(a), except the information in 
50J.l7(a)(3)·{ii), .Sci3.l7(a)(4)(i-i) and in 
503.l7(a) (5) (ii), for the appropriate. requirements on 
(insert the month and day of the date of publication of 




r . . . . _..... 
(2) The inforlllation in so::i. l 7 (al (S) ( ii) (Al · thr'1ugh 
SOJ.l7(a) (S) (ii) (G) on [insert the month and day from the 
date of publication of this pa:rt] of each year when 90 
percent or more of any of the cumulative pollutant 
loading rates in Ta~le 2 is reac:hed at a site • 
Su:bpa.rt c--Surface Disposal 
503.20 Applicability 
(a) 'l'his subpart applies to any person who prepares sawage ~ludge 
that is placed on a surface 'disposal site, to the 
owner/operator o~ a surface disposal site, to sewage sludge 
placed on a surface disposal site, and to a surface disposal 
site. · 





,.,. land or to the lancl on which sewage sludge is stored. It also 
does not apply to sewage sludge that remains on the land for 
longer than two years when the person who prepares the sewage 
sludge demonstrates that the land _on which the sewage sludge ._J 
remains is not an active sewage sludge unit. The 
demonstration shall include the following· infor:mation, which 
shall be retained by the person who prepares the sewage sludge 
for the-period that the sewage sludge remains on the land: 
{ l) The name and address of the person who prepares the 
sewage sludge. 
{2) The name and address of the person who either owns the 
land or leases the land. 
(J) The location, by either street address or latitude and 
longitude, of the land. 
(4) An explanation of why sewage sludge needs to remain on 
the land for longer than two years prior to final use or 
disposal·. 
(5) The approx~mate time period when the sewage sludge will 
be used or disposed. · 
This subpart does not apply to sewage sludge tr'eated on the 
land or to the land on which sewage sludge is treated. 
Special definitions 
Active s~wage sludge unit is a sewage sludge unit that has not 
,closed. · 




or a portion of a geologic · formation capable of y:!,eldin 
ground water to wells or springs~ 
• (c) Contaminate lU1 aquifer !!leans to introduce a substance tha 
causes the maxim= contaminant level for nitrate in •o c~ 
141.11 to be exceeded in ground water or that causes th 
existing concentration of nitrate in ground water to increas 
when the existing concentration of nitrate in the ground wate 





cover is soil or other material used to cover sewage sludg 
placed on an active sewage sludge unit. 
Displacement is the relative movement of any two sides of, 
fault measured in any direction. 
Fault is a fracture or zone of fractures in any material, 
along which strata on one side· are displaced with respect t< 




Final cover is the last layer of soil or other ~aterial place, 
on a sewage sludge unit at closure. 
Holocene time is the most recent epoch of the Quaternar; 
period, extending from the end of the Pleistocene epoch to the 
present... · · · 
Leachate collection system is a ~ystem or device installec 
immediately above a liner that is designed, constructed, 
maintained, and operated to collect and·remove leachate frorr 
a sewage sludge unit. · 
(j) Liner is SQil or synthetic material that has a hydraulic 
conductivity of 1 x 10·7 centimeters per s_eco1;d, or less_. . 
(kl towel:' explosive lilllit for lll&thane gas is the lowest percentage 
of methane gas in air, by volwne, that propagates a flame at 
25 degrees Celsius and atmos~heric_pressure. 
( l:) Quali.t'ied gx-ound-w11,tar scientist: is an individual with a 
baccalaureate or post-graduate degree in the natural sciences 
or engineering who has sufficient training and.experience in 
ground-water hydrology and related fields,. as may be 
demonstrated by State registration, · professional 
.certification, .. o:i; . completion . · of s·. accredited university 
programs, to make sound professional judgments regarding 
.-grot1nd-~ater m?nitoring, pollutant, fate.and transport., and 
. ~·-.. corrective action. 
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greater probability that the horizontal ground . level 
acceleration of the rock in the area exceeds 0.10 gravity once 
in 250 years. 
(n, sevage sl.udge unit is l~nd on which only sewage siudge is 
placed for final disposa:i. This does not include land on 
which sewage sludge is either stored or treated. Land does 
net include waters of the United states, as defined in ~o en 
122.2. 
(o) savage s1udge unit boundary is the outerl!lost peri:::eter of an 
active sewage sludge unit. 
(p) Surface disposal site is an area of land that contains one or 
mere active sewage sludge units. 
(q) Unstable. area is land subject to natural. or , human-induced 
. forces that may damage the structural components of an active 
·'""·sewage sludge unit. This includes·, but is not limited to, 
land on which the. soils are subject to mass movement. 
503.22 General requirements 
(a) Ne person shall place sewage sludge on an active sewage sludge 
unit unless the requirements in this subpart are met. 
(b). An active sewage sludge unit located within 60 meters of a 
fault that has displacement in Holocene time; located in an 
unstable area; or located in a wetland, except as provided in 
a pe=it issued pursuant to section 402 o·f the CWA, shall 
close by ( insert one year after the effective date of this 
part], unless, in the case of an active sewage sludge unit 
located within 60 meters of a fault that has displacement ~n 
Holocene time, otherwise specified by .the perlllitting 
(c) 
. authority. · 
The owner/operator of an active sewage sludge unit shall 
-submit a written closure and post closure plan to the 
permitting authority 180 days prior to the date: that the 
active sewage sludge unit closes ... The plan shall describe how 




A discussion of how the leachate collection system will 
·be operated and maintained for three years after the 
sewage sludge unit closes if thi·sewage sludge unit has 
a liner and leachate.ccllection"system. . . . : 
A d~scription of the system us·ed to moni"t~·r for methane 
gas in the . air in any· structures within the surface 
disposal site and in the air·at.the pr~perty line of the 







(3) A discussion of how public access to the surface disposal 
site will be restricted for three years after the last 
sewage sludge unit i~ the surface disposal site closes. 
Tbe owner of a surface disposal site shall provide written 
notification to the subsequent owner of the site that sewage 
sludge was pl~ced on the land. 
503.23 Pollutant limits Cother than domestic septage) 
(a) Active sewage sludge unit without a liner and leachate collection 
system · 
(1) Except as provided in 503.23(a) (2) and 503.23{b), j:he concentration 
of each pollutant listed in Table 6 -in sewage sludge placed on an 
active sewage sludge unit shall not exceed the concentration for 
the pollutant in Table 6. 
(2) 
TAllLE 6 - POLLO'TANT CONCENTRATIONS - ACTIVE SE'i!AGE . SLtlDGE ONil' 










* Dry weight basis 
Except as provided in 503,2J(b), the concentration of each 
pollutant listed in Table 6 i_n sewage sludge placed on an active 
sewage sludge unit whose boundary is less than 150 meters from the 
property line of the surface disposal site shall riot exceed the 
concentration determined usin~ the toilowing procedure. 
{i) 
(ii) 
. . . 
Tbe actual distance from the active sewage sludge unit 
boundary to the property line Qf the surface disposal site 
sball be deterin~ned. 
The concentration of each pollutant listed in Table 7 in the 
sewage sludge ·shall not·exceed the concentration in Table 7 
that corresponds to the actual distance in so·3.23 (a) (2) (i). 
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TAilLE 7 - POLLOTAll'l' CONCEN'l!UTIONS - AC'l'::tV:13 SEWAGE SLtlt>GE 
tllll:T il'l:'l'l'!011T A Llm:R AND' LEACl!.'.ATE COLLECTION SYSTEM· 
TB:AT RAS A tmlT BOUHDIUI.Y TO PROP:ERTY LDra OIS~ANCE 
L!lSS TlC\ll 15 D ME'?El!.S 
= 
Unit boundary to follyt~ot eongeDt~1t!on• 
property line Arsenic Chromium Nickel 
distance (meters) {mg/kg) Cmstkg) Cm#/kg) 
o tc less than 25 JO 200 210 
25 to less than so 34 220 240 
so tc less than 75 39 260 270 
75 to less than 100 46 JOO 320 
100 to less than 125 SJ 360 390 
125 to less than lSO 62 450 420 
• Dry weight basis 
Activ.e sewage sludge unit without a liner and leachate collection 
system - site-specific limits 
(l) At the time of permit application, the owner/operator of a 
surface disposal site may request site-specific pollutant 
limits in accordance with 503.23(.b)(2) for an active sewage 
sludge unit without a liner and leachate collection system 
when the existing values for site parameters specified by the 
permitting authority are different from the values for those 
parameters us.ed to develop the pollutant limits in Ta.ble 6 and 
when the permitting authority determines that'site-specific 
po~lutant limits are appropriate for the active sewage sludge 
·unit. 
(2).r. 'I'he concentration of each pollutant listed . in Table 6 in 
.:;;sewage sludge placed on an active sewage sludge unit without 
- a liner and leachate collection system shall not exceed either 
the concentration for.the pollutant determined during a site-
specific assessment, as specified by the permitt:.ing authorit:.y, 
or the existing·concentration of tile pollutant in the sewage 
sludge, whichever is lowe~. 
503.24 Management practices 
. (a) s·ewage sludge shall not .be placed on an active sewage sludge 
unit if it is likely .to adversely affect a threatened or 








. .. .. ~ 
Species Act or its designated critical habitat. 
(bi An active sewage sludge unit shall net restrict the flow of a 
( c) 
base flood. - · 
When a surface disposal 
zone, an active sewage 
withstand the maximlllll 
acceleration. 
site is located in a seismic impact 
sludge unit shall be designed to 
recorded horizontal ground level 
(d) An active sewage sludge unit shall be located 60 meters or 
mere from a fault that has displacement in Hclccelie time, 
unless otherwise specified· by the permitting authority. 




An active sewage sludge· unit 
wetland, except as pi;-cvided in 
section 402.or 404 cf the CWA. 
shall net be located in a 
a pe1;I11it issued pursuant to . .. 
. : ·= ;'.1 ·: • 
Run-off from an active sewage sludge. unit shall be collected 
and snall be disposed in acccrdance:with National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System permit" requirements and any other 
applicable requirements. 
(2) The run-off collection system fer .an active sewage sludge unit 
shall. have the capacity to handle run-off from a 24-hcur, 25-
year storm event. 
(h) The leachate collection system fer. an. active sewage· sludge 
unit that has a liner and leachate collection system shall be 
operated and maintained during tha period the sewage sludge 
unit is active and for three years after the sewage sludge 
unit closes. 
(i) Leachate.frcm·an active sewage sludge u~it that has a liner 
and leachate collection system shall.be collected and shall be 
disposed in accordance with the applicable requi'rements during 
the per~od the sewage sludge unit is active and ·fo~. three 
years after the sewage sludge unit closes. 
(j) (1) When .a cover is placed on an active· sewage sludge unit, the 
concentration of methane gas in air··.in any structure -within 
the surface disposal ·site· shall n_ot-.exceed··2s percent of the 
lower explosiye limit for methane gas;during the period that 
the sewage sludge unit. is active· and the. concentration of 
· methane gas in .air at ·the· property_.· 1ine cf the surface 
disposal site shall not exceed the· lcwez: .explosive limit for 
methane gas during the period that the sewage·sludge unit is 
active. 
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( 2) When a final cover is placed on a sewage sludge unit at 
closure, the concentration of methane gas in air in. any 
structure within the surface ~isposal site shall not exceed 25 
percent of the lower explosive limit for methane'gas for three 
years after the sewage sludge unit closes and the 
concentration of methane gas in air at the property line of 
the surface disposal site shall not exceed the lower explosive 
limit for methane gas for three years after the sew,,ge sludge 
unit closes, unless otherwise specified by the .ermitting 
authority. · 
(k) A food crop, a feed crop, or a fiber crop shall not be ·grown 
on an active sewage sludge unit, unless the owner/operator of 
the surface disposalt site demonstrates to the permitting 
authority that through management practices public health and 
·the environment .are-protected from any reasonably anticipated 
·;-
( l) 
adverse effects of pollutants in sewage sludge when crops are 
grown. 
Animals shall not be- graied on an active sewage sludge unit, 
unless the owner/operator of the surface disposal site 
demonstrates to the permitting auth·ority that through 
management practices public health and the environment are 
protected .from any reasonably·anticipated'adverse effects of 
pollutants in· sewage sludge when animals·-are grazed. 
(m) Public access to a surface disposal site shall be restricted 
for the period· that the surface disposal site contains an 
active sewage sludge unit and for three years after the last 
active sewage sludge unit in the surface dt~posal site closes . 
( n) ( l) 
(2) 
. ~-
Sewage sludge placed on an active sewage sl.u~ge unit shall not 
contaminate an ac.4-ifer. · .. 
Results of. a ground-water monitoring program developed by a 
qualified ground-water scientist or a certification by a 
qualified ground-water scientist shall be used to demonstrate 
that sewage sl~dge placed on an active sewage sludge unit does 
not contaminate an aquifer. 
503.25 Operational standards - pathogens and vector·attraction 
reduction.. 
(a) Pathogens - sewage sludge (oth~r than domestic septage) 
The Class A pathogens requir·ements in 503. 32 (a) or one of the 
Class B pathogen requirements in ·503·.32(b) (2) through (b) (4) 
shall be met when sewage sludge·is placed on an active sewage 
sludge ·unit,· unless ·the·· vector· attraction reduct~on 







( b) Vector attraction reduction 
domestic septage) 
sewage sludge (other than 
( C) 
- One of the vector attraction reduction requirements in 
SOJ.JJ(b) (1) through SoJ:JJ(b) (11) shall be met when sewage 
sludge is placed on an active sewage sludge unit. 
Vector attraction reduction - domestic septage 
One of the vector attraction reduction requirement in 
SOJ.JJ(b) (9) through SOJ.JJ(b) (12) shall be met when domestic 
septage is placed on an active sewage sludge unit. 
503.26 Fraquancy ot monitoring 
(a) Sewage sludge (other than domestic septage.) 
( l) The frequency of moni toririg_ for the pollutants in Tables 6 and i 
7; the pathogen density requirel!lents in· SOJ.J2(a) and in 
SOJ.J2(b) (2) through SOJ.J2(b) (4); and the vector attraction 
reduction requirements in SOJ.JJ(b) (ll through SOJ.JJ(b)(S) 
for sewage sludge placed on an active sewage sludge unit shall 
be the frequency in Table a. 
'l'ABLE 8 - FREQO:ENCY OF MONJ:TOJUBG -. St1RFACE DISPOSAL 
Amount of sewage sludge• 
rmetric tons oer 365 day period) Frequency 
(2) 
. . 
Greater than zero but 
less than 290 
Equal to or greater than 
290 but less than 1,500 
Equal to or greater than 
1,soo but less than 15,ooo 
Equal to or greater than 
15,000 
once per·year 
once per quarter 
(four times p~r year) 
once per 60 days 
(six times per year) 
once per month 
(12 times per year) 
*'A:mount,of sewage sludge placed on an active sewage sludge 
unit (dry weight basis) .. 
After the sewage sludge has been monitored for two years at 
the frequency in Table a, the pepiitting autJ::iority may ,educe 
the £reguency of monitoring for·pollutant concentrations and 
for the pathogen density requirements in SOJ.J2(a) (5) (ii) and 
SOJ.:l'2(a)(SJ(iii), but in no case shall the.frequency of 








placed on an active sewage sludge· unit. 
Domestic septage 
It the vector attraction reduction regu. 1ments in 
503.33(b) (12) are met when domestic septage is .aced on an 
active sewage s+udge unit, each container ct doll!-. tic septage 
shall be monitored for compliance with those re,· .• rements. 
Air 
Air in structures within a surface disposal s~~e and at the 
property line of the surface disposal site shall be monitored 
continuously for methane gas during the period that the 
surface disposal site contains an active sewage sludge unit on 
which the sewage sludge is covered and for three years after 
a sewage sludge unit closes when a fina~ cover is placed on 
the sewage sludge. 
503.27 Recordkeeping 
(a) When sewage sludge (other than domestic ·septage) is placed on 
an active sewage_ sludge,unit: 
(l) The person who prepares the sewage sludge shall develop 
the following inforination and shall retain the 
inforination for five years. 
(i) The concentration of each pollutant listed in Table 
6 in the sewage sludge when the pollutant 
concentrations in Table 6 are·met. 
(ii) The following certification statement; 
! 
"I certify, under penalty of law; that the pathogen 
requirements in ( insert 503. 32 (.a), 503. 32 (b) (2) , 
50J.J2(b) (:3), or 503.32(1:l).(4) when one of those 
requirements is met] and· the· vector attraction 
reduction requirements in ( insert one of the vector 
attraction reduction requirements in 503 .33 (b) (l) 
through 503,33(b) (8) when one of those requirements 
is met) have been met. This ·det.ermination has been 
made under my direction and supervision in 
accordance with the system de~igned to ensure that 
qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate 
the information . used to determine the (pathogen 
requirements and vector attraction reduction 
requirements if appropriat!,if· ha·ve been me;. I am 
aware tnat · there are signi'ficarit penalties :for 
false certificati'cin including'" the possibility of 










(iii) A description of how the pathogen requireme~ts ir. 
(iv) 
SOJ.J2(a), ·SOJ.J2(b)(2), 50J.J2(b)(J), or 
. SOJ.J2(b) (4) are met when one of those requirements 
is met •. 
--
A description of how one of the vector attraction 
reduction reqi;iirements in 503,JJ(b)(l) through 
50J.JJ{b)(S) is met when one of those requirements 
is met. 
(2) The owner/operator of the surface disposal site· shall 
develop the following inforl!lation and shall retain that 
information for five years. 
(il 'l'he conc~ntration of each pollutant listed in Table 
7 in the sewage sludge when the pollutant 
concentrations in Table 7 are met or when site-
specific ~ollutant limits in 50J.2J(b} are met. 
(ii) The following certification statement: 
"I certify, 1.1nder · penalty of law, tliat the 
management practices. in 503.24 and the vector 
attraction redl.lctiqn .requirement in (insert one of 
the requirements· in SOJ.JJ(b)(9) through 
503.JJ(b) (ll) if one 0! those requirements is met) 
have been met. This determination has been made 
1.lnder my direction. and supervision. in accordance 
with the system designed to ensure that qualified 
personnel properly gather and · evaluate the 
information used to d~termine that the management 
practices [ and the · ·vector attraction reduction 
requirements if appropriate] have been met. I am 
aware that there· a;-e. significant penalties for 
· false certification including the possibility of 
fine and imprisonment~" .~. 
{iii) A description of how the management practices in 
503,24 are met. 
(i'Y') A description of how 
reduction· requirements 
503.-JJ(b) (ll) are met if 
is met. 
the vector attraction 
in SOJ. JJ (b) (9) thro1.1gh 
one of those requirements 
' . 
(b) When domestic septag~ is. placed on a surfac'e. disposal site: 
:, 
:~ .• , .• / .... ,;; •..•... 'i 
., ~· 
{l)· .If. the. vector· a.ttraction reduction requirements in 
.503.JJ (b) (12) are met, tl\,e'person who places the domestic 
septage on the ·surface ·disposal .site shall develop the 
following information ancl.· shall retain, the information 
for five ye!'lrs: 
·n.1 







The following certification statement: 
"I certify, under penalty of law, that the vector 
attraction reduction requirements in 503,J3(b){l2) 
have been met. - This dete=ination has been made 
under my direction and supervision in accordance 
with the system designed to ensure that quali:t'ied 
personnel properly gather and evaluate the 
info:t'll!ation used to determine that t..~e vector 
attraction requirements have been met. I am aware 
that there are signi:t"icant penalties for :false 
cartification inc;luding the possibility o:t' :fine and 
imprisonment." 
A description · of how the vector · attraction 
reduction requirements in 50J,JJ(b)(l2) are mat. 
{2) The owner/operator of the surface disposal site shail 
develop the following information and shall retain that 
information for five years: 
(i) The following certification statement: 
(ii) 
"I certify, under ·penalty qf law,. that the 
management practices ·in 503.24 and the vector 
attraction reduction requirements in [ insert 
503.33{1:1)(9) through,·,50J.33(b)(ll.)' when ,:ine o:t' 
those requirements is met) have been met. This 
determination has.been-made under my direction and 
supervision in accordance with the system designed 
to ensure that qualified personnel properly gather 
and evaluate the.information used to determine that 
the management practices (and the vector:attraction 
reduction requirements i:t' appropriate] have been 
met. r· am aware that there are significant 
penal.ties for false certification including the 
possibility of fine or imprisonment .... 
A d~scription of ht.;,w the management practices in 
S0J.24 are met. 
(iii) A description how the vector attraetion reduction 
requirements in 503,33(:b) (9) er 503.JJ(b) (11) are 
met if one of those requirements in mat, 
.· .. 
(l'J.) Class. I sludge managemen_t facili:t:.ies, · POTWs (as i;iefined in 40 
. c,R soi.2) wi~h- a design flow rate equal to or great~r than 
''one million gal Ions per day, and·· POTWs that serve 10, ODO 
people or more shall submit, the' information in 503,27(a) to 







date of pul:llication of this part) of each year. 
-Subpart o--Pathogens and Vector Attraction Reduction 
S03.30 scope 
(a) This subpart contains the requirements for a sewage sludge to 
be classified either Class A or Class B with respect to 
pathogens. 
(b) This subpart contains the site restrictions for land on which 
a Class B sewage sludge is ~pplied. 
. . 
(c) This subpart contains the pathogen requirements for domestic 
septage applied to agricultural land, forest, or a reclamation 
site. 
(d) This subpart contains alternative vector attraction reduction 
requirements for sewage sludge that is applied to the land or J 
placed on a surface disposal site. 
503.31 Special definitions. 
. 
(a) Aerobic digestion is the biochemical decomposition of organic 
matter in sewage sludge into carbon dioxide and water by 
microorganisms in the presence.of.air. 
(b) Anaerobic digestion is the biochemical . decomposition of 
organic matter·in sewage sludge into methane gas and carbon 
dioxide by microorganisms in the absence of air. 
(c) Density of microorganisms is the number of microorganisms per 
unit mass of total solids (dry weight) in the sewage sludge. 
(d) Land with a high potential for pubiic e:rposure is land that 
the public uses. frequently. This includes, but is not limited 
to, a public contact site and a reclamation -site located in a 
populated area ( e .·_g, a construction site located in a city) • 
(e) Land with a low potential for pul:llic exposure is land that the 
public uses infrequently.· This includes, but is not limi_ted· 
to, agricultural land, forest, and a reclamation site located 
in an unpopulated area· (e.g:, a strip mine located in a rural 
area). 
. . 
(f) ·Pathogenic organisms are: disease-causing organisms. These 
include, but are not limited to, certain bacteria, protozoa, 
-viruses, and viable helminth ova • 











specific oxygen uptake rate (SOUR) is the mass of oxygen 
consumed per unit time p_er unit mass of total solids .(dry. 
weight basis) in the sewage sludge. 
Total solids are the mate~j.als in sewage sludge that remain as 
residue when the sewage sludge is dried at lOJ to 105 degrees 
Celsius. 
IJnstllbilized solids are ·organic materials in sewage sludge 
'that have not been .treated in either an aerobic or anaerobic 
treatment process. 
Vactor attraction is the characteristic of sewage sludge that 
attracts rodents, flies, mesquites, or other organisms capable 
of transporting infectious· agents. 
Volatile solids is the amount of the total solids in sewage 
sludge lost when the sewage sludge is combusted at 550 degrees 
Celsius in. the presence ~f excess air. 
503.32 Pathogens· 




. ( ii) 
The requirement in 50J.J2(a) (2) and the requirements in either 
SOJ.J2(a)(J), 50J.J2(a)(4)', SOJ.J2(a)(5), SOJ.J2(a)(6), 
SOJ.J2(a) (7), or SOJ.J2(a) (8) shall be met·for a sewag~ sludge 
to be classified Class A with respect ·t~ pathogens. 
The Class .A pathogen requirements in-SOJ.J2(a)(J) through 
SOJ.J2(a)(B) shall be met either prior:to meeting or at the 
same time the vector attraction reduction requirements in 
SOJ. JJ, except the vector attraction reduction requirements in 
SOJ.J3(b)(6) through SOJ.33(b) (8), are met. 
Class A - Alternative 1 
Either the density of fecal coliform- in·-the sewage sludge 
· shall be less than 1000 Most"Proba.ble· Number- per gram of- total 
solids (dry weight bas.is), or the densitr·of Salmonella sp. 
bacteria in the sewage sludge shall be less than three Most 
Probable· Number per four grams of, tota1 solids (dry weight 
basis) at.the time the sewage sludge is used or disposed; at 
the time the sewage sludge is prepared for sale or give away 
in a bag or other container for application to the land; or at 
the time the sewage sludge or material'· derived from sewage 
sludge is prepared to meet the requirements in SOJ .10 (b), 
SOJ.lO{c), SOJ.lO{e), O': SOJ.lO(f). '''·t·'·· ·. · . 
.... -.. ~. 
'!'he temperature of the sewagei- sludge· that is used or disposed 









c·. . , .. 
(A) When the percent solids of the sewage sludge is seven percent 
or higher, the temperature ct the sewage sludge shall be ·so 
degrees Celsius or higher; the time period shall be 20 minutes 
or longer; and the temperature and time period shall be 
- determined using equation-(3), except when Slllall particles of 
sewage sludge are heated ·by either wanned gases or an 
illlllliscible liquid. 




D = tillle in_ days. 
t • temperature in degrees Celsius. 
(B) When the percent solids of the sewage sludge is seven percent 
or higher and small particles ot·sewage sludge are heated by 
either warmed gases or an il11111.iscible liquid, the temperature 
of the sewage sludge shall be so'degrees Celsius or higher; 
the time period shall be 15 seconds or longer; and the 
temperature and. time period shall be determined using equation 
(3) • 
(C) When the percent solids of the· sewage sludge is less than 
seven percent and the time period is at lea~t 15 seconds, but 
less than. 3 o minutes, the temperature and time period shall be 
determined using equation (3). . 
. . 
(D) When the percent ·solids ot the sewage sludge is less than 
seven percent; the temperature of .the ·sewage sludge is SO 
degrees Celsius or higher; and the tillle period is 30 minutes 
or longer, the temperature and time period shall be determined 
using equation ( 4) • · · · 
D ,. (4) 
Where, 
D m time in days. 
';. 
t = temperature in. degrees Celsius. 
'(4) . .,, " Class A - Alternative 2 
C' ; 
·, 
t ~.·:·.~·- ,,, :::,, 
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( ii)' (A) 
(B). 
(C) 
Either the density of fecal co],iform in the sewage sludge 
shall be less than 1000 Most Probable Nwnber per gram of total 
solids (dry weight basis), or· the density of Salmonella sp. 
bacteria in the sewage sludge shall be less than three Most 
Probable Number per four_ grams of total solids (dry 11eight 
basis) at the time the sewage sludge is used or disposed; at 
the time the sewage sludge is prepared for sale or give away 
in a bag or other container for application to the l~nd; or at 
the time the sewage sludge or material derived f~om sewage 
·sludge is prepared to meet the requirements in .SOJ,lO(b), 
503.lO(c), 503.lO(e), or 503.lO(f). 
The pH of the sewage sludge that ·is used or disposed shall be 
raised to above 12 and shall remain above 12 for 72 hours. 
The temperature of the sewage sludge shall be above 5.2 degrees 
Celsius for 12 hours or longer during the period that the pH 
of the sewage sludge is above 12. 
At the end of the 72 hour period during which the pH of the 
s,:;wage sludge is above 12, the sewage,s_ludge shall· be air j 
d"ried to achieve a percent solids in the sewage sludge greater • 
than so percent.· 
,./ ·(s)" · c·lass /\ - Alternative J 
• .. (,i) Either the density of fecal coliform in ~e ~,:;w:age sludge 
shall be less than 1000 Most Pr.obable Nwnber per gram of total 
solids (dry weight basis), or.the density o~ Salmonella sp. 
bacteria in sewage sludge shal·l be less than three Most 
. ·Probable Number per. four grw:. of total solids (dry 11eight 
basis) at the time the sewage sludge is used ·or disposed; at 
the time the sewage sludge- is prepared.for sale ·or give away 
in a bag or other container for application to the land; or at 
the time the sewage sludge or material derived from sewage 
sludge is prepared to. meet the· requirements in 503 .10 (bl, 
503.lO(c), 503.lO(e), or 503.lO(f)_.· 
(ii> (A) 
(B) 
The sewage sludge shall be analyzed prior to pathogen 
treatment to determine whethe_r the sewage sludge contains 
enteric viruses.· 
When the density of enteric viruses in the sewage sludge prior 
to pathogen treatment is less than one Plaque-forming Unit per 
four grams of· total solids (dry weight basis), the se11age 
sludge is Class A with respect to enteric viruses until the 
next monitoring episode for the sewage s·ludge. · 
.. 
When the density of enteric viruses in th·e sewage slui:lge prior 
to pathogen treatment is. equacl to· ."or'. greater·: than- one Plaque-
forming Unit per four grams of totai solids (dry weight 









( iii) (A) 
(B) 
viruses when the density of enteric vi:r1.1ses in the sewage 
sludge after pathogen treatlllent is less than one Plaque-
forming Onit per.four grams of total solids (dry weight basis) 
and when the values or ranges of values for the operating 
parameters for the pathogen treatment process that produces 
the sewage sludge that meets the enteric virus density 
reqUirement are docwnented. 
After the enteric virus reduction in (ii)(C) of this 
subsection is demonstrated for the pathogen treatment process, 
the sewage sludge continues to be class A with respect to 
enteric viruses when the. values for the pathogen treatment 
process operating parameters are consistent with the values or 
ranges of values docwnented in (ii)(C) of this subsection. 
The sewage sludge shall be analyzed prior to pathogen 
treatment to det8rllline. whether the sewage sludge contains 
viable helminth ova. 
When the density of. viable helminth _-ova in the sewage sludge 
prior ·to pathogen tr~atment is l~ss than one per four grams of 
total solids (dry .'iii.eight· basis) 4 the sewage sludge is Class A 
with respect to viable)lelminth qva,until the next monitoring 
episode for the sewage ·sludge. · 
(C) When the density of viable helminth ova in the sewage sludge 
prior to pathogen treatment is equal to or gTeater than one 
per four grams of total solids (dry weight basis), the sewage 
sludge is Class A with r-e.spect 'to viable -helminth ova when the 
denS!ity of viable. helminth ova· in the sewage sludge after 
pathogen treatment is less.than one per four grams of total 
solids (dry weight basis) and when the values or ranges of 
values for the operating parameters for the pathogen treatment 
process that produces the sewage .sludge that meets the viable 
helminth ova density requirement: are documented. 
(D) A.fter 'the viable helmilith ova reduction in (iii) (C) of this 
subsection is demonstrated for the pathogen treatllient process, 
the sewage sludge continues . to bl;l ,,C.J,ass A with respect: t:o 
· viable helminth ova when the :value~ :tor the pathogen treab!ent: 
· process operating parameters are consistent with the values or 
ranges of values documented in (iii}(C) of this subsection . 
.I (6) Class A - Alternative 4 
(i) Either the density 'of :·fecal. coliform. in the sewage sludge 
shall be less than 1000 Most Probable NUll!Per per gram of total 
solids (dry weight basis):, or .. the.density of Salmonella sp. 
bac:.teria in the sewage sludge s)lall be -less than three Most 
Probable Number pe_r four gram,.s of' total solids (dry weight: 
basis) at: the time the sewage sludge is.used or disposed; at: 









in a bag or other container for application to tho.land; or at 
the time the sewage sludge or material derived· from sewage 
'sludge is prepared to meet the requirements in 50:3 .10 (bl , 
503.lO(c), 50:3.lO(e), or 503.lO{f) • .. 
(ii) The density of enteric viruses in the sewage slur ~ shall be 
less than one Plaque-fo=ing Unit per four gra · of total 
solids (dry weight basis) at the tilne the sewa! sludge is 
used or disposed; .at the time the sewage sludge .s prepared 
for sale or give away in a bag or other . n-.ainer for 
application to the land; or at the ti:me the sa, ge slu~ge or 
material derived from sewage sludge is prepar ·i to meet the 
requirements in 503.lO(b), 503.lO(c), 503.lO(e), or 503.lO(f), 
unless otherwise specified by the perl!litting authority. 
(iii)' The density of via.tile helminth ova in the sewage sludge. shall 
be less than one per four grams o.f:.,total solids (dry weight 
.,;;_. basis). at the tim!? the sewage sluqge, is used or disposed; at 
the time the sewage sludge is prepared for sale or give·away 
in a bag or other container for appli.cation to the land; or at 
the time the sewage sludge. or mat.£!i:;,ial derived from sewage j 
sludge is prepared to . mfi!et the:.:·F~~ire111ents in so:, .10 (b) , .• 
503. 10 (c) , 503. 10 ( e) , · or-503. 10 ( .f l'-,:r.\lnless otherwise specified 
by the permitting authority. .~J 
,./ (7) Class A - Alternative 5 
~· ·•:A'."+,•:..: : 
( 1) Either the density of fecal coliform in the sewage. sludge 
shall be less than 1000 Most Prcibal:i.le 'Number per gra111 of total 
solids (dry weight basis) , .or the··density o.f Salmonella, sp. 
bacteria in the sewage sludge shal;-l be less than three Most 
Probable Nwnber per four grams. ci.f; ,total solids (dry waight 
basis) at the time the sewage sius;ige··-is used or· disposed; at 
the tilne the sewag·e ·sludge· is prepared for sale or give away 
in a bag or other container for application to the land; or at 
the time the sewage sludge or material derived from sewage 
sludge is prepared tp meet the requirements in 503.lO(b), 
503.lO(c), so:i.1o(e), or·So3.lQ(.f). . 
• '"l •• 
( ii) sewage sludge that is used ·or. 'dispos.~d- shall be treated in one 
·•--=of the Processes to Further Reduce Pathogens described in 
-- Appendix a. 
,/ (8) Class A - Alternative 6 
(i) Either the density of fecal, col,i.form in .the sewage sludge 
shall be less than 1000 Most Proba,.ble Number. per gram of total 
solids (dry weight basis), or. 'the· density of~ Salmonella,; sp. 
bacteria in the sewage :sludge sl)all be:.less thari three Most 
Probable Number per four· grams .. of total solids (dry weight 
basis)·at the ti111e the sewage sludge-is used or disposed; at 








( l) ( i) 
(ii) 
in a bag or other container for application to the land; or at 
the time the sewage sludge or material derived from sewage 
sludge is prepared to meet the requirements in 503. la (b), 
503.lO(c), 503.lO(e), or SOJ.lO(f). 
Sewage sludge that is used or disposed shall be treated in a 
process that is equivalent to a Process to Further Reduce 
Pathogens, as determined by the permitting authority. 
sewage sludge - Clas·s B 
The requirements in either SOJ.J2(b) (2), SOJ.J2(b) (J), or 
SQJ.J2(b) (4) shall be met for a sewage·sludge to be classified 
Class B with respect to pathog~ns. 
The site restricttons in SOJ.J2(b) (SJ shall be met when sewage 
sludge · that meets the · Class. a pathogen requirements in 
SOJ.J2(b) (2). SOJ.J2(b) (JJ, or.SaJ.J2(bJ (4) is applied to the 
land. 
(2) ·class B - Alternative l 
(i) seven samples of the sewage sludge shall be collected at the 
time the sewage sludge is used or disposed. 
(ii) The geometric mean of the density of fecal coliform in the 
samples collected in (2) (i) of this subsection shall be less 
than either 2,000,000 Most Probable Number per gram of total 
solids (dry weight basis) or 2,000,000 Colony Forming Units 
per gram of total solids (dry weight basis), 
(J) Class B - Alternative 2 
Sewage sludge that is used- or disposed shall be treated in one 
of the Processes to Significantly Reduce Pathogens described 
in Appendix B. 
· ( 4 J Class B - Al ternatj. ve J · 
sewage sludge that is used or disposed shall be treated in a 
process that is equivalent to a Process to Significantly 
Reduce Pathogens, as determined by the permitting authority. 
(5) Site Restrictions 
(i) Food crops with harvested .parts that touch the sewage 
sludge/soil mixture and a·re totally above the land surface 
shall not be harvested for 14 months after· application of 
sewage sludge. 
( ii) Food crops with harvested parts below the surface of the land 












sewage sludge when the sewage sludge remains on the land 
surface for four months or longer prior to incorporation.into. 
the soil. · 
( iii") Food crops with harvested:parts below the surface of the land 
shall not be harvested for JS months after application of 
sewage sludge when the sewage sludge remains on the land 
surface for less than four months prior to incorporation into 
~he soil. 
(iv) Food crops, feed crops, and fiber crops shall not be harvested 
for 30 days after application of sewage sludge. · 
(v) Animals shall not be allowed to graze on the land for JO days 
after application of sewage sludge. 
(Vi) Turf grown on land where sewage sludge is applied shall not be 
(vii) 
(viii_) 
-'-·harvested for one year after application of the sewage sludge 
·when the harvested turf is placed on either land with a high 
potential for public exposur_a or a lawn, unless otherwise 
specified by the permitting·a~thority • 
. Public access, to land with?::a high potential for public 
exposure shall be restricted "for· one year after application of 
·sewage sludge. 
Public access to J.and with a low- potential for 'public exposure 
shall be restricted for JO'days after application of sewage 
sludge. 
(c) Domestic septage 
(l.) The site restrictions in SOJ.32(b) (5) shall be met when 
domestic septage is applied to ··agricultural land, forest, or 
. a reclamation site; or .. 
(2) The pH of domestic septage- applied to agricultural land, 
forest, or a reclamati.on site ·shall be raised to l.2 or higher 
by alkali addition and, without the addition of more alkali, 
.shall remain at l.2 · or higher - for JO minute~ .. and the site 
_ _:.~estrictions in 503.J2(b)(5J(i)-through (b)(S)(iv) shall be 
-"'?-met. 
= S03.33 vector attraction reduction 
' ... 
:z. 
(a) (l.) One of the vector -attraction reduction requirements in 
503.JJ(b) (l.) ~rough· 503;:iJ(b)'(iO) shall be' met when bulk 
sewage sludge is applied to agricultural · land, forest, a 
(2) 
public contact si:ta, or-~ rec;lamation site;· · · 
One of the vector. attraction· reduction requirements in 
503.JJ(b) (lf through 503.JJ(b) (8) shall be met when bulk 
73~ 






sewage sludge is applied to a lawn or a home garden. 
One of the vector attraction reduction requirem·ents in 
"503 .JJ (b) (1) through 503,:JJ(b) (11) shall be met when sewage 
sludge (other than domestic- septage) is placed on an active 
sewage sludge unit. 
( 4) One of the vector attraction reduction requirements in 
50:J.:JJ(b)(9), 503.JJ(b)(lO). or 50J.JJ(b)(l2) shall be met 
when domestic septage is applied to agric:ultural land, forest, 
or a reclamation site and one of the vector attraction 
reduction requirements in 50J.J3(b) {9) th.rough 503.JJ(b) (12) 
shall be met when domestic septage is placed on an active 
sewage sludge unit. 
(b) ( l) The mass of volatile solids in the sewage sludge shall be 
reduced by a minimum of JS percent. 
(2} When the JS percent volatile solids reduction requirement in 
503. 33 {b) ( l) cannot be met for an anaerobically digested 
sewage sludge, vector attraction reduction can be demonstrated 
by digesting a portion of the previously digested sewage 
sludge anaerobically in the laboratory in a bench-scale unit 
for 40 additional days at a temperature between 30 and 37 
degrees Celsius. When at the end of the 40 days, the volatile 
solids in the sewage ·sludge at the beginning of that period is 






When the JS percent volatile solids reduction requirement in 
503.JJ(b) (1) cannot be met for an aerobically digested sewage 
sludge, vector attraction reduction can be demonstrated by 
digesting a portion of the previously digested sewage sludge 
that·has a percent solids of two percent or less aerobically 
in the laboratory in a bench-scale unit for JO additional days 
·at 20 degrees Celsius. When at the end of the JO days, the 
¥olatile solids in the sewage sludge at the beginning of that 
period is reducea by less than 15 percent, vector attraction 
reduction is achieved. 
The specific oxygen uptake rate (socraf for sewage sludge 
treated in an aerobic process shall be equal to or less than 
1.5 milligrams of oxygen per hour per gram of total solids 
(dry weight basis) at a 'temperature of 20 degrees Celsius. 
Sewage sludge · shall be .treated in an aerobic process for l4 
days or longer. During that time, the temperature of the 
sewage sludge shall be higher than 40 degrees Celsius and the 
average temperature .of the sewage sludge shall be higher than 
45 degrees Celsius. 





alkali addition and, without the addition of mc:,re alkali, 
shall remain at 12 or higher for two hours and then at 11.s or-
higher for an additional 22 hours. 
(7J The percent solids of seyage sludge that does not contain 
unstabilized solids generated in a primary wastewater 
treatment process shall be equal to or greater than ; percent 
based on the moisture content and total solids prior :;o mixing 
with other materials. · 
(8) 





The percent solids of sewage sludge that contains unstabilized 
solids generated in a primary wastewater treatment 'precess 
shall be egual to or greater than. 90 percent based on the 
moisture content and total solids prior to.mixing w'ith other 
materials. . 
Sewage sludge shall be injected below the surface of the land. 
,.-
·-No significant amount of t,he sewage sludge shall be present on 
the land surface within one hour after,'the sewage sludge is 
injected. · '' .. 
When the sewage sludge that. is .inject1;1itf'ife_low the surface of 
the land is Class A wi.~ respect to :pathogens, the sewage 
sludge _shall be injected-'belci'J the land_.surface within eight 
hours after being discharged from the, pathogen treatment 
process. · 
Sewage sludge applied . to the land surface or placed on a 
surface disposal site shall be incorporated into the soil 
within six hours after ·application to or placement on the 
land. · · · 
When sewage. sludge that is incorporated ,into the soil is Class 
A with respect to pathogens, the sewage sludge shall be 
applied to or placed on _the land within eight hours ·after 
being discharged from the· pathogen treatment process. . . .. . . 
(ll) Sewage sludge placed on a~ active sewage sludge unit shall be 
covered with soil or other material at the end of each 
.:1::tl.perating day. 
(12) The pH of domestic.septage shall be raised to 12 or higher by 
alkali addition and, witho\.lt the addition of more alkali, 
shall remain at 12 or higher for JO minutes. 
~ Stlbput E--Incineration 
;. -~ 503.40 Applicability 
(a) This subpart applies to a person who fires sewage sludge in a 
C ,Js 










sewage sludge incinerator, to a sewage sludge incinerator, and 
to sewage sludge fired in a sewage sludge incinerator. 
-
This subpart applies to _the exit gas from a sewage sludge 
incinerator stack. 
spacial definitions 
Air pollution control device is one or more processes used to 
treat the exit gas from a sewage sludge incinerator stack. 
Awc::i,lia..ry fuel is fuel used to augment the fuel value -of 
sewage sludge. This includes, but is not limited to, natural 
gas, fuel oil, coal, gas generated during anaerobic digestion 
of' sewage sludge, and municipal solid waste (not to exceed JO 
percent of the dry weight of sewage sludge and auxiliary fuel 
together). Hazardous wastes are not auxiliary fuel. 
(cl Control effic;ency is the mass of a pollutant in the sewage 
sludge fed to an incinerator minus the mass of that pollutant .• l 
in the exit gas from the incinerator stack divided by the mass J 
of the pollutant in the sewage sludge fed to the incinerator. 
(d) · Dispersion facto~ is the ratio of the increase in the-ground 
level ambie.nt air concentration for a pollutant at or beyond 
the property line of the site where the sewage sludge 
incinerator is located to the mass emission rate for the 
pollutant from the incinerator stack. 
(e) Fluidized :bed incinerator is an enclosed device in which 
organic matter and inorganic matter in sewage sludge are 
combusted in a bed of particles suspended in the combustion 
chamber gas. 
(f) Hourly average is the arithmetic mean of all measurements 
taken during a hour. At least two measurements must be taken 
during the hour •. 
( g) :rncinerl!l tion is the combustion of' organic matter and inorganic 
matter· in sewage sludge by high .temperatures in an enclosed 
device. 
(h) Monthly average is the arithllletic mean of the hourly averages 
for the hours a sewage sludge incinerator operates during the 
:month. 
(i) Risk spe~ific concentration is the allowable increase in the 
average daily ground level' ambient air concentration for a 
pollutant from the incineration of sewage sludge at or beyond 
the property line of the site where the sewage sludge 
incinerator is located. · 
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( j) savage s1udge feed rate is either the average daily.amount of 
sewage sludge fired_ in all·sewage sludge incinerators within. 
the property line of the site where the sewage ·sludge 
incinerators are located for the nl.llllber of days in a 365 day 
period that each sewage ~ludge incinerator operates, or the 
average daily design capacity for all sewage sludge 
incinerators within the property line of the site where the 
sewage sludge incinerators are located. 
(k) sevage s1udge incinerator is an enclosed device in which only 
sewage sludge arid auxiliary fuel are fired. 
(l) Stack height is the difference between the elevation of the 
top of a sewage sludge incinerator stack and the-elevation of 
the ground at the base of· the stack when the difference is 
equal to or less than 65 meters. When the difference is 
greater than'65 meters, stack height is the creditable stack 




Tota1 hydrocarbons. means the organic compounds. iii the exit gas 
frqm a sewage sludge, incinerator-stack measured using a flame 
ion~zation detection instrument referenced to propane. 
Wat . e1ectrostatic, p~e-cipitator is, .;_n air poliution control 
device that uses both electrical forces and water•to remove 
poilutants in the exit gas from a sewage sludge incinerator 
stack. 
Wat ·scrubber is an air po11Ution contro1 device that. uses 
water to remove po1lutants in the exit gas from a sewage 
s~udge incinerator stack. " 
' S03.4Z Genera1 Requirements 
No person shall fire· sewage sludge in a sewage s~udge 
incinerator except in compliance with the requiremem:s in this 
subpart. 
503.43 Po11utant 1imits~ 
(a) Jking of sewage sludge. in a sewag~_,_.siudge .incine~ator shall 
not violate the requirements in the National Emission Standard 




Firing of sewage sludge-in ii sewag~.sludge incinerator shall 
not violate the requirements in the National Emission Standard 
for Mercury in subpart E·of 40 CPR Part 61. 
Pollutant limit - lead. · 
The. daily concentration of lead in sewage ,sludge fed to a 






calculated using Equation (5). 
C = 0.1 x NAAOS x 85.400 (5) 
OF x (1 - C°E) ~ SF 
Where: 
C = Daily concentration of 
milligrams per kilogram 
basis). 
lead in sewage sludge in 
of total solids (dry weight 
NAAQS = National Ambient Air Quality Standard for lead in 
micrograms per cubic meter. 
OF = Dispersion factor in micrograms per cul:Jic meter per gram 
per second. 
CE= Sewage sludge incinerator control efficiency for lead in · 
hundredths. J 
SF = Sewage sludge feed rate in metric tcins per day (dry 
weight basis) . .. .. · 
(2) (i) When the sewage sludge stack height is 65 meters or less, the 
actual sewage sluage incinerator stack height shall be used in 
an air dispersion model specified by the permitting authori~y 





When the sewage sludge incinerator stack height exceeds 65 
meters, the creditable stack height shall be determined in 
accordance with ~0 CFR s1.10O (ii) and the creditable stack 
height shall be used in an air dispersion model specified by 
the permitting authority to determine the dispersion factor 
(OF) in equation _(5). · 
The control efficiency (CE) in ~quation (5) shall be 
determined from a performance · test -of . the sewage sludge 
incinerator, as specified by the permitting ~Uthority .. 
Pollutant limit - arsenic, cadmium, chromium, and nickel. 
The daily concentration for arsenic, cadmilllll, ~hromium, and 
nickel,- in sewage sludge fed to a sewage sludge .incinerator 
each shall not exceed· the· concentration calculated' using 




• •• • • • ,•u,----•••- o>o •' "" • 
' C
C = RSC X B§.400 (6i 
OF X (l - CE) X ·SF 
WheX'.e: 
c = Daily c::oncentra tion of arsenic::, cadm.i1.U1t, chromiWII, or 
nickel in sewage sludge in milligrams per kilogram of 
total solids (dry weight basis). 
CE = Sewage sludge incinerator control efficiency for arsenic, 
cad:miu:m, chromiu:m, or nickel.in hundredths. 
DF = Dispersion factor in micrograms per cubic meter per gram 
per second. 
RSC = Risk. specific . concentration in micrograms per cubic 
meter • 
. SF· = sewage sludge feed rate in· metric tons per day (dry 
weight basis). 
(2) The ri,sk specific concentrations for· arsenic, cadmium, and 




TABLE 9 - RISX SPECIPIC COHCEln'l!ATIOH - ARSENIC, 





Risk Specific Concentration 




(JJ The risk specific concentration for chromium used in equation 
(6) shall be obtained from Table 10 or shall be calculated 
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T:ABLB 10 - Rrsx SPEC!P!C CONCE:M'l'll.A~!ON - CDCM!tlK 
. . 
Type of Incinerator 
Risk Specific Concentration 
(micrograms per cubic meter} 
Fluidized bed with wet scrubber 
Fluidized bed with wet scrubber 
0.65 
0.23 
and wet electrostatic precipitator 
Other types with wet scrubber 0.064 
0.016 Other types with wet scrubber 
and wet electrostatic precipitator 
RSC-= 0,0085 ('7) 
r 
Where: 
·. RSC = risk specific concentration for chromium in micrograms per 
cubic meter used in equation {6), 
. (4) (1) 
( ii) 
r = decimal fraction of the hexavalent chromium 
concentration in the total chromium- concentration· 
measured in the exit gas· from the sewage sludge 
incinerator stack in hundr-edths. 
When the sewage sludge incinerator stack height is equal to or 
less than 65 meters, the actual sewage sludge incinerator 
stack height shall be used in an air dispersion model, as 
specifi1.1d b:y the permitting authority, to determine the 
dispersion factor (OF) in equation (6). 
When the sewage sludge incinerator stack height is greater 
than 65 meters, the creditable stack height shall be 
~de.termine.d in accordance with 40 cFR 51.100 (.ii) and the 
'.':)i;:reditable stack height shall be· used in an air dispersion 
·model, as specified by the permitting authority, to determine. 
the dispersion factor (OF) in equation (6). 
(5) The control efficiency (CE) in equation (6) shall be 
determined -from a performance test pf the sewage sludge 
incinerator, as soecified by the _permitting authority. 
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503.44 operational standard - total hydr0carbon3. 
(al The total hydrocarbons concentration· in the exit gas from a 
sewage sludge incinerate~ shall be corrected for zero perqent 
moisture by multiplying· _the measured .total hydrocarbons 
concentration by the correction factor calculated using 
equation (8 J • 
correcti·on factor (percent moisture) = 1 (8) 
(l - X) 
Where: 
X = decimal fraction of the percent moisture .in the 
sewage sludge incinerator exit ·gas in 
hundredths·. 
(c) The total hydrocarbons concentration in the exit gas from a 
sewage sludge incinerator sha:ll be ·corrected to seven percent 
oxygen by multiplying the meas_ured total hydrocarbons 




(al ( 1) 
(2) 




Y = Percent oxygen concentration in the sewage sludge 
incinerator stack-' exit gas (dry volume/dry volume). 
The monthly average concentration for total hydrocarbons in 
the exit gas from a sewage sludg!a! iiic_inera~o;r·stack, corrected 
for zero percent mois·tura ··us'ing· the correction factor from 
equation ( 8 J and to seven per,c;:ent oxygen._ us;!'Jg, the correction 
factor from equation · (9), .. shall. · not exceed · 100 parts per 
million on a volumetric .bas·is, .. when -measured using the 
instrument required by SOJ.~S(a). · · 
Management practices. 
An instrument that measures and records the_.total hydrocarbons 
concentration in -che sewa·ge''.siudge'· incinerator stack exit gas 
continuously shall be·in~talled, calibra~ed, operated, and 
maintained for each sewag~ sluc;ige incinerator, as specified by 




detect'or; ·shall have a 
7'.45 
·- . :. '• ··:.~·, . .-.... . 
shall employ a flame 
heated sampling line 
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maintained at a temperature of 150 degrees Celsius or higher 
at all times; and shall be calibrated at least once every 24-· 
hour operating period using propane. 
An instrument that measures and records the oxygen 
concentration in the sewage sludge incinerator stack exit gas 
continuously shall be instal·led, calibrated, operated, and 
maintained for each sewage sludge incinerator, as spacified by 
the permitting authority. 
(c) An instrument that measures anQ records information used to 
determine the moisture content in the sewage sludge 
incinerator stack exit gas continuously shall be installed, 
calibrated, operated, and.maintained for each sewage sludge 
incinerator, as specified by·the permitting authority. 
(d) An instrument that measures and records 







· operated, and maintained·for·each sewage sludge 
as specified by the permitting·.:.authority·. " 
• •• ::_ :i. • •• ,J ••• 
The maximum combustion tel!lperature for a sewage sludge 
incinerator shall be specified .by the permitting autho_rity and 
shall be based on information obtained during the performance 
test of the sewage sludge incinerator to determine pollutant 
control efficiencies. 
The values for the operating parameters _,for the sewage sludge 
incinerator air pollution control device shall be specifled by 
the permitting authority and shall be based on information 
obtained .during the performance·-test of the sewage sludge 
incinerator to determine pollutant control efficiencies. 
Sewage sludge shall not be. fired in a sewage sludge 
incinerator if it is likely to adversely a~fect a threatened 
or endangered species listed under.section 4 of the Endangered 
·species Act or its designated·critica1 habitat. 
s03·;-'6 Frequency of monitoring ·, 
(ai .. '.: · Sewage sludge 
(1) The frequency of monitoring for beryllium and mercury shall be 
specified by the permitting authority. 
(2) The frequency of monitoring: for: arsenic, cadmium, chromium, 
lead, and nickel in sewage, sludge fed to a sewage sludge 
inciner.ator shall be the frequency in "Table 11. 
·746 
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TABLE 11 - FREQOENCY 07 HONl:TORING - INCINERATION 
• Amount of sewage sludge* 
(metric tons per 365 day period) 
Greater than zero but 
less than 290 
Frequency 
once per year 
Equal to or greater than 
290 but less than·1,soo 
once per quarter 
(four times per year) 
once per 60 days Equal to or greater-than 
1,500 but less than 15,000. (six times per year) 
Equal to or greater.than 
15,000 
once per month 
(12 times per year) 
* Amount of sewage sludge 
(dry weight basis). 
fired in a sew~g,t'sludge incinerator . .. . -· ,._. 
. ~ ,.~_::: 
(4) After the sewage sludge·has been monitored for two y~ars at 
the frequency in Table 11,. the permitt.i,ng c\Uthority may; reduce 
the frequency of monitoring for arsenic, cadmium, chromium, 
lead, and nickel, but in. no case shall the frequency of 
monitoring be less than once per year .'wheri. sewage sludge is 
fired in a sewage sludge· incinerator.· · 
(b) Total hydrocarbons, oxygen·. concent~a;tion, information to 
determine moisture content·,· and combustion temperatures._ 
The total hydrocarbons conc~nb:'ation and.· oxygen concentration 
in the exit gas from a sewage sludge incinerator stack, the 
information used to measure moisture content in the exit gas, 
and the combustion. tem'pe~atures for' _tp.e sewage sludge 
incinerator shall be monitored continuously. . : ·.·. . : .. 
·(c) Air pollution control device' o;ierating _°j;,~k-ameters. . .. . . . ... 
The frequency of monitoring f~i: the sewage:_sludge incinerator 
air pollution control device operating. parameters shall be 
specified by the·~ermitting authority. 
Racordkeeping 
.The person who fir~s. ·se~ii'g~ sludge 'in a sewage 
incinerator shall ·dev¢lop th13:information- in 503. 4 7 (b) 
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The concentration of lead,· -arsenic, 
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(c) The total hydrocarbons concentrations in the exit gas fro111 the 
sewage sludge incinerator-stack. 
Information that indicates the require111ents in the Nati~nal 
Emission Standard for beryllium in subpart C of 40 Cl'R Part 61 
are met. 
(e) Information that indicates the ~equirements in the National 
Emission Standard for mercury in subpart E of 40 CFR Pa.rt 61 
are met. 
(f) The combustion temperatures, including the maximum combustion 
temperature, for the sewage sludge incinerator. 
(g) Values for the air pollution control device operating 
parameters. 
(h) The oxygen concentration and information used to measure 
moisture content in the·· exit gas from the sewage sludge 
incinerator stack. 
(i) The sewage sludge feed rate. 
(j) The stack height for the sewage sludge incinerator. 
(k) The dispersion factor for the site w~1:re the sewage sludge 
incinerator is located. 
(l). The control efficiency for lead, ar~enic, cadmium, chromium, 
and nickel for each sewage· sludge incinerator. . . . 
(m) The risk specific concentration for chromium calculated using 
(n) 
503.48 
equation (7), if applicable. · 
A calibration and· maintenance l~g fo·r the instruments used to 
measure the total hydrocarbons concentration and oxygen 
concentration in the exit .. gas from the sewage sludge 
incinerator stack, .. the information needed to determine 
moisture content in· the exit gas, and the combustion 
temperatures. · 
Reporting 
(a) Class I sludge management facilities, POTWs.(as defined in 49 
Cl'R ·so1.2) with a design flow rate equal to or greater than 
one million ·gallons per day, antj._ POTWs that serv.e a populatie;>n 
of 10,000 people or greater. ·shall.. ·submit the information in 
50J.47(b) through 503.47(h) .. to, the permitting authority on 
·( inse:r;-t the month .and day· from· the. date of publication of Part 






AllPENI>ll A - PROCEDURE TO DETEJUilNE TllE Amm1IL liBOLE SLC'DGB 
APPLXCATX0S RATE PORA SEliAGB SLUDGB 
Section 503.lJ(a) (4)(ii) requires that the product of the 
concentration for each pollutant listed in Ta.ble 4 in sewage sludge sold 
or given away in a bag or other container for application to the land 
and the annual whole sludge application rate (AWSAR) for tile sewage 
sludge not cause the annual pollutant loading rate for the pollutant in 
Table 4 to be exceeded. This appendix contains the procedure used to 
deter.mine the AWSAR for a sewage sludge that does not cause the annual 
pollutant loading rates in Table 4 to be exceeded. 
The relationship. between the annual pollutant. loading rate (APLR) 
for a pollutant and the annual whole·sludge application rate (AWSAR) for 





AP;r.R = C x AWSAR, X 0.001 ( l) 
Annual pollutant loading rate in kilograms per hectare per J65 
day period. · · · · 
Pollutant concentration in milligrams per kilogram of total 
solids (dry weight basis), 
Annual whole sludge application rate in metric tons per 
hectare per J65 day period (dry weight basis), 
0.001 = A conversion factor. 
To determine the AWSAR, equation (1) is rearranged into equation 
( 2) : 
AWSA.R = · APLR (2) 
C X 0.001 
The procedure used to determine the AWSAR for a sewage sludge is 
presented below. 
PROCEDURE: 
1; Analyze a sample of the sewage sludge to determine l:he 
conce~tration for each of the pollutants listed in Table 4 in 
the sewage sludge. 









.. . ,:;!t .. ...... ,,_\,:, . .., .... 
' 
from Table 4, calculate an AW'SAR for each pollutant u_sing . 
equation (2) above. 
:i •• The AW'SAR for the sewage studge is the lowest AWSAR calculated 





APPENDIX B - PA'l'EOGEH TREATMEN'l' PROCESSES 







1. Aerobic digestion 
Sewage sludge is agitated with air or oxygen to maintain 
aerobic conditions for a specific mean cell residence tillle at 
a specific temperature. Values for the mean cell residence 
tillle and- temperature shal·l be between 40 days at 20 degrees 
Celsius and 60 days at;1s degrees Celsius. · 
2 • Air drying 
· sewage sludge is dried on sand beds or on paved or unpaved 
basins. · The sewage · .sludge dries for a minill1Ulll of three 
_months. During two of the three months, the ambient average 
daily temperature is above zero degre.es ,Celsius. 
3. Anaerobic digestion 
Sewage sludge is treated in the absence of air for a specific 
mean cell residence time· at a specific· temperature. Values 
for the mean cell residence tillle and temperature shall be 
between 15 days at 35 to 55 degrees Celsius and 60 days at 20 
degrees Celsius . 
4 . Composting 
· Using either the within-vessel, static aerated pile,. or 
windrow composting methods, the temperature of the sewage 
sludge is raised to 40 degrees Celsius _or higher and remains 
· at 40 degrees Celsius or· higher for five days. F.or four. hours 
during the five days,· the · temperature in the compost pile 
exceeds. 55 degrees Celsius; 
s. Lime stabilization 
Sufficient lime is added to the sewage sludge to raise the pH 
of the sewage sludge·to· 12 after ·two hours of contact. 
B. PROCESSES·TO FURTHER REDUCE PATHOGENS (PFRP) 
1. composting 
Using either the within-vessel composting method or the static 
aerated pile composting ~ethod, the temperature of the sewage 
sludge is maintained at 55 degrees ~elsius or higher for three 
days. · . . 
Using the windrow composting method, the temperature of the 
sewage sludge is maintained at 55 degrees or higher for 15 
7S1 
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days or longer. 
maintained at 55 
ot five turnings 
Heat drying 
• 
During the period when the compost; is, 
degrees or higher, there shall be a minimum 
cf the windrow. 
Sewage sludge is dried by direct or indirect contact with hot 
gases to reduce the moisture content cf the sewage sludge to 
lO percent or lower. Either the temperature of :ne sewage 
sludge particles exceeds 80 degrees ~elsius or the wet bulb 
·temperature of the gas in contact with the sewage sludge as 
the sewage sludge leaves the dryer exceeds 80 degrees Celsius. 
Heat treatment 
Liquid sewage sludge is heated to a temperature of 180 degrees 
Celsius or higher for JO minutes. 
4. Ther.mophilic aerobic digestion 
Liquid sewage sludge is agitated with air or oxygen to 
maintain aerobic conditions and the mean cell residence time 
of the sewage sludge is 10 days at 55 to 60 degrees Celsius. 
s. Beta ray irradiation 
Sewage sludge is irradiated with beta rays from an accelerator 
at dosages cf at leas-i: 1. o megarad at room temperature. (ca. 20 
degrees Celsius). 
6. Galllllla ray irradiation 
Sewage sludge is irradiated with gamma rays. from certain 
.isotopes, such as Cobalt 60 . and cesium 137, at room 
temperature (ca. 20 degrees Celsius). 
7. Pasteurization· 
The temperature. of the sewage sludge · is maintained at 70 
degrees Celsius or higher for JO minutes or longer. 
7S2 
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INTRODUCTION 
The City of Pocatello is pennitted by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(USEPA) and the State ofrdahoDivision of Environmental Quality (Idaho DEQ) 
to discharge treated wastewater to the -Portneuf River (Permit No. -ID.002178-4). 
A by-product of the wastewater treatment process is sludge, or as it is· generally 
called, ·"biosolids." Biosolids consist of the stabilized solid material that remains 
after wastewater is treated.for discharge to the.river. Biosolids contain.nutrients 
and trace elements required for production ofagricultuntl crops. The stabilization 
process in the treatment plant produces a generally non-offensive thickened liquid 
that can -be beneficially applied to raise crops. Under proper management, 
biosolids have value as a soil conditioner an.d fertilizer that can .. be usefully 
applied to .agricultural land with maYiinum benefit to the enviroiµ:nent. 
The general objectives of1he City of Pocatello's Municipal Biosoli~ Treatment 
and Land Application Program are: (1) to ensure that the quality ofbiosolids 
applied to agricultural land for beneficial reuse and -the quality of fertiliz.cr derived 
is reasonably consistent with the protection of human and environmental health, 
and (2) to establish procedures.to ensure1hat:the·biosollds practices and limits 
outlined in 40·CFR 503 and the State ofidaho Guidelines for Land Application of 
Municipal Biosolids are followed. The combination of Pocatello' s high quality 
sludge with the close proximity .of agricultural fields enables the City to utilize 
biosolids derived from its wastewater treatment process~ an efficient and 
economical manner. 
Pocatello's bio~olids are ofhlgh quality, well below the listed pollutant 
concentrations ~d ceiling pollutant concentrations in 40 CFR.503. Tae biosolids 
meet Class B pathogen reduction criteria and vector attraction reduction 
alternatives and are well-suited.for land application for11gricultuml purposes. 
The pwposc of this management plan.is .to describe ·the procedures used in 
Pocatello for the beneficial recycling/reuse ofbiosolids through hmd application 
on agricultural fields. Tm~ five-year plan covers the period 1998-2003. 
BIOSOLIDS CHARACTERISTICS 
A,' Sludge Sources, Fate and Quantities 
. . 
The Pocatello Water Pollution Control (WPC) Plant produces sludge from 
two sources: (l) Primary sludge from sedimentation processes; (2) Waste 
activated sludge from secondary activated sludge processes. Attachment 
A shows the sludge flows in use at the Pocatello WPC Plant. 
Primary sludge is thickened by gravity, waste activated sludge is thickened 
1 
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. by dissolved air flotation. After thickening, primary and waste activated 
sludge are pumped to anaerobic digester.. In the anaerobic digester, the 
sludge.is processed by bacteria in the absence of oxygen. The digestion 
process is aided by external heat. After a residence time of about a month, 
digested sludge is transferred to a lined storage lagoon. Sludge is stored in 
this lagoon .up to one year. From the lagoon sludge is dredged to a storage 
tank. Tank trucks transport lrom this storage tank to nearby agricultural 
lands owned by the City. Sludge is spread on the soil surface and 
incorporated into the soil by discing with a tractor. 
The total quantity ofbiosolids generated by the Pocatello Water Pollution 
Control Plant during 1997 was approximately 2,000 dry metric tons (see 
AttachmCllt B). 
B. Inorganic Pollutant Concentrations 
Pocatello, Idabo 
27 Feb 1998 
C. 
·······------ .. ·········· 
Anaerobic digester sludge produced at the Pocatello Pollution Control 
Plant is routinely apa]yud for nutrient values and inorganic pollutants. 
Heavy metals, a common concern in land application operations, are 
extremely low in Pocatello's stabilized sludge, allowing agricultural reuse . 
to be a sustainable means for recycling the biosolids produced by the 
wastewater treatment process. In fact, Pocatello's biosolids are well below 
the Pollutant Concen~tions in 40 CFR 503.13(b)(3) and Pollutant Ceiling 
Concentrations in40 CFR 503.13(bXl). (See Attachment E) These low 
levels of inorganic pollutants e,c:clude Pocatello from cumulative pollutant 
loading rates specified in 40 CFR 503. l~(b X2). 
A factor which has contributed to the low levels of inorganic pollutant 
contents of Pocatello's stabilized sludge is the implementation ofan · 
Industrial :Pretreatment Program, which became fully operational in 1985 
in the cities of Pocatello and Chubbuck. The Pretreatment Program limits 
generation at the source oftoicic pollutants discharged by industrial users. 
For purposes of Land Application for agricultural U$C ofPocatello's 
sludge, total nitrogen is the limiting f~ctor for application rates; therefore 
the heavy metals are not the primmy concern in development of maximum 
application rates. 
Sludge Processing Description 
High rate anaerobic sludge digestion is the process used to stabilize sludge 
at the Pocatello WPC Plant. The digesters are operated in parallel using 
sludge recirculation pumps and external spiral heat exchangers for heating 
and gas recirculation units for mixing. At the Pocatello WWTP three 
I 
2 
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digesters are 71,000 cu. ft-capacity each, detention time averages 33 days 
at 95°F. 
D. Pathogen Reduction 
E. 
The presence of bacterial pathogens in ·liquid sewage sludge is well 
documented. Although comiiiions in digesters are unfavorable for the 
multiplication of most pathogenic organisms, they are not letbal, and the 
priDcipal bacterialcidal effect appears to be related to a natural die off with 
time. 
Anaerobic digestion of sludge results in a significant rcductiOll in numbers 
of pathogens. Anaerobic&gestion·is listed as a proccss··to significantly 
reduce pathogens (PSRP) in 40-CFR, Part 503-and 40 CFR, Part 257, 
· · Appendix II.A. Pocatello's stabilized sludge meets Class B pathogen 
reduction standards of 40 CFR. 503. 
As required by the Part 503 regulations, a statement is made 011 an annual 
basis that appropriate pathogen reduction procedures have been followed 
to allow the biosolids to qualify as Class B - Alternative 2 (see 
Certification, Attacbmeni C). 
Vector Attraction Reduction 
Vector attraction characteristics is a component of-Sludge Quality. 
Vectors 11re animals and insects (e.g., rodents, flies, birds) that potentially 
could transmit pathogenic organisms from the sewage sludge to humans. 
Vectors may be attracted to sludge by its odor. Reducing the 
attractiveness ofbiosolids to vectors reduces the potential for transmitting 
diseases from pathogens in biosolids. At Pocatello these·characteristics are 
reduced by using Option One in Federal Regulations 40 CFR 503.33(b). 
The mass of volatile solids in the sludge is reduced· by a minimum of 38 
percent. Pocatello's anaerobic digestion and lagoon storage processes 
reduce the mass of volatile solids an average of 63 percent. 
As required 'by the Part 503 regulations, a statement is mad~ on an annual 
basis that appropriate vector attraction reduction procedures have been 
followed to allow the biosolids to qualify as Class B • Alternative 2 (see. 
Certification, Attachment C). 
3 
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LAND Al'PLICATION CONSIDERATIONS 
Application to-agricultural lands of municipal sludges is a well established 
practice, which has proven to be a viable method of beneficial reuse, provided that 
the necessary precautions are taken and .the program is well manag<"l This 
section.addresses considerations related to land application ofbiosolids on 
Pocatello's agricultural fields. 
A. Sludge Charncteristics 
Pocatello's stabilized sewage sludge contains comparatively low 
concentrations of inorganic pollutants. All heavy metal pollutants are 
below the limits in Appendix 3 of 40 CPR 503, Sub,part.B. Attachment D 
compa= average metal concentrations in Pocatello's stabilized sludge · 
against the Table 3 Federal standards, which define the characteristics of 
the class of sludge designated as "Pollutant Concentration." Pocatcllo's 
sludge meets the Class B pathogen reduction requirements and Criterion 
One for vector attraction reduction. This allows Pocatello to land apply 
it's sludge for agricultural purposes without annual or cum\J]ative pollutant 
limits provided.that all general requirements, management practices (i.e., 
not exceeding agronomic rates for nittogen), record keeping, monitoring, 
and reporting requirements= met. ·In .short, Pocatello's bi~ds m.c:i:t 
.the classification of. ~lass.B-Glean-Sludge,...,_Wliich is suited for bulk 
application within specified siting requirements. Class B sludge is · 
suffici!llltly "clean'.' that the USEP A-does not require specific tracking of· 
pollutants spread to the 8PJ)lication site. 
B. Soib 
Soils in the Pocatello area, within a ten mile radius of the WWIP site are 
characterized as (1) Bahem series, and (2) Pocatello series. These soils are 
classified as generally very deep, highly alkaline, moderate organic 
content, slope of2-4%, well drained, with groundwater greater than 6 feet 
from soil surface and silty loams. 
The soils that are sludge_,amended are all City owned. Cr9ps produced are 
small grains ( e.g., wheat and canola) and alfalfa. Irrigation is 
accomplished by sprinkler systems. 
The soils used for beneficial reuse of sludge have gentle slopes, which are 
short with a closed drainage system, thick soils with no saturated zones for 
extensive time periods, and no porous material with a depth of S feet. 
High cation exchange capacity (CEC) generally exceeds 15. 
4 
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These soils are described as ideal for land applii::ation. 
C. Potential Impacts on Ground and Surface Waten 
Pocatcllo's biosolids reuse sites pave been selected to minimize impai:ts 
on ground and surface waters. The gr01111dwate:r table beneath the 
· biosolids reuse site is geoemlly about 50 feet beneath tm: surface.· The 
permeability mtes of the upper 2-4 feet of soil _, modimite. These 
factors, combined with 'the high evaporation and-low precipitation values 
of the area, result in ·a minimum ai:noum of leaching of water fu:lm the 
surlace-Jayers to the water table. Agricultuml fields m::ently or actively in 
production make up tm: majorily of the biosolids site - there are no known 
wetlands. Bfosolids application is limited to agron~lllic rates as collfimled 
by-soil testing. These proc:edun::s arc designed to keep nutrients from 
entering the groundwater. All active wells near the J"euse site are believed 
to dfflw water from an artesian system, which is isolated from the shallow 
water system. Thus, no contamination of the llql.lifcr is expected in 
coajunction with the biosolids reuse project. 
The agricultural fields m: essentially flat with slopes< 2%. The only 
suri'ace drain.age feature is the PortneufRi.vcr which lies a minitnlJD?.Jli9-,l 
miles to the nortb'Wll'~gf fl.!!;. i;los.est.field{see-Site-Ml!p.?illachment J). 
The-reach"6f1'oilii.;.irruverm the vicinity of Pocatello's Sewage 
Treatment Plant and blosolids application site has extensive rlparim · 
vegetatio.n.· AJ; illustrated on the Site Map, IIII irrigation aqueduct (faghee 
Canal) traveraes the biosolids application area, but it does not function to 
convey surl'ace dmlnage because tbe canal is raised seve:ral feet above the 
grade of the farm field~. Imp~ of ri_ver flooding = confined to the 
Portneuf River corrldor, as illustmted by the 1 OD-year flood map given in 
Attachment o: 
Biosolids application includes sufficient setbacks to prevent accidental 
spray drift or other unauthorized laDd application without advance 
regulatory and land owner notification. 
D. Land Application Requirements 
Land application is limited to City-owned property which is contracted out 
to area fllnllers. The _area ClU! generally be described as the Tyhee l!lld 
Michaud Flats, which-lie in Power Cqunty to the south of American Falls 
Reservoir, an impoundment of the Snake River. The areas are sufficient to 
provide the land necessary for a Jong tenn sludge amending program. The 
'City presently applies biosolids to about 800 acres of fan:o land (see 
Attachment I). Within the PQ{;atello Biosolids Recycling/Reuse Site, an 
:s 






additional 1,000 acres are available for development. Toe ·City is pursuing 
development of about one-third of these additional acres within the cun-ent 
five-year planning period. These fields are within .the beneficial biosolids 
recycling/reuse site and have characteristics similar to existing fields. Site 
selection and operating criteria for biosolids reuse on these additional 
acreages will be identical to the :fields currently used as application sites. 
This Plan covers sites where biosolids are currently applied, as well as 
other potential sites within the Pocatello Biosolids Beneficial 
Recycling/Reuse Site. All of Pocatello's biosolids are applied at the site 
shown in Attachment J. Pocatello has no plans to distnoute or market its 
biosolids outside of this dedicated recycling/reuse site. 
E. Application lutes 
The agronomic rate is the amount of sludge that is needed in order to 
sup:ply the recommended amount ofmtrogen (N) for a particular type of 
crop without allowing excess N to migrate below the root zone and into 
the groundwater. Federal Regulation 40 CFR Part 503.14.d states that 
sludge shall not be.applied at rates above agronomic rates. 
The agronomic rate is calculated as the ratio of the sewage sludge nitrogen 
used for the crop (dry weight per unit area), divided by the available 
nitrogen in the sludge (dry weight). 
, , ,,_ Bioso/ld8 N Consu,;,ed by Crop· 
.n.gronom~c ~te c ---c-c---------,--'-
Available N of Blosolid8 
•'. ' ., 
In evaluating N needed for a crop, residual N from previous biosolids 
applications are considered. A mineralization rate of organic mtrogen is 
factored into the equation by assuming a 20% rate for the current year, and 
10%, 5%, 3% rate for previous years, respectively. Residual Nin the soil 
from mineralization of organic N is verified by soil sampling. 
In detennining available N in biosolids, a volatiliz.ation factor of 0.5 is 
used for surface application and _subsequent expected volatilization rates of 
NH/. 
The nitrogen content available to plants in biosolids is then used to 
calculate the application rate for biosolids needed to supply adequate 
nitrogen to the crop of interest The estimated agronomic rate for 
Pocatello' s fields based on wheat applied at 200 lb per acre is 3. 7 tons per 
acre ( see Attachment F). 
' ,· 
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F. 
Cumulative or annual pollutant loading rates for inorganic pollutimts are 
not required for Pocatello's biosolids under the Federal Regulation due to 
the low level of heavy metal content Heavy metal content of Pocatello' s 
sludge for the past two years is compared against allowable pollutant loads 
in Attachment E. 
Pocatello• s Industrial Pretreatment Program activities will continue to 
emphasize reduction of heavy metals in effluent from industrial users. 
Discharge characteristics of potential new commercial dischargers will be 
evaluated to ensure their compatibility with the long-term sustainability of 
the biosolids reuse program 
Additional Site Restrictions 
When a Class B pathogen alternative is used, such as in the case of . 
Pocatello, then various site restrictions must be met Listed below are the 
site restrictions that apply to Pocatello. 
1. Crops are selected so that harvested parts arc above ground ( e.g., 
wheat, alfalfa, canola). Crops are not grown in which harvested 
parts are in direct' contact with applied biosolids (e.g., root crops· 
such as potatoes). 
2. Animals will not graze on the land for 30 days after application of 
sludge. · · 
3. · Public· access with a low potential (i.e., private property, remote) 
for public exposure will be restricted for 30 days after application 
of sludge. A:n example of restricted access is.remoteness, which 
applies to Pocatello' s biosolids n:~e site. 
G. Manag·ement Practices 
J'ocatello, Idaho 
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The following management practices shall apply to Pocatello's land 
applied biosolids: 
l. Biosolids shall not be applied to flooded, frozen, or snow covered 
ground so that sewage sludge enter.; wetlands or other waters of the 
U.S. unless authorized by the pennitting authority. 
2. Biosolids shall not be applied at rates above agronomic rates, with 
the exception of reclamation projects when authorized by the 
permitting ,1;1utbority. · 
7 





· 3. Biosolids shall not be applied if likely to adversely affect a 
threatened or endangered species. 
4. Biosolids shall not be applied less than 10 meters from waters of 
the U.S. 
Land Application of Biosolids 
Although biosolids are produced on a daily basis year-round by the 
wastewater treatment process, ihe handling and processing ofbiosolids 
follows a seasonal cycle. Pocatello has a large sludge storage lagoon that 
is capable of storing six months of accumulated biosolids. In-late summer 
( usually about August l Sth), after 'the contract w:mers complete their 
grain crop harvest, an intensive biosolids hauling and application period 
begins that typically lasts no more than eight weeks. Biosolids are 
dredged and pumped to tanker trucks, wl)ich transport the thickened liquid 
(about 3.5-4.5% solids) to the .f8Illl fields, a distance of.less than six miles. 
When wheat is grown es the crop, the biosolids hauling is confined to a· 
window in early fall after harv~ and prior to planting the next year's 
crop. Southeast Idaho's climate ideally coincides with this application 
window because rainfall is typically sparse during mid-August through 
mid-October. 
A second intensive application period occurs for up to eight weeks 
beginning in early May. BiosoJids are applied to alfalfa and fallow fields. 
Toe seasonal pattern ofbiosolids-application·is intended to rninimi:rn 
impacts associated with application ofbiosolids to land that is flooded, 
frozen, or .snow-covenod.. ApP!ying 'biosolids during early autumn and late 
spring is aimed to promote desirable conditions in the farm fields. Traffic 
on wet soils during or immediately following rainfiil.l may result in 
compaction that reduces crop yields. Muddy soils tend tci complicate 
vehicle operation and create public nuisances by carrying mud out of the 
fields onto roadways. · 
I. Endangered Species 
Pocatello, Idaho 
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The land involved in Pocatello's bioso!ids reuse program is considered 
consistent with protection of endangered species EU;ld their habitat. · The . 
land has been in agricultural use for decades and is not thought to 
represent critical habitat for endangered species. Only two bird species 
listed as endangered in Jdaho are known to occur near the project area. 
They are the Bald Eagle and the Peregrine Falcon. Their activities are 
mainly confined to the PortneufRiver - American Fells Re~ervoir area, but 
B 
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. some feeding may take place on the biosolids reuse.sites. No negative 
impacts to endangered species is expected to be associated with 
implementation of this biosolids reuse Plan because the land included on · 
· the site has characteristics similar to adjacent land covering thousands of 
acres. 
J. Land Ownership 
Land used fer Pocatello' s biosolids recycling/reuse program is owned by 
the City. This City-owned land is within Indian reservation boundaries 
but the land is not within the definition of Indiari country or Indian land. 
Ownership of the land by the City reduces exposure associated with 
possible liability related to operation of the biosolids reuse program. To 
provide adequate long-term capacity the City is considering acquisition of 
additional land within the boundaries shown on the map in Attachment J. 
Development of this additional land will increase flexibility with respect 
to scheduling land application ofbiosolids and ensuring that the 
agronomic rate is not exceeded. 
K. Effect on Existing Land Uses 
L 
No residential areas are located on the City owned.lands and only a few 
farm houses an: located within a half mile of any land application site 
included in this Plan. Implementation of the Plan will not alter any 
residential areas. Application ofbiosolids to fannland according to the 
Plan will tend to preser..-e and protect prime agricultural land by utilizing 
the sites for lon_g-term agricultural uses. 
System Reliability and Contingency Plans 
Pocatello's biosolids recycling/reuse system has been designed to 
minimiu the chance that unplanned events could have adverse effects on 
the successful operation of the program. Several factors contnoute to 
reliability of the system. 
1. Land Ownership - The farm land used on the Pocatello Biosolids_ 
Beneficial Recycling/Reuse Site is owned by the City. Municipal 
ownership eliminates potential problems that can occur when 
biosolids are applied on privately owned lands. The City bas 
control over the manner in which biosolids is applied, what crops 
are grown, and how the fields are irrigated. Economically 
successful fluming is influenced by uncertainties involving weather 
and market prices for crops. The biosolids reuse program can 
continu~ to operai~ Ul)affected during periods of economic 
9 
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adversity·because the City·owns the land, ·and if need be can 
operate the fann even if it means taki.og a loss on the crop. The 
primary objective of the progr.un is to recycle/reuse biosolids in a 
manner that is consis:tent with the protection of health, 
· environmental, and aesthetic values. 
2. Location • Pocllle.llo is fortun.aic to have its Water Pollution 
Control Plant adjacent to the agricultural fields used forrecycling 
biosolids. The biosolids reuse site lies on ground zoned 
agricultural-industrial that is adjaccnt'to die rnterstaie highway and 
in a 20ne of airport noise impact As can be seen in the compatil,le 
recommended use plan for the Pocatello Municipal Airport shown 
in Attachment H ~t :ZO!IUIS in the pivjea 11m1, call for a mix of 
industrial and agricultuial. uses. This project will help maintain the 
agricultural nature of the an:a. Such a location is ideal because it is 
unlikely to be encroached on by residential development. The low 
residential density contnl,utes to the low potential for public 
exposun1 and the loQg-term :rustainability of the site. The close 
proximity of the points ofbiosolids ge.neration and recycling 
means that land application will remain a reliable and economical 
means of reusing the biosolids produced in Pocatello' s ~water 
. treatment process. · 
3. High Quality Blosollds • Pocatello's fully .implemented industrial 
pretreatment program ensures.that the pollutant content of our 
biosolids will remain low. High quality bioso~ provide a critical 
. foundation to the loug-1t:rm si:istainabiµty anli reliability of the 
biosolids reuse progmn. A further safeguard against upsets in the 
reuse progr.un is the Accidental Spill Prevention Program (ASPP), 
which is designed to prevent ihe unplanned introduction of 
pollutants into the wastewater collection system. The City's 
ASPP; makes ii unlibly that a major spill could occur that 
Jeopllrdizes the quality of Pccatello's biosolids. 
4. Large Biosolids Stotage .Facility • With a minimum of 6 months 
of storage (under2015 design conditions) biosolids do not need to 
be hauled in winter or du.ring inclement weather. Further, the 
lagoon's relatively lmge capacity h\:lps to ensure. that wiforeseen 
mecbanicai problems with the dredge or tanker trucks will not 
adven;ely affect the overall schedule of land application of 
bioS-Olids. Potential problems' with scheduling of equipment and 
labor by private contractors are eliminated because the hauling is 
done be WPC uperations staff using City-owned equipµ,ient 
10 
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IV. 
· · M;; · :Public Notificatio1;1 - This plan will be public noticed as part of the 
NPDBS Pennit reissuance procedure. · 
MONITORING 
A. Routixle Process Monitoring 
Data on digester temperaJ:ure and flows are.collected daily by the 
duty opera.to~. who also -~iiects samples o'rwaste activated
0
sludge 
(WAS) and the gravity thickener. These sam.ples are collected °for 
deiemiilllltion.ofTotal Suspended Solids and Volatile Suspended 
· Solids. Digester Slllllples are collected on a weekly basis for 
determ.illlltion of volatile .sol.ids reduction. nitto_g1;1t(ammonia, 
Qrlf<!llic nittog~ and nitrate) s.nd phosphorus (total and ortho) 
B. Required Monitoring 
Moni1oring forpollUl!lllts is conducted once every two months oo 
the 10 inorgwµc pollu~ listed in 40Cf.B. SQ3, This frequency is 
based on amo~t of s1uifgi per year, whi~ ~ pIQjected tq be 2000 
mett:ic tons ( dry): · 
C. Additioqili-Requµ-em~tii 
In addition to ~~toring for the listed hi.organics, an Organic 
J>riority. Ppllu~t SC!!D :wjll be .condu~ ey_er,._s y~lll'S •. ,9P.el]lting 
param~ 9f thpjiqa~l_)~c dige;stion process will be ll'.lonitored 
(i.e., detention time, temperature, volatile solids reduction, etc.) 1.n 
-\l.~\1.0P, ~rds ~II ~-kl!Jlt to ~ t1:iai staJldard.$ fqi; pathogen 
reduction and vector attrnction reductiqn a.I~\'$ are met. .. . ... 
D. ~IJ,~itp~.P~,e~~,res 
Sludge \'(jU l:!e m!)l)itored. bimonthly by san:,.pling .the digested 
sludge on three oc.casions prior to the sto;age lagoon, !llld three 
~ d~ pur ~ual biosolids dmiging and application 
program.' 
Reql,lix:ero~ for Class B Pathogen:;; are being met by daily 
~pcratu:ie monito~g of our three anaerobic ~gesters to ensure 
adequate detention time at 35° C. 
Vecior'attraction requirements ate monitored monthly to ensure 
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the treatment of the sewage sludge. 
All sampling and sample preservation techniques will follow 
USEPA-approved procedures, thus ensuring that a representative 
sample is collected and that the results are valid. 
E. Analytical Techniques and Qualtty Assurance/Quality Control 
All analyses to comply with Part 503 will be conducted using 
methods specified in Part 503. 
Quality Assurance (QA) Programs will be implemented that 
address the following: 
· J. Propia,r sample procedures, equipment, ~rvalion 
methods, and chain of custody procedures. 
2. Proper sample preparation procedures, instruments, 
equipment, and methods used for the analysis of samples. 
3. · Proper procedures and scheduleiiJ:QJ".Jhe.caiibi-ation-ruid- -· 
ltfajmenaiJce ol"equipment and instruments associated with 
the collection and analysis of samples. 
4. Proper record keeping to produce accurate and ~omplete 
· records and reports when required.· 
Quality Control (QC) procedures will be followed to control 
accuracy and precision of all analytical measurements made. 
F. Reporting Requirements 
G. 
The City will submit to USEPA an annual biosolids report. The 
document will report the total annual volwrie of sewage biosolids 
as well as the average pollutant concentration often heaVY metals 
on a dry weight basis (Arsenic, Cadmium, Chromium, Copper, 
Lead, Merciuy, Molybdenum, Nickel, Selenium, and Zinc). The 
annual report will include certifications related to reduction of 
pathogens as well as vector attraction reduction (see Attachment C) 
Soil Testing 
Soils testing at the sites ofbiosolids application provides empirical 
12 
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. data to help determine whether a orop'-sagronomic rates have not 
been exceeded. Empirical data are used to verify the aotual 
quantizy of residual nitrogen available in the soil. Solis monitoring 
is done a'min.imum of once every two years with results quantified 
in a comprehensive soil report that addresses all compounds of 
agronomic interest. 
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V. CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH 
BIOSOLIDSMANAGEMENTPLAN 
I certify 1liat the City of Pocatello will comply with the teilDs of this Biosolids 
Management Plan, as approved by the USBP A. I certify further 1liat the Plan will 
be al!lended to reflect llllY applicable practices or limits BP A promulgates 
pur.;uant to Section 405 of the Act. 
SignatureofOflicer: ~~ 71 ~ 
Name of Officer: Brent N. Hokanson 
Official Title of Officer. 
Telephone NUit!ber: · 
bate Signed: 
Superintendent, Water Pollution Control Dept 
ZOS-234-6254 





27 Feb 1993 14 
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SLUDGE FLOW DIAGRAM FOR . _ 
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Attachment B 
Volume and characteristics of sludge· at Pocatello WWTP based on monthly 
average data for 1997 
Sludge Type Total Solids Volatile Solids Moisture Total Volume 
(lbsYd:ay) (lbs/day) Couteut (gaVday) 
{¾) 
J) Primliry: 7,800 5,900 96 23,381 
a)before 
h' k • ·, t 1C eDiJ:ig. 
b) after 7,800 5,900 94 15,587 
thickening '. 
2) Activllted: 10,958 8,220 99.6 328,418 · 
a) before 
thickening 
b} after .. 10,958 6,220 96 32,847 
thickening 
.. R .. ,--· Jf Digester Hl,758 14,120 95.2 46,857 
Loading· 
Primary Digester Capacity • 71,000 cu. ft. 
Primary Digester Volatile Solids Loading Ratio= 0.066 lbs volatile/ cu. ftJ day 
Digester Detention Tune-= 33 days 













Pathogen Requirements Certification 
CERTIFlCA TION 
I certify under penalty of law /hat lhe pathogen re_qulrem(mts In 503.32fb}(3} ti hsve O have n_ot been 
met~ This d_etermfnatton has been made under my dire.ct/on or supeiV/slon Iii ac:,corifance with a 
system designed lo assure Iha/ qu.,tlfled personnel propt/rty gather and evalustil tlill Informal/on used 
fo d~l~nnine the Ralhogen requirements and sire 1eslrtc1/pns have been.met. I am aware that there are 
s/gmf,cant pensfl/es for fafse ctrf/flelllfon, lnctud/n the .osslblll of fins and Im rlsi:lnment. . 
Name and Official T!Ue (type or print} 
Jon 8. "errick, WFC Opor•tione & Pretreatiyent Supe.viaor 
Vector Requirements Certification 
CERTIFICATION . 
Area Code and 
Phone No. 
{ lOB} 234-6256 
Date Signed 
I ·.J9-'18 
I ~rtlly ~nder :pen1lty of law thst '!n• of the V11ctor attractlq.n requ1"11111mts In 40 CR,l 503.33 a has a _ha 
not been met. TIiis d11tormln11t1on·llas b1t11n made und11r mr, dlrecrlan or supervision.In accordance w11h 
a ~steqr_ destgnfJd,tPJtr;suM lh1t·qua/lf!11d p11rsrmm1I prop«pY gathar J!nd evaluate the Information used 
to{tlJtetrnlne that,lh•.Jtfl!Clor attracllan redui:tli1iJ.ft!(lultemeqfs have ~e~·:mli.~ l;am aWBre that there are 
stgfllf/cant peflllllles,,for false csrl/1/catlon, ln~Juilll'!9);!hfl. po~slbl/lty o( tin,. •l?t! lmprlsonm_ent. . 
Name and Official TIU& (/nle or prim) Area. Code and hone No. 
Jon ll, Herrick, Operationa/Pretreatm ( J 108-2l4-6156 
- 00?7:\R 
.. 
-• -~ -j; 
jl 

















Heavy Metal Content of Poc·atello WPC Digested Sludge· 
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\ Attachment E 
¾ 
Concenlrallon of Heavy Metals In Pocatello Slablllz.ea Sludge (mg/kg dry basis) 
Date Code: As Cd Cr Cu Pb Hg NI Zn Se Mo 
21Heb-96 s 30 k 3.:1. 34 850 46 37 k 16 880 30 k. 5.8 16·May-98 s 19 k 3.7 27 -820 49 3.8 H 830 18 k 5.4 31.Ju!y-!16 s 19 k 3.8 ~I 1200 81 24 k 20 1120 19 k 7.6 
26,.Aug-86 s 4.7 3.7 37. 1000 67 1.9 18. 800 3 7 
25-Sep!-96 s 11 1.1 9.4 280 20 0.3 4.4 210 7.6 1.8 
30-0cl-ll6 s 22 k 2.B 30 910 46 2 19 750 
25-Mar-97 s 180 k B.9 k 21 700 170 1.9 1B k 730 180 k 35 k 
06-June-97 s 4,11 k 3.1 24 820 53 ,u 17 730 19 k 8 
25-Aug-67 $ 6.3 3.6 33 1000 66 2.8 19 820 3k 7.9 
24-Sept-97 s· 3.7 4.2 k 41_ · 1100 72 2.5 23 860 11 k 16 
11•0ec-97 s 2.5 k 2.4 le 27 810 36 1,.9 13 570 5.3 !Uk 
22-0ec-~7 ·s 2 2.5 23 760 30 1.5 -13 400 4.5 !i-.tl 
k .. uodetecwhle 
Average 2.!iA 3.6 29.0 860. 61 7.0 16.2 690 27..4 9.3 
Maximum 180.0 k 8,9 41.0 1200 170 37.0 k 23.0 980 180.0 k 35.0 k 
Minimum 2.0 1.1 9,4 260_" 20 0.3 4.4 210 3.0 1.8 
Table 3 of 40 CFR 603.13 
_Pollulllnt Conc!mlnlllon 41 39 1200 1500 300 17 . 420 2800 100 Notroqul!1,d 
Table 1 of <4ll CFR 603.13 
Celling C-lllilla!I 75 85 3000 4300 840 67 420 7ti00 100 75 
nn27A.O 
-------------
'~gr'':'"-'C:?t:~:·~. ~ ·.. -
. ~<··' ._-, .. , i{!M ....... :;;.-'1',.~lfl;;.;;A-:;;.~c'--'~s ___ ____, Attachment F l.'1·~' .. ,.~··~~:-·~ .. \ii+,, ..• , ••. iii!)'f" .;>.,~('~>;~~LE D~IGN WORKSHEET 1-FOR THE AGRONOMJC RATE 
~~~~{7~r~~; t~~f:·{. · ·~-~r;: .;_ .. .-~ · 
~\i-i.,~- .,;f::~-.:.:,~~f :~- .:'.;, :t Key to Symbols and Abbreviations 
-~1~t~~ l~!;-g·1Nff4~~:~,:. ... ··· ~~ium Dilrogcn co~tenl oflhc scw~gc;~l'!~Bc obtained frorn analyrical 
-·~t,\:.' =:rt -~ _., "T''~-t;; teswig Of die sewa1e sludge. kg/me (dry weight ba.sis). ft · -~ . '.~ :· KY a Vo~tiHu~a f1c1or estimating ammonium nitrogen remaining after 
I;;. ., .. , , •~bcno lo.,.. . 
..... ,_~:.- .I.~~~ !~.~itl',,l~tg"':N·' - . or:.g-aiuc aitrOJCQ canteni: of du: sewage sludge obtained from a.nalytia.l 
;ff 'if,· ',· ; , .. ,,r•:' lc56Dg or dclennm<d by subtr.u:ung NH,-N ·fiom TKN, l:g/1111 (dry wci&ht 
... ,..,.,- . . buls). 
~
1
- J.-i,~;--. ~- ··._ ·.:thNQ, .. ,N - Niti"an:::-nittogcn-content of the sew.age sludge obtained from analytical 
"ll. ii ~ ~· . ·.' IUUD&, kg/mi (dry wcishl buis) 
• ~ ~~ 1 • MU?Crali:u.Wn n1e (er die sewage sludge during. the finr year of .applb.tion, 
~ ~ in J):Crctnl of organic ni1ragcn expressed as .a fracdon (e.g •• 20,;; -= O..l). 
' Helpful Coavcrslons 
i) lil&lki ~ lbllml x 500 Po c a t e 11 o 
·Ammonia 
TKN 
j .!:$~ - lbs/- X 1.12 
q/lla ums/acn, X 2242 






ToLII available nitrogeu fl'Dm sewage sludge. 
a. 'AfflIDODJUii{nJttogai. 
o,Jcu/a/cd.,.,.,. rlleft>/J"!'Mg /o"""'4.· a,u,/ya<JJI ra"11 for NH: • II (qlml) z b 
g;,; iibta1i>u.f,om £;r},l/j/t &-2) 
b. Mincr.ilizcd organic nitrogCD for first year of application. 
o,J,:,,k,lcd ,.;JJ,. t11, fol/DWIJl,jo,m11Ja: Ori-N z F.., IF.., oblaiNxlfron, Emibil £.JJ 
<:. Niua1C nitrogeu. 
u,, an,J/yda,l rwlllfor NO,-H 
d. Tollll 
Available mlJDFCII in the soil. 
(U1r wl,Jd,,rvu U 1'"1lrr • « bJ 
a. Soil test n:sultJJ of bac:q,oUDd nirrogcn in soil 
b. Esti.malt:.of avallable nitrogen from prcvioau icwage sludge 
applications IF""" ·ll'ori:wcr 1J 
Nitrogen suppllal from olbe:r .ow= (oplloaal, but recommended): 
a. Niuoget1 ll'!"' sopplcmcntll fenilizeo or appropriate) 
b. Nluogcn fiom imgallon wmr (It appropriate) · 
e. Niuoget1 fro1tl pmvious cmp (UDlcs., n. is based on soil tcstlDg) 
d. Otlier ("if appi,,prl.l!c:) (specify): 
e. Total (add a, b, c, d, if available), 






Add 2 and,~ 
Available nitro8cn Joss to dcnitrilicaJioti (optional) fd,od ...m r,glllatOQ 
'"""°'"l' b,r{or, .,.., thi, :,//,-,p,dfi,Ji,aorJ · 
Adju5ttd nirrogen available 
~sf-" 
Total ·nitroget1 n,quirctllC!ll of crop /Dl>laUl /nforrnmicn from •gria,JtwuJ .,,...., .. 
.,,.,, or tJlh,r 0 1"""'"'1 profusfJ>MJs) 2 O O #/a c r e f o r v h e a t 
Supplemcnw nitrogeu occdtd frolll ,cwagc sludge. 
.s.bnaa4orlffrom7 
Agronomic loadm& r.uc. 
DMkBl,tl 
Data kg/mt 













4.0 · kg/ha 
-a- ltg/ha 
. 4'!! kg/ha 
224 l:g/ba 
~84 l:g/ba 



















. . . . 
Cal,culation-of Availalii~ Mineralized OigankNitrogen.for P~tell~ Bi~solids 
(B) -Starting (C) .Mineralization (D) Mineralized (E) Org-N 





· 1-3" ··:;nl Year 0.05 
-:after A lication 
... 
: 1996 
1996 336 0.20 67.2 268.8 
19,97 268.8 (l.10 26.88 241.9 .. 
1998 241.9 0.05 12.l 222.8 
--·· -- . .. 
1997 
1997 336 0.20 672 268.8 
1998 268.8 0.10 26.88 241.9 
1999 241.9 0.05 12.1 222.8 
1998 Mineralized ORG-N Residual From Previous Yeats Application= 40 kg/ha 
E-8 




. . ' 
Oewatcred and applied in any manner .so•-
,. 
•: 
Exhibit E-3. Example Mineralization Rates* 
0-1 .40 ·.30 .20 .IO 
1-2 .20 .15 .10 .05 
2-3 .IO , ;O!I .05 .03 
"Fraction of Org-N prcmit mineralized d11riu& tbc ~1Jiterval shown. 
··='.¼~;!('-
Note: The volatilization factors and mmcralizatlon ~-were obtained from the~ Design MIJIWlllfor 
1he !And Applicalion of Sewage Sludge (EPA, 1983); '·Many SIIIICS have developed different values for 
volalilization and mineralization based on local rcsean:h.. · ciicclc with the Stztc authority or local agricultural 
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Agricultural Sile~ Used for Land Applicalion - Pocatello Biosolids Beneficw Reuse Site 
(Question No. given in (] ) 
.Site Name (C.l.L] Location (C.1.li] Owner/Applier I Site Type Crop 
Acreage 
Latitude Longitude 
(C.l.j . {C.4.) (C.5.a) 
i 
Old Airport 300 112° 32' 30" 42° SS' City of Pocatello Agricultural Land Wheat, Ce.nola 
Airport 120 120 112° 34' 42° 54' City of Pocatello Agricultural Land Wheat 
Airport20 20 112° 34' 42° 54' City of POC11tello Agricultural Land Wheat 
Airport 11 11 112°.34'. 42° 54' City of Pocatello Agricultural. Land Alf~fa, Wheat 
Rotation 
Freeway 30 • 30 112° 34' 42° 54' City of Pocatello Agricultural. Land Alfalf.a, Wheat 
Rotation ·-
Ru.nway30 30 112° 34' 42° 55' City of Pocatello Agricultural. Land Alfalfa, Wheat 
Rotation 
West Aitport BOO 800 112°34' 42° 55' City of Pocatello Agricultural. Land A,lfalfa. Wheat 
Rowion 
Future Acquired Land1 500 City of Pocatello Agricultural Land Alfalfa, Wheat 
Rotation 




















··)m'·-·· Wafer Pollution Control Department 
12 August 1999 
NPDES Permit ID-002178-4 
Addendum to Pocatello Biosolids Recycling/Reuse Site Plan 
Introduction 
Biosolids are a byproduct of the City's wastewater treatment facility. Tuey 
consist of stabilized solid material that remains after wastewater is treated prior to 
discharge to the PortneufRiver. Biosolids generated by the wastewater treatment facility 
arc beneficially reused on irrigated agricultural fields of the Pocaiello Biosolicls 
Recycling/Reuse Site. Pocatello's biosolids are of exceptionally high quality with respect 
to pollutant COJ)taminants. Tue biosolids are used as a soil conditioner by fiumers on 
City-owned wheat and alfalfa fields. Biosolids applications to the sites are earned out by 
WPC DepaI1ment staff using City-owned equipment 
Pocatello 's current land application program for biosolicls is descnoed in the 
City's Biosolids Management Plan (February 1998; the "Biosolids Plan"), which was 
submitted to Region X of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, The Biosolids 
Management Plan contains seven agricultural sites within the Pocatello Biosolicls 
Beneficial Reuse Site that USEPAhas approved for land application ofbiosolids. 
Comprising about 1331 a~, these seven sites are listed in Table S of Pocatello's 
NPDES Permit, which was issued on _July? 1999 .. 
Description of Site Additiom 
This August 1999 Addendum to the Biosolids Management Plan augments the 
February 1998 Plan by the addition of two parcels, one 133 acres and the other 192 acres, 
within the Pocatello Biosolids Beneficial Reuse Site (see Figure l) These parcels (EC 
133 and WCl92) straddle the Michaud Canal and lie between two fields (AP120 and 
OAJ00) that receive regular annual applications ofbiosolids. Table l contains a listing of 
agricultural sites used for the Biosolids Pragram that has been updated to include the two 
new sites. Once EC133 and WC I 92 are added, total area of agricultural land llVllilable 
for biosolids reuse is 163 6 acres. 
The Land Application Considerations (Part ill of the Biosolicls Plan) for the two 
new sites are similar to those described in Part ill of the february 1998 Plan. Application 
considerations are summarized in the following Table 2. Tue two new sites introduce no 
additional environmental or cultural issues over those discussed in the Februazy 1988 
plan. 
The primary effect of the enlargement ofbiosolids recycling/reuse areas will be to 
provide better contol over scheduling ofbiosolids applications. The leases fortbe new 
Pocatello, Jdaho Addendum to Iiiosolids Management Plan 































sites wijl include greater tlexibility and provision for the land to be fallow during some 
years. 
. . . .. 
PocatcUo, Jdeho 
12 Aug 199~/blosolidsadd I c.doe. p. 2;· 
AddcndUJD IO Biosolids Management Plan 
, ..... ' 
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Table 1. Agricultuml Sites Used for Land Application-Pocatello Biosolids Beneficial R~1i~ Si~ 













West Airport 800 
West Canal 192 











I -l · : Pocatello, Idaho 
\ l--" · 12 Aug 1999/b!osolldsaddlc.doc . 
' 
\ 
Location [C.1.b. 1 Owner/Applier Site Type 
Latitude Longitude 
[C.2.] [C.4.] 
112• 32' 30" 42° 55' City of Pooatello Agricultural Lend 
112° 34' 42" 54' City of Pocatello Aflricultuml.Llll!d 
112° 34' 42° 54' City of Pocatello Agricultuml Llllld 
112° 34' 42° 54' City of Pocatello Agncultw:al Land 
112° 34' 42° 54' City of Pocatello Agrlcultuml Land 
ll2°34' 42° 55' City of PocatellQ Agne_. __ Land 
112° 34' 42° SS' City of Pocatello Agricultuml Land 
112° 34' 42° 55•. City of Pocatello Agncultuml Land 
112· 34' 42• ss· City of Pocatello Agricultuml Land 
.. 




Crop [C.5.a.] I · Nim:igen 
. Requireuien(lb/ac 
! [C.S.b.J 
Wheat, C&iola 200..lJ00 
Wheat 200 
Wheat 200 
Alfalfa, Wheat 200-300 
Rotation 
Alfalfa, Wheat 200-300 
Rotation 
.,r • Wheat 200 300 . 
Rotation 
Alfalfa, Wheat 200-300 
Rotation 
Alfulfa, Wheat 200-300 
Rotation 








~'l".'.t"t'."'"'":, '':r."''·" • ' 
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' " '~.-•: ... 
·.:'fl• 
J( '. Table 2, Land application considerations as they apply to Parcels EC133 and 















No annual or cumulative pollutant limits. Same 
high quality Class B Sludge will be applied on 
these fields as adjQining acn:ages, no specific 
tracking of pollutants required 
, Similar to adjoining fields, well drained 
! Thick soils with no :zones satmated for extended 
• periods 
GroundWlltcr level is approx. 50 ft below SUiface 
Concrete lined irrigation canal adjacent to sites is 
raised several feet above grade. Sprinkler 
irrigated, no direct irrigation return flows to 
sur.fuce waters. 
Agronomic rate for wheat of20O lb/acre allows 
fot 2.4 tons/acre of sludge per year. Soil testing 
will be accomplished prior to application 
No change in existing impacts from biosolids 
reuse site with respect to endangered species •. 
Sites an: presently fanned. 
Existing land use will be meintain,-,t 




12 :Aug 1999/blosolidsadd le.doc p. 4 
. AddCJldum to Bioso!ids Mllllagernent Plan 
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Figure 1 Pocatello Jliosollds Jlenenclal Rense SIie 
· Poeatello, Idaho 
12 Aug 1999/biosolidsaddl c.doc . p. s 




City of Pocatello WPC 
Crop Management Plan 
May 17, 2005 
This plan is to cover the years 2005-2009. 
OA300 
SE section 87.5 acres is currently planted in Alfalfa until 2008 when it will be planted 
with Wheat. 
SW section 67.5 acres is currently planted in Alfalfa until 2006 when it will be planted 
with Wheat. 
NW section 61.5 acres is currently planted in wheat until 2009 when it will be planted 
with Alfalfa. 
NE section is currently planted in wheat and will continue until 2009. 
WC 192 
East section 68 acres is currently planted in Alfalfa and will be planted in Wheat in 2006. 
West section 55 acres is currently planted in Alfalfa and will be planted in Wheat in 
2006. 
South section 45 acres is currently planted in Alfalfa and will be planted in Wheat in 
2006. 
WA140 
East section 65 acres is currently fallow and will be planted in Potatoes in 2006 and 
Wheat in 2008. Fallow in 2007 and 2009. 
West section 77 acres is currently planted in Potatoes and will be planted in Wheat in 
2007and 2009. FaHow in 2006 and 2008. 
EC 133 




This field is currently planted in Wheat and will be planted in Alfalfa in 2006 until 2009. 
AP20 
This field is currently planted in Wheat and will continue to be until 2009. 
WA800 































CITY OF POCATELLO 
EXHIBIT 163 
Transfer No. 5452 
l 7876 
r 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT . 
TRANSFER NO. 5452 
WATER RIGHT NO(S). 29·02274/29-02338/29·07375 
Thie is to certify that: CITY OF POCATELLO 
PO BOX 4l.69 
POCATELLO ID 83205 
has requested a change to the above captioned water right(s). This change in water 
right(s) is authorized pursuant to the provisions of Section 42-222, Idaho Code, 
provided the conditions listed below are met. 
BENEFICIAL USE PERIOD 01' USE 
Right No. 29-02274 
MUNICIPAL 01/01 to 12/31 
Priority: 06/15/1948 
Right No. 29•02338 : 
MCJNICIPAL 01/01 to 12/31 
Priority: 09/01/1953 
Right No. 29-07375 




LOCATION OF POIN'l'(S) OF DIVERSION; 
SCANNED 







* 39.10 CFS 
NESE, Sec. 10, Township 06S, 
BANNOCK County 
NESE , Sec. 12, Township 06S, 
POWER County 
SWNE, Sec. 15, Township 06S, 
NWSW, Sec. 15, Township 06S, 
NENW , Sec. 26, Township 06S, 
NWSE , Sec. 27, Townehip'06S, 
SENE, Sec. 35, Township 06S, 
SENE, Sec. 35, Township 06S, 
NWSll , Sec. 35, Township 06S, 
SESE 
' 
Sec. l, Township 07S, 



















TRANSFER NO. 5452 
WATER RIGHT NO(S). 29-02274/29-02338/29-07375 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL AND REMARKS 
l. Right holder shall comply with the drilling permit 
requirements of Section 42-235, Idaho Code. 
2. Use of water under this approval shall comply with applicable 
water quality standards of the Division of Environmental Quality 
of the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare. 
3. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this 
transfer within one (l) year of the date of this approval. 
4. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this 
transfer is cause for the Director to rescind approval of the 
transfer. 
5. J\pproval of this transfer does not preclude the opportunity for 
review of the validity of the water right(s) in the ongoing 
Snake River Basin Adjudication. 
6. The right holder shall measure and annually report diversions of 
water and/or other pertinent hydrologic and system information as 
required by Section 42-701, Idaho Code. 
7. Prior to diversion of water under this approval, the right holder 
shall provide a means of measurement acceptable to the Department 
from all authorized points of diversion which will allow 
determination of the total rate of diversion. 
* a. The total instantaneous diversion of water from all points of 
diversion under Transfer 5452 shall not exceed 39.10 cfs. 
9. The well(s) previously used under these·rights shall be abandoned 





Place of use is located within the City of Pocatello and the· 
surrounding service area. 
TWO (2) points of diversion are located within,.SENE, and three 
(3) poin~diversion are located within NWSE, of S35, T06S, 
this ~ ~f (fv "' J , l9_j__j 
~-/:J,l_J 
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Priority: May 21, 1984 
State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Water Right License 
WATER RIGHT NO. 29-07770 
Maximum Diversion Rate: 
Maximum Diversion Volume: 
It is hereby certified that CITY OF POCATELLO 
PO BOX4169 
POCATELLO ID 83205 has complied with the tenns and 
II - ~ r.,_ J I I - J 
;. (Subcue No.) 
EXI-IlBIT 
fee I IDt-/ 
• Date• ;:, /: 
4.46 CFS 
1,120.0 AF 
conditions of the pennit, Issued pursuant to Application for Penni! dated May 21, 1984; and has 
submitted Proof of Beneficial Use on March 16, 1990. An examination indicates that the works have a 
diversion capacity of 4.46 c;fs of water from: 
SOURCE .'?.;, 
GROUND WATER tiiit\ 
and a water right has been established as follows: . , . t-~;f: "i:.'~~~i': 
BENEFICIAL USE . ·1t;PERIOD OF USE 






LOCATION Of POINT OF DIV~"'·.,, t,-' 
GROUNDWATER NE¼SE¼NE¼'f',sec. fa;Tl'ip 06S, Rge 33E, B.M., POWER County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION !i}~fi~ i:- '· .. ~ ,, 
· . ~f4:$C.-: ,{t. ·;., .. -;·":·'· ~d:,::t <,·.,-___ __ 
TwpRge Sec I NE cl ,,__v~~ I · SW 'I SE I 
I~ I NW I fil'.U fill. l H&·ltil'.i r~ l·fili I fili I fil:i I sw I filil ti£ I tl!O[ I fil!H fill. I Totals · 
065 33E 1 I ', I ,l:"!;. ,&;,;,, .~ I .. ·,, ii 5.0 I 5.0 
I ' I ,.,-r.i~~ ~---"'!:.'}X· ,.'!,·.·.·· 1 : p-,.. -=) ~, I .. ·-1:~~~: ,.~ ~~'tj£ ' ,:t,:;!.'1.'J.t~ . i 
06S 33E 12 I 27.0 40.0 40.o 40.0140.0 · .'.\'c'. f40.0J 26.0 ,;\'>;".'' {: :J 7.» 15.o I 275.o 
I '·I •· ,;,. ;,,.·•·•~'"I·. ,... . ,.-,;.,-, 'I I • ;~ .-.~ =:,r,t.,,.!j;;l.., •• -- -:-,)~ • ~ 
Total Acres: 280 -~ ~~~::~: :.:r". ~i,~Jd;-:: _ -~
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL •,({!t?t\t\flf ;_::;c_,;11>}:;,, " 
1. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 c;fs per acre nor more 
than 4.0 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation .9Utl!! lands above. 
2. The use of water under this right shall not give rise to any claim against the holder of a senior water 
right based upon the theories of forfeiture, abandonment, adverse possession, waiver, equitable 
estoppel, estoppel by !aches or customary preference. 
This license is issued pursuant to the provisions of Section 42-219, Idaho Code. The water right 
confinned by this license is subject to all prior water rights and shall be used in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
,.,to 
Signed and sealed this ..£.:::"l)ay of 0A,U~t:::'.' , 2003. 
' Ji__.c~ < 
Acting for KARL j_ DRf;fii:R :.~ / 
Director ,?/ tf 
7880 
~· , fl" 
( 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on January 3, 20031 mailed a true and correct copy, postage 
prepaid, of the foregoing PRELIMINARY ORDER(Approved License) to the 
person(s) listed below: 
RE: WATER RIGHT NO. 
CITY OF POCATELLO 
PO BOX4169 
POCA"rELLO ID 83205 
29-7770 












State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Permit To Appropriate Water 
NO. 29-07770 
Proposed Priority: May 21, 1984 Maximum Diversion Rate: 
This is to certify, that CITY OF POCATELLO 
P.O. BOX 4169 
POCATELLO, ID 83205 
has applied for a permit to appropriate water from: GR(XJNIMATER 
and a permit is APPROVED for development of water as follows: 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
PERIOD OF USE RATE OF DIVERSIOO 
04/01 to 10/15 5.72 CFS 
5.72 CFS 
SCANNED 
JUN 2 0 2001 
LOCATIOO OF POINT(S) OF DIVERSICN: SENE Sec. 12, Township 06S, Range 33E 
PCMER County 
PIACE OF USE: IRRIGI\.TION 
'lWN RGE SEC ACRES ACRES ACRES TOTAL --
06S 33E 1 SWSE . 9_ SESE 9 18 
12 NENE 40 NWNE 40 SWNE 40 
SENE 25 NENW 40 SENW 40 
NESW 25 NESE - 3 NWSE 15 268 









Proof of construction of works and application of water to 
beneficial use shall be submitted on or before January 1, 1991. 
Subject to all prior water rights. 
Prior to the diversion of water under this permit a flow 
measurement port or other device as specified by the Department 
shall be installed to provide for the installation of measuring 
equipment and the determination of -the rate of diversion by the 
Department. 
Permit holder shall comply with the drilling permit requirements 
of Section 42-235, Idaho Code. 
The right to the use of water acquired under this permit shall 
not give rise to any right or claim against the holder of a 
senior right based upon the theories of forfeiture, abandonment, 
adverse possession, waiver, equitable estoppel, estoppel by 
!aches or customary preference. 
The Director retains jurisdiction of the permit and any license 
subsequently issued to incorporate the use into a water district, 
require streamflow augmentation or other action needed to protect 
prior surface 1fc!ter and g_roundwater rights. 
The rate of diversion of water for irrigation under this Plifit[l'.:.-'.T'"!U,,,;ED 
and all other Wl!ter rights on the same land shall not excewntJtwti ~ 
cubic feet per second for each acre of land . 
. ! DEC 1 ~ 198~ 






State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Permit To Appropriate Water 
NO. 29-07770 
CCl'IDITIONS/REMARKS: 
8. The maximum rate of diversion for irrigation purposes under 
this permit shall not exceed 5.72 cfs. 
This permit is issued pursuant to the provisions of Section 42-204, Idaho Code. 
Witne~seal and signature of the Director, affixed at Boise, this 
7 day of Pt..~ , 1981. 
~-~~ FR. Keith Higginson, Director 
i~lCRDf\LMEU 
DEC l <1 Y3B9 7 88:4 
---··' _________ _j 





CITY OF POCA TELLO 
EXHIBIT 166 
Application for Permit 29-7770 
"7885 
May .LU, .L!:184 .,. 
Fo,r11 ::02 
• ~J/1H • ST/ffE OF IDf.\.HO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
ld,al. ,lo. ~~,o 
f 
APPLICATION FOR PERf\/ilT 
To appropriate the public waters of the State of Idaho 
2.:S,·-(,-.::vf 
1. ~:.rne of applicant ---=Cc:icct~y--'o_fc_:P:.co:_c:..a::.t_e_l_l_o _______ Phone (2 OB) ~-4-3'1.-l- ext .175 
Post office •ddrcss P. O. Box 4169 Pocatello, ID 83205 
2. Source of water supply ground water which is a tributary of ________ _ 
3. Location of point_ of diversion is S .E. ¼ of N • E.. ¼ of Section __ 1_2 ___ Towmhip __ 6_ 5_· __ 
Range 3~ B.M. County, additional point5 of diversion if any: -------------
Power 
be used for the following purposes: 
s.·12 
for irrigation pu rposcs from April 1 to Oct. 15 {both dates inclusive} 
Amount for _______ purposes from _____ to _____ (both dates inclusi'Jc) 
fci1 0t ma r,l~r: pn 1Si'ilr.'II 
~~~~~!.:-, .. -..,=.=oo=u!r ------- purposes from---- to ----- (both dates inclusi~e) 
. Amount for _______ purposes from ____ to _____ {both dales inclusive) 
'-\ {ell or ,ere • "iper"'iii"iiiiml 
~ t 1· tity to be appropriated: 
\ · S.,2 
cubic feet per second and/orb. acre-feet per annum. +--------- ----------
6. Proposed diverting works: 
( Description of ditches, flumes, pumps, headgatcs, etc. 20 11 diameter deep well with 
b. 
c. 
appropriate vertical turbine pump and ~Oto~ to pump 6.7 cfs. 
various sizes of irrigation ~ainline to accommodate flow. 
Height of storage dam N/A feet, active reservoir capacity N/A acre-feet; total reservoir 
capacity N/A acre-feet, materials used in storage dam: N/A 
Period of year when water will be divened to storage N/11 to N/A inclusive, 
IMon1h/01vl IMoiith/0.yl 
Proposed well diameter is 20 inches; proposed depth (Jf well is 300 feet 
7. Tim~ required for the completion of the works and apelication of the water to the proposed beneficial 
u!;e is 1 ·- years (minimum 1 year - maximum 5 yeurs}. 
S. Description of proposed uses: 
a. If waler is not for irrigation: 
(1} Gi .. ·e the place of use of water: ¼ of ¼ of Section Town:;hip --- --- --- ----
Range ___ B.M. 
(2) Amount of power to be generated: horsepower under feet of hei!d. ------ ------
t3J List number of each kind of livf!stock to br. watered 
(4) Name of municipality to be !ie,ved &Ji:: .. ~Qll· , o_r number of families to be 
supplied with domestic water ~-------,,a-1w"1~J"'.!.,.i"'w", .. t""llMED . 
------
(5) If water is to be u:;~d for olher purposes describe: DEC141989 
,f?Cl-,il7 (e/,,,J . 
(Subcue Ho.) 
EXHIBIT 
:lE Pos . I (e/9 
~ Date· .:?/-=<'i{/o7 
7886 
i If. · f · · • • . h bd' ' . • I .b I . b I u ... \\,l\er :~ ar 1rr1gnt1on, 1nu1c11le acreage in cac su 1v1!i1on m \ 1e t.1 u 1n1on e ow~ 
~ IIAllGE 
lff1', l~\'fi: SW~ '" ~EC. iOTJ.LS NE~ NW¼ SWl' S[}~ NE~ NWY. SW1' SE' NEI! NW~ SYI~ sE:L N(:L NW• SW¼ SE¼ 
• F. l? •n •n 4n 25 40 40 25 3 15 268 
33 E. 1 9 9 18 
. 
. 
Total number of acres. to be irrigated 286 
c. Describe an\' other water rights used for the same purposes as described above. None -~=~----
9. a. Who owns the property at the point of diversion ___ c_i_· t_y~_o_f_P_o_c_a_t_e_l_l_o ________ _ 
b. Who owns the l,md to be irrigated or place of use ___ c_i_t~y_o_f_P_o_c_a_t_e_l_l_o~---------
c. If the property is owned by a person other than the applicant, describe the arrangement enabling the 
( 
applicant to make this filing ___ N_/_A ________ ~-----------'--'---
10. Remarks This permit is being requested so that a well can be drilled on 
City owned property to supply irrigation water for a 280 acre farming 
operation at the City's proposed sludge manage~ent site4. Treated 
sludge from the City's wastewater treatment facility will 
. ... o.,.., .. 




applied·-to the farm land .as fertilizer and soil conditioner. 1•·•1-li'r Water 
from the well will be necessary to irriga~e the various yearly crops. 
All surface water runoff will be retained on the gite. 
Uc,; J ,J ,qgg ,._ 











It• 2 111 chf1 
··--..... cl 





Received by __ Ced-=--
5-..}/-5"'/ • ;30 
Date 5--,tS-F;tTime /.): ~,J 
Pr,litninory check by ~ Fee$ ~,,f_f<..~'s?Y~~--------
Reeeipted by ~<?=&~~~) __ Date -'.5~-,,.,2.._/cc-_,_Ji;y(:...-_#_,_,;f;?'""-'~=""l;?'----
Publication prepared by 4:'l Date ___________ _ 
Published in :d.1ec a,,.,(J #,:,,,;,:; 
Pubfication date$ 9-Jt I JS ·ll1 
P_ubtic:a1ion approYed ______ Date ___________ _ 
Protests filed by: ':::::2k19::2, P 
Copies of prolests fon.varded by ________________ _ 
Hearing held by_--'--------- Date ___________ _ 
Recommended for ~ denial 
ACTION OF THE OIRECTOR, OEPARTMENTOf WATER RESOURCES 
This is to cenif'{ that I have exaniined Application for Per~it to appropriate the public waters of the State 
· Idaho No. _______ , and said application is hereby ________ _ 
( Approval of said application is subject to the following limitations and conditions: 
a. SUBJECT TO ALL PRIOR WATER RIGHTS. . . 
. b. Proof of r.ons:i.ruc.tion of wor~s and a;ipllcati~n of water 10 beneficial use shat! be submitted on or be· 
fore ______________ , 19 __ • 
c. The rate of diversion~ if water is: to be used for irrigation under this permit. when combined wlth all 
other water rights for the same land shafl not exceed, 0.02 cubic feet per second for each acre of land~ 
d. Otho,:---------------------------------
itness my hand this ___ day of __________ , 19 __ • 
Director 
Dt:C 14 1989 
I 
'-· ···- ·- ·--'·-·---__ :_j 7889 
r 
·. ·""'if .. 
·~ 
CITY OF POCA TELLO 
EXHIBIT 167 









· City of Rocatello 




• MUNICIPAL BUILDING 
P.O. Box 4169 
902 E. Sherman } h 
POCATELLO, IDAl'l,~~r205-4169 
L :.x.·-. J' - October 12, 1989 
Harold W. Jones 
~~U\0 \j P1·1 
. .) .;,,,~, ;-.;.- .._ -
Water Resource Supervisor 
Dept. of Water Resources 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 
OCT 17 1983 
Department at Water Resources 
Eastern District Ottice 
RE: Permit #29-0770, Additional Information 
Dear Mr. Jones, 
contained herein, please find answers and information for 
the referenced Permit Application in accordance with your 






Please see attached map. 
We have installed a Center Pivot irrigation 
system to maximize irrigation efficiency. 
Peak diversion rate 1600 GPM 
Average use rate 1400 GPM 
Volume of Diversion/Year - 600 AC. FT. 
Water use period 5/01 to 10/15 
Consumptive Use/Year 600 AC. FT. 
Please see attached USGS Water Quality 
Information. 
The project has been developed for 
agricultural irrigation of a 300 acre parcel 
of arid land. The crop rotation will be hard 
red winter wheat, soft white wheat, and 
barley. Approximately 20% of the irrigable 
land will be summer fallowed annually. 
The permit application is in need of modification to reflect 
changes in the farm management plan which have occurred 
subsequent to filing the application.· I have returned a copy of 
the permit with these changes. The modifications delete any 
reference to the storage or drying of sewage sludge upon the 
developed farm property. ~.!:a.di/.'~'',,;··:.··. : : ·: .. -:J 
ilib~~ij·nJfitY 
DEC 14198~ 
!.:.::-~:~ ,•.-,..,,..,,_~,,., .. ·--·~ .... ~··.r.~·-., :-.: 
De t. of Environmental Quality 208) 234-6254 
• 
Harold w. Jones 
Water Resources Supervisor 
Page 2 
• 
Please call or write if any additional information or 
clarification is necessary. 





DEC 14 1989 
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Old Pilot House 










Figure 3.- -Locations of wells and ~sp'rl:Hgl; 1l • 
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WATER-QUALITY DATA FOR SELECTED SITES ON MICHAUD FLATS, 
FORT HALL INDIAN RESERVATION, IDAHO, DECEMBER 1982 TO 
JULY1987 
By N.D. Jacobson 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
Open-File Report 89-71 
Prepared in cooperation with 
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES, 





' • • 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
MANUEL LUJAN, JR., Secretary 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
Dallas L. Peck, Director 
For additional information 
write to: 
District Chief 
U.S. Geological Survey, WRD 
230 Collins Road 
Boise, ID 83702 
· Copies of this report can be 
purchased from: · 
U.S. Geological Survey · 
Books and Open-File Reports 
Federal Center, Bldg. 810 
t,}B<ix :254.Zfi ·' lift .. !'.f 
~1~o~i.Ji¥ .. ~tfgi~ 
DEC i 4 1389 
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For the convenience of readers who may prefer to use metric (International 
System) units rather than the inch-pound units used in this report, values may be 
converted by using factors listed in the table below. Constituent concentrations 
are given in mg/L (milligrams per liter) or µg/L (micrograms per liti;ir), which 
are equal to parts per million or parts per billion, respectively. Specific 
conductance is reported in µSiem (microsiemens per centimeter at 25 degrees 
Celsius). 














Temperature in °C (degrees Celsius) can be converted to °F (degrees Fahrenheit) 
as follows: 
°F = 0.S)("C) + 32 
Water temperatures are reported to the nearest 0.5 °C. 
Ii 
7898 
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WATER-QUALITY DATA FOR SELECTED SITES ON MICHAUD FLATS, 
FORT HALL INDIAN RESERVATION, IDAHO, 




Chemical and physical data were collected from five wells and one spring 
on Michaud Flats in the Fort Hall Indian Reservation, southeastern Idaho, from 
December 1982 to July 1987. The data were collected to monitor changes in 
ground-water quality and to detect any migration of contaminants. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Michaud Flats study area occupies about 20 mi2 in eastern Power and 
northwestern Bannock Counties, Idaho (fig. 1). The area lies south of American 
Falls Reservoir and the Snake River, between the Portneuf River on the east and 
Bannock Creek on the west. Ground-water resources on the flats are substantial 
and are developed extensively for irrigation and industrial pumpage. 
Large concentrations of some contaminants, principally arsenic, in water 
from wells on the flats first were detected in October 1972 (Balmer and Noble, 1979, 
p. 215). The Idaho Department of Health and Welfare conducted a study of 
selected chemical constituents in water frbm various domestic and industrial 
wells from October 1972 to October 1973. During the study, arsenic concentrations 
in water from several wells exceeded the U.S. Public Health Service 
recommended limit of 50 µg/L (Balmer and Noble, 1979, p. 215). 
In 1980, the U.S. Geological Survey, in cooperation with the Shoshone-
Bannock Tribes, began a two-phase study to (1) determine the occurrence and 
movement of ground water and describe the degree and extent of ground-water 
contamination, and (2) develop a monitoring program to periodically sample and 
analyze water from selected wells and springs to help determine the degree and 
fluctuation of ground-water contamination associated with industrial waste-
water disposal practices. 
The first phase of study described geohydrologic and water-quality 
conditions in the vicinity of a large industrial complex that processes phosphate 
ores in the eastern Michaud Flats area on and near the Fort Hall Indian 
Reservation (Jacobson, 1982). !ff CPJJU.Jff fD 
l 
Li C (; J_ 4. 1989 I ' ' I 
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The second phase of study provided geophysical data, storage coefficients, 
specific capacities, and transmissivity values for the area; described procedures 
being implemented by the ore-processing plants to control ground-water 
contamination; and presented concentrations of selected chemical constituents, 
dissolved solids, stable isotopes, and tritium (Jacobson, 1984). 
Purpose and Scope 
The purpose of this report is to present water-quality data collected from 
selected wells and springs at strategic locations on Michaud Flats. Data were 
collected during the period December 1982 to July 1987. 
Acknowledgments 
The author is grateful to the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes for their cooperation 
in conducting this study. Thanks also are due to Mr. C.D. Holmes, FMC 
Corporation; Mr. Paul Evans, J.R. Simplot Company; Mr. Clint Buchanan, City_ 
of Pocatello; and Idaho Power Company. 
Well- and Spring-Numbering System 
The numbering system used by the U.S. Geological Survey in Idaho 
indicates the location of wells or springs within the official rectangular 
subdivision of the public lands, with reference to the Boise base line and Meridian. 
The first two segments of the number designate the township and range. The 
third segment gives the section number; three letters, which indicate the 1/4 
section (]GO-acre tract), the l/4.l/4 section ( 40-acre tract), and the l/4.l/4.l/4 section 
(JO-acre tract); and the serial number of the well within the tract. Quarter 
sections are lettered A, B, C, and D in counterclockwise order from the northeast 
quarter of each section (fig. 2). Within quarter sections, 40-acre and 10-acre tracts 
are lettered in the same manner. Well 6S-33E-12DAD1 is in the SEl/4NEl/4SEl/4, 
sec. 12, T. 6 S., R. 33 E., and was the first well inventoried in that tract. Springs 
are designated by the letter "S" following the last numeral; for example, 6S-34E-
7ACA1S. . 
DATA COLLECTION 
Water samples for chemical analyses were obtained from five wells and one 
spring (fig. 3). These sites were selected to provide necessary data to determine 
any changes in concentrations of constituents and to detect any migration of 
contaminants. The sites were sampled semiannually in December and July from 
1982 to 1985 and annually in July from 1986 to 1987. 
Site 1 is a shallow observation well drilled by the U.S. Geological Survey, It 
is completed in the water-table aquifer and was located to intercept contaminant 
~fH ea ~ 61 "' ~ r: i; 1s ;,,. m-. · '~~,f-l-\l .. ,,fr,.-,t l-s•i~~~ 
3 
~1 .. ;J.-~_:1--.,-.~-!!f ,~r,,~~ 
DE r· 14 1Qriq .J - -·~-1...,. 
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Figure 2.--Well- and spring-numbering system/._· . j;,,;;t}JjVJfQ 
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Michaud 1 6S-33E-12BDDI 
Russell Lindley 6S-33E-12CCD1 
Old Pilot House 6S-33E-DADI 
New Pilot House 6S-33E-12DAD2 
Idnho Power 6S-33E-14DCDI 












migration. Site 2, a well completed in the water-table aquifer, has a history of 
poor water quality and is of use in determining water-quality trends. Site 3, a well 
also completed in the water-table aquifer, was the site first identified from 
chemical analysis where the concentration of arsenic in the water exceeded the 
U.S. Public Health Service water-quality limits. Site 4, a well completed in the 
deep artesian aquifer and immediately adjacent to site 3, was chosen to compare 
hydraulic heads between the two wells to indicate potential for leakage between 
aquifers, and to provide a representative water sample of the artesian aquifer. 
Site 5, a well completed in the artesian aquifer, is the farthest upgradient and is 
the only well available to determine background water quality. Batiste Springs 
was selected because of its proximity to the Portneuf River and industrial waste 
ponds. It has a long history of impaired water quality. 
Water samples were analyzed for concentrations of hardness, dissolved 
calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, sulfate, chloride, fluoride, silica, 
solids, and nitrogen, total phosphorous, dissolved arsenic and boron, and 
dissolved and suspended gross alpha and gross beta. Determinations of. specific 
conductance, pH, and air and water temperatures were made onsite. 
RESULTS 
Specific conductance ranged from 450 µSiem in background well 14DCD1 to 
2,270 µSiem in well 12CCDI. Arsenic concentrations at all sites ranged from 3 to 
94 µg/L and exceeded the recommended limit (U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, 1977, p. 5) of 50 µg/L in one sample from Batiste Springs and in five 
samples from the Old Pilot House well. Concentrations of boron ranged from 60 to 
910 µg/L. Dissolved gross alpha concentrations ranged from 1.1 to 49 µg/L. 
Chemical and physical data are presented in table 1. Statistical swnmaries 
of selected water-quality data for each site are presented in table 2. 
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Table 1.-Chemical analyses of water from wells and springs 
6S-33E-12BDD1 Michaud Well l 
Depth 
below Spe-
land Depth cific Hard-
surface of con- Temper- Temper- ness 
(water well, due- pH ature, ature, (mg/L 
level) total tance (standard air water as 
(feet) (feet) (µSiem) units) ('C) ('C) CsCOa) 
79.20 638 7.7 -2.5 13.5 180 
63.10 79.20 669 7.8 22.0 14.0 190 
62.30 79.20 624 7.5 -4.0 13.5 190 
62.50 79.20 645 7.6 25.0 13.5 200 
61.90 79.20 627 7.7 -10.0 13.5 200 
63.90 79.20 671 7.S 24.5 13.5 200 
62.60 79.20 666 8.1 ~-0 11.5 200 
53.66 79.20 678 7.7 20.0 13.5 190 
63.30 79.20 679 7Jl 13.5 13.0 200 
Potas- Chlo- Fluo- Si1ica, 
Sodium sium, Sulfate, ride, ride, dis-
ad- dis- dis- dis- dis- solved 
sorp- solved solved solved solved (mg/L 
Percent tion (mg/L. (mg/L (mg/L (mg/L as 
sodium ratio as K) as SO,) as Cl) as F) Si02) 
28 1 6.9 53 43 1.2 35 
28 1 6.7 52 40 1.1 36 
27 l 6.4 53 40 1.1 36 
28 l 6.4 57 40 1.1 36 
27 l 6.6 64 42 1.0 · 36 
26 1 6.9 66 40 1.0 36 
26 1 7.4 67 47 1.0 35 
26 1 6.7 68 44 1.1 34 
















sum of gen, 
consti- NO2+NOa 
tuents, dis-



























Table 1. •• Chemical analyses of water from wells and springs--Continued 
6S-33E-12BDD1 Michaud Well 1-Continued 
Gross Gross Gross Gross 
alpha, alpha, beta, beta, 
Phos· Arsenic, Boron, dis- · susp. dis- susp. 
phorus, dis- dis- solved total solved total 
total solved solved (µg/L (µg/L (pCi/L (pCi/L 
(mg/L (µg/L (µg/L as as as as 
as P) as As) BS B) U-nat) U-nat) Cs-137) Cs-137) 
0.05 6 90 8.2 0.6 7.8 0.6 
.22 6 90 7!1 <.4 7.4 <.4 
.01 4 90 7.0 <.4 5.6 .s 
.02 3 90 7.7 <.4 11 .6 
.03 4 90 7.6 <.4 6.1 <.4 
.02 4 90 7.7 <.4 6.6 <.4 
6 110 3.S .s 8.4 .s 
.05 6 90 3.3 B 7.3 .6 
<.01 4 90 1.6 <.4 8.6 <.4 
Gross Gross 
beta, beta, 
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Table !.-Chemical analyses of water from wells and springs-·Continued 
6S-33E-12CCD1 Russell Lindley Well 
Spe- Magno-
Depth cific Hard· Calcium, slum, 
of con~ Temper• Temper- ne.es dis- dis-
(well, due• pH ature, ature, (mg/L solved solved 
total tanco (standard air water as (mg/L (mg/L 
(feet) (µSiem) units) ('Cl ('C) CaCO3) WI Ca) as Mg) 
103.00 1,660 7.4 6Jl 13.0 660. 140 51 
103.00 1,780 7.5 18.0 14.0 610 160 57 
103.00 2.oso 7.6 -22.0 11.0 660 160 62 
103.00 2,230 7.3 42.0 11.0 610 160 67 
103.00 1,910 u -6.0 10.0 600 160 64 
103.00 1,570 7.7 28.0 13.0 630 130 60 
103.00 1,870 7.4 -10.0 9.5 680 140 66 
103.00 2,270 7.3 18..6 13.0 710 170 70 
103.00 1,920 7.5 23.0 H.0 620 160 59 
Solids, 

















Sodium siumt Sulfate, ride, ride, dis- consti .. NO2+NO3 
ad- dis- dis- di•· dis- solved tuents, dis-
sorp· solved solved solved solved (mg/L dis- solved 
Percent tion (mg/L (mg/L (mg/L (mg/L as solved (mg/L 
sodium ratio asK) e SO,i) as Cl) as Fl SiO2) (mg/L) as NJ 
34 3 15 170 310 0.5 -16 1,000 6.3 
36 3 IS 20() 360 .Ii 45 1,200 6..6 
34 3 15 210 360 Ji 42 l.200 6.5 
37 3 18 210 350 .6 ,47 l.200 6.6 
35 3 16 180 310 " 47 l,100 5.8 34 3 14 180 290 Ji -46 990 5.1 
34 3 15 180 320 .Ii -47 1,100 6.2 
33 3 18 220 410 .5 47 1,300 7.0 
32 3 16 180 340 .Ii 44 1,100 5.2 
• 
• 

















Table 1.--Chemical analyses of water from wells and springs--Continued 
6S-33E-12CCD1 Russell Lindley Well-Continued 
Gross Gross Gross Gross Gross 
alpha, alpha, beta, beta, beta, 
Phos- Arsenic, Boron, dis- susp. dis- susp. dis-
phorus, dis- dis- solved total solved total solved 
total solved solved (µg/L (µg/L (pCi/L (pCi/L (pCi/L 
. (mg/L (µg/L (µg/L as as as as as Sr/ 
as P) as As) as B) U-nat) U-nat) Cs-137) Cs-137) Y-90) 
0.05 6 210 31 <0.4 18 0.7 17 
.21 8 260 37 <.4 19 .6 18 
.03 7 260 38 <.4 21 L3 18 
.04 7 290 33 <.4 24 <.4 21 
.02 6 250 31 <.4 22 .8 19 
.06 6 240 26 <.4 16 .6 13 
,03 7 240 7.8 <.4 18 .B 13 
.04 9 310 16 .7 28 .6 19 
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Table 1.-Chemical analyses of water from wells and springs-Continued 
6S-33E-12DAD1 Old Pilot House Well 
Depth 
below Spe-
land Depth cific Hard-
surface of con .. Temper- Temper- ness 
(water well, due- pH ature, ature, (mg/L 
level) total tance (standard air water as 
Time (feet) (feet) (p.S/cm) units) (•C) (•C) CeCOa} 
1117 113.00 1,340 7:Z. 0.0 18.li 3!iO 
1144 113.00 1,830 7.3 30.0 l3.0 390 
1346 66.00 113.00 1,790 7.ll .0 18.0 410 
1113 66.60 113.00 1,780 u 27.0 17.6 420 
1115 85.40 113.00 1,940 7.2 -11.0 16.0 430 
1311 67.20 113.00 1,.830 u 26.6 17.0 400 
1200 66.45 113.00 1,970 1Ji -11.0 15.0 420 
1124 67.01 113.00 1,890 7.ll 20.0 16.li 410 
1121 66.85 113.00 1,960 7.4 13.li 15.li 430 
Pow- Chia- Fluo- Silica, 
Sodium, Sodium sium, Sulfate, ride, ridet dis-
dis- ad- dis- dis- dis- dis- solved 
solved sarp- solved solved solved solved (mg/L 
(mg/L Percent tion (mg/L (mg/L (mg/L (mg/L . as 
as Na) sodium ratio a:,K) aaS04) as Cl) asF) Si02) 
130 34 3 150 150 220 ..0.1 66 
130 34 3 130 160 200 <-1 63 
140 35 3 120 160 210 <-1 63 
15-0 35 3 140 160 250 .1 62 
150 35 3 130 170 250 <-1 64 
130 32 3 170 170 230 <-1 61 
150 36 3 120 190 260 <-1 59 
160 36 3 140 180 260 <-1 67 






as Ce} as Mg) 









sum of gen, 
eonsti- N02+N03 
tuenl;s, dis-









































Tnble 1.-:Chemical analyses of water from wells and springs--Continued 
6S-33E-12DAD1 Old Pilot House Well-Continued 
Gross Gross Gross Gross Gross 
alpha, alpha, beta, beta, beta, 
Phos- Arsenic, Boron, dis- BUBp. dis- susp. dis-
phorus, dis- dis- solved total solved total solved 
total solved solved (µg/L (µg/L (pCi/L (pCi/L (pCi/L 
(mg/L (µg/L (µg/L as BS BS BS BS Sr/ 
as Pl BS As) as B) U-nat) U-nat) Cs-137) Cs--137) Y-90) 
13.0 51 870 ZI <0.4 150 <0.4 140 
12.0 47 850 28 <.4 130 <.4 120 
13.0 52 830 49 <.4 120 .5 120 
. 16.0 51 810 28 <.4 120 <.4 120 
.. ," 44 850 38 <.4 130 <.4 110 
10.0 26 770 23 .5 130 <.4 110 
10.0 60 840 6.5 .5 160 .B 100 
8.8 52 910 8.7 .7 190 .6 130 
7.5 45 870 3.9 <.4 1.50 .6 100 
Gross 
beta, 
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Table 1.--Chemical analyses of water from wells and springs--Continued 
6S-33E-12DAD2 New Pilot House Well 
Depth 
below Spe-
land Depth cific Hard-
surface of con- Temper- Temper- ness 
(water well, due- pH ature, ature, (mg/L 
level) total ta.nee (standard air water aa 
Time (feet) (feet) (µSiem) unite) ('C) ("C) CaCO3) 
1232 212.00 489 7.B 0.0 13..5 180 
1309 212.00 610 8.1 3L5 15.0 180 
1448 64.90 212.00 462 7.8 -8.0 11.5 180 
1306 65.10 212.00 485 7.9 27.0 16.0 190 
1325 64.60 212.00 499 7.7 -8.5 12.5 190 
1138 66.80 212.00 511 7.9 2S.O 16.0 190 
1108 67.12 212.00 51D 8.0 -7.0 11.5 180 
1220 65.95 212.00 522 7.9 25.0 lM 180 
1308 65.96 212.00 511 7.9 13.5 14.5 190 
Potes- Chlo- Fluo- Silica, 
Sodium, Sodium sium, Sulfate, ride, ride, dis-
die- ad- die- die- die- die- solved 
solved sorp- solved solved solved solved (mg/L 
(mg/L Percent tion (mg/L (mg/L (mg/L (mg/L as 
as Na) sodium ratio asK) asso., as Cl) BS F) SiO2) 
29 25 1 5.6 43 24 O.B 32 
29 26 1 6.0 52 29 .9 31 
29 25 1 5.2 60 30 .9 31 
31 25 1 6.3 52 29 .9 32 
30 25 1 5.7 51 29 .B 33 
30 25 1 5.S 48 28 .B 32 
30 26 1 5.4 54 32 .B 30 
28 24 .9 6.4 64 31 .9 31 















sum of gen, 
consti- NO2+NO3 
tuents, dis-
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Table 1.-Chemical analyses of water from wells and springs--Continued 
6S-33E-12DAD2 New Pilot House Well-Continued 
Gross Gross Gross Gross Gross 
alpha, alpha, beta, beta, beta, 
Phos- Arsenic. Boron, dis- susp. dis- . susp. cils-
phorus, dis- dis- solved total solved total solved 
total solved solved . (µg/L (µg/L (pCi/L (pCi/L (pCi/L 
(mg/L (µg/L (µg/L as BS BS BS as Sr/ 
.BSP) BS As) asB) U-nat) U-nat) Cs-137) Cs-137) Y-90) 
0.03 3 70 8.3 <0.4 6.6 0.4 5.4 
.62 4 90 7.8 u 6.6 .8 5.3 
.01 3 80 8.6 <e4 4.6 d 3.9 
.OIi .. •" 3 80 8.2 <.4 6.9 -c4 5.1 
.01 3 80 6.4 <e4 6.3 d 5.6 
.02 3 80 5.9 <.4 4.0 .6 3.6 
.D4 3 80 2.9 .6 7.6 .6 5.8 
.OS 3 90 1.8 .6 4.9 .6 4.1 
dl 3 80 3.3 <.4 5.9 d 4.5 
Gross 
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Table 1.-Chemical analyses of water from wells and springs--Continued 
6S-33E-14DCD1 Idaho Power Well 
Depth 
below Spe-
land Depth cific Hard- Calcium, 
surface of con- Temper- Temper- ness dis-
(water well, due- pH ature, ature, (mg/L solved 
level) tot.al tance (standard air water as (mg/L 
(feet) (feet) (µSiem) units) ("C) ("C) CaCOa) as Ca) 
161.82 234,00 485 7.8 6.0 12.5 180 46 
162.00 234,00 471 8.1 32.0 17.5 180 · 44 
161.00 234.00 460 7.8 .o 14.0 170 45 
161.60 234.00 483 7.8 30.0 16.5 190 48 
160.10 234.00 476 7.8 -11.0 13.0 180 47 
161.60 234,00 607 7.9 32.6 16,0 180 46 
160.74 234.00 482 7.9 -8.0 14.0 180 46 
161.60 234.00 438 7.8 22.0 16.5 · 180 45 
162.28 ... 234.00 601 7.9 14.6 16.6 180 46 
Solids, 
Potas- Chlo- Fluo- Silica, sum of 
Sodium eium, Sulfate, ride, ride, · dis- consti-
ad- dis- dis- dis- dis- solved tuenta, 
sorp- solved solved solved solved (mg/L dis-
Percent tion (mg/L (mg/L (mg/L (mg/L as solved 
sodium ratio asK) as'SO4) as Cl) as F) SiO:zJ (mg/L) 
22 0.8 8.3 18 34 0.6 60 300 
23 .8 7.9 20 39 A 68 310 
23 .9 7.8 20 36 .s 68 310 
22 .8 8.4 18 36 .s 60 310 
23 s 8.0 18 37 A 62 310 
23 .9 11 20 36 A 62 320 
22 .9 8.5 16 42 A 61 320 
23 .9 8.6 22 38 A 68 310 

















































Table 1.--Chemical analyses of water from wells and springs--Continued 
6S-33E-14DCDI Idaho Pow,,r Well--Continued 
Gross Gross Gross Gross Gross 
alpha, alpha, beta, beta, beta, 
Phos- Arsenic, Boron, dis- susp. dis- susp. dis-
phorus, dis. dis- · solved totnl solved total solved 
Intel solved solved (µg/L (µg/L (pCi/L (pCi/L (pCi/L 
(mg/L (µg/L (µg/L as as as as as Sr/ 
asP) as As) as BJ U-nat) U-nat) Cs-137) C.-137) Y-90) 
0.04 15 60 6.4 <.0.4 9.8 <.0.4 9.4 
.13 17 60 9.6 .5 9D .Jj 8.6 
.01 14 60 12 <.4 11 <.4 9.2 
.02 15 60 6.3 <.4 6.1 .5 5.2 
.07 14 60 7.2 <.4 9D <.4 7.8 
.30 18 70 8.2 <.4 12 <.4 10 
.02 18 70 3.3 .Jj 12 .6 8.8 
.03 18 60 84 .8 g.5 .6 7.9 
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Table 1 ••• Chemical a~alyses of water from wells and springs--Continued 
6S-34E-7ACA1S Batiste Springs 
Spe- Magne-
cific Hard- Calcium, sium, 
con. Temper- Temper- nesa dis- dis-
(due- pH ature, a.tu.re, (mg/L aolved solved 
tance (standard e.ir water BO (mg/L (mg/L 
Time (µSiem) units) ('Cl ('C) . _CaCO3) ... Ca) as Mg) 
0816. 1,290 6.8 5Jj 14.0 470 120 42 
0952 1,510 6.9 21.0 13.!i 520 130 48 
1010 1,290 6.9 -12.0 14.0 510 130 44 
0824 1,350 6.8 24.5 14.!i 530 130 49 
0926 1,360 6.9 -8.!i 14.0 480 120 44 
0839 1,140 6.9 20.0 14.0 410 100 39 
1000 1,160 6.8 .0 13.!i 410 100 38 
0619 1,320 6.8 17.0 14.0 440 110 40 
1042 958 7.0 19.!i 13.!i 340 85 31 
Solids, 
Potas- Chlo- Fluo- Si1ica1 sum of 
Sodium eium, Sulfate, ride, ride, dis- -consti. 
ad- dis- di•- dis- dis- solved tuents, 
sorp- solved solved solved solved (mg/L dis-
Percent tion (mg/L (mg/L (mg/L (mg/L 89 solved 
sodium ratio ae K) aeSO4) as Cl) ... Fl SiO2J (mg/Ll 
26 2 16 240 75 0.4 42 770 
26 2 14 280 71 A 41 840 
26 2 13 240 72 Ji 41 820 
28 2 13 280 72 A 43 880 
27 2 13 230 79 A 43 780 
28 2 15 190 72 .4 42 680 
28 2 13 200 75 · A 39 710 
27 2 16 230 78 A 41 770 
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Table 1.-Chemical analyses of water from wells and springs--Continued 
6S-34E-7ACA1S Batiste Spring,,-Continued 
Gross Gross Gross Gross 
alpha, alpha, beta, beta, 
Phos- Arsenic, Boron, dis- 1msp. dis- susp. 
phorus, dis- dis- solved total solved total 
total solved solved (µg/L (µg/L (pCi/L (pCi/L 
(mg/L (µg/L (µg/L as as as as 
Date as P) as As) as B) U-nat) U-nat) Cs-137) Cs-137) 
12-21-82 4.20 25 250 20 <:0.4 16 <ll.4 
7-19-83 4.30 20 250 24 <.4 14 <.4 
12-20-83 3.40 19 260 21 <.4 17 <.4 
7-24-84 9.80 36 260 24 <.4 110 <.4 
12-18-84 2.50 24 260 19 <.4 19 <.4 
7-11-85 .02 36 270 16 <.4 16 <.4 
12-13-86 3.80 31 260 7.6 .8 17 .6 
7-10-86 .16 36 290 16 B 21 .4 
















Table 2.-Statistical summary of selected water-quality data 
6S-33E-12BDD1 Michaud Well 1 
Median • Data (50 Range of values Water-quality constituent population · percent) Mean Minimum Maximum 
*Specific conductance (µSiem) 9 556 5m 524 5'19 
*pH (standard units) 9 7.7 7.7 7.5 8.1 
*Temperature (•C) 9 13.5 13.0 11.5 14.0 
Hardness (mg;'L as CaCO3) 9 195 194 180 . 200 
"' Calcium, dissolved (mg;'L as Ca) 
,. 9 63 53 00 fij 
0 Magnesium, dissolved (mg/L as Mg) 9 15 15 14 16 
Sodium, dissolved (mg/L as Na) 9 34 34 32 ~ 
Potassium, dissolved (mg;'L as K) 9 6.7 6,6 5.8 7.4 
( .. Chloride, dissolved (mg/L as Cl) 9 4Z 4Z 40 47 
Fluoride, dissolved (mg;'L as Fl 9 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.2 
Silica, dissolved (mg;'L as SiO2) 9 35 35 34 36 
;.,'4!,a Nitrogen, nitrite + nitrate, dissolved (mg/Las N) 9 .71 ,70 .56 .83 
,.G'""'l}J 
c:i .. ,,,,,,, Phosphorus, total (mg;'L as P) 8 ,02 ,05 .01 .22 • r-1 ~~ Arsenic, dissolved (µg;'L as .As) 9 4 4.5 3 6 c:; ?;, Boron, dissolved (µg/L as B) 9 92 92 90 llO ,_, \,-~) 
I ,;,,. ""i"'il Gross alpha, dissolved (µg/L as U-nat) 9 7.6 6.6 3.3 8.2 
' I ii .. ,Gross alpha, susp. total (µg/L as U-nat) 9 .40 .49 <.40 .80 i Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Cs-137) 9 7.4 7.5 5.5 11.0 i . Gross beta, susp. total (pCi/L as Cs-137) 9 .50 .50 <,40 .60 
I rr,· Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Sr/Y-90) 9 6.0 6.4 4.7 9.1 i : . i:::::, 







Table 2.-Statistical summary of selected water-quality data--Continued 
6S-33E-12CCD1 Russell Lindley Well 
Median 
Data (50 Range of values 
WateMiuality constituent population percent) Mean Minimum Maximum 
•Specific conductance (µSiem) 9 1,910 1,920 1,570 2710 
•pH (standard units) 9 7.4 7.4 7.2 7.7 
*Temperature (°C) 9 13.0 12.0 9.5 14.0 
Hardness (mg1L as CaCOa) 9 610 6(fl 530 710 
· Calcium, dissolved (mg1L as Ca) 9 150 149 130 l'iO 
Magnesium, dissolved (mg1L as Mg) 9 f1l fj/ 00 70 
Sodium, dissolved (mg1L as Na) 9 l50 151 130 170 
Potassium, dissolved (mg1L as KJ. 9 15 16 14 l8 
Chloride, dissolved (mg1L as Cl) 9 340 339 290 410 
Fluoride, dissolved (mg1L as F) 9 .50 .50 .40 .60 
Silica, dissolved (mg1L as SiO2) 9 46 46 42 .fl 
Nitrogen, nitrite + nitrate, dissolved (mg1L as N) 9 6.3 6.1 5.1 7.0 
Phosphorus, total (mg1L as P) 9 .04 .05 .02 .21 
Arsenic, dissolved (µg/L as As) 9 7.0 6.9 6.0 9.0 
Boron, dissolved (µg1L as B) 9 260 259 210 310 
Gross alpha, dissolved (µg1L as U-nat) 9 . 31 27 7.8 38 
Gross alpha, susp. total (µg/L as U-nat) 9 .40 .44 <.40 .70 
Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Cs-137) 9 ( a) a) 15 28 
Gross beta, susp. total (pCi/L as Cs-137) 9 .60 ,70 <.40 1.30 
Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Sr/Y-90) 9 l8 .17 l8 21 
. Gross beta, susp. total (pCi/L as Sr/Y-90) 9 .60 .69 <.40 1.20 




Table 2.-Statistical summary of selected water-quality data--Continued 
6S-33E-12DAD1 Old Pilot House Well 
Median 
Data (50 Range of valuB!I 
· Water-quality constituent population percent) Mean Minimum Maximum • *Specific conductance (µSiem) 9 1,830 1,810 1,340 1,970 
*pH (standard units) 9 7.3 7.3 7.2 7.5 
*Temperature (0 0) 9 17.0 17.0 15.0 19.0 
Hardness (mg/L as CaCOa) 9 410 410 360 430 
Calcium, dissolved (mg/L as Ca) 9 86 ffi 76 !13 
Magnesium, dissolved (mg/L as Mg) 9 46 47 42 50 
"' Sodium, dissolved (mg/L as Na) -~ 9 145 
142 130 150 
"' Potassium, dissolved (ing/L as Kl 9 130 13.5 120 170 
Chloride, dissolved (mg/L as Cl) 9 240 240 200 260 
Fluoride, dissolved (mg/L as F) 9 .12 .12 <.10 .20 
Silica, dissolved (mg/L as Si02) 9 62 61 57 66 
Nitrogen, nitrite + nitrate, dissolved (mg/Las N) 9 7.2 7.9 2.1 15 
Phosphorus, total (mg/L as Pl 8 10 11.2 7.5 16 
Arsenic, dissolved (µg/L as As) 9 49 48 26 60 
:· ···.:;"1 Boron, dissolved (µg/L as B) · 9 845 844 810 910 • ' .: .. _.,.~:, Gross alpha, dissolved (µg/L as U-n':it) · 9 'l:1 u 3.90 49 ,·;.:;·• ?:.~·:.~ Gross alpha, susp. total (µg/L asU-nat) 9 .42 .47 <.40 .70 ~·~ _·.r.:;;...r.~ Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Cs-137) 9 130 140 120 100 li~-,1,;~(1) 
~l:~ 'W'""~ Gross beta, susp. total (pCi/L as Cs-137) 9 .42 .46 <.40 .60 -- ~ ?,;;• :,._·> ..... Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Sr/Y-90) 9 115 l20 110 140 U:.) ......... ;a; 
; t~ Gross beta, susp. total (pCi/L as Sr/Y-90) 9 .42 .47 <.40 .60 
l,.,_,, . 
:~~ 
'T; ... ',-~--· 
... 
• 
Table 2.-Statistical summary of selected. water-quality data-Continued 
6S-33E-12DAD2 New Pilot House Well 
Median • Data (50) Range of values 
Water-quality constituent · population percent) Mean Minimum Maximum 
•Specific conductance (µSiem) 9 511 499 452 522 
•pH (standard units) 9 7.9 7.9 7.7 8.1 
"'!'em peratuTe ("Cl 9 14.5 13.5 11.5 15.0 
Hardness (mg/L rui CaCO3) 9 185 185 180 190 
I\) Calcium, dissolved (mg/L as Ca) 9 49 49 46 ID 
w Magnesium, dissolved (mg/L as Mg)· 9 15 15 14 16 
Sodium, dissolved (mg/L as Na) 9 2) 2) 28 30 
. ,•.'\:~l Potassium, dissolved (mg/L as K) 9 5.4 5.4 4.7 6.0 
'!)':(llw Chloride, dissolved (mg/L as Cl) 9 30 2) 28 32 
r:::J ;;-,; .. i•!'l Fluoride, dissolved (mg/L as F) 9 .80 .80 .80 .90 ;"Cl .,.,:---~:.~ 
. --:, ··f.(l' ..... Silica, dissolved (mg/L as SiO2) 9 31 31 30 $ .,,,,,· 'l::';"• 
";-\ .. :·-,. Nitrogen, nitrite + nib-ate, dissolved (mg/L as N) 9 .87 1.09 .76 2.80 • ..,.....~ -~ .. . ·"'7, Phosphorus, total (mg/L as P) 9 .03 .09 .01 .62 - .,n;;, •, 1..'; ~·"~;>: Arsenic, dissolved (µg/L as As) 9 3 3 3 4 ~. ·~~ 
.~~q., Boron, dissolved (µg/L as Bl 9 &) &) 70 ro •. +. 
:" .. ) Gross alpha, dissolved (µg/L as U-natl 9 6.4 5.9 1.8 8.6 ... 
-~":~ Gross alpha, susp. total (µg/L as U-nat) 9 .42 .57 <.40 1.40 
Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Cs-137l .9 5.5 5.5 4.0 7.5 
Gross beta, su.sp. total (pCi/L as Cs-137l 9 .50 .53 <.40 .80 
Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Sr/Y:90l 9 · .. 5.1 · ·, 4.7 3.5 5.8 







Table 2.--Statistical summary of selected water-quality data--Continued 
6S..33E-14DCD1 Idaho Power Well 
Median • Data (50 Range of values Water-quality constituent population percent) Mean Minimum Maximum 
•specific conductance (µSiem) 9 483 484 450 &11 
•pH (standard units) 9 7.8 7.9 7.8 8.1 
,'".,.··~ . "'Temperature (°C) 9 15.5 15.0 12.5 17.5 t 
i .. Hardness (mg/L as CaCOal 9 180 180 170 190 
~ ~ ~.?71~ Calcium, dissolved (mg/L as Ca) 9 45 45 44 48 
' r.-'.t-t,,1:; Magnesium, dissolved (mg/L as Mg) 9 16 16 )5 17 ;£ t::l N.r;r:,:,,r. 
tt r., t..;,~~ ::.:1 Sodium, dissolved (mg/L as Na) 9 26 26 25 27 
·r· 0 , ... ~-~ Potassium, dissolved (mg/L as K) 9 8.3 8.5 7.8 11 "R..\·'t. .. -
! I-' If"'""?. Chloride, dissolved (mg/L ns Cl) 9 [fl [fl 34 42 ~~";:;:1. 
j. 
,i,,. m-.,-tQ.? Fluoride, dissolved (mg/L as F) 9 .42 .43 .40 .60 
llr?': .. ~-'' 
' m :~ Silica, dissolved (mg/L as SiOi) 9 ro 00 58 & ! '(O , .. .I'. ::I Nitrogen, nitrite + nitrate, dissolved (mg/L as N) 9 1.10 LOS .90 L30 
i h., Phosphorus, total (mg/Las P) 9 .03 .07 .01 .30 • L~,~~-- ~ Arsenic, dissolved (µg/L as As) 9 )5 16 14 l8 Boron, dissolved (µg/L as Bl 9 & & 60 70 Gross alpha, dissolved (µg/L as U-nat) 9 7.7 7.7 3.3 12 
Gross alpha, susp. total (µg/L as U-nat) 9 .40 .48 <.40 .80 
Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Cs-137) 9 9.6 9.8 6.1 12 
Gross beta, susp. total (pCi/L as Cs-13 7) 9 .46 .48 <.40 .60 
Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Sr/Y-90) 9 8.7 . 8.4 5.2 w 
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Table 2.--Statistical summary of selected water-quality data--Continued 
6S-34E-7ACA1S Batiste Springs 
Median 
Data (50 Range of values 
Water-quality constituent population percent) Mean Minimum Maximum 
•Specific conductance (µSiem) 9 1,160 1,150 958 1,320 
•pH (standard wiits) 9 6.8 6.9 6.8 7.0 
*Temperature ("Cl 9 13.5 13.5 13.5 14.0 
Hardness (mg/L as CaCO3) 9 470 4f,6 340 530 
Calcium, dissolved (mg/L as Ca) 9 1.20 114 &5 130 
Magnesium, dissolved (mg/L as Mg) 9 42 42 31 4.9 
Sodium, dissolved (mg/L as Na) 9 80 81 62 $ 
Potassium, dissolved (mg/L as K) 9 13 14 13 16 
Chloride, dissolved (mg/L as Cl) 9 75 7.:1 65 79 
Fluoride, dissolved (mg/L as F) 9 .40 .43 .40 .50 
Silica, dissolved (mg/L as SiO2l 9 41 41 :n 43 
Nitrogen, nitrite + nitrate, dissolved (mg/L as N) 9 8.9 9.0 4.8 16 
Phosphorus, total (mg/Las P) 9 3.40 3.43 .02 9.80 
Arsenic, dissolved (mg/L as As) 9 31 36 19 94 
Boron, dissolved (mg/L as B) 9 260 263 240 290 
Gross alpha, dissolved (µg/L as U-nat) 9 19.0 16.4 1.1 24 
Gross alpha, susp. total (µg/L as U-nat) 9 .42 .47 <.40 .80 
Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Cs-137) 9 17 'Zl 14 110. 
Gross beta, susp. total (pCi/L as Cs-137) 9 .40 .40 <.40 .50 
Gross beta, dissolved (pCi/L as Sr/Y-90) 9 15 Z3 ··- 11 " 96 -








• ..•. ·.' . .. ' ... . ,· ..... ' 
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FARM LEASE 
THIS LEASE AGREEMENT, entered into this first day of 
November, 1991, between the CITY OP POCATELLO, a municipal 
corporation of Idaho, hereinafter called Lessor, and EDWARD 
ALVIN SMITH AND CHRISTINE SMITH, husband and wife, hereinafter 
called Lessee, of Power County, Idaho: 
WlTNESSETH: 
ARTICLE I: 
The Lessor, in consideration of the agreements set 
forth in this Lease to be kept and performed by the Lessee, 
rents and leases to the Lessee to occupy and to use for 
agricultural purposes, the following real estate located in the 
county of Power, State of.Idaho, on property owned by the 
.Lessor and described as follows: 
1, Begining at the nocth 1/16 corner on the west 
line of Section 16 T.6S.R. 33 E,B.M.; thence east 
along the north 1/16 line of the said Section 16, 
2250 feet more oc less to a point which is 250 . 
feet west of the west boundary of the N/S Runway: 
thence south parallel to the said west boundary · 
3210 feet to the northerly right-of-way line of 
U.S. Highway No. 30: thence in a southwesterly 
direction along the said right-of-way line 2363 
feet to the west line of the said Section 16; 
thence continuing southwesterly along the said 
eight-of-way line 1281 feet to a point which is 
1220 feet west of the east line of Section 20, 
T.6S.R. 33 E.B.M.; thence north parallel to the 
east lines of Sections 20 and 17, 4323 feet more 
or less to the north 1/16 line of section 17, 
T.6S.R. 33 E.B.M.: thence east 1220 feet to the 
point of beginning. 
The above tract of land is a part of Sections 16, 
17 and 20, T.6S.R. 33 E.B.M. in Power county, 
Idaho and contains 300 acres more or less. 
'Zl!!JJIZ'G 
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2. Beginning at the NE l/16 cocnec of Sec. 17, T.6S., 
R. 33 E.B.M •• thence east lOO feet to a point 
which is 1220 feet west of the east line of the 
said Sec. 17; thence S.4323 feet to the nocthecly 
eight-of-way line of the U.S. Highway 30 N; 
thence south 72017 1 W. along the said eight-of-way 
line 105 feet to the E. 1/16 line of sec. 20, 
T.6S.R. 34 E.B.M.; thence north along the E. 1/16 
line of Sections 20 and 17, 4355 feet to the 
point of beginning. Containing 10 acres more or 
less. 
Also, the W. 1/2 of the SE 1/4 (BO acces): w. 1/2 
of the s. 1/2 of the NE 1/4 (40 acres): SE 1/4 of 
the NW 1/4 (40 acres); E 1/2 of the SW 1/4 of the 
NW 1/4 (20 acres): E 1/2 of the NW 1/4 of the SW 
1/4 {20 acres) and NE 1/4 of the SW 1/4 {40 
acres), all within Sec. 17 T.6S.R. 33 E.B.M. 
containing 240 acres more oc less. 
save.and except, however. 25 acres more or less 
containing a gravel pit and building foundation 
on the foregoing described .land which leaves a 
total of 225 acres more or les~ of ground subject 
to this lease under this sub-paragraph *2. 
3. Commencing at a point of intersection of the 
northerly right-of-way line of the Old Oregon 
Trail Highway and the centerline of Beechcraft 
Avenue of the Pocatello Regional Airport: thence 
south 72030'W. along the said right-of-way line 
742 feet to the point of beginning; thence 
continuing s. 72030'W. 3967.5 feet: thence N. 
2042•E. 962 feet: thence N. 45010 1 E. 966 feet: 
thence East 441 feet to the northeast corner of 
the F.A,A. Radar Tract: thence North 407 feet; 
thence N. 72005 1 E. 1451 feet: thence s,43042 1 E. 
1783 feet to the point of 'beginning. 
The above described tract of land is part of 
sections 15 and 16, T.6S., R.33 E.B.M. and 
contains 109.03 acres, as shown on the map on 
file in the Pocatello City Engineer's Office. 
4, A tract of land in West 1/2 of Section 9 and NW 
1/4 of Section 16, T.6S., R. 33 E.B.M., Power 
county, Idaho, more. particularly described as 
follows: 
BEGINNING at a point on the West section line of 
section 9, T.6S., R. 33 E.B.M .• that is 
s.00010•22•w, 1030.40 feet from a stone monument 
at Northwest corner of said Section 9; 
FARM LEASE - 2 -
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Thence s oo0 10•22•w on said West line of iection 
9, 4254.50 feet to a stone monument at section 
corner that is common to Sections 8, 9, 16, and 
17, T.6S., R.33 E.B.M.; 
Thence S 00013•52•1w on West line of Section 16, 
T.6S .• R.33 E.B.M., 1340.10 feet; 
Thence s a9044•oa•E, 2311.30 feet, more or less, 
to a point 250.0 feet from centerline of the 
North/South Runway: 
Thence N oo015'52"E parallel to the North/South 
Runway, 5594.60 feet; 
Thence N89°44'08"W., 2311.30 feet to the Point of 
Beginning and contains 297.0 acres, more or less. 
NOTE: Bearings are from Department of Highways, 
the equation in Bearing are N 00015•52•E, Idaho 
Department of Highway=North, Airport Bearing. 
Illustrated in the map attached hereto as an 
exhibit. 
ARTICLE II--TERM: 
The term of this lease shall be from the first day of 
November, 1991, and expiring the j1st day of October, 1996, 
subject to certain conditions hereinafter contained. 
The terms of the Lease as herein set forth are to 
apply to and bind the heirs, executors, administrators and 
~ssigns of "the respective parties hereto, except by mutual 
agreement otherwise. 
ARTICLE III--RATE: 
Lessee agrees to pay the Lessor cash rent of $55.00 
per acre annually for the term of this lease. This annual rent 
is to be paid in two installments of one-half the total sum, 
once on March 31 and again on September 15 of each year. 
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Lessee agrees to pay the rental upon said premises 
promptly when due and, should Lessee fail to pay said rent 
after receiving written notice from Lessor to pay within ten 
(10) days from date of notice, Lessor has the right to re-enter 
and take possession of said premises without the necessity of 
resorting to litigation. Lessee reserves the right to re-enter 
for the limited purpose of preserving, irrigating, harvesting 
or removing any and all growing crops. If Lessor is required 
to water, fertilize, maintain, preserve, or harvest crops on 
this land, all right, title, and interest to said crops shall 
inure or be vested with Lessor. Any costs expended by Lessee 
on said crops prior to Lessor's required entry to water, 
-
fertilize, maintain, preserve, or harvest said c.rops shall be 
borne by Lessee and Lessee shall have no right to restitution 
in any manner whatsoever for said costs. 
Lessee further agrees that this rental rate may be 
reviewed by Lessor at the beginning of each fiscal year. In 
the event that prices for agricultural commodities increase in 
any year, Lessor, at its option, may increase the rental rate 
proportionately. The Pocatello City Council shall be the 
ultimate decision-maker as to the reasonableness of any such 
increase. In no case shall rents be less than $55.00 per acre 
annually for the teem of this Lease. 
ARTICLE IV--GENERAL TERMS: 
It is hereby mutually agreed that the Lessee shall be 
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permitted to lease the foregoing land on the terms herein set 
forth. 
Lessee may utilize the two wells on the premises 
(Water License No. 29-111B and No. 29-7229), the pumping 
equipment, and the waterline owned by Lessor. Lessee agrees to 
bear all costs relating to operation of the well's water system 
during the lease term, including but not limited to 
maintenance, repair, power, and equipment replacement costs. 
Lessee further agree~ that any replacement of any part, of the 
well's water system shall attach. to the real property hecein 
leased and shall remain the property of the Lessor upon 
termination of this Lease. 
' It is further agreed that the Lessee shall follow a 
year-by-year crop rotation program acceptable to the Soil 
Conservation Service as a program of good farming practice for 
this land, thereby giving the Lessee the optimum yield without 
depleting the soil. Types of crops. grown on the, premises must 
be acceptable to the Airport Board and the State Department of 
Aeronautics. If a crop is inconsistent with airport operation 
(because of attraction to water fowl or any other reason), the 
Lessor may deny permission to plant such crop. The rental rate 
on those portions of the premises so restricted, may be 
cenegotiated at the option of Lessee to reflect a fair market 
rental rate for such portions. 
Lessee agrees further that it shall furnish all the 
machinery, equipment and labor necessary to farm the leased 
pcemises properly; to faithfully cultivate the farm in dutiful, 
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tborougb and business-like manner: not to assign this Lease to 
any person or persons or sublet any part of the premises 
without tbe written consent of the Lessor; to keep the said 
premises in as good a condition as they may be put during the 
term of this Lease: not to allow noxious weeds to go to seed on 
said premises, but to destroy the same; to fertilize in an 
acceptable manner the property concerned herein, as 
practicable: to prevent all unnecesssary waste or loss or 
damage to the property of the Lessor: to keep the farm neat and 
orderly at all times. 
It is fully understood and agreed oy the Lessee that 
the land leased herein belongs to the City of Pocatello, a 
municipal corporation of Idaho, and that said land is situated 
upon the Pocatello Municipal Airport property: that, as such, 
said lands are subject to certain Federal Regulations under the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Aviation Agency as weli as 
regulations of the State Department of Transportation, and, as 
such, the Lessee agrees ·to abide by such regulations wherever 
they shall apply to the uses of the said land engaged in by the 
Lessee he~ein named. In this respect the Lessee acknowledges 
that if it causes any hazard to flying aircraft such as dust or 
other hazards, the Lessee shall take such necessary action to 
remove and/or abate such hazard immediately upon notice thereof. 
ARTICLE V--APPLICATION OF BIO-SOLIDS 
In the event the City of Pocatello is required to 
discharge excess bio-solids, the parties agree that Lessee 
shall allow discharge of such soil conditioners onto those 
, FARM LEASE - 6 -
portions of land as designated by Lessee. The parties further 
agree to negotiate the rate to be charged for the application 
of the nuti:ient bio-solids·. 
ARTICLE VI--TERMINATION 
It is further fully understood and agreed that this 
lease agreement may be terminated by the Lessor upon thirty 
(30) days written notice, subject, however, to the Lessee 
having full right of·ingress and egress to remove from said 
land any and all growing crops which might be contained thereon 
subject to the following conditions: 
1. That the said lands are subject to 
development by the Lessor·for industrial 
and commercial uses, and in such instance 
and event that the Lessor has a suitable 
and acc_eptable tenant for industrial or 
commercial lease, the Lessor has the 
granted power to terminate this agreement 
by written notice as above mentioned in 
order to apply said land to the higher use 
value: 
2. That the.Lessee fully understands and 
agrees that surrounding property, not only 
upon the Pocatello Municipal Airport but 
adjacent properties thereto, are presently 
being used industrially and commercially 
FARM ·LEASE - 7.-
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and the Lessee enters into this agreement 
with full knowledge of the said uses and 
accepts full responsibility for any and 
all crop damage that might be occasioned 
by those industrial uses presently in 
existence and that might hereinafter be 
established. 
Lessee further agrees that at any time this Lease is 
terminated with notice or by the natural termination of time, 
· said land shall be reseeded to crested wheat grass at the 
expense of Lessee. 
If the Lessee should fail to carry out substantially 
the terms of this Lease, or if death or physical or mental or 
financial incapacity prevents them from doing so, or if any 
other situation should arise which makes it impossible for 
Lessee t·o. do so, the Lessor may serve written notice to the 
Lessee of the Lessee's failure to fulfill the terms of this 
rental agreement. If such notice is given, .the Lessee agrees 
to vacate the premises but reserves the eight to re-enter for 
the purpose of removing any and all growing crops, provided 
Lessor has not been required to re-enter to preserve, maintina, 
irrigate, or fertilize said crops. 
The Lessee further agrees to carry a current 
comprehensive liability insurance policy on the leasehold, in 
the amount of $SOO,OOO per event, for the term of this Lease 
agreement, to protect the Lessor from any and all public 
liability claims arising out of the Lease of land by this 
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agreement. To this end, the Lessee expressly agcees to hold 
the Lessoc City harmless fcom any and all claims of any kind 
whatsoevec, which may arise out of oc by ceason of the 
occupancy and use by the Lessee of the land heceinbefoce 
described. 
It is furthec agreed that the Lessee shall not pecmit 
any livestock on the ceal property herein leased for gcazing or 
any other purpose. 
ARTICLE VII--RIGHT OF ENTRY FOR VIEWING 
The Lessor reserves the eight of its employees. 
assigns. prospective buyers, or those agents to enter upon the 
said premises at any time for the pucpose of viewing the same, 
' 
but shall not interfere with the occupancy of Lessee. 
ARTICLE VIII--OPTI9N TO RENEW 
It is further agceed that the Lessee is gcanted an 
option to cenew this Lease for an add.itional five (5) year 
teem, commencing November 1, 1996, subject to renegotiation of 
the rental payment. 
Written notice of Lessee's intent to exercise such 
option shall be given to the Lessor not sooner than June 30, 
1996, noc later than August 10, 1996. Upon receipt of the 
notice the pacties agree to cenegotiate the cental payment 
within thirty (30) days after ceceipt of the notice . 
• 
ARTICLE VllI--TAXES - FEES 
Lessee shall pay all fees, charges or costs, if any, 
foe governmental inspections or examinations relating to 
Lessee's use oc occupancr of the leased premises. Furthermore, 
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Lessee shall pay all taxes on personal pcopecty of the Lessee 
on the leased premises, and shall pay any and all taxes, if 
any, on the leasehold interest, created by this agreement. 
Should Power County impose any tax upon Lessee's 
leasehold interest, it is agreed that Lessor City shall not 
assume any liability therefore. Should such tax be an 
excessive burden upon Lessee, the tax would constitute grounds 
foe voiding this agreement. Whether said tax is an excessive 
burden is to be determined by the Pocat~llo City' Council. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have signed this Lease 
on the date first above written~ 
ATTEST: 
PETER B. McDOUGALL. City Cleek 
FARM LEASE 
LESSOR: CITY OP POCATELLO, a. 
MunicipaJ, cocpocation of Idaho 
PETER J. ANGSTADT. Mayor 
LESSEE: 




STATE OP IDAHO ) 
County of Bannock ) 
ss 
On this ---- day of , 1991, before me, the 
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State, personally 
appeared Peter J. Angstadt and Peter B. McDougall, known to me 
to be the Mayor and City Clerk, respectively, of the city of 
Pocatello, a municipal corporation of Idaho, who executed the 
foregoing instrument on behalf of said mun,icipal corporation, 
and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
affixed my official seal the day and year in this certificate 
first above written. 
STATE OP IDAHO ) 
• .
county of Bannock ) 
ss 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing in Pocatello, Idaho. 
My commission expires 
On this ____ day of , 1991, before me, the 
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State, personally 
appeared EDWARD ALVIN SMITH and CHRISTINE SMITH, known to me or 
proved to me to be the persons that executed the foregoing 
instrument, and acknowledged to me that they executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand.and 
affixed my official seal the day and year in this certificate 
first above written. 
li'ABM LEASE 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing in Pocatello 
My commission expires: 
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THIS LEASE is entered into this first day of November, 
1991, between the CITY OF POCATELLO, a municipal corporation of 
Idaho, Lessor. and EDWARD ALVIN SMITH AND CHRISTINE SMITH, 
Lessees, of Power County, Idaho. 
The Lessor, in consideration of the agreements set 
forth in this Lease to be kept and performed by the Lessee, 
rents and leases to the Lessee. to occupy and to use for 
agricultural purposes the following real estat~ located at the 
City of Pocatello Regional Airport in the County of Power, 
' ' State of Idaho, on property owned by the Lessor and described 
as followa: 
All that farmable ground, consisting of 142 
acres, as depicted on the attached map, located 
in the NW 1/4 of Section 14, T. 6 s •• R. 33 
E.B.M. and the SW 1/4 of Section 11 T. 6 s •• R. 
33 E.B.M; also. including' exclusive right to 
ingress. egress,. and use of a water well known as 
Airport Well ~2 located at the South West corner 
of the intersection of Boeing Avenue and Fortress 
Street in Section 10, T. 6 s •• R. 33 E.B.M. at 
the Pocatello Regional Airport. 
' ' 
The term of this Lease shall be for a period of five 
(5) years, commencing November l, 1991, and terminating October 
31, 1996; subject, however, to certain conditions hereinafter 
contained. The Lessee will have the option of renewing this 
Lease for an additional five (S) year term; however, new rental 
payments will be negotiated at the time of renewal. 
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The terms of this Lease shall be binding on the heirs, 
executors, administrators and assigns of the Lessee in like 
manner as upon the original Lessee, except by mutual agreement 
othei:wise. 
The Lessee agrees to pay the Lessor City as annual 
cash rent for the above described lands the sum of $80.50 per 
acre for 142 acres, foe a total yeacly rent of $11,431,00. 
Said rent shall be due and i;,ayable in semi-annual payments, one 
half on March 15, and one half on September 15 of each year. 
Lessee shall be responsible for fertilizing in an 
acceptable manner the propei:ty concerned herein as soon as 
practicable in each year. 
The parties agree to application by the City of 
digested bio-solids as a soil conditioner in the amounts and at 
the times specified each year by the Lessee. Said soil. 
conditioner will be injected into the soil or applied to the 
soil surface at the option of the Lessee or as weather 
conditions permit. The application amounts and method will be 
in accordance with U.S.D.A .• U.S.E.P.A., and F.D.A. guidelines 
and as approved and directed by the State of Idaho Department 
of Health ·and Welfare. The City guarantees delivery and 
· application of nitrogen and phosphate nutrient per the 
following schedule or as requested by the Lessee: 
• 
CROP NITROGEN PHOSPHATE 
Potatoes 150 lbs/acre/year 75 lbs/acre/year 
Wheat 100 lbs/acre/year 50 lbs/acre/year 
Alfalfa 100 lbs/acre/year 50 lbs/acre/year 
Pasture 150 lbs/acre/year 75 lbs/acre/year 
Peas 100 lbs/acre/year so lbs/acre/year. 
FARM LEASE - 2 - ?9•i0, 
The Lessee agrees to fully maintain and keep in a 
state of operation well *2 from which well the Lessee shall 
draw water for his farming operations and that any and all 
costs attributed to maintenance, repair, and electrical power 
ace hereby assumed and agreed to be paid in their entirety by 
'the Lessee. 
It is further agreed that the Lessee shall follow a 
year-by-year crop rotation program acceptable to the Le.ssor as 
a program of good farming practice for this land, thereby 
giving the Lessee the optimum yield without depleting the 
soil. Potatoes or beets may not be grown two years in 
succession. 
. 
The Lessee agrees further that he shall furnish all 
the machfnery, equipment, and labor necessary to farm the 
leased premises properly: to faithfully cultivate the farm in a 
dutifully thorough and business~like manner: not to assign this 
Lease to any person or persons or sublet any part of the 
premises without the written consent of the Lessor; to keep the 
said premises in as good. a condition as they may be put during 
the term of this Lease: not to allow noxious weeds to go to 
seed on said premises, but to control the same in accordance 
with State of Idaho Noxious Weed Law, Title 22, Chapter 24, 
· Idaho Code; to prevent all unnecessary waste or loss or damage 
to the property of the Lessor; and to keep the said farm neat 
and orderly at all times. 
It is fully understood and agreed by the Lessor hereto 
that the land leased herein belongs to the City of Pocatello, a 
FARM LEASE - 3 -
~ 7941 
i 
municipal corporation of Idaho, and that said land is situated 
upon the Pocatello Regional Airport property; that as such, 
said lands are subject to certain Federal Regulations adopted 
by Lessor City and as such the Lessee agrees to abide by such 
regulations wherever they shall apply to the uses of said land 
engaged in by the Lessee herein named. 
It is further fully understood and agceed that this 
Agreement of Lease is terminable by the Lessor upon thirty 
days• written notice, subject, however, to the Lessee having 
full right of ingress and egress to remove from said land any 
and all growing crops which might therein be contained. If the 
crops cannot be fully hacvested, the Lessor will compensate the 
-
Lessee for said unharvested and growing crops. 
The tenant further accepts this Lease on the following 
conditions: 
1; That said lands are subject to development by 
the Lessor for Industrial and Commercial uses and 
in such instance and eve~t that the Lessor has a 
suitable and acceptable tenant foe industrial or 
commecical Lease that the Lessor has the granted 
power to terminate this Agreement by written 
notice as above mentioned in order to apply said 
land to the higher use value: 
2. That the Lessee fully understands and agcees 
that surrounding pcopecty not only upon the 
Pocatello Regional Airport but adjacent 
properties thereto are presently being used 
industrially and commercially and the Lessee 
enters into this Agreement will full knowledge of 
the said uses and accepts full responsibility foe 
any and all ccop damage that might be occasioned 
by those industrial uses presently in existence. 
3. If a crop is inconsistent with airport 
operation (because of attraction to water fowl or 
any othec reason). the Lessoc may deny permission 
to plant such crop.· The rental rate on the 
FARM LEASE - 4 -
7942 
f 
portions of the premises so restricted may be 
renegotiated at the option of Lessee to reflect a 
fair market rental rate for such pr"operty, 
4. It is further understood that the Lessor 
assumes no responsibility for crop yields or the 
ultimate marketability of any crops grown on the 
above-described land. 
The Lessee further agrees that at any time this Lease 
is terminated with Notice or by the natural termination of time 
that said land shall and will be reseeded to crested wheat 
grass, or such other as approved by Lessor at the expense of 
said Lessee and that any improvements made by the Lessee shall 
be removed by the Lessee within thirty days or become the 
property of the City. 
The Lessee further agrees with the Lessor to carry 
adeguate public liability insurance in an amount of $soo.ooo.oo 
combined single limit to protect the Lessor from any and all 
public liability claims arising out of the lease of lan9 by 
this agreement and to this end the Lessee agrees to hold the 
Lessor City harmless from any and all claims of any kind 
whatsoever which may arise out of or by reason of the occupancy 
of the land hereinbefor"e described by the Lessee. 
If the Lessee should fail to carry out substantially 
the terms of this Lease or if death or physical or mental or 
financial incapacity prevents him from doing so, or if any 
other situation should arise which makes it impossible for him 
to do so, the Lessor may serve written notice to the ~essee of 
the Lessee's failure to fulfill the terms of this rental 
FARM LEASE - 5 - ·- 7943 
agreement. If such notice is given, the Lessee agrees to 
vacate from the premises within 30 days. 
The Lessor reserves the right of its employees, 
' 
assigns, prospective buyers. or those agents to enter upon said 
premises at any time for the purpose of viewing the same but 
shall not interfere with the occupancy of the Lessee. 
Provided, however. that in the event Lessee fails to water, 
fertilize. or harvest in a timely and productive manner, Lessor 
reserves the right to enter the premises and to perform such 
work in order to preserve any growing crop. 
If Lessor is required to water, fertilize, maintain, 
preserve, or harvest crops on this laad, all right, title, and 
interest to said crops shall inure or be v.ested with Lessor. 
AnY costs expended by Lessee on said crops prior to Lessor's 
required entry to water, fertilize, maintain. preserve, or 
harvest s.aid crops shall be borne by Lessee and 'Lessee shall 
have no eight to restitution in any· manner whatsoever for said 
costs. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused 
this lease to be signed by themselves or their duly;authorized 
cepresentatives the day and year first above written. 
FARM LEASE 
LESSOR: 
CITY OF POCATELLO, a Municipal 
Corporation of Idaho 
PETER J. ANGSTADT, Mayor 




PETER B. McDOUGALL, City Clerk 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss 
county of Bannock ) 
LESSE!i;: 
EDWARD ALVIN SMITH 
CHRISTINE SMITH 
On this..,,....-,,_ day of ___________ , 1991, 
before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the 
State, personally appeared Peter J. Angstadt and Peter B. 
McDougall, known to me to b'e the Mayor and City Cleek, . 
respectively, of the City of Pocatello, a municipal corporation 
of Idaho, wno executed the foregoing instrument on behalf of 
said municipal corporation, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set·my hand and 
affixed my official seal the day and year in this certificate 
first above written. 
• 
FARM LEASE 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing in Pocatello, Idaho. 









on this ___ day of~--------· 1991, before 
me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State, 
personally appeared------,---- and 
known to me or proved to me to be the persons whose names are 
subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me 
t~at they executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
affixed my official seal the day and year in this certiticate 
first above written. 
FARM LEASE 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR 
Residing in 
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In Re SRBA 
Cose No. 39576 




POINT Of DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOO Of USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT CCIJRT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL OlSTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF !DANO, IN AND FDR TNE CCIJNTY OF TlllN FALLS 
CITY OF A.BEROEEN 
BOX 190 




TOSS R31E S33 
PURPOSE Of USE 
Municipal 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(bl FOR 





Within Blnghem C...,ty 
PERIOO OF USE 
01·01 TO 12·31 
QUANTITY 
1 .71 CFS 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINIT!OII OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL OECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION Of THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
AllMINISTRATION Of THE WATER RIGHTS AS HAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERNINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL U>IIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42•1412(6). 
RULE 54(bl CERTIFICATE 
2000 NOV 17 PH 02:00 
DISTRICT COORT • SRBA 
TWIN FALLS CO., !DANO 
FILED _____ _ 
With respect to the Issue, detenntned by the above Jud91J1ent or order, It Is hereby CERTIFIED, fn accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has detennfned that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of• 
final Jl.dgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above Judgment or order shall be a ffnal 
Judgment '4J0l'1 which execution may Issue and an appeal D'IBV be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL OECREE PURSUANT TO l.R.C.P. 51(b) 
Water Right 35·04071 
~-~~ Presiding Judge of the 





AJ5856NP IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




RIGHTS Fll.OM: SOURCE: GROUNDWATER 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
RIGHT NUMBER: 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE ANO 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
35-D4D71 
CITY OF ABERDEEN 
BOX 190 




TOSS R31E 533 
PURPOSE OF USE 
MUNICIE'AL 




PERIOD OF USE QUANTITY 
Dl-Dl 12-31 1. 71 CFS 
FIJI.CE OF USE IS WITHIN CITY LIMITS OF ABERDEEN, 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THE FOLLOWING WATER RIGHTS FROM THE FOLLOWING SOURCES OF WATER 
IN BASIN 35 SHAI.L BE Att-1IHISTERED SEPARATELY FROM ALL OTHER WATER 
RIGHTS IN BASlN 35: 
WATER RIGHT ND. SOURCE 
NONE NONE 
THE FOLLOWING WATER RIGHTS FROM THE FOLLOWING SOURCES OF WATER 
IN BASIN 35 SHALL BE Att-1INISTERED SEPARATELY F'ROM ALL OTHER WATER 
RIGHTS IN THE SNAKE RIVER 81\SIH: 
WATER RlGHT NO. SOURCE 
NONE NONE 
ALL WATER RlGHTS WITHIN BASIN 35 ARE FROM CONNECTED SOURCES 
OF WATER IN THE SHAKE RlVER BASIN AND SHALL BE Ar:NINISTERED 
co~JUNCTIVELY. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: 81\SIS OF Ct.AlH - BENEFICIAL USE 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE. 
USE OF THIS RIGHT IS COMBINED WlTH WATER FROM 







IDAHO D~PARTMENT OF HATER RESOURCES 





RIGHT NUMBER: 35-04071 (CONT) 
EXPU\NATORY MATERIAL: CCONT) 
RIGHT NOS. 35•07808 AND 35•04070 ARE ALSO 'DIVERTED THROUGH 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM. 
CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
Ident. Number: A35-04071 
Date Received: 4/06/1989 
Receipt No: £o0fo990 
Received By: _ _,_z:p-=----
NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
1. Name: CITY OF ABERDEEN 208-397-4161 
Address: BOX 190 
ABERDEEN, ID 83210 >~ w 
2. Date of Priority: JAN 01, 1959 
c.n 
f 
3. Source: GROUNDWATER Trib. to: CS) '-J -4. Point of Diversion: ~ 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4 Lot County ~ 
05S 31E 33 NW NE BINGHAM 
SW NE BINGHAM 
NW SW BINGHAM 
SW SE BINGHAM 
5. Description of diverting works: 
4 WELLS, PUMPS, TO MUNICIPAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 





7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
1.890 C.F.S. (and/or) 
8. Total consumptive use is 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 
M/CITY OF ABERDEEN 
A35-04071 
r··. 
[')t·~h.. . . ..... rco~. 





C.F.S (or) A. F .A. 
1.890 
A.F.A. 
Acre Feet Per Annum. 
Date: 04/06/89 
. . ·~ .,_ .,.~ '.. .. . 
i!iL<J:·il)i· ... ;! .. ~,,,_, ... 
DEC 1 0 1~~2 
7951 
'• 
10. Place of use: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
056 31E 33 NE NE MUNI 
NW NE MUNI 
SW NE MUNI 
SE NE MUNI 
NE NW MUNI 
NW NW MUNI 
SW .NW MUNI 
SE NW MUNI 
NE SW MUNI 
NW SW MUNI 
SW SW MUNI 
SE SW MUNI 
NE SE MUNI 
NW SE MUNI 
SW SE MUNI 
SE SE MUNI 
11. Place of use in counties: BINGHAM 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES 
13. Other water Rights Used: 
A35-04070, A35-07608, 
14, Remarks: 
15, Basis of Claim: STATUTORY CLAIM 
A35-04071 Page 2 Date: 04/06/69 
f 
16. Signature(s) 
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and 
understand the form entitled •aow you will receive notice in the Snake River 
Basin Adjudication. 11 (b.) I/We do do not wish to receive and pay 
a small annual fee for monthly copiesor the docKetsheet. 
Number of attachments: 
For Organizations: 
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am ___ M_a_;;_y_o_r~~~--------
Title 
signed the foregoing , that I have 
----,o""r""g'"'a""n:::-Irz""a=t:ri::-o=n-------
docurnent in the space below as 
City. of Aberdeen 
of 
Mayor of ____ ....;:.._~T~irt'l~e-------
the City of Aberdeen and that the statements contained in the 
true and correct. # .,,,t..t,.. ,,/ 
Organization 
foregoing document are ,,~·~
s1.gnauie ofAi.itorzed Agent 
State of Idaho ) 
County of Bingham 
) ss. 
) 
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) 




before me this 
,/ 
, eJ·1 
19th dfY . 
·~~f~ r/ ;;:s-fw~~ ·--
Aberdeen Residing at ---------------
My Commission Expires 8/21/199q 
A35-04071 Page 3 Date: 04/06/89 
,. . - .. 
~· _/;··~·,._,;·:"tl. ... -:.1o ,,. 
DEC t O 1~967 g 5 3 
•• J ... , •• 
::i::;o 










In Re SRBA 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A!IJ) FOR THE COUWTY OF TNIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSlJANT TO 
l,R,C,P, 54Cb) FOR _________ ) 
Noter Right 35-071108 




POINT OF DIVERSIDN: 
PURPOSE AHO 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE; 
CITY OF ABERDEEN 
BOX 190 




TOSS R31E S!l 






Mfthfn Bingham C01.a1ty 
PERICD OF USE 
01•01 TO 12•31 
CUAHTITY 
1,63 CFS 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITI0/1 OR AllMINISTRATION OF THIS NATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
AllMINISTRATION OF THE NATER RIGHTS AS HAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIMS NO LATER THAM THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.e. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RUlE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
ZDOO NOV 17 PM OZ:00 
DISTRICT COURT• SRBA 
TIIIN FALLS CJl,, IDAHO 
FILED-,===-------, 
~ ,;l./-,27/.d«J 
, - (Sobcue No.) 
~ EXHIBIT 
<t:. P0 c- /7 3 
Date· ,;J-a.7-0J 
Ylth respect to the ls.sues detennfned by the above Judgment or order, h fa hereby CERTIFIED, fn 11cc0rdance 
wfth Rule 54(b). I.R.c.P., that the court. has determined that there fs no Just reasan for delay of the entry of• 
final jldgmcnt ard that the court has ard does hereby direct thot tho above Ju:!gmcnt or order •hall boa final 
ju:lg:nent upon which execution may issue and an BRJe•l 11ay be taken as p,c.M~!IJ by: the daho Appellate 11:ulec. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAHT TO I.R.C,P, 54Cb) 
Nater Right 35•0711D8 
Barry \lood 
Adalnlstratlve Dtstrlct Judge 
Presfdlng Judge of the 






A.J5BS6NP IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF' WA.TER RESOURCES 




RIGHTS f'ROM: SOURCE: GROUNDWATER 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
RIGHT NUMBER: 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE A.ND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
35-07008 
CITY OF A.BEROE&N 
BOX 190 




TOSS R31E 533 
PURPOSE OF USE 
MUNICIPAL 




PERIOD OF USE QUANTITY 
01-01 12-31 1.63 CF'S 
PLACE OF USE IS WITHIN CITY LIMITS OF ABERDEEN. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR A.DMINISTP.ATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THE FOLLOWING WATER RIGHTS FROM THE FOLLOWING SOURCES OF WATER 
IN BASIN 35 SHALL BE ADHINISTERED SEPARATELY f'ROH ALL OTHER WATER 
RJGHTS IN BASIN 35: 
WATER RIGHT NO, SOURCE 
NONE NONE 
THE FtlLLOWING WATER RIGHTS FROM THE FOLLOWING SOURCES OF WATER 
IN BASIN 35 SHALL BE ADMINISTERED SEPARATELY FROM ALL OTHER WATER 
RIGHTS IN THE SN.AKE RIVER BASIN: 
WATER RIGHT NO. SOURCE 
NONE NONE 
ALL WATER RIGHTS WITHIN BASIN 35 ARE FROM CONNECTED SOURCES 
OF WATER IN THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN ANO SHALL BE ADHINISTER.ED 
CONJUNCTIVELY. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM LICENSE 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINT 0~ DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, JDAHO CODE. 
USE OF THIS RIGHT 15 COMBINED WITH WATER E'ROM 
ABERDEEN SPRINGFIELD CANAL CO. 
'· 
' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM, 
CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
!dent. Number:. A35-07808 
Date Received: 4/06/1989 
Receipt No: £00 G1f(I 
Received By: -~r~o.,_ ___ _ 
NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 
. ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
1. Name: CITY OF ABERDEEN 208-397-4161 = 
Address: BOX 190 ti 
ABERDEEN, ID 83210 CJJ~ 
CS> 
2. Date of Priority: JUN 29, 1978 ...... ~ CD-
CS>~ 
3. Source: GROUNDWATER Trib. to: CD = -
4. Point of Diversion: 
_;;;_ 
~ 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4 Lot County 
OSS 31E 33 NW NE BINGHAM 
SW NE BINGHAM 
NW SW BINGHAM 
SW SE BINGHAM 
5. Description of diverting works: 
4 WELLS, PUMPS, TO MUNICIPAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 





7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
1.630 c.F.s. (and/or) 
8, Total consumptive use is 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 
M/CITY OF ABERDEEN 
A35-07808 (i,' 
' ' 
Dq:o ·::.: . , · • .: ~.c:-:•.:rccs 




C.F.S (or) A. F .A. 
1.630 
A. F .A. 
Acre Feet Per Annum. 
Date: 04/06/89 
iv,·1cROFILME:u 
DEC 1 0 1992 
1.. 7957 
'• 
10. Place of Use: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
OSS 31E 33 NE NE MUNI 
NW NE MUNI 
SW NE MUNI 
SE NE MUNI 
NE NW MUNI 
NW NW MUNI 
SW NW MUNI 
SE NW MUNI 
NE SW MUNI 
NW SW MUNI 
SW SW MUNI 
SE SW MUNI 
NE SE MUNI 
NW SE MUNI 
SW SE MUNI 
SE SE MUNI 
ll. Place of use in counties: BINGHAM 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? YES 
13. Other water Rights used: 
A35-04070, A35-0407l. 
14. Remarks: 
15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE 
A35-07808 Page 2 Date: 04/06/89 
1~11CROFI LM Eu 







(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and 
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River 
Basin Adjudication." ( b.) I/We do do not wish to receive and pay 
a small annual fee for monthly copiesoI the docKetsheet. 
Number of attachments: 
For Organizations: 
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am Mayor --~---=T.,.i""t""l_e _______ _ of 
-~C~i~·t~y"-o-'-'--f...-'-'A~b~e.,.r_d~e_e~n ______ , that I have signed the foregoing 
Organization 
document in the space 
the City of Aberdeen 
Organization 
foregoing document are 
State of Idaho 
County of Bingham 
below as Mayor of 
Title 
and that the statements contained in the 
true and correct. n~~ o&~ 





Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this 
of April 1989 ~-- ',L 
Seal 
Residing at Aberdeen ~====----------
My Commission Expires ~8~/~2~1~/_9~4~-----
A35-07808 Page 3 Date: 04/06/89 
1v11CROFILMEu 
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S'l'ATI! OF IDAHO 
DBPAR'l'Ml!NT OF WATER RESOURCES 
TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
TRANSFER NO. 5277 
WA'l'Jm RIGBT NO(S). 36•07115/36-07656/36-07862 
36-15488/36-15489 
This is to certify that: CITY Ol' RUPERT 
PO BOX 426 
R'CIPER'l' ID 8.3 3 5 0 
has requested a ctiange to the above captioned water right(s). This Cho.nge in water 
right (al is authorized puJCsuant to the provisions of Section 42-222, Idaho Code, 
provided the conditions listed below are ~et. 
Right No. 36•0711S 
l!!!JNICIPAL 
Priority: 03/15/1370 
Right No. 36•07656 : 
MUNICIPAL 
· Priority: 09/18/13&2 
Right No. 36•07862 
MJNICIPAL 
Priority: 10/11/1385 
Right No. 36•15488 
MDNICIPAL 
Priority: 04/l0/1913 







: :, ... 
,j •. j •• 
Ol./01 to 12/31 
01/01 to 12/31 
01/01 t:O 12/31 
. 
0l/01 to_ l.2/31 
TOTAL: 
LOCA'l'IOl'I OP POI?IT{S) OP DffiRSION: 
Pr.ACE OP USJ,l; See Remarks 
~· '. 
2.40 CFS 
3 .44 CFS 
1.1!i CFS ....... , ...... 
0.67 C)l'S· 
' . : 
",; :··. 
..·.) ' .-: 
· 2:gs'cps . ·, . 
* 10.61 CPS 
SWSB, sec. 20, Township 095, 
SWNW , 
Nl1Nl;; 
' - , Sl'INW ' Seo. 21, 'l'O>mship 095, sec. 29, Township O!IS, Sec. 29, Township Sec. 29, Township 
MINIDOKA County 
MICROF/LME:D 












TRANSFER NO. 5277 
WATER RIGHT NO(S). 36•07115/36·07656/36-07862 
36-15488/36•15489 
CONDITIONS OF .l\.l>l?ROVAL AND lU!MA'IUCS 
1. The right holder shall measure and annually report diversions of 
water and/or ot:her pertinent hydrologic: and system information as 
required by Section 42-701, Zdi!lho Code. 
2. Use of water under this approval shall comply with applicable 
water quality standards of the Division of Enviromnental Quality 
of the Idaho Departmeni- of Health and Welfare. 
3. 'l'he right holder shal.l. ai::complish the cbllnge authorized by this 
transfer within one (1)·.~ of the date of this approval. 
4. Failure of tha right holder to comply with the conditions of this 
transfer is cause for.the Director to rescind approval of the 
transfer.. \' <_:: · ·:. 
.. 5, The total instantane~us'· diversion of water from all points of 
divereion under Transfer 5277 shall not exceed 10. 61 cfs. 
G • .llpproval of :rraruifer.5277 does"not grant any right·of•way or 
easement for use of a delivery system owned by person (s) other 
than the right owner. . 
7. Place of use is located within the city of Rupert and the 
surround~rvice a,,ei,.. . :./ .· \ , : . .- .. ' • ,.
1 
Dated this _/J::. day of ·--~_::~ 




AUG 2 :3 1999 
962 
JAN-28-02 MON 04:47 PM 
Jn Re SRBA 
Cose No. 39576 




POINT Of DIVfRSlON; 
PWl:PDSE ANO 
PE'RIOO OF US!a 
PLACE Of US£: 
SRBA DI ST COURT FAX NO. !20B7362121 
P. 02 
IN THE DISTRICT CDUAT Of TH£ PIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT Of THE. 
STATE OF JDAHO, IM AND FORT~ COUNTY Of TUJM FALLS 
cnT Df A.UPDT 
PO SQ)( 4C6 
RUPEU ID 83350 
GllaJHDWATER 
•• 4 CIS 
03/15/1970 
TG9S RZ4E S20 
s,f 
s,p 
PURPose OF US! 
HUNICIPAI. 
PARTIAL DECJlEE PWt$1JANT TD 
r .a.c,,. 54Cbl 1011 




PEJ:i:ICD OF USE OUANTfT'I' 
01•01 12·31 1.4 CIS 
PLACE Df USE JS "1lTHI" THE CITY LIMITS Of RUPfR.T. 
RULE !;4(b) CERTIFICATE 
With recpect to th• lssuu dctemined by the above judgn»nt or order., it Is hereby CER.TIHED, In sccordanc, 
Nlth Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P,, that the court ha~ determined that thcr1 fs no just reason for delay of the enrry of m 
1f~l Judgroent and th•t the C0\11't n~, and do~s hereby direct that the ~bovo jud;111Cn, er crder ~he\l be 3 fincl 
Jud;sa,nt upon which ~xecutf~n IIIDY isslkl and ~n eppeal f1fl'/ be taken m; pr ded by the Idaho ~ppellijtC Rule5. 
PA~TZAL OECREE fUR$lJ.lNT TO I.R.C.P. s,(bJ 
I.tilter Ri;ht 36-07115 PAGE 1 
DEC·5·"97 
7963 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 








SUBCASE NO: 36-07115 
STIPULATED ELEMENTS OF A 
WATERRIGBT 
THIS FORM MAY ONLY BE USED IF ALL PARTIES HAVE STIPULATED TO ALL 
ELEMENTS OF ONE WATER RIGHT AND MAY BE SUBMITTED AT ANY TIME 
FOLLOWING THE CLOSE OF THE STATUTORY RESPONSE PERIOD. 
lNSTRUCTIONS 
This fonn has been adopted by the court in SRBA Administrative Order 1, Rules of 
Procedure (amended Oct. 16, 1997), Section 4, which may be consulted for further information. 
This fonn is used to report the stipulated elements of one water right acquired under state 
law and/or one federal reserved water right. Submission of this form will not automatically result 
in the issuance of a partial decree. The Presiding Judge or Special Master will conduct any 
hearing necessary to determine whether the facts, data, expert opinions and law support the 
issuance of a partial decree for the water right. 
The parties agree that the Snake River Basin Adjudication Court has jurisdiction of the 
parties and subject matter to enter a partial decree for this water right; and they have been served 
with sufficient process, according to the law; and that they have appeared, prosecuted and 
defended their positions with regard to this water right dispute. 
A copy of this water right as recommended in the Director's Report shall be 
submitted with this fonn. A statement shall accompany each element of a water right. 
SF.5 
i!.Jtendsd 9/30/SO Pagel 
7964 
Statement and Stipulation of Parties and IDWR 
Parties/Claimants and IDWR agree that the above referenced water right should be as 
described in the attached printout entitled Recommended Water Rights Under State I.aw. 
Ta.Ir 35 
Sf.,: 
Anle-nded 9/30/96 Page 2 
... 7965 
Review By IDWR 
To speed up entry of a decree, the parties are encouraged to talk to the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources about their proposed settlement and have IDWR indicate its concurrence by 
signing the Standard Form 5. · 
Where all parties have signed, a Standard Form 5 may be filed with the court without the 
concurrence of IDWR. However, the parties must certify that they have served IDWR with a 
copy of the Standard Form 5 and that they have made a good faith attempt to resolve the matter 
with IDWR. 
Within 14 days of filing a Standard Form 5 not containing an IDWR concurrence, IDWR 
shall file a statement of its position with the court. 
IfIDWR has not concurred by signing below, signing parties certify that they have served 
a copy of this document on the Idaho Department of Water Resources and have made a good faith 
attempt to obtain IDWR's concurrence, but have failed. 
Signatures and Addresses of Parties and their Attorney of Record (attach additional page if 
necessary): 
I have read this form and lmbw its contents and that the statements are true to the best of my 
knowledge. 
Name: City of Rupert 
Address: P.O. Box 426 
City/State/Zip: Rupert, ID 83350 
Attorney of Record: Josephine Beeman 
Date 
Name: Idaho Dept. of Water Resources 
Address: P.O. Box 83720 
City/State/Zip: Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Attorney of Record: Nicholas B. Spencer 
IDWR Concurrence 
J,., 'f'f' "'°1 AS TO FOl<I--'\ 
~ _.; ~ 11-4-'17 
Attorney's Signature~ · 
sr.s 




lNSTRUCTIONS FOR MAil,lNG 
You must mail this fonn, including all attachments, to the Clerk of the SRBA Court 
and to the parties identified in the Certificate of Mailing. FAX filings will not be accepted 
by the SR.BA Clerk of the Court. 
You mu.st sign the Certificate of Mailing to shqw thatyoufollqwed these steps. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on November 5 , 199 _L, I mailed the original and copies of 
this form, including all attachments, to the following persons by mailing the origin.al and/ or 




Clerk of the District Cou.rt 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue North 
P. 0. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707 
Copies to: 
Nicholas B. Spencer 
Idaho Dept. of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
~~~ a~aaorncy mailing the form 
Josephine P. Beanan 
Attorney for City of Rupert 
sr.s p 





NAME AND ADDRESS: 
SOURCE: 
QUANTITY: 
PRIORI TY DATE: 
POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
RIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
SClJRCE: GROUNDWATER 
36-07115 
CITY OF RUPERT 
PO BOX 426 
RUPERT ID 83350 
GROUNDWATER 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED IIATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
7H~ ~~AN717Y 10~ N~Nf1RR1~A11~N ~J~ 1J i1"11~P 1~ 1Hi ~M~~N7 ~lN~11~1~~~y 
~JiP 10RI M~N1~1P~~I i11Y ~1 R~PlR7 
03/15/1970 
T09S R24E S20 
S21 
S29 






u;th;n MINIDOKA County 
PERIOD OF USE 
01-01 12-31 




OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS IIATER RIGHT: 
PiAii ~1 ~jl 1j iNfpj ~11"1N ~11Y i1"11J ~1 R~Pl~71 
R1~"7j i1J7lP ~li~H AR~ n,~ P1~lR11!11 1HR~~~H P~1N1 ~1 P1YlRJ1~N 
P~J~R1~lP A~~nt ~NP 1H~ 1~11<1. ~0M~1NlP R~1l 01 P1Y~RJ1~N ~1 
7H~j~ ~1~"1J 1J i11111~p 1~ 10161 ~YJJ ~1HlR R1~H1 N~JJ l6f 
076~61 l~f07~6ZJ 
EXPLANATORY flATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM· LICENSE 
SF5 • 36-07115 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42·1425, IDAHO CODE. 
RIGHTS LISTED BELOW ~ ~ DIVERTED THROUGH POINTS Of 
DIVERSION DESCRIBED ABOVE. 






NUHBEI\ NMiE , ADORESS 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
PRIORIU PERIOD OF USE 
DATE PURPOSE OF USE FROM TO 
-----------------------------------------------
SOURCE: GROUNOWATER 
36-07115 CITY OF RUPERT 03/15/1970 MUNICIPAL 01-01 12-31 
36-129 
PO BOX '426 
RUPERT ID 83350 
NON-IRRIGATION-USES: 
MUNICIPAL, CITY 
POINT OF DIVERSION: 
T09S R2'4E S20 
S21 
S29 







REtO.MS: RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE '42-1'416A. 
PLACE OF USE IS LANDS WITHIN CITY LIMITS OF RUPERT. 
RIGHTS LISTED BELOW ARE ALSO DIVERTED THROUGH POINT OF DIVERSION 
DESCRIBED ABOVE, AND THE TOTAL COMBINED RATE OF DIVERSION OF 
THESE RIGHTS IS LIMITED TD 10.61 CFS. OTHER RIGHT NOS. 36-
07656, 36-07862. 
DARRYL W JACOBSEN 
RT 2 BOX 2328 
03/15/1970 DOH.ESTIC 
STOCKWATER ID 83336 
0 -IRRIGATION-USES: 
REMARKS: 
DOKESTIC 1 HOUSE, STOCK~ATER 15 BEEF 
DIVERSION; 
TlOS R23E S23 SWNW 
USE: OOHESTIC 
R23E S23 SWNW 
STOCRWATER 




















IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 
.THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM. 
CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
Ident. Number: A36-07115 
Date Received: 8/03/1989 
Receipt No: Soo lclO Si':: 
Received By: ,di),,.__ 
NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
1. Name: CITY OF RUPERT 
008rn4@6i9~0w ~ oo Address: P.O. BOX 426 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
2. Date of Priority: MAR 15, 1970 ."" AUG 2 1 1989 
3. Source: GROUNDWATER Trib. to: ~dment of Water Resources 
4 . Point of Diversion: 
Southern Region Office 
' 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4 Lot County 
09S 24E 20 NE SW SE MINIDOKA 
21 SW SW NW MINIDOKA 
29 NW NE NE MINIDOKA 
NE NW NE MINIDOKA 
5. Description of diverting works: 
4 WELLS & PUMPS TO PIPELINE NETWORK 
6. Water is used for the following purposes: 
Purpose From To C.F.S (or) A.F .A. 
MUNICIPAL 01/01 12/31 3.000 
7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
3.000 C.F.S. (and/or) A.F.A. 
8. Total consumptive use is Acre Feet Per Annum. 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 
M/ MUNICIPAL WATER SYSTEM FOR CITY OF RUPERT 
A36-07115 Page 1 Date: 08/03/89 
7970 
10. Place of Use: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
11. Place of use in counties: 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO 
13. Other Water Rights Used: 
A36-04075, 07656, 07862, 07863; & 36-7944, 8198 
14. Remarks: 
P/U WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF RUPERT. 
15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE 
16. Signature(s) 
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and 
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake Rive 
Basin Adjudication." (b.) I/We do do not wish to receive and pa 
a small annual fee for monthly copiescir the docfitsheet. 
Number of attachments: 
For Organizations: 
I.do solemnly swear or affirm that I am 
City of Rupert , that I have --~=o_r_g_a~n-i~z-a~t~i_o_n _______ _ 
document in the space below as Mayor 
City of Rupert and that the 
Organization 
foregoing document are true and correct. 
A36-07115 Page 2 
•..... ,,_,, ,..~_,·,--,~--~~ 
Mayor 
Title 








Mayor - City of Rupert 
Title and Organization 




.• ..,. .• _ __,,.,_ ................ ~-....,~~ "' •. ';,-. ., .. "·> .••• _._.,_ . 




State of Idaho 




Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) 




Residing at Rupert, Idaho 
My Commission Expires 2-11-92 
3 Date: 08/03/89 
7972 
.. JAN-28-02 MON 04:47 PH 
Cast Ho. l9S76 




IY fHE DIST•lt'I CC(.lltT DF THE FIFTH JLl>IC!Al OISTR!CT OF TH£ 
STATE or ID4>JO, IH AMO FOR THE CUTY OF TIIIN F4LLS 
PARTIAL DECREE l'UIISlJ.ANT TD 
I.R,C.P, S4(b) FOIi ________ ) 
V•t<r Right !&•07656 
NAHE & ADDRESS! CITY OF RUPERT 
PO BO!( 426 
l!\JPERT 10 83350 
SMCE: Gl!QJIIO.i,.Te• 
WAI.IUTY1 3.44 CFS 
PRIORITY OATEr 09/18/1962 
P. 9a9~2z1d....-? 
' (&il><:uo No.) 
~ EXHIBIT 
$t: !ks:· t 7.5 
POINT OF DIVERSION: T09S R24E ScO HESIISE Virhln M!HIDOa:A eoa,,~ 
PUltPOSE AHO 
PERIOD or use: 
PLACE OF use: 
121 
s29 





PiiRl<l> Of USI! 
01•0! 12•31 
PL<ltE OF USE IS WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF RUl'ERT. 
l!IJLE 5-l(bl CERTIFICATE 
. PltESIOING JUDCli 






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F'IF"l'H ,JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 'IWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 







STANDARD FORM 5 
SUBCASE NO: 36-07656 
STIPULATED ELEMENTS OF A 
WATERRlGHT 
THIS FORM MAY ONLY BE USED IF ALL PARTIES HAVE STIPULATED TO ALL 
ELEMENTS OF ONE WATER RlGHT AND MAY BE SUBMITTED AT ANY TIME 
FOLLOWING THE CLOSE OF THE STATUTORY RESPONSE PERIOD. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
This form has been adopted by the court in SRBA Administrative Order 1, Rules of 
Procedure (amended Oct. 16, 1997), Section 4, which may be consulted for further information. 
This form is used to report the stipulated elements of one water right acquired under state 
law and/or one federal reserved water right. Submission of this form will not automatically result 
in the issuance of a partial decree. The Presiding Judge or Special Master will conduct any 
hearing necessary to determine whether the facts, data, expert opinions and law support the 
issuance of a partial decree for the water right. 
The parties agree that the Snake River Basin Adjudication Court has jurisdiction of the 
parties and subject matter to enter a partial decree for this water right; and they have been served 
with sufficient process, according to the law; and that they have appeared, prosecuted and 
defended their positions with regard to this water right dispute. 
A copy of this water right as recommended in the Director's Report shall be 
submitted with this form. A statement shall accompany each element of a water right. 
sr.s 
Amended 9/30/96 Page 1 
, 7974 
Statement and Stipulation of Parties and IDWR 
Parties/Claimants and IDWR agree that the above referenced water right should be as 
described in the attached printout entitled Recommended Water Rights Under State Law. 
sr.s 






Review By IDWR 
To speed up entry of a decree, the parties are encouraged to talk to the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources about their proposed settlement and have IDWR indicate its concurrence by 
signing the Standard Form 5. 
Where all parties have signed, a Standard Form 5 may be filed with the court without the 
concurrence of IDWR. However, the parties must certify that they have served IDWR with a 
copy of the Standard Form 5 and that they have made a good faith attempt to resolve the matter 
withIDWR. 
Within 14 clays of filing a Standard Form 5 not containing an IDWR concurrence, IDWR 
shall file a statement of its position w!th the court. 
If IDWR has not concurred by signing below, signing parties certify that they have served 
a copy of this document on the Idaho Department of Water Resources and have made a good faith 
attempt to obtain IDWR's concurrence, but have failed. 
Signatures and Addresses of Parties and their Attorney of Record (attach additional page if 
necessary): 
I have read this form and know its contents and that the statements are true to the best of my 
knowledge. 
Name: City of Rupert 
Address: P.O. Box 426 
City/State/Zip: Rupert, ID 83350 
Attorney of Record: Josephine Beeman 
:3C.5 
. .:..mended 9/30/95 
Name: Idaho Dept. of Water Resources 
Address: P.O. Box 83720 
City/State/Zip: Boise, ID 83720-0098 





INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAJLING 
You must mail this form, including all attachments, to the Cler.k of the SRBA Court 
and to the parties identified in the Certificate of Mailing. FAX filings will not be accepted 
by the SRBA Clerk of the Court. 
You must sign the Certificate of Mailing to shuw that you folluwed these steps. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on November '5 , 199.1._, I mailed the original and copies of 
this form, including all attachments, to the following persons by mailing the original and/or 
copies, postage prepaid and addressed as follows: 




Clerk of the District Coun 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue Nonh 
P. 0. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707 
Copies to: 
Nicholas B. Spencer 
Idaho Dept. of Water Resoun:es 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
·gnarur of person or an:orne:y tlllli.ling t!ie form 
osephine P. Besa.an 




.• I GHTS FROlt: 
RIGHT NUMBER: 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE ANO 
PERIOD OF USE: 
.ACE OF USE: 
SOURCE: GRCAJNDIIATER 
36-07656 
CITT OF RUPERT 
PO BOX 426 
RUPERT JO 83350 
GROUNDIIATER 
3.44 ·cFS 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF NATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED NATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAIi 
7HE P~A"717Y 10~ "0"IJ~~1~A710N ~JE 1J i1"17EP 70 7HE A"0~"7 BENE11i1Aiir 
~JEP 10~1 ll\d"1i1PAXl~A7ER JY~EK 10~ i11r 01 ~~PE~7 
09/18/1962 
T09S R24E S20 
S21 
S29 






Within MINIDOKA County 
PERIOD OF USE 
01·01 12·31 
PLACE Of USE IS IIJTHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF RUPERT. 
QUANTITY 
3.44 CFS 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS NATER RIGHT: 
PXAiE 0, ~JE 1$ ii"~j ~17H1" inr X1"17J 0, ~~PE~7t 
~1~H7J i1J7EP BEX0~ A~E AiJ0 P1YE~E~ 7H~0~~H P01"7 01 PJYE~J10N 
~EJi~1BEP AB0YE/ A"P 7HE 707AX i0H~1"EP ~A7E 01 P1YE~J10" 01 
7HEJE i1GH7J 1J X1H17EP 70 1Bt~1 i1Jt 07HE~ ~1~H7 "0Jtt 
l~IB711' J l~IB7B~Zt 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM· LICENSE 
SF5 • 36·07656 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO SECTJDN 42·142.5, IDAHO CODE. 
RIGHTS LISTED BELOII ARE ALSO DIVERTED THRCAJGH POINTS Of 
DIVERSION DESCRIBED ABOVE. 
OTHER RIGHT NOS.: 36-07115, 36-07862, 36-15488 ~ 36-15489. 
' 
DATE: OCT-30-199' 
PAGE: A· 1 
7978 
NAME & ADDRESS 
IDAHO oePAATMENT or MATER RESOURCES 
RECoMMeNOEO WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
PRIORITY ~ERIOO or USE 






BASIS or CI..AIM 
---------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
36•07656 CITY or RUPERT 
eo eox 426 
RUPERT ID 833!:iO 
NON•IAAIGATION-USES: 
09/18/1962 HUNICIPAL 
MUNICIPAL/WATER SYST.Dt FOR CITY OF RUPERT 
POINT OF DIVERSION: 
T09S R24E S20 
521 
529 






RE~S: RIGHT INCLUDES AcCOMPLISH&D CKANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO COOE 42-1416>.. 
PLACE OF USE IS lJWOS WITHIN CITY LIMITS OF RUPERT. 
RIGHTS LISTED BELOW Af<S ALSO OlVBR'l'EO 'l'J-lROUGH POINT OF DIVERSION 
0£SCR18E0 ABO\/'£, AND THE TOTAL COMBINED RATE OF DIVERSION OF 




09/26/1962 DOMESTIC 01-01 ,2-,v .o. 
ON-IRRIGI\TION-USES: 
DOMESTIC ONE HOUSE 
NT OF DIVCRSION: 
'1'09S R24E S20 
OF USE: tx:lMSS'l'lC 
T09S R24E 520 NHNE 
P.E:MABKS. PARCEL NO. RP09S2~E200650 
TOTAL QUAAT/ "' ,04 
CFS LICENSE 
CFS 
crs BENErICIAL USE 
CFS 
7979 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 












Ident. Number: A36-07656 
Date Received: 8/03/1989 
Receipt No: .soo ?i'.'zOf: 
Received By: Al}/'---. 
NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
CITY OF RUPERT 































AUG 21 1989 
D~partment of Water Reso 











5. Description of diverting works: 
4 WELLS & PUMPS TO PIPELINE NETWORK 
6. Water is used for the following purposes: 
Purpose From To C.F.S (or) A.F.A. 
MUNICIPAL 01/01 12/31 3,440 
7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
3.440 C.F.S. (and/or) A.F.A. 
8. Total consumptive use is Acre Feet Per Annum. 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 
M/ MUNICIPAL WATER SYSTEM FOR CITY OF RUPERT 
A36-07656 Page 1 Date: 08/03/89 
7980 
10. Place of Use: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
11. Place of use in counties: 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO 
13. Other Water Rights Used: 
A36-04075,07115,07862,07863; 36-7944, 8198 
14. Remarks:, 
P/U WITHIN CITY LIMITS OF RUPERT. 
15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE 
16. Signature(s) 
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and 
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake Rive1 
Basin Adjudication." ( b. ) I/We do do not wish to receive and pa: 
a small annual fee for monthly copies"""or the doclcetsheet. 
Number of attachments: 
( For Organizations: 
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am Mayor of 
Title 
City of Rupert , that I have signed the foregoing 
--'-co""r=-=g--=a-=n7i---czccac--t=1--=o--cn,------------
do cume n tin the space below as Mayor of 
City of Rupert and that the 
Organization 
the 
foregoing document are true and correct. 
Agent 
Mayor - Citv of Rupert 
Title and Organization 
August 3 1 1989 
Date 
A36-07656 Page 2 Date: 08/03/89 
7981 
State of Idaho 




Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me t~· ~\ d_;~' 
1 
/. 
of Ausu st 19 89 z;;;,dful, ~,~ -<,c_.lL\ 
-~ No.a y Pu ic \ 
Seal /-- _) 
Residing at Rupert, '-ro 
My Commission Expires 2-11-9 2 
A36-07656 Page 3 Date: 08/03/89 
7982 
'• . 
~AN-28-02 HON 04:41 PM SRRA DIST COURT FAX NO, !?""-7382121 
In R• 5118.A. 
Case Ho. 59576 




JN T~t DJST~ICf CCJURT OF THe FlflH Jll,ICJAL DISTRICT OF THE 
sr•TE 01 ID•KO, IN AKO IOR THE CllJNTT OF T~IN FALLS 
CITY OF RUPERr 
PO ao,c 426 




PARTIAL OICIIEE PURSUANT TO 
1.R.C,P, 54(b) FOR 
p, 04 .:?f-.;Q&ie4 
(Subcua No.) 
.• EXHIBIT 
iPo . 7 




P!RJCID 01 USE: PURPOSE OF UtE 
ll,UIICIPAL 








PLACE OF U~ IS IIITHIN Tff.E CITY Ll>'IITS OF RUPERT. 
RULE S4Cbl CERf!flCATE 
Ulth rclp«c.t ti, the ,uun de,enntn.-d by tha above judgmnt or ord•r1 It f9 hereby Ct!R'l'JFlfD, In ac:tord!lncc 
uith Auh S4Cb), I.R.c,,o., ,l\at tl\e cwrt haa dl!Unn1ned that thct'c fs no jusi, raas.on for- delay' of ,1,. mtry o# a 
ffnal Judgment 1nc:I th-t t~• court ha~ and does h•reby dfrec, t~at tha abov, Judgment or ordor shall bee ffnel 
judgrr.crit upon wh.leh execution Uy' h,sUQ ..ird an app01l may be cakcn os: provided by tht Jdaho Ai,pel lnc Rul1s. 
P.4ir1AL DECREE PIJR.SIIAWT TO I .R:.C.P. 5.<(til 
Water Jzlsht 36•07862 
Q,QC,t.l,wff/f&-
PIE51DlNG JUDGE 
Snake River Ba$ln Adjucllcatfon 
MICRC:; 






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TH.I£ F1F'l'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 







STANDARD FORM 5 
SUBCASE NO: 36-07862 
STIPULATED ELEMENTS OF A 
WATER RIGHT 
THIS FORM MAY ONLY BE USED IF ALL PARTIES HAVE STIPULATED TO AIL 
ELEMENTS OF ONE WATER RIGHT AND MAY BE SUBMITTED AT AiW TIME 
FOLLOWING THE CLOSE OF THE STATUTORY RESPONSE PERIOD. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
This fonn has been adopted by the court in SRBA Administrative Order 1, Rules of 
Procedure (amended Oct. 16, 1997), Section 4, which may be consulted for further infonnation. 
This form is used to report the stipulated elements of one water right acquired under state 
law and/or one federal reserved water right. Submission of this form will not automatically result 
in the issuance of a partial decree. The Presiding· Judge or Special Master will conduct any 
hearing necessary to detennine whether the facts, data, expert opinions and law support the 
issuance of a partial decree for the water right. 
The parties agree that the Snake River Basin Adjudication Court has jurisdiction of the 
parties and subject matter to enter a partial decree for this water right; and they have been served 
with sufficient process, according to the law; and that they have appeared, prosecuted and 
defended their positions with regard to this water right dispute. 
A copy of this water right as recommended in tbe Director's Report shall be 












Statement and Stipulation of Parties and IDWR 
Parties/Claimants and IDWR agree that the above referenced water right should be as 
described in the attached printout entitled Recommended Water Rigbts Under State Law. 
Sf. 5 
Am.ended 9/l0/96 Page 2 
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Review By IDWR 
To speed up entry of a decree, the parties are encouraged to talk to the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources about their proposed settlement and have IDWR indicate its concurrence by 
signing the Standard Form 5. 
Where all parties have signed, a Standard Form 5 may be filed with the court without the 
concurrence of IDWR. However, the parties must certify that they have served IDWR with a 
copy of the Standard Form 5 and that they have made a good faith attempt to resolve the matter 
withIDWR. 
Within 14 days of filing a Standard Form 5 not containing an IDWR concurrence, IDWR 
shall file a statement of its position with the court. 
If IDWR has not concurred by signing below, signing parties certify that they have served 
a copy of this document on the Idaho Department of Wat.er Resources and have made a good faith 
attempt to obtain IDWR's concurrence, but have failed. 
Signatures and Addresses of Parties and their Attorney of Record (attach additional page if 
necessary): 
I have read this form and lrnow its contents and that the statements are true to the best of my 
knowledge. 
Name: City of Rupert 
Address: P.O. Box 426 
City/State/Zip: Rupert, ID 83350 
Attorney of Record: Josephine Beeman 
Name: Idaho Dept. of Water Resources 
Address: P.O. Box 83720 
City/State/Zip: Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Attorney of Record: Nicholas B. Spencer 
• fl.~ CJ~r/ /f/f ~ .! R. --r-..,tt..o ~ 11),; jq 7 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAILING 
You must mail this form, including an attachments, to the Clerk of the SRBA Court 
and to the parties identified in the Certificate of Mailing. FAX r.di.ngs will not be accepted 
by the SRBA Clerk. of the Court. ' 
You must sign the Certificate of Mailing w slww that you followed these steps. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAnJNG 
I certify that on Novernb.:r 5 , 199 ..1., I mailed the original and copies of 
this form, including an attaehments, to the following persons by mailing the original and/or 
copies, postage prepaid and addressed as follows: 
St.S 
1. Original to: 
Clerk of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue North 
P. 0. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707 
2. Copies to: 
Nicholas B. Spencer 
Idaho Dept. of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
'gDAWte of per.son or attomcy mailing the form 
osephine P. Beenan 
Attoi::ney for City of Rupert 









POINT OF DIVERSION: 
'JRPOSE AND 
,•ERIDO DF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
SOURCE: GRDUNDIIATER 
36-07862 
CITY OF RUPERT 
PO BOX 426 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF IIATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED \IATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAIi 
7H~ ~~i"7171 1~~ "~Nll~~1~i11~" ~$~ 1$ ~1H17EP 7~ 7HE ~~~"7 aENE11i1i~~1 
~J~P 1~~t M~N1i1Pi~1~i1E~ JYJ7EH 1~~ i111 ~f ~~PE~7 
10/11/1985 
0~/JB/117'1 
T09S R24E 520 
S21 
S29 






w;thin MINIDOKA County 
PERIOD OF USE 
01-01 12·31 
PLACE OF USE IS IIITHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF RUPERT. 
QUANTITY 
1 .15 ff§. 
~,11 in 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR AOHINISTRATJON OF THIS IIATER RIGHT: 
PJIII~~ ~1 ~,E 1$ ~i"~' ~17H1N il71 ~1"17J ~1 ~~PE~7/ 
~10H7J ~1$7E~ ~E~~~ i~E i~,~ ~l1E~7E~ 7H~l!ll~H P~1"7 ~1 PIY~~Jl~N 
PEJ~~laE~ ia~1EI i"P 7H~ ,~,i~ i~H~lNEP ~i7E ~, Pl~E~Jl~N ~, 
7MEJ~ ~16H7J 1$ ~1M17EP 7~ 101~1 iTJI ~7HE~ ~16M7 "~JI/ 1~107117 
1~107~7~1 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM· LICENSE 
S F5 - 36-07862 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE. 
RIGHTS LISTED BELOII ARE ALSO DIVERTED THROUGH POINT OF 
DIVERSION DESCRIBED BELO\/. 








NUM5tR NA.HE & ADORt.SS 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP WATER R£SOURCES 
MCOMMENOEO WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED ONOEEI. STATE LAW 
PRIORITY PERtoO or USE 










7095 R.24[ so 
PJ)tAfl.t(S: RP 09S2(&063100 
•OG/29/1979 DC:t\£5TIC 01- 12-31 
STOCKWATER 01-201i.ji.,-..:r~ 
TOTAL QUAN'l'I'l' 
STOCl'QilA'IER 6 RANG& /IND 2 HORSES 
3 g ... o,an CITY or RUPERT 06/30/1979 MUNICIPAL 01-01 12-31 
PO IIOX <42& 
RUPERT lO 83350 
NON•IRRIGATION-USES: 
MIJNICIPAL/1"1ATER SYSTEM FOR CITY OF RUPERT 
POINT OF DIVERSION: 
T09S R2'4£ S20 
S21 
S29 
PLl>,Ct OF USE~ MUNICIPAL 
REMARKS: RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOiPLlSHIW CHAftGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION 
PU~IJANT TO IDAHO COOE t2-1416A. 
PLACE or USE IS 1.1.NOS HITHIN CITY LIMITS or RUPERT. 
RlGlfTS LISTED BELOW AIU; ALSO DIVERTED TBROOGl:t POINT Of' Olvt~IW 
DESOlBEO ABOVE~ AND Ttlt T01AL COMBlN&D RATE OF 01VERSlOl4 OF 










IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM. 









NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
1. Name: CITY OF RUPERT 00 2 [fu ® J] Jh 9\'ll O ~ [ID 
Address: P.O. BOX 426 
RUPERT, ID 83350 AUG 211989 
2. Date of Priority: JUN 30, 1979 Department of Water Resources 
3 . Source: GROUNDWATER Trib. to: Southern Region Office 















5. Description of diverting works: 






6. Water is used for the following purposes: 
Purpose From To C.F.S 
Lot 
MUNICIPAL 01/01 12/31 4.170 
7 . Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
4.170 C.F.S. (and/or) A.F.A. 
8. Total consumptive use is Acre Feet Per 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 









A36-07862 Page 1 Date: 08/03/89 
_.. ~ ! 
• 
10. Place of Use: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
11. Place of use in counties: 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO 
13. Other Water Rights Used: 
A36-04075, 07115, 07656, 07863; 36-7944, 8198 
14. Remarks: 
P/U WITHIN CITY LIMITS OF RUPERT. 
15. Basis of Claim: LICENSE 
16. Signature(s) 
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and 
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River 
Basin Adjudication." (b.) I/We do do not wish to receive and pay 
a small annual fee for monthly copieSOI the doclcetsheet. 
Number of attachments: 
For Organizations: 
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am Mayor of --~==--,T=-i~trl..-e ________ _ 
City of Rupert , that I have --~--~~~~--------O r g an i z at ion signed the foregoing 
document in the space below as Mayor of 
Title 








Mayor - City of Rupert 
Title and Organization 
August 3 1 1989 
Date 
Date: 08/03/89 
. l ~- ' 
7991 
.. ~ 





Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me 
of August 19 _8c.;9;.__ 
Seal 
Residing at Rupert, Idaho 
My Commission E~pires 2-11-92 
A36-07862 Page 3 Date: 08/03/89 






SR8/t DIST COURT FAX UO. 12081362121 
!W THE DlSfilCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JU>lCIAl 0l$TRICT DF THE 
STATE OF JOAHO, JW All!> FOi TH! COUIITY OF TVJH FALLS 
cue Ho. 39516 
) 
) 





CITY OF RVPE~T 
PO sax 426 








PERI«> OF use, Pl!IIP0$E OF US£ 
MUMltJPAl. 
PLACE OF USI; l 
PARTIAi. DlCRE£ PURSOAf.iT 10 
l.i,C,P, S<(bl foil 
Voter Attbt l6•\5,ea 




PERICO OF USE O!l~HTITY 
01·01 1Z•31 0.67 c,, 
PLACE OF use rs VITHIN lk£ CITY llNffS OF ~~RT. 
•uLf !'<bl CERTIFICATE 
lilhh rnptct to the: fnuett determined by the 1bovc Judgi,ent or order. ft fs htr~v Cl!aTIFJED. In 1«::o:rdcnce 
wtth ~ul~ s,(b), t,t.c.P., th•t the coYrt ba~ Geteratncd th~t there fs no just reason lar det,y of th• entry ol a 
final j~nt and that the co~rt h11 and do:11 ~ereby dtrcct tbet tht obov~ j\.0911Jent or order st\:>t\ bt 3 liml 
i-nt _, ,ahio~ r,«:ution "'Y hs11t and .., appeal ""'Y b<> •••on .. <lo<f '"' •he ldoho :;;jL 
CI.ANlEl,. C, IIUR:t.8Ut't, --J -
PRES 10 IN4 JUP4E 




... ,.. ... ,, .. ,_...,., ..... _ ... ,_.,. 
( 
f 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F'IF'TH .TTJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 







STANDARD FORM 5 
SUBCASE NO: 36-15488 
STIPULATED ELEMENTS OF A 
WATERRIGHT 
THIS FORM MAY ONLY BE USED IF ALL PARTIES HAVE STIPULATED TO ALL 
ELEMENTS OF ONE WATER RIGHT AND MAY BE SUBMITTED AT ANY TIME 
FOLLOWING THE CLOSE OF THE STATUTORY RESPONSE PERIOD. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
This form has been adopted by the court in SRBA Administrative Order 1, Rules of 
Procedure (amended Oct. 16, 1997), Section 4, which may be consulted for further information. 
This form is used to report the stipulated elements of one water right acquired under state 
law and/or one federal reserved water right Submission of this form will not automatically result 
in the issuance of a partial decree. The Presiding Judge or Special Master will conduct any 
hearing necessary to determine whether the facts, data, expert opinions and Jaw support the 
issuance of a partial decree for the water right. 
The parties agree that the Snake River Basin Adjudication Court bas jurisdiction of the 
parties and subject matter to enter a partial decree for this water right; and they have been seived 
with sufficient process, according to the law; and that they have appeared, prosecuted and 
defended their positions with regard to this water right dispute. 
A copy of this water right as recommended in the Director's Report shall be 
submitted with this form. A statement shall accompany each element of a water right. 
SF'.5 
Am.ended 9/30/96 Page 1 
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Statement and S~pulation of Parties and IDWR 
Parties/Claimants and IDWR agree that the above referenced water right should be as 
described in the attached printout entitled Recommended Water Rights Under State Law. 
7995 
( 
Review By IDWR 
To speed up entry of a decree, the parties are encouraged to talk to the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources about their proposed settlement and have IDWR indicate its concurrence by 
signing the Standard Form 5. 
Where all parties have signed, a Standard Fonn 5 may be filed with the court without the 
concurrence of IDWR. However, the parties must certify that they have served IDWR with a 
copy of the Standard Form 5 and that they have made a good faith attempt to resolve the matter 
withIDWR. 
Within 14 days of filing a Standard Fonn 5 not containing an IDWR concurrence, IDWR 
shall file a statement of its position with the court. 
If IDWR has not concurred by signing below, signing parties certify that they have served 
a copy of this document on the Idaho Department of Water Resources and have made a good faith 
attempt to obtain IDWR's concurrence, but have failed. 
Signatures and Addresses of Parties and their Attorney of Record (attach additional page if 
necessary): 
I have read this form and know its contents and that the statements are true to the best of my 
knowledge. 
Name: City of Rupert 
Address: P.O. Box 426 
City/State/Zip: Rupert, ID 83350 
Attorney of Record: Josephine Beeman 
Name: Idaho Dept. of Wat.er Resources 
Address: P.O. Box 83720 
City/State/Zip: Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Attorney of Record: Nicholas B. Spencer 
· 'I-!~ v /4br /C/'17 -Gwe. 1 ~ ~ 11 /'I J "! 1 
Attorney's Signature Date IDWR Concurrence . Dat~ 
sr.s 
Amended 9/30/96 Page 3 
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( 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR :MAILING 
You must mail this form, including all attachments, to the Clerk of the SRBA Court 
and to the parties identified in the Certificate of Mailing. FAX filings will not be accepted 
by the SR.BA Clerk of the Court. 
You must sign the Certificate of Mailing to shaw that you followed these steps . 
. CERTIFICATE OF MAlLING 
I certify that on Novernlx:r 5 , 199 .J_, I mailed the original and copies of 
this form, including all attachments, to the following persons by mailing the original and/or 
copies, postage prepaid and addressed as follows: 




Cler.k: of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue North 
P. 0. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707 
Copies to: 
Nicholas B. Spencer 
Idaho Dept. of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
· gn:;.ture f persoo. or attomey mailing the fmm 
oseph:ine P. Beenan 










POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
( ... PLANATORY MATERIAL: 
SF5 • 36·15488 
SOURCE: GROUNDWATER 
36-15488 
CITY OF RUPERT 




T09S R24E S20 
S21 
S29 
PURPOSE OF USE 
MUNICIPAL 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 





Within MINIDOKA County 
PERIOD OF USE 
01-01 12-31 
PLACE OF USE IS WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF RUPERT. 
BASIS OF CLAIM· BENEFICIAL USE 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED ~ l.!! fQ!!il Qf DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO~ 42-1425. IDAHO CODE. 
RIGHTS LISTED BELOII ARE !lhfil! DIVERTED THROUGH POINTS Qf 
DIVERSION DESCRIBED ABOVE. 






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM. 
CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
Ident. Number: A36-15488 
Date Received: / / 
Receipt No: 
Received By: 
NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
l . Name: CITY OF RUPERT 
Address: PO BOX 426 
RUPERT ID 
2. Date of Priority: APR 10, 
3. Source: GROUNDWATER 
4. Point of Diversion: 
Township Range Section 1/4 













4 WELLS & PUMPS TO PIPELINE NETWORK 
6. Water is used for the following purposes: 








MUNICIPAL 01/01 12/31 0.670 
7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
0.670 C.F.S. (and/or) A.F.A. 
8. Total consumpt:i,ve use is Acre Feet Per 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 
MUNICIPAL/WATER SYSTEM FOR CITY OF RUPERT 
10. Place of Use: 












A36-15488 Page. l Date: 11/15/95 
( 
.1. Place of use in counties: 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO 
13. other Water Rights Used: 
14. Remarks: 
PLACE OF USE IS LANDS WITHIN CITY LIMITS OF RUPERT. 
RIGHTS LISTED BELOW ARE ALSO DIVERTED THROUGH POINT OF 
DIVERSION DESCRIBED ABOVE, AND THE TOTAL COMBINED RATE OF 
DIVERSION OF THESE RIGHTS IS LIMITED TO 10.61 CFS. OTHER RIGHT 
NOS.: 36-07115, 36-07656, 36-15489 AND 36-15490. 
15. Basis of Claim: BENEFICIAL USE 
16. Signature(s) 
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and · 
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River 
Basin Adjudication.n (b.) I/We do __ do not __ wish to receive and pay 
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docket sheet. · 
Number of attachments: 
For Organizations: 
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am f1f!rlo1L of /1 () -.L....:-'--""-'.-._T-i_t_l_e _______ _ 
~L,~/~-(1-_\.,_~0'--'-'P·~~l¼=;=.~~"""'.1=-.a.1 _____ , that I have signed the foregoing 
Organization 
document in the space beiow as ___,V-_1_5r..,_~...,(""J&..-..__,,,,~.------- of 
Title 
Organization 
foregoing document are true 
A36-154BB 






~ I < L--<,C£ J ll o-P--.. 
Signature of Authorized-Agent 
~i1or,:. :::C, ~ of /2.., ,,,,.,,,, /.. 






_ate of Idaho 
County of M~ui\Cbt(~ 
ss. 
subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) ~ ,;t-before me~ 
·----- Notary lie' 
of ~llu, 
Residing at Q~A[" . _ 
My Commission Expires Cf.{/o/9__ .. -r 
Seal 
1 7. Not:Lce of Appearance : -, l .' C?J Q 
Notice is hereby given that I, '1D5flf._f1'1JU?.. fiiil,U~ 
rint Name 
will be 
acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that 
all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant 
signing above should be mailed to me at the address listed below. 
signature ~/ ~ t6.~ ~(A1b '/. ~ 
Address tl-ift°J;;@~k§lljff /<L J /I) 80'10.J. 
,·. ,te._----'-''Ji=-;J-::;..:@%-:c=· """"W(,'-"'-½"---'-/-=-~....,_1.!.....a/ t{-,'-L'f,-"""',o __ ~ f<. tf; 1117 
A36-15488 Page 3 . Date: 11/15/95 
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JAN-28-02 l!ON 04!48 PM SRBA D !ST COURT FAX NO. !20B1362121 
P. 
1N THE DISTRICT COIJRT OF THE''"~ JIJOlClAl orirattl Of TH! Daw :JIJ7(b7 ' 




SJ4TE OF TDIJIO, I~ AHO FO~ TKE COUNTY OF T'°'lN fAlLS 
PAUIAI. O[C!IU PU•su.wr TO 
1.~.c~,. s,cb> fDft ________ ) 
Wattr Rfght 3&-15,89 
MAHE & MDRES&~ 
SOORCE: 
GUI.HT t TY: 
FRIO.ITT OATil 
POJ•T OF PIVfRSIOII: 
PUl!Po<IE Allll 
PE~II» Of un, 
Fi.ACI OF U'SF I 
CITY 01 Rill"m 
PO BOX 426 




TOl'S R21.o $20 
S21 
829 






PEIUOO Of use 
01·01 !Z·31 
PlACf OF USE IS VITHIR TIil; CITV llHlTS OF RUPE•T, 
l!lllle 54(b) OERTl11C.TE 
\ltthiri. KtHlt:IOICA Countv 
OUA!ITITT 
Z,9S cfS 
Vhh l"Mpet:t to th• hcues detett1iMQ QI( the ~ jtdg,nent or ordc:r, ft fs htreby ~111:n,1EO. fn accordance 
wlth Rule 54(b), t.R.C,P~, that the r;ourt hu dettr,n:incd thot thtrt ls no Just r~son for det~ o1 the et1try of• 
final JUdsr,ertt and that the c;ourt hn lf\d d'ffl horcby direct that the :ibove J~r,t; w order •hall be ~ #foal 
Jlrig1,c,n ,- MIiiet, .,..,,tlott ,..y r,,,,. or,! on ,ppeal .. y bt u~rn .. ded by tho Idaho J  
Ofdl'IEL C. ij!JALSUTT, JR~ 
l'IU:StDtllC JUDGE 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 







STANDARD FORM 5 
SUBCASE NO: 36-15489 
STIPULATED ELEMENTS OF A 
WATER RIGHT 
THIS FORM MAY ONLY BE USED IF ALL PARTIES HAVE STIPULATED TO ALL 
ELEMENTS OF ONE WATER RIGHT AND MAY BE SUBMITTED AT ANY Tnv.IE 
FOLLOWING THE CLOSE OF THE STATUTORY RESPONSE PERIOD. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
This form has been adopted by the court in SRBA Administrative Order I , Rules of 
Procedure (amended Oct. 16, 1997), Section 4, which may be consulted for further information. 
This form is used to report the stipulated elements of one water right acquired under state 
law and/or one federal reserved water right. Submission of this form will not automatically result 
in the issuance of a partial decree. The Presiding Judge or Special Master will conduct any 
hearing necessary to determine whether the facts, data, expert opinions and law support the 
issuance of a partial decree for the water right. 
The parties agree that the Snake River Basin Adjudication Court has jurisdiction of the 
parties and subject matter to enter a partial decree for this water right; and they have been served 
with sufficient process, according to the law; and that they have appeared, prosecuted and 
defended their positions with regard to this water right dispute. 
A copy of this water right as recommended in the Director's Report shall be 





Statement and Stipulation of Parties and IDWR 
Parties/Claimants and IDWR agree that the above referenced water right should be as 
described in the attached printout entitled Recommended Water Rights Under State Law. 
, 
SF'.5 
F\mended 9/30/96 Page 2 
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Review By IDWR 
To speed up entry of a decree, the parties are encouraged to talk to the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources about their proposed settlement and have IDWR indicate its concurrence by 
signing the Standard Form 5. 
Where all parties have signed, a Standard Form 5 may be filed with the court without the 
concurrence of IDWR. However, the parties must certify that they have served IDWR with a 
copy of the Standard Form 5 and that they have made a good faith attempt to resolve the matter 
with IDWR. 
Within 14 days of filing a Standard Foqn 5 not containing an IDWR concurrence, IDWR 
shall :file a statement of its position with the court. 
If IDWR bas not concurred by signing below, signing parties certify that they have served 
a copy of this document on the Idaho Department of Water Resources and have made a good faith 
attempt to obtain IDWR' s concurrence, but have failed. 
Signatures and Addresses of Parties and their Attorney of Record (attach additional page if 
necessary): 
I have read this form and know its contents and that the statements are true to the best of my 
( knowledge. · 
Name: City of Rupert 
Address: P.O. Box 426 
City/State/Zip: Rupert, ID 83350 
Attorney of Record: Josephine Beeman 
Name: Idaho Dept. of Water Resources 
Address: P.O. Box 83720 
City/State/Zip: Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Attorney of Record: Nicholas B. Spencer 
7F-E~~'..L..!......~-rM::t.~5.!X!:.Abv~AIJ..1.'t/ 7 ~ (?..,-J:t=,,.J & II /'1 I", 1 
sr.s 
Amended 9/ 30/ 96 






INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAILING 
You must mail this form, including all attachments, to the Clerk of the SRBA Court · 
and to the parties identified io the Certificate of Mailing. FAX filings will not be accepted 
by the SRBA Clerk of tbe Court. 
You must sign the Certificate of Mailing to shaw that you followed these steps. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on Noveml:x:r 5 , 199 .2._, I mailed the original and copies of 
this form, including all attachments, to the following persons by ma:iliDg the original and/or · 
copies, postage prepaid and addressed as follows: 
1. Original to: 
2. 
Clerk of the District Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
253 Third Avenue North 
P. 0. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707 
Copies to; 
Nicholas B. Spencer 
Idaho Dept. of Water Resources 
P .0. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
~igoarure af pe=n or attomey mailing the form 
Josephine P. Beeman 
Attoi:ney for City of Rupert 
Sf .S 











POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOO OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
SOURCE: GROUNDWATER 
36-15489 
£!..!.l OF RUPERT 
E2 BOX 426 
RUPERT ig_ 83350 
GROUNOIIATER 
11/29/1917 
T09S R24E S20 
S21 
gz 
PURPOSE OF USE 
HUNICIPAL 
IOAHO OEPARTHENT OF WATER RESOURCES 





Within MINIDOKA County 
PERIOO OF USE 
01-01 12-31 
PLACE OF USE IS WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF RUPERT • 
• ,PLANATORY HATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM • BENEFICIAL USE 
SF5 • 36-15489 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE !J! POINT Qf. OIVERSION 
PURSUANT !!! SECTION 42-1425. IDAHO CODE. 
RIGHTS LISTED lliQ!! ~ ALSOc DIVERTED THROUGH POINTS Qf. 
DIVERSION DESCRIBED ABOVE. 







!N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM. 
CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
Ident. Number: A36-15489 
Date Received: / / 
Receipt No: 
Received By: 
NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
1. Name: CITY OF RUPERT 
Address: PO BOX 426 
RUPERT ID 
2. Date of Priority: NOV 29, 1917 
83350 
3. Source: GROUNDWATER Trib. to: 
4. Point of Diversion: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4 
09S 24E 20 NE SW SE 
21 SW SW NW 
29 NW NE NE 
NE NW NE 
5. Description of diverting works: 
4 WELLS & PUMPS TO PIPELINE NETWORK 










From To C.F.S (or) A.F.A. 
01/01 12/31 
7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
2.950 C.F.S. (and/or) 
8. Total consumptive use is 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 
2.950 
A.F.A. 
Acre Feet Per Annum. 
MUNICIPAL/WATER SYSTEM FOR CITY OF RUPERT 
10. Place of Use: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
A36-15489 Page 1 Date: 11/15/95 ., 8008 
( 
l. Place of use in counties: 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? NO 
13. Other Water Rights Used: 
1.4. Remarks: 
PLACE OF USE IS LANDS WITHIN CITY LIMITS OF RUPERT. 
RIGHTS LISTED BELOW ARE ALSO DIVERTED THROUGH POINT OF 
DIVERSION DESCRIBED ABOVE, AND THE TOTAL COMBINED RATE OF 
DIVERSION OF THESE RIGHTS IS LIMITED TO 10.61 CFS. OTHER RIGHT 
NOS.: 36-0711.5, 36-07656, 36-15488 AND 36-15490. 
15. Basis of Claim: BENEFICIAL USE 
1.6. Signature(s) 
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read and 
understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice in the Snake River 
Basin Adjudication." (b.) I/We do __ do not __ wish to receive and·pay 
a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docket sheet. 
Number of attachments: 
~or Organizations: 
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am Mayor of -----':T::-:i-:t""'l,...e _______ _ 
City of Rupert , that I have -------~-------- signed the foregoing 0 r g an i z at ion 
document in the space below as Mayor of 
contained in the 
Title 
City of Rupert and that the statements ----=-~__,.-:....,,---------Organization 
foregoing document are true and correct. 
A36-154S9 Page 2 
Agent 
dfle,~ c, ~ "f: [),,f''''--f 





ate of Idaho . 
County of M!Nt°'1\<.~ 
) 
. ) ss. 
) 
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) 




Residing at ~ 
My Commission Expires 7//o(CiJc: 
1 7 . Notic2 of Appearance: . r- I. , p QA~ 
Notice is h!a!reby given that I, VQ~VZ,(11,'(' ~ IJUt,,wta(h 
rint Name 
will be 
acting as attorney at law on behalf of the claimant signing above, and that 
all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant 
signing·above should ~e maiJed.to me at the addres~ list)id below. 
:::::r• ~ 6Y'l!J~  
r ,te ~ /6j /qt?& ~ J. '1; /117 




Page 1 of12 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
TRANSFER NO. 69114 
This Is to certify that; CITY OF JEROME 
152EAVEA 
JEROME ID 83338 
{208)324-8189 
has requested a change to the water right{s) listed below. This change In water rfght{s) is authorized 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 42-222, Idaho Code. The authorized change for each affected 
water right, including conditions.of approval, is shown on the following pages of this document. 
Summa!)£ of Water Rigllts Before the Prof!osed Change 
BlsJll Or!c!nltlll~ Priority Bill lll!Wlni WI 12!!! ~ 
36-15361 WR/Decreed 12/3111930 2.87 cfs NIA GROUNDWATER 
36-2518 WR/Decreed 09114/1961 1.11 els NIA GROUND WATER 
36-8237 WR/Oecreed 12/2211983 2.71 els NIA GROUND WATER 
31:4196 WR/Decreed 0710411957 5,68 els NIA GROUNDWATER 
36-4195 WR/Decreed 1213111807 0.39 els NIA GROUNDWATER 
Purl!ose of Transfer fChanges Proi!Osedl 
Current Number d eQ.tl fQJI. t,dd PQJ;l e1dod of Use Na]yre of Use 
3&-15361 NO NO NO YES NO NO 
36-2518 NO NO NO YES NO .NO 
36-8237 NO NO NO YES NO NO 
3&-4196 NO NO NO YES NO NO 
36-4195 NO NO NO YES NO NO 
Summary or water Rights After tile Approved Change 
E>dstirlg New No. Transfer Transfer Acre · TotaJ Naw No. Remaining Remaining Remaining Remalnlng 
Right (changed Rate Volume I.Jmlt Acres (remalnlng Rata Voluma Acre Limit Td:al Acret-
portion) portion) 
-----
36-15361 36-15361 2.87 cfs NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA 
36-2518 36-2518 1.11 as NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA 
36-8237 36·8237 2.71 cfs NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA 
3&-4196 36-4196 5.68 cfs NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA 
3&-4195 36-4195 0.39 cfs NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA 
TOTALS 12.76 i;rs NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA 





Page 2 of 12 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
TRANSFER NO. 69114 
Detailed Water Right Description(s) attached 
~· () o,..... 1.+ ;,,,, J:.t..,. -"'~ ~ 
;La,.~-~ 
Chief, Water Allocation Bureau 
M1CRCi",Uv,i.;.: 
10¥ l 3 tOP,1 
Page 9 of 12 
WATER RIGHT NO. 36-4196 
AsModlliEld by Transfer No. 69114 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 69114, Water Right No. 36-4196 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: CITY OF JEROME 
152EAVEA 
JEROME ID 63338 
Priority Date: 07/04/1957 









LOCATION OF POINT(SJ OF DIVERSION: 





. •' ,", . 
SWSESE Sec. 17 TWp 08$ Rge 17E JEROME County 
. N~i~~ Sec. 18 TWp 085 . Rge .17E JEROME County 
·• .. .. . . ' . . . 
. ~~SEN~ ,l!;e~.16Twp o_as .. Rge 17E JEROME county 
NiifNWNE:Sec: 19Twp o~s :· Rge 17E JEROME county .. 
coNomor-is 6F APPROVAt '.' 
1. Right holder shall comply with t~e doiiing J)l:lonlt requirements of.Se"ction 42-235, Idaho Code. 
2. The well{S) previously used unde;:!hi~, right ;~~~ed in.~~·.: ~19 .. 'T8S, R17E shall be 
abandoned in a manner which complies wlt)l Departmef!! well abando!lment rules. 
3. Toe total instantaneous diversion of water from all points of diversion under Rights 36-2518, 
36-4195, 36-4196, 36-8237 and 36-15381 shall not exceed 12.76 cfs. 
4. Prior 10 diversion of waler under this approval, the right holeler shall provide a means of . 
measurement acceptable to the Oepa11ment from all authorized points of diversion which will allow 
detenTiination of the total rate of diversion. 
5. The light holder shall measure and annually repol1 diversions of water and/or other pel1lnent 
hydrologlc and system information as required by Section 42· 701, Idaho Code. 
6. Place of use Is located within the city of Jerome anel the surrounding service area. 
7. Approval of Transfer 69114 does not grant any righ1-of-way or easement for use of a delivery 
system owned by person(s) other than the right owner. 
r.,·,c·--r"\, .VJ Jj'd~., .. ··:i_/!,• .... 
( 
In Re SR.BA 
Case No. 39576 




POINT OF DJVERSIOM: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIC:C OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CCl!NTY OF TijJH FALLS 
CITY OF JEROIIE 
15ZEAAVE 




TOSS R17E S17 
S1B 
S19 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C,P. 54(b) FOR 
RECEIVED 
JUN 2 2 1998 





1998 JUN 18 Pit J: Q7 
DISTRICT COURT·SRBA 
T'l/11, 1: A!.LS C').,IDAHO 
FILED ___ _ 
Within JEROME County 
Jl,lO POINTS OF orvERSION LOCATED IN NESENW, S18, T8S, R17E, B.M. 
THREE POINTS OF DIVERSION LOCATED I~ N\INI.JHE, S19, J8S, R17E, B.H. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
MUNICIPAL 
PERIOD OF USE 
01-01 12·31 
PLACE OF USE IS LANDS WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF JEROOE. 





With respect to the is&ues determined by the above Jldgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in occordenee 
wfth Rule 54Cb), J.R.C.P., that the court hes determined that there Is no Just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final Judgment and that the court has and dces hereby direct that the above Judsment or order shnll be a final 
judgment l.lp0'1 "11ich execution may Issue •nd en •ppeal may bo taken ··o~JL 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAHT TO I.R.C.P. 54(bl 
Water Right 36·DZ518 
DANIEL C. HURLBUTT. JR. 
PRESIDING JUDGE 







NUMBER NAHE & ADDRESS 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDE.D WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNOE.R STATE. LAW 
PRIORITY PERIOD OF USE 













NENE 39 .O 
NENN 25.0 
NWNE 25.0 
RIMARKS: USE OF TH RIGHT IS COHBINE.D WITH NATE.R f'ROH 
NORTH SIDE CANAL CO. L~D. 
TOTAL QUMTlTY': 
SMNE 40.0 
36-02518 CITY OF JEROME 09/14/1961 MUNICIPAL 
152 E A AVF. 
JE.ROME ID 83338 
NON·IRRlGATION·USES: 
MUNICIPAL, CI'n 
POINT OF DIVERSION: 
TOSS Rl IE: Sl '7 
SlB 
Sl9 





REH.ARKS: USE OF THIS RIGHT IS COMBINED NITH NATER FROM 
NORTH SlDE CANAL CO. LTD. 
TOTAL QUANTITY: 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 42-1416A. 
PLACE OF USE IS LANDS NITHIN CITY LIMITS OF JEROME. 
RIGHTS LISTED BELON ARE ALSO DIVERTED THROUGH PTS. OF DIVERSION 
DESCRIBED ABOVE, AND ARE LIMITE.D TO A TOTAL COMBINED ANNUAL 
CONSUMPTIVE USE VOLUME OF 1325.0 AFA. OTHER RIGHT NOS.:36-04195, 
36-041961 36-08231, 36-15361. 
2 POINTS OF DIVERSION LOCATED IN HESENN, SlB, TBS, Rl/E, B.H. 




CFS ,,.,. ,. .. , 






I// f _F·.-. --1/:_./ . _,,, 
F<lrm No. 42-1409 (2) a 1/88 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
CIVIL CASE NUMB~: . 39576 
ldent Number ad Ii,- 0 2 SI 8 
· Date Received OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM Receipt Number _________ _ 
NOTICE OF CLAIM 
TOA 
WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
Please type or print clearly 
1. Name of Claimant (s) Wq of-": J €.Ro f1-J e.... 
Malling Address. /15-.;i_ /z. ,1-6~ /-t- Je~o,,..,e_ .. :z::z;:, 
) I 
/M&@~DW~® 
FEB 2 3 1990 
Oep:ment of Wner Re~urces 
uthern Region Office 
Phone ~ 0 E3) 3.,2'7-SI e 9: 
Zip -~g 
2. Date al Priority (Only one (1) per claim) _/~Cf ........ 6_/ ________ _ 
1. Source al water supply (a) (:z. Ro v,.JO r...v&rcl?... 
which Is tributary to {b) 
4. a. Location al existing palm of diversion Is: Township ~8~6 __ Range JC,£ Section ,;)..'/ 
__ 1/4 of "if£... 1/4 of NG... 1/4, Govt Lot, __ B.M, County of 
Additional points of diversion H any: ______________________ _ 
b. If instream flow, beginning point al claimed lnstream flow Is: 
Township ___ Range ____ Section __ _ __ 1/4of __ 1/4of __ 1/4, 
Govt Lot __ B.M., County of __________________ _ 
ending point Is: Tovmshlp ____ Range ____ Section ___ _ __ 1 /4 of __ 1/4 of 
__ 1/4, Govt Lot __ B.M., County of _____________ _ 
5. Description of exlstlng diversion wor1<s (Dams, ResaNolrs, Ditches, Wells, Pumps, Pipelines, Headgates, Etc), 
Including the dates of any changes or enlargements In use, the dimensions of the diversion Jl'Orks as 
constructed and as enlarged end the depth of each well. y) el-f._ '9,v.t::> /"'~,._,,-o 
/ ,J) ooo 
fiJIICBOFll M2u 
JAN 2 B 1993 
801 
' ' ' 
f 
6. Water Is claimed for the following ,.Jrposes: 
(both dates are Inclusive) (cfs) (acre feet) 
• or /}1d,-. 1 etl'~L 
• 
purposes from./_ ,4/\J . l to o~c. . .11 amount I ,I I or 
For purposes from to amount or 
For purposes from to amount or 
For purposes from to amount or 
7. Total quantity claimed (a) /. l I (els) and/or (b) (acre feet) 
8. Total consumptive use claimed Is acre feet per annum. 
9. Non-Irrigation uses; describe fully (eg. Doll)estic: Give number of households served; Stockweter: Type and number of 
livestock Etc.) m v,-, I c,,'1,4 .f.... 
I 
1D. Description of place of use: 
a. II water is for Irrigation, Indicate acreage In each subdivision In the tabulation below. 
b. II water Is used for other purposes, place a symbol of use (example: D for Domestic) 
in the corresponding place of use below. See Instructions for standard symbols. 
TWP RNG SEC NE 1/4 NW 1/4 SW 1/4 
NE1/4 NW1/4 5111/4 SE1/4 NE1/4 NW1/4 SW1/4 SE1/4 NE1/4 NWl/4 SWl/4 SEl/4 
Total number of acres Irrigated 
SE 1/4 Tohla 
NE1/4 NW1/4 SW1/4 SEl/4 
11. In which county Oes) are lands listed above as place of use located? ---'C,.../1'----e_.e_<a_;'>'J __ e __________ _ 
12. Doyouownthepropertyllstedaboveas place of use? Yes ___ No 
If your answer Is No, describe In Remarks below the authority you have to claim this water right. 
13. Describe any other water rights used at the same place and for the same purposes as described above. 
3 6- 41 r; ~, 36 --'t /'jt, 36 - '(t y 7 .3 i; -'t,'i g :3(,, • 8 ~d 7 or None ( l 
, I I I L 
14. Remarks: 
fv'ilCROfiLMi:iJ 
Last Name J e.<(o~ C ldentNo. JAN 2 8 1993 Copi~: U?u"te ..Srate, Yellow-Cl~inra,g O 1 7 
15. Basis of Claim (check one) Bb,..,flclal Use __ PoS1ed Notice ___ L,.:ense ___ Permi1 _ ... X---'----
Decree __ 3 6 ~-/ 8 If applicable provide IDWR Waler Righi Number~---------
Court___________ Case Number ________ _ Decree Dale 
Plaln1iffvs Defendan1 _______________________________ _ 
16. Signa1ure (s) 
(a.) By signing below, I/We acknowledge 1ha1 I/We have received, read, and unders1and the form en1itled 
"How you will receive notice ln the Snake River Basin Adjudication." (b.) lfWe do ~ do not __ 
wish to receive and pay a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docket sheet. 
Number of attachments 
For Individuals: I do solemnly swear or affirm that me statements contained in the foregoing document are true 
and correct. 
Signature of Claimant (s) _________________ Date _________ _ 
Date _________ _ 
For Organizations: I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am -~m~~ll~_,,.y_..:;;_K~--------------
1 T\1\e 
of C, T"7 tD f V e.-e.oni e that I have signed the foregoing 
'r Oganlzallon 
document in the space below as (hA 'X,O/Z of C 77 of- J e.,e on-e 
Titla Organlzatlon 
and that the statements contained in the foregoing document are true and correct. 
Signature of Authorized Agent __ /Y]___,-'-,9 ....- ,,7'--o-'-,<-e_c,,,_,-""&--'-+_'1-..,'..(.-'-U=-,__@.,_,___(l""""'""~..,,..~=--------
C, r;: c>/- veeo.,.,.(.__ Date ____ _ Tltle and Organization 
State of Idaho/or _J .... d.,a ... b,..n.._ __ 




Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this __ ._21......_s__.t ____ day of -~E~e=b~r~u=a~r ... v____ 19 9 0 




My Commission Expires Sept erob er J J , J 9 9 5 
P1ease Print Name 
17. Notice of Appearance: 
Notice Is hereby given that I, ---------------~ will be acting as attorney at law on behalf 
of the dalmant signing above, and that all notices required by law to be maned by the director to the clalmant signing above 
should be malled to me at the address listed below. 
Signature ____________________ _ 
Address ---------------------
Date ------------
Last Name _Ji __e_R-_o_,-,,_e....__ _ _ Iden!. Number ____ _ 
ft/iiCROFIL~fll:u 
JAN 2 8 1993 
Copies Whitt-State, Ytltow--~g O 18 
Map of Project: show clearly the point of diversion, place of use, section number, township, and range number. 
Scale: 2 Inches equals 1 mOe 
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I I 7 ... 
·~ 
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I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I -+- -;-- -+- -+- ,+- - +- -+- -+- -+- --t-- -+--t- -+- -+- - +- - -+-
I I I. I I ! I I I I I I I : I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I J I I I I I I I 
-+- - +- I - +- -+- -+- -+- -+-- -+- -+ - -t-1-t- -+--+- -+- i-+- -+ -I I I I . I I I I I I I j I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I . I ) Ii I i I 
-+- -+--+- '-+- ! + -+- -+-- -+- -+- '-+--+-- -+-- -+- -+- - + - :1- - ,_ + -
I I I I • : 1 ' I i : I I : I I I i I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I i I l ! I I 
-+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+-- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+-i-+- -+-
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I ' · I I 
I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I I -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -;---+- -+- -+- -+- -·+- -+- -+- -+- -+-
I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I 
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- t-- -+- -+- -+- --t-:- +- -+- -+- -t- - --i- - -+- -+- -+ - -+- -+- -+-
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1-+- -;--i-+- -+-- -+- - +- -+- -+- -+- -+ --+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+-
I I · I I I I I I I I I I?. r. 1-Hh. - _. J - - I l 
- . 11.,. "JL.IVI t:lJ 
JAN 2 8 1993 
!dent No. ______ _ 
' 8019 . .... . ... - '(' 'f-•,,,..:,:,.~·;<?:7::;."f<:"7'."Y,!.,;~~~~·~-:.','.~"~>:,"-<fi"~*'";'.~:-:;,~::)::;)!1:<·~;:f:<~~~~~';',<~;~~~'?f>"~ 
~ z_.s 1fE1J-rs ; 11) b 1:s Plt -- . 
IDAHO DEPA!U'HI:tU OH WArs::a RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHrs ACQOIRED 'CINDER STATE IAW' 
RIGH? HUMBl!l\:· 29-211 
NAME: AND ADDRESS: Cil'Y OF POCATELLO 
FO BOX 4169 
POCATELLO ID 83205 
Ol/10/20O3 
SOORCE:: MINK CREEK 'IRIBUTARY: PORTNEl'Ji RIVER 
QC'AHIIT!: J ,220 CIS 




P:SRlOD OF US:S: 
TOBS R34£: S13 NESE Within BrutNOCK County 
POP.POSE OF tJSZ 
KDNICIPM 
,ftJcdello seek; f 
ZS abl-er,14/-c.- jJ [)/~-~ t. ,, 
1,j ,'/;fK1,f}'J1 
PERIOD O? OSE QUANTITY < /,·~f'--'f• Z 
F~CE or OSE: 
1/01 12/31 3.220 CFS 
Place of use is ~!thin the service area of the City ot Pocatello municipal 
watG~ supply system as ptovided fot under Idaho Law. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSJUU"' FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISIRAIION OF. THIS WATER RIGHT~ 
Thls paxtial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the xiqhts or for the efficient administration of the water 
. rightfl as may be ultimately determined by the cou..r.t at a poiht in time no 
latex thaa the entry ot a final unitiod dcCJ:ee. section 42-1412(6}, Idaho 
Coda. 




Water Right No. 29-271 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this dement as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: 
Township Range Section ¼ of¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 j ~ 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
· 6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 
8021 
29-271 
Water Right No. 29-271 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation fded on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing tbat the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections u to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 ~rder. Order Designating 
Basin -Wuie Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rigbts in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse - Should be "Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
supporting objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. Pocatello's municipal 
service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal 
water rights. Pocatello bas accepted the language for place of use as contained in the 




IDAHO DEPMIMEN? OF WATER RE.SOURCES 
NlCOMKS'lfDED WAIEP. RIGlirS ACQUIRED ONCER STAX.B: LAW 
07/10/Z003 
IUGHT H!!Ml!ER: 29-212 
NAME AND ADDRESS: Clff OF POCATEILO 
110 aox 4169 
POCATELLO ID 83205 
SOURCEt 
PQRFOSE AND 
PBIUOD or USE; 
PI.AC& Of USE: 
0.S60 CFS 
10/01/1901 
'1'08.S R.34:P! Sl3 NESE Within BANNOCX County 
POR.FOSE OF ose 
ffll!!lCIIAL 
Plat:<) ot vse b v1thin the .service .uea of the City o"f P~tallo municipal 
vatu ,a~pply .sy.st~ 'ns provided for under Idaho Lav 
O?BER. l?Pml:SION'S ll'SCESSl\RY FOR DEFINIUON OR AOKINISTPATION Of ?HIS WAJER l\.IGH'1': 
'?hi.a partia.1 dec.ree ill .subject to :,uch qt)naral provision:ll neic:ess.uy for 
the do:'J...'litlon of the rights o.r to,r th.e efficient adminiatrat.ion of the va:U:t: 
rights u %NI.)" be ultimately detenuined by the cou:r.t at a point in time no 




Water Right No. 29-272 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point ofDivenion: 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
j 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 i 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE WellNo. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 
·~ 8024 
29-272 
Water Right No. 29-272 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Obiections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objeetions resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date aDd purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello' s water supply system for distribution of all of its 
,ground water aDd surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable ofbeing fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation fded on 9/21/06 wtth parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams- Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice In Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/0li. 
3. Separate Administration· Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
· separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Raponses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -W'uk Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13, (Stayed 
pending reporting ofldabo Power rights in Baslll 02) 
5. 
29-272 
Place ofUse - Should be "Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, 
including all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water . 
right. Reason supporting objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right 
includes all actions necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. 
Pocatello's municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the 
beneficial use of the municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the · 
language for place of Ulle as contained in the Director's Report based on 
Stipulation rded on 9/21/06, \. 8025 
£LEHE!l)To Ill/ b!SP!IT£ 
I:DARO DEP~ OS' WATER RESOORCES 
~"et) WArER !\IGHrs ACQUIRED UNDER STA'I'E LNf 
29-273 
07/10/2003 
NAM& Al!O Al>Oru!SS: CITY OF POCA'l'lil,l,O 
!10 BOX U69 
POCAttI,.1.0 !D 83205 




e MIOO OP' OSE: 
PLACE 0, OSE: 
1.218 C!S 
10/01/1911 
'1'085 R34E Sl3 NESE: Wlchln v.NHOCK County 
l?OfUIOSE or osE 
MUNICIPAL 
Plac& o.t' use is within the sarvico a:rea. oe tha City oe Pocatello cnuniaipal 
"later supply sy.stett'. as pJ:'Ovlded for unda.r lcbho Law .. 
OTHER FROVISlONS NECESSARY FOR CEFmITION 0A ADt!tNIST!tM'ION O!' THIS WJUER l:UG.fl'!'; 
This paxtial decree is aubject to such general proviaions nacaosary for 
the definition of the right& ~ for th8 efficionc ad.:nini:st:at:ion of the vate:c 
ric,hts as may be ultimately detoc:nined by the Court at a point in tim.o no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree~ Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
CodeM 







Water Right No. 29-273 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: 
Townsbip Range Section ¼ of¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E I NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E I SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW WellNo. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE WellNo. 12 1 
' 
7S 34E I SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 3SE 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 3SE 6 NW SE WellNo. IS 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW WellNo. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E I NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E IS NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 3SE 18 SE NE WellNo.33 
6S 34E IS NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 3SE 16 SW SW Well No. 44 
... 8027 
29-273 
Water Right No. 29-273 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Modon to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello 's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06, 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objecdons and Responses dated 7/14/06, 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated a, Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse - Should be ''Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
supporting objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. Pocatello's municipal 
service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal 
water rights. Pocatello bu accepted the language for place of use as contained in the 





EtSll1E/llTS !tV DJSPdTE 
IDAHO .OEPAR'l"MEN:1 OF WATEJ. m::souat::.ES 
-0£0 l!ATI:!\ !UGHrs AcQU!PEO ONOER STATS tJUI 
!UGI!'! l!Ol'7l1'1!.< 29-227( 
lllOO: 11!10 AOOl!ESS: CII1' or l!OCA1li:t.LO 
POl!O)( UH 







l&'!'J\l:oo OS' USE: 
9.690 as 
06/15/1948 
TOGS R33!! SlO NESE l!ith.ln ~O!!ll !'011t1ty 
T06S R33E: $12 NESE Within POKER County 
T06S R.33.t SlS SWNE With.l.n PO'KE!\ County 
TOGS 1134S 815 NllSlf Within B1\Nl!OC1< County 
,lyT06S 1134,: 826 NENI! Within Bll!INOCK Connty 
TOES R34E S27 NIISE Within MNNOC:< County 
-illf IO£$ 1134!: SJS SENE Within MNNOCK County 
irous 1\34.S:: s3s'SENS Within BANNOC!( county 
ilj!,t06S 11.34£ 535 ir,ss Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS R.346 SJS mfSE Within :e.n.NNOCY.: County 
T06S R34E SJS NWS! Within BANNOCK County 
°II' T07S R34S: Sl SESE Within BANNCCR County * T07S RlSE SU SW.SW Within aANNOCK County 
POlUH)SB OF OSE 
Mtll!ICIPAL 








IDAHO DEPARIMENl' Of WAIER RESOURCES 
RECc«MENOED WATER RIGRl'S ACQUIRED UND!:..R STATE I.Ml 
07/10/2003 
Place ot use is within the ~ervice area o! the City of eocatello ll'lllnicipal 
vater supply Meystem as providod 'tor under Idaho LaW'. 
OTHER PROVISIONS HECESSARY' FOR DEfINI~ION OR ADMlNISTAATION OF T~IS WATER RIGHT: 
rhis partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary tar 
the definition of the rights or foz the efficient adrnin~tration of the water 
right.s as ma.y bo ultimately det8:cmined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
cO<ieM 
SXPLANATOi\Y' MATERIAL: BASIS Of CLAIH - Licen!le 
rhe right holder shall maa5ure and annually report diver.sions of water 
and/or other pertinent hydrologic and system intormation as required by 
Section 42-701, Idaho Code~ .. 
Dse of water under this approval .eha.11 comply with applicable water quality 
standards of the Divi:sion of Envi.ronmental Quality of the Idaho Department 
of Health and Welfare. 
Prior to diversion of vater under Ch.ls approval, the right holder shall provide 
a means of mcasw:ement acceptable to the Department from. all authorized 




Water Right No. 29-2274 
ELEMENTS TBA TARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. • well already listed as 
point of diversion for 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 29-2274 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 j . 
• 6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
• 6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
• 6S 34E 35 SE NE WellNo. 12 
• 7S 34E 1 SE SE WellNo. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE WellNo.16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E NE SE WellNo.28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E IS NE SE Well No. 34 
* 7S 35E 16 SW SW WellNo.44 
8031 
29-2274 
Water Right No. 29-2274 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose ofnse and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
I. Source, quantity; priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from al[ of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9nl/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7 /14/06. 
4. Swan Falls- Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello' s 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the langnage for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 8 0 3 2 
29-2274 
6l(/vf Ell)TS /IV DJ;;P!lT-E 
:t.DAHO OEPJ\IUMENT or 'llAr:im RSSO(JEES 
I\EC~OEO lll\!rER lUGHTS l\CQOII\ED UNDER srATE LAW 
lt!Gl!T NOMBER: 29-2338 
NAME ANO ADDRESS; CI't'Y OE eCCATEtt.O 
l10 BOX 4169 







PE8.IOD 01 USE: 




1'06S RJ.3!: SlO tf&S.I Within f(J9(ER county 
T06S R.33E 512 NESE llitl\ln 1<)11'£8 CQunty 
TOGS Rl3!l SlS SWNR Within POWE.a CQW'\ey 
tOGS R34E 515 NWSW Within BJ\NrfOCX County 
~·tots R.34S $26 NENII Mithin lWO!OC( County 
T06S R.34& S21 NWSE AitMo. lWO!OC!( County 
'lj.< TOGS RJ4E S35 SENE Hithin IWIIIOO!t County 
TOGS R.34E 935 SEIi& Within Bl\NNOCK county 
~'l'06S R.34£ 535 NWS& Within aANNOCK County 
TOGS R34E 535 N1iSli1 Within IWIIIOC!'. C<>unty 
T06S R.341' 53! NWSE Within .BANNOCK county 
,t.:,ors 'R34lll Sl S!:11!! Within lWO!OCK County * TO IS RlSE 516 Sl'ISW lli thin !llllmOClt County 





IDAHO DEPARTMENT OE' WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WA1'ER RIGHTS AC(JJIREO trNOBR SIA1E LAN 
07/10/2003 
Place of use is within the service area of·t.ha City of Pocatello municipal 
water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law. 
OTHER PR.OVISIONS HECESSARi FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION Of THIS WAtER RIGB'l': 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necesBary for 
the definition of the rights or fo% the effieient administration of the water 
rigbt:s as may be ultimately detemined by t.he Court at a point in time no 
later than cha entry of a final unified decree. section ·42-1412(6),· Idaho 
Code. 
:E!XPlANArORY MATERIAL; BASIS Of CIJUH - License 
The right holdet shall treasure and annually report diversions of ~ater 
and/or ct.her pe:tinent hydrologic and system information as required by 
Section 42-701, Idaho Code. 
Ose o:f water under this approval shall coaply wlt.h a.pplicablo ~ater quality 
standa%ds of the Division• ot Environmental Quality of the Idaho Department 
of Re~lth and ~elfare. 
P%ior to divereion of water unde% this approval, the right holder shall provide 
a means of measurement acceptable to t.he Department f:i::om al1 authorized 






Water Right No. 29-2338 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. • well already listed as 
point of diversion for 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 29-2338 
7S 34E SW NE Well No. 3 j 
, 
* 6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
* 6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. IO 
* 6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
* 7S 34E I SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW WellNo.14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE WellNo.15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE WellNo.16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW WellNo. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE · Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E I NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
• 7S 35E 16 SW SW WellNo.44 
' 8035 
29-2338 
Water Right No. 29-2338 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
I. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and suri'ace water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation ffied on 9J21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams- Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7 /14/06. 
4. Swan Falls- Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and_i-enumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use ofthe municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 





No 6LE:MENTS IN blSP!lTE 
IDABO DEPARrMBNT 01' NATER RESOORCES 
RECCMMENDED WAIER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER StArE lAW 
07/10/2003 
RIGHT NUMBER: 29-2354 
NAME AND ADDRESS: CIH OI POCAI ELLO 
PO BOX 4169 







PCP.ICC or USE: 






'!:07S R35E 56 NW11W Lot -4 Within BANNOCK County 
POReOSE OF OSE 
IRRIGATION 





IRRIGATIOO Within BANNOCK County 
1.0 'I07S R3SE S06 Lot 4 NWNW 
19 ACRES TO'IAL 
USE OE" THIS RI.G.BT WITH RIGBT NO. 29-7502 IS LIHIJED TO THE. 
URIGATION CI A CCMBINED TOI'AL 01' 19 ACRF.s IN A smGLE IRRIGAl'ION 
SEASON~ 
'IBIS RIGHT IS LlMI'r!lD TO THE IRRIGATIOO OE 14 ACltES WI'l'RIN THE 
PI.ACE 0£ USE DESCRIBED ABOVI IN A SINGLE IRRIGM'ION SEASON. 
18.0 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY roa D!:HNI'I'ION 01\ ADMINISlRATION Ci 'l'HIS·WAIER RIGHT: 
rhis partial decree is subject to GUCh general p~ovision.s necessa.z:y for 
the definition of the .z:ights o~ tor tho efficient administration ct: the vate:r 
rights as may be ultimately deteIIDined by the court at a point in time no 
later than th"e ent~y ct: a final unified decree~ Section 42-1412 {6), Idaho 
Code 
EXPLANA'IORY MATERIAL: BASIS Cl CLAIM - License 
RIGHl INCLUDES ACCOHPL:ISHED CHANGE IN PI.ACE Ci USS :FORSUANT 







Water Right No. 29-2354 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
NONE 
~ 8038 
Water Right No. 29-2354 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, pwpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and pwpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right i;ecommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - PocateUo's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7 /14/06. 
4. Swan Falls- Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello' s 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 





IOl\110 OEPJ\Rll:!ENT Olf IIATE!t lll!SOURCES 
I\ECO!!liEllOEO WATER IUGll'l'S ACQUI!ll!O OIIOER S'l'AT£ LAIi 
RIGRr llUMll!!:l\1 29-2382 
NAME AND ADDQSS: CI'l''f Ol rocA!rELLO 
PO llOX 4169 
!'OCA'l'ELLO IO 83205 
07/10/2003 




PERIOD or OS&: 
P.L.ACE OI USE: 
3.UO CFS 
450 00 MY 
12/21/1956 
TOGS R34E Sl2 NW$E Within BANNOCK County 





ll'laeo ot use is ;wi~hin the servieca a.rea of the City ot Pocatello r.wnicip41 
ntor 4upply system as provided t:oc undel: Idaho Law~ rhia ri9ht is U3ed 
tor tho irrigation ot the Sighland Golt Cow:se. 
or!lER PROVIstONS NEC!lSSARX J!llR. OEUNiiIO!I qR )'Ol!IHISTRATIO!I O! TIIIS WAIE!\ RIGHI : 
Thia partial decres is :subjoc:t to such general provisions necessary J:or 
the .definition of tho rights or for tho el:ti<.ient administration ot the water 
rights a, my be ultimately dcttem.ined by the Court o.t a point in· tJ.tr.e no 
lntec than the enti:y ct a :tinal unified decree- Section 42-1412('6), Id-,ho 
Code. · 
EKeLANA'fORY' MA:CSRlAL: BMIS Of CLAIH - I,ic¼m.lJe 
llSR'l' DlCLOOSS At:COHPL:tSHED CHANGE IN t>Otte0SE Of USE 
!!QRS100IT TO SECTICII 42-1425, IDAHO COOS. 
!ll'.G!l'l! INCJ.OOES ACCC><lll.ISHED Clll\NGl! nl l'l.>CE Ol' USE l'tmSOANT 





Water Right No. 29-2382 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
NONE 
- 8041 
Water Right No. 29-2382 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, pwpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello 's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reseivoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation @ed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to t~e water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7 /14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No- 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order DesignaJing 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the seivice area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reasons 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 




IDAHO DEPllRU:1Elll Of WATER RESOOru:&S 
!tECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS AaQUIRED ONDER SlAtE LAW 
ltIGRf lH1MB£R: 29 .. 2401 
NAME AND ADDRESS: CXIY Of eocAtELLO 
PO BOX 4169 






PEP,IOD OF 'OSE: 
PLACE OF O'SE : 
GROUND WAXER 
12 220 CiS 
10/16/1958 
'l'RIBll'lARY: 
'l'06S RJ4E $14 NIINI! Iii thin BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E SlS Nll>IE Within BANNOCK county 
l06S R34E SlS N'ENW Within Bl\l!NOCK County 
T06S Rl42 SlS m:SE Within 1'A!INOC!t County 
t06S a34E SlS NE.SE 'Hi thin BMOOCK county 
?06S l\34E Sl6 NENE l!ithJ.n ~l\NllOCK county 
'l'06S R34E S23 N\!"1! Within &MNOCII County 
f06S R34B S2J SWNE ~ithin BAll'NOC~ County 
?069 R.34S 923 SENW Within BANNOCK County 
106S RJ4E S23 NESW Within SMNOCK County 
iOGs l\34£ S26 NE?tW Within SANNOCK County 
1069 ll34E S26 SWSE Within SMHOCK County 
1068 ft34E SlS NWNE Within BANNOCK county 
TOGS ltl4E 535 SEllE Within BANNOCK county 
1069 Rl4E 535 ~SE.Hith.1n 8ANNOOK County 
T07S l\34E Sl mnte Lot 2 With.in BANNOCK. County 
I07S tt34E 91 SWNE Hithin BANN<X:K. county 
T07S R34E Sl ~ss Wfthin BANNOCK.County 
l07S 8.34E Sl SES& Within ~NOCK county 
't'07S R.35E so HWSE Hithin BllLNNOCl( c:ounty 
107S R.35E S7 'NESH ffithin BANNOCK county 
I07s RlSE S18 stNt; Within BANNOCK County 
PlJRPOSE Of USE 
MUNICIPAL 




12 .220 ces 
P2ace of 1.i!le is within the setvice a%ea of the City Ot eOcatello municipal 
Wate~ supply syateta as Ptovid~d tot undet I~9 Law. 
OIKE!t PRO'J!SIONS llECESSAAY FOil DEUNITION OR l\DMINIStaATION o, THIS WATER IIIGHT, Re-mo Vt,~ 
,_:._ _____ :::::;;g;;i;o;::~;:h:~~=:~:~===~~~==::::~~.~~~:~:~~~!~en~f:o po:.=:=~=t:~:ni:o:~:t~:~:;~;~;=~~1~!:~=t;:;:::;.~gr';p;;;;i:~dit~.w:;:t;e~:~i;:;:d;r:;;,;';;;::r~:~:i.;r~J.~ca~l~l~y~ r~ 
connected surtaC'e source5, qround water i,;as f~.st diverted under this 1:igh.t 
from Pocat&J.lo Hell No. 13 located in T07S, R34E, S01, SESS in.the amount of 
0-89 cfs, trom eocatello we11 No~ 16 located in T063, a34E, S26, SWSE in the 
aznount or 6,67 efs .ind from Pocatello Well No~ 18 located in T06$., tt.34E, S15, 
NENW in the amount ot 4 ~ 66 cfs. · 
This partial de~ee is sUbject to S~eh genetal provision5 necea&aty tOr 
the definition of the rights or f~ the efficient administration of the water 
rights as IMy be ultimately dete~~ined by the Cow::t at a point in time no 




IDAHO DEPAR1·MENI Oi WATER RESOURCES 
RECO~D£D WAIER RIGHrs ACQUIRED U~DER STATE LAW 
EXFLANATORY MAIERIAL: BASIS OE CLAIM - Licen~e 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POIN?'OF DIVEB.SION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE' 
10/31/2006 
Pocatello Well No~ 13 was al~o known as the Riverside Golf course Hell, 
8044 
Water Right No. 29-2401 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339,29-11348,29-13558,29-13559,29-13560,29-13561,29-13562,29-13637& 
29-13639). 


































































Well No. 2 
Well No. 3 
Well No. 7 
Well No.10 
WellNo.12 





Well No. 21 
Well No. 22 
Well No. 23 
Well No. 26 
Well No. 27 
Well No. 28 
Well No. 29 
Well No. 30 
Well No. 31 
Well No. 32 
Well No. 33 
Well No. 34 , 6S 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
- 8045 
29-2401 · 
Water Right No. 29-2401 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
I. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation f"ded on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water- right recommendations. 
2. · Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls- Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 sobcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order DesignaJing 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse- Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 





IOl\.l!O OEPA.P.TH'ENr OF WATER Q£SO!lru:!SS 
RECOMMENDED WA1Elt IUGHlS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
!UGH~ NUMBER: 29-2499 
NAME ANO ADOR!:SS, CIIY O! FOCAI.:LLO 
PO BOX 4169 





1/EltIOO or USE' 
PLI\Ce or USE' 
GR.QUIil) l<Arl:k 
4 .100 CE$ 
12/10/1964 
TB.IBO"l'ARY: 
IOGS R34t Sl4 NWNW Within BANNOCK county 
I06S R34E SlS NlmE Within """"OCK County 
TOGS l\.34E SlS NENW Within BANNOCK County 
106$ l\J4E SlS NSSE! Within 'BANNOCK county 
T06S P.l4J1 Sl5 NES£ Within BANNOCK County 
t06S i04E Sl6 NENE Within BANNOCK County 
roGs ~l4E S23 lr.fflE Within BANNOCK Coun't.y 
'r06S R34E s23 SW'NE Wi t.hin BANNOCK County 
T06S 8.34& S23 SE~ Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS R34E S2l NESW Within BANNOCt County 
I06S ltJlt 526 !!ENI< Within BANNOCK Councy 
rD6S RJ4E S26 SWSE ~!thin BANNOCK Couney 
I06S 1134E S35 mlNZ Within Bll.NNOCK County 
r06S P.l4E S35 SENE ~ithin BANNOCK_ County 
'l'OtSS R341!: 53S NWSE W-ithin -SANNOCK Coun't.y 
1013 R34E Sl NWNE Lot 2 Within BANNOCK county 
TO/S R34E Sl S9illE Within 131\NNOCK Co\llltY 
ro,s lt34E Sl NESE Within BANNOCK county 
107S l't34E 91 SESE Within BANNOCK County 
l07S R.35!: 86 N"i'lSE Within BANNOCK County 
T079 lt35E: 57 m:sw: Within BANNOCK County 
T079 R35E: Sl8 SEN& Within BANNOCK County 
Ptil\'POSE Of USE P&RI0-0 OF OSE 
01/01 l:?/31 
Paca .. fv!/o 5-t~ -lo 
~qd O ~f tJ!J!t1 of 
dt tlt!J&/1>11__ 
QT/Al'ITI1'1/ 
~ .100 CFS 
1rlace ot. ll:lo is within the service area ot. the City of: Pocatello nu.micipal' 
wat6x supply system·~ provided fot under Idaho Lav. 
O'l!IER PROIIISIQNS NECESSM:< ?OR DEHN.!'tlON QR AJll'lNIS'!Rl\TIO!I OE '!~IS ""TE>\ R):GIIT! Re vnou-e_.. 
'----------o::::r::i:'.•:-':~::t: •• :::t:--:n=•=c:=.~•~••=r=y::-":f;::o:::r-a:dmi:;::;:n3.i;-:•:;t::r::a-;:t:rioo='l>.::•::t::-:we-.::o::n:-::po:1.11;:. : :t::•:-:o::r;-:;d-;i v::e:r~a:i~o=n:-":f:o:,- +J 
ground water, and between points of <Uve:csion fOl: gro~ water and hydraulicall 
connected aurface sources, ground vater vaa first divexted undox this tight 
fxo:n Pocatello Well No. 27 located in T06S 1 R34E, 814, NWNW. 
This partial decree,is subject to such gener~l provisions necessaxy fot 
the definition of tha rights o~ foE th• efficient aaministration ot the wate~ 
eights a~ niay be·u1tL"Mtely detetmined by the court at a point in time no 





IDAHO DEPARTMEN( Oi WAIER R.ESOUBCES 
RECOHMENDEO WAIER RIGH~S ACQUll1SD UNDER STATE LA~ 
EXPLANAtOR't Ki\IERIAL; BAS!S Ol' CLAIM - t,icenH 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMl'LISHED CHANGE IN FOINT OE DlVERSION 
PORSUAJM: TO SECTION 42•1425, IOIIHO CODE. 
10/31/2006 
1 
Water Right No. 29-2499 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No.10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE· WellNo.13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW WellNo.14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
· 6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
8049 
29-2499 
Water Right No. 29-2499 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
AJI 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all ofits 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation f"ded on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 snbcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Snbcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8123/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse-Should be: Place of use is within the service area oftbe City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Su1iporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 




ELf:.ME/[)TS_ //1) D!SPUT6 
02/21/2007 
IDAHO DEPARlMENT Of WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDAIION Of WATER RIGHiS ACQUIRED UNDER STAIE LAW 
RIGHI NUMBER: 29-4221 
NAME .'\ND ADDRE:SS: Cin' OF POCAIELLO 
PO :BOX 4169 




2. 670 CES 
IRIBtJIARY: 
PRIORITY OAIE: 08/02/1943 
Q6/91/194& 
(•am, o• Drv~?m9. 
FURFOS& AND 
PERIOD OF US£: 
106S R34E 514 NWNW Within BANNOCK County 
1069 R34E S15 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
"!06S R34E S15 NENW i;.ithin BANNOCK County · 
1069 R34E 515 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
106S R34E 915 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
1065 R34E 916 NENE Within BANNOCK County 
1'06S R34E S23 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E S23 S'ifNE Within BANNOCK Count¥ 
106S R34E 523 SENW Within BANNOCK County 
t06S R34E S23 NESW Within BANNOCK County 
1'06S !l34E 526 NENW Within BANNOCK County 
1069 R34E S26 SWSE Within B.ANNOCK County 
106S R34E S35 mm& Within BANNOCK County 
106S R34E 935 SEN£ Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS R34£ S35 NWSE Within BANNOCK County 
107S R34E Sl NWNE Lot 2 Within BANNOCK County 
t07S a.34£ S1 SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R34E Sl NESE Within BANNOCK County 
1079 R34E Sl SESE Within BANNOCK county 
107S R3SE 96 HWSE Within BANNOCK County 
I07S R35E 97 NESW Within BANNOCK county 
107S R35E S18 SENE Within BANNOCK County 
PURPOSE OE' USE 
MUNICIPAL 




f/J!'d of d1tlR/T:tAA. 
QUANTITY 
2 .670 CfS 
8051 
.•... · -~ 
PLACE OE OSE: 
. ·~-. 
IDAHO DEPARIMENT OE WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDAIION OE WAIER RIGHIS ACQUIRED UNDER STl'rE LAW 
Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal 
water suppiy system as p~ovided fo~ under Idaho Law, 
OIHER. PROVISIONS NECESSARY EOR DEFINITION OR ADHINISJRATION OE rHIS ffAIER RIG_HI: 
Peeal:eLle wel:l ue, 2 leeat!eel !R 't07S 1 Ft34t, SQ!, urnm, 
eR 12/31,ll926 in 'ehe ameane ef' 3,12 e~a 
Pae"atelle ue11 Ne. 3 laeateel !a 'i!O?S, n34C 1 SQ1 1 s;mE, 
en 12,'31.'1926 in the a:mEHlRU s~ 4 ,23 ei:a 
Peea.,ells uell Ue, 7 leeateel in 'l!Q6S, RHt, 635, HHNE 1 
ea l:3/31/1919 !n !:he ameaftt et 1, 16 e~a 
Peea:teell:e Hell ne lQ heated i:n TQ6S, R31E, S261 NSmT, 
ea 6/15/1948 i:n Ehe ameunt ef 5 35 efs, 
Peeatelle Well Ha, Ia laeat:ael: 1:A !!'G!6'.S, R3U•, S35, SEHE, 
en 9/1/1953 i.n :the ameuRt e.f! 6.2Q de, 
Peeate1le iiell ne 13 leea'eeE! b 'l'O'Jc, R31E1 S011 66661 
ea 9/1/1964 i:n t/he ameunt 0£" 2,22 ef:s 1 aeei en 10/16/1958 hl!i an aE!elhienal 
------------oa""'"'"'"'""""-ee4!!--99T,~899--ee¾f:eo-.-. 
Feeatal;Le Hell Ue 14 leeateel :l:n ?976 1 R3SE1 6071 11'.ES~t, 
sa 12.'31'/1955 :i.n :ehe aeie\:l:h'e ef 9,22 e!!a, 
Faeate,l:lo fteJ.1. 11a, lS leeaeee !a !Pins, R3:5E, £06, HUSE, 
SR 9/1/1953 3:n t;l\e amellf!.'i ef 1.11 a.ls, aael. ea 2/21/1971 !' ee an aei.ebi:Ueaal 
_________ ....,.,,.,. .. .,w.,al>l!-<>ef~2'2T, 2'23o-ee!fe..._., 
Fseatelle Well ne, 16 l:eeaiteEf. ie 'l'06S 1 lt!1E, 6261 SHCE 1 
ea lQ/LG/1958 in the amelU\t e~ 6 67 efs, 
PeeateH,e Hell He, tB leeatea: in rOGC, R34Ei'1 SH, NE!1N1 
e~ 10/16/19§8 .tn the amew:t ef 1: 66 eta, 
Paea.eel:ls l~e,H ue . .:r1 leeat:eEl !:fl TQ6S, R31E, 6:13, smic, 
en 9/15/196,S ift the amellfl:t a:€ 3,89 e:t;s. 
Peeatelle HeJ:1 lie, 2iil 1eeat:eel: i:n 'l'9GS 1 R31B, saa, SEUH, 
en 19/22/1953 in l!he a111e1n1tli e:! 3,68 de, 
Pacatella Well Ne, 23 leeatted in TQ6S 1 R31E1 623, NWMEi 
en 8/1§/1966 !A tfte ameaat at a.a~ e~a, 
Poeatelle U:ell Ua 36'. leeat!:ed in =rQGS 1 R31E, 615, UWNE, 
Sft 6/l:/19d5 ,bt the a!!!eue.l:. e! 2,67 ef!~. 
Peeatelle ~iell He, 27 leeat.ed i:n TQCS, R34E 1 Sl11 umm, 
ea Ea.'lQ/1964 .f:PL the areew-;t; u• 1 1:Q ers, 
Peeat:elle He.11. He, 28 leea'eeel H!i '!1G'6, R34£, S81, m::ss, 
en 8/al/19§1 in the a,Hia11nt. e{ 1 gg e!,e, 
Feeatelle tlell Ho, 39 heated !a 1966, !l:34B; S231 NESU, 
en 11/6/1912 !.a the amel:il\& e:f: 6'., ag ef:s, 
.Paeabel:le tkll Ne, 30 teea:teEl in roes, n34E1 63§, NWNS, 
en 4136/1976 in U1e ametift'c. ef 5.57 eh, 
Peea'c.ella Ue!1 He, 31 18eat:eEl J:n :roce, R34E, ns, UESE, 
en 1/a5/19?G !ft d1e atae~t sf 8,B2 e:C:!I, 
Peeat.elle HelJ. Ue, 32 leeateet kn TOGS, I\3451 616, USU£, 
an 4/25/1976" ift the ameaftt. et '3.45 eh, 
Peea'eell.a Uelil.. He. 33 leeal!e!l .ls T97S 1 Fl35B, s1a 1 SEHE, 
en 10/1/1963 b, t;Re ame"ttRt e~ Q,21 e!li'i!t, 
Paea'celle Well Ne, 34 leeat:eEl i:R 'iOCS 1 RJGS, SlS, u.ssc, 
To~ extent necessary for administration between points Q! diversion !Q.,;, 
ground water, and between points g! diversion for ground ~ ~ 
hydraulically connected surface sources, ground~~~ diverted~ 
this right from Pocatello W~ll !!2.:_ il located !!! T06s, R34E, ill filill!:_ 
1his partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the.rights or for the efficient admi.nistration of tha water 
rights as may be ulci.mately determined by the Court at s point.in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Id~ho 
Code 8052 
IDAHO OEPA!\IMBNI 0: WAIER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENOAIION Of WAXER RIGHIS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
EXPLANArORY MAIERIAL: BASIS Oi CI.1\tM - Beneficial o,e 
RIGHI INCLUDES ACCOMPLIS!!EO ClU\NGE: IN POINT OE O!Vl:RSION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE, 
llIGll.1 INCLUO&S ACCOMl'~ISHED Cl!ANG~ IN puru.,QS£ OE USE 
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Water Right No. 29-4221 
ELEl\ilENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639) . 






































































Well No. 2 
Well No. 3 
Well No. 7 
Well No. 10 
Well No. 12 
Well No. 13 
Well No. 14 
Well No. 15 
Well No. 16 
Well No. 18 
Well No. 21 
Well No. 22 
Well No. 23 
Well No. 26 
Well No. 27 
Well No. 28 
Well No. 29 
Well No. 30 
Well No. 31 
Well No. 32 
Well No. 33 
Well No. 34 
Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
'JO./l'J'J 1 
Water Right No. 29-4221 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
I. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation @ed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Objection to specific priority date resolved in Stipulation ftJed on 9/21/06. 
3. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Separate Administration - l'ocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
5. Swan Falls - Issue separated and eonsolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho l'ower rights in Basin 02) 
6. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 8 U 5 




IOAHO CEPAP.TMENr Oi WATER RESOORCES 
BECOMM:CNOED WATl:Ut IUGH'IS ACQ!Jl::no UNDER s-r~'IE LAW' 
07/10/2003 
MGHT N<Jlll)U: ~9-4222 
NN.i\i ANO AOOHSS; Cl'IY' OE POCA'lEttO 
1'0 !!OlC 4169 
POCl\TJruO ID 83205 
soui,c,:, 
QUMIU'Y: 




P£RIOD OF OS& 1 
P'LACZ. Oi USE: 
5.000 CBS 
06/16/1098 
T07S i\34! S24 N&SESW Within Ell\NNOC:K County 
Plllll'OS! QF OSI!: 
MtJNIC'.IPAL 
l?ERlOO OF USE 
0l/01 12/:H 
QUANTI"t"l 
s ooo crs 
Place of use is within the service Jarea of tho City o~ Pocat,ello iounic.ipal 
water supply system u provid"'1 fo:c under Idaho taw. 
OIHE.R PROVISI~S NECESSARY' !"OR O'SfINI'l'ION OR ADt'II1U3tMT100 OJ TR.IS WATER ~GH'I 1 
t'b.is partial deerea io sut,j-w;t to such genu:al provisions necessary ~oz: 
the dafinition ot the riqht# or ~or the eCU<:ient administration o:f tb.o wate:c 
rights u may .bQ ultimatt>l.y dett.rml.ned by the court at a point in tima no 




Water Right No. 29-4222 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: 
Township Range Section ¼ of¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E I NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E I SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. IO 
J 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
7S 34E I SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 3SE 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 3SE 6 NW SE Well No. IS 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E IS NE NW WellNo. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW .NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E I NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 3SE 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 3SE 16 SW SW Well No. 44 
8U57 
29-4222 
Water Right No. 29-4222 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed ·on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Quantity - Should be 7 cfs. Reasons Supporting Objection: This quantity · 
is consistent with the City of Pocatello's historical development of municipal 
water on Gibson Jack Creek. Pocatello withdrew this quantity objection; 
noted on the record at February 21, 2007 pretrial conference. 
3. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
5. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
6. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
j 
8058 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 




IOMO OEPAATMENl Of WAIER RESOURCES 
ru:cOMMEHDED IIAlER RIGHfS A~OIREO UNDER srA1'E LA!< 
lO/Jl/2006 
RIGHT !WMllER: 29-4223 
N!\ME AND l\DORESS: CIIY O! POCAfELLO 
PO BOX 4169 







PERIOD or 0'SE: 




TOdS R34l Sl4_NWNW Within BANNOCK caunty 
TOGS R34& sis NWNE Within BANNOCK county 
1065 R34E S15 NENW Within BANNOCK county 
?06S i\34E SlS NESE Within BANNOCK County 
f06S R34E 515 NESE lti.thin ~NOCK county 
f069 R34E Sl6 NENE Within BANNOCK C6unty 
T06S a:14e S23 lltlllE llithin BANNOCK county 
106s Rl4E s23 SWNE Within BANNOCK county 
TOGS il34E S23 Sl!lNW Within BANNOCK County 
'I06S i\.34E 923 NESW Within BANNOCK County 
f06S RJ4E S26 NENW Within BAHNOC~ Councy 
106$ l\34.E s26 sws.e: Within BANt1ocK Councy 
roos B.34E S35 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
'l06S B.341!l SJ5 SENE Within BANNOCK County 
I06S RJU S35 NWSE Within Bl\llllOCK County 
1019 R34E Sl N'fflE Lot 2 within BANNOCK County 
'1'0 7S .RJ4E Sl SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
't07S P..34E Sl ITT:SE Within BJUlNOCK county 
!O 7S P.348:: Sl SESE Within BANNOCK County 
'107.S a.35:£ S6 NHSE Within BANNOCK County 
:107S P.35! 87 NlsSW Within erutNOCK County 
r07S R35E 918 SEN'£: Within BANNOCK County 
· facwtdl~ ~eeks fo 
adoL tJYtt poiuf or 
dlVef'5/WL 
PURPOS£ O! OsE 
!ltll!ICI2l\L 
PERIOD OF USE 
61101 12/31 
QUAll'rITY 
0 210 CFS 
P}ace ot use i~ within the service area of the City of ~catello municipal 
watet ,5upply 3ystem .is prov:ide.d for under Idaho La"". 
OTHER ,£1'P.0Vl'.SIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR AOMiNISUI.A'tlON (?F ?HIS mrER RIGHT! 
To the extent necessary for adminiatiation etween points o~ diversion foi: 
ground water, and between points ot' diversion toi: ground water-and, hydraulically n /lm·oVf 
COQnected surtaca sources, gzound. l'ata:c ;,a.3 fi:tst. diverteti under thi.s right. K£,, 
fxom Pocat&llo Well No~ 3~ locat~d in t07S, R35E, sla, S£N:Ek · 
thi" partial decree is subject to such general. provision, necessary fQt 
the detinition of the rights ot for the efficient administration of the wat~'.t 8 U s-o 
riqhta a~ may ba ul;timately detarmi.t\ed by the Court at a point in time' no 
later than the. anti:Y of a tinal unified decree. section 42-1412(6), ·Idaho 
Cod&, 
ID11i.HO DEFARlMENT OF WAIER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED 1-JAIER tu:GH"rS ACQUIRED UNDER S"rA'lE LAW 
EXPLANAIORY MArERIAL: BASIS 0~ CLAIM - Bengficial Use 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CaANGE IN POINI 0~ DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAKO CODE-
RlGHr INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGS IN PURPOSE OF USE 
EltJRSUANT TO. SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE-
Elocatello Hell NoM 33 was also known as the call Well. 
10/31/2006 
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Water Right No. 29-4223 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339,29-11348,29-13558,29-13559,29-13560,29-13561,29-13562,29-13637& 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of '/4 Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 j 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 e 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
8Uo2 
Water Right No. 29-4223 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
I. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello' s water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surfuce water supplies includes various reseivoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations-
2. Quantity - Should be: 2.67 CFS; Reasons Supporting Objection: Pursuant to the 
doctrine of due diligence, the full rate of diversion of2.67 cfs should be decreed. 
Objection to quantity withdrawn. 
3. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06 . . 
4. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissi11g Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
5. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92.-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting or Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
6. Place ofUse - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello' s 
29-4223 
8063 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 




IDAHO DEPARlMENT OF WAlER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENCED WAIER RIGHTS ACQUIRED ONCER S?AIE t.AW 
10/31/2006 
RIGHr NOMBER: 29-4224 
NAME AND ADD'RESS: CilY OF POCAIELLO 
PO BO>< 4169 







PE'B.IOD OF USE: 





T06S R34E 914 NWNW Within BANNOCK County 
r06S R34E S15 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E 515 NEHW Within BANNOCR County 
l06S R34E 915 NESE Within BANHOCK County 
106S R34E S15 NESE Within BANHOCK County 
ross R34E S16 NENE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S23 NNHE Within BANNOCK County 
ro6s R34E 923 SWN~ Within BANHOCK County 
T06S R34E S23 SENW Within BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E S2J HESW Within BANNOCK County 
1065 R34E 526 HENW With.in BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S26 SHSE Within BANNOCK County 
1069 R34E S35 MWNE W~thin BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E 535 SE:NE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E 935 NWSE Within BruffiOCK county 
IO)S R3!E Sl NWNE Lot Z Within BANNOCK county 
ro1s R34E S1 SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R34E Bl NESE Within BANNOCK county 
t07S R3~E Sl SESE Within BANNOCK county 
T07S R3SE S6 NWSS With.in BANNOCK County 
1iJ1s R3SE S7 NESW Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R3SE SlB SENE Within BANNOCK county 
PORPOSE OE' USE 
MUNICIPAL. 
PERIOD O:E USE 
1/01 12/31 
P8ca--+e, ! lo v~ -fD 




Place of use ls within the service area ot the City of Pocatello municipal 
water supply System as provided for under Idaho Law. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY .FOR DEE'INIIION OR ADMINISI~TipN OE' !HIS KATER RIGHT: 
To the extent nece9~ary for acfm4ni9tratlon hetWeen point3 of diversion for ~ 
gro_und water, and between points of diversion tor ground water and hydraulically JAAJ'l\ 1 
connected surface ,sources, ground wator was first diverted under this right ltl[.IV~ 
from Ppca~cllo Well No, 21 located in T06S, R34E, S23, SWNE~ 
Thia pa_.rtlal de9ree is subject to such. general provisions necessary for . 8 u· 6 r: 
the definition of the rights or for lhe efficient administration of the water\,,., ;_) 
rights as may he ultimately.determined hy the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
j 
IDAHO DEPARlMENT 01 WAIER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENtlED WArER RIGHIS ACQUIRED UNDER SlATE LAW 
EXPLANATORt MAIERIAL: BAStS OF CLAIM - Beneficial Ose 
RIGHI INCLODES ACCOMeLISHiD CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CDDE. 
eocatello Well No 21 was also known as Alameda Well No 4. 
10/31/2006 
8U66 
·..:..!•;.~:._....._....__..~ • .:.,,~_;:::,.,;.;.,_-,,.,_,:,_· ~~·-av -~ ~-"' ;..._.. •,,_..,__, '-'-· .-•.•. >.~-, • ..,-•• -•. ,_.; - .... ~---·,· .. , .. · • .,._., ••. • ... • -. , , ....... ••· ..,_ .... :. ~-. • ~ •• ·•-·• ~-~ .-•• ·,-.-.~ •• -.-~. ~-..· •• ~.-. ,-:-.,~ • .;:_..,._,;,.•;.;. _,.__.,,., •. -'. • ·-----"·""""•· • ,:., - ··--'- .-,, 
Water Right No. 29-4224 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339,29-11348,29-13558,29-13559,29-13560,29-13561,29-13562,29-13637& 
29-13639). 





























































































Well No. 2 
Well No. 3 
Well No. 7 






Well No. 18 
Well No. 21 
Well No. 22 
Well No. 23 
Well No. 26 
Well No . .27 
Well No. 28 
Well No. 29 
Well No. 30 
Well No. 31 
Well No. 32 
Well No. 33 
Well No. 34 
Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 




Water Right No. 29-4224 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution ofall of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls-Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Su1111orting Objection: Beneficial use ofa municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello' s 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello bas accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 
j 
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£LE-HGIJTS ;fl) b!5PlitE 
IDAHO DSPARTHENI Oi WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WAIER RIGHTS ACQOlR&O UN05R SIAlE LAW 
10/31/2006 
RIGHT NUMBER: 29•4225 
Nl\ME ANO AOD~ESS: CUY 01 POCAI ELLO 
eo aox 4169 
POCAIELLO ID 83205 
SOURCE: T!II8UIJU'-Y: 
QUIIIITITY: 







PE.llOD OF USE: 
t06S R34E S14 NW1111 Within BANNOCK C¢unty 
to65 R34E S15 Nl!NE Within BAffliOCK County 
l06S R34E S15 Nllllli Wi~hin BANNOCK County 
TOGS R34E S15 NESE Wi~hin BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E S15 NIJSE Within 8Allll0Clt County 
TOGS R34& Sl6 m:.t1ll Within a~NOCK County 
T06S R34E S23 NWNS Within BANNOCK County 
1065 R34E S23 SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS RJ4E 523 SENW Within BANNOCK County 
106S R34E 323 Nesw Within aA.llNOCR County 
?06S i<34E S26 REN>I Within JWIIIOC!t County 
?069 i<34E 526 SlfSE Within IIAIINOCK County 
TOGS i<34E S35 !Ml! Within BAI/NOCK County 
TOGS R34E S35 5E!IE Within BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E S35 NIISE Wittlin BAI/NOCK county 
TO ls R34E Sl NlmE Lot 2 wJ.t:iwl BAli!IOCK County 
ro JS R34E Sl SW£ Wtt.hi.n SANNO::K County 
ro,s R34k Sl N!:SE Within BANRO:K County 
10,s R34E Sl SES& Within !ANNOC~ County 
'l'O}S R35E S.6 mist Within BANNOCK County 
I07S BJSE S7 NESW Withifi BANNOCK County 
I07S R35& S18 SEN~ Within BANNOCK County 
MUNICIPAL 1/01 12/31 
/Jb c11,-l-e/lo ~eh Jo r 
a;l(d, lffl.,!_, jJl}/Jlf OT 
d/t!ir-:sJfrrl. 
O!JlU!TITY 
4 440 cu 
Plac9 of use. is within the service area o'f the City of Pocatello municipal 
water supply system as p~ov.ided fo:c undet tdaho Law. 
OTHER !?ROVl.SIONS NECtSSAA'i FOR DEFINIIION OR ADMINISTRA'ttON Oi THIS WAIER RIGHT:; Remo~e... To the extent necessary .for administration !:)etween po n-cs o! diversion :for 
· ground wate.t, and between points o! c!-ive.rsion :for ground water and hydraulically . J 
connected suxface sourCes, ground wa't:e.c was first dive.rted under thi"s riq'ht 'fl" 
__ ,_r_om_P_o_c_•_t_e_1_1_o_w_._1_1_N_0_ • ...:...2_J._1oc_•_t_e_d_in_T_0_6_s~,_a_3_4E...:.'_s_2_3~,_N>lll __ E_.~---------1go·se II 
This partial decree is subject to sueh general provisions necessary tor 
the def~nition ct the rights or to:c the efficient adminis.tration of the water ) 
r~ght_s as may be ultimately determined. by the court at a point in time no I 










I Dl\l!O DEPAl\ffl!lllr Oli !!Alla l!ESOORCl:S 
!<ECOMMEHDED WA!ER RIGHlS ACOOIRED UND!R S~AtE l'.JI.W 
£:KPL.MfATORY HA!EB.IAL: i!ASIS OI CLAIM - Beneficial. Use 
RlGll'.I' INCLUDES ACCOIIPLISRED Cl!!\NGE IN FOINr Oi DIVE!<SIOII 
PORSOIIN'l' TO SECTION 42-i425, IDl\1!0 COO&. 




Water Right No. 29-4225 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No.10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE WellNo.12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No.13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No.14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No.15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No.16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No.18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No.44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
8071 
Water Right No. 29-4225 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
I. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation rued on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams -Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order DesignaJing 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal setvice area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of nse as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 
29-4225 
8072 
Gies N"E/1/TC:S I tLJ DISPUTE 
10/31/2006 
IDAHO DEPARlME:NT Oi WAtER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WArER RIGHTS ACQOIRED UNDER STATE LA~ 
RIGHT NUMBER: 29-422~ 
NP.ME A»D ADDRESS: CITY Oi POCAlELLO 
PO BOX. 4169 










T06S R34E S14 NWNW Within BANNOCK county 
T06S R34E S15 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
I'OEiS R34E S15 NENW Within BANNQCK County 
TO~S R34E S15 NESe Within BANNOCK County 
106S R34E 515 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
T0EiS R34E S16 NENE Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS R34E S23 NIINE Within BANNOCK Co1mty 
I'OEiS R34E 923 SHNE Within BANNOCII: county 
T06S R34E S2J SENW Within BANNOCK County 
10~5 R34E S-23 NESN Within BANNOCK county 
TO~S R34E S26 NENW WithiD BANNOCK County 
I'OEiS R34E S2Ei SWSE Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS R34E S35 NWNE Wit~in BANNOCK county 
T06S R34E SJS·SENE Within BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E 535 N"rfSE WithiD BANNOCK County 
Pocaf-el,{t"J ~ fo 
a,&cl civt. 0-ddl'f t'rmali 
poi itt of di V<21sf 011 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD O!' CSE: 
Pl.ACE OP USE: 
T07S R3'!,E 51 Nl'lliE Lot 2 Within BANNOCK County 
ro1s RJIE 51 SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R34E Sl HESE ~ithin BANNOCK County 
'I07S R34E Sl SESZ Within BANNOCR County 
T07S R3SE SG NWSE WithiD BANNOCK County 
107S R35E 97 NESW Within BJ\NNOCK County 
T07S .P.35E S18 SENE Within Bi'\NNOCK County 
PURPOSE OF USE 
MUNICIPAL 




Place of use is within the service area of th~ City of Pocatello Municipal 
water. supply system as provided for under Idaho Law .. 
_____ .:____:.....---=--~-----:-----
0 THE R PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR D~iI~ITION OR ADM1NIS1RATION OE IHIS WATER RIGHT: 
To the extent necessary for administration between points ~f diversion for 
ground water, and between points of d~version £or ground water and hydraulically 
connected surface sources, g~ound water was first diverted under tnis right 
from Pocatel1o Well No 14 located in T01S, R35E, SOI, NESW~ 
This partial decree is subject to such gene~al provisions necessaty for 
tha definition of the rights or for the efficient admini5tration of the watet 
tights a.s may be ultimate1y determined by the Court at a point in time no 
1at_er than the entry ot a fina1 unif,ied decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
code~ 
8073 
IDAJ!O DEel\R'l'MS&r Ol' WATER RESOURCES 
RECO.~DED WATER RIGHTS ACQOIREI> UNOE.R STAT!:t LAW 
EXPLJ\NA'I'OR'J!' MArERIAl,: U,SIS Of Cl-AIM - Banat'J.cial trsa 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN PURPOSE Ot USE 
PURSUJUr.r TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE~ 
RIGl':IT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINT 01 DIVERSION 
Ptm.SUANT TO SECTION 42-14251 IOARO COOE. 





Water Right No. 29-4226 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-240 I, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of 1/4 Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E I NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
8075 
Water Right No. 29-4226 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on JoinJ Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system fur distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation fded on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Quantity - Should be 1.22 cfs. Reasons Supporting Objection: Pursuant to the 
doctrine of due diligence, the full rate of diversion of 1.22 cfs should be decreed. 
Objection withdrawn. 
3. Separate Strearos-Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
5. Swan Falls- Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Snbcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
6. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided fur under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
29-4226 
' 8076 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipnlation filed on 9/21/06. 
29-4226 
-- 8077 
IDAHO DEl?ARTMENT OF WAIER R&SDCRC~S 
RECOMMENDED WATER RlGHrS ACQOtRED ONCER SlArE Lrui 
10/31/2006 
RIGHT NOMBER: 29-7106 
NAME AND ADDRESS: crrY OF l?OCATELLO 
l?O BOX 4169 







PE.RI.OD or USE: 
PLACE OE' USE: 
GROOND WATER 
3 .900 C.ES 
11/06/1912 
TRIBClAR't: 
TOGS R31JE 514 NWNW Within BJlliNOCK county 
TOGS R3•E 515 NWNE Within BANHOCK county 
1069 R34E S15 NEIii! Within BANNOCK County 
r06S R31JE S15 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
1065 RJ4E 515 HESE With~n BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E S16 NENS Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS RJ4E 523 NHNE Within BANNOCX County 
TOGS R34E 523 SWNE Within BFINNOCK county 
TOGS R34E: 523 SENW Within BANNOCK county 
r06S RJ4E 523 m:sw Within BANNOCK County 
106'! R34E S26 NENW Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E 526 SHSE Within BANNOCK County 
1065 R34E S35 NWNE Within BANNOCK county 
TOGS R34E 535 SENE Within BANNOCK County 
1065 R34E 535 NWSE Within BANHOCK county 
1075 R34~ Sl NWNE Lot 2 Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R34E Sl SWHE Within BANHOCK County 
ro7s RJ4E Sl NESE Within 81\N'NOCX county 
".ID 75 Rl4E S 1 SESE With.in BA!mOCX County 
T07S R35E S6 NWS!. Within BANNOCK County 
1075 R35E S7 NESff' Within BANNOCK county 
To7s RJSE S18 SENE Within BANNOCK coun,:y 
l?URPOSE or USE 
KUNICJEII\L 
PERIOD OP USE 
01/01 12/31 
ftJc~tl~ s·e~ks to 
&drl 0-,t,1 a dcbt(01tti{ 
po{nt rJf Ai verf; /()11_ 
QUANTtrY 
3~900 Ci"S 
Place o~ use is within the service area of the City of ttocatello municipal. 
water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law. 
-----arHER PROVISIONS !fECESSARY FDR DEEINITI~ OR.IWHINIS'IRATlON OP' THIS WAl'ER RIGHT: ~ 
To the extent necessa~y for a nistration between points ot diversion for 
ground water, ·and between points of dive~sion fo;c ground watet and bydraulically D_lt'1A
0
· 11. ·
conn~cted surface sources, ground watet was fi~st diverted under this right f\,"C..,fvt 
f~oro. Pocatello Well ~o. 29 10cat~d in TOGS, R34E, S23, NESff. 
This pa~tial·decree is subject to such gen~tal provisions nee ssa 
8 the definition of tba ~ights o:c for the efficient administ:cation ot the water. ..., Q 7 8 
rights as My be ultimately determined by the Cou~t at a point in 'time no 
later than the entry of a ~inal·unified de9ree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
IDAHO DEPAAIHENl O, WATER RESOURCES 
RECOHHENOED WAIER RIGHIS ACQOIREO UNDER STAT£ LAW 
EXPLANA1r0tl'f MA'lEfUAL: BASIS OE CLAIM - Lice:nH 
RIGHr lNCLOOES ACCOMPLISHED CHA~GE IN POINT a, DIVERSION 




Water Right No. 29-7106 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW WellNo.10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No.13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No.14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE WellNo.15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 · SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE· Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
C 8080 
'Jo_·11n,; · 
Water Right No. 29-7106 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remarlc, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation f"ded on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and <lismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls- Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin-Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse- Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello' s 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 




lL£M6NT5 IN l>!SP{11'E 
IOAllO OEPAlllMEl!r or WATEll IUISOOl!l:ES 
RECOMt!ENOED WJ\'l'ER -AtGHlS ACQ(1!QD ONOlm SIAIE LAW 
07/10/2003 
RIGHT NOHBER: H-1ll8 
NAME AND ADDRESS: CI'l'Y OF POCA'l'F.:.tLO 
PO llOl! 4169 








11 111 .QO AfY 
04/11/1913 
TOGS .R33E 316 NWh"WSW Within POW.BR County 
FOiU'OSS OF OSE ., , esru:oo or osig 
(nuu=r~ Mttl'l/ eleaJ 04/01 11/01 
(~.~1gilwtf,f}, n.f;/J/1:!i 
TOGS R33E sa S!INI! 40.0 T06S R3JE S16 
T06S R3JE Sl6 NESfi' 32,0 T065 ll33E 516 
ro6s RDE Sl 5 Sl<:!lff 28.0 TOGS R33l!l Sl6 
T06S EUE $17 SENE 32.0 T06S R33E S17 
'1'06S R33E Sl 7 SES< 30.0 t06S R3Ji, 520 









O'J:HZR PP.OVISIONS NIX:ESSARY FOil DUnUl'!ON OR ADMINISlRArION or THIS WAlER RIGBf-! 
'thia partial deez:ee i3 3Ubject to .such genu&l provisions nec:e3,sary for 
tho definition of the. right~ 0% for the efficient administration of the water 
;r;i1ibt:s: JU NY ml uld.matel.y detemJ.nod by the couxt at 1J. point in t:1..toa no 





Water Right No. 29-7118 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Purpose of Use: MUNICIPAL 
(2) Place(s) of use: MUNICIPAL SERVICE AREA FOR THE CITY OF 
POCATELLO MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM AS PROVIDED FOR 
UNDER IDAHO LAW. THIS RIGHT IS CURRENTLY USED FOR THE 
MUNICIPAL BIOSOLIDS PROGRAM AT THE IDENTIFIED ACREAGE . 
. (3) Place of Use Legal Description: MUNICIPAL POWER County 
Township Range Section Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres 
06S 33E 16 SWNW 40 SENW 32 






20 NENE 0.5 
NWSW40 
SESE 30 
SWSW28 SESW 12 
8083 
Water Right No. 29-7118 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
29-7118 
8084 
lCAHO DSP.AP.JMENT Oi WATER ~OUE\CBS 
P-ECOMME:NDED '17\IER RIGB'lS ACQOIRZD OND:ER SIM'~ LAW 
RIGHT NCMBER: 29-7119 
NAME ANO ADDRESS: CII't" O! POCATELLO 
E'O BOX 4169 









DIVERSIOH: TOGS R33E 59 SENWSW Nithin POWER Councy 
et,IRPOSE AND 
PERIOD or CSE: 
PURPOSE OF USE 
QRIUGATio[) Mu,'{\ i C,{ pttl 
<:CE 0I CSE) G;;AT,m\W~nJJJ.e~ty 
TOEiS R33E S09 NE:Nli 2 .0 
1'06S RJ3E 509 SIINW o\1O.O 
TOGS P.33E 509 NBSW 34.0 
roGs RJJE s09 SWS'H 40 O 
TOGS P.33E Sl6 NEml 34 .0 
PERIOD OP' ass 
04/01 11/01 
I06S R33E S09 
TOGS R33E S09 
IOGS R33E S09 
TOGS R33E S09 
'106S RJJE S16 








SESW 34 .0 
NWNW 40 0 
OTRU PR!IVISIOHS NECESSAR'l FOR DE'E"INIIION OR ADHINIS1'RATION or THIS WAIER RIGRT: 
?bis p4rtiU dec~ea iG subjecc to such general provisions oe.cessary fo~ 
tbe definition of tha riqbts or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights a3 n.ay be u.ltilnately detez::mlned by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree~ s~ction 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPIANATORY ~IERIAL: BASIS CI CLAIM - License, 
ElIGHT INCLtJDES ACCOHPLISHED CHANGE IN eoill? Of DIVI:RSION 
PURSOANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE 
1416 
L 8085 
Water Right No. 29-7119 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(I) Purpose of Use: MUNICIPAL 
(2) Place(s) of use: MUNICIPAL SERVICE AREA FOR THE CITY OF 
POCA TELLO MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM AS PROVIDED FOR 
UNDER IDAHO LAW. THIS RIGHT IS CURRENTLY USED FOR THE 
MUNICIPAL BIOSOLIDS PROGRAM AT THE IDENTIFIED ACREAGE. 
(3) Place of Use Legal Description: MUNICIPAL POWER County 
Township Range Section Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres 
06S 33E 9 NENW 2 NWNW 2 SWNW 40 SENW 34 







swsw 40 SESW 34 
8086 
j 
Water Right No. 29-7119 
DISPlITED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting ofldaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
8087 
ND GL6Mf3NTS IN blSPl1TE 
IDAHO DEPAR~MENI 0i ~JAIER RES!JURCES 
RECOU1ENDE:0 WAIE:R P.IGHIS ACQUIRED ONOER SIATE IAW 
RIGHI NUMBER: 29-7222 
NAME AND ADDRESS: CIIY OF P0CAIELLO 
PO BOX 4169 
POCATELLO IO 83205 
SOURCE: GROUND WAI ER 
QOAN'IITY: 1.000 Cl!'S 
PRIORIT"i OA.rE; 08/22/1974 
IRIBOIARY: 
POINr OF ' 
DIVERSION: 106S R34E S9 SESHSE Within BP.NNOCK County 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
PURPOSE OF USE 
IPJUGA:I'ION 
IRRIGATIOO Within BANNOCK County 
r06S R34.E: S09 NWSE 24 0 
PERIOD OF USS 
4/01 11/01 
TOGS Jt34E S09 





O'IHER PROV'ISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEEINIIION OR ADMINISTRATION 01!' IHIS WAIER RIGHTz 
rhis partial decree is subject to auch general provisions necesaary for 
the definition of tho rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights &3 may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 




Water Right No. 29--7222 





GL-Gi1vf E/i}TS /;V D!SPd!£_ 
IDAHO DEPAI\TMEl!r OF ll!lrER !IESOORCES 
RECQ!MENDEO WAIER .UGaTs ACQOI!U:O WOER STAiE uw 
29-7322 
10/31/2006 





PERIOP OF USE: 
PLACE O! USE: 
PO BOl< 4169 
POCAr&LW IO BJ,205 
GROUND WAI'ER 
17 070 C!S 
04/25/1976 
106S a34E Sl4 N1lN!I Iii.thin aANNOC!\ county 
?06S a34E $15 Nlfl!E Within BANNOCK county 
TOGS R34S SlS NENll Within JlJ\IINOCK County 
roGs R34E Sl5 NF.SE: Within aAN'NOCK County 
TOGS R34E 515 NtSE Hithin BANNOCK County 
TOGS R34S $16 Nl™E Within BANNOCK County 
1068 RltE 923 NWNE Within BANNOCK county 
TOGS R34E 523 SIINE Within BllNNOCK County 
106s R34E S23 5ENII Within BANNOCK County 
l06S Rl4E $23 NESW Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS R34E S26 NENII Within BIINNOCK County 
106s R34E SZ6 S'M'SE Within B~NOCK County 
T06S l\34E 935 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
1069 R34E SJS SENS Hithin BANNOCR County 
TOGS R34E 535 NIISE Wittlin BANNOCK county 
TOJS R34E Sl Wi!NE Lot 2 !iithi~ "!WINOCK County 
! 0 7$ l\34E Sl Slll!E Within Bl\NllOCK County 
!OlS R34E Sl m:sE Wittlin BANNOCK county 
~o 1$ R34E Sl $SSE Within B1Ul!IOCK county 
~07$ RJSE S6 NNSE Within BMNOCK county 
TOlS a35B S 1 NESII Within SllNNOClt county 
'l'OlS R35E Sl8 SEl<'E Within SAN!IOCK county 
PURPOSE Oi USE 
MUNICIPAL 
PERIOD Of USE 
1/01 12/31 
Poca,,te,fio 5e~ks tD 
ad rL one, poi rrf· of · 
tli ver 1; lo ri 
QOAN'T!TY 
ll.070 CliS 
Place of use is Within the Servi.ca Atea ot the City of Pocatello municipal 
wate~ supply system as provided for under ldaho I.aw~ 
--------------------------··---. GER PIIOVI_,1':_:>~_1!:CESSIU\Y FOR OEiiINIUOll OR l\OMillISTRAT!ON Of !HIS WATER RIGHT• 
ro the ext~nt n ary tor administration between points of diver$ion for 
ground water, and· between points of diversion for ground water and'hydraulically 
connected aw:tace sources, ground water was first diverted under this :x:ight 
from PocatellQ Well No~ JO located in 106S, R34E, SJ5, NWNE in the -.in.aunt ot' 
S 58 cf:s, ~rem Pocatello \fell. HO- 31 located in 'l06s1 R34E, Sl5, NESS in the 
amount ot' 8~03 eta and from Pocatello weii No 32 located in TOGS, a.34E, Sli, 
NENE in the am.aunt of 3~46 cts~ 
rhis partial dac~ee is subject to such genetal provisions necessa~y for 
the'dofin.t.ti® of tbe rights oI tor the efficient administzation of the ~ater 
·'-"----~-~..- "-•• .... 'I,, .. ,....,.,. .. ., ,.., }I no!nt in time no 
J 
! 
IDAHO DEPAB:IH&m' Of· WA'.ttR F.ESOO'RC'£S 
RECOMMENDS:D WAlER R.IGRl~ ACQOIREO VllD£R S'tA'tE LAW 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OE CLAiff - License 
RlGl!L INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POIN'l' or llII/EI\SIQN 
PURSUAN"l' TO SEC'l'ION 42--1425, IDAHO CODE, 
10/31/2006 
8091 
Water Right No. 29-7322 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ . of 1/4 Pocatello Well No . 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW WellNo. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW WellNo.14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE WellNo.15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
, 8092 
Water Right No. 29-7322 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
I. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water d.istnlmtion facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all ofits 
ground water and stuface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation @ed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls -Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 snbcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse- Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Su1morting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello 's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. , . 8 0 9 3 
29-7322 
IDAHO D&PAR1HBNT Of WAI ER RESOORCES . 
IU:CO~DED l'lA'tER RIGH'l'S ACQDIREO ONDER STATE I.AR 
RIGHT NUMBER: 29- 7375 
NAME AND ADDRESS: CITY OE' WCATELLO 
PO BOX 4169 
POCATELLO ID 83205 
SOORCS; 
QIJANTITYI 
E'RIORI'l 'f DAIi!:; 
POBPOSE AND 
E':!B.I~D OF lJSE: 
PLACE OE' DSE: 
GROUND tml'EP. TRIBU~Y: 
2 .230 C!S 
02/24/1977 
T06S R33E S10 NESE Within POWER County 
1'065 R33E S12 NESE Within POWER county 
'1069 R33E 515 SWNE Within PClWER County 
T06S 'R34E 515 NWSW Within BANNOCK. county 
tjt T06S RJ4E S26 NENH Within B!-1fflOCK. County 
1065 R34B S27 NWSB Within BANNOCK county 
4E- T06S RJ4E SJS SENE Within B.ANNOClt County 
T06S R.34E S35 SENE Within BANNOCK County 
*T06S RJ4E 935 NWSE Within BANNOCK County 
'l06S R34E S35 NWSE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S35 NWSI!: li'ithin BJOO{QCK county 
~-T07B I\34E 51 SES& Within BMNOCK. County 
=*"T01S R35& S16 swsw Within BANNOCK county 
E'ORPOSE or US!!: 
MUNICIPAL 







IDAHO DEPAR'IHENT O.E WA1:ER P.ESOORCES 
RECOMMENDED lfAI.E!:R RIGHTS ACQOIRED DNDER STATE LAN 
07/10/2003 
Place of use is within the aexvice area of the City of Pocatello municipal 
vat~ supply system as provided for un~er Idaho Law. 
araER PROVISIONS NE:CESSARY roR DEiINITION OR ADMINI9IRATION 0.E THIS WArBR RIGirl: 
This partial decxaa is· subject to such general provision, necessaxy for 
the definition of the rights or fot the efficient administration of the wate~ 
rights as may be ultimately datemincd by the Court at a point in time no 
later than tho cnt~y of a final unified dec~ae. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code, 
KXPIJ\NA?ORY MA.fERIAL: BASIS Oi CI.AIM - License 
rhe J:ight holder shall measure·and annually re?ort diversions of water 
and/o~ other pertinent hydrologic and system information as ~eqairad by 
Section 42-701, Idaho Code, 
Ose of watu: under this approval shall comply with applicable water quality 
nan.da:cds of the Division of Environmental Quality of the Ida.ho Department 
o! Health and Welfa~e. 
f~ior to d.ive~sion of wate.i: ur1der this apprOval, the right holder shall provide" 
a ro.ean..s of measurement acceptable to the Dep.irtment f:i::om all. authorized 




Water Right No. 29-7375 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of¼ Pocatello Well No. • well already listed as 
point of diversion for 
7S 34E I NW NE WellNo.2 29-7375 
7S 34E I SW NE Well No. 3 -~ 
• 6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
* 6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. IO 
* 6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
* 7S 34E I SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW WellNo.18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE WellNo.21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW WellNo.22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E I NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW WellNo.29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
* 7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 
'- 8096 
29-7375 
Water Right No. 29-7375 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
I. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution faCJlities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and SUiface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation fded on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issoe separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting ofldabo Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse- Should he: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use ofa municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 
29-7375 
8097 
ND t·LEME/vTS IN b/SPllTE 
IDAHO DEPARIMENT OE' WA'lER RESOOP.CES 
RECCffltEN'DtD RATER Rl'..GHIS ACQUIRED DNOER S'IATE IAW 
RIGHr NTJMBER:· 29-1431 
NAME AND ADDRESS: CI'l'Y OE' POCATELLO 
PO BOX 4169 
POCATELLO ID 83205 
07/10/2003 






PERIOD OF USE": 




T06S R34E 97 SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
PURPOSE OF CSE PERIOD OF CSE 
IlUUGA'IION 04/01 11/01 
IRRIGATION' Within BANNOCK counti 
ross RJ4B s2s NllNE 24.0 105S R34E S25 
1055 R34E: S25 SWNE 39.0 ross R3'1E s2s 
ross RJ4E S25 NENW 12.0 r0.59 aJ4E S25 
1059 R34E 625 SWNW 35.0 ross RJ41!: s2s 
TOSS R34E 925 SESli 11.0 TOSS l\34E 925 
TOSS R34E 925 NWSE 30.0 TOSS R34E 625 
TOSS R34E: S25 SESE: 35.0 IO:SS aJ4E S26 
TOSS R34E: 526 SENS 40.0 IO~S R34E 926 
IOSS R34E 926 SESB 4 .o TOSS P.34E S36 
TOSS R34E S36 MWNE 37.0 TO:SS R34E S36 
TOSS R34E S36 SENE 40.0 ross R34E s36 
TOSS R34E 936 NESE 3.0 IOSS R34E 536 
TOSS R35E 830 NWNE 5.0 ross RJSE s3o 
'IOSS R3:SE S30 NENW 40.0 TOSS R3SE S30 
TOSS R35E 530 SWNW 38.0 IOSS R35E 530 
7 7 7 ACRES TC7I'Af, 
QOANTlTY 
9,280 CFS 


















IDAHO DEPARIHENr Cl WMBR P.ESOU'RCES 
RECOMMENDED tlATER RIGHrs ACQUIRED UNDER SIA?E I.AW 
a?H&:R. llP.pVISIOOS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ACMINISIRA?ION OE !HIS ~JAIER RIGHT: 
07/10/2003 
Ihis pa::c:tial dec::c:ee is subject to such general pravi.d'ons naccssary fo::c 
the definition of the rights or ~or the efficient administration of the water 
rights a.s may be ultimately determined by the court at a polnt in time no 
later than the ent::c:y of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code 
EXPIANATORY MM.'ERIAL: 81!.SIS OE' CI.AIM - . License 
IHE SOtJRCE OF 'I HIS RIGHT IS WASTE WArER ORIGINALLY DIVERTED BY 




Water Right No. 29-7431 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
NONE 
8100 
Water Right No. 29-7431 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
I. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. · 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide lss11e entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Quantity-Should be 9.28 cfs; 0 AFY. Reasons Supporting Objection: Diversion 
limits do not apply to use of surface water, in this case, wastewater. (City withdrew 
objection; documented in Trial Brief.) 
6. Purpose of Use - Should be municipal. Reasons Supporting Objection: This 
water right has always been used by the City of Pocatello in its capacity and function as a 
municipality. Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions necessary to 
comply with public health and safety standards. (City withdrew objection; 
documented in Trial Brief.) 
7. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. This right is 
used for the inigation of specified lands within TOSS, R34E, S2S NENE (24.0), ROSS 
29-7431 
8101 
R34E S25 NWNE (19.0), T05S R34E S25 SWNE (39.0), T05S R34E S25 SENE (38.0), 
TOSS RE34E S25 NENW (12.0), T05S R34E S25 NWNW (14.0), TOSS R34E S25 
SWNW (35.0), TOSS R34E S25 NWNW (14.0), T05S R34E S25 SENW (25.0), T05S 
R34E S25 SESW (11.0), TOSS R34E S25 NESE (33.0), T05S R34E S25 NWSE (30.0), 
T05S R34E S25 SWSE (39.0), TOSS R34E S25 SESE (35.0), T05S R34E S26 NENE 
(8.0), TOSS R34E S26 SENE (40.0), 05S R34E 26 NESE (37.0), T05S R34E S26 SESE 
(4.0), TOSS R34E S36 NENE (32.0), T05S R34E S36 NWNE (37.0), T05S R34E S36 
SWNKE (40.0), T05S R34E S36 SENE (40.0), T05S R34E S36 NENW (17.0), TOSS 
R34E S36 NESE (3.0), T05S R34E S36 NWSE (3.0), T05S R35E S30 NWNE (5.0), 
TOSS R35E S30 SWNE (7.0), T05S R35E S30 NENW (40.0), TOSS R35E S30 NWNW 
(33.0), TOSS R35E S3j0 SWNW (38.0), TOSS R35E S30 SENW (39.0). Reasons 
Supporting Objection: The municipal service area includes a]! lands necessary to 
complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. (City withdrew objection; 





~Lcl0ENTS ;IV /)/sPaTE 
IDAHO OEPARTMENI OF WAIER RESOORC'.E:S 
.RECOMMENDED WAlER RIGHI$ ~CQUIRED UNDER SlAiE LAW 
RIGHr NOMBER: 29-7450 
NAME AND ADDRESS: CUY OF l?OCA'IELLO 
PO BOX 4169 











106S R33E SlO NCSE Within POHCR county 
'l'QSB R33S S19 ~IESE Within POUOR Gel;l:ftle!i 
106S RJ)E 515 SWNE Within POWER County 
IRIBUIAR'i: 
PURPOSE OF USE 
MONICIPAL 
PERIOD OF USE 
1/01 12/31 




Place of use 13 within the service a~ea of the City of Pocatello municipal 
water supply sy3tem a3 provided tor under Idaho Law. 
------------------------, OIHER FROVISIONS NECESSAR~ EOR DE:FrNITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WArER RIGHT: 
· .I£ the extent necessary ill admini:st.ration between points of diversion for D ... 
1
,,.n011/J ground water, ~ between points of diversion for ground water and h draulicall 1\£,r, VC..--
connected surface sources, ground water ~ fir:st d1ve.rted under this right 
from Pocatello Well. ~ ll l.ocated !!l T06S, R33E, s10, ~ 
Te the enl:!eFJ:e neeessa:t!y !el!: aeli!.in:i:s&~al:ieR1 ,1at,·e!! ,a:!3 H!'eil:! a1911upda1Sed e£ l.iseEi -E'eeatel:1e Well He 38 leeated !:l'I: 'F86S I R33E, 610, UEGE, Ga 6/13/1978 .!:R the ameunt ef 3 ,31 eh, 
E'eeabelle ;·ell Ue, 39 leeaeeEI in '31868 1 tHJE, 615 1 SUNE, 
Gn l:3/31.'19H? :!A ehe amount: sl 2,20 af.s 
Peeetellell Uell. Ne, 19 leeatled iR 'PGGS; R:33B 1 S!Q, HESE, 
ea l2/31/191a in the amel!l b d 1.92 etie, 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rigbt:s or tor.the efficient adm.inist~ation of the watet 
rights as may be ultimatel.y determined by the Court at a point in time no 
11>.ter than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
E:XFLANATORY' MATERIAL: BASIS 0~ CLAIM - License 
29-7450 
RIGHr INCLUDE:$ ACCOMPLISKED CHANGE IN POINI OF DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO S£CTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE 
Pocatello Olel1 li2.:,. :!§. ~ ~ ~ !! Phillips Well No. 1.:_ 
8103 
l 
Water Right No. 29-7450 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
29-7450 
8104 
Water Right No. 29-7450 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, pllIJlOSe of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved punuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
I. Source, quantity, priority date and PUIJlOSe of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation ffied on 9121/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order 
DesignaJing Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to 
Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 
02) 
5. Correction to Point of Diversion - Interco11I1ected network of wells should include 
two points of diversion serving two other water rights (29-7450 & 29-13638). 
Stipulation filed 9/21/06 resolving this issue. 
6. Place ofUse - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Obiection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
29-7450 
,01 o·-{U r' 0 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello' s 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed ou 9/21/06. 
29-7450 
8106 
No [lc/11€//JTS IN DJSPti7£ 
IDAHO DEPARXMEN'I or WA'IER RESOUBCES 
RECaiHENOED WATER RlGHtS ACQUIRED UNDER SIA1.E LAN 
07/10/2003 
RIGHT NOMBiR: 29-7502 
NAME AND ADDRESS: Cli''i Of POCAT.EILO 
PO BOX 4169 







PERIOD OF os:e:; 






T07S R35E S6 NWNW Lot 4 Within MNNCCK County 
PURPOSE OF USE 
IRRIGATION 




20 .OQ Ai'Y 
IRRIGATICN Vithin :BANNOCK County 
T07S R34E S01 Lot l N~E l-0 T07S R35~ S06 Lot 4 NffNW 
19 ACRES IQrl\L 
OSE OE THIS RIGHI WI'IH RIGHI NO, 29-2354 IS LIHI1ED TO THE 
IRRIGATION OE' A CCXiBINED TOIAL Oi 19 ACRES IN A smGLE IRRIGATION 
SEASON~ 
18.0 
OTHER E'RO'i7ISIONS NECESSARY FOR D~INITION OR AO..'iINISTRA't'ION OE THIS WATER RlGB'l': 
Thia partia.l decree is subject to such genera.l provisions necassaty t:or 
the det:inition o:f the rights o.r ,:for the sf:fici~t ad:m.inistration of the vater 
rights as may be ultimatelyedetetmined by the Court at a point in time"no 
later than the entry of a final unified doc~ee~ Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code, 
EXPIANATOR'i MATERIAL: BASIS Oi' CLAIM - License 
RIGHr INCIODES ACCOMPLISHED CaANGg IN PLACE Of USE PORSUANT 




Water Right No. 29-7502 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
NONE 
8108 
Water Right No. 29-7502 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities.: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distnoution of all of its 
ground wa!er and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's Wa!errights. 
Stipulation ided on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to geneFal provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Respo,ises dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to geneFal provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with pFej udice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and .Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 suhcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 1215/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entere4 on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Suhcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place of Use- Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 
8109 
29-7502 
tLfMGNTS. IN 1)/SPU 7£ 
IDAHO DSPARTHENT OF WATER RESOUBCSS 
REC~DED WAIER RIG~S ACQUIRED UNDER STATE lAW 
RIGHT NUMBER: 29-7770 
NAME: MD ADDRESS: CITY OF POCATELLO 
PO Ba< 4169 
POCATeLLO ID 83205 






4. 460 CE'S 
1,120.00 A!'Y 
05/21/1984 
T06S R3JE Sl2 NiSENE Within POWER County 
PCRPOSS OF USE PERIOD or USE 
G_.iu::::§roib M u,n.i'tf ptU 04/01 10/31 
Muni1:,1pa.l 
<.IY,!GAT~~ Within POWE Count;t 
T06S R33E S01 SlfSE 5.0 't06S B33Ei 
'106S R331!: Sl2 NllNE 40.0 I06S R33E 
TOGS R33E. S12 SENE 40.0 T069 B33E 
:10as RJJe: s12 SENli 40.0 I06S R.33E 
T06S R.33E Sl2 NESJ: l.O T06S R33E 









1,120. 00 AH 





OTHER PROVISIONS NECE.SS~ FOR DEEINirION Oil ADMINISTRATION' OE' THIS WAIER RIGm': 
This pa.?:tial decree is subject to auch general proviaions necessary for 
tho definition of the .rights or for the efficient adminiatrat.ion of the wa1;er 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in t.ime no 
later than the entry at a final unified decreaM Section 42-i412(6), Idaho 
Code. 




Water Right No. 29-7770 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Purpose of Use: MUNICIPAL 
(2) Place(s) of use: MUNICIPAL SERVICE AREA FOR THE CITY OF 
POCA IBLLO MUNICIPAL WA IBR SUPPLY SYSIBM AS PROVIDED FOR 
UNDER IDAHO LAW. THIS RIGHT IS CURRENTLY USED FOR THE 
MUNICIPAL BIOSOLIDS PROGRAM AT THE IDENTIFIED ACREAGE. 
(3) Place of Use Legal Description: MUNICIPAL POWER County 
Township Range Section Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres 
06S 33E 1 
12 











Water Right No. 29-7770 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
L ·. 8112 
29-7770 
ND E.0£/lltElJTS JJv b!SP!J.T£ 
IDAHO DEPARIHSN'l' OE' WAIER RESOORCES 
RECOMMENDED WA'I'Ea RIGHTS ACQUIREO UNDER STATE LAW 
RIGHT NOMBER: 29-7782 
NAME MD AODRESS: CI'I'i' OE POCAIEtLO 
PO BOX 069 
POCATEltO ID 83205 
SOURCE: GROUND WATER 
Qtll\NT11'l: 7 .000 CE'S 
P:R.IORI'l'Y DAI-E: 01/18/1905 
'IRIBUTAAY: 
POIN? OE' 
DIVERSION: ?06S R34E S15 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
PURPOSE 1\ND 
PERIOD OF USB! 
£>LACI!: O!' USE:: 
PURPOSE OF USE 
MUNICIPAL 




1 000 CE'S 
Place of use is v.1.thin th.a service illaa or the City of Pocatello municipal 
water sllpply system as provided tor under Ida.ho Law. 
OTHRR PROVISIONS NECESSARY roR otrmlTION OR ADMnlISTP.AlION Of TBI~ WATER RIGHri 
l'hi5 partial decree is eubject to such general ptcvisioris nocessu:y for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adruini5tration of the water 
right5 es may be ultimiltely deteI:mincd by the Cou.rl at a point in tirae no 
later than the entry of a tinal unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Cade 
EX'PlANAr0R'l MATERIAL: BASIS OI CLAIM. - License 
The Direct.or retain., jurisdiction o! the right to incorporate the use into a 
vater district., require streamflov augmentation or other action needed to 




Water Right No. 29-7782 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
NONE 
~ 8114 
Water Right No. 29-7782 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Point of Diversion - The interconnected networlc of wells should include 23 
points of diversion, serving 22 water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 29-2499, 29-
4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 29-7782, 29-
11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 29-
12639): 
T06S R34E S14 NWNW Within BANNOCK County 
8115 
T06S R34E S 15 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E Sl5 NENW Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E Sl5 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S 15 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S 16 NENE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S23 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S23 SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S23 SENW Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S23 NESW Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S26 NENW Within BANNOCK County 
T065 R34E S26 SWSE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S35 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S35 SENE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S35 NWSE Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R34E Sl NWNE Lot 2 Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R34E Sl SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R34E Sl NESE Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R34E S6 SESE Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R35E S7 NESW Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R35E Sl8 SENE Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R35E Sl6 SWSW Within BANNOCK County 
Pocatello withdrew objection. Documented in trial brief. 
6. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 
·~ 8116 
29-7782 
£Le MENTS !Al /)/SPuTE 
IDAHO OEP1'R'IMENl o; 11A1ER RESOORCES 
RECOHHl:NOED WATER RIGll!S ACQUIRED UNDER STAIE LAW 
10/31/2006 
RIGHr NOHJ!ER: 29-11339 
Nl\ME ANO ADDRESS: CIIY 01' POCA!i:uo 
PO &OX 4169 





Pt:RIOD OF O'SE: 
FLACE OE USE: 
GROU!{!) WATER 
3 .360 CFS 
12/31/1961 
TtUROIJ\RY: 
TOGs lt34E 514 NWtlW Within BANNOCX County 
TOGs lt34E SlS Nl>INE With.in BANNOCK County 
1063 lt34E Sl5 NENff Within Bl\NNOCK County 
?06$ R34E Sl5 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
!06S lt34E SlS N£SE Within l>AN!IOCJ( County 
't06S R34E Sl6 NENE Within BANNOCK County 
!069 lt34E S23 NWl!E With.in BANNOCK County 
!063 R34E S23 SW!IE Within Sl\NNOCX County 
T06S lt34E $23 SEIIW Within BAlll!OCK County 
1065 ltl4E S23 NESW Within J;JINNQCI( County 
rOGS R34E S26 NENW Within BANNOCK county 
T06S R34E S2~ SWSE Within BANNOCK County 
l06S lt34E S35 NWNE Within BA!ffiOCK County 
TOGS 1134E $35 SENE Within !WlllllC~ County 
IOGS lt34E 335 t<l!SE Within lll\.NNOCK County 
t07S !04E Sl lfilli!E Lot 2 Within IIANNOC« County 
101S R34E 91 SWNE Within 51\NtlO(:K County 
101$ .R34E Sl NESi: Within BANNOCK County 
1073 l\34E Sl SESE Within BANNOCS county 
T07S R35t: 96 NVISE Within BANNOCK County 
IOIS l\3SE S1 NESW 1Uthin llANNOC• County 
107$ !\JSE S18 SEIIE Within !WillOCK county 
PURi'OSE or USE 
MIJNICIPAL 
PERIOD Of USE 
Ol/01 12/31 
fo catef lb 0fe',f:S -lo 
add ft f?.Otr&f of 
divers/rru 
QUANTITY 
J 360 CfS 
Place of uee is ~!thin the $&tvice area of the City of Pocatello municipal 
water supply system as provided tor unde~ Idaho Law. 
fO!\ DE?INITION 01\ AOMI!IISIRATION 0? TIII3 Wll.TBR IUG!l'l': 
To the e~tent necessary for a ver,ion tor 
groufld water, and between ppints of diversion tor ground wate~ and hydtaulicall.y 
connected surface sources, ground water wu fi~st dive~ted under thi5 ~ight 
tram Alameda Well No .. 6 located in 'I'06S, tU4t:, 514, NESE .in the OltlOUnt of l. 70 
cfs and Al.al.l\eda Well. No, 7 located in TOSS, R34E, 513~ NWsw in the amount of 
'..J..,.!!·6!?,.;6 ~fs~----------------~--------.: 117 
~his partial dec~ee ie subject to sucfi genexal provisions necessaxy fo: 
the definition of the rights or fo~ the efficient administration of the water 
rights as .may be ultin'tately detenuined by the cou:ct at a. point· in tL,;a nQ 
~ -L-- ,.1,,,".,. .. " ...................... -f{n•l unl:fl0d deeree. sectiPn 42-1412 (6), Idaho 
I DARO OEPARTMENr OE lfAIER RES001'CES 
aECOMKE!fDEO NATER RIGK!S ACQUIRED Ol!O!;R STAIE LAIi' 
UPt.ANAIO~i MAlZ~IAL; BASIS 0£ CI.AIM - Ben~ficial use 
1tIGHT INCI.UDES ACCOMPLISHED CiawGE lN POIN't OF DIVERSION 
J:URSUAHT 1'0 SECTION 42-1425, IDARO COOi:~ 
10/31/2006 
' '- 8118 
Water Right No. 29-11339 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E I NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E I SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
7S 34E I SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 3SE 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 3SE 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E IS NE NW WellNo.18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E IS NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E I NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E IS NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 3SE 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 3SE 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
8119 
Water Right No. 29-11339 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable ofbeing fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right .-ecommendations. 
2. Separate Streams- Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration -Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Orr/er Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use ofthe municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello bas accepted the language for place of use as 




ND El£MEAJTS /IV .D/5Pt£TE 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WAXER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDArION OE WATER RIGHIS ACQUIRED UNDER SIA~! tAW 
RIGHI NUMBER! 29-11344 
HAKE: AND ADDRESS; CII'f OF POCAlSLLO 
PO BOX 4169 
POCAIELLO ID 83205 
SOORCE; 
QlJANrITY: 
PRIORI rY DATE: 
POINt OF DIVERSION: 
GROUND W.A.1:ER 
1 .920 CES 
12/31/1942 
IRIBOIARY: 
I06S R33E SlO NESE Within POWER County 
TOSS a33C SHI HEGE Hl&ft:ia POU&R Ge<Hlty 
PURPOSE .AND 
PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE Of USE: 
PURPOSE OF USE 
MUNlCIPAL 




Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocate11.o municipal 
water suppl.y systeJU as provided: for undei: Idaho Law. 
O"IHER PROVISIONS NEC~SARY E'OR DEFINil.ION OR ADMINISlRAlION .or 'lHIS WAlER. RIGHr: 
'tie tih:e eJH!iieft9 ru,ee,aea:tl:'J :fH• adm!:Ri:st:rat::!:efl:1 ua~ee vas ~ii.i:Sb appf@fHtilthd 
el' uee8 .fl!'effl. 
?ee~~elle W.Cl1 No, 36 1eeeted in 90,s, ~33E; &lQ1 NESE, 
EH\ 6/13/1978 !e el e tHIS!ilftt OS l,34 de, 
Peeat;;el.le Ue¼l tte~ 39 loaat!ed in '!=06£, aaas, su, swnc, 
ea !2/31/1"940 !ift e.he ameunti e,f 2,20 efth 
'£'e.ea~l:l:e '11"'1l.l. lt!». 11,g teeer~atl !.a TOES, Naz, £1:9, MEG£, 
ea 12/31/19.42 in ~e Qd!!te~o.C 1, 92 els, 
this partial decxee is e\lbject*to ,uch general provisions nece3sary for 
the Qetinition of the ~ight$ or tor the efficient administration of the water 
righU ,u may be \¥timate1y detemint:d by the Couxt at a point in time no 
later than the ent~y o! a !inal unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code, 
8.1\SIS OF CLAIM .. Beneticial use 
~tGRI INCLUD!S ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINT OZ DI\Tfi'!RSION 





Water Right No. 29-11344 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
NONE 
8122 
Water Right No. 29-11344 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surfuce water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period .from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Snbcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Point ofDiversion - location; not part ofinterconnected system. Stipulation 
filed on 9/21/06 resolving isme. 
6. Place ofUse- Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
29-11344 8123 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello bas accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation ftled on 9/21/06. 
29-11344 
8124 
. ., ... ···-· --~----····· ----·-···---·-···· --· 
ELE N E/lff'S 1/J b IS P!l1·£ 
10/Jl/2006 
IDAHO DE~AS.TME~r OF WAIER RESOORCES 
RECOMMENDED Wl\'IER RIGH?S ACQOIRED UNDER srATE Ll\W 
RIGHT NUMBER: 29-11348 
H1'ME AND ADDRESS: CITY OE E'OCAIELLO 
FO BOX 4169 







PERIOD OF USE: 





106S P-348 Sl4 NWNW Within BANNOCK County 
106S R34E SlS NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
ro6s R34E SlS NENW Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E SlS NESE Within BANNOCK County 
I06S P-34E S15 N&SE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S P-348 Sl6 NE?{E Within Bl\NNOCK County 
1069 R34E 623 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
106S R34E S23 SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
106S R.34E S23 SENN Within BANNOCK County 
ro6s R34E S23 NESW ffithic BANNOCK County 
TOGS R34E S26 NDIW Within BANNOCK County 
io6s R34E S~6 SWSE Within SANNOCK County 
TOGS R34E SJS NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
106S R34E S35 SENE Within M.NNOCK County 
ro6s R34E S35 HWSE Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R34E Sl NWNE Lot 2 Within BANNOCK County 
107S R.34E Sl Si'ffiE Within BANNOCK County 
T078 R34E Sl NESE ~!thin BANNOCK County 
ro1s R34E Sl SESE Within BANNOCK County 
-ro1s R35E 96 NWSE Within BANNOCK County 
I'07S R35E S7 NESW Within BANNOCK County 
I07S R35E Sl8 SENE: Within BANNOCK County 
PURPOSE: O!' USE 
MUNICIPAL 
PERIOD 0!' USE 
01/01 12/31 





Place of use is within the service a~ea of the City of Pocatello municipal 
wate~ supply system as provi~ad fot u~der I~aho Law. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR_DEFIHirION OR ADMINIS1RATION OF !HIS ff~TER ~ 
To the eKtent necessary for administration between points of divexsion for ~ 
ground water, and between points of diversion for gtound water and hydraulically .y,Jo!?.P 
connected su.ri:ace sources, ground -watex was first diverted undet this right -·lfL l/ l .... 
:from Pocatello Well No, 28 locat in '1'07S, R34.E, S01, NESS~ · 
This partial decree is subject to auch general ptovisions ne~essary for 
tha definition of the tights OL for the efficient administration of the water 
rights a~ may be ultimately detet"mined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a- final unified dectee~ Section 42-1412 ( 6), Iciaho \.. 
c-. . 8125 
IDAHO DEPARrMENr OE WAIER RESOURCES 
RE:COMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQOIElED UNDER SIArE LAN 
EXt>LANATORY M1\.'IERIAL: BASIS OF CL-AIH - Beneficial Use 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOHPL°ISHED CHANGE IN POU~'l' O.E' DIV:E:RSION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE. 
Pocatello Nell No~ 28 was also known as the i'urner Well. 
10/31/2006 
1. 8126 
Water Right No. 29-11348 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN-DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339,29-11348,29-13558,29-13559,29-13560,29-13561,29-13562,29-13637& 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. IO 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No.12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No.13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE WellNo.16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW. NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 · NE SE ·Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
8127 
29-11348 
Water Right No. 29-11348 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, pwpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and pwpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable ofbeing fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right Fecommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7n4/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatelfo's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue sepamted and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Sub case No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to ·subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place of Use- Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use ofa municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public heahh and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello bas accepted the language for place of nse as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 
29-11348 
8128 
IDAHO DEPllRTMEN? OF WA'IER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WA?£R RIGHrS ACQUIRED UNDER STAlE LAW 
RIGHr NUMBER: 29-13558 
NAME MD ADDRESS: CIIY Of POClt.?ELLO 
PO BOX 4169 










106S Rl4E S14 NWNW Within BANNOCK county 
I06S R34E S15 NWNE Within BANNOCK county 
'!06S RJ4i 915 NEto"W Within BANNOCK County 
106S R34E 915 NESE Within BJUiNOCK County 
ro6s l\34E Sl5 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
106S Rj4E 916 NENE Within BANNOCK County 
'106.9 R34E S23 NWNE Within BANNOCK Count.y 
T069 R34E S23 SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
1069 R34E 923 SENW Within :BANNOCK county 
T06S R34E S23 NESK Within BANNOCK County 
I06S Et34E S26 NENH Within BANNOCK county 
r06S R34E S26 SWSE Within BANNOCK county 
ro6S R34E S35 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
1069 R34E S35 SENE Within BANNOCK county 
T065 RJ.46 935 NHSE Within BANNO~K County 
Pom1-~110 $te/-c; to 
add_ rYnt-
PURE'OSE AND 
PERIOD Oi' USE; 
PLACE bI USE: 
r079 R34E 51 NWNE Lot 2 Within BANNOCK County 
T075 R34E Sl SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
r079 R34E 91 NESE Nithin BANNOCK county 
107S R34E Sl SESE Within BANNOCK Count.y 
1079 R35E S6 NHSE Within BANNOCK co~ty 
T07S R35E S7 NESW Witl:Lin BANNOCK County 
T07S R3SE 918 SENE Within BANNOCK County 
PUReoSE OF USE 
MUNICIPAL 
PERIOD OE USE 
01/01 12/31 
for rtf o-f d/JJtrslffl 
QUANTITY 
1.340 CE'S 
Place of use is within the service acea ot the City of Pocatello municipal 
watet supply system aa provided to, under Idaho Law~ 
6HER PROVISION~-~CESS~Y FO~ DEEINITION OR ADMINIS'lRATION 0~ THIS ;;-~;-~GH~--------
ro the extent necessacy for administration between points or divecsion fo.r: 
ground watec, and between points of diversion tor ground water and hycb:aulically 
connected surfate soucc;es·, ground wator. was f1cst diverted under this right. 
from Alameda Well No. 1 located 1n T06S, Rl4E, S23, NESW, which was replaced. 
by PocatelJ.o W~ll No. 79 located 1n TOGS, RJ4E, 523, NESW. 
This partiaJ. decree 1s subject to ,uch gene~al p~ov1s1ons ne~essary for 
the def~nition of the right.a or fot the af~icient administration ot the water 
rights a5 may be ultiro.ateJ.y determined by the court at a point in time no 




IDAHO OEPARIHENT OI WATER RESOt.TRCES 
RECOMMENDED l«Al£R I\IGH!S ACOUIRED UNDER STATE LA~ 
EXi'LAlfArORY MATERIAL: BASIS Oi CI.J\XM - aenetic.tal tr:se 
10/26/2006 
Right inc.ludes accomplished change in point ot diver.sion pursuant to 
Section 42•1425, Idaho Coda 
8130 
Water Right No. 29-13558 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Priority Date: 6/30/1905 
(2) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339,29-11348,29-13558,29-13559,29-13560,29-13561,29-13562,29-13637& 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No.12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
. 6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE · Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(3) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
' 8131 
29-13558 
Water Right No. 29-13558 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all ofits 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams-Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7n4/06. 
3. Separate Administration -Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order DesignaJing 
Basin -Wide Issue entered ou 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
S. Place of Use - Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. Pocatello' s municipal 
service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal 
water rights. Pocatello bas accepted the language for place of use as contained in the 
Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 
·~ 8132 
29-13558 
lLEMENTS ·;Jl/ IJ/SPtl.TE 
IDAHO DEi'ARTMERr on· WATER ru.:sooaa:s 
RECOMMENDE:O WATER RIGHTS ACQCJIREC> t!ND:CR STATE LAH' 
l0/26/2006 
RIGHI Ntll1BEP.: 29-13559 
NJ\KE: AND AOOltESS: CIT'f OF POCATELLO 
PO BOX 4169 





i'ERtOD OF IJSE:. 
PLACE OE, OSE: 
GROUND ffA"I'ER 
0 .960 CFS 
12/31/1925 
r06S R34E S14 NWNW Within ~NOC!\ county 
l0G_s RJ,E 915 !MlE llitbii, BANIIOCR county 
?069 R34E S15 NEN\f HJ.thin BANNOCt county 
I06S R34E SlS NES~ Within BANNOCK County 
'?06S R34E S15 NESB Within BANNOCK county 
1065 RJ4E 516 NENE Within BANNOCK county 
1'065 R34S S23 NWN.E: Within Ei,~OC!( county 
T-06S R34B: 523 SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
?06S R34E S23 SENW Within BJ\NNOCR county 
T06S R34E S23 NESW ~ithin &Fi.NNOCl County 
1'06S R34E S26 NENff Within 8.ANNOCK County 
r06S R34E S26 SWS! Within BANNOCK County 
!06S R34E S35 NWNE llithin BANMOCK County 
ro6s R34E S3S SENE With.in BANNOCK county 
TOGS RJ4E S35 NWS.E: Within BANNOCK County 
l'07S R34E Sl NWNE. Lot 2 Within BANNOCK County 
T01S R34< Sl SOJIE Within lll\NNOC!t County 
ro,s RJ4E Sl NESE Within 5AllNOCI( county 
T07S R34E Sl SESE Within BANNOCK County 
ro7s R35& S6 NliSE Within !ll\llNOCK CoUtltY 
T07S R35B S 7 NESW Within BJUUlOCK County 
T07S RJSE 518 SENE Within BAfiNOCl( County 
PURPOSE Of OSE 
MUNICIPAL 
PERIOD OF OSE 
01/0l 12/31 
Poca:f:ello $e~ +o 
ttdd,, {t11L ptJi1~t ~ 
rli iJe(-6 I CH1.,, 
QUAll'l'ITr 
0.960 CFS 
Pla~ ot use ia: witb.i.n th& service area of the City of Pocatello mun.1cipal 
water supply system as provided tor under Id.a.ho Lav .. 
O'lHEl\ PROVISIONS N'EC&SSARY FOR nEFINl'tION OR 1\DMrn:IS'lR.ArION 01' rHIS WATER P.IGHT• 
To the extent necessa;y for administration betwe~n point3 of d.iver3ign tor 
ground water, and between points of diversion for ground water and hydraulically 
connected surface sources., gr4?und water was firlJ.t d.ivette~ under this rigb.t 
' ' 
f 
from Alameda Nell No. 2 located in T06S, P.34!, 823, N!SW, ·wnich was replaced 
by Pocatello Wel No~ 29 located in T06S R34E1 9231 NSSH~ 
rhis pattial decree is aubject to such genexal provisiona neceasary fo~ 
the definition of tho rights ot for tho efficient administration of tlr,e wate.~ 
rights as ay be ultlm.ately dote:rmined by the Court at a potnt in time no 
later than the ent:-y of a final unified decree, section 42.-14.12(6), Idaho 
Code 
813~ 
IDAHO DEPARTMENI OE' WATE:R RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE Ll\W 
EXPLANATORY MAT'E:RIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Beneficial Use 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMfLISHED CHANGE IN POINr OF DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO S'E:CTION 42-1425 1 IDAHO CODE~ 
10/26/2006 
-
Water Right No. 29-13559 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No.18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE WellNo.21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No.22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW WellNo.27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No, 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
. water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
L 8135 
Water Right No. 29-13559 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose ofuse and place ofuse elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's38 state-based water rights should include the fullowing remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all ofits 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation @ed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right Fecommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration -Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order, Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Su!morting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 
29-13559 
8136 
liE MEIL)TS //J b15 PIA(.£ 
· 10/26/2006 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT Of WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDE:D WA'IE:R RIGHTS ACOUIRED UNDER SI:!\.TE LAW 
RIGHr NUMBER: 29-13560 
NAME: AND ADDRESS; cni OE eoCATE:LLO 
PO BOX 4169 






9~ 130 CE'S 
12/31/1926 
IRlBCrARY: 
T06S R.34E 814 NWNW Within BANNOCK county 
I06S R.34E S15 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
r06S R34E S15 NENW Within BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E SlS NESE Within BANNOCK County 
106S R34E S15 NESE Within BANNOC~ county 
I06S R34E Sl6 NENE Within BAmiocK county 
TOGS R34E 523 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
106S R34E S23 SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS R34E S23 SENW Within BANNOCK County 
r06S R34E: S23 HESW Within BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E S26 NENW Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS R34E 526 SWSE Within BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E S35 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S35 SENE Within BANNOCK County 
ro6s R34E S35 NWSE Within BANNOCK County 
Po Cti,tdW sedss 1o 
add ~ ptJi vv( of 
· liVef'c; t011 
POP.POSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE:: 
PLACE OE' USE: 
107S R34E Sl NHNE Lot 2 Within BANNOCl( County 
T0 7S R34E Sl SWNE Within BANNCCK county 
T07S R34E Sl NESE Within BANNC:Cl( county 
ID7S R34E Sl SESE Within BANNCCK County 
T07S RJSE S6 NWSi:: Within BANNOCK County 
]07S R35E 87 NF.SW Within BANNOCK county 
T07S RJS~ S19 $ENE Within BANNOCK County 
PURPOSE OF USE 
MUNICIPJµ, 
PERIOD or USE 
01/01 12/31 
QUANTir'f 
9~ 130 C'ES 
Place ot use is within the ~ervice atea of the City ot Pocatello municipal 
water ~upply system a~ provided for under Idaho Law. 
---------------------~ OlHER PB.OVISJ:ONS NECESS.Al\'f &'OR DEUNITION OR ADMINISTRATION OE' THIS WArER RIGffT:-
To the extent necessary tor admini~tration between point~ of .diversion for 
ground water, and between points ot diversion ~or gtound water and hydraulically 
connected surface sources, ground water was first diverted under this right 
trom Pocatello WeLl No. 1 located in T07S, R34E, S01, Lot 2 (NWNE) in the amount 
o! 2,45 c!s, from Pocatello Hell No, 2 located in i07S, R34E, S01, Lot 2 (NWNE) 
in the amount ot 2 45 cf~ arid from Pocatello Hell No. 3 located in T07S, R34E, 
S01, SWNE iri the amount ot 4.23 cfs. Pocatello Well No. l was replaced by 
ocatello Well No 5 located in T06S, R34E, 535, N~-
This partial deer.ea is subject to such general provisions necessary ~or 





IDAHO DEPAA?MEl!! OF WA12R RESOURCES 
RECOMMENOEO l'r!irEI\ RIGHU ACQUIRED UNOE!I STl\!E I.Ali 
rights as may be ultimately datertnined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than tbe entry of a final unified decree~ Section 42-1412(0, Idaho 
CO<le. 
EXPLANATORY MA'!ER.IAL: BASIS Oi C:t.Altl - Beneiicial trse 
Right includes accomplished change in point of divex;s1on pu::suant to 
Sa-ction 42-1425t Idaho Code 
' 8138 
2 
Water Right No. 29-13560 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339,29-11348,29-13558,29-13559,29-13560,29-13561,29-13562,29-13637& 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW WellNo.10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE WellNo.15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No.16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW WellNo.18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
8139 
Water Right No. 29-13560 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, pwpose of use and place of use elements. BIM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose ofuse (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and smface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation fded on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right Rcommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello' s 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation fded on 9/21/06. 
29-13560 
8140 
IDAHO DEPAR~HENr Oi WArER RESOURCES 
REC<X-!MENDEO WAI·ER lUGHrs ACQOrRED UNDER S'IAT~ LAH' 
RIGHr NUMBER: 29-13561 
NAME AND ADDRESS: CITY Of eoc.AI ELLO 
PO BOX 4169 
POCATELLO ID 83205 
SOUB.CE: 
QUANTITY': 







l06S R34E 514 NWNW Within BANNOCK County 
1069 R34E SlS NNNE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S15 NE:Nff' Within aANNOCK County 
I06S R34E Sl5 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
106S R34E Sl5 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS R34~ Sl6 NENE Within BANNOCK county 
1069 R34E 923 NWNB Within BANNOCK County 
'I'06S _R34E SZ3 Sl'lNE ff! thin °nt\NNOCK County 
r069 R34E 523 SENN Within BANNOCK County 
r06S R34E S23 NESW Within BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E S26 NENW Within BANNOCK county 
I06S
0
R34E S26 SWSE H'ithin BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S3$ NWNE W'ithin MNNOC:K County 
1069 R34& S35 SENE Within BANNOCK county 
106S RJ4E S35 NWSE Within BANNOCK county 
Pocatello ve4{s +o 
adcL "1}e,, ptJ lrvf vf 
eURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF OSE: 
PLAi:E Of USE: 
ro1s R34E Sl NWNE Lot 2 Within BAHNOCP:, county 
T07S R34E Sl SWNE Within BANNOCK county 
10 79 R34E 91 NESE Within BANNOCK County 
ro19 P.34E 91 SES!; Withil:i BANNOCK County 
1079 R35E S6 NWSE Within BANNOCK county 
~07S R35& 97 NESW Within BANNOCK County 
:I07S P.35E 918 SEME Within BANNOCK County 
PURPOSE 0!' OSE 
MUNICIPAL 





Place of usa is within the service area ot the City ot Pocatello municipal 
water supply systeM as provided for unde~ Idaho Law. 
--
-~~:_:::._,:=~=-=:::....::::.:_ ____ _ 
----
O'IHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEiINiiION OR ADMINISTRATION OE IRIS WATER RIGHr: 
To the extent necessarY for administration between paints of divetsion for 
ground water, and b~tween points of diversion for ground wate~ and hydraulically 
conn,cted surface sources, ground water wa, tir,t diverted under this right 
ftom Pocatello Well No. 4 loca~ed in !06S, R34E, S35, NWSE 
~his partial decree is subject to such 9eneral provisions necessary tor 
the definition of the rights or tor "the efficient administration ot the water 
rights as may be ultimately doterm.i~ed by the Court at a point in time no 









IDAHO DEPARIMENI Oi WATER RESOORCC,S_ 
RECOMMENDED WAIER RIGHI-5 11.CQUIRED ONCER STATE LAW 
EXPLANATORY MArERIAL: BI!iSIS Oi' CLAIM - Benefici_al lJ'se 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINT Oi DIVERSION 




Water Right No. 29-13561 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section l/4 of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No.14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No. 15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW WellNo.44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
8143 
?Q. 1'\161 
Water Right No. 29-13561 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
I. Soucce, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface·water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Strewns - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting ofldabo Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 
~ 8144 
29-13561 
llEHEIJTS /;1/ /JJSP!1T£ 
IDAHO D&PARIMENI Of WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED W~IER RIGHTS ACQUI~ED ONDER SI~IE LAW 
RIGHT NUMBER: 29-13562 
NAME AND AODUSS: CITY OE" POCAI ELLO 
PO BOX 4169 
POCAtELLO ID 83205 
SOURCE:: 
QuruJTITY: 






I06S R34E S14 
1068 R34E S15 
r06S R34E S15 
• IRIBUIAR'i: 
NWNW Within BANNOCK County 
NWNE: Within BANNOCK County 
NENW Within BANNOCK County 
l0/26/2006 
r : 
106S R34E S15 NESE ffithin Bl\NNOCK County 
A>caf~I lo -seeks fo T06S R34E S 15 NESE With.1.n BANNOCK County r06S R34E Sl6 NENE Within BANNOCK Cow:i.ty 
T06S R34E S23 NWNE Within BANNOCK County add. ()11,~ poln+ ro6s Rl41!: s23 SWNE Hi th.in BANNO<;K County 
T068 R34E 823 SENW Within BANNOCK County 
cl d/vers I (fVl 
PU~OSE ANO 
PERI'OO O!' USE: 
PLACE OE' OSE: 
T06S R34E S23 NESH Within BANNOCK County 
r06S R34E. 526 NENW Within BANNOCK Cow:i.ty 
T06S R34E S26 SWSE Within erurNOCK county 
ross R34E S35 NWNE Within BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E 535 SENE With.in aANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S35 NWSE ffithin BANNOCK County 
I07S R34E Sl NWNE Lot 2 Within BANNOCK County 
T07S R34E Sl SWNE Within B1WNOCX County 
T07S R34E Sl NESS N'ith.in BANNOCK County 
T07S R.341!: Sl SESE With.1.n BANNOCK County 
I07S RlSE S6 NWSB With.in BANNOCK CO'llllty 
T07S R35E S7 N&SW Within BANNOCK County 
T07S RJSE SlB SENE Within BANNOCK County 
PURPOSE Oi USE 
MUNICIPAL 
PERIOD OE USE 
0l/01 l2/3l 
QOJW'l'ITY 
2 450 CfS 
Place ot use is within the service area of tha City ot Pocatello municipal 
w~ter supply system as provided fot under Idaho Law~ 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY rOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OE THIS WATER RIGaT: 
To fhe: el<tent necessary for administrat.ion be.tween points of diversion for 
ground water~ and between Points of diversion for ground wate:t ~nd hydtaulically 
coqnectad suttace sources, _ground watet was fitst diverted. under thi, right 
Crom Pocatello Well No- 6 lpcated in t06S, R34E, SJS, NWSE. 
This partial decree is eubject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition oC the rights or for the etticient administration ct the water 
rights a, may be ultimately d.eterrnin~d. by the Court at a "point in t.:t:me no 






IDAHO OEPARrKENT Of WATER RESOORCES 
RECOMkEND&o WAIE..R RIGHlS ACQUIRED UNDER SlAIE LAW 
EXPLANATORY HAIERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Beneficial Use 
RIGHr INCLUD8S ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINl OC DIVERSION 
PURSOAHT TO S8CTION 42-142S, IDAHO CODE. 
10/26/2006 
814~ 
Water Right No. 29-13562 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339,29-11348,29-13558,29-13559,29-13560,29-13561,29-13562,29-13637& 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E I NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E I SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No.12 
7S 34E I SE SE Well No.13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No.14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No.15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW. Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
8147 
29-13562 
Water Right No. 29-13562 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau ofLand Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, pw-pose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully i-echarged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken 11Dd dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7n4/06. 
3. Separate Administration- Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 snbcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello bas accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 
29-13562 
8148 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDATION OF WATER RIGHTS ,ACQUIRED UNDER STAIE LAW 
02/21/2007 
RIGHT ttUHBER: 2.9-13636 
NAME AND ADDRESS~ CIIY Of ElOCAIEa.10 
PO BOX 4169 








POINI Of DIVERSI09: 
ElURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE Of USE: 
106S R.34E SJ SENE Lot 6 Within BANNOCK County 
PURPOSE 0:£ USE 
MUNICIPAL 
}HJH:EG:EF?L H:!th:!n BA!t!IGIGK Get:!ety 
i96S R34S SQ? hm' 6 SENS 




Place of use is within the service area of the City of Pocatello municipal 
water supply system as provided for under Idaho Law. 
OIHER PROVISIONS NECESSAR'r E'OR DEUNI'l'ION OR ADMINIS'IRATION Oi 'I-HIS WAlER RIGHI: 
Ihis partial dec~ee is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the ~ights or for the etticient administration of the W4ter 
rights as may be ultima.tely determirted by th.e couzt at a point in time no 
later than the entry or a f'inal unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Ida.ho 
Code, 
E:XPLAN'A~ORY MA.TERIAL: BASIS Of CLAIM - License 
L 8149 
29-13636 
Water Right No. 29-13636 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
NONE 
- 8150 
Water Right No. 29-13636 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
I. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution :facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage :facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage fucilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation f"ded on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 io 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse-Should be: Place ofUse is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided fur under Idaho Law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. This right is 
used for the irrigation of specified lands within T06S R34E S07 Lot 6 SENE. Reasons 
Supporting Objection:. Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water right. Agreed to by parties in Stipulation flied on 9/21/06. 
L 8151 
29-13636 
6l6Mc/vT5 IN blSPUTE 
IDAHO DEPARIMENr Of NAlER .RESOURCES 
!lECOMMENOED WAIER RIGHlS ACCOIRl!O UNOER STATE LAW 
IIIGRr NUMBER: 29-13631 
NAME i\N'O ADDRESS: CITY Of POCATELLO 
PO BO¾ 4169 










ICCS R3,E S14 NWNW Within BANNOCK county 
lOCS R34E 915 N"tiNE Within BAffffOC.K County 
T06S R34E S15 NEN'R Within BA.~NOCK County 
ro6S R34E SlS NESE Witbin Bl>NliOCK County 
T06S R34E S15 NESE ~ithin BANNOCK County 
r06S R34E S16 NENE Within BA!UfOC!\ County 
106S R34E S23 mffl'E Within BANNOCK county 
T06S t'a4E S23 SWME Within BANNOCK County 
I06S R34E 923 SEWW Within BANNOC!C County 
T06S R34E 523 NSSW Hithin BANNOCK county 
T06S R34L S25 NE.NW Within BAHNOCK County 
'106S R34Ei S26 SWSE Within BANNOCK County 
T06S R34E S35 NWNE Within MNNOC!t County 
1063 R34E 835 SENE ii'ith~n ruum'OCK County 
T06S R34& 535 NWS& Within BANNOCK. County 
PtJca:t-uw se~ -f-o 
add MLG pt)ivit of 
d { vers itYV1 
PO!U'OSE AND 
P!:RJ:OD or USE: 
PLACE Ol' USE: 
1'01S R.34E S1 NWNE Lot 2 Within BAlfflOCJ; county 
107S R34E SI SNNC Within BANNOCK County 
I07S Rl4E Sl NESE Hithin BANNOCK County 
T07S R34iE Sl SE.SE Wit.Mn BANNOCI'; County 
ro1g RJSE B6 N'WSE Within BANNOCK County 
T079 Rl5& 97 NESW Within BANNOCK County 
IOJS 1>3SC SU SSNS Within Bl'INNOCt County 
PURPOSE Ol OSE 
l!Oll!CIPJ\l, 
Plll\lOD or USE 
01/01 12/31 
9\!lUIT!TY 
4 .460 Cl'5 
P1ace of use is within tbe service area ot the City or Pocatello municipal 
water supply system a~ piovided to:r: under Idaho Law. 
---------:;::::::;;;=----------
OIHER P!I.OVISIONS NECESSARY ,OR llEUNITtON OR AlllUNIStRAUON Ol' IHI$ WAIER RIG«Tl 
o the extent necessa:r;y to:r: ad.min.istzation between points of diversion for 
ground watei, and bet~een.points ot diver$ion to~ ground watet and hydraulic4lly 
connecte9 surface sources, ground water ~as first diverted under this right 
troa Poeatollo We.ll No. 7 located i~ 't'06S RJ4'E, SJS, NWSE~ 
·Thie partial decree is subject to such general provi~ions necea5a:ry for 
the detinition of the rights ox for the efficient ado.inistration of the "'ater 
rights as may be ul tira:ately dete:rmined by the court at a point in time no 













IDAHO DBPARTMENr or WA'IER RESOURCES 
RECCNHENDE:O NAIER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STA'IE LAW 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL; BASIS OE CLAIM - Beneficial Use 
THIS RIGHT IS 11, SiLIT CROM CORMER RIGHI 29-11343. 
a.IGHr INCLUDES ACCOMPLISRED CHANGE IN POINT OE' DIVERSION 
FURSOANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE. 
10/26/2006 
8153 
Water Right No. 29-13637 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339, 29-11348, 29-13558, 29-13559, 29-13560, 29-13561, 29-13562, 29-13637 & 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section ¼ of ¼ Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No.12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No.13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No.14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No.15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No. 16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (the additional point of diversion) 
(2) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
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Water Right No. 29-13637 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Sotrrce, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remade, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City ofPocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage fucilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage fucilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 sobcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin-Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renumbered to SubcaseNo. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place ofUse- Should lie: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City ofPocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06, 
29-13637 
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cll·MENTS //1,/ b!5PUTf 
IDAHO DEPAR!NE!i'l OE WATER I\ESOUl!CES 
RECOMMEHDBD WAIER RIGHlS ACQUIRED UKDER SIA!E LA!f 
R!GHf NUMBEit: 29-13638 
NAME ANO ADDRESS: CitY,OE PCCAIEI.10 
PO BOX 416g 






PERIOD OF USE: 
GROUND WAIER 
2 200 c,s 
12/31/1940 
r0£S R33E S10 KESE Within POIIER county 
g;Qsa Rd3B S:J.9 NESS Wil!hifl PGW6R Gee:&y 
!06S R33E Sl5 swm: With.in FOWER. county 
lRIBU?ARY: 
POrtPOSE Of USE 
MONICIPJ\L 
PERIOD 011 USE 
01/01 12/31 




Place oi use is within the se.rvice area oft.he City ot Pocatello rr.unicip~ 
water supPly system as provided tor under Idaho Law . 
.. ·-, ·-=--.:---~-~-------·-.... 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEfINIIION OR AD !l\l\lIOII OE THU !!ATER RIGHI 
I,£ ~ ~ necessary !2.£ administration between points .2£ diversion 12£ 
ground water, and between points ~ diversion ill ground ~ !ES hydrau.lically 
connected surt'ace source!i, ground ~ ~ t'irst d.iV'Crted ~ this right 
trcm1 Pocatello !!,!! No, 1,! 1ocatad. !!l 'I'06S, R3.3Ef §l!i.. ~ 
!Pe l!he_ ,mtefl:t! Deeesaa!'} for aflm!n:ioie_a:tief\, ,,a.t.e:t Ude tin'e a:,p~ . .,.  
Peea:te±le Hell Ue, 3S leea'Ee!I ii\ 4'06S, f\330; Sil:0 1 NEJSE; 
On 6/13/19?8 in efie. ameunti a, 3,34 et's 
Peeabelle Hell Ue, 39 leaateel in 9066, ti33E, Sl:&; SWNS, 
On l2r31/19i0 !.fl 'ehe amount! af Z,aa e:l!e 
!i'eeate:Ho Well He• ;g leea~eel !n 'P06S 1 i\JJS, S18j UESS 
Qn l2,l31}1912 in lc:he allt81Y¼~ ef l..93 e!S 
?hiis partial decree is subject to sucn general provisions necessary' tor 
the definition ot the ·rights or tor the efficient administration ot the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry ot a tinal un1..{ied decree~ Section 42 .. 1412(6), Idaho 
Code 
BXPLANAIORY MATERIAL: llASIS OI CLAIM. - Beneticial Use 
29-13639 
!HIS RIGHT IS A SP!.Il FROM FORMER RIGHI 29-11343. 
RIGH'? INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE :IN POINT Oi' D!V'ERSION 
PURSUANT '1'0 SECTlON 42-142$, IDAHO cons. 
Pocatello Well No. 3~ was also known as Phillips Well~ 1, 
, 8156 
Water Right No. 29-13638 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
29-13638 
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Water Right No. 29-13638 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 ofPocatello's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello' s water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and sunace water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation @ed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
3. Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and nnumbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Point ofDiversion -Interconnected network of wells should include two points of 
diversion serving two water rights (29-7450, 29-13638). Stipulation @ed on 9/21/06 
resolving objection to this issue. 
6. Place ofUse - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello' s 
29-13638 
8158 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
contained in the Director's Report based on Stipulation filed on 9/21/06. 
29-13638 
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I!ll\liO OE~AR?KEN'I OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECO.'<MENOEO WA!ER RIGHTS ACQt!IREO ONOEI\ STATE LAW 
!UG!i? NUMBER: 29-13639 
!IN<E AIIO ADDRESS: CUY OE JIOCAULLO 
po BOlC 4169 
l'OCAIELLO.IO 83205 
SOOBCE: Gl\O<ll!O WA'l'.El' 
3. 680 CES 
.10/22/1952 
10/J1noo, 
TOQS R34E S14 NWNH Within BANNOCK County 
'1'06:S a.34g S15 NWNE Witb.in BAh"'.NOCK County 
106S a:l4B Sl5 HENK Within BANNOCK County 
?06S 1134E SlS NESE Nithin BANNOCK county 
106$ 1134& SlS !IESi Within IIA!INOCK County 
T06S R.34£ 916 NE!tt Within BANNOCK County 
TOGS l\34& 523 NWNE Within S;\NNOC!'( County 
I05S R34E 523 SWNE Within BANNOCK Coanty 
T06S R34E S23 SENW Within .BANNOCK County 
1065 1\34& 523 NESW Within BANNOCK county 
ro,s !IJ4E 326 NENW Within BANNOCK county 
T06s !IJ4E S26 SWSE Within SI\IINOCK county 
1065 R34m S3S NWNE Within BANNOCK county 
TOGS a3~E S3S SENE Within BANNOCK County 
1065 l\34& 535 NIISE Within BANNOCK County 
Po&L-+e--1 lo Se6K0 
ft> .add- Ml~ , I 
ptJ1ni rJf d1Jif/S!frl//l 
P01\l'OSE AND 
PSRIOO 0~ USt: 
Pt.AC£ OF OSE: 
T07S 1134& Sl NWNE Lot 2 Within BANNOCK County 
TOlS R:341: Sl SWNE Within BANNOCK County 
TDlS 1\34£ Sl NESE Within SANNOCI< coonty 
107S l\31E Sl SESE Within BANNOCK County 
T01S l\3SE S6 NWSE Within SAll!IOCK County 
I07S l\JSE 87 NF.SW Within 13ABNOCK County 
'l'01S R35S Sl8 SENE: W1th.1n BANNOCK county 
PU1U>OSE O! USE 
MUNICIPAL 
PEru:00 O! DSE 
01/01 12/31 
QOANTIT~ 
3 680 CFS 
Place of use 1$ within the sez:vice area of the City of Poaatell.o municipal 
wotet supply 3ystem ~s provided foi:: under Idaho Law. 
OT!!il!l PROVISIONS !IECESSAl'lt TOI\ O!i:HNITION OR l\DMINISrAAUON OE TRIS WATER llIG;;--~---.._ 
o the extent necessary foi:: admini3tration betWSen point$ of diversion for 
ground water, and between points of divei::eion tor ground ~ater and hydraulically 
con.nacted 3urtace souzces, ground water val;l first diverted under this'zight 
f:rm PocAtello Nell No 22 located in T06S, Rl4E, S23, SEWfw 
This paitial decree is eubject to such genetal pzovistons neceaaaxy tot 
th~ definitiOTI of the righte o~ to~ the efficient administtation ot the water 
1:ights as may be ultimately c.etermlned. by the Court at a poiqt in time no 






IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WA.I ER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WA'IER RIGHIS ACQUIRED UNDER S'1'ArE !AW 
EXPLANAIOR'f MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLA!H - Beneficial Use 
RIGHT INCLUDES ACCOMPLISHED CHANGE IN POINr OE' DIVERSION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 42-1425, IDAHO CODE4 
Pocatello Well No~ 22 was also known as Alameda Well No. 3h 
10/31/2006 
8161 
Water Right No. 29-13639 
ELEMENTS THAT ARE IN DISPUTE 
Pocatello seeks to resolve this element as follows: 
(1) Priority Date: 12/31/1940 
(2) Point of Diversion: The interconnected network of wells should include 
23 points of diversion, serving 21 ground water rights (29-2274, 29-2338, 29-2401, 
29-2499, 29-4221, 29-4223, 29-4224, 29-4225, 29-4226, 29-7106, 29-7322, 29-7375, 
29-11339,29-11348,29-13558,29-13559,29-13560,29-13561,29-13562,29-13637& 
29-13639). 
Township Range Section l/4 of 1/4 Pocatello Well No. 
7S 34E 1 NW NE Well No. 2 
7S 34E 1 SW NE Well No. 3 
6S 34E 35 NW SE Well No. 7 
6S 34E 26 NE NW Well No. 10 
6S 34E 35 SE NE Well No. 12 
7S 34E 1 SE SE Well No. 13 
7S 35E 7 NE SW Well No. 14 
7S 35E 6 NW SE Well No.15 
6S 34E 26 SW SE Well No.16 
6S 34E 15 NE NW Well No. 18 
6S 34E 23 SW NE Well No. 21 
6S 34E 23 SE NW Well No. 22 
6S 34E 23 NW NE Well No. 23 
6S 34E 15 NW NE Well No. 26 
6S 34E 14 NW NW Well No. 27 
7S 34E 1 NE SE Well No. 28 
6S 34E 23 NE SW Well No. 29 
6S 34E 35 NW NE Well No. 30 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 31 
6S 34E 16 NE NE Well No. 32 
7S 35E 18 SE NE Well No. 33 
6S 34E 15 NE SE Well No. 34 
7S 35E 16 SW SW Well No. 44 (lhe additional point of diversion) 
(3) Other provisions necessary for definition or administration of this 
water right: Remove circled language from the Director's Report. 
8162 
29-13639 
Water Right No. 29-13639 
DISPUTED ELEMENTS RESOLVED PRIOR TO TRIAL 
Bureau of Land Management Objections 
The BLM objected to the priority date, purpose of use and place of use elements. BLM 
objections resolved pursuant to 11/22/04 Order on Joint Motion to Dismiss 
Objections. 
City of Pocatello Objections 
1. Source, quantity, priority date and purpose of use (remark, general provision): 
All 38 of Pocate!Io's 38 state-based water rights should include the following remark 
regarding the City's water distribution facilities: 
The City of Pocatello's water supply system for distribution of all of its 
ground water and surface water supplies includes various reservoir and 
tank storage facilities, which are capable of being fully recharged by the 
quantity of water available in a 24-hour period from all of the city's 
sources of water. The right to use such storage facilities is therefore a part 
of each of the city's water rights. 
Stipulation filed on 9/21/06 with parties agreeing that the above remark 
should not be added to the water right recommendations. 
2. Separate Streams - PocateHo's objections as to general provisions on separate 
streams were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order Dismissing Objections 
and Responses dated 7/14/06 . . 
3. . Separate Administration - Pocatello's objections as to general provisions on 
separate administration were stricken and dismissed with prejudice in Order 
Dismissing Objections and Responses dated 7/14/06. 
4. Swan Falls - Issue separated and consolidated from Basin 29 subcases. 
Designated as Consolidated Subcase No. 92-34 in 12/5/03 Order. Order Designating 
Basin -Wide Issue entered on 8/23/04 and renwnbered to Subcase No. 91-13. (Stayed 
pending reporting of Idaho Power rights in Basin 02) 
5. Place of Use - Should be: Place of use is within the service area of the City of 
Pocatello municipal water supply system as provided for under Idaho law, including all 
lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the municipal water right. Reason 
Supporting Objection: Beneficial use of a municipal water right includes all actions 
necessary to comply with public health and safety standards. The City of Pocatello's 
municipal service area includes all lands necessary to complete the beneficial use of the 
municipal water rights. Pocatello has accepted the language for place of use as 
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